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Reopemng of the Seheol of Médiane—Inauguration of the

Statue of Esquirol—Introdudory Clinical Lectures in the

Hospitals of Paris.

The Wintet Session was opened at tlie School of Medicine

on the 1 7th. of November, with the customary solemnity. As
might hâve been suvmised from the views openly expressed by
many of the students, on the subject of the changes recently

introduced by Government in the internai administration of

the faculty of Medicine, Mr. Eayer's outrance was saluted by
a perfect storm of hisses, the persistency of which entirely

drowned his voice, and prevented the friendly or unprejudiced

portion of the audience from hearing a single word of the

speech delivered by the learned Dean.
Démonstrations of this kind are assuredly to be regretted

;

but while we express our unqualified disapprobation, let us

not forget that at a somewbat distant date, it is true, we also

occasionally yielded to thoughtless impulse and inconsiderate

prepossession. Some excuse may, moreover, be found for

thèse manifestations, in the fact that they usually originate

from gênerons, though wounded, feelings. The discordant

sounds, which still tingle in our ears, were not levelled at Mr.

Bayer personally, but were expressive of the discontent caused

by the mode of his nomination. The love and vénération of

the students for their teachers are notorious, and thèse feelings

hâve in some instances been carried to a pitch of fanatical

dévotion, as in the case of Marc, who did not hesitate to

challenge Dupuytren's detractors to niortal combat. The
students ardently take part with their instructors, and more
especially with their clinical professors, with whom they

are in close and daily communion. When, therefore, a minis-

terial decree, which we may not criticise, appointed a suc-

cessor to Baron P. Dubois, in the person of a gentleman

hitherto uneonnected with the Faculty, and better known to

the médical corporation than to the students, the latter detex-

mined on entering at a proper time their protest against a

sélection, which they deemed uncomplimentary to the old Pro-

fessors of the School of Medicine. They would not hâve com-
plained had Mr. Rayer, a member of the ninth section of the

Institute (Veterinary Surgery and Agriculture), and Président

of the Society of Biology, been named without compétition

Professor of Comparative Medicine, but they thought it strange

that Mr. Rayer should be placed at the head of a School
adorned by such men as Mr. Velpeau.

Thèse were the causes of the opposition which has so

deeply grieved Mr. Rayer's friends. The new Dean, however,
boldly l'aced the storm, and displayed much calmness and dig-

nity, being animated by the conviction that a careful perusal

of the address, which we reproduce, would modify the hostile

feelings arrayed against him, and cause his zeal and his efforts

to be more worthily appreciated.

Ho spokc as follows :

Gentlemen, Students of the School of Medicine,
I hâve impatiently awaited the occasion of this solemn meeting,

graced by the présence of my eminent colleagues, and of the eUte
of my fellow-practitioners, in order to give vent to the feelings of
my heart, and to bear public testimony to my gratitude and deep
dévotion to the Emperor.

Hitherto foreign to public instruction, I hâve been raised, almost
at the close of my career, to the highest honours of our profession,
and placed at the head of the first school in the universe. Silencing
hésitations whicli you will but too well understand, I hâve accepted
the task imposed upon me, finnly resolving, allow me to say so, to
dévote to its accomplishment ail my remaining strength, and ail

my ardour and intelligence for what is useful and good.
Offlcially unattached to the School of Medicine, but united to it

by sincère admiration and perfect community of doctrines, which

render my new duties both easy and grateful, I hâve, however

,

always kept up a close intercourse with its laborious pupils. For
upwards of thirty years, in the wards of a large hospital, the pnly
source of practical médical instruction, I hâve witnessed the rise

and progress ot many générations, to which it has been my good
fortune to impart the feelings which at this moment, desp'ite the
weight of years, animate my breast with as much energy as in the
days of my youth, the love of science and the grandness of our
profession.

As a récompense for thèse thirty years devoted to constant labour
and to private tuition, the médical practitioners ol France freely

and spontaneously selected me to préside over their great and béné-
ficiai association. But yesterday, I dwelt with your predecessors on
the greatness and dignity of our noble profession ; to you, who to-

morrow will mingle in their ranks, I speak of science and of study,
failing which the dignity and greatness of our art would be but
idle words.

To extend, to elevate, and to render fruitful the instruction im-
parted by the Faculty is the ever présent thought of your masters,
and the constant object of the new dean's méditations. To this task

he dévotes himself exclusively, and his first laborious inquiries hâve
been directed towards the discovery of the most urgent require-

ments of the school, and of the most désirable improvements of its

tuition.

Free from ail engagements, and from the very nature of my posi-

tion, untrammelled by préjudice or acquired habits, I hâve already

been enabled to suggest to an eminent minister, benevolently in-

clined towards youth, améliorations which I am happy to say hâve
been received, as they had been proposed, in a truly libéral spirit,

and calculated to enhance the réputation of this school, and to in-

crease its educational resources.

It is thus I understand, and hâve consented to wield an authority

which involves so considérable an amount of responsibility.

A more libéral access to our library—an increase of our labora-

tory and dissecting-room accommodation—a valuable addition to

our practical tuition, in the shape of new clinical lectures, entrusted

to former Fellows of the School, whose zeal and abilities hâve long

been well known to you, and who will préserve from déviation or

decay the glorious traditions of our chairs of clinical medicine and
surgery ;—the introduction of compétitive examination in the choice

of the Chefs de Clinique, whose functions are ambitioned by our
most laborious pupils, and will thus acquire frcsh lustre, opening
at the «ame time for young physicians a career analogous to that

aftbrded to surgeons by the présent mode of nomination of prosec-

tois and assistant-professors of anatomy ;—such, gentlemen, are the
first measures which I hâve realised, and which will be carried out
on the advcnt of the new year. The future, an early future let us
hope, will bear witness to their utility.

Students of the School of Medicine, the period which has
elapsed since my appointment, has been too short to allow me to do
more than introduce myself to you ail, and show myself to you
such as I am, such as you shall ever find me, ready to receive,

advise, and protect you as a guide, as a father.

I cannot, however, yield the chair to the popular Professor who
will now address you, bef'ore greeting with a sincère welcome, the
new séries of Fellows who this day, for the first time, occupy the

seats vacated by their predecessors, and who by this salutary and
prolific mode of rénovation, will adorn the school by the co-

opération of their tried abilities, and inspirit its tuition with youth-
ful ardour.

May their example, gentlemen, prove to you a constant and
powerful encouragement ! But recently selected from your ranks,

they more distinctly point out the road to success. Each one
amongst you may, by free and successful compétition, aspire to

the same dignity, which should be the object of your ambi-

tion, as it is likewise the hope and nursery of the Faculty of Medi-

cine.

We regret that our limited space does not admit of the re-

production of the cloquent panegyric delivered by Mr. Gos»

selin on the life of the late Professor Moroau. The orator in

this remarkable appréciation, displayed the same fineness of

touch and éloquence of languago, which shone so conspicuously

in his biography of Pierre Bérard, spoken on a similar occa-

sion two years ago. Mr. Gosselin was frequently interrupted

by the warm applauso of the audience.

At the conclusion of the meeting the prizes were distributed

as follows :

Prize ofthe School of Medicine.—Grand prize (gold medal),

Mr. Fritz.

First prize (silver medal) : Mr. Proust.

Second prize (silver medal) : Mr. Dubuc.

Honourable mention : Mr. Chalvet.

Monthyon prize.—Mr. F. Bricheteau.

Corvimrt prùe.—Mr. Challier.
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Barbier prise,—Not awarded : ite value, 80/., ivas divided

os fol!

To Mr. Marey, for his researehes on sphygniography, GO/.

lo Mr. Mathieu, l'or improvcments introduccd in the fabri-

cation of artificial liinbs, 20/.

A spécial mention, to winch the Minister of Public Instruc-

tion added a lotter of encouragement, was also awarded to the

anthora of tho best inaugural theses prosented during the

year, viz. :

1. Mr. Dujardin-Beaumetz, Mr. Lancereaux, and Mr. Ray-

naud.

2. Mr. Bail and Messrs. Cazin nnd Tillaux.

— A pleasing contrast to tlic uproarious meeting of the

School of Medicino is afforded by the peaceful ceremony which

took place at Charenton on the 22nd of Kovember, for the

inauguration of the statue of Esquirol. A brilliant crowd of

mnutn. and upwards of two hundred représentatives of the

.cal Profession from Paris and from the provinces, werc

présent on tliis solemn occasion.

In the honours paid to the memory of the kiiid and emi-

nent nian of whoni the monument is a record, we may discern,

as Mr. Parchappe truly observed, something more than a mero

act of justice, or a testimonial of public gratitude. They bear

solemn évidence to the national sympathy for the bénéficiai

efforts of humanity in the path of progress, fend supply us,

moreover, with a bright example, while they teach a whole-

some lesson. In reprcsenting Esquirol standing in the midst

of the asyltun constructed from bis designs, sheltering beneath

the folds of his mantlc a poor lunatic, and pondering on the

means of accomplishing a cure, the sculptor distinctly inti-

mâtes that the harmonious édifice vas raised at tho suggestion

of the médical profession, that the physieian niust be guided

by tlie dictâtes of his heart in the treatment of the insane,

and that a tender feeling of compassion for his unfortunate

patients is the neeessary condition of his utility.

The savans, adniinistrators, and institutions of France, hâve

ever 1 >ecn G romoot in the scientitic and humane agitation winch

lias compclled, within tho last fifty ycars, ail civilised nations

to create, organise, and improve the establishments devoted to

the treatment of insanity ; and to Esquirol's immortal honour,

he ranks, in our country, immediatoly al'ter Pinel in tho suc-

cessful prosecution of a rel'orm which will bc viewed as the

proudest title of our âge to the gratitude of mankind.

The Inspecter of Lunatic Asylums seized tins opportunity of

exputiating in the most félicitons nianner, on the superiority of

d asylums over the System of agricultural colonies and
partial liberty in the treatment of lunacy, and we cannot re-

frain from reproducing tho following passage of his eloqueûl

address:

—

" When the establishment of Charenton shall hâve been com-
pletcd," said Mr. Parchappe, " it will assuredly be the noblest cm-
bodiment of the architectural plans suggested by Esquirol's médita-
tions. We shall then be enabled definitively to pronounce on the

absolute and comparative value of tlie systém ; but, even now, it is

an nnquestionable fact, that the idéal excellence of lunatic asylums
must henceforth be founded on a conception purely médical, viz.,

tin- M p iration of the patients in distinct sections, according to the

requhements of treatment, and the nature, forai, and stage of their

disease.

" This is the characteristic feature of our public asylums, and
gives them, in this respect at leasl, a marked superiority over l'oreign

establishments, in which the patients are ol'ten classed m< r«
-',.

cording to tlie sums paid for their custody. The yearly payments
on behalf of the inmates of Charenton are on three distinct scalès

;

but as to tlie systematic arrangement of the wards, and the médical
mont, the patients are ail placed on the same footing, and are

divided into as many groupa as may be reipiired l>y the t'omis of
itic convenience. The full réalisation of the

fondamental conception which is consonant with truth, science-, and
hunianity, viz.—that ail patients are equal with regard to treatment

,

for ever secures inestimable value to the arrangements oi the Asylum
of Charenton.

" From the subordination of architectural détails to therapeutic
expediency, for the first tiine reattsed in BsqaiîoTs plans, low ail
the roccesave iinnmwwili rebseqmMb introduccd in the créa-
tion, érection, and orgimissijioa of hotpitab) for the insane. A luna-
tic_ asylum u an in-tiiuueiit of treatment, and, in the hands of a
skilful practitioner, becomeg a most powerful remédiai agent for
the cure of cérébral disease. Such is the axiom propoUnded by

Esquirol, which his successors bave adopted and developed. Efforts

hâve been made to instil life into this instrument, bythe adaptation
of its varions parts to predetermined Fonctions, in imitation of the
mechanism of a living being, and thus the lunatic asylum architec-

turally planned to represent an aggregate of organe, and of prede-
signed actions, becomes an animated System, of which the physieian
is the soûl.

"By imparting this practical character to the mode] Asylum,
Esquirol most actively co-operated in the rescue of lunatic. From
their former déplorable condition, au achievement with which his

name together with those of Pinel, WilliamTuke, and Langermann
must ever remain associated, and which in France and abroad has
monopolised the excitions of a host of emineiit nie.n, Ferras and
Vander Kolk, for instance, of whom science and humanity bave
butrecently been deprived.

" The therapeutic aspect of the undertaking, in the .-ystem
generally adopted by the office of Public Assistance, is a victoriens

argument against the heedless criticisms with which ithasrecentry
been assailed.

"In vain hâve innovators, to whosc intentions and Seal we do
full justice while we condenin their inexpérience and their errors,

endeavour to cause purely economical prinoiples to prevail over

therapeutic expediency in the institutions devoted to mental
aliénation.

"Surelyit is idle to oppose to the efforts directed for upwards
of half a century to one noble purpose, by so many eminent speoial-

ists, under the influence of progressing Knowledge and civilisation,

an institution generated by the superstition of dark âges, and
long buried in deserved oblivion, which excites no feeling but

curiosity, and awakens the interest of the scientitic World but by its

attempts to remedyits notorious imperfections, which it can suci

in doing but, by the appropriation of the principal constituent

éléments of our asylums !

" Is it enough in order to justify the dispersion of the insane in

rural habitations to adduce the well known advantages of a home I

"In OUI Asylums, Cas conditions of i'amily lile, are as far as

practicablo realised.

" In the home of a peasant paid for his board, the lunatic, it is

obvious, can meet only with liostsormasters, and li it is proper

to restore him to liberty, his proper place is surely in the bosom of

his own I'amily."

In addition to the ve-opening of the School of Medieine, and
tho inauguration of the statue of Esquirol, we must also notice

the introductory lectures of tho différent clinical profes

Mr. Trousseau devoted his first lectures to the history of

hydatid tumours of the, liver, and more especially invited tho

attention of his numerous audience to the utility of acupunc-

ture for the purpose of pronioting adhésion of the cyst to tho

abdominal watt. Our readers will fînd, in anothef part of the

présent number, a description of the procédure imagined and

resorted to by the learned Professer.

At tho hospital of tho School of Medieine, Mr. Xélaton

pointée! out the most important cases at présent in the wards,

and entered into some interesting particulars on the instrument

used by tho Italian surgeons, for tho purpose of discovciïng the

bail in Oaribaldi's foot. It will be rccollected that Professor

Porta, in his report, expressed considérable doubt as to the

présence of tlie projectile in tho ankle, and that in his visit to

the General, Mr. Nélaton was, on the contrary, enabled to

establish the great probability of the bullet being still imbedded

in the wound. Our l'eadcrs are ail now acquainted with the

fact that this surniise bas proved correct, and that al'ter an ex-

aminât ion with the instrument imagined and sent by the Ffeneh

surgeon, M. Zanetti has at last suceeeded in extracting the

forcign body. The new exploriug probe beats, at its eXtremity,

a bulb of unvarnishcd and rougheneil porcelain, capable of re-

coiving, by tho slightest friction on a leaden Burfaee, a cha-

racteristic stain, the nature of which can be eStablisbed m a

peremptory manBec by cliemical tests.

We shxrâld not omit to notice Mr. Henry Roger's lectures

On DUeosetof UMÎdren, one of the new supplemental clinîcal

es rocontly instituted by the School of Medieine. Thèse

conférences take place at the Hospital for lut'anev, and will

doubtless, jnove a l'ruitful source of practical information:

—

"In thèse lectures," said Mr. Roger, "I ghalldwell only on uscîal

and practical points. Setting aside mère theory, I will not expatia»!

on thedogmatic description of di« h you will findin ail

c oniemporary Works. Nature is thebook M à shoaM
ever be consiilted bv the physieian. 1 shall Opetl itbefore yon and

we will endeavour to icad it together. At first we shall probaUy
beahle oïdy to distinguiah the letters, but WOrds and phrases wiU
soon follow", and in the end, let us trust, We shall rcad it lluently."
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Tins programme promises well ; and in order to give some

idea uf thé mode of Mr. Koger's tuition, we may quote from

the Union Médicale the following passage of the Professor's

introductory lecture on the difficultics to be contended with in

the observation of the diseases of infancy, the dexterous arti-

fices often required for the détection of the symptoms, and the

valuable assistance derivablo from. maternai tact and dévo-

tion:

—

" Observation in our little patients is almost necessarily incom-

plète, and, consequently, often leads to erroneous inferences. Very
young children are agitated and frightened at the approach of the

doclor ; their face flushes, the puise and respiration are accelerated,

screams and résistance to examination may be expected. If you
havè the good fortune to soothe this alarm, or if it is not mani-

fested at first, lose no time, for a long exploration will assuredly

not be submitted to. Some spoiled children (and what child is not

more or luss spoiled ?) obstinately oppose ail attempts at investiga-

tion ; the face averted, or concealed by the hands, bears évidence

of anger more thanof disease. At most will you be allowed by rapid

inspection of the body, and palpation of the abdomen and chest

to acquire some idea of the présence or absence of fever. I re-

collect some twenty years ago being left by Mr. Guersaut to watch
the symptoms in the case of a Neapolitan nobleman's child. He
waa daily visited by an English and two French physicians, and,

on no occasion was any one of the médical attendants able to feel

the puise, or examine him with any degree of completeness. For
my part my présence was tolerated in a neighbouring room only

;

we tended him, it is true, but the cure was effected by nature."
" This unavoidably insuflicieut investigation is fortunately com-

pensated by maternai vigilance ; the mother's instinctive tender-

ness singularly increases her powers of observation. Her anxious
solicitude, and her penetrating insight may be trusted ; her unfail-

ing memory supplies the physician with minute particulars which
greatly assist liim in liis judgment. She watches over the punctual
exécution of every prescription, notes and détails its effects. In
the course of his long practice, Guersant had ample opportunity of

appreciating at its i'ull value the important services rendered by
mothers in the observation and study of the diseases of infancy

;

he dwells in one of his works on the assistance thus received by
him in the diagnosis and treatment of the affections of childhood,
and expresses with émotion his gratitude for their tender and
enlighteued co-operation.

Art. 6350.

HOTEL-DIEU.

(PKOPESSOR TROUSSEAU'S CLINICAL WAKDS.)

Abdominal eyxis ; acupuncture.

Several procédures, amongst which tbose reeommended by
Réoamier, Bégin, and Jobert de Lamballe are best known,
bette been resorted to, to procure adhésion to the abdominal
parietes of tumours such as hepatic and ovarian cysts. In a
case of the latter description Mr. Jobert punctured the tumours
with a common trochar ; through the canula of this instru-
ment he introduced an India-rubber cathéter, which was left

fa situ, the abdomen being supported by a tight circular

bandage. ïhe contact of the instrument induced adhesivo
inflammation, and through the sound injections were safely
tliMwn into the cyst. The pénétration of the injeeted
fluids into the abdominal cavity was doubtless thus averted,
but lias method cannot secure the patient against the effusion
sÂ the contents of the cyst into the peritoneum when the
puncture is performed. To obviate this contingency, to avoid
on the other hand the possible occuiTenco of erysipelas which
may follow Bégin'a incision, and to escape from the difficulty
of circdnwctibiag within moderate limits the action of the
caustics proposed by Récamier, it lias occurred to Professor
Trousseau to liave recourse to acupuncture with several needles.

Ïhe procédure is not a new one ; so far back as the year
15, the ingénions professor resorted to it in the case of the
rof a médical practitiotner afflicted with numerous abdo-
d cysts. About twenty long stoel needles, similar to those

1
by milliners, were inserted into the tumours ; a small wax

l'ail fixed upon the head of each needle prevented its entire
ion. But inflammation of the integument induced by

t of the wax, bas since induced Mr. Trousseau to
protect the skin previously to the introduction of the needles,
with a shield of adhesive plastcr.

In a case of ovarian cyst recently related by the professor,

the round of diachylon was of the size of a crown pièce
;

twenty-five steel needles softened in the flame of a candie were
then inserted through tho abdominal parietes into the cyst, at

two lines distance from each other. The needles, about two
inches and a half in length, were armod with sealing-wax

bulbs, which retained theni on the surface, and checked (indé-

sirable pénétration. Very little pain attended tho opération
;

but for three days the patient experienced, in the vicinity oi"

the punctured région, sensations analogous to thoso induced by
moderate inflammation, and due to partial traumatic perito-

nitis. On the fifth day, slight movements iniparted to tho

needles having demonstrated the existence of adhésions, Mr.
Trousseau romoved them ail in succession. The orifice of each
puncture gave issue to a few droplets of viscid sérum, which
established beyond doubt the direct communication of tho

cyst with the surface. The tumour was then relieved of its

contents with a trochar, and a hollow bougie was permanently

substituted for the canula of the instrument, to allow of the

liquid being daily drained off, and of appropriate injections

being thrown in.

€l)î Mùiuû Cirntlar.
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ON THE PROXIMATE CAUSE OF
CONSUMPTION AND ITS SPECIEIC TREATMENT

BY THE HYPOPHOSPHITES.
By J. FRANCIS CHURCHILL, M.D. (Paris).

(Continued from page 453.)

No. XIII.
REPORTS OF CASES TREATED SUCCESSFIÎLLY IN THE

THIED STAGE (THAT OF EXCAVATION), (a)

To suni up, the présent state of Médical science upon this point
cannot be better expressed than in the words of Louis, which are

strictly true now as they were seventeen years ago :

" The study of phthisis, viewed with regard to its curability, is

very little advanced for in the cases of recovery
hitherto met with, the resuit bas been obtained, not by some for-

tuitous but nevertheless cognisable circumstance which can be more
or less easily reproduced, but by individual circumstances hitherto

entirely unknown, and to the discovery of which the physician should
hencei'orth steadily dévote himself." (6)

H the views I hold with regard to the cause of phthisis be correct,

this hitherto undiscovered circumstance alluded to by Louis, is the
restoration to its normal quantity of the oxidizable phosphorized
compounds contained in the System, which can be obtained at will

by the proper use of the hypophosphites.
After five more years' expérience, during which I hâve treated

more than 400 cases at my dispensary, and at least an equal num-
ber in private practice, I feel myself fully justified in againafnrm
ing in the most peremptory manner.

1. That the spécifie remedy for the tubercular diathesis, consists

in the use of a préparation of phosphorus uniting the property of

being both assimilahle and oxidizable. (c)

2. That when death takes place in cases treated by the hypophos-
phites, that resuit is due either to pre-existing lésions, or to the in-

tervention of some secondary or accidentai complication.
3. That in no case after the employment of the hypophosphites,

is death brought about by new tubercular deposit, uiiless the treat-

ment is compietely stopped while the patient is still exposed to the

causes which produce tuberculosis.

The following therefore, is the différence between the présent

state of science, and the effects produced by the hypophosphites.
If at présent, ten consumptives are selected in such a state that

there can be no doubt of the certainty of the diagnosis, and at such
a stage of the disease, that the puhnonary lésions shall be as little

advanced as is compatible with such certainty, it is undeniable that

no physician would pledge himsetf to cure a fixed proportion of

them, or even any one single case selected beforehand. With every

resource at his command, the utmost he could do would be to pro-

mise that the life of some of them might be prolonged, that one, or

at most two, might possibly escape, but without being able to tell

whu would be the fortunate, or who would prove victims to the

(a) Translatcd from the second édition of my work, ' Do la Caust
fmuiédiate do la Phtliisic Pulmonaire.' In the Press.

(b) Louis, op. cit., p. 573.

(c) See Mémoire presented to the Academy of Aledicine, July 21, 1857,
and ' I)e la Cause Immédiate et du Traitement Spécifique des Maladies
Tuberculeuses. Paris, September, 1857, p. 229.
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On the other hatul, tlie position I assume is, that if any
number of patients be taken in thc conditions above indicated, and
subjected to the use of thc hypophosphit.es, properly givra, nine

out of ten of them would recover, the tenth case being allowed for

errors of observation. In othcr words, the prognosis of a given case

of phthisis, either treated by the ordinary menus or left to the course

of nature, dépends not on the actual state of the patient, but on the

nature of the disease itsclf, and is nearly always fatal ; while the

prognosis of the saine disease under treatment by the hypophos-

phites is independent of the diathesis, and rests altogether on the

citent of the pre-existing lésions, or on the présence or absence of

complications.

The hypophosphites are thus the spécifie for phthisis under cer-

tain definite conditions, and so long as thsse conditions exist, the

prognosis is always favourable. To require more is to overstep the

limite of scient itir possibility, and is demnnding what is impossible

and absurd.

I shall now proceed to analyse the cases which hâve been already

mentioned, in order to ascertain the real conditions of the success-

ful and unsuccessful results, and show that they fully bear out the

preceding propositions.

In the following summary :

I shall call confirmative results ail cases in which there was
continued improvement during the whole time ol the treatment.

I shall call négative results ail those in which the improvement
did not persist during the whole time of treatment.

I shall call définitive results i« favour of the treatment, nll the
cases cured, and définitive results againsl it, ail the cases ending in

death, from whatever cause, excepting only one or two cases which
had been counted among the confirmative results, and in which
death occurred more than a year after the complète cessation of the
treatment. In this statement are not included twenty of the cases

in the third stage reported in this Journal, as they were not dis-

pensary patients.

[.

—

Prognosis relative to the Extent of the Lésion.—The first con-
dition on which the cure of a case of phthisis by the hypophos-
phites dépends, is the extent of the local lésion. Among the
79 cases referred to, the signs of tubcrcular disease were limited

to one lung in 25. In this number there were 17 confirmative

results, of which 11 ended in recovery ; and 8 négative cases, of

which 3 deaths. 54 patients had tubercles in both lungs. Of thèse,

25 gave confirmative results, of which 16 were curéd ; 29 were
négative cases, of which 19 were deaths. Thus, when one lung only
is diseased, the chances of cure are to those of death as il to 3.

But when both lungs are affected, the chances of cure comp ared
with those of death are reversed, and fall as low as 16 to 19. (e)

II. Prognosis in Relation to the Stage of the Complaint.—With re-

gard to the stage of the lésion, two patients, when first seen, were
in the first stage, (d) but afterwards showed signs of softening. Both
recovered. (e)

Fifty patients were in the second stage (that of softening). Of
thèse, 18 had only one lung diseased, and of this number there

were 15 confirmative results, 9 of them cures, and 3 négative ré-

sulte, including 1 death.

On referring to the reporte of the three négative cases, I find that

in two of them it was e.xpressly stated at the first examination that

there was reason to suspect the disease affected both lungs. In one
(the fatal case) the probable existence of a cavity was expressly
noted. The third patient followed during the winter the occupation
of a lamplighter, and was thus unavoidably exposed to circum-
stances productive of fréquent and serions inflammatory compli-
cations. Hence it follows, that when the disease has not passed the

second stage, and it can be ascertained with certainty that it is limited

to one lung, recovery takes place in ail cases witliout exception,
unless the patient be exposed to unusually unfavourable hygienic
conditions.

It would be difficult to over-rate the importance of this fact,

which is the more peremptory as I cannot see that it is open to
any really serious objection. The diagnosis of the extent of the
lésion was written down in each case before beginning the treat-
ment, allowing the sceptical, however, any amount of latitude they
please, and admitting that there were errors of diagnosis, still that
supposition would not weaken the conclusion. The fact still re-
mains the sanie—viz., that ail the patients in the second stage,
witli only one lung affected, and who did not leave off the treat-
nicnt, procceded to complète recovery, and that not one of them
died. To invalidate this conclusion, we must admit that, of the
whole 79 patients treated at the dispensary, there was not one in
whom the disease was in the second stage, and limited to one lung;
otherwise, the conclusion not being contradicted by a single nega-

(c) In my private practice thc proportion of cases in thèse conditions
bas been greater. Thus, in the 24 cases of patiente in the third stage
•Iready given, there were 7 cases in which both lungs were affected.

(d) One of thèse wus a case of aeute pTithisis.
(<) For thc reason mentioned already, the othcr cases in thc first stage

ara not reported. Every one of them that could be troced was fourni to
hâve recovered.

tivt' instance, will still hold good, whatever be the number of cases
on which it is founded. In reality, however, in thèse cases, the
simple fact of the stethoscopic signs being limited to one side, is of
itself a strong probability in iavour of the existence of phthisis.

(To be continued.)

THE USE OF COMPRESSED SPONGE]
IN THE PREVENTION OF LACTEAL SECRETION.

By P. Stewart, M.D., of Peekskill, N.W.

Some three years ago I reported in the ' New York Journal of
Medicine' an interesting case of suppression of the lacteal sécrétion,

in the breast of a lady recently confined by means of compresse! 1

sponge and bandage. The idea was a novel one to me, never having
tried it before, nor seen anything published on the subject.

Since the report of the above mentioned case I hâve several
times had occasion to adopt the same practice, and uniformly with
the same happy resuit. If others hâve used the method it has
failed to cometo my knowledge, and as the remedy is easilyapplied
and the results in my hands, at least, uniformly successful, it ma v
be ol some little service to the " weaker yet botter half" of our
humanity, to call the profession once more very briefly to the
subject. Every practitioner meets with cases of inflammation of
the mammary gland,'suppuration, caused by inability to get the mille

from it when first secreted after confinement, and the patient once
having endured it, looks forward with tenfold more horror often to

the sufferings of a " broken breast," than she does to the pangs of

childbirth. Persons bave fallen under my observation, both nom
the cities of New York and Philadelphia, who had in previous
confinements been under the care of eminent practitioners in those
cities, but yet had endured, as they said, untold sufferings from
this cause. When submittedto the treatment under considération,

no pain or suffering of any kind was experienced. Nothing can be
more complète and satisfactory, than the resuit of this practice has
been in the several cases which I hâve tried it. Ail other modes of

treatment, such as warm fomentations, cokl water compresses,
belladonna plaster and wash, and varions other things, hâve failed

of the desired effect in a majority of cases, but this one never.
The détails are simply thèse :—A flat soft sponge, carefully freed

from ail foreign substances, large enough to cover the entire breast

with a small hole or dépression eut out in the centre for the
nipple, is subjected to a pressure of a few pounds for a couple of

days, and then applied over the breast ; a compress is

laid over this, and the whole secured by a bandage passed
over the shonlders, and around the waist, so as to produc*
equal and uniform pressure over the entire surface. The
bandage should be tightened sufliciently often to maintain a
constant pressure for twelve or fourteen days. The best time to

begin the treatment is within twelve hours after the birth, when
the sponge is best applied dry, but if it is delayed from any causï
until the breast becomes tender, and the milk begins to be
secreted, my custom is to dip it in warm vinegar once or twice a
day.

The efficacy of this treatment in inflammation of
ê
the breast, as

well as in other parts, has been arrested by others, but in no case

can its effect be more happy than in preventing the lacteal sécrétion,—
' American Médical Times.'

ACCOUNT OF AN EPIDEMIC OF HYSTER1CAL
DEMONOMANIA.

By Dr. Const ans.

In the ancient province of Chablais, now in the arrondissement
of Thonon (Haute-Savoie), is a commune of 2,000 inhabitants

named Moraines, situated at the extremity of the valley of Aulph.
It is separated from Valais by a monntain only ; its altitude is about
1,500 mètres, the climate severe, and the végétation tardy. The
people are very poor, and occupying the basement story of wretched
buts, they live in a half-asphyxiateu state, huddled near cast iron

stoves heated even to redness. Their food consiste of barley bread,

potatoes, and smoked méats ; and for drink, water, always very cold,

is alone used. Their aspect, as a rule, is pitiful, the lymphatico
nervous tempérament prédominâtes, childhood is sickly and not-

easily passed, the fecundity of families is very great, adult âge is

prematurely décrépit, and old âge rare. In other respects, thèse

people are gentle, honest, obstinate, very devout, and excessively

superstitious j little intelligent at the best, their judgment is further

obscured by a multitude of absurd beliefs.

In Mardi, 1857, two little girls, blondes, very pious, puny, but
withal healthy, became the subjects of certain extraordir.ary attacks.

Presently the affection extended to others, and in sevra monthx,

twenty-seven persons, children, young girls, andvomen, were seized

by it. It was averred that during the paroxysms of the affection,

the children spoke French with surprising facility, or responded in

Oerman or Latin, lost ail family affection, became surprisingly inso-

lent and impious, aud exhibited extraordinary physical powers, four
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men being insufficient to restrain a single child. Moreover, the

children woulJ climb in the twinkling of an eye to the tops of trees,

and then turn soinersaults, or leap i'rom one tree to another, re-

moved many mètres, and descend to the ground head downwards.

Towards the end of 1860, the number of " possessed" (for as such

they were regarded in the commune) had inereased to 110; and in

April, 1861, tlie Minister of the Interior directed Dr. Constans,

Inspector-general of lunatics, to visit Morzines, and make inquiry

into the nature and causes of the outbreak, and to take such steps

as might be needed to put an end to it. When Dr. Constans reached

Morzines he found the population much depressed, every one going

in fear of devils, and a deep irritation reigned agaiust the sorcerers,

the authors of the evil. The treatment of the affected up to this

period had consisted in parental intimidation, exorcisms, pilgrimages,

and magnetism. Seventeen of the twenty-seven persons attacked

in the first seven months of the épidémie had been cured, it was
stated, by exorcism. Certain children had recovered spontane-

ously, and in others the attacks had yielded to promises, or threats

of death.

Dr. Constans examined sixty-four of the " possessed." They were
mostly celibates, hysterical, chloro-ansemic or scrofulous, and suf-

fering from gastralgia, ameuorrhœa, ordysmenorrhœa ; the appetite

was capricious, the sleep inconstant and light. Idle, loquacious,

exalted, and fantastie, they flocked together, card-playing, exciting

themselves, mutually and masking the insufficiency of their aliment

by the immoderate use of black coffee. Everything gave occasion

for a paroxysm, but nothing produced one so surely as the ex-

pression of a doulit that they were possessed. The paroxysm
was ushered in by yawnings, pendiculations, startings, ehorei-

form jerks, alternations oï dilatation and contraction of the

pupil, and a frightened aspect. Cries, vociférations, and oaths

supervened. The physiognomy became dejected and assumed an
expression of frenzy. The respiration was panting, and the
movements, at first confined to the superior parts, exteuded succes-

sively to the trunk and extremities. Aggression comnienced ; furni-

ture, chairs, or stools were cast at the spectators ; then the convul-
sionnâmes precipitated themselves upon their parents or upon stran-

gera, struck them and struck themselves, bruismg the chest or body,
wliirled about now in one direction, then another, and cast them-
selves on the back, starting up again a.s if it were on the rebound of
aspring. No erotism mingled with the idea of demoniacal possession,

and the affected never uttered obscène words or were guilty of
lubrical actions. In the most disordered actions they never exposed
the person. The paroxysm endured from twenty to twenty-five
minutes, the puise becoming enfeebled or lost, but the beating
of the heart remained normal, while the hands were icy and the
feet cold. Towards the décline of the paroxysms, the noise became
less, the movements diminished in rapidity, there were éructations,

the affected looked around witli astonishment, arranged their hair,

replaced their caps, diank several mouthfuls of water, and recom-
menced their work, declaring that they felt no lassitude, and re-

membered nothing. It was évident, however, that the first asser-

tion was not altogether true, and they heard and saw perfectly
during the attacks ; closing the eyes if ïnenaced with a blow in the
face, and avoiding, underall circumstances, places or bodies which
might injure them when they cast themselves upon the ground.

Dr. Constans looks upon the outbreak as of an hysterical cha-
racter, and that the affected were not altogether responsible for their
acts. To this conclusion Dr. Legrand du Saulle (from whose ab-
stract of Dr. Constans' account we dérive the foregoing facts) demurs.
Milder means provingunavailing, Dr. Constans qui ckly brought the
épidémie to an end by having the priest of Morzines removed, and
requiring the commune to be occupied by a brigade of gendarmerie
and a detachment of infantry. The people were intimidated, and
the "possessions" ceased. (' Ann. Médico-Psychologiques,' and
' Médical Critic")

THE SEWAGE OF THE WESTERN DIVISION OE THE
METEOPOLIS.

On Tuesday evening a most influential meeting of the Metropo-
litan Association of the Médical Officers of Health, Dr. R. D.
Thomson in the chair, was held at No. 8 Richmond terrace, White-
hall, to teeeire the Report of the Committee for gênerai purposes
on the proposition of the Engineer of the Metropolitan Board of
Works to discharge the sewage of the Western division of the
metropolis into the Thames at Cremorne. The Report was as
iollows :

—

" The Committee appointed by the Metropolitan Association of
Médical Officers of Health hâve anxiously considérai the Report of
the Engineer of the Metropolitan Board of Works, which lias been
submitted to them in conséquence of a communication from Mr.
Barge, the Médical Ofiieer of Health for Fulham,made to the Asso-

lon. They find to their surprise and regret, that although, in
nu,!, with their fellow-citizens, they had understood that the

whole sewage of the metropolis was to be entirely removed from
the Thames within the metropolitan area, a proposai is nowrevived
by the Engineer of the Board of Works, to diseharge the entire

âge of the western division of the metropolis, from Ranelagh

sewer to Brentford, into the river in the neighbourhood of Cremorne
Gardens. They find that the area of this district is nearly tweuty-
one and a-half square miles, and estimate the prospective amount
of the sewage at nine and a-third millions of gallons daily, which is

nearly équivalent to the eleventh part of the whole sewage of the
metropolis.

" It appears that the district so to be dealt with is the largest of
the four areas on the northern side of the river comprehended in

the System of drainage now in course of being executed under the
auspices of the Metropolitan Board of Works, and that the popula-
tion of London is so rapidly extending in the saine direction, that
the engineer calculated that the sewage would advance from the
eighteenth part when his scheme was published to a prospective
incrément of one-eleventh of the whole metropolitan sewage.

" The committee understand that before pouring the contents of

the western sewers into the Thames, it is proposed to retain the
sewage for some time in a réservoir, occupying two acres of space,

with a depth of eleven feet, and to treat it with some deodorising
agent. The préférence appears to be given, principally on econo-

mical grounds, to the perchloride of iron, originally recommended
by Mr. Ellerman in 1847, and reported on by a Committee of the

Vestry of St. Marylebone in December of that year, as being some-
what superior to chloride of lime, chloride of zinc, and nitrate of

lead, in destroying the odour of night soil and other similar sub-

stances. But the committee are not aware that there is a single

ascertained fact to warrant the conclusion that the perchloride of

iron absolutely removes any deleterious ingrédient from sewage, or

that sewage thus merely mingled with solution of perchloride of

iron, and discharged into the saline water of the Thames in summer,
does not undergo the usual putrefactive décomposition to which the

river has been subjected in a greater or less degree for several years.

Such deodorizers appear only to act on sewage in its concentrated

form. The truth of this position was demonstrated some years ago,

when an attempt to deodorize the contents of the main trunk
sewers by means of lime ended in failure, because as soon as the

sewage was diluted with the impure river water, the influence of

the deodorizer terminated, and a putrefactive action was set up in

the body of the stream, which was as energetic as if no disinfecting

agent had been employed. The committee are therefore under the

necessity of coming to the conclusion that the simple mixture of the

perchloride of iron with the sewage will only operate during the
brief détention of the sewage in the réservoir, and that its use will

be found expensive and fruitless so far as the removal of smell from
the river is concerned.

" The committee believe that there is no différence of opinion
among those who bave directed their attention to the subject as to

the highly putrefactive nature and unwholesome character of the
mechanical impurity in sewage, and of the necessity which exists

for removing ail such deposit, independently of the employment of

deodorizers, since it not only possesses in a strong degree capacity
for décomposition, but it likewise has a tendency to cominunicate
its own putrefactive action to other bodies with which it may corne

in contact. Large réservoirs, to enable the deposit to subside during
a longer or shorter period, or an extensive System of filtration,

would be imperatively required. But the essential accompaniments
of the scheme the committee do not discover to hâve been contem-
plated in the reports of the engineer.

" The committee deem it to be the duty of the Médical Officers

of Health of the Metropolis to protest against the proposed scheme
of the engineer of the Metropolitan Board, because for the reasons

assigned it cannot be adopted without a perpétuation of the im-
purity of the Thames in the midst of the metropolis, and without
establishing among an increasing population at Fulham, the danger-
ous nuisance to health and comfort of what would be équivalent
to an immense manure manufactory.

(Signed), R. Dundas Thomson, M.D., F.R.S.,

Chairman of Committee."
On the motion of Mr. Liddell, médical officer of health lor

Whitechapel, seconded by Dr. Aldis, médical officer of health for

Pimlico, the report was unanimously adopted.
After an auimated discussion, in which Mr. Burge, Mr. Liddell,

Dr. Aldis, Mr. Edwin Chadwick, Dr. R. D. Thomson, Mr. Rendle,
Mr. Puckle, Dr. Barclay, Mr. Lord, and Mr. Whiteman took part, the
following resolution was unanimously agreed to, on the motion of

Mr. Burge, médical officer of health for Fulham, seconded by Dr.
White Barclay, médical officer of health for Chelsea :

—

" That the attention of this Association having been called to-

the plan proposed for the deodorization of the sewage of the

western district of the metropolis, and its subséquent discharge

into the Thames, wish to record their opinion that it will be
ineffectuai in its opération, pernieious in its influence on the
river, and entirely subversive of the principles on which the
intercepting scheme was originally based."

It was then agreed that a deputation of the Association should
wait on the Metropolitan Board of Works to urge the necessity of
their not making the western division an exception to the gênerai
scheme of the drainage of London.
The conduct of the médical officers of health fully entitles them

to the commendation of the public.
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NOTICE.

Vtt hâve the pleasure to annoimco that arrangements hâve

been entered iuto with gentlemen, eminent iu their respective

specialties, for the publication of courses of Lectures in their

several departinents. Thèse Lectures will be puroly prac-

tical, so as to be in the highest degree instructive to General

Praetitioners throughout the Kingdom.

Our first number in February will contain the first of a

séries of Lectures

ON DISEASES OF THE EAE,

Br James Yearsley, Esq., M.D., M.R.C.S., &c.

As an Aurai Practitioner, Dr. Yearsley bas long stood at the

head of his départaient in this country. Every practical im-

provement in aurai medicino and surgery since the days of

Curtis, Maule, and Stevenson, lias originated with Dr. Yearsley,

whilst to him especially belongs tho only real discovery pertain-

ing to the successful treatment of deafness—namely, the mode

of relief in cases of perforate membrana tympani.

Thèse Lectures will be followed by a course

ON DISEASES OF THE SKIN,

By George Ross, Esq., M.D.

Of thèse Lectures we rnust, from the necessity of our posi-

tion, speak with more reserve ; but we uiay say that no pains

will be spared to make them practically useful to the readers of

the Médical Circular.

Other courses of Lectures, on the various specialties of

Medicine and Surgery will follow.

THE MEDICAL CIRCULAR.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 7, 1863.

THE NEW YEAR IN AND THE OLD YEAR OUT.

At the conclusion of one year and the commencement of

another it has been our custom to render an account of our

stewardship. What hâve we done in behalf of the profession

—in the defence of its interests, the maintenance of sound

principles in the government of our corporate bodies, the pro-

motion of an effective System of professional éducation, and

the diffusion of science ?

The year has not been uneventful, although it has not been

characterised by any remarkable scientific achievement. There

has been steady progress rather than brilliant accomplishment,

and our pages contain a faithful record of everything of impor-

tance that has been said or done either in Great Britain and

Ireland, or the two continents of Europo and America.

Fur the first time in the history of periodical literature we
hâve afforded our readers at considérable cost to ourselves the

privilège of a complète and accurate translation of a foreign

periodical—the Journal of Practical Medicine and Surgery

—

thus giving the most absolute présentaient that was possible

of the state and progress of médical science in Franco and

Europe gcnerally. The value of this translation in a scientific

point of view is incontestible ; but it has had some disadvan-

tages, inasmuch as it has involved the reproduction in our

columns of many incidents and items of intelligence which, how-

ever interesting to Frenchmen, had no attractions for English

readers. We therefore intend to alter our plan, and, after this

month, to publish in the Médical Circular only such por-

tions of the Journal of Practical Medicine and Surgery as hâve

a scientific interest, and are consistent with the gênerai scope

and purposes of a weekly journal. This change will, we hâve

good reason to believe, bo acceptable to a largo number of our

readers, many of whom are also subscribe rs to the monthly

issue.

The monthly issue as an independent Journal will be con-

tinued iu its old forai without change or curtailment.

During the year, moreover, we bave given a translation

of Flourens' celebrated work on " Natural Ontology," a work

so acute and exhaustive, that within its sphère it is equally

above compétition and praise. We hâve also reproduced

Bouchardat's " Lectures on Consomption," and shall continue,

as opportunities offer, to présent our readers with translations

of the best works of foreign savans.

English Literature and Science hâve been also fully repre-

sented in our pages. Whatever, in the columns of the mime-

rous journals that came under our review, has been remarkable

for novelty, or has indicated a real advance in science or thera-

poutics, has been transferred to the Médical Circular, so

that no other periodical présents so complète a survey of médi-

cal literature. Associated with thèse hâve been some valuable

original lectures and articles by Erichsen, Habershon, Eouth,

Eichardson, Hogg, Yearsley, Churchill, and other distinguished

practitioners.

The gênerai topics that hâve engaged attention during tho

year hâve been " Médical Education," in relation to better

provision for the teaching of dispensing and practical thera-

peutics, than exists in the présent authorised Régulations ;

—

the re-establishment of " St. Thomas's Hospital " upon a plan

that originated and has been strenuously advocated in this

Journal, that of associated town and rural establishments—

a

plan which we trust will be eventually realised ;
—" Cottage

IIosi>itals," which we are proud to know are spriDging up at

our suggestion throughout the country ;
—" Poor Lan: Médical

Reform,"—a subject in which this Journal has always taken

the liveliest interest, and of which it may be regarded as the

especial organ
;
—" Vaccination and Syphilis" in connection

with which we hâve withstood the universal application of

théories that, if generally accepted, would destroy the confi-

dence of the profession and the public in the blessing which

humanity enjoys from the great discovery of Jenner. It is only

necessary to advert to thèse subjects to call to the reiuem-

brauco of our readers the part which we hâve taken.

At the conclusion of last year we referred to the contest

then going on between the Collège of Physicians and the

Society of Apothecaries, in relation to the right of the former

body to grant a licence to practise physic with the privilège of

dispensing. Since that time a décision has been given in

favour of the Collège ; and this corporation now grants a

licence carrying powers similar to those of the licence of the

Hall. This improvement is one of the most important that

has been made in médical administration. Its salutary effects

will be even more obvious ten years hence than at the présent

time, and will form the foundation of a ye) greater advance

towards that happy consummation of a " one and indivisible
"'

profession which has been the ardent hope of many generous

minds.

It has also been our satisfaction to break down one of the

strongest pillars of exclusiveness in tho Collège of Surgeons, by

securing the élection of Mr. Kiernan to the Board of Exami-

nera of that body. This is the only public journal which en-

gaged in that struggle, although after it was over and the

triumph won, most of our contemporarics applaudcd the

victory.

It is appropriate to notice in this place the libéral hospi-
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tality of the Council of the Collège of Surgeons, in throwing

open their doora to the profession on the occasion of the

annual meeting of tho British Médical Association in London.

That conversazione will be held in pleasant memory by the

thousand uiembers who availed theniselves of that opportunity

of ronowing friendly associations.

With the conclusion of the year 1862, the free examinations

of the University of St. Andrews terininated, and hencefor-

ward there will be no opportunity of any member of the pro-

fession obtaining in this country the degee of M.D. without

résidence.

During the year some events of importance to the profession

hâve occurred. The élection of Dr. Lankester to the Coroner-

ship of Middlesex is worthy of note as a triumph in the

medico-political arena. The proceedings of the Médical Coun

cil in relation to the proposed new British Pharmacopeia hâve

excited considérable attention ; although we are doomed still

to wait for the publication of that much-required work. The

past year lias also been made mémorable by two trials at law

which hâve had important bearings upon the honour and inte-

rests of our profession,—one, the " "Windham " case, in which

the antagonisms of médical witnesses very nearly led to the

exclusion of independent médical testimony froni such in-

quiries ; and the other, the récent case of Hall v. Semple,

which bas jeopardised the profession in another mode, by sur-

rounding the grant of a médical certificate in cases of lunacy

with pénal risks of a most oppressive character. The law of

Lunacy requires altération in this respect.

The profession has been overshadowed with gloom by the

death of some of its most eminent members, more particularly

that of Sir Benjamin Brodie, the Nestor of British Surgery ; the

much-respected Edward Stanley ; Dr. M'William, ever famous

for lus humanity and courage ; Thomas Wakley, Editor of the

' Lancet ; and Dr. Knox, whose réputation in the future will

be second to few of modem teaehers and writers.

It is wiih satisfaction that wo record the triumph of the

principle on which we originally insisted, not without incur-

ring obloquy, of early retirement from office, in the persons

of Luke, Bowman, Budd, Bence, Jones, White Cooper, and

others. Ail honour to those men who, so soon as they found

their piïvate engagements trenching upon their duties as hos-

pital teaehers, resigned their appointments, and left the field

open to tho talent and ambition of younger if not better men.

The "Médical Circulai»" having been established more

than ten years, its plan and merits must be so well known,

that detailed exposition is unnecessary ; we may add, how-

ever, that we shall exercise the samo vigilance in its manage-

ment as heretofore, and lose no opportunity of improving and

enriching it wherever improvement may be indicated.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

MEDICAL CERTIFICATES.

A medico-legal inquiry has occurred in Leeds, to détermine

the case of a child who had died under peculiar circumstances.

It seems that it had been playing with a needle and broke it,

one-half of which only could be found. The child was taken

with severe illness, and died There was a suspicion that tho

broken needle had entered the child's body. The portion of

the case to which wo especially désire to call attention is the

médical certificate which was written by Mr. Turner in thèse

ternis :
—

" I was called up to visit a child of Mr. Tate in the

night death having taken place a few minutes before I reached

there. It is ruy opinion that the child's death was caused

from shock to the nervous System and collapse, the resuit of

excessive attempts at vomiting." This certificate was obvi-

ously informai. It was given by a médical man who had not

attended the patient during life, and offered an opinion not

based upon any personal observation of facts. What caused

the excessive attempts at vomiting ? would be a very natural

query of the Begistrar. He accordingly refused the certificate.

Mr. James Braithwaite was then called in, and this gentleman

concurred in the certificate, notwithstanding that both gentle-

men had been informed of the accident with the needle. Still

the certificaUs were refused, and a post mortem examination

having been made, the half needle was found to be sticking in

the sternum, and to havo penetrated the pericardium. The

cause of death was now suflîciently apparent. The Coroner

made some severe remarks on the facility with which a certi-

ficate had been given to frustrate an inquiry, in order that the

feelings of friends might be spared.

We cannot, of course, justify conduct that, however kindly

meant, was obviously very imprudent
; yet Médical Practition-

ers are not unfrequently put in the dilenima, either of qualify-

ing their opinions or offending their patients. The course that

is strictly right is, in the long run, always the most politic.

The Médical Practitioners, in the présent case, appear to hâve

been both very young men, which must be their excuse. A
practitioner of older standing would hâve had sufficient moral

weight with the family to hâve appeased their appréhensions,

and won their consent to the only justifiable course.

LONDON SEWAGE.

The Engineer of the Metropolitan Board of "Works seems

disposed to nullify the advantages expected to be derived from

the enormous expense to which the public hâve been put by

the new system of drainage, and to turn the combined wisdom

of Parliament into ridicule. He now proposes to collect the

sewage of the west of London into réservoirs, and ultimately to

discharge it into the Thames, somewhere in the neighbourhood

of Cremorne Gardens. Such a proposition is utterly monstrous
;

and we are glad to see that the Metropolitan Médical Officers

of Health hâve denounced it in very emphatic language. If

Mr. Bazalgette finds the engineering question too much for

him, surely there are other engineers who might be consulted.

The public must not allow tho continued pollution of the

Thames. It must be borne in mind that London is increasing

westwards with great rapidity ; the evil would, consequently,

in a few years become intolérable.

DR. TWEEDIE AND DR. MURCHISON.

There has been a controversy between thèse two gentlemen

upon a question of literary right. Dr. Murchison, it seems,

prepared some tables on fever, to which he appended coni-

ments, and gave them to Dr. Tweedie for the purpose of illus-

trating bis lectures on fever. Dr. Tweedie used the tables, but

in such a way that they were made to appear as the resuit of

his own labour, whilst he introduced the explanations and

déductions from them with an "As Dr. Murchison says."

Dr. Murchison is aggrieved at this partial récognition of his

labours. Dr. Tweedie replies that Dr. Murchison made the

tables at his request from the records of the London Fever

Hospital, where the former was chief and the lattor a sub-

ordinate ; and that until Dr. Murchison published his book,

he had made no complaint of unfairness to Dr. Tweedie. On
the other hand, it is argued that ail the statistics were not

derived from the London Fever Hospital, but some from the

Irish hospitals also. A little amiability on both sidos would

easily hâve settled this not very important matter. It is ch-ar
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that Dr. IVeedie's récognition of his colleague's labours should

liave been moro explicit ; and it would hâve been more cour-

teous if Dr. Murchison had made his réclamation in a différent

manner, and at an earlier period.

EVDOWMEKT FOR PRIZE8 AT THE WESTMINSTER HOSPITAL,

We are happy to hear that Mrs. Chadwick, widow of a libe-

ral henefactor of this hospital, has lately vested 700?. Consols

in the Lecturers of the School, the interest of which is to be

appropriated as prizea to the best students.

PARHTDOR.

This is a new species of imperméable silk for surgical pur-

poses. It is said not to hecome adhesive by heat, and that it

may be boiled without injury. We hâve employed it, and

find that it answer» its purpose remarkably well. It is likely,

we think, to come into gênerai use.

REVIEW OF THE PERIODICALS.

The 'Médical Uritic and Psychological Journal.' There are few

periodicals, professional or gênerai, that contain a larger amount of

interesting matter than the PsychologicaL This nuniber opens with

a paper on the " Nature of Volition, Psychologically and Physiologi-

cally Considered," by Mr. J. Lockhart Clarke, which gives an

elaborate analysis of the subject. " On the Cooling of the Body

after Death," is a paper by Dr. Benj. W. Bichardson, and is

apropos of the case of Gardner in which the question was in issue.

The subject is ably handled ; but the answer to the question is still

left somewhat vague, since the man who must practically give the

answer must be intimately acquainted, in any given case, with ail

the morbid conditions preceding death. We extract the conclusions

Dr. Bichardson has arrived at, and publish them in another column.

" Free Trade in Medicine " is an exposition, or attack, on a récent

work by Dr. Vigoureux, who advocates free trade in the practice

of medicine. Dr. J. Crichton Browne contributes an article on

" Mania Epheraera," which contains some profitable suggestions.

He says what is certainly new to us, that Garrick was liable to

temporary aberrations, and after playing Lear or Othello, "passed

some hours in convulsions in bed." " Morell's Inductive Mental

Philosophy " is a good review of Morell's admirable work. ' Gra-

tuitous Médical Services ' deals, not wisely in some respects, with a

pjpular Médical topic. Dr. J. Alexander Davies writes on a

" New Theory of Vision resulting from a New Theory of the

Human Mind." The author says that the inquiry " What part of

the material substance supposed to be the mind reflects, remembers,

imagines, and feels ? which Priestley did not answer is a real ob-

jection ; whilst the notion that matter cannot think is only a préju-

dice." He supposes that, nevertheless, the préjudice may be true.

His new mental theory " that the mind is the resuit of the forces

of the various parts composing il " (the mind), is not very explicit.

What are the "parts t" However, we refer the reader to the article

which does not want ingenuity. " Morbid Impulse," by Dr. Mac-
kintosh is good. Other articles follow that will repay perusal,

especially one written with much vivacity and power, headed

' Dangerous Classes."

The ' British Médical JournaU The last number of this perio-

dical contains an interesting article on " The Inhalation of Chloro-

fbrm as a Bemedial Agent " by Dr. L. S. Dyer. The author shows

the bénéficiai effects of chloroform in allaying pain and spasm,

uvercoming muscular résistance, and inducing sleep in various

ati'eetions where the production of thèse results facilitated cure. He
gives examples of delirium tremens, in which the paroxysm was

ovcrcome by ansosthesia, of hernia, where an opération was obviated

by the inhalation of chloroform, and so also of several instances of

convulsions from vernies and other irritating causes. We intend to

re-publish the article. " Bare Cases of Midwifery," by Dr. Cope-

Man, of Norwich, comprises a brief report of a case of acute puer-

péral disease—inflammation of the utérus apparently—by no means

a rare case in midwifery. The treatment adopted by Dr. Copeman,

after a few leeches and bran poultices had been resorted to by

another practitioner—was turpentine stupes, and moderate doses

of opium—in this respect also presenting no novelty. The woman
recovered. Mr. Frederick Cox, of Welford, reports a remarkable

case in which, after an opération for artificial anus, strangulated

fémoral hernia occurred
; yet spontaneous évacuation of farces per

anum followed, and the patient got well. The woman who waa

six nionths advanced in her third pregnancy, was afflicted with

licrnia. The usual opération was performed, but the bowels-

could not be returned on account of attachments to the sac.

Peritonitis set in, and the wound does not appear to hâve healed

kindly, for on the tenth day fseces issued from it, with speedy

relief to the inflammatory symptoms. It was on the twenty-third

iay after the opération that fasces passed per anum, and the

woman recovered from her perilous condition.

' American Médical Times.' Dr. Henry Notes contributes an

article on the " Effects of Albuminuria on Vision." It contains

much interesting information. " Médical Expérience at Harper's

Ferry," by Dr. John G. Draper, gives us a glimpse of the miseries

of warfare. The author says " that when he went to the Post Hospital,

there was no quinine, oil, laudanum, chloroform, or ordinary drug,

but a plentif'ul supply of ergot and vaginal syringes"—a fine spéci-

men of a military hospital ! We hâve republished elsewhere, an

article by Dr. P. Stewart, " On the Use of Compressed Sponge in

the Prévention of Lacteal Sécrétion.''

The ' Médical Times and Gazette.' Mr. Gulliver on the " Blood

of the Vertebrata" is continued. The colour of the blood forms

the subject of the lecture. He especially adverts to the discordance

of opinions relative to the colour of the blood, remarking that

because in our temperate climate we find the arterial blood in

health always red, and the venous blood purple, we seldom dream

of the possibility of a question on the subject. He winds up his

observations with a référence to the experiments made on sheep

by Dr. Davy at Malta—experiments which showed that at the high

température "of that place there was little différence of colour

between arterial and venous blood ; the inference being that when,

in conséquence of high température, there is a diminished necessity

for the heat-producing changes in the blood, the différence between

the colour of arterial and venous blood is not so marked. He

then investigates the causes of the bright and dark colour of the

blood—alluding expressly to Dr. Priestley's views respecting the

action of oxygen, and Dr. Stevens's (not Stephens) respecting the

opération of the salts—and his conclusion is that the brighter

colour of the blood is mainly owing to the eft'ect of certain agents

in changing the form of the corpuscles, or inducing a " more or

less state " of aggregation, so that they reflect or absorb more or

less light. He gives the acute Dr. Wells the crédit of this disec-

very, and is indignant that his claims should be overlooked to en-

hance the crédit of some " very récent Gernian genius." The uses

of the red corpuscles are then considered. The experiments of

Dr. Brown Séquard showiug that the red corpuscles charged witli

oxygen were the real excitants of animal irritability, and the ex-

periments of Dr. Davy showing that sérum had no such power, are

succinctly set forth. Mr. C. Heath contributes to the same journal

a " Case of Cancer of the Throat." The difficulty of bruathiug

becoming very great, the opération of tracheotomy was resorted

to, but after Mr. Heath had eut through two inches of dense scirr-

hous tissue, he refrained from proceeding further, and sent for Mr.

Fergusson, who, cutting an inch dteper, at length arrived at the

trachea, and inserted a tubo. The case was obviously a formidable
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one. The patient died. Dr. Bamsbotham continues his " Clinical

Midwifery." He narrâtes a case of spontaneous évolution, and Dr.

G. N. Edwards communicates a case of " Poisoning by Veratrum

Yivide."

The ' Lancet.' An introductory to n course of lectures on

" Molecular Physiology, Pathology, and Therapeutics, and their

Application to the Treatment of Disease," by Dr. J. Hughes

Bennett, opens this journal. Tins is a learned and able paper,

and contains many illustrations. " Lectures on the Diseases of the

Ocular Appendages " is by Mr. C'ritchett. Dr. Edward Harvey

contributes an article on " Dialysis as Applied to the Détection of

Poisons in Medico-legal Cases. From varions experiments he con-

cludes that metallic poisons are more readily detected by this

method than are organic substances ; and that, for various reasons

assigned, it would be dangerous to trust to this means as a substi-

tnte of the approved methods of analysis. Dr. Maclean reports

a case in which the " température of a body six hours after death

from double pleurisy was found to be 66° in the axilla, 68° in the

mouth, and 65? on the chest and abdomen. The température of the

dead-house was 52". Mr. Winterbotham reports a case of

" Poisoning by a Grain of Acétate of Morphia " in a child. It

fortunately recovered.

MEDICAL SOCIETIES.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
Mondât, December 8th, 1862.

Dr. Sibson, F.B.S., Président, in the Chair.

Dr. Thudichum read in détail the particnlars of a case of

RAPID WASTING PALSY, THE RESULT OP STRUCTURAL
DISEASE OF THE SPINAL MARROW.

This was illustrated by drawings.

Mr. Jabez Hogg dwelt upon atrophy of the nerve-cell described

by Dr. Lockhart Clarke in thèse cases : and Dr. Thudichum, he
remarlced, had traced his case from the beginning to show how it

affected the patient. He (Mr. Hogg) had brought microscopic

spécimens from the case which was first investigated by Dr. Clarke
and Dr. Radcliffe. In Dr. Thudichum's case the spécimens beauti-

fully showed the pathological condition described.

Dr. Symes Thompson thonght the case important as showing
that the wasting palsy was due to the diseased condition of the

spinal cord. He thought it allied to one he had himself brought
before the Society at a former meeting, wherein the palsy chiefly

affected the hand. He referred to the views of writers wlio en-

deavoured to show that the disease commenced in the muscles and
extended to the cord.

Mr. Wm. Adams did not tldnk there was any analogy between
the wasting palsy of children and the case of Dr. Thudichum, as

Dr. Thompson rupposed. Mr. Adams referred to a case of graduai
wasting paralysis of the whole body in a lady, which had.been
eomÏDg on for eight or ten years, and was attributed to mental
influence. Her husband died, and two years afterwards she also

died, with decided symptoms of cérébral and spinal mischief. She
congulted Mr. Adams about her loss of muscular power. It

seemed to be a case of muscular paralysis gradually coming on for

years. He looked upon it as one of great interest, but was not per-
mitted to trace it ont after death.
Mr. Jabez Hogg related the particulars of a case of

DISPLACEMENT OP THE CRYSTALLINE LEN8.
The case was originally described in the lancet of June, 1860.
The lens was dislccated into the anterior chamber of the left eye,
and produced such severe inflammation that it was removed by
Mr. Hogg under chloroform, and the patient made a good recovery.
Before leaving the hospital he complained of the sight of the other
eye, when this was found to dépend upon a displacement of the
lens the thin edge of which was turned towards the observer. The
position of this subsequently changed, and produced some very
curious visual phenomena, which were described.

Dr. Brunton exhibitcd a most ingénions
NEW AURISCOPE

which he had invented, and practically showed its application.
He also described its mechanism. With the. aid of an ordinary
light, and by means of angular reflectors in the instrument, the
vessels on the surface of the tympanum could be readily distin-
guished.

Mr. Hulke exhibited a large

FIBRO-CELLULAR POLPYUS OP THE EAR,
which he had removed from a young man a few days previously.
It had been nine years visible externally, the visible part being as

large as a cherry
; the stalk was so large that it could not 1» twis-

ted off, but by means of a wire snare he removed it. The patient
recovered, and is quite well. Hearing was extinct, and lias not re-

turned ; and the tumour originated in the cavity of the tympa-
num.

Mr. Hulke likewise showed a ,

LARGE HYDATID CY8T FROM THE ORBIT,
taken from a pale and sickly child eleven years old, with great

protrusion of the left eye, which was one inch in advance of the

other, both lids being everted. He could feel a swelling between
the lid and orbit below, tense, elastic, without redness or cedema.

It had commenced seven months before, and the eye moved in

every direction but downwarùs. He carelully dissected it out, and
the case had done well, with return of vision.

Dr. Jephson related a case of

MYELITIS SUCCESSFULLY TREATED
at the end of about ten months, in a female patient, in the Great
Northern Hospital. The disease was the resuit of an accident (a

fall down steps upon her back) which oceurred four years before,

causing paraplegia and complète anœsthesia, with a local fixed pain

over the first lumbar vertebra, and other symptoms, which he con-

cluded were due to myelitis. The complète recovery of the patient

Dr. Jephson considered was attributable in a great degree to coun-

ter-irritants, the actual cautery, and caustic issues, combined with

galvanism, &c.

Dr. Gibb exhibited the

SKULL OF AN AFRICAN NEGRO WITH A REMARKABLY LONG
STYLOID PROCESS.

This was not due to ossification of the stilo-hyoid ligament, but to

prolongation of the styloid process itself.

Dr. Cockle exhibited a

CAVITY IN THE LUNG, IN WHICH METALLIC TINKLING HAD BEEN
HEARD FOR MANY WEEKS,

in a girl aged nineteen. This phenomenon was confined to the

cavity because the rest of the lung was firnily bound down by
adhésions. He thought there was a great analogy between the

bruit de pot fêle and metallic tinkling. This cavity was quite

cmpty from the beginning, and two weeks before the patient died

ail the phenomena ceased.

Dr. Cockle likewise showed a spécimen of

CANCER OF THE DUODENUM,
developed in its post-peritoneal tissue. The patient was intensely

jaundiced of a dark mahogany colour, with great irritability of the

stomach ; not even a drop of water could be retained. During
life the cancerous mass had simulated cancer of the stomach, so

much so that it was believed to hâve affected the pylorus.

He also exhibited spécimens of

HEPATIC CANCER, UNDERGOING CRETACEOCS DEGENERATION,
from a woman, who was admitted into the Boyal Free Hospital,

intensely jaundiced, and who died collapsed in forty-eight hours.

Cancer of the liver was found undergoing cure by cretaceous degen-

eration. He had not seen this before, and believed it to be singu-

larly rare. Cancer was présent in the spleen also. Mr. William
Adams thought it doubtt'ul whether cancer was really undergoing

cuie ; for occasionally, he said, we do find ossification of cancer-

ous growths internally, the saine as occurs externally. He hesi-

tated to admit the fact that the mère discovery of bone in the dis-

ease showed it to be undergoing a cure.

Dr. Gibb asked whether there was any co-existence of tubercle

and cancer in this patient, to which Dr. Cockle replied that there

was not.

Mr. Hogg asked if a microscopic examination had been made,
as he thought the disease might be enchondromatous.

Dr. Cockle thought that, looking to the entire fusion of the

masses, the one into the other, it must be cancer undergoing a pro-

cess of cure.

OBSTETBICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
Wednesday, December 3rd, 1862.

Dr. Tyler Smith, Président, in the Chair.

The following gentlemen were duly elected Fellows of the So-

ciety :—Dr. Charles Campbell, Kingston, Jamaica ; Mr. Walter
Chapman, LowerTooting ; Dr. E. Ellis, Fitzroy street ; Dr. J. Frain,

South Shields ; Dr. C. C. Hayman, Eastbourne ; Dr. Kirkpatrick,

Lying-in Hospital, Dublin ; Mr. F. Prince, Sawston, Cambridge-
shire ; Mr. I. S. Shillingford, Peckham ; Mr. G. F. Spry, Staff As-

sistant-Surgeon, Fort Gomer, Alverstoke ; and Mr. T. Taylor, Bir-

mingham.
Dr. Thomas Hawkes Tanner read a paper on
A CASE OF MULTIPLE MEDULLARY CANCER, COMPLICATED WITH

PREGNANCY.
After making some preliminary remarks on the duty of recording

even solitary examples of rare or complicated diseases, Dr. Tanner
proceeded to give the following account of his patient :—He said,

" On the 29th of July, 1862, 1 was requested by Dr. Thane, of Hart
street, Bloomsbury, to see with him Mrs C. L. , aged thirty-nine,
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re&iding in Drury Iane. The poor Woman was the wrfe ni* a very

table wurkiiiji man, and was in comfortable circumsianecs for

her station in life. She had alwaya eniojed remarkably good

health. None of her relatives bail ever sufferod froiu cancer ; but

there ma prob&hly a slight family tendency to phthisis—that ta to

. A\ her haJLf-brother's ebildeen had died froin pulmonary con-

anmption, She bail been married tèn yeara ; ami was about 6ve

calendai montha advanced in her third pregnancy. The ftrat child

had been boni on the 12th of October, 1854 While suciding tins

infant, pregnancy again took place, ami on weaning the child at the

beginniug of 1856, she aborted, being lliree montha advanced in

lion. Afterthis accident the gênerai healtb continue<l very
' until the 2ml of May, 1861, when her child died from au

attack of croup ; aud she «ras reiidered so misérable by the loSB that

she niav be said tu bave been neither happy nor well since. The
cahuueniu had been quite regular until the 25th of February, 1MJ2,

but tliis was the last day of tlieir appearamv.
" At the commencement ofthe présent year (186$) a small swel-

ling, about the si/.e of a hazel-nut, was first discovered in the abdo-

minal walls, just to the right of the umbilicus. There was no
other symptum of disease appréciable to lier husband or herself at

this Unie. The growth gave lise to no annoyance until a few weeks

ago, when it commencée! enlarging, and became the seat of lunci-

nating pains. Similar swellings also tben began to form in other

parts.
" On the 29th July, at my first visit, I fouud her much reduced

in flesb and strength. The appetite was good ; but as she suffered

much from indigestion and flatulence, she was afraid to eat, although
the remédies prescribed by Dr. Thane had given great relief. The
sleep at night was very disturbed. In the abdominal parietes, just

to the right of the umbilicus, there was a well-defined tumour,
about the size oi a large walnut. Adjoining the lower part of the

ensifonu cartilage of the sternum there was a more extensive mass,

also seated in the abdominal wall. In the left groin there was
likewise a flattened growth, about two inchesaud a half indiameter.

Ou examining per vaginain, a very firm gi'owth was discovered pro-

jecting into the canal, feeling as if it had its origin from the lower
part of the sacrum, though in reality it was entirely seated th the

recto-vaginal septum. It was clear that this mass would soon block

up the vagina, and Dr. Thane assured me thatit had much increased

in size during the last fortnight. As before mentioned, she was
five montha advanced in pregnancy, and both the utérine souffle

and the fœtal heait could be plainly distiuguished. The liver was
much enlarged, and this enlargement, combined with the size of

the utérus, occasioned a wearying feeling of distension, as well as

some dyspnœa,
" Taking ail the foregoing circumstances into considération, it

seemed certain that the poor wonian's comfort would be increased,

even if life were not prolonged, by inducing prématuré labour—

a

proceeding which did not appear contra-indicated byany feeling for

the child, as it was certain that a live infant could not be given

birth to tlirough the natural passages. The propriety of waiting

and ultimately effecting delivery by the Csesarean section was dia-

cussed ; but such a plan of treatment was regarded as not applicable

to the présent instance.
" Conscqucntly on the 30th July the membranes were punctuivd,

and about half a pint of liqtior aninii withdrawn. On the Ist

August, labour pains of fair severity set in ; but the os uteri v.i i

still very rigid on the following afternoon, and as the patient was
getting tireu and exhausted, and moreover as the mass of cancer in

the recto-vaginal septum reached to within almost an inch of the

runes, it was évident that nothing could be gained by furlhcr delay.

tharefore slowly tried to dilate the os uteri ; and this being par-

tially etfecled, the fœtus was broken U)> with a pair of forceps, and
removed piecemeal. No difficulty was experienced with the pla-

centa ; the dischaige of blood was very slight ; no injury was doue
to the utérus or vaginal walls, and the poor woman was left tole-

rably comfortable.
" For some few days she continued to progress favourably ; but

on the lOth August a severc attack of diarrlitea set in, aphthaa
formed on the tongue and gums, and for the first tiiue in lier life

she becanie iaundiced. IL would only be tedious to give an account
of the way in which she daily lost ground ; suflice it to say that

matters gradually progressed from bad to worse until the inorning
of the 2Gth of August, when death took place from exhaustion.

" At the autopsy, fourteen boni- afterwarde, the body was fourni

greatly emaciated. In the abdominal parietes, to the right of the

umbilicus, tben: was a deposit of firm medullary cancer the àze of

a walnut, together with a larger growth just below the ensifortn

cartilage. Tnete v.iie separate tumours, and not infiltrations. The
liver was enlarged to about tbree limes its natural size, and studded
witli medullary masses, varying in size from a pea to a small
orange. There was likewise sever.d deposits of cancer in the great
oineiitum, in the spleen, in the walls of the colon, and one '

mass bioains the sigmoid flexure of the colon to the tissues of I ne

jielvi.-. In the pelvic cavity there waa a se]iarate d(;]iosit, extend-
mgchiefly down the recto-vaginal septum, and eoinpletely blocking
ttp the vagina. The inguinal glands on both sides were enlarged

and infillrated with medullary cancer. The utérus, considering
time which had elapsed since delivery, was pf its normal size, and
healthy. At the apex of the lelt lung there was a small deposit of
tubercle, which had undergonc calcareous àegeneration, while at

the aame part of the right lung there were scvcral small tubcrcles.

The heart was hcalthv, but its walls were flabby. The kiduevs were
healthy."

The paper concludeil with observations as to the différent mi
of treattnent which might be reeorted to in such a case as that de-
tailed, together with the misons which led to the adoption of that
praclised.

Mr. Walter Chapman relates

A CASE OF RETENTION OF THE CATAMENIA, FOR MORE THAN TWO
l'EAliK, IX A MARRIE» WOMAN.

The history of this case priorto its coniing under the care of the
authorwasrcported as the fil'th case of cure of vesico-vaginal fistnla,

in the ' Lancet,' of Noveniber 24th, 1860, by Mr. I. B. Brown. This
lady in lier third eoiitinenient was delivered, with instruments, of

a still-born child, and soonafterwards was found to l>e the subjsct

ÔI a vesico-vaginal (istula. She was operated on twice, and was
cured ; the last opération being in the middle of June, 1860. This
patient was lirst seen by Mr. Chapman on the iOlh Sept. 1861. She
was sitting up, able to superintend her domestic affaira and walk
about, and presented the aspect of health. She was of robust
stature, rather short, with a superabundauce of fat, and foily years

old. She complained of great irritabihty of the bladder and
stomach, and of severe pain in the luinbar and sacral régions.

When in bed, on exter.ial examination of her abdomen, uo difficulty

was experienced in determining the existence of a large tumour
resembling the gravid utérus at about the sixth month. She had
no reason for supposing herself to be pregnant, but said she had
not menstruated since the opération. On a vaginal examination
it was found that the cervix was lost in a gênerai enlargement of

the utérus, the mouth of which could not be detected. The spécu-

lum revealed the spot wdiere the os uteri had existed, but it was
now hermetically sealed. Mr. Chapman stated bis opinion that the

symptoms resulted from a rétention of the catamenia. Dr. Tyler
Smith examined the patient, and confirmed the diagnosis. It was
agreed that an opening should be made into the utérus for the

évacuation of the fluid. This was donc by the author, on the ôth
of October (assisted by bis friend Mr. Thomas Harvey Trent), by
passing the index fmgerof the right hand tlirough the Bpot which
could be detected by the tonch as having been the site of the os

uteri. Its withdrawal was instautly foliowed by the escapeof ten

or twelve ounces of a treacly fluid, of a dark claret colour, perfectly

free from any unpleasant oclour ; and much more gradually flowed

away. She was kept in bed, but became very ill on the third day,

the symptoms resembling those of peritonitis. From this attack

she appeared to recover, and went on tolerably well for some day s
;

but on the morning of the 16th of October, altéra night of sickness

she became prostrated, and died at two p.m. No post-mostem in-

spection could be obtained.

Mr. Owen thought that the cause of death inight be attributcd

to the admission of air into the utérus, in its relaxed and enlarged

condition. Af'ter the gravid utérus is emptied ot the fœtus and
secundines it iinmcdiaicly contracta to nearly its natural size

; but
hère that reaction was not likely to follow, whilst the daily injection

of water which had been employed exposed the oigan af'resh to con-

tact with the air tlirough the artifieial opening, wliieh latter pre-

sented no obstruction like that of the os and ccivix uteri.

Dr. Graily Hewitt remarked that the cliief question to be de-

termined was (lie cause of the fatal resnlt in this interesting case

Ile considered that it was probably due, as suggested by Mr. Owen,
to pyœmia. At the last meeting of the Society, lie had alluded fo

the occasional eircunistatice of a fatal resnlt following the évacua-

tion of the utérine contents in cases ofmenst ruai rétention by sub-

séquent passage ot some of the blood into the peritoneal cavity. The
explanation of'this curious eircunistatice lie had then attenipted ho

still thought the most probable one, and that it was due to the con-

tractions of the utérus becoming more fbrciblo as its bulk diininished.

However that might be, it did not seeni that in the case now before

the Society any such occurrence had takeii place. Ile considered

that the best course to adopt in treating such cases would be to

make a minute opening, and to allow the fluid to escape as it had

collected-—gradually; further, that it was decidedly expédient to

avoid anythhig, such as the use of injections of water into the utérus,

likely to bc the means of conveying air into the cavity of that

organ.

Dr. Meadows exhibited

A CASE OF MONSTR0
in which the two lower extre.uiities were absent, and a caudal ap-

pendage about four inches long subsliluted ; tUe liody, gradually

tapéring off, ended in this pointer! process ; there were no external

génital organs, and no anus. Dissection BBOWed that Lhe bowel

ended abruptly at the sigmoid flexure of the colon. There were no
kidneys or bladder, nor any trace whatever of any urinary apparatus.

The supra-renal capsules were présent, and were of laige size, but

there was very littlc prouer structure in theni, being chiefly two
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mombvanous sacs. An ovary and a sonicwliat convoluted Fallopian

tube lay on either side ot tbo pelvis, but tliere was no trace of a

utérus or vagina. The liver, spleen, and other abdominal organs

were normal, as wero ail the tboracic viscera.

Mr. Squire noticed tbe absence of tbe kidneys as of more interest

tban tbe external deformity ; tliat intra-uterine lilo and growth
sliould go on to tbe degree bere scen without tbose organs was very

remarkable, especially as tbey are not inactive during tbo fœtal state

as was sbown by the occurrence of concrétions of uric acid in tbe

kidneys beforo birth ; and lie related the case of a still-born maie

child that lie had the opportunitv of examining, where the calyces

and pelvisof the kidneys were lilled with numerous uric-acid calculi,

soma of the size of small peas. The parents of the child were known
to hini ; the father had been operated on for stono, and was then

passing uric-acid calculi by the urcthra. He was a continuai sufferer

front marked symptoms of the uric-acid diathesis.

Mr. Owen, many years ago, delivered the wife of a respectable

fariner in Essex of a well-formed feniale child, in which the os

coccygis was prolonged into a caudal appcndix about threo or four

inches in length, tapering off, and in every respect resembling the

tail offtn animal, being curled up on the back when at rest, àndfre-
quently moved in other directions. The mother attributed this

growth to a strong impression made on lier mind during pregnancy,
for three or four months of which period she had fed a young pig, the

beauty of whosc tail she constantly admired. Mr. Owen, by tlie

express désire of the mother, removed it by a ligature gradually
tightenedfor a week. The child lived (but never walked without
the aid of crutches) for nine years, when she died of hœmoptysis.
The parents would not allow an examination. The tail, along witli

a minute description, was placed in the muséum of Guy's Hospital
by the late Mr. Bransby Cooper.
Dr. AV. Tilbury Fox read a paper

ON THE INFLUENCE OF THE MOTHER's HEALTH IN THE PKODUC-
DUCTION OF RICKETS.

The paper commenced with an analysis of tbo pathological changes
in the rickety subject, from which it appears that the leading feature
of the disease is simply a deficiency of limc-salt in the early nutri-
tion of the child ; and the object of the paper was to point out what
appeared to be a tangible cause for such a deficiency—viz., the oc-
currence of menstruation during the greater period of lactation. A
table of examples was given, as exhibiting the matter in its several
détails and aspects ; and in most of the cases which came under the
autbor's observation, it was noticed that whenever mothers had
freely and repeatedly menstruated during lactation, the child was
rickety, unless the latter had been artifioially fed with food (such as
milk), and thus furnished with bone-forming matenal

; and the
degree of rachitis appeared to be in direct l'atio to the aniount and
degree (both as regards frequency and duration) of this condition,
exceptional cases being accounted for in tbe fact of the mother not
wholly suckling lier infant. The modus operandi of the influence of
menstruation upon the composition of the milk was discussed briefly,

and though little is kuown upon the matter, yet it appeared, on Com-
puting together the analyses of Simon on the one hand, and Bec-
querel and Vernois on the other, that the per-centage of salts is

much lessened in nurses who menstruate during lactation, and hence
the child wholly fed upon the milk of the latter would probably
become rachitic. The author thought it likely that tickets is pro-
duced in the majority of cases in this way. Tlie paper then con-
tained some remarks upon the use of certain kinds of food in very
gênerai use which condueed to the production or évolution of the
disease—for example, Brown and Polson's, the Oswego, and the
Mdizena so-called corn flours, thèse being oftentimes mercly starch,
coatrasting thena with such as the semola of Bullock and Reynolds,
whicli was rich in gluten or flesh-forming substance ; and attention
was drawn to a new préparation—the saccharated wheat-phosphates,
which might take the place of sugar in the food of children,
especiallT those who are rickety. In conclusion, the author stated
that lie had intioduced the subject as a provocative rather than as a
certainty of opinion.

Dr. Graily IIewitt believed that there was a very gênerai im-
pression amongst the profession, and he thought also amongst the
pubhc at large, as to the inadvisability of allowing lactation and
menstruation to go on in the same individual. The theory now pro-
pounded by Dr. Tilbury Fox would give an explanation as to the
reasonablcness of this impression. The subject was so novel that it

would hardly be expected that the Fellows of the Society could
properIv discuss the paper so as todo it Justice. Each must observe
and collect tacts on which to décide pro or con. in référence to the

. Ile would ask Dr. Fox one question: How are those
cases to be explained where children, tlie subjects of rickets, do
otten, after being apparently successtully treated, relapse long after
any evil connected with lactation has ceased to be in opération?

i-e, he had observed, by no means uncommon.
Dr. Gebtis wished to ask the author of the paper how, on bis

theorv, the occurrence of rickets in children wholly brought up by
hand, or in children whose mothers did not menstruate during lac-
tation, was to be explained ? The fact also of the children of
mothers who menstruate during lactation in many cases certainly

not proving rickety, would appear to militate against Dr. Fox's view.
Dr. Geryis was inclined to consider that the occurrence of menstrua-
tion during lactation was not par excellence the cause of rickets,
possibly influential in its production just so far as it proved injurious
to the mothcr's health.

Dr. Fox, in reply, beggod the Society to remember that the
matter had been brought bef'ore them, not because the observations
were conclusive, but for tbo purpose of couiting inquiry. The
mode of causation pointed out was not the sole one ; for, as Dr.
Graily Hewitt had observed, rickets might ensue after the weaning
of the child. In this case the disease was due to, or the tendency
to it worked outby, the use'offoods déficient in certain constituents.
So far, however, as his (Dr. Fox's) observation went, it appeared
that most rickety children belonged to mothers who had menstruated
during lactation ; and if the paper should appear in print, the
Fellows would find in the list of case instances of rickets afFecting
one member only of a family, ail the concomitants of the rearing of
the children being the same, with the exception that the mother
menstruated regularly and freely when nursing tlie rickety child,

and then only. In référence to Dr. Druitt's remarks, it might be
observed that the leading pathologists held that ail that is necessary
to the production ofrickets is a deficiency of lime ; and this conclusion
seems inévitable if we glance at the intimate structure of the rickety

bone, in which ail the cellular components are fully developed, and
in which ail the only umisual condition is an absence of calcareous

matter. Dr. Gervis may possibly find in the exceptional cases

mentioned by him, where children are not rickety, though nurscd by
mothers înenstruating, that some such cause as artificial feeding
explains the apparent contradiction. In reply to a question from
the Président, as to how rickets occurring during intra-uterine life

could be accounted for, Dr. Fox remarked that the worst case he had
met with was that of a child whose mother menstruated during
pregnancy.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

HALIFAX COUNTY COURT, Dec. 10.

(Before J. Stanseld, Esq,.)

PUGH V. WELLSMAN.
This was an action brought by plaintiff, a surgeon residing at

Brighouse, against tlie défendant, a plumber of the same place, to
recover 13?. 1 7s. Gd. for médical aid and attendance from May to July
last. Paymcnt was disputed on the ground of improper treatment

;

the défendant, however, admitted part of the debt, and paid 71.

10s. into court. The case for the plaintiff was ably conducted by
Mr Fairless Barber, of Brighouse. During the period named, there
were two il lnesses, the plaintiff attended défendant in the first

instance, and as the case was as a serions one, lie consulted with
Dr. Kenny. The result was that the patient recovered, and plaintiffs
visits ceased on the 28th of June. It appeared, however, that the
défendant went to Askem, and having there indulged too freely, was
again atacked with the former complaint, inflammation of the
bowels. The plaintiff again attended him on the 23rd of July, but
relinquished his charge of the case, in conséquence, as is stated, of
Dr. Kenny telling the défendant that he had been wrongly treated by
the plaintiff in his first attack. The resuit of the trial was that the
défendant was ordered to pay tlie balance of the account in a month.
It appeared in évidence that the défendant had expressed no dis-
satisfaction with the plaintiff until his bill had been delivered. We
notice this case in conséquence of the use which was made of Dr.
Kenny's same by the défendant. If Dr. Kenny had rcally used the
words which were attributed to him, why was he not called on the
defenee ? It was clearly not the duty of the plaintiff to place hira
in the witness box. Mr. Barber exercised a wise discrétion in rest-

ing his case on its simple merits ; he would not hâve been justified

in assuming that Dr. Kenny had animadverted on the conduct of a
professional brother in-so extraordinary a manner. Until Dr. Kenny
givfs a déniai to the statement which was made, we feel it ourduty
to acquit him of so grave a departure from professional décorum

—

a course of conduct wdiieh becomes, if true, the more reprehensible
from the fact of his having been originally called into consultation
by the plaintiff. It is to be regretted that actions of this kind
should arise under any circumstances, but much more so if tbey are
instigated by the unguardcd comments of a professional man.

ALLEGED XEGLECT OF DUTY BY A MEDICAL OFFICER.
OnTuesday, the 23rd ult., an inquiry was held by John Main-

waring, Esq., an inspecter from the Poor-law Board, at the Board
Room of the West Derby Workhouse, on a charge of neglect by
Dr. Lodge, one of the médical officers of the Union, in référence to

the death of a man named William Saxon. It appeared that Saxon
visitt-d his sisteron Thursday,the 13th of November, andbeiiigtakcn
ill, was unable to return to his own home, only about a quarter of a
mile distant ; he was therefore provided with a bed in lier room.
On Monday morning, as he «as no better, his sister went to tlie work-
house to the reheving ofhcer, in order te procure the advice of a
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médical mai), t.nd an orderm given lier to apply to Dr. Lodge.
She look the order to bis house but he was not at home. In tue

evening, about seven o'cloek, she saw Dr. Lodge, who then Lad the

order, and said, "Who is this William Saxon I 1 shall not see

hiin to-night" She told him the case was " urgent," but he still

refused to attend, and said that " ail those who want parish relief

must hâve their notes signed before nine o'cloek in the morning."
Tlu- nian died at half past ten o'cloek on Tuesday morning, having
reeeived no médical assistance. Dr. Lodge, however, called about
one o'cloek on that day, and linding the nian dead, expressed him-
self willing to give a certifieate of his death, which he did. The
inquiry was conducted at great length, but the chief point that

presented itself for notice is that the relieving officer to whom the
aster of the deceased applied for the order would not in the order
describe the the case as " urgent," and Dr. Lodge would not act with-
out it. It further appeared that the relieving officer had for some
time ceased to describe cases as " urgent," in conséquence of an under-
standing which he said he had corne to with Dr. Lodge, as many

- had been represented as " urgent " which, in his opinion,

were not so. This understanding was however, denied. In his

explanation, Dr. Lodge said that " There is a gênerai impression
ainongst the profession not to attach any importance to the opinion
of poor patients, and in the absence of the relieving officer's stote-

rnent of urgency, they exercise their own discrétion as to whether
thev should attend or not.

The Commission er.—Then you mean to tell me that if the friends
of a patient bring you an order and tell you that the mon is very
bad, you are not beund to go.

Dr. Lodge.—Thèse cases are of daily occurrence, and we do not
feel bound to ottend to such.
The Commissioner soid he would lay the case before the Poor-

law Board, and their décision would be duly communicated.

OBITUARY.

MR. EVANS, OF BELPER.
The death of Mr. Evans, of Belper, which took place on Novem-

ber 20 last, is an event which requires more than a passing notice.

For the last eight or ten years, owing to the infirmities of ad-
vanced âge, he had retired from the active duties of his profession,

but for many years previous to that time he was known for and
wide as one of the most eniinent surgeons of his day. As -an-ope-

rative surgeon and oculist, he was surpassed by few, his opérations
in many cases being marked by great ingenuity and boldness—

a

boldness almost olways justified by success.

He tied the carotid aitery three times—twice successfully. As a
lithotomist and operotor for hernia ond cotaract, lie was particulorly

successful.

One striking excellence in Mr. Evans' professional character was
the tenacious persévérance he disployed in opplying the resources
which great natural obility ond careful observation constantly sug-
gested ; and he was thus, under Providence, the means of saving
life under circuinstances often considered hopeless, as illustrated by
the following cases :

—

A case of poisoning by laudanum—the patient having taken an
ounce and a-half of laudanum and half-a-pint of gin—in which he
successfully emptied the stomach on December 6, 1817, by means
of a large syringe attached to an œsophageal tube, on the principle

of the stomach-pump, two years before the instrument was invented.

The case was published in the ' Transactions ' ol the Associated
Apothecaries and Surgeon-Apothecaries of England and Wales for

the ycar 1823.

But the opération, which caused a great sensation at that time,
and extended his réputation to foreign countries, wos o case of

aneurism of the artena innominata, treated successfully by ligature

of the common carotid on the distal side of the tumour, and re-

corded in the 'Lancet' of November, 1828, and in Wardrop's work
on " Aneurism." It may be interesting to the Profession to know
that the patient on whom the opération was performed is still liv-

ing at Belper, in the enjoyment of good health, after a lapse of

tlnrty-four years.

About the ycar 1833 he extirpated a cancerous utérus in the case

of Mrs. H., who survived the opération thirteen months. The utérus
is at présent in the muséum of Queen's Collège, Birmingham.
The unwearied attention and kindness which Mr. Evans exercised

in the discharge of his professional duties, his reodiness at ail times
to lend his aid, and the confidence he inspired in those who sought
it, will be testified by ail who knew him, in every station of life.

Of his gênerai character it is more difficult to speak. Unobtrusive
and retiring, and possessing an almost child-like simplicity, lie was
distinguished in an eminent degree by that charity which " thinketh
no evil ;" while, at the same time, he was ever active in suggesting
and promoting every good work. He is gone, full of years, to his

rest, having entered his 83rd year ; but his memory will be long
cherished, not only by his numerous family, but by the many
friends far and ncar who hâve long appreciated his worth.

îiùHjs, fttairiages, anD Sratfjs.

BIRTHS.
Brandi:.—On the 30th oit, at Bungav, the wife of S. E. Brande.

M.li.C.S.K., ofason.
liitowN.—On the 21st ult., nt St. John' s, Melrose, the wife of W. Nim-
mo Bi-own, M.D., of a claughter.

Croly.-Oii the 28th ult, at Hareourt street, Dublin, the wife of H.
Cray Croly, L.K.Q.C.P.I., of a daughter.

Crosby.—On the 31st ult., at Finshury place, the wife of T. B. Crosby,
M.D., of a son.

DAUOLisn.—On the 23rd ult., at Hampstcad, the wife of Dr. Dauglisli,
of a daughter, still-born.

DAT*.—On the 22nd ult., at Garville avenue, Rathgar, Dublin, tlie wife
of E. William Davy, M.B., ofason.

Leoaï.—On tho 21st ult., at South Shields, the wife of A Légat, M.D,
of a son.

MARRIAGES.
Beith—Douglas.—On the 18th ult., at St. James's church, Plymouth,

Robert Beith, M.D., Dcputy Inspector-Gcncral of Hospitals and
Fleets, to Jessie Douglas, only daughter of Captain A. Smith, R.X.,
of Oakendean, Melrose.

Buckenham—Roach.—November 20, at Old Lakenham chureh, Nor-
wich, John Buckenham, L.E.C.P. Edin., to Mary, second daughter
of E. Roacli, Esq., of Norwich.

Dewdney—Day.—On the 20th ult., at Stoke Canon, Exeter, "William
Dewdney, Esq., of Stoke Canon, to Eliza, only daughter of F. Day,
M.D., of the same place.

Fyfe—Millar.—On the 23rd ult., at Jedburgh, George Fyfc, Esq., of
The Nest, Jedburgh, to Marion, daughter of the laté J. Millar,
F.R.C.P. Edin.

D E A T H S.

Barnes.—On the 21st ult, John Bames, L.R.C.S. Edin, of Maghull,
Lancashire.

Bingley.—On the 13th ult, William Phillips Bingley, Médical Pupil
at University Collège, aged 23.

Boshey.—On the 22ud ult, Peter Bossey, F.R.C.S.E., of Worthing,
Sussex, aged 66.

Bevan.—On the 24th ult., ai Newland Housc, Gloucestershire, Jane
Hamilton, relict of R. Bevan, M.D., of Monmouth, aged 77.

Liohtfoot.—On the 21st ult, at Easton, Anu Maria, widow of S. Light-
foot, M.D, aged 81.

MEDICAL NEWS.

Apothecaries' Hall.—The following gentlemen passcd their

examination in the Science and Practice of Medicine, and reeeived
certificates to practise on the 24th ult:—William Léonard Case,
Goole, Yorkshire

; James Murray Lindsay, Queen's-road, Grove-
lone, Camberwell ; Adam Rae Martin, Rochester, Kent ; Albert
Louis Peacock, Huntingdon ; Peter Swales, Hemlsey, Yorkshire

;

Francis Young, Carlton-road.

Election of a Médical Coroner for Shrewsbury.—Mr. John
Sides Davies, surgeon, bas been elected coroner for the borough of

Shrewsbury. The élection is in the hands of the Town Council.

Proportion of Births to Deaths.—In the first three quarters
of the past year, the excess of births over deaths in Great Britian

was 248,537, a natural increase greoter by 16,063 than in the corre-

sponding portion of 1861.

University of Ddblin.—At the winter commencement held in

the Examination-hall of Trinity Collège, on Wcdnesday, December
17, 1862, the following Médical and Surgical degrees were given :—Doctvrs in medicine—Rev. Samuel Haughton (stip. cond.) ;

Thomas Waugh Belcher. Masters in Surgery—John Blair Elmes ;

Philip P. Lyons ; John Fred. Boyes. Bachelors in Medicine—John
E. Barker ; Francis Johnson ; Thomas White ; Philip Patterson

Lyons ; Dionysius F. Keegan ; John Fred. Boyes ; Rev Samuel
Haughton (stip. cond.) ; William H. J. Humphreys ; Arthur Wynne
Foot.

University Collège Students' Christian Association.—On
Fridoy evening, December 19, o spécial meeting of the above
Association was held in the lecture-room behind Regents's-park

Chapel, to commemorate the founding ol the Society, exactly twelve

months prcviously. The chair having been taken at eight o'cloek

by Professor Malden, A.M., the Rev. Dr.Hoppus offered prayer. The
Secretary, Mr. Coxeter, then read the past minutes of the Society,

after which short addresses were delivered by the Président, Mr. C.

Read, Professer Hoi^pus, "Dr. Hare, Dr. Edward Ellis, Mr. W.
Scannel Lean, Mr. Bompas, M.A, and others. About forty stu-

dents were présent on the occasion, In concluding, the chairmaii

expressed the very great pleasure he had felt in being présent at

such a meeting, and sincerely hoped that the Society would be

increasingly prosperous. This Association, now numbering nearly

fifty inembers, composed of students from both the faculties of

Medicine and Arts, and which is entirely unsectarian in its cha-

racter, bas for its.objects the conversational study of the Scriptures

and prayer ; and it also affords to new students, especially those

who are strangers in London, an opportunity of forming good and

useful friendships.
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Death by Fire.—At the inquest held by Mr. Bedfonl on the

bodies of six children named Spencer, who perished by fire, in

Soho, Dr. Buzzard said :
—" Certain characteristics were common to

ail of them. There was little or no décomposition. In ail the eye-

lids were flbrmly closed. In ail the extremities were contracted,

and the fingers firmly clenched. With one exception the burns
were not at ail deep, but they were very extensive. As a rule,

fully thiee-quarters of the wliole surface of the body were injured.

In ail the hands were the parts most affected. In the three eldest

children, both anns were drawn up across the chest, the hands
being doubled up, the fingers clenched, with the nails close to the

chest, as though they were trying to open the chest with the fingers.

Ail the children were in precisely the same position. He opened
Edward, his being the body which was least injured by the fire. In
cutting through the integuments covering the chest he found them
deeply injected with a brilliant red colour. He found that the
lungs were very much congested with an unusually bright red lluid.

Ail the cavities of the heart were empty. The brain was found
soniewhat congested with bright red blood. Generally, none of the
blood he met with in the course of his examination presented the
ordinary character of venous blood. There was no blaek blood ; it

was ail red. In the case of Edward he believed the cause of death
to hâve been the shock from sudden and extensive burns, and not
from suffocation. Judging from that one examination, and the
characteristics common to ail, he should pronounce the cause of
deatli to bave been the same in ail the cases."—A Juror : Do you
thiuk the children were burnt while alive ?—Dr. Blizzard : I can-
not give an opinion on that point. I believe the burns were in-
flicted during vital action, but I could not tell whether eonscious-
ness existed. There cannot be any possible évidence whether the
children were asleep or not at the time the fire reached them.—The
Foreman : The children were burnt to death—not suffocated ?

—

Dr. Blizzard : Burnt to death, undoubtedly. There is no évidence
of suffocation.

Singclar Death of a Child in Leeds.—The Practice of
Médical Men.—At the Town Hall, yesterday, Mr. Blackburn,
coroner, held an inquest on the body of Emily, the daughter of
Henry Tate, bookkeeper, Sheepscar-fields. The deceased was two
years and eight months old, and had enjoyed good health up to the
time of her death, which occurred soon after midnight on Friday
last. On the evening of that day the child was sitting near the
table playing with a needle, and, as it is supposed, broke the needle
by pressing it against '.the edge of the table. She complained of
having been pricked, and a red spot, about the size of a pin's head,
was found on her chest, just over the heart. The child did not
scmim or cry, and it was not supposed that anything very serious
had occurred. A poultice was applied to the child's chest," and the
family retired to rest about ten o'clock. At that time only half the
needle could be found. In about twenty minutes the child began
to retch and vomit seriously, and the parents, unable to account
for the sudden illness, gave the child some brandy and water. She
became no better, however, and in about two hours and a-half the
fatber went for Mr. Tnrner, Surgeon, Camp-road, but before he
arrived the child was dead. On the day after, Mr. Turner gave the
following certificate :—" I was called up to visit the child of Mr.
Tate m the night, deatli having taken place a few minutes before I
reached there. It is my opinion that the child's death was causée!
Irom shock to the nervous System and collapse, the result of ex-
cessive attempts at vomiting." This certificate was taken by the
ather of the child to the registrar, and that officer was not satisfied
with it. On Sunday, Mr. James Braithwaite, Surgeon, and Mr.
Turner, called together to see the child, and they gave a joint
certificate to the same effect as the above. Still the registrar was
not satisfied, and lie applied to the coroner. After hearing ail the
circumstances, the coroner ordered that an inquest should be held,
and a post-mortem examination of the body made, and the resuit
of thia proceeding was the discovery of the missing half of the
needle, firmly embedded in the cartilage of the chest, the point of
the needle piercing the bag of the heart. The interior of the bac
was full of blood, and that led to the death of the child The
évidence given at the inquest was of a rather contradictorv
character. Mr. Tate stated that when he arrived at home Ms
wifes sister told him that the child had been playin" with a
need e, that she had broken it, and that only one half of it
cou d be found

; but, on being called, the lady denied havingmade any such statement to him, or having seen the child
playing with a needle at ail. The médical men admitted havin-

tTu??T W the breakingof the needle and the missing
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0f t^iï' th« surgeons should hâve given
the certifieates they had. He then called the attention of the jury
to the improper practice of surgeons who had never seen pereonsdunng life giving certifieates of the probable cause of deatk with
the v,ew of trymg to prevent the holding of inquests. He (the

nt-r) was an.yous to avoid holding unnecessary inquests, but in
practice he ç-und that many of the certifieates of médical mèn werenot to be relied upon. There were grades in the médical, as well as

in the légal and other professions, and the certifieates of some men
he could with confidence believe ; but he knew that in many cases
the médical man constituted himself coroner, and himself decided
whether there should be an inquest or not. It was a very improper
proceeding, and was done by médical men who had good patients,
to avoid the holding of inquests. Mr. Braithwaite admitted that
the prazlice complained of was adopted. The jury expressed their
disapproval of the practice, and also expressed surprise that in the
case of the above child a médical man was not sent for earlier. A
verdict of "Accidentai death" was returned.—'Leeds Mercury.'
An Jnqualified Practitioner.—On Tuesday, the adjourned

inquest on the body of Mrs. Sarah Bowler, who, it was alleged at
the former inquiry, had met her death through the unskilfulness of
her médical man, a non-qualified Médical Practitioner, was resumed
at the " Wheatsheaf," St. Leonard's avenue, Bromley, before H. R.
Walthew, Esq., the Deputy Coroner. Mr. Marsh appeared l'or Mr.
Talbot, and a large number of the Médical Profession were présent.
From the évidence adduced at the former inquiry, it appeared that
the deceased was delivered of a maie child on Monday, December
8, by Mr. Talbot, of Grundy street, at ten o'clock in the morning,
haeniorrhage occurring immediately after. At one o'clock, Dr. Ken-
nedy was seen passing by, and Mr. Talbot tapped at the window,
and called him in. Dr. Kennedy immediately removed the placenta,
but deceased died half-an-hour afterwards. He was of opinion that
the placenta should bave been removed within from hall-an-hour to
three-quarters after the haeniorrhage occurred. The coroner now
observed that, since the former inquiry, he had referred to " Den-
ham's Practice," and he believed it was a gênerai opinion that the
placenta should be removed as soon as possible after the child was
boni, providing the patient was not in a fainting condition. There
was no doubt that three hours was a very long time to elapse before
taking those steps ; and, with respect to the law, if it was proved
that deceased was able to undergo the opération, but that it was un-
necessarily delayed, then the case would amount to that of inan-
slaughter. Dr. Kennedy had stated that, when he was called in, the
deceased was not in a fainting state ; on the other hand, Mr. Talbot
stated that she was in a fainting condition the whole of the time.
He (the coroner) was surprised that a gentleman like Mr. Talbot
should practice without being properly qualified under the Act.
Mr. Talbot had stated that he attended lectures for three or four
years at Guy's Hospital, but the attending of lectures, and holding
certifieates to that effect, did not qualify a man for practice, but
merely showed that the holder of them had been présent on such
occasions. The jury having consulted, returned a verdict that de-
ceased died from haeniorrhage produced by natural causes.
Longevity.—The Rector of Wanstead writes to the ' Times' that

" Thomas Lucas died at Wanstead on Saturday, December 20, 1862,
at the reputed âge of 105, and was certainly 104. He was boni at
Bygrave, in Hertfordshire, and was baptized in 1762. According
to what his mother told him, lie was either four or five years old
when baptized, and he reroembered waiking to church on that occa-
sion, when a younger brother was baptized with him. The old
man's memory was so good that there seemed no reason for doubt-
ing the accuracy of his statement. His family considerhim to hâve
been 105. He was fomierly firm-bailiff to Mr. Long Wellesley, at
Wanstead-house, had been married and had several children, of
whom some at advanced âges are still living. He had a remarkably
healthy aspect and clear grey eye, was of courteous manners, and of
a very cheerful temper, and retaitied excellent health and the com-
plète use of ail his faculties (including his memory, hearing, and
eyesight) till almost the end. Until within a few months of his
death, he chopped his own firewood, was conversational and agree-
able to visitors, and was generally in the full enjoyment of life. As
he died on December 20 (the day before his birthday, which was on
December 21), he had, in point of law, completed 105 years.
Deadly Rifle Ball.—There is in use in the Fédéral anny a

Minié bail so manufactured that when it enters the body it divides
and there is danger of a small ring of zinc being left un-extracted'
which is said to account for a large proportion of the wounded
being attacked by erysipelas.

Appointments.—Alexander Borthwick, M.D.,has been appointed
Consulting Physician to the Crichton Royal Institute, Dumfries,
vice Jas. Grieve, M.D., deceased. — George Granville Bothwell,
M.R.C.S.E., has been elected Médical Officer and Public Vaccinator
for the Rathmullen Dispensary District of the Milford Union, Co.
Donegal, vice Walter de Burgh, L.K.Q.G.P. Ireland, deceased.—
Henry Graves Bull, M.D., has been elected Président of the Here-
ford Permanent Library.—John Caldwell, M.R.C.S.E., of the 'Mars,'
Assist.-Surg. R.N. Dec. 31st, 1853, has been promoted to Surgeon.
—Alfred Ciarke, M.R.C.S.E., has been appointed Médical Attendant
to the Gloucester Municipal Charities, vice W. M. Meyler,M.R.C.S.E.
deceased.—Thomas Coghlan, M.D., of the 'Beagle,' Assist-Surg!
R.N., Dec. 5th, 1853, has been promoted to Surgeon.—Peter Cullen,
M.R.C.S.E.,Assist.-Surg. Indian Service, has been appointed Civil
Surgeon of Dumoh, vice M'Dermott, resigned.—James Davidson.
M.D., Surgeon, R.N. Sept. 12th, 1848, has been appointed to the
' Meeanee.'—John Dickson, M.D., has been appointed Physician to
the Dumfries and Galloway Royal Infirmary, vice Dr. J. Grieve,
deceased.—0. M. Duff, M.D., Surgeon Madras Service, Acting Sur-
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geon 3rd District, lia* been appointed Surgeon of that District, vice

lean.—Tohn Edmnnds, M.IÎ.C.S.E. lias been appointed Surgeon

te the Denbighshire Régiment of Yeonianry Cavalry.— lit irury

Hamilton, M.KA'.S.E., bas been elected Médical Offlcer and Public

inator for District No. 2 of thé Bridge Union, Kent, vice 11.

[Jaaher, >!.?>., appointed Résident Médical Officer to the Wands-
wortb Dîspensàry.—Christophe! Heath, F.R.C.S.E., Assistant-Sur-

geon to the Westminster Hospital, lias been appointed Lecturer on
Anatomv in the Médical School of tlie Westminster Hospital.—

.en Holthonse, F.R.C.S.E., Surgeon to the Westminster Hos-

pital, lias been appointed Lecturer on Surgery in the Médical School

of the Westminster Hospital.—John Hudson, M.IÎ.C.S.E, of the

'Comberland,' Assist-Surg. IÎ.X. Dec. ,">th, 1863, hasheeu prornoted

to Surgeon,—Charles limiter, L.F.P.S. Glas., lias been eli

Médical Offlcer and Public Vaccinator for the Aberlemuo District

and the Porfar Workhouse, vice J. Edward, M.D., deceased.
—

'Wil-

liam Jeyne-, M.R.C.S.E., lias been appointed Médical Officer and
Public Vaccinator for the East Croydon District of the CroVdon
Union, Surrey, vice A. G. Rbper, M.IÎ.C.S.E., resigned.—John'Wil-
son Johnston, M.D., Assist.-Surg. Indian Army, lias been appointed

Civil Surgeon of Goojrat.—W. Alexander* Leslie, M.É.C.S.E.,

Senior lst I sist-Surg. Indian Service, has been promoted to

Surgeon, vice Carnegie, deceased.—G Clarke Linton, M.RC.S.E.,

Deputy Inspector-General ofHospitals, Indian Service, from Mysore
Division (acting in Southern Division) lias been posted to the

Southern Division.—W. Mackenzie, Surgeon-Major Indian Service,

bas been appointed to act as Deputy Inspector-General of Hospital»

during the absence in Europe of Deputy Inspector-General C. J.

Smith.—Martin Talbot O'Kelly, L.R.C.S.I., has been elected Médi-
cal Officer to the Workhouse of the Celbridge Union, Co. Kildare,

vice Robt. H. Mouritz, L.R.C.S.I., resigned.—C. Paterson, M.D.,
Acting Deputy Inspector of Hospitals, Indian Service, has been ap-

pointed DeputyInspector General of Hospitals,t!!ceGraham,retired.

—

John Wm. Henry Watling, M.R.C.S.E., lias been elected Médical
Officer for the Wavertree District of tlie West Derby Union, Lan-
easbire, vice J. Kenyon, M.R.C.S.E., deceased.— Frcd. Poynton
Weaver, M.D., has been elected Médical Officer and Public Vac-
cinator for the Frodsham District of the Runcorn Union, Cheshire,

in the place of J. Jones, M.R.C.S.E., deceased.—George Irvin Willes,

M.R.C.S.E., Surgeon R.N. May 5th, 1854, has been appointed to the
* Egmont.'

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE WEEK.
Wedncsday, December 7-

Opérations at Middlesex Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St Mary's Hospital, 1 p.m.
;

University Collège Hospital, 2 p.m.; Obstétrical Society of London,

8p.ni.—Annual Meeting.—Address by the Président, Dr. Tyler Smith.

Thursday, January 8.

Opérations at St George's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; Central London Ophthalmic,
1 p.m. ; London Hospital, 1A p.m. ; Royal Free Hospital, 1J p.m.;

Great Northern Hospital, King's cross, 2 p.m. ; London Surgical

Home, 2 p.m. Fibrous Tumour of Utérus, Excision of Hypertrophied
Labiuni of Clitoris ; West London Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Ortho-

pœdic Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Institution, 3 p.m.—Professor Frank-
Iand, "Ou Air and Water." (Juvénile Lectures.)

Friday, January 9.

Opérations at Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital, 1£ p.m.

Saturday, January 10.

Opérations at 8t Thomas's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St Bartholomew' s Hospital,
U p.m. ; King's Collège Hospital, Ij p.m. ; Charing-cross Hospital,
2 p.m.

Mi a lay, Ja \ •la-ry 12.

Opérations at Look Hospital, Dean street, Soho, Clinical Démonstrations
and Opérations, 1 p.m, ; St. Mark' s Hospital for Fistula and otber
Diseases ot the liectuui, 1; p.m. : Metropolitan Free Hospital,
2 p.m.; Médical Society of London, 84 p.m.

'";/, Je. n l'uni Vo.
Opérations at Guy's Hospital, lj-p.ni.

; Westminster Hospital, 2 p.m. ;

Royal Institution, 3 p.m.; Rajtal Médical and Chirurgical Swictv,
8 p.m.

BOOKS RECEIVED FOR REVIEW.
Half-Yearly Abstract of the Médical Sciences. Vol. .XXXVI. London:
John Churchill.

The Nows Almanaek.
The Dental Kcview for January 1863.
Excessive Infant Mortality—How eau It bo Saved. By M. A. Baines,

Esq. Loiidon : John Churchill.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Chirurgu.s.—Certaiuly.

H. W.—Dialysis dépends upon the différent rates of diffusibilityof flnids.

A dialyser is a hoop on which a kiml of parehmeiit lias bccn'streieUed.
This is floated ou water. Anotlier fluid is thon placed upon the dia-

lyser. The change effeeted in the fluids by this mothod constitutes tho
analysis.

Qukrisï.— We présume that the method of perforining the oper.itiou

has been correctly reported. After the ecraseur, wo ave at liberty to
crédit any other extraordhiary invention.

Dr. J. S.— It would be unsafe to give any opinion upon the case from a

written description only.

Mr. Gray is thanked.
Mr. Burxs.—Yes.
Mr. Steei,.—Keceived with thanks.
Dr. W. B.—lst. Your belief is correct.—2nd. It would not be illégal.

A SuBSCriber.—You might, as theyoïynger man, callou the established
practitioners, to show your désire to be on an amicable footing. It is

nobody's business to know of a new arrivai in the town.
Mr. Scott.—We are mnch obliged.

Alpha.—You had better enquire at Mr. Eenshaw's in the Strand.
This gentleman published many of Dr. Knox's works, and will be able
to givo you correct information.

Ma. James S.—AVe hâve not seen tho préparation. It would be inad-
visable to trust to the puffing notice of it.

Devoniensis— lst. Yes.—2nd. Yes.
A Subscriber (Hull).—Veratrum Viiide is doscribed to be a powerful

sédative ; we should doubt the offlcaey of a powerful sédative to îvgu-
lato the heart's action under tho circumstances stated. It should, at
any rate be administered with caution. It is giveu in the forni of
tineture.

A. L.— The excruciating pain with swelling over the scapula, iudicates

malignant disease. Itheumatic or ncuralgio pains do not continue for

so long a period.

Mu. Burton.—Received with thanks.
Mr. Wm. H. Crissley.— A laryngoscope eau be obtained from any sur-

gical instrument maker—Weiss, Fergusson, &e.

Now ready, price 12s. ; or sent by post, on receipt of 13s. in Postage Stamps,

THE

JOURNAL OF PRACTICAL MEDICINE & SURGERY
FOR THE USE OF MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS,

For the Year ending 18 62.

TEANSLATED FROM THE FKENCH BY D. McCARTHY, M.D.

Vol. V- of the English Edition ; Vol. XXXIII. of the French Edition.

NOTICE.—Those gentlemen who, being Xew Subscribors, do not poffless the previous volumes arc ïespeeti'ully informed that

a few complète sets remain on hand, and may he had at 7s. 6d. per volume, or 30s. for the four volumes.

When it is taken into considération that the Journal of Practical Medicine and Surgery présents to tho Reader a com-

plète Cyclopœdia of Foreign Médical Literature and Science, it is submitted that no more important work can he added to the library

of every Médical Practitioner.—It niust not be regarded as an ephemeral periodical, but rathor as a permanent record of the progress

of
^
the Profession, and a valuable compendiuni for Médical and Surgical référence.
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Art. 6351.

HOSPITAL SAINTE EUGENIE.

(.MR. BOUCHUT'S CLINICAL CONFERENCES.)

Purpura—Morbilli graviores ; inflammation of the milva—
Application of the Ophthalmoscope to the diagnosis of tuber-

cular meningitis.

Two children, respectively affected with purpura simplex

and purpura hatmorrhagica, were recently admitted into Mr.
Bouchut's wards. The lattor was a little girl aged nine years,

the offspriiig of healthy parents ; she had been surrounded

with every care, and lier diet had always been excellent ; in

lier case, purpura could therefore be traced to none of its usnal

causes. For the last three nionths, however, lier digestive

powers were impaired, and she complained of diarrhœa, head-

achc, and debility. Thèse circumstances sufficiently aceounted

for a change in the composition of the blood, and had brought
on a condition of the system which is, in gênerai, induced by
insufficient food, or clironic exhausting affections. In the

ethor patient the purpura had, as usual, resulted froni want of

proper nutriment.

lu adverting to thèse cases, Mr. Bouchut took this oppor-
tunity of sketching the history of purpura in a lecture, of
which the following is an abstract :

Unnecessary auatomical refinement lias led to the adoption
of divisions of the disease, which are not warranted by clinical

observation. There are in reality but two forms : purpura
simplex, in which no sanguineous oxudation exists beyond
ecchymotic patches of various size, and purpura hœmorrhagica,
which is attended with more or less copions effusion of blood.

In the case wo hâve alluded to, the principal symptoms
wric; ecchymotic patches, epistaxis, and a tendency to pul-

monary hsemorrhage ; the skin was anémie, pallid, and œde-
matous, and the urine contained a trifling amount of albumen.
In this affection the blood undergoes changes of quantity and
composition, and chemical analysis demonstrates that the
altération consists in diminution of the fibrin, and disintegra-

tion of the red corpuscles ; but hère, as in scurvy, other

changes exist in addition to the decreaso of the grosser consti-

tuées of the blood, and the fibrin is found to bave, in a great

measure, lost its plasticity and coagulating power. So niarked
is this liquéfaction, that after phlebotomy, the blood has con-
tinued to escape uninterruptedly from the wound, and ligature

of the vein has been recomniended. When this altération of
the circulating fluid takes place, as in typhoid fever, ha?mor-
rhagic patches become apparent beneath the epidermis and the
epitheliuni, on the palate, tongue, lips, conjunctiva, bronchi,
intestines, bladder, etc. Similar changes may also be deteetod
on dissection in the différent viscera, beneath the pleura,

arachnoid, and pia mater, in the vertébral cavity, and on the
si ci-face of the spinal cord. Petechiœ, patches, vibices, super-
ficial or deep-seated lnemorrhage, ail arise from one cause, the
diffusion of the contents of the blood-corpuscles.

Purpura may be attended with fever. The patches nppear
in successive éruptions, and fade away like the stain3 of trau-
matic ecchymosis. The disease is essentially sporadic, and the
épidémie and contagious forms described by authors are most
probably not unconnected with typhoid.
The affection is always curable, and Mr. Bouchut's patient

left the hospital after three petechial éruptions. Hœmorrhagic
purpura is of more serious import, because the blood becomes
rapidly impoveriflhed in a dangerous inanner, and a sudden
return of the hseniorrhage may be followed by deop and often
fatal exhaustion.

"VVe should not omit to state that purpura may be distin-

guished from scurvy, by the absence of the sponginess and
lividity of the gunis which are always présent in the latter.

With. regard to treatment, its object should be lessto modify
the ecchymotic appearances on the skin, which are merely
symptomatic, than to restore the blood to its natural healthy

condition. In [nirpura simplex, and in purpura hœmorrha-
gica, repose, acididated and iced beverages, acid. aulph. aromat.,

nitric and sulphuric lemonades, the décoction of rhatany, and
Brocchieri's, Tisserant's, or Pagliazza's homostatic wators may
be prescribed, together with wino and generous diet. The
peculiar virtues of the extracts of coniferous woods have in-

duced Dr. Ncligan to recommend essence of turpentine, which
in doses of one or two drachms lias occasionally proved useful.

Steel, and especially the sesquichloride of iron, Mr. Pise of

Montélimart has found advantageous. The latter préparation

was exhibited with much benefit to one of the patients in Mr.

Bouchut's wards. The close prescribed was 6, 8 or 10 drops

of the liquid sesquichloride, which is decomposed by the muci-

lage of gum arabic, and should therefore be given in sugar and

water.

— The subject of purpura suggests a référence to a case of

hamiorrhagicmeasles (morbilli graviores), an unfrequent affection

which was observed in a little girl aged ten years, who had
been admitted into hospital for the treatment of pustular

scabies. She contracted measles in the wards, and iu addition

to the characteristic éruption, presented pale ecchymotic sugil-

lations of irregular form, interspersed with black petechia;,

which did not disappear when pressed with the finger. Vio-

lent inflammation unattended with discharge also set in in the

organs of génération. The clitoris became œdematous, turgid,

and was promptly covered with deop, greyish ulcérations.

This was a dangerous complication, as the épidémie tendency

which had already given lise to the purpura, may likewise in-

duce gangrenous stomatitis or vulvitis. Aware of the péril,

Mr. Bouchut, despite the measly éruption, prescribed starch

baths of an hour's duration. Glycérine was applicd several

times a day over the parts, and a compress impregnated with

the same substance, was inserted into the vagina ; thèse mea-

sures were persevered in for several days, and under their in-

fluence the émission of urine ceased to be painful, the ulcéra-

tions assumed a healthy aspect, and with tho exception of a

certain amount of constrictioii of tho vagina, a complète euro

was ultimately effected.

— The termination of tubercular meningitis is almost inva-

riably fatal, and the pathologist has but small temptation to

dwell on a disease which baffles lus best-directed efforts. His
only consolation must be to discriminato the affection with
certainty, and to be able to express on its issue a prognosis

founded on positive scientific data. In this respect Mr.
Bouchut inay be said to have rendered fresh service, in tho

discrimination of tubercular meningitis with tho ophthalmo-

scope, at a period when no sign, hitherto known, yet reveals

tho nature of the disease.

In the course of two months Mr. Bouchut lias met both in

hospital and in privato practice, with twenty-two instances of

meningitis. In almost evory instance tho ophthalmoscope

employed in the incipient stage of the malady, and of course

prcviously to the manifestation of any convulsivo symptoms,

_

disclosed the présence of tho following changes in the eye :

Peripherie congestion of tho optic dise, and hyperemia of

tho retina and choroid ; enlargement of the retinal veins

around the termination of the optic nerve, and a varicose and
flexuous appearanco of thèse blood-vcssels. In some cases

hamiorrhago was found to have occurred on tho surface of the

retina, from rupture of the veins.

Further observation is doubtless necessary to establish tho

full value of thèse researches, and especially a comparative

examination of tho eye in simple and in tubercular meningitis.

But it is even now abundantly demonstrated that the changes

detected in tho deep-seated parts of the organ are the consé-

quence of the vascular obstruction induced by tho présence of

inflammation within tho cranium.
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Aet. 6352.

HOSPITAL SAINTE EUGENIE.

(MR. MAEJOLIN'S WARDS).

Trcatment of Fractures in Childhood.

Winter is the season in which fractures, as well as burns, most

coinnionly occur ; and the following excerpta from Mr. Marjo-

lin's clinical lectures may not, therefore, be unacceptable :

—

Mr. Coulon, one of the Professor's former internes, states

that 140 cases of fracture were admitted into tlie wards in the

course of one year. In tliis number are included 38 fractures

of the foreann, 26 of the fémur, 31 of the collar-hone, 18 of

the olbow, and 10 of the leg. One case only of the 140 was

an instance of fracture of the ribs, a circumstance winch har-

monises with the gênerai opinion of the unfrequency of the

accident in childhood. But if, at this early period of life, tins

kind of injury is unusual, the complications arising from vio-

lent pressure on the thorax, such as that induced by the passage

of the wheel of a carnage over the chest impart to its symptoms

a considérable amount of gravity, and explain the occurrence of

lacération of the lung, emphysema, pleuritic effusion, and other

perilous contingentes. The treatment consists in securing the

immobility of the ribs by the application of a tight band of

adhesive plaster, which sits more closely, and is less liable to

displacement, than the usual bandage.

The most tnistworthy symptom of fractures of the foreann

in childhood is the deformity ; crepitus and preternatural mo-
bility often escape détection on account of the density of the

periosteum. The accident generally results from a fall on the

palin of the hand, or the anterior aspect of the foreann, and

the bones become incurvated a little below the middle of tlie

linib. Hence a latéral déformation, or a convex appearance of

the front of the foreann, with a proportionate concavity of its

posterior région. The réduction of the fracture is much casier

than in the adult, a fact explained by the thinness of the layer

of muscles, and the facility with which their résistance is over-

come. The opération should be proceeded with in accordanco

with the ordinary ndes. Mr. Marjolin seldom applies inove

than one splint, which is laid along the flexor side, from the

bend of the elbow to the tips of the fingers ; it is separated by
a soft compress from the integuments, and secured with a com-

mun roller. A moment's considération of tlie shape of the

limb shows that the splint, applied to the anterior aspect of

the forearm, tells more on the fragments, and is much more
powerful to prevent displacement than that which it is cus-

tomary to place along the posterior face, from the outer condylo

of the humérus to the back of the wrist. In uncomplicated

cases, when there is no fear of the fractured ends of the bones

being pressed inwards towards the interosseous space, Mr. Mar-
jolin omits the graduatcd compress, and mcrely uses tlie ante-

rior splint.

The Professor strongly recommends that the little patient bo

confined to bed for a few days after the fracture. The limb

should be placed, with the thunib uppennost, in a position in-

termediate between pronation and supination, and when borne

in a sling, should rest on its anterior aspect, and not on the

•nlnar edge, otherwise the fragments are bent inwards, and in-

curable deformity is the resuit ; this kind of displacement is

cspecially to be feared when the hand alone rests in the sling.

In order to ascertain that the position of the fragments remains

unchanged, and to remedyat once any altération, Mr. Marjolin

removes the apparatus every four or five days—a précaution

migge8ted by the facility witli which mortification may be in-

duced by pressure of the forearm, especially in infancy. For
this roason, Mr. Marjolin lias never recourse to the starch or

other immovable dressings in this kind of fracture.

Fractures of the sliaft of the fémur corne ncxt in the order of

freqnency after those of the forearm. The prognosis in such
cases is, however, favourable. Consolidation takes place

In the courge of three weeks ; but, in order to prevent incur-

vation of the limb, it is proper to prescribe repose in bed for

five or six days longer. Ail dressings may be- removed, and

the child eau exercise the thigh without exposiug it to be in-

jured by the weight of the body.

The eighteen-tailed bandage is the only one used for this

injury by Mr. Marjolin, who, like Mr. Guorsant, socures the

pelvis to the outer splint. Not only does he thus reduce the

pelvis to inmiobility, but in order to prevent the movements
of the trank being eommunieated to tho fractured limb, lie lays

over tho chest a sheet folded lengthwise, which is attachod to

the sides of the bed. In this, as in the preceding fracture, Mr.
Marjolin removes the dressings and inspects tho parts every

four or five days.

Surgeons are well awaro of the difhculties of contriving an

apparatus calculated to secure the perfect apposition of the

fragments in fractures of the clavicle. Desault's apparatus, as

described by Bichat, is still the least imperfoct of the various

Systems of bandaging which bave been proposed. The oblique

circular turns of the roller may, however, be omitted as iusuf-

iîcient to raise the olbow, and a starch band may be applied

over ail, in order to provent loosening of the dressings. In

simple cases, unattended with displacement, Mr. Marjolin

nierely places the arm in a sling.

It was our intention to conclude with a few remarks on

fracture of the elbow, the diagnosis of which is sometimes nu-

barrassing. But the injury is one of sufficient importance to

warrant our reverting to it in a separate article.

Art. 6353.

AUEAL SUEGERY.

(MR. TRIQUET'S DISI'ENSARY.

On Facial Paralysis Conséquent on Otorrhœa.

This affection is one of the most serious sequelre of chronio

otorrhœa, and although it is not unfrequently met with, it is

only within tlie last few years that it bas received a satisfac-

tory explanation, and that the practitioner has been enabled

to institute the trcatment on fixed scientific principles. In

bis Treatise on Discases of the Km; in 1856, Mr. Iriquet ex-

pressed himself as follows on the causes in which tho compli-

cation in question may originate :

" Paralysis of the face is due in thèse cases to the pénétra-

tion of the puriform sécrétion into the Aqueductus Fallopii,

and to its contact with the portio dura in its course througli

this passage. Inflammation sets in, and the nerve loses the

power of transmitting the narvous influence to the muscles to

which it is distributed. In gênerai, however, the suppuration

does not roach the facial nerve, but remains stationary at some

distance from the aqueduet, tho thin parietes of which become

affected with osteitis; hence, hypertrophy of the bone, dimi-

nution of the diameter of tho passage, and nndue pressure on

the nerve."

This cause of facial paralysis was pointée! ont most distinctly

in the case of a consumptive woman, who had long suffered

from chronic otorrhœa, and recently died from tho progress of

pulmonary consuinptioii in Professor Trousseau's wards. The

patient was a young woman aged twonty-eight, who for several

years had been afflicted with a purulent dischargo from tlie

external auditory passage. During the last weeks of lier life,

lier melancholy position was further aggravated by paralysis

of the face corresponding to the deaf car. Mr. Triquet care-

fully dissected the parts in tho présence of Mr. Trousseau's

pupils, and the condition denominated by lovers of hard words

ndcosclerosis, or condensative inflammation of the bones, was

ascertained to exist, together with flattening of the portio

dura, and almost entiro destruction of the organs of hearing
;

although the patient died of phthisis, it was impossible to

detect in the diseased car the présence of any tubercular

deposits whatever. (<i)

(a) From the notes kindly transmitted by Mr. Triquet. wfl

gather tliat "the riglit car only was affected. Two-thirda of tlie

external auditory duct were fillcd with fetid, greenieh pus, ivliich

was removed by an injection. Inspection with a spéculum, candie,
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Mr. Triquet related tlio case at liis dispensai'}-, and dwelt

ttpon its more practically important particulars.

The professor reminded his hearers that otorrliœa, frequently

complkated by facial paralysie, is in gênerai but one of the

symptomatic expressions of scrofula. Now that tlie pathology

of the local hemiplcgia, conséquent on chronic discharges from

the car, is better known ; the inutility of blisters, of electricity,

of the endermic application of strychnia, &c, must bo obvious.

Instead of blindly resorting to thèse empirical measures, the

practitioner should, in the first place, direct his attention to the

renioval of the diathesis on which the otorrliœa is dépendent,

nnd which at last, by the succession of changes above enuine-

rated, occasions paralysis of the face. Therapeutics further

supply us with several local remédies calculated to check in-

flammation, and arrest the progress of suppuration. Mr.

Triquet illustrated his remarks by the history of a case recorded

in his work, relating to a child affected with scrofulous otor-

rhœa, with deafness and facial paralysis, who was completely

cured by a course of local and gênerai treatment, which may
be summarised as follows :

1. To take oach morning one, two or three tablespoonfuls of

cod-liver oil, in gradually increasing doses.

2. To take every night at bed-time, in a little sugar and water,

five drops of tincture of iodine ; the dose to be increased every

day by one drop up to twenty minims, when the medicino was
discontinued for a day or two, and afterwards resumed in the

same manner.

3. Every other day, a bath of one hour's duration, containing

six pounds of coarse sait.

i. Application of permanent issues to the mastoid région
;

sixteen were applied in succession.

5. Introduction into the ear of drops of undiluted tincture

of iodine every other day, night and morning. Mr. Triquet

perfornied hiinself at the same time an injection with the same
tincture, diluted witli twice its woight of water into a sinus

which existed in the neighbourhood of the mastoid.

This treatment, combined withagencrous diet, was persevered

in for nearly eighteen months with doubtful success. But a

change in the local remédies, and the substitution of insufflations

of sulphate of copper for the iodine injections, favourably modi-

fied the morbid condition of the diseased parts, and a complète

cure was at last effected of the sinus, and of the facial paralysis.

In the patient of the Hotel-Dieu, the rapid progress of

thoracic disease would doubtless hâve baffled the good effects

of a shnilar médication. It is, however, proper to remark with
Mr. Triquet, that chronic discharges from the ear are not
exclusively observed in cases of irrémédiable tuberculosis.

Practically, otorrhœa is often met with in scrofulous subjects,

whose life is in no présent, and perhaps in no prospective

péril, and who carnestly solicit relief from the disease of the

car. Now, whether the obstinate discharge from the ear be or

be not coïncident with facial paralysis, the cléments of probable

success will invariably be found in the simultaneous adoption
of appropriate measures of treatment, both local and gênerai.

Expérience lias fully adjudicated on this question ; the case

above alluded to does not stand alone, and ail the analogous

instances observed by Mr. Triquet since the year 1856 tell the
same taie, and are in every respect as conelusive as that which
is registered in that author's comprehensive treatise.

€\)t ftlùlnl Civrnlar.

and reflector, showed that the membrana tympani had been
destroyed, and the ossicula carried away by sécrétion during life.

The internai wall of the clrum appeared to hâve lost its nmcous
lining, and to be in a state of inflammation.

" The temporal bone was then detached, and on direct examina-
tion of tlie inner wall of the tympanum, it was found affected with
that variety of osteitis which lias been termed condensalive.

" Tlie aqueductus Fallopii was laid open in its entire course, from
the renifurm fossa at tlie bottom of the meatus auditorius intennis
to the stylo-ma«toid foramen, and the nerve was exposed and found
to hâve been flattened by compression, in conséquence of the
diminislied diameter of its osseous réceptacle. This constriction
was distinctly the resuit of hypertrophy of the petrous portion of

Lthe
os temporale, conséquent on the inflammation induced by the

présence of the suppuration.
" No tubercular ueposits were detected in any part of the struc-

tures of the ear,"

ON THE PROXIMATE CAUSE OE
CONSUMPTION AND ITS SPECIEIC TREATMENT

BY THE HYPOPHOSPHITES.
By J. FRANCIS CHURCHILL, M.D. (Paris).

(Continued from page i.)

No. XIII.

REPORTS OF CASES TREATED SUCCËSSFULLY IN THE
THIRD STAGE (THAT OF EXCAVATION), (a)

Thirty-two patients had both linigs affected. Among thèse there
were 18 confirnlative results, including 13 cures ; and 14 négative
results, including 9 deaths.

Thus, ki the second stage, when one lung only is affected, the
chance of cure is, at the very lowest, as 9 to 1, while, when both
lungs are affected, it is only at 13 to 9.

In 27 patients the disease had reached the third stage. Of this

number, 6 had only one lung affected, and of thèse, one was cured
and five gave négative results, including two deaths.

In 21 patients both lungs were affected, 3 having cavities in both
lungs. In thèse there were 6 confirmative results, including 3
cures ; in the three others (including one of the cases where there

were two cavities) the improvement continued during the whole
time of treatment. The négative results were lô, including 10

deaths.

Thus in the third stage, ont of 16 définitive results, there were
4 cures (b) to 12 deaths

This proportion will still appear very large, if we compare it

with recorded results reported above, obtained by other modes of

treatment. Perhaps, however, to a-superficial inqnirer it would
seem not to be altogether in accordance with the spécifie action

whicli I attribute to the hypophosphites, nor with the conclusions

of a paper read by me before the Academy of Sciences. To judge
of its true value we must not lose sight of the fact that a patient

who recovers in the third stage is not (even when cured) in the

Mme condition as if the disease had not passed the second stage.

In the former case there exists for a long period of time an organic

lésion, tlie danger of which is not liniiled to the mère loss of more
or less lung substance, but dépends chiefly on the impediment
which the lésion offors to the proper fulnlnient of the function of

the organ in which it lias its seat, and on the consécutive inffam-

matory accidents to which the patient remains for a certain time
exposed. Thus three patients after presenting during a considérable

time ail the signs of a complète arrest of the disease, died of acci-

dentai infiannnatory attacks ; while a fourth, a woman, experienced
the same fate after having entirely left off treatment for more
tlian a year, and after pregnancy and confinement. In the last

stage of phthisis, the accidentai infianimatory complications are

much more serions than in the first two stages, and hence it fol-

lows that attention to the hygienic conditions is much more im-
portant at this period than at any other. The number of perma-
nent recoveries, in the third stage would thus hâve been exactly

double if the patients had been able to place themselves in proper
hygienic conditions, (c)

The results obtained in the third stage in my private practice

hâve been, as I hâve already shown, much more favourable merely
becatise the patients after recovery hâve been able to secure them-
selves from the accidents I hâve just mentioned. So that I still

see no reason to withdraw the apparently paradoxical proportion

which Ienunciated four years ago (d), and which indeed had been
already stated by Laennec and Andral—viz., that the formation

of a cavity is one of the modes of cure in phthisis, and that, eon-

sequently, the disease in the third stage is not, «M other things being

equal, of a more unfavourable prognosis than in the second stage.

Unfortunately, as we know too well, when phthisis is left to itself,

or treated by other means than the hypophosphites, the softening

of existing tubercular matter is nearly aîways accompanied by a

fresh deposit, so that in the great majority of cases, the local dis-

ease is not simply and purely in the third stage alone, but in the

third stage, complicated by the second, either in the same or in the

other lung. Softening tubercles may, therefore, be compared to

a mil abscess, while a simple cavity is an empty one.

(a) Translatcd from the second édition of my work, ' Do la Cause
Immédiate de la Phthisio Pulmonaire.' lu the Pressi

(b) They hâve been reported in this Journal.

(c) The four patients reported as cured are still in perfect heâltll,

and working liard at this présent moment (Eecember, 1862).

(d) See Mémoire read to the Academ of Sciences, May 3, 1858, in

Comptes Rendus, t. xliv. p. 1042.
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Tins conclusion which I hâve conie to 4a to the, prognosis of

tlie third stage, however, does not îvst nicroly on the number of

eues obtainea, but also on the rapidity with which the Influence

of the treatment has been felt, and on the fact that several cases

in the second stage arrived at recovery only after the formation of

a cavity. («)

III. I\ognosis in Référence to Type.—As regards the type of the

disease

—

Le., its more or less rapid progress, the prognosis still

dépends on the fact that the hypophosphites hâve a spécifie antago-

nisme effect on the development of the disease. The more rapid

the progrès?, the more serions, other thinqs being equal, will be the

prognosis, since the greater, in a giveu tune, will be the extent of

the lésion. An amount of disorganisation, which, in ordinary cases

would hâve required several months, sometimes in an acute case

takes place in au equal number of days. Still the principle

already laid down—viz., that it is the extent of the lésion which
détermines the prognosis, applies as correctly to acute phthisis as ît

does to chronic. The acuteness of the disease, that is, the intensity

of the gênerai symptoms, has no influence on the efficacy of the

treatment, and this is a result of which no olhcr treatment offtrs a

single example ; for I am not aware that there is a single case of

recovery from acute phthisis on record. I hâve obtained tliis

resuit in six instances t>y the use of the hypophosphites.

It is, however, necessary to call attention to the fact that acute

softening and acute tuberculisation are sometimes confounded under

the common naine of " galloping consumption." They should, for

the future, be distinguished by the words acute phthisis or galloping

consumption for the one,and acute softening for the other Tins dis-

tinction, which hitherto would hâve been of no importance, be-

comes of the greatest value, if, as I assert, the phosphorous prépa-

rations are tue spécifie remedy for the former but not for the

lat ter.

IV. Prognosis as Regards Hereditary Prédisposition.—Of ail the

conditions which influence the prognosis of phthisis not submitted
to the phosphorous treatment, none is of a more serious character

than the existence of a constitutional or hereditary prédisposition.

The following are the facts on this head noted at the dis-

pensary :

—

The parents or relatives of seveu patients (five children and two
adults) were actually under treatment for tuberculosis at the dis-

pensary. Of this number there were six confirmative results, in-

cluding five cures, and one death. For thèse cases there could be
no doubt. The resuit of my investigations with regard to the rest

was that in thirty patients tïiere was no hereditary prédisposition.

It was doubtful or not noted in twenty-five cases. While twenty-

four patients stated that consumption existed in their faniily. (f)

In the twenty-four cases showing hereditary prédisposition, the

results of treatment were confirmative in eighteen, of which twelve

recovered ; while there were only six négative results, of which five

were deaths, but three of them owing to accidentai complications.

The cases in which there was no prédisposition gave 17 négative

results to 13 confirmative, 9 cures to 8 deaths ; so that in the cases

of certain, hereditary, or consanguineous prédisposition, there were

five recoveries to one death.

In the cases of probable hereditary or consanguineous prédispo-

sition, there were 12 cures to 5 deaths. Counting the two sets of

cases together, we bave 17 recoveries to 6 deaths ; while in the

cases where no prédisposition existed, there were only 9 recoveries

to 8 deaths.

The cases in which the prédisposition was not noted, or seemed
doubtful, confina tins resuit, since out of 25 such, there were only

11 confirmative results, of which G were recoveries, against 14 né-

gative results, 9 of which were deaths.

So considérable a différence evidently cannot be a mère error in

numlKTS. We are consequently led to the conclusion that, contrary

to ail the expérience hitherto recorded of phthisis when left to

itself or treated by the usual means, phthisis, which is hereditary, is

more amenable to treatment by the hypophosphites than that which is

not hereditary. What is the cause of this différence I am hardly
yet prepared to state. My cases were generally taken down with a

spécial regard to correetness of the diagnosis, and of the final

curative results ; so that détails of etiology were not particularly

attended to.

V. Prognosis with regard to Sex.—The numbers collected with
regard to the two sexes do not show sufficient différence to afford a
basis for ony practical conclusion. I intend studying this question
by the help of a larger number of observations.

VI. Prognosis with référence to Age.—A comparison of the dif-

férent âges givesa différent result from what might be expected, if

we take into account the greater rapidity with which phthisis pro-
gresses in the young. (y) The number of patients observed is not

(«) As instances, sec several of tlic cases, reportad in tins Journal.

(/) Tliesc nmnben, tliirty-onc cases of prédisposition in scventy-iiine
patients cntnc very close to those of Briquet, who found that out of
Dinety-uinc patients, tlicrc wns hereditary prédisposition in thirty-eiglit.

(g) It appears very probable—nay, almost certain—that youth, which
so clearly favours the development of tubercles, also hastens their pro-
gress. (Louis, op. cit., p. 456.)

large enough to give any défunte results with regard to the différent

période of 1

1

IV- ; but it shows clearly that the prognosis is much
more favourable for children than for adults.

Thus, 10 children gave 9 confirmative results, of which 7 re-

covered, and only 1 négative case (death). This last patient was in

the third stage, and died of pleurisy, after being quite well fornearly
two years. This great différence between the confirmative and
négative numbers cannot evidently be the effect either of a simple
coïncidence, or of an error in the figures. Neither can the difficultv

of diagnosticating phthisis in children be alleged as an objection,

since to invalidate the result we must admit that out of 10 patienta,

in whom the diagnosis was made with every possible care, a înis-

take was made nine times, and that no phthisical children came to

the Dispensary. This is another most iinpurtant and unexpected
fact in the treatment of phthisis by the hypophosphites, which,
likc the two others already mentioned, did not particularly strike

my attention until evolved by the use of the numerical method.
I will show the importance of this result when I corne to speak of

the theory of tuberculosis.

VII. Prognosis in référence to Complications.—I now corne to a

last and very important point—that which relates to the influence

which the existence or non-existence of complications exerts on the

cure of phthisis by the hypophosphites. The complications of

consumption are of two kinds : some are secondary or tertiary con-

séquences of the disease itself, and are nearly sure to appear at a
certain stage of its development. Such are diarrhœa, amenorrhœa,
vomiting, fatty degeneration of the liver, œdema of the lungs, 6c.

Others are fresh and distinct diseases co-existing with the principal

complaint. Such are intercurrent inflammation of the constituent

tissue of the lungs (bronchitis, pleurisy, pneumonia, laryngitis,

fistula in ano, &c.

(To be coutinued.)

CASE OF PUERPERAL CONVULSIONS.
Under care of A. E. Ford, M.D., St. Mary's, C.W.

Compiled from Notes by D. H. Harkison, Médical Student.

Mrs. W., aged forty, the mother of seven children, was seized

with a violent convulsive spasm about eight o'clock on the morning
of the 7th October, 1862. As she lived a long distance from town,

she was not seen until after twelve o'clock, noon. Upon arrivai, I

found that she was well advanced in pregnancy, during the progress

of which she had experienced nothing unusual until within three or

four days of the présent attack. She then complained of pain of a

violent ami remitting kind extending across the forehead being ap-

parently most violent in the région of the ethmoid bone ; a constant

aching pain across the lowcr dorsal and ,uppcr lumbar région, an

occasional sensé of numbness through the whole framc, slight con-

stipation of the bowels, loss ofappetite, scanty urine. The pain in

the head being more violent than any of the other symptoms, had

been the chief object of lier attention, and she had taken two or

three large doses of castor oil to relieve it, without avail, although tlio

bowels had been freely moved by it, and the symptoms as above

enumerated contiuucd with greater or less severity until the convul-

sions appeared.

She was a person of rather inferior muscular development, andof
flabby gênerai texture, of anxious mental organisation, but not the

subject of any strong mental émotion. She had never been the sub-

ject of convulsive disease. She was in a seini-conscious condition,

the cyes wandering with a peculiar stare ; the face livid, but not

preter-naturally warm, the surface of natural température. She lay

uneasily, constanlly moving from side to side, and muttering inco-

hérent sentences to herself; puise 90, hard, small, andjerking;

while the tongue was slightly coated, and much bruised by the teeth

in the two convulsions under which she had already laboured.

Upon examination, per vaginam, the os uteri was found soft and

yielding, offering much the feel usually found at the end of the

eighth inontli, excopt being more casily relaxed. Twenty-four

ounces of blood were at once taken from the ara, and the following

powder given :

R. Hyd. chl. mit grs. v.

Pulv. Jalnp grs. xv.

Pulv. Opii, gr. J.

M—.

Cold water was applied tothe head, asinapism to the nape of the

neck, and warm flai.ncls across the région of the pubes. In two

hours from the appearance of the last spasm, the middle fingerof the

left handbegan to close with a jerking motion, followed by the index

fin <rcr of the saine hand ;
then the tliumb came down : the muscles

of the forearm now parlicipaled in the movement, which rapidly

communicated itself to the sliouldor, and in less than fifteen seconds

the whole body was writliing and tossing in another horrible con-

vulsion. The respiration was a succession of rapid gasps, aecom-

panied with a sort of hissing hiccough, which gradually became
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fainter as the spasms gathered themselves for their final assault ; the

puise faded froin the wrists, and (lie heart itself gradually stilled
;

the lips became livid, the eyes set irregularly in their sockets ; and
in precisely two minutes from the onset ot the attaek, every muscle
was stretched to its utmost tension, until it seemed as if the very
tendons wonld snapfroui their attaehments. Respiration ceased, the
action ofthe heurt eouid not be felt, the eountemmce becaine pur-
plish, and the whole body bent somewhat backward. In about
twenty seconds more the muscles began to relax, and a frothy mucus
poured out from between the blackened lips. The action of the
heart could now be discovered flutteringand weak, and in a short
time the puise could agaiu be felt at the wrist ; respiration was
slowly and laboriously restored, and in twenty minutes the patient
was again in the same lialf startled, halfconscious condition as before.

After allowing nature a few minutes to recover itself, I again made
an examinaiion per vaginani, and again findingthe os uteri yielding,

I proeeedei. to dilate it by geutle distension with the end of the
finger. I was not long in reaching the head, and rupturing the
membranes, but a small quantitv of " the waters " followed this

opération. The cold was continue»] to the head and warmth over
the body, five grains more of calomel were given, and an enema of
water gruel and castor oil. In two hours from the last convulsion,
another oceurred, similar in its characterislic manifestations. Half
an hour afterwards the bowels were freely moved, and the quantity
of " water " discliarged from the uierus considerably increased. Ex-
amination again revealed a dilatable condition of the os, and a large
dose of ergot was at once given. In half an hour labour was esta-
blished, and in one hour and three-quarters from the occurrence of
the last convulsion she was delivered of a healthy though prématuré
child, with the forceps. Shortly after the remova! of the placenta,
which was discliarged by utérine action, another convulsion returned,
almost an exactfac simile of those already described. The utérine
discharge was of normal quantity, and the contractions of that organ
were as regular and equable as ifnothing had occurred, and "the
gênerai condition of the patient seemed unaltered by delivery.
A large blister was now applied over the nape of the neck, ex-

tending well down upon thespine ; and one of the following powders
given every two hours :

R. Hyd. chl. mit gr. x.

Pulv. Opii, pr. ss.

M. Mitte Vj.

Keep cool application to the head.

The convulsions continued to return, as they had done from the
first, until six o'clock the following morning, when, after a fit, she fell

into a deep heavy sleep, with stertorous respiration. Powders dis-

continued, and mustard applied over the chest. The patient slept
heavily until about four p. m., when the eflécts of the opium began to
pass off, and the calomel to pass on. Large bilious discharges came
pouring down from the bowels during the rest of the day, and suc-
ceeding night ; and when seen ou the morning of the 9th inst., con-

as heginning to return. The urine was now found, upoisciousness wa pon
testing, to be higlily albuminous. The blister, which bad risen well,
was removed, the cold lotions to the head omitted, and strict quiet
with water gruel enjoined. Five grains of Ext. Hyoseyam were
giver. t:\ery four hours. On the lOth, the patient was well sali'va-

led, and in every respect better ; begins to recognise her friends.
Bcef tea and rice and milk ordered.
The patient gradually improved, no abdominal complication having

.îrisen
;

until now, the 16th, the tongue is clean, puise 80, soft and
regular, appetite improving, and the patient complains of nothing
but weaknese and a sore mouth, which is rapidly improving.
Memory was not fully restored until the sixth day after the attaek.
Remarks.—I gave the opiHm to relieve the peripheral excitement

which stood botween the utérine excitation caused by the présence
of the child and the spinal cord ; and calomel, with venesection, both
for their sédative eflécts and with a view to prevent either inflam-
mation or effusion. A peculiarity in this case seems to be the fact
tl.at neither the dilatation of the os, the labour, or the delivery, had
the slightest apparent effect upon the convulsions—either to retard
or weaken ou the one part, or to hasten or aggravate on the other.
The child is living and doing well.— ' British American Journal.'

Extensive Nosocomial Plans in Paris.—The Prefect of the
départaient of the Seine proposes, in a report j ust published, to
bmld a huge clinical hospital in Paris within easy reach of the
students, where clinical teaching would be concentrated. In this
establishment would be created a separate division for the admission
and classification of the insane. Another project consista in the
purchuse, at a short distance from the capital, of two estâtes, on
Irtuch would be erected asylums for the meutally afllicted, upon
the bans ot the most récent researches, and with ail the practical
WuwoTementa which hâve in latter times been suggested.
Db. 8KMPLE.—We hâve great pleasure instating that the subscrip-

ls defrayingthe damages and heavy costs in the action
Hall v. Seniple, already auiount to nearly 400/.

AN EXTKAORMMAKY CASE OF CHOREA.
By W. Canniff, M.D., M.E.C.S. Eng.,

ProfesSor of Surgcry, University of Victoria Collège, Toronto.

Jane M , œt. twenty-three, a native of Limerick, has been
married nearly three years. Three months after marriage had a
miscarriage, which, according to her own and friends' account, took
place without any obvious cause unless it were gênerai weakness.
Three months thereafter, had a second miscarriage still without any
assignable cause. Fully nine months after this, she bad a
third miscarriage or prématuré labour. It was on this occa-
sion that she first came under my notice, having been called in haste.

When I arrived I found a stillborn child still attached and the
placenta in utero. The child had apparently been dead for some
time and was between six and seven months. The placenta soon
came away, and she had a quick and perfect recovery. The patient
and her friends assured me that her health had been invariably good,
and that no cause of the death of the child wasknown. About
four months after this the patient found herself again pregnant.
Two months later she had a severe fright from seeing a seuffle

between her husband and father. This affected her mind very
much, causing great dépression of spirits and at times great terror.

This continued for about six weeks when symptoms of chorea
presented themselves, at first in the tingers and hand of the left

side, and afterwards on the whole of the same side of the body. I
recommended the utmost gent'eness and cl eerfiJness to be observed
towards her, and put her on the Citrate of Iron and Quinine ; under
this treatment she gradually improved, until at last the twitchings

had almost ceased, when, without any particular cause, the whole
of the right side became affected rendering her unable to walk or
help herself. The treatment heretofore pursued seerned to hâve no
efïect, and I was induced to try the Citrate of Iron and Strychnia.

She very soon began to improve, and although her progress was
slow, she, in about three months, was perfectly free from the disease.

She conlinued quite well until she had gone her full period of preg-
nancy. But with the labour pains the chorea returned in every
part of the imiscular System. The several stages of labour were
passed through in a comparatively short time ; but as the labour
advanced and the pains became more severe the jactitations increased
in frequency and power. To attend a woman in confinement who
has St. Vitus' danee is anything but easy, while the attitudes, the
grimaces and contortions were absolutelv ludicrous. The patient
was heartily ashamed of herself, and tried fruitlessly to keep in
" position." In spite of herself, and mother, and nurse, and doctor,
she would be first on one side of the bed, then on the other ; now
up against the head board now down to the foot. I had no
particular fears until the head began to press against the perineum,
when I thought, notwithstanding support and actual pressure, the
head would be thrust tLrough the undilated tissue. At each pain
the urine would be forced out in quick streams from the urethra,
while the sphincter ani could be felt twitching most actively. The
labour was fortunately completed without any evil results. The
twitching at once began to cease and within twelve hours had
entirely disappeared : her recovery was good. The chih', a fine boy,
was healthy, and has continued so up to the présent time, now nearly
a year. The mother also remains in good health.

In administering the citrate of iron and strychnia I was not aware
that it had ever been given as a remedy for Chorea, but having used
it with advantage in other kinds of nervous affections, I was induced
to try it. However upon referring to an old number of Braithwaite
I find that it had been used successfully by a Dr. Ross, after ail other
remédies had failed. I gave the préparation in doses of two grains
three times a day.— ' British American journal.'

Anthropology in England.—"We learn that several of our best
ethnologists and anthropologists, actuated by the feeling that the
science which professes to treat of mail, his antiquity, the physical
diversities between his différent races, the natural laws which
regulate his distribution over the earth, and the corporeal eba-
racters which differentiate him from the inferior animais, has not
received in England that attention which its importance deserves,
hâve determined to found a new society, to be entitled " The
Anthropological Society of London," in which the modem phases
of ethnology and anthropology will be discussed. The promises of
support which the new society is receiving from ail shades of
ethuological party appear to be certain guarantees of its success.
At a meeting on Tuesday last, the officers of the new society were
elected, consisting of—Président, Dr. Hunt, Vice-Président, Captain
Burton

; lion. Secretary, 0. Carter Blake, Esq. ; Hon. Foreign Secre-
tary, E. Taylor, Esq. ; Council, A. C. Blackstone, W. Bollaert, Luke
Burke, Dr. Gibb, A. Higgins, Dr. Hughlings Jackson, S. J. Mackie,
R. S. Poôle, T. S. Prideaux, W. S. W. Vaux, and others. It was
also agreed that the rules should be formed on the plan of the
Geological Society. Due notice will be given of the first public
meeting of the members.
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COTTAGE HOSPITALS.

The success that has attended thèse institutions, wherever

they hâve been established, affords strong encouragement for

new foundations in ail places where the poor population are

liable to severe accidents, or are without adéquate means of

relief in ordinary exigencies. We are pleased to observe in

the pages of gênerai literature the expression of a deep inte-

rest in thèse useful institutions,—a certain augury of their

gênerai adoption at no distant period.

The Cranley Hospital has now been established three years,

and we discover from the annual report, that it continues to

grow in usefulness and favour. The admissions in the years

1859 and 1860 were 23 ; last year they aruounted to 30.

There are six beds, and the patients niake weekly payments

—

a plan that has answered so well, that the trustées recommend

its adoption in ail similar institutions.

The cases under treatnient hâve been cases of amputation of

the thigh, contraction of the skin from bum—treated by re-

moval of a portion of the contracted skin, ulcérations from

various causes, dropsy, club-foot—which was operated on by

division of the tendons, ophthalmic diseases, strumous ab-

scesses, rétention of urine, and other severe maladies.

The financial report is practically the most interesting por-

tion of the document. We find that the income of the hospi-

tal has been during the year 225/. 15s. 1<1, which is made up

of the following items : 11/. 7s. from donations, 94/. 14s. from

subscriptions, 1/. 15s. 3<L from the hospital alms box,

44/. 15s. 6d. from receipts from patients—this is a very gra-

tifying contribution ; 70/. 18s. 4d. from a balance in hand

from last year, and 21. 5s. interest Our readers can now see

the sources from which they must look for an income, should

they feel dosirous of establishing one of thèse hospitals.

The expenditure has amounted to 176/. 8s. 2(L, leaving a

balance in hand of 49/. 6s. lld. The items are as follow :

14/. 7s. 6d. for furniture ; 26/. 5s. 8<L for repairs and irn-

provements; 59/. 19s. 5d. for cost of patients; 11/. Ils. for

wine, béer, and spirits ; 12/. 4s. lld. for fire and lights
;

38/. Os. 6d. ior salary of nurse and charwoman ; other minor

sundries make up the remainder.

Each patient has cost the institution about 5/. 17s. 4d., and

each bed about 30/. One-fourth of this amount, however, was

contributed by the patients themselves.

If we compare thèse figures in another way, we shall find

that each patient contributed almost enough to keep himself

in food and drugs ;—for example, the "receipts from patients"

amounted to 44/. 15s. 6(L, whilst the "cost of patients " was

59/. 19s. 5d.

Again, each patient was under treatment an average period

of nearly two months, which gives a weekly contribution from

each patient amounting to about 3s. 6d.

We thus arrive at a basis for reckoning the probable income

and expenditure of any " Cottage Hospital " which our readers

may contemplât* to establish.

It must be borne in mind that the contributions set against

the " patients " may not actually corne out of thelr pockets,

but may be, and probably are in most instances, provided by

their cmployers or other charitable persons.

Dr. Davis recently informed us that at the Fowey Cottage

Hospital the contributions from the benevolent were numer-

ous, and assmued a variety of modes,—even dinners to the

sick. This one incident shows the lively—we may say—the

domestic interest which the wealthy and comfortable classes

take in thèse excellent institutions.

We hope that we shall yet hoar of many more being in ope-

ration in various parts of the country. Already there are

several established, but we hâve not yet been favoured with

the reports.

SUMMARÏ OF THE WEEK.

A NEW METHOD OF AMPUTATION.

Among other inventions for performing imponant opérations

without loss of blood, M. Chassaignac is said to hâve devised

a mode of amputating with the aid of caustic. It is so strange

a process that we simply content ourselves with reproducing

the description as it has been promulgated by GaUgnani:—
Dr. Chassaignac, one of the surgeons attached to the Hospital

Lariboisière, has just published a paper in the médical

journals on a new method of amputating linibs without the

aid of the knife. For this purpose he uses wliat lie calls a caustic

bracelet, consisting ol a ring, round which are placed little crystal

cups of a rectangular form. The ring is applied to the exact place

where the amputation is to take place ; a pledget of lint, inipreg-

nated with a solution of perchloride of iron at 35 degrees, is placed

above and under the ring, and the cups are then charged with frag-

ments of the Filhos caustic. The mendier to be amputated is sub-

jected to a considérable degree of compression, which removes some
portion of the liquids of the body from the diseased part. As the

caustic proceeds in its action, copious bleeding inight occur, to

remedy which the operator or his assistants exercise a digital pres-

sure on the principal artery until the opération is completed. There
is a considérable différence in the behaviour of a muscle separated

by the knife or by the action of the caustic. In the flrst case it

contracts, and a large interval is left between the two parts that

hâve been divided ; but under the action of the caustic, the muscle
does not recède either way. Dr. Chassaignac has tried his method
twice, in cases when the patients were so feeble as to render ordi-

nary amputation extremely dangerous ; in both cases the opération

was crowned with success. The bracelet in one case was applied

five times for twelve hours each before ail the soft parts could be

eaten away by the caustic. As soon as the bone became apparent,

it was eut through by the chain-saw.

—

Galigaani.

NEW UNION ASSESSMENTS.

As we hâve taken no unimportant part in paving the way for

the ultimate adoption of a more équitable System for levying

rates for the maintenance of the poor, we are glad to find that

meetings hâve been held in various places for the purpose of

carrying into effect the Union Assessment Act, the object of

which is to equalise assessments throughout unions, and we

may add, throughout the country at large. It is probable that

the property tax returns will be the basis upon which future

assessments will be made. This is an indispensable pre-

liminary to any gênerai législation for the equalisation of

rating. An important meeting has been held in Yorkshire on

this subject, and the Property Tax Eeturns were adopted almost

unanimously as the basis for a new assessment. We may add

in connection with this subject that some of the oppressed

parishes in the Cotton Districts having already raised loans in

aecordance with the new Act, are meditating having recourse

to a Kate-in-aid, should the contingency occur for which the

Act makes provision. It is probable, however, that the worst

part of the struggle in the Cotton Districts lias passed over.

THE PERILS OF A POOR-LAW DOCTOI5.

Dr. Lodge, Médical Officer of the Everton District, West

Derby Union, was applied to by a woman, bearing an order in

her hand, to attend her brother, who had been labouring for

nine or ten weeks under dysentery. Thinking it not to be a

case of urgency, Dr. Lodge put off going that night, saying that

he would "call in the morning." In the meantime the man

died. There is some discrepancy in the évidence taken before
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the Poor-law Commissioner as to the circumstances under which

tlie application was made. The word " urgent " was not written

by the Eelieving Officer on the order, as is usually the case

when immédiate attendance is required ; but the woman said

that she acquainted Dr. Lodge with the urgency of the case.

This Dr. Lodge did not remember ; but lie stated that the

woman wanted to get the man into the workhouse that night,

and he did not think it necessary to see him for such a

purpose.

Now, this is a combination of circumstances that occurs,

perhaps, about once a week—we might, truthfully, say once a

day—in a large and populous Union. A patient is ill for some

time, and at length unable to pay his rent, his landlord gets

troublesome, and puts the machinery of the Poor-law in motion,

or the friends get tired of nursing, or are frightened, and then

hurry off to the Doctor to press him to sign a recommendation

for admission to the workhouse, which, in strict legality, he

has no power to do proprio motu. If ail thèse urgent entreaties

were attended to in such a city as Liverpool, the Médical Officer

could easily divest himself of the more laborious portion of his

out-door duties, and crowd his workhouse to suffocation. We
can see, so far, nothing seriously to blâme in Dr. Lodge's con-

duct. It would hâve been better, of course, had he gone to

see the patient, but the people who allowed the poor man to

i suffer for nine weeks, and only obtained an order when he was

in articulo mortis, are infinitely more deserying of censure.

The actual death was a lamentable accident in the case, which,

we may be sure, Dr. Lodge did not anticipate, or he would, for

his own sake, hâve immediately visited the patient.

There is another part of the case, however, which is not so

excusable, though we fear the imprudent act to which we refer

is not uncommon. Dr. Lodge signed a certificate of death,

witlwnt haoing attended the patient. The form of certificate

expressly requires that the undersigning Médical Practitioner

should state that he " attended " the patient, and " last saw

him " on a particular day. Such a certificate cannot be

properly signed by anyone who has not actually attended a

patient. We commented upon a similar case last week.

Dr. Lodge stated, in his évidence—" The Coroner's clerk

( Mr Blake) told me that I was fully justified in the course I had

taken in giving this certificate, although I had never seen the

man." Our readers may hâve observed that such was not the

Coroner's view of similar conduct in the case reported in the

Médical Circular last week, in which Messrs. Turner and

Braithwaite were implicated.

The public seem to think that a Médical Practitioner ought

to give a certificate of death whether he hâve actually visited

a case or not ; and we hâve known an attempt made by a jury

to censure a Médical Practitioner who had declined to give a

certificate, urging that, in their opinion, there was no necessity

for an inquest. We would advise our brethren to resist the

importunity of friends, and never on any account to give a

certificate of death when they hâve not seen the patient.

A PATHOLOGICAL CONTROVERSY.

However scientific médical men profess to be, they are much
more ardent in political or personal contesta. It was under-

stood that the nomination by the Council of Mr. Prescott

Hewett for the Presidency of the Pathological Society this

year would be opposed, and the conséquence was one of the

largest meetings ever known. His opponent was Mr. Coulson.

The ballot sbowed that Mr. Hewett stood high in the esteem

of the members, for he was elected by a considérable majority.

Mr. Hewett stands in the first rank of rising surgeons, and he

is worthy of the success he has attained.

THE LINCOLNSHIRE POISONINGS.

Mr. John Garner, a grocer, of Mareham-le-Fen, Lincoln-

shire, has been recently committed on the charge of poisoning

his mother by the administration of arsenic. The death took

place in the month of December, 1861 ; but rumours having

been spread that the poor woman had not died from natural

causes, Mr. Clegg, the Coroner, ordered the body to be ex-

ilumed, and an inquest to be held. On a post mortem examina-

tion, it was found that portions of the stomach, and the spine

and parts adjacent, were deeply stained of a yellow hue; and

thèse parts having been submitted to Professor Taylor, arsenic

in considérable quantity was detected. A woman, who acted

as servant to the prisoner at the time of his mother's death,

and whom he had since married, is charged with him for the

offence. The body of Garner's former wife has alsobeen exhumed,

and arsenic has been found in the stomach.

MR. M'WHINNIE ON ST. THOMAS's HOSPITAL.

We observe in the ' Star ' an able letter from Mr. M'Whinnie

on the St. Thomas's Hospital question. Mr. M'Whinnie is

favourable to associated town and country establishments,

and puts his arguments with much force. Having been for

many years on the staff of St. Bartholomew's Hospital, Mr.

M'Whinnie has had ample opportunities for forming a correct

opinion on this controverted question.

THE PIGHTING EDITOR OF THE ' BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION,'

SARTOR-RESARTUS.

The editors of the ' Lancet ' and of the journal of the British

Médical Association, hâve inaugurated the new year with an

unseemly squabble, in which the " mouthpiece " of the latter

print cornes off, as usual, second best. The " foul-mouthed
"

language of this gentleman would alone condemn him, but

when we add that he is more than usually economical of his

good grammar, we apprehend that his employer» will not be

very proud of him as a champion. Surely, too, the learned

editor must hâve been apprenticed to a tailor, for in about

fifty lines of his smart abuse, he says that he would willingly

believe " for the crédit of our cloth," that the articles in the

' Lancet ' are not written by members of the Profession—he

then objecta to his adversary " pluming himself ;" and after

quoting an offensive passage, he says :
" ail we will remark

upon this performance of Mr. Tartuffe's is, &c, &c. :" he then

denounces another quotation by saying " If this be the best

feather Tartuffe can find to adorn himself with, our readers may
take their measure of his plumage."

What with tarring, and feathering, and taking measure,

and though last, not least, calling names in ungrammatical

language, we must say that if the Association hâve not a tailor

for its editor it certainly has not a gentleman.

ACCIDENT TO MR. ARNOLD COOLET.

It is with much regret that we hâve to record the occurrence

of a severe accident to Mr. Cooley, aliterary gentleman of con-

sidérable eminence. Mr. Cooley had called at the private ré-

sidence of Dr. Boss, but not finding this gentleman at home,

he left with the apparent intention of going to his own house

at Hammersmith. On crossing Oxford street he was run down
by an omnibus, and received a fearful gash at the right side of

the face and head, a fractured collar-bone, and severe injury of

the leg. He was carried to a neighbouring tavern, and, on Dr.

Ross's arrivai, was taken to Charing Cross Hospital, where hé

has the benefit of the skill and expérience of Mr. Hancock, and

the kind attention of Mr. Travers, the résident médical officer,

and the staff, by whose aid we trust that he may be ultimately

restored to health. Mr. Cooley has been a fréquent and valued

contributor to the Médical Circular ; he is also the author

of several important works, among which we may enumerate

the ' Cyclopœdia of Practical Beceipts,' and a ' Dictionary of

the English Language,' which is the best work of the kind, in

our opinion, that has issued from the press.
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REVIEW OF THE PERIODICALS.

The ' Journal of Mental Science,' (October). In the course of

the Report of the Proceedings of the Annual Meeting of this Asso-

ciation, we notice a paper on the Cottage Asylum System, by Dr.

Mcndy, a Huugariau Physician. The article is merely suggestive.

We learn from it that neither in France, Italy, Germany, nor the

rest of Europe, is the non-restraint System recognised ;
" they

treat the insaue iu opposition to reason, justice, and established

principles, in the contrary way to this rcforni." This is very sad.

The author concludes his paper with various questions as thèses for

future discussion. He is obviously favourable to the Cottage

System. An animated discussion took place on the motion to refer

the subject to a committee.

Another paper follows on ' Certain Modes of Death Prévalent

ainong the Insane,' by Dr. Bccknill. It is an interesting paper

on the gênerai causes of mortality among lunatics. ' On the Utili-

zation of Asylum Sewage' deals with a subject interesting to the

managers of ail large establishments. ' Middle-Class Hospitals for

the Insane,' by Dr. Henry Maudsley, is a valuable article, and

provides ample information on a question that is beginning to

occupy public attention. ' On the Pathological Eléments of General

Paralysis,' by Dr. E. Solomon, translated by Dr. William Daniel

Moore, is a good diagnostic paper, and well worth the trouble of

translation. Dr. J. Critchton Browne treats of ' Personal Identity

and its Morbid Conditions.' There is a sufficiency of Scotch meta-

physics in this paper, as well as a variety of illustrative cases, some

of theni amusing enough—for we cannot help extracting mirth even

out of the misfortunes of the insane. Some reviews and analyses

of works and reports follow.

The 'Journal of Mental Science' (January.) 'The want of a

MidJle-class Asylum in Susses,' by Dr. C. L. Robertson. The

great want sn generally felt to exist by those gentlemen who are

conversant with the requirements of Society in connection with

insanity is ably set forth in this paper. The author, following the

opinion of Lord Shaftesbury, thinks that the chartered asylums of

Scotland are a good model for similar institutions in this country.

We find that there are already eleven middle-elass asylums in

England—at Exeter, Gloucester, Liverpool, Cheadle, Lincoln,

Northampton, Nottingham, Oxford, Stafford, York, and Friend's

Retreat, York. There is not one in the home counties, where they

are most wanted. Lord Shaftesbury does not consider tlwt any

more of such institutions will be established on the voluntary

principle. Dr. Robertson gives the détails of a plan for such an

asylum, and he proposes to bring the Limited Liability Act into

opération for the purpose of raising the necessary funds.

Dr. Henry Maudsley contributes a pleasing and learned essay

on ' Considérations with regard to Hereditary Influence.' He says

" When a family can trace its genealogy up to the time of William

the Conqueror, it is presumptive évidence that it has never pro-

duced a true man of genius !" Would that somebody would deiine

a true man of genius. They are very rare birds. ' Practicable

Médical Science' is a scientific comparison of established and ré-

cent developments in psychology, by Dr. Kenneth Macleod, the

work of a clever young adventurer in psychological controversy.

Dr. J. Crichton Browne's article on ' Personal Identity' is con-

tinuée!.

' British American Journal' (December 27). Dr. Campbell on

' Angina Pectoris ' is a well-considered article on the phenomena

and causes of the diseage. He believes that debility of the mus-

cular power of the heart is the chief pathological cause, and tliat

the tétanie spasm is due to excitation of the medulla oblongata and

sj inal cord. ' A Case of Puerpéral Convulsions,' under the care of

Dr. Ford, is reported. Dr. CaNNIFP also reports ' An Extraordinary

Case of Chorea' during parturition, which we bave extracted.

The 'American Médical Times.' Dr. WILLIAM Detmold's

Lecture on the 'Duties of the Surgeon in the Field,' contains

some useful suggestions.

Dr. Lewis Head reports a case of ' Wound of the Fémoral

Artery,' and Dr. G. A. Dayton, some Cases in Private Practke,

which we bave quoted.

The ' Stéthoscope.' This is the second number of a new periodi-

cal, especially dedieated to the exposition of the causes, pathologv,

and treatment of disease of the lungs. The first article is on

' Mercury in Phthisis,' and the object of it is to set forth the

paramount value of this agent. The author, who is nameless,

thinks that mercury is chiefly advisable in cases oi phthisis indicated

by inflammatory action, where the deposit is not extensive, aud

softening has not commenced. In advanced cases he does not re-

commend it. Several authorities are quoted in favour of the

mercurial method

—

e.g., Graves, Munk, Rush, of Philadelphie &c

.

The following is the plan of treatment recommended :

" If it be decided to give mercury a trial, the mildest préparation

may be exliibited—the protodide in two-grain doses, or hyd. c.

creta in three-giain doses, or a blue pill in four-grain doses,

each dose conibined with two grains of Dover's powder, every

four hours. Thèse may be aided by mercurial inunction of

the chest and ann-pits. When the mercurial fœtor is per-

ceived in the breath, or the gimis bave become swollen, in- •

stead of every four hours, the saine doses may be given once or

twice a-day, orwhat is fourni sufficient to keep up a sliglit mercurial

action, for a week. If the increase and altération in the expecto-

ration indicate softening, ail the good mercury can do for the time

has been obtained. Peihaps at a future time it may be necessary

to repeat the mercurialisalion, but it is safer to induce it again and

again than to keep up the salivation for more tlian a week at a time.

If nfter a slight salivation the patient expectorate freely, daily

emetics should be presciibed, with cod-liver oil, in a draught con-

taining nitro-muriatic acid, three times a-day. Sulphate of mag-

nésie, or sulphate of iron, may be added to this draught, according

to the requirements of the patient's System."

The second article treats of ' Dr. Richardson's Description of

Subclavian Bruit,' in which the writer expresses some différences

of opinion from Dr. Richardson. ' On the Physiology of Con-

stricted Respiration in Incipient Consumption,' is a clever

review of Dr. Silvester's pamphlet on the ' Physiological Method

of Treating Consumption.' The Journal concludes with cases re-

ported from Dr. Godwin Timms's Case-Book.

The ' Lancet.' A clinical lecture on ' Pyloric Ulcer of the

Stomach,' by Dr. Brinton, opens this periodical. It is a good

practical lecture. Mr. Barwell contributes a paper on ' Hip-Joint

Disease,' and Dr. Spencer Cobbold a paper on the ' Occurrence of

Ascaris Mystax in the Human Subject.' There has been much

différence of opinion as to the existence of this species of ascaris in

the human subject. Dr. Bellingbam first described it under the

terni ascaris alata. Dr. Spencer Cobbold says that Dr. Bellingham's

ascaris alata is the genuine ascaris mystax which infests the cat.

' Lithotomy in the Female,' is by Mr. James Lane. He thinks that

the beat and safest procédure in adult women with a large caleulus

is to operate through the vagina, closing the wound afterwards with

sutures.

The ' Médical Times and Gazette.' Dr. Fincham, on ' Clinical

Teaching and Clinical Study,' contains recommendations on the

proper method of study. Mr. James Lane contributes an article

on ' Vcsico-Uterine Fistula,' apropos ol a case of much interest.

Mr. M'Whinnie reports a case also of remarkable interest in wliich

" Intestinal matter was voided for many years by the urethra,"

which we shall notice more fully next week. Dr. Georoe Hill

reports a case of ' Rupture of the Aorta in a Young Woman of

Twenty.' The coats of the vessel were found to be preternaturally

soft near the rupture, but there wa3 no dilatation nor thickening.
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ON THE INHALATION OF CHLOEOFOEM AS A
REMEDIAI AGENT.

By Samuel S. Dykk, M.D., Ringwood.

[Jtead before the South Hauts Médico-Chirurgical Society.]

Although the administration of chloroform as an ansesthetic

is as highly estimated as it is extensively practised, it certainly is

not so niuch used as a means for the relief of disease as it niight

Le ; and feeling persuaded tliat its useful ageney in this partieular

is not fullv appreciated or resorted to, I am induced to report a few

cases, which niight serve the purpose of drawing attention to the

subject.

In the following remarks, I shall confine myself exclusively

to tlie uses of chloroform by inhalation as a remédiai agent ; and
not allude to the gieat blessing of freedom from pain through its

ageney duriiig opérations, nor to the opportunity thereby aftbrded

the surgeon of undertaking many cases, wherein, without such

means, severity of pain, or risk of the effects of shock, might hâve

checked his hand, and deprived the patient of the benefit of his

art.

The first thing to be observed in the considération of adminis-

tering a remedy throngh the respiration, is the facility of applica-

tion, and onr absolute independence of the patient's will, power

of swallowing, and condition of stomach ; for, whereas in some
cases the irritability of this visens at once ejects every medicine ive

may give, leaving the sufferer nnrelieved, so, in other cases,

ditficnlt or iinpeded déglutition altogether hinders us from the

administration of physic. Another great advantage, almost

peculiar, is the promptitude with which the effect desired can be

produced.
The first case which I would bring before your notice is one of

uncomplicated spasmodic asthma in an otherwise healthy man, of

middle âge, to whom I was called five or six years ago, when
suffering from a worse than usual paroxysm. He was sitting in an
armehair, with shoulders raised, and in the greatest distress ima-
ginable ; was living, as it were, with his chest full of air, yet

nearly snflbcated. The chest was résonant ; but the lung-tissue

was so affected as to be unable to expel the air it already contained

and reçoive a fréon supply. I hardly ever witnessed greater distress

than at this moment ; the patient had bcen seen by me in the

morning, and was taking full doses of compound sulplniric ether.

His résidence was but a few yards from my own house, so I quickly

fetched some chloroform, more quickly gave him complète relief

without producing insensibilitv, and in a few minutes left him
quite comfortable, and found him so the next day.

Since this case occurred, Dr. Hyde Salter's very able work on
'Asthma' lias been published, in which he says :

—"Oncof the

most powerfttl and speediest remédies which we possess for asthma,

to which I should, perhaps, give the first place of ail, is chloro-

form. Its markrd physiological effects earty suggested its appro-

priateness, and theresult lias fully justified the trial. I hâve not

had many opportunitics of witnessing its effects personally, because

when asthmatic patients consult one they are generally not suffer-

ing from the diseaee at the time ; but in the cases in which I hâve
witnessed it, I hâve been very much struck with the completeness
of tlie control which it exercises over the asthmatic condition, and
with tlie absence of ail danger in its administration, provided the

asthma is of the uncomplicated spasmodic form. If the only
source of dyspnœa ia bronchial spasm, it seems to me that it may
be as safely given to an asthmatic in the height of a paroxysm as

to a healthy person.

I at once proceed in the narration of another and différent kind of

case, my objeet being to pass thèse shortly in review ; and then,

from the ci inclusif us we should'anive at,'at the end of their récital,

to express our opinion as to what class of remédies chloroform
should rank in, and what variety of human ill it is most fitted to

remedy.
Two years ago, a powerful young man, a cooper by tende, who

had twice previously been under my care fordelirium tremens, was
rusliing about the streets only partially dressed, wielding a large
sledge-hammer, and vowing vengeance against a respectable in-
habitant of the town who had offended him. After some trouble,
two nien elosed upon him, took him to bis home, and sent for me.
I found him being forcibly restrained, and his room tull of spec-
tators attracted by curiosity. I sent ont ail who were likely to be
of no service, and persuaded 0. P. to corne quietly to his bedroom.
He was very tractable, as such patients generally are with one who
shows that whilst he is kind lie will be firm and déterminée!. At
my bidding, lie took off bis boots and trousers and got into bed. I

took three opiate pills from my pocket, and, taking a cupful of
water from his dressing-table, desired he would swallow the pills.

With much civility, he took pills and cup from my hand, but
I the former violently away, dashed first the water and then

the cup into my face ; drew me on the bed with one arm around
me, and gave me a violent jblow with the fist. AU this was the
work of an instant

; and had not two men couie up from below, I
lancy it would bave been quite an unequal contest, in which I

should bave corne badly off. I left the house to fetch a restraining
belt from my surgery, and before I could get bock again, met a
messenger to say that C. P. was running al)Oiit the street in bis

shirt again, on the look out for his fancied offender. He was taken
into his house once more ; but we could do nothiiig with him until
I had procured and quieted him with some chloroform ; whilst he
wîis under the influence of this, I put on the belt, made of a broad
pièce of web similar to that used for girths, having affixed thereto
wristbands, also of web, lined with washleather, tlie whole secured
by appropriate buckles. I continued for some little time to hold
tlie inhaler occasionally before his face ; and within an hour he
was sufficiently quiet to takc some medicine, and be left to the caro

of two men who volunteered their assistance. After taking a few
doses of tartrate of antimony and opium, with plenty of cold
water, he was pretty well, and in two days at his work.

I might enumerate and enlarge upon cases of conduisions in

children, in whom life seemed endangered by the immédiate effects

of the fit, but was staved off by the effects of chloroform as the fits

threatened or approached, until the removal of irritatnig matters

from the intestine, or the lancing of gums, etc., has more per-

manently cured the cause ; but it will be unnecessary to take up
your time by reading thèse cases, since the good of their récital

will be botter shown by the report of other, and, to a certain ex-

tent, analogous cases ; so I pass on to a well marked one of this

type.

William B., aged 52, foreman in a brewery, but of very temperate

habits notwithstanding his occupation, consulted nie some few years

ago for what I considered nightmare. He told me that every three

or four weeks lie would suddenly awake from an apparently dis-

turbed sleep in which dreams had been frightening him ; that after

a few minutes he recovered, and was soon asleep again. He had
some symptoms of indigestion, for which I prescribed, and ad-

vised some necessary altération as to kinds of food, and hours

when taken, aud thouglit but little of his case. Some months
later, his wife called upon me, and described a worse train of

symptoms as seizing lier husband, but exactly similar in mode of

attack ; that is, lie would be to ail appearance in perfect health, go
to bed quite well, and soundly to sleep ; but that she would be

awakened in the night by a loud snoring, and find lier husband
slightly struggling, from which, in a few moments, lie would re-

cover, awake to perfect consciousness, and in the morning be quite

well, and ignorant of the slight temporary disturbance of the night.

I again gave advice and medicine ; and for some months heard no
more. Then I was called to him one night as being in a fit ; but
in the quarter of an hour it took me to dress and get to him, he was
so tlioroughly recovered that I could hardly imagine there had been
niuch the matter ; there was no history of foaming at the mouth,
no bittes tongue, and in this short space of time no confusion of

intellect. A few weeks later, I was again called in tlie night to see

a most severe attack of epileptiform convulsions. There was great

struggling on one side, the opposite limb being paralysed ; the face

was drawn to one side ; there was foaming at the mouth ; the eyes
were staring, and the pupils slightly contracted and inactive ; the
veins of the head and face were distended ; the skin thereof was
dusky, and its whole surface was perspiring profusely. I gave
directions for such remédies as were at hand ; such as mustard
poultices to nape of neck and feet, cold water rags to forehead, etc.;

and putting the patient in a favourable position in the bed, I rau
home for ni)- inhaler and chloroform case, which is ever kept ready
"charged." This only took a few minutes. On returning, I found
W. B. just as I had left him ; wailing and lamentations in his

family ; and the neighbours giving up ail as without hope. The
strugglings were as bad as ever ; the stillness of opposite side as

complète ; urine was passing involuntarily ; and there was the same
cérébral and scalp congestion. After holding the chloroform before

his nose and mouth about one minute, ail this had given place to

quiet sleep, in which lie continued an hour, and awoke with head-
acheand gênerai uneasiness, which, however, soon passée! ofK That
evening I saw him sitting up, and the next day lie was at work.
Stomachic and alterative medicines were given for a fortnight, the

diet more stringently regulated, and he has continued in good health

till this time.

In October of last year, I was suninioned to H. T. J., a solicitor,

in the prime of life and gênerai good health, living in Ringwood.
I found liiiu writhing in agouy from pain in the loin, through one
groin, into the testicle of the corresponding side. He told me that

lie had folt some uneasiness in thèse régions for an hour or two ;

but had been suddenly seized with the more severe pain but a few
minutes before sending for me. He had been sick. It was quite

clear that a calculus was passing through tlie ureter. I applied hot

fomentations
; gave some ether and opium, which was quickly

vomited, and an enenia of wann water and laudanum ; left a
mixture of chloric ether and tincture of opium, with directions for

the taking of it, and returned to my house ; but in an hour or two
was again called up to this patient, whose importunities for relief

were loud and great, and who told me ail my physic was vomited
as soon as swallowed, as was everything else he took. I now bad
chloroform witlyne ; after a few inspirations of which my patient
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was comiortabk. I occasionally lu Kl the inhalât before his l'ace,

but did not rcnder liim uncouscious ; and after sitting an hour by
his bedside, 1 left him with nothing to complain of but languor
and a fecling of exhaustion.

Thèse four cases sene as exemples in proof of the above assertion

concerning the great power, prompt eifects, case of application, and
independence oi the will of the patient. In one case lie would not,

and m another lie could not, swallow ; in a tbird swallowing was
useless, a* tbe stomach would retain nothing ; and in a fouith, I

wanted a rapid eifect produced, but was ignorant of a ineans of pro-

ducing it.

The surgeon obtains in cbloroform uearly cqual good to tliat

which the physicien expériences in his practice, which lie dérives

not only from its powers as a sédative and antispasinodic, but also

as a depressant of muscular résistance. On one occasion I found its

use of great service in the relief of rétention of urine in a case of

spasmodic stricture, enabling me to pass a cathéter with ease, after

having been for some tiine foiled in my attempts.

In a ca9e of dislocation of the head of the thigh-bonc on a dor-

sum of the ilium in a strong, muscular, middle-aged patient, réduc-
tion was quickly effected, with only two persons to keep up exten-
sion and connter-extension whilst [ directed the head of the fémur
into the acetabulum.
About six years ago, I was just about to operate for strangulated

hemia, after my brother-in-law, Mr. Hemy Smith, Staff Assistant-

Surgeon Jessop, and I, hacl tried the taxis in vain. Cbloroform was
being adniinistered during the most violent struggles and confor-
tions of the patient's body ; but when at length lie was quiet, and
I had taken the knife in my hand, we found to our surprise the
rupture returned, and, on recovering consciousness, the patient asked
to get up to relieve himself, which lie did very copiously. Other
instances bave occurred to myself, as to others, whereinthe effects

of chloroform, by relaxing muscular fibre, enable one to reduce
hernire or dislocations. Its affecta in tins way sjupersede the ne-
cessity of mm bath, venesection, farter emetic, and tobacco ene-
mata—means formerly resorted to for overcoming muscular
résistance by the faintness to which each or ail of them would give
rise.

There is one other instance in which the surgeon dérives great

assistance from a moderate use ot chloroform—riz., the removal of
foreign bodies from the ears or the eyes of children. A child was
once brought to nie with a glass bead in its ear, every attempt to

move which the wriggling of the child bafHed. A very slight

inhalation of chloroform served to stop this, and I at once took out
the bead with the spoon end of a director. On more than one
occasion I bave been unable to remove a pièce of steel from the

comea, because it was impossible to keep the lids sufficiently sepa-

rated. Cliloroform enabled the lad in each case to bear the eye
being kept open, and the offending substance was easily taken
away.

In midwifery practice, chloroform is of the greatest possible ser-

vice. I hâve admini-tered it frequently, at the reqnest of patients,

as an anœsthetic on such occasions. It is not to its use in this par-

ticular, however, that I allude ; but to its effects in relaxing mus-
cular fibre, and thereby overcoming résistance. In many cases

wherein I hâve adniinistered it, I bave been convinced of its great

service in this paiticular, and that its use lias singularly expedited
matters. It will lie found to hâve no effect whatever upon the in-

voluntary muscular fibre of the utérus ; the pains or propelling
power continue of as forcible a character as before its exhibition

;

but the îesisting power is so much lessened, that delivery is more
quicklv accomplisla .1.

In the treatment of puerpéral convulsions, I look upon chloro-

form as the sheet-anchor, and consider it lias saved some lives in

my own practice, as I doubt not it must hâve doue very many in

the hands of others. With an inhaler and plenty of chloroform in
such a case, I trust that I am not too sanguine in asserting that I

should not fear the resuit. The great danger to life in convulsions
is congestion of the brain and its conséquences—the effect of pres-
sure upon the veins by the violent spasmodic contraction into which
the muscles of the neck are thrown. No sooner does the inhalation
of chloroform begin to operate upon the patient than this spasmodic
action ceases, and with lt, the effect to which it bas given risc, and
which is go much to be feared.

In February, 1853, I had been some hours in attendance
upon a primipare — a very lingering case. Towards the
close of the labour, we were alarmed by the sudden ac-

cession of convulsions. Ail the muscles of the face, neck, and
extremities were quickly set into violent action ; the head was pre-
scntly jerked backwards; the bittenandbleedingtongueprotnuled

;

the eyes became prominent, the face of dusky hue, end veins
greatly distended. I sent in beste for my essistent et that lime,
Mr. Jessop, to bring forceps and chloroform. In a few moments
there wes an intermission of tbe convulsive action, but it quickly
returned. As soon as the means of relief arrived, the patient was
put under the influence of chloroform, and in a few seconds ap-
peared in a calm sleep, during which intcrval of restfrom spasmoilio
action I delivered her, by means of the forceps, of a living female

child. Other fits followed in quick (accession, but were inime-
diately on their approach, eut short by the inhalation of ehloro-

forni ; theattacks were less and less fréquent, and in a fewhouxa
the patient could be pronounced convalescent.

In August of 1859, a similar case occurred in my practice. I was
attending a young woman with her iirst child, when sbe became
violenlly convulsed, and had several severe iits, being quite un-
couscious during each short inlerval. Hère also chloroform and
t-peedy delivery by forceps were the means used to terminale the
case, and equally satisfactorily to the niother ; but the child was
still-born.

October 31st, 1861. I was called in by a woman, aged 30, preg-

nant for the fouith time, whom in previous labours I had attended
and no bad syniptom had arisen during pregiiancy or delivery.

She was now near the end of lier time, and was anasarcous, with
albuniinuria. lier condition and the récent accession of thèse
symptoms convinced me that pressure upon the rénal veins, caus-

ing congestion of the kidneys, was the cause; and 1 told her that

her labour must be at once brought on, to which she deniurred,

saving she wishcd to wait a day or two. Her bowels being con-

fined, I sent lier some large doses of compound jalap powder.
During the succeeding night,' I was called up by the husband tell-

ing me his wife was in a fit. I went immediately ; but there was
no sign of convulsion to be detected. I passed a cathéter through
the os uteri, separating the membranes from their attachnieut for

about an inch. In the morning, Mr. Pridham of Broadway, who
was then assisting me, viaited this patient, and soon sent for nie in

consultation. She had just then recovered from a convulsive lit,

and was uncouscious. Mr. Pridham bad found the os dilated to

the size of half a crown, soft and dilatable. Ile very quickly

turiied and delivered. We gave a tuipentine enoma, and soon left

the patient better. An hour afterwards, a messenger came to say
the woman was much worse. I attended immediately, and found
lier in one of the most violent convulsions she had yet had ;

coimlc-

îiance purplc with venous congestion, &c. The administration of

chloroform at once relieved this, and put her quietly to sleep. In

the after part of the day she had another fit, whilst Mr. Pridham
was with lier ; and as lie considered it left much congestion oi' the

brain, although the muscular spasm ceased, and taking into con-

sidération the congested state of the kidneys and a i'ull habit of

body, ho bled lier largely from the arm, and purged hei freely.

AUnongb in this complicated rase, which terminated favouri

and quickly, other treatment was very properly adopted, il yet

serves to show how completely the sédative eifects of chloroform
will check convulsions, and, where thèse dépend upon utérine irri-

tation only, will enable the practitioner tosnbdue the effet t, whilst

lie removes the cause. In the case we hâve just been considering,

the complication demanded other and more energetic treatment.

It is now thirteen years since I first adopted the inhalation of

chloroform as a remédiai agent, and though, unlike subséquent
cases, it failed in saving life, I had the satisfaction of affordiug

great relief in one of the most trying cases a surgeon can méat with
—one of tetanus. In September 1849, a labourer, aged 44, was
taken ill with symptoms of lock-jaw a fortnight after having

wounded his foot, between the first and second metatarsal boues,

with the prong of a large l'ork, whilst digging potatoes. He thought
nothing of this occurrence at the time ; and, indeed, when I iirst

visited him for tétanie symptoms, lie seemed to havealmost l'orgot-

ten the circumstance. Various means for his relief were adopted
by my late father and myself ; but the only thing which gave him
any comfort was chloroform, which I constantly adniinistered as

sjiasm approached ; but this atlast became continuous, and the ad-

ministration of nouvishment impossible ; the diaphragm and mus-
cles of the glottis became affected, and lie died of suffocation. This

case was fully reported at the time in the ' Provincial .Médical and
Surgical Journal '

; and, in my remarks, the failure of the chloro-

form in giving the more complète and permanent relief which I had
antieipated was attributed to the fact that the seat of irritation in

tetanus is in the spinal \systeni, over which chloroform does not

exert the saine influence it does over the cérébral.

After very many instances in which I hâve used chloroform in

the treatment of disease, my first impressions of its applicabilité" to

a certain class of cases bave been fully confirnied ; andl think we
may rank chloroform by inhalation as our best sédative and anti-

Spasmodic, and resort to its use not only in the cases where the

effect of such a medicine is quickly and in great power demanded,

but always dépend upon ils eflicacy, as is now so generally done,

whenever we may bave to overcome muscular résistance, saving our

patients from the debiliteting depressants in use before chloroform

ni resorted to ; adopting it especially in the treatment of convul-

sions arising fromrenex irritation, since physiology, pathology, and
practical expérience combine to recommend it.

—'British Médical

Journal.'

Leprosï IN INDIA. — During the kst twelve years 543 dealha

from leprosy bave been registered in Bombay, of which 409 were
* maies, and 134 females,
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CASES IN PKIVATE PEACTICE.
By G. A. DAYTON, M.D., Mexico, N.Y.

FALLOPIAN PREGNANCY—DEATH IN 32 HOURS.
On Tuesday, the 25th of Mardi, 1862, I was consulted by a gen-

tleman in relation to the illness of his wife. He informed me that
slie had missed lier last menstrual period, and the time had noiv
arrived when lier second period shouhl take place, and that she was
sufïering the usual pain experienced on such occasions, only in an
aggravated degree. I advised putting the feet and hips in hot
water, and if the pain in the région of the utérus was very severe,
to take a dose of morphine. On Wednesday the 26th, about eight
o'clock in the forenoon, I first saw her and obtained the following
brief history of her case. She was twenty- six years of âge, had
been married six years, never beon pregnant, had on one °or two
previous occasions missed her menstrual time without any serious
symptoms

;
that on this occasion she had sufi'ered none of the usual

symptoms of pregnancy
; that on the day before, in her usual good

health, about 8 o'clock in the forenoon, while engaged in sweeping her
room, she was suddenly seized with severe pain in the région of the
utérus, which was accompanied by such " singular feelings " that
she thought she was dying, which was immediatcly followed byfaint-
ness and vomiting, and was much distressed to get her breath ; that
during the night the menstrual discharge had corne on, and she had
been expecting^ relief, but had experienced no altération of her suf-
ferings

;
that the morphine had produced no appréciable effect, and

had made her very sick at the stomach. I found her extremities
cold, although she was complaining of the beat of the room

; she
was very pale. No pulsation could be felt in the carotid or arteries
of the forearm

; fréquent vomiting, which consisted of her drinks,
slightly tinged with bile

;
great thirst ; incessantly calling for cold

drinks, which were generally vomited as soon as swallowed
;
great

difficulty was experienced in breathing. Stimulants, such as brandy,
wine, and whiskey, were freely administered, but like ail other fluids
taken into the stomach, were almost immediately ejected. Hot
cloths were assiduously applied to the extremities, cataplasms of
mustard and chloroform were applied to the surface, but with no
effect, and ail hope of reaction was at an end, and death was near

;

her mind remained clear until a fevr moments before sbe expired,
which took place at four o'clock p. m., thirty-two hours from the
time she was seized. The diagnosis was, that death was caused by
hœmorrhage in the abdominal cavity ; but what particular vessel, or
from what cause, was unknown.

Autopxy,forty hours a/ter dmth..—Iligor mortis well marked. On
uncoyering the body the abdomen was much distended and tym-
panitic. On opening the cavity of the abdomen the adipose deposit
was nearly two inches in thickness, showing the good health of the
patient at the time of the attack. As the cavity was opened a
quantity of sérum gushed out ; this was followed by some fluid blood,
which was carefully removed with the sponge, when a large quantity
of congulated blood was discovered ; this was carefully removed,
wlicn the cause of death was readily discovered—viz., the left
fallopian tube was ruptured at the junction of the middle and ovarian
third, and from which opening was protruding a fœtus, inclosed in
its membranes, floating in its perfectly transparent waters, and death
was caused by the hcemorrhage from the small vessel, ruptured into
the cavity of the abdomen

; the rupture was about ten inclus in
length, with ragged edges, and, as before stated, the fœtus, inclosed
in its bag of waters, was protruding, and was about the size of a
pullet's egg

;
the fœtus could beclearly seen through the transparent

membranes and waters, and its sex (a maie) readily distinguished
;

the umbilical cord could be seen and traced to the placenta, which
was about the size of a silver dollar, and was firmly attached to the
inner portion of the fallopian tube, a short distance from the rup-
ture

;
the utérus was about the size usnally found in women who

hâve borne childrcn. Its cavity contained some mucus tinged with
blood

;
but on careful examination, a strong light revealed no trace

of the membrana decidua, which authors tell us lines the cavity of
the utérus soon after conception ; the ovaries were of the usual size
and healthy. The accident or bursting of the fallopian tube, which
caused the death of our patient, perhaps was caused by the con-
gestion of the part3 conséquent upon menstruation.

CASES OF TAENIA EXPELLED BY PUMPKIN-SEEDS.
I.—-M. F., a lad of about twelve years of âge, had for some

months passed portions of tape-worm from one to twj inches in
ength

;
he had previously taken the ctherial oil of maie fern, fol-

lowed by castor-oil and turpentine in fourteen hours, but with no
cfiect. On Saturday lie was ordered to take =ij. of pumpkin-seeds,
to be well bruised m a mortarj on Sunday at noon to take castor-
Oll and spts. turpentine, each ,,ij.

; to take no food after takin* tho
pumpkin-seeds. On Sunday afternoon the oil and turpentine°ope-
ratcd as a cathartic, bringing away the entire worm 17A feet in
length. *

II.—In July last, 1862, Mrs. , aged about fiRy, said she had
passed portions of tape-worm for several months, soinetimes several
leet in length had been expelled at one time

; that she had taken

several remédies, among them several drastic cathartics, with no
effect. She was ordered pumpkin-seeds, bruised well in a mortar,
guj., fasting, to be followed in twenty-four hours with castor-oil and
spts. turpentine, each $j. This brought away the entire worm
twenty-three feet in length. My opinion is, that to mako this
rcmecly almost a spécifie, the seeds should be thoroughly bruised, so
that the particles can corne in contact with the head of the worm

;

also that fasting is absolutely nocessary to enable the remedy to
accomphsh its work.

CASE OF POISONIXG BY THE WINE OP COLCHICUM.
On the Hth of June, 1862, J. B., aged sixty-seven, in his usual

health before breakfast, took as near as could be ascertained about
51J. of wine of colchicum with a raw egg. Supposing that lie had
taken some kind of wine with his egg, he partook of a light break-
fast; in about an hour he began to fecl some uneasiness at the sto-
mach, which increasing, lie soon began to vomit, throwing up what he
had taken for bis breakfast

;
pain soon was felt over the re«ion of

the stomach, with nausea and fréquent vomiting ; the pain gradually
extended itself over the abdomen, which was followed by several
large watery évacuations, accompanied by severe griping pain at
each discharge. At this time, some four hours after having taken
the colchicum, I saw him : the extremities were cold, puise Iow, 45,
and very feeble

;
great feeling of prostration, accompanied with rest-

lessness
; vomiting fréquent, throwing up his drinks tinged with bile

;

great thirst
; he complained of severe pain and tenderness over tho

région of the stomach, and which was extending over the bowels.
Evacuations from the bowels were fréquent, with pain ; the dis-
charges were large and watery, coloured with bile resembling the
matter vomited. A strong mustard emplastrum was ordered over
the stomace, warmth applied to the extremities, small bits of ice
were allowed to dissolve in the niouth, and some to be swallowed to
allay the thirst, and to check the vomiting sixty drops of fluid ext.
opium were given as an enema to allay the pain, which also lessened
the frequency of the discharges ; the pain and tenderness over the
stomach increasing, a blister was ordered, with directions to sprinkle
morphine upon the abraded surface to allay his pain ; stimulants
were used as freely as the case admitted of, but lie gradually failed,
and died on the 19th with the symptom of gastro-enteritis. No
autopsy allowed.— ' American Médical Times.'

Utïtïjs, fttnvriageB, anU Erntïjs.

B I B T H S

.

Adams.—On the 3rd inst., at Harrington square, the wife of Wm
Adams, F.B.C.S.E., of a son.

Bitrnett.—On the lst inst., at Westbrooko House, Alton, Hauts, tho
wife of C. M. Burnett, M.D., of a son.

Cobbett.—On the 3rd inst., the wife of E. N. Cobbctt, M.E.C.S.E.,
of Southgate, of a son.

Dixon.—On the lst inst., the wife of J. Dixon, M.B.C.S.E., of Lans-
downe terrace, Brighton, of a daughter.

Donne.—On the 3rd inst., at Titchfield terrace, Begont's parle, the wifo
of J. M. Donne, Surgeon, of a daughter, still-born.

Elus.—On the 4th inst., at Hindo street, Newcastlc-on-Tvne, the wife
of E. Ellis, L.B.C.P.Ed., of a son.

Gramshaw.—On the 20th ult., at Laxflcld Villa, Framlingham, the wifo
of H. Gramshaw, M.B.C.S.E., of a daughter.

Hassard.—On the 2ud ult., at Meau Meer, the wife of H. B. Hassard,
L.E.C.S.I., Surgeon Indian Service, of a son.

HooAN.-On the 23rd ult., at the Asylum, Loudonderry, the wife
Wm. F. Hogan, M.D., of a daughter.

Joiinston.—On the 22nd of Nov., at Eajcote, the wifo of T B. "W. P.
Johnston, H.M.'s 16th Native lnfantry, of a daughter.

Joyce.- On tho 31st ult., the wife of T. Joyce, M.E.C.S.E., of Berkeley
gardens, Kensington, of a daughter.

Koch.—On the 29th of Oct., at Jatfua, the wife of Dr. E. Koch, of
a son.

Maclean-.—On the 31st ult., at Portman street, Portman square, the
wife of J. Maclean, M.D., of a daughter.

Maxwell.-On the 22nd of Nov., at Agra, the wife of T. Maxwell,
Surgeon 25th Boyal Artfllery, of a son.

Morrissey.—At Tipperary, the wife of T. J. Morrissey, M.D., of a sod.
MuRPHY.-On the lOth of Nov., at Kamptec, the wifo of Surgeon-Major
Murphy, of a son.

Eoberts.—On the 28th ult., tho wife of "W. W. Eoberts, F.R.C.S.E.,
of Carnarvon, of a daughter.

Sioerson.—On the lst inst., at Patrick street, Cork, the wife of G.
Sigersou, M.D., of a son.

Squire.—On tho lst inst., the wife of S. N. Squire, M.E.C.S.E., of
Wivenhoe, Essex, of a son.

Symonds.—On the lst inst., at MouutView, Gerrans, Cornwnll, the wife
of C. J. Symonds, L.E.C.P.E., of a son.

MAEEIAGES.
Barber-Stunt.—On the 5th inst., at Trinity church' Tottenhatn, H.

Barber, M.D., of Ulverstone, Lancashire, to Frances, daushter of G.
Stunt, Esq., of Tottonham.

Churchill-Deas.—On the lst inst., at Kirkleatham, near Eedcar,
Yorkslnre, 'J. F. Churchill, Esq., of the Ceylon Civil Service, to
Jeanme Lindsay, only daughter of M. E. Deas, M.D., of Kirkleatham
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Ckkkf.u—Fishek.—Ou the 30th ult., »t Main street, Perth, A. Crever,

L.B.C.S. Kdin., of Kinloch-Bannoch, to Bobina Maleolm, fourtli

daughter of the lato Alexander Fisher, Boigeon R.K.
Coxxoi:— M'Ii.waixk.—On the 24th ult., at Rostrevor, S. Comior,

L.R.C.S. Edin., ofXewry, to Margaret, only daughter of tlio late J.

M'ilwaine, M.D., of Kilkeel.

Dallas—Bower.—Ou tlie 81st oit., nt tho Mansc, Marycutter, ncar

• rdeen, J. Dallas, Esik, of Isliugtou, to Agnes Eliza, youngest

daughter of 1». liower, M.D.
F.fNTAi i:—Wali.ait..—Ou the 31st nlt., nt the Preabyterian Meeting

House, Capel street, Dublin, M. Eustace, L.K.Q.C.P.I., of Highfield,

Drumcondra, to Elizabeth Jane, only daughter of the late A. B. Wal-
lace, Esq., of Dublin.

Hamiltox—Commins.—On the 17th ult., nt Dublin, — llarailton,

M.D., B.N., to Miss F. G. Comniins, of Tavistock.

M 'Donald—Bakkkkville.—On the lst iust., at Plympton-Maurice, T.

W". M 'Donald, F.R.C.S.E., Deputy Inspcctor-General of Hospituls

aud Fleets, to Louisa, relict of l.ieut. C. 15. Rnskerville, B.N.
Pettixger—Wilsox.—On the lst iust., at Hnwtun, nenv Newavk, G.

W. Pcttingcr, M.K.C.S.E., of Stretford New road, Munchester, to

Sarah, youngest daughter of J. Wilson, Esq., of the formel place.

Smith—Taylor.—Ou the lst iust., at St. l'hillip's elmrch, Birming-

ham, A. Smith, M.A., Head Master's Assistant iu Kiug Edward?»
School, Birmingham, to Frances Elizabeth, elder daughter of Thomas
Taylor, F.R.C.S.E., of Bennett's hill, Birmingham.

Ti-rtle—Wenmax.—On the lst inst., nt Wadhnrst, F. Turtle, M.D.,

of Colet place, to Mary Gade, eldest daughter of J. Gude Wenman,
Esq., of \Vadhurst.

D E A T H S.

Braux.—On the 9th ult., at Wiesbadcn, Dr. Cari Braun, an emineut
Physician of that place.

Camerox.—Nov. 30, at New Amsterdam, Berbice, Evan P. Camcron,
M.D., aged 63.

C'ami'BEi.i.—Nov. 12, at Debrooghur, UppcrAssam, Euphcmia J. Camp-
bell, daughter of Dr. J. Campbell, aged 24.

Chase.—Ou the 29th ult., at High cross, Tottenham, Sarah, relict of

the late E. Chase, Surgeon, of Luton.
Deax.—On the 27th ult., Mary Pénélope, wife of J. Dean, of Oak-hill-

road, Surbiton, late of the Madras Médical Service.

Farrixgtox.— On the 23rd ult., at Graresend, Maria, relict of J. Far-

rington, Surgeon R.N., aged 85.

Gerhard.—On the 2<5th ult., at Abovne, Abcrdeenshire, J. Gerrard,

M. U.C. S. E., aged 29.

Haxxa.—On the 27th ult., Letitia Crawford, wife of Hamson Hanna,
M.D., of Belfast.

Harris.—On the 20th ult., at Wandsworth common, Ida Florence
Elizabeth, daughter of AV. Harris, F.H.C.S.E., aged 2 years aud 10
montlis.

Heatox.—On the 27th ult., at Oak cottage, Aigburth, J. Cooper,

youngest son of the late J. Heaton, Surgeon, of Blackend.
Mackexzie.—Ou the 17th ult., J. Mackeiizie, L.R.C.P. Edin., of Ulla-

pool, Dingwall, Ross-shire, aged 27.

Stanley.—On the 25th ult., at Portadown, Frances Grâce, wife of H.
Stanley, M.D., aged 36.

Thomas.—Ou the 25th ult., at Pembrokc dock, W. Thomas, L.R.C.P.
Edin., Deputy lieutenant for the Couuty, and Justice of the Peace.

MEDICAL NEWS.
Apothecaries' Hall.—The following gentlemen passed tlieir

exaniination iu the Science and Practice of Medicine, and received

certificates to practise, on the lst inst.:—Thomas Churton, Pool,

near Otley ; Edmund Pope, Easteru Dispensary ; George Pearse
Sargent, Albany road, Walworth.
The following gentleman also on the saine day passed his first

exaniination:—Henry Stubbs, General Hospital, Birmingham.
Royal Collège or Surgeons.—At the récent preliminaiy exani-

inations of candidates,on commencing the study of the médical
profession, one hundred and Cve gentlemen presented themselves,
of which number ninety-five were successful. Our young Iriends
will see that the list would occupy too much space in this journal,
if published.

Cancer Patients.— Of the patients received into the Cancer
Hospital at Brompton since its commencement in 1851,511 were
maies, and 2646 females.
Illegitimatk Births.— The number of illegitimate births per

aniiurn in the following cities averages thus : London, 4 per cent.;

Paria. 33 per cent. ; Brussels, 35 per cent. ; Munich, 48 per cent.
;

and Vieniia, 54 per cent.

Mortality of Infants.— Of the first 72 inquests on infants
held by Dr. Lankester, no less than 12 were cases of infanticide;
of the next 72, only 6 were of that class; of the following 72,
only 4 ; aud of the succeeding 250 inquests, there were only 6 or 8
cases.

Comparative Death-rate of Paris and London.— In the
year 1861, London had a population of 2,815,138, and Paris of

1/906,141. In the year 1860 the deaths in London ainounted to

61,821, and those in Paris to 41,261 ; so that London sufl'ered a
mortality at the rate of 2P96 per 1000, while Paris lost at the rate
of 2433 per 1000.

Tiu: Si si ivted Poisoning at Ludwell.—In au nble letter, by
Dr. W. Bird Herapalh, to the Salilbwry mal Winchester Journal, he
announoea the fact, that he hasjust dia'covered the arsenic in the

mine of a patient in the Bristol and Royal Inlirmarv, who lias been
under treatment with about eighteen grains of the impure tris-

nitrate of bismuth daily during the past l'ortnight He remarka, in
reference to tlie arsenic liediscovered in the visceraof Mrs. Kiddle :—" Now, I do not for one moment wish to assert that Mrs. Trow-
bridffe or any one elae knorringly gave arsenic to our patient ; there

are abundant sources whence she niight bave obtained simili but
constant portions of such a poisonous bodv (juite unconsciously to

ail around lier—even the jelly she was fect upou niight bave con-
tained it. I bave fourni arsenical inipurities in sonie spécimens of

jelly sold by excellent manufacturera. The gélatine of commerce
also contains arsenic occasionally, and the source of the arsenic in

thèse cases waa presumed to be inuriatic aeid, employed to purify
the clippings of cow and olher bides obtained froni the tanners of

katlur, and which, to fit them for conversion into gélatine or jelly

by the wholesale confectioner or other manufacturer of thèse

articles for the nourishnient of invalida. People do not know what
thev eat or what they drink. Other cases bave been known in

which the paint on the shelves on which a bakex bad placed his

hot loavea of bread was the source of arsenic discovered by sonie

toxicologist."

Wounds in Battle.—The médical report of the wounded in

Reynold's corps, Gibbons's division, at Fredericksburg, gives an
account of 859 cases. No less than 498 were hit in the leg or

foot, 45 in the bips, 10 in the lira or shoulder, 61 iu the hand and
forearm, and 10 contrived somehow to get shot in the back. Chlorc-

form was administered to 1 86 with complète success.

ABSTRACT OF THE REPORT OF THE PaTHOLOGICAL SOCIETY,

read Jantiary 6, 1863.—The Council of the Pathological Society,

in furnishing the Seventeenth Animal Keport of its proceedings,

lias the gratification to announce, that its career continues to be

marked by unabated prosperity. Notwithstanding circumstances,

the influence of which bas tended, in sonie degree, to limit the

rapid rate of progress which the Society lias înaintained ever sinec

its origin in 1846, its nunierical strength bas never been greater

than at the présent time. Furtherniore, its vigour bas in no re-

spect diminished ; the interest of the meetings bas, if possible,

rather increased than otherwise ; and the supply of valuable pré-

parations, not only iïom our own country, but from abroad, lias

never been at any previous period surpassed. The iinancial

statement exhibits a balance in the hands of the treasurer of 180/.

A portion of this will be added, according to the usual custom, to

the Society's fuiided property, which now amounts to 129/. G's. 7d.

The following are the Ofticers and Council of the Pathological

Society of London, elected for the year 1863. The gentlemen
whose names are marked with an asterisk (*)did not liold the same
office during the preceding year :

—

Président.—* Prescott G. Hewett,
Esq. Vice-Présidents.—William Jenner, M.D. ; Sir John Liddell,

M.D., C.B., F.R.S. ; *A. B. Garrod, M.D., F.R.S.; *Geo. Johnson,

M.D. ; Wm. Coulsou, Esq.; *Jolm E. Erichsen, Esq.; « John
Hilton, Esq. ; *Geo. D. Pollock, Esq. Treasurer.—Richard Quain,
M.D. Council.—Thomas A. Barker, M.D. ; George Budd, M.D.,

F.R.S. ; Andrew Clark, M.D. ; William D. Chowne, M.D. ; George
Harley, M.D. ; *Stephen J. Goodfellow, M.D. ; John W. Ogle,

M.D. ; James E. Pollock, M.D. ;
« George D. Gibb, M.D. ; Richard

Barwell, Esq. ; Bernard E. Brodhurst, Esq. ; W. White Cooper,

Esq. ; William EL Flovver, Esq. ; J. Gregory Forbes, Esq. ; Tiinothy

Holmes, Esq. ; John Pyle, Esq. ; Samuel J. A. Salter, Esq.
;

* Thomas Biyant, Esq. ;
* John Whitaker Hulke, Esq. ; «Edward

Ray, Esq. ïlonorary Secretaries.—J. S. Bristowe, M.D. ; Henry
Thompson, Esq.

Médical Vacancy.—The'office of House Surgeon to tlie Lock
Hospital, Dean street, Soho, will shortly be vacant.

University of St. Andrews.—List of gentlemen on whom the

Degree of Doctor of Medicine was conferred on December 20th,

24th, and 31st, 1862 :—Joseph DLxon Adams, M.R.C.S., L.S.A.,

Martock, Somerset ; Patrick M. Allan, L.R.C.S. Ed., Arbroath ;

Henry George Allanson, M.R.C.S., L.S.A., Sheffield; John Ander-
son, M.R.C.S., L.A.C., Grautham ; George A. Angier, .M.R.tJ.S.

L.S.A., Ipswich ; George Morris Ashl'orth, M.R.C.S., L.S.A., West-

mill, Herts ; Charles Owen Aspray, L.S.A., London ; Thomas John
Aubin, M.R.C.S., St. Clenieut's, Jersey ; Mackenzie Bacon, M.K.C.S.,

L.S.A., Norfolk; John J. Bail, Dublin; William W. Ballard,

M.R.C.S., L.A.C., Tunbritlge; Richard Bancay, M.R.C.S., Cor-

bridge ; Alfred J. H. Banks, M.B.C.S., L.A.C., Staft'ord ; Edward
R. Barker, M.R.C.S., Denbigh ; Thomas H. Barnes, M.R.C.S., L.M.,

Clare, Suflolk; Barnabas Barrett, M.R.C.S., L.A.C., Liverpool
;

John T. Barrie, L.F.P.S. Glasg., Newarthill, Lanark ,• Thomas
Samuel Barrow, London ; Joseph Barwise, L.A.C., Wigan, Lama-
shire; Abraham Bâte, L.R.C.S.I., L.M., Donegal, Ireland ; Henry
Beattie, M.R.C.S., L.A.C., Walthani Abbey ; Walter Thomas Beeby,

London ; Joseph S. Belcher, M.R.C.S., L.A.C., London ; James
Edward Bennett, M.R.C.S., L.S.A., London; Henry Benson,

L.R.C.S.I. Dublin ; Charles Beviss, London ; Charles Henry Biddle,

M.R.C.S., L.S.A., Leeds ; Rowland Blennerhassett, L.R.C.S.I.,
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L.R.C.P.E., Co. Keny, Ireland ; William Bloxam, M.R.C.S., L.S.A.,

London ; Andrew Bolton, M.R.C.S., L.S.A., Newcastle-on-Tyne ;

Lionel Booth,M.R.C.S.,L.S.A.,Gi'eenwich ; Samuel Booth, M.R.C.S.,

L.SA., Hudclersfield ; Josiah A. Bowen, L.F.P.S. Glasg., Bretherton,

Lancashire ; William Philip Brabazon, L.R.O.S.I., L.K.Q.C.P., Liver-

pool ; William S. Bramley, M.R.C.S., L.A.C., St. John, AVake-

iield ; J. Brecknell, M.R.G.S., L.S.A., Durham ; John M. Bright,

M.R.C.S., L.A.C., Forcst-hill, Kent ; Augustus Brown, M.R.C.S.,

L.A.C., Islington ; John R. Brumwell, M.R.C.S., L.A.C., Burnley
;

William Henry Fleetwood Puckle, L.S.A., Royal Mint ; Ebenezer

Bueknill, M.R.C.S., L.SA., London ; Edward C. Bury, M.R.C.S.,

L.A.C., Wisbeach ; Robert Lyon-s Campbell, F.R.C.S., Lond.,

L.R.C.P. Loiul, Invemess; John Candy, M.R.C.S., L.A.C., Al-

gtonefleld, near Ashbourne ; John Cannell, Peel, isle of Man ;

George L. Garrick, Edinbnrgh ; J. F. Chittenden, M.R.C.S., L.S.A.,

London ; A. G. Clarke, Calcutta ; James Cleghorn, Caithness !

William Cooper, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P. Ed., L.S.A., Bury St. Edmunds;
David Dunlop Costine, Liverpool ; Henry Joseph Coulton,

L.R.C.S.I., L.M., Dublin ; Robert Cowan, L.F.P.S. Glas., Glasgow ;

Thomas Creed, M.R.C.S., L.A.C., Greenwich ; Nathaniel E. Cress-

well, M.R.C.S., L.A.C., Canterbury ; Samuel Crompton, M.R.C.S.,

L.A.C., Manchester ; William Cross, Liverpool ; William G. Cur-

genven, Plymouth; George C. Dale, F.R.C.S. Eng., L.S.A., Lon-
don; Robert Alexander Davis, L.R.C.P. Ed., L.S.A., Stafford

;

David Davies, M.R.Û.S., L.A.C., London ; Horace Day, M.R.C.S.,

H.M. Bombay Army ; James Bathgate Dickinson, M.R.C.S., L.S.A.,

Howden-on-Tyne ; Patrick William Dillon, M.R.C.S., L.S.A.,

Ennis, Ireland ; Ebenezer Diver,London ; George Douglas,M.R.CS.,
L.A.C., Gateshead-on-Tyne ; William B. Dow, L.R.C.P. Ed.,

L.F.P.S. Glasg., Fifeshire; Thomas Downie, L.R.C.P. Ed., L F.P.S.

Glasg., Blantyre ; Edward Dowson, M.R.C.S., London ; William
Dunderdale, M.R.C.S., L.S.A., L.M., Boulton-le-Fylde, Lancashire;
John Edwards, M.R.C.S., Birmingham ; Daniel Elias, L.S.A.,

Southport, Lancashire ; John Ellerton, M.R.C.S., L.S.A., AVake-
field, Yorkshire ; George Stokoe Elliot, Southwell, Notts ; Wil-
liam Alfred Elliston, M.R.C.S., L.S.A., London ; William
Erskine, L.F.P.S. Glasg., Dunfermline ; Charles Evers, M.R.C.S.,

L.A.C., London; James Ewing, L.R.C.P. Ed., L.F.P.S. Glasg., New
Lanark ; Henry R. Fawcus, M.R.C.S., LAC, S. Charlton, North-
umbeiland; Richard Fegan, L.R.C.S.I., L.K.Q.GP. Belfast; Alex.
J. Fergnson, L.F.P.S. Glasg., Perth ; John Ferguson, M.R.C.S., Cove
Nigg ; Edward Fernie, M.R.C.S., L.A.C., Macelesfield ; Charles E.

Fitzgerald, M.R.C.S., Folkestone ; Charles Newth Foote, M.R.C.S.,

L.S.A., Conisbro', Doncaster ; James Ford, M.R.C.S., Barnstaple
;

John Frame, L.F.P.S. Glasg., Glasgow; John D. Frankish, Guy's
Hospital; John Fulham, L.R.C.S.I., L.A.C., Drogheda; Charles

Fumer, M.R.C.S., L.A.C., Brighton ; Frederick George, M.R.C.S.,

Cotterham, Surrey ; Hugh George, M.R.C.S., L.A.C., Revesby,
Lincolnshire ; John Gimblett, M.R.C.S., L.S.A., Lydney, Gloucester

;

William Gimson Gimson, M.R.C.S., L.S.A., AVitham, Essex ; Richard
W. Goddard, M.R.C.S., L.A.C., London ; Samuel Day D. Goss,

L.R.C.S. Ed., L.S.A, London; James H. Gramshaw, M.R.C.S.,

L.A.C., Gravesend ; Adolphus Burnell Great Rex, L.S.A.., Eccles-

hall ; Micbael Greene, L.R.C.S. Ed., L.A.C., Ennis, Co. Clare ; Alex-
ander Greenlees, L R.C.S. Ed., Glasgow ; Alfred Leete Griffith,

M.R.C.S., L.S.A, L.M., Swindon ; Griffith H. Griffith, M.R.C.S.,
L.AC, L.R.C.P. Ed. by Exam., Folkestone, Kent ; James Griffith,

M.R.C.S., L.A.C., Smarden, Kent ; Francis P. Griffiths, M.R.C.S.,

L.AC, Sheffield ; Owen Grimbley, L.S.A., Banbury, Oxon ; John
Grove, M.R.C.S., L.A.C., London; William R. Grove, M.R.C.S.,
L.S.A., Huntingdon ; Samuel T. Gwynn, M.R.C.S., L.AC, AVhite-

church, Salop ; Charles Fincham Harding, M.R.C.S., Woolwich
;

Abraham Harris, L.R.C.P. Ed. by Exam., Ai.R.C.S., L.A.C., Cam-
borne, Cornwall ; AValter Harris, M.R.C.S., London ; Arthur Robert
Harrison, M.R.C.S., L.S.A., London ; Henry Mortimer Hawkius,
M.R.C.S., Peckham, Surrey ; George Hayward, M.R.C.S., L.S.A.,
Leeds ; Sidney Hayward, M.R.C.S., L.S.A., London ; Edward
Heath, M.R.C.S., Arklow, Ireland ; Frédéric Hetley, F.R.C.S. Eng.,
L.S.A., Norwood, Surrey ; Edward Hibbert, M.R.C.S., L.M., Tun-
bridge AVells ; Charles C. Hicks, M.R.C.S., L.S.A, Dunstable ; John
Daniel Hill, M.R.C.S., L.S.A., Market Harbro', Leicestershire ; Alex.
Hillyard, L.R.C.S.I., L.M., L.S.A., Falcarragh, Ireland ; C. S. Hilton,
L.S.A, Preston ; Edward RodolphusHodgkinson, L.A.C.,Umballoch,
India

; Richard Holt, London ; Abney C. Hopton, M.R.C.S., London
;

K. A. Howsi», M.R.C.S., Newark; Ebenezer Hughes, L.F.P.S.
Glasg., Liverpool ; James D. Hulme, M.R.C.S., L.A.C., Wigton ; H.
Hume, M.R.C.S., L.S.A., London ; William Hutchinson, L.F.P.S.
Mi,., Loughhorough

; Francis Henry Wilson Iles, M.R.C.S.,
L.SA, Watford, Herts ; George R. Irvine, M.R.C.S., L.S.A.,
Portsmouth

; John AV. Irvine, L.R.C.S. Ed., L.A.C., Lancaster
;

Félix AVilliam Isherwood, L.R.C.P. Ed., M.R.C.S., L.S.A., Hayes,
Middlesex ; Robert Jackson, Newcastle ; Thomas Jackson, M.R.C.S.
L.A.C., Scarborougli ; Alfred James, M.R.C.S., L.A.C., Forest Hill,
Kent

; James M. Johnson, L.F.P.S. Glasg., Liverpool ; Thomas AI.

Johnson, L.S.A., Salford, Lancashire ; John E. Jones, M.R.C.S.,
L.A.C., Dolgelly, N. AVales ; Edward A. Keogh, Dublin ; Charles
Noyce Kernot, M.R.C.S., L.S.A., L.M., Cowes, Isle of AVight

;

Benjamin C, Kerr, L.R.C.S., H,M. Service ; Thomas AVilliam King,

M.R.C.S., London ; AVilliam O. Lambert, L.F.P. S. Glasg., L.R.C.P.
Lond. Sunderland ; John William Lane, L.R.C.S.I., Bellaghay,

Ireland ; Jeremiah Lawlor, L.F.P.S. Glasg., Queenstown ; Matthew
Lee, M.R.C.S., Bradford ; Joseph Less, L.A.C, London ; JohnLevey,
M.R.C.S., Ed. L.M; Edwin Lloyd, M.R.C.S., L.A.C., AVorksop,
Notts ; AVilliam Loftus, L.R.C.S., Glasgow ; Charles F. Long,
M.R.C.S., L.S.A., Barham, Kent ; Arthur E. T. Longhuvst, M.R.C.S.
L.S.A., Royal Navy ; Christopher C. Lynn, M.R.C.S., Ncwcastle-on-

Tyne ; James Maebirnie, L.F.P.S. Glasg., Glasgow; George V.
Macdonogh, L.R.C.S.I., Sunderland ; John Macgowan, L.F.P.S.

Glasg., Mïlport ; Duncan Macintyre, L.R.C.S. Ed., Fort AVilliam
;

J. AVilliam Mackenna, L.F.P.S. Glasg., London ; William J.

Mackenzie, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., Greenwich ; Christopher J. Madden,
L.R.C.S. Irel., Bourton-on-AVater ; Martin Magill, M.R.C.S., Royal
Navy ; John Marshall, L.R.C.S. Ed., Edinburgh

; Thomas E.

Mason ; Donald Ptolemy Masson, M.A. Edinburgh ; AVilliam

William Matterson, M.R.C.S., L.S.A., York ; James Blake Maurice,
M.R.C.S., L.S.A. Lond. ; Hustor Maxwell,M.R.C S.I., H.M.S. ' Pem-
broke ;' John Mayer, M.R.C.S., L.A.C., Maccleslield ; George Mayou,
M.R.C.S., L.A.C., Newport, Monmouthshire ; Albert M'Diarmid,
M.R.C.S., L.A.C., Rochester, Kent ; Aaron George Medwin, L.S.A.

Lond. Charles Matthias Meller, M.R.C.S., L.S.A. London ; Edwin J.

Miles, M.R.C.S., L.A.C.,Gillingham, Dorset; Thomas Mills, M.R.C.S.

Tipton, Staftbrdshire ; AVilliam P. Mills, M.R.C.S., L.A.C., L.R.C.P.

Lond., Ipswieh ; John Miller, L.F.P.S. Glasg., Glasgow ; John R.

Milsome, M R.C.S., L.S.A. London; Robert Nathaniel Mitchell,

M.R.C.S., L-S.A., New-cross, Kent ; Arthur M'Kenna, L.R.C.S.

Edin., H.M.S. ' Hogue'; Hugh M'Lean, M.R.C.S., L.S.A., Newcastle ;

AVilliam Henry Moor, M.R.C.S., L.S.A. Buntington, Herts ; Edwin
Moore, M.R.C.S., L.S.A., Preston ; Francis Moore, M.R.C.S., L.S.A.,

Hadham ; Edward S. Morley, M.R.C.S., L.S.A., Blackburn ; Peter

Morrison, L.F.P.S. Glasg., Glasgow ; Edward L. Moss, L.R.C.S.I.,

L.M., Dublin ; Patrick Mulholland, L.F.P.S. Glasg., Glasgow ;

AVilliam L. Mumford, M.R.C.S., L.S.A , Cornard Parva, Suffolk
;

AVilliam Murdoch, M.R.C.S. London ; Henry A. Murray, L.A.C.,

Evenwood, Durham ; John C. Murray, L.R.C.S., Gateshead ; James
Neal, M.R.C.S., L.S.A., Birmingham ; Frederick Needham, M.R.C.S.

L.M., York ; George M. Nell, M.R.C.S., L.M. ; George D. Nelson,

M.R.C.S., L.A.C, Bridlington Quay ; George Edward Nicholas,

M.R.C.S. L.S.A., L.M, Wandsworth, Surrey ; Robert Thomas
Nichols, L S.A., Rotherhithe, London ; Robert Salisbury Night-
ingall, M.R.C.S., L.S.A., London ; George AVilliam Noad, M.R.C.S.,

L.S.A., AVokingham, Berks ; Richard Norris, M.R.C.S., Birming-
ham ; AVilliam Augustus Norton, M.R.C.S., Alderton, Suffolk

;

Elisha No3xe, L.S.A., London ; Frederick O'Connor, L.F.P.S,

Glasg., Dublin ; Henry O'Flanagan, L.R.C.S., Miltoun, Ireland
;

Edmund O'Ryan, L.S.A., L.M., Clonakilty, Ireland ; John Owen,
M.R.C.S. L.A.C, Bromyard, Hereford ; Henry Owens, M.R.C.S.
Croydon ; James Allden Owles, M.R.C.S. Eng., L.S.A., Bungay,
Suffolk; Robert Paterson, L.F.P.S. Glasg., Galston, Ayrshire;

Joseph Chadwick Peatson, M.R.C.S., L.F.P.S. Glasg., Manchester
;

Charles Howell Phillips M.R.C.S., L.S.A., London; John Pict-

hall, L.R.C.P. Lond., L.R.C.S. Bengal Médical Service; A. Brad-
ford Pierpoint, M.R.C.S., L.S.A. London ; Alexander Pôle,

M.R.C.S., L.M., Greenbank, Shetland ; Robert Popham, L.F.P.S.

Glasg., London ; John Lewis Prichard, London ; John Prythrech,

M.R.C.S., L.S.A., Liverpool ; Thomas Pullin, M.R.C.S., L.A.C., Sid-

mouth, Devon ; Joseph Meredith Ramsbotham, M.R.C.S., L.S.A.,

London ; Robert Ransom, F.R.C.S., L.A.C, L.M., Cambridge ; Wynne
Staton Ranson, Edinburgh ; William P. Rawlins, L.R.C.S., L.A.C,
Kentish town ; Edward Ray, F.R.C.S. Eng., L.S.A. Dalwich ; Edward
Reckitt, M.R.C.S., L.S.A., AVainfleet ; George Reed, M.R.C.S., L.A.C,
London ; Samuel C. Reed, L.R.C.P. Ed., M.R.C.S., L.A.C, London

;

James B. Reid, L.F.P.S. Glasg., Ayrshire ; Thomas Remington, L.S.A.,

Brixton, Surrey ; Robert Renfrew, L.F.P.S., Glasgow ; Charles

Rhodes, M.R.C.S., L.S.A., London ; AVm. Rice, L.R.C.P.E., L.F.P.S.,

Glasgow ; Henry Ebenezer Richards, L.S.A., London ; C. S.

Richardson, M.R.C.S., L.S.A., London ; J. Ring, L.A.C, lst Ex.

M.D., Kettering, Northamptonshire ; AV. Ritehie, London ; A.
TuckerRoberts, M.R.C.S., London ; JohnRoberts, M.R.C.S., L.AC,
Talarron, North Wales ; John S. Roberts, L.R.C.P., Ed., M.R.C.S.,

L.S.A., Sheffield ; Charles S. Robinson, M.R..CS., L.S.A., L.R.C.P.,

Ed., London : Edmund Robinson, M.R.C.S., L.A.C., Birmingham
;

John Roche, M.R.C.S., L.S.A., Fermoy, Ireland : John Roland,

M.R.C.S., L.S.A., Strata Florida, AVales ; Alfred Rudyard, Maccles-

lield, Cheshire ; John L. Rushton, M.R.C.S., Macelesfield ; Arthur
Samuels, M.R.C.S., L.S.A., Liverpool ; Folliott J. Sandford, M.R.C.S.,

L.A.C, Drayton ; John Lee Sands, L.R.C.S.I., L.M., Royal Navy ;

David Maurice Sargeant, M.R.C.S., Ramsay, Huntingdon ; George

Pearse Sergeant, L.F.P.S., Glasg., London : William Saul, M.R.C.S.,

L.S.A, London ; Thomas Savage, L.R.C.P, M.R.C.S., L.S.A., New-
port, Isle of AVight; Charles T. Savory, M.R.C.S., L.S.A., London;
Henry L. Saxby, L.M., Ballasound, Shetland ; Wm. Sayer, M.R.C.S.,

L.S.A., Liverpool ; David Scott, L.F.P.S., Glasg., Dunoon ; George

J. Sealy, M.R.C.S., L.A.C, Maidstone, Kent ; John T. Seccombe,

M.R.C.S., L.S.A., London ; Henry C. Selwood, M.R.C.S., Birken-

head ; Andrew Semple, L.R.C.S., Army ; William Shaw, L.F.P.S.

Glasg., L.S.A., Lurgan, Ireland ;
Alfred Sheen, London ; Michael
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J. Sheridan, LRC.S.L, Wexford, Ireland ; Benjamin Simmcms,
M.R.O., 1..S.A.. Watchet, Sdmemel : Joseph A. Suions, M.RC.S.,

L.A.C. Susaex; Frederick Skae, Edinburgh ; George Skrimshire,

KSA.. London; Francis AV. Sniartt, LR.C.S.L, Die h", and Q. Coll.

Kûworth, County Cork ; Andrew F. Smith, Twcedmouth ; Charles

Smitli, L.RC.S.I., LAI., Derry, Ireland; Henry Smith,

M.RCS., L.S.A., Rudgwiek, Surrej : James A. Smith,

L.F.P.S., Glasgow ; John Smith, M.R.C.S., L.A.C, Chatham
;

. Smith, L.F.P.S. Gin*-., Manchester : S. W. Smith, M.RC.S.,

L.SA. ; Ijonel D. Spencer, Newcastle-oii-T\ ne ; Robert H. S. Spicer,

L.ll.Cl'. Bd, M.K.C.S., Xurth Molton, Devon ; Samuel Spratley,

M.R.C.S., L.M., L.S.A., Bock Ferry, Cheshire ; George F. Spry.

MJLC&, L.A.C., Army ; Thomas Stainthorpe, M.RC.S., L.S.A.,

Hexhaiu ; Joseph HP. Staples, M.R.C.S., London ; Richard J.P.

Steel. .ALR.C.S., L.R.C.P. Ed., L.A.C, Blaenavon ; James Steele,

LR.C.S.E., Lmarkshire ; Daniel Stewart, L.RC.S. and L.M. Ed.,

Auchteraider ; Henry Tournay Stilea, AI. li.CS., L.M., L.S.A., Spal-

ding, Lincolnshire ; William î)oiuett Stone, M.R.C.S., L.S.A., Ful-

hani, London ; Henry John Stroug, LRC.P. Ed., M.RC.S., L.S.A.,

I..M., Croydon ; John W. Taylor, New Malton, Yorkshire ; Thomas
Al. Tear, M.RC.S., Ruusay, Isle of Man ; Samuel Telford, L.RC.S.I,

Dublin; William H C."Tessier. L.A.C, Dublin; Richard R G.

Thomas, LRC.P. Ed., L.M., Hartland, North Devon ; John Thomp-
son M.R.C.S., L.S.A, Snaith, Yorkshire ; Robert Farren Thompson
L.R.Co., L.A.C., Jarrow, Durham ; Robert Tiffen, M.RC.S., L.S.A.,

Wi;,'ton, Cumberland ; Heury Tofts, M.R.C.S., L.S.A, Cambridge
;

Henry Beesly Trimmer, M.RC.S., Gloucester ; Alexander Trotter,

LF.P.S.Glasg.,Blyth,Northivmber]and ; Chas H. Trotter, M.R.C.S.

L.A.C., Svduey ; Henry E. Turnour, M.R.C.S., L.S.A., Market Rasin,

Lincoln ;* J. E. Tuson,' M.R.C.S., H. M. Bengal Army ; E. 0. Tyte,

M.RCS., L.A.C., Harrow ; Thos. S. Usher, M.R.C.S., L.A.C., Hull
;

Edward Waddington, L.K.Q.C.P., L.R.C.P. EL, L.RC.S. Wakefield
;

Frederick Wa-horn, M.R.C.S. London , Edward G. Wake, M.R.C.S.,

L.S.A., Colliugham, Notts ; Robert Wallace, L.F.P.S. Glasg, Salt-

coats ; John Ward, Glossop, near Manchester ; Alfred William
Warder, M.RC.S., L.A.C, Ottery, Devon ; Francis William War-
rington, M.RC.S., L.A.C., Congléton, Cheshire ; Isaac Watchhorn,
London ; John Watson, M.R.C.S., Manchester ; Joseph Webster,

M.RCS., L,R.CP. Ed., Golcar, near Huddersfleld ; Archibald Weir,
F.S.C.S. Ed., Malvern ; John H.C. Whipple, Plymouth ; Arthur
Calcutta White, M.RC.S., L.S.A, Rawreth, Essex ; Edward White,
M.R.C.S., L.S.A., L.M., Birmingham ; Frédéric Bâchas Wilkinson,

L.R.C.P. Ed., M.R.C.S., L.S.A., Sydenham, Kent ; Matthew Willett,

M.R.C.S., Bristol ; W. Rhya Williams, L.R.C.P. Edin., Bakloch
;

James Williamson. M.RC.S., L.S.A., South Shields ; Thomas
Willis, M.R.C.S., LJ3A., Dublin ; James Wilson, M.R.C.S., L.A.C.,

Lancashire ; John Wyse Wilson, M.RC.S., L.M., L.S.A., London
;

Thomas Wilson, M.R.C.S., Lancashire; Alfred Wiltshire, London
;

Conrad Christopher Wimperley. M.R.C.S., Louth ; William C
Wise, M.R.C.S., L.AC, Plumstead, Kent ; James Wood, L.R.G.P.

Ed., L.RCS., Kirby Overblows, Yorkshire ; William P. Wood,
M.RCS., L.R.C.P., LA.C, Rochdale ;

Frederick Woodman, L.R.C.

Lond., M.R.C.S., Isleworth ; Henry Charles Woods, M.RC.S.,
Godalming, Surrey ; Edward Woolridge, M.R.C.S. L.S.A, London

;

John D. Wrangham, M.R.C.S., LA.C, Wragby, York ; Henry J.

Young, M.RCS., LAC, Bath.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE WEEK.
Wednesday, December 14.

Opérations at Middlesex Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St Mary's Hospital, 1 p. m. ;

Univereity Collège Hospital, 2 p.m.; Hunterian Society, 8 p.m.

—

Mr. Hutchinson, "On Herpès Zostcr, a Pathological Riddle."

Thursday, January 15.

Opérations at St George's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; Central London Ophtkalmic,
1 p.m.; London Hospital, lAp.m. ; Royal Freo Hospital, 1J p.m.;
Great Northern Hospital, Rings cross, 2 p.m. ; London Surgical

Home, 2 p.m. Fibroua Turnour of Utérus, Excision of Hypertrophied
Labium of Clitoris ; West London Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Ortho-
pédie Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Chemical Society, 8 p.m—Dr. W. J. Rus-
sell, " On the Atomic AVeights of Nickel and Cobalt."

Friday, January 16.

Opérations at Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital, 1 J p.m.

Saturday, January 17.

Opérations at St Thomas's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St Bartholomew's Hospital,

li p.m. ; King's Collège Hospital 14 p.m. ; Charing-cross Hospital,

2 p.m.; Metropolitan Association of Médical Ofiicers of Health, 7ip.m.
Monday, January 19.

Opérations at Lock Hospital, Dean street, Soho, Clinical Démonstrations
and Opérations, 1 p.m. ; St. Mark's Hospital for Fistula and other
Diseases of the Rectum, 1J p.m. ; Metropolitan Free Hospital,

2 p.m.; Médical Society of London, 84 p.m.

Tuesday, January 20.

Opérations at Guy's Hospital, 1} p.m. ; Westminster Hospital, 2 p.m. ;

Ethnology Society, 8 p.m.; Pathological Society, 8 p.m.

upon Arelihishop AVhately's 1. filer on Médical Trades-l'ninn.

l'.v D. W. Bayes, London: H. Tunier ami (\>., Kloet streci.

Tlit sietlioscopo for January, London : J. W. Davies, M Princes st.

The Glasgow McdiealJournal. No. XXXIX and XL,

NOTICES T0 CORRESPONDENTS.

BOOKS RECEIVED FOR REVIEW.
Observations on Diseases of the Rectum. By T. B. Curling, Esip,

F.R.S., &c. (Third Edition.) London : John Churchill.

Tue LexDS Mi:iuvi;v.—lîeceived. Wo are obligea by the. favour.

Cniiifitovs.—The cases of searlatiua coexistent withmeasles of whiçh
we oceasionally hear, are, \vc believe, instancoa of bad diagnosis. Tliere

is a disease, long sinec described by Dr. Ross, wUich resembles both
scarlatine and messies in its twostages, au 1 this affection is couimonly
mistakcii l'or eit lier one or the othor of the better kuowu dtsorderg,

It is a milder atfection, and apppars epideiuically like messies and
searlatiua.

C. 11. W.— C'ertainly not.

Dr. ii. S.— lst. AVe" think not.—2nd. Our advice is "Try."
Air. IY.tku J.—The information can only bo pnblished as an advertise-

ment.
SuiM.v.—Dr. Tilt's work on Ovarian Disease is a very good one.

Candidates. — lst. You are too late.—2nd. No.

Mr. W. Smith.—Attended to.

Tue Late Dr. Knox.
To the Editor ofthe Médical Circular.

Sib,—Your sketch of the late Dr. Knox bas been universally ad-

mired and admitted to be the best of ail the récent learned and nie-

lancholy legends of lus In Monoriams.
I liappened to bave several conversations with poor Knox a little

before bis death, on the late controversy between Professors Owen and
Huxley, as to the " ditterentiation " as my friend liollestone at Oxford
would terin it, of the brain of man and the gorilla, Knox reeom-
meuded strongly an essay by Mr. Flowcr, on the posterior lobes of

the cerebrum of tbe quadrumana
; lie groaued over the shallowness of

the médical press in gênerai to leave such things to the newspapers.

Ile had disseeted himself agieater number of brains of quadrwtMtn*
than any man alive, yet bis opinion as to the hippocampus and pos-

terior cornu was not esteemed so mucli as Rev. Mr. Kingsley's, who
advised to toss up, and was quoted as very acute in jouinals partly
Médical.

Knox seemed to think the philosophcrs wero delighted to hâve a
shot at Owcn about the baek part of tbe brain and great toe of apes,

but they were talking of the fore-part and its fonctions, and left ont

the toe ; lie was highly amuscd, and cocked bis car, more S)w, as I

spoke of the great gulf tixed between man and apes ;
" Yes," said lie,

" but the brain of apes is flat, the brain of man is vohuninous and
high, eacb convolution ferma an intiinate connection with a segment
of tho crus cerebri." " Tins looks like ])hrenology," 1 observed, "No
inatter," be said, "thèse eouvolutions give au intellectuel pecultaritr

to the tracts of the crus and ave ail to nothing more mimerons in man,
lie seemed to bave studied the subjeot with much care, and ratber

sided with Huxley on some points as to the hippocampus, and with
Owcn on otbers as to function ; bat lie thought the great hippocampus
question and posterior cornu iu the 'Times' at tbat epoch very silly

and insignificant, and the idea to "toss up" of Mr. Kingslcy simple
idiotcy, that could only occur in a very idle or corrnpt stato of Médical
literature. Poor Knox ! no doubt lie thought deepfy on this subject

;

but the flalncss of the brain of apes was the only distinction lie could

décide about definitely ;
whilst the vohuninous and high brain of man,

to be understood, should not Ixi disseeted as now doue in .Médical

schools—eentrum ovale, &o., &c.—but rather in périphérie or longi-

tudinal régions or sections, one taking iu the eouvolutions near t M
middle line eonnected with the intellect ; the next, or second, con-

nected with the cérébral and spinal narres ocenpying the entire peri-

phery. Thèse convolutions are déficient in animais, whilst iu mau
they are iu direct correspondenco with inventivo and niechanical

powers, human voice, speech, singing, &c. Tbe good old disseeting-

room, eentrum ovale, &c, makes hodge-podge ofthe thing. The third

division ot the brain Knox would hâve described, is something I half

forget eonnected with the pedicle of the eerebellum restifoi-m body, &c,
very large in animais, and intended for locomotion or flexion of muscles.

It was as an ethnologist, I think, that Dr. Knox shone more elearly,

and few travellers who went into Mr. lienshaw's but bad a treat as to

the ethnological peculiarities of "étrangers of Rome, Crêtes, and
Arabians," not forgetting the incontrovertible Saxon. Poor Knox,
multas llebilis, &c. Yours, 0. K.

Sackville street, AV., Jan. 9.

Dr. B. H.—We think that it was the late Dr. Richard Bright who flrst

traced chorea to rheumatisui. No doubt there is a connection between
the two maladies.

A SunscRiiiEit (Dublin).—The qualification suffiecs for an Englieh ap-

pointment.

Jacobcs.—Unloss you bave been careful to obtain a certifieato from the

magistrate you are not entitled to the fec for the attendanec. It is

probable that one would be given on application.

X. X.—Lcprosy is undoubtedly an hereditary disease, tho influence of

climate notwithstanding. You could obtain a fonu on application at

tbe Collège of l'bysieiaus.

Medicus (Rcading).— lst. Yes.—2nd. The Médical Council bas no funds

for the purpose.

Biolocist.—Sir Isaac Newton was never mairied. A
T
ou are righl with

regard to liacou and Harrey.

Mr. Hobsox.—Received.

Dr. JAHX80M is tbanked.

Dr. AV. S.—The numbers shall bo forwarded.
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MEDICAL CORRESPONDENCE.

Art. G354. Remabks on Syncope and Anjssthesia, in-

DUCED BY THE INHALATION OF ChLOHOFORM, FOR THE PlJR-
POSE OF FaCIUTATING THE REDUCTION OF INCARCERATED
Hernia.—ïlie pain caused by strangulated heniia induces in
thc abdominal muscles a degree o£ morbid contractility which
interfères with réduction, and greatly adds to tlie difficulties

of tlie surgeon. The fact lias long been known, and in order
to subdue tins muscular irritability, tlie auxiliary assistance
of belladonna, lienbane, opium, etc., waa called in with varying
rosidts. But tlie inadequacy of thèse remédiai agents,

"
too

often attested by failure, induced surgeons to seek for some
more efficacious method of treatment, and so far back as a cen-
tury ago, syncope was proposed as a substitute for the inope-
rative resources supplied by the materia medica, its mode of
action being viewed as more appropriât* to the attainment of
the desired object Nothing indeed could appear more plau-
sible, than to tako advantage for the réduction of the incar-
cerated intestine, of the constituent and secondary phenomena
of syncope. Thus, on the one hand, the unconsciousness of
thc subject, and the relaxation of the rcspiratory and abdo-
minal muscular structures are obviously favourable to the
return of the displaced bowel, and, on the other hand, the
nausea, vomiting, and borborygms, due to the changes in the
relative situation of the intestinal convolutions, are equally
valuable adjuvants. Bleeding to the approach of syncope
enjoyed, therefore, a considérable amount of popularity with
the most eminent authors, and for upwards of a hundred
years, lias been univorsally adopted in the practice of sur-

In this instance, venesection not being resorted to for anti-
phlogistic purposes, it was desired to induce lipothymy as

promptly, and with as small an expenditure of blood as possible.

Hence the subject was- placed in a standing attitude, and a
wide opening was mado in the vein. As soon as signs of
faintness were observable, the patient was laid on lus back,
the thighs parted, and bent towards the body, and taxis was
proceeded with, small attention being bestowed on the faint-
ing condition. It would be impossible to enumerate the many
instances of unhoped for success yielded by this practice ; and
yet it has been discontinued, and is barely honoured with a
passing mention in modem treatises on operative surgery

;

baths protracted long enough to produce great muscular relaxa-
tion are represented as a more efficacious method, an assertion
we cannot concur in, and also, but hère with greater reason,
the anresthesia resulting from the inhalation of chloroform.

I would not be understood to imply that a perfectly novel
and différent principle has been introduced into practical sur-
gery together with chloroform, as a substitute for that which
guided oui- predecessors in the induction of syncope ; but the
question raised in 1847 by Mayor of Lousamie, the first sur-
geon who resorted to the inhalation of ether for the purpose
of facilitating taxis, has been resumed and studied de noco.
Amongst the numerous publications on this interesting sub-
ject, we shall confine our attention to Dr. Bertholle's thesis («).
In 1852, however, six years previously to the appearance of
this paper, Mr. Huguier, of the hospitals of Paris, demonstrated
at a meeting of the Society of Surgery, that the action of syn-
cope and of chloroform on the muscular structures of the body
is identical. Now Mr. Bertholle conçoives that the muscles act
on the viscera in virtue first, of their elasticity and tonic con-
traction (the latter persisting after inhalation) ; and secondly by
their spécial contractility which dépends both on voîition and

(a) On the Mode of Action of the Muscles in Strangulated Hernia,
aud on the Efficacy of Chloroform and Syncope as Adjuvants of
Taxis, 1858,

on reflex action; now the voluntary effort is suppressed by the
action of cholorofomi on the brain, and the involuntary effort
is neutralised by the cffects of the anresthetic on the spinal
cord, and thc conséquent interruption of nervous power.
Hence the conditions favourable to réduction established by
the inhalation of chloroform, are satisfactorily explained by
an inquiry into the mode of opération of that drug on the
system.

And yet in its applications to the réduction of hernia,
chloroform is by no means invariably successful. This we can
readily understand, aud we hâve no right to expect from that
agent equal efficacy under ail circumstances. Indeed, in
some cases it not only is powcrless, but absolutely injurious
and dangerous.

When the first attempts at réduction hâve been unsuccessful,
and ri is deemed advisableto repeat them under thc narcotishi"
influence of chloroform, the kind of hernia to be reduced is a
considération of some importance in the estimation of the
degree of relianco which may be reposed in the anresthetic.

"VVhen the oblique muscles contract, Boyer, and Messrs.
Velpeau and Malgaigne agrée that the inguinal ring is more or
less narrowed : hence ariscs one of the greatest difficulties to

be conquered in the réduction of inguinal hernia. The relaxa-
tion of the oblique muscles removes this obstacle and increases
the chances of success of taxis, and we are therefore fully justi- .

fied in assuming that chloroform has a very considérable share
in the unexpected réduction of inguinal incarcérations which
may previously hâve baffled the best directed efforts of thc
surgeon.

The more unyielding nature of the parts which surround the
neck of the sac in fémoral hernia, accounts for the fréquent
failure ot taxis even when thc procédure is conducted with the
utmost skill, and for the fewer chances of réduction afforded by
the exhibition of chloroform.

With regard to umbilical hernia, cases of thc most obstinate
and irreducible nature are on record, in which réduction was
effected with comparative ease in a few minutes, under" tho
influence of chloroform. An extremely interesting instance
in point, observed by Mr. Guyton, in Professor Gerdy's wards,
is related by Mr. Bertholle. This resuit is especially deserving
of notice, as the conséquences of an opération being hère almost
invariably fatal, any method calculated to promote the success
of taxis must be viewed with favour.

We cannot entirely agrée with Mr. Guyton («), that a posi-
tive and accurate diagnosis of tlie contents of the hernial sac,

is the only means of establishing the indications and counter-
indications of the use of chloroform ; as Mr. Bertholle in-

geniously remarks, this diagnosis merely affects tho expediency
of taxis, and supplies no information as to tho propriety of in-

ducing anoesthesia as an adjuvant of the procédure. It is

needless to dwell on this point, but another question
claims more serious attention. Is it possible, in preseuco
of a strangulated intestine, to détermine the nuniber of
hours or days, beyond which it would be improper to
resort to inhalation 1 It is obvions that tho chances of
avorting the conséquences of inflammation will be greater
according to the early stage at which the intervention of a
useful auxiliary to réduction shall hâve been called in. Wo
must not, however, forget that after three or four days spentin
fruitless attempts, when an opération had been decided on, and
chloroform exhibited in order to sparc to the patient the suf-

ferings attendant on tho use of the knife, the extruded bowel
lias sometimes suddenly returned into the abdominal cavity,

under the unaided influence of artificial amesthesia.

The cases in which chloroform is absolutely inapplicable,

are those in which considérable debility, embarrassed circula-

tion and smallness of puise show a tendency to the sudden
and deep syncope which has been in several instances tho
only indication of approaching danger after inhalation of the
anawthetic, This form of syncope widely differs from the
faintness induced by venesection ; it results from tho intro-

duction of a poison into the system, and is ushered in by the
arrest of respiration, and failure of the action of tho heart.

]S
row great exhaustion, from pain or other causes, is a notorious

prédisposition to thèse formidable contingencies, and the sur-

(«) Archives de Mêdicine. Vol. VIII., 1848.
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geon will do well to stop the inhalation before tho stago of

perfect insensibility, or to refraiu altogether froni the exhibi-

tion ofchloroform, if tbo chances aro in favour of tho occur-

rence of syncope. It would, in such cases, besafer, if kelotomy

is iuipracûcable, to induco simple faintness by the abstraction

of an ounce or two of blood, than to incur tho risk of deter-

mining under tbe influence of the amvsthotic, a syncope of a

pecubarly dangerous character.

In conclusion, my object iu the présent communication is

to bring forward in a prominent manner the effleacy of two

auxiliaries of réduction, the common effect of which is to relax

tho abdominal muscles. "With regard to ils degree of energy,

venesection is doubtless the most powerful of tho two, because

the interruption of respiration precludes ail the movements of

the muscles of the abdomen which coutribute to the accom-

pUshment of the respiratpry function. The temporary diminu-

tion of their tone, deprives them, moreover, of any power of

réaction against the attempt at réduction; but scarcely bas

Uns condition been attained wben it tends to disappear. The
fainting fit cannot safcly be permitted to last beyond a few

moments, and if the first efforts of taxis are unsuccessful, the

subséquent attempts will be instituted under more and more
unfavourabk' circumstances, and it will be impossible to re-

produce at will, and repeatodly the insensibility.

-\lthough the intensity of the effects induced by chloro-

form is less considérable, the anresthetic préserves for a longer

time its power. Tbo patient may be kept without danger

tinder its influence for a quarter of an hour, a time sufficient

for the methodical performance of taxis. If the procédure is

not at once successful, or if partial results only hâve been
effected, recourse may be had after the interval of a few hours,

to the same agent, and should this second attempt provo un-

availing, tbe surgeon, aware of the inutility of further en-

deavours to reduce the hernia, will détermine on performing

an opération for dividing the stricture without further delay.

Collineau, M.D., Paris.

Art. 6355. Introduction of a Pea into thk Air-pas-

sages ; Tracheotomt.—The récent Academical debate on the

subject of the most convenient instruments for the performance

of tracheotomy reminds me of a case, the particulars of which
may possibly interest your readers.

My assistance was recently required for a little girl aged

four years, who for three days had suffered from spasmodic

attacks of oppression, induced by the présence of a large pea in

the air-passages, and I performed tracheotomy according to the

rules laid down by Professor Trousseau for the opération. I

also used Mr. Chassaignac's cricoid tenaculum, which I found
extremely useful for the purpose of steadying the trachea, and
as a conductor to the knife after the puncture of the duct.

But I am especially desirous of inviting attention to the plan
I resorted to, in order to divide the trachea without injuring

the thyroid isthnius. In the case in question the isthmus was
unusually large, and I acknowledge that I shrank from cutting

tbrough this vascular organ, although the procédure is advised

in most works on the subject. The idea occurred to me of

detaching it with the extremity of a director and turning it

down so as to expose the first rings of the trachea. I then
ran the knife along the groove of the tenaculum, and divided
four rings of the air-tube. Two or three small blood-vessels

were secured with Vidal's serre-fines, and scarcely a drop of
blood escaped ; the lips of the division were parted with an in-

curvatcd forceps, and the pea was promptly rejected with
yellowish mucus. A perfect cure followed in the course of a
fortnight.

The opération was performed in February 1859 ; before
publiahing the case, 1 was anxious to aseertain whethei' the
detachment of the thyroid might not possibly hâve induced
M>me evil conséquences; none hâve been observed ; the child
is remarkably strong and hcalthy, and no trace romains of the
opération beyond a barely i>ereeptiblo «car.

— Legroh, M.D.,
Aubusson (Creuse).

SCIENTIFIC MISCELLANEA

Art. 6356. Hiccup attended with serious Disturbani i.

of the Circulation ; AlcCholic hiccup, Valbbianate of
Zinc, and Sulphate of Quinine.—Hiccup is a distressing

spasmodic affection, gênerai ly coïncident with a morbid con-

dition of tho stomach, but is occasionally a prominent symp-
tom, or even the only disease to be coutended with. The
Gazette Hebdomadaire and tho Gazette Médicale de TAlgérie

supply us with two instances in point.

Dr. Danot, of Paris, was recently summoned for a gentleman
who after experiencing considérable annoyanee, was shddenly
affected with severe headache and vomiting ; the puise was
small and wcak. In the courso of the evening the vomiting

was replaced by hiccup, which was promptly attended with

subsultus, oppression, spasms, faintness and moans, which
were soon converted into screams of pain. Professor BouiDaud
who visited the patient, inclined to tho belief that the case

was ouc of serious disease of tho abdominal blood-vessels.

Mr. Danet at first resorted, but without any benefit whatever,

to belladonna, stramonium, ether, chloroform, valerian, assafpe-

tida, baths, electricity, and counter-irritation with caustic

potash, blisters, and even tho actual cautery.

Tho symptoms had lasted twelvo days, when Mr. Danet
prescribed the following préparation :

R. Zinci valcrianatis, gr. xii,

Extr. belladoimue, gr. ii,

Extr. cinchonœ moll, q.s.

M. For twelve pills.

The appearance of the case was most lurpromising when une

of thèse pills was cxliibited at 8 o'clock a.m. ; it was followed

by one hour's rest. A second pill was taken at 11 a.m.,

and at three o'clock no return of the hiccup had occurred. A
third pill was then given, and at six o'clock p.m. a cup of

beef-tea was administered. Sleop followed ; another cup full

of soup was allowed at ton o'clock at night Tho patient tell

asleep and no relapse bas sinee taken place.

Dr. Widal, a military surgeon, relates in tho Gazette Médiane
de l'Algérie, a case of obstinato hiccup attended with alanuing

symptoms, which unexpectedly yielded to the exhibition of a

remedy, sulphate of quinine, administered in a purely empiri-

cal manner.

A shoemaker of Dellys, addicted to intempérance, and par*

ticularly given to the use of absinthe, was seized after a drink-

ing-bout, with violent hiccup ; the continuanco and sevority

of the spasmodic action of tho diaphragm, compelled him to

take to his bed. Anti-spasmodics and counter-irritants, tris-

nitrate of bismuth, &c., were resorted to without beneiit, and

tho patient was at last conveyed to the hospital.

B.'s hiccup was so noisy and intense as to be heard from

the yard of tho hospital. It returned as often as fifty-fi ve

times in a minute, and gave riso to synipathetic contraction oi'

every muscle of the trunk. Dyspnœa was présent, and tho

inspirations were short and interrupted by the convulsion. The
face was turgid, tho utterance impeded, and tho intelligence

preserved, although much agitation existed. The tonguo was

foui, appetite entirely absent, the abdomen soft, and the

bowels open. The puise was wcak, at 80, and the skin moist.

An infusion of orange fiowers was prescribed, with ether and

laudanum; ablisterwas applied over the epigastric région ; nius-

tardpoultices were placodon tho legs, and beef-tea was allowed

Next morning, as thèse measures had induced no improve-

ment, opium in large doses was resorted to : one-third ni' a

grain was cxliibited every two hours, and the blisfer was

dresscd with morphia. -This method proved oqually ineffi-

cacious. Extract of belladonna (four grains in the, course of

the day), valerianato of zinc, bismuth, &c, were then pre-

scribed, but without any benefit whatever. The weakness and

torpor of the patient conséquent on the uninterrupted con-

timutnee of the hiccup, now increased in an alarming manner.

Chloroform (one and two drachms in a mixture) also failed in

giving relief. Vinegar, which Mr. Michel Lévy had recourse

to with success in 1849, for the purpose of arrosting hiccup in

choiera, was tried, but unavailingly.
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The eyinptoms woro an. ominous aspect, ïhe suffercr was

niuch reduced by loss of sleep ; the food was rojocted by tho

stomach ; enemas of sonp were his only support, and lie had
fallen into an indescribabla state of niarasmus.

Under thèse dishearteniiig circmn stances, Mr. Widal admin-

istored sulphate of quinine, although the symptonis wew in

no vise intermittent, and entirely unconnoeted with paludal

influences. Fifteen grains of tho drug were exhibited in a

single dose, and in the course of three hours the hiccup yielded.

The quinine was persevered in for three days in the saute

doses, but on tho fourth day, a small quantity of wine haviiig

been allowed, a sliglit relapse oceurred. Tho quinine was again

adniinistered, and a perfect cure was henceforth effected.

The use of ardent liquida was strictly prohibited, and B. lias

since entirely recovered his liealth.

Mr. Widal calls attention to this singular fact, that in the

hiccup of habituai drunkards, a return to teniperato habits does

not exercise any immédiate influence on the diapliragniatic

spaam. He illustrâtes the remark by the caso of a young nian

who was in the habit of drinking malt liquor immoderately,

and who /or fim months had been affiieted with a hiccup,

wilich gave him no rest. The convulsion was more violent

after meals, occasionod vomiting and brought on extrême

cmaciation. Abstinence from béer, and large doses of opium
were fruitlessly resorted to, and the only remédies which at

last gave relief were infusion of gentian and Vichy water. In
this instance, it is highly probable that the hiccup was not

connected with gastralgia, but with a chronic inflamniatory

condition of the mucous lining of the stomach. This would
account for the failure of the anti-spasmodic treatment, and
for the success which attended the exhibition of alkalies, and
more especially of bitters. It is not impossible, as Mr. Widal
suggests, that the sulphate of quinine may bave exercised an
analogous action in the interesting case we bave related.

Art. 6357. Treatmest op Extensive Superficial Burns.
—The severe pain attendant on extensive burns is a source of

great danger from its tendency to lower the vital powers, hence

the exhibition of internai and external sédatives—opium, and
the application of anodyne ointments, carron oil, cotton-wool,

ice, &c. Post mortem examination shows, however, that in

such cases the enormous loss of sérum, resulting from extensive

vesication, is ono of the chief causes of death, the blood being

deprived of a large proportion of its water, and circulating

less freely in conséquence.

Dr. Baraduc, a member of the Anatomical Society, and a

former pupil of the late Profossor P. Bérard, establishes the

fact in a satisfaetory manner in a récent pamphlet on the Causes

of Death after Superjkîal Burns, and the Measures best calcu-

hiti-ij tu arert a fatal Tel -m,ination, (a) During his résidence at

Hospital St. Antoine, and subsequently, the author had several

opportunities of observing instances of superficial burns. caused

by the direct action of fire, or by the contact of boiling liquida,

in which death supervened in the course of the first two days
after the infliction of the injury. M* Baraduc was struck with
the rapidity of the collapse, and the utter inefficacy of the
jii. maies of treatment resorted to, and being unable to account

for the facts by the mère intensity of the pain endured, sought
for the causes elsewhero, and, from careful anatomical research,

came to the following conclusions :

Ail the viscera, generally, presented a parched and dried up
âppearance. The serons cavities and the bladder contained no
liquid whatever. The venous System, with the exception of

the puhnonary veins, was almost invariably empty, and
in the arteries the blood had acquired a gelatinous consistoncy.

Professer Bérard, who watched thèse researches with much
interest, coincidod with Mr. Baraduc in referring the périls of
thèse burns to the waste of sérum, and readily assented to the
practical déductions suggested by this view.

In two cases of excessive vesication from superficial burns,

the regults proved favourable ; and further expérience having
coiifirmod the accuracy of the theory, Mr. Baraduc deenis it

a duty to communicate his viows to the public.

The author conceives that the treatment should correspond
to three indications :

(a) A pamphlet, 8vo, pp. 47, J, B, Baillière and Son, Paris.

1. To increase the amount of the circulating fluid, exhausted

by tho exudation of sérum.

2. To liquify chemically the inspissated blood.

3. To check the exosmosis which constitutes vesication.

The first measure to be adopted in cases of extensive super-

ficial burns, is to immerse the patient in a bath of pure water,

or of water medicated by the addition of a strong décoction of

elder flowers. The heat of the bath should not exceed 8 G deg.,

and it should bo protracted for ten, twelve, or fourteen hours,

at the same température. Tho greatest possible amount of

some diluent or slightly diuretic beverage should, at tho samo
time, be exhibited, and also anodyne enemas, injections into

the bladder, and inhalation of emollient vapours.

For the purpose of promoting chemically tho liquéfaction

of the blood, Mr. Baraduc prescribes alkaliiie niedicines, the

efficacy of which is jiroportionate to the existing amount of

plethora. Thèse drugs are administered subsequently to, or

alternately with, the emollient remédies. Unless nervous

symptoms are prédominant, after the first anodyne bath, another

may be prescribed containing from four to eight ounces of

carbonate of soda ; Vichy water should be used as a beverage,

and a solution of bicarbonate of soda be injected into tho

rectum and bladder.

The third indication to be met consists in checking the ten-

dency to vesication ; with this view, the vesicles should be

opencd after tho bath, and tho parts covered with ceratUm

plunibi acetatis, soft linen, and a thick layer of cotton wool,

supported, especially in the limbs, by gentle pressure with an

appropriate bandage. Afîusions of cold water at a tempéra-

ture of 50-55 deg. should then be carefully kept up over the

dressing, in order to promote by réfrigération the concentration

of blood in tho viscera, and diminish its afflux towards tho

integument.

The duration of the bath should be deercased one or two

hours each day, and the dressing be renioved under water

some time after immersion. It should be reapplied in the

bath after an interval of a fow hours.

Under thèse circumstances, the cold affusions may be discon-

tinued on the second or third day. In the course of five or

six days the roller may be left off, and simple cerate, or cerato

mixed with laudanum or lime water, may be substituted for

the ceratum plumbi acetatis. The use of the cotton wool should,

however, be persevered in, and the parts dressod every day.

On the third day after the accident Mr. Baraduc allows beef

tca, and more nutritions food is gradually exhibited according

to the improvement observed in the patient.

Art. 6358. The Abuse op Field Sports a determining

Cause of Cérébral Congestion.—Mr. Legrand du Saulle,

after showing that intense cold is a not unfrequent cause of

congés on of the brain, asserts that exaggerated addiction to

field sports may lead to the same conséquences.

" Physicians," says the author in the Gazette des Hôpitaux,
" bave extolled field sports as an efficient remedy for préma-

turé obesity, apoplectic tondencies, hypochondriasis, epilepsy,

and a disposition to melancholy. The patient, however, to

whom this kind of exercise lias been recoinnionded, does not

always prosecute the amusement within the limits of healthy

diversion, but goes beyond the prescription, incurs unnecessary

fatigue and exhaustion, and becomes each day more ardently

addicted to pleasures, which may end in the serious dérange-

ment of his health."

Moderato exercise is indispensable to the proper perform-

ance of every function of the system, but excessive exortion is

injurious in the highest degree.

" Immoderate exercise distinctly accélérâtes the circulation,

increases the development of animal heat, and occasions enor-

mous waste of nervous power. In many instances shooting

may be taken as a type of exaggerated pedestrianism, ex-

trême fatigue and exhaustion ; examine tho tired sportsman

on his return home ; lie is lame, gasping, and his head is bent

forwards ; the countenance is turgid, the attitude heavy, the

eye bright, the puise fréquent ; common sensation is to a cer-

tain extent benumbed, and the urinary sécrétion is ammo-
niacal. He speaks little, he is depressed, absent, irritable, in-

attentiye to home impressions, and tho expression of his face
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is that of hébétude. Ile approacb.es a warm. fire, and promptly

lalls «deep. His subséquent comatose condition is tbo natu-

ral conséquence of over-exertion, of the excitement experienced

during bis day's s(>ort, or of the spirituous liquida bo bas mi-

bibed to keep up bis strength, of bis exbaustion, and the dimi-

nution of cérébral activity, and of the sudden transition from

a cold to a heated atmosphère. Between this state and immi-

nent congestion, the distance is smaller than might be sup-

posed."

According to Mr Legrand du Saulle, it is a mistake to ima-

gine that the waste induced by immoderate exercise is

promptly compensated After excessive physical exertion,

the stomach and intestines participate in the loss of tone, and

exbaustion of the nervous System generally, and formidable

indigestion is occasionally tbo resuit. Sportsmen are so well

aware of the fact, that they often retire snpperless to bed.

Observation shows that thèse remarks are correct, and that

cérébral congestion follows the abuse of field sports. This fact

is not a mère coïncidence ; immoderate exercise, prolonged

cxposure to cold, the émotions caused by and the périls inhé-

rent in the pastime, the use of alcobolic stimulants, ail contri-

bute to cause a détermination of blood to the head, especially

in persons advanced in years.

During the last two years Mr. Legrand du Saulle lias met

with four cases, which illustrate thèse observations in the most

distinct manner, and other practitioners whom he lias spoken

to on the subject also inforni him that they are acquainted

with facts of a similar description.

€l)î WLùlwl Ctrntlar.

ON THE PEOXIMATE CAUSE OE
CONSUMPTION AND ITS SPECIF1C TREATMENT

BY THE HYPOPHOSPHITES.
By J. FRANCIS CHURCHILL, M.D. (Paris).

(Continued from page 18.)

No. XIII.

REPORTS OF CASES TREATED SUCCESSFITLLY IN THE
THIRD STAGE (THAT OF EXCAVATION), (a)

I call the first kind of complications consécutive, the second acci-

dentai. I hâve little to say with regard to the lattcr. Their true

pathological relation to phthisis still requires to be accuratcly estab-

li.-hed. As to the first class, when called upon to judge of thcir

importance, we hâve to takc into account three différent circum-

stances—their nature, their intensity, and the period of the com-
plaint aUwhich they appear.

1. Prognosis of the Complications in relation to their Nature.—
Œdema of thefeet, when not dépendent on an accompanying affec-

tion of the heart, is always a very serious symptom in relation to

phthisis, since it indicates the existence of a considérable mechanical

obstacle to the circulation, due either to the extent of the lésion in

the lungs, or to fatty degeneration of the liver, and is usually indi-

cative of a speedily fatal termination. In four instances, I hâve

seen the patients recover after well-marked œdema. One of them
had a cavity in each lung.

AphtJtœ are a still more fatal symptom than œdema, though even

hère I hâve seen twoi nstances to the contrary.

The same remark applies to phlehitis. In phthisical patients this

most frcquently occurs in the vessels of the lower limbs, though
sometimes also in those of the upper.

In our prognosis of hœmoptysis, we should draw a distinction be-

tween the resuit of a given attack and that which dépends on the

ha:morrhagic tendency of a patient. The first varies with a number
of circumstances which it would be too long to investigate hère.

The second case—viz., the existence of a ha;morrhagic prédisposition

will render the prognosis less favourable than it might otherwise be,

for two reasons—first, because the patient may bc suddenly eut off

by hsBmorrhnge ; and, ncxt, because there will be need of greater

caution in the use of the the hypophosphites.

2. In relation to tlte degree of intensity of the complication.—
Vomiting may dépend upon two causes. Ât the beginning of the

disease, it is usually produced by the intensity of the cougli, and in

such instances its existence does not modity the prognosis, since

(a) Translated from the second édition of my work, ' De la Cause
Immédiat* 4e la Fhthisie Pulmonaire.' In the Press,

when this is favourable in other respects, the vomiting almost always

disappears on the patient's improving, and no necessity exists for any
spécial treatment. When, however, the vomiting dépends on the

state of tho digestivo canal or its appendages, the prognosis is less

favourable, as it must be based, not upon the simple existence of the

symptom, but upon the whole morbid séries of which it is only one
slSn -

. . . ,

Diarrhœa, appearing at the beginning or m the course of the

disease, and not depending on ulcération of the intestines, nearly

always yields, either to the action of the spécifie alone, as is mostly

the case in children, or to appropriato adjuvant remédies. It, there-

fore, calls for no modification of the prognosis. Yet, as this is a

point which is often very difficult to décide, the prognosis in such

instances dépends chiefly on the intensity, and the persistenec of the

complication, whatever be its cause, since this always produces adis-

turbance of nutrition. When diarrhœa is présent, the prognosis

ought, therefore, to be given with some reserve, until we are sure of

being able to combat it successfully. Colliquative diarrhœa is only

one of the numerous symptoms of the organic lésions involving

nearly every part of the body, and is neccssarily fatal. I bave,

however, more than once been called in consultation to a case of

phthisis with colliquative diarrhœa and ail the concomitant symp-

toms, and bave been told by the attending physician, that he thought

it a7i excellent opportunity for trying the use of the hypophosphites.

Fatty enlaryement of the liver, when it lias reached a certain

extent, is also an unfavourable symptom, though I think it lias not

the importance which some pathologists hâve assigned to it.

The prognosis of phthisis complicated with laryngitis dépends on

the degree and seat of the complication, as well as the titne at which

it appears. It was observed in 10 patients out of the 79. There

were 4 confirmative results, of which 2 were cured, and 6 négative

results, including three deaths.

Thèse numbers are insufficient to allow of any conclusions. The
results bave been more favourable in my private practice.

3. In relation to the time at which the complications appear.

Amenorrhœa, which shows itsclf at the beginning of phthisis not

submitted to the spécifie treatment, is not usually of much impor-

tance, as it may then dépend on the. gênerai condition and on im-

perfect haïmatosis. When it appears in the course of the spécifie

treatment, it may dépend upon différent causes, such as the breaking

down of the pre-existing tubercular deposit, oi inter-current inflam-

mation. In such cases, it is always a bad sign, though not neces-

sarily fatal.

The whole question of the prognosis and spécial treatment of the

complications, both consécutive and accidentai, of phthisis when
under the spécifie treatment, is a matter of very great importance,

which will open up a wide and fruitful field for pathological and

clinical rescarch, when once practitioners hâve corne to recognise

the value of the hypophosphites, and the certainty of their action

against tho constitutioual condition which is the proximatc cause of

the local disease. The correct détermination of the import of each

particular aggravation, and the value of différent spécial adjuvant

modes of treatment directed against it will require the collection of

a large number of carefully selected cases. This, in the présent state

of medicine and médical ethics, is hardly to be expected for some

years to corne. The number of results I as yet possess upon thèse

différent points is not sufficient to allow of'my drawing any positive

conclusion, although with regard to one or two of them, such as

diarrhœa and hamioptysisT think I am working in the right direction,

and at some future period be able to publish something definito on

the subject. Unfortunately, too many practitioners seem to think

that the possession of a spécifie once admitted, ail the rest is plain

and easy, and that if a given remedy really he a spécifie, the mère

administration of it, no matter when or how, must bring about a

cure, else it lias no claim to be called a spécifie. In a future paper,

when treating of the mode of action of the hyphosphites and the

rules of treatment, I shall, I think, be able to demonstrate the un-

tenable and unscientifie character ot such assumptions, and how
they run counter to the best and only positive facts in therapeutics.

Meanwhile, from what précèdes, I think I am justified in drawing

the following conclusions :

In the présent state of médical science, phthisis when not treated

by the hypophosphites, at whatever period ofits development it may
be observed, and whatever stage it may hâve reached, must be re-

garded as almost always fatal. Ail the means hitherto used hâve

no certain action, except against the accidentai complications of the

disease ; its csscntial conditions romain completely beyond their

control, for under the most able and most experienced hands, the

number of recoveries is less than one per cent.

In the very rare cases where phthisis ends in recovery, it lias

been hitherto impossible to détermine what were the conditions to

which this result was due. The prognosis of the almost certain

fatality of phthisis rests solely on the nature of the disease itsclf, so

that it is impossible to détermine beforehand, with the least proba-

bility, whether any given case will be an exception to the gênerai

rulc.

On the other hand, when phthisis is submitted to the spécifie treat-
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ment of tlie hypophospliites, thc prognosis may, in the great

majority of cases, be established, with a degree of certainty equal,

if not superior, to that of any otlier curable disease.

It rests upon two principles : the extent of existing pulmonary

lésion, and the présence or absence of complications. Thèse may
be summed up as follows :

—

I. When tliere are no complications, the prognosis may be thus

stated :

1. Phthisis in the first stage always ends in recovery.

2. It also ends in recovery in the second stage, provided one lung

only is affected.

Hence it follows that the use of the hypophosphites is followed

by recovery in every case where the local lésion has not proceeded

beyond certain limits, and that, consequently, every patient may be

cured, provided the spécifie treatment be used in time.

3. Phthisis in the third stage when limited to one lung, may also

be followed by a cure.

4. When tuberculosis in the second stage exists in both lungs, re-

covery dépends upon two conditions ; first, the cessation of the

diathesis, which is brought about by the proper use of the hypo-

phosphites ; and, secondly, upon the possibility of arresting, soften-

fng, or compelling it to proceed but slowly, which may frequently

be obtained bv appropriate secondary means.

The following are favourable conditions, when the deposit is only

partial in both lungs ; or when if diffused in the whole of both

lungs, the tubercles are disseminated and far apart.

5. When the disease has reached the third stage, and tuberculosis

has nttacked both lungs, recovery is still possible.

6. When there are cavities in both lungs recovery takes place in

a few exceptional cases.

I hâve seen three examples of this. One was a lady who had

treated herself by the help of the hypophosphites, and who after

her recovery came to consult me, because still suffering from dysp-

nœa, without any other symptom. She was very stout. The two

other cases which were under my treatment are both in perfect

health. One is an officer in the Impérial Guard, and has been

doing duty for two years past.

7. The prognosis of acute phthisis rests on the same principles

as that of chronic, but it offers more uncertainty on account of the

difficulty of aseertaining exactly the extent of the already existing

lésion, and also of distinguishing between acute tuberculosis and

acute soflening.

8. In ehildren the prognosis is much more favourable than in

adults.

9. It is more favourable when there is hereditary prédisposition,

than when that prédisposition does not exist.

II. The prognosis of the consécutive complications of phthisis :

1. Is variable with regard to hsemoptysis, laryngitis, vomiting,

diarrliœa, amenorrhœa.
2. It is generally fatal for œdema. It is nearly always fatal for

aphthae, and always so for phlebitis.

3. Recovery with a cavity leaves the patient predisposed, for a

certain period of time, to accidentai inflammatory attacks, the gravi'y

of which is in proportion to the extent of the respiratory tissues

which hâve been injured.

Thii liability to inflammation is the more strongly marked the

more récent the arrest of the disease, and gradually grows with time.

The determining cause of inflammation in such instances I hâve fre-

quently found to be excessive fatigue of the pulmonary apparatus

produced by over work, or accidentai disturbance of the circulation.

Thèse conditions seem to be more potent than any other, sUch as

climates, atmospheric variations, hygienie circumstances, &c.

(To be continued.)

ON COOLING OF THE BODY AFTER DEATH.

By Benjamin W. Richardson, M.A., M.D.

Senior Physician to the Royal Infirmary for Diseases of the Chest.

After a careful investigation and argument on this subject, Dr.

Richardson cornes to the following conclusions :

To sum up : the knowledge we possess as to the cooling of the

body after death may be included ail in the following heads :

1. If the body is left dead with its vessels full of blood, the

température of the blood being unaffected by the mode of death,

the cooling is slow, but in the great majority of cases is completed

in fifteei. hours.

2. If the body is left dead from direct and absolute loss of blood,

cooling to the température of the surrounding médium is completed,

in regard to the external surface, in two hours.

3. If the body is left dead from sudden and profuse exudation,

as in choiera, the cooling to the température of the surrounding

médium is completed in two hours.

4. If tl.e body is left dead from obstruction to the circulation,

as from fibrinous concrétion, the body, in so far as the external

surface is concerned, will be chilled to the température of its sur-

rounding médium in two hours.

5. In thèse last three named forms of death, it the death be
slow, the beat of surface may sink to that of the surrounding
médium, even before lilè has ceased.

6. The body, when dead, will sink steadily in température to the
médium of its surrounding envelope : in the air to the air, in a stone
tomb to the tomb ; but it will not afterwards rise in température by
the application of any external warmth, short of such as would
destroy its texture.

7. After ail forms of death, the âge and corporeal condition of
the person must be taken into account

; youth and old âge, great

thinness of structure, deficiency of food, and states in which blood
is diverted from its systemic course, quicken the décime of the

animal heat.

8. In taking observations for medico-legal purposes, in any sus-

pected case, the mère test ot the hand is altogether unreliable ; for

as the terms heat and cold are relative only, and as between the

hands of différent observeis the greatest natural différence may pre-

vail,—that which to one hand would signify warmth, to another
would signify cold. If any observation in respect to température be
made, therefore, it should be carried out with the thermometer, the

points at which the température is taken being theflexures of joints,

the mouth, or the nostril.

In conclusion I hâve to offér but one other observation. In ail

cases the température of the air should be taken with care, and a

comparison should be instituted between the body and the air. By
such a comparison, in any case where the body had been left lying

on a non-conducting substance, such as a bed, and where there was

no évidence that the surrounding air had been raised in température

by artificial means, certain facts might possibly be made out in somé
instances, by a strict analysis, conducted in the following manner.

Compare the température of the body with that of the air ; if the

température in several parts is above the température of the air,

the inference is strong that the body has not been dead two hours.

If its température be the same as the air, the inference is fait- that

the body has cooled to that température within the period that the

air has registered the said température. If the body is below

the température of the air, the inference would be that it had cooled

at a time when the air was at a lower température than existed at

the period of observation : and if thon, on referriag to the minimum
self-registering thermometer, the observer could say at such an hour

before the observation on this body, the thermometer registered in

the air a minimum degree, of say 40 deg., and this body registers

40 deg., the proof would be conclusive that the said body had been

surrounded by a médium of 40 deg. after its death. The inference

would thereupon fairly follow that the said body was dead at the

hour when the thermometer had reached its minimum.

It may be that in time some more accurate facts will be made
known, and some ingenious instrument be devised for measuiing

the process of cooling after dissolution. If I had time, I could, I

tbink, produce an instrument for carrying on careful researches of

the nature suggested ; but the question involved is really of little

moment if the médical community will only be cautious in giving

opinions upon it once or twice in a century. I hâve shown a few

facts, and many sources of doubt in the above history, and I cannot

end better than by remarking, that although I hâve perhaps looked

into the matter as carefully as any other physician or physiologist of

my day, I would sooner eut off my own right hand than send any

human being to the scaffbld on a doginatic statement based upon the

hypothesis that the period of death can be determined by the

température of the dead.— 1 The Médical Critic and Psychological

Journal.'

Registration of Births and Deaths (Ireland).—There

was a conférence held in the Painters' Hall, Dublin, on this subject,

on the lst instant, between the représentatives of the various

operative trade societies and a deputation from the Dublin Regis-

tration Committee, with a view to bring about législative measures.

The former pledged themselves to support the latter until the

demand should be granted, and a resolution was moved, to the

effect that the co-operation of ail classes should be mvited. J/he

Irish Médical Association also held a meeting on the same subject,

on Tuesday evening. Public safety and the interests of science

demand some reform in the présent System of registration oi births

and deaths in Ireland. However defective, in some respects, may

be the Registration Act in England, there can be no doubt it has

been productive of great benefit. Dr. Farrs reports are valuable

additions to our national records, and hâve exercised a bénéficiai

influence on our knowledge regarding zymotic and other Cesses.

—At the meeting of the Irish Médical Association, on the 29th

ult., it was unanimously resolved, that only highly qualifaed

practitioners were fit to préside over the collection and arrange-

ment of thèse vital statistics, and that only in such hands could

there be a safe and trustworthy registration. The cliairman, the

président of the Collège of Surgeons, Dr. Mackesy, Dr. Ryan, Dr.

Elliott, and many others supported the resolution.
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PRISON DISCIPLINE.

The wisest and best men among us hâve for inany years past

been exercising their ingenuity to frame the most perfeet of

possible systeuis of prison discipline. Divine justice and

huinau charity hâve been invoked in turn ; and clever at-

tempts hâve been madu to intoriningle the two principles, so

that the félon should enjoy enough of lenity to provent his

being too severely galled by légal penalties.

It lias been the fashion to say that ail punishment should

be reformatory ; that soeiety must not look to the felon's past,

but to his future, and endeavour to inake him a better and a

RÛKJl man. Corporeal punishment could not effect tins end,

therefore dispense with it : hard labour might disgust the

roguo and make him sullen, therefore mitigate it
;
privation,

wilich tames tigers, caunot teach morality, therefore resort not

to its terrors.

Under the prédominance of thèse humanitarian ideas, the

felon's lifo in gaol lias become an enviable lot. He goes to

bcd early aud gets up late, takes just as much exercise in tho

day as prevents weariness and invigorates his muscles, feeds

well, and is supplied with a library of instructive and amusing

books to vary the monotony of confinement, and niaintain the

freshness and vivacity of his mind. Fortunate scoundrel ! Ho
has managed to excite a tender interest in the soft places of

the great Euglish heart, and see how generously he is treated !

Would that the industrious and honest pauper were as well

provided forl The contrast is somowhat lamentable. Ten

years ago our convicts in Portland gaol cost the country about

231. each félon ; last year, in the saine gaol, the cost had risen

to 37/. In the prison at Chatham, the cost is 40Z. ! This

rapidly-increasing cost is owing partly to the maintenance of a

more numerous, staff, but mainly to a more libéral dietaiy, and

to a iuultiplicity of minor adjuncts to make the convicts

" comfortable." Lord Carnarvon has shown the public how
tins end is attained. The convict is placed in a cell, warmed
by bot air, which he has the power of refrigerating to suit his

fancy ; he has a footstool to prevent any possible draught

reaching his feet from the cell door ; he has an extra allow-

ance of pudding, aiid an additional waistcoat and blanket ; he

is provided, moreover, with a chaplain and schoolmaster to

attend to his spiritual and intellectual wants ; and he has at

his elbow, with which to delight himself at his siesta after his

pudding, treatises on astronomy aud astro-theology, books of

Hction and of travels, with popular poems and prize essays !

Luxurious vagabond ! No wonder lie costs the country iOl.

a-year.

Tliere was a poet once who would hâve thought himself

passing rich upon such a sum. There are tens of thousandsof

honest poor men now iu this country who are obliged to pine

away for weeks together at the rate of 21. 12s. a-year; and if

they happen to be burdened with families, at a less rate even
than that.

Hère are two great blots in our social syatom which it re-

quires no quickness of sight to hit. The contrast is so obvious

and so extrême that even men purblind from préjudice and
false théories mu3t see and lament them.

The condition of the félon must be reviewed. The principle

of retributive punishment for crime must be rcasserted. This

is the foundation of ail religion and morals, and it is mère

humanitarian romancing to exclude it from view, and to insist

upon an exclusive, or an almost exclusive, reformatory System.

Pure reformation lias ended in garotting, and garotting will,

we hope, end in punishment.

Our profession hâve been charged with being the chief pro-

moters of the indulgencies that hâve been granted to our

félons, and, doubtless the danger is to some extent true. The

surgeons of gaols hâve been wont to regard the inmates as

patients rather than criiuinals, and hâve naturally desired to

see sound hygienic and dietetic principles carried out, so that

those subjected to their care should be kept at the highest

standard of health. Simply as physicians we cannot altogethev

blâme them ; but criiuinals are not sent to prison to be placed

under the humane surveillance of médical practitioners, and to

be treated as if they were simply bodily sick. They are sont

there, or ought to be sent there to be puniahod for crime ; and

one of the most effectuai and least cruel modes of dealing out

punishment is to chastise the body and make it sensible of

uneasiness and pain. We address thèse few words to oui- pro-

fessional brethren who bave duties to dischargo in connexion

with félons in the hope that they will take a more compre-

hensive view of their responsible functions.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

DKSTRUCTION OF THE HOTEL DIEU.

This ancient hospital is about to be pulled down, and not

too soon. Tho mortality in this vénérable building was exces-

sive, notwithstanding the great skill and famé of its various

médical and surgical professors. Were the réputation of

Médical Practitioners dépendent upon tho results of their prac-

tice, as attested by the Mortality Returns, many a chirurgical

glory would suffer extinction. Happily, this is not so. We
know that successful practice—within certain limits—is more

dépendent upon hygienic conditions than upon any amount of

operative dexterity, or, we may add, scientific treatment. Tho
Hôtel Dieu was a mean and ill-constructed édifice, situated in

a most unwholesome quarter, and was, accordingly, conspicuous

for its high mortality.

The great question which the Emperor's functionaries will

bave to consider is, Where shall tho Hôtel Dieu be re-built î

The probability seems strong that it will be transferred to tho

suburbs. Tho Emperor's mind, eminently enlightened upon

sanitary questions, is obviously revolving thi8 subject of out-

of-town hospitals. Many spécial hospitals are already under

orders to mardi. Our other plan of cottage hospitals is ako

under trial ; and we should not be at ail surprised to be

informed that it had been decided to ro-found the Hôtel Dieu

in a suburban site. Nous verrons.

Whilst on tho subject, we may notice that ' L'Union Médi-

cale ' ridicules the opposition of the médical officers of St.

Thonias's Hospital to the transplantation of that institution, on

the ground that their "school" will suffer. " Thus," it says,

" two rival interests are called into action, and the public

interest is forgotten—viz., that of tho patients and humanity."

Such is tho independent opinion of a French journal upon this

question. It little knows how strong are the private interests

it denounces, and to what extent tho Metropolitan " Press" to

which it appeals is literally sold to those interests.

ST. THOMAS'S HOSPITAL.

It is fortunate for the St. Thonias's Hospital question that

the French Government are about to remove the Hôtel Dieu.

Perhaps the Profession iu France will set the Profession in
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this country an example. The great sanitary questions con-

stituting the controversy now waging had their birth in this

country : shall the practical application be left to the more

inJependent, unselfish, and logical genius of Franco ? It is

the honour of the Médical Circular that it originated thèse

questions. Ts it owing to this that they are opposed by the

• Lancet ' with so much pertinacity and foolishness 1 The

leading minds in English Medicine must bo in a pitiablo state

if they can suffer themselves 1o be deluded by the transparent

sophistry of our contemporary.

The site of the new St. Thomas's Hospital is not yet decided.

Kegotiations hâve been going on with référence to Bethlehom

Hospital ; but that structure is ill adapted to the purpose, and

to pull it down aud re-build would cost a large sum of money.

The site in the Walworth road is also objected to. In fact,

the matter is still in too crude a state to enable us, or anybody

else, to foreshadow any probable course.

We hâve published, in auother column, a report froni the

cornmittee on the various sites that hâve been under con-

sidération, from which it will be seen that the cornmittee par-

ticularly approve of a site on the right, or Lambeth, bank of

the Thames, opposite to the Houses of Parliament. This site

will be cleared for the purposes of the proposed embankment

of the river. As it would be désirable to hâve a portion of the

establishment among the populous districts of the south side

of the river, this, no doubt, will be a most désirable situation.

The médical officers, moreover, would hardly object to it, as

they might be expected to approve any site that would bring

the hospital towards the west.

TilE METROPOLITAN DRAINAGE QUESTION.

We are glad to observe that the Metropolitan Board of

Works hâve, with one dissentient only, cancelled the resolution

to pollute the river with the sewage of the western district.

Their deodorising schemes will be abandoned, and the whole

of the sewage of the western district will be turned into the

Low Level Sewer, and carried beyond the limita of the metro-

polis to Barking Croek. The additional cost will be about

200,000/., which is an unimportant sum in relation to the

entire amount of expenditure to be incurred for this grand

scheme of sanitary improvement.

THE BALL IN QARIBALDl's FOOT.

We refer to this subject as one of historical interest

—

pace

Partridge. Whilst the world lias been giving M. Nelaton the

crédit of having discovered the bail in Garibaldi's foot, the

Président of the Italian Chamber of Deputies attributed it to

one of the Deputies, Cipriani. Dr. Palasciano takes umbrage

at this, and lias written a pamphlet to prove, by documentary

évidence, that the honour belongs to himself. Let the crédit

be given where it is due. As regards Mr. Partridge, we believe

that he never had a fair opportunity of making a personal cx-

ainination, but was obliged to content himself with the state-

ments of others. It is pleasant to know that since Garibaldi's

retum to Caprera, the pains in his foot hâve disappeared, and
that the wound is healing kindly.

MICDICAL OFFICER OF HEALTH AT GLASGOW.

The Glasgow Town Council hâve just elected Dr. W. Gaird-

kner

as the Médical Officer of Health. The Provost used

language highly complimentary to Dr. Gairdner in moving his

appointment ; but wa hare no doubt that Dr. Gairdner will

justify his eulogies. He is a man of the highest mark, and
has given much attention to the etiology of disease. We be-

lieve the Glasgow folk will iind both honour and advantage in

the appointment.

THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

A new society under this name is in course of formation.

Many eminent ethnologists hâve associated themselves for the

purpose ; and it is said that its objects will be more compre-

hensive than those of the Ethnological. The latter is a com-

paratively new society, and lias hitherto worked successfully.

We cannot see that the Anthropological is likely to be more

serviceable than its prototype.

THE ROYAL MEDICAL AND CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY ON

CHLOROFORM.

The cornmittee of the Royal Médical and Chirurgical

Society appointed to investigate the subject of anœsthesia

hâve issued, through their reporter, Mr. Callender, a séries of

questions which we append :

" The cornmittee of the Royal Médical and Chirurgical Society

appointed to investigate the effects produced by the administration

of chloroform, consider that the co-operation of the Profession is

necessary to enable the committee to pursue their investigations in

a satisfactory manner, and they are, therefore, desirous it should

be generally known that their primary object is to inquire into the

use of chloroform by inhalation, and its results : (a) in the treat-

ment of internai diseases, such as tetanus, delirium tremens,

asthma, epilepsy, and infantile convulsions
; (6) in surgical opéra-

tions
;

(c) in obstetric practice. The points on which the committee

at présent especially désire and ask for information are the follow-

ing :—(1) Reports of any unpublished cases of death during the

administration of chloroform or ofany other anœsthetic. (2) More
complète reports of fatal cases already published. (3) Notes of any
accidents with chloroform in which death has been threatened, but
averted. (4) Facts as to the effects of chloroform employed by inha-

lation as a remédiai agent in disease ; the mode of its administra-

tion, the quantity used, and the results both immédiate and subsé-

quent. (5) Notes as to the comparative results of opérations before

and since the introduction of ansesthetics. Gentlemen who may be
disposed to oblige the committee by furnishing information on thèse

subjects, are requested to address their communications to Mr.
Callender, Reporter to the committee, Royal Med. Chir. Society,

53 Berners street, W."

REVIEW OF THE PERIODIOALS.

The ' Glasgow Médical Journal' for Octoberhas corne to hand,

tliree months behind date, but science is always fresh. Dr. McCall

Anderson contributes an article on ' Diseases of the Ear.' He
treats particularly ot Polypi. An ' Analysis of One Thousand

Cases of Labour occurring in Private Practice, with remarks,' is the

heading of an article by Dr. James Paterson, of Patrick. The

forceps was resorted to in SO cases, 40 of which were first labours.

In every case but one the head liad passed the brini. There were

only G still-borii cases among this number of forceps opérations,

and none of thèse occurred in first labour cases. There were no

ovariotomy cases, turning was resorted to on four occasions, once

on account of placental présentation, and three tinies from trans-

verse présentation of the fœtus. The mothers died in 5 cases, or 1

in 200—3 from puerpéral lever, 1 pelvic cellulitis, and 1 debility,

ten days after severe convulsions ; but the author does not state

whether thèse were natural présentations or otherwise, or whether

opération had been resorted to. The still-born children were in

the proportion of 1 in 63J ; the dead children 1 in 46 ; or together

1 in 26f

.

With référence to the moot points of supporting the perineum

in labour, Dr. Pater6on says that for a very considérable period he

has not done so, except during the last two or three expulsive pains;

but this exception, we may add, concèdes the question in issue,

because support is necessary then or not at ail. In the earlier

part of his practice he employed nominal pressure. He said that

he has never witnessed rupture of the perineum, except we apply

that name to slight rupture of the fourchette, which occasionally

,
occurs in first labours. Tins is fortunate practice. We fear that
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inore cxteusive rupture in primipara, occurs more frequently in

other places. Post-partum hœmorrhage he Las rarely seen, though

he lias no note of the actual number of cases. On thèse two points

we may observe that two or three of the worst cases of post-partum

hamiorrhage we hâve 6een occurred not from the utérus as the

attending practitioner imagined, but from the ruptured perineum, so

easy is it to overlook this lacération, and so much a matter of course

to attribute the hœmorrhage to the utérus. Some acute remarks

follow on the mechanism of parturition and the use of the forceps.

Mr. Chas. David Doio contributes an article on ' Chronic Diar-

rhœa.' This is a complaint among old Indians, and is generally

associated with some disease of liver and spleen. The indications

of cure are to support the constitution and counteract the anremia,

to limit the number of évacuations, and to correct the sécrétions.

' On the Dried Stem ot Sea Tangle.' Dr. Sloan, o f Ayr, recom-

mends this substance as a substitut* for the ordinary tents. He

gives several testimonies of its superior efBciency. Dr. Robert

Scott Orr reports an interesting ' Case of Suppuration of the

Pancréas and Liver;' and Dr. Hugh Thomson contributes some

remarks on ' Mechanical Appliances in Fractures of the Lower

Extremity, with a description of a new one of his own Invention.'

We hâve extracted a portion of this article.

Dr. J. G. Wilson reports ' Two Cases Illustrating the Advan-

tages of Turning as a Substitute for Craniotomy in certain instances

oî Contracted Pelvis.' The difficulty was occasioned in both in-

stances by the promontory of the sacrum jutting forward. Mr.

Samuel Smith narrâtes an instance of ' Séparation of the Fœtal

Head in a Case of Abortion.' The séparation appears to hâve

been spontaneous. It wa3 removed, .after some trouble, by

inserting the fingers into the undeveloped utérus, and fixing

the organ by external pressure. ' Surgical Cases' is the head"

ing of an article by Dr. George Buchanan, in which he gives

a summary of his practice in the wards of the Glasgow Infirmary

during the six months ending lst August. During that period

there" were thirty-six serious opérations of ail kinds, and only two

deaths. We subjoin the author's observations on the dressings

employed :

—

" There is just one point connected with the treatment of wounds
and amputations to which I may allude, not confined to my own
practice, but employed by ail the surgeons ; that is, the simplicity
of the dressings and applications. I would not hâve mentioned a
treatment so commonly adopted, had it not been for an observation
of a naval surgeon who has been following the practice of the hos-
pital for the last three months. He remarked that he had been
struck with the absence of ail oily and greasy applications, and the
alraost universal use of water simply applied on a pièce of lint.

Every day's expérience confirms me in the belief, that a strip of lint

dipped in water and retained in contact with the wound by such a
light bandage as will hold it in its place, is greatly préférable to
the rnost ingenious and complicated bandage». The contrast
between the surgery in différent hospitals is most marked in this
respect; and if those surgeons who hâve been searching for the
cause of pyaemia, erysipelas, and other hospital scourges in the
faulty architecture and ventilation of wards alone, would turn their
attention to the dressings applied to amputations, they might find
some reason to trace the fatal results to the method of treatment,
as well as to the former source. Undoubtedly the quieter a stump
is kept, and the less it is interfered with the first few days, the
better will be the resuit. As a gênerai rule, my own practice js

—

after the flaps are brought together with wire sutures, a pièce of wet
lint is placed along the wound, and retained with a turn or two of
bandage. In the evening my assistant cuts through the bandage
and lays over the stump a wet cloth ; or, if there is much pain, a
pièce of hot wet flannel, which is kept constantly moist. On the
third, fourth, or fifth day, according to the discharge, the dressings
are removed, and replaced by others as lightly retained. In aboût
a week or longer, if there is not any tendency to contraction and
cicatrizat ion, a bandage is gently applied ; and when the cicatrizing
process is in full opération, the bandage is used more firmly to aid
in giving a proper fonn to the stump. This I find to be the most
suitable method of managing the majority of the cases which are
the subject of opération in our hospital ; and I hâve every reason
to be satisfied with the results."

'British Médical Joubnal' (Jan. loth). 'On the Practice of

Modicine,' by Dr. Latham, contains some practical observations

mingled with spéculations on the Pxdse. Mr. Erasmus Wilson con-

tributes an article on ' Dyschromatodenna,' or discolouration of the

skiu. In thèse cases the author recommends such remédies as im-

prove the assiiuilative fmictions, especially nitro-muriatic acid and

gentian, or iron with aperients, as required ; then remédies having

a spécifie opération on the nervous System, particularly prépara-

rations of quinine, iron, and arsenic ; then, again, local stimulation

by means of Juniper, tar soap, hypochloride of sulphur ointment,

or pencilling with a solution ot caustic potash, or carbolic acid,

according to circumstances. Mr. Henry Doncalfe reports a ' Case

of Imperforate Bovvel,' and Dr. Copeman continues his ' Rare Cases

in Midwifery.'

The ' Lancet.' Dr. John Hughes Bennett contributes a lec-

ture on the ' Cell Eléments of the Tissucs.' He describes the

théories of Schleiden and Schwann, Goodsir and Huxley on the

formation of cells. He then gives his own :

" It may be shortly stated as follows : —The ultimate parts of the
organisation are not cells nor nuclei, but the minute molécules from
which thèse are fonned. They possess independent physical and
vital properties, which enable them to unité and arrange themselves
so as to produce higher fonns. Among thèse are nuclei, cells, fibres,

and membranes, ail of which may be produced directly from molé-
cules. The development and growth of organic tissues is owing to

the successive formation of histogenetic and histolytic molécules.

The breaking down of one substance is often the necessary step to

the formation of another ; so that the histolytic or disintegrative

molécules of one period become the histogenetic or formative molé-
cules of another."

The reproduction of cells, function of cells, cell movements,

and the conditions necessary for cell life, with the practical appli-

cations, next corne under considération. ' Lithotomy in the

Female,' is the continuation of an article by Mr. James Lane.

The author thinks that in children the latéral opération introduced

by Dr. Andrew Buchanan is perhaps the best. An article ' On
the Ergot of Rye and the Nature of its Action on the Utérus,' by

Dr. Graily Hewitt possesses much practical interest. The

author seems to think that ergot, like ipecacuanha, owes its power

of inducing contraction of the utérus to its emetic or nauseating

effects. The old readers of the Médical Circular will remem.

ber a controversy on the subject of sickness in pregnancy, which,

if reperused, will throjv much light upon the question now under

considération. Dr. Graily Hewitt sums np his views in the fonn

of questions thus :

" The facts necessary to be observed are: 1. Ergot being given
in a particular case, and a marked ergotic effect being produced, is

this eflect co-existent, or not, with vomiting or nausea ! 2. Ergot
being given, and no such marked ergotic eflect induced, is there an
absence of vomiting and nausea ? (It would be advantageous to

hâve a number of observations under this head.) 3. Ipecacuanha
or any other emetic being given, are the contractions of the utérus

intensified thereby, or increased in frequency? Considérable care

would be necessary in recording the answers to thèse questions, to

give the observations a true sciontific value."

Dr. Thomas Buzzard relates various cases of ' Death from

Burning," and Dr. Oliver contributes an article on ' Scurvy and

its Cause.' Dr. Oliver is convinced that the true cause of scurvy

is the absence of protein compounds in the food of those who

suffer from the disease.

TJie ' Médical Times and Gazette.' Dr. Laycock contributes

a" Lecture on 'Practical Therapeutics.' Expérience, he thinks, is

the best guide ; for example :

" Now, it is in therapeutical diagnosis, rather than the physical or
pathological, that the skill of expérience is most shown. It is easy

to diagnose a pneumonia, but not always so easy to décide upon the
kinil of treatment which expérience lias shown to be best ; for this,

indeed, expérience is needed, both of tbo variet.ies of pneumonia
and of the opération of remédies in each, such as tartar-emetic,

bleeding, chloroform, inhalation, wine, &c."

The author then describes the opération of various tonic

remédies.
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Mr. Gulliver's Lectures on the 'Blood of Vertebrata' are

continuel!. Mr. Spencer Wells reports a case of ' Vesico-Vaginal

Fistula,' cured by one opération. Dr. Ussher a case of ' Diabètes,'

successfully treated by the saccharine method. The man took about

half an ounce of glycérine in three doses in the course of the day,

associated with other remédies. ' The Use of Arsenic in Phthisis,'

is a paper by Dr. Leabed. He reports several cases in which he

employed it with advantage to the respiratory System, but in some

instances it was not easily borne by the digestive organs.

The ' Médical Record ' (Australia). Mr. Beaney continues his

' Contribtitions to Conservative Surgery,' and Dr. Reeves his

interesting articles on « Consumption in Australia.' Dr. Sutherland

reports a case of ' Rupture of the Abdominal Aorta,' which wo

intend to reproduce.

REVIEW OF BOOKS.

On Diseases ofihe Chest, including Diseases of the Heart and Great

Vessels, &c. By Henry Win. Fuller, M.D.

Dr. Fuller lias presented the profession with an elaborate work
on the important department of chest diseases. He begins with

the beginning, the topography of the walls of the chest, and
siimlar détails, including the percussion and respiration sounds in

health. He then treats of the several diseases of the lungs,

—

pleurisy and its conséquences, pneumonia, bronchitis, puhnonary
consumption, etc. He then discusses the diseases of the heart in

a similar_manncr, gênerai and detailed.

There are several subjects on which Dr. Fuller holds spécial

opinions. With regard to œgophony, for example, he thinks that

the peculiar Sound is caused by the vibration of a portion of soli-

di6ed lnng against the costal pleura, producing a similar effect to

the impulse of air on the teetn of a comb covered with paper,—

a

sort of music occasioually made by schoolboys. We refer our

readers to the treatise itselt for the arguments pro and con.

We find that Dr. Fuller is an advocate of the tlieory of the
" change of type " of disease, a theory by which he explains the

change of treatment. He seems to us wrong hère, for we are old

enough to remember three or four varieties of treatment from
bleeding to salines, carried on by différent physicians, in his own
hospital at the sanie time. 2 heu certainly there was no change of

type, unless one physician had ail the diseases of one type, and
another physician ail the diseases of another type. It is a change

of opinion that lias been produced by more careful observation and

dceper pathology. Dr. Fuller is an eclectic practitioner, as is evi-

denced in his treatment of pneumonia. He thinks bloodletting

•dvisable in some cases ; but lie lias resorted to it only three times

in four years. Tartar emetic he recommends in quarter of a grain

doses, as an invaluable remedy, and calomel and opium in cases

where the exudation is of a plastic character,—in short, Dr. Fuller's

practice is much in accordance with that of the majority of prac-

titioners.

The chapter devoted to consumption is interesting. In consider-

ing the hereditary character of the disease, Dr. Fuller disputes

the statistics of the Brompton Hospital, to the effect that an here-

ditary taint is observable only in 24 -4 per cent, of cases, and con-

cludes from his own more accurate inquiry that the per-centage of

cases in which an hereditary taint could be traced to parents and
grandparents, or uncles and aunts amounted to 59 #

5. We are

manifestly unable to give an analysis of ail the topics treated in

tins volume, without writing a review almost ot equal size—

a

duty we compromise in favour of a warm recommendation of the

work to our readers.

General and Descriptive Anatomy of the Domestic Animais. By
John Gamgee and James Law.

A work admirably suited for the use of students in veterinary

surgery.

Chinafrom a Médical Point of View in 1860 and 1861, to which is

added a chapter on Nagasaki as a sanitarium. By Charles Alex-
ander Gordon, M.D., C.B.

This is a very readable book, not siniply médical, but containing
instructive and pleasing pictures of the manners and habits of the
natives.

Our Author tells us that chronological évidence has persuaded
some writers that the earliest historical character in Chiuese records

Fo, Fuh or Fuhi is no other than Noah ! Perhaps ! Fo introduced
the Chinese character (though how much altérée!) B.C. 3837.
After a brief disquisition, Dr. Gordon concludes Fohi to be a myth.
A résumé of the early aimais of China is then given which will inte-

rest the curions. The Author traces the origin of some of the cus-

toms of the Chinese, such as bandaging the teet of the women, and
the wearing of pigtails by the men, also the various mechanical arts,

as printing, paper-making, the manufacture of porcelain, gunpow-
der, and the use of the mariner's compass. The greatest strides

made by the Chinese in the invention of various arts occurred

between the commencement of the llth and the middle of the 12th
centurie^, a period of 150 years, when the Chinese intellect was in a
vigorous and progressive state. Since then it has been stagnant.

Medicine, as an art, seems to hâve been organised about B.C. 2000
—a very long time ago. Hoang-to has the crédit of having com-
piled the médical code at that period ; but prescriptions were not

included in médical works until A.D. 1105, or eleven hundred
years after. For the last seven hundred years the Chinese hâve
religiously adhered to the old recipes. It seems to take about a
thousand years for the Chinese mind to prépare for a jump. It is

probably destined that Europeans shall make the next great innova-

tion in Chinese customs. The descriptions of China are highly

interesting. An hour's perusal of this work will be agreeably repaid.

ON MECHANICAL APPLIANCES
IN FRACTURES OF THE LOWER EXTREMITY,
WITH A DESCRIPTION OF A NEW ONE

OF HIS OWN INVENTION.
By Hugh Thomson, M.D., Glasgow.

(Rcad oefore the Médico-Chirurgical Society of Glasgow.)

Mr. Président and gentlemen,—The apparatus, which I hâve now
the honour of introducing to your notice, 1 flatter myself, whilst

it lias ail the advantages of thèse différent methods, and some

which neither of them possess, is without their disadvantages.

Requiring little skillinits application, yet not easily disarranged,

it is eqnally suited to fractures in every part of the limb, from the

os femoris to the tarsus, with the knee bent or straight, permitting

access to dress a wound in cases of compound fracture, without dis-

turbing the apparatus, making extension at numerous points—the

foot, the ankle, below and above the knee, thus avoiding undue

pressure on any—and making counter-extension on the only two

points it can be made, the pubes and ischium, directly in the axis

of the fractured bone, thereby reducing the pressure to a minimum,
and finally permitting the patient to move about with considérable

ireedom in bed.

It consists, you observe, of bands of tliin sheet-iron, to encircle

the limb, padded on the inside, and furnished on the outside with

straps, to make them grasp the limb. The one at the top of the

thigh has an extra cushion to protect tho pubes. Narrow iron

splints on the outside and inside of the limb, with screws for fixing

them to the bands, and having a joint at the knee; a foot pièce

with a boot, and supports to keep it steady ; a pièce with afenestra

for embracing the trochanter, and strap for surrounding the pelvis,

complètes the apparatus.

The mode of applying it is as follows :—One assistant supporting

the thigh , and another the leg, the surgeon puts on the circular

banda and the boot, drawing the straps sufficiently tight to grasp

the limb ; one at the top ot the thigh, a second at its middle, a

third above the knee, and a fourth below it, a fifth around the calf,

and a sixth above the ankle ; then laying the limb on pillows

arranged so as to ibrm a double-inclined plane, he proceeds to apply

the narrow iron splints from the foot upwards, tightening the

screws except those opposite the fracture, which he leaves until the

limb has been extended to the requisite length ; and that lie may
always be able to judge of the progress, by the appearance of the

skin, ail bandages, except those forming part of the apparatus, are

to be dispensed with.

One word upon the subject of fractures of the leg, and I am done.

Difficulties, such as hâve to be encountered in the thigh, are hère

not met with, and a variety of apparatus are quite efficient in the

great majority of cases.

Cases occur, nevertheless, which baffle the best surgeons. The
lower fragment is apt to be drawn up behind the upper, by the

contraction of the muscles, in conséquence of sufficient counter-

extension not being kept up. It is in such cases, I conceive,

my apparatus would présent considérable advantages over others

in use.

With it, by means of the bands above and below the knee, a

fixed point for counter-extension is obtained, whilst extension is

made at the foot ; and by reversing the band immediately above

the seat of fracture, pressure can be made directly on the upper

fragment.

In fractures of the patella also, one of the circular bands above

the knee, another below it, with the slips of iron outside and inside,

would form a much more efficient appliance than the ordinary

bandages.
Such is my apparatus. I crave for it an impartial trial.

Whether it may accomplish ail that it aims at, or not, I shall be

well repaid if it should reduce somewhat the proportion of fatal

rcsults, or even in some degree lessen the suffering and weariness

attendant on fractures of the lower extremity.—' Glasgow Médical

Journal,'
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CASES OF VAKIOLA, TREATED WITH SARRACEXLA.
PURPUREA.

L , aged fourteen years ; never vaecinafed. When first seen

(Nov. 15tli) the éruption of vnriola was in thc papula stage, thickly

spreitd over tlie face ajui cxtremitics, promising confluence ; less

thickly over the tnmk. Provious pyrexia, hcadnclie, and bilious

vomiting severo. Ordered décoction of sarracenia pnrpurea as pve-

scribed'by Mr. Miles, in the ' Lancct,' October 18th, 1802. The
patient was seen daily up to 2lst,the éruption displaying the regular

stages wifhout unusnnl cliangc, and beeoming confluent upon thc

face. The secondary lever was severo, and attended with delirium
;

but desiccation of the éruption thereafter proceeded fkvourably.

Thcre was no diuresis ; diarrhœa was présent from the fourtb to the

«Jxtfa day of the éruption, and was succeeded by constipation, for

the relief of which castor oil was ultimately ordered. By Nov. 2Gth

the boy was convalescent. The dict was of diluted milk and fari-

naccous food throughout.

B , aged three years ; never vaccinated. Was lirst seen on

October 88th, when the éruption was papular, just fonning in the

skin. A diaphoretic mixture had been ordered, which was con-

tinued till the morning of the 30th, when the éruption had reaclied

the vesicular stage, tue vesicles being full and prominent. The
éruption was so thickly spread and universal, and presented such an

évident tendency to confluence, that it appeared a good case to

test tho sarracenia, whicli was accordingly at once supplicd, and

given in tablespoonful doses.

Oet. Slst.—Considérable fébrile disturbauco ; vesicles beeoming
pustular ; lias had the bowels freely moved, and passed « good deal of
urine.

Nov. lst.—Chiid exceedingly restless ; cannot be prevented from

rubbing its face and denuding the pustules of their coverings
;
parts

of tho face so rubbed are quite raw ; those portions which are un-

touched, as theforehead, and the pustules upon the neck and chest, are

much flatter titan usucil, and the skin around them has lost its preriotis

implammatcry blush and become pale. Considering, therelbre, the

statementin page 430 of the ' Lancet,' (Oet. 18th), under the head

Observations, that " after the second or third dose, giveu at intervais

of from four to six hours, the pustules apparently lose their vitality ;"

and again, " the pustules appear simply to lose their vitality, they

desiccate nnd fall away ;" and further, considering that among the

alleged salutary efiects of the sarracenia " rapid diuretic action and

power of evacuating the large intestine " are eited—it was believed,

notwitbstanding the restlessness, that the results ofthe trial wereso

far confirmatory of the good eflècts of the new remedy.

2nd.—On visiting the résidence of the patient, the child was found

to hâve died late on the preceding night.

Query.—To what were the ilattening of the pustules and the dis-

appearance of the.inflammatory areolœ due ?—to rétrocession, or the

sarracenia? The latter got the dangerous and dolusive crédit

assigned it till it was too late to pour in stimuli to rouse the sinking

vital powers. The mother of this child asserted that from thc

moment the first dose of the new medieine was given the child began

to change for the worst. — David Goydek, M.D., Assistant to

Samuel Ërown, M.D., in the ' Lancet.'

THE VIXEGAE EEL (ANGUILLULA ACETI).
By Jabkz Hogg, F.L.S.

The Anguillula Aceti is only found in thc inferior and diluted

vinegars of commerce. In the strongest vinegars sent out by manu-
iacturers of réputé, it never occurs ; thc reason of which is, that

considérable caro is taken to separate ail mucilaginous or albuminous

vegetablc matters from the acid. This is effucted by certain reiining

processes, as well as by the addition, allowed by law, of a certain

quantity of oil of vitriol (sulphuric acid) to every gallon of vinegar

before it is sent out to the rctailer. The légal quantity of this

strongly corrosive acid is often exceeded in the eoinmoner or badly

manufactured vinegars ; otherwise they would rapidly spoil, and
generate the vinegar eel, and become" mouldy, or mothery, as it is

more commonly termed.

Dr. Hawaii found that many other ingrédients are used in the

adultération of vinegar ; and in eighteen samples out of twenty-

eight examinée! by him, he found notonly a larger proportion ofthe
oil of vitrol tban there should hâve been, but also remains of vege-

table and other matters, some of which were positively of a dele-

terious nature. Nevertheless, in a very short time, ail were soon
more or legs covered over by some fungoid growth. From this fact

we may gather that very great difficulty is experienced in preventing

thc vinegars of commerce from undergoing rapid décomposition
;

doubtless arising from the facility with which thc sporulcs of fungi,

at well as other organiscd bodies floating about, find a ready access

to the fluid, and which appears to aflbrd ail the required éléments for

development and growth.
Although well known that water is rarely if ever found free from

the présence of either living or decaying vegetable matter, we were,

pcrhnps, not quite prepared to find anotber fluid, having a large

admixturc of a strongly corrosive acid, and winch at first Sight might
without much hésitation, be pronouneed noxious to the growth of
either vegetable or animal, offering a suitable nidus for the develop-

ment nnd nonrishment of both ; and we atonce sec that it would De
quite at vaviance with fauta to say that vinegar eels " arc devcloped
in vinegar only, without t'-e addition of any decaying organie sub-
stance."

Tho aceurato drawing of tho vinegar eels made by Mr. C. Whitley
for this paper, so fiiithfully portrays tho little créature in its scveral

phases of life, that it appears unnecossary to add anything by way of

further description. It may, however, not be uninterestir.g to add,

that this minute and curious eel is not uufrequently made the means
of practising upon the unwary agrossbut very characteristic imposi-

tion by thc advertising quacks who infest this great metropolis. A
victim oflering himself to be fleeeed is usually received in a wcll-

ruade up room, linod by book-cases and illuminatcd diagrams of the

organie structures in the lmman body, healthy and unhealthy. In-

stead of the old-fashioned stufled alligators suspended from the

ceiling, the Faracelsus of modem times ostentatiously parades tho

most showy and expensive microscope obtainable, in closest consul-

tation with which lie takes care to be found by the patient,

just as an ant-Uon may be supposed to be studying nature as

he reposes at the bottom of his conical trap, the sloping sides of

which, made up ofthe finest sand, prove a very facilis descensus to

his unsuspecting prey, who ventures on the treacherous surface.

Procecding to business after some preliminary anxious inquiries, the

doctor (!) gravely proposes to aid lus diagnosis by that crucial test,

the microscope. -Tho dismay of the poor victim inay be more easily

imagined than described, when, on being pressed to see for himself,

the State of aflairs isrevealedto hisagilalcd mitid, in a niass ofwrig-

gling little worms, disporting themselves in the smallestdrop of fluid

derived from his natural juices. The doom of Ilcrod—" and ho was
ealen ofworms "—to him needs no more clucidating commentai-)-, and
the conscience-smitten patient does not, like the totrach, présent ly

give up the ghost, lie is in a very apt mood to part with ail the cash

Le may have about him, in order to be kept outof a situation, thc

horrible nature of which, had it not thus been demonstrated to his

sensés, he could never have conceived. 1 have sketched no over-

drawn picturc, but rather one, I fcar, of daily occurrence ; and the

manner how ail this is effected is exceedingly simple. Tho smalles

particle of sour pasle, previously placcd on a slip of glass, lies imper-
ceptible to the unpractised eye, until a single drop of any fluid

sécrétion from the body supplies tho required conditions of moisture
;

and, accordingly, the little paste-eels are immediately aroused to life

and activity, reversing the fable of the frogs and boys, as the livcly

enjoyment they oxhibit is apt to prove a very serions matter to the

human being so shamefully victimised.—Mr. Hogg in ' Popular
Science Review.'

THE KING AND QEEENS COLLEGE OF PHYSI-
CIAXS IX IEELAXD AND THE TITLE OF
"DOCTOE."

We publish the following correspondence on the right of the

King and Queen's Collège of Physieians in Ireland to grant

degrees :

—

(Copy).

"King and Queen's Collège of Physieians in Ireland,

"Dublin, NovemberlO, 1862.
" Sir,—In reply to your lettor of April 4, I am dircetcd to for-

ward you a copy ofthe opinion ofthe Attorney-General for Ireland,

from which you will see that, as a Licentiate ofthe Collège, you are

legally entitled to assume the title of 'Doctor,' and I am further

instructed to informyou, that if any authority or individual désire to

try the question legally, the Collège is prepared to défend the privi-

lège of its Licentiatcs.
" The Collège being in recess prevented an earlier reply to your

letter. You are at libeity to make any use you please of this com-

munication.

"I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

" Lomiîe Atxhii.l, M.D., Pellow and Iîegisirar.

" J. Styrap, Esq., M.D., Shrewsbury."

" King and Queon's Collège of Physieians in Ireland,

Dublin, Novcmber 24, 18G0.
" Sir,

—

I am instructed by the Président and Fellows of thc King
and Queen's Collège of Physieians in Ireland, to forward to you,

for your information, the subjoined copy of the opinion of the Right

Hon. her Majesty's Attorney-General for Ireland, as to the power
of the King and Queen's Collège of Physieians to confer the degreo

of Doctor of Medieine.
" 1 have the honour to be, Sir, your faithful servant,

" William Mooiuï, M.D., Pellow and Kegistrar.

"The two Charters of the Collège, and the scveral Acts of thc

Parliament bearing thereon, having been submitted to thc Attorney-
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General, his opinion was requested on tho following query :

—

" ' Whether the Iicentiates, as such, of the King and Queen's

Collège, are entitled to the degree and title of Doctors in Medieine,

and to use the abbreviation or initial lettersM.D. aftertlieir naraes?'

(. I iistrer.)

" ' I think the Licontiat03 and Fellows, as sucli, of the King and

Queen's Collège of Physicians, are entitled to tho degree and title

of Doctors in Medieine, and to use the luttera M.D. after their

names. (Signed) " ' 11. Deasy.
"<November21, 1860.'"

APrODlTMENT OF A MEDICAL OEFICEE OE
HEALTH AT GLASGOW.

Dr. W. T. Gairdncr, Professor of tho Praetice of Medieine in

the University of Glasgow, has bcen appointed Médical Officer of

Health for Glasgow. The following remarks explain the cireum-

stances, which are very honourable to Dr. Gairdncr, under which tho

appointment has bcen made :

—

The Lord Provost, in moving the adoption of the minute, said that

the committee had only been intluenced by public considérations in

making choice of Dr. Gairdner, who, they were aware, possessed a
high knowledge of sanitary matters so far as they related to the pub-
lic health. He had ail the qualifications alluded to in the suggestions

of Mr. Ure, as being requisite in the person appointed, which were
as follows :

—" He must be a physician of enlarged viei\s in sanitary

science
;
properly informed with respect to the leading phenomena

of discase ; skilled in the causes and conditions which influence the

origin, propagation, mitigation, prévention, andtreatment ofdiseases

of the zymotic class, and in the examination, collection, and pro-
mulgation offacts relating thereto. He must also bo àmanofac-
knowledged réputation, that bis opinions may carry weight with them.
llu must take a deep interest in the duties of his office, and if his

finie benot exclusively devoted to them, while he may be a consul-
tant, he must not be a gênerai médical practitioner, in order that in

the discharge of public duty he may be independent of, and unbiassed
by, local or personal considérations." Now, Professor Gairdner was
quite prepared and wished to be a consulting physician. He Lad,
moreover, devoted himselfto questions of sanitary science, and ho
had not kept his knowledge to himself, but had published it by lec-

tures, and in a volume which he published in 1862, a volume well

worthy of perusal by any inember of the committee. He came
among them as a stranger, and freo from local interest ; and, more-
over, considering his high character, he was not likely to yield to

personal considérations. He (the Lord Provost) begged to state

that Professor Gairdner had not applied for the situation. In look-

ing round for a suitable person to fill the office, the committee had
corne to the conclusion that he was the proper man ; and it was, of
course, a coïncidence that he should possess the qualifications set

down by Mr. Ure. He felt satisfied that if Professor Gairdner re-

ceived the appointment, he would aceept it, and would bring the
city round to a higher state of health than now existed in it. The
Professor was thoroughly acquainted with the leading characters of
other towns with respect to their sanitary relations, as well as their

conditions of health ; and even with the state of localities in cities

in both England and Scotland. He (the Lord Provost), had great
pleasure in reeommending the appointment to the board.

Mr. Ure seconded the motion. The position of Professor Gaird-
ner was so similar to what he (Mr. Ure) had pointed out in the
scheme which he had laid befbre the Sanitary Committee, that he
deemed it necessary to explain that he had never seen Prof. Gaird-
ner but twice, and that was on the occasion of his lecturing in Glas-
gow. He hadjust perused the work referred to by the Lord Pro-
vost, and he was delightedto lind that the sentiments putforth in it

were those of such a man as they would like to hâve at the head of
the sanitary establishment of Glasgow. The city would hâve great
crédit by the appointment. Professor Gairdner was the only gen-
tleman which could bave rcceived the unanimous recommendation
of the joint committee, and he (Mr. Ure) was satisfied that in making
the appointment the committee had studied the welfare of the city,

as well as the unaniuiity of the Board.
The appointment was unanimously approved of, and the meeting

adjourneil.

.
ST. THOMAS'S HOSPITAL.

The following are the particulars of theseveral metropolitan sites
which hâve bcen suggested for the future Hospital :—

"_No. 1.—Betiilkhem Hosi'ital.
" This site consista of about 11 acres bounded by the wide open

thoroughfares of St. George's, Lambeth, and Vauxhall roads.
" The level of the land is practically the saine as ail the surround-

iflg district south of the Thames.
" On the assumption that the Govcrnors of Bethlehem would re-

quire a price equal in amonnt to the cost of reinstatement of that
i f

i jtpital upon a new site, a rough estimate was made by Mr. Smirke,
their architect, on that basis some months since, which amouuted,
wcluding the land, to 100,000/.

" Although the présent buildings of Bethlehem would be included
in that priée, they being unfit for the purposos of a gênerai
Hospital, would havo to be pulled down, but as ail the materials are

comparatively new, and of the best possible quality, their use in the
new buildings would greatly diminish the outlay ; and as the land
is alrcady enclosed with substantial walls and iron railings, a still

further saving will be made in the building account.
" The new Bethlehem Hospital would, in ail probability, hâve to

be constructed befbre the Governors of St. Thomas's could hâve
entiro possession of the old site, and under thèse circumstanees a

period of about fiveyears would probably be required for completing

tho new St. Thomas's Hospital on the site of Bethlehem.
"2.

—

Fish:uongers' Land, Walworth.
Thïs land is situated on the eastern sido of the Walworth-road,

about a quarter of a mile beyond the Eléphant and Castle.

It consists of about eight acres, a small portion being covered
with buildings, at présent producing a rental, and lias frontages to

Walworth-road and Glocester-row, and an outlet on the east to

Brandon-street.

"The Fishmongers' Company are willing to entertain the question

of sale.

"The land has been laid out for building purposes, and orie"

lettingfor a plot towards the Walworth-road has been completed,

but no buildings actually commeuced.
" An outlay lias been incurred in making roads and sowers, which

would bave to be added to the cost of land.

"The probable total cost would be about 46,000/.

The land is mnch the samc level as Bethlehem. The soil is saud
and gravel.

"The premises immediately adjoining are part of the Brandon
Estate, and should be purchased.—more particularly the two blocks

of buildings fronting the Walworth-road (which would give an
additional frontage of 300ft.)—and the block in Brandon-street.

The probable cos f
, of purchasing ail the interests in blocks A,B,C,

and D would be 58,000/., in addition to the above sum of 46,000/. ;

but in conséquence of the complication of the several interests this

sum may be found inadéquate.
" Thèse additions would make the total quantity about 13 acres.

"Nos. 3 and 4.—SuiîREr Gardens.
"This site consists of about 14i acres, including tho Manor

Tavern.
" There is a good approacliby Manor place froui the Walworth

road, but the approach from the Kennington road requires to be
improved.

" The estate is held by Mr. Simpson as lessee under Brandon's
Trustées, who hold from the Dean and Chapter of Canterbury (now
the Ecclesiastical Commissioners.)

" Tho cost of purchasing thèse three interests would be about

77,500/.
" This does not include the houses in Penton and Canterbury

places, which are subjeot to a tenu of about 23 years, and the

whole interest in thèse would cost about 23,000/., making a total of

100,500/., and such additions would make the total area about
17 acres.

" Brandon's Trustées and the Dean and Chapter havo both ex-
pressed their willingness to sell their interests in thèse blocks.

" The soil is sand and gravel, the level being practically the same
as the site at Walworth and Bethlehem.

" No. 5.

—

Land at Back of Newington Church.
" This is a large tract of open ground, which has, however, a very

liniitcd frontage, and its only présent access is from Lower Ken-
nington lane.

" Plot No. 1 is held by Mr. Slade, on lease, for an nnexpired
terni of 11 years, and he is not disposed to part with his interest.

Plot No. 2, consisting of about nine acres, has reeently been let on
a building lease, but is not yet built upon to any extent. Plots

No. 3, consisting principally of houses, are subject to short leases.

Plot No. 4 is subject to long leases.

" The whole is copyhold of tho manor of Kennington.
" The interests on this ground are so various and complicated that

it appears great difliculty would be found in dealing with them with-

out compnlsory powers.

"No. 6.

—

Mïatt'h Ground, Camberwell New road.
" This land is situated close to the Camberwell station of the

London, Chatham and Dover Metropolitan Extension line, and will

shortly be in ready railway communication with Greenwich, Dept-
ford, and other populous districts.

" It is within the two-and-a-half mile radius from the site of the

old Hospital.
" It consists of about 30 acres, and would be bounded by good

roads ; the levé! is about 20 fcet above the Surrey Gardens, and the

land slopes gradually away on ail sides.

" The soil is gravel to a considérable depth. The land is bounded
on the south by the London, Chatham, and Dover Metropolitan

Extension llailway, on which n considérable traffic may be expected,

and it is a question for considération how far this will interfère with

the comtort and welfare of the patients.

" The cost of thèse 30 acres of land would be 39,000/.
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No. 7.

—

Lasibeth Thames Emuankment.
" A site bas been suggested on tho land to be reelaimed by tbe

proposed soiithern embankment, and the property lying between it

and tbe Palace New road, imuiediately opposite tbe llonses of Par-

lement
" Plan No. 7 shows tbe site, wbieh constats of about seven acres,

the part to be reelaimed being li acre, and tbe remaining portion,

at présent covered witb buildings, 5i acres.

"This site bas been for some time under considération, and if by

any arrangement witb tbe Board of Works the compulsory powers

now being sought for could be made available for the Governors,

and which, by a letter just rcceived from tbe Office of Works by

direction of Mr. Cowper, tbere is reason to suppose may be donc,

tbe question would in that case be deserving of the best considération

of the Governors, as affording a prominent and eligible position for

sucb an important institution ns St. Thomas's Hospital."

Si MMARY.
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Scott.—On the 7thinst, at Leuchars, Fifesliire, K. T. Scott, M.D.«ua

Smith.—On tho22ndof Sept., at Yaukalilla, Ralpli Smith, M.D., a

34.

"Whitfikld.—On tlie lOth of Oct., at Thornleigh, Longford, Tasmama,

Fred. F. Whitfteld, M.R.C.S.E., aged 49.

Warbukton.—On the lst inst., at Markot Drayton, Salop, Thos. J.

Warburton, L.R.C.P.E., second son of J. Warburton, L.S.A., of

Betley, aged 37.

MEDICAL NEWS.

Royal Collège op Surgeons of England.—The following

gentlemen passed their Primary Examinations in Auatomy and

Physiology at a meeting of the Court of Examinera on the 13th

inst. :—F. Vf. Adams, Bristol ; C. Adcock, Birmingham ; I. B.

Brown, Middlesex Hospital ; C. F. Bullmore, St. Mary's Hospital
;

A. Charles, Birmingham : F. E. Chambers, Middlesex Hospital
;

H. J. Dwelly, Guy's Hospital ; R. T. Freeman, Guy's Hospital
;

G. Griniths, Liverpool ; G. W. Harrison, Dublin ; W. Hughes,

Middlesex Hospital ; E. Hyde, Charing cross Hospital ; H. W.
Jackson, King's Collège ; T. F. Lloyd, Guy's Hospital ; R. J. Lup-

ton, Liverpool ; H. W. A. Mackinnon, King's Collège ; J. Mathews,

King's Collège ; W. C. Penn, St. George 's Hospital ; A. W. Walls,

University Collège ; G. H. Whidbarne, Middlesex Hospital ; Thos.

Wilson, Newcastle ; J. A. Woodharns, King's Collège.

The following gentlemen passed their Primary Examinations on
the 14th inst. :—R. Bowie, Edinburgh ; H. 0. F. Butcher, Guy's
Hospital ; D. J. Canny, Dublin ; E. Cheatle, Birmingham ; J. R.

Dowman, Birmingham ; J. Drust, Middlesex Hospital ; E. J. Hard-
wicke, St. Bartholomew's Hospital ; R. Hay, Belfast ; R. W. Hen-
derson, Guy's Hospital ; J. Loane, London Hospital ; W. M'Candlish,

St. Bartholomew's Hospital ; J. Morris, Birmingham ; S. Morton,
Westminster Hospital ; E. B. Pearson, London Hospital ; G. R. T.

Phillips, Guy's Hospital ; J. C. Robinson, Guy's Hospital ; E. H.
Ruddock, Guy's Hospital ; T. Smallhorne, Dublin ; F. Sutton,

Guy's Hospital ; A. Tuxford, Edinburgh ; C. H. Weld, Middlesex
Hospital ; R. Willmot, Birmingham ; M. Wright, St. Bartholomew's
Hospital.

The following gentlemen passed their Primary Examinations on
the lôth inst. :—C. E. Caskerton, London Hospital ; J. Demaine,
Leeds ; W. P. Dukes, London Hospital ; E. T. C. Ellis, St. George's

Hospital ; J. P. Hewley, St. George's Hospital ; S. H. L. Murray,
Newcastle ; H. M'K. Parkes, Guy's Hospital ; G. Penruddocke, Mid-
dlesex Hospital ; P. K. Picard, Edinburgh ; J. Shackleton, Man-
chester ; W. E. Soffe, Middlesex Hospital ; J. Stedman, University
Collège ; F. S. Taylor, Guy's Hospital ; W. Wigmore, Cork ; G. V.
Wright, Edinburgh.
Apothecaries' Hall.—The following gentlemen passed their

exaniination in the Science and Practice of Medicine, and reeeived

certiftcates to practise, on the 8th instant :—Allen Grœme Cheek
Mann, Guy's Hospital ; William Thelwall, Famdon, near Chester

;

Henry Beazeley Trimmer, Gloucester ; Frederick Waghorn, Soho
square.

University of St. Andrew's—Examination for Honours.—
First Class.—William Bloxam, London ; Edward Ray, Dulwich

—

equal. Second Class—John M. Bright, Forest hill ; John L.
Prichard, London ; John W. Irvine, Lancaster ; James Steele,

Wishaw.
Tue Tae-ping Rébellion.—The wounded of the Tae-ping

'• arniy " are attended by an English surgeon.

The Health of Manchester.—Statistical tables show that
Manchester lias never been more free from lever than at présent.

University Collège Hospital.—Mr. John Hibbert has pre-
sented 100/. to this hospital, in addition to eight similar contribu-
tions already announced.
A Remarkadle Woman.—Dr. W. M'Carthy was in attendance

on a lady aged 69 years, on Thursday night last, who gave birth to

a fine boy. The father of the child is 74 years old. Mother and
chikl are doing well. This is a remarkable phenomenon, and has
created much discussion among the physicians in the city. Old
people who are without children hâve good grounds to take fresh
courage and be hopeful.—' Cincinnati Inquirer.

University of St. Andrew's.—At the récent examination at
this institution, 379 candidates presented themselves for the degree
of M.D., of which number 336 passed, and 43 were rejected. The
amount of fées, at 26/. 5s. each,arising from those who were cappeil,

amounted to the large sum of 8,820/. ; and if to this amount
be added the four guineas forfeited by each of the rejected candi-
dates, it will give a grand total of 9,000/. 12s. With the exception of
32 candidates, ail the gentlemen possessed one, two, or three quali-
fications. In addition to the 43 rejected on their examination, a
great number withdrew without completing their work, and others
without even commencing it, finding they were not quite up to the
mark ; others were advised to retire in conséquence of their anté-
cédents being too well known by the Senatus Academicus, to whoni
great cre lit is due for the surveillance exercised by them on this
the last occasion of examining candidates without résidence at St.

Audrew's, except in the case of médical practitioners above the âge

of 40 years, and then not more than ton in any one year, and on
payment of fiity instead of twenty-five guineas, and having resided

at least two out of four years at some recognised university.

Extraordinary Silver Mine.—In the Geological Muséum
there is a lump of silver, about as much as would make forty shil-

lings, which is stated to hâve been taken from the stomach of a
mule in Mexico. It appears to be a common occurrence to find

quantifies of silver in the stomach and intestines of the mules work-
ing in the Mexican silver mines, and its présence is accounted for

by the mules eating mud (which contains much silver), for the pur-

pose of obtaining the sait which is mixed up with it also. The
silver is said to accumulate to a considérable extent without proving

injurious, and this furnishes us with another fact to indicate how
living tissues tolerate the présence of métairie substances. A cor-

respondent of the '

(
Veterinary Review ' facetiously suggests that the

Mexican veterinary surgeons will find their fées for post-mortem

examinations in the stomachs of their patients.

Case of Suspected Poisoning in Ireland.—A case of sus-

pected poisening isjust now occupying public attention in Ireland.

The supposed victim was a young lady, named Cary, aged 18, and
the suspected person is domestic servant to Dr. Courtenay, Médical

Ofiicer ofthe Galgorn Dispensary, who attended the deceased in her

illness. The body has been exhumed, and a coroner's inquest held.

The viscera were healthy, with the exception of the stomach, which

was said to be livid and in a state of gangrené. There was also

slight congestion of the brain. The stomach and its contents hâve

been sent to Dr. Hodges, of Belfast, for chemical examination.

The Hunterian Oration.—The biennial oration in memory of

the immortal genius of John Hunter will be delivered in the

théâtre of the Royal Collège of Surgeons, on Saturday, the 14th of

February, by George Gulliver, Esq., F.R.S., a Member of the Coun-

cil of the Collège.

Partial Asphyxia Prodtjced dy the Atmosphère of the
Underground Railway.—On Sunday last a railway porter was

brought to University Collège Hospital, with ail the symptoms of

partial asphyxia, as if from carbonic acid. He had been some ten

or twelve hours continuously in the Gower street station, and felt

giddy and could not stand on his legs. After treatment of some
hours he recovered and left the hospital. Two other persons were

more slightly affected, but required nothing spécial, and were not

admitted ; whilst a fourth applied the next day, with equally mild

symptoms as in the two last. There was not the least évidence of

intoxication in any of thèse patients, but whether the symptoms
really depended on the effects of carbonic acid is a matter for spé-

culation. A very large number of persons travelled on the Under-
ground Railway last Sunday ; the number has been stated to be as

many as 30,000.

Relics of St. Thomas's Hospital.—The statue of King
Edward VI., by Scheemakers, which stood in the centre ofthe second

quadrangle, and the statue of Sir Robert Clayton, which stood in

tne centre ofthe third court, hâve been removed to the présent site

of the hospital at Walworth.
Death from Strychnine.—Two assistants at Messrs. Hopkins

and Williams, wholesale druggists, in New Cavendish-street, were
accidentally poisoned from drinking béer containing strychnine.

One of them died in a few hours afterwards, at the Middlesex

Hospital ; the other recovered.—' Lancet.'

Cinchona.—The Indian government has been forming planta-

tions on a large scale on the Neilgherry hills. The total number
of plants, at présent, is 72,568 ; of thèse, 13,700 are placed per-

manently out of doors, 18,076 are in the plantation nurseries, the

remainder are small and under glass. Extensive clearings, amount-
ing to 700 acres, are being made for further planting of this valu-

able tree.

Death of John Gunning, C.B.—Mr. John Gunning, the oldest

member of the Collège of Surgeons, expired on Sunday last at his

résidence in Paris. Deceased, who had attained the âge of ninety,

was a distinguished army surgeon, having been on the staff so far

back as 1792. At Waterloo he held the rank of Deputy Inspector

General of Hospitals, and on that battle-field it fell to his lot to eut

off Lord Raglan's arm. He went to Paris with the Duke of Wel-
lington's arm}', and has resided there ever since. On New Year's

Day he had a dinner-party ; and cards for another party were issued

so lately as last week. An attack of bronchitis prevented him
receiving his friends on the day expected. His médical attendant

thought it serious; but he got better and, on Saturday was thought

to be out of danger. On Sunday morning, however, he expired in

his arm-chair, without pain, and with scarcely any previous symp-

toms to dénote his approachingend. His daughter, Mrs. Bagshawe
(the wife of the Queen's Counsel) and two of his grand-

daughters were with him at the time of his death.

Benevolence.—The Chaplain of the Middlesex Hospital an-

nounced the following act oï kindness performed at this hospital

on the 6th inst. :—A lady, being permitted to visit the wards, went
from bod to bed, and in the most quiet and gracious manner pre-

sented half a sovereign to almost every one of the patients as a new
year's gift and as a thank-offering for recovery from a dangerous

illness, The number of the patients amounted to nearly 300.
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NoRTn STAnOEOSBOUE MEDICAL SOCISTT.—At the laM Animal
Meeting of this Society, the following offlce-beareJ - wete appointed,
for the ensaing nu :—Président, Dr. John Thomas Arlidge,

Physician to tho North Staffonlahire Infirmât/. Treasurei : Mr
Jan. retary: Mr. William Haslaiu Davis. Com-'
mii: s. Benjamin Boothroyd, Robert Garner, R. Goi

and Joaeph Walker.
Appointmkni's.—Wm. Evelyn Alston, M.D., Assist-Surg., Super-

uuinerary in thu 70th Foot, lias been appointed Staff Assistant-

r'raser, resigned,—J. Bell, M.D., lias been appointed
-Surgeon to the Eve lutirmary, Edinburgh.—T). Blair,

K-[., lias been appoint^ Hon. AsaUtant-Surgeon to the 7th
-. llshire Artillery Yulunteers.—J. C. Bow, M.D., Assist-Surg.

Bengal Service, bas been promoted to the Surgeon, vice Batson,

retired.

—

W'.C. Biv.wn, M.D , Assist.-Surgeon Bombay Service, lias

been proinoted to Surgeon, vice Lodwick deeeased.—B. Browning,
>t.-Surg. R.N. Feb. lith, 185G, has been appointed to the

.înberhuul."—T. Smith Buniett, L.RC.S.L, Assist.-Surg. R.N.
Jan. 15th, 1859, bas been appointed to the " Royal Adélaïde." for

Plymouth Hospital.—G. Vidler Gay, M.R.C.S.E., Assist.-Surg. in

the Coldstreaiu Guards, lias been pronioted to Battalion Surgeon,
vice Wyatt.—J. C. CoÛins, Assist.-Surg. Bengal Service, lias been

Sruiuoted to Surgeon, vice Mackiimon, retired.—H. E. Eastlake,

LD., has been appointed Physician-Accoucheur to the St.

Marylebone General Dispensary, Welbeck street, Cavendish square.
—P Fitzgibbon, L.K.Q.C.P.I., has been appointed.Medical Ofticer to

the Clonmel Constabulary, vice J. Ward Dowsley, M.D., deeeased.

—

A. Gilmour, L.F.P.S. Glas., has been appointed Surgeon to the lst

Administrative Battalion ^inlithgowshire Rifle \ oluuteers.—A.
Gruhain, M.D., Surgeon R.N. July 27th, 1847, has been appointed
to the " Edinburgh."—J. Hendley, M.R.G.S.E, Staff Surgeon, has
been appointed surgeon to the 7th Foot, vice T. Moorhead, M.D.,
appointed to the staff.—Wm. A. Hope, MB., Staff Assist. Surg.,

Supernumerary in the 57th\Foot ha3 been appointed SUiff Assistant-

Surgeon, vice Hyde resigned.—Bronislaw J. Jazdowski, M.B., Staff

A-ost.-Surg., has been appointed Assistant-Surgeon to the 93rd
Foot, vice S. Hope deeeased.—Wm. R. Kerans, L.R.C.S.I., Staff-

Assist-Surg., has beeu appointed Assistant-Surgeon to the 99th
Foot, vice S. H. Macarthey, M.D. who resigns.—E. M'Shane,
M.RC.S.E., Assist.-Surg., Supernumerary of the 65th Foot, bas been
appointed Staff Assistant-Surgeon, vice P. Frank, M.D., resigned.

—

J. F. Mitchell, M.R.GS.E., Assist-Surg. R.N. March 31st, 1850, has
been appointed to the "Victory" for service with the Marine
Artillery.—T. Moorhead, M.D., of the 7th Foot, has been appointed
Staff Surgeon, vice J. Hendlev, appointed to the 7th Foot.—R.

Bernard O'Toole, Assist.-Surg. R.N. Oct. 8th, 1861, has been
appointed to the "Forte" (additional).—J. Palfry, M.D. of

Wellington street, London bridge, Assistant-Physician to the Metro-

Eolitan Free Hospital, has been elected Physician to the Surrey
lispensary, Great Dover street, vice Dr. Whitley, resigned.—F.

Pearson, Assist.-Surg. Bengal Army, has been pronioted to Surgeon,
vice Surgeon Major Beale, retired.—G. R. Pemberton, M.B., Assist-
Surg. Bengal Service, has been pronioted to Surgeon, vice Wethered
retired.—Dr. J. Pettigrew, formerly Président of the Royal Médical
Society, Edinburgh, and Résident-Surgeon to the Glinical Surgical
Wards of the Royal Inûrmary of Edinburgh, lias been appointed
Assistant in the Hunterian Muséum, Royal Collège of Surgeons
of England.—G. Rooke Prance, M.D. has been elected Librarian
of the Plymouth Médical Society.—J. Lancaster Ranking, M.R.C.S.E.,
Surg.-Major Madras Service, of the 105th Foot, appointed to the
23rd Brigade Royal Artillery, and to be in médical charge of the
Horse and Foot Artillery at Secuuderabad.—J. Ratton, M.R.C.S.E.,
Surgeon Indian Service, has been promoted to Surgeon-Major
having conipleted twenty years' service in India.—J. Lee Sands,
L.R.G.S.I., Assist.-Surg. R.N. Sept. 25th, 1855, has been appointed
to Greenwich Hospital.—W. Scott, M.D., Surgeon Madras Army,
from doing duty in the 25th Regt. of Native Infantry, to do duty
with the 105th Regt. of Foot.—H. Smith, F.R.G.S.E., Surgeon-
Major Madras Arniv, has been renioved from the 8th Regt. of
Native Infantry to the 20th Brigade of Royal Artillery, and to be
in médical charge of the Horse and Foot Artillery at Kamptee.

—

Wm. Dunnett Spanton, M.R.C.S.E., of the Middlesex Hospital, bas
been appointed Assistant to the Hou se-Surgeon, Sheftield General
Infirmary, vice A. E. H. Trotter, M.R.G.S.L., rewgaed.—J. Stephen-
son, 1LD., has been appointed Surgeon to the lst Norfolk Artillery
Volunteer Corps.—D. Wilson, L.R.C.S.I., Surgeon R.N., has been
appointed to the " Osprey."—Surg.-Major Wright, of the Bombay
Service, has been appointed to act as Presidency Surgeon of the
lst District, during the absence of Surg.-Major Arbuckle.

—

F. W. Wright, M.R.C.S.E., lias been elected Résident Surgeon to
the Birmingham and Midland Gounties Lying-in Hospital and
Dispensary for Diseases of Woinen and Children, vice T. H. Hughes,
M.D., resigned.

APPOINTMENTS FOU THE WEEK.
Wednesday, January 21.

Opération* at Middlesex Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St Mary's Hospital, 1 p.m.
Umversity Collège Hospital, 2 p.m.

Thursday, January 22.

Opérations at St George's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; Central London Ophthaîmir,
1 p.m.; London Hospital, 1k p.m. ; Royal Free Hospital, 14 p.m.:
Qroat Northern Hospital, King's cross, S p.m.; London Surgical
Home, 2 p.m. ; West London Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Ortho-
pédie Hospital, 2 ii.in. ; Royal Institution, 3 p.m. Prof. Frankland,
"On Chemfstry. Chemical Afflnity."

Friday, January 23.

Opération* at Westminster Dph.tha.lmic Hospital, H p.m. ; Royal
Institution, 8 p.m, Prof. Tyndall, "On Radiation through the Fartas
Atmosphère."

Saturday, January 21.

Opérations at StThomas's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St Bariholomew's Hospital,

1 L p.m. ; King's Collège Hospital, li p.m. ;
Charing-eross Hospital,

2 p.m. ; Royal Institution, 3 p.m. Mr. W. S. Savory, " On Life and
Deatli."

Moniay, January 26.

Opérations at Lock Hospital, Dean street, Soho, Clintoal Démonstration!
and Opérations, 1 p.m. ; St. Marks Hospital for Fislula and otlier

Diseases of the Rectum, lj p.m. ; Metropolitan Prea Hospital,

2 p.m.; Royal Institution, 2 p.m. Spécial Meeting of Member»;
Médical Society of London, 83 p.m.

Tucsday, January 27.

Opérations at Guy's Hospital, 1^ p.m. ; Westminster Hospital, 2 p.m. ;

Royal Institution, 3 p.m.; Ethnological Society, 8 p.m.; Royal
Médical and Chirurgical Society, 84 p.m.

NOTICES TO OORRESPONDENTS.

Mediuus.—Loss oxygen is consuraed at about 3 o'clock n.m., tlian at

any otlier period of the twenty-four hours. ïliis lias been long known
;

M. Delbriick's observations therefore aro enly confirniatory of pi

ing investigators on this point. The puise is also lowest at the saïuo

hottr,

J. IL—Dr. C. L. Robertsou is tha présent editor of the ' Jonrnal of Men-
tal Science.'

A Subscbibeb (Manchester).—Wo aro obliged to our correspondent for

Lis information.

Dr. 13. W.—lst. No.—2nd. The objection is utterly absurd.

L.R.C.P. will see that we bave printed the correspondenco to which lie

alludes. Opinions bave beeu givon, however, ou the otlier side.

Mr. Lindsay. is thanked.

Mr. Blake.—Attended to.

Mr. W. Jones.—The publisher will communicate with you.

Dr. Fleminu is thanked. The publisher will attend to the matters re-

i'erred to.

M.D.—We do uot apprehond that much difficulty could be experienced

in obtaining such an appointment ; but after the war was over wliat

would it be worth ? You ntight aiso be placed where you might seo

but little surgery, if "to see surgery " be your object.

Mr. CaldwelI.—lst. The subject shaîl be considered.—2nd. We tliink

not.

Ciiikurgus.—There is au institution for Galvauism in Margaret street,

Cavendish square, under the management of Mr. Lobb, who bas
given much attention to the subjeet. We believe that it is opon on
Wcducsdays.

Du. John Haywood.—If tho applications of Assurance Offices without
oifer of payment were systematically refused, a reform in tins natter
would necessarily be brought about. It is the interest of tho office»,

not of tho assurer that a correct report should be made ; it is tbeir

interest and duty, therefore, to pay for it.

Mb. Gebvis. —The notice of the Junior Médical Society arrived too lato

for insertion in the Médical Cibculak.
Mb. Callendeb.—Weare obliged. The subject shall be notieed.

Homunculus.—The object cannot be attained iu tho mode proposed
under existing régulations.

M.D. (Dublin).— The article is common-place, and contoins no point

wortliy of recording.

Db. Wilson, M.S.S.—Received.

Alpha (Bath).— Dr. Prythcreli at Homborg.
Dit. Scully.—A note has been sont.

Statius inquiros :—What was the name of tho médical gentleman
who has received the largest feo on record 1 aud what was its amount ?

PUCKETT FUND.
Mr. Grifliths requests us to stato that lie bas received from A.

Keppel Read, Esq., Garrison and Civil Surgeon, Attock, India, 2ÏI.

13s. ià. as a subscription towards tho l'nekett Fund, from tho follow-

ing subsoribers :—Assistant-Surgeon Baillie, lOr. ; Mrs. Blaokall,

Attock, lOr. ; Captain Blaekall, ditto, 5r. ; Murree Chureh, olfuring

fund, 35r. ; Colonol Carleton, Royal Artillery, 5r. ; Sir S. Cotton,

Major-General, 10r. ; Mr. Dyer, Murree Brewery, 5r. ; Lieutenant

Drake, 32nd N". J., 5r. ; Cajitaiu Elliott, 94th Régiment, 16r. ;
Mr.

Fiiwi, Public Works, 2r. ; Mrs. fireen, Mrau Weer, Hr. ; W. (b-een,

Esq., Piin.jab Polie», Captain Hoyland, A. D. C, lOr. ; Lieutenant

Colonel Kindlerides, Royal Artillery, 16r. ; Captaiu Laiigmoro,

Barrack Master, Or. ; Lieutenant March, Sappors and Miner», 5r.
;

M. M. K., 3r. ; Mrs. Morrison, 3r. ;
Lieutenant Morlaiel, Muni -e,

5r. ;
Colonel Olpherts, ditto, 5r. ; Mr. Powoll, Murree, 3r. ; J. V>. C,

5r. ; A. K. Reed, Assistant-Surgeon, 21r. ; J. B. Reade, Assistant-

Surgeon, 5r. ; Rev. Kilbee Stuart, Murree, 15r. ; Major Saudilauds,

Attock, lOr. ; Captain Urinston, 5r. ; Captain Ware, 5r. ;
James

Wright, Ksq., C. E., 10r. ; total rupecs, 244. Mr. Griffin wishes US
furthor to state that the list isnow closed, l,0Til. 8s. lOd. having I

received, aud tho bandsomo provision of 521. per anniini made for the

widow ; the capital ultimately to be divided amongst the children.
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PRESCRIPTIONS AND FORMULAS.

Art. 6359. Eczéma. Mr. Bazin's Treatment.—We ex-

tract from the volume rocently published by Mr. Bazin, of

Hospital St. Louis, on Generieal Affections of the Skin (a), a

few formulas applicable to the treatment of Eczéma.

Mr. Bazin opines that it is impossible to expect that one

remedy should be capable of effecting a cure in a disease which

may be connected with scrofula, herpetism, or rheumatic pré-

disposition.

The internai treatment recommended by Mr. Bazin for scro-

fulous eczéma may be summarised as follows : The patient

should drink every day two pints of an infusion of hops

sweetened with anti-scorbutic syrup (S. of cochlearia) ; and

take morning and evening a table-spoonful of syrup of iodide

of iron, and every four or five days a tumblerfnl of Seidlitz

water during the secretive stage of the éruption. Cod-liver

oil Mr. Bazin uses in severe cases of inalignant scrofula, and
combines its exhibition with that of iodine and iron, when
thèse remédies alono hâve failed in producing improvement.

In very young children, despite popular préjudice, Mr.

Bazin endeavours to check the progress of the éruption by the

administration of the syrup of iodide of iron.

In lierpetic eczéma the author places bis trust in arsenical

préparations, and prescribes daily two pills containing each one
twelfth of a grain of arseniate of iron, combined with one grain

of extract of dulcamara. The number of the pills is gradually

increased to twenty-five or thirty (from two to three grains of

the arseniate.)

The arseniate of iron is appropriate to persons of weak or

debilitated constitution. To vigorous subjects, Mr. Bazin ex-

hibits in préférence the arseniate of ammonia in solution, as

follows :

—

R. Aq. deatill., §x.
;

Ammoniœ arseniatis, gr. j.

Dose : one table-spoonful night and morning, progressively

increased to four or five in the course of the day.

Concomitantly, two pints of infusion of saponaria are pro-

scribed as a daily beverage, and every third morning a glass or

two of Seidlitz water.

The following is the prescription in Rheumatic eczéma-:—
1. A3 a beverage infusion of soap-wort or heart's ease,

sweetened with syrup of elm or fumitory.

2. Night and^morning, one hour before meals, a table-spoon-

ful of the following syrup :

—

R. Syrupi i'umarise, val Saponariœ, Oj. ;

Sodaî bicarbonatis, 3j ss.

3. To drink alkalised water at meals.

The foregoing remarks apply to internai treatment only. The
local applications may either be appropriate in every kind of

eczéma, or exclusively suitable in certain fornis.

Amongst the former should be numbered starch poultices,

amylaceous baths, violet powder, which are especially useful in
the incipient stage of the disease, and astringent pomades with
oxide of zinc, tannin, &c, whieh are bénéficiai in the advanced
or desquamative stage of the éruption.

With regard to the remédies peeuliarly applicable in cer-

tain varieties of eczéma we may mention :

Amylaceous, Condillac, or Vichy baths, which may be given
witli the hydrofére, and are especially bénéficiai in arihritic
eczéma. Glycérine is improper in the herpetic and scrofulous
forms, but may also be serviceable in the rheumatic variety.

In this kind of eczéma Mr. Bazin reconimends the following

pomade :

R. Ferri sulphatis, gr. vj.—viij.
;

Cetacci, iy. ;

Adipis,
Jj., M.

(a) One vol. 8vo. Adrian Delahaye, Paris.

In lierpetic eczéma he prescribes baths and lotions with a

solution of arseniate of soda, of corrosive sublimate or acétate

of lead if much local irritation prevails, and the coinmon

calomel ointment.

Sulphurous baths are bénéficiai in the declining stage of

scrofulous eczéma, but aggravate the symptoms of the herpetic

and rheumatic forms of the disease.

Art. 6360. Irritation of the Gums Caused by Teeth-

ing.—The Bulletin de Thérapeutique recommends as likely to

relieve this irritation, which interfères with the rest of children

and of mothers, the following mixture which should be

rubbed gently into the gnms :

R. Glycerinœ pune, 3j.

Chloroformi,

Tinct. croci.,
agr.viij.—gj., M.

Art. 6361.

LEARNED SOCIETIES.

Academy of Sciences.—Dr. Edward Fournie read a paper

entitled : A Practical Inquiry into the Laryngoscope, and the

Application of Topical Remédies to the Respiratory Passages.

The following is a brief abstract of lus Memoir :

In order moro widely to promulgate the use of the laryngo-

scope, the author conceives that the instrument should be

simplified. Mr. Fournié's laryngoscope consists of a plane

and a concave înirror intended to concentrate the light on the

fauces. The plane mirror is secured with a band to the fore-

head of the observer. A lamp, a candie and reflector or dif-

fused light are used.

Mr. Fournie, in the second part of Iris paper, treats of the

local application of remédies to the fauces, larynx and bronchi,

and shows by physiological experiment that in many instances,

gargles do not reach the affected parts, and cause more pain

than relief. Hence, he concludes, that simple gargles should

be replaced by the déglutition of the liquid, and medicated

gargles by the direct conveyance of the médicinal agent to the

seat of di sease, with an india-rubber blower. He has suc-

ceeded by this method in effecting, without opération, a cure

of hypertrophy of the tonsils with the escharoticus Viennensis,

mixed with bichromate of potash. Twenty cases are brought

forward in support of thèse assertions. The author applies

the sanic procédure to nasal polypi, and to relaxation of the

uvula. With the assistance of the laryngoscope, the glottis

may be sufficiently illuminated to permit the surgeon to pene-

trate into the larynx, with an appropriate instrument.

We stated on a former occasion, that on the subject of the

pénétration of pulveiïsed liquids into the bronchi, Mr.

Fournie entertains an opinion which is not in accordance with

the views of Mr. Sales-Giron*. He conceives that liquids

penetrate very imperfectly into the bronchial divisions, but

thatsolid powders may, on the contrary,beconveyed with easet

and précision into any part of the air-passages. To effec

this purpose he has constructed instruments of great sim"

plicity of mechanism.

—At the same meeting, Mr. Dumas communicated a letter

received from Mr. Favre, of Marseilles, on a new mode of

ascertaining the présence of a metallic projectile in a wound.

The principal cléments of this System consist in two wires

sufficiently slcnder to be enclosed in a common probe. The

wires are isolated by a varnish, and communicato with an

electro-magnet. When the extremity of the wires corne into

contact with the bullet, the circuit is closed, and the présence

of an electric current removes ail doubt from the surgeon'

mind.
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Mr. Jules Guérin, alluding in the Gazette M
Garibaldi's wound, has proposed in order to discriminate tho

projectile froni a fragment of bone, to use a very slender drill

calculated to reniove a few particles froni the surface of the

foreign body, or soine innocuous chernical substance which
placed in contact with the métal, would forni a compound
indicative of its nature.

Various methods may, therefore, be resorted to for the

attainment of the desired object ; but Mr. Velpeau, who ad-

dressed the Acadeuiy after Mr. Dumas, opines that the difficulty

résides more in reaching the foreign body than in ascertaining

its nature. In experienced hands the instruments in présent

use convey sufncient information for the guidance of tho

surgeon.

— Mr. Claude Bernard read a memoir presented by Pro-

fessor Pécholier, of Montpellier, in which the author states

that he has ascertained b}- direct experiment, the contra-

stimulant action of ipecacuanha. The hyposthenic effects of

the drug on animais are now fully demonstrated, and Mr.
Pécholier présumes that they are similar in the human sub-

ject Clinical expérience would, in tins respect, seem to agrée
with physiological data ; an infusion of half a drachm or one
drachm in a four ounce mixture, exhibited in table-spoonfuls

overy hour or every second hour, appears to possess distinctly

hyposthenic properties, and may, therefore, be bénéficiai in

pneumonia.

Academy of Medicise.—Dr. Tarnier described a dilater

of his invention, intended to promote prématuré artificial

labour. This intra-uterine dilater, the application of which
we bave witnessed in Mr. Blot's wards, consists of a tube ter-

minated by an india-rubber bail, which expands when a liquid

is injected, the return of the injection being prevented by a
stop-cock. The instrument is inserted into the os uteri, and
when expanded by the fluid propelled into its cavity, is

retained by the internai orifice of the cervix, and requires no
supporting bandage. Its introduction is painless and easy,

does not induce lacération of the membranes, and seeins pér-

fectly innocuous. This procédure diffère from the methods
hitherto recommended for the induction of labour, and the
présence of a solid body within the womb in order to bring
on expulsive action, has never yet been proposed. It has now
been employed with perfect success in ten cases, in which the
results proved entirely satisfactory.

— Mr. Trousseau exhibited an anatomical préparation from
the body of a woman whose case we related in another part
of the présent number (Art. 6350). The fatal issue was
brought about by tubercular disease and colliquativo diarrhœa,
and was unconnected with the opération of acupuncture.
The past mortem examination far from invalidating the efficacy

of the procédure, as a means of inducing the adhésion of
cysts with the abdominal walls, demonstrated on the contrary
in the most peremptory manner, that this method had estab-

lished in a predetermined and circumscribed spot, solid

adhésions, which would hâve permitted of the injection of
liquida into the cavity of the cyst, and that the fluids would
hâve been entirely prevented from penetrating into the peri-

toneum.

— In the name of a committee consisting of Messrs. Boudet,
Tardiéu and himself, Mr. Poggiale reported on a paper by
Mr. Lefort, entitled : Expérimenta on the Aération of Water,
rmS on the Comparative Effects of the Carhonie acid, Nitro-
gen and Oxygen, eontained in Drinkablc Waters.
A discussion will take place on this important subject, and

we shall take that opportunity of reverting to the question.

_
— Mr. Charrière laid on the table the model and descrip-

tion of 'the exploring style, constructed by Mr. Kousseau and
himself, on the instructions of Professor Nélaton, which has
proved so useful in General Garibaldi's case.

— The Academy met with closed doore, for the purpose of
hearing Mr. Jacquemiér's report on the candidates for the
vacant seat in the section of Obstetrice. The order of pré-

sentation agreed on is the following : 1. Mr. Blot ; 2. Mr-
Devilliere

; 3. Mr. ; Labori» ; 4 Mr. Bernutz ; 5. Mr. Sal-
mon; 6. Mr. Mattei.

BIBLIOGRAPHE

Art. 63G2. Des Affections Nerveuses Syphilitiques (Nervous
Syphilitic Diseases), by D. A. Zambaeo,M D., Chef de Clinique

of the Faculty of Medicine of Paris (a).

We bave already mentioned (Art. G347) the circumstances
which led to the publication of Messrs. L. Gros and Lancereaux's
work, and of Mr. Zambaco's volume ou nervous syphilitic dis-

eases. Our présent purpose is to notice the latter, for which a
prize was awarded by the Academy in the ycar 1859.

The book is a careful inquiry into well-authenticated tacts,

mainly observed by the author under the eye of his Master
Professor Kicord at the Hôpital du Midi, iu other nosocomial
establishments, and in private practice. This is not, therefore,

a dogmatic production, but merely a sélection of cases, involv-

ing but a transient allusion to doctrinal questions, except when
the instances adduced are sufficiently forcible to illustrato, or
to confute certain theoretical views.

According to Mr. Zambaeo, tho conclusion' to be derived
from the facts now brought forward l'or the lirst tinte, as well
as from those already published, is that syphilis is ca/mb/e of
inducing every oariety of nervou* dinturbance. " Having been
enabled,'' Baya the author, " to ascertain in a positive manner
that chorea, hysteria, opilepsy, several forma of mental tlerange-

ment, paralysis of sensation and motion, neuralgia, and t'unc-

tional perturbation of the organs of sensé hâve been the consé-

quence of venereal disease, I may safely infer that syphilis is

liable to give rise to ail the nervous affections enumerated in

our nosological tables, and opérâtes unfavourably in a thousand
ways on the nervous System of animal life."

The inquiry into niorbid anatomical changes is only second
in importance to thèse considérations. The problem to be
solved was to discover whether syphilis interfères merely with
the functional opérations of the nervous system, or causes phy-
sical changes in its structure. Mr. Zambaeo concludes, iront

the cases in his possession, that if, under exceptional circum-
stances, the functions may be perverted, and yet no anatomical
altération be apparent, yet, in by far the greater number of

cases, organic changes of the most obvious kind may be dis-

covered in the shape of plastic deposits, exudations, traces of
inilammatory action, &c. Thus, with the assistance of the

ophthalmoscope, and of the valuable advice of Messrs. Des-
marres, Follin, and Cusco, the author has been enabled to con-!

nect (so-called) nervous amaurosis, with inflammation of the
choroid, or effusion in the deep-seated parts of the eye, and to

watcli the graduai fading away of the morbid appearances

under the influence of spécifie treatment.

It was especially désirable to throw somo light on the ell'ecls

of treatment, as regards nervous affections, which, despite their

syphilitic origin, not unfrequently baffle the most appropriate

spécifie médication. Thus in the case of a syphilitic tumour
exereising pressure on the spinal cord, and occasioning paralysis

of the lower extremities, spécifie remédies will, doubtless, cause

absorption of the tumour, but may not succeed in restoring

motion to tho limbs in which that function has been abolished.

The long duration of the symptoms may hâve brought on
changes conséquent on protracted pressure, which may for ever.

prevent the recovery of motive power. It is, therefore, not

sufficient to counteract tho venereal poison by appropriate

remédies, and the measures generally resorted to for the cure

of the symptoms, when unconnected with syphilis, must con-

comitantly or subsequently be resorted to. The good effects of

mercury and iodido of potassium requirc frequently, therefore.

to be corroborated by counter-irritation, tonics, antispasmodics,

narcotics, &c.

On the other hand, it occurs even more commonly that the-

special treatment succeeds in causing a temporary cessation of

the syphilitic symptoms without altogether neutrttlisîhg tlie

diathesis, the patient remaining, inconséquence, liable to future

manifestations of the infection.

(a) One vol, 8vo, pp. 600. J. B. Baillière and Son, Paris.
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The plan of Mr. Zambaco's work is extreniely simple. He
begins with a vindication of his acception of the terni nervous

affections, briefly sketches the history of the syphihtic diathesis,

and entera on the study of morbid anatomy. He then dwells

on the syphilitic symptoms observable in the motive, sensitivo,

and intellectual functions, tbree physiologieal classes to which

Mr. Zambaco adds a fourth, neurosis, including hysteria, chorea,

epilepsy, insanity, &c. Distinct chapters are, in addition, de-

voted to the diagnosis prognosis, and treatment of each sepa-

rate class of diseases.

In conclusion, Mr. Zambaco's publication adduces a host of

original facts, and the important inferences which they suggest

to the author aniply justify the recompense awarded by the

Academy.

Art. 6363.

MISCELLANEA.

We mentioned, some time ago, an important paper read at

the Academy of Medicine by Dr. Eéveil, on the dangerous

compounds sold by perfumers. The following are a few of the

résulte furnished by chemical analysis. The hair-dye exposed
for sale under the name of " Florida icnter," warranted to con-

tain "nothing but the juices of harmless exotics," contains

2.78 per cent, of neutral acétate of lead, 2.6. of sulphur, and
1)4.5 of rose-water. Another hair-wash, called "fluide trans-

mutât if" contains aiumonio-nitrate of silver and ammonio-
sulphate of copper. The water sold at the same time for the

purpose of removing the stains left by the nitrate on the skin,

is a solution of cyanide of potassium. The " lait antéphelique,"

warranted to cure freckles, contains 1 per cent, of corrosive

sublimate, 4 per cent, of hydrated oxide of lead, and 122 of

water, with traces of sulphuric acid

— The Minister of State lias entrusted to Dr. Dumont a
scientific mission, the object of which is the study of yellow
fever in Mexico. The Minister lias applied to the Academy of
Medicine for instructions for the guidance of Dr. Dumont, and
a commission consisting of Messrs. Trousseau, Louis and Mélier
has been appointed to reply on the subject.

— In a memoir pvesented to the Academy of Medicine, Dr.
Houssard states that the infusion of bark, coupled with abstin-

ence from wine and alcoholic beverages generally, is a prompt
and infallible spécifie for the cure of delirium tremens, and
restores strength and appetite, when destroyed by habituai
intempérance.

— Mr. Jules Guérin elaims in the Gazette Médicale,
priority of invention of the style forwarded to Italy by Mr.
Xélaton, for the purpose of detecting the présence of the bail

in Garibaldi's wouncL

— By decree of Nov. 25th, Dr. Depaul has been appointed
Professor of Obstetrics at the i'aeulty of Medicine, vice Baron
Paul Dubois, whose résignation has been accepted.

— Professor Malgaigne, desirous of devoting himself ex-
elusively to his duties as Professor of Operative Surgery, bas
resigned lus surgical functions at the Hospital of La Charité.

— The Journal de Chimie Médicale borrows from the
pages of a German periodical the particulars of a case of poi-
soning with vermifuge santonine sweet-ineats

;

" A child, aged threo years, in the enjoyment of habituai

1 health, swallowed in the course of half an hour, five

santonine sweet-nieats, équivalent to one grain of the vermi-
fuge. In the course of a quarttr of an hour, violent con-
vulsions supervened, followed by symptoms analogous to those
induced by belladonna. Euietics and stimulant enema.s were
prescribed, and he recovered after an interval of three hours.

" It is probable that, in this instance, the santonine was
unequally distributed, hence the danger of using medicated
sweet-meats and sugar plums, generally. Mr. Bouchut
exhibits the drug unmixed with any foreign substance, and
rolled up in a wafer, and prescribes a daily dose, which corre-

sponds to one grain for every year ; thus, in a child aged three,

he would administer three grains, to be taken in three or four

doses in the course of the day.

— We regret to bave to record the démise of Dr. Poisson,

physician of the civil hospital at Algiers ; of Dr. Godron, of

Eesselange (Moselle ;) of Mr. Brault (of Vendôme ;) and of

Mr. Duplan, (of Tarbes,) a corresponding member of the

Academy of Medicine.

<&\)t ftkùiral Circulai:.

CRETINTSM.
By Peof. Charles A. Lee.

Interlaken, Switzerland, Sept. 4, 1862.

There are, perhaps, no physicians of the présent âge, who hâve
been in the habit of perusing médical journals, who hâve not becorae

more or less acquainted with the institution of Dr. Guggenbuhl on
the Abendberg, for the cure of crétins and idiots. It was opened
on the 23rd of July, 1841, and has now been over twenty-one years

established, during ail which time Dr. G. has presided over and di-

rected its opérations. An.it was one of the first, if not the very

first, institution of the kind ever established, it naturally attracted

much attention, and it is but truth to say that it has not only given

rise to niany publications oh the subject, but it has also been the

germ of several establishments of the saine kind, in différent parts

of Europe. For a long séries of years the usefulness and integrity

of Dr. G. were not questioned by any one ; it was visited, and still

continues to be, by physicians, clergymen, scientiiic men, of every

country, and even by kings and princes, who awarded to Dr. G.
great crédit for his zcal, benevolence, and disinterestedness. But
of late, within the last four or five years, the doctor has had to en-

counter very serious opposition ; his candour and honesty hâve been

even questioned ; he has been repeatedly charged with falsehood,

selfishness, and an avaricious disposition ; and recently thèse charges

hâve been endorsed by médical societies in Switzerland, as of Berne,

which hâve passed resolutions, cautioning the public against Dr. G.

as guilty of intentional déception, and engaged only in a money
spéculation, entirely regardless of the true înterests of the poor
crétins, in whose cause lie lias laboured ail his life, and for whose
benefit lie has sacrificed ail the pleasures and advantages of civilisa-

tion and refinement.

Influenced by thèse and other considérations, I determined to

visit and examine the institution for myself, to détermine, if possible,

whether there was any truth in thèse charges. I accordingly set

out this morning from Interlaken with a horse and guide, and after

ascending a very steep mountain, along a mule path, for two hours

and a half through a dense forest of larch, fir, and beech, we. at

length reached the establishment, perched on a plateau almost on
the top of the Abendberg, coinmanding one of the linest views in

ail Switzerland. Twelve hundred feet below you lies the beautiful

valley and village of Interlaken, with the Lakes of Thun and
Brientz ; while on the opposite side we hâve some of the loftiest

snow-clad mountiiins of the Oberland rising majestically before us,

as the Eigher, Monch, and Jungfrau. A more lonely spot cannot

be found among the Alps. The main building is an irregulai-built

chalet, paît wood and part stone and stucco work, of two stories

and basement, with eigîiteen rooms, and wing recently erected and

fitted up as a chapol, with two Windows of stained glass. The house

is very plainly and even roughly built, with no pretensions to tasto

or élégance, and furnished in the most simple manner. The re-

ception-rooin is of moderate size. and contains, suspended to its

walls, twenty diplonias and certilicates of membership of différent

médical societies in various couutries, and among the rest of our own
Academy of Medicine, to which is appended the name of John W.
Franck, Président. The register contains the names of niany dis-

tinguished men from America and every country in Europe. Dr.

A. B. Stout, of New York, was the first American who visited this

institution, in July, 1844. Sending in my card, it was uearly half

an hour before the Doctor made his appearance. Ile is a man a

little above forty, tmall in stature, of a highly-betievolent expression

of countenance, sprightly, very intelligent, and speaks the English

language remai kably well. He received me very kindly, and answered

most iully and satisfactorily every quo-tion I asked. There was

evidently no concealnient, nor any attempt at déception. I will

embody the substance of Dr. G.'s remarks in a continuous form, to

save space, recollecting that they were in reply to queiies which I

made:—"We now nuinber," said the Doctor, "about 30 patients,

20 in the house and 10 ont ; we hâve some, perhaps one half, who
are only half crétins ; some labour under scrofula and other diseases

;

many are now out on the mountain, atteuding to our cows and goats.

We bave six hundred acres of land belonging to the establishment,-
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part of winch is tilled, but most is pasture land ; the soil is mit very

good, but we raise some wheut and vegetables enough for tbe es-

tablisbinent, besides an abundance of mille, butter and cbeese. I do
not gire the crétins potatoes, as they are too bulky, and cre'ins hnvo
•lready enormous stomachs ; they are kept almost altogether ou
animal food, as méat and milk, some rice and brend. The meut is

always hashed up for them, as some of them bnve difficulty in

masticating. I find that a nutritions diet of animal food is absolutely

indispensable ; it is the most important of ail curative measures.

We first aim to invigorate the body, nnd give, besides the most
nourishing food, préparations of iodine andiron, espeeially the syrup

of iodide of iron. The milk of our goats and cows is very médicinal,

as they feed on many aromatic and médicinal plants. It also con-
tains more cil and caséine than the milk of animais kept in the

Talleys. "We use phosphate of lime and cod-liver oil, with frictions

and aromatic batns. In cases of great muscular relaxation and
want of capillary circulation, we use electro-magnetism, sometimes
while in the bath, and sometimes it is applied in a moderate degree

to the brain, and continued for a considérable period. I attuch

great importance also to the climateof thishigh mountain ; weenjoy
a pure bracing air, never stagnant, as in the valleys below, largely

supplied with oxygen and ozone, highly rarified, and altogether ex-
hilarating in its effects on the System. We hâve an abundance of
light and sunshine, for the sun shines hère almost every day, while

the valleys below are enshrouded in mists, and vapours, and clouds.

In short, I attribute much of my success in the cure of crelinism to

the climatic influences of this pure, fresh mountain air; and though
it is very difficult to gct hère, and everything lias to be brought on
the back of mules, yet thèse advanta'jres of climate more than
counterba'ance ail the inconveniences of difficult accès?. We hâve
no épidémies up Kere, while at Interlaken and ail the villages in the
valleys, they hâve some épidémie almost every season, as hooping-
cough, searlet fever, &c. It is never very cold hère in winter; we
are thoroughly protected against cold northerly winds ; we hâve a
southerly exposurc, ns you see, and our average température in

winter is 10 degrees of Reauraer. The highest température ever
experieneed bere in summer, lias beeu 24 degrees of Raumer ; to-

day it is about 12. In the valley to-day, the neat is no doubt very
great, and the air stagnant and sultry, with a liigh dew point ; hère
it is cool and invigorating. No malaria ever reaches hère ; the air

is highly charged with positive electricity ; in conséquence, theblood
is more freely and thoroughly oxygenated ; the oxygen is more
readily absorbed. The resuit is, more vigorous digestion ; the ap-
petite always improves rapidly hère, and that is a most important
élément in the cure of crétins. We bave about ninety individuals
connected in some capacity with our institution nt the présent tinie.

It is supported niainly by wliat we raise from the land ; we get some
donations from abroad ; the Swiss people do nothing for us, as they
hâve a préjudice against doing anything for crétins, as they look on
them as holy beings, incapable of sin, and rather a blessing to a
family than otherwise.

" Cretinism differs from iodicy, inasmuch as it is a disease. The
crétin is, so to speak, a perf'ect being, whose physical developmetit
is prevenledby tbe bad conditions in which it is boni, nnd in which
it lives. Its moral and intellectual life is paralysed, because its phy-
sical organs are without strength or vital force. The idiot, on the
contrary, is an incomplète or imperfect being, in whom some portions
of the brain are wanting, or remain in a rudimentary state. The
physical development is not in proportion to the feebleness of its in-
telligence

; we often see vigorous idiots, well developed, in good
health, and possessing great muscular strength. This distinction,
however, is not always wellmarked. Cretinism is a grave affection
of the cerebro-spinal System, consisting in several pathological
altérations which give rise to irregular development, check°the
bodily growth, and blunt and impair the sensés and intellectual
faculties. Autopsy has often revealed to me cérébral œdema with
much water in the latéral ventricles. At a more advanced period,
there is softening of the adjacent portions of the circumvolutions.
Microscopic inspection, in numerous cases, discloses no other visible
change either in the white or grey portions of the brain, or in the
elementary fibres. Thèse pathological conditions often check the
development of certain parts of the brain, espeeially the anlerior
and_ posterior lobes ; sometimes they cause gênerai autopsy of the
brain

; more rarely bypertrophy of this organ is the cause of the
cérébral stupor. We sometimes meet with hardenfng of the brain,
or some portions of it, in exceptional cases. Hypertrophy of the
cranial bonet, compressing the cérébral substance, characterises the
rachitic form of cretinism in its more advanced stages. The préma-
turé closing of the cranial sutures bv inflammation, very often causes
deformity m the shape of the head, both in crétins and idiots ; but as I
hâve often found the samc thing in persons perfeclly intelligent, I do
not think it can be regarded as one ofthe pathological causes of cre-
tinism. Indeed, theword cretinism is a collective name, expressing
différent pathological stat es, with a tendency to progressive deener-
ation and feebleness of the intellectual faculties. Observation in our
Alpine valleys has enabled me to distinguish a group of precursory
symptoms, which afflict a large proportion of the inhabilants with-
out afiecting perceptibly tbeir intellect. Thèse are goitre, stunted

growth, a disproportion between the body and its membranes,
feebleness of the sensés, and espeeially dulness of hearing and
strabismus.

" The pathognomonic symptom of cretinism is cérébral stupor ;

but this does not prevent certaiu isolated faculties from being deve-
loped in an extraordinary manner, as a memory for acquiring lan-

guages, musical talent, and drawing, ail of which bave been exhi-

bited in our institution. Fallere and others supposed cretinism to

be always hereditary, but this is not the case ; the phenomenon is

often toral or sporadic; we bave had no cases where neither parent

was affeeted ; the germ or prédisposition is doubtless derived from
the mother, for we often find one or more crétins in a family of

children, while ail the rest are unafiected, and yet ail are surrounded
by the same influences. The closest observation for some time after

oirth, often faits to detect the marks of cretinism, exeept it be
feebleness, for the child is well formed ; and it is very évident,

therefore, that in a great proportion of the cases, at least, it niust

be the pernicious action of local causes which develops cretinism

during the first three years of life; generally about the period of

the first dentition, with symptoms of softening of the bones, of
hydrocephalus, scrofula, or gênerai atrophy. Idiotism is much less

curable than cretinism, altliough idiots are ordinarily w ell formed,

strong and robust : in thèse respects they differ from crétins, who
labour under great muscular debility, and other symptoms of dis-

ease.
" You know," continued Dr. G., " that a great many causes bave

been assigned for cretinism : some say it is a want of iodine ; some,

it is owing to too much magnesia in the water ; others, too much
lime; some insist that it is hereditary, etc. My opinion is, that the

cliief cause is malaria. This may be aided by poverty and filth, but

'he latter never produce it alone, else it would, for instance, be very

comnion in Ireland. There are over ten thousand crétins in Swit-

zerland, and hundreds of thousands of goitre. Napoléon ascertained

that in 1811, there were 3,000 crétins in the Valais alone; 7,000

hâve been enunierated on the Southern or Italian slopes of the

Alps ; there are û,000 in the mountains of Suabia. There are large

numbers in Russia ; and in fact, in ail the mountainous régions of

Europe : so that, altliough full statistics hâve not yet been taken in

every country, there is good reason to believe that thero arc over

100,000 crétins in Europe.
"In regard to treatment, the fundamental principle is to

strengthen the physical development, before we undertake to in-

vigorate the sensés or the intellect, because expérience has proved

that such expérimenta are hazardous, until the vital forces are

strengthened, and nutrition and the functions of the nervous system

regulated. For this purpose I employ the means already mentioned
as tepid aromatic bains, frictions, cod-liver oil, syrup of iodide of iron,

electricity, etc., a nourishing diet, mucli exercise in the mountain
air, which both régulâtes nutrition and hematosis."

The above comprises the substance of Dr. G.'s remarks before

taking me over the establishment. He first conducted me up-stairs

to a spacious room fitted up with objects, plates, and ail the neces-

sary apparatus for the instruction of idiots. Hère were five pupils

and three instructors, a lad of 17 or 18, a young girl of 10 or 12,

and a female somewhat deformed, about 30 to 40. One of the

pupils had scrofulous sores on the neck, but was not a crétin ; ono
was an idiot, labouring under chorea ; and three were apparently

crétins. One was teacîiing the alphabet, another to count on strings

of beads, the third was endeavouring to learn how to distinguish

colours. One, who bad been a year or more in the institution, could

just breathe, but with great ditliculty. The other crétins, Dr. G.

said, were out taking care of the flocks. The Dr. said he had not

kept statistics, as he had been away a good deal ; and besides it

was difficult to keep patients long enough to make a fair trial ; but

that he probably had had altogether 100 in the establishment long

enough to test Lis mode of management, and he was satisfied that

the disease was in most cases, if taken early, quite curable ; if taken

later, so far curable that patients would be taught to dress and

undress, feed themselves, do many kinds of work, espeeially agricul-

tural, of which he spoke enthusiastically. As a means of cure, one

boy, whose photograph he showed me, whei. lie came to the institu-

tion could speak but a single word, and was quite unable to take caro

ofhimself; after staying a few years lie bucainc sulficiently master

of three languages, that he went out as a teacher, and is now en-

gaged in New York in that capacity. I saw a well written letter of

his in Freuch ; his name is Frederick Mayer. The Doctor stated

that, if a crétin wonian have a child whose father is not a crétin,

the child is never a crétin, taking after the father; and that in his

opinion, mind and intellect are always transmitted by the father,

never by the mother. He mentioned a family of mathematiciuns in

Basle, who were distinguished for mathematical talent for several

générations, altliough the mothors, in several instances, were weak-

minded females ; he also mentioned the Munroe family in Edinburgh,

as cases in point. He said that Schiller, llufeland, and other dis-

tinguished literary men, had fccble-minded children, because their

brains were overworked, and their nervous énergies exhausted by

study. The Doctor also showed me several cast6 of crétin heads

which certainly did not 6ustain his theory of good development.
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Some resemblod the beads of the Carib ludions, flattened and greatly

elongated ; soine were hydrocéphalie (one contained 18 lbs. of water

after death, aged 22), sti'll the faculties were tolerably good to the

last ; some resembled the negro type : and not one was symtnetrical

o«' well developed. I may remark that in every crétin I bave ex-

aminée], I hâve found the capillary circulation very sluggish, the

skin cool and clammy, and of a blue colour, the puise slow, feeble,

and languid, and every function torpid.

After showing me photographs of ail the remarkable cases, in

which he bas met witb inueh success, and related their historiés, he

presented me copies of bis various publications on cretinism, and
showed me overthe building and grounds ; the doctor then acconi-

panied me some distance down the mountain, and bade me adieu.

After such attentions, it certainlv would be very ungracious and
angrateful for me to criticise Dr. G. very severely, or prétend to sit

injudgmenton tbe various charges brought against him. I will

however, add, that I bave carefully read ail I hâve seen alleged,

and doubt very much whetber the charges ougbt to bave quite as

much weight as some suppose. The institution is evidently run down,
and is not what it once was ; there is not an adéquate corps of

teacbers ; the Doctor is absent some weeks during every year, for

which I can hardly blâme him, considering bis twenty years of isola-

tion on tbe top of that lonely mountain. He solicits donations from
the benevoient and the wealthy, which he has a good right to do, if

the funds are honestly appropriated, which can hardly be doubted.
There is certainly voom for great abuses, wbere an institution is

managed in the way Dr. G. 's is ; but bis past bistory, tbe entire

dévotion of his life to this one purpose, of proving the curability of
cretinism, and that under circumstances of a disagreeable nature,

requiiing great personal sacrifices, and not a few bardships and trials

—ail this oughtto furnish a satisfactory guarantoe that his motives
are good, and bis intentions and purposes honest and laudable. That
he is an enthusiast, is true, aud bis statements, perhaps, 'must some-
times be taken with some allowance, as they always ir.ust in such
cases ; but that there is intentional déception I cannot believe. If
we can everjudge from appearances, I sliould say that Dr. G. is a
humane, benevoient, candid, honest, Christian gentleman ; and I

believe his naine will go down to posterity as a true benefactor of
the race, and a sincère friend of bumanity.— ' American Médical
Times.'

LOSS OF SIGHT FKOM DECAYED TEETH.
Br H. T. Kempton, F.L.S.

Some time back I had the honour of reading a paper before the
members of this Collège upon the subject of certain sympathetic
nervous affections, dépendent upon diseased teetb. Amongst other
examples I mentioned some in which the function of vision had
been more or less deranged in conséquence of the présence of
carious teeth. In one of thèse the eye affection had lasted for

fourteen years, accompanied with pain, vascularity of the parts,

a continuai flow of tears, and intolérance of lighf. A carious
tooth was extracted from the upper jaw on the same side as that
on which the diseased eye was situated, when the symptonis began
to subside, and soon entirely disappeared.

In another, a lady had sufîered for some time from defective
vision which had been variously regarded by différent surgeons,
when upon consulting Dr. Tierlinck, lie referred the existence of
the eye affection to the présence of the decayed stiuup of a tooth,
but whetber in the upper or lower jaw the report does not
say—the removal of the stump, however, afforded immédiate
relief.

' In a case which occurred at the Westminster Ophthalmic Hos-
pital, a niau had had total blindness in the right eye of eight
montas' duration. The second molar on the right side of the
upper jaw was much decayed ; this was removed ; in two days tbe
man could see, though not very clearly, but in the course of a few
days vision was ivstored.

In a fourth case strabismus had existed for three years, and for
a fortnight there had been a falling off of the upper eyelids.
Two decayed molar teeth were extracted from the left side of the
upper jaw. Tins produced a niarked iinprovenient, and in about
a month the falling off of the eyelids disappeared, and the strabis-
mus had much improved.

I bave referred to thèse examples by way of introducing
the following case which came under my care about three weeks
ago.

The patient was a gentleman, aged forty-two, of a highly nervous
tempérament At the time he first visited nie he was suffering
from pain extending over both sides of tbe bead and face incapaci-
tating him from attending to bis profession, and depriving him of
rest at night The sight of both eyes was affected, but more par-
ticularly that of the right. The patient had been under treat-
meut since June last. On examining the moutb I found there was
ext'ensive inflammation on both sides of the lower jaw owin" to the
présence of two decayed teeth. On the right side the firsf molar

was considerably decayed and the pulp cavity exposed, so that on
introducing a small instrument it gave rise to a violent paroxysm
of pain. The tooth was somewhat loose in its socket, owmg to the
inflammation having extended to the periosteum. Subsequently,
upon extracting this tooth I found a small sack filled with pus
attached to the fangs. On the opposite side, the second molar was
in much the same state, but the inflammation not so acute.

In the upper jaw ail the teeth were sound.
In conséquence of the pains about the bead and face, I extracted

the two decayed molar teeth in the lower jaw. This proceeding,
not only afforded relief to the patient's suli'erings, but was after-

wards attended by such a marked improvement in the power of
vision, that there can be no reasonable doubt, that the teeth had
been the primary source of the eye affection. The history of the
case will, liowever, be best understood from the following account
given me by the patient himself.

" It may be necessary to remark that for some months previous
to becoming a sufferer from tooth-ache, 1 had worked hard at men
tal employaient and my nervous System was in a very seusitive

and excitable state. My lower limbs particularly felt as if they
were partkdly paralysed, or rather I should say that when at ail

tired I was to some extent unable to control them.
" In May last I visited the North of England, and while there

suffered severely from what I then believed to be ticdoloreux, but
now concluded to hâve been tooth-ache. It commenced on the left

side of the lower jaw, doubtless from the pressure of the wisdom
tooth upon the decayed tooth lately extracted. The pain I endured
was excruciating, and was not confined tothe lower jaw, but spread
entirely round the face, and was at times acute in the ears and
about the temples.

" On returning to London, I suffered greatly from paius in the

teeth on both sides of the lower jaw, but found that the right ear

and temple were more affected thereby than those on the opposite

side.

" At length, about October 14th, I suddenly found that the sight

of my right eye was ail but gone. Attributing this to cold, I, as I

now believe, very improperly, applied a warm poultice over night.

On the following morning I found my sight by no means better,

and after foolishly dallying for a week or more, was advised by a
friend to go to the Ophthalmic Hospital, which I did, and explained

to the surgeon, Mr. Jabez Hogg, that I had been suffering from
tooth-ache as I hâve previously described. He at once prescribed

for me, and said that if I valued the sight of my eye, the offending

tooth must corne out. I accordingly went to a dentist to whom I

had been recommended, and told him that I must leave him to judge
which tooth it was, as owingto the gênerai pain in the teeth in the

locality (the right side of the lower jaw) I really could not fix upon
it. He selected the wisdom tooth, which Mr. Hogg subsequently
told me was the wrong one, and pointed out the tooth afterwards

extracted by yourself, as the source of my sufferings. Under the
skilful treatment of Mr. Hogg, the sight of my eye has been, and
is gradually improving, but there are one or two points, which,
although doubtless well understood by Ophthalmic surgeons, hâve
seemed to me very curious.

" I observed that while by the improvement of the sight of the

affected eye, I was enabled dimly to distinguish the furniture and
Windows of a room—the fire, which I should hâve thought would
bave been the clearest object of ail was quite invisible, and simply
conveyed the impression of a black space. While this was the case,

I could nevertheless faintly distinguish the smoke ascending the

chimney. As the vision continued to improve, I was gradually
enabled to see the light proceeding from the lire—although the

absolute heated coals and naine were still invisible to me. Thèse,
together with gas-lights and the flanies ot candies are now becom-
ing distinguishable,

" I may further observe, that on closing the eye, while it was
yet ail but insensible to external objects, I could see varions

beautiful patterns consisting of numerous combinations of gold or

orange coloured carved lines on a dark ground.
"As the sight gradually improved, thèse patterns became re-

placed by stars ot a like colour on a similar dark ground—and
linally both patterns and stars disappeared."

In conclusion, I would merely remark, that I hâve been in-

duced to call your attention to the history of the case I hâve just

narrated, because of the extrême îarity of thèse affections of the

organs of vision being traced to diseased teeth, and whereas in

those which I referred to in my former paper, the diseased teeth

were situated in the upper jaw ; in tbe présent instance they con-

sist of two decayed molar teeth placed one on either side of the

lower jaw.—' The Dental Review ' for January.

Improved Treatment of Lunatics in India.—In 1860, an
attempt was first made to teach the patients of the Dacca asylum.
Bengalee books, and educational prints are used, and the success

has been gratifying. In the evening, native music and games reward
the good behaviour of the day. The resuit of this, combined with
other «neasures for their well'are, has been, that the mortality of the

patients has been reduced from 25 to 6 per cent.
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MEDICAL FEES.

Dr. Gibbon has opened a new pago in Médical History.

Hitherto aPhysician's fee has been eonsidered an honorarium,

a gift in which there was no récognition of légal obligation, a

raere expression of honour, or gratitude, or benevolence, or

eustoru, but in no wise a liquidation of a debt incurred for

services rendered Physicians hâve not liked this illusory

method of requitaL At one tinie, when there were no Phy-

sicians beyond the sound of Bow Bells, and their number

could be easily counted on the fingers ; when they were a nico

little club, meeting at tho Golden Pill in Warwick lane, or the

Portico in Pall Mail, their services were in so much request,

that the refusai to pay the customary fee was équivalent to

placing one's self beyond the pale of médical advice. They

were able to make laws among themselves, which bound the

public inextricably to submission. Besides that, in the days

when the custom of payment by fées originated among us,

it prevailed also in the other learned professions, and the public

recognised it without murmur or default

The commercial sphït, however, gradually infused itself

into our national dealiugs, and a new code of debtor and

creditor was established At the very time when the Collège

of Physicians was founded, the trading spirit received a new

and unwonted impulse, and thenceforward the commerce of

the country grew with a rapidity before uhknown in our

annals.

More recently, tho Physicians hâve become a numerous body,

and no longer hold their licences exclusively from the autho-

rities in Pall Mail. The Collèges of England and Ireland hâve

.sent their members to practice among the pushing, thriving,

matter-of-fact people of our provincial towns, who hâve a great

respect for law, and very little for anything in the nature of a

pretence, however vénérable or dignified. The Physicians

li ave, in numberless instances, found it necessary to forego the

custom of requiring payment in ready-monoy, or, as expressed

more genteely, in fées, and hâve run accounts with their

patients, acting in this, and in niost other respects, as gênerai

practitioners.

Hence arose a state of uncertainty as to who or what was

a Physician, and to the légal status of the order in a Court of

Law. Many Physicians were deprived of a just rémunération

for their services on the ground of custom, a position by no

means agreeable to Practitioners who were compelled by the

force of circumstances to allow their elaims against their patients

to tako the form of an account

The cry for a proper status in law became at last too strong

for the Collège in Pall Mail to resist ; and when the Médical

Act was paased, it contained a clause giving Physicians, as

wt.ll as other classes of Practitioners, the right to claim rea-

Konable payment for their services.

Oddly enongh, howerer, this right was made subjeot to any

l.ve-laws the Collège of Physicians might choose to make on

the subject ; in other words, the positive enactment of an Act

of Parliament was made subordinato to the spécial régulations

of a Corporation. Such au anomaly seems to hâve forcibly

impressed the mind of Baron Bramwell with a sensé of its

absurdity, for he is reported to hâve remarked sarcastically, in

the course of the trial of the cause Gibbon v. Budd, that j.t was

obvious the " Médical Act was not drawn up by a lawyer."

The oxplanation of tho matter is, that the Collège of Physicians

were detcnninod not to be bound by the Act, and, therefore,

obtained tho insertion of a clause which should enablo them,

if they pleasod, to over-ridc its provisions.

In the case to which we hâve referred, Dr. Gibbon sued the

défendant, who was executor to an estato, for tho recovery of

21/., tho amount of bis fecs as Physician for attendance on the

testator of the estato. It was attenipted to put the Doctor out

of court by showing that the Collège of Physicians had, not-

withstanding the Médical Act, deprived Physicians of the

right of enforcing their fées in a Court of Law. It was proved,

however,—what niost of our readers hardly require to be told,

—

that the bye-law of the Collège applies only to Fellows of the

Collège, and that Members and Licentiatos are left to the en-

joyment of their rights under the Act. Dr. Gibbon, therefore,

obtained a verdict, subject to any future appeal on the point of

law raised.

This case is interesting, so far as it settles the question of

a Physician's fées. It was not required to convince us of the

anomalous and bungling character of that pièce of législation

called the Médical Act.

SERIOUS CHARGE OF PROCURIXG ABORTIOJST.

Mr. Thomas, Surgeon, of Manchester, has been recently

arraigned before the city magistrates of Manchester on three

several charges of perjury in connexion with his évidence given

at an inquiry before a coroner's jury with référence to the cause

of death of a Mrs. Mary Ann Bell, widow of a respectable yeo-

nian of Bassenthwaite. The decoased, it appears, had arrived

at the Victoria station, Manchester, about midnight, where she

was met by Mr. Thomas, and they went together to the Cathe-

dral Hôtel, kept by Mr. Betty, a bed-room having been pre-

pared for the lady there by the direction of Mr. Thomas. This

gentleman remainod in the room with the lady a short time,

and in the morning, about seven o'clock, Mrs. Bell rang her

bell, ordered tea, and appeared to be in much pain. Mr.

Thomas saw her again between nine and ten a.m., remained

alone with her for about a quarter of an hour, the door being

locked, and at the expiration of that time he opened the door,

desired the chambermaid to call Mr. Betty, and announced

that Mrs. Bell had died from epilepsy, which supervened whilst

she was undergoing an examination for a disease of tho womb.

Mr. Thomas then saw the Coroner, explained the circumstances,

and made a post mortern examination in company with Mr.

Braddon, Surgeon of the Workhouse, when the lady was

found to be pregnant with a fœtus about five or six

months old. Ail the organs appeared healthy. At the

inquest Mr. Thomas statod that the woman died from epi-

lepsy, that there was a tumour in the stomach, and intense

congestion of the brain. The lady had, on the day of her

death, sent a télégraphie message addressed to a Dr. Steele, of

Cockermouth, but there being no practitioner of that name in

the town, it fell into tho hands of Dr. Bell, who had been the

lady's médical attendant. He, thinking tho circumstances stated

very remarkable, communicated with Mrs. Bells solicitor ;

hence the second inquiry. Tho charge is, that Mr. Thomas

was guilty of perjury in stating that there was a tumour in the

stomach when there was none, and intense congestion of the

brain, it being impossible that he could know such a fact if it

existed, for the brain had not been examined. He had also

stated that he had had no previous knowledge of the deceased,

whereas it was proved that he had received from her three fées

of 51. each during the year, and had corresponded with her pn

several occasions.
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SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

ST. THOMAS'S H08PITAL.

Since our last nuniber, the Governors of this Hospital liavo

assembled, and roceived the report of the Grand Committee.

The philippics of the ' Times ' seem to hâve shaken in some
degree the tenacity of the Governors, who are obviously dis-

posed to yield a part of their projects. How the question in

issue will be ultimately decided it is impossible to say. We
observe tliat the ' Times ' itself is turning the controversy into

a quibblo. It sees no objection to a town hospital and a con-

valescent establishment
; but there must not be two hospitals.

" A rose by any other name would smell as sweet ;" but let the
sick public smell the rose : let us hâve the thing, and the
' Times ' may call it what it pleases.

THE USE AND ABUSE OF GUANOS.

A curious controversy, and not less important than curious,
lias been carried on in the ' Times ' relative to the best method
of cultivating the soil, so as to préserve its original fertility in
permanent vigour. The practice lias been, for some years past,
to manure the land with guano and other salts, as recommended
by Liebig

; but now an opinion is expressed that the constant
use of such substances will infallibly exhaust the fertility of the
soil, and in the course of years make our richestlands awilder-
ness. Thèse writers think that less forcing would be better,
and that the ordinary solid manures are the most efficient and
useful agents. This question has a médical bearing upon the
employment of town sewage in agriculture, about which there
is so much talk at tho présent moment. Cannot some compé-
tent chemist examine this question in ail its aspects, and give
the public some reliable conclusions %

FEVER AT MANCHESTER.

There has been a bold attempt, on the part of some of our
contemporaries, to infect the public with the belief that fever
is raging at Manchester, and some of the other manufacturing
towns, in conséquence of the cotton famine. Dr. Buchanan°
in his récent report, stated, unfortunately, that there were strong
évidences in the sick-lists of Manchester, and in the wan and
dejected looks of its operatives, that the diseases caused by
famine were prevailing in that town. He gave figures in proof
of his allégation. The « gobemouches " of the Médical Press
accepted and exaggcrated his statements. Now, it appears that
Dr. Buchanan's statements as regards Manchester are incorrect.
Mr. Turner and two other gentlemen hâve written to the
'Times' to contradict his assertions, and they hâve shown very
clearly that, although there hâve been cases of fever at Man-
chester during the year, thèse hâve not been more than usually
numerous; and during the last six months, when the pinch has
been at tho worst, the number of fever cases has undergone a
considérable réduction. They also insist that the town is
generally healthy, and that the operatives are not so paUid and
sickly of aspect as Dr. Buchanan has described. There has,
no doubt, been great exaggeration about this matter.

COTTAGE HOSPITAL&
The 'Lancef has an article this week upon thèse useful

insistions, and indulges, with characteristic ability for tho
sort of thing, m a column of véritable twaddle, intended as
sage advice to provincial surgeons not to undertake opérations
they are unfit to perfora. We hope the said provincial sur-
geons vvdl treat the insuit with the scorn it deserves They
are now too well educated to be looked down upon supercili-
ously by the 'Lancef scribes, not one of whom, we suspect

has performed an opération in his life. The article is altoge-

ther such a rare bit in the old-fashioned but never-worn-out
canting style, that we cannot forbear to quote its concluding
sentence :

—

"Opérations look very simple in description which are often very
diffieult in performance

; and we therefore especially urge on ail
who may encourage and assist in the establishment and conduct of
village hospitals, to remember that such institutions are intended
to supplément, and not to supersedo, the recognised hospitals, where
physicians and surgeons constantly study their spécial departments
of practice, and obtain opportunités of perfecting their knowle Ige,
which the village practitioner cannot hâve, even if his diverse pro-
fessional occupations allowed of his attention heing directed to only
one class of cases."

How rich this is ! What a shocking thing for a Cottage
Hospital Surgeon to undertake a great opération ! Dear, dear,

the ' Lancet ' will go into fits when it finds that Mr. Napper or

Dr. Davis has eut out an ovarian timiour, or excised a knee-
joint, and with success, too! What impudent fellows they
must be, even to attempt an opération that has been only done
hitherto " in thoso recognised hospitals where physicians and
surgeons constantly study their spécial departments of prac-

tice !
" Mercy upon us ! If we knew how to put a laugh into

type we should cortainly do it. You, General Practitioners,

with your " diverse professional occupations " are only intended
for, as Mr. Lawrence once said, the "niinor exigencies" of sur-

gery
; so, if you daro to amputate a leg at the hip-joint, bewaro

of the high disdain of tho t Lancet '
! We knew that our con-

temporary was growing very jxnsd, but the senility of this

article surpasses our worst appréhensions.

CHLOROFORM.

The chloroform committee of the Eoyal Médical and Chirur-
gical Society, it seenis has set to work in earnest, and in a
practical manner, leaving on one side at présent simply the-
oretic or visionary spéculations as to the nature of anîesthesia,

cardiao syncope, &c. The viows of Dr. Eichardson on
"Apncea" hâve been under considération this week, and a
large number of documentary facts as to chloroform hâve
been examined. Dr. C. Kidd, who has written so much in our
Dvm pages on chloroform, and has collected the largest num-
ber of accidents from chloroform, has been under examination
by the committee, especially by such members of itas Mr. Paget,
Mr. Curling, Dr. Priestley, Mr. Prescott Hewett, so that sonié
certain practical results may be looked forward to as to the
administration of this powerful agent in midwifery, gênerai
surgery, eye surgery, convulsions of children, tetanus, &c,
where now some doubts exist as to th e safety of chloroform.

THE DEODORISATION OF SEWAGE.

Dr. Bishop, of Leeds, has lately described, at a meeting of
the local magistrates of that town, a new plan devised by him
for tho deodorisation of sewage. Dr. Bishop wishes to abolish
the use of water closets ; his substitute is not, however, clearly
explained. His basement substance for deodorising niight be
prepared for gênerai use at about sixteen or eighteen shillings
a ton, and he states that the gases extricated during the process
when carried on within the house would not be offensive.
This plan has already been tried at the Victoria Foundry,
where tho number of workmen employed is between four and
five hundred

; and one of the partners who was présent at the
meeting, highly eulogised its success. A committee was ap-
pointed to inquiro into the feasibility of the plan, but there
was a strong feeling that a sufficient sum of nioney should be
expended at once to test its value practically. It is said that
the commercial value of the manure produced would be from
35s. to G Os. a ton at least. We trust that Dr. Bishop's inven-
tion will prove as useful as is anticipated.
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REVIEW OF THE PERIODICALS.

The ' British Médical Journal ' (Jan. 17). Dr. Latham's lec-

tures are continued. He treats this week of those affections of the

" Heart," which are not organic. The variations of the puise in con-

nection with the nervous System are especially the subject of con-

sidération. Dr. Daniel Noble, of Manchester, discusses certain

" Pathological Distinctions in Cases of Diabètes." He cites cases,

and proposes the question of the possibUity of establishing patho-

logical distinctions in cases of diabètes, according to their origin,

cause?, symptoms and curability.

The 'American Médical Times.' Dr. Detmold's lectures on

"Military Surgery" are continued. Dr. Gonzolez Echeverria

reports soine iuteresting " Cases of Paraplegia ;" and Dr. Henry

N. Fisher contributes some remarks on " Army Diarrhœa."

The 'Glasgow Médical Journal.' (January). This Journal

opens with an article by Dr. Robert Lee, giving a séries of " Cases

of Craniotomy." The author is well known as an advocate of this

opération in certain cases of difficulty where other practitioners think

that the forceps or turning might be advantageously employai. It

is difficult to apply any gênerai principles to a spécial case. Dr.

W. R. Patrick contributes " Notes of Twenty Cases of Poisoning "

froni various substances. Dr. M'Call Anderson's papers on

" Diseases of the Ear " are continued. " A Case of Acute Plithisis
"

with remarks, is a contribution from Dr. Leishman. We hâve

quoted it. Au interesting paper on the "Origin of Species"

appears from the pen of Dr. Scouler. He gives a rapid sketch of

the notions of the ancient pholosophers on the subject which con-

tain the germ of most modem théories. He then describes the

" development " hypothesis of De Maillet, which for the enlighten-

nient of certain sceptica, we thus briefiy reproduce.

" How living beings first appeared we are not informed. Be that

as it BUT, the marine plants as they npproached the shore became
changed into trees, aquatic animais left on the land became terres-

trial ones. When fishes were thrown on the land, by drying their

scales they split up and became feathers, and their anterior and pos-

terior fins became wings and feet. In like manner seals became
changed into quadrupeds. He next collects évidence to prove that

inan was originally a fish, and finds évidences of the transition in

the historiés of mermaids and mermen. llere his credulity over-

leaps ail bounds ; he tells us that the Dutch sailors hâve eaptured a
merman who spoke Dutch, and who was so mueh at his ease as to

request a pipe of tobacco. This merman was a sailor who had
fallen into the sea six years before, and had become covered with scales

in conséquence of the squamifying virtuo of the sea. In ail this

there is nothing new ; we bave already found the retreat of the sea

and the aquatic origin of man and the influence of external causes

in Dmpedocles."

The theory of Robinet is more thorough, and as most modem
s peculators would say, more philosophie ; for example :

" Nature is a single act which comprehends ail phenomena, past,

présent, and future. AU organic beings hâve such analogies as to

fhow that they were fotmed on a single plan, presenting infmitely

various gradations. This plan or prototype assumes ail the endless

ferms under which being is manifested. Man is at the head of the

scale, and he lias in himself ail the qualités of other beings as far

as is compatible with the highest degree of perfection. Nature is

constantly striving to realise this plan, which may be traced in the
graduated scale of being. Every intermediate variation between
man and the prototype is an attempt to fbrm man. Every variation

of the prototype is a study of the huinan form, which nature in-

tends. This is the apprenticesbip of nature, or the attempts of
nature to form man. Man is the prototype, plus the resuit of ail

the combination8 which the prototype bas gained in passing through
ail the ternis of universal progression. Strip man of ail he bas
gained, and he is the original prototype. The prototype is an in-

tellectual printiple, which rcveals itself in matter. A stone, an oak,
and an ape are ail variations of the prototype. AU matter is organ-
ised, living and sentient.

"As a corollary to this hypothesis, Robinet of course dénies the
exitsence of species, except as logieal abstractions. ' The law of
continuity,' he says, ' prevails throughotit the scale of beings, which
constitutes a whole, infmitely graduated. Without any true lines of
séparation, there are only iudividuals, but no kingdoms, classes,

gênera, or species. There are only variations of a single prototype.'

Ho concludes in the following confident tone. ' This truth bas

against it not merely the préjudice and stupidity of the vulgar; it

bas not only to contend with the intolérance of persecutors, who
like a swarm of troublesouic insects, infest the paths of genius, to

disturb lier sublime investigations, but it is not to be endured that

naturalists should refuse to receive it.'
"

Then we hâve the théories of Schelling, La Marck, Darwin, &c,

who are scarcely more than copyists of their predecessors, with

amendments and additions. Mr. Charles David Doig Write» a

short article on " Hare-Lip." " A Roundabout Paper " is described

by its title. It is a running gibe on some of the minor morals of

médical practitioners, the arts of getting a practice, keeping a prac-

tice, and drugging patients, with many lively remarks on the

educational attempts of the Médical Council. Dr. Alston on " Sea

Sickness " contains some useful observations.

The ' Lancet.' Dr. Fuller's lectures on " Goût and Rheuma-

tism " are continued in the présent number. Mr. Hilton's lectures

on " Pain " give fresh iUustrations of his practice from diseases

about the sterno-clavicular région. Under the heading " Contribu-

tions to Anatomy," Dr. John Struthers gives an account of his

researches on the " Supra-condyloid Process of the Human Arm,"

showing its comparative anatomy, and discussing some interesting

questions in morphology. Mr. Thomas Carr Jackson reports a

case of " Fibrous Tumour of the Upper Jaw " which he removed.

A very severe case of " Comminuted Fracture of the Tibia and

Fibula ' which was treated so successfully by cold douching that

the necessity of an amputation was avoided, is reported by Dr.

Charles Chapman. The wound was attacked by maggots at one

period, which were expelled by sprinkling the wound with

calomel.

The ' Médical Times and Gazette.' Dr. Soelberg Wells con-

tributes a lecture on " Strabismus." Dr Payne Cotton an article

on the"Action of Certain Substances upon Plithisis." Sesqui-chloride

of iron is the particular substance used in his expérimenta. It was

given in twenty-five cases of uncomplicated plithisis ; of thest '

twelve improved greatly, five improved slightly, and eight experi-

enced no relief. He thiuks this remedy the best he lias yet had

recourse to. Mr. Manipold, surgeon to the 34th Régiment, reports

a " Case of Gunshot Wound" of the left side of the face, which was

" literally blown away." The hamiorrliage was arrested, the pièces

of boue picked out, and the wound brought together. The case

seemed to be doing well when the wound was attacked by

maggots getting into the uose, antrum, and orbit. Ultimately

the man did well. In a similar case treated in the West Indies by

Dr. Chapman, and reported in the ' Lancet '

( Vide suprâ) sprinkling

calomel upon the wound was successful in getting rid of the

maggots.

CASE OF ACUTE PHTHISIS, WITH REMARKS.
By William Leishman, M.D.

Dispensary Physician to the Royal Infirmary.

It is no part of my aim in publishing a narrative of the following

case of acute or sub-acute, plithisis, to claim for it an attention

which it does not merit. Similar examples bave undoubtedly corne

under the observation of every physician of expérience ; but I think

I may venture to hope that the détails of such a case, proeeeding as

it did so rapidly to a fatal resuit, and in which a post-mortetn exam-
ination, disclosing some interesting pathological résulta, was per-

mitted, may not be altogether devoid of interest.

On the 17th of June I was hurriedly summoncd to see a girl of

seventeen, healthy in appearanec, but a niember of ahighly struinous

faniily, who had been suddenly attacked with profuse hœmoptysis.

A professional friend, who had been called in before my arrivai,

having prescribed gallic acid, this was continued for twenty-four

hours, but without checking the hamiorrliage. Over the whole of

the lower lobe of the right lung, but especially in front, there was
dulness on percussion, with large crépitation. The respiratory

murmur was puérile over ibe right apex, and natural over the left.

The puise was rapid and bounding, aflbrding an excellent example

of what bas been well uamed the " hœmorrhagic puise." The face
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was at times considerably flushed, and there was occasionally slight

delirium. The following was then prescribed, ail food being ordered

to be given cold, with iced drinks :

R Pulv. Ergot» récent, 7)]}- ;

Ft. infusio ex aqua ad, Jxx.

Sig.—To be taken when cool, a wine-glassful every four hours.

Ice was also applied externally over what was supposed to be the

site of the hsemorrhage, and under tliis treatment that alarming

symptom gradually ceased. But not so the others. The puise

varied froin 118 to 128, but never during the whole illness fell lower

than 110. The skin was hot and the tongue brown in the centre
;

and taking thèse symptoms into account aloug with the dehnum,

and the fact that I had attended another member of the family in

typhus fever a fortnight before, I began to fear that tins serious

complication was about to arise. A few days, however, sufficed to

show that this fear was groundless, and that the acute symptoms

were due to morbid changes which were going on in the substance

of the lung. Various remédies, including digitalis, which was at

one time supposed to hâve a spécifie eflect in such cases, were now

tried with a view to moderate the vascular excitement, but without

success. The only medicine, indeed, which appeared to be of any

use after the haemorrhage had ceased, was the following simple pre-

scription which was frequently alternated with other remédies, the

resuit being invariably a return to it at the patient's own désire :

—

B Acid. nitrici.
;

Acid. hydrochlorici, aa gtts (or 110, xxxv'- 5

Infus. Quassia;, §xx. M.
Sig.—Half a wine-glassiul three or four times a day.

This appeared occasionally to hâve a slight eûect on the puise,

but its bénéficiai action was most marked at a somewhat later stage

of the disease, when the acute fébrile symptoms assumed a hectic

type and the sweating became both troublesome and exhausting.

For above five weeks the gênerai symptoms and physical signs

remained, with little variation, as described above. On applying

the stéthoscope about this time over the lower lobe of the right

lur.g, I perceived what I at first imagined to be a change for the

botter ; but this idea was soon dissipated by a more careful examina-

tion of the whole lung. I found, or thought I found, that the sound

emitted on percussion was clearer, and the large crépitation niuch

more indistinct. By and by I discovered that both the percussion

and stethoscopic sounds over the right apex had corne to resemble

those which formally characterised the lower lobe on tLe same side,

with the addition of what bore a close resemblance to a cavernous

râle. I am inclined to think now, and especially for reasons wliich

will appear in the sequel, that I was mistaken in supposing that the

dulness over the lower lobe had decreased, and I may mention what

in my opinion led me into error, as it may possibly be a not unfre-

quent cause of misiakes. After being once convinced of the absolute

dulness of the right side, I was in the habit almost daily of compar-

ing it with the clear résonance over the apex, in the hope of finding

the dulness yield. But when the apex became dull the contrast was

no longer so obvious, and I fancy I must hâve supposed that as the

percussion sounds had corne to harmonise so closely, that the base

was about to return to the healthy standard, and not that the apex

was rapidly deviating froin it—a cause of error which, I repeat,

may possibly mislead, especially in cases where the absolute dulne.-s

is slight, and where it is in conséquence only to be perceived by com-

parison.

About this time a second, though slight, attack of hœmoptysis

took place, which was followed in a few days with a marked increase

of the hectic symptoms. The whole of the right lung seemed

duller as compared with the left, and the sounds which were at first

faintly cavernous now became only too distinct. At the samc time

crépitant râles were audible over the left apex.

On the lOth of August I was sent for in the evening, and found

the patient on my arrivai sitting up in bed, and breathing with the

greatest difficulty. The dyspncea was evidently in part due to

Dataient distension of the stomach, and was much relieved by two
doses of sulphuric ether with sal volatile. It was impossible to

examine the chest minutely until the following morning ;
but, theu

the first tap of the finger Jisclosed what had occurred, as the région

of the right apex, wliich had previously been dull, had becoine

almost tympanitic on percussion, and the dyspncea remained, although

much relieved. As it would be tedious further to pursue the détails

of the case, I will only add that, during the few weeks which re-

mained of life the disease seemed, as it were, to gain rapidity in its

downward course, until nearly the whole of the tissue of both lungs

was obviously affected. For a few days previous to death she glept

a great deal, and would soinetimes drop asleep in the niiddle of a

meal ; and it is worthy of remark, that from first to last lier

appetite was excellent, and the digestive powers apparcntly unim-
paired. She died quietly on the evening of the 5th of Septcmber.

Seclio Cadaverii.—On opening the chest a large triangular portion

of the right lung before, and another similar portion behind, were
found adhering to the walls of the thorax ; and traversing tho chest

between thèse two triangular régions was a firm diaphragrn formed

of strong adhésions, which thus converted the right pleural cavity

into two parts, superior and inferior, the former being filled with air,

and the latter with pus. Each of thèse communicated with a

cavity in the substance of the lungs. The upper cavity, which con-

tained air, communicated directly with a vomica by means of a
ragged opening large enough to admit the point of the forefinger.

The lower division contained from three to four pints of exces-

sively fetid pus, and was lined throughout, as was also the cavity

in the lung, with a thick pyogenic membrane. The lower cavity in

the lung was entirely lined with this smooth, thick membrane, and

had no other opening than that by means of which it communicated

with the lower division of the pleural cavity. This opening, which

would nearly admit the point of the little linger, was loosely plugged

by a decolourised fibrinous clôt. The left lung was studded with

tubercle, but in a less advanced stage. The liver was enlarged, and

that organ, as well as the Uidneys, much congested.

Remaries.—I hâve already mentioned that the girl was a member
of a highly strumous hmily. When she was eleven years of âge,

about six and a half years before lier fatal illness, she had a slight

attack of what seems from the description to hâve been hœmoptysis
;

but at that time she had no serious illness, and was indeed generally

considered as the most healthy member of lier family. I had seen

lier several times some months previous to lier illness, and had

treated lier for amenorrhœa, and about this time her health appeared

to be wavering. This, then, was probably a case where tubercle

had existed in a latent state for several years, the embers of disease

being fanned into flame by the first constitutional effect of a men-

strnal irregularity.

The post-mortem appearances are ccrtainly interesting In the

state of tho upper cavity of the right pleura we find the obvious

and expected cause of the sudden dyspncea which occurred on the

lOth of August. I rather think that so extentive a pneumothorax

without permanent dyspncea is rare. Dr. Gairdner, in bis récent

work on clinical medicine, says that pneumothorax is of more fré-

quent occurrence than is generally supposed, and gives an interesting

account of the manner in which nature fortifies herself against

pneumothorax, by means of adhesive pleuritic inflammation. The

opening was unusually large in tbis case, and was far froin re-

sembling what Dr. Gairdner considère the gênerai rule in cases of

non-tubercular pneumothorax, and deseribes as a pin-hole perfo-

ration.

It is, however, the state of matters in the lower of the two

cavities which lias appeared to nie to be the most worthy of note.

The part of the lung with which this cavity was in close relation,

was, it will be remembered, the site of the original haemorrhage ; and

there is room, I think, for some spéculation as to the share which

the cavity found after death had in inducing the fatal resuit. I

regret much that I had no time to examine with care the walls of

this cavity. The only important fact of which I was able to convince

myself was, that it communicated with the pleural sac, and with that

alone. I cannot, however, but admit the probabilily of its having

at one time had the characteristics of an ordinary vomica, and been

the source of the lifemorrhage through some communication, direct

or indirect, with the bronchia. No doubt the issue which lined its

walls was to ail appearance nothing but the pyogenic membrane of

a circumscribed abscess, but it does not follow that it had always

been so. If we assume in theory that this cavity was the source of

the hœmorrhage, and that it had at the date of the htemoptysis more

or less of a resemblance to an ordinary vomica, we ean imagine it

opening simultaneously, or nearly so, into the pleural sac and the

air passages. Subsequently the latter communication may hâve be-

come sealed up with lymph, after the blood in the sac had been acted

on by the atmospheric air so as to cause the empyema. The de-

eolorised clôt had at the time been sufficient to check the hsenior-

rhage in the direction of the sac, but after death it was shrunkeu

and lay loosely in the aperture. In the course of the rapid changes

of which the lung was the seat, the bronchial opening or openings

in the vomica became sealed up, and its internai surface continuou3

and apparently identical with the lining membrane of the lower di-

vision of the pleural sac, the whole constiluting a large pus-forming

cavily. Such, at least, appear to me to be the probable links which

formed the chain of physiological changes.-
'

Journal.'

Glasgow Médical

EAST GUINSTEAD GENERAL DISPEN SAEY.—PRO-
POSAI, FOE A COTTAGE HOSPITAL.

The Quarterly Meeting of the Committee of Management was

held on Thursday last, the 15th iust., the Hou. and Bev. Eegiiiakl

W. Sackville-West in the chair. In addition to the ordinary busi-

ness, a letter was read from Mitchell Henry, Esq., resigning in con-

séquence of his retirenient from the profession, the office of Consult-

ing surgeon, which he bas held silice the establishment of the

charity. A vote of thanka having been passed to Mr. Henry for

his valuable services, and for lus kind contribution of five pounds

towards a i'und for the foundation of a Cottage Hospital, it was
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unaniinously resolved that Campbell De Morgan, Esq., F.R.S., one

of the surgeons to the Middlesex Hospital, be appointed M his

successor. The Seeretury aiinounced that a number of additional con-

tributions had been reeeived, since tlie animal meeting in October,

from the Earl of Sheffield, R. Sharpe, Esq., Miss Whatley, A. E
Campbell, Esq., H. Hughes, Esq., &c. The attention oi the com-

inittee was again especially ufaoeted to the importance of providing

accommodation for a limited number of iu-patients by the fallowing

remarks contained in Mr Henry's letter, which was ordered to be

entered on tho minutes :
—" I enclose a trirling donation as the

commencement of a fund for the establishment of a Cottage Hos-

pital which is urgently required, and would afford vast benefit

and comfort to afew of those poor créatures who hâve to corne long

distances for medicine and advice. I took the liberty of alluding

to this subject at one of the annual meetings, and need now only

say that the annual expense of a Cottage Hospital, such as would
be necessary, is very small, whilst the benefits are incalculable. I

am sure that a month would not elapse before such a shelter woidd
be provided, if only the subscribers to the Dispensary could hâve
their sympathies quickened by being brought into personal contact

for a few hours, with the scènes of misery and suffering which daily

attract the attention of your médical officers.—Susses Advertiser.

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE.

THE INHALATION OF CHLOROFORM.
To the Editor of the Médical Circular.

Deah Sir,—lu the 'Circular' of January 14th, there was a
paper on the inhalation of chloroform as a remédiai agent, which
interested me very much. Of its wonderful power in relieving
tétanie spasm I can myself speak, having witnessed its effects in a
case of lock-jaw, where, though as in the case mentioned by Dr.
Dyer it did not prove successful in effectiiig a cure, yet it was of
great service in alleviating the patient's suft'erings, and caused bis
life to be prolonged beyond the time at which that disease usually
proves fatal.

As the case may be interesting to some of your readers, and will
serve to corroborate Dr. Dyer's statemeut, I send it to you.

I am, &c,
William H. Crossley.

Maltby, Jau. 22, 1863.

Cash.—On May 25, 1859, William Moorhouse, twenty-one, a l'arm-

servant, was run over, going down a very steep hill, by a waggon
loaded with corn, one wheel of which was locked. Besides a frac-

tured thigh, one arm was dreadfully lacerated by the slipper on the
locked wheel, so that the elbow-joint was opened. It was thought
necessary to remove the injuied limb, and accordingly, assisted by
two friends, I amputated about the upper thiid of the arm, the
patient being under the influence ot chloroform. He progressed
favourably for a fortnight. On June 7th, he complained of
slight stitfness about the neck, which gradually increased until the
lOth, when he was unable to swallow, and the least toucli, or an
attempt to speak, brought on violent spasm, so that he rested only
on his heels and shoulders, the sturnp of his arm being forcibly
throwu upwards with great pain. On that day, I thought I would
try the eft'ect of inhaling chloroform, and was delighted to flnd that,

after inhaling it for a few minutes, the patient becaine peri'ectly

easy, and could drink off a cup of beef-tea without the least spasm
or discomfort. On repeating it again the next day, it was equally
successful. Owing to the distance from my house, I was unable to
go more than twice a-day, but morning and evening I caused him
to inhale chloroform with the same resuit. I had great difhculty
in persuading his mother, who nursed him, to administer the chlo-
roform herself when I could not be there. My own opinion is,

that if she would hâve done so whenever a spasm occurred, a more
l'a vourable termination might hâve resulted. He died on June 2 1 st,

a month after the accident, and fourteen days after the first synip-
toms of tetanus, which is six days later than what was usually con-
sidered the longest period in fatal cases.

MEDICAL SOCIETIES.

THE PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
Tdksday, December 1C.

Dr. Copland, Président in the Chair

DkTiI'cOi'iJKUry Va drawing of
exitsence of species, f eifteen poonds, removed from a live
continuity,' he says, ' DOO
constitutes a whole, his was exhibited in conséquence of the sug-
separation, there a previous meeting by Mr. Spencer Wells, of
gênera, or species, 'iaens from the human subject. The animal

noved the tumour was five years old, and

was narcotised with sulphuric ether in a few minutes. The aplanie
artery and fifteen other vessels were tied. Very little hasinorrhnge
occuiTed. The dog lived five days, and died from cold. The
tumour consisted chiefly of coagula within a large cyst formed by
the capsule of the spleen, probably originating in a kick; the gland
itself was einbedded in its upper part. Dr. Gibb remarked that

Dr. Crisp and others had removed the healthy spleen from dogs,
and there was no rcason why the diseased organ shonld not be so
also.

Dr. Gibb also exhibited a sketch of
PARALYSIS OP THE LARYNX AFTER DIPHTHERIA PERMITTING

OF A VIEW OF THE BIFURCATION OF THE TRACHEA.
The patient was a man, aged thirty-three, who contracled diphtheria
from his three children, one of whom died. He subsequently had
more or less gênerai paralysis, and possessed the nasal twang

;

fluids came through the nose ; the limbs tottering ; he was a little

deaf, and had anœthesia of the fauces. There were ulcers on the
tonsils and pharynx. The laryngoscope showed the larynx much
expanded, the vocal cords completelv relaxed, and the trachea seen
throughout its length, terminating in the bifurcation, which was
quile distinct. The tube above the left bronchus was bulged in-

wards. He recovered well.

Mr. Hutchinson inquired whether the patient's ocular accomo-
dation was not also détective?

Dr. Gibb replied that it was, and that the man could only see

objeets held at cousiderable distances. In reply to another ques-
tion, Dr. Gibb stated that in cases of opération for the removal of
growths from the larynx he always propared the patient by adminis-

teriug the bromide of ammonium. The dose used was from fifteen

grains to a scruple every four hours for a day or two before the

opération. It usually had the effect of inducing the patient to com-
plain of numbness in his tongue and palate. It was, however, diffi-

cult to distinguish the irritability of tho epiglottis.

Dr. Gibb also showed a

FIBRO-CELLULAR POLYPCS OF THE LARYNX, THE SIZE OF A PEA,

SUCCES8FULLY REMOVED
from a gentlemen, aged forty-two, with dysphonia and hoarseness

for ten years. Ile had had rubeola at twenty-four, pertussis at

thirty, and variola at forty. Tho voiee was a sort of a bourse
whisper and eonstrained, as if the trachea was tied. The laryngos-

cope showed this to dépend upon a polypus, the size of a pea, <>row-

ing inunediately below the origin of the two vocal cords. This was
removed with the most salisfactory results on December 10.

Mr. HuLKK exhibited the

RIOHT HIP JOINT REMOVED FROM THE BODY OF A PATIENT WHO
HAD RECENTLY DIED IN THE MIDDLE8EX HOSPITAL,

where lie had been many months, under Mr, Moore's earc. He
always lay on the left side, with the right thigh strongly flexed and
adducted. Whether the joint was anehylosed was not positively

determinable without chloroform ; but the extrême sull'ering which
the gentlest examination gave him reudered a slight mobility prob-

able. Beliind and below the great troehanter were two sinuses,

which <lischarged a large quantity of pus. In Angust lie was for a
short time in Mr. Hulke's charge, who th'mkiug suppuration was
kept up by the présence of a sequeslrum detaincd in the aeetabu-

luni, would hâve removed the upper end of the fémur, had not

surgical interférence been forbidden by the enlaruad stale of the

liver (at the post-inortem it was fbund to be lardaeeous, and
weighed seven lbs.) Tlie préparation showed the fémur aeutely

flexed on the pelvis, adducled and rotated inwards, so that the

lesser troehanter was lying against the ilio pectineal eminence. The
head and neek of the fémur were absent. The great troehanter

covered in the ucetabulum, and preveuted the escape of several

séquestra, which had been thrown oil from the floor of this cavity

and were floating upon, or lying einbedded in granulation tissue.

Some of thèse were thin films of bone, but two or three involved

the whole thickness, and there were oorresponding perforations

which cominunicated with a large sub-periosteal sinus on the pelvic

side of the iniiomiuatuin. Outside tho bip-joint were several

sinuses which emptied into those below the great troehanter, and
also eommunieated with other sinuses running into the pelvis along

the tendon of the oxternal obturator muscle, through this muscle

and tho faseia, closing the forainen ovale ; along the tendon of the

internai muscle of the same name, through tlie lesser sciatic fora-

men ; and along the tendon of the iliacus internus muscle. Insidc

the pelvis thèse sinuses were eonnected with abscesses in tlie muscles

just nanied. The muscular tissue was wasted and in an advaneed

stage of fibrousand fatty metainor|)hosis. The tendon of the iliacus

internus contained a bony plaque, where it turned over the brim of

the pelvis, and there was a second large pièce of bone within a

dense fibrous mass in the situation of tlie insertion ofthe peotimeus

and adductor brevis muscles. Tho back of the fémur in connection

with the sinuses of outlet was studded with osleophytes. The for-

mation of abscesses in the pelvis by the extension of suppuration

from the bip-joint along the tendons is the intereithig feature in

this case. Tliese abscesses were quite distinct from those caused by

perforation of the ucetabulum.
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Mr. Hulke also showed a spécimen of

OVARIAN CYST REMOVED BY OVARIOTOMY.
The spécimen bail, he said no spécial pathologieal interest, but be

broughtit forward because, as tbe case had ended tatally, be did not

wisb to corne under tbe criticism sometimes made, tbat operators

made public their successful cases, but concealed their fatal ones.

Mr. Callender showed a spécimen of

FRACTURE OF THE BASE OF THE SKULL.

The man from whom it had been removed had been under the care

of Mr. Paget, in St. Bartholomew's, and had died with ail the symp-

toms of severe concussion and fractured base on the eleventh day.

During life, considérable quantities of clear fluid had escaped from

his left ear. At the autopsy, a starred fracture was found passing

across the foramen magnum, and in several directions into the ad-

jacent bones. It crossed the internai auditory canal, and involved

the aqueductus and hiatus Fallopii ; it also crossed the course of the

eighth pair of nerves. Nowhere was there any séparation of the

hactured portions, the injury consisting of a fissure without lacéra-

tion of the dura mater. The latter point was of great importance,

and was earefully made out both by Mr. Paget and himself. They
felt quite certain that the fluid whicb escaped from the ear had not

proceeded from within the skull, since the dura-matral investment of
the bones was everywhere entire. It could, therefore, only be sup-
posed that the fluid in question was the perilymph or liquor

Cotunnii.

Mr. Hutchtnson exliibiteil an
OVAHIAN CYST WITH EXTRA-CYSTIC GROWTHS.

The spécimen had been successfully removed by ovariotoiny from a
woman aged 65. Ifs peculiarity consisted in the development, ex-
ternal to the large eyst, of a considérable number of smaller ones,
and also of numerons pedunculated solid growths. The solid growths
looked like small masses of cauliflower buds, being developed in

minute lobules. Under the microscope they showed numerous cells

arranged after the pattern of glandular growths. They were quite
solid and very firm. Some of the extra-cystic cysts were large
enough to contain an egg, others much smaller, and within thèse,
in many instances, were solid growths resembling those just de-
scribed. During the opération, one of those cysts on the outer wall
of the parent had, at first sight, been mistaken for an adhèrent coil

of intestine, whicb it reinarkably resembled in appearanee. The
tumour consisted chiefly of one large, thick-walled cyst, which con-
tained a dark-brown dense fluid. At the back of the larger one
numerous secondary cysts were found.

Mr. Hutchixson also showed a spécimen of

DISEASE OF THE KNEE-JOINT.
It had been removed by amputation from a lad of seventeen, wbo
had suflfered relapses of inflammation for five or six years. Perse-
vering attempts had been made to save the limb, aiid also to avoid
résection of the joint, and the lad had been for more than a year
under care in the London Hospital, with a few months interval at
Margate. At one time lie had greatly improved, and anchylosis was
hoped for ; but a relapse occurred, and indications of periostitis of
the fémur became developed. It was at lengtb determined to excise
the joint, and then aniputate or otherwise, according to the state of
things disclosed. This was doue. On opening the joint, the ends
of the bone were found completely denuded of cartilage, but every
where covered by granulations, and firm and quite free from caries.
Thin sections were now sawn from the ends of the fémur and tibia,

and in both bones above the epiphysal line (winch was still repre-
sented by a thin layer of cartilage) a condition of extensive red
softening was found. In the case ol the fémur it ahnost amounted
to abscess, the soft cancellous bone being infiltrated with lympb,
ahnost resembling pus. The epiphysis itself in eacb bone was har-
dened and whitish, the diseased condition commencing imniediately
aboyé it. In both bones there was évidence of periostitis of the
ihaft beginningjust above the epiphysis, and causing thickening of
the membrane and the déposition of rough layersof new boue. Such
being the condition of things, amputation was at once performed.
The lad made a good recovery.

OBSTETRICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
Annual Meeting, Wednesday, Januaby 7th, 1863.

Dn. Ttler Smith, Président, in the Chair.

After the ordinary meeting, the business of the annual ineetin»
commenced. °

The Report of the Auditors ofthe accounts of the Treasurer for
the year ending Deceniber 31st, 1862, was then read, from which it
appeared that t lie balance in the banda ofthe Treasurer is 204/. 9s. 2d.
and that during the year a sum of 400/. had been invested in the
Fnnds in the names of the Trustées of the Society. The balance
sheçt read by tbe Secretary showed that the Society had received
dming the year 178/. 15s. as subscriptions from Fellows, and
48/ 9s. 3d. as proceeds of the sale of the "Transactions" of the
Society.

Dr. Greenhalgh, in moving the adoption of the Report of the

Auditors, alluded to the satisfactory condition of the funds, and
also to the fact that the sum received during the past year in sub-
scriptions exceeded that of any previous year, the respective amounts
received during tbe years 1859, '60, '61, and '62, being 336/., 413/.,
445/., and 478/. ; while a total sum of 100 guineas had been paid
into tbe Society's bauds in respect to the proceeds of the first three
volumes of the Society's " Transactions." He also congratulated the
Society on the promising condition of the library.

Dr. Meadows seconded tbe resolution, which was carried unani-
juously.

Dr. Richards moved, and Mr. Mitchell seconded, the following
resolution, which was carried by acclamation :

" That the best thanks of the Society be and are hereby given to
the Président and Officers of the Society for their services durintr
the past year. That the best thanks ofthe Society be in an especiàl
manner given to the retiring Président, Dr. Tyler Smith, and to the
retiring Honorary Secretary, Dr. Tanner : to Dr. Tyler Smith for
the able and efficient manner in which he bas presided over the
meetings ofthe Society for the past two years ; and to Dr. TanDer
for hi3 valuable and zealous services as Honorary Secretary from the
commencement of the Society, four years ago, until the présent
time.

Dr. Tyler Smith and Dr. Tanner respectively returned thanks.
The list of donations during tbe past year was read, from which it

appeared that 605 volumes had been presented to the Society by
Sir Charles Locock, Bart., Dr. Clay, of Manchester, and others.

The following gentlemen were elected Officers of the Society for
the year 1863 :—
Honorary Président : Sir Charles Locock, Bart., M.D.—Président :

Dr. Oldham.—Vice-Présidents: |>r. J. Hall Davis, Dr. Druitt, Mr.
Fergusson, Mr. Robert Hardey (Hull), Dr. G. Swayne (Bristol), and
Dr. Tanner.—Treasurer : Dr. Barnes.—Honorary Secretaries : Dr.
Craily Hewitt and Dr. Braxton Hicks.—Other Members of Council :

Mr. H. WoodrufFe Bailey (Tlietford), Dr. Clay (Manchester), Dr.
Wm. Fred. Cleveland, Dr. Chas. Drage (Hatfield), Dr. Gream, Dr.
Greenhalgh, Mr. F. Seymour Haden, Dr. Harloy, Mr. Isaac Harrin-
son (Reading), Mr. Henry James, Dr. J. C. Lengmore, Dr. Alfred
Meadows, Dr. Madge, Mr. Joseph Thomas Mitchell, Dr. W. Tyler
Smith, Mr. Fred. Symons (Oxford), Dr. Alfred Joseph Tapson, and
James George Wilson (Glasgow).
The Président then delivered the

ANNUAL ADDRE8S.
The first point dwelt upon in the address was the financial and
numerical prosperity ofthe Society. The success of the volume of
^Transactions " for 1862 was then briefly referred to. The addi-
tions made to the library during the year, the unique value which
would attach to a large collection of purely obstétrical works, and
the need which existed for appointing a librarian, and making some
arrangements which should rerider the books accessible to the Fel-
lows, were next alluded to. The loss of Fellows by death during the
year was stated to be unusually large, including the names of° Dr.
Metcalf Babington, Dr. Waller, Mr. Jessop, of Cheltenham, Mr.
Smith, of Crawley, Mr. Uowland, of Wrexham, and others. The
trials which had occurred during the year, in which persons practis-
ing niidwitery were accused of malpraxis, were commented on, and
especiàl notice was taken ofthe case of Mr. Robinson, convicted of
nianslMughter at the Central Criminel Court. It was shown that in
many of thèse cases the charge of malpraxis arose out ofthe attend-
ance of niidwives in the first instance; and the anomaly that mid-
wives, without any spécial training or qualification, are allowed to
attend in cases often involving the question of life or death was
commented on. The pro^ress of ovariotomy during the year, and
its évident connection with obstetric practice, were noticed. The
récent discussion respecting the genealogy of the Chamberlens and
the discovery of the forceps, was alluded to, and reasons were ad-
duced for giving the merit to Mr. Peter Chainberlen, surgeon-accou-
cheur ofthe City of London, and the first ofthe family of whom we
hâve any record. The address was concluded by the retiring Pré-
sident thanking the Society for the kind support he had received
during his tenure of office.

OUR NOTE B00K.

DIALYSIS : RESEARCHES OF M. ERNEST GUINET.
M. Ernest Guinet bas just published an interesting paper on the

phenomena of transport through porous bodies-
After a very brief analysis of Mr. Graham's researches, the

author proceeds as follows :•

—

Having experienced certain difliculties in the use of vegetable
parchinent, 1 endeavoured to replace the dialyser by a porous
vessel of pipeclay, such as are used for batteries, instead of which it

would be better to use shallow vessels. I hâve repeated most of
Mr. Graham's principal experiments, and hâve made some which ap-
peared impossible with vegetable parchment.
The following are some of them :

—

Solution of gum and sugar, in which is immersed a porous vessel
containing pure water. At the expirât ion of twenty-four hours a
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great part of the sugar lias traverse*! the porous Tessel, and is

dissolved in water, wbich does not contain a trace of gum.
Solution ,of caramel and of bichromate of potass. The sait

traverses the porous vessel alone; the séparation is speedily effected.

If a drop of the mixed solutions is allowed to fall on a porous

vessel, a brown spot of caramel is obtained surrounded by a yellow

one of bichromate, which shows the more rapid diffusion of the

latter sait.

Cotton dissolved in ammoniacal solution of copper. The water in

the porous vessel becomes blue from dissolving ammonical oxide of

copper ; the cotton remains on the outside. The évident object of

tins experiment is to get the cotton in a soluble modification ; but

as ammoniacal oxide of copper diffuses slowly, I must wait a month
to obtain a resuit. It is clear that this experiment could not be
made with vegetable parchment, which is acted on by the ammoniacal
copper solvent.

Experiments were made in which water was replaccd by other

liquida, such as bisulphide of carbon and oil of turpentine.

The dillusibility of différent crystalloids in bisulphide of carbon is

by no mcans the same in ail cases. Thus, if, iodine, sulphur, and
naphthalinc are dissolved in bisulphide, the two latter pass into a

porous vessel full of pure bisulphide much sooner than the former.

If it might be permitted to venture au explanation of the un-

expected phenomena discovered by Mr. Graliam, it might be said

that parcliment-paper or porous vessels act as a kind of sieve,

through which the more attenuated molécules pass more readily
;

for the colloids hâve generally a high équivalent and a considérable

atomic volume. The opposite is the case with crystalloids ; and the

less dilTusible of the crystalloids are those which correspond to the

greatest atomic volume (taking for this the quotient of the atomic

weight by the density which cannot be exact). Such is iodine,

which is less diffiisible than sulphur.— ' Chemist and Druggist.'

PEPSINE.

This peculiar organic substance is one of the constituants of the

gastrie juice, and is supposed to play an important part in the

function of digestion. The idea of using pepsine obtained from the

stomachs of vaiious animais, as a remedy in indigestion and stoniach

complaints, is not by any means new. Indeed, we thought it had
long been exploded ; but a notice m ' Galignani ' of a communica-
tion recently received by the French Academy of Medicine, from
Mr. Hogg, proves that it is still haunting some médical men.

Mr. Hogg states that when the stoniach from debility or illness

dots not produce pepsine in sufficient quantity, the digestion is im-

perfect and painful. Hence lie believes that pepsine, in the hands of

the physician, résolves one of the most difficult problems of human
physiology. He tells us that by mixing pure pepsine in a vessel

with méat or other aliment the act of digestion is produced in

precisely the same manner that it takes place in the stomach of a
person in good health. " In the adminstration of pepsine," Mr.
Hogg says, " médical men bave experienced great difficultés, inas-

much as this substance, valuable as it is when freshly prepared,

becomes entirely inert by exposure to the air. This is due to a
kind of fermentation which takes place spontaneously, and which in

a short tinie entirely destroys ail the active principle." Powders,
syrups, lozenges, wine, &c, hâve ail been employed ; but thèse

forms of taking pepsine are open to many objections, for in ail the

pepsine is continually exposed to the action of the air. Another
and decidedly the best fonn in which to administer this valuable

remedy isin pills, formed as Mr. Hogg recommends, of a nucleus of

pepsine immediately enclosed in a coating of sugar and balsam of

tolu, which prevents any contact with the air. Pepsine will thus

retain its virtues unchiinged during a long period. Mr. Hogg, in

conclusion, expresses lus conviction that pepsine is destined to play

a most important part aniong the newer remédies for the relief and
cure of those numerous disorders generally classed under the heads
of indigestion and stomach compl'iints.

The directions for preparing pepsine given in 'Galignani' are

simply unintelligible ; we thereforo givo M. Vogel's formula, from
Cooley's ' Cyclopasdia of Receipts ' :—Digest the gl.mdular ski 11 of
a hog's stomach, eut into pièces, in cold water for twenty-four hours,

then strain ofï the liquid portion, and repeat the macération with
fresh water ; mix the liquors, and add to them diluto solution of

acétate of lead ; ditfuse the precipitatc through water, décompose it

by a stream of sulphuretted hydrogen, again filter, gently evaporate
the filtrate to a syrupy consistence, and add to it an excess of abso-
lute alcohol; collect the bulky precipitate that gradually forms, and
carefully dry it by exposure to dry air.

—
' Chemist and Druggist.'

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

Thk Kino and Queen's Collège of Physicians in Ireland,
and the Title of " Doctob."—We understand that the Univer-
sity of Dublin, acting on the opinion of Sir Hugh Cairns and Dr.
Twiss, is about instituting proccedings by which the right of the
Collège of Physicians in Ireland to confer the title of " Doctor of
Médecine," will be subinittcd to the décision of a compétent légal
tribunal.

COURT OF EXCHEQUER.
Wednesday, January 20th, 1863.

(Sittinys ai lYi'si Prius, ut GuildhaU before Mr. Baron Bramwell,
and a Common Jury.)

Gibbon v. Budd.
This was an action brought to recover the sum of 2\l. as physi-

cian's fées. The défendant pleaded never indebted.
Mr. Serjeant Parry and ilr. H. T. Cole appeared lor the plaintiff,

and Mr. Dowdeswell and Mr. Shaw represented the défendant.
Although the facts of the case were not of much interest, a

question ofniuch importance in the médical profession arose during
the trial. The plaintiff was a physician residing in Finsbury
square, and the défendant was the executor of a Mr. Henry Budd,
now deceased, formerly living at Albany Chambers, and 45 Picca-

dilly. According to the plaintiffs case, Mr. Budd, having met
with an accident to lus foot, consulted him upon the subject, as

well with référence to his gênerai health, which was much impaired.

Mr. Budd died in January, 1862, upon which the plaintiff sent in

his charges for attendance to his executors, who disputed the

amount.
Mr. Dowdeswell, at the conclusion of the plaintiffs case, sub-

mitted that there was no case made out on the part of the plaintiff.

Previous to the passing of the Médical Act, the 21st and 22ud Vic-

toria, cap 90, sec. 31, the universal iule was that physicians were as

sumed to attend gratuitously, for which they expected an honora-

rium ; they could not recover the amount of their charges for at-

tendance unless there was a spécial contract. In the case of " Veitch

v. Russell," 3, " Queen's Bench Reports " page 936, Lord Dennian
in delivering judgment said, " It must be assumed as clear that

physicians and couusel usually performed their duties without

having a légal title to rémunération. Such has been the gênerai

uuderstanding. To prevent that from operating some express

agreement must be snown, but in considering whether such an
agreement existed we cannot lose sight of the gênerai understand-

iag." The Act of Parliament enacted that physicians registered

under it might recover reasonable charges, subject to such bye-laws

as might be passed by the Collège of Physicians. Now, the Collège

of Physicians had passed a bye-law which directed that they should

not recover, even if there was a contract, so that physicians were
unable to recover under any circumstances.

Mr. Baron Bramwell.—You say that the Act of Parliament has

merely put a further difficulty in the way of a physician's recover-

ing the amount of his charges for attendance.

Mr. Dowdeswell replied in the affirmative, contending that such

a course had been adopted for the purpo.se of rendering the pay-

ment of the physician s fee immédiate.
Mr. Baron Bramwell.

—

I should think that the act was drawn up
by a person who was no lawyer.

Mr. Cole pointed out that, although the Act of Parliament stated

that the right of " Fellows and Meinbers " of the Collège of Physi-

cians to recover the amount of their charges should be subject to

bye-laws to be drawn up by that body, the bye-law in question only
referred to the Fellows, and not to the Members, and therefore did

not apply to the présent case.

Mr. Baron Bramwell.—Does not that give rise to a curious ques-

tion, whether under the Act the Collège has a right to make a bye-

law referring to one portion of their body oi.lyî I am sure I

don't see any great magie in the word " physician," which should
distinguish him from the gênerai practitioners, so far as to prevent
him recovering the amount of his charges. The Act states that ail

reasonable charges are to be recovereu, which could not relate to

charges to be made under a contract, and therefore it must be sup-

posée! that the intention of the Act was that the physician was to

recover the charges for his attendance like any other professional

man. If the statute meant merely to say that if registered you
shall hâve a title to sue in cases where you could otherwise sue, it

would bave merely said " You may sue," in place of saying " You
may recover reasonable charges." By the word " reasonable" being

used in the place of the word " fixed charges, one would think that

the act meant to take away the disability that physicians formerly

laboured under. However, I think that there is sufficient difficulty

to make it right to reserve the question, the difficulty of which is

much increased by the manner in which the Act of Parliament is

drawn up.

Mr. Dowdeswell oberserved that his client as executor felt it to be
his duty to protect the estate by taking the opinion of the Court

above upon the matter.

Mr. Sarjeant Parry.—Why your client is a legatee under the will

to the extent of hall' a million. (Laughter.)

Mr. Dowdeswell then addressed the jury on behalf of the de-

fendant, and observed that there was no proof beyond the plantiff's

own word that he had nttcnded upon deceased as a professional

man. He should call witnesses who would prove that the deceased

was a man of miserly disposition, who would not hâve thought of

paying a physician a guinea a visit ; that during the tinie Mr. Budd
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was ill lie was attended by other médical men ; and that during a

portion of the time when the alleged visits took place no médical

attendant whatever saw him.

Several witnesses were called in support of the defendant's

case.

The leamed counsel having addressed the jury on behalf of their

respective clients,

His Lordship, in summing up, left the jury to say whether in

their opinion the plaintiff had established his case. Was the

plaintiff attending the deceased as a professional man or as a

friend ?

The jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff for the aruount

claimed, leave being reserved to the défendant to move the court

above as to the construction to be put upon the Médical Act.

îSntïjs, 4Mlimages, anB ffleatfjs.

BIRTHS.
Brett.—On the 15th inst., at Lime-tree House, Watford, Herts, the

wife of Alfred T. Brett, M.D., of a son.

Carter.— On the 15th inst, the wife of Albert P. Carter, M.E.C.S.E.,

of London road, Gloucester, of a daughter.

Cox.— At Sydney, New South Wales, the wife of J. E. Coi, M.D., of a

daughttr.

Davidson.—On the 8th inst., at The Villa, Bedford, Northumberland,
the wife of Dr. Davidson, of a daughter.

Gxaiiam.—On the 14th inst., at Lamberhurst, Kent, the wife of Thomas
Hore Graham, M.R.C.S.E., of a son.

Graves.—On the 16th inst., at Barton street, Gloucester, the wife of

Ryv-es W. Graves, F.R.C.S.E., of a son.

Griffith.—On the 14th inst., at St. John' s place, New North road, the
wife of J. Clewin Griffith, M.A., M.R.C.S.E., of a son.

Paterson.—On the 16th inst., at Rosevale, Patrick, Glasgow, the wife

of James Paterson, M.D., of a daughter.
Read.—Ou the 15th inst, at Garry bank, Sydenham, the wife of Reginald

Bligh Read, M.R.C.S.E., of a son.

MARRIAGES.
Davesport— Liedon.—On the 14th inst., at Christchurch, Clifton,

C. J. Davenport, M.D., to Katharine, second daughter of Capt. Liddon,

Davies—Richards.—On the lst inst., at Southwark, Thos. G. D.
Davies, L.R.C. P. Ed., of Bartlett's buildings. Holborn, toEmma, eldest

daughter of C. Richards, Esq.

Dickson—Collin.—On the 14th inst., at Cambridge, Walter Dickson,
M.D., R.N., to Susan, younger daughter of Wm. Collin, Esq., of

Cambridge.
Edie—Moncrieff.—On the 20th inst., at Perth, R. Edie, M.D., to

Robina S. Moncrieff, only child of the late Major J. W. Moncrieff,

H.E.I.Co.'s Service.

Hammond—Burroughs.—On the 15th inst., at Ipswich, C. W. Ham-
mond, M.D., to Emily, only child of T. D'E. Burroughs, Esq., of

Ipswich.

Hammond—Hacon.—On the 14th inst, at Aldborough, Samuel Ham-
mond, L.R.C.P.Ed., of Haslemoor, Surrey, to Frances Theresa, younger
daughter of the late Kichard Hacon, Surgeon, of Aldborough.

O'Brien—M'Gowan.—On the 14th inst, W. Creagh O'Brien, M.D.,
to Jane Fcrth, only daughter ofNeville M'Gowan, Esq., of Blackrock,
Co. Dublin.

Trenholme—Hedge.—On the 34th ult., at Montréal, Edward H. Tren-
hohne, M.D., to Miss Sarah A. Hedge.

White—Lloyd.—On the lOth inst, at Adbaston, Staffordshire, R. H.
White, Surgeon, of Doucaster, to Anne Elizabeth, eldest daughter of
the Rev. F. B. Lloyd, D.D.

DEATHS.
Burman.—On the 8th inst., H. Burman, L.S.A., of Ketton, near Stam-

ford, Lincolnshire, aged 56.

Briggs.—On the lOth inst., at Maesteg, Glamorganshive, J. Biiggs,
M.R.C.S.E., aged 33.

Earnshaw.—On the 20th inst., J. Eamshaw, M.R.C.S.E., of Oldham,
Lancashire, aged 51.

Gardiner.—On the 17th inst., at St. Leonards-on-Sea, Roger Gilbert
Cooper Gardiner, F.R.C.S.E., aged 50.

Knowles.—Ou the 4th inst., S. Knowles, Surgeon, of Hooley hill, near
Ashton-under-Lyme, aged 54.

Lane.—On the l«th inst, at Blackrock, Co. Dublin, T. Lane, M.D.,
late of Wcxford, aged 86.

Marshall.—On the 20th ult., Elizabeth, wife of T. Harrison Marshall,
M.R.C.S. Lond., of Chard, Somerset, and third daughter of the late
Charles Michelmoor, Esq., of Totues, Devon, aged 35.

Richardson.—Ou the lOth inst., at Queen street, Stirliug, James
Richardson, Surgeon, formerly of Glasgow.

Ritchie.—On the 9th inst., John Ritchie, L.R.C.S.Ed., of Tean, Cheadle,
Staffordshire.

BOBEETSON.—On the 17th of Nov., at Woodside, Paramatta, New South
Wales, J. Robertson, M.D., aged 40.

Ross.-On the 2nd of Nov., at Sydney, New South Wales, the Rev. R.
Ross, M.D.

STUCKKY.-On the 12th inst., H. Stuckey, M.R.C.S.E., of Wellclose
square, aged 36.

Stkes.—On the 12th inst, at New Swindon, Wilts, John Sykes, Esq.,me of Leeds, formerly Assistant-Surgeon to the Leeds General In-
firmary, aged 74.

MEDICAL NEWS.
Royal Collège op Surgeons of England.—The followiug

gentlemen, having undergone the necessary examinations for the
diploma were admitted Members of the Collège at the meeting of the
Court of Examinera on the 20th inst :—Thomas Franklin Baker,
Doncaster ; William Arthur Bracey, Birmingham ; Wm. Matthows
Bobart, Ashby de la Zouch ; Isaac Baker Brown, Connaught
square ; Edward Chandler, L.R.C.P. Lond, Chester place, Kenning-
ton ; Arthur John Graham Cross, New street, Spring Gardens

;

George Hurlstone Elliott, Chichester ; Edward Ellis, M.D. St.

Andrew's, Fitzroy street ; John Blount Fry, Edgbaston, near Bir-

mingham ; James Lattey, Upper Phillimore gardens ; Archibald
Megget, Scarborough ; John Mottershead, L.S.A., Macclesfield ;

Edwad Benjamin Randell, Carshalton ; James Dixon Roberts, Ship-

ley, near Leeds ; John James Saville, Sunderland ; Pliilip Jolin

Simpson, Gower street ; Thomas Smallhorn, Dublin ; Charles

Spurway, Tiverton, Devon ; John Wilkins Williams, Paddington
;

Joseph Wilies, Brighton ; John Wilson, Musselburgh ; Eltham
Wood, M.D., Toronto, Toronto.

The following gentlemen were admitted Members on the 21st

inst. :—Alfred Agassiz, Bradfield, Essex ; Thomas Lewis Brittain,

M.D., Edin., Edinburgh ; James Bruce, Islington ; Charles Adams
Buckmaster, Piccadilly ; Henry Cartmel, Manchester ; Frederick

Robert Clarkson, Leeds ; Thomas Lawson Craister, Leeds ; John
Davies, Coleshill, Warwickshire ; Robert Hay, M.D. Queen's Uni-
versity, Ireland, Belfast; Thomas Leigh,Chiswick ; Albert Meeres,

Thame, Oxfordshire ; George Albert Miskin, M.D. St. Andrew's,

York road, Lambeth ; Thomas Cargill Nesham, Newcastle ; Henry
Albert Pattinson, Penrith, Cumberland ; Samuel Rains, Manches-

ter ; John Reddrop, Tiverton, Devon ; Henry Ebenezer Richards,

M.D. St. Andrew's, Sloane street ; William Row, Clapham road ;

George Pearse Surgent, M.D. St. Andrew's, Camberwell ; Robert

Sidney Stone, Bath ; Richard Thorne Thorne, Leamington ; Arthur

Newman Turner, Bermondsey square ; Alfred Wadsworth, Leeds ;

Samuel Edward Walker, Warwick ; William Montague Hall

Welby, L.S.A., Newark, Notts ; George Vint Wright, M.D. Edin.

Edinburgh.
Naval Surgeons.—The followinggentlemen passed theirexamina-

tions for Naval Surgeons at a meeting of the Court of Examiner»

of the Collège on the 20th inst. :—Thomas Dunlop Allison, M.D.
;

diploma of Membership dated June 25, 1858 ; Thomas Williams
Hughes, June 13, 1856 ; Patrick Keelan, of H.M.'s Ship 'Neptune'

;

Nov. 4, 1858 ; Wm. Roche, of the Royal Naval Hospital, Plymouth,
May 24, 1858.

Âpothecaries' Hall.—The following gentlemen passed their

examination in the Science and Practice of Medicine, and received

certificates to practise, on the 15th inst. :—George Stokoe Elliot,

Southwell, Notts ; Edward Leeds, Stretford, near Manchester
;

Benj. Whitehead Parker, Farrington, near Preston, Lancashire
;

John Reynolds, St. Bartholomew's Hospital ; Henry Corpe Sel-

wood, the Hospital, Bkkenhead ; George Eugène Yarrow, Central

street, E. C.

The following gentleman also on the same day passed his first

examination :—Carey Pearce Coombs, St Mary's Hospital.

The Collège of Physicians.—The Croonian, Lumleian, and
Gulstonian Lectures will be given this year by Drs. Risdon, Ben-
nett, King Chambers, and Pavy.

Impure Vaccine Lymph.—The death of a child in London is

reported in the last return of the Registrar-General to hâve occurred

from this source.

University of Cambridge.—Dr. Humphry resumed his course

of lectures on Human Anatomy and Physiology on Tuesday last,

to be continued on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays throughout
the term.

Bequests.—The late T. A. Venables, Esq., lias left the follow-

ing bequests to the Worcester médical institutions :—The Infirmary,

1000?. ; the Dispensary, 500?. ; and the Ophthalmic Institution, 100?.

North Staffordshire Infirmary.—A spécial meeting of

governors was held at Stoke- upon-Trent, on the 16th instant.

About 100 gentlemen were présent. The proceedings lasted nearly

seven hours, and ended not only in the virtual abrogation of ail

the measures taken during the last eighteen months, with the view
to the érection of a new infirmary, but also in the résignation of

the président and several members of the committee.
The Collège Lectures.—Professor Huxley, F.R.S., will com-

mence his course on " Comparative Anatomy," in the théâtre of the

Collège, on Tuesday, February 17, at 4 o'clock, when hé willdeliver

an inaugural lecture on the " Skeleton of a Glyplodon," recently

Ëresented to the Muséum of the Royal Collège of Surgeons by Senor
•on Maximo Terrero. The lectures will be delivered on Tuesday,

Thursday, and Saturday, at 4 o'clock.

A Royal Acknowledgment.—Mr. Grove, the Médical student •

who was fortunate enough to render assistance to lier Royal Highness
the Princess of Hesse when she was thrown from her carriage in the

Isle of Wight a few weeks since, lias been presented with a valuable

mémento of the adventure—consisting of a gold pin and a set of

studs.
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Dorset Cocntt Lunatic Asylum.—The Building Commute
hâve invited tenders for the exécution of the various engineering
works connected witli the asylum. Thesumof 36,tXH)/., which lias

already been raised fur the érection of tins .usyluin at Chnriiiiii-u t,

being iusuffieient for the due completiou of the building, the visiting

justices hâve devoted a further sum of 5000/. for the purpose, whieli
will also iuclude the furnishing of the establishment. As soon as

the patients are removed to the new building, the présent asylum
at Forston will be sold.

APPOINTMENTS FOK THE WEEK.
Wcdnesday, Jamiary 28.

Opérations at Middlesex Hospital, 1 p. m. ; Si Mary' s Hospital, 1 p.m. ;

tJniversity Collège Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Huiiteriaii Society, 8 p.m—
Dr. M'Donnell, "On a Case of Diseasa of the Knee-joint, with
Abscess and Necrosis of the Tibia."

Thursday, Jamiary 29.

Opérations at St George's Hospital, 1 p. ni. ; Central LondonOplithalmic,
1 p.m. ; Londou Hospital, H p.m. ; Royal Free Hospital, 1J p.m.;
Great Northern Hos)iital, King's cross, 2 p.m. ; London Surgical
Home, 2 p.m. ; West London Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Ortho-
pœdic Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Institution, 3 p.m. Prof. Frankland,
" On Chemistry. Chemical Affinity."

Priday, January 30.

Opérations at Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital, 1$ p.m. ; Royal
Institution, 8 p.m.—His Eminence Cardinal Wisemau, "On the
Points of Contact betweeu Science and Art.

Salurday, Jamiary 31.
Opérations at St Thomas's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St Bartholomew's Hospital,

lj p.m. ; King's Collège Hospital, 14 p.m. ; Charing-cross Hospital,
2 p.m. ; Royal Institution, 3 p.m. Mr. W. S. Savory, "On Life and
Death."

Afonday, Fcbruary 2.

Opérations at Lock Hospital, Dean street, Soho, Clinical Démonstrations
and Opérations, 1 p.m. ; St. Mark's Hospital for Fistula and other
Diseases ot the Rectum, 1± p.m. ; Metropolitan Free Hospital,
2 p.m.; Médical Society of London, Z\ p.m.

Tuesday, February 3.

Opérations at Guy's Hospital, l£ p.m. ; Westminster Hospital. 2 p.m. ;

Royal Institution, 3 p.m.—Prof. Marshall, "On Animal Mechanics."
Pathological Society, 8 p.m.

BOOKS RECEIVED FOR REVIEW.
On the Nature and Treatment of Goût and Rheumatic Goût. By

Dr. A. B. Garrod. Second Edition. Londou : Walton and Maberly,
Upper Gower street.

The Minute Anatomy and Physiology of the Nervous System in the
Lobster By Dr. T. S. Coulston.

On Stricture, Rétention of Urine, Stone in the Bladder, &c, being Part
IV. of Clinical Surgery. ByT. Bryant, Esq., F.R.C.S. London : John
Churchill.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Medicts.—Mercury has frequently been exhibited in very large doses
without any evil conséquences. In choiera and similar diseases of
low vital power it has beeu often given in scruple doses, frequently
repeated ; but also in fevers and serous inflammation, large doses hâve
been sometimes administered and found bénéficiai. Dr. Fuller's case
is not un unusual one ; the quantity given was large in the aggregate,
but the separate doses were not larger than ordinary.

Mr. William B.—It would be a snfficient qualification.

A Reader.—The Sai'racenia Purpurea is a very doubtful remedy : we
hâve no expérience of it. The use of it was derived from a squaw of
the Mic-mac Indians of North America. The root is said to be the
most efficacious part of the plant.

A Subsceiber.—The case of •' poisoningby laudanum" is related at too
great length, and doesnot appearto hâve exhibited any novelty; we,
therefore, décline its insertion.

To the Editer of the Médical Oireular.
Sir,— I perçoive in to-day's CmtTi.Ait. you mention the institution I

couduct
; it isthe Londou Galvanic Hospital, Mortimer street, Caveu-

disli aouare, opeu on Mondays, Wediiesdays, and Fridavs, from tWO
till four. I need hardly add I sliall only be too glad to" affbrd overy
faaility to any of my professional brethren who will do me the honour
of nttending. I am, &c,

"0 Brook street, Jamiary 21. Harry Lobb.
Mr. Crossley (Maltby).—Communication receivcd and inserted.
A Constant Reader.—Dr. Steggall, of Sonthampton street, Blooms-

bury.

Carbolio Acid.
To the Edilor ofthe Médical Circulai:

Sir,—Itwouldbe very désirable if your correspondents would, when
sending you communications on any subjeet, be sure v-hat tliey Write
about, as the fact is by no meaus infrequent, that much that is

rocorded, is cither erroneous or altogother " bosli." I am lod to t heu
romarks from a paper which appeared in your columns of 17th Dec.
last, by Dr. Godfrey, on the virtues and uses of carbolio acid, and
certainly could the highly useful character which he gives of this new
préparation be realised, it would be an uudoubted beuefit. Désirons
to provo the same, I obtained a spécimen of pure acid, with the cha-
raeters, to appearanco, as tho Dr. describes, but I iind it not only not
solublo in water in the proportion stat d and therefore, in this respect,
inapplicable for médical or surgical purposes, but likewise as to taste,

instead of being " like unripe fruit," it is pungent aud disagreeable,
I hope the Dr. will be kind enough to enlighten us a little further on
the subject, as such a useful agent as he déclares the acid to be, should
not be sacrificed to au imperfect knowledge of the correct treatment
secund. art. I remain, &c,

A. Tweedie.
Mr. Forsayth.—If our correspondent writes to Baillièrc, lie will, no

doubt provide him with the information lie requires.

Dr. Graily Hewitt. —Received with tlianks.

Mi-. A. Boyer Brown informa us that there will be no opérations at
the London Surgical Home next Thursday, as they are moving into
their new houses.

Mr. Marshall (Chard).—Received and inserted.

Dr. Leisiiman's note has been received. Tho January number has
corne to hand.

Ball in Gabibaldi's Foot.
To the Editor of the Médical Circular.

Sir,— I was much astonished to observe in your valuable journal,

dated 21st, a statement—contradictory to ail statements—read, and
received as mit lient ic by the public and profession at large, viz., that
Mr. Partridge has never had a fair opportunity of making a personal
examination of Garibaldi's foot, but was obliged to content himsclf
with the statements of others. This being the case, will Mr. Par-
tridge kindly state the nature of the hindrances prevonting him from
making a proper examination. This, in my opinion, ought to be
openly and candidly set forth, for I maintain that it is most
unjust that Mr. Partridge should hâve lus professional charac-

ter damaged, as it now stands before the public, and indeed the
médical profession, without giving him an opportunity of vindicating

himself. Let Mr. Partridge, therefore, conie honestly and candidly

forward, and state in your journal, and indeed in other journals, the

faets connected with the tupposed failure in the diagnosis of the foreigu

substance in the uufortunate Garibaldi's foot. I am, persoually speak-

ing, a stranger to Mr. Partridge, nevertheless I do trust he may be

enabled to explain away the supposed unsuccessof his double journey.

I may add should this statement be incorrect, it is highly unfair to

ail other parties by whom Garibaldi has been medically atteiided,

therefore it is ail the more désirable that Mr. Partridge should state

most clearly and lucidly ail facts connected with tins uufortuuate case.

I am, Sir,

Kew, Jan. 22, 1863. Andrew Hendekson, M.R.C.S.

Mr. Black.— Certainly.

H_ s.—Nothing canbe done under the circumstances, but to submit to

the loss. You cannot claim upon the estate unless you can prove a

Îiartnership. No doubt you hâve been swindled—under cover of

aw.

Chtrurgus (Luton).—Both are uecessary.

£jhlorodyne.— R. Freeman, A natomy, Physiology,
^-^ Pharmaceutist. Kenntnirton road. London. S., in- i

^--*- PATROT.nriV or.,1 STTnflERY — Mr TiîhcïnPharmaceutist, Kennlngton road, London, S., m-
forms the Profession and Trade that he has for yeakh
mâde, andextensivelysupplied Chlorodyne—in one-ounce
and four-ounce stoppered bottles, at ls. 6d. and 5s. each.
He guarantees it to be uniformly and properly prepared,
and luperior to any other makers', ttiough their charge be
ever »o exorbitant ; and he is glad to flnd that the low
prie» ai «rhich he sella it allows the Profession to use it in
common practice and at pnblic institutions, so that its

extraordinary bénéficiai effects are enjoyed by the poorest
sofferers. Sold by F. NEWBERY and SONS. 8t. Panl's
t'hurchyard, and ail Wholesale DruggisU.

TTing's Effervescent Citrate
-*-*- of MAGNE8IA is the original Préparation for
which the Proprietor received a Medal at theOreat Exhlbi-
tion in 1851. and has had the sanction and recomincmiation
t the most eminent Physiciaus in London, and ttu-oughoat

tbe empire, for the last fifteen years, as a most agreeable
and emeaciotts "Saline aperient and Fébrifuge, «uitable for
ail âges and ail climates. Testimonial» accompany each
bottle. Hold by ail ChemurU-—W. W. KLNG Sole Pro
prietor, 14 Percy street, W.

PATHOLOGY. and SURGERY.— Mr. Tcson
fornierly Surgeon Ut the Middlesex Hospital, continues
his PR1VATE INSTRUCTIONS daiiy at his résidence,

6 Devonshire street, Portland place. Thèse démonstra-
tions and Examinatimis are illustrated by récent Dissec
tions, ilodels, and Anatomical préparations. Each Course
Five Guineas. A vacanev for a House Pupil.

6 Devoaelih'e strc;t, Portland place

Prize Medal, International Exhibition, 1862.

F. It. Gustav Ernst, Ortho
FmniC and ANATOMICAL MACHINEST, Manu-

facturer of Surgical Instruments, Elastic Bandages, <fcc. &c.

19 Calthorpe street, Gray'sinji road, W.C.

EBurton and Co.'s Optical,
• MATHEMATICAL, and PHOTOGRAPUIC

INSTRUMENTS cannot lie surpassed ai the priées charged.

A Catalogue for two stamps, or on application at the
rfanufactory, 47 CHURCH STREET, MINOR1ES E.,

London.

Patent Self-Adjusting
TRUSSES.—SALMON, ODY, and Co., most re-

spectfullyinformthe public that their TRU88ES arc fourni

to answer the purpose with mure Knse aud Sccurity thau
any other Invention, reojllrfng no under strap or any
galling Bandage. Persons in the country are requested to

send the circumferenee of the body one iuch Ih'Iow the

hipe, and to observe that "Salmon, Ody, and Co." is

stamped upon the leather case. Ladies are request'.d to

apply at Mr. Ody's juivate door.

MANUFACTORY, 292 .--TRAND, LONDON.

J. L. BRADSHAW, late

Qlioolbred and Bradshaw, 34^ JERMYN STREET, begs to call attention to the
various iuiprovements in Patent ELASTIC STOCKINGS,
BELTS, KNEE-CÀP8, BOCKS, and Ladies' and Gentle-

men'» 8P1NE SUPPORTERS. A new Description of

BEI.T, invaluable for prévention of Choiera, and the cure

of Rheiiniatism, Limibago, &c— N'. li. Evci y description of

INDIA UUBBUR BANDAGF, vulcanized on the newest
principle. Direction» for measurement sent by poat.—N.B-

A libéral Discount to the Profession. A female to attend

on Ladies
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ANNUAL MEETING OF THE ACADEMY
MEDICINE OF PARIS.

OF

Paner/yrie of T/ienard—Prizes awarded— Colio caused by the

use of Cider—Incarcerated Hernia cured by the Tobacco-

Enema—Horny Excrescences—Chances of Tracheotomy
in Infancy.

It is but proper in tins first article dcvoteJ to professional
transactions of immédiate interest, to notice the public meet-
ing which closes eacli year the session of the Academy of
Medicine. The perpétuai Secretary delivered on this occasion
a genuine eulogy, and was recompensed by warm and unani-
mous congratulations. Departing from his former habits of
posthumous invective, Mr. F. Dubois bestowed unreserved
praise, and which often assumed the tones of admiration, on
the illustrious colleague whose well-employed life lias boen
deemed by him exceptionally doserving of encomium.
As a chemist, Thénard had many associâtes in his labours,

and it is no easy task to discriminate with accuracy his per-
sonal share in researches in which he was aided by Gay-
Lussac, Dulong, Biot, Roard, Darcet, and others. But this

apportionment of merit and glory lias after ail but a secondary
amount of importance, and Mr. Dubois ingeniously eluded the
difficulty, and sank the question of persons in the wider con-
sidération of scientific progress. He drew a sketch of the con-
dition of chemistry at the time when Thénard first appeared
on the stage, and described the rapid accumulation of the
acquisitions of that science under the united influence of
many investigators, pointing out at the same time the dis-
coveries specially due to Thénard, and among others that of
the binoxide of hydrogen, or oxygenated water, which has
been applied, not without success, to the cure of unhealthy
wounds.
We may quote, among the passages which were more

specially approved of by the audience, the ingenious and true
comparison established by the orator, between the professional
talents of Thénard, of Fourcroy and Vanquelin, a parallel
which abounds in pointed and unexpected contrasts.

" Mr. Thénard," said he, " supplies us in his person with tlie

most complète and impressive type of the perfect professor.
" ... Familiar with every kind of chemical manipulation,

intimately conversant with his subject from long study, and confi-
dent in the excellence of his method, Thénard carried on simul-
taneously the exposition of his facts with their practical démonstra-
tions, affording in his lectures the happiest combination of the
subjecta oculis and the demissa per aurem. It was his wish that his
experiments should accompany, not précède or follow, his verbal
explanations

; hence his somewhat testy impatience, and the impe-
tuousness of his manner towards his assistants. It was easy to see
that the Professor was thoroughly inaster of his thème, and he abso-
lutely sported with questions which to others might hâve appeared
difficult. Without neglecting the substance, he bestowed much
attention on the form of his lectures, and in the polishing of his
periods he seemed to find especial pleasure. His delivery was ela-
borate, and usually niarked by a pompons and somewhat magnilo-
quent elocution, as if in imitation of Fourcroy. But, in one day,
who could hope to rival the speaker whom my predecessor justly
calls the fascinating, the brilliant, the lumiuous Fourcroy ? Four-
croy, a master in the art of framing a discourse, was a finished
niodel of the most exquisite scholarship. Thénard's leadin"
quahty, on the contrary, was the broad humour of the old Gaul in
Hf mort varying, spontaneous, and unexpected outbursts.

" As a Professor, therefore, Thénard, doubtless, miist be con-
sidered as mferior to Fourcroy ; but he was immeasurably superior
to lus master, Vanguelin, who never bestowed a thonght on the
mère wordmg of liis lectures.
"What a contrast between the two men ! In Thénard, the eye,

the haud, the entire figure, were equally éloquent, and his souorous
voice reyerberated far beyond the doors of the vast amphithéâtre.
Vanquelin, on the contrary, ever calm, smiling, undisturbed, snoke
in soit accents, which barely reached the lower benclies of the lec-
ture-room

: he represented cold, empassive science, whereas Thénard
was tlie hving impersonation of its more ardent aspirations, especi-
ally when suaking his large and expressive head, lie impartecf, ore
rntundi, new intonations to his voice, and veuted his impatience on
ail aroiind him, down to the substances used in the expérimenta
which he would upbraid for their inactivity.

"Thénard's lectures were, therefore, emphatic and declamatory
perhaps somewhat thcatrical ; but even this was not entirely wilh-

out advantage, and it was impossible to forget what he had once
been heard to relate.

" Thénard, moreover,lpossessed the happv talent of adapting him-
self with ease to his audience, and the tone of his lectures varied
according to his hearers. Thus, at the Polytechnic school, his
language was stnctly didactic, serious, correct and concise. In the
halls oi the Sorborme, when addressing Students of Medicine, and
candidates loi- the Bachelor's degree, he was at once classical and
elementary. But at the Collège of France, frequented by manv
unprofessional persons, he felt entiiely at his ease, and untranï-
melled by no programme of any kind, he gave full play to his
powers, without détriment to the excellence of his tuition, and
while courting the smiles of his audience, he yet preserved a per-
fectly dignified demeanour.

" Thénard was not one of those pédants who can never forget
that they are professors, whether they speak before an academy, or
joiu a political or a social meeting, and who are always reâdv
with a lecture of an hour's duration. At the Academy, Mr. Thénard
was invariably listened to with déférence, because lus language was
entirely free from offensive assumption. His sound learning, cour-
teous manner, and conciliating disposition secured for him a degree
of influence and popularity which he preserved to the last ; indeed,
in his later years, a certain patriarchal tone pervaded his speeches,
wliich went to the heart as well as to the minds of his hearers."

Mr. Dubois described in an equally felicitous manner the
services rendered by Thénard in the management of the Uni-
versity, his private charities, and his noble Institutions of the
Mutual Benefit Society of the Friends of Science. The origin
of this society is well known ; its object is to relieve the un-
obtrusive and often bitter misery of men of éducation, who,
having devoted a life-time to scientific pursuits, yet remain in
indigent cireumstances. In creating and liberally endowing
this excellent charity, and pointing it out to the sympathies of
the affluent, Thénard bestowed a new family on thèse disin-

herited chiklren of fortune. Mr. Dubois concluded his address
wkh the following peroration, which was received with
unanimous and repeated applause :

—

" Each period of this Ion" life was, therefore, marked by good
works and useful labour. Mr. Thénard's persevering dévotion to
science had become touchingly blcnded with his love for mankind ;

and his kindness and serenity of soûl invested his intercourse with
others with an indescribable charm.

" Thénard might bave said in the words ascribed by licero to the
learned Isocrates, I cannot complain of old âge, et nihil habes
quod acettsem seneclulam ; after a long succession of useful and
honoured years, I now in my décline enjoy equally sweet and
pleasant days.

" Thus, geiitlcineu, old âge, often a melancholy period for literary
men, may become for the scientific student the happiest and sweetest
time of his life.

'• Poets may die young, and even at the approach of death find
sublime strains which are noted by posterity ; like André Uhénier,
the poet may tune his lyre at the very foot ot the scaffold, and if
he niust ascend its gory steps, the fatal platform becomes a pedestal
which points him out more conspicuously to the undying admi-
ration of future générations.

" When
?
on the contrary, death overtakes a young savant, his

melancholy fate causes a gênerai feeling of regret and sorrow. But
when a lavornes is struck down, briniful of acquired science and
of science in the bud, how much more intense is the universal
grief !

" A long life is barely sufncient to establish the réputation of the
savant

; it is complète only in bis declining years, but his name is

surrounded with imperishable glory when after distinguishing
hiinself liy long and important labours, he takes in haud like
Thénard the noblest of ail causes, that of undeserved misfortune

;

when lie appeals to his fellow-men, not in lus own behalf, but in
faveur of poor but learned men, who evenjn indigence, contribute
their share to the greatness of our common country."

— At the same meeting, Mr. I. Béclard, the annual secre-
tary, reported on the prizes and recompenses awarded by the
Academy, and acquitted hiniself ably of this difficult task.

In another part of the présent number, will be found the
names of the successful competitors. Mr. Béclard took this
opportunity of alluding, in feeling ternis, to the legacy of 40/.

a yoar laft to (lie Academy by a young physician, whose pré-
maturé death it was recently our melancholy duty to record.
Mr. Ernest Godard, in addition to this sum assigned by him
to the foundation of an annual prise, has also lcft in his will,

dated i'ruiii Jérusalem, an anuuity of 8/., to be every year
appropriated to the gift of a box of instruments to the first
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Interne named by compétition, and tho sum of 280/. for tho

institution of a library for the use of tho patients in the hos-

pitals of La Charité, Necker, and the Midi

— The Academy has entered on an important debate on tho

subject of drinkable waters. As the discussion is likely to bo

protracted, we shall postpone our romarks to the period or its

conclusion. Froni want of space in our article Learned
Soeietie», we may briefly allude hère to a communication of

an entirely practical nature, forwarded to the Academy, by
one of its corresponding members, Mr. Houssard, of Avranches.

It relates to a form of colic, which the author conceives to be

induced by the i nimoderato use of cider.

According to Mr. Houssard, the disease is marked by sharp

and unceasing abdominal pain, attended with obstinate con-

stipation and fréquent emesis. The abdomen althongh not

hard or much distended, is moderately tender on pressure ; the

thirst is intense, the puise at first slow, and the heat of the

surface not romarkablo in tho incipiont stages. Tliis combi-

nation of symptoms is attributed to the use and more especially

to the immoderate use of cider which has been kept two or

three years. Thèse effects of old cider would appear to be

conséquent on the présence of a large quantity of the malic and
aceted acids than is found in the recently prepared beverage.

Hence résulta which resemble the symptoms of intestinal ob-

struction. If the practitioner for the purpose of removing the

supposed obstructions, exhibits a brisk aperient, copious

motions follow with immédiate relief, which [Mr. Houssard
refers to expulsion of the acids or other injurious ingrédients

of the cider.

Any aperient answers the purpose ; neutral salts and espe-

cially castor oil, which détermines in the first place the évacu-

ation of the contents of the large intestine, are especially béné-

ficiai It frequently happens, however, that the obstinate and
incessant occurrence of vomiting interfères with the adminis-

tration and etfects of the laxatives. In this instance, Mr.

Houssard has recourse to croton oil, which is less likely, from
the smallness of the dose, to induce vomiting. Two grains of

this substance aro divided into eight pills, and one pill is

exhibited every half hour, usually with satisfactoiy effect.

If necessary, the dose may be repeatod on the foliowing day,

the pills, however, being now taken every hour only. The
efficacy of the treatment is so well known, thatit enjoys in the

country the réputation of a spécifie. In order to check the

vomiting, previously to the exhibition of the oil, it is proper

to apply a large mustard poultice for an hour over the epigas-

tric région. When recovery is effected, the patient must be

;very cautious in the use of cider, and this beverage shoidd be
diluted with water, or replaced permanently by wine and
water, in order to obviate a relapse, which might entail serious

and perhaps fatal conséquences.

— Xumerous methods, in addition to blood-letting and
chloroform, hâve been proposed for tho purpose of promoting

the réduction of strangulated hernia. In October last, Mr.

GueTsant reported favourably to the Société de Médicine
Practique on a paper by Mr. Chrestien, entitled Cure of
Hirnia by Belludonna. In every instance Mr. Chrestien

would appear to hâve succeeded with this remedy in removing
the strangulation, and two or three of his patients were
affected with crural hernia. Mr. Guersant, however, remarked
that the intestinal displacements were probably of récent

origin, a circumstance which would account for the author's

unvarying success.

It is not our purpose to question the accuracy or vaine of

the facte adduced by one learned fellow-practitioner, but we
shall merely observe that the good etfects obtained from the

use of belladonna, should not cause us to forget the efficacy of

the tobacco-enema. In the debate to which Mr. Guersant's

report gave rise, Mr. Jalode-Lafond described tobacco as a

remédiai agent possessed of gênerai hyposthenic properties

analogous to those induced by chloroform, venesection,

. baths, &c, and at the samo time of locally stimulant virtues

calculated to promote peristaltic action. In many cases re-

corded in the présent Journal, the tobacco-enema acted in the

:most bénéficiai manner, and quite recently a patient who was

treated jointly by Mr. Villaret and ourselvos, was thus rescued
from the sutferings and dangers of opération with tho knife.

The case was one of inguinal hernia of moderate size, and
the patient was a young man of apparently vigorous, but in
reality, lymphatic constitution. Incarcération took place at

eight o'clock p.m., without any formidable symptoms. Taxis
was vainly resorted to in the course of the evening, and
throughout the night. According to the precept laid down by
Mr. Velpeau, castor-oil was exhibited, the seat of the patient

being at the same time placed in an elevated position, and a
bag of ice being appliod over the tumour. Tho oil was not
retained by the stomach. At eleven o'clock p.m., as no im-
provement had taken place, the following infusion of coffee

was prescribed :

il Coffee, gviij. ;

Boiling water, Oijss.

Infuse for half an hour, and exhibit four ounces every quar-

ter of an hour until eight cups hâve been taken, the four last

boing taken every half hour only. In Italy and in the south

of France coffee lias been strongly recommonded in cases of

strangulated hernia, but in most instances it is rejected by the

stomach. This occurred in our patient, who, after the eighth

cup vomited ail he had swallowed. It was now two o'clock

a.m., and we rosolved on having recourse to tho tobacco enenia.

Two drachms and a half of tobacco were boiled for a quarter

of an hour in ton ounces of water, the liquid was strained and
injected into the rectum. After an interval of two hours none

of the physiological effects of the remedy being yet apparent,

Mr. Villarot, a former interne of the hospitals of Lyons, de-

termined on dividing the stricture with the knife, when we
noticed in the patient unquestionable signs of the action of

the tobacco on the System. On examination of the tumour,

it was found to hâve decreased to half its original size, and

taking advantage of the state of collapse induced by the

enoma, we reduced the hernia with perfect ease.

We should not omit to state that immediately after the ré-

duction we exhibited a mixture which Mr. Bouchardat con-

sidéra as an antidote to the bad effects of tobacco ; the follow-

ing is the formula :

R. Aquse, Oiij.

Potassii iodidi, gr. vij.

Tinct. iodinii, gr. v.

Sodas sulphatis, 3v.

This fluid was administered partly in an enema and partly

as a beverage. Several motions followed, and by ten o'clock

the same evening an entire cure was efi'ected.

We need not add that had we found it necessary to hâve

recourse to the knife, we should in the first place hâve admi-

nistered chloroform, and again attempted réduction during

anœsthesia.

— Horny excrescences are not unfrequently developed on

the surface of the body, but the two following instances pré-

sent features of interest : the first was presented to the Society

of Surgery by Mr. Démarquay, the other was observed in hos-

pital by Professor Nélaton.

The first patient was a woman of sixty-five, who, at the ago

of thirty eight, noticed on the outer and upper part of the

right arm a tumour of the size of a poa, for the development of

which he could assign no tangible cause. Tho growth gradu-

ally increased in size, and in the course of seven years became

as large as a hen's egg. For a long time plastors of various

kinds were applied by the nuns of the order of St. Thomas,

and at last the tumour broke and gave issue to fatty matter,

and ta a sort of mombranous cyst. The wound healed, and a

8mall horny oxorescenco soon became apparent in the midst of

tho granulations. It was torn away by the patient, but grew

again, and attained a length of an inch and a-half. The
morbid product was then removed with the knife, but formed

again, and again was excised by Mr. Hutin, Surgeon of the

Hôtel des Invalides. A siniilar opération was subsequently

several times repeated, and Mr. Courtois, who relates the history

of the case, States that the portion removed by him on the

Jast occasion was five inches in length and eight Unes broad ;
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to

it had acquired a spiral shape, and was attached to the arm by

a iieshy pedicle, consisting of agglomerated fasiculi. The ex-

crescence now closely resenibles a raiii's horn, and is eight

inches long. It causes much pain and inconvenience, and the

patient is anxious for relief. In this instance, no peculiar

symptom was ever observed, beyond an unnatural appetite at

the period coïncident with the largest development of the

growth, when the woman was in the habit of eating four

pounds of bread a-day, and of rising at night in quest of food.

In Mr. Nélaton's patient, the horn was situate on the

inner aspect of the thigh, and resembled a cock's spur. The
questions addressed to this woman by the Professor caused

some surprise. He inquired, among other points, if her food

repeated. Most trustworthy authors hâve asserted that many
of the subjects afflicted with this kind of excrescence abso-

lutely ruminate, or are descended from parents in whom the

first stage of digestion presented this peculiarity. Nothing of

the kind existed in the présent instance. Mr. Nélaton has

met with many cases of horny excrescence, the favourite seats

of the growth being the head, forehead, nose, and cheek.

The important part of the structure is an indurated base, on
which it rests, and which involves only the skin. If the horn
spontaneously drops off, or is removed on a level with this hard
surface, a relapse must inevitably occur, as was repeatedly ob-

served in Mr. Démarquay's case. To effect a radical cure, it is

necessary to follow Mr. Nélaton's procept, and to extirpate in

its integrity the induration from which the excrescence springs,

by a circulai' or elliptic incision.

A formidable épidémie of diphtheritic sore throat prevails at

présent in the hospitals and city of Paris. The greater part

of the children admitted into the wards of the hospital for

infancy, die in despite of surgical interférence. The diphtheria

extends promptly to the bronchi and vesicular structures of

the lungs. The wound conséquent on the opération for

tracheotomy becomes covered with false membranes, and the

canula causes ulcération of the trachea, notwithstanding the

adoption of the niovable tubes imagined by M. Luer. The
mortality causes some hésitation in the performance of tracheo -

toniy, a circumstance which lias permitted us to witness the

unusual occurrence of the cure of croup without opération in

a child aged eighteen months.

The patient was a little girl who was admitted in tho third

stage of croup into Mr. Blaohe's wards. General and deep

anassthesia, symptomatio of the peculiar kind of asphyxia

observable at this period of the-disea.se was présent, together

with cyanosis of the face, réfrigération of the surface, &c.

False membranes were detected in the fauces ; the voice and
cough were both extinct, and, in short, the case was unques-

tionably one of genuine pseudo-membranous croup.

Under thèse circumstances, the interne on duty deemed it

unadvisable to hâve recourse to tracheotomy. Emetics had
been exhibited previously to admission into hospital, and
were not again resorted to. The child's body was wrapped
in cotton wool, and bottles containing hot water were ap-

plied to the surface ; chlorate of potash and oxysulphuret of

antimony were also prescribed. On the following day, goat's

milk, ad libitum, was administered, and, in the course of

forty-eight hours ail danger passed away.

Had the child been operated on, it is extremely probable

that death would hâve ensued, and yet we cannot agrée that

âge is always to be viewed as a positive counter-indication to

tracheotomy.

The influence of the âge of the subjeet on the chances of

this opération is a question which of late has again been dis-

cussed by authors whose opinion is entitled to the highest
considération. The Gazette Hebdomadaire relates a case of

tracheotomy successfully performed by Mr. Bell, of Edinburgh,
on a child aged soven months, and reproduces a letter in which
Dr. Barthez, of hospital Sainte Eugénie, détails tho particulars

of the case of a little girl, aged thirteen months, who was res-

cued, in his wards, by the opération. " The procédure," says Mr.
Barthez, '• presented no unusual difficulties, and tho canula was
removed on the seventh day." Alluding to thèse two cases,

Mr. Dumontpallier remarks that in 1834 Mr. Trousseau resorted

to tracheotomy with ontire succèss in .a child aged thirteen

months. It is therefore now a positively certain fact, that
during the first twelve or fifteen months of life, tracheotomy
affords fair chances of success, and the most singular instance
in point is the case of Mr. Scouttettan's daughter, who, aged
six weeks only, was operated on by her father with the most
satisfactory results. Yet thèse cases are rare exceptions.
Croup is, moreover, unfrequent at that early period of in-

fancy, and the opportunities for the use of the knife are few
;

the disease, on the contrary, carries away a very large number
of children who hâve reached two years of âge. Now a récent
paper, published by Mr. Laborde, an interne of the Hospital
for Infancy, shows that at that period tracheotomy has several

finies been successfully performed. It may therefore be as-

serted that sufficient motives at présent exist to repeal the
sentence which deprives so many young children of the
benefits of this surgical procédure.

Cju Heùual Cirntlar.

CEETINISM.
Bï Prof. Charles A. Lee.

Interlaken, Sept. 6, 1862.

In my last letter I gave some account of Dr. Guggenbuhl's estab-

lishment on the Abendberg, for the treatment of cretinism and
idiocy, and his views, in brief, in regard to the causes, pathology, and
trealment of this peculiar torm of disease. As I am preparing a

paper on the subjeet, to be laid before the " New York Academy of

Medicine" at some future period, I shall not at présent enter upon
it at any length, reserving for that communication the particular

results of my observations both in the valleys ofthe Alps and in other
parts of Europe. No one who has not travelled in this country eau
form any idea of the vast number of crétins met with among the
valleys of Switzerland, nor the wretched condition to which they
are reduced. They are found in every low hot valley amongst the
mountains ; and in some of the villages of the Valais in the valley

of the Rhône, I was informed that one-third of the population were
crétins. For several miles above Martigny the bottom of the valley

is a mère swamp, made desolate and unhealthy by the overflowinga

of the Bhone and its tributaries ; owing to the dead level of the
surface, the waters are not drained off, and a most intense and
malignant malaria is generated. There is a saltiness and stifling

heat throughout its whole extent that I hâve never experienced
in any other part of the world. There seems a perfect stagnation

of the atmosphère, and ail nature seems to droop under its influence.

Goitre, cretinism, and ague are endémie through the whole région,

and the whole native population bear the marks of décrépitude,

deformity, and prématuré old âge. Rushes, rauk grass, and aidera

are the oïdy végétation that grows on the flats. At Sion, the capital

of the Valais, containing some 2,500 inhabitants, is a hospital, in

charge of the sisters of charity, containing many aggravated cases of
cretinism and goitre. This is, beyond ail dispute, one of the most
wretched and misérable districts in Europe, although formeriy,

judging from the ruins of numerous castles and churches, a highly

prosperous and flourishing région. For some reason the human
race hère has undergone sad détérioration, till at présent the popu-
lation are steeped in povei'ty and disease. The crétin hère, at least,

is not only an idiot, butsomething more. With a vacant, distortad,

and hideous expression, his head seems disproporlionately large ; his

belly protubérant and enormous ; his limbs stunted, dwindling and
erippled ; his muscles soft and flabby ; his circulation torpid ;

skin

livid, cold, and clammy ; he cannot speak at ail, or if he can, with

great difficulty and indistinetness. Ile is incapable of any work,

but lies basking in the sun like a torpid serpent, seeming to dérive

great gratification from its hottest rays. Ifhe has life enough and
is able to move or speak, he is an importunate beggar whenevera
stranger appears, chattering and grinning like a monkey, and dis-

playing hardly as much intelligence. There is, of course, every

grade of the disease, from slight goitre to absolute décrépitude and

helplessness. It is a singular fact that the disease is unknown 3,000

féet above the sea, which effectively disposes of the snow-water

theory. At Sion, and other places in the Valais, it is very comnion

to remove children and evenadults to the mountains, on the appe«r-

ance of any symptoms of goitre ; and it is said that the disease is

arrested if this is resorted to at any early stage. I suppose it can

hardly be doubted that, as Dr. Guggenbuhl maintains, cretinism is

one of the injuvious effects of intense malaria, as it is found chiefly,

if not entirely, in low, wurm, and moist situations, as at the bottom

of valleys, where exhalations are not dissipated by winds, and where

there is a stagnation of the air. A high dew point, also, will probably

be found to hâve much to do in. causing it.. In regard to goitre,
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however, there are many facts goins; to show that it may be produced

by some- minerai substance, probahly some combination of lime in

the water. Wo meet with it verv often, for example, in Central New
York, adjacent to t'>e Seneeaand Cayuga lakes ; and Dr. Coindet,

of Geneva (Switzerland) informa me that there is a well in Geneva
which has had to be sealed up, because whoever drinks ot the latter

for any length of time is attacked with goitre. Thus of a French
régiment of soldiers, formerly stationed in that city, and who drank
of the water for a considérable period, a majority were sooner or

later afiected with goitrous sweltings about the neck.

In regard to the hereditary transmission of cretinism, Dr. Gug-
genbuhl made some statements which were new to me, but for the

truth of which I do not vouch, inasmuch as they are opposed to

gênerai profession 1 opinion on thèse subjects. He said that if a
crétin mother had a child by a man not a crétin, the child would not

be a crétin; and. on the other han'?, that if the female was not a

crétin, while the father was, the oflspring was always a crétin. " The
mother," added the Dr., " has nothing to do with the intellect of the

child, ail dépends upon the father. Thus, there is a family of mathe-
raaticians in Basle, celebrated for mathematical talent for many
générations, and yet there hâve been several mothers in the family
of feeble intellect. The sameis true ofthe Munroe family of Edin-
burgh, so celebrated as anatomists. Similar examples can be found
in every country. The reason why Schiller, Hufeland, Oké, and
other great men, hâve had no children of eminent talent, is, that they
overworked their brains, and exhausted their nervous energy by hard
study and profound thinking. No, no ; ail intellect is transmitted
solely by the maie." I givo this for what it is worth, as any remark
from so intelligent and careful an observer as Dr. G. is worthy of at-

tention. Most people will be guided on this subject by their own ob-
servations, which, iflam not mistaken, will be found quite opposed
to the theory of Dr. G. But the iactrelated in regard to cretinism
is certainly very remarkable, and deserves further investigation.

As Dr. G. was one of the first who attempted to cure or instruct
cretms, it may be well to point out his mode of procédure more in

détail. Often developing the physical powers as far as possible by
exercise, médication, and nutritions food, etc., he tried to rouse the
ear from its habituai torpor and apathy, and this he did by com-
pressing the sound through a tube into the ear itself. He then
taught the child to perform with its mouth the motion required to

express the sound, and so to connect the sound itself with the mode
of expressing it. This is a ted'.nus process, and sufficient to test the
patience of any man. It thus passes through the vowels, then the
consonants ; and to bring other organs into play, the letters were
carved out in wood, and the crétins were taught to connect
thèse with the sounds, according as the organs of touch or sight

were developed. Gradually, by this method, they were taught
to forra words, which they uttered. When ail this was ac-
quired—which often took months, or even years—common
objects, such as keys, knives, forks, spoons, etc., were painted, and
the objects laid before them. They thus learned not only to dis-

tinguish them. but to lay them on their pictures. If this process
did not avail to fix the sight on any object, marks or letters were
made with phosphorus on the walls of the room, the room being
darkened. This method often proved effectuai when other means
failed. It was also necessary to develop the sensés of taste and
smell, which are very faint if at ail possessed by crétins. From four
to six months were usually necessary to bring the patients to such
a degree of bodily vigour, as to be prepared for instruction. The
means of instruction and training seem, in short, to hâve been the
same as those now employed in asylums for idiots. To instil know-
ledge by means of visible objects, is not only the best method of
awukening a dormant minci, but it is nature's best mode of impart-
ing ideas and training ail the sensés. The mind of an idiot, as

well as of a healthy child, can only be developed and strengthened
through impressions on the sensual organs.
As Dr. G. considered debility as the prédominant feature in creti-

nism, the guiding principle of his treat tuent, has been to strengthen
and arouse the System. He started with the belief that mountain
air was essential ; hence his establishment 3,000 feet above the sea.

He belicved tbat the activity of the body might be aroused by means
of the skin, for he had observed that whenever the capillary circula-

tion could be restored to the surface, and the température of the
skin became natural, it was always an indication of renewed strength
and vigour

; hence his fréquent use of frictions and tepid aromatic
baths. After a good degree of tone was restored, he then found
ablutions and friction with cold water, useful in strengthening the
limbs. In rickety cases, with crooked limbs and weak or distorted
Epines, electrical baths were found of service. His gymnastics con-
sisted in making liis patients chmb up ladders, especially backwards,
then raise weights on a measuring machine. The American haby-
jumper was put in réquisition for small children who were unable to
walk alone. To thèse were added exercises of ail kinds in the open
air, the cultivation of small garden patches, &c. Iodine and iron
were the chief médicinal remédies used ; winc he found to hâve
a bad effect on the brain, and seldom gave it, and then only in small
doses.

Whatever may be the demerits of Dr. G., it must be admitted by

ail that the médical trentment. and training of crétins owe their
origin to him, and that he has been the means of excitins great in-

terest in the subject in other countries. The king of Wurtemburg
was stimulated by his visit to Dr. G.'s institution to order a census
to be taken of crétins in this kingdom, which resulted in the estab-
lishment of an institution near St.uttgard in 1847, for the réception
and treatment of this class of patients. This institution now con-
tains about 100 crétins, classified according to their condition or
capacity of cure, and is mainly supported by the government.
Another similar establishment was opened at Winterbach, in the
valley of the Rems, where there are numerous crétins, and both thèse

may he traced to the efforts of Dr. G. In the kingdom of Wur-
tembure, according to the above census, there are 5,000 of this

unfortunate class. The kins of Sardinia—now of Italy—hearing of
the orood results of Dr. G.'s labours, named a commission, headed
by Dr. Lella, to inquire into and report upon the facts connected
with the institution of Dr. G. ; he also ordered a census to be taken
of their numbers, in his then limited kingdom. On the southern
slopes of the Alps alone 7,000 were discovered. Corresponding
measures were taken for their treatment and cure. Measures hâve
been taken in Russia and in other parts of Europe, to ascertain the

number of crétins, and to found establishments for their proper
management. The French Academy of Sciences appointed a com-
mission in 1860 to report on this subject, of which MM. Amiral and
Rayer were members, and recently another commission has been
named by the Ministère of the Interior and of Commerce, to investi-

gate and report on the causes of cretinism in certain provinces of

France, and the best means of remedying them. M. Rayer présides

over this commission. Our own Academy of Medicine has also, I
believe, at Dr. G.'s request, appointed a committee to investigate

the subject of cretinism in our own country. Thèse and numerous
other efforts in this direction, hâve ail grown out of the labours and
exertions of Dr. G. He gave the first impulse ; his patience, bene-

volence, and philanthropy surmounted ail obstacles, and the world

owes him a debt of gratitude it can never pay. To see a man of

more thanordinary talent dévote ail his means, his entire énergies,

and his whole life to elevate this misérable class of beings, must
send a sympathising thrill through the breast of every friend of
humanity.

For some time Dr. G. tried to apply the phrenological doctrines

of Gall to crétins and idiots, but the results were by no means satis-

factory. It was soon évident that the pathological condition changed
and perverted the physiological conditions of the organs. He, how-
ever, has made one very important observation in regard to the con-

formation of the palate in idiots, which may be susceptible of useful

application in medico-legal cases. He says that in a normal state

the boarder of the floating palate is a complète circle, but that in

the idiot it is of an oval or egg shape, which he attributes to atrophy
of the base of the brain. Scoutetten attaches considérable import-
tance to this malformation, and says it may assist in throwing light

on the intellectual condition of subjects submitted to our examina-
tion, and sometimes to save persons charged with crime from punish-

ment, when the acts were unconsciously conimitted, and were those

of irresponsible agent. This writer even mentions instances where
he has successfully applied this test in such cases, and he commends
it as a subject worthy of study both by magistrates and physicians.

I am informed by Dr. G. that lie contemplâtes ère long going to

America, which he lias long had a désire to visit. I hâve assured

him of a cordial réception, and I trust he may be welcomed as such

a true friend of humanity and science deserves. He certainly has

done enough to entitle him to our admiration, respect, and grati-

tude, and thèse, I believe, will be awarded him wherever he may go.—
' American Médical Times.'

HOSPITALS.—THE DARK SIDE.

" An important question in relation to hospitals and their public

utility has been asked many Unies by reformer». The question is

this :—Would sick people, subjected to diseases of a médical kind,

or to surgical opérations, fare better in a hospital or in a privatc

house 1 In answering this question it is necessary to proceed dis-

passionately to consider the clisadvantages which attach to hospitals,

as compared with the advantages, and from thence to pass to the

considération of the same points in regard to private houses.
" The disadvantages of hospitals comprise, unfortunately, a long

list ; some of them are removable, others are inséparable from the

institution. Let us enter by the out-patient department and ex-

amine that first.

" We find in every hospital three radical errors in this depart-

ment. In the first place, there is an absence of due care in the

sélection of persons admitted into the waiting room. Together

with children but little out of health, suffering, perhaps, from mère
cold, or from some chronic disorder, other children are introduced

having measles, scarlet fever, whooping-cough, and even small-pox.

The out-patient room thus becomes the nursing-honse of those con-

tagious maladies on which the mortality of the infant population

cbiefly dépends. It is difficult to see how this evil—and it is a ter-
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rible evil—can be prevented : for to exclude the obnoxious cases

would imply the necessity of plaoing a compétent practitioner at

the door of the hospital to examine each case and reject the dan-

gerous ones. Tlie time required for this examination would render

the plan impossible." . . .

" There is a second evil in the out-patient department of hospi-

tals, which is of importance, viz. :—the long time that the sick

people are kept waiting before they can be prescribed for, and
again, the long time they haveto irait before they can receive their

medicines. Three, and even four hours, is by no means an unusual

period for a sufferer to sit in the waiting-room before he can obtain

advice. Let those of us who hâve the means to attend at the com-
fortable private consnlting-rooms of any leading London physician

remember, in comparatively tritling illnesses, hovv lony it seems to

wait half-au-hour or an hour. Let us carry this thought to the

waiting-room of the hospital : let us see there, as we may every

day see, some misérable sufferer in the second or third stage of

pulmonary consumption, coughing, wearied, sleepless, craving for

rest, waiting lus or lier turn for hour after hour, in a room having

less comfort than the second-class waiting-room of a railway station
;

and as this sufferer is seen, there is no one, who has suffered even

mnch less, who will not say in regard to a System, such as is

faintlv described hère, ' It is not, and cannot corne te, good.'
" There is a third mischief attendant on the management of the

out-patient department of the hospital : we refer to the dispensing

of medicines. The plan is to let each patient, after he has been
prescribed for, pass along a room or a corridor with his letter until

he reaches a trap-door in a screen, such as is seen in ticket offices,

or at the sniall couuter where the mau of business goes to get a

post-office order. The patient hère pushes in his letter, his bottle,

his box, his gallipot or cup, according to the medicines he may
require, and the dispenser on the other side of the screen squatting

down to give a look at the man, clutches the articles that are given

to him, and commences forthwith to make up the remédiai com-
pounds. This act is performed almost with the saine velocity as

the writing of the prescription by the physician, and although we
believe few, very few actual mistakes are made, the means that are

adopted to expedite the necessary labour in the very short time
alknved are not what the scientific treatment of each individual

case properly demands. Set forni3 of différent compounds are

made as a preliminary step, involving wide and peculiar generali-

ties, and altogether the process is one so definitively oftime against

science, that we cannot criticise it too soundly or determinately.

The most powerful argument that need be employed against this

System is this : that there is not one governor who gives the letter

of recoinmendation, who would for a moment tolerate, in his own
case, the concoction of remédies on a similar principle.

" We will leave the out-patient room and proceed into the hos-

pital itself ; we will enter the wards and learn what is to be seen

there. From morning to night, in the long dreary hours of the sick

man, is there aught in those gloomy corridors that shall supply,

through surrounding mental influence, agencies at ail curative, at

ail hopeful of cure, to the disordered body ? We say desparingly,

No ! The wards themselves are dreary as the grave : no single

feature there to cheer or solace : good-meaning, but ill-judging

people, placard the walls with large cards of texts and homilies
;

but thèse, by constant and repeated readings, only store the eye

with monotony and the heart with fear. The walls themselves are

meagre, lifeless, cold, and blank : even the rays of the life-giving

sun find too often no entrance : you shall place a flower, a hardy
fiower, in those corridors, you shall watch it, water it, pay it every
attention, and in Bpite of ail the art of a Sir Joseph Paxton hiniself,

it would die ! In such places how can sick men recover ?

" But this evil is as nothing compared with the other surround-
ings. Misery hère —misery that requires silence, comfort, and
retirement—meets misery as bad, nay, even worse than its own.
Let us think for our own parts, we, who are above the necessity for

this form of accommodation, whether, sick in body and soûl, we
could live, could sleep, could survive, with the signs of pain, nay,

in many instances, the agonies of s"me twenty or thirtv other suf-

ferers before our eyes 1 Could we in the dead of night recover
from dangerous, almost fatal illness, it it were our sad lot to wake
and behold' a fellow-sufferer removed dead or dying from a bed
within six feet of ours ? Let us think of it and try, if we can, to

believe it. It is a wearing and painful sight to the healthy atten-

dants ; how much more so to the prostrated sick î It is said in ex-
ténuation of this acknowledged evil, that the poor are not as other
men, that they feel thèse things less. From practical, personal
knowledge, we deny the statement. The poor are quite as sensi-

tive, and infinitely more superstitioug, than the middle classes of

society. Sickness and death convey to them terrors in which the
better informed do not participate. We remember a strong healthy
mechanic being brought into one of our hospitals from an accident

;

amputation was demanded. The opération was performed ad-
mirably and at the right time, but the man was afterwards placed
in a bed next to that of a dying Brazilian. The Brazilian, restless,

partly délirions, and striken by the dread foe, lay there, hour after

hour, muttering broken English, mixed with sentences of his

native tongue. To the man who wanted repose this picture was
terrible

;
he could not turn in his bed, but must lie there and watch

the agony and hold his peace. Oh ! the long night to that man.
Sleep ! as well bid him sleep in a barrel of spikes. Move him ! it

were impossible
; for that were unjust to the patient on the oppo-

site side, and moreover, there was not another bed in this over-
crowded house of disease and death. At last the Brazilian was at
rest and was quietly borne away. But the Englishman, with the
amputated limb, what of him ? That which might hâve been fore-

tolil without the gift of prophecy. The Englishman, next morning,
was said to be suffering from ' shock,' the resuit of the opération,
and was reported ' sinking fast.' Sinking from the 'shock' of the
opération ? Not a bit of it ; he was sinking from shock of minci
and of heart. And thèse are facts, when the eyes are open to them,
of constant occurrence. They are incidents not painful merely, but
actually inhuman. We shall show, on another occasion, at what a
terrible rate the death-book of the hospital is filled up. Nor shall
we wonder at it. Better the fate of that man, whotn we hâve de-
scribed, in the worst hovel in this realm, with one kin 1 face by his

side to administer to his wants, than in a palace with a dying Bra-
zilian for his companion

" We will not dwell now on the impurity of the air of the hospi-

tal ward, impurity due to the congrégation of many sick in one con-

fined space, but will conclude by pointing ont such remédies to the
existing evils as admit of application. The defect of artistb taste

might easily be met by the introduction of simple and cheap déco-'

ration into the ward. Mr. Charles Hawkins, as many of our readers

will remember, has endeavoured, with characteristic clearness of

mind and foresight, to enforce this principle; and with persévérance

this one point might be cariïed. But, to remedy the other failings,

a radical change in the whole System of hospitals is demanded. This.

change would consist, first, in making the hospital, if it be really

required in the heart of a large city, not one huge building with
immense corridors for the sick, but a séries of buildings with mode-
rate apartments : not one house, in fact, but a street of houses, hav-
ing separate and well-aired rooms. The mischiefs due to overcrowd-
ing, and to the bad moral effect of placing weak patients in contact

with dying ones, would be met by limiting the number of patients

in the small ward, and by care in the classification. The evils inci-

dent to teaching would be avoided ~by limiting each day the number
of students who should be admitted to the bedside or the operating
table ; by allowing, in short, no more to see than can be expected
to learn ; while the dangers of infection derived from the dissecting-

room might be obviated altogether by breakingup the insane régu-

lations of attaching a theoretical school to a hospital, and of allow-

ing men engaged in anatomy to take part in the surgical treatment
of disease.

" The dark side of the sick hospital is dark indeed. Mr. Bawlin-
son may triumph with some cause in his saying that the hospital is

a mark of a degraded civilisation !

" We hâve not written, however, with the idea of confirming his

statement, but with the désire to make the public and the governors
of hospitals consider the ground on which the stigma is based, and
the way in which the reproach may be removed. For this is quite

certain, that as ail things are judged of by their relatives, so every
day that the hospitals remain as they are, while civilisation ad-

vances, the more surely will the eminent engineer's anathema be
comprehended and accepted as true.—' Social Science Review.'

—(Our cottage plan is the true spécifie for thèse evils.

—

Ed. Med.
ClRCULAR.'

St. Andrew's.—The Senatus Academicus of the University of
St. Andrews announoes that the examinations for the degree of

Doctor of Medicine will, under the new régulations, be conierred

annually on ten registered Médical Practioners above the âge of

forty years, and on payment of the increased fee of fifty guineas.

The next examination for the " M.D." will take place during the
last week in April, on which occasion the examinations will also

take place for the degrees of Bachelor of Medicine and Master in
Surgery. During the last three months the Council of Médical Edu-
cation and Registration hâve registered 262 Practitioners, twenty-
six of whom hâve just been " capped" at St. Andrews.
Testimonial to Pbofessor Matteuci.—In order to perpetuate

the remembrance of the services rendered by Profesor Matteuci
("while Minister of Public Instruction) to the cause of Médical
éducation, the entire body of the Professors of ail the Universities

of the new kingdom of Italy has entered with enthusiasm into a
subscription, in order to présent him with a large honorary medal.
On the one side is the portrait of the Professor with the inscrip-

tion—" To Charles Matteuci, 1862." On the obverse is inscribed—"For having established unity in instruction" On the

exergue are the names of the 201 Professors.

Health op Manchester.—The chairman and secretaries of the

Sanitary Association at Manchester state, that during the first six

months of 1862, thirty-one fatal cases only of typhus fever occurred,

during the following quarter there were eleven, and in the last

quarter only twelve. Total for the yearj fifty-four.
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NOTICE.
In our last Xtimber was concluded the 'Journal of

tical Medicine and Surgcry' for 1862. Our rcadcrs

posscss it in its entiretyfor the last yearas complète though

not in as handy or readable a form as its monthly sub-

scribers. But it cannot fa il to hâve been a subject of

remark, tliat a portion of its maltcr is ill adaptai for,

and, inJccd, ont of place in, a weckly periodical likc

the Médical Circulât, For the future, or at ail events,

ti/l the conclusion of our présent volume in June, our

sélections from the Frcnch journal will be limitai to that

which is appropriate to our payes, and our reports of Médi-

cal progress abroad, will be drawn from wider sources of

information than an individual contemporary. We are

happy to say that this déviation in our Foreign Médical

Intelligence will be derivedfrom the pen of tlie same trans-

lator as Jicretofore—namely, Dr. McCarthy, whose facile

and élégant rendering of French into English has often

clicited applause and admiration from our correspondents.

Through that gentleman s kind offices our readers may
rely on being Jcept au courant ivith the progress of Médical

Science abroad. But we cannot take even a partial leave of

the ' Journal ofPradical Medicine and Surgery' unthout,

according to Dr. Chaillou, its aecoinplished Editor, the

meed of praise for tlie talent and judyment hc displays

in its editorial supervision. .Limited to 48 pages octavo,

he nevcrllieless managvs to send to his rcadcrs in ail parts

of the world, an amount of information which is truly

astonishing, and which at once accounts for the unrivallcd

circulation the Journal can boast of. The care with which

lie sélects his subjects, and the considération he shows for

tlie interests of tlie many before those of ihc few, con-

fining his attention only to those productions which are

novel, original, instructive, and which bear tlie stamp of

practical utility, are so many évidences of his impartiality

and critical discernment.

TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS.

We hâve tlie pleasure to announce that our next Number will

contain the First of a Course of Lectures on " Diseases of the Ear,'

l>y Jas. Yearsley Es<j., M.D.

THE MEDICAL CIRCULAS.

WEDNESDA Y, FEBRUARY i, 1863.

CONSULTATIONS WITH HOMŒOPATHS.
A looker-on raust be amused, and, if a member of the Pro-

fession, not a littlo scandalised, by the course taken by our

médical contemporaries on the subject of homœopathy. "We

take crédit to ourselves for an endeavour to maintain a libéral

tone of feeling toU-ards any médical brother who is accused of

tampering with the black art Despising homœopathy as a

System of medicine as much as any men can, we despise equally

that vain, dogmatic, ill-natured disposition, that is ever ready

to stab an honourable réputation because of some alleged inter-

course with Homœopathic Practitioners. It is indisputable,

moreover, that there is much " favouritism " in médical jour-

nals ; and that what is considered, in the case of one man, an

inviolable principle, which must be maintained with due seve-

rity and at ail hazards to réputation and comfort of mind, is

only, in the case of another, a spéculative proposition, ad

mitting of numberless conditions and qualifications. Wr
hen,

for exainplc, Dr. Clay and Mr. Adams wero charged with

associating with Homœopaths, how rabid was the editor of the

' British Médical Journal ' in his demmeiations ! He rode his

cock-horse proudly, and ho fiourished his wliip with exeeeding

fierceness. He wroto "Principle" on his banner ; he was too

virtuous a person for any compromises, and ho would makc the

renogades bite the dust. Every reasonablo man who had any
expérience of life smiled at the pétulant boasting of this piping

cavalier. For our own part, we felt certain that such pomposity

must bave a fall ; and lo ! it lias corne sooner than we ex-

pected.

This time, Dr. Burrows has been charged with Consulting

with a Homœopath at Bedford. Dr. Burrows is Président of

the Association—fie ! and the Editor is bound to défend his

chief. It must be confessed he does so with great good-will.

He relies upon his " antécédents " to guarantee that, " had

there been the slightest grounds for sustaining such a charge,

we should hâve been the very last to let the matter subside

into silence." What a charming sentence to put into the

mouth of Mrs. Candour ! Then, of course, follows an elaborate

defence of Dr. Burrows.

The Practitioner whom Dr. Burrows met in consultation

three times, as we gather from a note which he has caused to

be published, was a Mr. Coombs, of Bedford, one who had for-

merly been bis pupil, and who is so notorious as a Homœopathic
Practitioner, that his application for registration was refused

by the Médical Council ! We cannot state this part of tlie

case better than in the words and mannor of our contemporary,

the 'Lancet ':

—

" In relation to the above subject, we quote the following extracts

from the Minutes of the Generaï Council of Médical Education and
Registration.

" At the meeting held June 21st, 1860, Sir Charles Hastings was
in the chair.

" ' First Report qf Spécial Registration Committee.
" ' The committee hâve to report that there are five applications

from persons having graduated at Homœopathic Collèges in America,
viz. :

—

" ' Henry Thomas and William Smith, Homœopathic Collège of

Pennsylvania.
" ' Samuel Eadon, James Coombs, and John Marchant Davison,

Homœopathic Collège of Cleveland, Ohio.
" ' In regard to the cases of Henry Thomas, Samuel Eadon, James

Coombs, and John Marchant Davison, who hâve got their degrees
ai'ter examination at the collège named, a considérable difficulty

occurs.
" ' Moved by Mr. Syme, and seconded by Dr. Alexander AVood

—

" That the names of Samuel Eadon, James Coombs, John Marchant
Davison, and Henry Thomas, be registered, in strict compliauce with
the Médical Act."

" i Amendnient moved by Dr. Corrigan, and seconded by Dr.

Apjolm—" That the names of Samuel Eadon, James Coombs, John
Marchant Davison, and Henry Thomas, be not registered."

" ' The further considération of this subject was adjourned.'
" At the meeting held June 22d, Dr. Burrows was in the chair.

" 1. ' The adjourned debate on the First Report of the Committee
on Spécial Clainis for Registration was resumed.

" ' Mr. Syme was permitted by the Council to withdraw his

motion—"That the names of Samuel Eadon, James Coombs, John
Marchant Davison, and Henry Thomas, be registered, in strict com-
pliancewith the Médical Act," and to substitute for it the following

motion, seconded by Dr. Storrar :
—" That the opinion of the

Attorney-General be taken ou the clainis of Henry Thomas to regis-

ter his Degree obtained from the Homœopathic Collège of Pennsyl-

vaniu ; and of Samuel Eadon, James Coombs, and John Marchant
Davison to register their Degrees obtained from the Homœopathic
Collège of Cleveland, Ohio ; and that it be delegated to the Execu-

tive Committee, after receiving the opinion of the Attorney-General,

to take such steps as may seem to them expédient.'
"

The opinion of the Attorney-General was against the clainis, and
the homœopathic degrees were rejected.

" In the letter which Dr. Burrows addressed to us last week, he

stated that lie was greatly surprised at the course pursued by the

Practitioners of Bedford in coniplaiiiing to the 'Lancet' on this sub-

ject. Perhaps the Profession will not now share that surprise. Dr.

Burrows asserted, in respect to Mr. Coombs, that there was nothing

in his position or antécédents which in the slightest degree savoured

of homœopathy. From thèse officiai extracts of the minutes of
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the council, it appears that Dr. Burrows hirnself was in the chair

wlien Air. Coombs, whom he désignâtes as his former pupil, at-

tempted to register a degree from an American homceopathic col-

loge, vhereupon a discussion ensned, which ended in the référence

of tlie homceopathic claims to the Attorney-General, and their rejec-

tion on the strength of his opinion. It is ior Dr. Burrows to explain

this striking discrepancy.

—

Ed. L."

This évidence requires no comment. The hardihood and lack

of principle, however, of the Editer of the Association Journal

are clearly unmatchable. Such couduct must inevitably bring

any journal into contempt if there be any self-respect and con-

sistency among the members.

For our own part, we shall not indulge in a tirade of indig-

nant abuse against Dr. Burrows—sucb a tirade as h as beon

poured out by the Association Journal in previous instances.

We dislike and contemn too mucb sucb a mode of assailing

professional character. We believe that Dr. Burrows was in-

cautious ; that he was just as, so to speak, guilty of a breach of

professional décorum, as Dr. Clay or Mr. Adams ; far more

guilty than Mr. Fergusson, who had to bear a large amount of

indécent reviling
;
yet we shall let his conduct pass with the

mère expression of a regret that be has suffered hirnself to be

plaeed in such a questionable position.

One word more. It is clear that Dr. Burrows has a very

short niemory. We cannot forbear to remind bim that, several

years ago, when called to task by a former editor of the Asso-

ciation's Journal on the subject of a certain biographical

sketch that appeared in the Médical Circular, he wrote

letters in the same lofty tone of dignified répudiation. We
quietly warned and expostulated, being anxious to avoid

making statements that migbt prove painful to his feelings.

Still he wrote, and then we were constrained to show that he

hirnself had written the larger portion of the memoir that was

the subject of animadversion. It is a large expérience of the

frailties of our most conspicuous men, and of the différence

between profession and practice, that bas made us tolérant of

minor delinquencies. To bound one man to the death, if that

might be possible, and to apologise for the sborteomings of

another, is a course of conduct germane only to the pages of

the British Association Journal.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

MR. SIMON ON BT. THOMAS'S HOSPITAL.

Some mysterious observations made by Mr. Deputy Elliott,

relating to certain opinions expressed by Mr. Simon on the St.

Thomas's Hospital question, hâve given rise to doubts as to

Mr. Simon's faithfulness to sound sanitary principles. It is

expédient that we shouldknow what Mr. Simon thinks on this

important question. We cannot allow bim to adopt Mr. Elliott

as his mouthpiece. He must not speak large behind a mask.

He is at the head of the sanitary System of the country, and
was once regarded with niuch respect as a man holding ad-

vanced views on hygienic science. What are his views now 1

For a long time past he has donc really nothing but receive his

salary : bas he become rusty in office ; and is he content to

allow his raina to revolve creakingly on its old binges 1 Mr.

Simon must advance with the times—not the ' Times,' let him
observe—or his moral influence over the Profession and the

public will disappear, and then where will he be 1 Already

grave things are said in the newspapers about the incompé-

tence for good of the office be bolds. This is unfortunate,

but the fault is greatly his own. He should make his expéri-

ence and authority felt on sanitary questions. As it is, we
never bear of him. The great cotton famine, which would

hâve afforded a noble opportunity for collecting facts in rela-

tion to hygiène bas been allowed to pass away almost unim-

proved. Let bim compare his own efficiency witb that of Dr.

Farr at the Kegistrar-General's Office.

To revert to St. Thomas's Hospital, Mr. Simon is both

Médical Officer of Health to the Privy Council and a Professor

at this Hospital. We are, thorefore, anxious to know how be

bas advised the Board and his colleaguos—what, in fact, his

views really are as to the site and construction of bospitals t

By thèse views we shall judge of his ability to represent tbe

sanitary science over which lie ostensibly présides.

THE DISTRESS IN LANCASHIRE.

According to récent reports, the number of paupers in tbe

chief manufacturing towns of the north has been gradually

diminishing up to the end of November and since ; whilst, on

tbe other hand, tbe pauperism of Lancasbire generally, as

shown by the returns reeently issued, was bigber at tbe end of

November than it was at the same period last year. Nearly

the whole of the inerease of pauperism throughout tbe country

bas been furnished by Lancasbire. Is it probable that tbe

graduai decreaso of pauperism in the larger towns is caused, in

some degree, by a migration to the smaller towns and rural

districts from wbence many of the operatives originally came 'i

If so, tbe landlord interest will yet bave to bear its burden of

tbe cotton famine.

M. VELPEAU.

It is with pleasure we hear that M. Velpeau, the greatest

Surgeon in France, has reeently been honoured witb tbe

Presidency of the Acadeniy of Sciences, in récognition of

bis gênerai scientific labours. M. Velpeau was formerly Vice-

Président. This compUment reminds us of a similar one paid

to the late Sir Benjamin Brodie, in his élection to the Presi-

dency of the Boyal Society, and is an évidence of tbe increas-

ing respect of men of science for the great art of Surgery.

MORE ROOM FOE OUT-OF-DOOR AMUSEMENTS.

We cordially écho the sentiments contained in the annexed

mémorial addressed to ber Majesty's Commissioners of Works.

There is much reason to fear that the présent rage for beautify-

ing ail open places will end in a practical exclusion of working

men and otbers from their advantages. It is most important

that there should be ample space for out-of-door exercise, other-

wise tbe boys and youths of London will be worse off in this

respect than they were before the improvements were effected :

—

" The undersigned nrras beg to represent to the Commissioners

of Woods and Works lniving the management of Victoria Park

that many clerks and working men employed in the City of Lon-

don hâve, in conséquence of the early closing lately adopted on
Saturday afternoon, taken great delight in the establishment of

cricket clubs, and that they play in a portion of the Victoria Park set

aside for the purpose. The ground tlms used, is, however, rough,

and wants more care and attention to adapt it for the purpose,

and the space is so limited that accidents frequently occur with the

balls.

" Notwithstanding this fact hundreds of hard-working men of

ail âges, often with their families, crowd the park on Saturday

.

evenings to play and watch others play ; and your memorialists

feel that the temporary withdrawal of those men from the close

neighbourhoods in which they live, and the object thus given to

them to employ in so quiet and healthy a way their leisure, is at-

tended with great benefit, the rival ry between the employés of

différent establishments adding to the interest taken in the game.
" Confident of the sympathy of the Commissioners in the object

they hâve in view, your memorialists respectfully reqliest that

inquiry may be made as to the practicability of lbrming a pro-

perly kept and more extensive cricket ground for the use of the

poorer classes that réside in such vast numbers in the east of

London."

COTTAGE HOSPITAL FOR EAST GRINSTEAD AND SURROUNDING

PARISHES.

It is with much satisfaction that we insert the following pro-

posai for the establishment of a " Cottage Hospital " at East
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Grinstead. Dr. Henry Rogers, Surgeon of East Grinstead, haa

not only generously allotted one of his own cottages for tho pur-

pose, but also, as the prospectus shows, he is ready to give his

professional services gratuitously. This noble conduct ought

to cominand the warm sympathy and support of the wealthy

inhabitants of the neighbourhood, by whose help alone such a

charitable design can be successfully sustained. We hâve not

the slightest doubt, however, of Dr. Rogers' ultimate success.

Let him establish the Hospital, and he may rely upon it that

he will receive the friendly aid of every enlightened mind and

generous heart within the district.

" Preliminary Notice.
" The advantages which Cottage Hospitals aflbrd, for the treat-

ment of accidents and severe diseases in rural districts, being now,

universally acknowledged, and the want of some place in this

neighbourhood where such cases conld be properly attended to

having l>een frequently experienced, it is proposed to open one

near the East Grinstead Railway Station, for the réception of cases

from East Grinstead and the surrounding parishes.
'• This Hospital, which it is proposed shall be conducted on the

plan which lias proved so successful at Cranley, is not intended to

supersede the projected Infinnary, but to serve as a temporary sub-

stitute tintil such tinie as the sum required for the érection and
support of an institution suitable to the growing importance of the

town shall be raised.

A cottage on East Grinstead Coinmon, enlarged and adapted for

the réception of seven patients, and situated close to the résidence

of Dr. Henry Rogers, who is willing to give his professional

services gratuitously, is offered by the proprietor rent free—on

condition that a sufficient amount is contributed to pay for the

beds, bedding, furniture, and other requisites for the accommodation
of the patients. About Ï201. will be required for this purpose.

" The furniture and ail other property purchased or presented

will be vested in trustées to be appointed from the contrihutors.
" It is intended that the common expenses, such as nurses, medi-

cines, fuel, andlights, shall be defrayed by voluntary subscriptions

and donations, but that patients, or their employers or friends,

shall, except in very spécial cases, pay for their maintenance : the

Hospital will thus be partially self-supporting.

Donations and subscriptions may be paid to " The Cottage
Hospital Fund," at Messrs. Whitfeld, Molineux, and Whitt'eld's,

East Grinstead, or to Dr. Henry Rogers, from whom further

parti culars may be obtained."

REVIEW OP THE PERIODICALS.

Tlie ' British Médical Journal.' Dr. Latham's lectures on the

' Heart' are continued. He enters into an explanation of the sig-

nificance of the fréquent puise. He describes a fréquent puise as

sometimes associative with common inflammation, especially of the

abdominal organs ; but in such cases the inflammation is generally

extensive, and the puise hard, as well as fréquent. In such cireum-

stances he advises venesection, which must be repeated until the

puise lose its hardness and frequency. But if the puise hâve lost

its hardness after one or two bloodlettings, yet increase in fre-

quency, then further bloodletting would be a doubtful or absolutely

forbiddcn remedy. There is a refinement in thèse instructions

which, even if they were founded on a careful expérience or Sound

theory, would be of very questionable benefit in practice. It is

diflicult to détermine hardness by the finger with the accuracy

dc-siderated. It would be instructive to know in how many cases

during a year Dr. Latham has found it necessary to carry out his

own instructions by bleeding coup sur coup.. We suspect they are

vt-ry exceptional. The number of cases, with their results, would

help to détermine the value of the advice in a clinical point of

view. This teaching, however, is quite contrary to more récent

views. Dr. Latham, like Mr. Lawrence of the same hospital,

appears to be unaffected by modem théories and practice. The

following passage contains a truth worth noting :

—

" In ail that anatomy discloses after death, and if the part aflcctcd

be within reach of the ear, in ail that auscultatition teaches during
life, the inflammation of strength and the inflammation of wenkncss
arc the same thing ; no mère ana»omist or auscultator can tell

which is which. But the same treatment which saves in the one

case will kill in the other ; for their treatment is determined, not
by the conditions in which they agrée, but by tliose in which flui-

difier. Now they agrée in ail that is organic ; they differ in ail that

is vital. What is organic consists in wiint can be seen, heard, or

dissected. What is vital consists in wliat is felt and acted, and in

modes and degrees ot feeling and action—rpreeminently in pain
;

preeminently in fever, and its attributes of cold and heat and
perspiration ; and preeminently, and above ail, in the movcmcnts of
the heart and arteries, the qualities and nuinber of the puise."

Dr. Wm. Roberts contributes to the same journal an article on

the ' Successful Use of Iodide of Potassium in the Treatment of

Aneurism,' which we bave reproduced.

The 'American Médical Times' (Dec. 27) contains lectures on
' Military Surgery,' by Dr. Delmold. He gives some curions in-

stances of surgical injury. We bave extracted portions of this

lecture. Dr. Hanford Bennett reports a case of ' Ligature of

the Subclaviau Artery.' We hâve given the case. Dr. Townsend
reports, in the same journal, a ' Case of Neuralgea Treated by

Enormous Doses of Morphine.' The patient suffered intense pain

in the left shoulder, extending down the arm. At first the hypo-

dermic administration of morphia increased to five grains in the

twenty-four hours, gave temporary ease ; but the pain continuing,

quinine, iodine, arsenic, strychnia, stramonium, cannabus indien,

&c, were employed without benefit. Then the muscles of the chest

and abdomen became affected, paroxysms of asthma first, and then

convulsions, ensued ; the injections were increased in strength to

ten grains daily. Ascites subsequently set in, and he was tapped

with relief ; but the man eventually died. We quote the reniainder

of the report in the author's words :

—

" The greatest amount of morphine given in the twenty-four
hours, when the suffering was the most acute, was over fifty grains

(the morphine being of the first quality.) When any attempt (un-
known to the patient) was made to reduce the dose, it failed to

control the pain, and I hâve been obliged to gradually increase the
strength until (as before stated) over fifty grains havo been adminis-
tered in the course of a day, and that without producing any marked
symptoms of narcotism.

"The amount of morphine taken during the treatment, extending
over sixteen months, is almost fnbulous ; five thousand grains would
not exaggerate it. It never failed to relieve the pain and spasms
of the muscles ; the latter being often so severe of the recti-abdomi-
nalœ, as to assimilate the emprosthotomos of tetanus. The muscular.
fibres betvveen the linae trànsversœ were so finnly contracted as to

form distinct hard tumours the size of a hen's egg. No eflect was
noticed as attributable to the morphine, with the exception of the
immédiate and total subsidence of the neuralgia. Ile had never
taken any of'the salts of morphia, or préparations of opium, before
be was attacked by this malndy, and his System gave no évidence of
an habituai use of alcoholic stimulants. The appetite continued
good throughout the course of the disease, perhaps accountable to

the fiict that no morphine was taken into the stomach. This case

furnishes many valuable points of interest :

" 1. It illustrâtes a most formidable and obstinate instance of the

disease with which we are obliged to contend. 2. The grcat tolé-

rance of the s) stem to morphine, and the immense quantity which
was given in so brief a time, without perceptibly producing other
than a transient effect upon the physical economy. 3. The almost
uniform eflect of the morphine under ail ciroumstances, and without
regard to the parts selected for its administration (for it was injected

into almost every région of the body), and the excessive tonic spasms
of the diaphragm and recti muscles."

The ' Médical Times and Gazette.' The valuable bctures on

' Blood of the Vertebrata.' by Mr. Gulliver, open this journal.

The author gives the history of the coagulation of the blood, and

reclaims for our countrymen the crédit of many facts and views

which had been overlooked or misappropriated. He is especially

expressive on the merits, as a discoverer, of the late Dr. Richard

Davies, of Bath, who has apparently, from the year of the publi-

cation of his work, 1760, reniained buried under the turf of ob-

scurity until disentoinbed by Mr. Gulliver. This has been the fate

of hundreds of surgical observers, whose labours hâve been stolen

by the pilferers of science, and sometimes even by men of a su-

perior class. He shows how Davies first, and ten years afterwards

the illustrions Ilewson, described the characteristic qualities of the
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blood, particularly with référence to the coagulability of the fibrine
;

but thèse teachings were for a long tirae neglected, and on the con-

tinent more especially, erroneous opinions prevailed. " And so,"

Mr. Gulliver says,

" No wnnder Millier was led, in 1822, to discover the facts again,

30 often discovered hère and abroad before, but so long hid in the
prevailing darkness on the Continent ; this, too, in spite of the
universal acceptance in Britain of the correct doctrine of Davies
and Hewson; as well as of Dr. Babington's terni ' liquor sanguinis'
for the spontaneously coagulable matter, as distinct from the red
corpuscles. Muller witnessed anew the coagulation of that liquid
apart from those corpuscles; but, as raight hâve been expected,
added nothing to the exactness or completeness of Hewson's
démonstrations, and, indeed, only gave a needless confirmation of
them."

Dr. Francis Ramsbotham's cases of 'Clinical Midwifery' are

continued ; so, also, Dr. Whitehead's articles on the ' Causes of

Early Mortality.' Dr. Edmunds reports an interesting 'Case of

Malignant Pustule,' which we will reproduce on an early oppor-

tunity. There is an article in the same journal which is the sub-

stance of a report of a lecture by Dr. Wilks, headed ' Notes on

Scarlet Fever,' which, we may remark, is open to the objection ad-

verted to by Mr. Gulliver, of a suppression or oversight of the ob-

servations of English writers and practitioners, except sonie of the

illuminait. We want more Gullivers. We shall also reproduce

this article in the interests of truth and science, as it adds fresh

testimony to the necessity of diagnosing that Ûiroat disease which

is neither measles nor scarlatina.

The ' Lancet.' Dr. Fctller's lectures on ' Goût ' are continued.

Mr. Henry Hancock has given an excellent article on ' Chopart's

Opération,' and its superiority over other methods. He advocates

this opération whenever the disease is located anteriorly to the os

calcis and astragalus, and when an adéquate flap can be obtained.

He has performed the opération four times with the best results.

Mr. Henry Smith reports two cases of ' Rétention of Urine,' in

which great dimculty was experienced in introducing a cathéter.

In one case there was cancerous degeneration of the pénis, in the

second the rétention had been brought on by the use of potassa

fusa for the cure of a stricture. A case of ' Induction of Prématuré

Labour by Dr. Barnes's Method' is reported by Mr. J. M. Corner.

The method was highly successful.

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE.

ON SANTONINE AS AN ANTHELMINTIC.
To the Editor of the Médical Circular.

Sir,—In your periodical of the 28th inst., I observe that it is

stated, upon the authority of M. Bouchut, that the best manner of
administering santonine is in the unmixed forai.

This does not agrée with my own expérience of this drug, which
I hâve now used in a large nuniber of cases ; and my opinion,
which is consistent with the observations of Kiichenmeister,
Davaine, and others, is that the most efficacious mode of exhibiting
santonine is in castor oil, as it is readily dissolved by oily sub-
stances, although it is very sparingly soluble in water. If, i'or any
rea3on, castor oil be unsuitable, the powdered santonine may be
given upon a pièce of bread and butter, some purgative, such as
jalap, being ordered to be taken about three hours alterwards.
The doses in which the vermifuge properties of santonine are

best obtained are, for children from one to three grains, and for
adults from four to six grains, given every morning for scveral
davs.

In fifty cases of worms, in which I employed this remedy, and
of which I hâve given an account in the ' Médical Times ' for
1862, nineteen of the patients were cured after a short course of
the medicine, and the santonine only failed to be bénéficiai in
seven instances ; the want of success in the few latter cases was, I

believe, chiefly attributable to the non-compliauce of the patients
with the gênerai directions which were given for their diet, &c,
during the period in which they were under treatment.
Thèse results, which correspond with those arrived at in my un-

published cases, incline me to the opinion that santonine is oueoft'ie
moet_ perfect anthelmintics which we at présent possess, seeing
that it combines the advantage of smallness of bulk, as regards

the dose in which it is given, and of absence of unpleasant taste,
with considérable certainty of action.

I am, Sir, &c,
Wm. Abbotts Smith, M.D., M.R.C.P. Lond.,

Senior Assistant-Physician to the Metropoli-
tan Free Hospital, &c.

Doughty street, W.C., Jau. 30th, 1863.

BALL IN GARIBALDI'S FOOT.
To the Editor o/the Médical Circular.

SlR,—I hâve watched long to see if any one would take up, what
may be appropriately styled, the Garibaldo-Partridge question. I
was delighted to observe in this week's number of your most
valuable journal some pertinent remarks by Mr. Henderson, of
Kew, on this subject. With him, 1 am also of opinion that Mr.
Partridge is in duty bound, not only to himself, but to the whole
Médical Profession of Great Britain, to give a clear and distinct
account of his " visit," to that illustrious man. His own professional
character, and, I may say, that of ail the London ' Pures,' by whom,
I présume, he was deputed to represent them in that ' critical case,'

hâve been much damaged in the eyes of their professional brethren,
who consider that a great slur has been cast upon the boasted
superiority of the Londoner, by even the " supposeu failure in diag-
nosis " by one of their number. Had such a case been sent to

some of the London Hospitals by an obscure Country Practitioner,

whose diagnosis, at least, might hâve been as correct as that given in
this now " fanions " case, with what well-affected contempt would
some of thèse mighty ones hâve looked down upon the poor Country
Doctor and with a shrug of their shoulders, if not with their tongues,
exclaimed, " What else could be expected of him ?" But thèse men
high as they are in station, ought to remember that they, too, live in
houses of glass, and that even for them to cast stones is not alto-

gether free from danger. I hâve tak,en this opportunity to make
thèse remarks as I hâve frequently been grieved to see in hospital

reports the most unjustifiable aspersions cast on the character of

many good private practitioners by men who themselves are, at

least, not always correct in their opinion. I am, &c,
J. G., L.F.P.S. Glasg., and L.R.C.P. Edin.

29th January, 1863.

BALL IN GARIBALDI'S FOOT.
To the Editor of the Médical Circular.

Sir,—I very much agrée with your correspondent, Mr. Hender-
son, of Kew, who says it is due to the crédit of English Surgery
that Mr. Partridge should explain the obstructions met by him in

the diagnosis of the case of Garibaldi. We cannot afford every
day to hâve a. fiasco in one of our leading journals like that of

Dr. Semple and in another journal a great épidémie of famine-
fever in Lancashire when none such exists, and then alongside

thèse the failure of Mr. PaHridge in the Garibaldi case, if failure

it be. Médical men in practice, we need not tell such a practical

man as the Editor of the Médical Circular, are very often asked
in private families about thèse things, and we like to hâve the

truth. It is said, one leading journal is so bigoted, it would not

give any paper of Mr. Partridge's if he had anything to do with
another great " publishing shop," and so we go on. And next it is

said, the organ of the British Association relused to insert a very

teniperate explanation of Garibaldi's case, as the dogma upheld
from the first by that crazy hebdomadal was, first, that there was
no bullet at ail iu Garibaldi's foot because the daily ' Times' said so,

and next, that the opinion of its school, the best in London (St.

Mary's ?) was that anipuation above the knee was the proper

remedy ; and it (the Association) could hâve no respect for Mr.

Partridge, who evidently misled the great and talented Italian

Surgeons who were already in attendance (in not amputating the

limb first, and then examining for the bail andsending the journal

a détail ed report of its pathology !)

Happy Garibaldi ! Ail this tiine the daily newspapers were
quoting thèse and a hundred other follies of quacks, and surgical

luminaries who had pills or salves to sell to save the limb.

To make matters still more obscure, when ail the world of

Europe was eagerly anxious to know what to do to save the life and
limb of the illustrious Italian patriot, the telegrams were telliug us

of pyremia and tetanus as setting in rapidly, with erysipelas and
gangrené, that it required an eagle-eye in the newspapers to disen-

tangle. The two leading surgeons were out of town, and one (Mr.

Erichsen) was actually in Italy, not fifty miles from the scène of

ail the anxieties, whilst the public were pouring iu subscriptions in

hundreds, and begging something to be done, as Mr. Henderson

will remember.
The Scottish surgeons were silent also, and for once Mr. Syme

did not fight for his unalterable opération of excision of the foot,

as the true remedy for Garibaldi, as many think it was. The
'Dublin Weekly' snarled at everything, and recommended nothing,

and between ail, the Médical Circolar alone gave the exact state of

the rival controversics. Garibaldi himself, it is credibly stated, read
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ail thenewspapers, and was iuore cornposed tluui even the gênerai

public, and readilv welcomed M. NeUton to lus bed-side.

Wliat Mr. Partridge ought to do is, to publish the case froni tlie

beginning, if some of thejournals wonld print it. We never lia.l

the remarkable cases of Count Cavour either, or of Prince Albert,

as clap-trap rather than science was sought ; and yet médical nien

to this day are asked to esplain thèse cases. The crédit of English

Burgery is truly at stake, as Mr. Henderson observes, in Garibaldi's

case, and the obstruction thrown in the way of Mr. Partridge, at

the first visit, ought to be e.\plaine<l.

I hâve the honour to be, &c,

Jan.31. Machaon.

P.S.—Your observations on the senility of the ' Lancet' on surgery

in gênerai, aiul cottage hospitals in particular, of last week, inust

find a hearty écho through the Profession. If this great guide had

been trusted, Qaribaldi would now be in his grave.

MEDICAL SOCIETIES.

ROYAL MEDICAL AND CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY.

Tuesday, Januauy 13th, 1863.

Dr. Babington, Président.

Mr. John Dix read a Paper

ON THE WIRE COMPRE8S : A SUBSTITUTE FOR THE LIGATURE.

The wire compress—the subject of this papw- -is a modification

of the method of arrestingbamiorrhage devised by Dr. Simpson, of

Edinburgh, and introduced by him about three years ago as a sub-

stitute for the ligature. This " acupressure," as it is called, lias

been tested by but few surgeons of note ;
and in London, especially,

it is almost unknown and ignorai. Although probably a real im-

provement on the ligature, it undoubtedly labours under certain

inhérent disadvantages, most of ail of which (it is believed) are obvi-

âted by the use of a fine vrire of iron or of silver, instead of the steel

needles of Dr. Simpson.

This idea was first promulgated in a paper on Acupressure, pub-

lished in the ' Médical Times and Gazette' ofJune2nd, 1860; and

first put to the proof in a case of amputation of the finger, Septem-

ber, 1860. In this opération two arteries were secured by wire,

which was removed on the third day. The case did well : there was

no bleeding, and very slight suppuration.

In the next case— Chopart's amputation, performed April 26th,

1861—five wires were applied on as many arteries : foui- of thèse

were removed in forty-eiglit hours, and the other on the foiirth day.

It was found that the wire was easily applied, as easily withdrawn,

and entirely effectuai for the purpose it was intended to serve—

namely, the arrest of the bleeding from the eut vessels. Tins

patient, being the subject of constitution.il syphilis, did badly.

There was sloughing of the entire surface of the wound, and the

flap was totally destroyed; notwithstanding which there was no

haîmorrhage ; but, she died on the thirteenth day aller the opéra-

tion, of pysemia.

Case 3 ("Sept. 21st, 1861.)—In an amputation of the thigh, done

after Mr. Luke's method, there were seven bleeding arteries. Upon

five of thèse the wire was used, and with the fémoral artery the

fémoral vein was intentionally included ; two very small branches

were treated by torsion. This case did well. Seventy-two hours

after the opération four of the " presse artère," mrts were with-

drawn with perfect ease and without bleeding. The onc on the

fémoral remained five days, when it, too, was removed without any

difficulty, and without a trace of blood. There was but little sup-

puration, and an excellent stuinp was the ultiniate resuit.

Tbese cases prove that this mode of securing arteries is practi-

cable, efficient, safe, and maniigeable. It is also believed to possess

a certain positive superiority over the ligature, as the following coin-

parison shows :

—

A ligature in a wound impedes union and induces suppuration.

Cure, by primary adhésion of a large wound—as, for instance, an

amputation—is an event of extrême rarity, and this because of the

ligatures. A thread of silk is, in fact, a miniature seton, and the

wbole number reqtiired in an opération make up one of considérable

gize, and can scarcely fail to lead to the formation of pus. Again,

the ligature, of necessity, excites ulcération of the artery upon which

it is tied ; it cannot in any other way be got rid of. This is another

unbealthy process, antagonislic of repair. In applying a ligature,

the end of the artery is drawn out from its sheath, by which its

natural connexions are disturbed, and its vasa vasorum broken up
;

its coals also are lacerated and bruised. The ligature remains for

an indefinite time, long after it is useful or necessary, and it is not

unlrequently pulled at by the dresser before it lias become detached.

Its knot, often deeply buried between the flaps, cannot be with-

drawn without teanng through adhésions or damaging the granu-

lations. Ail thèse are serious obstacles to the healing process, both

in the stump and in tbe artery itself, and much protract the period

of cure. Moreover, the following is an interesting and noteworthy

formula ; Pyœmia is the offspring of purulent sécrétion, of which

the ligature is an efficient and probable cause. Bleeding arises

solely from ulcération of an artery, 'of which again the primum mobile

is the ligature.

From.one and ail of thèse objections to the ligature the " wire

compress" is almost or altogether free. Thus, in accordance with a

well-known pathological law, it, being a metallic substance, is freely

tolerated by the living body, and bas little or no tendency to excite

suppuration or irritation. Neither does it cause ulcération in the

artery. This is positively affirmed from actual observation of its

effect as witnessed in the sloughing stump before alludcd to. It is

applied without interférence with the natural relations and vital con-

nexions of the vessel. It is removed at any time, according to the

will and judgment of the surgeon, without disturbance to the repa-

rativo action going on in the artery and in tho rest of the wound,

without futile prématuré attempts, and almost without pain to the

patient. It is not liable to lose its hold, or to become detached too

soon, as not unfrequently bappens to a ligature applied upon abrittle

or sloughing artery. Twigs of nerve accidentally included in the

embrace of the wire are not injured and exciled as by the tight

strangulation of the ligature, and, if thotight advisable, the veins are

easily and safely occluded, along with the arteries.

Although tins has been spoken of merely as a modification of

acupressure, yet it is believed to be a decided and important improve-

ment on " Simpson's skewers," as the needles hâve been irreverently

called, and which are fairly open to the following objections. When
several of them are required, the stump resents, as it were, being

thus pierced through and through in varions directions. From the

injury thus inflicted, and from the obstruction to the capillary cir-

culation caused by tho pressure of the unyielding steel, arisc much

tension, œdematous swellirg, and great pain ; the pain, especially,

has been found a very serions evil. Again, their projecting ends, and

tho puckering they cause in the substance of the flaps, interfère very

much with that accurate adjustment of the eut surfaces and edges

which so greatly aids the chances of union by adhésion.

The wire is free from ail thèse shorlcomings. It is thus applied :

—Take a pièce of surgical wire six or eight inches long, and thread

each end thereof upon a straight needle. Seize the bleeding mouth

of the artery with forceps and pass one of the aforesaid needles close

on each sido of the artery just mentioncd, about a line above the

points of the forceps, directly down through the substance of the

flaps, so that they émerge at the cuticular surface, about half'an inch

distant from each other. Draw them both through together till the

curve of the wire compresses the artery on the face of tlie ilap. Now
get rid of the needles by clipping through the wire close above their

eyes, and also detach the artery forceps. Place a pièce of cork, eut

for the occasion, upon the skin, between tho points of exit of tlie

wire, and over this twist the wire tighter and tighter until the

bleeding is arrested. Lastly, eut offthe superflous wire. Ail which

13 done quicker than described. Two or more arteries lying near

together niay be embraced by one wire, and, as has been said, the

veins iray be included or excluded at will.

The wire should be either of silver, or, what is much cheaper and

equally manageable, Qf tho Cnest and softest passive iron. The

generality of wire as used for sutures is too hard and stiff. The

needles are about three inches in length, straight, and three-edged,

with an eye adapted for carrying wire. Spécial care is necessary in

threading the wire that it is kept perfectly free from ail twisting.

The forceps are used, not to draw out the artery as when a ligature

has to be applied (this, indeed, is to be particularly avoided), but

merely as a guide to mark the exact position and course of the

vessel. The cork is necessary to protect the skin from the pressure

of the wire.

The wilhdrawal of the wire, which at first sight appears an în-

superable difficulty, is perfectly simple and easy. It is thus eilected:

—Clip the wire close to tho edge of the pièce of cork, and straighten

out the curve it has formed at its exit from the skin. Itemove the

cork, and apply instead the tip of one finger, with which press

firmlv upon the flap, making traction gently and gradually upon

the other end of the wire. If this were roughly and hastily donc, it

inbdit break up the adhésion which it is presumed has taken p.ace

beUveen the surfaces of the flaps, and it is quite possible that

a flexure in the wire might lacerate the artery in passing over it
;

but it is certain that none of thèse evils need happen with ordinary

care and tact.

As to the period of withdrawal, further observations are désirable
;

but it lins been clearly shown in numerous cases of acupressure, that

for small vessels a few hours of compression is sufficient, and for the

lai"cst arteries a much less time than might be supposed. However,

as a gênerai rule, it is not désirable to disturb a wound m any way

for from twenty-four to fbrty-eight hours ; at the end of which time

ail wires commanding the secondary branches mnybe safely removed,

and probably also from the large artories ; but, as a matter of pru-

dence, it » well to keep a check upon such a one as the fémoral for

three or four days at least.
. , , . »

The descriptions hitherto given apply particularly to amputations
;

but tho wire is equally applicable to many other opérations..
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'

In a postscript to this paper was related a case of excision of the
testicle, in which it was used most satisfactorilv upon the vessels of
the cord. Two wires were required, and they were removed on the
fourth day. Also a case of excision of the breast, in which tliree

wires were applied, and removed in twenty-four hours. Thewound,
which was six inches long, healed kindly and rapidly—almost with-
out suppuration.

Suppose the fémoral artery needs to be secured for popliteal
aneurism. The wire would be passed under the artery by means of
a tubular aneuriss"-needle made for the purpose, brought out
through the integument at a convenient situation, and then twisted
upon a cork in the usual way. This same artery, eut in amputation,
i« securely closed in three or four days by the action of metallic
pressure; consequently, in three or four days the wire might be
removed. Meanwhile, it has not caused suppuration, or impeded
the union of the wound, which ought, therefore, by this time to be
completely healed ; and, more important still, the artery is not eut
through, as by the ligature, but its coats remain intact, and bleeding
is impossible.

It will probably be found that the pedicle in ovariotomy may be
conveniently dealt with by this method, the arteries being secured
individually, and the entire stump also fiied to the abdominal wall
by another wire. This idea has been already promulgated by Mr.
Spencer Wells.

The paper was illustrated by models.
Mr. Fergusson said that the author's paper ought not to pass

without remark, as the subject was novel to the Society, though not
new to the surgical department of the profession. The paper was
very interesting and very élever, and yet the materials of it were not
sufficient to prove the author's point, as five cases only were brought
forward. Thèse, if the subject had been quite new, might hâve been
enough. From the case3 adduced, he had not learned that the
compress had, in the smallest degree, any advantage over the liga-
ture, which, as a practical surgeon, he was not disposée! to set aside.
It had been first brought forward by a gentleman of great talent,
but he (Mr. Fergusson) had not seen, nor heard, nor found anything
to induce him to imagine this process superior to the ligature. The
cases related were very few, whilst ten times that number of
instances of the employment of other means might be brought for-
ward. As regards the amputation of a finger, everyone knew that
such cases would do perfeetly well with the ligature. In the case
of partial amputation of the foot, he did not suppose that the
sloughing was due to the wire ; but the fact that there was no
hœmorrhage did not prove that the wire was better tlian the ordinary
method of securing bleeding vessels. As to the plan adopted with
regard to the thigh, that was not new. Professor Handyside had
tried this method. The history of the case did not vary from the
ordinary run of such amputations. He (Mr. Fergusson) had tried
this plan repeatedly, but should require much greater proof of its
ralue than he had yet heard before he should attempt to secure large
arteries, as the fémoral or the brachial, on this plan. Ho noticed
that in this paper, as also in many others on the same subject, there
was a constant attempt to decry the ligature, one of the grandest
things in surgery. Great pains had been taken to test the"value of
the ligature, and he thought that the question had been set at rest.
One point urged against it was, that it gave rise to suppuration,
and thus favoured pyœinia. Of this he was doubtful, as he had
often observed that patients, after opération, had feverish symptoms
which gave rise to great anxiety, but which passed off as soon as
suppuration set in. In fact, he always calculated on suppuration as
relief to the patient. He thought that the tracts of the ligatures
acted as vents for the discharge of pus ; and as regards thelr pre-
venting healingby first intention, he would say that the advantages
of this kind of union were overrated. Suppose the stump did beal
by first intention, it could not be used for weeks—for months, as
it was in great measure new material, which would not bear pres-
sure. In fact, the ligatures were of advantage in this way, that
they prevented the patient using bis Iimb too soon.

Mr. Barwell said that the great compression the tissues must
necessarily undergo would interfère very mueh with the circulation
of the part, and in the case of partial amputation of the foot re-
corded by the author, he feared that the sloughing was due to
strangulation. Pyœmia might follow without the previous local for-
matus of pus. He had tried acupressure in small vessels, and had
found it as useful as the ligature, but would not like to try it with
iuch arteries as the superficial fémoral. '

Mr Holmes said that the great advantage the author hoped to
gain, by lus method was a freedom from suppuration, and yet in not
ope of his cases was this the resuit. He thought, as Mr. Barwell
did, that wires would strangulate the tissues.

Mr. Maunder said he was not aware that cases of pyœmia occur-
ring without the existence of a breach of the surface of some part of
the body had been undeniably observed, and therefore thought that
untd such fact was established, and while pus was deemed to be a fruit-
ful source of pyœmia, any means suggested to favour the closure ofwounds by primary union would be willingly accepted and testcd
y the profession. He had alwaya been taught -that the early

healing of wounds was a great desideratum, by saving time, pain,
and inconvenance to the patient, and by diminishing the risk of
pyœmia, erysipelas, &c. The author's arguments in favour of the
wire and m préférence to the silk ligature were, at any rate, theo-
reticaly sound, and based upon indisputable physiological and
pathological grounds. Notwithstanding the préférence for the
silk ligature which had been expressed by the first speaker ho (Mr.
Maunder) was of opinion that the principle of controlling arterial
hœmorrhage, advocated by the author, whether needles or wire were
used, was a good one, and should be fairly and honestly tried.

Mr. Barwell would refer Mr. Maunder to " Virchow's Patho-
Iogy," for facts in support of his opinion that suppuration did not
necessarily précède pyœmia.

Mr. Spencer Wells trusted that the respect with which Fellows
of the Society must receive the remarks which fell with such autho-
rity from so experienced an operator as Mr. Fergusson would not
induce them to regard the suggestion of Mr. Dix as either unim-
portant or unworthy of a full and fair trial. The tendency of
modem surgery was towards simplicity in ail things, and, as com-
pression seemed to be a simpler mode of stopping bleeding than the
ligature, by ail means let us see if it were equally effectuai. In the
treatment of aneurism nobody thought of using the ligature in a case
where compression could be used, unless compression had failed.
It was much simpler to stop the current of blood in an artery than
to destroy ever so small a portion of the coats of that artery ; and,
if this were true in the case of aneurism, it was equally so in the
closure of a divided artery. If compression for twenty-four hours
were enough to seal or plug up a divided artery, it must surely be
better simply to close it in that way, without the additional pro-
cess of destruction and séparation of the strangulated portion ot
the vessel which necessarily followed the use of the ligature. The
objection raised by Mr. Barwell, and supported by Mr. Holmes,
seemed to him (Mr.Wells) to be very unimportant, for it must be per-
feetly easy to apply such a degree of pressure as would compress a
vessel enough to stop bleeding, without the slightest fear of injuring
any of the parts pressed between the vessel and the skin. It was
probably of little or no importance whether wire or silk were used

;

and silk would seem to offer many advantages over wire, especially
as to the facility of removal. At any rate, Mr. Dix had brought
sufficient évidence before them to render a fair trial of his method
not only advisable, but necessary. If not on man, this was a case
in which experiments might with perfect propriety be made on the
lower animais. The subject was too important to be passed over
without a careful investigation, by expenment, whether the advan-
tages of the compress over the ligature were or were not real.
Mr. Dix said that he rose with much diffidence, and especially so

because his reply must be chiefly direeted to the remarks of Mr.
Fergusson. " Of course (he said) I feel myself unable to cope in
surgical discussion with so great a surgical authority ; nevertheless,
it is somewhat encouraging to find that such an opponent, though
uncompromising, and inc'.ined to be severe, find so few real and
substantiel objections to the subject of my paper. His lengthened
argument amounts simply to this, that he is content with the liga-
ture. In support of this position, he tells us that he thinks it a
matter of little moment whether a wound heals by primary union
or by suppuration. In fact, of the two he seems to prefer the
latter. Sir, I hâve corne a considérable distance to attend this
meeting, and I certainly shall not return without having gained a
new idea. This doctrine is altogether novel to me. It is utterly
subversive of ail I was taught as a student, and is entirely opposed
to my own somewhat extensive observation and expérience. I
think it will find but few supporters in this roora, or amongst the
profession at large. We hâve been told that, as regards the time
at which a stump becomes useful, little is gained by primary union,
and, in the same breath, it is somewhat inconsisténtly stated that
suppuration is inévitable—that an amputation cannot be healed
without it. This, sir, is a fallacy. Primary union is rare, no doubt,
but not impossible. I havo seen it myself, and others hâve hère and
there met with an isolated case. About five years ago I amputated
the leg just below the knee. In this case, although ligatures were
used, there was never a trace of pus ; in about six days this stump
was entirely and soundly healed. I must say that I thought this a
very good thing, and, with ail déférence to the great authority in
opposition, I must still retain my humble opinion, that it is far
better than a suppurating stump. I am fully persuaded that the
chief reason why this good resuit does not oi'tener occur is, that
Ihose surgeons who doubt its possibility do not adopt the beat
means to favour its occurrence. He who hopes most and «ttempts
most will attain most, and I hâve given reasons for believing that
there is no surer step iu this direction than the disuse of the liga-
ture. Pyœmia, we hâve also been told, is not necessarily connected
with the présence of pus. This may be so. It may be that
there is such a disease as idiopathic pyœma, but it is a doubtful
point and difficult of proof. A far more certain thing is that pyœma
can mostly be traced to a pyogenic source, and it is well known by
fatal expérience that it occurs most frequently in conjnnction with
an unhealthy suppurating stump. Hence I hâve argued in favour
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of endeavouring to prevent or to lessen the iluration of suppuration.

My cases, I graut, are few, because my opportunities arc not fré-

quent, but I may claim for them that they hâve been carefully and
anxiously workëd out under considérable difficultés and with a

weighty responsibility ; and I am perfectly convinced that they

afford good ground for believing that tins little devicc is likely

to be of real practical utility, or I should not bave appeared hère

to-night. But I plead not guilty to the ciiarge of having exagge-

rated the evils of the ligature, or of having îuade too much of my
own cases. I bave expressly and emphatically stated that I

hare as yet obtained no better rcsults than might hâve been
obtained by the use of ligatures, though I hope ère long to do so.

That the ligature is an old friend, well-tried and trustworthy—lias

been successfully used for years, and does woll enough, that sorae-

what sitnilar attetnpts to find a substitute for it hâve faued, belong to

that kind of reasoning by which ail abuses are defended, and ail

attetnpts at improvemcnt are ignored and abolished ; they aro not

of much weight on the présent or on any other occasion. Mr.
Barwell also seems to have a friendly feelin" towards the ligature

;

but his dread of sloughing, from the strangulation produced by the

wire is, I can assure h'un, purely imaginary. If lie will try the ex-

periment, lie will probably be surprised to find how little pressure is

needed to stop the bleeding from even a large artery. The needles

of Dr. Simpson do produce injurious and inconvénient compression,

but the wire corapres3 does not, and it is oue of the advantages I

have claimed for it over the needles. I have fully shown that it

is safe, effectuai, and manageablo ; and I have no doubt, from the

attention which lias been given to my humble efforts to-night, and
from the ventilation which the subject has hère received, that the

wire compress will soon be put to the proof by others who bave
better and more fréquent opportunities than I have ; it may be,

perchance, to the advancement of the science of surgery, and to the

benefit of suflering humanity."

OBSTETRICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
Wedxesday, January 7th, 1863.

Dr. Tyler Smith, Président, in the Chair.

A préparation of concentrated Beef-Tea was exhibited to the

Society by Mr. Buckle, Culinary Chemist, of North-place, Gray's-

inn lane, convenient for administration in cases where expeditious

employment of nutritive material is required.

Dr. Aveling, of Sheffield, read a Paper
ON VAGINAL LITHOTOMY.

The paper commenced by reeiting the particulars of thirty-five

cases in which this opération had been performed—twelve British,

and twenty-two foreign. The author also gave nnother case, in

which he divided the vesico-vaginal septum, and extracted a small

rough stone. The wound was brought together with sutures. Gilt

beads were passed over the ends of thèse, and run down to the

lins of the wound. Thèse were kept in position by a perforated shot,

also passed over the ends of the sutures, and tightened upon them
by a pair of forceps. He proposes in future to use a coil, made by
winding a pièce of the suture wire round a pin, instead of the beads.

The wound healed in a week, and the patient returned to her home
in a fortnighf.

Mr. Spencer Wells congratulated Dr. Aveling upon the suc-

cessful resuit of his interesting case, and heartily concurred in the

tribute he had paid to the services of Dr. Manon Sims. But he
(Mr. Wells) had begun to doubt whether the success which had fol-

lowed the opération for the cure of vesico-vaginal fistula of latc

years was so much due to the use of wire sutures as to the improve-
ments which Dr. Sims had originated in the mode of bringing the

fistula into view, aceurately paring the edges, and bringing them
into perfect apposition. Providcd the edges of a fistula were
thoroughly pared, and kept in close apposition, it was probably of
little importance how tbis was done. A year ago he (Mr. Wells)
was as strongly in favour of metallic sutures as anybody; but
latterly a wider expérience had taught him that it is not only after

five or six days that wires show any advantage over silk, and before

that time the sutures ought to be removed. Then silk ofFers the

great advantages over wire of being more easily applied, if not rc-

quiring so large a needle to pass it, of the ends being much less irrita-

ting, and of being more easily removed. After many comparative
trials on différent parts of the saine wound with wires of silver, iron,

lead, platanum, and aluminum, and with fine catgut, horse-hair, tele-

graph wire, india-rubber thread, and the fine strong silk known as

"Cbinese twist," he had become convinced that wires offered no
advantage over silk, while silk offèred many advantages over every
other material used for sutures. In a récent case lie had closcd a
vesico-vaginal fistula; by five silk sutures, and perfect union resulted,

a'though no cathéter was used. The supposée! necessity for the use
of the cathéter after closing vaginal fistula, was another error which
time was correcting. The urine is by no means so irritating a fluid

as some bvlieve. The lower orders use it as a lotion to the eyes

and to sorc legs; aud it certainly cannot differ mucb from the dilute

saline solutions constantly prescribed as astringents or stimulants.

The use of the cathéter is the most troublesome part of the after-

treatment, and often most distressing to the patient. One of his

fxitients really could not bear it, yet sho did perfectly well ; and
ately lie had not used it at ail, union taking place quito as well as

when it was used, and the patient being much more coiufortable.

With regard to stono in the bladder during labour being a case of
vesico vaginal fistula, lie had once removed, in the Sainaritan Hos-
pital, a large stone through a fistula before closing it ; but it was
very questionable whether it could often be necessary to remove a
calculus through the vagina when no fistula existed, or to run the

risk of making a fistula to remove a stone. Lithotrity was very
easily performed in women ; and large fragments of stone passed
readily through the short female urethra, so that no form of litho-

tomy could often be called for. Simple diletation of the urethra

was not likely to answer iu any case not suitable for lithority, aud
its effects are very uncertain—a large stone might be removed, and
no incontinence follow ; but incontinence might follow removal of a

very small calculus. The usual aid to dilatation by incising the

urethra was still worse. A surgeon of very large expérience had
told him that he had done it for two adults and seven children, and
" they were ail dribblers." Where, from some exceptional condi-

tion of bladder or stone, lithority was iuappropriate, vaginal litho-

tomy might, therefore, become a valuable opération ; but expérience

was still wanting to show that it was better than, or as good as, the

latéral opérations so successfully practised by Dr. Buchanan, of

Glasgow. The subject was a comparatively new one, and Dr.

Aveling deserved the thanks of the profession for the light he had
thrown upon it.

Î3ivtf)s, HHavitagcs, anO Sratl)».

BIETHS.
Bakkek.—On the20thult., atBedford, the wife of T. H. Barker, M.D.,

of a daughter.

Davies.—On the 19th ult, at Cymnier, Rhondda Valley, the wife of H.

N. Davies, L.R.C.P. Edin. (exam.l, of a daughter.

Flower.— On the 28th ult., at LineolnVinn-tields, the wife of W. H.

Flower, F.R.C.S.E., Conservator of the Muséum of the Royal Col-

lège of Surgeous of England, of a daughter.
'

Page.—On the 2it\i ult,, at Quecn street, Mayfair, the wife of W. E.

Page, M.D., of a son.

Sumnek.—On the 19th ult., at Wellington tenace, St. John's wood, the

wife of William A. Sumner, M.R.C.S.E., of a son.

Wilson.—On the 20tli ult, at West street, Gateshead, the wife of R. H.
Wilson, M.D., of a daughter.

MARR1AGES.
Graham—Ruttle.—On the 24th ult., at Grangegorman, R. Giaham,

L.R.C.S.I., to Isabella Elizabeth, second daughter of thelateD. Ruttle,

Esq., formerly of Rathkeale.

Rudall—Scot.—Oetober 10, at Richinond, Victoria, J. T. Rudall,

F.R.C.S.E., to Georgiana Gordon, younger daughter of the lato Alex.

Scot, Esq., ofTriuity, Mid-Lothiau.

Skegg-Major.— On the 27th ult., at Deptford, J. J. Skegg, L.R.C.P.

Edin., to Julia, youngest daughter of G. Major, Esq., of Denlford.

Watkins—Alves.—Oetober 28, at Berbiec, Walter Watkirft; Surgeon,

of Brecon, Wales, to Sarah Eucy, eldest daughter of the late J. Alves,

Esq.. of Enham, Hants.

Wayi.ex—Hardey.—November 20, at Guildford, Western Australia,

Alfred Robert Waylen, M.D., to Elizabeth Louisa, second daughter of

the Hon. J. W. Hardey, of the Grove, near Perth, Western Australia.

D E A T H S .

Boult.—On the 24th ult., Edmund Boult, F.R.C.S.E., of Boult, for-

merly in the Bengal Service, aged 48.

Chalmers.—On the 22nd ult., at Union street, Aberdeen, William

Chalmers, Staff Assist. -Surg. Army, Dec. llth, 1858, lato of the lst

Royals, aged 28.

Davis.—On the 16th ult., at Upton-ou-Severn, Thos. Davis, Surgeon,

aged 73.

Fowke.—On the 24th ult., at Wilton house, Ryde, Isle of Wight, Fred.

Fowke, M.R.C.S.E., aged 57.

Harvey.—November 10, at Melbourne, Henry Hope Harvey, M.R.C.S.

Eng., formerlv of Bristol.

Turner.—On the 8th ult., Thomas William Turner, M.R.C.S.E., of

Deddington, Oxfordshire, ngcd 07.

MEDICAL NEWS.
Royal Collège op Surgeons of England.—The foUowiag

gentlemen, having uudergone the necessary examinations for the

diploma, were admitted Members of the Collège at a meeting of the

Court of Examinera on the 22nd inst. :—John Lovell Arnott, M.D.,

Cheltenham ; Charles Henry Butlin, Camborne, CornwaH'; Denis

Joseph Canny, Dublin ; William Cooper, L.R.C.P, Beaumorft street,

Cavendish-aquare ; William Clément Daniel, M.D., Kenni ngton ;

Jacob De Léon, Jamaica ; Thomas Thomson Dick, M.D.; Ayr
Arthur John Farwell, ChippLng Norton ; George Gregson, Harley-

street ; Horsley Thomas Mapleson, Westbourne-place ;
Robert

Meadows, M.D., Ipswich ; George Smith, Hampstead road ;
'William

Frank Smith, Nottingham ; Philip Henry Pye Smith, tfackney ;

John Edward Thornburn, Cookermouth. -
J
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Apothecaries' Hall.—The following gentlemen passed their

examination in the Science and Practice of Medicine, and received

certificates to practise, on the 22nd inst. :—Henry Addison Hobbs,

Croydon ; Thomas Cargill Nesham, Newcastle-on-Tyne ; George

Edward Walker, Wigan, Lancashire.

University Collège Hospital.—At a récent meeting of the

Council, Dr. Harley and Dr. Wilson Fox were elected Assistant-

Physicians to University Collège Hospital.

Amputations on the Battle Field.—By a récent order of the

Surgeon-Général of the United States Army, thigh amputations on

the battle field are positively forbidden.

Royal Infirmary for Asthma.—At the meeting of the gover-

nors of this institution on the 22nd inst. it was stated that the new
buildings about to be erected would cost 2387/.

Médical Society of London.—A course of three Lettsomian

Lectures will be given by Mr. Thomas Bryant, F.R.C.S., Assistant

Surgeon to Guy's Hospital, on February 9th, 16th and 23rd, " On
Surgical Diseases of Children."

Dr. Brown-Sequard's Clinical Lectures at the Hospital for

the Paralysed and Epileptic will commence on Thursday, February
5th, at four o'clock. Practitioners and students will be freely ad-

mitted on showing their cards.

Oxford University.—The Linacre Professor of Anatomy and
Physiology (Dr Rolleston) commenced a course of lectures on Mon-
day, February 2nd at one o'clock. He also proposes to form classes

for practical instruction as in former terms.

The Metropolitan Convalescent Institution at Walton-on-
Thames, for the réception of convalescent patients from the nietro-

politan hospitals, is about to be enlarged. A new wing will be
added, to contain sixty beds. The estimated cost is 4000/.

A New Solid Bandage bas been recently contrived by Dr.

Hamon. The material is gélatine or cotnmon glue, to which, after

being dissolved in water, a portion of alcohol is added. The limb
is then padded, in parts where considered désirable, and a bandage
applied. This bandage is then brushed over with the solution, and
allowed to dry ; the process being continued until sufficient thick-

ness is obtained. If then eut open at the side, a stiff but sufficient-

ly elastic sheath is formed, which fits the limb, and can be removed
and replaced at pleasure.

Death of Professor Lehmann.—The scientific world experi-

enced last week a great loss by the sudden death of Prof. Lehmann,
of Jena, whose chemical labours are known and highly valued ail

over Europe. The departed philosopher died of apoplexy, and had
hardly attained the meridian of life.

Registration of Births and Deaths (Ireland).—A deputa-

tion waited on Sir Robert Peel a few days ago, to urge upon him
the necessity of introducing, during the coming session of Parlia-

ment, a government measure for the registration of births, deaths,

and sickness, in Ireland. Sir Robert Peel informed the deputation

that the subject would engage the attention of the government at

an early period.

Bradford Infirmary.—It is proposed to enlarge the Bradford
Infirmary and Dispensary, by the érection of an additional storey

over the whole of the présent building with the exception of the
operating room, and by the addition of other smaller rooms. The
estimated cost of thèse altérations is 3300/.

Idiot Memory.—In the Earlswood Asylum for Idiots, under the
care of Dr. Down, there is one young man about 20 or 22 years old,

whose accurate memory of historical dates and events is astonishing.

He will sustain a conversation on historical subjects with rëmark-
able spirit and acumen.
Royal Collège of Surgeons.—Professor Gulliver will, early

in June, deliver six lectures on " Blood, Chyle, and Lymph," in
continuation of his former course on " Blood ;

" and Professor
Samuel Solly, F.R.S., will deliver six lectures on the " Brain and
Some of its Diseases." The annual élection of Fellows into the
Council will take place, as usual, in July. The next Primary or
Anatomical examination for the membership ot the Collège will
commence on Saturday, April 4, and the Pass or Surgical and Pa-
thological examination on April 18. An examination for the Mid-
wifery licence will take place on Wednesday, the llth proximo.
The following prizes, offered by the Council of the Collège, are open
for compétition by the Fellows and Members of the Collège, viz, :—The subject for the Collégial Triennial Anatomical Prize, of fifty

guineas, is on " The Structural Anatomy and Physiology of the
Lymphatic Vessels and Glands (the Anatomical Distribution not
being required) ; the Communications (if any) between the Lym-
phatics and the Blood-vessels to be deraonstrated ; and the Influence
if any, which the Lymphatic Vessels or Glands exercise on the Fluid
they transmit, to be elucidated. The Dissertation to be illustrated
by Préparations and Drawings." The essays must be sent in on or
before Christmas-day, 1864. The subject for the Jacksonian
Prizes of twenty guineas, for the présent year, 1863, are on " The
Pathology and Treatment of Diseases of the Larynx : the Diagnos-
tic Indications to include the Appearances as seen in the Living
Person

; the Dissertation to be illustrated by Drawings and Pré-
parations

;
" and, " The Normal and Pathological Anatomv of the

various Synovial Bursce connected with the Muscles and tendons

of the Upper Extremity, and the Treatment of their Diseases ; the
Dissertation to be illustrated by Préparations and Drawings." The
essaya must be sent in on or before Christmas-day next. The terms
and conditions may be known on application to the Secretary.
Crocodiles in the Old Red Sandstone.—A paragraph ha.s

been inserted in several of our contemporaries, announcing that
the remains of a crocodilian reptile had been derived from the old
red sandstone in the neighbourhood of Elgin. We hâve only to
remark that the bed in question, whence the Leptopleuron lacerlinum

was derived, appertains to the triassic âge, and that remains of a

thecodont reptile with crocodilian sca.\di)Steganolepis Itobertsoni),

from the locality are in ail our public collections.

Towers of Silence.—" There exists in Bombay, on one of the
fairest spots of Malabar-hill, a wide extent of ground, allotted to

one of the vilest purposes which it ever entered into the heart ot

man to conceive. Hère we hâve in modem times the vulture prey-

ing upon the dead body, as in heathen mythology the bird is

reported to hâve done on the living ! The ' Towers of Silence ' are

immense structures of varied diameter, raised twenty, thirty, or

more feet from the ground, in the centre of which is a well, covered

by an iron network, frame, or grating. On the latter are placed the

corpses of the Parsee population, and before the mourning relatives

hâve left the grounds, hundreds of carrion birds, of voracious vul-

tures and hungry crows, are quarrelling, fighting, clawing, like so

many ornithological devils, at the spécimen of humanity exposed

to their ravages. The délicate Parsee female, the portly merchant,

the withered sexagenarian, are ail thus disposed of, and we are cre-

dibly informed that two hours after the déposition of any body in

the ' Towers of Silence,' bones alone are to be found, which are

eventually thrown down into the well enclosed in the tower. At
the same time the loathsome carrion birds, with their bald heads

and hideous claws, arrange themselves in rows on the summit of

the towers, bloated and surfeited from their goul-like feasts, secure

in the knowledge that, by waiting where they are, a répétition of the

festival will take place to-morrow ! But the blood, bones, and

fluids, of the body must escape the voracity of the carnivorous

birds, and, gravitating downwards within the tower, there undergo

the inévitable process of décomposition, rising thence in pestiferous

gases, which are only less hurtful than the miasnia of the grave

yards, simply because the altitude of Malabar-hill allows the free

breezes of the océan to sweep them off into infinité space. We are,

however, credibly informed that neighbouring résidents are not

unfrequently annoyed by the ' Towers of Silence,' and this not

only by pestiferous effluvia, but in a more demonstrable manner.
Thus, we hâve heard it rumoured that it oceasionally happens that

feathered bipeds may be seen pursuing one another, and quarrelling

over pièces of the humane form divine ! Nay, more— taies of our
intrusive friends, the crows, hopping into verandahs with digits in

their beaks, hâve before now been related. The Parsees, who owe
not only their wealth but their very location to the British, must
not be longer snffered to carry on such a nuisance in the fairest

parts of Bombay. They, equally with ail sects, must remove their
' Towers of Silence ' without the island, and, having been made to

take this step in advance, it may reasonably be expected, with a

race so ' Europeanised,' that they will eventually hit upon some
less loathsome method for disposai of their dead. —' Bombay Sat-

urday Review.'

Society for Relief of Widows and Orphans of Médical
Men in London and its Vicinity.—A half-yearly gênerai meet-
ing of the members of this society was held on January 28, T. A.
Stone, Esq., Président, in the chair. It appeared that during the

past year 1,933/. had been distributed in half-yearly grants amongst
43 widows, and 26 orphans of former members, 10/. 10s. in im-

médiate relief to a family, 45/. towards the* self-maintenance of two
older orphans, 15/. for extra relief to a widow, and 20/. as a spécial

grant to an adult son in great distress and illuess abroad. We are

happy to state that a much greater number than usual of new
members had been elected by the society, and we hope that this

increased ratio may continue, so lamentable, and often so unex-

pectedly, is the condition of families of deceased médical men.
The following officers and directors for the ensuing year were

elected, viz. :

—

Président.—Thomas Arthur Stone, Esq. Vice-Prési-

dents.—Martin Ware, Esq., Everard A. Brande, Esq., Peter M.
Latham, M.D., John Bacot, Esq., Thomas Turner, M.D., D. Henry
Walne, Esq., A. J. Sutherland, M.D. F.R.S., Edward Tegart, Esq.,

George Burrows, M.D., F.RS., John Miles, Esq., Sir John W.
Fisher, and Caesar H. Hawkins, Esq., F.R.S. Treasurers.—James
T. Ware, Esq., G. Hamiltou Roe, M.D. (Atg.), and Richard S. Eyles,

Esq. Directors.—B. G. Babington, M.D., J. Wetherfield, Esq., John
J. Sawyer, Esq., Thomas Brown, Esq., C. J. B. Aldis, M.D., Wm.
Dickinson, Esq., J. C. Salisbury, Esq., Henry Blenkarne, Esq., T.

King Chambers, M.D., John Clarke, M.D., Daniel Scannell, Esq.,

Prescott J. Hewett, Esq., William Catnow, Esq., W. J. Little, M.D.,

J. Gregorv Forbes, Esq., Wm. Munk, M.D.,Barnard W. Holt, Esq.,

Charles Miles, Esq., Henry Sterry, Esq., Aider Fisher, Esq., Henry
Jeaffreson, M.D., James Paget, Esq, H. S. Illingwoith, Esq., and
Francis Hawkins, M.D. The 75th anniversary dinner of the society

is, appointed to take place on the 20th of May at the Albion Tavern.

Stewards names are requested.
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The waï of Rewardini.; Merit in France.—The rewards
grauted by the Freneh Government to tho exkibitors at the Broinp-

ton Palace, last year, waw hmdy distributed with great éclat m
Paris. Among the jurymen of the 17th elasa. Messra. Bal&rd and
Nélaton wew raiaed to'the rank of Commander of the Légion of

Honour. To the rank of officer, Messrs. Barrai, Bella, Demarquay,
and Wurtz. To the rank of knight, M. V. Masson, médical book-

seller. Among the exhibitors, Messrs> Charriere, jun., Luer, and
Mathieu, hâve received the Cross of the Légion of Honour, with

the rank of knight. We beg especially to draw attention to the

last four names : we are sfraid that such fhittering distinctions are

seldoni or ever granted to nien of cqual merit and the sarue occupa-

tion, in this country.

German Hospital.—The plan for the new building, now before

tlu- couiniittee, will cause an outlay of several thousaud pounds
inore than originally intended, in addition to 3,0007. or 4,000/. for

furniture, &c, the conditions ou which Mr. Huth's promise of a

donation of 2,500/ having been fulfilled, more than the stipulated

amount of 1 ,500/. hâve been subscribed.

Appointments.—Hugh Andrew, L.F.P.S. Glasg., bas been ap-

pointed surgeon for the parish of Kilwinning, Ayrshire.—J. Hutton
Bali'our, M.A., M.D., Professor of Botany in the University of

Edinburgh, haa been elected Hon. Member of the Edinburgh Geo-
logical Society.—Jas. J. Foley, MR.C.S.E, has been appointed Sur-

geon to the Constabulary, Killeagh, co. Cork, vice F. Jervois,

M.RC.S.E., deceased.—Wilson Fox, M.D., has been appointed Asst.-

Physician to University Collège Hospital.—Wm. Holland Gore,

L.R.C.S.I., has been appointed Médical officer, (pro. tem.), for the

Tramore Dispensary District, Waterford Union, during the illness

of Wm. Waters, L.K.Q.f\P.I. — Fitzgibbon Lockwood Grabam,
LlR.C.S.1., has been elected Médical Officer and Public Vaccinator

for the Cellbridge Dispensary District of the Cellbridge Union, co.

Kildare, vice R H. Mouritz, L.R.C.S.I., resigned. — H. Horton,
M.R.C.S.E., has been elected Médical Officer for the West District

of the Parish of Wednesbury, West Bromwich Union, the Parish

having been divided into two Médical Districts.—R. M'Donnell,
M.D., lias been elected one of the Médical Visitors to the Jervis

street Hospital Dublin, vice Alex. M'Donnell, L.K.Q.C.P.I., de-

ceased.—Charles Offor, lias been appointed Résident Dispenser to

the Clapham General Dispensary, viceW. Evans, resigned.—George
Pearce, M.D., has been appointed Médical Officer and Public Vacci-

nator to the No. 1 District of the Market Harborough Union, Lei-

cestershire, vice John Ody, M.B., deceased.—Wm. Symth Russell,

M.R.C.S.E., has been elected Médical Officer and Public Vacci-

nator for the Eckington District of the Chesterfield Union, vice

Jabez Harwood, MR.C.S.E., deceased.—J. Burdon Sanderson, M.D.,

has been appointed additional Assistant-Physician to Middlesex

Hospital, vice F. Weber, M.D., resigned.—T. E. Shannon, M.D., has

been elected Médical Officer for the Ropsley District ofthe Grantham
Union, Lincolnshire, vice Dr. Richard Cleeve Hoyle, L.R.C.S.E.,

resigned.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE WEEK.
Wednesday, February 4.

Opérations at Middlesex Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St Mary's Hospital, 1 p.m. ;

University Collège Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Obstétrical Society of Lon-
don, 8 p.m.—Mr. Baker Brown, " On Vesico-Vaginal Fistula ; Eesults

of 55 Opérations at the London Surgical Home.' —Dr. Shortt, " On
the Médical History of Women in India."

Thursday, February 5.

Opérations at St. Georgo's Hospital, 1 p.m.; Central London Ophtlialmic,

1 p.m. ; London Hospital, \h p.m. ; Koyal Free Hospital, 1J p.m.;

Great Northern Hospital, King's cross, 2 p.m. ; London Surgical

Home, 2 p.m. ; West London Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Ortho-

pœdic Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Institution, 3 p.m. Prof. Frankland,
"Ou Chemical Arfinity ;" National Hospital for the Paralysed and
Epileptic, 4 p.m.—Dr. Brown-Séquard, "On the Diagnosis and Treat-

ment of the Various Forme of Paralysie and Epilepsy.'

Friday, February 6.

Opérations at AVestmiuster Ophtlialmic Hospital, 1J p.m. ; Royal
Institution, 8 p.m.—Mr. James Glaisher, "On Aerial Scientific

Besearches ;" Western Médical and Surgical Society of London, 8

p.m.—Practical Evening for the Narration of Cases and the Exhibi-

tion of Spécimens.
Salurday, February 7.

Opérations at St. Thomas's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St Bartholomew's Hospital,

1J p.m. ; Kiug's Collège Hospital, le p.m. ; Charing cross Hospital,

2 p.m. ; Royal Institution, 3 p.m. Mr. W. S. Savory, "On Lifo and
Deatb."

Monday, February 9.

Opérations at Lock Hospital, Dean street, Soho, Clinical Démonstrations
and Opérations, 1 p.m. ; St. Marks Hospital for Fistula and other

Diseases ot the Rectum, 1J p.m. ; Metropolitan Free Hospital,

2 p.m.; Royal Institution, 2 p.m.—General Monthly Meeting; Epi-

demiological Society, 8 p.m.; Médical Society of London, 8J p.m.
Tuesday, February 10.

Opérations at Guy's Hospital, lj p.m. ; Westminster Hospital, 2p.m.j
Royal Institution, 3 p.m.—Prof. Marshall, "On Animal Mechanics."
Ètnnological Society, 8 p.m.—Mr. Dunn, "Some Observations on the
Psychological Différences which exist among the Typical Races of

Màu ;" Pathological Society, 8 p.m.
j

BOOKS RECEIVED FOR REVIEW.
By R. Dunn, Esq., F.R.C.S. London: JohnMédical Vsyehology.

Churchill.

Anatoniy of the Parts coucerned in Fémoral Ruptur». By G. W. Cal-
leuder, Esq. London: John Churchill and Sous.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Dr. J. R.—Tho décision in Re Gibbon v. Budd, is not likely to bt
atl'ected as regards licentiates. The question to bo considered will

probably be, whether tlie Collego can exercise a power of making régu-
lations that over-ride the plain words of the Act lïom which the power
is derived, and also whether they can make a byo-law affecting a por-
tion only of the menibers of the collège, and not the whole collège.

It is certaiuly contrary to common sensé and the spirit of our laws,

that any derived power should supersede the authority fvom which it

is derived. On the other hand, however inconsistant it may appear to

be, the Act distinctly confers the power on any Collège of Physicians

to make such a bye-law : so that we do not apprehend that the
lawyers would find much to say about the matter.

S. 0.—Certaiuly.

Gibbon v. Budd.
To the Editor of the Médical Circular.

Sut,

—

I hâve rcad with some interest the légal case inserted in tho
Médical Circular of this day's date, entitled Gibbon v. Budd,
accordiug to which it appears that Dr. Gibbon, a member of the Col-

lège of Physicians, lately sued the oxecutors of the late Mr. Budd for

twenty-oue pounds, as the amount of feos dae to him for visits made
to deceased. On this case you hâve published a leading article, tho

décision arrived at in which is as erroneous as that of the lawyers

concerned. On referring to the 31st clause of the Médical Act, it is

évident that any member of any Collège of Physicians may be con-

sidered to be bound by the bye-laws of the Collège to which he may
hâve attached himself, and, therefore, as there exists a bye-law of the

Collège to which he belongs, to the eflect that he canuot take money
for advice in any other shapo than as an honoraiium, he cannot bave

any Icgal right to make any deniand for advice given. Had Dr. Gibbon
been independent—i. e. unattached to the Collège—he could bave made a

légal charge for attendance upon his patient. Yours truly,

January 28, 1863. Scrutator.
A Subscriber.—The advice cannot be altogether relied on. Opinions

change very much on such matters. We would advise you " to wait

a littïe longer."

Mr. Baker.—Tho communication has corne to hand.
Mr. H. Johnson.—Received with thanks.

Medicus (Brompton).—lst. No.—2nd. No.—Srd. It would be impossible

to give an opinion without a perusal of the document.
Dr. H. W.—There is a good article in tho ' Social Science Review ' (Jan.

24), on the shorteomings of our Hospital System. It serves to show
how strong is the hold which the opinions of the Médical Circular
—disseminated in various ways—hâve taken of the gênerai mind.

Ciiirurgus.—Disease of the supra-renal capsules may exist without

bronzing of the skin ; but whenever bronzing of the skin occurs there

would be a strong évidence of disease of the capsules.

W. H. B.—lst. Yes.—2nd. Tho office of Médical Officer to the Privy

Council is nothing better than a sinécure ; and, judging from Mr.

Simon' s declared views on the St. Thomas's Hospital question, it has

become a stumbling-block to rational improvement.

Mr. Tweedie writes to correct an error in his signature to a letter that

appeared in this journal last week. It should hâve been " A. C.

Tweedie," not "A. Tweedie."

Carbolic Acid.
To the Editor of the Médical Circular.

Sir,—In answer to repeated queries in référence to Carbolic Acid,

I may state for the information of your readers, where Carbolic Acid

and its compounds are to be obtained. I hâve answered by letter

those enquiries that hâve been made to me, as far as possible ; but

Dr. Tweedie's letter of last week needs a reply. lst. I repeat that

Carbolic Acid is soluble in water, iu the proportion of liait a drachm of

the former to eight ounces of the latter. That itonly requires shakiug

in a bottle with the water, and it will readily mix.

2nd. That the odour dépends upon its purity. That which I bave

used and experimented upon was obtained from Messrs. Hopkin and

Williams, Great Cavendish street, and its sinell is anything but dis-

agreeablo. Its cost is 6s. the pint. The crude Carbolic Acid is only

ls. 6d. the gallon, and can be obtained of Mr. G. Boor, Dru«gist,

Bishopsgate street, Without. This is the best for sowerage purposes,

and for deodorising urinais. The Caibolato of Lime or (McDougaU's

disinfecting powders), is only 10s. 6d. the cwt., and is the best forni

for sick-room use.

Carbolic Acid exists in several forms. The purest is crystalline, not

liquid. But for médical and surgical use, that which is liquid and

resembles Glycérine, is the most préférable. I am, &c,

Cailton bouse, Enfield, N., Benjamin Godfrey.

Jan. 29, 1863.

Dr. J. G.—Communication inserted.

Mr. WM; Nicuolas.—The lecture has beeu received.

Macheon.—Inserted.

Dr. Henry Rogers' proposai for a Cottage Hospital has beon received.

He has our cordial wishes for its success.

Dr. Abbotts Smith.—Letter on "Santonine" received and inserted.

V The appeal on the subject of the " Royal Médical Collège, Epsom,'

shall appear next week.
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HOTEL-DIEU.

(PROFESSOR TROUSSEAU'S WARDS.)

Patholoijy and Treatment of Glueosuria.

Two patients may at présent be seen in Mr. Trousseau's

wards, and a coinparison of their cases is not without interest.

The first is a woman aged thirty, who for five months has been

affected with marked diabètes, the otlier is a nian who two

years since presented the syniptoms of the same disease, but

in whom for the last few months signs of cérébral disturbance

hâve been observed, without any concomitant glueosuria.

The female patient was admitted into the Hôtel Dieu on

the 5th of August, 1862. One month before, and without

any tangible cause, she experienced an extraordinary degree of

thirst, and in the course of a very few days she noticed on the

lower parts of lier under garments a starched appearance, and

white stains analogous to those which might be induced by

the evaporation of a solution of sugar. At the same time, a

voracious appetito coincided with loss of flesh and debility.

Her sight then began to fail her, and became less distinct. At

the period of her admission into the wards, this woman was

in the daily habit of drinking nearly two gallons of fluid, and

a proportionate amount of liquid was excreted from the kid-

neys. Large doses of bi-carbonate of soda were exhibited

without any benetit, the thirst, on the contrary, increasing in

intensity.

She derived no advantage from a few weeks' résidence at the

rural hospital of Vesinet. Hère her usual daily allowance of

beverage was twenty pints, and she returned to the Hôtel

Dieu, much emaciated, and suffering at night from feverish-

ness and perspiration. The amount of urine passed in the day

was fourteen pints, with a spécifie gravity of 1049, a figure

much superior to the average standard in health.

Mr. Trousseau's second patient is a policeman, aged about

thirty, of perfectly temperate habits from taste and from

necessity. In this, as in the preceding case, the disease set in

without any appréciable cause, such as external injury of the

«head or mental émotions, and the first syniptoms observed

were intolérable thirst and a considérable increase of appetite.

The man drank as mnch as five gallons of béer daily, to say

nothing of water, and passed no less than ninc gallons of

highly saccharine urine. This was, however, but the incipient

stage of the affection. Four months ago a certain amount of

habetude, hésitation of speech, and wcakness of the limbs

were observed. The urine was tested, and found to contain

no sugar, but the excrétion was more copious than ever, and

as in chronic diuresis, its spécifie gravity had fallen to 1.007-

1.005. Thus the main features of the case consisted at first in

the existence of diabètes mallitus unconnected with any other

nervous symptom but loss of sexual power, and in proportion

as the sugar disappeared from the urine, diuresis set in.

Instances of the kind arc not unusual ; we hâve met with

several in Mr. Trousseau's wards, amongst others a young man
employed at the cattle market, who, in the early stage of his

disease, was distinctly affected with biabetes mellitus, and at

the conclusion presented merely the syniptoms of diuresis.

He drank eight gallons and a-half of fluid daily, passed more

than nine, and eventually died of exhaustion. Another case in

point was observed in St. Agnes's "Ward, the diabètes being

gradually converted into diuresis, and inducing fatal scurvy.

The functional disturbances observable in the incipient

stage of diabetis mellitus, are deserving of attention. Thus
prématuré presbyopy, and as Mr. Trousseau has romarked,

pruritus pudendi frequently lead to the détection of saccha-

rine urine. The importance of this symptom is enhanced by

the fact, that at the time no other indication of glueosuria is

présent. Thus Mr. Trousseau was consulted in the course of

last year by a lady from Brussels, who experienced neither

exaggerated thirst, nor inconvénient sécrétion of urine, but

merely complained of pruritus vulvse. The urine was tested

by Mr. Grassi, who discovered in that fluid a large quantity of

sugar. Eifteen years previously, Mr. Trousseau was applied

to by a man, aged fifty, who presented no other sign of

diabètes boyond increased appetite, without concomitant

thirst, but was also affected with eczéma of the scrotum. The
professor examined the urine himself, and acquired the proof

of the présence of sugar. It is needless to observe that pruri-

tus of the prépuce or scrotum corresponds in the maie to

pruritus vulvae in women.

In most cases, the chief features of glucohseruia are the

increase of thirst, of appetite, and of the rénal sécrétion ; also

the stains left by the crystallized sugar on the under garments

of the patient. A mower, suddenly attacked with diabètes at

the hay-making season, remarked that on account of its

saccharine properties, his urine attracted becs, wasps, and

Aies.

A brief allusion to some of the causes of the disease may
not hero be out of place. Glueosuria <may be accidentai, or

may resuit from constitutional causes. Thus, during the inha-

lation of ether, the urine becomes loaded with sugar, and acci-

dentai diabètes is the resuit. If the origin of the eighth pair

of nerves in the fourth ventricle be irritated in an animal

with a style, the sugar-forming fonction of the liver is stimu-

lated, and the subject of the experiment becomes, as Mr.

Schiff has shown, temporarily or accidontally diabetic. Con-

cussion of the brain, injuries of the head, fraetnres of the

skull, and certain affections of the brain and spinal cord also

induce transitory or symptomatie glueosuria. Mr. Gibb asserts

that almost ail children affected with hooping-cough, pass

saccharine urine ; and Mr. Burdel, of Vierzon, believes the

phenomenon to bear habituai and transient effect of fever. In

thèse various morbid conditions, glueosuria is comparatively

an unimportant symptom, and may be compared to accidentai

albuminuria, but when induced by constitutional causes,

diabètes mellitus is, like Bright's disease, almost invariably

fatal. It is not, however, always easy to discriminate between

the two varieties, and the practitioner should therefore express

a guarded opinion.

Mr. Trousseau also establishes another practical division of

diabètes, which he would not, perhaps, be inclined to insert

in a didactic treatise on the subject, but which we gather

from colloquial intercourse with the professor. In one form

of the disease the patient is fleshy, in the other he is thin ;

the prognosis of the former is comparatively favourable,

whereas the prospects of the latter are most unpromising.

Persons suffering from diabètes are not always as they are

represented by old writers, lean and hungry subjects, with dry

skin, and unappeasable thirst, passing large quantities of water,

sensitive to cold, and threatened with pulmonary, and subse-

quently with rental tuberculosis. As the présence of glueo-

suria is now detected before the malady has reached this

extrême stage, we are aware that a certain degree of plump-

ness of body is not incompatible with diabètes, and further

that unnatural obesity may sometimes be considered an un-

favourable prédisposition. We know that such diabetic sub-

jects are not chilly, (a) that they perspire readily, drink and

pass water in a healthy manner, perhaps a little more than is

quite natnral, but not always in the enormous proportions

supposed by many. We are further acquainted with the fact

that, with carc, thèse individuals may reach the averago of

human life without excessive emaciation, and without any

syniptoms of pulmonary or rénal phthisis.

We may now turn to Mr. Trousseau's remarks on the treat-

ment instituted in the case of the female patient alludcd to

above.

In order to understand correctly the guiding principles of

therapeutics in diabètes, it is proper to glance at the pathology

of the disease. Explanations in this respect are not wanting.

Some authors conceive glueosuria to consist in a disturbance of

the first stages of gastric or intestinal assimilation, in a sort of

dyspepsia, although in gênerai, in the early periods of diabètes

digestion is accomplished in perfection. The Chemical School

opined that the saccharine matter detected in the urine was

exclusively supplied by the nutriment. Such was the state of

the question when Mr. Ch. Bernard demonstrated that the liver

ta) View with suspicion, says Mr. Trousseau, stout persons who

light no fire in winter, and sleep without blankets in the cold

season. Thèse subjects are gliding into diabètes.
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secreted both bile and sugar, and that glucosuria is induced

by a nervous influence. It is unnecessary to dwell on the

proofs adduced by the leamed experimentalist in support of

his theory; they are fully admitted by Mr. Trousseau, wlio

considers diabètes in the light of a nmrosis.

This doctrine accounts in a satisfactory mannev for the

bénéficiai influence of the course of treatmcnt recommended

by chemists, and for the felicitous results which seem to

justify the use of animal diet, and the exclusion of farinaceous

food. The latter brings into play the gastric and pneumo-
gastric nerves, which excite the liver to secrète the saccharine

matter by a mechanism analogous to that brought into opéra-

tion by direct irritation of certain parts of the brain and
spinal cord—animal diet exclusively consisting of méat, eggs,

fish, niilk, cheese, and gluten bread—causes, it is true, the sugar

to decrease in amouut, and even entirely to disappear from the

urine ; but the patients soon lose their appetite altogether,

and suffer more discomfort from the treatment than from the

disease from which it has been instituted.

A mixed regimen, in which animal nutriment prédominâtes,

is not open to this objection, and is considered by Mr. Trous-

seau as far préférable to exclusively animal diet. He there-

fore concèdes the use of a small quantity of bread, and, in

addition to fresh green vegetables, permits red fruit, and even
grapes. By this System the practitioner does not address him-
self to one symptom only, at the risk of absolutely preventing
nutrition. On this fonction, on the contrary, he bestows ail

his attention ; and although the patient may possibly pass a
little more sugar with his urine than if he were confined ex-

clusively to the use of méat, the Professor considers it far

more important to invigorate the System, and prefers trusting

to the subject's own sensations in this respect, than blindly to

adhère to the dictâtes of theory. (a)

The first point of treatment is, therefore, to regulate the
diet ; the assistance of a few remédies, the utility of which
has been demonstrated by expérience, may also be called in.

Thus, alkaline watere will be ftmnd useful, and more especially

prepared chalk, in doses of 15 grains, or half a drachm, at the
beginning of each meaL It is proper, however, to alternate

the alkaline préparations, and occasionally to discontinue them
altogether for a time, as it is extremely undesirable to saturate

the system with this class of remédiai agents, the debilitating

action of which, combined with that of the original disease,

might promptly induce fatal conséquences. The extract of

valerian, in rapidly-progressive doses, from fifteen grains to

one, two, and even four drachms daily, is also a valuable ad-

juvant. At least, the patient who suggests the présent remarks
would appear to hâve derived considérable benefit from the
administration of this remédiai agent, and the amount of sugar
in her urine diminished under its influence—not, it is true, in

a perfectly regular ratio, for in this respect singular and inex-
plicable variations were observed, but at least in a marked
manner. We are, however, in a position to assert that from
the period at which this drug was resorted to, in combination
with mixed diet, considérable improvement was observed in
the visual and mental powers, as well as in the bodily health.

In Gennany, several authors of much repute, and Professor
Piorry in France, hâve prescribed large quantities of sugar for

the cure of diabètes. Tins treatment increases the amount of
saccharine matter in the urine, but seems favourable to the
amélioration of the gênerai condition of the System.
We may conclude with the following remark, for which Mr.

Trousseau is our authority : It inust not be forgotten that
from their very nature, and irrespectively of ail methods of
treatment, neurotic diseases présent alternancics of improve-
ment and of relapse. This circumstance greatly adds to the
difficulties of the observer in the accurate appréciation of the
effects of médicinal agents, and accounts for many deceptive
appearances of succesa

(a) Hydropathy is assuredly one of the most powerful tonics in
ont possession. In the hands of Messrs. Brachet and Fleury, this
îinthod has yieldcd the most satisfactory results, and was thè prin-
cipal elenteat ot tlic treatment of diabètes at Mr. Fleury's model

ishineat of Bellovue.—Thu Editob.

HOSPITAL OF THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

(professor nelaton's wards.)

Ovariotomy—Hematoeele of the Oviduct—Cephalic Chancre,
closely Resembling Epithelioma of the Eye-lid.

On the llth of November, Dr. Eobert Lee, one of the
fiercest opponents ovarian excision has met with in England,
again violently denounced the operators, whoni he stigmatises
as belly-rippers, at the Royal Médical and Surgical Society.

According to Dr. Lee, the hfe of women aftlicted with ovarian
cyst, may for many years be protracted, by mère palliative

treatment, and in no instance which ever came under his

observation was extirpation called for. The statistics of
ovariotomy are,'in his opinion, untrustworthy. Thèse arguments
are precisely those which, up to a very récent date, hâve been
urged in France. On careful inquiry, this opposition will be
found to be invalidated by exaggeration, and we take the
opportunity of reproducing the leading points of a récent lec-

ture of Professor Nélaton on the subject.

On leaving the hospital a day or two before, the Professor

met a lively, smiling, animated woman, whom at first he did
not recollect, but who proved to be an old patient in whom
ovarian excision was performed on the 9th of July, 18G2. Her
case was one of unusual interest : she had for several years

borne a cyst, which, during the last twelvemonth, had rapidly

increased in size. Tapping had several times been resorted to,

and the intervais between the punctures had been thirty-five,

thirty, and twenty-two days. On one occasion as mûch as

forty-two quarts of liquid had been removed. The patient

was wasting away, when she heard of the possibility of ovarian

excision ; she urgently entreated that the opération might be

performed, and her request was complied with. In this in-

stance, ascites coincided with ovarian dropsy, and, as reiterated

paracentesis had established communication between the peri-

toneal and ovarian cavities, the fiuid extracted from the peri-

toneum had acquired, by admixture with the contents of the

cyst, the viscid appearance considered as characteristic of

ovarian dropsy. The pedicle, moreover, was unusually short,

adhèrent to the utérus, and the application of the clamp was
difficult. The opération, however, was achieved without acci-

dent, and the patient in a few days left her bed, and on the

twenty-second day was able to go to market. If the peri-

toneum continued from habit to secrète an unusual amount of

liquid, it soon recovered its tone, and after the fourth week
the tendency to ascites obviously diminished, a resuit which
Mr. Nélaton had foretold as likely to follow the removal of the

niorbid growth which occupied the abdomen.
On the 26th of December, this woman was exhibited before

Mr. Nélaton's audience, and her appearance has undergone an
entire change. She can now engage in active occupations, and
requires no other support than a flannel band.

This is, doubtless, a highly oncouraging case, and others of

the same kind hâve been observed during the last twelve-

month. The opération, despite its severity, should not, there-

fore, be systematically rejected, especially as the progress of

the disease, if abandoned to the unaided efforts of nature,

niust, in some instances, inevitably resuit in death.

The difficulty of establishing the diagnosis with absolute

précision is the most formidable argument which has been
adduced against the practice of ovarian excision ; but the sur-

geon now possesses every means of avoiding detrimental error.

Percussion supplies him with information as to the dulness or

résonance of the différent parts of the abdomen, by which he
may distinguish ascites from encysted dropsy. In ascites;, the

bowels float up through the fluid, the anterior région is sonarpus,

and the posterior région is dull on percussion, the contrary
being the case in ovarian disease, with this hitherto unex-
plained singularity, that résonance is often absent on the left

side. The freedom of the undulation of the liquid, and the

regularity of the shape of the abdomen indicaée an unillo-

cular cyst. It is practically more important to discrimina-te

between cysts containing a serous fiuid, and those which are

filled with a viscid liquid .- the former may be cured with the
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iodine injection, whereas this mode of treatment is always

unavailing in the latter. If even the serous contents were

inixed with blood or puriform niatter, good résulta might

still follow the injection, but the slightest viscidity of the

liquid indicates that the surgeon bas no resource but expecta-

tion or ovariotomy. It is now fully demonstrated that the niere

removal of the viseid fluid can hâve no bénéficiai effect, but

raerely exhausts the vital powers ; and Mr. Nélaton resorts to

the exploring puncture, and allows a few spoonfuls of the

liquid to escape ; if it is viseid, he closes the wound and post-

pones ail further surgical interférence ; if it is watery, he

évacuâtes the contents of the tumour, and at once throws in

the iodine injection.

— A woman, aged thirty-four, was admitted into the wards

for the treatment of pelvic tumours, which had been supposed

by her habituai médical attendant to be fibrous growths in the

utérus, but proved to be of a widely différent nature. By pal-

patiou of the abdomen, and by intra-vaginal exainination, the

présence of two heuiatoceles was ascertained : the first occu-

pied, on the left side, the upper part of the true pelvis, in a

spot corresponding to the situation of the Fallopian tube ; it

was oval-shaped, soft, slightly moveable, but was evidently

connected with the utérine System. The growth was of récent

formation, and its development had been attended with acute

fébrile symptoms, a combination of characters which was not

consonant with the supposition that its nature was fibrous.

The linger inserted into the vagina detected a déviation and a

sort of flattening of the cervix, as if it were forced against the

symphysis pubis, by some foreign body. This second tumour
was a retro-uterine hematocele. Mr. Nélaton examined this

patient every morning, when she suddenly lost, through the

vagina, a large quantity of dark blood
; great relief followed,

and the sufferer considered herself cured. After an interval

of a few days, however, fresh pains set in. The aperture

through which the blood had escaped was vainly sought for

in the vagina, but blood was seen issuing from the os uteri,

and no doubt can be entertained that the hématie tumour must
hâve discharged its contents through the wonib. Mr. Nélaton

accounted for the fact by the formation of hematoceles in th

natural cavities of the utérine apparatus. Blood may accumu-

late in the oviduct, distend the tube, and constitute a liquid

tumour which at last overcomes the impediment to it, évacua-

tion, and pour out its sécrétions through the utérus.

This had happened in the case under considération. But
a complication existed in the shape of a retro-uterine tumour,

the increase of which was the occasion of much distress. It

was distinctly felt in the vagina, in the cul-de-sac of which
it formed a marked protrusion. In gênerai, the safest course

is to watch patiently the progress of events, but in the présent

instance, the symptoms were so urgent, that the Professor un-

hesitatingly introdueed along his finger a long incurvated

canula into the vagina, as far as the protruding portion of the

tumour, and a trochar was pushed into the sanguineous collec-

tion. Blood escaped, and a draining tube was placed in the

aperture to prevent its closing, but, despite this précaution,

symptoms of putrid absorption set in. Fever, loss of appetite,

and sleep, restlessness supervened, it became necessary to re-

move the cause of thèse alarming manifestations, and the

drainage tube was replaced by a cathéter. A considérable

quantity of offensive matter escaped with immédiate relief.

Mr. Nélaton prescribed, accordingto his custom, copious lotions.

A syringe full of warm water was five or six times injected

into the cavity, and this plan was persisted in until the liquid

thrown in returned colourless. Tepid water containing a small
quantity of iodine waa then injected, as the most powerful of
ail disinfectants, and a cure was ultimately effected.

— On the same day, Mr. Nélaton invited attention to two
wonien ; the first had recently undergone an opération for the
removal of a small cancroid tumour situated in front of the
sacculus lachrymalis, and the second, although presenting a
disease in ail appearanco similar, was submitted to a very dif-

férent course of treatment. In this instance, the Professor did
not feel entirely satished that he had to deal with another
genuine case of epithelioma. Both patients were aged, but
the disease of the latter had laeted but five months. Now the

development of epithelial cancer is proverbially slow, and re-

quires years to arrive at completion, and the ulcer had scarcely
lasted altogether three month3. Its progress would, therefore,

hâve been unusually torpid, and whatever is unusual must be
looked upon, in semeiology, with suspicion. It would, further-

niore, bave been necessary to admit the existence of two or
three cancroid growths, as the affection was constituted by
three islets, one occupying the surface of the sac, another the
lower lid, and a third being situated on the margin of the
upper palpebra, the mucous membrane of which was involved.

Now the simultaneous existence of several cancroids is un-
frequent ; they may appear in succession, but seldom at the
same time. Moreover, the hardness of the indurations was not
so great as that of cancrous ulcers, the edges were thinner, and
the fundus softer than might hâve been expected. In short,

Mr. Nélaton very much doubted the cancerous nature of the

affection, and instead of having recourse to the knife, pre-

scribed an anti-syphilitic treatment.

Cephalic chancre and indurated chancre, are convertible

terms ; the primary ulcer which developes on any part of the

head is almost invariably indurated, a circumstance which the

surgeon should be aware of. Had Mr. Nélaton been ignorant

of the fact, he might hâve resorted to surgical interférence in a

case which, in ail probability, will do well under the influence

of spécifie remédies.

Cephalic chancre, said the Professor, is almost always in-

durated, and the few instances of soft chancre adduced by Mr.
Eicord, Mr. Diday, and other authors, are mère exceptions

which do not invalidate the gênerai rule (a). Mr. Ricord has

vainly sought for the reason of this anomaly, which Mr.

Diday would appear to hâve accounted for. Mr. Diday admits

with Mr. Eicord, and most other writers on syphilis, the exis-

tence of a double virus, one producing soft chancre, and gener-

ating no secondary symptoms, the other giving rise to the

indurated or infecting sore. But Mr. Diday further remarks,

that one virus only is inoculable to the integument and
mucous membranes of the head ; this would not be more
extraordinary than the exclusive localisation of favus on the

scalp, or than the immunity enjoyed by the head from the

development of scabies. We are aware that the gonorrhœal
discharge cannot be inoculated in the Schneiderian membrane,
and that this mucous surface is, on the contrary, the spécial

habitat of glanders, and we must not therefore be surprised at

finding that the nature of the substance exercises a considei-

able influence on the propagation of contagion. Whatever be

the value of the explanation, the fact is undoubted, and should

be borne in mind, in order that indurated chancre may not, as

unfrequently has occurred, be mistaken for cancer of the lips

or eye-lids, and removed with the knife. In this respect, the

case of the old woman alluded to above is extremely sugges-

tive ; in this instance the diagnosis was further assisled by the

discovery of glandular enlargements in the région of the

parotid, and by the satisfactory results of treatment. Iodide

of potassium, and Sédillot's pills (blue pill) were exhibited,

and in a few days so considérable a change was effected

in the appearance of the sores, that we had some difficulty in

recognising the pathognomonic signs on which Mr. Nélaton had
expatiated in his former description.

(a) The history of cephalic chancre has been carefully elucidated

by Mr. A. Fournier, in Ricord's Lectures on Chancre, and in a
spécial monograph. (An Inquiry into the Nature of Cephalic

Chancre.) From the cases recorded in both thèse publications,

which amount to upwards of one hundred and fifty, the author

concludes that cephalic chancre is always and inevitably an indu-

rated sore.

—

The Editor.

* Blindness in Ieeland.—Dr. Wilde has just issued a report of

the number, sex, âge, &c, of the blind in Ireland. It appears that

there are 6,879 known cases, or 708 less than in 1851. Thèse occur

in the proportion of 100 maies to 118 females.

Andersonian Médical Society, Glasgow.—At the last annual

meeting of this Society, Dr. George H. B. M'Leod was elected Pré-

sident for 1863 ; Mr. Donald M'Baild, Secretaiy ; Mr. John Thomas
Jones, Treasurer ; Messrs. John S. Mair and James Godfrey,

Librarians; and^ Messrs. Finlay M'Doujjal and John M'Gregor,

Auditore.
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LECTURES ON DISEASES OF THE EAE.

By Jas. YEABSLEY, Esq., M.D.

INTRODUCTORY REMARES IN A LETTEE TO THE EDITOR
OF THE ' MEDICAL CIRCULAR,*

Dear Mr. Editor,—You hâve been pleased to announce to your

readors the publication of a course of lectures on Diseases of tlie Ear

by myself in such flattering terms, thatit will not be considered out

of place or irrelevant if I attempt to justify your eulogium by a few
preliminary observations, calculated at the least to prove my qualifi-

cations for the task so far as personal expériences goes, even if they

should failto show that, in attribnting to me " ail the improvements
in modem aurai surgery," you hâve given me crédit for more than is

due. Upon the latter point your readers will be led to a righteous

judgnient by the évidence of dates in the publication of original

views and modes of practice. It is by this unerring test that claims

to priority are usually conceded or denied. I propose, therefore, to

take a rétrospective view of the state of aurai surgery as I found it

at the outset of my practice, and show by what steps and through
whose instrumentality it has advanced so as now to be worthy of

the study of the highest order of professional intellect.

In this review from the past to the présent we shall be able to

point with unfailing certainty to those who deserve the gratitude

of mankind, for their labours, and set a mark upon any one who
has lattened in réputation and purse upon the brains of others

—

to wreathe a chaplet for the brow of him who is fairly entitled to

the honour, to pluck it away when acquired by treachery and
deceit.

The therapeutic resources of aurai practitioners hâve a very
limited range, and it is, therefore, easy to trace any acknowledged
improvement to its true source. The originator of a novel idea or

opinion usually also commits it to paper, and loses no time in reading

it before a médical society, or in sending it to a journal which secures

priority to the writer.

As I inay hâve occasionally in the course of my papers to say a
sharp word or two against one or more of my contemporaines—(they

hâve not spared me as I shall show) ; let me not lay myself open to

retaliation by appearing before your readers in false colours. I

feel that exception may be taken to the term lectures as applied to

thèse papers, for, in truth, they were never delivered, and for the

best of ail reasons they are not even composed. And yet, there is

not a sentiment, not a practical fact, which will appear in the course

of them that I hâve not demonstrated or enunciated over and over

again before numbers of my professional brethren, who hâve done
me the honour to bring patients to me for consultation. But let

us not quarrel with names—précédents enough exist in periodical

literature for the dénomination of lectures not orally delivered.

The term is particularly satisfactory to the so-called lecturer for it

gives him a latitude and freedom of speech which would scarcely

be compatible with studied essays or papers. I may as well at

once say that the only study, I am disposed to give to my papers or

lectures, is so to write them that they shall not only be read, but
no doubt left as to their meaning, in which latter point many pro-
fessional writers of the présent day, most signally fail. I havesome-
times accounted satisfactorily to my own mind for thèse failures by
supposing they knew nothing whatever on the subject on which
they were writing. Were I ever again to hâve the management of

a médical periodical as I once had, I shouldbe strongly disposed to

exclude from its pages the lucubrations of every writer on médical
subjects who had not been a given number of years in practice, or
failed to produce évidence that he had attended and studied a
given number of cases of the disease on which he wished to expa-
tiate. The twaddle I hâve heard at médical societies, the trash I

see in the journals by young men just emerged from the dissecting
room, the wilful exaggerations which are uttered as to the num-
ber of cases which hâve fallen under their observation,—sometimes
of a form of disease so rare that a man of the largest and longest
life-experience has never witnessed half-a-dozen of them, ail

demonstrate the necessity of reform in the conduct of médical
societies, as well as médical periodicals. 1 never like to utter senti-

ments of this kind without giving examples : within a month appears
in one of the journals a report of a gentleman's speech ata certain
médical society, in which, speaking of diseases and malformations
about the larynx, epiglottis, and parts adjacent, you are led to sup-
pose that he had witnessed hundreds of them !

The correetness of such statements I am justilied in questioning,
from the fact that having at least equal opportunities of seeing
such cases as the gentleman himself, I hâve never met with them.

I am rather largely consulted in affections of the throat, as is

well knowu, butl hâve m-ver yet lesn apolypousgrowthortuinour
of any kind interfering with the action of the yocal cords, wheieas
o«r friend not only sees but removes them ;—on being askud by

a member of the society what becoines of them when removed, he
is unable to offer any satisfactoïy explanation. That such cases
occur, there is no doubt. I only contend for their rarity.

Again, when a man states that he has dissected 1,500 ears, I

take leave to question his veracity, and I do so upon the strength
of known facts—1, the difficulty of procuring 1,500 ears to dissect ;

2, the time necessary to dissect them. Indeed, Mr. Editor, truth-
fulness I believe to be at a sad discount in the profession, and when
we are so ready to denounce the homœopaths, we ought to recollect

the Une of Plautus whipped into many of us in boyhood :

" Qui altorum accusât probri, eum ipsum se intueri oportet."

Is it that thèse gentlemen lose the faculty of accurate calculation,

or that they carry the dreams of the night into the realities of the
day ? It eau only be with a dreamy eye that they see such things as

they say they do, for certainly nobody wide awake eau see them. It

would lie uncharitable to say that they wilfully perverted facts, but
this we are justified in supposing, that they are too ready to form
conclusions in unison with their previously conceived ideas. The
imaginative mind thinks that osseous tumours are common in the
external meatus, the dreamy eye cornes to its aid and mistakes

a more than ordinary incurvation of the passage, which gives a
proniinence to the bony parietes, for an osseous tumour. The
imaginative mind of another conceives that polypous tumours in

and about the vocal cords are as plentiful as blackberries, the

dreamy eye confirnis this view, by mistaking, perhaps, a fold or

puckering of niucous membrane in that locality for the morbid
growth in question. Who has forgotten that prussic acid was once
found to cure eataract, that naphtha would cure consumption, that

glycérine would cure deafness, that dividing the hyoglossi muscles

would cure stammering ? What has become of that French
governess, immortalised by the 'Times,' who discovered that

sulphuric ether persistently dropped into the ear would cure

the most inveterate cases of deafness, and even deaf-duiubness ?

And how is it that thèse various remédies for blindness and
deafness no longer succeed ? Is it that they cannot be made
of the proper spécifie gravity ? It was said that Mr. Bullock, the

chemist of Conduit street, alone knew the proper spécifie gravity

for glycérine, and with him, I suppose, still rests the secret.

I take crédit to myself for having beeu greatly instrumental in

disabusing the public mind of more than one of thèse wonderful
notions.

Glycérine I showed to be valueless as a curative agent, simply
because it is a perfectly innocuous fluid, and therefore possessed of

no more remédiai quality than water or almond oil. The terrifie

opération of cutting the muscles of the tongue I happilv turned into

another channel, and substituted for it a safe and simple, and in ail

cases an advisable opération, namely, the removal oi diseased growths
of the tonsils, whenever présent in the throats of stammerers, by
which the gênerai health at least would be sure to be improved,
and thus give a better chance l'or the success of the educational rules

which were to remove effectually the impediment of speech.

A word or two on the opportunities I hâve had for acquiring

an ample knowledge of the diseases incidental to the ear. After

preparing myself for this spécial branch of practice by study at

home and abroad, I settled down in this great metropolis to com-
pote with the three, the invariable trio of aurai celebrities of the

day, Maule, Curtis, and Stevenson, ail gone to their account.

London (may I not say Great Britain and Ireland ?) was never

known to support more than three aurai surgeons. When there is

another in the field, one of them must starve,as I should hâve done
when I was the interloper, which no doubt I was considered, had I

been altogether dépendent on my professional iiicome, which
aniounted in the first year to exactly SI. 18s. 6d. And what was the

state of Aurai Surgery in the time of Maule, Curtis, and Stevenson î

Perhaps I shall best answer the question by saying that they lived j ust

long enough to see the commencement of the internai treatment of

diseases of the ear ; for, before the conclusion of the second year of

my début, in 1838, 1 had published an account of ' Deafness su«-

cessfully treated through the passages leading from the Throat to th»

Ear.'

As opposed to the external treatment by oils and ointments, acrid

drops into the ear aud blisters behind the ear, the new notion (new
to this country) came like a thunderbolt. Maule, Curtis, and
Stevenson had heard of the method, but had not adopted it ; and
as to their patients, they had never before had an idea of such pas-

sages, and therefore came to me filling my rooms with their persons,

and my pockets with their fées, amountmg, in the second year of

my practice, to 1,001/.

To aid my efforts in disseminating a knowledge of the new treat-

ment in what was thought to be the right direction, my excellent

patrons and friends, the late Sir Matthew Wood, father of the Vice-

Chancellor, and Sir Cbajmian Marshall, then LordMayor, with two
or three aniong the nobility, instituted, on nry especial behalf, the

Infiniiury for Diseases of the Ear in Sackville street, to which, witliout

ostentations displays, without annual meetings which, nom the

iïuquency ul' tlieir amiouncemeiits, would appear to be held

quarterly, without pulfing reporta or advertisewents, more than

,
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10,000 patients hâve been admitted, though not ail relieved or cured,

as tbey are sometimes said to be in similar establishments !

But my opportunities of investigation iuto the nature of ear

diseases hâve been by no means linated to my public practice. In

private, my field of observation has lieun equally extensive, show-

ing uneqmvocally that aurai maladies are by no means the

appanage of the lower classes. Do notthink me vain if I mention two
or three singular circumstances wbich hâve happened to me in the

course of my career, and which will go to verify my statements on
tins head ; for instance, it once occurred to nie to be attending at the

same time, three out of the eighteen English Dukes ; on another

occasion, three Admirais met, and recognised each other in my
waiting-room. Turning over the pages of ' Dod's Peerage,' there is

scarcely a noble house, commencing even with Royalty, sonie

iminber of which I hâve not, at one time or another, been called

upon to attend during the twenty-five years of my practice.

The Internai Treatment of Diseases of the Ear of the présent

day, represented by Catheterism of the Eustachian passages, and
remédies applied to, and opérations on, the throat, as opposed to

the External Treatment by oils, ointments, acrid drops, and blisters,

whether by Browne's Cantharidine Plaister, or a pièce of string

dipped in the acet-cantharides, constitute an epoch in the history

of Aurai Surgery. It is true that the external remédies are still

used by the Profession, especially the last mentioned, which has not
been inaptly named "the grid-iron treatment," from the toiture

it inflicts on those who submit to it. But it is a fallacy of the

faculty whicli I hope in thèse Lectures to supersede for something
more consistent with common sensé and reason. How far I am
entitled to claim the merit of laying the foundation of such a

révolution in the practice of aurai surgery in this country, will'

be best shown by références and dates, and it shall be out of the
mouths of others that the matter shall be decided.

(To be continued.)

URINE INJECTIONS—A NEW REMEDY.
By C. A. Hartman, M.D., Cleveland, Ohio.

In the course of bis " Lectures on New Remédies and their

Therapcutical Application," published in tlie 'American Médical
Times,' Prof. S. K. Percy, of New York, gives two cases of stone in

the bladder, in both of which he injected Tiis own urine three times
daily into the bladder of the patient, continuing the practice, in one
instance, for seven, and in the other for nine weeks, and, as he dé-

clares, with the niost bappy result, for the doctor's urine dissolved

the patient's calculas, and a complète cure in eitlier case was the

conséquence. The protessor feels, evidently. ratlier proud of bis

discovery, and pronounces bis urine eniphatically a new reuiedy.

That is, however, a niistake. New only is the taking of the doctor's

own mine, and the caution to those inclined to follow this dirtv

practice to keep their water clean of alcohol and tobacco ! In the

last century, Dr. Sachs von Loewenheim tostitios that it was a par-
ticular secret of Dr. Pansa to break up urinary calculi by means of
crabs' eyes dissolved in '' spiritus urinas" (a

v
préparation from

human urine), which solution he injected into the bladder with the
aiil of a peculiar instrument. Instead of nierely improving upon
such an antiquated and deseï vedly forgotten practice, it is certainly

more congédiai to tlie progrès* of the times to examine. carefully

what the really ellicient ingrédient or constituent was in those old
compounds, and human as well as animal matters, in vogue with our
foret'atheis. Many of thèse disgusting things had their value,

although the virtuel of a great nuniber were only imnginary. It

looks as if some of them had been too hastily discarded, and since

pepsine, urea, and similar préparations hâve been admitted into the
materia medica, being only new (omis of old remédies of the class

referred to ; since even the celebrated " Album Grœcuni " has had
its résurrection in Churchill's hypophosphites, we are at a loss to find
fault with Peicy's proceeding, considered as an experiment. To
recouimend its introduction into gênerai practice is more than
lidiculous, it is an absurdity. Admitting that the staleinent, as
published, be true, that healthy urine, injected into a bladder oon-
taining a calculus, possesses the power of dissolving the concrétion
and removing the disease, under certain conditions, then we bave
only to find, by ehemical analysis and further experiment, what élé-

ment of healtby urine possesses that valuable power, and it will

naturally follow tliat we employ that élément, in such a manner as
itscharacter will dietate, instead of the changeable and too readily
polluted refuse food from our body. In order to facilitate the re-
searches in that direction, tlie recommendation of older writers may
find hère a place, for their manifold inethods of employing animal
urine against calculous affections may furnisb some useful hints as to
what direction it might be bestto follow for the discovery of a really
new and useful reuiedy.

The urine of many animais, but especially that of mon, oxen, and
he-goats, was in great repute among the old pliysicians as a remedy

for the stone. Dr. Crato von Krafftheim, physician to one of the
Gernian emperors, wrote as follows :—The water distilled from
human or bovine urine, if not distasteful to the patient, is a good
but inild diuretic for calculous troubles. Claudius Deodatus, and
Woickard corroboiated this. Potrus Johannes Faber pronounced
the tinctureof human urine a sublime secret for the cure of stone.

He distilled the urine over a very slow lire, pomed upon the resi-

duuui rectified spirit of wine, and obtained a tincture which had to

be rectified repeatedly to destroy its disagreeable odour. It was
taken in seruple doses, mixed with an appropriate amount of water.

The saine author stated that the urine found in the bladder of a newly-
born he-goat or calf, drunk iminediately, was the very best remedy for

the purpose of destroying stones in ail parts of the body. Kodol-
phus Gocklenius, professer at Marburg, took the concrétion accutnu-

lating on the bottom and sides of night utensils, dried and powdered
it, then mixed it with brandy, and allowed it to settle in a warm
place. Of this mixture lie gave a spoonful nioining and night.

Schroeder extolledthe volatile spirit and the volatile sait of huinau
urine as excellent lithontriptics. Three or four grains of the sait

were taken with parsley-water, or chicken-broth. Koltink men-
tioned the saine spirit on account of its aperient and diuretic power,
taught the best method of préparation, and added, it might be
taken in beef-soup prepared with parsley or parsnip, or in French or

Rlienish wine. A man by the naine of Conrad Hoster, finding he
could not pass bis urine, took three spoonfids of his boy's uiine in a

glass of Rlienish wine, and soon experienoed relief. Arnold Wendel
took for diabètes seven or eight drops of the s|iriuis urinas, mixed
with beef-brolh. Untzer was told by an experienced chemist that

either the rectified spirit of urine, or the volatile mit, or the magis-

terium of the same, or the oleum luti, given in some aromatie water,

would give speedy relief in rénal calculi, provided the patient could

bear the nasty smell, for they would not only keep in ordi-r the

passage of the urine, but expel also gravel and stones. Dr. Wedel
thought mucli of the urine spirit. The essence of human urine was
believed to destroy calculi in the kidneys as well as in the bladder.

Dr. Salamo Albert recommended two lavements made with urine.

The one at the same time expelling the water from the abdomen,
was prepared in this manner : boil an ounce and a-half of good sour

dough with a little sait and water, enough to make the

whole eight ounces ; filter and add of urine of a pure boy,

four ounces ; elarified honey, one ounce ; oil of rue, three

ounces ; mix. The other elyster served to keep the bowels open,

and to regulate the urine. A handful of toad-flax was boiled in a
pound of beef-broth, an ounce and a-half of boy's urine, half an ounce
of the oil of rue, and two dracbms of the electuar. hier, nicol. added,

and the whole uiass mixed together. For an external application,

spirit of urine was mixed with oil of urine and some aromatie oil,

to conceal the smell, and used warm as En embiocation. And,
reniarks another old author, ail remédies prepared from urine ex-

hibit their diuretic and litliontriptic eflects by the virtue of the

volatile sait they frequently contain.

Buckard Walbuerger, as soon as he felt trouble in bis kidneys,

lira u k his own urine, or that of a she-ass. Judith Loewfféltantzin

took, also, for the same trouble, her own urine, adding to each
niouthful ten drops of the distilled oil of cbamomile. Barbara
Guentherin, having no he-goat, used lier she-goat's urine. The sait

of the stag's urine, taken in seruple doses was not less esteemed as a
good diuretic. A sow's urine was thought particuhuly efficient.

Sehott pronounced the wild boar's mine still more powerful, and
sonietimes ordered this animal's bladder to be eaten, partieularly

smoked. Of bovine urine, Helmont narrâtes that a girl had fre-

quently passed blood instead of urine. He therefore ordered the

bladder ofa newly-born maie calf, and of the fluid contained therein

(reseinbling urine to some degree, but not entirely like it) the

girl had to take two ounces every morning, mixed with some white

wine. She was soon fresh and healtby again, and remained free

from calculi. A trial of the same kind with the bladder of a newly-

born he-goat turned out still niorefavourable. The saine statement

about the fluid in the bladder of a bull has been repeated by Gi embs,

and Schroeder has maintained that a he-goat's urine, drank imine-

diately after being passed by the animal, was the most praiseworthy

of ail urines, on account of its great power to expel the stone and
increase the urine.

Again, vesical calculi, a water distilled from human excréments,

had also its admirers. The famous all-flower water, prepared from

cow-dung, was prescribed for the cure of rénal calculi. So was the

dung ot nearly ail the ruminating animais ; of mice, pigeons,

chickens, geese, swallows, &c. It would be too tedious to givo ail

tlie particulars about thèse singular medicines. What has been

stated may suflice to give an idea of the extensive exhibition of

urine and its préparations in calculous diseases, practised up to the

last century. For the sake of humanity do we hope that the âge

which ean permit such médication has passed for ever.
—

' American
Médical Monthly.'

[As we gave insertion to the bane, it is only fair to administer the

antidote.

—

Ed. Médical Cikculab].
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NOTICE

—

An Historien! Account of the Ancient Uni-

versity of St. Andrcw's will appêar M our next Nimber.

THE MEDICAL CIRCULAR.

WEDXESDAY, FEBRUART 11, 1863.

THE EARLSAVOOD ASYLUM.
The thoughtful mind must be deeply impresaed by the heno-

volent efforts tlmt hâve been made in récent years to develope

the faculties of the idiot. There are men, indeed, who say

that the idiot and the lunatic should be eziled from social

communion ; that it is for the coramon safetj7 and advantage

that they should be treated as aliens to humanity, and placod

beyond the pale of natural laws. Acting upon the gênerai

principles that conformation and disease are hereditary, and

that the iinprovement of the race dépends upon a careful

tion of individuals, they place a ban upon the idiot, and

forbid hiin the rights of social intercourse. We do not deny

that there is truth in thèse principles, nor do we disallow the

expediency of enjoining a prudent reserve, lest niischievous

alliances be formed with persons of imperfect mental de-

velopment
;
yet, on the other hand, we cannot help feeling a

livoly sympathy with the huinane attempts which are now
made at Earlswood to rescue the idiot from his depraved and

degraded state, to illuminate his mind and conscience, to teach

him some of the comraon arts of lifo, and to make him a use-

lui citizen. Debased though idiots be, they are still men and

woinen—bone of our bone, and flesh of our flesh—and it is a

duty which we owe to one another to endeavour to mitigate a

calamity which is less a personal evil, than a weakness of our

race. We are bound together by imperceptible links ; the

gradations from the highest to the lowest mind are indefinable,

the déviations from the mean standard of rationality to one

side or the other are induced by causes which are not easily

detected ; it, therefore, behoves us to be indulgent towards an

affliction which may atany time scourge a member of ourown

family. Some of the. most eminent characters in history bave

had idiotie children ; even in our own day, men who hâve been

l'rime Ministère and leaders of parties bave been thus un-

happily tried.

We hâve been perusing lately a most interesting Lecture on

"Earlswood and its In mates," which was delivered at Croy-

don, by the Rot. Edward Sidney, a gentleman who lias

fiuailiatûed hiuiself with the peculiar mental phenomena ex-

hibited by idiots, by making fréquent visits to the Asylum.

His account is a powerful plea for libéral and sustained efforts

on behalf of the idiot. How large a portion of tins un-

fortunate class is susceptible of mental training would be in-

conceivable to any one who only knows the idiot as hesees him

drivelling at a cottage door, or shambling through our streets,

hooted by boys, and avoided as an object of loathing or horror

by the more sensitive and delicately reared.

Many an idiot who is a mère mute, incapable of articulating

an intelligible word, or of regulating his muscles so as to walk

with steadiness, or to lift his food to his mouth, who is filthy

in his person, brutish in his habits, and violent in his de-

nieanour, becomes, after a short résidence at Earlswood, orderly

cleanly, and quiet, obedient to his teachers, and eager to mani-

fest a disposition to please—in a word, grateful ; he learns

to co-ordinate lus muscular movements, to walk with firmness,

to eat deceutly, to speak coherently, to calculate, to practise a

trade—such as basket-making, shoe-making, carpentering, and

the like—and, in some instances, to acquire a self-reliance that

enables him to earn liis livelihood as an indépendant artizan

out of the Asylum. Thèse results aiv ivally astonishing, yet

Mr. Sidney relates such cases, lie say s that there are "boys

who when they began, could neither stand, nor balance, nor

gnap anything, converted into créatures almost as active as

monkoys." Much of the funiiture and a large portion of the

clothes in the Asylum hâve been made by reclaimod idiots.

One boy who appeared suilen ami good for nothing, "made a

suddon start and became a good oarpentor." He is now earn-

ing four shillings a-day at Notting Hill.

At tins time, in the establishment, tifteon of the pupils are

employed in the carpenter's shop, twelve are shoemakers, fifteen

are tailors, and five make mats. Then, again, some are gar-

deners or masons, or assist in the duties of the bouse ; whilst

there are girls who are efficient cooks, needlewomen, and

musicians. One who, when shecamo into the asylum, had no

use of lier hands, and could not read a letter, now makes beau-

tiful slippers, reads well, and cati take lier part in a trio !

Perhaps the most curious part of Mr. Sidney's description is

that which relates to the mental phenomena of idiots. He
says, " Stupor, in some faculties, does not prevent the aclivity

and manifestation of certain isolated powers, as wonderful

memory, music, drawing, and handicraft.''

"The humour, too, of idiots, is often inimitably keen and

pointed," of which he gives numerous instances. One boy had

a taste for history, with a singular power of remembering its

events. On one occasion, when drawnout by Mr. Sidney and

another clergyman, he gave a long account of Thomas a'Becket

and " then of Talleyrand, whoni lie described as a person of

infinité cunning." The two clérical listeners laugbing merrily

at this description, the idiot looked up archly and added, " he

was one of the clergy," not having forgotten his having been

Bishop of Autun.

Thèse idiots seeni to be rather hard upon the clergy, for Mr.

Sidney informs us of a group of them who, seeing a clérical

friend of his prétend to open a watch by blowing upon it

whilst he secretly pressed the spring, exclaimed, " he looks

like a clergyman, but he practices deceit." Another droll fel-

low, the youth with the historical memory, to whoin we bave

just alluded, being asked one day, when he was busy with

some meal used in cooking, to give an account of the Rye

House Plot, answered promptly " that lie could not stay to

tell for be was engaged in the Meal Tub Plot !"

Thèse anecdotes are more than amusing, they indicate a

characteristic of the idiot's mind of more gênerai import.

Getting beyond the range of acknowledged idiots, we often

meet with men whose faculties are shallow, who are without

imagination, who are incapable of following an argument, of

maintaining continuity of thought, or of conceiving an abstrait

idea
;

yet who will évince singular promptness at repartee,

who detect obvious resemblancos quickly, who are called sharp,

or smart, or pert by their friends, and who soinetimes, in vir-

tue of this faculty, get crédit for more talent than they poeeess,

and inflict much injury on those who rely upon their intrinsic

feebleness.

Then we meet with men who are endoweel with ordinary

gênerai powers, but manifest extraordinary aptitude for some

spécial work—for mental arithmetic, music, metaphysiis,

or mathematics—generally, in fact, in some direction whore the

perceptive faculties are not much brought into play.

After ail, what is genius but an exaggeration of some spécial

faculty 1 This proposition bas often been affirmed and denied,

but we think that the évidence derived from an observation

of the mental characteristics of idiots, strongly corroborâtes the

affirmative of the proposition.
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One word in récognition of tlie scientific and benevolent ! qualification or qualifications," and in this case both partners

were surgeons only. Mr. Justice Byles remarkeil that the

logical inference would be that in the case of a partnership

bctween a surgeon and an apothecary, they could not recover

because one partner being a surgeon, was hors de loi as regards

medicine ; and the other being an apothecary, he could not

recover for surgery. This was putting the puerility of the

Médical A et in a very concise form.

exertions of Dr. Down, the Médical Superintendent of the
;

Asylum. It is through his intelligence, tact, gentleness, and

persévérance, that those great results havo been attained—re-

sults that entitle him to a place in the same roll of enlightened

benefactors that contains the name of Guggenbuhl.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

THE USE OF METHYLATED SPIRITS. .

The pharmaceutists hâve recently had a discussion on the

use of methylated sphïts in pharmaceutical préparations, and

it is a satisfaction to know that there was a gênerai denun-

ciation of the practice. So strong is the odour of this kind

of spirit, that it affords an opportunity for adultération to

almost any extent, as it is very difficult, in conséquence of it,

to distinguish a genuine from a sophisticated préparation.

"We understand that it is largely used in the préparation of

sweet spirits of nitre, a drug which has long been more

adulterated and diluted than any other similar préparation.

The cheapness of pharmaceutical agents prepared with this

spirit is the great temptation to its use ; but the familial- saying
—" cheap and nasty"—is especially applicable to this methy-

lated spirit. It may answer very well for liniments in dis-

pensary and pauper practice ; but there is danger that in

suffering its employment for those purposes it may be con-

tinued in gênerai use.

,
THE EPSOM COLLEGE.

Mr. Propert is very anxious to collect funds to increase the

nuniber of the Foundation Scholarships at the Royal Médical

Benevolent Collège. The object is praiseworthy, and we hope

that our wealthier brethren will respond to his appeal.

PROFESSOR VIRCHOW

lias turned Politician, and we find that he has become the

leading member of the Lower House at Berlin. He dxew up

the address in opposition to the King, and has since taken a

conspicuous part in the debates. Dr. Gneist is another oppo-

sition leader.

TINEA CAPITIS.

The Frenoh savans are anxious to obtain accurate information

relative to this disease, which is very prévalent in France.

The Director of the General Administration for Public Health

has, therefore, communicated with the English Government,

and Lord John Russell has applied to the Collège of Phy-

sicians foi their assistance. The Collège, in its turn, has

agreed to send queries to the Army and Xavy Boards, and the

Médical Officers of our chief hospitals. Scall-headis not very

eomnion in this country, though it is common enough in

France. The fact that the French authorities want information

in relation to it is a confession that they find it unmanageable.

It is easy to talk about cures, but not so easy to effect them.

NETLEY HOSPITAL.

This hospital will be in working order next month. Already

steps are takeu to remove the staff and invalid dépôt from Fort

Pitt; and Col. Wilbraham, Cl!., has been appointed Governor.

We hope that ail the vaticinations about its unhealthiness will

prove false.

TURNER AND SMITH V. REYXELL
If it were not for its important bearing on the interests

of Médical practitioners, we could laugh at the légal ab-

surdities springing out of this case. The plaintiffs prefer a

claim for médical services ; and the défendant, a lawyer, dis-

putes its validity. He grounds his opposition chiefly upon
the clause which gives the right to charge " according to

RUSSELL V. ADAMS.

Up to the time of going to press this case had not termi-

nated, though the verdict may be confidently anticipated to

be in favour of the Défendant. It is not necessary to read
further than the évidence of the plaintiff to forsee the resuit.

CONVEYANCE OF THE SICK IN STREET CABS.

This subject has been occupying public attention during the

week. It is quite time that the authorities of every public

hospital and workhouse were required by law to keop carriages

for the conveyance of the sick to their various establishments,

so as to obviate the dangerous necessity of using the ordinary

hired cabs for that purposa. If such carriages were so con-

structed as to open lengthways at the side (the wheels running

under the body, as in the case of railway carriages), the sick

could- be lif'ted in and out with perfect ease.

WHITING FOR BURNS.

F. C.S. occupies one column and a quarter of the 'Times'
with the détails of his discovery of the efficacy of whiting

—

carbonate of lime—as a local application to scalds and burns.

Of course, our readers will not require us to recapitulate the

numerous instances of burnt Angers in which F.C.S. has

proved the value of his not " absolutely new " remedy. As
a domestic remedy, generally at hand, and of easy application,

it is well to bear it in mind. It sliould be applied moistened.

F.C.S. puzzles himself to divine the chemical principle on
which it acts in allaying pain and reducing inflammation.

The exclusion of air is probably a sufficient answer. Ail

earthy carbonates are useful in burns,—in fact, most fine

powders, as starch, fiour, &c, so that F.C.S. has not made a

very great discovery,—simply a mare's nest

FKIENDLY SOCIETIES.
(From a Correspondent.)

Societies which are institutedby the working classes for provision

against the contingencies of sickness and âge, are generally known
under the dénomination of Friendly Societies. They are in opéra-

tion over the breadth and length of the land, and include a large

portion of the working population.

Tbese institutions, though going hand-in-hand with savings-

bauks, afford more permanent and important advantages than the

latter.

We are, by our profession, lead so much among the working

classes, our interests being more or less interwoven with tbem,

that we ever cherish a lively interest in their welfare, and there are

few of us who are not ready to suggest some plan or other to

remedy one among the various ills which they suffer, whether

to their sanitary, intellectual, social, or moral condition.

The establishment of thèse Provident Institutions, apart from

public houses, has been found to bring about and uphold a vast

social reform among the working classes.

It has long been a matter of regret that, with but few exceptions,

the business of Friendly Societies (Beneût Clubs) should be carried

on at public houses, as the members are there brought under the

temptation of drinking. They cannot look to the interest of their

provident fund without resorting to the public house at which the

society is held, more to the advantage of the landlord than to the

Benefit Society, and by this circumstance many are prevented from

joining or attending as they would wish ; whilst also nothing has

proved a greater obstacle to the progress of the tempérance move-

ment among the working classes, or to their social élévation, than

this System of transacting the business of thèse societies at public

houses.

It is under thèse impressions that we notice with much pleasure
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the meetings which bave just becnheldin Londou, Southanipton,

Birmingham, and other towns, for the purpose of forming Working

KhAi Halls, tlms atfording, as we consider, the prospect of accom-

plishing incalculable good, Thèse societies, for instance, will tind

a place of safety, a centre for union, strength, and economy, in aji-

propriate offices ; and tlms supersede, as goue by, the night revel-

lings of the public bouse meetings.

The Working Men's Hall will hâve a library, lecture-room, and

clas>-roonis, tliis combination affording the advantage of the inte-

rest of the mind being considérai in it.

An opportunitv will be afforded, also, for trade societies to take

offices in thèse halls. Some of thèse pay now from 10/. to 50/.

per annmn for the oceasional use of a public-house room, while in the

hall they would be able to obtain the use of an office ail the year

for the same sum.

We cannot otherwise than express our best wishes for the success

of the efforts zealously inaking for the establishment of the Work-

ing Men's Halls, as it is a work tending to the promotion of tem-

pérance, and therefore should command the support of its advo-

cates ; it is a work which would powerfully advance the social posi-

tion of the working classes, and should therefore be supported by

ail social and moral reformera ; it is a work which will confer in-

estimable benefit on Friendly Societies, and therefore should be

especially cherished and supported by theiu ; it is a work from

which the public at large would benefit, and therefore should be
supported by ail classes.

REVIEW OF THE PERIODICALS.

The 'Médical Times and Gazette.' A lecture on the "Diag-

nosis of Hernial and other Tumours of the Groin and Scrotum,"

by Mr. Holthouse, is reported in this journal. This is a very im-

portant subject, and Mr. Holthouse reviews instances in which

hernial swellings hâve been mistaken forenlarged glands, abscesses,

and vice reraâ, even by hospital surgeons. Everybody knows that

unusual difficulties occur in some cases. Mr. Holthouse says that

the chief diagnostic sign is that derived from percussion. In

hernia the sound is char, in abscess it is dull. But even this rule

is not invariable, as air may occupy the sac of the abscess. The

diagnosis between hernia and hydrocele is then explained. Dr.

Whitehead's " Notes on Causes of Early Mortality " are con-

tinued. He adduces statistics to show the importance of maternai

breast-nursing ; he shows also an increase of mortality aruong

illegitimate children boni in France, which he attributes partly to

delay in calling in médical advice in cases of sickness even more

than to incompétent midwives. Certain " Physiological Researches,"

by the Rev. Professor Haughton, with the object of showing

the relation between supply and demand in the human System

—

viewing man as a machine, are commenced. We hâve already

given the chief points of Professor Hanghton's researches as ex-

tracts from the Dublin JournaLs. The "Employaient of Position

in Controlling Hamiorrhage," with référence particularly to the

removal of large scrotal turaoure, is a paper by Dr. Quinlan. Dr.

Aixstie reports a case of "Poisoning with Morphia."

The 'Lancet.' Dr. John Hughes Bennett's Lectures on
'• Molecular Physiology, Pathology, and Therapeutics,'

-

applied to

the treatment of disease, are continued. Mr. Henry Hancock
expatiates on the " Superiority of Chopart's Opération." He ex-

plains bis own method of operating for the excision of the ankle-

joint, and says that its difficulties hâve been over-estimated. He
prefers it to either Syme's or PirogofFs in suitable cases. " Clinical

rvations on Diseases of the Abdominal Viscera," by Dr.

Stei>hen H. Ward, treats especially of intestinal obstruction.

Dr. 8. ( 'curie, Dcputy Inspector-General of Hospitals, reports a case

of " Popliteal Aneurism successfully treated by Flexion of the

Limb." In the same journal, Dr. Domesichetti reports a case

of " Hepatic Abscess," bursting extemally and being connected

with the colon.

The 'British Médical Journal' (Feb. 7.) Mr. Prbsoott

Hewitt publishes in this number a lecture on " Strangulated Fé-

moral Hernia." It is curious that this hernia had existed for seven

years(the patient being a woman), and having been eonsidered to

be acyst, had been tappalM différent periods, and fltiids drawn off.

At length the tuniour suddenly enlarged, and strangulation

occurred. The usual opération was then performed with success.

Dr. Hyde Salter's lectures on the " Stéthoscope " are continued

—

and Dr. John HCGHB8 Bennett publishes some remarks on the

" Molecular Theory of Organisation," in reply to Dr. Beale. He
thiuks that Dr. Beale has not in any sensé refuted the molecular

theory.

' American Médical Times.' Dr. Detmold's " Lectures on

Military Surgery" are continued. The author points out that

among the chief causes of the diseases that deciniated the English

and French arinies before Sebastopol, were the neglect to bury the

dead—men and horses—sufficiently deep, and the want of care to

prevent the drinking water becoming polluted by the putréfaction

of so many dead bodies. Dr. Shcmard reports cases of the " In-

halation of Nitrous Oxide Gas in Severe Cases of Fever." The

effect seems to hâve been various, in some cases lowering, and in

others increasing the speed of the puise. We are unable to décide

upon its utility from thèse reports.

CASES OF PAEAPLEGIA.

By M. Gonzalez Echeverria, M.D.,

Late Assistant l'hysician to the National Hospital for the I'aralysed

aud the Epileptios of Louclon, Correspondinu Mcmber of tlie Ana-
tomical Society of Taris, Fellow of the Médical Society of Londou,
&c, &c.

Case I.— Utérine Hœmorrhage with Ulcer of the Cervix.—Ee-
lapsiny lleflex Paropleyia upon the Application of the luduced Electric

Current to the Neck of the Womb.—Mrs. S , a French lady, con-
sulted nie on the 22nd of September last. She had been liiarried

six years, and enjoyed good health before this illness. Always
menstruated regulurly, but with pain for one or two days previoua
to the nienstrual discharge. She lias miscarricd twice, last tinie in
February, 1861, and ever since remained troubled with wliite dis-

charges, together with irregular painful menstruation. On leaving
Europe, a month ago, she had felt the ordinary symptonis of prcg-
nancy for about five moiiths ; and six days before lier arrivai
at New York, she was attacked on board the steamer with
a slow and painful hœmorrhage, and a dead fœtus with its

placenta came away. This happened on the 5th of Septem-
ber ; from that tinie the pains and hocmorrhage con-
tinued, the abdomen diniinished in size, and she had niilk in
lier breast until the 17th, five days ago. Now, she is very pale, thin,

and in a very low condition ; lier puise is fréquent and soft, 87 to

90 ; respiration 32. Hands and feet rather cold, and wet with a con-
stant perspiratiou. No cough, nor any sign of disease of the lungs
and heart. Appetite lost, fréquent nausea, and at finies vomiting
in the morning, accompanied with giddiness—tongue whilish and
moist—obstinate constipation, with epigastric and abdominal
tenderness. No rétention of urine, nor any abnormal change in

micturition ; urine acid and slight albuminous. Patient walks
easily, but complaira of wearying pain in -the loins, thiglis, and
knees. No altération whatever in the sensibility and niotor power
of the lower limbs.

The vaginal examination in the upright posture ruade me detect

an anteversion of the wonib, which was much enlarged and soft, as

I could otherwise feel through the abdominal parieties. The utérus

was extended to nearly an inch above the symphysis pubis.

The neck soit, swelled, aud tender to tlie touch, was deeply torn

and dilated enough to admit the tinger, which returns from the ex-

amination covered with blood. The spéculum shows the cervix

torn, and the seat of a red, irritable ulcer, niostly oecupying the

whole surface of the antcrior lip. The sound easily passes into the

cavity of the woinb, the opération being, however, painful to the

patient, causing bleeding both of the utérine cavity aud of the

ulcer. This condition of the womb suggested to me tlieideaof

trying electricity for it. I supposed that this agent could prove

effectuai to détermine contraction of the womb, and stoppage of

the oozing hœmorrhage, which I attributed to its asthénie con-

dition. Purthermore, the powerful influence of electricity to

hasten the cicatrisation of ulcers, which I had recently observed

in two cases, made me likewise espect that tins agent

might equally contribute to amelioratc the utérine ulcer.
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Therefore, I decided upon employing this means, and I

applied a mild induced current of RuhmkorfTs electro-niedioal

apparatus, one of the électrodes placed in the pubes, and the other,

connected with a gutta-percha sound, terminating in a metallic

oval lip, passed into the cervix. The intermittences of the

current were very rapid, but scarcely was the apparatus at work,

than to my great disappointment, the utérus, the loin, the hip-

joints, and the lower linibs became the seat of a severe pain.

Besides, there were numbness and tremor in the lower extre-

mities, and the whole surface of the body was covered with
profuse perspiration. The electric current waa at once
stopped : the utérus remained contracted, the pain subsided

in a short time, but the lower limbs were already paralysed

—

so much so that the patient could not move them nor stand

by herself. A foot-bath, shampooing, and frictions, with a
stimulating Uniment, made this unpleasant state disappear. How-
ever, a complète paralysis lasted about four hours, and it was not
until fourteen hours from the use of electricity that the lower ex-

tremities recovered their perfect normal functions. Curious to re-

mark, the sécrétion of milk, having stopped for five days, was
again re-established upon the utérine excitation. The further dé-

tails of the case are unimportant. The heemorrhage yielded to

astringents and tonics ; local applications of the tincture of iodine

and of nitrate of silver, and tepid injections with the chlorate of

potash, made the utérine ulcer speeclily heal, without any other
symptom of reftex paralysis, and on the beginning of November,
menstruation appeared, preceded by slight pain in the loins, and
weakness in the left leg. Very likely this dysmenorrhœa will con-
tinue sustained by the anteversion of the womb.
Case II.—Bleeding Piles.—Suppression of the Periodical Heemor-

rhage producing Spinal Meningitis and Paraplegia.—Cure.—On the
7th of last November, I was called to see a gentleman aged thirty-

four. He is unmarried, and states to hâve been ill for two days.
He is a strong-looking man, of temperate habits, and for twelve
years lias suffered with bleeding piles, the heemorrhage periodically
occurring nearly every month. Two years ago, he was afflicted with
a cérébral affection, and cured by Professor Rostau of Paris, who,
according to the patient's statement, considered the disease a sub-
acute inflammation of the surface of the brain.—It seems that on
that occasion the disease consisted in acute mania, supervening
upon a protracted attack of intermittent fever, followed by a
suppression, during three months, of the haeniorrhoidal dis-

charge. The patient completely recovered from this attack,

has enjoyed good health, and has had no other trouble, except
gonorrhœa, contracted two months ago, and attended with
cystitis. This latter yielded to médical treatment, mostly
consisting in the use of copaiba ; but a gleet remained, and
together with the periodical heemorrhage, disappeared under
the use of sulphurous baths and other remédies, employed
by the patient on his own account, and which at last deter-

mined great disturbance and sickness. Patient is not quite

positive as to the time he was taken ill, but thinks it was on
the 4th. He then had chills succeeded by great sensations of heat,

was feverish ail the night, and on arising the next morning he sud-
denly felt a violent pain in the dorsal and lumbar régions, with
great stiffness and difficulty of moving the lower limbs. He also

complained ever since of fréquent necessity for passing water,
which he voids with painful teiiesmus, the urine being burning and
highly coloured. Bowels hâve been confined for four days, there is

nausea, difficulty of breathing, with pain in the chest, and occasional
cough without expectoration. On examining the patient, I found him
lying on his riglit side, and in a state of opisthotonos from the con-
traction of the muscles of the back. He is free from any cérébral dis-

order, but very irritable ; his countenance seems natural, pupils are
equally dilated, no injection of the conjunctiva, nor any photopho-
bia whatever. No giddiness either, and very little head-
ache. Respiration laboured, about 27 in the minute. Puise
quick, strong, and regular, 90. Nothing abnormal on auscultation
of the chest. Patient chiefly directs my attention to the pain in
the back, and in the limbs, which are as if sore ; he feels besides a
prickling sensation in the toes. Pressure upon the spine does not
show any tenderness in one place more than in the other, but the
leaat movement of the back is attended with severe pain. He is

very weak, and if standing, he is much afraid of falling, as he does
not perecive distinctly the impression of the lloor ; but he coni-
mands the movements of his lower extremities, and even supports
himself without any aid. There is évident hyperesthesia of the
skin in the abdomen and lower limbs ; sensibility is likewise in-
creasedin the muscles, the least pressure upon them being attended
with pain. The reflex power does not appear augmented, although
at times there is an iuvoluntary jerking of the legs. The urine
secreted in small quantity is highly coloured, and deposits a red
precipitate, which tested is found to be of uric acid. There was
no trace of albumen in the sécrétion.

I directed the patient to hâve twelve leeches put to the anus,
and topromote the bleeding by a tepid poultice applied to the
pari- To take afterwards ai^ injection with olei ricini, olei teri-
biui'im», of each gj., olei crotonisjrr^vj.jdococt.ayense f.giv., and

to lie down ail the time either on the side or on the belly. The local
bleeding did not last to induce a notable amendment of the symp-
toins

;
the spasmodic contractions subsided a great deal, and the

patient had a good rest during the night. He began on the next
morning to use three times a day, five grains of ergot, and one
eighth of a grain ext. belladonna, and a blister was applied to the
lumbar région of the spine. This means, jointly with a cathartic
pill composed with aloes Barb., ext. rhei., of each gr. j., taken every
night, and a moderate diet, coinpleted the cure in three weeks.
The periodical hsomorrhage has been re-established, and I hâve
advised the patient not to attempt again to suppress it. As to the
gleet, it was attended with a stricture of the urethra, and treatment
by progressive dilatation wa3 instituted.

The foregoing cases are illustrations of the way by which para-
plegia may be induced. The first is unquestionably a good évi-
dence that peripheral irritations most likely go through the sym-
pathetic, are pre-eminently the cause of reflex paralysis, inasmuch
as it shows that the symptoms of the genito-urinary affection are
not the conséquence, but really the cause, of reflex paraplegia, not-
withstanding the contrary opinion advanced by Dr. W. Gull.
Neither could it be admitted with this author, that it is the inflam-
matory condition of the affected organs, and not the irritation, which
leads to paralysis, for in this présent case we had through the course
of the disease an inflanied condition of the womb existing before
and after application of electricity. Furthermore, the disappearance
of the paralysis, occurring shortly upon the removal of the peri-

pheral irritation, leaves no ground ior doubt that a lésion of the
spine might hâve pre-existed in a latent form, for such kind
of lésions, although capable of originating sudden symptoms, are

by far liable to let them disappear so suddenly. Besides, the
co-existent sécrétion of milk, re-established by the same cause
which brought about the paralytic condition of the lower limbs,

is a new proof of the pure reflex character of the disease. I am
not aware of any other instance of electricity producing such mis-
chievous results, but certainly this is not the only case of relapsing

paraplegia conséquent upon utérine irritation. Dr. Nonat, in his

practical work ' On Diseases of the Utérus,' Paris, 1860, p. 830,
mentions a case of metritis in which ' every inter-uterine cautéri-

sation was followed with loss of consciousness, and momentaneous
paralysis in the lower extremities.' The same author reports

several other instances alike, which are in utter contradiction with
the hypothesis of Dr. Gull.

I did not think that in this case there was any relation

between the state of the urine and the nervous trouble. The
urine was acid, and contained a very little quantity of albu-
men, only noticeable when the Hquid was boiled with the nitric

acid. There was no excess of uric acid, no sugar, and on micro-
scopical examination, no rénal tube, nor any fatty granules could
be detected. As the sécrétion soon assumed its normal characters
in the progress of treatment, I attributed the slight degree of albu-
minuria to the utérine heemorrhage.
The influence of electricity on the development of paralysis

is very remarkable. Indeed, it would be important to ascertain
whether the nature of the current directed to the utérus may hâve
any especial reflux effect upon the lower limbs ; for it could not be.

supposed that the low intensity of that used in this case could hâve
any great share in the production of paraplegia. As I stated before, it

was the induced current, circulating in the fine wire, which I pre-

ferred, because that of the first hélix, or thick wire, excites more the
sensibility of the abdominal organs (bladder, rectum, utérus, testicles).

This latter is the primary, or extra-current, running always in the
same direction, and induced by the action of the spirals upon them-
selves, whilst the former alternately changes in direction, and is

induced by the one upon the other wire. It is quite true, that the
second reacts inore upon the spinal cord, being therefore attended
with more reflex effects, and perhaps there would be more reason
to think that in this last peculiarity of the current rather than in
its intensity, rnust be the cause of the paralysis. In short, it i3

not my intention to enter into any theoretical explanation of the
above curious phenomenon, but simply to guard against it on using
an induced current in an irritable utérus. I should insist upon
this irritable condition of the organ, not precisely on account of

its bearing on the etiology of reflex paralysis, but because I would
not like to inspire any distrust on the advantages of electricity in
amenorrhœa, under which circumstances it is safe, and decidedly
useful, the application of the induced current by putting one of the
électrodes to the abdominal parietes over the womb and ovaries,

and the other to the lumbar région, or to the neck of the womb.
The second case belongs to that kind ot nervous dérangements

due to the suppression of a periodical heemorrhage—a cause far

from rare in the etiology of nervous diseases. The first cérébral

affection, and the spinal meningitis so closely following the disap-

pearance of the rectal heemorrhage, give évident proof that both
were induced by this latter accident. Although in either cases,

hère recorded, paraplegia occurred suddenly, they differ, however,

as to their nature. It will be observed that the condition of the

lower limbs in the second case was, I may say, that of pseudo-

paralysis ; sensibility was inrpaired, patient felt weakness in the
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legs, and was afraid of standing, but yet he conld support himself

and command the movement of his lower limbs—a fact irequently

met with in spinal meningitis, and distinguishingit from myelitis,

alwavs attendcd with true paralysie. Witli this disease, also,

there" is usually an increascd reflex faculty not observed in

simple meningitis ; the jerkings in this lutter are the resuit of

irritation, or pressure, upon the origin of the spinal nerves,

produced by the congestion of the méninges. But it may
te, and often is the case, that meningitis and myelitis aocompany

each other from the facility with which the inflammation extends

itself to the tissue of the cord ; and hence why, notwithstanding

the above statement, an immense reflex faculty may be observed

among the other symptoms of meningitis. It is useless to add, that

under such circumstances we hâve to contend with a complication

of the disease.

The difhVulty in respiration, and the nausea, are easily ac-

counted for by extension of the congestion to the dorsal région.

The regiilarity of the puise is a constant phenomenon to which
Kohler has lately called the attention, as a distinctive character be-

tween meningitis and myelitis, in which the puise is soft, feeble, and
generally irregulaf. But what I would notice, as a no less important

8ign, is the condition of the bladder and urine. In tins, as

jrdinarily in other cases of spinal meningitis, there was no réten-

tion of urine, so constant with myelitis ; on the contrary, there

was painful and fréquent micturition, the sécrétion beiu" highly

coloured and charged with uric acid. This excess of une acid I

consider a very constant symptom in dorsal andlumber meningitis

I hâve always observed it since I look for it, and it may be valuable

to fix the diagnosis between meningitis and myelitis, since it is

very conimon to find the urine alkaline with this latter.

Fiually, I did not suppose that in this case the disease went
beyond its first period of congestion, as the exudations proper to

the second and ultimate stages are attended with more permanent
symptoms of paralysis requiring therefore a longer treatment and
otherwise existing with symptoms of consécutive myelitis from
inflammation of tne spinal cord.—' American Médical Times.'

LECTUKES ON MILITARY SUEGERY.
DELIVERED AT THE

COLLEGE OF PHYSIC1ANS AND SURGEONS, N. Y.

By William Detmold, M.D.

Professor of Military Surgery and Hygiène.

Lecture H.

General Remarks on Wounds.

Pain.—It is remarkable that men struck down in battle rarely

suflèr imich pain at first. Tbe excitement of the moment, the

rapidity with which the injury is inflicted, and the crushing transit

of the missile tbrough the parts, which lowers or destroys innerva-

tion, may explain the fréquent absence of pain. Yet there are ex-

ceptions to tliis rule, and you will occasionally encounter wounded
in a higli slate of nervous excitement and exaltation, who coniplain

of the most acute and exquisite pain, much more than under ordi-

nary circumstances such a wound would lead you to suppose. Tliis

may arise, asl hâve said just now, from an excited and exalted stute

of the nervous System, or may be from the lacération and irritation

of some nerve fibres by a tplinter of bone or some other foreign

body. In thèse cases, it isbest to allay the excitement by a full dose

of morphine, 10 or 15 drops of Majcndie's solution, and the pain,

by sprinkling gr. £ or gr. j. of morphine directly into the wound,
which will in most cases act like a ebarm, allaying the pain ininie-

diately
;
yet, where the excessive pain dépends upon the irritation of

souie lacerated nerve fibre, this ielief may be only temporary. You
should therefore furnish a liltle dry morphine to the attendant on
the ambulance, with direction to repeat the local application if re-

quired.

Examination of the Wound.—The wounds must first be cleaned of
dirt or dust which may bave got into them in falling, then a gentle

examination should be made with the finger to feel for the bullet or

other foreign substances, such as pièces ol cloth, pièces of accoutre-

ment, or loose splinters of bone, ail of which, if it can be done
with ease, should be removed, but only when, as Isay, it can be done
with ease. Do not poke and probe too much in the wound. Espe-
cially let me warn you against the use of the ordii.ary fine silver

probe, where the wound 19 too deep to reach the botlom with the
finger. Let me recommend to you the use of a full-sized leaden

bougie. That is the best probe for gunshot wounds, and upon my
advice Mr. Tiemann puts it now into «11 his army cases. Examine
the clothing where the bail lias passed tlirough to see whether it is

simply pertorated, or wbetlier pièces hâve been, as it were, punched
out. Do not throw away aiiy part of the clothing, but send it with
the wounded to tbe hospitul, because a careful examination of it

may, in many cases, throw much light upon the character of the

injury.

Laetly, it is rery désirable that you should write down the resuit

of your examination, and an account of «bat you liave been doing,

and ht il go with the wounded ; it will be an important guide to

the surgeon who afterward.s takes charge of the case, and it is a
record of the manner in which you hâve fullilled your dnties, which
will give your superiors a nieasure of your ability, and will be the
best elaiin to promotion.

Wounds of the Head.—We sometimes meet with large scalp

wounds, either from a sabre eut or a passing heavy projectile, large
flaps of the scalp being detached ; in thèse cases do not eut away
the flan, even if it is only connected by a narrow bridge. First of
ail, it is the best covering you can put on the denuded bone ; and
secondly, because on account of the vigorous innervation and circu-

lation in the parts, those almost detached flaps will in most instances

adhère again ; but do not fasten the flap with many sutures, because

in the nponeurotic tissues of the scalp they increase the chances of

erysipelatous inflammation. To pievent the flap from contracting

and curling up, you may put one or two stitches, but thèse stitches

must only pa.-s through the cutis, and not tlirough the galea. If

the bones of the skull are fractured, and the bail has penetrated

into the substance of the brain, make a careful examination with the

finger, but do not poke about much in the brain, and remove only

such splinters as are quite loose. It is astonishing what little dis-

turbance of any kind often a bail in the brain will produce ; the

men will not believe they are hit, they think they bave stumbled

and huit theniselves in falling. I saw at one of the hospitals at

Fortress Monroe a man who had a round hole in the middle of the

left side of the os frontis ; he was walking about the hospilal, had

a good appetite, and was well and cheerful ; he insisted that the

bail had not penetrated, but had fallen out again inlo his hand, and

that he threw it away. After a few days he began to coniplain of

headache, became heavy, and at last coinatose ; the wound was ex-

amined, and a large bail extracted from the anterior lobe of the

brain, which, at the post-mortem examination, was found to be

very extensively disoiganised. I do not believe the man would

bave lived as long as hedid if the bail had been extracted at once.

If you put a man with a bail in the brain in the ambulance wagon,

you must give spécial instructions to the driver to drive carefully

Stromeyer relates cases where such, being apparent])' quite well,

were seized with violent convulsions as soon as the ambulance moved
off—probably in conséquence of the displacement of the heavy bail

in the soft brain substance.

Apply a simple bandage to the head. I hâve seen in the French

médical field chests a supply of six nightcaps, for the purpose.

Now, first, I do not like the idea of nightcaps, and then the military

surgeon should not accustom hiniselt to dépend upon such ready-

made bandages. You can make a better and simpler bandage by
taking a pièce of niuslin, 30 inches by 14, tear lenglhwise on each

side. and on each end a strip of 2 inches wide to wiihin 3 inches of

the middle ; then bring the two wide middle flaps under the chin,

and the four narrow outside ones around the head, two from

behind forwards, and the other two from the front backwards.

(The Professor then showed the class the application of this

banduge.)

In uouuds of the face, you should remove no splinters of bone,

unless easily detached ; it is better to let them corne away by suppu-

ration, because then the periosteum is preserved, and the subsé-

quent deforuiity less.

In Wounds of the Neck, it is very désirable to remove the bail at

once, because it is very apt to travel through the loose cellular

tissue, along the course of the muscles, and lodge either upon the

apex of the pleura, or descend into the mediastinum, and thus give

rise to grave conséquences.

Wounds of the Chest.— Penetrating wounds of the chest, with

lésions of the thoracic organs, constitute probably the niajority of

the immediately fatal wounds ; but where they do not prove

iinmediately fatal, expérience has shown that the prognosis is

not so bad as you might be led to suppose, and as even j>ood aulho-

rities, such as for instance Dupuytivn, fornierly believed ; a very

fair proportion of tlu m will recover. The prognosis is much more
.favourable than in pénétrai ing wounds of the abdomen with lésion

of the abdominal organs. 1 think it is quite as good as in gunshot

wounds, with fracture in the knee-juint, or fracture of the temur.

Penetrating Chest Wounds are generally accompanied by severe

shock, greal dilllculty of breathing, spitting of blcod,and the passage

of air through the wound ; they are exceedingly pei plexing to the

surgeon, and call for the coolest exercise of good indûment. Make
careful digital examination, and remove aïl splinters and other

foreign substances. If part of the lung protrudes—which, however,

is rare, a» in most cases the lung collapses, but if itdoes—reduce it
;

it lias been advised not to reduce it further than the level of the

ribs, sons to let it close the wound—but I think that is putting

rather too fiine a point on it. The mot-t important question is with

regard to closing the wound, and authors do not agrée on this point,

The rules which must guide you, however, are simple:—If ihere is

no outward hamiorrhage, and you ascertain by percussion that

there is no internai hœinorihage to the, sac of the pleura, but if

there is much difficulty of breathing, then close the wound as firmly as
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you can ; but ifthere is hœmorrhage, leave the wound open to prevent

the collection of blood in the pleural sac, which nmy threaten

suffocation ; if, however, on the other hand, the hœmorrhage is so

profuse as to threaten immédiate fatal conséquences, then, again,

you must run the risk of suffocation, close the wound, let the blood

accuuiulate in tbe pleural sac, and give your patient the chance of

having the hœmorrhage arrested by the pressure of the accumulated

blood.

INSURANCE OFFICE CHANGES DUEING THE
YEAR 18G2.

The following facts hâve been corapiled from the Insurance

Directory of the ' Post Magazine Almanack' for 1863.

No fewer than thirteen Life Assurance Offices hâve ceased, during

the past year, to enjoy a separate existence, in addition to the

Globe—which is on the point of amalgamating with the Liverpool

and London,—the Argus—which it was attempted to carry to the

Eagle, and the United Kingdom—which has been amalgamated with

the North British, though the validity of the transaction is the

subject of inquiry in the Court of Chancery.

The thirteen Offices in question hâve been thus disposed of :— (1.)

The British Guarantee. has united with the European. (2.) The
Consols policies hâve been taken by the Provident Clerks', and the

Rolls Court is now engaged in " winding-up" the gênerai affairs of

the wofully mis-managed and unusually unfortunate affair. (3.)

The London and Yorkshire united with the Whittington. (4.) The
Manchester and London went to the Western. (5.) The Metropolitan

Counties also went to the Western. (6) The National Live Stock to

the Norfolk Farmers'. (7.) The New Equitable has been absorbed by
the Briton. (8.) The Promoter has amalgamated with the Guardian.

(9.) The United Kingdom Provident Fire has ceased to exist, and its

little business, what there was, has been retained by the Royal,

with which it had been re-assured. (10.) The Unily Fire has gone
to the Liverpool and London. (11.) The Unity Life to the Briton.

(12.) The Waterloo to the British Nation. (13.) The Mercantile Fire

to the North British. During the présent year,the amalgamations are

likely to be quite as numerous as they were last year, if not more
so.

Fifty-six Insurance Companies are now "winding-up" in the

Court of Chancery, where some of them hâve been for years past,

and are likely to remain for years to corne, viz. :

—

Agriculturist, Amazon, Athenœum Life, Birkbeck, British Ex-
chequer, British and Foreign Reliance Marine, British Provident,

Caxton, Commercial and General, Consols, Cosmopolitan, Defender,

Deposit and General, English and Irish Church, Era, General Com-
mission, General Indemnity, General Live Stock, Herald, Home
Counties, Hull and London Fire, Hull and London Life, Indepen-

dent, Justice, Lancashire Guarantee, Life Assurance Treasury,

Liverpool Marine, London and County Cattle, London and County
Life, London Mercantile Life, London and Westminster, Mercantile
Guarantee, Merchant Traders, Mitre, National Insurance, National
Alliance, Nelson Sea Voyagers, Newcastle-upon-Tyne Marine, Oak,
Observer, Parental, Port of London, Phœnix Life, Professional, Pro-
testant, Public, Saxon, Sea Fire and Life, Security, Solvency
Mutual, State Fire, Times Fire, Tontine, Universal Provident
Waterloo, York and London.

MEDICAL SOCIETIES.

ROYAL MEDICAL AND CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY.
Tuesday, Jancary 27.

Samuel Solly, F.R.S., in the Chair.

Dr. E. H. Sieveking communicated a paper by Dr. A. B.
Buchanan on a
CASE OF WHITE FIBR0-8ER0US DISCHARGE FROM THE THIGH.

The author recorded the history of a remarkable case of discharge
of white fibro-serous fluid from the postenor cutaneous surface of
the thigh, at présent under his care in Glasgow. The patient was a
woman, in other respects in fair health, aged forty-six, aud mother of
six healthy children. The discliarge was white, like milk, andflowed
from excoriations produced by the rupture of small vesicles scattered
over the back of the thigh, and particularly from an infiltrated

patch, of the size of the paTin of the hand, on which the vesicles and
excoriations were most abundant. The milky fluid coagulated a few
minutes after being passed. It contained a fatty mo ecular base,
similar to tliat of chyle, and a few nucleated cells. The results of
a chemical analysis closely corresponded with those yielded by
" chylous urine." The patient dated the commencement of her
malady from a sbivering-fit twenty-one years ago, sliortly after which
she noticed a "lump" in the situation of the aflècted surface.
Fitteen years ago vesicles appeared, from which a brownish fluid

exuded on scratching. For the last six years the discharge has been

milk-white, and is always worse in wet weather, and while the patient
is walking about, when its amouut may be half a pint per hour. At
night it ceases to run, recommencing about. an hour after the patient
rises in the morning

; but in dry or frosty weather it may occasionally
be absent for a week or two. The veins of the affected timb are
varicose, but no enlargement of the lymphatic glands can be de-
tected. '1 he author succeeded in controlling the discharge for two
months by a long elastic stocking, the use of which, however, had
to be discontinued, owing to severe lancinating pains in the thigh.
Immediately on ceasing to use the stocking the uneasy sensation»
subsided, and the discharge commenced anew. After remarking
that cases of this affection were extremely rare in temperate latitudes,

Dr. Buchanan pointed out, by referring to several récent examples,
that they were probably more fréquent in warm cliraates. He cited,

however, and gave an account of two unequivocal cases of the same
affection, both dating from tbe seventeenth century, one of which,
in a maie subject, occurred in Germany, and the other, in a fèmale,
in France. While referring to various pathological théories, the
author fully recognised the identity of the above disease with
" chylous urine," or, as he would prefer to call it, " white ûbro-
serous urine." He objected particularly to the theory which identi-

fied white fibro-serous discharges in gênerai with chyle. He gave
his reasons for believing that it was more natural to consider

them as équivalent to the white liquor sanguinis—to transudations

of the sérum of the blood during its periodical milkiness after

meals, but with certain modifications inséparable from the mode
of its sécrétion. Thus, while the water, albumen, and salts, and
possibly also the fibrin, would come from the blood directly, he
showed that the cells présent in the discharge must be derived from
the secretory layer of the skin, or from the epithelium of cutaneous

glands. He contended that the molecular base was unquestionably

derived from the blood ; but that the molécules could not be con-
ceived to filter directly through the walls of the vessels without pre-

supposing the existence of a uniformly and intensely milky sérum
while the discharge was flowing, even at long intervais after meals.

To avoid this difficulty, it might be supposed that the epithelial cells

of the glands of the skin had the power of separating, by a per-

verted function, fatty matter from the blood, much as the epithelial

cells of the intestine are concerned in filtering it into the lacteals.

The cells would then become gorged with fatty molécules, and the

uniformly white colour of the discharge would be accounted for

without its being necessary to suppose that the liquor sanguinis wag
ever milky, except, as usual, after meals. On this view, white fibro--

serous discharges would dépend immediately on deranged glandular
action, and the fbregoing case might be defined as a rare functional

affection of the glandular apparatus of the skin. The paper was
illustrated by spécimens of the milky discharge, and by a drawing
of the diseased surface.

After the reading of Dr. Buchanan's paper, on which there wa»
no discussion,

A portion only of Mr. Marston's
REPORT ON SYPHILIS AS A CONSTITUTIONAL DISEASE

was read, and its further reading was adjourned to Feb. 10.

Mr. Curling rose, and said he thought it was scarcely judicious

to commence the reading of Mr. Marston's paper at so late a period

of the evening. It was a communication that was likely to be dis-

cussed, and the whole of it should be read the same evening, and in

tinie for discussion. He made thèse remarks with déférence to those

who had thought differently.

Mr. Solly said he was not responsible for the paper being read

in part. It was thought the evening would hâve been occupied by a
discussion on the first paper.

Mr. Moore was responsible for the division of the paper into two
readings. It embraced so many topics, that it would hâve been im-

possible to abridge it, and he, therefore, thought it advisable that it

should be read in two parts, there appearing to be a natural division

in the paper at the point at which he had stopped. There were pré-

cédents for this course of proceeding in the early history of the

Society.

Mr. Henry Thompson exhibited some
LITHOTRITES OF A NEW CONSTRUCTION,

on behalf of Messrs. Wei-s and Son, who wished to show them to

the Fellows of the Society before makingthem generally public. As
the altération appeared to him to be a real improvement, he readily

assented to do so. He premised that this related entirely to the

mode of applying and disengaging the power, and not at ail to the

part concerned in crushing the stone. In order to demonstrate the

qu;ilities of thèse instruments, it was necessary to call to mind what

are the main points to be achieved in constructing the movement of

a first-rate litliotrite. lst. Economy of time in its action; anything

which shortened the period necessary to a proper performance of

the opération in the bladder was so much clear gain to the patient.

2tid. To reduce to a minimum vibration or concussion in its action.

3rd. To permit the utmost delicacy of perception, especially valuable

in dealing with small fragments. He showed the deficiency of the

old screw instruments in ail thèse respects, and the inferiority of thii

latter to the instrument known as Charriere's, which was aow
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commonlv substituted far it. Ile sliowed the improvouients made
by Mr. Coxeter, and placed in thc International Exhibition

;
and

fiiially demonstrated the action of Weiss's new instrument as uniting

ail the characters givcn above with the greatest strength, comparing

it also with the rack and piniou instrument, to the advantage of the

former. Thc power in Weiss's instrument is that of the screw ; it is

disengaged and converted into sliding action with the most perfect

ease, and without moviug the hand, while the entire instrument can

be changed in direction, or even entirely rotated, by a light applica-

tion of the finger and thumb. The npparatus for accomplishing this

i< exceedingly simple, at the saine time very strong, and not liable

to get out of order.

bent limbs of a Caucassian child, some considérable time before the

period of its birth ; the aboriginal American représenta the same
child near birth ; the Mongolian the same child newly born.

In the discussion, the Président, Dr. Copland, Mr. Luko Burke,

and Dr. Donovan took part.

THE ETHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
February 3rd, 1868.

J. Crawford, Esq., Président, in the Chair.

Robert Dura, Esg., read a paper

ON THE PSYCHOLOGICAL DIFFERENCES WHICH EXIST AMONOST
THE TYPICAL RACES OF MAN.

As papers of a psychological ebaracter bave so rarely been read at

the meetings of the Society, the author offered no apology for

asking the attention of the meeting to this subject, being satisfied

that if there was any branch of the science more interesting than

another it was that which rclated to the psychological différences

which characterise the différent varieties of the human speeies.

That the genus Homo was one, the author believed and maintained

on the ground that in man's moral and religious attributes the in-

ferior animais do not participate, and it was this lie considered that

constitutes the différence between him and them. The barrier was

thus, lie considered, impassable between man and the chimpanzçe

and gorilla ; and that, wheiever two-handed and two-footed man in

his erect attitude and with his articulate voice is found, his claims

to our common humanity must be immediately acknowledged, how-

ever debased the type may be, or mean the garb in which that

humanity is clothed. His conviction was that there was proof of a

général unity exhibited in ail the races of the great family of man,

innsmuch that they were ail endowed with the same instinctive, sen-

sational, perceptive, and intellectual faculties—the same mental

activities, however much they may vary in degree. It had, he

thought, been.fairly argued that ail the races of the human family

form but one speeies, from the physiological fact that they are ail

capable of fruitful union, which would not be the case with the

hybrids of two speeies of even the same genus. Believing the brain

to be the material organ of the mind where the ultiniate molccular

changes take place, and whence the mandates of the will issue, the

author considered the study of the cérébral organisation and deve-

lopmcnt in the various typical races as one of the most effectuai

nieans of better understanding and elucidating the psychological

différences which characterise them. This subject, however, was

one that yet required to be worked out ; and ethoric psychology

was still a desideratum. The difficulties which formerly besot it no

longer exist, and it was, he thought, to our shame that, notwith-

standing our extensive and daily-increasing intercourse with ail the

nations on the face of the earth, little had been done. The
author then reviewed at length what had been done by anatomists

and ethnologists including Spurzheim, Tiedemann, Gratiolet, Her-

bert Spencer, Huxley, Owen, and others. In conclusion, he pointed

out that the lower savage races, such as tbe Sandwich Islanders,

made progress in the early part of their éducation, and were, so far,

as apt and quick as the children of civilised Europeans. At this

point they stopped, and were incapable of acquiring the higher

branches. The Sandwich Islanders hâve excellent memories, and

learn by rote with wondeiful rapidity, but will not exercise the

thinking faculties. They reçoive simple ideas, but not complex

ones. In like manner, it was found practically that negro children

could not be educated with white children. In ail thèse cases, as

well as in the minor cases continua lly occurring amongst ourselves,

of inability to understand subjects or reasonings of a certain order

of abstruseness, the true explanation is that the cognate faculties

hâve not reached a complexity equal to the complexity of the rela-

tions to be perceived ; and, moreover, it is not only so with purely

intellectual cognitions, but it is the same with moral cognitions.
_
In

the Australian language, there are no words answering to justice,

sin, guilt. Amongst many of thc lower races of man, acts of gene-

rosity or mercy are utterly incompréhensible—that is to say, the more
complex relations of human action in its social bearings are not

cognizable. This the author thought was in accordance with what

à priori might hâve been expected to bave resulted froin organic

différences in the instruments of the higher psychical activities, or

in other words, in the nervous apparatus of perceptive and intellec-

tual consciousness. The leading characters of the various races of

mankind were simply représentatives of particular stages in (lie de-

velopment of the highest Caucassian type. The negro exhibits per-

maneutly the iinperfect brow, projn.cting lower-jaw, \ -\d slcndcr

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

GUILDHALL, Friday, Jan. 30th.

Sittings at Nisi Prius.

{Before Mr. Justice Byles and a Common Jury.)

TURNER AND ANOTHER V. REYNELL.
Mr. Mills, Q.C., and Mr. Marshall Griffith were for the plaintiffs

;

and Mr. Lopez was for the défendant.

The plaintiffs are surgeons carrying on business in Phillimore

place, and the défendant is an attorney carrying on business in

Staple-inn. This action was brought to recover the amount of the

plaintiffs' bill for médical attendance on the defendant's family, and
especially on his wife, who was afflicted with a nervous malady.

The plaintiffs having sent in their account, the défendant wrote to

say that he could not afford to pay so large a demand, and contrasted

their bill with that of previous médical men who had attended his

family. Some correspondence ensued, but no seulement was eff'ected,

and no money paid into court.

The plainti'ff Turner, haviug proved his case, was cross-examined

as to the date of his registry, and that of his partner, and it was

objected that Mr. Smith, one of the plaintiffs, was not registered at

the time of the performance of the services sued for, although lie

had been registered since. On this point the learned judge said he

was against the défendant. The next objection was that Mr. Tur-

ner and Mr. Smith did not enter into partnership until the 29th of

September, and it was ruled that the plaintiffs could only recover

jointly on that portion of the bill which had been contracted since

that date ; for the previous portion of the bill another action must

be brought. It was next urged that the plaintiffs, being surgeons,

could only recover for surgical opérations, such as galvanising Mrs.

Reynell, and syringing the defendant's ears, not having a certiheate

from the Apothecaries' Hall.

Mr. Justice Byles rcmarked: " Then, supposing a surgeon and

an apothecary to be in partnership, they cannot recover for surgical

items in their bill, because one of them is an apothecary ;
neither

can they recover for niedicine and attendance, because one of them

is a surgeon.

In the end a verdict was entered for the plaintiffs for 46/. 13s. 6d.,

with leavo to move on points of law raised, the Court to hâve

power to make ail the requisite amendments, and to grant ail need-

ful certificates to entitle the plaintiffs to their costs.

Utïtîjs, Htlavviagcs, anïJ Beat!)».

B I R T H S

.

Edwards.—On the 23rd ult, at Bampton, Dovonshire, tho wife of H.

J. Edwards, M.R.C.S.E., of a son.

Saundeus.—On the 23rd ult., at Belfast, the wife of G. Saunders,

M.R.C.S.E., Statf Surgeon Army, of a son.

Hearn.—On thc 26th ult., at Woodville, Bawnboy, co. Cavan, the

wife of G. M. Hearn, L.K.Q.C.P.I., of a daughter.

Hill.—On the 2nd inst., at Mecklenburgh square, the wife of Samuel

Hill, M.D., of a daughter.

Claremont.—On the 3rd inst, the wife of C. C. Claremont, M.R.C.S.E.

of Thorney place, Oakley square, of a son.

MARRIAGES.
Nelsom—Jones.—September 10, at Dunedin, New Zealand, Heury

Nelson, M.D., to Mary, second daughter of John Jones, Esq., of Fern

hill, Dunedin.
Duncan—Campbell.—On the 3rd inst., at Piccadilly, Bartliolomew

Aichdekin Duncan, L.R.C.P. Ediu., of Upper Gower street, to Emma,
elder daughter of the late Sir E. A. Campbell.

D E A T H S .

Bentley.—Lately, J. M. Bentley, Surgeon, of Turton.

Bartlett.—Lately, Thomas Bartlett, Assist.-Surg. 4-tth Foot, on half-

pay.

Cbossley.—On the 5th inst., at Maltby, Rotherham, Ann Bcckitt, wifo

of W. H. Crossley, M.R.C.S., L.A.C., L.M., and daughter of E. S.

Simpson Walton, Wakeficid, aged 28.

Buoknill.—On the lst inst., at Rugby, S. Bucknill, F.R.C.S.E., aged

78.

Bealk.— On the 2nd inst., Miles Beale, M.R.C.S.E., of Finsbury

square, aged C5.

Sanitary State of Windsor Castle.—Mr. Rawlinson, in a

late report, says that " he believes Windsor Castle to be the most

complète in sanitary Works, appliauees, and arrangements of any

large buildirig ju existence."
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MEDICAL NEWS.

Royal Collège op Surgeons, Edinburgh—The following

gentlemen passed their First Professional Examinations during the

January sittings of the Examinera :—William Thomson Crawford,

Midlothian ; William Chambers, Banbridge ; James Johnstone

Hyslop Hope, Lanarkshire.

The following gentlemen passed their Final Examinations, and

were admited Licentiates of the Collège :—John Rogerson Dickson,

Dumfriesshire ; Alexander Doig, Forfarshire ; William Fettes

Murray, Forfar ; Thomas Francis O'Dwyer, County Tipperary
;

David Ross, Edinburgh.

Apothecaries' Hall.—Names of gentlemen who passed their

Examination in the Science and Practice of Medicine, and received

certificates to Practise, on Thursday, January 29, 1863 :—Joseph

Handley, King street, Oldham ; James Mercer Johnson, Everton,

Liverpool ; Samuel Alexander Patrick, Tipping street, Manchester ;

John Dixon Mann, West View, Kendal ; Frederick John Grey,

March, Isle of Ely ; Heber Dowling Ellis, St. Bartholomew's Hos-

pital ; Thomas Lewis Brittain, Chester ; John Nicholas Miller,

The Square, Hampstead ; John Lyman, Guy'a Hospital ; James
Matthews, Cowes, Isle of Wight.

The following gentlemen passed the Preliminary Examination in

Arts on January 30 and 31, 1863 :—Frederick John Burge, Ham-
mersmith ; Henry Trensham Butlin, Camborne ; Nathaniel

Edward Davies, Billisdon ; Thomas Bradford Donahoo, London
;

Alfred Stanbank Drew, Stow-on-the-Wold ; James W. G. Farwell,

St. George's Hospital ; Thomas Flower, Middlesex Hospital ; Richard
Marshall Hickinan, Shrewsbury; J.B. Hughes, Congleton ; George
Askew Hull, Kensington ; Stanley Peacock, London ; Charles

Richardson, Gomersal ; Julius Ottaway Sankey, Witney ; John H.
Waters, Nottingham ; Jamea C. Worthington, Lowestoft.

Artifical Siamese Twins.—An experiment was lately made at

Strasbourg to effect a flesh union between two animais. Two
white rats were chosen, and a wound being made in the side of

each, they were bound together. Union by the first intention was
found to hâve taken place on the sixth day. After being released

from the bandages, the animais walked side by side. An injection

thrown into the jugular vein of one was found to hâve entered the
superficial formai veins.

Royal Collège op Surgeons.—The Hunterian oration will be
delivered on Saturday next, in the théâtre of the Collège, at three

o'clock, by Professor Gulliver, F.R.S. ; and on the following Tues-
day, Professor Huxley will commence his course of lectures.

Royal Courtesy.—On the occasion of the christening of the

infant son of Dr. William Jenner, Feb 6, her most gracious

Majesty was pleased to stand sponsor, being represented on the

occasion by Lady Augusta Bruce, who, in ooedience to the

wishes of the Queen, gave the boy the name of Albert Victor, ac-

companied with the présent of a magnificent tankard, bearing a
suitable inscription, and as a royal récognition of the great Profes-

sional attention paid by Dr. Jenner to his Royal Highness the

Prince Consort.— ' Times, January 31.

The Médical Department op the Italian Army.—The
Military Surgeons of the Italian Army who, in 1858, numbered
155, now, in conséquence of the various annexions, amount to 755,
The following is the distribution, according to grade :—Président
of Council, 1 ; Inspectera, who are also members of Council, 6 ;

Surgeons of the Military Department, 6 ; Surgeons of Division 44 ;

Surgeons of Régiments, 227 ; Surgeons of Battalions, 334 ; Assis-

tant-Surgeons, 137 ; total, 755.

A Vétéran Médical Jurist.—Casper, the renowned Professor

of Légal Medicine at Berlin, a few weeks since celebrated a remark-
able day in his long and laborious acientific career, viz., the
day on which lie executed his thousandth Medico-legal autopsy.
He certainly was justified in placing on the title-page of his
" Manual of Légal Medicine," the epigraph. " Quod vidi scripsi."

Illégal Practice op Pharmacy by the Sisterhoods in
France.—Itis stated, on theauthority of Dr. Fouquet, Vice-Prési-

dent of the Médical Society of Morbihan, that the religious sister-

hoods of that départaient not only give away but aell medicines,
while their pharmacies, or rather shops, are conducted with gross
négligence. Bottles of laudanum, or of Pearson's arsenical solution,
were found in the kitchen drawers, while illégal weights are em-
ployed, even grains of wheat being used for weighing active sub-
stances. The Médical Society represented thèse facts to the autho-
rities, and received the reply that the Sisters must be prohibited
selling medicines, but may distribnte them, and give gratuitoxis
Médical advice to the poor.

St. Thomas's and Bethlehem Hospitals.—Mr. W. J. Nixon
Secretary to the London Hospital, in a letter to the Times of t'ae 4th
inst, announces that a Surrey magistrate, an old supporter of this
charity, makes the following munificent offer :

—" Convin-ced that
the best site for the future St. Thomas's Hospital is tbe présent
site of Bethlehem Hospital, and agreeing with the geneval verdict,
that lunatics should be located in the country, he is prepared to
give a freehold site of seventy-thiee acres for the ne'w Hospital of
Bethlehem on condition—first, that St. ThonuwS» Hospital be

built on the site of Bethlehem ; and secondly, that the sum of

21,000?. (20,000 guineas) be added to the capital stock of the
London Hospital in the Whitechapel-road," "The estate (which
is frephold and land tax redeemed) occupies the southern slope of
one of the finest hills in Surrey, has a frontage of nearly a quarter
of a mile to the high (Croydon) road, is close to an intended station

on the Brighton railway, is eight miles Irom the city, and seven
from the West-end, and is worth at least 300Z. per acre, less eligible

neighbouring land having sold at half as much more."

Proportion op Violent Deaths in Austria.—Taking the
entire Austrian monarchy, the proportion of deaths from diseaaea

is 987 per 1000, and of deaths from violent causes, 13 per 1000.

This proportion varies, however, considerably in di Itèrent parts of

the empire ; thus, in the mountainous régions, as well as on the
coast, the violent deatha rise as high as 19 per 1000. A vast

majority of the violent deaths arose from accident?, as in 1000
deaths there were only, on an average, 1 from murder or man-
slaughter, and only 2 or 3 from suicide.

Amateur Theatricals.—On Monday night, the students of the
University of Aberdeen gave a dramatic and musical entertainment

in the Music Hall Buildings, in aid of the Lancashire Distress

Fund. The hall was crammed to suffocation by a very iashionable

audience, and numbera were turned from the cloor. So great was
the crush, that the Lord Provost, the patron of the performance,

finding an entrance impracticable by the ordiuary way, had to pro-

cure admission for his party by crossing the stage. The dramatic

Eortionofthe entertainment consisted of Townley's "High Life

elow Stairs," and Rhodes' "Bombastes Furioso." The students

who took part in this entertainment were chiefiy Médical, although

not exclusively. The amount realised, after deducting ail expenses,

waa 461. 14s.

Royal Institution op Great Britain.—General Monthly
Meeting, Monday Februarv 2, 1863—William Pôle, Esq., M.A.,

F.R.S., Treasurer and Vice-Président, in the Chair. The Earl of

Clanwilliain, Edward W. Cox Esq., Sir William Augustus Fraser,

Bart., General Charles H. Hamilton, C.B., and Peter Vanderbyl,

Eaq., were elected membera of the Royal Institution. The secretary

reported, that the executors of the late Jamea Walker, Esq., F.R.S.,

M.R.I., had bequeathed to the Institution a marble bust of Prof.

Faraday, by Mr. Matthew Noble, M.R.I. The thanks of the mem-
bers wère returned to Professor Tyndall, and to his Eminence
Cardinal Wiseman, for their discourses at the evening meetings

on Fridays, January 23 and 30. The présents received since the

last meeting were laid on the table, and the thanks of the members
returned for the same.

Metropolitan Free Hospital, DEVONSHiRE-SQtiARE, Bishops-
gate-street, City, N.E.—A most interesting ceremony took place

in this establishment on Thursday week, in the présence of a large

and influential assembly. The occasion was the opening of two
new warda which hâve been prepared for the réception of Jewish
patients. At three o'clock the Rev. the Chief Rabbi, attended by
several of his colleagues, proceeded to inspect the several apart-

ments, including the wards (maie and female), the kitchen, and
réceptacle for the dead, with ail of which ail présent expressed their

entire satisfaction and approval. Some appropiate psalms were
then intoned by the Rev. A. Barnett, of the Great Synagogue, and
the responses by the choir of the same place ; after which the Rev.

the Chief Rabbi offered up a most beautiful and impressive prayer

for the prosperity of the institution,and for the blessing of Godupon
ail connected with it ; and after partaking of some slight refresh-

ment in the board-room the company separated. Amongst the

gentlemen présent we noticed the Revs. A. Levy. A. L. Barnett,

Myers, and Aahers ; Drs. Kamskill, Jones, and Warner ; John
Gùrney Fry, Joseph Fry, S. B. Power, H. E. Murrell, Coleman
Defries, R L. Ogilby, E. J. Chance, G. Borlase Childs, and Henry
Defriea, Esquires.

Harvkian Society op London.— Anniversary Meeting,

Januajiy, 15, 1863.—Mr. Weeden Cooke, Président in the Chair.

The bon. aecretary read the report of the Council. It waa proposed

by Mr. Henry Thompaon, and seconded by Dr. Ballard, " That the

report be received and adopted, and that the thanks of the society

be
X

given to theofficers and council."—The treasurer laid before the

meeting a statement ot the expenditure and income of the society

for the past year, showing a balance in hand of 791. 8s.—At the

close of the ballotthefollowinggentlemen were elected officers forthe

ensuing year -.—Président, Henry W. Fuller, M.D. ;
Vice-Présidents,

William Adams, Esq., J. Burden Sanderson, M.D., W. Sedgwick,

Esq., and William Wadham, M.D. ; Treasurer, Henry William

Fuller, M.D. ; Honorary Secretaries, J. Brendon Curgenven, Esq.

and Charles R. Drysdale, M.D. ; Council, Patrick Burke, Esq.,

Frederick Cock, M.D., J. H. Hornidge, M.B., Ernest Hart, Esq.,

T. H. Hill, Esq., 3.. C. Langmore, MB., W. Boyd Muahet, M.B., W.
O. Priestly, M.D., 0. A. Field, Esq., Edwin Sercombe, Esq., H. G.

Times, Esq., J. B. Walker, Esq.—The Président then delivered lus

address, at the conclusion of whicli a conversazione was held in

the rooms of the Society.
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Fire at Haxwell.—On the night of the 29th ult., a fire broke
ont in the Lunatic Asyluni, Hanwell. It originated in one oi' the

immense heating-rooms, owing to the overheating oi' the boiler. It

wns prevented from extending to the other parts of the asylum, and
txtinguished after doing great damage.

The Metropolitan Board of Works and the Deodoriza-
tioîj Scheme.— On the 16th ult., a meeting of the board was
held at Spring Gardens, when the report of the committee appointed
to inquire into this subject was carried, with only a single dissen-

tient. In compliance with the recommendation of the committee,
the board has decided that the deodorization scheme shall be aban-
doned, and the drainage of the western district of London shall

forrn part and parcel of the great main drainage System ; and the
sewage of the district shall be conveyed by the low-level sewer,

*nd discharged into the Thames at Barking Creek. A deputation
of the médical officers of health, consisting of Mr. Burge, of the
Fulham district ; Dr. R. D. Thomson, Marylebone ; Dr. Barclay,
Chelsea ; Dr. Al. lis, Belgravia ; Dr. Hillier, St. Paneras ; Dr.
Challice, Bermondsey ; Dr. Iliff, Newington ; Dr. Whiteman, Put-
ney ; Dr. Vinen, Southwark ; Dr. King, Kit bain ; Dr. Gibbon,
Holborn ; Mr. Liddle, Whitechapel ; and Mr. Rendle, late médical
officer for St. George's, Southwark, attended before the board. Mr.
Burge, on behalf of the deputation, said thut, as officers of health
for the metropolis, having charge of the sa'aitary condition of the
comraunity, they had felt it their duty to come before the board,
not from any feeling of factious opposition to their proceedings, but
from a sensé of public duty. They had lis tened attentively to argu-
ments used by members of the board, and which had ail tended in
one direction—to justify the décision at which they had just arrived.
They congratulated the board on the prospect of being able to carry
out the intercepting scheme in its en'rirety. The décision, he be-
liered, would be received with gratificition, both by the public and
the médical profession at large, and confer a lasting benefit on the
metropolis.

Appoixtmexts.—Wm. Allison, M.D., has been elected Médical
Officer and Public Vaccinator for the Ciaudy Dispensary District of
the Londonderry Union, vice Tristram Cary, M.D., resigned.

—

F. H. Atkinson, L.F.P.S. Glas., has been elected Médical officer and
Public Vaccinator for the New Leake District of the Boston Union
Lincolnshire, vice Wm. Burton, L.R.C.P. Ed. (exam.), resigned.

—

R. W. Coles, MR.C.S.E., haa been appointed Certifying Surgeon
nnder the Factory Act for the District of Oldham Eâsl, vice John
Earnshaw, M.RC.S.E, deceased.—F. A. Cramer, L.R.C.P. Ed., has
been elected Médical Officer and Public Vaccinator for the Hanbury
District of the Droitwich Union, Worcestershire, vice H. Curtler,
M.R.C.S.E., aTjpointed to the Workhouse and the Droitwich District

of the same Union.—E. Crickmay, M.R.C.S.E., has been elected
Médical Officer and Public Vaccinator for the Dilwyn District of
the Weobley Union, Herefordshire, vice G. Pearce, M.D., appointed
to District No. 1 of the Market Harborough Union, Leicestershire.—J. Fraser, M.D., has been appointed a Director (from the Faculty
ot PUysicians and Surgeons) of the Glasgow Lock Hospital.—R.
J. Freeman, M.D., has been appointed Surgeon for the District of
Greenwich, Royal Kent Dispensary, vice F. H. Smith, M.D.
resigned.—William Gibney, M.D., has been appointed a Vice-
Président of the Cheltenham General Hospital and Dispensary, on
resigning as Senior Physician.—F. Harris, M.D., has been elected
a Fellow of the Linnaoan Scciety.—P. Kavanagh, M.D., has been
appointed Surgeon for the District of Deptford, Royal Kent Dis-
pensary, vice Wm. Atkins, L.R.C.P. Ed. (exam.), resigned.—Wm.
Leslie, M.R.C.S.E., has been appointed an Inspecter under the
Factory Act for the Aberdeen District.—Neil M'Greevy, L.R.C.S.
Ed., has been elected Résident Apothecary to the Workhouse of the
Lurgan Union Co. Armagh (a new appointaient).—Morrell
Mackenzie, M.D., bas been appointed to the Metropolitan Free
Dispensary Jor the Diseases of the Throat and Loss of Voice.—H.
Mackley, L.F.P.S. Glas., has been elected Médical Officer and
Public Vaccinator for the Cleckheaton District of the Nortt' Bierley
•Union, Yorksbire, vice J. B. Bennett M.R.C.S.E., resigned.—Chas.
43. Matthews, MR.C.S.E., has been elected Surgeon to the Farrin'gdon
•General Dispensary.—Jas. Morton, M.D.. has been elected a Director
•of the Glasgow Ayrshire Society—J. Jardine Murray, F.R.C.S. Ed.,
Assistant-Surgeon to the Brighton and Sussex ïnfirmary for
Diseases of the Eye, has been promoted to Surgeon, and the office
«f Assistant-Surgeon has been abolished.—L. G. OConnor, L.F.P.S.
Glas., has been elected second Médical Officer for the Clifton Dis-
pensary District of the Clifton Union, Co. Galway, to réside on the
island of Innistofia—Jas. Oldham. M.R.C.S.E., tas been appointed
Consulting Surgeon to the Brighton and Hove Lying-in Institution
end Dispensary for Diseases of Women and Children, vice J. Law-
rence, F.R.C.S.E. (Hon.), deceased.—Walter Riviugton, M.R.C.S.E.,
late Surgeon to the Peninsular and Oriental S.N. Company's Ser-
vice, has been appointed Résident Médical Officer to the Tower
Hamlets Disjœnsary, Colet place, Commercial road East, vice Wm.
Jeynes, MR.C.S.E., appointed Médical Officer and Public Vacci-
nator to the East Croydon District of the Croydon Union.—J.
Savery, MJ>., has become (by the Rules) Surgeon Extraordinary to

the East Sussex, Hastiugs, and St. Leonard's ïnfirmary, ou resign-

ing as Senior Surgeon.—D. Timmins, M.R.C.S.E.,has been appointed
a Public Vaccinator for Dudley.—E. W. Turuer, M.R.C.S.E., has
been elected Médical Officer and Public Vaccinator for Deddington,
No. I District of the Woodstock Union, Oxfordshire, vice T. W.
Turnei', M.R.C.S.E., deceased.—Wm. R. Watson, L.RC.S. Ed., has
been appointed Parochial Médical Officer for Aboyne, Aberdeen-
shire, vice J. Gerrard, M.R.C.S.E., deceased.—Jas. Will, M.D., has
been appointed an Inspecter under the Factory Act for the
Aberdeen District.—J. Gïlmour Wilson, M.D., has been appointed
a Director (from the Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons) of the
Glasgow Lock Hospital.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE WEEK.
Wednesday, February 11.

Opérations at Middlesex Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St Mary's Hospital, 1 p.m. ;

University Collège Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Hunterian Society, 8 p.m.

—

Annual Oration by Dr. Robert Barnes.
Thursday, February 12.

Opération» at St. George's Hospital, 1 p.m.; Central London Ophthalmic,
1 p.m. ; London Hospital, 1^ p.m. ; Royal Free Hospital, \\ p.m.;
Great Northern Hospitai, King's cross, 2 p.m. ; London Surgical
Home, 2 p.m. ; West London Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Ortho-
pœdic Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Institution, 3 p.m. Prof. Frankland,
"On Chemical Affinity ;" National Hospital for the Paralysed and
Epileptic, 4 p.m.—Dr. Brown-Séquard, " On the Diagnosis and Treat-
ment of the Various Forms of Paralysis and Epilepsy.'

Friday, February 13.

Opérations at Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital, 1£ p.m. ; Royal
Institution, 8 p.m.—Dr. E. Frankland, "On Artificial Illumination."

Salurday, February 14.

Opérations at St. Thomas's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St Bartholomew's Hospital,

lj p.m. ; King's Collège Hospital, 14 p.m. ; Charing cross Hospital,

2 p.m. ; Royal Institution, 3 p.m. Mr. W. S. Savory, " On Life and
Death ;" Royal Collège of Surgeons of England, 3 p.m.—Hunterian

Oration by Professor Gulliver.
fc

Monday, February 16.

Opérations at Lock Hospital, Dean street, Sono, Clinical Démonstrations
and Opérations, 1 p.m. ; St. Marks Hospital for Fistula and other

Diseases ot the Rectum, lj p.m. ; Metropolitan Free Hospital,

2 p.m.; Médical Society of London, 8^ p.m.
Tuesday, February 17.

Opérations at Guy's Hospital, 1£ p.m. ; Westminster Hospital, 2 p.m.;
Royal Institution, 3 p.m. ; Pathological Society, 8 p.m.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Dr. Harvey.—The request shall be complied with.

Dr. Hamilton is thanked.

M.R.C.S. Eng.—lst. The Guardians may employ a midwife if they
please.—2nd. No.

A Subsciuber.—The artificial arm invented by Senor Gallegos is the
best. We saw it in action at the International Exhibition, and the

feats it performed were certainly surprising. It could do almost any-
thing, CTen to picking up a pin ; but its movements were slightly awk-
ward. Still it is superior to any other arm that has been invented.

Mr. W. H.— lst. No.—2nd. No.
Mr. James B.—There is a spurious préparation now sold in substitution

of glycérine, which is s ùd to be a solution of glucose, and does not

contain a particle of glycérine. It has a liigher spécifie gravity than
glycérine, and if evaporated, gives off watery vapour and becomessolid
on cooling. It is called " German Glycérine."

Mr. Byhne.—Note received.

Mr. HtTNT.—We cannot give the promise desired.

Mr. J. J:—Certainly, on the production of the qualifications.

Mediccs.—The fee is two guineas a day, travelling expenses in addition.

Guolielmus.—We are not aware whether there is any différence in the

com(>08ition of the various préparations of chlorodyne—or if any, in

what it consista. That the original chlorodyne is a soothiug remedy
there can be no doubt.

A Reader will see the article in the last nnmber.
H. S. (Westminster).—The claim can be maintained in the County

court.

Mr. Curgenven.—Report received and inserted.
*
w
* The Hull case is a very lamentable one, but it ia unsuitable for in-

sertion in a médical journal.

F.R.C.S. Eng.—We are obliged by the suggestion, and will bear it in

mind when the proper tirae arrives.

Dr. W. Smith.—Received with thanks.
*»* The Southampton newspaper received.

A Subscriber.—Nepenthe is reported to be simply a préparation of

opium. Like Battley's solution, its préparation is a secret. We hâve

no\t employed it, and cannot say whether it is as usefal as the adver-

tise.Tient states.

A ScrOEON.—We hâve already stated, on numerous occasions, that

typhus fever does not exist in an épidémie form in the Cotton districts.

You hâve been misiuformed. Your authority is uutrustworthy. It

is to be iioped that as the spring is coming on, and trade reviviug, this

scourge wi'.U not appear.

M.D.—Wedo not sec that any advantage would accrue to anybody by

noticing the squabble.

Mr. Crossley.—.Received and inserted.
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HOSMÏAL FOR FNFANCY.

(MR. HENRY ROOF.r's WARDS.)

Practkal Remaries on Hoop'uuj-Gowjli.

The épidémie of hooping-cough which prevails at présent in

Paris, induces us to reproduce a few passages of the clinical

lectures recently deliveredon the subject by Dr. H. Roger, at

the Hospital for Infancy.

After denionstrating that hoophig-cough, was knowu iu the

days of Hippocrates, Mr. Roger entered on an inquiry into its

causes. The only appréciable cause, said he, is contagion ; its

existence is unquestionable, and during the progress of

épidémies it can often be traced to its source. Of eleven cases

at présent in Mr. Roger's and in Mr.- Blache's wards, six were

evidently due to this agency. The fœtus in utero enjoys no

inimunity in this respect, and Messrs. Eilliet and Barthez

relate the history of a child, whose niother, at the tiine of her

accouchement, was suffering from the disease, and who, on the

first day of extra-uterine life, betrayed uumistakeable symp-

toms of hooping-cough. Mr. Blache has also observed the

affection in an infant aged ten days, who took it from its

mother. If certain members ofa large family escape contagion,

the circumstance is referrible to idiosyncrasy or to insuffi-

ciently prolonged contact ; but a communication of a quarter

of an hour's duration is enough for the transmission of the

malady, and the poison préserves its morbific power for one

and even two months, but seldom more. In fact, the patho-

genic influence is chiefly marked during the catarrhal stage of

hooping-cough, i.e., during the first fortnight of its existence,

because at this period the true nature of the affection is still

doubtfuL and fewer précautions are taken to guard against

contagion. But as ail épidémies must perforée begin with

one case, it is rational to admit the existence of spontaneous

hooping-cough, as well as of spontaneous glanders and rabies.

Hygienie conditions hâve probably but little influence in the

production of the disease, but doubtless assist in its propagation.

Mr. Roger opines that one pathological influence only

opérâtes distinctly against the development of hooping- cough
;

it is the antécédent occurrence of the affection itself. It affects

the human subject but once during lus life, and if any excep-

tions to tliis raie hâve been noted, they are extremely unfre-

quent.

It has been stated that intervening diseases may modify
favourably the symptoms of hooping-cough. The truth of

the assertion dépends on the epoch at which the complaint is

observed. Thus, in the incipient stage, amélioration is but
apparent, and sometimes aggravation is, on the contrary, the

resuit. But in the declining period an inflammation, not in-

volving the respiratory organs, may shorten the duration of

hooping-cough.

It is unnecessary to dwell on Mr. Roger's description of the

symptoms and diagnosis. If, at the beginning, there may be
some doubt as to the nature of the bronchitis, the crowing in-

spirations soon dispel it. The duration of the disease is well

known. West limite it to six weeks on the average ; but
three months would be a more correct valuation. Some cases

run on for one or even two years, and so long as paroxysms
recur, a cure cannot be said to hâve been effected.

This possible prolongation of a disease, in the course of
which serious complications may arise, imparts to its symptoms
a character of gravity of which the parents of the patient,

who usually are in entire security, should be informed The
complaint is more especially perilous in children under two
years, and Mr. Roger estimâtes at 25 per cent, the mortality of
the patients at this tender âge.

With regard to the nature of hooping-cough, Mr. Roger
deems that the présence of fever which accompanies its in-

cipient stage, must prevent its being placed in the order neu-
rosis ; and yet the affection différa from simple bronchitis, it is

a nervous bronchitis, a spécifie disease which should be classed

with eruptive fevers.

Let us now turn to the considération of treatment.

The prophylactic measures ealeulatcdto présent the develop-
ment of hooping-cough must not be sought for in the pharma-
copœia. Isolation is the only reliable précaution; but its ap
plication is difficult and resorted to generally too late. When
a person is affected with this form of bronchitis in a family in

which a child has recently been boni, it is the physician's

duty to rernove, by every ineans in his power, the infaut from
the chances of contagion.

It is not in our power to check suddenly the progress of

hooping-cough, but yet the treatment is not wholly inoperative.

Something may be donc towards allaying the violence and
diininishing the frequency of the ])aroxysms. It is unnecessary

to allude to any direct treatment of the iits of coughing ; tht.

efforts of the physiciau are hère completely foiled by the un-
conquerable détermination of the infant to refuse ail medicine;

the duties of the attendants must perforée be conlined to sup-

porting the child during thèse trying moments, and to keep its

head raised. In the intervais of the paroxysms, the treatment

differs according to the stage the disease lias reaehed. During
the catarrhal period, the most appropriate remédies are those

which relieve common bronchitis, and anodyne and sedati~«

syrups, prescribed with caution, may hère be bénéficiai. Whei
the cough is loose, the most useful medicine is an einetie, which
causes the rejection of the sécrétions which obstruct the

bronchi, and in young children might bring on asphyxia. The
paroxysms now become characteristic, and the exhibition of

emeties every day, or every other day, would cause improbable

exhaustion. But emesis may be induced with advantage

every three, four, or live days, according to the amount of the

obstructing sécrétions, and ipecacuanha is the drug to be selected;

it is far préférable to tartar emetic, which acts as a laxative,

and to sulphate of copper, which may occasion symptoms of

poisoning. Mr. Roger administers a mixture of the syrup and

powder of ipecacuanha ; as to antispasmodics, such as the

oxide and lactate of zinc, they are at this period utterly in-

efficacious.

Belladonna, on the contrary, is a most reliable agent. For
children under four years of âge, Mr. Roger presciïbes one,

two, or three drachins of a syrup containing two grains of

extract to the ounce ; each teaspoonful, therefore, corresponds

to a quarter of a grain of the active ingrédient, an amount
which may safely be exhibited at bed-time, to secure sleep, or

in two doses, the smallest being given in the morning. In-

stead of the syrup, from two to six drops of the tincture may
be given in a little sugar and water, a combination whicli is

readily accepted by the littie patient. If the name belladonna

alarms the parents, from one-hundredth to one-thirtieth of a

graiu of atropine may be substituted.

Mr. Roger has tested, without much advantageous resuit, the

effects of chloroform ; lie still continues his expérimente on

the subject, and exhibits from five to thirty drops in a four-

ounec mixture.

Prussic acid has been recommended by British practitioners.

West lias exhibited from two to six drops daily in half-minim

doses ; Mr. Roger considers this an uncertain and dangerous

medicine, which is not more deserving of confidence than other

spécifies, such as flowers-of-sulphur, cochineal, indigo, or am-
nionia.

Ooffee, however, has been extolled by a very eminent prac-

titioner, Dr. Jules Guyot. This agent does not, it is true,

decrease the frequency of the paroxysms ; but as it very

positively diminishes the lendency to vomiting iuduced by the

rits of coughing, and thus obviâtes an active cause of exhaustion

it must be considered a useful adjuvant. It is taken in the

morning in order that it may not cause at night undue excitc-

ment of the nervous System.

If it be found impossible to exhibit any internai treatment,

frictions may be performed with utility in the palms of the

hands with ether, or under the axilla with belladonna. fré-

quent inhalations of ether are often bénéficiai when the

paroxysms are fréquent and troublesome.

With regard to counter-irritants applied to the chest, the tar-

tar-emetic ointment must be cautiously shunned, and if blisters

are resorted to, they should be small and frequently repeated.

The food should be light and administered at short inter-

vais ; and, of course, after the occurrence of the paroxysms, in

order that it may be retained as long as possible in the sto-
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niach. The question of change of air, au important one, now
requires notice. Mr. Roger earnestly protests against tho pré-

valent opinion, for which médical men are in some degree

responsibïe, that a child suft'ering from hooping-cough should

be takcn out in ail weathers. ïhis is a most injurious System.

At first the sufferer should not leave his room, and when the

catarrhal or inflammatory stage lias passed away, lie should be

taken out only iu fine weather, and during the hours most
farourable for open-air exercise. As to removal to the country

and change of air, no benelit must be expoeted from the

measure during the early periods of hooping-cough, unless,

indeed, the internai arrangements of the country résidence

be exceptionally good. The pvtient may then benefit in his

gênerai health by the change, but no diminution of the

paroxysni8 can be expected from the measure. When, on

the contrary, the transfer takes place whwa the disease has

lasted six or eight weeks, very favourable effects may follow, and
in 50 per cent, of the cases the fits of coughing are consider-

ably reduced.

In conclusion, although medicine has not any very great in-

fluence on the progress of hooping-cough, it cannot be said to be

entirely powerless ; its efficacy is chiefly displayed by isola-

tion as a préventive, by a diminution of the violence and fre

quency of the paroxysms, and by its power to ward off com-
plications ; and in the last period by the influence of appro-
priate hygienic measures in shortening the duration of tho
disease.

MEDICAL CORRESPONDENCE

Utérine Rétroversion reduced during Pregnancy by
the Method op Propessor Godefroy, op Rennes. — The
following case, which I shall simply relate, will doubtless tend
to increase the popularity of a method which allows of the
prompt and innocuous réduction of rétroversion of the womb
during pregnancy.

On the 19th of !November, 1862, I was summoned at 8
o'clock, a.m., to visit Mrs. C, aged thirty-three, a suiall but
healthy woman, who already had given birth to six children,

and now conceived herself to hâve reached the fifth month
of a ncw pregnancy. Before entering into the particulars of
the circumstances for which îny aid was required, I should
statc that the previous labours of the patient had ail been
niarked by the samc character—viz., the preparatory pains
lasted twenty-four hours on tlie average, whereas the expulsive
pains invariably led, in the course of one hour, to the birth
of the fœtus; hence it is rational to conclude that the inlet
was small in comparison with the dimensions of the pelvis.

I was further informed that the patient had contracted the
bad habit of passing water twice only in the course of the
day. Whatever may be the importance of thèse causes, viewed
separately or in combination, the following symptoms had
supervened :

"On the 13th, the patient, who had felt more or less un-
comfortable during the day, endeavoured to pass water in the
evening, and excreted with much pain a few drops of liquid
which caused a burning sensation. From this period up to

the morning of the 15th—viz., for about thirty-six hours, the
same efforts were unceasingly and unavailingly repeated. The
boweîs had not been relieved since the morning of the 13th.

When I saw tho woman for the first time, she was lying on
her back with her thighs bent, her puise at 100, her counte-
nance turgid, the abdomen enormously distended and ex-
tremely tender on pressure, as well as the thighs and inguinal
régions. Fortwelve hours ail liquids, even cold water, had
been rejected by the atomach.

By careful examination, I ascertained that the labia majora
and nymphœ were so tumefied as to conceal the meatus which
could only be felt with the finger, and was hot and painful.
On penetrating as far as possible, beneath the symphysis, I

succeeded in reaching the cervix, and on withdrawing the
hand I deteeted behind the vagina the présence of a large,

hard, rounded, and tender tumour which filled the pelvis.
The rectum was flattened, empty, and allowed of the finger

being carried as far as the promontory, which was found pro-

truding immediately above tho anterior, now, in conséquence

of complote rétroversion, the superior surface of tho womb.
I proposed catheterism, an opération which tho woman declined

submitting to, and was compeUed to confine myself to the

prescription of a bath of an hour's duration, an anodyne enema,
and large poultices over tho abdomen.
When I again visited tho patient at six o'clock, p.m., no

amendment had taken place ; she continued to vomit, and had
passed neither urine nor motions. I insisted on the necessity

of introducing the cathéter, and removed eleven pints of

urine. Immédiate relief was experienced, and as three months
before I had witnessed in au analogous, but less severe case,

spontaneous réduction of the womb, after évacuation of the

contents of the bladder, I consented to delay any further re-

médiai action, although I entertained but slendor hopo of a

siniilar favourable resuit. This exportation was not realised,

and on the 1 6th I again introduced tho cathéter, and made
unavailing attempts at réduction. I then rosolved to lune

recourse to the method recommended by Professor Godefroy,

which tho patient's répugnance had alone prevented me from

resorting to before. I proceeded as follows :

The urine having again been drawn off, I caused a folded

blanket to be laid on the floor, near the bed ; Mrs. C. was

directed to rest on her hands, with her head downwards, tho

anterior aspect of the thighs reposing on the edge of the bed.

She remained five minutes in thi3 attitude, supported by her

husband, in order to allow time for the viscera to descend

from the pelvis towards the diaphragm. I then sat on the

bed, on the patient's left side, methodically introduced my
right hand into the vulva, and gently pressed the tumour

forward and upward for less than two minutes, when I sud-

denly experienced the sensation of having overcome tho ré-

sistance, and felt my objeot was accomplished at the expepn
of but little pain to the woman, who declared herself cured as

soon as she was replaced in bed. Examination per vaginam

demonstrated the correetness of the sunuise, and in the course

of two days Mrs. C. was enabled to return to her usual avoca-

tions. — Pitois, M.D.

Rennes (nie et Vilaine).

Accidents caused by the Utérine Douche in the In-

duction of Prématuré Artificial Labour. — Mr. Blot's

lectures on the induction of prématuré labour remind

me of an accident which occurred in my own practice while I

was performing utérine injections for this purpose, and as no

similar case is recorded in the works on obstetrics, I conceive

your readers will peruse this communication with interest.

Tho patient was a woman, in wliom, on three previous occa-

sions, I had induced artificial delivery at seven months ; I had

ascertained with tho pelvi meter that the conjugate diameter of

her pelvis barely reached two inches and eight Unes, and oh

the 28th of February, 1859, I resorted to an injection of water

at a température of about 88 degrees (Fahr.) The orifice of

the os uteri admitted of the introduction of two fingers, and

five or six hours before a first injection had already been per-

formed. As labour-pains did not follow, and as tho mem-
branes did not distinctly protrudo, I insorted the caoutchouc

tube at an inch or fifteen lines above the cervix, in order to

promote utérine action, while my assistant continued for a few

moments to work the pump, although the water did not iv-

turn. After eight or ten strokes of tho piston, the woman
suddenly rose and exclaimed that she was stifling. She was

motionless, her countenance was livid, her oyes staiïng, and I

feared syncope niight supervene. Suspecting, however, that

thèse formidable symptoms niight be due to foroiblo distension

of the womb, I introduced two fingers, and thus facilitated tho

cseape of a considérable quantity of water. Utérine distension

ceased, and immédiate relief was experienced.

Expulsive pains promptly ensued, and after an interval of

three hours, I extricated with a small forceps a child which

lived two days. The patient soon recovered perfect health,

with the exception of a slight amount of granular motiitis,

which yielded to a few applications of lunar caustic, and four-

teen months after I was again summoned for the performance

of the same opération. On this occasion the object was at-
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tained with a single injection of fifteen minutes' duration, the

utevus having apparently acquired the liabit of contracting at

seven months.
Vii.lartay, M.D.,
VUré (Ille et Vilaine).

SCIENTIFIC MISCELLANEA.

Deltoidean Rheumatism. — Professor Velpeau invited

attention some years ago, in his clinieal lectures, to a disease

of the shoulder of obscure nature, which supervenes sud-

denly, ami is niarked hy pain and loss of museular power
;

it resembles rheumatism, although it is not rheumatism,

and may entail atrophy of the dcltoid, and in some cases

ankylosis of the joint. A description of the affection will be

found in the twentieth volume of the présent Journal (1819,

Art. 3756), and also in a subséquent number (Art. 3772), in

which we recorded Mr. Malgaigne's remarks at Hospital

Saint Louis on Scapulalgia, or arthralgia of the shoulder.

This disease is obviously the same as that alluded to by Mr.
Velpeau, and is characterised in its actite stage by pain on
pressure in a spot corresponding with the anterior part of the

head of the os humeri. We would not be understood to assert

that this is precisely the same complaint as that adverted to

by Mr. Beau in the last fasciculus of the Archives de Médecine,
under the dénomination of rheumatism of the deltoid muscle,

although we are inclined to believe that between this localised

form of rheumatism and Seapulalgia, a close connexion will be
found to exist. The following, however, is a brief abstract of

the remarks offered by the learned physician of La Charité on
deltoidean rheumatism :

The deltoid is as liable to rheumatism as otlier muscles in

which the disease is frequently observed, such as those of the

neck, spine, etc. («). Five or six cases occur annually in Mr.
Beau's practice, and the affection may be divided into four

degrees, according to the severity of the pain. In the iirst the

pain is trifiing, and is induced only by contraction of the

muscle, which is always possible. In the second the suffering

is greater, and absolutely prevents contraction, but does not
exist when the muscle is at rest. In the third, not only is

contraction impracticable, but spontaneous, and continuous
pain is présent, and is increased in the passive movements of

the arm. In the fourth tho pain is of a more aggravated cha-

racter, and the permanent contraction of the muscles of the
axilla fixes the ïinib in one unchangeable position. According
to Mr. Beau, the diagnosis can be established with case, and
palpation, together with the difticulty and pain attendant on
museular action, show that the deltoid suffers, and suffers from
rheumatism.

The usual cause is exposure to cold. It occurs frequently
in winter nights, when the shoulder is incautiously uncovered
in turning in bed, and married are more liable to it than single

persons for this reason. Mr. Beau conceive3 that from its

close connection with the skin, to which it is intimately
attached by a thin layer of dense cellular tissue, the deltoid is

more subject than the other muscles of the same région to

euffer in this manner. Hence we can readily understand that
when the shoulder is exposed to the contact of cold air, the
most habituai determining cause of museular rheumatism, the
skin is first affected, und transmits the morbid impression to

the adjacent museular fibres, which belong to the deltoid.

In gênerai tho disease is observed on one side only with any
great degree of severity. In 1860, Mr. Beau met at the Hos-
pital of La Charité with foui- cases, ail of which were noticed
in women. In 1862 he also noted four cases, three of which
were in females, and in one instance paralysis of the deltoid

(a) Mr. Beau hère ail but liâmes pleurodynia, but refrains from
doing M , beeauae lie doubla its rlieuiuatic nature. He conçoives it
to consist, Bot in rheumatism of the intercostal muscle, but of the
intercostal nerve, that is to say, in rheumatic ncuralgia unalogous
to sciatica or tic douloureux —The Editor.

followed tho rheumatic pains which had been extremely
intense.

The female sex is therefore especially liable to"'the affection.

Mr. Beau does not recommend any particular médication,

but he adduces two cases, from wliiclx we may infer, as indeed

ont previous observations at Hospital Saint Louis had already

led us to conclude, that very little beneflt is to be oxpected

from any method of treatment. Hère, as in stiff-neck and
lumbago, cupping, blistoring, shampooing, vapour baths, etc.,

frequently fail in giving any relief, and sometimes the disoas

suddenly ceases as it had appeared, or gradually diminishes ii.

intensity. Mr. Beau, however, believes that in several in-

stances lie hastenêd the advent of a favourablo issue, by cold

lotions over the body. Another point deserving of attention,

but not alluded to by the aùthor, is the utility of imparting

extensive movements to the joint as soon as pressure over the

head of the humérus ceases to cause pain. The reluctance of

the patient must be overcome, and the arm should be worked

in order to avert a progressive increase of the weakness of the

deltoid muscle, and the contraction of the fibrous structures.

Cautérisation of Jnternal Hjsmorrhoids with Mono-
hydrous Nitric Acid. — When external hamiorrhoids are

accompanied by the protrusion of internai piles, Mr. Gosselin

conceives that surgical interposition is called for. The
surgeon should resort with regard to the internai hremor-

rhoids, to an innocuous and moderately painful procédure,

analogous to that adopted by nature in the spontaneous de-

struction of protruded and strangulated piles. The constric-

tion occasions mortification, the ulcers heal, the cicatrisation

is attended with decrease of the bulk of the tumours, and the

subséquent contraction of the scars causes them fiually to dis-

appear, together with the symptoms to which they had given

lise. Mr. Gosselin artificially attains the same object by the

application of monohydrous nitric acid, which effects the dé-

sirable structural changes, lias nono of the périls of excision,

and possesses a degree of security and précision as perfect ai

if the actual cautery or the écraseur had been resorted to.

The Gazette des Hôpitaux describes this procédure in its im-

pression of December 20, 1862, in recording the case of a

woman who was admitted into Mr. Gosselin's wards for exco-

riated internai hamiorrhoids.

The patient, say3 Mr Brochin, had long suffered pain during

and after défalcation, and a sensation of obstruction was expe-

rienced in the anus after the passage of évacuations, as from

the présence of a foreign body ; the tumours engaged in th»

sphincter were reducible by steady pressure with the hand
during several minutes, and the pain persisted for half an hour

after this opération. By careful examination of the parts after

the administration of an enema, Mr. Gosselin ascertaincd the

présence of several extruded internai hajmorrhoids, moderately

largo, one of which was excoriated on its surface, fonning a

kind of fissure, which was doubtless the cause of the severe

pain eoinplained of. Around the margin of the anus several

round hard piles also existed, which trecame BOmeWhat con-

gested during prolapsus, but promptly subsided when the

mucous membrane and internai hamiorrhoids were replacod in

the intestine beyond the gripe of the sphincter.

Although some part of the sufferings of the patient mighf

be referrible to the excoriation alluded to, Mr. Gosselin opined

that the pain niight also be. l'airly attributed to the protrusion

and temporary strangulation of the internai tumours, and that

it was désirable to havo reoourse to measures calculated at

once to remove the fissure and guard against prolapsus. For

this purpose he adopted the plan we hâve mentionad, which
for more than twolve months lie lias given the préférence to

for tho treatment of internai piles causing luemorrhage, obsti-

nate prolapsus, severe pain, etc.

An enema was in the first place thrown in ; iinmcdiately

after the évacuation of the contents of the bowel, a pencil of

amianthus, steeped in monohydrous nitric acid, wasappiied to

the excoriated surface, and to the surface of the other internai

luomorrhoids, which were thon perinitted to return into the

rectum. The pain and subséquent inflammation were mode-
rate, and favourable results may confidently be expected.
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tfjri Jûùml Cimtlur.

LECTURES
ON DISEASES OF ÏHE SKIN.

By George Ross, M.U.

The Complexily and Unctrtaintij of Remédies—Cutaneous Diseases

uot Local Affections—The Constitutional Character of Cutaneous

Diseases—Parasitical Affections—Heieditariness ; Psoriasis ; the

Gottty Affections ; Lichen and Goût.

There is uo departineiit of the l'ractice of Medicinc more com-

plex than that of the treatment of diseases of the skiu. If we are

readers of the Médical journals, we shall see almost every week

an announceiueut of some new recipe or method of cure ; but

rarely a single good reason given for the administration of any

rernedy old or new. Thèse prescriptions are almost invariably

designed for external application. Many of the new recipes are

inerely modifications of old ones ; or some of the resources of

gênerai surgery, applied to tins particular department of practice.

Yet we cannot afford to overlook any new suggestion ; l'or skin

diseases are among the opprobria of medicine, often imcertain in

tlieir origin, variable in their course, and intractable to the ablest

treatment.

This characterisation applies chiefly to chronic cases ; the acute

and simple forms being easily ruanageable. It is owiug to the great

différence between the ephemeral and chronic cases in their rela-

tions to treatment, that the administration of remédiai agents lias

been so unsatisfactory, that which one practitioner has found suc-

cessful, failing in the hands of another.

Then, again, it is forgotten that old cases can only be cured by a

protracted treatment. Nature may be drawn but cannot be forced

abruptly from her old ways. The process of réparation and change
is often slow, and requires patience and persévérance on the part

both of the sufferer and practitioner. If this be not borne in

niind, we are apt to fty from one remedy to another without getting

the proper curative efficacy out of any.

Again, it is quite a mistake to regard the immense rnajority of

cutaneous diseases as merely local, as has bcen hitherto a generally

accepted notion.

As a resuit of this opinion, the treatment of thèse diseases has

been almost entirely empirical ; and the multiplicity of alleged

remédies truly surprising. Most of thèse recipes, however erudite

and skilful in appcarance, are merely a shuffling of the components
of old prescriptions into new places and with fresh proportions. We
do not find this excess of empiricisui in the treatment of any other

. class of maladies, the pathology and course of which are well under-
stood. Generally speaking, the treatment of disease is simplified

in proportion as an opportunity of studying the effect of remédies
is afforded to the sensés. The treatment of surgical affections is

comparatively simple. Tonics and a suitable dietary internally,

and plain water applied, in various modes, externally, constitutc

apart from operative proceedings, the sum of the most advanced
practice. Diseases of the lungs hâve, since the introduction of the
stéthoscope and the foundation of a method of diaguosis on
Çhysical signs, become equally amenable to very simple treatment.
'he therapeutics of eye diseases also is gradually undergoing im-

provement, espccially since the ophthalmoscope lias corne into use.

We no longer hear of the bold, reckless, and expérimental practice

resorted to a quarter of a century ago. It is only when we do not
understand a disease, when iU cause and course are shrouded in
mystery, that we indulge in a tentative practice, and encumber
our books and memories with a farrago of ingeniously-contrived
but tweless remédies.

Again, it is in the latter class—the ill-understood class of dis-

eases—that we are more especially prone to swear by authority.
When Nature does not clearly reveal lier niethods to our sensés,
we are glad to take the dictuin of any interpréter. What does Dr.
A or Dr. B. say ? is the question.

An exaggerated or exclusive view of the local nature of diseases
of the skin is then erroneous both in principle and practice. Nine-
tenths of the complcx médicaments that are ordiiiarily given for
the cure of éruptions might be dispensed with by attending more
systematically to the gênerai health ot the sufferers. Take acné for
example. What a multitude oi external applications has becu
advised and resorted to for the cure of this disease ! Yet it must
be apparent to any intelligent practitioner that Uns complaint in
most cases attends the évolution of certain new states of the System
at the period of puberty, that in other cases it is merely sympto-
matic of a disorder of the blood, stomach, or other of the internai

organs

—

neverpurely local External remédies may, and do, palliate

but cannot cure. If any practitioner fancies he eau cure acuc sim-

ply with ointment of nitrate of mercury or of iodide of lead, or sul-

phur, lotions of bichloride of mercury or hydrochlorate of amnionia,

bran wash or almond emulsion, &c, &c, he will commence a wild-

goose chase. He had better put them ail and each aside, and give

his attention to the constitutional conditions which lus médical
training will convince him excite the cutaneous disorder. I do not

say that he must not employ local remédies, only that he must not

rely upon them, and deceive himself and the misérable sufferer.

He can soothe the skin, and comfort his patient; but beyond tins,

lotions and ointments will not avait.

This is the broad distinction I wish to enforce in the treatment

of ail diseases of the skin ; for I know of none that are not benefited

by its habituai observance.

Then it must be further remarked that, however mimerons the

remédies, their efficacy is attributable to some commou action. If

internai remédies, they cither depurate the System of effete or in-

jurious matter, support the vital powers or improve the innerva-

tion ; of external, they either stimulate the skin, soothe it, re-

cstablish blocked-up sécrétions or act as parasiticides. Now, many
remédies may effect each of thèse intentions ; and as a conséquence

each practitioner has a sélection of favourite resources. Thèse hâve

been the chief causes of the multiplication of curative agents.

The Constitutional Character of Cutaneous Diseases.

What do we BMW by a constitutional cause in relation to erup-

tive affections 1

In the first place, it may be a lever—a disturbance of the gênerai

System, as in the exantliems, and the acute stage of eczéma or

lichen.

2nd. It may be organic disorders, as of the liver, intestinal canal,

womb, kidneys, lungs, brain, or spinal cord.

3rd. It may be an évolution of a constitutional change, as at

puberty and the climacteric.

4th. It may be an outbreak of a spécifie inflammatory disease,

as goût.

5th. It may be a constitutional cachexia induced by small-pox,

scrofula or syphilis.

6th. It may be a congénital or hereditary prédisposition.

7th. It may be a bad conformation, especially of the chest, inter-

fering with the aération of the blood, and, consequently, the nutri-

tion of the System, or it may be simply the debility induced by
privation and uufavourable atmospheric conditions.

8th. It may be perverted innervation dépendent upon irritation

in some distant organ ; or

9th. A degenerated state of the skin itself caused by the per-

sistence of the disease, and involving disordered functions in other

organs.

As a rule, then, éruptions are an évolution of an internai action
;

the skin is not primarily but consequentially attacked, and we
are forced to the conclusion that remédies addressed to the

opérations of the interior econoiny are necessary to the cure.

Parasitical Affections.

Even as regards parasitical affections, I maintain this doctrine.

It is no proof to me that the constitution is not affected, because we
can kill the parasite. I hâve just had a child under my care with

favus; in less than a week from the time of commencing treatment,

the head lias been cleansed, chiefly by cutting the hair, employing
a lotion of hyposulphite of soda, and a stimulating ointment. In

two or three days the child may be pronounced cured. Yet cured

he is not. He is a pale, strurnous boy, with a square head, protu-

bérant at sides, and flat at top ; and, unless he be fed with iron and

cod-liver oil, will at no distant period, in ail probability, exhibit a

porrigenous éruption on his body and scalp. Yet we are told, because

we destroy the parasite, we annihilate the disease, as if the parasite

were the disease, the fous et origo mali. Not so ;
parasites, like

other plants, require a suitable soil to grow in. Neither on your

head nor mine will they germinate, though the air should be, as it

is said to be, freighted with their spores in myriads. Give them
the proper nidus, and they will spring up, like mushrooms, in a

night.

The Hereditariness of Cutaneous Diseases ; Psoriasis.

Again, tïiere is no idea more strongly impressed on my mind,

than the conviction of the hereditary character of many of the

more intractable forms of cutaneous affections. Not that every

hereditary prédisposition shall always nmnifest itself in the saine

form of disease. It would be a great mistake to assume this, j ust

as it is a glaring error to assume that there are distinct lines of

démarcation between the uuiuerous varieties of éruptions. Papules,

vesicles, pustules, and scales, ail glide one into another ;
and you

may see ail the forms at once on the same patient—one predo-

minating, others incidental, or one maturing into another. I hâve

already expressed my opinion of the hereditary character of most

of the structural forms of cutaneous disease

—

c.g., acni; rosaces,

prurigo, psoriasis, and lepra. A few days ago, I saw a child with

patehes of psoriasis on various parts of his body. On uiakiiig

inquiries, I found that his mother—a lady of much intelligence,
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and posseasor of a large 6hare of beauty, too—had been, when a
child, afflic.ted with the same disease, but not since ; that she liad

two brothers and one sister similarly affected, and that her father

had also suffered from cutaneous disease ail his life. Her mother,
I was informed, was quite free from any affection of the skin.

Historiés of this kind are continually coming to my knowledge.

The Gouty Dïathesis; Lichen and Goût.

The dépendance of some éruptions upon a poisonous principle in

the blood, lias been manifested to me in a very striking manner
during the past fortuight. I was requested (Jan. 31st) to see a
gentleman wno had been taken ill on the previous evening, when,
as it was said, " an éruption had broken out ail over his body."
On visitir.g him, I found that lie was about twenty-five
years of âge, of rather pale complexion. He first showed me his

arms, which were covered, both on the inner and outer surface, with
small papules, sometimes solitary, and sometimes grouped—clearly
lichen. Thèse had been so hot and itching, that they had kept him
awake during the greater part of the night. This éruption was
spread over his body, but least on his legs. On niaking inquiries
respecting his gênerai health, lie showed me his right foot, and lo !

the great toe and instep were red and swollen—unmistakeable goût !

There was also a patch of redness over the left olecranon ; it was
not, however, accompanied with swelling. He was ordered an
aperient and a draught containing twenty minims of Liq.
Potassœ, and twenty minims of Vin. Ant. Tait., to be taken every
four hours. An alkaline lotion was prescribed, consisting of two
scruples of carbonate of soda, half an ounce of glycérine, and half
an ounce of rectified spirits of wine, to six ounces of distilled
water. Tins was to be applied frequently, to allay the itching.

Feb. 1.—Feels more coinfortable ; the lotion gives ease. There
is, however, a patch of redness, also, over the right olecranon. The
éruption is more developed, and ver)- peculiar. The papules are
disappearing, and their bases are becoming tubercular, being hard
and elevated. about the size of split peas. 'More than this, a délicate
red ring, of about half an inch in diameter, 6urrounds each, the in-
tervening space being natural in hue. There are no papules in the
ring, thus differing from what is termed lichen annulatus and its

allied forms. When three or four papules are grouped together,
their areola? are united, and fonu a circle of about an inch in dia-
meter, the skin looking mottled.

Feb. 2.—The rose rings hâve disappeared, but the tubercles
remain, though less hard and elevated. Toe better, but the sole of
the foot is swollen and painful. To add half a drachm of Vin. Col-
ohici to each dose. Repeat the aperient.

Feb. 3.—The éruption and the goût disappeaiing together.
Feb. 4.—Both gone. To take quinine.
This was a most interesting case, equally as regards the syn-

chronicity of goût and lichen, and the remarkable character of the
éruption. Tins éruption I should be disposed to terni lichen tuber-
rulosu.i, only that it is a pity to niultiply désignations.

I believe that the alkaline treatment was efRcacious in deter-
miniiig the conclusion of this éruption ; which, from its abundance,
and the peculiar size and hardness of tbe base of the papules,
uiight hâve been expected to continue, even after the relief of the
goût. I may observe that this gentleman was very abstemious, and
had not tasted any spirituous beverage for four years.
There was, however, an hereditary tendency to goût as well as to

eruptive disease. A younger brother and" 6ister, whom I had
•ttended some tinie before, suffered more severely from acné than
»ny persons whom I hâve ever seen ; and an uncle, who had been
a martyr to goût for many years, and whose har.ds were knotted
with chalk-stones, hearing that his nephew was ill from the same
affection, could not refrain from visiting him to congratulate him
upon his first attack of the family complaint !

Hère wa9 one instance among many, in which goût and lichen
were associated and caused by a common poison ; but had there
been no évidence of goût, still expérience would convince us that
lichen is produced by some abnormal principle, or by an excess of
«orne natural principle (nrobably acid) in the blood. The mère
description of the external characters of eruptive diseases can teach
us but little about the proper curative treatment, which must be
learned by studying them in the light of a gênerai pathology.

(To be continued.)

CASE OF POISONING BY MEASLY PORK.
By W. B. McKinlat, M.D., Paislbt.

On Fnday afternoon, 7th November, Mr. Colligan, of Johnstone,
called and requested me to make a post mortein examination of the
body of achild, aged about fourteen months, which had died un-
expectedly that înorning, having been taken unwell only the evening
before.

On proceeding to the place—a small village about four miles dis-
tant from Paisley—I found upon inquiry that the following were the
particulars regarding the death :

On the Tiiursday the child (a boy) aged about fourteen months,

was in perfect health, and very lively, running about and playing
with other children in his usnal way. On account of being an in-
teresting and very active child lie «as a great f'avourite, and was
made much of. Nothing whatever unusual had occurred during the
day. AV'hen the father came home from his work (that of a miner)
about six o'elock in the evening, the child was taken upon his knee,
and shared with him his evening meal. This consisted of some fresh
pork and tea, with the usual accompaniment of bread. The child
got a small quantity of the pork, and drank sparingly of the
tea, of which lie was not very fond. He continued well
until eight, when sickness came on, and very shortly vomit-
ing took place, though not to any great extent ; the bowels
were also acting rather freely. The sickness continued very
severe. Indeed, as the parents described, he was completely laid

with it, continued so during the whole of the night, and died early
next morning (Friday). Until shortly before the death the parents
did not consider that there was anything of great importance wrong
with the child, and as they had to send a distance of two miles, they
had not thought it necessary to send for Mr. Colligan. Shortly pre-
vious to death they saw the face of the child, as they said, becoming
very dark, when they at once sent off for him ; but before he was
able to reach the place the child had died. It should, however, be
remarked that they of their own accord had put the child into a hot
bath, and had given him small quantities of spirits, with which ex-
ceptions, however, they had done nothing.
The body was that of a child well formed, and evidently well

nourished. There were no marks upon any part of the surface of
body, which was rather pale. On laying open the chest the thymus
gland was found large in size; tlie lungs were found ofabright
colour, and healthy in structure ; the heart was normal, and within

the various cavities there was a small quantity of dark blood. The
liver was slightly congested, but not markedly so. Over the whole
external surface of the bowels there were numerous small ticks, or

minute points of a reddish colour. The contiguous parts were per-

fectly pale, at no part was there the slightest appearance of inflam-

mation. Few, if any, of thèse points were larger in size than a pin

head. Double ligatures were carefully applied round both the

cardiac and pyloric orifices of the stomach, and the stomach and its

contents were removed for examination. The lining membrane of the

stomach was found rather redder than usual, and throughout its

whole surface, both external and internai, there were very many
ticks or points similar to those above described, but at no part of it

was there any appearance of decided inflammation. The contents,

about three fluid drachms, were of a dark colour having no peculiar

odour. The substance and contents of the stomach were removed
in a carefully secured bottle for further examination. AU tbe other
viscera were in a normal state. The brain was exposed, and the
vessels were found very slightly congested.
The stomach and its contents were carefully examined both chemi-

cally and microscopicslly, but no abnormal substance could be
deiected. Small portions having the appearance of minute pièces

of pork were seen, but nothing remarkable otherwise.
Two other members of the family who had at the same time par-

taken of the pork were slightly sick, but so slight as to call for no
spécial remark. I found that a portion of the pork was still left

;

upon examination, I found that it was very much measled. This I

am very much inclined to believe was the cause of the fatal resuit.

I was very careful in the cueniical analysis, making it a most minute
one, but not the slightest indication could I obtain of the présence
of any poison or noxious matter.

So far as I am at présent aware, this is the first case of rapid fatal

resuit arisingfroni measled pork. ]n the other parties whopartook
of it at the same time, sickness had been induced only in a very slight

degree. This might, in some measure, be accounted for from the

fact that in ail probability in their cases a large portion of farina-

ceous matter would be taken aloni; with it, and also. from the more
robust state of the System—they being full grown ; whereas in tbe

case of the child, even although it had been wholesome, it was, to say

the least of it, a very questionable article of diet.
—

' Glasgow Médi-

cal Journal.'

Middlesex Hospital.—The quarterly court of this charity was
held on Tiiursday last, the Hon. Captain Maude R.N., in the chair.

Prayers having beon read by Dr. Hare, the chaplain, the usual
business was transacted. Among the legacies bequeathed during
the past quarter there was one which is deserving of spécial notice,

inasuiiich as the douer, Mr. Cropper, exhibited a singular instance
of rigid economy in his personal expenditure, combined with a
houniiful and almost princely benevolence towards the poor. Mr.
Cropper, who was ninety years old when he died, had it. appears,
survived ail bis relations. He was a barrister-at-Iaw, and hved in
the most frugal manner in Lis chambers at Grny's Inn. The amount
of his property at the time of his decease is estiniated at 4,000£. per
annum, and 10,000/. in money, the whole of which lie bas bestowed
upon the London charities, selecting Middlesex Hospital as his

residuary legatee. This lias been a great boon to the institution,

as it appears from the report that its expenditure is considerably
greater tban its income.
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WANTED, A BOAED OF HEALTH.
Wo once had a Board of Health in this country ; but it

seenied good to Parliament to eut off the supplies, and the

Board was of necessity abolished. Yet a State Department

for the management of ail matters relating to public bealth is

a requirement araong every civilised people. In this respect,

Franco takes the lead and the crédit from England. Although

in this country the science of préventive medicine originated,

yet wo cannot be faithful to our own honour, nor act up to our

own convictions. Parliament, which is said to bc the em-

bodied wisdom of the country, likes to indulge in philan-

thropie aspirations, but hâtes to pay for theni. It is ever

professing to désire the well-being of the people, and is fond

of drawing éloquent perorations on the proverbial topic that

" health is wealth ;" yet it grudges every shilling expended

to realise its own principles. How delighted the radical

members were to dissect the last Board of Health, to haggle

over the few pounds it cost the country, and to hold up its

opérations to contempt. They could not, however, get rid of

Mr. Simon, so they transferred him to the Privy Council,

where he enjoys the otium cum dignitate of a retired bene-

factor of his country.

The Ministers do not care to disturb his ease and serenity.

He stands outside the enchanted circle of executive duty ; he

is left " out in the cold," as the Americans would say, and

there is no disposition to warm him with work. We do not

suppose that this is the fault of Mr. Simon ; it seems rather

to be a set purpose on the part of the Government to ignore

the existence of their Médical Officer of the Privy Council.

How, otherwise, must we account for the step recently taken

by Lord John Russell, who, on receiving a communication

from the Paris Board of Health, asking to be made acquainted

with English expérience on the subject of Tinea, sent the

queries—not to Mr. Simon, the Government's Officer, but to

the Collège of Physicians 1

"We congratulate the Collège upon receiving the confidence

of the Ministry, and advise them to ask for a Parliamentary

grant to recompense them for the cost of discharging the

duties of a Board of Health. Their new Licence has not been

so 8ucce8sful a spéculation that they can afford to pay out of

their own coffers the expenses incident to the performance of

a public duty.

Seriously, it is Unie that there was some professional

organisation for public purposes in relation to sanitary ques-

tions. Mr. Simon is evidently thought not to be sufficiently

représentative, or his office not of adéquate dignity to justify

his being charged with uiinisterial duty ; the Collège of Phy-

sicians is in our judgment too partial in its constitution and
relations to the Profession at large, to be entrusted with such

a task ; but there is one body that assuredly is not wanting

either in dignity, intelligence, or comprehensiveness of cha-

racter which would be eminently adapted for such an office.

Why does the Government on such occasions overlook the

Médical Council ? It has no more claim upon one body
than upon the other ; and if the Government thinks it riglit

that the duties of a Board of Health should be confided to a

Médical body—an opinion which we consider entirely correct

—

then the most suitable Board to which they could bc entrusted

would be the Médical CounciL

The Médical Council being a représentation of »11 the Uni-

versities and Collèges, would be able, without exeitingjealousies,

to communicate with ail thoso institutions, supposing it should

deam such a course nocessary, and through them with every

member of the Profession.

The duties of a Board of Health would constitute a very

proper fuuction for the Council, and would not fail to add to

its importance and dignity. There would be no difficulty,

moreover, in carrying out any duties of the kind through a

committee, the members of which, résident in the three

kingdoms, would, on receiving a communication from the

Registrar, of the nature of that which has originated theso

remarks, be in a position to collect the opinions of médical

practitioners in their own districts without delay or difficulty.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

RUSSELL V. ADAMS.

The conclusion of this case has so completely taken the

world by surprise that it is difficult to account for the extra-

ordinary verdict to which the jury, after some hésitation,

agreed. Mr. Adams, who is the well-known Orthopredic

Surgeon, was charged with a breach of promise of marriage,

alleged to hâve been given under circumstances that seeni

entirely to preclude the possibility of a belief that any such

promise had been made. Mr. Adams is a married man and

has a family of children ; he holds, moreover, a good social

and professional position, and up to this tiine has borne th©

shield of his honour untarnished. The plaintiff,who is a widow,

has a daughter who appears to possess certain social attrac-

tions,—among others a good voice for song ; and it would

seem that on one occasion Mr. Adams had the felicity of

hearing it.

It is stated that Mrs. Eussell first presented herself to Mr.

Adams at the Orthopœdic Hospital to obtain his advice on the

case of a deformed child. As she represented herself to be the

widow of a physician who had practised in Dublin, and to havo

other médical connexions, Mr. Adams was anxious to show her

some courtesy, and told lier to apply in future at his private

house. This she did for a time ; but, being at length taken

ill, she was unable to pay the customary visit, and sent her

daughter with the child. At this period the Eussells were living

at Hornsey ; but now it is alleged that they were induced by Mr.

Adams to take expensive lodgings in Osnaburgh-street, London,

that for six months, he had fréquent intereourse with thcniother

and daughter, and that the end of it ail was a promise of

marriage. A charge of this kind ought to bave been sustained

by clear évidence ; but from beginning to end of the testiniony

on the side of the plaintiffs there was absolutely nothing to

prove the allégation. No letters, no corroborative testiniony,

no évidence of improprieties, nothing to show that the inter-

course between Mr. Adams and the Eussells was anything more

than might take place without sinister or ulterior intentions.

This pseudo-love affair became complicated in Osnaburgh

street with pecuniary troubles, and an inconvénient landlady

becomes a prominent character in the drama. The Eussells

ate and drank freely, the elder lady having a peculiar taste for

unswectoned gin and soda water, and they set up great preten-

sions, but Mrs. Lama, the landlady, refused to be mollified.

At length they told her that the young lady was engaged to

be married to Mr. Adams. Mrs. Lama, anxious, perhaps, to

make good her security, broached the subject to that gentle-

man one day whon he was making a call. Mr. Adams was

astonished, and denieJ the soft impeachment point-blank
;
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Mrs. Lamas eyes were opened, aud lier lodgers changed their

résidence. Tlien Mr. A dams called on the Russells witli Mr.

Blaize as a witness ; everything was denied, but at last, the

Russells, apparently at the end of their wits and their purse,

resolved to bring tins action for breach of promise. Such is

an outline of the case ; there is no évidence against Mr.

Adams worth a straw, nothing to ground a case upon, not a

single point upon which an adverse judgment could be based.

JSevertheless, the jury were divided in opinion for some

time, and at length compromised their différences by agree-

ing to a verdict which is about as mischievous as if it

had been given against the défendant They excul-

pate hini only because the plaintiff had not proved her

case to their satisfaction—practically a verdict of not proven

—a verdict in which the charge is assumed to hâve been pro-

bably true and failed only because proof could not be adduced.

This sort of verdict is most unusual in our courts of law, and,

in the présent instance, appears to us to be without an iota of

justification. Ihe Lord Chief Baron dwelt, in the course of

his suiiiuiing up, very strongly upon the moral aspects of the

case, and although perhaps lie did not intend to press heavily

upon the défendant, yet it would appear that his observations

had an unfortunate influence upon the minds of some of the

jury. On the whole, we hâve never known a verdict less sup-

ported by the évidence ; and we cannot refrain from expressing

our opinion that the implied censure on Mr. Adams is quite

unmerited, and that he left the court without a stain upon his

honour.

BAD TIMES FOE DOOTOBS.

London has rarely been so healthy as at the présent time.

The Mortality Lists are far below the average of the last ten

years, and, in the City of London, Dr. Letheby says that last

week the deaths were only 45, the average of seven years for

the corresponding week being 68— one-third more. Of course

there are no patients, and doctors hâve plenty of leisure to

muse upon thegeology of London flagstones, or attend Christ-

mas parties. We hâve seen more doctors promenading in

Regent-street during the past week that we can ever remember,

—a very bad sign of the times. The extrême salubrity of the

season is, no doubt, owing to its mildness. The air on many
days has been fresh and balmy, and the température unusually

moderato. It seems likely to last !

BAILWAY REFEREES.

In a case heard before the Court of Exchequer, before Mr.

Baron Martin, last week, in which compensation was claimed

for an injury caused by a collision that took place in the

Clayton tunnel, on the London, Brighton, and South Coast

Railway, the learned Baron is reported to hâve censured Dr.

Hall, the référée of the Company, and Dr. Taff, the médical

attendant of the patient, for having settled the claim by pri-

vate arrangement. The father of the plaintiff was at first

offered 10?., which was refused ; he then agreed to take 15Z.,

and signed a document to that effect His son, however, did

not improve in his health, as was expected, and he brought

this action. The original agreement was altogether set aside,

and the plaintiff was awarded five hundred pounds in damages.

The point to which we wish to call attention is this—the

morality of Médical men ncgotiating private settltments of

such claims. Mr. Baron Martin is reported to hâve said " that

the conduct of the Company was such as he hoped not to see

repeated. If Médical men in the position of Dr. Hall and
Mr. Taff chose, in addition to their professional duties, to act

as a Conipany's agent in settling claims against the Company,

and obtaining receipts for the same, they must expect to hear

some unpleasant cominents made on their conduct, and he
hoped that lie should hear of no more such cases in future.

Ho would, however, be sorry to impute actual fraud to Dr.
HalL" This is very strong language ; but we also are sorry

that we cannot see its justification. Private arrangements are

made every day by persons who are not Médical men ; the

very Judges not unfrequently recommend that disputes

coming before them should be arranged privately, and some-
times add that they ought not to hâve been brought into

court at ail. If Baron Martin's dictum be sound, then every

trumpery case of claim for injury must be taken into a court

of law. Perpétuai litigation may suit lawyers, but it is not

good for the public ; and it is botter on moral grounds that

such questions should be settled, when possible, by private

arrangement. The objections against going to law are, as a

rule, as strong in thèse cases as in others ; but the lawyers

would not like to lose the profitable business which arises

from actions against rich companies.

The same newspaper that gives a report of this case also

reports another, arising out of the same accident. This was

heard at Guildhall, before Mr. Secondary Potter and a spécial

jury. It was of considérable importance, and the damages

awarded amounted to 2,500Z. In this case, an attempt was

made to bias the jury by reprehending the conduct of the

Company. Mr. Montague Chambers "complained of the

System acted upon by Dr. Hall to settle cases. He hoped it

would go forth to the public, and that the Company would

abstain from such improper conduct." Mr. Secondary Potter,

however, took a sensible, business-like, and extra-profcssional

view of the matter. He said that " he did not agrée with ail

that had been said by the learned counsel as to the propriety

of the system of a Médical man settling cases of accident. It

rnight be prudent in some cases, and save litigation. It was,

however, a mère matter of opinion." We hâve no doubt of

the expediency of settling trivial cases in this manner
;

although, of course, certain cases will occur, when the décision

of a more important tribunal may be necessary for the admin-

istration of justice. The remarks of Mr. Baron Martin are,

we think, unduly severe.

MR. COULSON.

We observe with much satisfaction that His Royal Highness

the Prince of Wales has directed Letters Patent to be passed

under his Privy Seal, appointing Mr. Coulson, the eminent

Surgeon, Sheriff of the county of Cornwall. Mr. Coulson has

purchased considérable property in the county, and possesses

a beautiful seat at Kenegie, near Penzance, his birth-place.

It is rumoured that Mr. Coulson intends to resign his post at

St. Mary's Hospital, thus carrying into effect the rule advo-

cated in this Journal, and already acted on by many distin-

guished surgeons. We congratulate Mr. Coulson on his in-

tention to escape from the labours of his public appointment,

as it will afford him greater liberty to recreate himself amid

the lovely seclusion of Kenegie, and to spend a duo portion of

his latter days in view of the magnificent panorama presonted

by the glorious bay that circles his native town. The honour

which has been just conferred upon him shows the high esti-

mation in which he is held in his county.

Proposed Hospital at Rotherham.—A commit tee appointed

to cany out the intention of the inhitbitants to establish a publie

liospitul, met for the first time on Wednesday the 4th inst. The
Ohairmiui, J. Yates, Esq., expressed his willingness to give half an
acre of laml fur the site, provided an adjoiuing pièce of similar

dimensions could be obtained. It is proposed to amulgamate the

dispensary already existing with a new institution.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF ST. ANDREWS.

The deep interest winch is now taken in the University of

St Andrews, in conséquence of the liheral policy it has long

maintained, and the high character of its examinations, has in-

duced us to publish a brief account of its origin and history.

We are indebted to a little book published by Mr. Fletcher,

of St. Andrews, for the particulars of this account. The large

number of gentlemen who bave recently beconio graduâtes of

this vénérable university will doubtless be gratified by a perusal

of the more important incidents in the annals of their Aima
Mater. Notwithstanding some disparaging insinuations which

hâve recently appeared in some of the journals, it may be con-

lidently asserted that the graduâtes of St. Andrews hâve given

évidence of attainments superior to any required to pass the
ordeal of other examining boards— one alone perhaps excepted
—the University of London. We bave no doubt that in the
course of a few years, the alumni of St. Andrews will exhibit,

in proportion to their numbers, as brilliant a galaxy of writers

andpractitionere as distinguishes any other university, and that
the past glories of this grand old seat of study will be revived
in its modem graduâtes. While adverting to this rejuvenes-
cence, we cannot forbear to pay due honour to the name of Dr.
Day, by whose unwearied zeal, ability, and dévotion to the in-

terests of the university, this great improvement has been
mainly effected. A change has indeed corne over the univer-
sity through the new régulations issued by the Scottish
Universities' Commissioners ; the jealousies of its rivais hâve
succeeded in curtailing its privilèges, and it has ceased to be
the fountain of honour to ail those practitioners of talent and
expérience who had not in early life the advantage of a
résidence at a university. Nevertheless, we hâve faith in the
energy of Dr. Day and his colleagues and in the prestige which
the university bas acquired, and we see no reason to doubt
that the famé of St. Andrews will continue to shine with un-
diminished lustre. The city has unusual facilities for study,

and already enjoys several valuable educational establish-

ments. In the Madras Collège it possesses an institution wheve
one thousand boys receive a good classical and mathematical
(éducation at a small cost,— an institution that, so far as we
know, has no rival in this country, except it be the great

charitable foundation of Christ's Hospital !

It has two Collèges in connexion with the university ; and
if a good anatomical class should be fornied, we do not know
any place in the three kingdoms where the study of medieine
might be so advantageously prosecuted. Then what man can
l>e insensible to the genius loci ? Oxford and Cambridge exert
spécial claims on account of their antiquity—an antiquity that
may be said never to grow old ; not less so Ht. Andrews, but
it is the antiquity of ivy-clad ruins and mouldering tombs.
Nowhere in England, is there anything comparable to the
picturesque and mournful beauty of this old city. Its vast
remains of castle, cathedral, abbey, gâte, and wall, are monu-
ments of Scottish History that speak eloquently of the eccle-

tiastieal pomp, the burning enthusiasm, and the deadly
struggles of the past. Scotland has yet to learn how to ap-
préciât* this city. It shows to her that she had a glorious
history before the days of John Knox, and we can fancy that
the genius of the nation may yet take a flight from the
'• modem antique " fane of St. Giles's in the High-3treet,
Edinburgh, to meditate, not without priile, amoi-g the stately
relies of a by-gone âge in the widowed city of St. Andrews.
Perhaps our Scotch friends, with ail their love of country and
':arnest sentiment hâve not yet grown archœological ; we hope
they may, if only to allow that we hâve not described with too
rauch ardour the varied beauties of the city of their patron-
saint.

The /iret idea of universities, properly so called, appears to
hâve been fornied about the beginning of the twelth century,
when the human mind, after the long and painful state of
privation to which it had been subjected during the dark âges,
-'•'•lus again to hâve repaired to the springs of Helicon with
extraordinary avidity and ardour.

Previously, indeed, to that period, a kind of schools had
beon established in most of the cathedral churches and monas-
btiiea of Europe, for the instruction of youth. But thèse were
upon a limited plan. They consisted chiefly of institutions for
the teaching of grammar and church music, with a little

rhetoric, logic, and theology. The teachers employed were
few, being only one or two in each school. At the cathedrals,
usually the bishop himself, or lie with an assistant, and in the
monasteries little else seems to hâve been aimed at, but the in-
structing of the younger monks and nuns in such a knowledge
of the Latin language, and of church music, as might enable
them to go through the church service with some sort of
décent propriety.

But the ardent spirit of the twèlth century was not to be so
satisfied. Plans of éducation were formed of a far more ex-
tensive and libéral kind. Societies, composed of persons of
the firet abilities and learning, undertook to instruct youth in
the various branches of human science.

Thèse societies were at first distinguished by the name of
Studia Generalùl, Général Studies, or simply Studies ; as the
Study of Paris, the Study of Bologna. But, about the end of
the twelfth century, or the beginning of the thirtecnth, they
began to be most commonly known by the name of Universi-
tates, universities ; either because learning of ail kinds was
taught in them, and students of ail countries admitted into
their community, or because they were formed into legally

constituted corporations, which, in the Latin of thoso tinius,

were tenned Universitates.

The plan of thèse societies appeared to be so advantageous,
that they were countenanced and encouraged by the pope, and
by every Sovereign in Europe, as well as by ail the opulent
part of the community; and having had large donations be-
stowed upon them, they soon became sufficiently rich, not only
to enable them to erect extensive buildings for the accommo-
dation of themselves and scholars during their public hours,
but also for the purposo of private dwelling-houses, and other
accommodations. They were also enabled to establish funds
for the support and maintenance of the poorer sort of students.
The teachers were termed professors ; and the time that ought
to be employed in the study of each brandi of knowledge was
properly ascertained.

Honours and titles were proposed as incitements to diligent
application

; and thèse, after a stated form and course of ex-
aniination had been gone through, were eonferred upon the ap-
proved scholar. The high value set on thèse honours is suffi-

ciently apparent from history. Doctors, masters, and bachelors,
contended even with the knights of thoso times for precedence;
and some went so far as to assert, that a doctor was a knight
in conséquence of his academical degree, and that the usual
form of création was not hero necessary. This they dis-

tinguished by theterm Chivalrie de Lectures; and the consé-
quences of it was, that the new institutions in a short time
were replenished with a vast and almost incredible number of
students. In the year 1262, there were 10,000 in the Uni-
versity of Bologna ; and, in 1340, there were three times that
number in tlie University of Oxford.
As the establishment of universities was at firet a consé-

quence of the progress and learning, so did they in their turn
contribute to accelerate this progress, and to dispel that thick
darkness which had for four centuries overspread Europe. The ;

ignorance of this period was almost total. Men in the highest
offices of the state sometimes were incapable of signing their

own name, and even the clergy were in a great measure un-
lettqred. " They contentée! themselves," says William of
Malmsbury, a very sensible and judicious writer of the twelfth
century, " with the slightest smattering of letters, and could
hardly stammer through the offices of the church. If any one
amongst them understood a little grammar, he was admired m
a prodigy." Sir Walter Scott makes Douglas say

—

" Thank Ood that never son of mine,
Save Gavin, e'er woutd DCD a line."

This Gavin was the celebrated Bishop of Dunkeld.
The youth of Scotland, during the middle âges, were not

inferior to their neighbours in genius, or in taste for learning.
But having no university in their own country for more than
two centuries after the institution of theso seminaries in othera,
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they were obliged, when they wished to prosecuto their

studies, to go abroad. And as this was attended with trouble,

and a very serions expense, it was a disudvantage strongly felt

and deepiy regretted by many ; but the distracted stato of the

kingdoni, almost constantly involved in wars, prevented for a

long time the application of a rernedy.

At length, in the year 1410, a few men of letters in this

place, desirous of remedying the evil which had been so long

felt and coniplained of, and of promoting the interest of learn-

ing in their own city, formed themselves into a society, for the

purpose of teaching the sciences, and generously ofl'ered their

services to as rnany as chose to attend. John Shevez, officiai

of St. Andrews, William Stephen, afterwards Bishop of Dum-
blaue, and John Lister, one of the canons of the monastery,

read lectures at différent hours on Divinity. Laurence Lin-

doris, a learned theologian, explained the fourth' book of the

sentences of Peter Lombard Dr. Richard Comel taught the

civil and canon laws ; and John Gyll, "William Foulis, and
William Croisier, logic and philosophy. ïhese gentlemen

commenced their lectures at Whitsunday 1410, and were at-

tended by a concourse of students beyond their greatest ex-

pectations.

The success of their lectures was such, that Henry Ward-
law. formerly precentor of Glasgow, and then Bishop of St.

Andrews, the thirty-second in succession of the bishops of this

place, a magnificent and libéral minded prelate, a great, and
perhaps the chief promoter of the association we are speak-

ing of, granted, in about nine months after, a charter in the

following terms :
—" To the vénérable doctors, masters, batche-

lors, and students, residing in his city of St. Andrews, and
their successors, confirming the university there, which they

had so laudably instituted and begun, constituting and de-

claring it to be an university, for the study of divinity, law,

medicine, and the libéral arts, and taking it under his spécial

protection." This charter is dated at St. Andrews, the 27th
of February, 1411. In it, the bishop, for himself and succes-

sors, granted to the members of his university of St. Andrews,

and their successors, ail the powers, privilèges, and immunities,

usually granted to other universities, which are enumerated
;

and obliged the aldermen, bailiffs, and other officers of his city

of St. Andrews, when they entered on their offices, to take an

oath before the rector of the university not to invade or violate

any of thèse privilèges. In the sanie charter, the prior and
chapter of St. Andrews, with the archdeacons of St. Andrews
and Lothian, give their consent to the establishment of the

university, and grant the same privilège to its members in ail

their baronies and lands.

But as no transaction of moment was in those times con-

cluded without the approbation of the Pope, the above men-
tioned charter, accompanied with pétitions for its confirmation

froni the king, the bishop, the prior, and the chapter, was
transmitted to Benedict XIII., one of the three then contend-

ing popes, and to whom Scotland then adhered. Benedict,

who resided at Arragon, granted two bulls in return ; one
confirming the above charter, and ail the privilèges and im-

munities it contained, and another conferring additional privi-

lèges on the new university above those contained in the

charter. But thèse bulls were dated at Paniscole, a strong

place in Arragon, where the Pope then kept his court, 3rd

September, 1412.

When Henry Ogilvy, A.M., who had been messenger to the
Pope, arrived with thèse bulls on the 3rd of February, 1413,
universai festivity and joy pervaded the city. They were pre-
sented to the bishop before a grand assembly of his clergy in
the refectory, where they were read aloud with great solemnity,
and Te Deum celebrated on the occasion. Early in the next
month a grand and solemn procession in honour of the event,
was instituted, in which there were to be seen upwards of four
hundred clergy.

It may perhaps afford amusement to see the account of this

transaction as it is delivered by Fordum, or rather his con-
tinuator in the Scotichronicon. We shall therefore insert a
literal translation of it froni the barbarous Latin of that author.

After having told us that that the lectures instituted in the
year 1410, continued to be read for two years and a half before
the confirmation of the privilèges came from the Pope, lie goes
on to say :

" At length, in the year 1413, on the 3rd of Feb-

ruary, Henry Ogilvy, A M., the bearer of the privilèges came
to the city of St. Andrews ; on the joyous arrivai of whom the
bells of ail the churches of the city were set a-ringiug. And
three days after, namely, on the following Sabbath, the bulls of
the privilèges, at a solemn assembly of ail the clergy in the re

fectory, which was elegantly fitted up for the purpose, were
presented to the Lord Bishop as Chancellor of this University.

Which bulls being read in the hearing of ail, the clergy and
convent walking in procession to the great altar chanted Te
Deum with a loud voice. This ended, they ail knelt down, and
the Bishop of Ross pronounced a verse from the Holy Spirit,

with the collect Deus qui corda. But the remainder of this

day they spent with inexpressible jocundity ; and the whole
of the following night, they made the streets and squares of the
city gleam with copious bonfires, and indulged in wine and
gladness. Moreover, it was appointed that there should be a
solemn procession the next day in the following month of
March (that is, on the seventh of March following) to celebrate

the festival of the arrivai of the privilèges, on the very same
day with the festival of the arrivai of the relies. But who can
easily describe the sweet chantings of the clergy, the dances of

the people, the ringing of the bells, and the sound of the

organs, which took place in that procession 1 The prior that

day solemnly celebrated the great mass of the Holy Ghost, the

Bishop of Ross pronounced a sermon to the clergy ; and the

beadle counted at this procession, besides the wonderful multi-

tude of the people, four hundred clergy, exclusive of inferior

clergy and noviciates, to the glory of God and the honour of

this university."

The University of St. Andrews became in a short time con-

spicuous, and acquired great influence in the most important
affaire. As early as 1417, in a parliament and convocation of

the clergy, which had been summoned to meet at Perth to

détermine the famous question concerning the allegiance due
to the new Pope, Martin V., who had been invested with the

pontifical dignity by the Council of Constance, on the déposi-

tion of Benedict XIII., Dr. John Elwood, Rector of the Uni-
versity, and the other famous doctors of it, had influence

enough to induce the parliament, notwithstanding the opposi-

tion of even the régent of the kingdom and Lis coadjutors, to

withdraw their allegiance from Benedict XIII. and acknow-
ledne Martin V. as lawful Pope. In this the University may
seem not to hâve been aetuated by the moss grateful motives.

Benedict XIIL, it must be remembered, was the Pope from
whom thèy had obtained the ratification of their privilèges.

James I. was released from his state of confinement in Eng
land, and returned to his dominions within six years after the

period of which we are speaking. This prince, the greatest

favourite, as well as the greatest favourer of the muses at the

time in which he reigned, was particularly delighted with his

new University. He bestowed on its various members dis-

tinguishing marks of his royal favour, frequently honoured
their lectures and public disputations with his présence, con-

ferred on the most deserving ecclesiastical dignities and béné-

fices, and kept by him a list of the most promising scholars,

that he might prefer them as opportunities ofl'ered. He also

granted a charter, exempting them from ail tolls, taxes, and
services, in every part of the kingdom, and expressive of his

highest considération and regard. This charter is dated at

Perth, 20th March, 1431.

The University under his patronage flourished and increased

exceedingly, in so much, that it had thirteen doctors of

divinity, eight doctors of laws, many other learned men, and a

prodigious multitude of students.

But although it was now completely established, and had
attained a high character, it was far from being well provide

with either funds or accommodations. The professors had no

fixed salaries allotted them, and the gratuities they received

from their students were probably not large. The latter lived

entirely at their own expense, and provided themselves in

lodging the best way they could. This continued to be the

state of matters for upwards of forty-six years.

The seat of the University, during this period, was the spot

where the New Collège now stands, disponed to the masters

by Wardlaw in a charter dated the 9th day of April, 1430,

and under the following désignation : " To the Dean of the
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fkculty of arts, the faculty, and each person of the same for the

time being, in the University of St Andrews."

This place was then called the Pedagogy (Pedayo'ji'im), and

was, before the foundation of the University, tho seat of what

they called in those times an illustrious school (schnld ilh/xtr!*)

the nature of which was as follows : In the twelfth contury,

when the gênerai désire of knowledge which then sprung up,

produeed tho formation and establishment of the institutions

called universities, it also produced the establishment of thèse

illustrious schools. They were institutions iixed in alinost

every principal city and town of the island, for instructing

youth, not only in tho inost necessary branches of learning,

reading, writing, and grammar, but also in several others of a

higher kind, as rhetoric and logic. Let us hear the account

which William Fitz-Stephens, who flouriehed in the twolth

century, gives of thèse illustrious schools.

" On holidays," says he, " it is usual for thèse schools to

to hold assemblies in the churches, in which tho scholars

engage in logical disquisitions, some using enthymems and

others perfect syllogisms ; some aiming at nothing but to gain

the victory, and inake an ostentatious display of their acute-

ness, while others hâve the investigation of truth in viow.

Artful sophists, on thèse occasions, aequire great applauso
;

some by a prodigious inundation and llow of words, others by
their specious but fallacious argumeuts. After the disputations

other scholars deliver rhetorical déclamations, in which they

observe ail the rules of art, and negloct no topic of persuasion.

Even the younger boys in the différent schools, contend against

each other in verse about the principles of grammar, and the

preterites and supines of verbs."

A school of this kind had been long taught at the Pedagogy
before the foundation of the University, but was superseded by
that institution.

The model adopted by the bishop for the internai arrange-

ment of his new foundation, was that of the University of

Paris, an establishment which, as it was perhaps the earliest of

the sort, so it had for a long while been the most eminent, and
had served for a pattern to the greatest part of the others in

Europe. The chief magistrate, or ruler of this University,

was distinguished by the name of provost, and hence we like-

wise hear of the provost of tho University of St. Andrews.

The prelate who laboured so eminently in fixing in tho city

of St. Andrews a résidence for the muses must doubtless be

considered as one of its most conspieuons benefactors. But
this was not the only great work he performed for its advan-

tage. He was the builder of the Gair or Guard Bridge over

the estuary of the Eden, a work which still exista, and the

convenience of which is felt not only by the inhabitants of St.

Andrews, but by ail the adjacent country.

REVIEW OF THE PERIODICALS.

The 'Dublin Quarterly Journal.' Dr. Collis contributes

some remarks on " Gonorrhœa and Syphilis." We shall make ex-

tracts from this paper on another occasion. He relies upon alum

injections in gonorrhœa, very dilute— say hall' a grain to the ounec

—in the acute stage, stronger at a later period. He does not

helieve that mercury is a spécifie or an antidote in any sensé to

syphilis. He does not, however, object to a careful administration

of mercury in cases of chancre with hardened base. Dr. Edward
Smith communicates a " Statistical Inquiry into the Prevalence of

numerous conditions affecting the Constitution in 1,000 Phthisical

Pewons when in Health." It is very elaborate, and is very credit-

able to the industry of its author. Dr. Duncan reports " Cases of

Syphilitic Insanity and Epilepsy. Dr. Henry Kennedy reports

a " Case in which a Disease like Measles arose from an Unusual

Cause." This affection was caused by a liandful of flax-seed meal

being thrown into a boy's face, inducing irritation in the mucous

passages. He thinks the opération is similar to that of the fungi

of wheat-straw observed in America by Dr. J. H. Salisbury, and

recently reported in the ' Médical Circular.' The " Phenomena

Diabètes Mellitus" >rms the subject of a paper by the Rev.

Samuel Haughton, and Mr. Smyly contributes a paper on the

" Trcatment of Stricture of the l'ivllira by the more Immédiate

Plan." Mr. Smyly lias invented an instrument which effects tho

object by a more immédiate plan than the immédiate plan of Mr.

Holt. It consists of a No. 1 cathéter with an orifice at the poiul,

and a guide which nuis through the cathéter, having a silver button

at the cud which exactly fits the orifice of the cathéter. In usingit,

tho cathéter armed with tho guide is pushed through the stricture

into tho bladdor ; it is then withdrawn, the guide reinaining in the

bladder. The dilater is then substitutod for tho cathéter, and dila-

tation resorted to by the use of Mr. Holt's tubes.

The ' Lancet.' Dr. C. B. Radcliffe's lectures on the " Brain

and Nervous System" are commenced in this journal. Mr.

Hilton's lectures on " Pain" are continued. The second part of

Dr. John Struthers' contributions to Anatomy treats of the truc

fuuction of the round ligament of the hip-joint. In order to de-

termine the true fuuction by observation, Dr. Struthers gouges out

the floor of the acetabulum, and thon pots the joint through its

proper motions. He says :— •

"It is now seen that the ligament is directed vertically upwards
in the extended position of the litnb, as in standing, or as tho bodjr

lies upon the table. Also that the ligament, in the greater part of

its longth, is rounded, soft or pulpy, and more or loss tvvisted, ex-

cept in that position which tightons it, when it assumes the form of

a Btraight-fibred, thick boit."

He describes the condition of the ligament in various movements

as follows :

—

" 1. Extension.—Ligament directed vertically upwards, and looso.

GrOove directed downwards and backwards from it.

"2. Flexion.—Carries groove forwards and ligament backwards
and downwards, ronderiug it more loose.

" 3. Abduction.—Brings upper altachment of ligament down
towards lower, and rendors it very loose.

" 4. Adduction.—Ligament is carried up, but is not ruade

tense ; is round, twistod, pulpy, and may be pulled by the

string away from the bail into an angle. It does not lie in the

groove, which is directed downwards and backwards from tho liga-

ment
" 5. In rotation inwards the ligament is carried backwards,

is nearer tight than in adduction, but is pulpy, twistod, and
round, bears no strain, and is not the checking structure. Groove
quite away back from ligament.

" 6. In rotation outwards.—Ligament carried forwards, and
is In much the same state as to tightness, feel, and form,

as in rotation inwards, but lies nearly, though not quite, in the

groove.
" 7. Adduction with rotation, inwards or outwards.—The ligament

is more nearly tight than in either rotation simply, but is soft and
round, and bears no strain.

" 8. Adduction with flexion.—Ligament not tight, and lèse so in

the extrême than in the moderato degree of this combined niovo-

nient. Groove away obliquely backward from the ligament.
" 9. Rotation inwards with flexion.—Ligament looser than in

simple rotation inwards.
" 10. Rotation outwards with flexion.—The ligament is carried

directly upwards, is fiât, straight-ûbred, occupios the groove, i-

quite tense, and is cvidently in use as a checking stiucture."

On "Récent Typhus in Lancashire" is an article by B».

Buchanan. As our readers know, thore bas been moch dispute

as to the actual prevalence of typhus as a conséquence of the, so-

called, cotton famine. Tho article does not prove aiiylhing in

favour of épidémie influence. Dr. Stephen Ward, in his cliuical

observations on " Diseases of the Abdominal Viscoia," dissï

the subject of intestinal obstructions. With respect to treatnieiit,

he remarks :

—

" Opium is, of ail drugs, the one bost calculated to carry out the

principle of treatment onunciated by modem writers upon tho sub-

ject under considération—viz., to gain as much extension of Hl'eas

possible, in order that any curative efforts of Nature may haye

time for their opération. While opium fulfils this indication, it

also catms pain, and by relieving muscular spasm, may directly

remove one cause of obstruction. It should be given frequentlft

and in largo doses ; and where there is irritability ol stomach,

should bo placed dry ou the back of the tongue. It is remarkable

how well this drug, given evory few hours, day after dav, for two

or three weeks in succession, is tolerated, and how rarely it pro-

duces any characteristic cérébral symptoms."
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Every practical man will confiriu this advice. Nothing could

be worse than the old purgative practice.

The Médical Times and Gazette.' The "Blood of the

Vertebrata by Mr. Gulliver, is continued. The fibrin, its

structure, viscidity, and other eharacteristics, forms the topic of

the lecture Dr. Andrew Smart reports two cases of " Diabètes

Mellitus ;" and Dr. George Johnson offers some suggestions for

facilitating the use of the "Laryngoscope." Instead of looking

through the central opening in the reflector, Dr. Johnson suggests-
that the reflector should be fastened over the forehead by a belt
passing round the head, so that both eyes might be used without
discomfort or straiu. He also has introducect some modifications
of Professor Czermak's method of anto-laryngoscopy. Dr. Bams-
botham's contributions to "Clinical Midwifery" are continued,
and Dr. John Beddoe contributes an article on the "Public
Health of the Cotton Districts." He states that " the mortality
has been in an inverse ratio to the distress."

CASE OF MALIGNAIT PUSTULE.
By James Edmcnds, M.D., &c.

A fine, tall, bulky man, fifty years of âge, who had led an active
business life, lived freely, and suffered from goût, and from symp-
toms which had been referred to disease of the muscular texture of
the heart, was occupied on the 16th of last December in superin-
tendingthe construction of a conservatory in his grounds at
Hackney, and at ten p.m. he took supper, and went to bed "as well
as possible."

At midnight he was seized with a rigor, and with severe pain
across the lower part of the loins and through tbe hips. At three
a.m. he found his "tongue greatly swollen," and his articulation
very diflicult

; he became rapidly worse, and, early in the morning
sent for me, but I was unable to visit him directly.

At eleven a.m. I found him in bed, with a countenance indicating
considérable distress and profound toxsemia. The mouth was open,
the saliva was running over tlie lower lip, and the tongue was
thrust upwards by a remarkable swelling in the sublingual space

;

there was the greatest difficulty in utterance, but no huskiness of the
Toice ; the puise was weak, and lie was very feeble when out of
bed. Ordy the under part of the tongue was visible, but, by means
of a table-spoon, I managed to see that the roof of the mouth, the
palate, and the pharynx, were unchanged in appearance, as also
were the lips, the cheeks, the gurns, and the tongue itself. The
tongue had a " driud beof " look about the tip of its upper surface,
and, with the swelling beneath, looked as if it were mounted upon
a small thick muffin, about as big as itself, and of the colour of tbe
mouth.

_
The swelling was symmetrical, and it completely filled that

space within the lower jaw which is usually occupied by the tongue.
The mucous covering was not obviously altered, but close in-
spection discovered an indistinct pallicl mottling, analogous to that
change of surface which précèdes ordinary gangrené. Upon apply-
ing a finger the mass was not very sensitive ; it was soft and yield-
ing, as if it might contain pus infiltrated through its texture, but
it was not quaggy, it did not pit, and it was utterly destitute of that
brawny feel which attends ordinsry carbuncular inflammation.
Beneath the lower jaw there was some swelling and considérable
tenderness.

I could scarcely believe that the patient had arrived at this
condition in les» than twelve hours; but he emphatically asgured
me that he " went to bed as well I was."
Ttn years' active practice had not previously presented a similar

case to my observation
; and beyond considering it as gangrenous

cellulitis, I was at a loss for a désignation
; and beyond the risky

procédure of making a free incision beneath the tongue, I was also
at a loss for any effectuai treatment.

I explained the nature of the case to the patient and family, and
particularly guarded the latter against infection. I directed the
patient to wash out tl e mouth fiequently with a solution of nitro-
muriatic acid, and to take a full dose of carbonate of amraonia
immediately

; and it was arranged by telegram for Dr. B. W.
Richardson to meet me in consultation at two o'clock. At this visit
the patient looked worse, and the submaxillary swelling and tender-
ness were greater, although the mouth and the utterance were about
the same, and there was neither affection of the pharynx, nor
huskiness of the voice. The only due which we could obtain as to
the origin of the malady was the fact that, three and four days
before, the patient had eaten some jugged hare which was " high,"
and that beneath the tongue a ragged tooth in the lower jaw had
produced a sore, through whicli a putrid infection might bave
occurred, and near to which he remembered that some of the méat
had lodged until the next day. We decided that, at ail hasard, a
free incision must be made into the mass, and Dr. Richardson f'urther
su^gested that some solution of iouine should be inserted into the
incision on pledgets of lint, so as to permeate the di»eased textures

and, ifpossible, prevent, by chemical action, any further blood poison-
r recommendations were at once aequiesced in, and a long

bistoiiry was plunged by the side of the frtenum lingua; downwarcîs
and backwards into the mass for an inch and a-half, when its pointwas turned outwards so as to émerge upon the end of the fin-rer
beneath the root of the tongue, and the knife was drawn forwa'rds
so as to eut its way out, and produce a most effectuai incision. No
bleeding ensuecî, and a corresponding incision was instantly made
under the other side of the tongue. The mass did not eut like
ordinary flesh, nor m the least like carbuncle, but like soft flesh, or
ripebtiltoncheese; no pus exuded

; and the eut surface presented
a mottled pale and pinkish appearance. Pièces of lint, soaked in a
solution of compound tincture of iodine diluted with three parts of
water, were thrust into the opening, and were to be changed every
hour

;
the surface of the mass and the contiguous parts were also to

be frequeutly swabbed with the solution by means of a small sash
brush. The room contained a good fire, and the Windows were
thrown open. Some fragments of iodine also were placed about the
room to exhale into vapour, and, as Dr. Richardson thought, to
produce an ozonising, and, perhaps, disinfecting effect upon the
atmosphère. The patient was to take large doses of carbonate of
ammonia, ai.d Champagne ad libitum.

At 10 p.m., Dr. Richardson and myself held another consultation.
The patient 's countenance was much improved, and he said he felt
better. Articulation was easier, the tongue more moveable, and the
incisions were discharging copiously. There was no huskiness of
voice nor affection of the pharynx, and the puise was better. We
congratulated ourselves and the family upon the possibility of re-
covery, as, notwithstanding the wonderfully rapid advent and in-
crease of the disease, it appeared to hâve made no progress during
the last seven hours. The treatment was to be continued, and we
were to hold another consultation at 8 a.m.

In the night, however, a cab was sent for me, and on arriving, I
found that the patient had just died. I learnt that a second rigor
had occurred at midnight, and that he became rapidly worse ; the
discharge was more profuse from the mouth, and began also to corne
from the nostrils

;
the swelling under the jaw increased enormously,

and extended backwards to beneath the ears; the voice became
husky and the breatliing diflicult ; lie became very restless, turned
across the bed on to his back, and died at 3 a.m. The discharge
was never really black (Dr. Richardson termed it sepia-coloured),
and the odour, although exceedingly disagreeable, was never gan-
grenous. The throat swelling, which came on so rapidly after
the second rigour, was examined by me just after death, and it pre-
cisely resembled, in external outline, the enlargement which accom-
panies the deadly forms of scarlet fever. There was, however, no
rash upon the skin, and the commencement and location of the first
symptoms had nothing in common with that disease. The body ran
rapidly into putréfaction.

The room was disused, the linen burned, and other précautions
were adopted. The patient's wife, who attended closely to him, was
very prostrate and ill for a week or two nfterwards, and she ascribed
this to having " caught a whiff of his breath." The son, however,
who applied the iodine and changed the pièces of lint, and helped
the patient about in bed, is quite well, and no member of the family
has since suffered in any way like the patient.

_
The onset of this frightful malady was marked by the midnight

rigor, and at 3 a.m. appeared the difficulty of utterance. Precisely
as midnight recurred there was a second rigor, and this again was
followed by rapid extension of the local symptoms, and death at
the récurrence of 3 o'clock. Profound toxœmiafrom the first stamped
death upon this gentleman's countenance ; and the immense scarlet-
fever- like enlargement of the throat, which came on after the second
rigor, only aided, by mechanical pressure upon the larynx, that vital
prostration which had, as it were, already mixed up death with life.

Although I bave classed this with cases of înalignant pustule, yet
it materially differs therefrom—wliile points of resemblanee and
analogy are presented by many other diseases

—

e.g., scarlatina
maligna, some rare cases of typhus, the plague, and cases of animal
or veuomous poisoning. I doubt not that many readers would like
to hâve a paper from Dr. Richardson upon this case. I hâve not
myself had time to look up the literature of the subject; but Ihave
thought it well to at once put upon record as clear an account of
the tacts as I am able, and just to summaiïse, as remarkable points,
the supposed origin of the malady, the deadly rapidity of its course
(twenty-seven hours), the exact diiirnal récurrence of the rigor and
of the local exacerbation, the utter impotence of remédiai means,
and the impunity which attended the incisions. Although not un-
accustomed to use the knife, I must say that, remembering the fre-

quency with which free incisions in carbuncular cases are followed
by troublesome bleeding, I did look with much anxiety upon the
risk of cutting deeply into the sublingual space ; but, in future, I
shall hâve no hésitation in freely opening such a mass, inasmuch as
in this case the incision was only attended with trifling pain, and
was followed by no bleeding, and I am inclined to ascribe the tem-
porary arrest of the symptoms to the use of the bistoury and the
solution of iodine.
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MEDICAL SOCIETIES.

EPIDKMIOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
Moxday December 1, 1862.

Du. McRCHtsox in tlie Chair.

Mr. J. N. Ràdcliffe read a detailed report on the

STATE OF EPIDEMIC DISEASE IN GREAT BRITAIN IX 1861-62.

The report refèrred to the twelve months euding September 30,

1862. The following is a recapitulation of some ot the principal

facts recorded :—The health statits of tho Englisli population, as

estimated froni the unusually low rate of mortality throughout the

year, was generally good, notwitbstanding dearness of provisions

and an excessive aniount of pauperism. The health status oi the

Scottish population was markedly below tho average, as shown by

the large amount of sickness prévalent in the last quarter of 1861,

and the high rate of mortality since the commencement of 1862.

The average death rate of Scotland, it is well to remark, is below

that of England. Thus, during the six years 1865-60, the annual

proportion of deaths in England was 219 per 10,000 population
;

dunng the 6ame period in Scotland the proportion was 208. The high

range of température in the winter months, and low range during the

sum mer in England exercised afavourable influence over the health,

notwithstanding niuch wet and variability of weather. In Scotland

similar conditions of température and weather existed, but to an

exaggerated extent ; and the great changes which were experienced,

and especially the undue humidity of the atmosphère, were appa-

rently the fostering causes of the influenza and throat affections,

which appear to hâve been more comraon there than in England.

The épidémie diseases most prévalent in England were continued

fever, scarlatina, measles, diphtheria, whooping-cough, and small-

pox. In Scotland the same diseases with the exception of sinall-

pox ; also, and more particularly, sore-throat, often assuming a

diphtheritic character, and accompanied by diphtheria, played the

chief part in the epidemiology of the twelve months. In both

parts of the kingdom continued fever prevailed most commonly in

the autumn quarter of 1861 ; and in England the affection would
appear to hâve been more gênerai in the northern than in the

soulhern portion of the kingdom. In both countries scarlatina was

widely prévalent in the northern districts in the last quarter of

1861; Dut the disease became more active in the southern district

in the third quarter of 1862. Measles prevailed extensively, and in

some instances very fatally, in the winter quarter in England. In

Scotland the disease nppears to hâve been most prévalent in the

spring and summer quarters. Diphtheria was, in England, prin-

cipally fatal in the autumn quarter, but the disease prevailed, more
or less, in every registration district during the year. In Scot-

land, the disease, together with sore throat, appears to hâve

been épidémie throughout the year. Whooping-cough was

widely prévalent in England during the winter quarter; in

Scotland during the winter and spring quarters. Influenza was
épidémie in Scotland in the autumn and winter quarters. Finally

small-pox broke out in many districts of England, but more par-

ticularly in the eastern, south-western, and northern counties, and
in Yorkshirc. In no instance did an outbreak of any of the

différent diseases refèrred to as occurring in England, assume
what may be termed " gênerai proportions." The outbreaks were
essentially local ; but the dispersion of the various maladies, or of

their centres of maifestation, over the kingdom,—the cropping out

of exaggeration of thèse diseases in différent localities, and the

eflects they apparenlly exercise upon the sickness and mortality of

certain districts, without heightening the death-rate of the whole
kingdom,—présent a study of great interest. From this study it

is reasonable to conclude that, m dealing with thèse local outbreaks

of épidémie disease in ordinary periods, the best chance is affoided of

warîling off the widespread and more deadly outbreaks of extraordi-

nary periods. The detailed mortuary return for Scotland extend, as

jet, only to the year 1857 ; but the returns for England are brought
downto 1860. From the latter, then, may be obtained information

as to the status of the several épidémie diseases most prévalent in the

twelve months discussed, immediately prior to that period. Since

1857 the mortality from continued fever lias slowly declined; in

that year the deaths from this cause amounted to 19,016 ; in 1860
they were 13,012. In 1855 the mortality from scarlatina was
17,314; in 1856 and 1857, the number of deaths from this disease

fell considerably, the mortality in the latter year being 12,646. The
year following the mortality increased enormously, beconiing well

nigh doubled, the number of deaths from the malady being 23,711.

In 1859 the number fèll to 19,310 ; and in 1860 it became as low as

9,305. Prior to 1855 deaths from scarlatina, cynanche maligna, and
diphtheria were not separated in the Registrar-General's report.

Whether the detailed reports of the Registrar-General will show
an increase of the mortality in the whole of England troni scarla-

tina, during 1861 and 1862, as great as oecurred in Loudon caiaiot

be predicted. It is certain, however, that the activity of scarlet

fever was great in several parts of the kingdom. The deaths from
cynanche maligna in 1855 amounted to 199 ; in 1858 to 1770; in

1860 the mortality from the disease had decreased to 376. The mor-
tality from measles was largely augmented in 1858, and there was
a steady increase in the number of deaths from the disease in the

two subséquent years. The deaths registered from diphtheria in

1855 numbered i86 ; in 1859, 9,587 ; m 1860, the mortality from
this disease had decreased to 5,212. The mortality from whooping-
cough, in 1860, was the lowest since 1852 ; and the mortality from
small-pox had declined from 6,460 in 1858, to 2,749 in 1860. The
reduced rate of mortality throughout England which oecurred in

1860, was chielly due, Dr. Farr States, to the décline of the number.

of deaths from scarlatina, diphtheria, and diarrliœa. A decreaso

also in the mortality from small-pox, erysipelas, and choiera coiitri-

buted to the favour.ible results. The most noteworthy fact in the

epidemiology of the metropolis during the twelve months was the

remarkablc outbreak of tyyhus. In 1858, 1859, and 1860, typhus

had becomo so rare a disease in Loiulon, that the question ot

converting the Fever Hospital to other uses was seriously enter-

tainod. lu lb61 typhus again became épidémie; and since January

1862, the number of admissions to the Fever Hospital fur typhus

had exceeded that at any period of the history of the Hospital.

Dr. Murchison attributes this épidémie to the artificial searcity

produeed by the syitem of strikes, which had for some time pre-

viously disorganised the labour market, and the condensation of

population caused by the arrivai of labourers in the metropolis

from the country in search of work. The mortality from con-

tinued fever in London, doubtless, owing to the outbreaks of typhus

was in excess ot that of any like period since 1848. Indeed, the total

mortality of tho winter, spring, and summer quarters of 1862

(2,839) Iront this disease was alone in excess of that of any year since

1848. The true source of this excess of mortality would not hâve

been rightly understood except by the careful nosological and etiolo-

gical distinction of the lorms of continued fever insistcd upon by

Dr. Murchison. The mortality from scarlatina was but a little

below that from continued fever during the twelve months,—the

total mortality from the former malady being 3,437 ; from the

latter, 3,463. NeU in order of mortality was whooping-cough.

Continued fever, scarlatina, and whooping-cough were the chief

épidémie affections of the period under observation in the metro-

polis. The mortality from continued fever increased to a maximum
m the second quarter of 1862. The mortality from scarlatina was

at its maximum in the last quarter of 1861, then decreased through-

out the two succeeding quarters, but largely increased again in the

summer quarter of 1862. The mortality from whooping-cough was

greatest in the first quarter of 1862. Dipthoria was still largely

fatal, having occasioned 625 deaths. Mr. Iladcliffè detailed the

history of the outbreak of typhus at Preston, in Lancashire, to the

date of reading the report : he dwelt also at some length on

epizootic diseases, brought together the chief accessible information

on epiphytics, and terminated his report by a brief analysis of the

principal contributions to epidemiological literature in Great Britaiu

during 1861-62. The chief diseases prévalent atnong domesticated

animais were epizootic pleuro-pneumonia, and the visieular disease of

the inouth and feet. Scores ofsheep sufièred and were lost tromJUario

in the branchial tubes and abomasum ; there were several local but

very fatal outbreaks of influenza among horses ; and an outbreak of

variola oviua oecurred in Wiltshire. Ihe history of the latter out-

break, which occasioned great alann at the time, will be iinperlect

until the officiai reports are published. There was no spécial disease

among plants during the year.

Dr.MuRCHISON complimentêd tho author on the valuable report

which had been rend to the Society, and observed that a continua-

tion of such reports would be of great service to future writers on

épidémies. With regard to continued fevers, he pointed out the

necessity of distinguishing the différent fonns bef'oro drawing con-

clusions as to their causes. The terins " typhus" and " continued

fever " were commonly employed to desigi.ate différent idiopathic

fevers arising from totally différent causes, as well as many fébrile

affections symptomatie oi' Local inflammation, which might put

on typhoid symptoms. Consequently, ail officiai returns from which

thèse sources of errors were not excluded, were of no value for

drawing any inferences as to the probable causes of an increased or

diminished prevalence of the diseases in question. Ile proceeded

to allude to certain instances where great misunderstanding had
arisen from confounding the différent forms of continued fever.

Twenty years ago, a memorab'e discussion took place between the

late Dr. Alison, of Edinburgh, and the London Poor-Law
Commissioners respecting the causes of lever, the latter maintaining

that it was olten due to putrid émanations from decaying organic

matter, and was independent of destitution, whereas Dr. Alison

asserted that its main cause was destitution, and that putrid

émanations had nothiiig to do with it. I5oth observera were right

but they refèrred to différent diseases Dr. Alison's observations

were made upon typhus and relapsing fever ; those of the London
observers on enteric lever. Again, the year 1858, in which the

filthy condition of the Thames attracted so much notice, had
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often been referred to, as provins that enteric fever was independent

of putrid émanations because fever was les3 prévalent iu London
than it had been for many years before. Dr. Murcbison did not

believe tbat the condition of the Thames in tbat year was sufficient

to give rise to enteric fever ; but he insisted that there was no
diminution in the prevalance of enteric fever in London in 1858 ; the

diminished prevalance of fever was due to the almost complète dis-

appearance of typhus, which was acknowledged to be independent

of putrid émanations. Mr. Murchison then proceeded to allude to

the présent condition of Lancashire in référence to the appearance

of fever. Typhus had broken out at Preston early in October, and
from the reports published in the ' Times,' as well as from private

information, he believed it to be due to overcrowding, conséquent

on destitution. The unparalleled relief which had been afforded

to the distressed operatives, and the great ability with which this

relief had been distributed, hadalone prevented the outbreak of an
épidémie likethat which devastated Ireland in 1847, after the failure

of the potato crop. It had been repeatedly stated that throughout
Lancashire there had not as yet been a single death from starvation.

In London, on the other hand the daily papers reported numerous
deaths from starvation, and the poor population had been condensed
by the arrivai of numerous labourers from the country in search of
employment. Consequently, London had been suffering, from the

commencement of 1862. frr -i an épidémie of typhus greater than
any which had visited it ibr many years, Since January 1,

nearly 2000 cases of truc typhus had been admitted into the

London Fever Hospital, a far larger number than in any previous
year of its existence ; and there had also been numerous cases in the
other metropolitan Hospitals.

Dr. Lawson, Inspector-General of Army Hospitals, directed
attention to the probable existence of a certain épidémie influence

which, for want of a better term, he designated egidemic force. His
own observations systematically conducted in several parts of the
globe, had shown that, the ordinary local predisposing causes of
épidémies being présent, épidémie outbreaks occurred with curious
regularity. This periodicai récurrence indicated, he thought, a law
of épidémie action independent of, although acting concurrently
with the recognised fostering causes of épidémies, which was
deserving of wide and attentive examination. The épidémie force,
as he characterised the phenomenon, became, at times, pardemic.
He suggested the propricty of keeping this probable épidémie
influence in view in examining the mortality records of this kingdom.
They would doubtless, throw much light on the subject.

Dr. Richardson remarked that he had been much struck, whilst

listening to Mr. Radcliffè's report, with the tacit assumption by the
author of the spontaneous developement of certain épidémie
contagious affections. He thought that the question of the
spontaneous developement of contagious maladies of an épidémie
character was open to much doubt. He believed that it was a
question which might, with much advantage, be submitted to
discussion by the society. He would, therefore, with the permission
of the members, take an early opportunity of asking the society to

express an opinion upon , the debated point.—'Médical Times and
Gazette.'

PARLIAMENTARY INTELLIGENCE.

HOUSE OF COMMONS, February 6.

THK SEWAGE OF TOWNS.
Dr. Brady gave notice that he would on an early day call the

attention of the House to the two Reports of the Royal Commis-
sion appointed to inquire into the best mode of distributing sewage
of towns and of applying it to bénéficiai and profitable uses.

Monday, February 9.

registration of births and deaths in ireland.
Sir R. Peel moved for leave to bring in a Bill for the Registra-

tion of Births and Deaths in Ireland. The measure, he observed, in
no way affected political considérations. Great losses were the
resuit of the want of a registration of births and deaths in Ireland to
poor persons dying intestate, and therefore it was a matter of the
first importance to pass a measure that would obviate the evil. In
bis Bill of last year he had proposed that the constabulary should
be the agents of the registration; but the gênerai feeling of the
House was not favourable to the employment of the constabulary.
In the présent Bill, therefore, he proposed to adopt the Poor-law
macbinery

; that the médical officers of the unions should be the
registrars, and the clerks of the unions the superintendent regis-
trars ; that the registrars should be paid out of the local poor rates,
and the fecs of the superintendent registrars out of the Consolidated
Fund. He proposed that registration should be compulsory.
Lord Naas thought that the employment of doctors as rcistrars

was a mistake, consideriiig them most unsuited to the performance
of the duties of that office. It would be better, in his opinion, to
allow the Board of Guardians to appoint the constabulary or other
persons. He regretted that the registration of marriages had not
formed part of the Bill.

Dr. Brady defended the employment of médical officers as regis-

trars and approved the Bill.

Mr. Maguire likewise agreed that the doctors were the right

mcn.
Mr. M'Mahon urged Sir R. Peel to deal with the registration of

marriages.

Mr. George thought there would be no difficulty in legislating

for the registration of marriages in Ireland. He objected to some of

the détails of the Bill.

Sir G. Bowyer considered that Sir R. Peel had acted rightly in

not including marriages in his Bill, and advised him to interfère as

little as possible with the law of marriage in Ireland.

Sir R. Peel briefly replied and leave was given to bring in the

Bill.

INFECTIOUS DISEASE8.

Dr. Brady asked the Secretary for the Home Department whether
his attention had been directed to the evi'.s resulting from persons
labouring under infectious diseascs being carried to hospitals in

public conveyances ; and, if so, whether he proposed to introduce

any measure this session with a view to remedy a nuisance so preju-

dicial to public health.

Sir G. Grey replied that he had observed a public correspondence

on the subject and would be glad to consider any deliberate propo-

sition.

îSfvtij», IWamages, anB Seat!)».

BIRTHS.
Craven.—On tlie 7tlt inst., at Albion strcet, Hall, tlie vvife of Robert

Martin Craven, M.R.C.S.E., of a daughter.

Fleming.—On the 4th inst., at Holbrook, Suffblk, the wife of Albert

Fleming, M.D., ofason.
Marriott.—On the 6th inst., at Westbourne place, Leamington, the

wife of Charles W. Marriott, M.R.C.S.E., of a daughter.

Moore.—On the 8th inst., at Bessborough street, the wife of A. W.
Moore, M.R.C.S.E., of a daughter.

Miller.—On the 3rd inst., at Pump street, Derry, the wife of William
Miller, M.B., of a daughter.

Ogle.— On the 5th inst. at Stuart terrace, Green liill, Derby, the wife

of William Ogle, M.D., of a son.

Bowland.— Oiithe 5th inst., at Derby road, Bootle, Liverpool, the wife

of H. M. Rowland, L.R.C.P.L., of a daughter.

Thornton.—On the 6th inst., at Margate, tho wife of William H.
Thornton, M.R.C.S.E., of a daughter.

Westmacott.—On the 6th inst., at St. Mary' s terrace, Maida hill, the
wife of Dr. John Guise Westmacott, of a daughter.

Wycherley.—On the 9th inst., at Charlotte quny, Cork, tlie wife of G.

J. Wycherley, M.D., ofason.

MARRIAGES.
Gilchrist—M 'Donald.—On the 3rd inst., at Woodville cottage, Stir-

ling, R. M. Gilchrist, M.D., Assist. Staff Surgeon Army, to Catherine,

second daughter of A. M'Donald, Esq.

Little—O'Donnell.—On the 3rd inst., at Cahir, |Peter C. Little,

L.R.C.S I., of Dublin, to Bridget Teresa, daughter of Tierce O'Donnell,

Esq., of Knocka hill, Cahir.

DEATHS.
Blackman.— On the 4th inst., at Whitstable, Matthew Blackman,

L.S.A., youngest survivng son of W. Blackman, Esq., of Chapel
place, Ramsgate.

Doak.—On the 5th inst., at St. Giles street, Oxford, W. Doak, Surgeon,
aged 68.

Humphreys.—On the 2nd inst., W. H. J. Humphreys, M.B., only son
of G. Humphreys, M.D., of Harcourt street, Dublin.

Little.—On the 9th inst , J. Woodward Little, Student of Medicine, of

Hyde, Cheshire, aged 19.

White.— On the 5th inst., at Grove place, Brompton, P. White, late

Surgeon 72nd régiment, aged 82.

MEDICAL NEWS.
Royal Collège of Physicians of London.—The following

gentlemen passed the first part of the professional examination

for the License of the Collège on February 9, 1863 :—Sidney
Hyde, King's Collège ; John Morgan Bryan, St. Mary's Hospital

;

Edwin Burrell, Guy's Hospital ; Alexander James Low, St. Bar-

tholomew's Hospital ; Washington Lovegrove, 34 Dowgate hill
;

George Edward ryle, Middlesex Hospital ; Chas. Edward Squarey,

University Collège.

Royal Collèges of Physicians and Surgeons, Edinburgh.
—The following gentlemen passed their first professional Exami-
nations for the Double Qualification during the February sittings

of the Examinera :—William Wright Milligan, Dumfriesshire, and
Miles Walker, Hexham.
The following gentlemen passed their final examinations, and

were admitted L.R.C.P. Edin., and L.R.C.S. Edin. :—William
Bentley Ford, Waterford ; Daniel O'Sullivan, Cork ; Forbes
Dick, Edinburgh ; Thomas Cairns, Fife ; and Andrew Ross
Miller, Edinburgh.
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Royal Collège of Surgeons ok England.—The fullowiug

Members of the nrilngn. haviug undergone the necessary examina-
tious, won; admitted Licentiates in Midwifery at a meeting of the

Board ou the lltli inst. :—Richard Luscombe Elliott, Kingsbridge,

Devon, diploma of niembership dated May 7, 1862 ; John Couk,

M.) )., St. Andrew's, Fitzroy place, Kentish town, November 5,

i
; William Taylor Morgan, M.D. Edinburgh, ' Drtadnought '

Hospital Ship, Deptford, January 14, 1859; Thomas Sheldon,

Stratford-on-Avon, December 5, 1859 ; George Granville Bothwell,

Rathmidlan, County Douegal, July 31, 1001 ; Edward Charles

Asdereon, Birmingham, November 18,1862; Matthew Bloxam,
Duke street, Grosvenor square, November 20, 1862; Thos. Baker,

Birmingham, November, 1S62 ; Samuel Lloyd Smithwick, naac
Birmingham, Nov. 15, 1860 ; William Pattinger Hollinger, Bur-

ton crescent, Mardi 8, 1861 ; Henry Charles Wine, Bristol, June

4, 1861 ; Stephen Wintcr Fisher, Bristol, August 1, 1861 ; William
Henry Enimett, Bolton-le-Moors, Lancashire, January 30, 1862

;

John' Holt, Boltou, Lancashire, May 8, 1862 ; Samuel Smith,

Crosland Richards, Bedford square,. July 29, 1862; and Albert

McDiarmid, Rochester, June 10, 1862.

Noble Act of Charity.—Mr. A. Ryland announced at the

weekly meeting of the Governors of the Birmingham General

Hospital, the following extraordinary act of munificence on the

part of a lady, viz., to provide a large house for a convalescent

institution in connexion with the Hospital, and to defray ail the

expenses of an efficient staff to the amount not exceeding 2301.

per annum. It is to be regretted that the name of this gentle-

woman is withheld, as she préféra to do good by stealth.

SCHOLARSHIP IN NATCRAL SCIENCE AT SYDNEY-SUSSEX COLLEGE,
Cambridge.—This collège bas just issued a notice that two scholar-

ships, of the value of 40/. per annum each, will be given this year
for Natural Science ; the examinatiou to commence October 1 3

;

the subjects being electricity, chemistry, geology, and anatomy
(humaman osteology and gênerai anatomy). The scholarships are

perfectly open. The successful candidates will be required to enter,

at the collège. Further information may be obtained by appli-

cation to the Rev. J. ,C. W. Ellis, tutor of the collège. Other
scholarships, ranging, in value from 32/. to 80/. per annum, for

Classics and Mathematics, ai'e to be competed for at the same time.

Population' of Berlin.—From the census taken December,
1861, it results that this amounted to 524,945 civilians (261,385
maies, 263,560 females), and 22,345 military—total, 547,290. The
âges were—under 16,323 per 1000 ; from 16 to 60, 628 per 1000

;

and above 60, 48 per 1000. The unniarried amounted to 179,767
maies, and 160,541 females (together 648 per 1000) ; the married

to 78,698 maies, 79,577 females (301 per 1000) ; the widowed to

2906 maies and 22,521 females (48 per 1000) ; the divorced to 14
maies and 921 females (1 per 1000). The number of families

amounted to 107,916. The Protestants numbered 480,407 ; the

Catholics 25,121 ; and the Jews 18,847. Thcre were 283 (172 maies,

111 females) deaf and dumb, and 191 (110 maies and 81 females)

blind. The entire population of Prussia amounted to 18,491,220 ;

the military constitulnig 268,372 of this.

Enumeration of Médical Professors and Students in
Germant in 1862.—Vienna, 28 professors and 579 students;
Prague, 22 professors, number of students not returned ; Berlin, 21
professors, 323 students ; Leipzig, 20 professors, 230 students

;

Munich, 18 professors, 244 students ; Tiibingen, 14 professors, 105
students ; Gottingen, 13 professors, 166 students; Bonn, 12 pro-

fessors, 119 students; Heidelberg, 11 professors, 96 students;
Konigsberg, 10 professors, 104 students ; Jena, 10 professors, 51
students ; 10 Greisswold, 10 professors, 167 students ; Freiburg, 10
professors, 44 students ; Giessen, 9 professors, 152 students ; Wiirz-
burg, 14 professors, 289 students ; Erlangen, 8 professors, 83
students ; Halle, 7 professors, 45 students ; Murburg, 8 professors,

61 students ; Rostock, 7 professors, 32 students , Breslau, 6 pro-
fessors, 119 students; Kiel, 6 professors, 38 students. Total, 21
uniyersities, haviug 264 Médical professors (181 of thèse being
ordinarv professors, and 83 extraordinary professors), and 3047
Médical studentH ; those of Prague not being enumerated.

—

• Médical Times and Gazette.'

Hospital for Sick Children.—At the annual court of this

hospital, held on Tnesday last, it was stated in tlio report that Her
Majesty, during her stay in Germany, was most graciously pleased
to direct that a large sélection of toys shauld bu sent over to the
children, tlius testifying in the kindest manner her sympathy with
some of the most helpless and intoresting of her subjects.

Apfoistmests.—John Constable, M.D., Univ. Glasg., and CM.
Univ. Gla.-g , Km been appointed Parochial Médical officcr for
Leuchars, Fifeshirc, vice Robert T. Scott, M.D., deceased.—J.
Fraser, M.D., bas been appointed a Director of the Glasgow Lock
Hospital.—R G., Freeuian, M.D., lias been appointed Surgeon ior
the District of Greenwich, Royal Kent Dispensary.—Dr. William
Henry Fuller bas been elected Président and Treasurer of the
Harveian Society.—William Gibney, M.D., has been appointed
ViCi-I'ifsident ot ihr Chrhc-uhaui General Hospital and Dispi n»ary.—P K.vanagli, M.D., ha* been appointed Su'gcon for the District
of Deptlord, Royal Kent Dispensary.—Dr. Neil M'Greevy,

K.Q.C.P.I., has been elected Résident Apotheeary to the Workhouse
of Lurgan Union, County Armagh.—James Oldhain, M.R.C.S.
Eng., has been appointed Consulting Surgeon to the Brighton and
IIovo Lying-in Institution.—Walter Rivington, M.R.C.S. Eng., has

been appointed Résident Médical Officer to the Tower Hamlets
Dispensary.—John Savery, M.D., has become Surgeon-Extraordinary
to the East Sussex, Hastings, and St. Leonard's lnfirtnary.—Thomas
Arthur Stone, F.R.C.S. Eng., has been elected Président of the

Society for the Relief of Widows and Orphans of Médical Met).

—

J. Gilmont Wilson, M.D., lias been appointed a Director of the

Glasgow Lock Hospital.—Robert Wollaston M R.C.P. Lond, lias

been elected Physician to the Stafford County Infirmary, also

Visiling Physiciati to the Coton-hill Lunatic Institution,Statfurd.

APPOINTMKNTS FOR THE WEEK.
Wcdncsday, February 18.

Opérations at Middlesex Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St Mary's Hospital, 1 p.m. ;

University Collège Hospital, 2 p.m.
Thursday, February 19.

Opérations at St. George's Hospital, 1 p.m.; Central London Ophthalmic,
1 p.m. ; London Hospital, 14/ p.m. ; Koyal Free Hospital, 1J p.m.;
Great Northern Hospital, King's cross, 2 p.m. ; London Surgical
Home, 2 p.m. ; West London Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Ortho-
pédie Hospital 2 p.m. ; Royal Institution, 3 p.m. Prof. Frankland,
"On Chemical Atfîuity ;" National Hospital for the Paralysed and
Epileptic, 4 p.m.—Dr. Brown-Séquald, "On the Diagnosis and Treat-

ment of the Varions Forms of Paralysis and Epilepsy ;" Royal Collège

of Surgeons of England, 4 p.m.—Prof. Huxley, "Ou tlio Classifica-

tion and Characters of the Principal Croups of the Animal Kingdoni;"
Harveian Society, 8 p.m.— Mr. H. W. Lobb, "On the Usesand Value
of Electricity in General Practice, Practically Considerod."

Friday, February 20.

Opérations at Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital, 1$ p.m. ; Koyal
Collège of Physicians, 5 p.m.—Gulstoniau Lectures :—Dr. Pavy,
" On the Amyloid (so-ealled) and Fatty Degenerations ;" Koyal
Institution, 8 p.m.—Rev. G. Williams, "Ou Récent Discoveries at

Jérusalem ;" Western Médical and Surgical Society of London, 8 p. m.
—Dr. Anstie, " Ou the Therapeutical Value of Cod-Liver Oil in Con-
vulsive Diseases."

Salurday, February 21.

Opérations at St. Thomas s Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St Bartholomew's Hospital,

lj p.m. ; King's Collego Hospitai, 1J p.m. ; Charing-cross Hospital,

2 p.m. ; Royal Institution, 3 p.m.— Professor Max Millier, "Ontho
Science of Language ;" Royal Collège of Surgeons of England, 4 p.m.
— Prof. Huxley, "On the Classification and Characters of the Principal

Croups of the Animal Kingdoni ;" Metropolitan Association of Médical
Oflicers of Health, 7i p.m.

Monlay, February 23.

Opérations at Lock Hospital, Dean street, Soho, Cliuical Démonstrations
and Opérations, 1 p.m. ; St. Mark' s Hospital for Fistula and other
Diseases ot the Rectum, lj p.m. ; Metropolitan Free Hospital,
2 p.m.; Médical Society of Loudon, 8^ p.m.

'J'ucsday, February 24.

Opérations oX Guy's Hospital, l£ p.m. ; Westminster Hospital. 2 p.m.:
Royal Institution, 3 p.m. ; Royal Collège of Surgeons of England, i

p.m.— Prof. Huxley, " On the Skeleton of a Glyptodon ;" Ethno-
togical Society, 8 p.m. ; Pathological Society, 8 p.m.

NOTICES T0 C0RRESP0NDENTS.

Dr. H. D.— lst. No.— 2nd. Dr. Rieliardson'sbook on tlio Coagulation of

the Blood is published by Mr. Churchill.

Juvexis.—The examinatiou sufflees ; being in accordance with the régu-
lations of the Collège.

An Assistant.—The question is not so easy as oui- correspondent thiuks.

Many surgeons are very ill-requited, and really cannot afford to pay
" fifty pounds a-ycar, aud board and lodging." With sucli a salary

an assistant would be often much more at ease thau his principal.

There are scores of assistants who would be very lorry to change places

with scores of priucipals, vho after they hâve met ail their expenses,

would gladly look at a five-pound note. As to a "contract" "au
Assistant" could not bave entered into it, bail he not thought it his

interest at the time to do so ; he mnst, therefore abide by it. There
are many grievances that are insuperable, and this is one.

Mr. W. H. is thanked for his note. It «hall be attended to.

M. D.— It is doubtful whether the certificate of the Dublin Lying-In

Hospital would be received. It would dépend upon the qualifications

required by the Governors.

A SriisfiiiBEii describes a ease of " Spina Bifida " in an infant, and
would like to be informed of the best method of tr<.-atuiciit, if any be

proper. What is the expérience of our rcaders '(

Mr. Samuel E.—The report has corne to hand.

CniKUiiGf.s (IpswichL—lst. The Circulars shall be forwarded.—2nd.

No.
L. R.C.P. Edin.—Not subsequeutly to the first yoar.

Mr. West is thanked.

Dr. Phillips.—Received.

Mr. Hakvey.—We are obliged by the enclosure.

Dr. J. B.—Will our correspondent oblige us by forwarding a statement

of the tacts ?

V The extract from the "West Surrcy Times," on the skeletons dis-

covered near Guildford, has been received.
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SCIENTIFIC MISCELLANEA.

Substances Incompatible with thf. Solution of Sesqui-

chloride of Iron.— The beuefits derivable from tho

internai administration of sesqui-chloride of iron aie avuII-

kuown
; the only form in which tho French pharmaeopœia

directs tins remédiai agent to be prepared is in tho shapc of a
solution at 30 degs. (Areom), which contains three équivalents
of chlorine, and two of iron. This solution is tho bâsis of ail

formulas in the drawing up of which the practitioner is nitich

restrieted, as may be seen from tho following passages of a

communication forwarded by Mr. Gury to the Society of
Médical Science of La Moselle :

—

" It is absolutely necessary," says this learned chemist, " to

avoid any mixture of sesqui-chloride of iron with astringent

compounds containiug tannin, such as préparations of ratanhy,

cinchona, or catechu ; the resuit would be the formation of
ink of varying darkness. ïhe same remark applies to décoctions
of walnut-leaves, or oak-bark. Gum is equally incompatible
with sesqui-chloiïde of iron. When the latter substance is

mixed with a syrup of gum, or gum mixture, a reaction takes
place, which the practitioner should be aware of. If tho
amount of sesqui-chloride in the mixture be very small, the
fluid remains translucid ; when the dose of tho sait of iron is

increased the mixture becomes thick and turbid, and regains
its transparency on the addition of a further quantity of sesqui-
chloride. Thus a mixture, containiug one ounce syrup of gum
and two ounces of water, remains clear if rive or seven drops only
of the liquid sesqui-chlorido bo added ; ten or fifteen drops
cause a cloudy appearanco, and in the course of a few hours
one-half of the mixture is converted into a caseous paste ; and a
further addition of the drops dissolves the precipitate and re-

stores transparency."

Mr. Frémy's researches on the chemical constitution of gum
fully account for thèse changes, which are also induced by the
mucilage contained in the syrups of althx-a, of comfry, and of
asparagus. This muci'age must also, therefore, bo proscribed

;

it adds nothing to the h.emostatic power of the
chloride, which is also incompatible with albumen.
Common syrup is, of ail excipients, that which agrées best

with sesqui-chloride of iron, and is niost acceptable to the
stomach. We must observe, however, that aftor a short time
the composition of the mixture is liable to altération, a fact of
which the change of colour increased under the influence of
solar light attarde abundant proof. The sesqui-chloride is

reduced to the condition of proto-chloride, and the cane-sugar
is transmuted into grape-sugar. The luemostatie properties of
this compound cannot, therefore, be relied upon when it lias

not been receutly prepared ; it should be rejected as worthless
when the saltVon colour begins to fade, and an extemporancous
préparation is always préférable. In Mr. Gury's opinion,
distilled mitera sweetened with common syrup for internai use,
and for outward application, plain distilled water are the most
trustworthy excipients of sesqui-chloride of iron, and ave far
more efficient than tho varions compounds recouimended by
spec'aHsts. .

sesqui-

rubbor, joined to cach other, and presenting a length of two
feet eight inches, by a width of twenty-eight inches. It may
be filled with cold or warm water, at the will of the physician

;

and when distended, acquires a thickness of four inches. It

can reçoive about five gallons of fluid, and weighs about 58 lbs.

One of the sides is widely perforatcd, in order to admit of rapid
filling, and the aperturo is closed with two lirass plates and a
screw. Ono of the angles is, moreover, suppliod with a long
India-rabber tube, for the évacuation at will of the contents

:'

a cock régulâtes the escape of the liquid. Bath sides are
quilted, in order to prevent tho mattress from assuniing a
spherical form.

For the use of subjects who soil their bed, Mr. Galante has
constructed a mattress with a circulai- aperturo of four inches
in diameter, placed in the centre, through which the excrétions
escape, and are thus prerented from causing irritation of the
integunient.

The mattress, when nearly filled with water, and covered
with a sheet, forma a soft and comfortable bed. At each
movement of the patient, the water runs to the opposite side,

and assists bis efforts. Tho body, moreover, loses an amount
of weight équivalent to the volume of liquid displaced, and
greater facility is thus iniparted to evory motion. This appa-
ratns obviâtes the formation of bed-sores, and ail redness of the
skin OYor tho sacrum promptly disappears. Wounds of tho
integunient, on the back, tho trochauter, the ischia, also heal
rapid ly.

We may adduce, in support of the foregoing remarks, tho
case of an old man, aged eighty, suffering from fracture of tho
neck of tho fémur, and that of a patient affected with disloca-

tion of the sixth cervical vertebra. Thanks to the water-bed,
both thèse nien wero rescuod from tho iiievitably fatal consé-

quences, which must hâve followed the formation of bed-soros.

We should not omit, in coneluding thèse remarks, to notice
the benelits which Mr. Démarqua}' has derived from this ap-
pliance, in allaying tho excruciating pain felt in the licol in

cases of fracture of the log. The wounded limb is placed on
tho water-bed, and, as tho surgeon had foreseen, tho mère sub-
stitution of this contrivance for tho common oat-husk cushion,
immediately causes in every instance a remission of the pain.

fou tiik pu«POSE

l'TIUTY OF THE WaTER-BEB FOR THE CURE OF ?>ED-
SOIies (u).—Tho gravity of tho symptouis oceasioned by
bed-sores in cases of typhoid fever, affections of the spine, and
in ail the diseases which eonipel the patient to lie for a long
time in the same attitude, lias for many years boen the object
of much anxious considération. Among the varions remédies
which hâve been recommended, we may mention tho air-
cushiou, but it is compressible, and yields to the weight of the
body, the air is forced into the sides of the appliance, and tho
înjured part dots not reçoive the elastic «apport intended. On
the contrary, if tho cushion is thoroughly distended, tho sub-
ject lies most uncomfortably on the .surface of a sort of balloon.

It is not so with tho water-bed constructed by M. Galanta
on Dr. Démarquay 's instructions.

This mattress consista of two layers of vulcanised India-

('<) We bave ourselves had an opportunity of jud^ing in Mr
Démarquay'B wards of the advantages of tho water-bed, but the

i

-resent remurks are communicated by Dr. Parmeutier.—Thf
IiDITOR.

Utility of the Conductor-Bougie
OF OnANGINO THE CATHETER IN CaSES
—AVe hâve had a récent opportunity of noticing the
difficulty of catheterism in cases in which, after rétention of
urine caused by disease of the prostate gland, or stricture of
the urethra, a cathéter lias been so unskili'ullv introduced as to

croate a false passage. A more expert surgeon is tlien called

in, and, perhaps, succeeds, after considérable difficulty, in in-

serting a bougie, which, after a few days, lie vainly endeavours
to replace by another, tho instrument pénétrâtes into tho l'aise

passages, causes lnemorrhage, and the attempt is either entirely

abortivo or succeeds only after long and trying efforts. In the
case wo alludo to, the same difficulty reeurred at each opera-
tion ; and in spito of his well-known dexterity, the emiuent
surgeon, who had undertaken the care of the patient, proeeeded
only with fear and trembling to change the cathéter.

One of the safest methods of overcoming the difficulty is the
use of tho lato Frofefisor Amussat's condncfvr-lviv/ie, which
consiste in a very sleuder gum-elastic tube, at oue extremity of
which a cock may bo scrowed on, for llie purpose of preventing
at will the escape of liquida injected into the bladder. Tlie

instrument contains a rod, which can be altixed to the extremity
in place of the cock, and double the length of the bougie.

Tho appliance thus forais a conductor, over which an fnçlij.-

rubber cathéter may be guided into the bladder, and closely

résolubles the contrivance silice described by Mr. T. Wakley
under the dénomination of the " railroad cathéter." When
tho operator is désirons of changing the cathéter, ho morely
passes through it the conductor into tho bladder and withdraws
the former. Tho new cathéter is then inserted over tlie con-
ductor. Doubtless, surgeons who hâve entire contidence in

their dexterity may disdain this method ; but in the banda of
operators of more modest prétendions it will be found extremely
serviceable.
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PRESCRIPTIONS AND FORMULAS.

Prescriptions of Prof. Graves for Influenza. —
Influenza being at présent unusually prévalent in Paris and
in the Departments, we deem it useful to point out several

remédies resorted to by Graves in this complaint.

After prescribing repose in bed, the abstraction of a few
ounces of blood, laxatives and diaphoretics, the eminent Dub-
lin practitioner was in the habit of exhibiting opiates on the

second or third day. Mr. Jaccoud's translation of his lectures

(a) informs us that in thèse cases the following mixture was
generally found lùghly bénéficiai :

—

R Eniuls. Amygdal., ^vij. ;

Potassa) nitratis, 3'. ;

Liq. morphia; muriatis., 3ss. and more.

Dose : one teaspoonful several times daily.

The morphia possesses almost ail the advantages and none
of the drawbacks of opium, and restores calm and sleep, a
valuable resuit in a disease marked by excessive nervous
irritability.

In the more advanced stages of the affection, Graves had
recourse to Polygala-Senega, and Columbo. He also derived
much benefit from fomentations over the trachea and upper
part of the chest, with a sponge impregnated with very warm
water.

Treatment of Chronic Eczéma. — The Revue de
Thérapeutique and the Répertoire de Pharmacie inform us
that Mr. Peters bas succeeded in promptly removing chronic
eczéma by a gênerai and local médication, of which the follow-
ing are the éléments :

—

The ensuing saline aperient is in the first place prescribed :

—

R Sodii. chloridi., Qiij. ;

Magnesii. chloridi., Qij.
;

Sodae sulphatis., 3v ;

Magnesi» sulphatis., 3viij. ;

M. Aquae destill., Oij.
;

The dose is two tumblerfulls in the morning, fasting, and
subsequently one tumbler only. Two or three loose motions
are thus induced, and the medicine may be repeated once or

twice according to the severity of the case.

Locally, ail liniments or greasy applications should be dis-

carded as injurious, and lotions performed thrice daily on the
seat of the éruption with the following préparation, which at

first should be diluted with twico its weight of water, and
afterwards used gradually stronger :

R Aq. Laurocerasi, gj. ;

Aquœ., 3vij.
;

Hydrarg. bichloridi, gr. ij.
;

Alcohol, 3ij.
;

A Mild Vegetable Aperient. — Mr. Victor Masson,
the editor, has recently exposed for sale a paper which
its title recommends to the attention of the Profession. It is

an inquiry into the symptôme and treatment of typhoid fever
in the agricultural districts (b), oy Mr. P. Marin, an officier

do santà at Mollans (Drôme). The memoir contains many
sagacious and practical observations, and we borrow from the
author the formula of a fluid vegetable extract, which he has
found bénéficiai in the low typhoid states of the System, un-
accompanied by fever, designated by Mr. Piorry as septie
entero-colitii, and by ancient writers putrid condition. This
old-fashioned préparation is compoundedas follows :

—
R Wild endive

Dandelion
Wliite beet

Watercress
Lettuce

of each, ?j.

Chop the herbs as fine as possible, and extract, by pressure,

two ounces ofjuice, add

—

Olive oit, 5J- i ;

Syrup of lemons., 3j

To be swallowed in one dose.

" The remedy," says Mr. Marin, " is always taken without
reluctance, and acts powerfully on the bowels, causes no colics,

and is extremely inexpensive.

Treatment of Puerpéral Peritonitis.—Mr. Muaret ha3
more than once used with remarkable success in puerpéral
peritonitis the following course of treatment :

—

In the incipient stage of the disease, he has recourse to local

blood-letting, and, after an interval of a few hours, prescribes

embrocations with essence of turpentine. A table-spoonful of
the mixture hère reproduced is, moreover, exhibited every two
hours :

—

R Ess. Terebinth., gj ;

Vitelli Ovi., No. 1
;

Syropi* 5»j ;
M.

The doses are gradually decreased in frequency as the inflam-

matory action subsides, and the convalescence must be carefully

watched, in order to avert the périls of a relapse. This method,
which closely resembles that recommended by Professors

Graves and Trousseau, is the simplest and least expensive of

ail those which hâve been hitherto proposed It differs, how-
ever, from Mr. Trousseau's plan of treatment in one important

respect : Mr. Trousseau does not resort to blood-letting of any
kind, but endeavours to subdue the inflammation of the serous

membrane by the administration of small and frequently-

repeated doses of calomel.

(a) Professor Graves' Clinical Lectures, with an introduction by
Prof. Trousseau. 2 vols. 8vo., 2nd. edit. Adrien Delahaye, 18sh.

(6) A Pamphlet, 8vo., pp. 31. Price ls.

LEARNED SOCIETIES.

Academy of Sciences.—The learned secretary reported on two
récent communicationson the subject of consanguineous unions.

The first is a publication by Mr. Devay, which concludes

as follows :
—" In the présent state of the question, the physi-

cian is fully justified in opposing consanguineous unions in

his writings, bis tuition, and in the private advice he is called

upon to impart in his practice."

The second is a letter forwarded by Dr. Boudin :
—" The un-

fortunate conséquences of the marriage of near blood-relations,"

says the author, " offcen spare tho first génération, but break

out in the second. The issue of such unions, although per-

fectly healthy, are liable, without intermarrying with relatives,

to give birth to infirni children, and to produce indirectly the

morbid condition, from which they hâve themselves been so

fortunate as to escape."

In support of this view, Mr. Boudin adduces two instances

observed by Mr. Balley and Mr. Chazarin.
" Mr. B , a dispensing chemist at Bourbonne les Bains

(Haute-Marne), married a German lady, the issue of the

marriage of two first-cousins. They hâve four children, the

first was borm with spinal deformity, the second was deaf and
dumb, the third is sound bodily and mentally, and the fourth

is an idiot. We may hère obviously trace indirect hereditary

induction, or a consanguineous influence proceeding from the

mother."

"Mr. L , the Mayor of C. (Dordogne)," says Mr.

Chazarin, "married the daughter of his first-cousin. Two
children were boni, a boy and a girl, both free from infirmity,

and endowed, like their parents, with perfect health.

Miss L was married at the âge of twenty, to a young man
somewhat older than herself, to whom she was in no wise related,

and gave birth to a deaf infant. The family is in easy cir-

cumstances, and résides in a remarkably healthy, high situation,

free from damp. No other instance of deaf-muteness is to

be found at C , and no caso of the kind has ever been

observed in the family."

Unless, therefore, the infirmities of thèse children of healthy

parents are referred to mère accident, Mr. Boudin conceives
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that consanguineous unions must be inferred to exert an in-

jurieras influence which is not always confined to the first

génération.

— Mr. Velpeau présentée!, in the name of the author, Pro-

fessor Spérino (of Turin), a volume on the utility of re-

peatedly removing the aqueous humour in diseases of the eye.

Ocular paracentesis has been resorted to in the most remote
antiquity, and was much oxtolled in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries ; it then fell hito disuse, and lias re-

covered a portion of its popularity since the year 1835. It

has by no one been so frequently performed as by Mr. Spérino,

who has recourso to it not only, like his predecessors, in cases

of cataract, inflammation, or dropsy, but more especially in

glaucoma, staphyloma, choroiditis, and various forms of
amaurosis. Should the résulta he has obtained from the
opération be confirmed by further expérience, he will hâve
done good service to the therapeutics of ophthalmology.

Academy of Medicine.—Mr. Jules Béclard, the animal
secretary of the Academy, introduced the names of the suc-

cessful candidates for the prizes awarded by the Academy, by
a brief appréciation of the memoirs which hâve been deemed
deserving of recompense and encouragement. The following
is the resuit of the compétition :

—

Prizes Adjudged in 1862.

Prize of the Academy—To détermine by clinical obser-

vation—1. The natural progress of the différent kinds of

pneumonia, in the différent physiological conditions of the
body. 2. The comparative value of expectation, in the treat-

ment of the above diseases. (Value of the prize, 407.). The
prize was not awarded to any of the essayists, but

1. A sum of 247. was granted to Dr. Louis Duclout, of
Sainte-Marie aux Mines (Haut-Rhin).

2. As an encouragement, 167. were adjudged to Dr. E.
Molland, of Paris.

Portai Prize.—Vascular obstructions of the circulating

System of the lungs, and the practical applications which tbey
suggest/' (Value of the prize, 247.)

As an encouragement, a sum of 127. was awarded to Messrs.

G. Colin and Goubeaux.
Cirrieux Prize.—Détermine the share of moral influence

in the treatment of nervous diseases. (Value of the prize,

807.) The Academy awarded :

—

1. A sum of 407. to Dr. Padioleau, of Nantes (Loire-Infé-

rieure), the Author of Memoir No. 4, (Ten were pvesented)
bearing the following motto : The jihysicians' office, extends
to the mind, as vieil as to the body.

2. 207., as an encouragement, to Dr. PastureL of Alban
(Tarn).

3. 207., as an encouragement, to Dr. Astance, of Clermont
Ferrand (Puyde Dôme).

4. Honourable mentions to Dr. Piedvache, of Dinan, and
Dr. Chai pignon, of Orléans.

Barbier Prize.—" This annual prize will be awarded to the
discoverer of some complète means of cure for diseases gene-
rally viewed as incurable, such as rabies, cancer, epilepsy,
scrofula, typhus, cholera-morbus, &c." (Extract from the will.)

Encouragements may be granted to those who, without
having fully attained the end proposed, hâve advanced the
ncarest towards it. (Value of the prize 1607.)

Eleven mémoire or volumes were sent in for compétition
;

none were deemed to hâve deserved the prize, the amount of
which was divided as follows :

—

1.—To Dr. Kœberlé, Fellow of the Eaculty of Medicine of
Strasbourg, an encouragement of 807. for his memoir on two
cases of successful ovariotomy.

2.—An encouragement of 407. to Dr. Charcot, and the same
sum to Dr. Vulpian, both Fellows of the Faculty of Medicine
of Paris, for their paper on the application of nitrate of silver

to the treatment of progressive locomotive ataxia (Duchennfo
dkeaee).

Caipwron Prize. — Of pemphigus in new-born infant*.

(Value of the prize, 407.).

The prize, was awarded to Messrs. Ollivier and Ranvier
internes of the hospitals of Paris

Honourable mentions were granted to Dr. Paul Ffevre, of
Basson (Yonne), and to Dr. Desruelles, of Paris.

Orfila Prize.—Poisonous mushrooms. (Value of the prize,

1607.

None of the mémoire sent in having appeared deserving of
the full prize, which, by tho will of the testator, the Academy
is not authorized to divide, no recompense or encouragement
was granted to any of the competitors.

Vaccination.—A prize of 607. was divided between Dr.
Renault, of Alcncon (Orne,) Mr. Sigalas, of Marmande, (Lot et

Garonne,) and Dr. Testelle, of Paris.

Gold medals were further handed to five persons, and silver

medals to one hundred vaccinators.

Epidémies.—The Academy awarded two gold medals, and
silver bronze medals to eighteen gentlemen, besides fourteen
honourable mentions to practitioners intrusted with the sani-

tary supervision of their districts.

Inspectais of Minerai Waters.—The Academy awarded
silver and bronze medals to seventeen, and honourable men-
tion to two inspectore of thermal establishments.

BIBLIOGRAPHY.

Traite' des Dyspepsies, ou Etude Pratique de ces Affec-

tions Basée sur les données de la Physiologie Expé-
rimentale, et de l' Observation Clinique (a Treatise on. Dys-

pepsia, being a Practical Inquiry into the Nature of this

Affection, based on Expérimental Physiology and Clinical

Observation), by A. Nonat, M.D., Physician of the Hospital

of La Charité, (a)

Dyspepsia is a morbid condition of so fréquent occurrence,

that in the history of most diseases it may be met with either

as a cause or as a resuit. We reproduced on former occasions

several clinical lectures, in which Mr. Beau demonstrated in a

peremptory manner the truth of this assertion, and as the

knowledge of the fact is in many difficult cases the only safe

guide of the therapeutist, it cannot be too widely diffused.

In Mr. Nonat's opinion, however, the term dyspepsia is, to a

certain extent, loose and indeterminate, and it is in order to

remove this want of précision that the learned physician of

La Charité has published the volume before us.

The author préserves the usual classiiication of dyspepsia in

accidentai and chronic, but his subdivisions are established on

more physiological grounds than those adopted by Chomel.

He describes in succession gastric and intestinal dyspepsia.

Thus accidentai acute dyspepsia, commonly called indigestion,

may affect the stomach or the intestines, and in the latter in-

stance is generally but the conséquence of the former disturb-

ance. Let us glance in a cursory manner at the chapter on

the treatment of indigestion. " In order to facilitate diges-

tion, without inducing emesis, it is necessary/' says Mr. Nonat

"to exhibit drink, but in cery sivall quantifies at a time. . .

A very simple and innocuous method of attaining the same

object is to give one or several lumps of sugar moistened with

water. In mikl cases of indigestion, or merely of torpid di-

gestion, this system will often be found efficacious." When it

is désirable to induce vomiting, this may readily be effected by

lightly touching the uvula, or with a glass of warm water con-

taining eau-de-cologne, and, if necessary, tartarised antimony.

It is proper to stimulate the stomach to reject its contents so long

as food is thrown up. When no alimentary matter appears in

the éjecta, the indication of treatment changes, and the sto-

mach must be soothed and quieted, and the administration of

drinks of ail kinds be discontinued. Every variety of liquid

irritâtes the stomach, and keeps up or causes a return of vomit-

ing. This is an important precept on which Mr. Nonat lays

much stress. If the gastric convulsion does not subside, iced

beverages, laudanum, or fragments of ice should be resorted

to, and also the application over the epigastric région of com-

presses impregnated with cold water and ether or chloroform.

Tho fourth chapter the author dévotes to the study of

chronic or habituai dyspepsia, which may be gastric or intes-

(à) One vol. 8yo. A. Delahaye, Paris.
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tinal. The former lie subdivides into four varieties,—viz.,

simple or atonie, gastralgie, flatulent acid, and irritative, Mr.

Nonat reniarks that the latter forni has not hitherto been
described, and lias not received the amount of attention it

deserves. It is especially distinguisliable by the circurnstance

that the remédies which relievo or cure the other varieties of

dyspepsia are hère unavailing, if not positively injurions.

The success which attends a peculiar line of treatment has

imluced the author to designate tins fonn by the term
irritntire ilyspepsia. Counter-irritant agents are those to

which he resorts with every confidence, and from the use of

blisters or embrocations with croton oil, he has always derived

niuch benefit

Intestinal dyspepsia also présents several distinct gênera

—

viz., the simple and the nervous fornis, the flatulent variety,

and that kind of irritative intestinal dyspepsia, which deserves

the name of entérite glaireuse.

We should not omit to stato that Mr. Nonat also directs his

attention to idiopathic and symptoniatic dyspepsia, and to

that sympathetic form which is a fréquent complication of

utérine diseasc.

The prognosis of dyspepsia must, of course, greatly vary,

according to the causes, forms, and duration of the disease, and
the same circumstances likewise govern the treatment. In
this part of his volume, Mr. Nonat displays much practical

expérience, and we recommend to the attention of our readers

the pages in which he describes the treatment most appropriate

in every variety of the affection, with every détail calculated to

assist the practitioner.

€\)t ÏÏUYml Ctnnlnr.

MISCELLANEA.

Professor Velpeau has been named Member of the Institute

of Bologna.

«— In conséquence of the death of Mr. Tessier, and the

retirement of Mr. Gibert, the following changes hâve taken

place in the médical wards of the hospitals of Paris :

—

Mr. Bouchut is appointed Physician to the Hospital for

Infancy ; Mr. Lallier, Physician to Hospital St. Louis ; Mr.

EmpLs, Physician to Hospital La Pitié ; Mr. Triboulet, Hos-

pital Sainte Eugénie ; Mr. Anexfeld, Hospital Saint Antoine
;

M r. Ch. Bernard, Asylum for the Incurable ; Messrs. Simonet
and Lorin hâve been appointed, the former to the Nurse's In-

stitute, the latter to La Rochefoucauld Asylum.
In the Surgical Wards, the following changes follow the

retirement of Mr. Malgaigne and of Mr. Michon :

—

Mr. Denonvilliers is named Surgeon of La Charité ; Mr.

Richet is appointed to La Pitié; Messrs. Voillémier and Guérin,

to Hospital St. Louis ; Mr. Cusco, to Lariboisière ; Mr. Follin,

to the Midi ; Mr. A. Richard, to Cochin ; Mr. Broca, to La
Salpêtrière ; Mr. Bonchut, to Lourcine ; Mr. Foucher, to

Bicêtre, and Mr. Dolbeau to the Foundling Hospital.

— French Surgery has to mourn the récent loss of Mr. A.
Robert, Honorary Surgeon of the Hôtel-Dieu, Fellow of the

School of Medicine, and Meniberof the Academy of Medicine.

Mr. Robert's exalted position had been the resuit of many
successful compétitions ; and although his efforts were not
rewardod with a Professor's chair at the School of Medi-
cine, the extent of his information, and his great talents

for tuition, pointed him out as pre-eminently deserving of

such a post. Our learned confrère died of disease of the heart,

at the âge of sixty-two.

— Another lamentable and more unexpected death it is our

painful task to record. Dr. Jamain, an active contributor to

the Médical Press, and Surgeon of the Hospitals of Paris, died

euddenly at the âge of forty-six, at the conclusion of a récent

meeting of the Botanical Society.

— We also much regret to hâve to announce the deaths of

Dr. Bisson, of Paris ; of Dr. Lusignan ; Dr. Lassalvy, of Mont-
pellier; and of Dr. Deleau, who had acquired considérable cele-

brity in the treatment of Diseases of the Ear.

ON
LECTURES

DISEASES OF THE EAR.
By Jas. YEARSLEY, Esq., M.D.

No. IL

(Continued from page 75.)

In 1838, catheterism of the Eustachian passages was an established

mode of practice in France and Germany. ltard until his death,

Deleau in Paris and Kramer in Berlin, were its warm supporters,

but in the last century, in England it had been left as an unclaimed
legacy by Wathan and Cleland and nobody had adopted it.

In the' autunm ot 1837, Dr. Risdon Beimett had mtroduced the
subject to English readers, by a translation of a work of Dr
Kramer, of Berlin, and it would seem that his chief object in the

translation was to sound the praises of Catheterism, for he says,

" ail that is required in order to render the treatment of thèse

diseases comparatively satisfactory, and thus restore them to the

care of well-qualified practitiouers, is a Uttle manual dexterity in

the introduction of the cathéter, and careful local investigation of

the affected organ."

Mr. Pilcher, at a contemporary date with myself, took up
the subject and published his work entitled, 'On the Struc-

ture and Diseases of the Ear,' in which the practice is

incidentally noticed, but by no means made a distinguishing

feature of its contents. Wilde, in his " Aurai Surgery," dated 1852,

following in the wake of the Germon Kramer, and, like him,

indulging in the bad taste of depreciating ail other authors in a

critical literary review of their works, thus speaks of the introduc-

tion of Catheterism by myself.

"During the last fourteen years Mr. Yearsley, of London, has

published several works (and issued several éditions of each) in con-

nection with diseases of the ear. The first of thèse was Part I. of
' Contributions to Aurai Surgery,' consisting of the Proceedings

of the meetings of the committec for managing ' The Institution for

curing Diseases of the Ear,' to which was added a Médical Report,

and also a detailed account of case. The earliest of thèse tracts

appeared in 1839, and a third, which is the last I hâve seen, in 1841.

They abound in copious extracts from various authors, and in parti-

cular from the then recently translated work of Kramer. In thèse

publications the author chiefty labours to impress upon the profession

and the public the necessity o/ Eustachian Catheterism in ail diseases

of the ear. In 1842 Mr. Yearsley published ' A Treatise on the

Enlamed Tonsil and Elongated Uvula, in connection with Deiects

of Voice, Speech, and Hearing, &c. ' of which several éditions hâve

since appeared. The author recommends excision of the tonsils for

the cure of deafness, and we believe a great number of persons hâve

•ince submitted to the opération ; with what degree of success the

profession of London are the best judges. Every practical physi-

cian and surgeon must be well aware that enlarged tonsils do not of

necessity produce deafness ; I shall, however, leave the further dis-

cussion ot that subject to the work of Mr. Harvey to be noticed pre-

sently. In 1847 there appeared by the same author, ' Deafness prac-

tically illustrated, being an exposition of Original Views as to ihe

Causes and Treatment of Diseases of the Ear.' Thèse original views

consisted of a reprint, with scarcely an altération, of the three original

tracts originally published, from 1838 to 1841, and a large portion

of the book upon the Throat just referred to, to which were added

chnpters upon ' Stomach Deafness ;' the Statistics of Deafness ;
on

the best means of compensating for Incurable Deafness
;
and on Ear

Trumpets. The author's description ofstomach deafness isas follows :

' The so-called nervous deafness, hitherto a stumbling-block to contem-

porary writers, is nothing else than an injurious influence exerted on

the ear by dyspeptic ailments, though coinmonly pronouneed a

disease depending prhuarily on the auditory nerve itself And
«gain :

—
' The first description of deafness from digestive disorder

if that in which the disease is strictly confined to the stomach, no

perceptible change having occurred in the organ of hearing, except

functional torpor ot the auditory nerve. This is best seen in

acute indigestion.' Obstruction of the biliary sécrétion, accumula-

tion of morbid bile in the gall ducts, and chronic dyspepsia, are the

other abdominal dérangements supposed by the author to produce

deafness, which he believes to be caused by an extension of a sub-

ncute iiiflammatory condition of the mucous membrane into the throat,

and thence into the cavity of the ear, and even to the external

meatus ! To Mr. Yearsley, however, is due the crédit of having

first drawn the attention of the profession to the very valuable

remedy of introducing a portion of moist cotton into the external

meatus in cases of deafness arising from perforation of the tympanal

membrane. The original communication upon this subject was

published in ' The Lancet ' for July 1848, and was aftorwards re-
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printed as a tract upon ' A New Mode of treating Deafness when

attended by a partial or entire Loss of the Membrana Tympani,

associated ornot with Dtscharge from the Ear."'

With this extract from the work of the Irish Aurai Surgeon

Wilde (ill-natured and untruthful, on mjre points than one,

though it be), I ought to be satisfied, for out of the mouth of

another it is shown that to me belongs the crédit of " labouring to

impress upon the profession and the public the necessity of cathe-

terism,'' and of having led the van in the permanent establishment of

the Internai Treatment of Diseases of the Ear in tins country.

It is a rare thing to find a critic, with a peu dipped in gall, in-

diting a passage so convertible to the author's wislies and purposes

as that which I hâve just quoted. If Mr. Wilde had intentionally

sat down to write that which would enable me at some subséquent

date to prove myself an independent thinker and a more rational

practitioner than my then contemporaries, he could not hâve betttr

succeeded than he lias done.

Not only so, but he lias actually adverted to every novelty in

Aurai Surgery, theoretical and practical, brought forward since the

days of Maule, Curtis, and Stephenson, and pointed to vie as the

dangerous and mistaken innovator. It will take but a moment
to enumerate them—1. Catheterism of the Eustachian passages.

2. Enlarged Tonsils as a cause of Deafness. 3. Oriyinal views. 4.

The wetted cotton remedy.
Whilst he evidently would wish it to appear that lie did not

think my views original, by allowing that word to appear initalics,

yet he quotes, from my work, passages which indisputably prove

them to be so. In no other author that I am aware of, had it been

shown that " the so-called nervous deafness was an ir.jurious in-

fluence exertedonthe ear by dyspeptic alimente" of course, through

the intervention of the mucous membrane, and that " though com-

monly pronounceda disease, depending piimarily on the auditory

nerve' itse'.f," was in truth a mère nominis timbra, behind which
aurai surgeons were wont to clothe their ignorance of the true

cause—that being " an extension of a sub-inflainmatory condition of

the mucous membrane into the throat, and thence along the Eus-

tachian passages into the cavity of the ear, and even to the external

meatus.'

Yes, Mr. Wilde, not only hâve I " laboured to impress upon the

profession and the public the necessity of Eustachian Catheterism in

diseases of the ear," though not in ail, as you say, but I hâve also

laboured to impress upon their minds that it is the mucous mem-
brane which is in fault, whether it be as a conséquence of stomach

ailment, or cold, or influenza, or scarlatina, or enlarged tonsils, or

any other malady in which that important tissue is involved, and

thus, most kind and generous critic you hâve helped me to establish

my clainis—innocently, no doubt :

lst. To be considered the founder of the Internai Treatment of

Diseases of the Ear in this country.

2nd. To bave shown the futility of treatment directed to the

outer passages of the ear by oils, and ointments, and blisters, by

Sroving that deafness was generally a conséquence of morbid con-

itions of the mucous membrane within, having nothing whatever

t ) do with the outer structures of the ear, which were, therefore,

tormentedand tortured in vain.

3rd. To be entitledto the merit of the discovery of the wetted

cotton remedy known as the Artificial Tympanum, and admitted to

be "a very valuable remedy." Other aurai surgeons pronounce it

to be the " most important médical discovery of modem times."

It will be observed that Mr. Wilde does not trust himself to give

an opinion on the question of enlarged tonsils being productive of

deafness, but hands me over to the tender mercies of Mr. Harvey.

I expect I shall amuse my readers very much, when I corne

to that part of my subject, I mean that they will be amused at the

direful conséquences which hâve been said to hâve arisen from
cutting away exubérant growths of thèse glands, but the subject

will deserve a place to itself, and must, therefore, be reserved.

It was, of course, some years prior to the publication of his, in

some respects, very useful work, that Mr. Wilde honoured me with
a rather Iengthened visit, on which occasion l was the teacher and
he the pupiL He came to get what hints he could from me, and I

do not think he would say I stinted him in information, or evaded
his inquiries. Such visitations made bona fide by men of science, I

regard as highly complimentary, and I hâve never spared time nor
trouble to satisfy the legitimate curiosit.y of those who hâve so

honoured me. Occasionally a mauvais sujet lias taken advantage of

my liberality and played me false. I could point to one who
lias a leaning for aurai surgery, and attended one of my courses of

Practical Démonstrations. He turned out to hâve been a spy sent

by one of my contemporaries, not Mr. Harvey, and is now known
as his jlnpperl

In thèse introductory observations written cimente calamo, I

believe it will be in my power to enlighten my readers on many
points relating to Diseases of the Ear, respecting which they hâve
been greatly misinformed. I wish to lead them into a train of
thought relative to thèse affections, différent to what they hâve been
accu8tomed. I wish to impress upon them that the ordinary route \

for combating the vast majority of cases of deafness, is not through
the external meatus, by indiscriminate syringing, by fluids or
ointments, whether acrid, like veratria, or innocuous, like glycérine,
by blisters, whether by the vulgar emplas trumlyttœ, or the more
élégant préparation, but equally torturing, acetum cantharidis.
A familiar illustration ol my meaning occurs to my mind. Sitting

in my chair at the Ear Intinnary, in Sackville street, receiving the
poor patients in their turn, I am sometimes struck with the peitina-
city with which they will attempt to open the door the wrong way—the said door opens inwards—but, having taken it into their heads
that it can only open outwards, they push it, and slam it, and boit
it, and unbolt it, but ail in vain. I behold thèse things with amaze-
ment, but glad of a minute or two's rest, and much amused, I await
the resuit

;
presently the patient's reason cornes to his aid, and he

thinks that there may be two ways of getting a door open. So ic is

with Aurai Surgeons in this country, at least to a much greater
extent than is creditable to their judgment ; they seem to forget
that there is another route to the ear than the outer passage

—

namely, through the nose, and what is known as the Eustachian
passage.

This may be said to be a continuous and uninterrupted passage
from the nasal opening to the cavity of the tympanum, for certainly

there is no interposition of any membrane analogous to the mem-
brana tympani to stop the way. Through it we reach the lining mem-
brane of the tympanum, the tissue mainly affected in the incipient

deafness, which is most amenable to treatment. And upon this re-

markable passage I will hère offer one or two remarks, which will

go far in support of the views I entertain with respect to the
mucous membrane in relation to deafness.

The orifice of the Eustachian passage is planted by nature
exactly opposite the orifice of the nasal; passage ; indeed, if the
division in the two passages were bridged over, it would form
one continuous passage, and we may suppose that so it would hâve
been, had there not been a provision necessary for the descent of

the natural sécrétions of the cavity of the tympanum into the
throat. And why is the guttural opening of the Eustachian pas-

sage planted opposite to that of the nasai passage ? Obviously to

facilitate the admission of the air we breathe to the tympanum.
So obvious is it, that when added to the importance of treating

aurai affections through this passage, I am desirous to identify the

connection as much as possible in the public and professional mind,
by a change of name, by throwing over the name Eustachian alto-

gether, and call it at once the naso-aural passage.

To be continued.

FKOST-BITE AND ITS TREATMENT.
By William Belin, M.D., &c. &c.

As we are in the season to meet with frozen limbs, especially

frost-bitten Angers and toes, it may be well to make known a
method of treatment which I adopted many years ago, and which
I hâve found to be very successtul. It is the usual practice, so

soon as it is discovered that any portion of the body has been
frozen, to apply cold water or soft snow to the same, and continue

the application until the circulation is restored, or until the hope of

restoring vitality is gone. If only a small pièce of skin be frozen,

snow rubbing will generally succeed ; but if both skin and deeper
parts are frozen, snow rubbing will seldom restore vitality ; indeed
the long continued application of cold water or snow is generally

injurions. I hâve no doubt that many fingers and toes are thus

lost which might hâve been saved by better treatment.

After applying cold water or snow of a proper température for a
few minutes to extract the frost as speedily as possible, my plan

is to inimerse the frozen part in warm water containing a sufficient

quantity of ground pepperor mustard : as one or the other of thèse

articles is to be found in almost every house, it is consequently

always available. If portions of the face or ears are affected, pièces

of flannel coming out of the hot liquid are to be applied, and fre-

quently repeated till circulation is restored. In a few minutes a

tingling sensation will be felt ; and, in a short time, vitality will be
fully restored, unless the frost lias penetrated too deeply. If the

whole thickness of a membrane be frozen, including the principal

blood vessels and bone, no treatment can restore vitality ; loss of

substance and disfigurement will be the inévitable conséquence ;

but, even in thèse cases, my treatment is of service by extending

the living parts as far as possible, and thus diminishing the extent

of the mischief.

It is probable that some médical men employ means similar to

mine ; Dut there are many who confine their opérations to the ap-

plication of cold water or snow with sometimes the use internally

of anodynes or stimulants, and if thèse means fail, they regard the

restoration of vitality as hopeless. To such I would earnestly re-

commend a trial of my plan : and, if proper cases be selected, I

hâve no doubt that the resuit will prove satisfactory.
—

' Briti3h

American Journal.'
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MEDICAL REGISTEATION IN IRELAND.

Sir Robert Peel desires to distinguish his Secretaryship by

enacting a System of Registration of Births and Deaths in Ire-

land. The waut of such a System liitherto, has been a great

defect in the sanitary requireuients of the State ; for we
hâve not had sufficient ineans of coniparison between the mor-

tality in Ireland, froni various causes, and the mortality in tins

country. The différence in social circumstances between Eng-

land and Ireland, will certainly be expressed in the death-lists,

and past expérience assures us that the most effectuai mode of

accomplishing social and hygieniç reforms, is to publish regu-

lar reports of the havoc committed by removable causes of

disease.

"We hope, therefore, that Sir Robert Peel's Bill will be car-

ried, as it will inevitably coustitute the foundation of further

efforts for the amélioration of the condition of the lower

classes of Ireland. " Facts are stubborn thiugs." Let the

world know in clear, bold, and undeniable figures the immense

mortality from fever, for instance, in that country, and it will

be impossible to prevent further législation.

The office of the Registrar-General has been the spring-

head of ail the sanitary reforms of this country. The inflexible

figures pointing liko the finger of Fate at the anomalies of our

social condition, which hâve been published quarterly by that

officer, hâve shanied Englishmen into great efforts to improve

their cities, and to ameliorate, in various huniane modes, the lot

of the labouring classes. We owc ourgroat drainage schemes,

our public baths, our model dweOings, our purified water

supply, our people's parks, and even indirectly, our improved

agriculture, to the mute, but éloquent appeals, expressed in the

arithmetical summaries of the Registrar-General.

The English Act has been in opération but twenty-seven

years,and it has in that time produced a révolution in the ideas

of the public in relation to hygiène. The people hâve accepted

the principles taught by our sanitary reformers, they hâve ap-

pointed médical officers of health, they havo organised local

boards, they hâve incurred heavy expenditure for public works;

and the remit is that our comforts hâve been promoted and

the value of human life largely increased. Similar consé-

quences will flow, in due time, from the Irish Act.

There are two or three points in this Act which wo cannot

forbear to notice. In the first place, we congratulate our

Irish brethren on the excision of the pénal clauses with

which they were originally threatened for neglect to forward

the required certificate. Their manly stand in defence of

their private rights has been rewarded by the concession of

the Government. It is pleasing to us to know that the pénal

power which is incorporated into the Scotch Act has been

found to work so badly that the Irish Secretary deemed it the

wiser course not to risk the success of his measure by adopting

it in this scheme. A more unconscionablo attempt to establish

a bureaucratie tyranny in this country was never made, and

we are glad that it has been defeated. Again, it is gratifying

to know that the office of Registrar will be a privilège of the

Dispensary Surgeons, and that it will not bo open to the

candidature of any policeman, grocer, or haberdasher who may
aspire toeke out a livelihoodby the aid of a salaryfor dLscharging

a duty he does not understand. As Mr. Brady truly said in

Parliament, in answer to Lord Naas, if such men wero ap-

pointed it would vitiate the wholo System, as mistakes would

occur from their inability to comprehend tho names of the

diseases they would be required to register.

Therc is a remarkable and very significant discrepancy in

the Act as to the source of payment of tho Registrars and

Superintendent Registrars, it being provided that the former

shall be paid out of the Local liâtes, and the latter out of the

Consolidated Fund. Why so ! Is it because the Superin-

tendent Registrars will be clerks of unions—therefore lawyers;

and the lawyers know how to take care of themselves ? They

disliko to be more subject to Local Boards than they can holp,

and infinitely prefer to fasten thumselves upon the Consolidated

Fund. They havo plenty of friends withal in Parliament to

protect their interests. Our profession is always placed at a

disadvantage in coniparison with the law, in conséquence of

our not being properly represented in the Législature.

On the whole, there is little objection to be offered to this

measure ; and every well-wisher to the cause of social im-

provement should désire its success. It will constitute an

era in the domestic annals of Ireland, and will undoubtedly

be fruitful of many advantages.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

DISCOVERY OP SKELETONS BETWEEN GUILDFORD AND MERROW.

Five skeletons hâve recently been discovered near Guild-

ford, in excavations eut in the solid chalk. Mr. Frederick

Ross, of Guildford, has examined them, and has decided that

at least ono was the skeleton of a woman, and another of a

young man ; there was some difficulty in duciding as to the

sex of the others. A variety of conjectures lias been hazarded

as to the period when tho bodies were buried—some fixing it

at the time of the civil wars of Cromwell ; and others, of the

conflicts of the Anglo-Saxons. At any rate, thèse remains

hâve not much interest in an ethnological point of view.

THE LICENCE OF THE COLLEGE OF PHTSICIANS.

This Licence has not been grantod during the past year to

so large a number of candidates as was anticipated ; in truth,

the licence is not yet popular, probably because it is feared

that it will not be recognised by the Public Boards. This

appréhension is, however, erroneous. The licence has been

already recognised by the Registrar of the Médical Council, by

the Army Board, tho Ll avy Board, and tho Poor law Board.

In order to make the examination more efficient, and to give an

entire equality to the subjects of examination, tho Fellows hâve

altered the Collège By-Laws ; and it is now ordained that there

sliall be two examiners in physic, two in surgery, and two in

midwifery. This change is entirely satisfactory, and we trust

that the time is near when every candidate for gênerai prac

tice will hold the Collège Licence.

THE CASE OF MR. ADAMS.

We are happy to say that there is a détermination on the

part of Mr. Adams' friends to rally round him, and that a

preliminary meeting was held last Wednesday to make

arrangements for a gênerai meeting of the Profession. The

Wednesday's meeting was attended by what may be termed

the " représentative men " of the Profession, and it is obvious

that there is a gênerai concurrence of feeling in behalf of Mr.

Adams. The General Meeting was appointed for Tuesday,

four p.m. (yestorday), and wo regret, that owing to the neces-

sity of going to press at an earlier hour, we are unable to give

a report of the proceedings. The persécution to which Mr.

Adams was expoaed, is a liability of us ail, although, happily,
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a rare one. It is reported that Mr. Adams intends to bring an

action for perjury against Mrs. Russell, when it will be in lus

power to bring forward évidence that could be only incidentally

adverted to at the late triaL We hope that he will succeed in

showing the whole truth of the case as regards the Kussells.

SPECIAL HOSPITALS.

The ' Lancet ' having recently published one of its occasional

attacks on Spécial Hospitals, considérable dissatisfaction has

been felt by the specialists. No wonder. Oui- contemporary,

thinking the subject a safe one, was more than usually saucy

and flippant, and has succeeded in galvanising Mr. Lobb, and

ulcerating the mind of Mr Westlake. Thèse gentlemen hâve

written to our contemporary to show the necessity of their

institutions. Mr. Lobb affirms that there are no means of

eniploying galvanism in the London hospitals ; if there

were, he should not hâve established his, and would relinquish

it to-morrow if the authoritics of any public hospital would

attach hini to it and give him. a fair opportunity to try his

methods. This is fair. Mr. Westlake, too, says, that old

ulcers are rejected at most hospitals as unsuitable cases, there-

fore the necessity for his institution. We believe that both

thèse gentlemen state the substantial truth, and the simple

question is, should thèse cases not hâve a fair chance of treat-

ment, or thèse remédies not tried, because the surgeons of our

great hospitals think they are beneath notice, or hâve not the

tinie to attend to such matters 1 The fact is, that there is a

jealousy between the gênerais and specials ; that the gênerais

spécialise as much as they can for the sake of getting practice,

and the specials hâve no objection to généralise, if they can

get the fées. As a method of studying disease, we hâve no

doubt of the vast advantage of limiting attention to particular

affections. The science of medicine is too complex and too

deeply learned for any man to be a perfect master of ail its

branches. We ail feel this when a second opinion is wanted,

either in our own case or in the case of an anxious patient.

We encourage specialism by our practice ; it is idle, therefore,

to decry. it in theory. The ' Lancet ' was simply beating the

big druni ; we hope the specialists are not quite so Chinese as

to be frightened by it.

RESIGNATION OF MR. COULSON.

As we intimated last week, Mr. Coulson has informed his

colleagues of his intention to resign his appointaient as surgeon

to St. Mary's Hospital ; thus acting upon the good rule that

has been adopted in other hospitals. He is one who, we be-

lieve, never willingly offended any man, and he retires, there-

fore, from active public duty, with the goodwill and esteem

of his colleagues, and of every member of the Profession. He
acquired a leading position in his profession by his talent and

industry, and he amply deserved what he earned. He is

likely to be succeeded by Mr. Spencer Smith.

THE HUNTERIAN ORATION.

This oration, biennial now instead of annual, was delivered

this year by Mr. Gulliver, than whom no man could be better

qualified to handle the subject of Hunter's Physiological

Labours. There was a good muster of distinguished persons

présent on the occasion.

"The orator commenced by admitling the difiiculty at this day of
finding any novel pointa for comments on the "Valuable records of
Hunter, but said there ought to be a relative novelty, and at least a
perennial interest and instruction, in reviewing the'works of a man
of genius in the fitful lights and shades of advancing science. Nor
could a more grateful bornage than this be paid to the niemory of a
great man. It is to view his réputation in the very glass in which
ne himselfwould like to see it, were he to reappear aa-ong us ; and,
though he be dead, to show how he yet speaketh. By the book of
Hunter we mean (said the learned orator) the grand exposition of '

the works of nature to be found in his magniflcent muséum as well

as his writings. In his time physiology and zoology were so op-
pressed by mère facts as to be in danger of sinking under their

number, confusion, and weight, until he so surveyed and arranged
them as to show their affinities and contrasts. Long before, there
had been a sort of dead order, which it was reserved for his genius
to mould by expositions of relation and différence, of unity of pro-

gression, or continuity of transition or development, into a living

method. No one can properly contemplate Hunter's unrivalled

muséum in connection with his writings without perceiving this great

truth, nor without being impressed with the force of évidence by
which the master-spirit was led to the impressive and crowning con-
clusion that life is independent of or précèdent to organisation.

Moreover, a somewhat familiar acquaintance with his work has long
since taught us to look up to him as the foreteller of many princi-

pes or central phenomena only recently become well known by new
or improved means of research, and claimed accordingly as late dis-

coveries, in utter ignorance of his earlier observations. Among
other instances, his description of the leading fact in the formation

of the bufty coat of the blood was particularly worth notice, not
only from its importance, but also because hispriority in this respect

was so little known or even suspected, and so long completely hid,

that it was left for Professer Gulliver to point out, in the course of

lectures last delivered, how Hunter had anticipated the main resuit

ofthe excellent observations of Shrœder van derKolk, Nasse, Henle
Wagner, and Wbarton Jones.

"The orator t lien gave an elaborate history of the discoveries

relating to the blood, with notices of those physiologists who hâve

confirmed Hunter's views on this important subject ; and drew at-

tention to the valuable catalogues of the muséum (inaking twenty-

nine quarto volumes), and to the labour and expense which had ac-

crued, and which must increase with the growth ofthe muséum. In

rendering unto Hunter his due, Mr. Gulliver severely censured some
ofthe authors of books placed in the hands of our pupils, and more
particularly those by some récent German writers, made popular in

this country by British patronage and translations, and this in spite

of the notorious fact that thèse works, so full of egotism, are, as re-

gards many of the most important points of physiology, really worse

than useless. What, observed the orator, is the plasma, protoplasm,

blastema, or cytoblastema of thèse Germans, but the coagulable

lymph of our Hunter ? (Mr. Gulliver was applauded hère, and çro-

ceeded to say)— It is now proved that we hâve adduced suffîcient

évidence to show that the Hunterian doctrine respecting the blood
stands yet in ail the majestic simplicity of truth, really unaffected by
the more complex tenets of Schleiden, Schwann, and Valentin

;

that, in fact, even this single scène in the great drama, this little

épisode in the f>rand epic of Hunter's labours would alone be suffi-

cient to show the depth of his genius—to entitle him to the admira-

tion and gratitude of ail posterity, and the places of honour in philo-

sophical surgery. He yet lives in the hearts of his disciples ; and
thèse even now after following his bones from their first resting-

place to our vénérable Abbey at Westminster, are erecting his

statue—a marble testimony of respect—amid the scènes he loved so

well. But ail the shows of art, pictured pomp, or sculpture, speak
in fèeble imagery—their own cold powers frail and vain for his re-

nown. His best eulogy, as of other great men, is to be found in his

works, and especially in his muséum. There, verily,

" He in our wonder and astonishment
Hath built himself a livelong monument

;

And so sepulchred, in such pomp doth He,

That kings for such a tomb niiglit wish to die."

And hère, added the orator, we might hâve concluded, but that

since last addressed, death had deprived us of some of Hunter's dis-

ciples,

—

haud passibus œquis—as Q.uekett, Norman, Stanley, and
Brodie, to whom a passsing tribute must be paid. The three latter

died full of years, and in the enjoyinent of that which the greatest

secular judge of human nature tells us " should accompany old âge,

as honour, love, obédience, troops of friends ;" but Professor

Quekett was early lost to science, yet not without leaving beautiful

marks of his course behind him. He was one of the first, if not the

very first, of those eminent men who devoted their talents exclu-

sively to the abstract and highcr branches of the Profession, quite

regardless, in this noble pursuit, of the meaner considérations of

practice and profit. He explored the field of histology in its widest

sensé ; his inquiries not only extended through the animal and vege-

table kingdoms, but also to minerai substances, and his collected

spécimens of the intimate structure of organic nature surpassed in

number and value anything of the kind before displayed in this

country. riuch a mind could not be thus employed without dis-

covering central or comprehensive phenomena—could not be con-

fined to mère fragmentary, subordinate, or minor facts, as his early

observations on the nature and arrangement of capillaries led him
soon to exhibit in the blood-vessels alone—rational évidence—proof

of function from structure of the significance and use of the air-blad-

der in fishes. His original researches, two or three years afterwards

on the intimate structure of bone, were of still higher import; for

they at once and for ever demonstrated the analogies and contrasts

of this structure, and with such admirable précision and clearness as
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not only to establish thc essential characters in this respect of tlie

vertebrate sub-kingdom, but also the means of determining the

affinities of minute fragments of the organic remains of a former

world.
" Mr. Quekett, like Pope, might truly hâve complained of that

long disease—lus life." He retained to the last his wonted serenity

and affability, kindness and humility : neither was his constitulional

sweetnessof temper affected by the plagiarism of his labours abroad,

nor even by the pitiful nt tempts of anonymous slander at home. Let
us however hope, said Professor Gulliver, that generous hearts will

not bc wanting among us to défend Hewson and Quekett on the

proud pedestals which they had so honourably gained.
•• Mr. Norman was a man of a différent stamp. He early marked

ont the best course by which to arrive at the goal for which he

panted, and won in a manner honourable alike to himself nnd to the

Profession, having twice bcen elected chief magistrate of the city of

Bath, and deputy-lieutenant of the county. In 1825, Mr. Norman
successfully tied the external iliac artery, as well as the artcria inno-

minata ; he had tied the common carotid two years earlier ; but his

chief opération was the securing with complète success both the

lingual arteries in a case where excision of the tongue had become
necessary.
" Mr. Stanley was chiefly distinguished in surgical anatomy and

pathology, and was one of the most successful teachers of his time,

and a great master of what he loved to call practical anatomy ; and
he was so highly esteemed by the students of other schools, and
especially tho?e from the Borough, that, even during the brilliant

reign there of Sir Astley Cooper, the St. Bartholomew men were
almost excluded from their own théâtre by the latter.

" The orator passed a long and high eulogium on Sir Benjamin
Brodie. An interesting account was then given of the great

teachers at the Windmill street School.
In conclusion, Professor Gulliver expressed a hope that, if he had

rather forcibly submitted some of the just claims of the British

school of physiology in the labours of John Hunter and his dis-

ciples, it had been done conscientiously in the defence of Truth, and,

he hoped, neither lightly nor inconsiderately, and yet with sufficient

décision and accuracy to assist, if not maintain, her sacred cause.

Let us never forget that we belong to the country of the Harveys
and the Hunters ; nor when we déplore the loss of such of their

followers as Brodie, Norman, Quekett, and Stanley, cease to feel

that excellent consolation which is aflforded by the character of their

lives, and the examples they also hâve left to us and to our posterity
;

for ' thèse were honourable men in their génération.' Professor

Gulliver concluded his oration amid considérable applause.
" In the evening, the Président and Council entertained a large

nnmber of distinguished guests at a banquet at the Albion
'Pavera."

REVIEW OF THE PERIODICALS.

The ' British Médical Journal' (Feb. 14). Dr. Lionel

Beale contributes " Facts and Arguments opposed to Dr. Bennett's

Theory of Organisation." He charges Dr. Bennett with vagueness

and contradiction, and he advocates the use of lenses of high

magnifying powers for the examination of minute objecta. Dr. W.

Budd contributes a paper on " Malignant Pustule." An article on

the " Ocular Tunic " and its anatomica] relations and bearings in

ophthalmic practice, is contributed by Mr. Haynes Walton, and

Mr. Hamett Hailey gives his expérience of the " Use of Nitiic

Acid " in the cure of ulcération of the os and cervix uteri. He

applies the acid pure with a glass brush. Several successful cases

are reported. The tincture of the sesqui-chloride of iron is also

administered internally.

The ' British American Journal ' (December). Dr. Wm.
Belin contributes an article on " Frost-Bite," in which he expresses

his disapproval of the old practice of rubbing deeply frozen parts

with snow, and recommends instead warm water containing a suf-

ficient quantity of ground pepper or mustard. Dr. Bowman
describes a method of obtaining perchloric acid and of preparing

chloroform, which we intend to quote.

The 'Médical Times and Gazette.' A lecture on "Strabismus"

by Mr. Soelbero Wells opens this journal. Dr. Heoinbothom

reports a " Case of Poisoning by Sulphuric Acid," and Mr. E. L
Hussey " Two Cases of Enlargement of Ovary ;" in one case the

fluid had been entirely absorbed, but the disease returned, and in

the other the contents discharged through the rectum with recovery

of the patient. Dr. Morell Mackenzie writes on " Functional

Aphonia;" galvanism is recommended as a usei'ul agent in thèse

cases.

The ' Lancet.' Dr. John Hughes Bennett continues his lecr

tures. He expatiates this week on the " Tubular Eléments of the

Tissues." Mr. Barnard Holt exposes " Certain Errors in the

Diagnosi» and Treatment of Rétention of Urine." We extract the

f'ollowing remarks :

"After describing the symptomatic tumour in the hypogastric
région, and the dullness yielded by percussion of a distended bladder,
the author quoted says: 'In cases where the surgeon is in any
doubt, however, the introduction of the cathéter will at once clear
up the dilficulty.' It is hère, however, in my expérience that a
fallacy occurs which constantly leads to most serious error. The
surgeon introduces a silver cathéter into the urethra, it is true ; but
the instrument never enters the bladder, being either too short (as
is frequently the case, especially when the prostate is enlarged), or,
being thrust onwards, makes a false passage in which the point
becomes entangled. Or, again, the surgeon employs an eiastic

cathéter without a stilette, under the impression that thus no damage
can possibly be done ; and the instrument is then either too short,

or, as is frequently the case, it bends upon itself, and never reaches
the bladder at ail. It has happened that a cathéter has been
blocked with coagulum &c, which bas not allowed the passage of
urine even after the cathéter has entered the bladder ; but only
great carelessness could overlook this.

" The only wayto be perlectly certain that a cathéter has reached
an empiy bladder is to inject water through it, which it will readily
admit ; whereas if the instrument has not reached the bladder, it

will be impossible to inject more than a few drops. The same plan
may be adopted in those rare cases where a full bladder bas been
reached, but the instrument has become temporarily obstructed
with clôt, which prevents the exit of urine."

He gives several instances in which rétentionhad been overlooked

for some time, or allowed to continue whilst varions attempts were

made " to force the water." Some observations on the employment

of "Arsenite of Copper in the Arts" are contributed by Dr.

Hassall, and Dr Muirhead reports a " Case of Hydatidiform

Ovum."

REVIEW OF BOOKS.

Large Scrotal Tumour. New plan of opération for large tumours.
By J. M. O'Ferrall, M.D.

The tumour in this case was of a doubtful character, but sup-
posed to hâve originated in the cellular tissue of the cord. Itbled
at times largely from distended veins which ramified over the
surface. The following was the mode of operating :

" My intended plan of opération, by which I hoped to avoid
the profuse hannorrhage which had rendered thèse opérations
always dangerous, and sometimes fatal on the spot, was to place the
patient on his back, and to bave the tumour poised for a sufficient

lengtb of time to empty its vessels, before the incisions were com-
menced. Some of my friends urged me to give up this plan, and
commence the opération in front, by securing the spermatic cord.

I objected to tbis course, because it would deprive me of my best

means of avoiding venous hœmorrhage, and besides that, when the

perineal incisions were to be performed, the parts would be ob-

scured by the blood trickling from the groins.

"The patient was now placed in tlie position for lithotomy, and
the tumour was raised and supported by Mr. M'Swiney, so as to

keep the integuments over its perineal aspect on the stretch. I was
now requested by some of my friends who assisied me to puncture

the elastie portion of the tumour with a troebar. Nothing came
through the canula but a little venous blood. With a large broad-
backed bistoury I now made in the perineum two straight incisions,

meeting at an angle, salient towards the anus. Keeping close to

the tumour, the incisions were carried rapidly round its under and
latéral surfaces, exposing on the rigbt side the covering of the tes-

ticle, which was drawn carefully aside by Mr. Trant., and on the left

a buncb of cylindrical convolutions as large as the finger. The
elleet was startling, and it was asked by some présent whether it

could be a bernia through the thyroid foramen. Their uniform

blue colour, solid feel, and entire absence of gaseous contents, at

once convinced us that it was an enormous varix of tlie cord of the

left side. The tumour, being now detached as far as possible

laterally and underneatb, was allowed to descend to a nearly

horizontal position, in order to complète the opération in front.

Two straight incisions, carried downwards from the groins were

made to meet at an angle, so as to include a portion of integument

capable of covering the urethra and fitting into the incisions pre-
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'

viously made below. Two short incisions connectcd the limbs of the

two angles previously made. Tlic tumour was now rapidly detaobed

and the cord held by Mr. Fleming was eut across. A few strokes of

the bistoury completed the séparation of this enormous mass from

the body of the patient.

"The vessels of the cord and a few small subeutaneous branches

were now secured, and the patient was put to bed. The loss of

blood was very inconsiderable, not exceeding perhaps four ounces.

I cannot say what lengthof time was occupied by the excision, but

I am assured by several gentlemen présent that it was completed in

eight minutes."

The tumour was of a malignant charaeter.

A Treatise on the Continued Fevers of Great Rritain, By Charles

Murchison, M.D.

This book bas made some commotion, in conséquence of certain

questions of right or courtesy that hâve arisen between the author

and Dr. Tweedie with référence to the employment of tabulâted

information by the latter gentleman in his work on Fever, with-

out due récognition of the claims of the author. We shall not

now discuss the question ; as we do not consider it of vital im-

portance to the charaeter of either author. Réputations are not

made by such small matters. Nor shall we compare the works of

the two authors, as has been done by some of our contemporaries,

because they do not admit of comparison. We shall only say that

Dr. Tweedie's exhibits " thoughtfulness ;" that the présent work
seems to be déficient in that quality which is, however, compen-
sated by considérable bibliographical research, and a vast accumu-

lation of facts. This treatise looks like the labour of a diligent

student, whose main object was to collect ail that he could gather

from various sources bearingupon his subject, andnot too particular

to estimate the value of his collections. Even his research, large

as it seems, is sometimes at fault ; so that, we suspect he has taken

a great deal at second hand. Then, too, there is a dogmatic tone

in many places, as if there could be nothing true out of this book.

In his estimate of the value of remédies, this off-hand way of dis-

Eosing of agents and methods he does not approve, is very marked.

»r. Murchison mainly relies in typhus on the minerai acids—the

nitro-muriatic—a method of treatment in which we concur. We
hâve often witnessed its efficacy, and use it as a routine medicine

;

nevertheless, we are not blind to the advantage of other remédies,

—

in the early stages to mercurials, for example, which Dr. Murchison,

seeing typhus only in its advanced stages, and without evidently

having any expérience of other remédies than such as are appro-

priate to those stages, snubs out of his programme with a single

sentence. It is bad logic to deny the efficacy of a remedy to arrest

or shorten an attack, on the ground that we cannot tell beforehand

whether, naturally, the fever would hâve run its due course or not.

This kind of scepticism strikes at the root of ail practice, and is, in

truth, a confession of incompetency. There is no remedy in the

whole range of the materia medicaof more gênerai benefit in fébrile

diseases than mercury, though in subservience to the outside notions

of German quacks, herbalists, bomeepathists et id genus omne ; it is

now the fashion to decry it. We hâve stated frankly some of

the defects of this work,—it is now fair to state its merits. In

the first place—though the last in the book—it has a copious

bibliography ; next the discrimination between typhus, typhoid,

and relapsing fever is good, though, of course, in this respect,

Dr. Murchison follows in the wake of other authors. The
subject of pythogenic fever is also fairly handled. On the whole,

we cannot consider that this book, large as it is, will be re-

ceived as an authority on this subject, although it will always be
prized for its large accumulation of materials.

On the Nature and Treatment of Goût and Rheumatic Goût. By
Alfred Baring Garrod, M.D. Second Edition.

The success of the author's first édition has rendered the early

publication of this second édition necessary. The work is en-

larged by the addition of some practical matter ; but the author
has not modified his original views in any important respect. It

is a valuable handbook on the disease.

Our Domestic Animais in Health and Disease. By John Ganigee.

A useful work to ail surgeons wh» désire to understand the
diseases to which their horses and cattle are subject. It is also

valuable as bearing reflectively on the pathology of the diseases of
the human System.

Lectures on Syphilitic and Vaccino-Syphilitic Inoculations, &c. By
Henry Lee, F.R.C.S.

As, perhaps, our most eminent metropolitan specialist in the

depariment of syphilis, Mr. Lee claims for his utterances our
attentive considération. We hâve the Rivalta cases discussed over
again in this work ; but we we sotisfied that the évidence collected,

altei many month's delay, is not reliable. We venture to say
that, now that the sensation has died off, we shall not bave
such another crop of cases to astonish the world for another ten
ye»rs If such poisonings could occur once on so grand a scale,

they should occur every month, l'or it would be impossible by ordi-

nary care to avert them. We advise our readers to peruse this

work, which, in addition to the Rivalta wonder, contains much
valuable information on the subject of syphilitic inoculation.

Observations on the Diieases of the Rectum, §-c. By T. B. Curling,
F.R.S. Third Edition.

Mr. Curling's treatise is so well known that it requires no spécial

praise. Tins is the third édition—an évidence that the book has
become a standard work on the subject.

Air and Water, their Impurities and Purification. By Henry
Bollmaun Condy.

This treatise sets forth the value of the permanganates in the
purification of air aud water. Their value is now well established.

REPORTS OF CONTINENTAL LEARNED
SOCIETIES.

(From Our Own Foreign Correspondent.)

Academï op Sciences.—In a récent paper, Mr. Baillarger es-

tablished on statistical data the frequency of bronchocele in mules
and horses. Thus, M. Péronet, Inspecter of the slaughter-houses of

the city of Chambérg, examined 60 mules and 45 horses ; 28 of the

fermer, and 15 of the latter were affectée! with goitre. At Allevard,

Dr. Rey, veterinary surgeon, 4th Régiment of Artillery, ascertained

the présence of bronchocele in 47 mules out of 55 submitted to his

inspection.

Professor Renault, of Alfort, remarked in a letter forwarded to

the Academy of Sciences in the month of April, 1862, that since

the establishment of the tax on dogs, hydrophobia would seem to

hâve increased in frequency. Mr. Renault recommended as the

measures most likely to check the progress ol the contagion, the

permanent and effective muzzling of ail dogs allowed to wander at

liberty, and the immédiate destruction of ail animais known or sus-

pected of having been bitten. The latter procédure having been

taxed with cruelty, has been replaced by the temporary séquestra-

tion of suspected dogs. The length of time during which it is

désirable to sequestrate the animal depending upon an exact know-
ledge of the duration of the incubation of rabies, it has been neces-

sary to ascertain as closely as possible the limits of the latter. Mr.

Renault patiently investigated this question, and the following is

the resuit of his researches. In the course of twenty-four years, 131

dogs hâve been submitted to experiment by the Professor. Ail

were either bitten in his présence, by rabid animais, or directly

inoculated by himself with the saliva secreted by dogs affected with
hydrophobia. In 63 cases, four months elapsed without morbid
manifestations, and the animais were considered to hâve escaped

contagion. Of the remaining 68 dogs, 31 became mad after the

40th day, and one on the 1 1 8th day, the others having been affected

in progressively decreasing numbers in the intervening time.

Hence Mr. Renault concludes that six weeks, the présent period

allotted to séquestration, is insufficient, and should be extended to

sixteen weeks.

Academy op Medicine.—The question of drinkable waters is

still agitated at the Academy with a considérable degree of anima-

tion. The resuit of the debate involves a décision of some import-

ance to the city of Paris—viz., the expediency of bringing from
Champagne to Paris of the waters of the river Dhuis, a costly and
laborious undertaking, which appears to be ail but decided. In the

présent state of things, water is supplied to the inhabitants of Paris

from three sources, the Seine, the canal de Lourcy, which joins the

Seine and Maine rivers, and the two artesian wells at Grenelle and
Passy. The waters of the latter, and those of the small wells to be

found in almost every house, are objected to ou the score of insuffi-

cient aération, and those of the Seine and canal, on the score of im-

puritjr, and of variable température.

Mr. Robinet considers the aération of waters a matter of absolute

indifférence. Nine-tenths of the population drink well or spring

water. The water supplied by the artesian well at Grenelle con-

tains no gas but nitrogen, and is exclusively used at Necker hospi-

tal without any bad effects. He remarks, that the waters of ponds,

although not œrated, and containing ammonia, are not injurious to

animais. The présence of calcareous matter has not, in Mr. Robi-

net's opinion, the hurtful influence ascribed to it. The hydrometer

sinks in Seine to 18 only it is true, but in the palace of Fontain-

bleau, the instrument marks 50", and at Marseilles 50, 61, and

168, showing a very large amount of solid ingrédient
;
yet the lat-

ter is the best water for table use in Marseilles.

Mr. Briquet cannot understand why, if the quality and composi-

tion of the water is so utterly indiffèrent, Mr. Robinet is so earnest

an advocate of the expensive undertaking of the dérivation of the

Dhuis. At Rheinis, when the inhabitanis were in the habit of

using exclusively spring and well water, bronchocele was extremely

comnion, and has disappeared since the Marne-water has been sub-

stituted for public use. At Epernay, goitre is common ; Mr. Bri-

quet, moreover, adduced the resuîts of the military census in

Champagne. In the course of one year, 83 soldiers wer« invalided
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on account of the existence of goitre ; and yet it is froin this very

country that it is proposed to bring water, at an enormous outlay,

for the consumption of the capital.

The debate is not concluded.

CLINICAL MEDICINE.

Xoma.—At the hospital for Infamy, Mr. Bouehut lias delivered

several intoresting lectures on ulcerative stomatitis. Thi' dineanfl 'là

entirely unconnected with dipththeria, and consists in a molecular

gangrenous destruction of the gums. It may invade the cheeks,

tongiu", and palatc, and frequently aequires contagious properties.

The diagnosis ean in ail cases be readiiy established. In the early

stage, a nârrow ash-coloured ulcération is observed at the margin

of the gums, and gradually extends iu length and in width. The
sore is of a greyish eolour, studded with red spots, bleeds readily,

and is occasionally covered with a very thin uiembranous exuda-

tion. The breath is offensive, the flow of saliva copious, and the

lymphatic glands beneath the maxilla are tender and enlarged. At
a more advanced period, the teeth are loosened, and if the disease

be not checked, drop ont. Deep ulcération of the inner aspect of

the cheek, of the tongue, and of the sulcus which séparâtes the

rms from the cheek, frequently follows. The aspect of the child

characteristic, and it may be stated as a gênerai aphorism admit-

ting of few exceptions, that when in a child, the teeth are clinched,

Vie lips parted, motionless, and balhed in fœlid saliva, ulcerative

stomatitis is présent.

When through neglect or iînproper treatment, destruction of the

gums has supervened, the maxillary bone may be exposed in a more
or less considérable extent of its surface, and necrosis be the con-

séquence. This serious contingency is fortunately of unfrequent

occurrence, but it is not nninteresting to remark that the cases of

necrosis which hâve come under Mr. Bouchut's observation, bave
more commonly been the result of this ulcerative disease of the

gums, than of the apparently more formidable sloughing phagedœna
ot the mouth, called cancrum oris.

The modem discovery of the properties of a new remédiai agent,

chlorate of potash, has greatly exemplified the treatment. Formerly,
cauterization with nitrate of silver, or muriatic acid, was invariably

resorted to, a practice suggested by doctrine taught by Bretonneau,
—viz., that ulcerative stomatitis is but one of the forms ot

d iphtheria. This theory, as well as the treatment inferred from it, is

now entirely exploded.

The local remédies should consist in fréquent lotions or

injections into the mouth with a décoction of marsh mallows,

sweetened with honey, and local application should be made of a

strong solution of chlorate of potash. Food, préparations of bark
and iron, and cod-liver oil should at the same time be exhibited in

order to support the System, and six grains of chlorate of potash

moreover be administered every three nours in sugar and water.

Perixephric Phlegmon.—This formidable affection is for-

tunately not of fréquent occurrence. We recently observed a case in

Mr. Trousseau's wards. The patient was a young woman, aged 28,

who after lier confinement presented unmistakeable signs of

abdominal inflammation in the right side, a tumour formed, and
rapidly increased in size, and occupied nearly one-half of the

abdomen ; an incision was performed at the back, in the rénal

région, and a large quantity of matter escaped. The patient after a

protracted convalescence eventually recovered. A similar case

occurred in my own practice at the same time, and the gravity of

the symptoms, together with the bold opération performed on the

occasion by M. A. Guérin appear to me of a nature to interest

your readers. The following are the leading circumstances of the

case :

—

Mrs. E., an English lady, aged about forty-two, of sound consti-

tution, and the mother of several cbildren, has resided many years

in India ; menstruation still recurs at irregular intervais, and is

attended with some fair hedache and signs of gênerai debility.

Mrs. P.., who is of a confined habit of body, was seized on the

5th of October, 1862, with violent pain in the back and right side
;

she was not feverish, and the bowels were constipated. Poultices

and antibilious medicines were presented, but failed in giving

relief. The pain become very intense in the right flank, and
leeches were twice applied. On the 15th, a hard tumour was
distinctly felt beneath the liver ; it was then the size of an egg,

and 80 tender that the least pressure occasioned extrême distress.

During the movements of respiration, the tumour remained
stationary, whilst the liver descended during the inflation of the

lung, and ascended during expiration, a circumstance which plainly

indicated that the liver and the tumour were entirely unconnected
with each other. The puise was fréquent, the skin hot, irregular,

rigors were complained of, appetite was absent, and thirst

moderate. I requested Mr. Trousseau to visit the patient with me,
and saline apenents, and poultices were persevered in, light food
being at the same time allowed. On the 24th, the abscess had
acquired the size of a head of a full-grown child, and occupied the
whole of the right side of the abdomen as far as the umbilicus,
transvereely, and vertically reached to the ilia fossa. The skin ot

the rénal région was œdematous, fluctuation was not apparent, and

the propriety oi surgical interférence was now discussed. It was
but too évident that unless the contents of the tumour were
evacuated, the patient niust sink, that the abscess inight possibly
open into the intestine, but that it was to be feared that the matter
inight become diffused into the abdominal cellular structures, and
promptly induce fatal results. An opération was therefore
resolved on, and its exécution was confided to theskilful hands uf

Dr, A. Guérin. An incision four inches in length was performed
in the triangular space between the obliquus externus and latissimus
dorsi muscles. It was only when the knife had penetrated to a
depth of one inch, that (the tumour being supported in front), the
operator became sensible of the pressure of the fluctuation. One
finger was inserted into the wonnd, and pushed through the thin
portion which supported it from the abscess. Nearly a pint of

extremely fœtid suppuration escaped ; the sécrétion preserved for

several days this offensive character, but gradually became creatny
and less abundant. Great relief was at the same time experi-

enced, convalesence steadily set in, the wonnd healed in the course
of five weeks, and a complète cure lias been ultimately effeeted.

D. McCarihy.

CASE OF LIGATION OF THE SUBCLAVIAN
ARTERY.

By Hanford N. Bennett, M.D., of Bridgeport, Conn.

A young nian, twenty years of âge, residing in the town of Strat-

ford, while playing with a lad, was aceidentally stabbed with a long

narrow knife, the point of which entered upon the posterior and
outer surface of the left arm, a short distance above the insertion of

the deltoid, passing directly upwards and inwards, a distance of at

least three inches, the edge of the knife being turned towards and
running close upon the bone My friend, Dr. James Baldwin, of

Stratford, was immediately called, as the hœmorrhage was profuse.

Upon his arrivai the patient was already faint from loss of blood,

and it was not diflicult at this time to arrest the bleeding. A roller

was very judiciously applied the whole length of the limb, and a firm

compress over the wound. This précaution was taken as the blood

appeared to be arterial, and Dr. Baldwin is quite positive that atthis

time there was uo pulsation in the radial artery, leading hini to sus-

pect that this vessel was wounded. The hœinorrhage remained
quiescent several days, when it again broke out with renewed force,

and unmistakably arterial. At this stage of the case I first saw the

patient. The whole limb was now swollen, the arm being to a con-
sidérable extent infiltrated with blood, while the forearm and hand
were œdematous. I proposed, before resorting to operative procé-

dures, to try the application of persulphate of iron, which was
approved by the attending physiciaii, and the wound was lilled

with this powerful styptic — compression being contiimed as

before. The hœmorrhage had now another period of quiescence,

and the swelling of the limb inaterially lessened, but upon the

eighth day after the application of the styptic, bleeding again com-
menced witli still greater violence, and was with mucli difïiculty

ari-ested by compression. The limb immediately swelled again, and
the œdema of the forearm and hand was greater than before. The
patient was now sufl'ering the constitutional effeets of loss of blood

—his face was blanched, his appetite poor, and his puise fréquent

and feeble. I believed it high time to secure the patient from
further hœmorrhage, if possible, and with this view proposed to

ligate the subclavian artery. An attempt to tie the wounded vessel

by following the incision (only three-fourths of an inch in width),

would involve the muscles of the arm to an unwarrantable extent,

and perhaps also important nerves. It was quite uncertain as to

what artery had been severed or wounded, and the anastomoses

about the the shoulder being quite free, I believe the ligation of

the subclavian to be the most judicious method of treatment. I

was not aware, eitlier theoretieally or praclically , that the ligation

of arteries at a distance from the seat of the wound, sometimes

fails, the hœmorrhage returning after a longer or shorter period
;

but tids fact seemed to me to indicate the tying of the artery at

that point which would most effuctually restrain the circulation.

" I proceeded to the opération (Oct. 12, 1862), assisted by Dr.

Baldwin. No détails are necessary, as the vessel was tied in the

usual manner and place, just without the scaleni muscles. The
infiltration of blood and the œdema disappeared almost entirely

within forfy-cight hours, and the température of the limb was

easily maintained by an envelope of flannel. The ligature came
off on the thirteenth day, the operative incision being nearly healed.

The original wound also began to cicatrise, and was iirmly closed

at the end of three weeks after the opération. No pulsation is

yet visible in the radial or ulnar arteries, although the man is in

good health, and pursuing his ordinary avocation.

The London Hospital.—It is proposed to build a new wing to

this hospital, at an estimated cost of about 6,000/. The generous

support which has been accorded to this valuablc institution on for-

mer occasions will no doubt be extended toits présent requirements.
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ON CHLORODYNE.
By W. E. Bowman, M.D., &c. &c.

Having employecl this agent for upwards of two years and bemg

much pleased with its effects as an anodyne and antispasmodic, I

subjoin my mode of preparing the perchlorio acid, and mixing the

remedy, that those who do not now prescribe it from a détermina-

tion not to countenance a patent medicine, or who are debarred

from its use by the high priée of the imported article, may be

induced like myself to manufacture and give it fair trial.

Perchloric Acid.—Pour four ounces by weight of commercial

sulphuric acid into an ordinary quart bowl, and add gradually one

ounce of flnely-sifted Chlorate of Potash. This opération should be

performed in the open air, and the acid be kept lukewarm by

placing the bowl in a vessel of hot water. It should not be stirred

during the addition of the chlorate, which must be sprinkled in

very carefully, and by small portions at a time, taking about an

hour to add the whole of it ; after which, half a teacupful of hot

water is to be mixed with it, and the whole be allowed to rest for

twelve hours, by which time the perchlorate of potash will be pre-

cipitated as a creamlike sédiment, and the supernatant solution of

the persulphaté may be poured off. To this sédiment, previously

introduced into a retort or Florence flask, add an equal measure of

sulphuric acid and half as much water, and, having attached a

receiver, distil off the perchloric acid with a gentle beat. When
the vapour of chlorine begins to rise, withdraw the lamp, add more

hot water slowly and continue the distillation. This vapour shows

the décomposition of the perchlorate from want of water. On
emptying the receiver it wÛl be found that what free chlorine may
hâve passed over, lies on the top of the acid and does not contami-

nate it. Perchloric acid asthus prepared is a volatile liquid of a

peculiar pungent odour and rather agreeable but extremely sour

taste. .

Chlorodyne.
R Acétate Morphia grs. xvj.

Chloroform if. 3 iss.

Oil Peppermint m. vj.

Tinct. Cannab. Ind. 3 ii.

Perchloric Acid 3 «•, and add
Tinct. Oapsici 3 j-

Scheele's Hydrocyanic Acid m. xxiv.

Treacle 3ii-

Strong Alcohol q. s. to make 4 fL oz. in ail.

Shake well until the morphine is dissolved.

The Perchloric Acid forms with the Morphine a jelly like mass

which adhères firmly to the bottom of the vessel, not dissolving

until the Tincture of Indian Hemp and alcohol hâve been added,

when it speedily disappears.

The ordinary dose of this préparation is half a drachm, contain-

ing \ gr. Morphine, 11\ M. Chloroform, % M. Hydrocyan. Acid, and

2 drops each of Perchloric Acid and Tinct. Cannab. Ind., with a

taste of Peppermint and Capsicum. It should be poured into a

little cold water when the patient is about to take it, as the Chlo-

roform and Indian Hemp settle as a little bead at the bottom of

the glass on standing a short time, and are thereby apt to escape

being swallowed. When prescribed it is usually put up with syrup

and directedto be well shaken.—'British American Journal.'-

MEDICAL SOOIETIES.

ROYAL MEDICAL AND CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY.

Tuesday, February 10.

Dr. Babington, Président, in the Chair.

A report, by Dr. Jeffery A. Marston, Royal Artillery, upon

SYPHILIS, IN IT8 MANIFESTATIONS A8 A CONSTITUTIONAL DISEASE,

was communicated by Mr. Henry Lee.

A fier referring to a previous paper, the writer gave a short résumé

of prevailing doctrines. Upon the subject of one attack of true

syphilis affording an immunity against a second, the writer made
some remarks illustrative of its gênerai truth, to which, however,

there were a few rare exceptions. Under this category he gave a

case in which a soldier had been treated twice during eighteen

months for indurated chancre. The writer next briefly adverted to

the comparatively modem reaction relative to the contagious chtt-

racter of secondary syphilis. He then passed to the subject of

secondary sores upon the penig, coramencing either by a recrudes-

cence in the cicatrix of a former sore, or upon some part not pre-

viously diseased. Thèse he de3cribed under three heads :— lst. Such
secondary lésions may commence as a circumscribed patch of purple

or bluish redness, very slightly raised. from which the epithehum is

shed, the surface becoming abraded, cracked, or covered with ill-

formed and degenerating opithelial products. 2nd. This purplish-

red spot, after becoming raised, takes on a chronic ulcération, simi-

lar to that of the scooped-out ulcers seen upon the tonsils. The
first variety corresponds with, and often accompanies, a squamous or
erythematous exanthem ; the latter appears allied to the syphilitic

tubercle, the ulcération of which plays so important a part in the

évolution of syphilis in some subjects. The third variety appears as

a persistence of the ulcération, or an unhealed condition of the

chancre, which becomes transformed into a mucous tubercle, as de-

scribed bv Ricord. Of thèse he gave illustrative-' cases. Upon
syphilitic infection, contracted from some other source than contact

with a virus obtainedfrom a primary lésion, the following were cited

as in ail probability instances :— 1. A wife and two children. The
former had syphilitic nodes and an ulcerating tubercle upon the

lower extremity. Of the latter (who slept with lier), one was an

infant, in whom the disease was probably hereditary, though not

congenial in its outward manifestations ; the other was a girlof five

years, with ansemia, non ulcerated sore-throat, engorged post-cervi-

cal glands, cutaneous syphilida of trunk, with psoriasis palmaris.

Ail had very restless nights. The husband lived separately, and

was healthy. 2. The subject of disease was a military servant, a

married man, who suffered from secondary and tertiary symptoms

after intercourse with a woman known to be constitutionally syphili-

tic. Attempts to trace any primary lésion in this man failed. 3.

The infection of a female by labial contact with diseased sécrétions

from secondary lésions upon the lips of a maie. The disease so pro-

duced in the female commeneed as an irritable and indolent fissure

upon the mucous membrane of the lower lip. The writer next ad-

verted to the évolution and succession of syphilitic symptoms as

ordinarily witnessed among soldiers. Under the cutaneous affections,

he particularly remarked" upon the mixed character of thèse ; the

majority of cases partaking of more than one affection at the same

time, and upon the same or différent parts of the body. Although

great modifications in the future health and efficiency of the soldier

were, doubtless, the resuit of syphilitic infection, yet cases of the

more severe and intractable forms of constitutional disease were not

very common. With the viewto prognosis, the writer said it was

important to inquire, what relation, if any, has the severity of the

prima ries to those of the later symptoms? From a considération of

Lis own observations, he inferred that the following were as approxi-

mate expressions to the truth as the facts warranted :—lst. That the

greater the induration, and the longer the period during which

primaries remain unhealed, the more certain will it be that the

constitutional infection will be severe. 2nd. That the amount of

ulcération, etc., of the primary sore stands in some relation to the

worse and more intractable forms of secondary lésions

—

e.g., the

pustular, erythematcus, and rupitic éruptions—the unhealthy ulcér-

ations, nodes, aed gummatous tumours. The writer then passed to

those cases in which there was an irregular évolution and succession

of the stages and symptoms of syphilitic disease. Assuming that,

when an indurated sore has been recognised, some spécifie treatment

has been employed, and that soldiers are exposed to changes of

climate, etc., we might infer, what is actually the case, that the con-

stitutional symptoms would be irregular in their appearance and

varied in their kind. As illustrative of his remarks, the author

cited :—1. A case ofHunterian chancre unhealed at the end of three

months, when syphilitic rheumatism and a node upon the left pariétal

bone appeared. 2. A case in which, three years after a sore upon

the external integument of the pénis, a soldier suffered from two

attacks ofjaundice, ansemia, nodes upon the tibiso, synovitis of knee-

joint, and rheumatism, without any history of secondary symptoms

having been traced. 3. A case of repeated epileptic attacks, with

violent pain in the head (upon which a node appeared), cured by
spécifie treatment. The subject of the disease had suffered from

repeated attacks of venereal disease, but not from any primary

disease for two years and a-half previously. 4. A case of chronic

dyspepsia, slight icterus, pseudo-epiplepsy, andparalysis ofthe third

nerve. History of syphilitic attack two years before.
_
Treated then

by mercury. No history of secondary symptoms elicited by close

questioning. 5. A case of osteocopic pains, paralysis of seventh

nerve, followed by lichen and iritis, in a man undischarged from

hospital for primary disease. 6. One of secondary syphilis, in which

symptoms ofintracranial inflammation appeared, followed by marked

altération of manner, loss of memory, dirty habits, etc. 7. Case in

which there were—first, symptoms indicative of venous lymphatic

absorption of pus, or some of the diseased products of secondary

lésions ; second, ocular disease, paralysis of third nerve, and other

symptoms indicative of intracranial mischief. The writer adduced

also other cases, and made some remarks upon the character and

nature of thèse nerve lésions. As illustrative of the long interval

which sometimes ensues between an attack of primary and secondary

symptoms, he adduced the followine;:—8. Lepra, psoriasis, and

syphilitic cachexia in a man who had not suffered from primary

disease for nearly five years ; he had been married for three, and

his offspring were healthy. 9. Syphilitic cachexia, etc., in an infant,

who died of the disease ; the father not having had primary symp-

toms for four years, and having been subsequently the parent of one

healthy child. The author then spoke of the occasional latency »f
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the syphilitic élément, imtil soino other disease or impairinent of

health appeared, wliich seemed to act as au exciting cause to its

manifestation. He also remarked upou the modifications of diseases,

or convalescence from them, tlmt are sometiuies, apparently, the re-

suit ofa prior syphilitic infection. In support, of the foregoing he

gave some cases. The paper concluded by stating the expérience of

the author to show that the cfTect of the Méditerranéen climate upon

the syphilitic diathesis «as very inimical during the suinmer months.

Mr. Solly said that it appeared to him, after the reading of the

paper, that th8«anti-mercurial treatment of syphilis was now bearing

its fruits in the remarkably fréquent occurrence of secondary symp-
toms. When he was a pupil at St. Thomas's it was thought a dis-

grâce to a surgeon that his patient should sufler from secondary

symptoms. That was the period when mercury was niainly relied

on in the treatment of the primary affection. Then the army sur-

geons said there was no necessity for the use of mercury, and the

diseuse was treated without. Ile (Mr. Solly) might be wrong in

attributing the présent prevalence of secondary diseuse to the

abandonnant of mercury ; but with respect to the facts there could

be no doubt.

Mr. Holmes Coote said that there was difficulty in replying to

an essay which embraeed so niany points as tbe paper which had

just been read. Ile begged, however, to record his protest against

the prevailing practices of including so very many diseases, without

further and more stringent proof, in the category of constitutional

syphilis. He had never met with cases of syphilitic pericarditis or

peritonitis, nor did he understand syphilitic inflammation of the

lungs. That persons who had suffered from syphilis might be the

subjects ofsuch affections there was no doubt, but he saw no relation

between the two. Respecting the treatment of primary syphilitic

sores, he entertained no doubt, in the first place, that mercury was
unnecessary in by far the greater number of cases ; in the second

place, that when administered, even in the best selected cases, that

minerai afTorded no security against the occurrence of secondary
symptoms. He thought that the use of mercury was to enable the

surgeon to expedite the healing of an indurated chancre. It mat-
tered not at ail whether it were administered by the mouth, or, as

in the fashion of the past times, by inunction. The occurrence of

secondary symptoms, or rather, he should say, of constitutional

symptoms (for secondary and tertiary symptoms by no means in-

variably preserved their numerical relations), was greatly influenced

by the habit ar.d position of the patient. The immunity of the con-
victs at Gibraltar from such disease was only an instance ofwhat
tempérance and healthy avocations would effect. Among the people

of the Levant, who are certainly abstemious, syphilis in any form is

nncommon. He had taken some pains to ascertain at St. liartholo-

mew's Hospital the relative frequency of constitutional syphilis among
those who had and those who had not taken mercury for the treat-

ment of the primary sore, and lie should say that, cœteris parUnis,

the return.-|were equal.

Mr. Spencer. Weli.s defended his old associâtes in the Navy, and
tbeir brethren in the Médical Department of the Army, from the

charge implied in the remarks made by Mr. Solly. It would be most
unjust if a statement were to go forth from that Society without
contradiction, that the prevalence of secondary syphilitic disease in

the public service was the fruit of the disuse of mercury by Army
and Navy Surgeons in fhe treatment of the primary sores. There
was no foundation for any such charge. It is to the Army and Navy
Surgeons that we are indebted for much of the knowledge we possess

of the pathology and treatment of syphilis. Soldiers and sailors are
under the observation of their Surgeons for many years, and the rules

of the services require that records of ail cases of illness must be
preserved ; so that Army and Navy Surgeons bave far better oppor-
tunités of observing the final resuit of their treatment tlian can
often be found in priva te practicc or in civil hospitals. Thus, as

syphilis is so very common a disease in the services, a greater number
of facts lias been collected to détermine the true influence of mer-
cury upou syphilis than can be obtained with regard to any other

Médical question with the exception, perbaps, of vaccination. Thèse
facts, carefully observed and accurately recorded, and numbered by
many thousands, prove not ouly that mercury is unnecessary for

healing primary sores, but that it actually retards the cure of the
common or non-induratcd sore, although it hastens the healing of
the indurated sore, or true Hunterian chancre. And they prove not
only tbat mercury is no preservative from secondary symptoms, but
that the frequency and severity of the secondary symptoms are in-

creased in direct proportion to the quantity of mercury used, and
that many of the more formidable varieties of tertiary disease are
caused, not by syphilis, but by mercury. The true use of mercury
in sinall quantifies in the treatment of the primary indurated sore,

and in some forms of secondary disease, is well understood in the
Army and Navy,—its failure in preserving from secondary symptoms
is better known than it is in civil practice ; and it would be most
unjust to blâme gentlemen because they had ceased to follow a mode
of treatment which ample expérience bas proved to be not only
nseless but injurious.

Mr. Wyatt did not understand that Mr. Solly cast any reflection

on Army Surgeons, but merely stated the fact, that when primary

sores were not treated with mercury, secondary disease was more
common. He (Mr. Wyatt) ditt'ered from Mr. Coote in respect to

the influence of syphilis on pulmonary disease ; he had seen it

modified by syphilis on many occasions. This Influence he had ob-
served in several other diseases.

Dr. O'Connor said it was a delusion to suppose that a blood
disease like syphilis was purely Surgical, and he had no hésitation

in statiug that nearly ail the mischief resulting to patients who
were the subjects of primary syphilis was owing to their being sup-
posed to bo cases requiring only Surgical interférence. This would
account for the errors in treatment which Mr. Coote seemed to

labour uiu'cr. Notwithstanding the large field for observation at

St. Bartholomew's Hospital, he (Dr. O'Connor) had quite as exten-
sive opportunities at the Royal i'ree Hospital, where he had seen a
vast number of patients the subjects of syphilitic diseases of the

nervous centres and internai orgaus. Mr. Coote doubted the exist-

ence of such forms of constitutional syphilis, although they had been
for years written on by many truthful authors, including Dis.

Graves, Stokes, Todd, and Read. He had himself placed on record

many interesting cases of paralysis and epiiepsy depending on spphi-

litic origin. Dr. O'Connor related the particnlavs of cases of

syphilitic diseases of the liver, lungs, ovaries, and cases of syphilitic

menorrhagia, which had come under his care, and a^ of which he
treated successfully. He was of opinion that there was no blood

poison that so extensively influenced the true nature ofdisease at the

preseut day as the existence of censtitutional syphilis. That con-

dition he believed to be due either to non-mercurial or imperfect

mercurial treatment. He contended that what was good in the

treatment of syphilis was mercury, and what was not good was not

mercury ; when to use and when to discontinue it was the great de-

sideratum in the treatment of syphilis. The insoluble préparations

of mercury lie believed to be the most efficient, used externally by
inunction, internally, or in the form of suppositories. Iodide of

potassium lie believed to be valueless as an anti-syphilitic reinedy,

but much benefit was derived from its use after a proper mercurial

treatment, in promoting the élimination froin the tissues of the in-

soluble préparations of mercury already partially acted on by tho

juicesof the body. Besides, iodide of potassium was a prophylactie

to tertiary symptoms. It was supposed by some that syphilis was

communicable from a wet nurse to ber nursling without the présence

of an éruption. He was of a contrary opinion ; many cases had

been under his care where the disease was communicated by the

milk and saliva, and he related the particulars of one case, a patient

at the Royal Free Hospital during the last year.

Mr. Solly had no wish to cast a slur on either navy or army
surgeons. The matter before them was one of opinion, and was open

to discussion.

Mr. Coote did not dispute tho statements made by the author
;

but he contended that we required more stringent évidence than he

had given as to what was or was not syphilitic. The effects of mer-

cury, as spoken of, were not suflicient tests. Ile was not prepared

to admit the occurrence of the internai syphilitic diseases enume-
rated by the author.

Mr. Hilton regarded the paper as an able one ; but there were

so many complications in the treatment of the cases, and so much
depended on change of climate and other causes, that it was difficult

to deduce any direct opinion from the facts presented. What did

Mr. Solly mean by the non-mercurial treatment now bearing its

fruits? Did lie refis to the gênerai treatment of syphilis thirty

years ago in the anny by nitric acid? Ile thought that it had been

proved by that practice, that there were fewer cases of secondary

affection than when mercury was indiscriminatcly employed. Ile

(Mr. Hilton) thought the great erior in the treatment of the disease

at the présent time was the complication of remédies employed ; so

that it was really difficult to détermine what symptoms were the

results of the disease and of the remédies respective]}'. Mercury,

proporly administered, was the best treatment in syphilis; but, when
given internally, it must not be allowed to interfère with digestion,

or it would do harm by setting up irritation—a very common effect

when mercury was given in a routine way. He preferred the treat-

ment by inunction. Sniall quantities of mercurial ointinent, such as

five or ten grains, rubbed in night and morning, were suflicient to

produce the spécifie eflect of the reinedy, and cure tbe disease in

almost every case. His (Mr. Hilton'*) hospital expérience of tho

disease dillered from that mentionod by Mr. Coote. Ile found that

most of the cases admitted presented complications, the resuit of

improper treatment, the administration of mercury by the mouth,

variety of remédies, and carelessncss in regard to diet. When
mercury was administered by the skin, it was not necessary that the

same great care as to changes of température, &c, should be ob-

served. Complications arose from improper treatment, which served

to coufuse that which in reality was a simple disease.

Dr. Wkbster said, although Physicians were sonictimes con-

sidered as no great authorities in référence to syphilis, he would

nevertbeless remark that this disease was occasionally assigned in

asylum reports as a cause of mental aliénation. Indeed, one of the

cases described in the paper read f'ormed a good illustration. Some

observers believed such a séquence was by no means uncommon,
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cspccially among persons hereditarily predisposed. On tnat point

he would appeal to Dr. Wood, then présent, who, having had mucli

expérience in mania, was in a position to answcr the inquiry. Re-
specting anotlier question—namely, whcther elimate ever exercised

any influence—lie (Dr. Webster) did not wholly agrée with the

author ; nor in the déduction implied, that bot suminer weathcr

aggravated syphilis and rendered it more common coinparcd with a

cold température. In support of an opposite opinion, Mr. Coote
had just mentioned its rarity at Smyrna ; while he (Dr. Webster)
would assert, after lately visiting Spain and Portugal, notwithstand-

ing tbe malady was rife in those countries, it did not appear eitber

more severe or more gênerai than tbroughout northern régions. For
example, at St. Petersburg and Moscow syphilis prevailed quite as

inveterately as the author had noticed in warm, moist, Mediterranean
climates. To Stockholm similar remarks applied, as, likewise, to

other large towns in the north of Europe, wbere tbe disease seemed
both as prévalent and marked in symptoms as elsewhere. Regard-
ing tliis fact, a récent report presented to the Norwegian govern-

ment might be quoted, wbich stated that in Christiana 3,560 indi-

viduals—ail being from the lower ranks—were admitted into tbe

hospital appropriated for syphilitic patients during the last thirty

years. But as the above number did not include persons analog-

ously affected who belonged to other classes of society, nor those

treated at tbeir domiciles, that officiai statement proved the fre-

quency of syphilis in that northern city, which contains only about
35,000 inhabitants. ïhinking the circumstance might be interesting

to British practitioners, Dr. Webster added that at the Venereal
Hospitîl of Moscow, the non-mercurial treatment was not much in

favour with the Médical officers, who chiefly relied upon mercury for

eflectually curing true chancre and its conséquences.
Dr. Wood said that, during the time he was at Bethlehem, cases,

he believed, were occasionally admitted which were stated to hâve
been caused by syphilis ; but he could not be quite positive on the
matter. Since he had been Physician to St. Luke's, no case had
been admitted in which aliénation was attributed to syphilis. It

was very raie indeed to find insanity produced by that disease. It

niight tend to the production of insanity no doubt, by its exhaustive
influence on the System, as did other exhaustive diseases ; but it

did not, he thought, act as a direct cause.
Mr. Solly regarded tbe most successful treatment of syphilis as

that by inunction. He believed that the greater success of treatment
at St. Thomas's over St. Bartbolomew's was to be explained by the

fact, that in the former the mercury was administered by the skin,

and in the latter by the mouth. It was difficult to say what was the

real amount of secondary symptoms in his hospital patients ; but in

his private practice it was certainly very small.

Mr. Coote said that the inuuction system was only the old fumi-
gation plan revived. The results were equally good in whatever
way mercury was administered, provided proper care and discrimi-

nation in its employment were exercised.

litïtfjs, ftlavnagcs, anû Dratijs.

BIRTHS.
Adams.—On the llth inst., at Laugloan, Coatbridge, Lanaikshire, the

wif'e of C. Adams, M.D., of a daughter.
Brintox.—On the 13th inst., at Brook street, Orosvenor square, the

wife of William Brinton, M.D., of a son.

Crkoebn.—On the 17th inst., at Plough road, the wifoof J. J. Cregeen,
M.D., of a daughter.

M'Intyre.—On the lOth inst., at King's park place, Glasgow, the wife
of Dr. J. M'Intyre, of a daughter.

Pout.—Ou the 8th inst, at Yalding, Kent, the wife of A. Pout, M.B.,
of a daughter.

Shaw.—On the 15th inst, at Meissen bouse, Upper Clapton, the wife
of A. K. Shaw, M.D., of a son.

MARRIAGES.
H.vre—Wood.—On the 14th inst, at Hanover square, E. Harc, Surg.-

Major IJ.M.'s Imlian Army, to Mary Ann, ouly child of R, Wood,
Esq., of Albion road, St. Johu's wood.

Sprague—Chalker.—On the 2nd inst, at Ashburton, C. G. Sprague,
M.R.C.S.E., to Saruh C'oseus, only daughter of James Chalker, Esq.

Saunders—Jeffery.—On the 5th inst., at Lustleigh, G. J. Symes
Saunders, M.B., to Laura, second daughter of E. Jeffery, Esq.

Wyllie—Carrutheiuj.—On the lOth inst, at Kiikpatrick-Diuham,
A. Wyllie, M.D-, of Walsall, to Margaret Johnston, eldest daughter of
George Carruthcrs, Esq., of Duihaui hill.

DE ATH S.
Campbell.—On tbe lOthinst, at Cawdor place, Oban, Areh. Campbell,
M.D., of Leiags, aged 51.

Doak.—On the 5th inst., at St. Giles street, Oxford, W. Doak, Surgeon,
aged 68.

James. — On the llth inst., at Mcithyr, Job James, Surgeon, J.P. for
the Borough, formerly Surgeon R.N., aged 75.

Little.—On the 9th inst , J. Woodward Little, Studcnt of Medieine, of
Hyde, Cbeshire, aged 19.

Thomas.—Ou tbe 15th inst., at Ladbroke place West, Notting hill,

John Thomas, M.R.C.S.E., formt'ly Résident Médical Officer of Beth-
lehem Hospital.

MEDICAL NEWS.
Royal Collège of Physicians of London.—At a General

Meeting of the Fellows, held on Monda}, February 16, tbe follow-
ing gentlemen, having undergone the necessary Examination, and
satislied the Collège of tbeir proficiency in the Science and Practice

of Medieine, Surgery, and Midwifery, were duly admitted to prac-

tise Physic as Licentiates of the Collège :—John James Barrett, 29
Merrick square ; Joseph James Henry Bartlett, Ladbroke lodge,

Notting hill ; Hermann Biegel, M.D., 19 Woburn place, Russell
square ; Charles Blatherwick, M.D., Highgate ; Richard Luscombe
Elliot, Kingsbridge, Devon ; Anastasius Joannides, M.D., 43 Chep-
stow place, Bayswater ; William Jones, Ruabon ; Washington Love-
grove, 34 Dowgate hill ; and George Padley, Swansea.
Royal Collège of Surgeons of England.—The following

gentlemen, having undergone the necessary Examinations at a

meeting of the Board of Examiners in Dental Surgery on the 18th
inst., received the Diploma of Qualification to practise the Art
and Science of Dental Surgery :—James Gabriel Surenne, M.D.
Edin., Heriot row, Edinburgh ; Edwin Holboro Green King, Ports-

moutn ; William Vanderkemp Moore, Plymouth ; John Hewitt Hat-
field, Lloyd square, Pentonville ; Geo. Frédéric Fox, Gloucester

;

Edwin Cox, Chapel street, Preston ; Samuel Araos Kirby, Hunting-

don ; John Henry Brown, Brighton ; Henry Robt. Rowe, Preston,

Lancashire ; and John James Holford, Princes street, Cavendish
square,

Apothecarie8' Hall.—Names of gentlemen who passed tbeir

examination in the science and practice of Medieine, and received

certificates to practise, on Thursday, February 12, 1863 :—Francis

James Ryder, Royal Kent Dispensary ; Thomas Osmond, Thorpe-
le-Soken, Essex ; Isidore Bernadotte Lyon, 20 Euston square ;

Arthur Beadles, Broadway, Worcestershire ; George Granville

Bothwell, Ruthmullan, Ireland ; and Thomas Edward Williams, St.

Bartholomew's Hospital.

The following gentleman on the same day passed his first examina-

tion:—Alexander James Low, St. Bartholomew's Hospital.

Anthropological Society of London.—We hear that the

above young society is already so far in a flourishing condition as to

be able to hold its first meeting on Tuesday next, the 24th inst., at

4 St. Martin's place (7.30 pm.), when an introductory address will

be delivered by Dr. James Hunt, F.S.A., Président.

Noble Munificence.—Miss Rosa Francea Lewis, of Cadogau
place, the only daughter of the late Mr. W. T. Lewis, the celebrated

comedian, and part proprietor of Covent Garden Théâtre, lias left

nearly 15,000/. to charitable institutions, and bas not forgol ten soine

of our Médical institutions, having bcqueathed to St. George's Hos-
pital, 200/. ; the Hospital for Consumption at Brompton, 200/. ; tho

Asylum for Idiots, 100/. ; the Lying-in Charity, Liverpool, 200/.
;

the Infirmary, Brownlow hill, Liverpool, 200/. ; and the Dispensary,

Vauxhall road, Liverpool, 200/. Bytbe death of this estimable lady

a suni of 10,000/. and a portrait of her father by Sir Martin Shee
reverts to the National Gallery.

Russell v. Adams.—The case of Russell v. Adams is creating

considérable attention in Professional and gênerai circles, owing to

the equivocal character of the verdict for the défendant. On
Wednesday afternoon an influential preliminary meeting was held

at No. 5 Cavendish square, John Brady, Esq., M.P., in the chair,

at which a resolution was unanimously passed, cnlling a public

meeting, and inviting inembers of the learned professions and tbe

publie to take into considération the best means to suppress tbe

increasing practice of attempting to extort money by false charges.

A resolution was also passed, electing a gênerai and executive com-
mittee. The following gentlemen were présent :—W. Coulson, Fsq.,

Borlase Childs, Esq., J. B. Brown, Esq., J. F. Clarke, Esq., Haynes
Walton, Esq., Dr. Markham, Spencer Wells, Esq., W. Harvey, Esq.,

G. Lawson, Esq., Dr. Leared, Dr. Wynn Williams, Dr. Dick, H.
Thompson, Esq., W. L. Leaf, Esq., H. H. Cannan, Esq., John
Churchill, Esq., Ernest Hart, Esq., J. Tomes, Esq., S. S. Soriven,

Esq., Dr. Brown-Séquard, John Chapman, Esq., W. F. Low, Esq.,

Dr. A. L. Fisher, Erasmus Wilson, Esq., Dr. Bloxham, John Gay,
Esq., John Erichsen, Esq., Dr. Cape, Dr. Ross, &c, &c. The fol-

lowing executive committec was also elected :—The Chairman, John
Brady, Esq., M.P., M.D. ; John B. Walker, Esq., 17 Clifton

gardens, W., Hon. Secretary ; W. L. Leaf, Esq. ; Benjamin W.
Richardson, Esq., M.A., M.D. ; J. Dangerfield, Esq.; Mr. Sberifï

Jones; T. Spencer Wells, Esq., F.R.C.S. ; II. H. Cannan, Esq.

The proceedings of the meeting were enthusiastically received, and
terminated with a vote of thanks to the chairman.

—

l Médical Times
and Gazette.'

The Carmarthen Lunatic Asylum.—Thirty-two building firms

hâve sent in tenders for the érection of this building, ranging from

24,950/. to 45,944/. The lowest tender, that of Messrs. Pollard,

Taunton, and Co., was accepted.

Proposed Hospital at Sherborne.—The Yeatman Mémorial
Committee hâve proposed to fourni an hospital at Sherborne. An
influential meeting was held on Friday last, when the Committee
decided on adopting prompt measures for carrying this intention into

effect.
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Essex-hall AsTLiil FOB Idiots.—Sir Morton Peto, M.P., has
offered the whole of the Essex-hall property as an asylum for idiots,

at one-third of the cost priée, on condition tliat subscriptions be
raised for the purchase. The completion of the purcbase may stand

over for threo years, if wished. A large amount bas already been
subscribed.

DXFOBD University.—Mr. F. C. G. Grillin, Weymouth, B.A.
Lincoln Collège, bas been elected to the RadcluTe Travelling Fcllow-

ship.

Thk Soi th Devon and East Cornwali. Hospital is being

enlarged by the érection of a new wing, at an estimated expense of

2,800/., of which 1,000/. has been already raised. 500/. lias been
appropriated froui the permanent funds of the institution, leaving

7WI. still to be providt d by public subscriptions. At the last annual

meeting ail the médical officers wero re-elected for a further period

of five years.

Health of Rotherham.—Scarcely bad the late fatal épidémie

subsided ère another, less fatal but as widely spread, has taken its

place. In Kovember last several persons were attacked with jaun-

dice, and now not less than 150 persons are sufl'ering from it. None
of those who were attacked by the lato fever are sufl'ering from the

présent épidémie.

Coroners' Inquests.—From a return just published, it appears

that during tbe year 1861 and the first six months of 1862, 5,113
coroners' inquests were held in England and Wales. Of thèse

the metropolitan district had by far the largest share, 1,549
;

the next largest, Lancashire, having 758. In one county,

Merioneth, no inquest was held ; in Cardigan and Pembroke re-

spectively only one took place, in Radnor two, and in Rutland
five.

Scottish Médical Protection Association.—A meeting of the
médical profession was held at Glasgow on Friday the 13th
instant, " to consider what should now be done in référence to

procuring a repeal of the law uuder which tbe profession in

Scotland are compelled to grant certificates of the cause of death
of their patients," which resulted in the formation of the above
Association. Dr. Thompson was appointed Président, Dr. Walker
Secretary, and Dr.M'Carron Treasurer.

Hospital Changes.—The impending appointaient of Mr.Spencer
Smith to the full Surgeoncy in charge of in-patients at St. Mary's
Hospital, conséquent ontlie retirement of Mr. Coulson, will cause a
vacancy in the surgical staff of that institution. It is understood
that Mr. G. G. Gascoyen, at présent Lecturer on Anatomy and Dean
of the Médical School of St. Mary's, and Surgeon of the Lock
Hospital, will be a candidate to fill the vacancy, and as lus clainis

are of a paramount nature for the appointaient, his élection will

probably be unopposed. The élection of Dr. Burdon Sanderson,
Assistant-Physician at Middlesex Hospital, has caused a vacancy in

the chair of "Médical Jurisprudence in the St. Mary's School, for

which Dr. Randall has announced himself a candidate.

Appointmexts.—Samuel M. Bradley, M.R.C.S. Eng., has been
appointed Physician's Assistant at the Manchester Royal Infirmary.

—Thomas Lewis Britain, M.D. Edin., has been elected Assistant

House-Surgeon to the Chester General Infirmary.—William Coul-
son, F.R.C.S. Eng., appointed, by his Rojal Highness tbe Prince of
Wales, Sheriff of Cornwall.—George Cowell, M.R.C.S. Eng., has
been appointed Surgeon to the St. George's and St. James' Dispen-
sary.—Andrew Dunn, M.D. Edin., has been appointed Ordinary
Médical Officer to the Public Hospital, Jamaica.—ÀlexanderFiddes,
F.R.C.S. Edin., has been appoin'ed Ordinary Médical Officer to the
Public Hospital, Jamaica.—D. Forbes, M. D., bas been appointed
Surgeon to the Glasgow Lock Hospital.—Henry Gervis, M.D. Lond.,
has been appointed Âssistant-Physieian to the Surrey Dispensary.

—

Kcith N. McDonald, L.R.C.S. Edin., has been appointed Résident
Médical Officer to the Eastern Dispensary, Bath.—Frederick Mason,
L.R.C.P. Edin., has been appointed Surgeon to tbe Bath Eye In-
firmary.—Thomas William Nunn, F.R.C.S. Eng., has been appointed
Surgeon to the Middlesex Hospital.—T. J. Schollick, M.R.C.S. Eng.,
has been appointed Résident Médical Officer to tbe Guildford and
West Surrey Dispensary.—Moritz Stern, M.R.C.S. Eng., has been
appointed Résident Médical Officer and Médical Registrar of the
Public Hospital, Jamaica.—William Frederick Teevan, F.R.C.S.
Eng , bas been appointed Third Surgeon to the West London Hos-
pital.—William Watson, M.R.C.S. Eng., has bean appointed Honor-
ary Surgeon to the Lancashire General Dispensary and House of
Recovery.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE WEEK.
Wedncsday, February 25.

Opérations at Middlesex Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St Mary's Hospital, 1 p.m. ;

L'nivcrsity Collée Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Collège of Physicians,
p.m.—Gulstonian Lectures : Dr. Pavy, "On the .Aniyloid(so-oalled)

and Fatty Degeuerations ;" Hunterian Society, 8 p.m.— Mr. Hutchiu-
son, " On Herpès Zostcr, a Pathological Riddlc."

Tliuraday, February 26.

Opérations at St. George's Hospital, 1 p.m.; Central London Ophthalmic,
1 p.m. ; London Hospital, 1J p.m. ; Royal Frc» Hospital, 1J p.m,;

Great Northern Hospital, King's cross, 2 p.m. ; London Surgical

Home, 2 p.m. ; West London Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Ortho-
pédie Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Institution, 3 p.m. Prof. Frankland,
" On Chemical Alfiuity ;" National Hospital for the Paralysed and
Epileptic, 4 p.m.—Dr. Brown-Séquard, " Ou the Diagnosis and Tieat-

ment of tho Varions Forms of Paralysis and Epilepsy ;" Royal Collège

of Surgeons of England, 4 p.m.—Prof. Huxley, "On the Classifica-

tion and Characters of the Principal Gronps of the Animal Kingdom;"
Friday, February 27.

Opérations at Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital, lj p.m. ; Royal
Collège of Physicians, 5 p.m.—Gulstouian Lectures :—Dr. Pavy,

"On the Amyloid (so-called) and Fatty Degeuerations;" Royal
Institution, 8 p.m.—Mr. John Lubbock, " Ou Aucicnt Lakc Habita-

tions of Switzerland."

Salurday, February 28.

Opérations at St. Thomas's Hospital, 1 p.m.; St Bartholomow' s Hospital,

1J p.m. ; King's Collège Hospital, 1J p.m. ; Charing-cross Hospital,

2 p.m. ; Royal Institution, 3 p.m.— Professor Max Muller, "On the

Science of Language ;" Royal Collège of Surgeons of England, 4 p.m.

— Prof. Huxley, ' ' On the Classification and Characters of the Principal

Groups of the Animal Kingdom."
Monday, Match 2.

Opéra ions at Lock Hospital, Dean street, Soho, Clinical Démonstrations

and Opérations, 1 p.m. ; St. Mark' s Hospital for Fistula and other

Discases of the Rectum, lj p.m. ; Metropolitan Free Hospital,

2 p.m.; Médical Society of London, 8^ p.m.— Lettsomian Lectures :

Mr. Thomas Bryaut, "On the Diseases of the Osseous System, and
on Tuinours, &c."

Tuesday, March 3.

Opérations at Guy's Hospital, 1} p.m.; Westminster Hospital, 2 p.m.;

Royal Institution, 3 p.m. ; Royal Collège of Surgeons of England, 4

p.m.—Prof. Huxley, " On the Classification and Characters of the

Principal Groups of the Animal Kingdom ;" Anthropological Society

of London, 74 p.m.; Pathological Society, 8 p.m.

BOOKS RECEIVED FOR REVIEW.
A Systematic Handbook of Volumetrie Analysis. By Francis Sutton,

Esq., F.C.S. London : John Churchill and Sons, New Burlington

street.

Stammering and Stuttering, their Nature and Treatment. By James
Hunt, Ph.D., F.S.A., F.R.S.L., &c. Fifth Edition. London: Long-
inan and Ce.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Mr. Gkiffik.—Received and inserted.

J. S.—We are unacquaiuted with tbe exact nature of the composition of

chlorodyne ; but it is probable that the imitations of it approach its

composition veiy closely.

Chirurgus will be pleased to kuow that Mr. Adams lias received the

warmest sympathy of his professional friends, and that a meeting is to

be called to vindicate his honour.

HoMUNCULtrs.—It is unquestionably the duty ofevery Board of Guardians

to carry out the Consolidated Oïder in its integrity.

Dr. S. H.—It shall be attended to.

Mr. Johnson is thanked.

Veritas.—Wc do not think that the publication of an ai.onymous let-

ter on the subject would ansver auy useful purpose. Mr. Gulliver has

shown a manly spirit, and can no doubt justify ail lie has uttered.

Perhaps, tbe worshippers and copyists of German authors feel hurt,

and niay eject their bile over tbe columns of a contemporary. What of

that ? The ignorance of our old physiological literature in this country

is surprising and lamentable. There are many youiig nieu flash with

German discoveries, who are iguorant of the oid English facts that

preeeded them. Thus réputations arc made. A paper at a Médical

Society, or a page in a contemporary journal filled with théories about

protoplasms and cytoblasts, and the naines of Kblliker, Schleidan,

Schwann, Schroeder, Van der Kolk, Nasse, Henle, &c, &c, is enough
to found a modem réputation, and a second paper to establish it.

Such writers and talkers are merely " German trumpets."

A Subscribek.—No member of the profession called in to consult is at

liberty to visit a patient a second time without the présence of the

ordinary médical attendant. It is quite wrong.

A Quf.rist.—Write to the Director General of the Army Médical Board.

M.R.C.S. and L.A.C.—It is légal, but not just.

X. X.—lst. Certainly.—2nd. Wo should think so.

Medicus.—The University of St. Andrews' liavc the power, but aro

limited to the grant of ten suchdegrees annually.

A Subscriber says " I bave long taken in the Circulah as a Summary
of the News, as to me iu large practice the perusal of ail the journals

is an inipossibility. I hâve taken no notice of ' tho letters Deprecia-

tory,' but am one of those who believo that the Edinburgh Collège of

Physicians, and the St. Andrews' University bave done the Profession

a lastiug good by breaking up tho rascally monopoly which lias

attempted to altogether exclude from Consulting practice, those

earnest workers and able meu who happen to bave begun life as

gênerai practitioners. Tho pretensions of the Hospital practitioners

are a yreat xliam,—as there is no botter field for a young man
than gênerai practice, - and out of thèse ranks ail the higher ranks

(if higher there be,) should be filled up. Thèse Boards bave enabled

'the practitioner' to rise, by giving him a proper title."

Mr. J. G. Smith.— Your friend is quito right. You eau only claim

according to your qualification.

Dr, Hearne,—Received.
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ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

THEDEBATE ON DRINKABLE WATERS—EFFECTS OF
LIQUOR, 'ABSINTHE.'

The sub-committee appointée! by the Academy of Sciences

to pronounce on tho results of the compétition of 1862,

for the Montyon prizes in Medicine and Surgery, pro-

poses through the médium of its reporter, Professor Andral,

the award of three prizes and of several good mentions. The

prizes were adjudged to Messrs. Cruveilliier, Lebert, and Fre-

richs ; the mentions to Messrs. Larcher, Cohn, Dolbeau, and Luys.

The three prizes are chiefly granted for researches on the

subject of morbid anatomy, and we arc happy to notice at tho

head of the list the name of our vénérable master, Prof. Cru-

veilhier.

It is, as Mr. Andral remarked, a notorious fact that among
the laborious investigators who, following in. the path traced

out by Bichat, Dupuytren, and Laennec, hâve niost effectually

contributed to the advance of this branch of Science in

France, Mr. Cruveilhier is, perhaps, the most eminent. He
has devoted a life-time to the study of morbid anatomy, and
has recorded the results of his observation in manifold publi-

cations, which are for the most part compounded with materials

of his own gathering. Thus, we may notice a host of papers

and mémoire, several of which hâve attained the popularity of

classical text-books, and hâve introduced to the knowledge of

the profession scientific discoveries now fully demonstrated.

We may quote in illustration, the papers on gelatiniform

softening of the stomach ; on simple chronic ulcer of the

same viscus ; on the hepatic changes conséquent on cirrhosis
;

on secondary abscess of the liver after wounds and opérations
;

on lobular pneumonia ; on phlebitis, discriminated for the

first time by Mr. Cruveilhier in two varieties, tho adhesive

and the suppurative, a distinction of paramount importance
;

on the morbid changes induced by the injection of mercury
into the trachea or veins of animais ; on the présence of pus
in the lymphatics of women who die after parturition ; on the

atrophy of the anterior roots of the spinal nerves in cases of

muscular paralysis unattended with loss of common sensation
;

on fibrous growths of the breast ; on callus, a memoir of ex-

périmental physiology, which is still the most valuable work
of référence on the subject, etc.

Mr. Cruveilhier has published two extensivo works on
morbid anatomy ; the first, in two folio volumes, is the resuit

of twelve years' increasing labour, and consists in an immense
collection of cases observed by hiniself, and illustrated by
carefully designed engravings. No similar undertaking had
previously been attempted in France, and the publications

which had been before brought out in Germany, in Italy, and
in England, cannot compete with thèse volumes, either with
respect to the abundance or scientific value of their contents.

The sub-committee also invited the attention of the Academy
to another work by the same author, on gênerai morbid
anatomy (five vols. 8vo.). Hère, as in the various productions

of the Professor, the discriminating talents of the observer,

and ablo experimentalist are fully displayed, and another
quality is apparent, which, from the nature of Mr. Cruveilhier's

previous inquiries, had been hitherto kept in the back-
ground—viz., a remarkablo power of sagacious and skilful

généralisation. This treatise supplies a methodical descrip-

tion of ail the anatomical changes, to which the human body
is liable from the progress of disease, or the occurrence of ex-
ternal injuries, separated into classes, orders, gênera, and
species, and viewed apart from the affections by which they
hâve been induced. In Mr. Cruveilhier's opinion, thèse
changes should be systematically classified, in order that it

may be possible to deduce from thsir arrangement the prin-

ciples of a science endowed with facts, laws, language, and
method peculiarly its own, the science of the gênera and
species of morbid, anatomy. To attain this object, Mr. Cru-
veilhier has been compelled to draw upon four sources of
knowledge—viz., anatomy, vivisection, chemistry, and micro-
scopic investigation.

Labours so extensivo and important well deserved Académie
honours, and a prize of 100/. has been adjudged to the author.

"VVhile Mr. Cruveilhier was engaged in guiding morbid

anatomy along the path indicated by the gênerai tendency of
his works, that science, the création of Bichat, and deeignated
in Germany by the appellation of histology, was carefully

studied in its bearings on pathology. Mr. Lebert, professor

of clinical medicine at the University of Breslau, who for

many years resided in Paris, is foremost in microscopic re-

searches, and impersonates this new stage in the history of
micrographie morbid anatomy, during which this récent

scientific acquisition lias become a most important branch of

médical knowledge. The comprehensive work, for which this

learned observer has been recompensed by a prize of 80?.,

consists of two folio volumes of text, and two folio volumes
of spleudid illustrations of morbid anatomy of natural size,

and as viewed with the microscope. " In this respect," says Mr.
Andral, " no other publication can be compared with tho

présent."

A third prize of 80?. has been awarded to Mr. Frerichs

for his important treatise of diseases of the liver, a produc-

tion which throws much light on the anatomical changes

which induce, and the symptoms which characterize thèse

affections.

Honourable mention, together with a substantial award of

60?., was granted to Mr. Larcher for his memoir on the natural

hypertrophy of the heart during pregnancy. Tho author

asserts that this hypertrophy exclusively occupies the left

ventricle, and keeps pace with the enlargement of the womb.
The Academy, before admitting this singular statenient as a

demonstrated fact, proceeded to an inquiry which lias estab-

lished the correetness of Mr. Larcher's views. At La Mater-

nité, Mr. Ducrest ascertained that the average thickening of

the walls of the left ventricle was of one-third, and at La Cha-

rité, Mr. Zambaco, Mr. Béraud at La Maternité, and Mr. Blot at

the hospital of the School of Medicine, hâve further confirmed

by their reports the accuracy of Mr. Larcher's observation.

Mr. Cohn's memoir, a remarkable monograph on eniboli, re-

ceived the second mention, and a recompense of 60?. was
handed to the author. This paper, which we intend to revert

to on another occasion, has, says the report, rendered eminent

service to science and to practical medicine.

A further prize of 64?. was further divided between Messie.

Dolbeau and Luys, the first for an excellent memoir on epi-

spadias, the latter for a minute inquiry into the anatomical

structure of the spinal cord, bulb, pons varolii, and cerebellnm.

In addition to the preceding, good mention was made of the

researches of Messrs. Ollier and Langenheck, on the préserva-

tion of the periosteum in autoplastic opérations ; of Mr. Fonssa-

grive's volume on the hygiène of the sick and convalescent,

and of Mr. Bourgeois's (of Etampes) paper on carbuncular

affections.

" In its report on the results of the compétition in 1860,"

said Mr. Andral, " the sub-committee pointed out to the atten-

tion of the academy an interesting paper by Mr. Eaimbert, on

the carbuncular affections prévalent in La Beauce. The im-

portance of an inquiry into the pathology of this class of

diseases, induces the sub-committee to notice the researches

institnted in the same part of France, by Mr. Bourgeois, In

spector of Epidémies in the district of Etampes. Mr. Baim-
bert's researches are, perhaps, more précise in an anatomical

aspect, and it is but fair to acknowledge that lie is the first

who has invited attention to the malignant, or carbuncular

œdema alluded to in Mr. Eaimbert's work."

— Although the executive has décidée! the question of spring

v. river waters in favour of the former, the discussion on this

interesting point of public hygiène continues at the Academy
of Medicine with undiminished energy.

The debate originated in a report presented by Mr. Poggiale

on a paper by Mr. Lefort, on the aération of waters, and

the comparative importance of the présence of earbonic acid,

nitrogen, and oxygen, in drinkahle waters.

According to Mr. Poggiale, water, intended to be used as a

beverage, should bo transparent, colourless, aerated, and of a

cool and pleasing taste. Its température should be about 50

or 60°. The présence of earbonic acid is as necessary as that

of nitrogen and oxygen, and in moderate quantities is indis-

pensable to the wholesomeness of water. This acid should,

however, not be in excess, as the liquid would then contain
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very littlo oxygen, and a large amount of carbonate of lime. The
springs issuing froni chalky, sedimentary rocks should, therefore,

be preferred to those arising froiu crystallised formations, because

the former, from their protracted exposure to the air, hold in solu-

tion the greatest possible amount of oxygen, nitrogen, and car-

bonic acid,and containa suflicient proportion of carbonate oflime

to admit of the perfeet dissolution of soap. Mr. Poggiale agrées

with Dupasquier, and the othor exponents of puiely chemical

théories, in asserting that drinkable waters should contain a

certain quantity of saline ingrédients. " "VVater," says he,

shoidd mark from 10 to 21° of the hydrometer, and include

in its composition a sufiieient amount of saline matter to assist

ossification ; it should contain a large quantity of alkaline and
earthy bicarbonates than of sulphate of lime, and its consti-

tution should, throughout the year, be unvarying."

Mr. Poggiale expresses himself as follows on the comparative

excellence of spring and river water :

—

Spring water is generally translucid at ail seasons, whereas,

river water is often turbid, especially when the rivers attain

their utmost height. The former are ahvays cool, the latter

tepid and nauseous in sunimer. Now, the difficulties which
attend the cooling and filtering of considérable masses of waters

are such, that for the consumption of large cities, spring waters

should be preferred when the supply is adéquate, when they
are sufficiently aerated, and when their chemical composition
resembles that of river water. It is, however, indispensable

to adopt a plan similar to that in course of exécution for the
Dhuis, and to conduct the spring water from its source to the
réservoirs from which it is to be distributed, in wide, airy, and
covered aqueducts, in order that it may préserve its coolness,

be saturated with oxygen and nitrogen, and be protected from
the effects of bad weather.

AU impartial observera agrée that rain water is the proto-

type of drinkable water, and Mr. Jolly, one of the most talented

members of the Academy, contends that the waters whieh re-

semble it most closely, and, in particular, the Seine water, are the

best for hunian consumption. But Mr. Jolly, and his sup-

porters, were roughly handled by Mr. Eobinet. This gentle-

man, it is true, expresses himself indiffèrent to the chemical

composition of water, but lays much stress on its coolness and
transparency. No river, in his opinion, can yield a sufficient

supply, unless the river be conducted from its source to its

destination in covered aqueducts. This is the prévalent

opinion among chemists in the Academy and elsewnere, and
must ultimately predominate over ail propositions of filtration

and cooling of river water.

— While on the subject of public hygiène, it may not be
inopportune to allude to a question much debated in scientific

circles, and which engaged the attention of the Senate in its

meeting of June 7, 1861. We refer to the use, or more
properly to the abuse, of the liquor ' absinthe,' the rapid ex-

tension of which has been watched with much anxiety by
political economists.

Mr. Lefevre-Duruflé defended, as reporter, a pétition in

which the Senate was invited to adopt measures calculated

to check the progress of an abuse which has assumed the
proportions of a public calamity. Professor Dumas indicated,

as a source of additional danger, the présence of essential

oils in several kinds of alcoholic beverages, which would
acquire poisonous properties by the admixture. This is the
point now under discussion, and is the subject of interesting
inquiry. Thus Messrs. Dumas, Motet, Ancelmier, and
Figuier assert that absinthe contains a peculiar poisonous in-

grédient, and Mr. Moreau, on the contrary, considers the
same bitters objectionable merely on account of their spiri-

tuous nature.

In support of his opinion, Mr. Moreau adduces the thera-
peutic virtues of wormwood, and utterly dénies that any dis-

tinct symptom of poisoning bas ever been induced by this
plant. " If," says he, " one hundred times the amount of
extract or essential oil of wormwood contained in a glass of
absinthe be swallowed, none of the effects conséquent on
the absorption of that quantity of liquor will be observable.

Mr. Moreau proceeds to demonstrate that thèse effects are
not referrible to the alcohol, and invites notice to a circum-
stance hitherto disregardeï "In gênerai," says he, "about

one ounce of the spirit is diluted in a tumblerful of water,

but a person who maybe able to drink tliree, four, five glasses

and more of brandy and water, or rum and water, in the
course of the day, without any perceptible effect, will often

be unable to take three or four glasses of absinthe and water
Avithout betraying symptoms of intoxication, which cannot
therefore, be due to the alcohol.

Is the inebriating power of the mixture referrible to the
association of the two éléments 1 This question Mr. Moreau
next addresses himself to, and disposes of as follows :

" An experienced epicuro does not suddenly pour the water
into the tincture of wormwood contained in his glass ; this

plan would deprive the beverage of its stimulant and sto-

machic virtues ; but he gently adds the water in drops, and
by a jerking motion, so as to strike the absinthe : this is the

technical term ; the resuit is a greenish and opaque mixture,

whereas had the opposite System been adopted, an imperfect

emulsion of a nearly transparent fluid would hâve been the

conséquence. The liquor is now ready for ingurgitation.

" Withres pect to taste, the two préparations are entirely

différent ; the former is sweetish, insipid, and almost innoc-

uous, at least as regards its intoxicating power ; the latter,

on the contrary, is highly aromatic and calculated to induce

prompt and complète inebriation. In one instance, it would
seem that the water and spirit are mixed but not combined ;

in the other, the division of the particles, and the union of

the spirit and water are perfect, the effects of the beverage and

its entire absorption are secured. The fact is a further illus-

tration of the well-known axiom that the absorbability of any

substance is proportionate to its degree of division.

According to Mr. Moreau, the effects of absinthe are there-

fore referrible to the mode of emulsion attained in the pré-

paration of the mixture. Taken undiluted, the tincture of

wormwood produces none of its customary résulta. "Without

questioning the amount of importance of the mode of prépa-

ration of this injurious beverage, we must, however, con-

tend that the volatile ingrédients of absinthe hâve some

share in the production of its action. It is, moreover, obvious

that the abuse of this intoxicating fluid is much to be

lamented, and physicians, as well as administrators, should

loudly proclaim its dangers.

HOSPITAL OF THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINR

(professor depaul's clinical wards.)

Aseites coïncident with Pregnancy.—Polypi of the Gravid

Utérus.—Efficacy of Enaporating Lotions in Hydrocele oj

New-born Infants.

Anasarca is not the only form of dropsy which occurs in

pregnant women ; the serous cavities of the body may become

the seat of effusion, and genuine aseites may also be observed.

This, however, is not a fréquent complication, and as it gives

rise to interesting practical considérations, we relate the par-

ticulars of a case on which Mr. Depaul offered a few remarks.

In the course of the month of January, Mr. Bauchet recom-

mended to the Professor's kind care a woman, aged thirty, in

whom the catamenia had not appeared for seven months, and

who had every reason to believe that she was pregnant. She

had not, however, discontinued her usual occupations, when,

on the 15th of December, she experienced sharp pains along

the course of the sciatic nerve. The neuralgia causing much
distress, tho patient took a succession of vapour baths, from

which she experienced relief. But from this date two im-

portant symptoms supervened : on the one hand, the abdomen

increased rapidly and excessively in size ; and on the other,

the movements of the child became gradually weaker, and at

last ceased altogether. "When the woman was admitted into

hospital, the abdomen was much more distended than it usually

is on the eve of parturition. The région was, however, soit,

and seemed to be half-filled with a liquid, and the fluctuation

presented the well-known characters which attend ascitic

effusion during pregnancy. The symptom was appréciable only

superficially, and below a certain région, the undulations of

the liquid were intercepted by the enlarged utérus, and did not

reach the opposite side. It is unneçessary to dwel] on the signs
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which induced Mr. Depaul to assert the présence of peritoneal

effusion ; they are described at large in every work on semei-

ology, and recently, when speaking of ovariotomy, we expa

tiated on the distinguishing characteristics of ascites and

dropsy of the ovary. It is practically less easy to ascertain

the présence of gravidity in a case of peritoneal effusion. It

is necessary, in addition to the signs supplied by percussion,

to bear in mind the history of the case, and an amount of

probability aniounting almost to absolute certainty, will thus

generally be attained. In the patient who suggests the présent

remarks, the Professer did not long remain undecided as to

the true nature of the case. Forty-eight hours after the ad-

mission of the patient into the wards, labour-pains set in, and

during nterine contraction, a rounded tumour was distinctly

felt, hardening beneath the liquid, and becoming softer in the

intervais of utérine action. On the other hand, the cervix

was found to be nearly effaccd, and the orifice admitted of the

introduction of the finger. The edges of the aperture were
so rigid that it was feared this circumstance might interfère

with the progress of the accouchement ; but the surmise proved

incorrect, and while the patient was sitting on the night-chair,

she gave birth to a still-born child, whose death had clearly

takeu place several days before, a fact demonstrated by the

flabbiness of the tissues and the detachinent of tho epidermis.

The examination of the placenta was a source of niuch
interest, and its condition accounted fully for tho death of the

fœtus. Mr. Depaul opined that the changes in the placenta

were referrible to the same cause as the dropsy—viz., to a

congestion resulting from the inopportune use of vapour-baths.

Both surfaces of the after-birth and its tissue were occupied

by fibrous indurations, resulting from sanguineous effusions,

which had interfered with the utero-fœtal circulation, and
ultimately induced the cessation of life in the fœtus. If, as it

is to be inferred from the history of the case, we view thèse

extravasations as coeval with the formation of ascites, it is but
rational to assign to both a comnion cause, which lias been
pointed out. Pregnancy is, we acknowledge, often accom-

panied by a sort of physiological ascites, a fact which is

demonstrated by the escape of a notable amount of sérum from
the peritoneal cavity during the Cœsarean section ; but morbid
ascites, in the absence of any pressure mechanically interfering

with the progress of the blood in the portai vein or in its

origins, must arise from increased sécrétion in the serous cavity,

which may be the resuit of congestive irritation of the mem-
brane. Now, vapour-baths are extremely powerful means of

producing congestion, and Mr. Depaul conçoives himself justi-

fied, in the présent instance, in attributing to their agency the

ascites and placental hsemorrhage, as conséquences of tho rush

of blood towards the peritoneum and placenta.

In this case the symptoms presented no formidable cha-

racter ; but matters are not always equally simple. When the

life of the patient is jeopardised by an enormous accumulation
of fluid in the abdomen, tapping must be resorted to, of course

with ail due précaution. ïo insert the trochar in the usual

région, would obviously imperil the womb ; the patient lying

on her side, the instrument should be introduced a little below
the short ribs, on the same side. This was Scarpa's plan ; but
Ollivier d'Angers' procédure is, perhaps, préférable, and consists

in puncturing, with a lancet, the almost translucid protrusion

formed in such cases, by the navel.

In Mr. Depaul's patient, absorption of the effusion will in

ail probability soon take place. The swelling of the labia

majora has already subsided, and the abdomen daily becomes
more flaccid. Tho treatment consists in the exhibition
of an infusion of triticurn repens and cherry-stalks, con-
taining one drachm of nitre for every quart, of four ounces
of aperient lemonade every day, and a moderate allowance of
food.

— When even a limited amount of flooding occurs during
the last months of pregnancy, it Is generally to be concluded
that the hsemorrhage dépends on the insertion of the placenta
upon, or in the vicinity of the aperture of tho cervix. Tins
was Mr. Depaul's first surmise in the case of a woman Wght
months advanced in pregnancy, who complained of loss of
blood. Examination per vaginam, which in similar instances
should n«ver b« noglected, demonstrated, howover, that the

flooding was the resuit of a far différent cause. A sniall,

olive-shaped polypus, inserted in the loft side of the internai

orifice of tho womb, by a narrow pedicle, two inches and a
half in length, was discovered in the situation described.

In gênerai, said Mr. Depaul, polypi of the cervix are not
of fibrous structure. Muciparous follicles abound in this

région, and if two or three of thèse glandular organs become
enlarged, a small tumour fornis., sessile at first, but which
gradually elongates, irritâtes the adjacent parts, and gives rise

to hœmorrhage. Tho existence of the growths alluded to is

perfectly compatible with gestation, and does not, in any
material manner, interfère with delivery ; they require notice,

therefore, merely on account of the loss of blood they occasion.

In the présent instance, it was Mr. Depaul's intention to intro-

duce the spéculum, and to divide the pedicle with scissors
;

but it became unnecessary to resort to this opération. On the

day subséquent to the examination, and perhaps in consé-

quence of the examination itself, the polypus fell away, and,

as sometimes happens, no trace of it has since been discovered.

Mr. Depaul took this opportunity of remarking that

when the polypus is of fibrous nature, it increases in size

during pregnancy, in the same ratio as tho utérus of which
it is the appendage, and contracts after delivery. The simul-

taneous developnient of the polypus, and of the womb, may
occasion considérable embarrassment to the accoucheur, and
the Professor adduced a case in point, observed by himself, in

a lady in the fourth month of her pregnancy. When he first

saw the patient, she was suffering from the symptoms of

internai obstruction. On introduction of the finger into the

vagina, the Professor found that the pelvis was filled by a hard

tumour, which pressed upon the rectum and neck of the

bladder, so as to prevent the escape of the excrétions. TJn-

availing attempts were made to insert into the rectum a tube

for the évacuation of tha gaseous contents of the intestine ;

and it was not without difficulty that Mr. Depaul succeeded,

through a narrow passage, in reaching the utérus. Measures

calculated to induce prématuré delivery were resorted to, and
twenty-four hours having elapsed without resuit, the condition

of the patient appeared desperate, and Mr. Depaul determined

on active surgical interférence. With the knife, and with the

hand, he enlarged tho interstice alluded to, and finally a very

small fœtus found its way through the narrow aperture ; the

after-birth promptly followed, and from that hour the fibrous

growth gradually decreased in size. The patient has since

visited, but in vain, every minerai water in France and
Germany. The tumour still occupies the same situation, but

it is moderately large, and causes only slight inconvenience.

— Congénital hydrocele is that in which communication

persists between the peritoneum and tunica vaginalis. It is

easily discriminated from simple hydrocele, by the form of the

tumour, which is not clearly defined in its superior région, by
the impulse comniunicated during cough and effort, and by the

possibility of squeezing back the contents into the abdomen.

In a case which we recently observed in Mr. Depaul's wards,

congénital hydrocele did not présent thèse characters. The
swelling was more considérable on one side, and was not redu-

cible on pressure, a circumstance which showed that if a com-

munication existed between the peritoneal cavity and tin*,

vaginal sac, the aperture must hâve been unusually small.

This, doubtless, supplies us with an explanation of the

results which followed the line of treatment adopted ; had a

communication existed between the two serous cavities, the

sécrétion, which probably originated in the abdomen, would

hâve continued to accumulate in the more dépendent tuniea

vaginalis. In the présent instance, the liquid was absorbed,

as it frequently is when the communication is eut off by the

pressure of a bandage over the inguinal ring.

At the date of its birth, January 4th, the childs scrotum

was voluminous, translucid, and much distended, especiallv on

one side.

Compresses imprognatcd with a solution of half an ounce

of . niuriate of ammonia in five ounces of water were perma

nently applied over the tumour, and on the 17th the skin was.

already in loose folds, and the size of the hydrocele had cou

siderably decreased.
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LECTURES
OH DISEASES OF THE

By George Boss, M.I).

SKI N.

No. IL

(Coiirinued from page 89.)

T/ie Gouty Constitution in Relation to Cutancous Affections—Latent
Goût and Alcoholism— Hijpenrsthesia and Prurigo— Erythcma
uasi—Lichen and Eczéma—Psoriasis— Topliaceous Deposits—Com-
mon Cause of Eruptive Diseuses and Goût.

I find very little in books on Diseases of the Skin, or in treatises

on Goût on the subject of the complications of goût with eruptive
complainte

; yet they are not unconimon. I am surprised, indeed,
to see how little notice is taken of them by writers on Gouty
affections,—an oversight which I attribute to a préoccupation of
the mind with the more characteristic manifestations of goût, and
to the fact, perhaps, that previous authors hâve uoticed the subject
only in an incidental aud casual manner. Hence, the attention of
récent observers has not been sufficiently directed to this trouble-
some symptom. Dr. Garrod, in his excellent 'Treatise on Goût,'
gives a brief notice of the observations of antécédent writers.
fie cites Dr. Graves, who describes in his lectures the case of
a lady who was liable to a peculiar gouty inflammation of the nose.
At about three p.m. daily, this organ became hot and red,
and subsequently purplish ; this colouration extended to the upper
part of her cheeks, and was accompanied by uneasiness, but no
pain. The paroxysm generally lasted three or four hours. Sir
Henry Holland states that he has often seen psoriasis in gouty
families, sometimes alternately with acnte attacks of goût, some-
times suspended by theui, and sometimes seeming to prevent them.
Dr. Garrod adds, that he has seen several instances of cutaneous
affections—prurigo, chronic eczéma, and psoriasis—in connection
with goût, and he alludes particularly to a severe case of eczéma
" appearing to dépend on a gouty state of the System," that came
under his notice. This gentleman was attacked with eczéma a few
months after recovering from a séries of gouty attacks, and it
"appeared" to yield to treatment calculatedto reduce the gouty
inflammation. None of thèse instances are very positive.
Xor am I more fortunate in finding detailed and trustworthy

évidence in the Works of authors treatmg expressly of diseases of
the skin. Allusive stntements made currente calamo, may be picked
hère and there from the gênerai category of causes, but distinct
récitals of case hâve not been fortheoming to my search.
The gouty constitution is very prévalent, especially among the

highly-fed and luxurious denizena of large citics. The excitement
of pleasure, the worry of business, the despondency of misfortune,
the tension of mind induced by spéculation, and even by thé
ordinary exigencies of commercial life, the sedentaiy habits of
literary and otticial men, and the altemate jerk and stra'in upon the
neryous System which characterises the changeful incidents of a
political career, ail aid in establishing and inaintaining a gouty
cachexia. Perhaps, mental causes exert greater influence even
than free liviug in producing this excruciating malady.
The gouty diathesis may exist for many years without any

actual fit—without any positive manifestation in the great toe or
other joint, of the slunibering Haine. Latet anguis in herl/û. The
venom is under the serpent's tongue, though the joint is not yet
bitten. This "latent goût" is common enough, and explains
numerous maladies, the causes of which seem to be otherwise un-
intelligible. It reqnires, however, considérable expérience amon»
the class of patients usually affected with goût, to be able to
detect it—to divine that peculiar constitutional cachexia, which,
until it breaks out in its own spécifie character, is quite Protean in
its manifestations. What has been recently called, and appropriatelv
too, alcoholism, is intimately connected, ïn some of its forms, with
latent goût

; yet the two conditions are not identical, and pursue
différent courses. The alcoholic diathesis and the gouty diathesis
are distinct.

Hyperœslhesia aud Prurigo.
Gouty people are liable to a variety of cutaneous affections. I

may premise that the gouty swelling itself is an erythema, not an
acute inflammation in its ordinary sensé, but a transient erythema
of the cutis, attended with œdema of the subjacent tissue. Al-
though il,,; j.ivsence of goût usually détermines this erythematous
inflammation to the neiglibourhoodof a joint, yet it mav also induce
a morbid condition 111 other parts of tiie cutaneous surface. One
of the most troiiblesoiue and well-kuown states of the skin inci-
dental to the gouty constitution, is hyperaesthesia. This increased
«ensibility is usually experieneed between the toes, but it also pre-
vails on différent parti of the body. I hâve now under treatment,
a lady who 1ms basa for many years a sufferer from goût, and who
was lately H irritated by the intolérable itching between her toes
that she «cratched off the skin in her efforts to obtain relief. The

hypenestlnvia, in this situation, is almost as common as the
erythema which it précèdes.

Not long since 1 was called to a gentleman who woke in the
night with a sensé ot beat and feverishness, oppression at the prœcor-
dia, anxiety, and a troublesome itching and tingling in his palms
and varions parts of his body. It was the peculiar and intense for-
mication in his palms that gave him most concern ; it ï>eing a new
symptom. Nothing was visible, and, in fact,at the time 1 "aw him
the itching had nearly left ; but in a day or two he had a gouty
attack.

Tliis liyperrestlusia often rnns into a more palpable form of
disease—viz., prurigo. Th ! s affection not unfrequently attacks the
yulva and anus, and is, of course, when in this situation, exceed-
ingly troublesome. I hâve seen thèse affections coïncident with
uudeveloped goût several times ; and the most effectuai cure
is nature s own—an outbreak ol the mischief in the great toe.

Sometimes this object caiinot be attained, and, in that case, a pro-
tracted pruritus will continue, unless assuaged with remédies
adapted to remove the gouty poison. Thèse cases of prurigo are
always associated with disturbance of the digestive functions

—

mal-assimilation, flatulence, anorexia—sometimes gastrodynia, and
frequently constipation, with much mental disquietude and dépres-
sion ; in short, the constitutional symptoms are more marked in
thèse instances than in simple cases of the disease.

Erythema Nasi.
I hâve given a local appellation to a fréquent form of gouty

erythema. A gentleman, about fifty years of âge, consultée! me
not long since, in a state of considérable annoyance, concerning
an unexpected redness and swelling of his nose, extending over
his left cheek and eyelid, the latter being puffy, as il ery-
sipelatous. The nose was about half as large again as an
ordinary nose, and was especially tumefied about the tip. It

was hot and tente, with a pricking sensation, but not particularly
pain fui—in short, it was a gouty nose. The affection lasted about
four days, at the end of which time, the organ gradually resumed
its ordinary dimensions and colour. As an explanation of this case,

I may state two things—first, that the gentleman is subject to an
iuveterate lichen ; and secondly, that, although generally, as I was
assured, a most abstemious mari, yet he had, for weeks past, in-

dulged, with some freedom, in malt liquors of a superior quality,
with the object of improving the toneof his System. He had cer-

tainly attained a better resuit than lie had anticipated. This gen-
tleman has never had an actual fit of the goût, although he has
been suspicious of its présence, and lias recently had flying pains
over his body.

This case calls to mind that reported by Dr. Graves, to which I
hâve j ust alluded. Dr. Graves's case, however, was periodic, coming
on daily for a considérable period—not a very characteristic évi-
dence of goût ;—mine was not, but simply ran its course as a gouty
erythema might be expected to do.

Lichen and Eczéma.
I will now give a few instances of the complication of other

cutaneous maladies with goût, I hâve already related a very pecu-
liar and interesting case of lichen, breaking out coetaneously with
an attack of goût. The beginning and ending of that éruption
with the gouty inflammation was very remarkable. I hâve seen
the gentleman casually since the publication of my last lecture, and
his skin is clear of any éruption. 1 will now détail the particulars
of one of the earliest cases in which I noticed this complication.

I was attending a patient—an aged female—who was suffering
from an old ulcer of the leg ; suddenly it inflamed, and discharged
a thin sanious fluid ; the inflammation extended to the ankle-
joint, and on inquiring into the cause of such an unexpected attack,
she directed my attention to the small joints of her left hand, which
were swollen with goût. The existence of the ulcer had attracted
the goût to that part, This was no new thing to her. Besides the
goût, however, a lichenous rupture had broken out upon the leg

;

the papules afterwards coalesced, and superficial ulcération took
place. Hère was a case of lichen agrius, which would degenerate
into eczéma, if left to run its own course.

Psoriasis.

The existence of psoriasis as conséquent on, or coïncident with,
the gouty diathesis, lias also been noticed. I do not think, however,
that psoriasis is so immediately dépendent upon the gouty consti-
tution, as the affections I hâve already described. It is a disease
that l'omis slowly, and perhaps is relieved, rather than caused, by
an attack of goût. Undoubteâly the skin of a gouty patient is often
dry and harsh, excepting during a paroxysm, and therefore pre-
ilisposed to this form of disease. I hâve, nowever, cited a sufficient

nurnber of cases that hâve come under my own observation to
show the fréquent complication of eruptive diseases with goût.

Tophaceous Deposits.

Although thèse deposits hâve not been hitherto regarded in con-
nection with diseases of the skin, yet some notice ol them niust not
be omitted when treating of the gouty constitution. Thèse deposits
consi8t of the urate of soda, and vary in consistency from a senii-

fluid to a solid state. They are usually found in the neighbour-
hood of the small-joints, but are also, as Dr. Garrod first pointed
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ont, often observed on the hélix of tlie ears of gouty patients

When seen in tins situation, they are white in colour, and about

the size of a pin's head or larger, the hélix itself being occasionally

erythematous, and injected with blood vessels. They cannot be

easily mistaken for any other affection of the skin. The ears, in

ahort, are liable to gouty attacks, like the nose, as I hâve already

described.

Is there a common cause of thèse affections ? It is generally dif-

ficult to détermine the proxiniate cause of a fébrile attack, or, in-

deed, of any disease. What is the necessary condition of the Sys-

tem, or of èitlier, or any of its organic constituents, that induces

typhus, or cancer, or a common catarrh ? In this sensé, what is the

cause of prurigo or lichen ? We find eruptive disorders often

associated with irregularities of the digestive functions ; and this is

particularly the case when they supervene upon a gouty diathesis.

Whether this disturbance throws into the blood some irritating

principle, or exerts a spécial poisoning influence upon the nervous

System, or whether the enf'eebled tone of the digestive organs be a

conséquence of systemic changes, it would be mère guesswork in

the présent state of our knowledge to présume to détermine. The
human body is a complicated pièce of machinery, and one wheel
fits into and turns another so admirably that it is difficult to say

where motion begins or ends. Health is the resuit of a succession

of changes, involving action and reaction.

It must be observed, however, that ail eruptive disorders com-
mence with a fébrile stage, and when they hâve become chronic, are

liable to excerbations. This fébrile state is due to a spécifie condi-

tion of the System. Be it an excess of acid in the blood, a change in

the relations of its componen*. parts, or an impression upon the

nervous System of a reflex nature, whatever it may be, such a con-

dition exists. I am inclined to think, however, that an acute attack

of an eruptive diseuse is an effort of the System to depurate itself of

nome noxious élément. I find that the cause inducing a fit of the

goût will also induce or modify a cutaneous affection. We know
that the blood in goût is charged with uric acid, and it is proved to

démonstration, that this principle constitutes the characteristic

évidence—whether the essential cause, I say not—of the rnalady.

Is uric acid in the blood an irritant ofthe skin ? This question

must be answered in the affirmative, if we cons'ider for a moment,
that tlie local manifestation of goût itself is, in fact, an erythema of

the skin. This is its primary and characteristic manifestation.

Then it lias been stated that uric acid lias been actually secreted by
the skin. Several instances hâve been recorded of a whitish

powder being found on the skin ofgouty patients, and Dr. Charles

Petit bas asserted, that he bas detected—or rather Mr. Henry,
who performed the analysis—urate of soda in the euticular

sécrétion, taken from several parts of the body of a gouty patient.

Thèse observations hâve not been satisfaetorily confirmed. Another
sait, the oxalate of lime, also a characteristic of the gouty diathesis,

has, however, been found in. the perspiration.

The sécrétion produced by artificial irritants lias afforded more
direct testimony. Dr. Garrod lias examined the sérum from a blis-

tered surface, in several instances, and lias discovered that it con-

tains uric acid, except when the blister had been applied to parts

that were actually inflamed.

It may, therefore, be reasonably inferred, that the sait» charac-

teristic of goût, do détermine towards the skin, and that in some
cases, as in eczéma, uric acid might be detected in the sécrétion

from the diseased surface. It is probable, however, that if the

gouty inflammation, as in an instance which I hâve previously re-

lated, ran high, the characteristic acid might not rcply to re-agents-

It would not follow, therefore, that because uric acid did not exist

in the sécrétion from an inflamed surface, that it was not actually

irritating the skin ; for Dr. Garrod lias sbrewdly remarked that

the gouty action, in a part, seems to hâve the eftect of destroying
the uric acid. So much then on this question. I shall enter upon
the treatment of thèse cases on the next occasion.

(To be continued.)

A REMARKABLE AFFECTION OF THE NERVOUS
SYSTEM.

By J. Grievb, Esq.

m

The following, to me unique and extraordinary case, is now
under treatment. As there are many points in it that may interest
the readers of your valuable Journal, and as I am anxious to hâve
the opinion of some of my brethren, both with regard to its minute
diagnosis and the best mode of treatment, I shall endeavour as con-
cisely as I possibly can, to give a distinct account of the symptoms
which bave shown themselves from the beginning of the attack
nntil now, a period of one year and ten inonths. J. D., aged eleven
years, one of a family of six children, flve of whom are still alive,

and whose parents are apparently in ordinary good health, was,
thougli previously in the enjoyment of good health, seized in the
month of May, 1861, with slight shivering fits, but without any, or
at least very slight subséquent feverish excitement. During the
suecceding twelve months she did not complain much, but never-
theless was rather unwell, the chitf complaint being the want of

appetite. She never could be prevailed upon to taste food of alniost

any kind ; a little wine was occasionally forced upon her, but even
from that she ultimately entirely refrained. At this time tonics of
ail kinds were tried, with change of air, sea-bathing, and every ad-
juuet that possibly could be thought of. I may mention hère that
lier résidence is in the country, upon the banks of one of our mag-
nificent Scottish forths, distant about nve miles from any town.
Ail the remédiai means employed proved of no avail. About tlie

end ofMay last, the first lit so characteristic of the disease, occurred,
and which has recurred with tlie mo?t undeviating regularity ever
since. I shall now endeavour to desciibe the paroxysms which
affect lier three times every day. The first cornes on about nine
o'eiock in the forenoon. Up to within a minute or two of the fit

setting in, the patient seems to be in ordinary health, and rather in

good spirits, when suddenly she coniplainsof being wearied, and in-

variably, whatevermay beherprevious position, she turns onherlelt
side, and as if composihg herself to sleep, and immediately becomes
completely unconscious. She remains in this condition, from which
no noise, pinching, or other means hâve as yet roused lier, for two
hours, and during the whole of that time she never moves a muscle
of lier body in the slightest degree, but lies perfectly motionless.

During this stage of the fit her eyes remain closed, with a slight

tremulous motion of the eyelids. There is seemingly a continuons

stream of flatus, as if by éructation puffing through the closed lips,

which causes a quantity of frothy saliva to collect around the

mouth ; the abdomen is very much distended and tympanitic ; the

puise ranges about from 110 to 120; the extremities, both hands
and feet, feel rather cold to the touch ; and there is almost a con-

stant escape of offensive flatus per anum. This stage of the fit con-

tinues invariably for as nearly as possible two hours, or till eleven

o'clock : and so certain hâve the friends become from their long ex-

périence, that they do not watch lier till within five minutes of the

expected termination of it. Within a second of the anticipated

time the second stage of the paroxysm sets in, the first indication of

which is a slight motion of one of the hands ; instantly thereafter

the patient must be raised to the sitting potilion, otherwise violent

choking symptoms set in, and a rigidity of the whole frame, which
when allowed to hâve its full effect, is not atterwards easily over-

come. She now seems to suffer violently, cries bitterly, with teavs,

though not copious. The respiration during this second stage is

carried on by one long and rather crowing inspiration, and the ex-

piration broken by three distinct hicks. I can find no word to

express my meaning better! She invariably rests her head on the

shoulder of some one, and in this posture seems to obtain most
assistance. The blood-vessels of the neck from the violence of her
sufferings are much distended. During this stage the discharge of

flatus continues, but more iuterruptedly. This state of things lasts

for three quarters of an hour, and punctually as that term expires,

without any apparent diminution of the severity of the symptom,
this second stage of the disease suddenly ceases, and she quietly

lies down, seemingly but slightly fatigued, and disposed almost im-
mediately to talk indifferently of any matter that may hâve corne

under lier notice at any time previously to the setting in of thèse

violent and extraordinary paroxysms. The second daily attack

begins a little after twelve o'clock, and terminâtes somewhere about
three ; and the third and last attack cornes on about four, and by
seven o'clock in the evening her day*s sufferings are over. She has
never had an attack during the night, nor at any other time than
at the periods mentioned above. For many months she lias taken
no solid food of any kind. After the last attack in the evening she

may suck a small pièce of orange, eat a pièce of an apple, or the

pulp of one or two grapes, and drink one or two tumblers-full of

water. Of thèse consiste the whole nutriment she partakes of till

the next evening, when the same diet is repeated. Her reasoning

faculties and memory continue unimpaired, though a little childish

in lier manner, which may be easily accounted for by the indul-

gence of fond parents. Now, in my opinion, this case with little

difficulty can be placed in the category of nervous diseases ; but
which of thèse does it most resemble ? Is it epilepsy ? Then
where are the ordinary symptoms of that disease ; No aura epi-

leptica, no piercing cry, no convulsive movements. Is it catalepsy !

Or more likely still, is it hysteria ? Fut then there is the âge of

the patient, which in some measure militâtes against that opinion.

Although there is weeping, there is no sobbing nor alternations of

laughter ; no liinpid urine secreted in over-abundance ; nor though
there is abundance of flatus distending the abdomen, yet there is

not the globus hystericus. But when on this subject I may remark
that two of her paternal aunts are of a highly nervous tempéra-
ment, and one of them particularly was for many years subject to

au hysterical affection simulating many diseases. As to the treat-

ment now pursued, I bave, from the great difficulty of getting the

patient to take anything either in the shape of food or medicine,

confined myself to the use of the sulphate of zinc in combination
with a little of the sulphate of magnesia. Her gênerai health,

though certainly impaired, is not so much shattered as might be ex-

pected from the long continuance of the disease, and from the
almost total abstinence from food.

Port Glasgow, Feb. 24, 1863.
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PROTECTION AGAINST ACTIONS AT LAW.
The Médical Act is like a ship tliat has been " scamped " in

the building, and has required fresh caulking and tarring almost

every year. The repairs yet done bave not very mucb improved

its seaworthiness. With the exception of the correction of some

palpable blunders and incongruities, the Act remains in the

state it was when it first left the hands of our Parliamentary

experts ; and not a single human being bas any reliance on

its clauses for the protection of légal rights or the punis liment

of evil-doers.

There bave been heard for some time past many loud coni-

plaints of the unjust prosecutions to which various members

of the Profession hâve been subjected by ungrateful patients

or vindictive foes ; and with a keen sensé of constant liability

to such unfounded attacks, there has been a painful conviction

of inability to prevent or punish them.

The prosecution of Mr. Adams was altogether peculiar, and

in its abominableness unique ; a prosecution of a kind that is

not likely to occur again
; yet, singular as it is, we can only

regard it as one form of the prevailing propensity to caluuii-

nate médical men. It is not often, we are proud to say, that

the moral character of the médical practitioner is attacked, or

his bearing as a gentleman impugned. Cast, by our duties,

into the very bosom of a family, the confidant, it may be, of its

most painful secrets, the adviser in emergencies and trials,

appealed to for our sympathy in suffering, and for aid in

difficulties, we become the trusted friends of our patients, and

are bound to them, not unfrequently, by ties which both they

and we would be loath to sever. There must be few médical

practitioners old enough to hâve a grey hair on their beads,

who hâve not realised the place of confidence and regard

which we bave described. This mutual trust is the pledge of

a médical connection. "What is called " family practice,"

could not exist without this good understanding, and the

public's cordial reliance on our professional virtues. Pare,

indeed is it that this trust is betrayed. Should an instance

of criminality be proved against a médical man, it would

excite an irrépressible sensé of loathing tbrougbout the Pro-

fession from north to south. Such a man would be expelled

from among us as a beast with a murrain from the flock. He
would meet with the condign indignation of his brethren, and

the bond of fellowship would be severed for ever.

On the other side, it is rare to hear of slanderous imputa-

tions being cast by patients on the morals of their médical

attendants—a fact that testifies loudly to the gênerai integrity

and purity of the médical character. That such accusations

hâve been made we bave an expérience too récent to forget
;

but such charges are quite exceptional in the enormity of their

scandalousness.

There is another description of outrage on the professional

character which is more common, and which, we think, admits

of easy redress. A médical practitioner has attended a

patient for a considérable time ; the case, a difficult one—say

fracture of the neck of the fémur—has not gone on satisfac-

torily, but the médical man has done his best, and perhaps no

other practitioner could hâve done better ; Christmas thon

arrives, and the bill is sent. The patient looks first at the

amount, and then at his defbrmed leg ; he feels reluctant to

pay, and the fiendish instinct of ingratitude takos possession

of his heart. " He won't pay, not he ; it is the Doctor's fault

that he has not a straight and usefal limb, and if the Doctor
bothors bim any more, he will let him know it." He holds in

reserve an action for malpraxis. By and bye the doctor presses

for his bill, perhaps threatens his patient with the Couuty
Court ; and the latter to avoid payment, commences a cross

action for malpraxis against the doctor.

The case cornes before a jury, and the question is :
—" Did

Mr. Jones exercise due skill and competency in the treatment
of the case ï" Now, this question is put to a jury of shoe-

makers, publicans, and greengrocers—admirable judges of
scientific qualifications ! It is not improbable that they havo
been aided in the formation of their opinion by the contra-

dictory évidence of rival médical witnesses ; one set as^erting

as positively as the other dénies tlie orthodoxy of the treat-

ment rcsorted to in the case. What a caricature of justice is

not this ? Could any proceedings be better devised to bring
Euglisb law into coutempt ? Probably the décision of the

jury—confessedly utterly ignorant of the scientific points in

question—will be given against the défendant, and, as a matter

of course, he will be ruined for life.

Now let us look at the case from another point of view.

The man has been under the treatment of a village bone-setter

with the samo or a worse resuit. He brings bis action ; and
how will the judgo direct the jury 1 He will say sometbing
of this kind :

—" The défendant, Thoroughscamp, has been
practising for many years as a village bone-setter without any
qualification, and he is notoriously ignorant of the science and
practice of medicine and surgery, though évidence has been
given that he bas performed many great cures. The plaintif!

knew that he was unqualified, and be placed himself umkr
his care with tins knowledge ; he lias no right, therefore, to

expect the ordinary skill that would be exercised by a regular

practitioner. The conséquent injury. if there be any, is

mainly his own fault. It is for you, hovvever, to consider

what fault, if any, attaches to the défendant, &c, &c." The
jury consult, and the défendant escapes punishment on the

ground of his knawn incompetency.

Thèse are not suppositious cases. Their exemplars hâve

often occurred ; and they truthfully represent the stato of

English law. The surgeon with a légal qualification is placed

at a disadvantage, as against the bone-setter. The law under

which he acts gives him no protection, but rather serves to

bring him more effeetually under its penalties. It is almost

a burlesque to call this " a right to practise."

We call for an amendment of the " Médical Act," that shall

put a stop to this facility for bringing actions against médical

practitioners. Let a few words be inserted in the clause

giving a registered person the right to practise to the effect

that " a copy of the register shall bo évidence in any Court

of Law of the competency of the person registered to practise

his profession." A clause of this kind would prevent actions

from being brought for malpraxis, except in instances wbere

there had been gross neglect or incompotency from drunken-

ness or other moral delinquency. The question is now often

raised on the treatment of the case ; this issue could not be

introdueed if the copy of the register could be made évidence

of proved skill.

It is only reasonable that such évidence should bo admitted
;

for as it must bo supposed that the examining bodies would

not bave given their letters testimonial bail the candidate not

been qualified to receive them ; so the fact of possessing them

or their équivalent, a copy of the register, should be évidence
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in a Court of Law of sucli competency in every case in winch

it could be called in question.

We advise our reforming friends to take up this practical

question, and not allow the présent effervescence of feeling to

subside without educing from it soine permanent safeguard

for tlie profession.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

THE T1TLE OF DOCTOR,

Tins subject is still agitating the médical world ; or, at least,

the correspondents of some of the médical journals. The

point in dispute is narrowed to the question whether licen-

tiates of a Collège of Physicians, not being graduâtes, should

use the title of "Doctor." The London Collège of Physicians

now refuses the title to its licentiates, although formerly it

allowed it—the reason being that formerly the members were

few, now they are many, and there is a risk of lowering the

dignity of the rank. The Edinburgh Collège, it seems,

addresses its licentiates as " Doctors," if we may trust the

statement of a correspondent ; and the Dublin Collège boldly

insista upon the right to confer the title of Doctor with the

grant of its licence. So the case stands. It is another

instance of "Doctors" disagreeing. It is generally under-

stood that the Fellows of the London Collège, as individuals,

privately concède the title which they refuse in public as

members of the corporation. The courtesies of life, or, per-

haps, the fear of losing a connection, conflict with a public

duty ; and, so a compromise is arranged, which is unworthy

of the médical character. Let us hâve this question decided.

CHEAP DIPLOMAS.

A man advertises in the ' Daily Telcgraph ' that lie has a

Médical Diploma for sale, the ternis for which can bo obtained

from a certain J. A., 3 Spur street, London. Cannot Dr.

Hawkins take measures to catch this gentleman 1 It rnight

not be difficult to prove a fraudulent purpose. Alas ! for the

Médical Act !

ADAMS V. RUSSE LL.

We bave given in another column a report of the Public

Meeting held last week at the Freemason's Tavern to express

the synipathy of the profession with Mr. Adams, and to adopt

measures to prevent in future such unwarrantable attacks on
private character. There was a considérable attendance of

professional men and others ; and Mr. Adams's integrity was
warmly defended. It was pleasing to hâve the testimony of

Mr. Lush, to the effect that the learned Lord Chief Baron was
favourable to Mr. Adams ; and that his summing up, as con-

densed in the ' Times ' and other journals, was garbled so as

to give a very erroneous impression of his private views. The
only other incident of this meeting to which we deem it

necessary to refer, is the correspondence that took place before

the trial between Mr. Propert and Mr. Adams's solicitor. It

will be a source of professional regret to every member of the
profession to see Mr. Propert place himself, almost wilfully as

it would seem, in so false a position towards a brother member.
It is true that lie dénies that lie furnished the means for the
trial

;
but statements were publicly mado that his solicitor

conducted the case, and, indeed, in his letter dated Jan. 1, he
remarks, " I hâve every confidence in my solicitor that he will

be able to conduct matters satisfactorily." Ail this surely

requires explantion. We leave the mattor where it is for the
présent, in the hope that Mr. Propert is now convinced that

his confidence has been abused, and that he will mako the
amende honorable to a professional brother.

HALL V. SEMPLE.

This case was brought under the notice of the House of

Commons last week by Mr. Butt, who complained that a per-

fectly sane man might be confined in a Lunatic Asylum upon

the certificate of two doctors. Sir George Grey, in his reply,

explained that the Commissioners considered that the keeper

of the asylum had been guilty of culpable neglect in receiving

a patient upon an informai certificate, and that they had sent

a circular round to the différent ksepers of asylums warning

them of their responsibilities in that respect. He thought

the law did not require any altération. There can be no doubt

that Mr. Elliott, the keeper of the asylum, was blameable for

receiving Mr. Hall upon Dr. Guy's certificate. Had he been

more careful, there would hâve been no illégal détention.

PROFESSOR HUXLEY'S LECTURES.

Professor Huxley's first appearance in the théâtre of the Col-

lège of Surgeons as Professor of Comparative Anatomy was sig-

nalised by an interesting description of the skeleton of the glyp-

todon which had been found in a post-pliocene deposit on the

estate of Signor Maximo Terrero, on the Rio Salado, in the Ar-

gentine Confédération, South America, and presented by that

gentleman to the Royal Collège of Surgeons. One of the most re-

markable characteristics of this skeleton was what Professor

Huxley called the " trivertebral bone," which was composed of

the last cervical and first two dorsal vertébrée. It had a sort of

handle at its superior posterior part, and articulated with the

dorsal vertebrae by means of a hinge joint. It had also arti-

culating surfaces for the ribs. The dorsal vertébrée were an-

chylosed, and formed a sort of dorsal tube. The ilia were of

enormous size. After dilating upon many other characteristics,

Professor Huxley decided that the glyptodon was a mammal,

closely resembling the living armadilloes.

In his subséquent lectures Professor Huxley treated of the

classification of living beings chiefly from a morphological

point of view. He adverted to the gregarida?, and the rhizo-

poda, mentioning in connection with the latter, that their uni-

form, structureless jelly, having no organs, showed that life

was a cause, not a conséquence, of organisation. Other orders,

the Spongiadœ, Infusoria, Hydrozoa, Actinozoa, Polyzoa, Asci-

dioida, &c, &c, were subsequently described.

MR. SAMUEL HIGHLEY'S NEW ENTERTAINMENT.

An extremely interesting and instructive entertainment is

now to be seen every evening at the " Scientific Educational

Muséum," 191, Piccadilly, in which the médical profession

cannot fail to take a great interest, for it is clearly shown by

Mr. Highley, how his improved applications of photography

may be made subservient to the teaching of Natural History,

Anatomy, Pathology, and Mieroscopical investigations. Ob-

jects are displayed by means of an improved magie lantern, of

a magnitude, and with erfects, which cannot fail to arresfr.the

attention of the student.

The importance of appealing to the eye, is a matter recog-

nised by ail experienced teachers. Eeyond this, the exhibition

has an interest as a mère matter of amusement, for it shows

that famous places, works of the worlds' great artists, groups

of sculptures, engineering works, and other subjects of in-

terest, can be reproduced upon the screens of our drawing-

rooms, with wonderful fidelity, and at a moderato coet The

optical perfection of the apparatus employed by Mr. Highley

in his démonstrations has never been equalled, the définition

and freedom from chromatic aberration in thèse pictures

being perfectly marvellous.

Those interested in the educational application part of the
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séries, should visit the gallery without loss of time, as such

illustration» will shortly be replaced by others that are more

suitable for the amusement of the public at large. At présent

the séries of Scripture subjects, groups of sculpture, and

Hogarth's pictures form an interesting séries, and afTord amuse-

ment for a couple of hours of well-spent thna

REVIEW OF THE PERIODICALS.

The ' British Médical Journal ' (Feb. 21). Dr. Lionel Beale

gives a clinical lecture on the "Nature of certain Healthy and

Morbid Changes, and on Counter-irritation." He combats Dr.

Chambers's notion that by counter-irritation, we establish one disease

of a militer nature to cure another that is more severe—in other

words, we proceed on the principle " of making a Sound man ill ;" and

he says that his own idea is that we simply increase the action of

one or more tissues, with the view of reducing the increased action

going on in other tissues. It is obvious that many popular or

taking médical théories are founded on mère catch-words. Dr.

Beale says it is difficult to define " disease," or to fis the line

between healthy and morbid actions. He dénies Dr. Chambers's

proposition that " disease is not a new excess of action, but a

deficiency;" also, another, that it is the business of the physician to

adil niaterial, and not to take it away ; also, a third, that the physi-

cian should not désire to diminish fonction, Dr. Beale instancing the

case of cancer, which grows quickly, and if we could " weaken

its Life," it would be just what we désire. In short, Dr. Beale says :

" I hâve drawn your attention to thèse points, because it seems
to me that the dogmas insisted upon by îny friend are opposed to

the principles of sound physiology, and to the teachings of the bed-
side, while they are not supported by any new observations of his

uwn ; and because the very positive exposition of his peculiar

viens in his first lecture seems to me to demand our attention ; and
I therefore take tins opportunity of discussing some of the first

principles upon which our science is based.
" I cannot help thinking that Dr. Chambers has assailed some

notions which are very much nearer the truth than the substitutes

he proposes ; and I do not think that the statement that " disease

is a deficiency of action and partial death," as a gênerai principle,

can be received or sustained. It is also incorrect to talk of " lii'e-

giving articles." Nothing gives life, save that which has lile ; and
this is, at any rate, a sound truth, from which ail our spéculations

upon the essential nature of healthy and morbid changes in living

structures must start."

Some practical remarks on the " Prevalence and Treatment of

Syphilis,"' are communicated by Dr. Geffery Marston. Thèse

remarks show a considérable expérience in the treatment of the

disease. Mr. Nourse communicates to the same journal an

article on " Utérine Fluxes, their Cause and Conséquences."

The ' American Médical Times ' (Jan. 31), contains Dr. Det-

MOLd's interesting lectures on " Military Surgery," an article by

Dr. Kufus Brown on " Gangrené of the Mouth and Fauces," a

good description of an unusual, and as Dr. Brown considère, a pecu-

liar disease. There are other good papers in this Journal.

The 'American Médical Times' (Feb. 7). Dr. Detmold's Lec-

tures are continued. Dr. Joseph Smith contributes a paper—one

of a séries—on the " Therapeutics of Albumiiiaria." He highly

commends the bichloride of mercury in the treatment of dropsy

from Bright's disease. He cites various cases in which it was béné-

ficiai in exciting the action of the kidneys, and diminishing the

amount of albumen in the urine. We quote the following obser-

vations.

" lu respect to the value of the corrosive sublimate as a remedy
in rénal dropsy, my own observations in hospital and private prac-

tice entirely accord with the favourable reports of its use I liave

cited.

"Next to corrosive sublimate, in point of value- as an alterative,

ranks, perhaps, the iodide of potassium. This sait lias been used
with marked success in some cases, but ît ismore active as a diure-
tic in rénal dropsy, than as an alterative. But so far as I hâve had
opportunities to observe its action, it seems to bave no solid claim
to distinction as a remedy or palliative in this disease.

" In regard to some diureties they areobjectionable on account of

their over-stiinulating the kidneys and thus trading to increase

their hypenemial condition. Among the diureties which are

believed to be most useful are the acétate of potassa with the infu-

sion of buchu and the liquor ammonite acetatis. The apocynum
cannabinum is an active diuretic, and but for its nauseating and
depressing and cathartic eft'ect would often be preferred to any
agent of its class.

" Asto squill, digitalis, and Juniper, there is a question as to their

suitableness to the treatment of ureemia. The question issuggoetod

by the interesting investigations of Dr. Hammond, the présent

Surgeon-General of the United States army, into the action of

thèse well known diureties. Diis gentleman think» that it is

deducible from his expérimenta ' that neither digitalis, Juniper, nor
quill, increases the total amount of solid matter eliminated by the

kidneys, and that the organic matter is eonsiderably reduced

through their influence. Although they do increase the amount
of inorganic matter removed through the urine, yet as it is the

organic matter which is generally considered as contaminating the

blood in disease, it is évident they exert no effect whatever in

depurating this fluid, but, on the contrary, are positively injurions.'

Now, if this be so, seeing that urea is organic matter and accnmn-
lated in the blood in Bright's disease, are not digitalis, squill, and

Juniper improper diureties in that disorder ?"

Dr. Ziegler highly eulogises " Nitrous Oxide " as a médicinal

agent. He says of it :

—

" I hâve shown that the. protoxide of nitrogen possesses power-

ful hœmatie, neurotic, exhilarant, and other characteristic proper-

ties, and that it is applicable to the treatment of numerous and
divereified disorders of the animal econoniy. Also that it is

especially indicated notoriouslv in typhus, but likewise in inter-

mittent, congestive, yellow, and ail other fevers of a similar charac-

ter, as well as in adynamic states generally. Furthermore, that it

is useful in certain other toxical conditions of the system from

various poisonous substances which mayeither begenerated within

or be introdueed from without the body. Morever, that the pecu-

liar constitution, characteristic properties, and extensive range of

therapeutic application renders the nitrous oxide one of the most

remarkable and valuable remédiai agents known. In briei, as I

hâve elsewhere stated, my own observations, expérimente, and

expérience hâve taught me that the protoxide of nitrogen, or so-

called " laughing-gas," is a direct, potent, and permanent cheniico-

organic, arterial, servons, cérébral, and gênerai stimulant, diuretic,

aphrodisiac, and antitoxic ; and isthus a seperior luematic, neurotic,

tonic, secernent, résolvent, alterative, antidote, antiseptie, &c, &c."

Tlie ' Médical Times and Gazttte.' Professor Huxley's

Lecture on the " Glyptodon " opens this journal. The Lectures on

the " Blood of the Vertebrata," by Professor Gulliver, are con-

tinued. He treats of the fibrin and the various phenomena it pré-

sents. He gives an excellent analysis of the théories about the

coagulation of the fibrin—Hunter's and Bichardson's to wit—to

neither of which, for reasons and experiments assigned, does he

give his assent. Mr. Zachariah Lawrence reports a case of

" Astigmatisin," completely reineditd by cylindrical lenses ; and

Mr. Kesteven reports a case of " Delirium Tremens," in which

he administered four half-drachm doses of digitalis, when the

patient fell into a deep and quiet sleep, and awoke, after thirty-six

hours, apparently safe.

The ' Lancet.' Dr. C. Bland Radcliffe's elaborate Lectures

on the " Brain and Nervous System,'* are continued. Mr. Critchett

follows with his Lectures on " Diseases of the Ocular Appendages.'

Mr. Haviland reports a case of ' Rupture of the Utérus." We
quote the following passages :

" On my arrivai, at about half-past eleven, p.m., I found a tall,

well-1'ormed wonian lying on lier lef't side, flooding, voiuiting, faint-

ing, almost pulseless, with cold perspiration standing ail over lier

face, and complaining of a fixed pain right across the umbilical

région. Without delaying a moment to learn the history of the

case, I passed my hand into the vagina, but could iind no présenta

tien at the os uteri, which was dilated Bufficiently to admit my fore-

finger. After a little gentle persévérance, I got my hand into the

womb, and was suiprised to find it empty. On careful exploration,

however, my fingers came in contact with the proinontory of tlie

sacrum. This revealed in a moment the nature of the cote. I

then separated as widely as possible my first and second fingers,

and distinctly felt the edges of the lacération in the wound. lieing

now satisfied that the fœtus had escaped through the opening into

tlie peritoneal cavity, I caref'ully proceeded upwards and back-

wards, and, for the first time m my life, felt tlie liunian kidneys

in puris naturalibus, warm and alive. The intestines surrounded
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îuy hand, and produced a most sickening sensation. On lurning

my hand forwards I immediately recognised tlie uubroken fœtal sac,

which, with its contents, seemed to float in the intestines, just under

the stomach. So nubile, indeed, was this globular mass that I

could easily move it round with my forefinger, and thus obtaiu any

présentation l liked without difficulty. After rupturing the mem-
branes, I seized the feet, which I found were small and dispropor-

tioned to what appeared a very bulky head. Having carefully

brought the whole tlirough the fissure, which extended obliquely

through the posterior part of the utérus i'rom the cervix to the

fondus, 1 succeeded with little difficulty in getting the legs and

shoulders into the world ; but at this point an arrest of the child's

progress took place, which revived my first impressions about the

size of the head. However, by dint of patience and persévérance

for half an hour, and strong pressure with my Angers on the skull,

I managed so to modify its form as to enable it to pass through the

straits ; the placenta immediately followed, without hsemorrhage.

I theu replaced my hand in the womb, assured myself that there

were no folds of intestine in the fissure, gradually withdrew it, and
found the utérus contract around it as it receded. Immediately
afterwards I gave the patient a dose of ergot in brandy, and ordered

it to be repeated at short intervais, in small doses, so as to ensure

a permanent contraction. I need scarcely say that during the

whole of the delivery I made the attendants give her raw brandy
constantly, a teaspoonful at a tiine—a much more efficacious mode
of administration than larger quantifies at longer intervais."

The unfortunate patient lived six days after delivery, and then

died. The child's head was hydrocéphalie, and Dr. Haviland ob-

serves that Mr. Thomas Keith has collected seventy-four cases of

congénital hydrocephalus, in sixteen of which the womb was

ruptured. Dr. Redfern Davies contributes an article on " Silver-

Wire Ligatures." Mr. James Stedman a case of " Cyanosis," with
an opening in the Septum Ventriculorum ; and Mr. Broke Gall-
way, a case of " Traumatic Aneurism ot the Fémoral Artery at

Poupart's Ligament."

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE.

FIRST CASE OF OVARIOTOMY IN RUSSIA.
To the Editor of the Médical Circular.

Sir,—Being a reader of the Médical Circdlar, I hâve seen the

interest which you hâve taken in ovariotomy, and think it due to

you to forward an account of an opération performed at the St.

Petersburg Academy by Professor Krasovski in bis wards. It was
the first case in Russia.

On 27th October last, a woman of twenty-five (hymen intactum)

entered the wards, with an abdomen larger than at the full term of

pregnancy. After thorough examination, the case was diagnosed

as a trilocular colloid cyst of the left ovary, having no adhé-

sions in the anterior two-thirds. This tumour developed itself

during two years, with much pain and suffering to the patient. No
tapping was tried in this case, as that mode of treatment had of late

been used in thèse wards in more than ten cases, in some of which,

with injection of iodine, it had proved useless, or injurious.

On the 20th of December, the abdomen was three inches larger ;

the waist circumference, being formerly 86, was now 89 inches.

An opération was decided upon, and performed on the 23rd
December, under chloroform. An incision was made, 4J inches

in length, by the linea alba. Then the large cyst was tapped, and
the nuid let out through a gutta-percha tube adjoined to the

trocar ; it was viscous, of a brownish-green colour, and 12J pounds
in quantity. Examination proved that no adhésions existed. The
next cyst wa3 then tapped, without takiug out the trocar ; and
2§ pounds of limpid ftuid came out, which was exceedingly viscous.

The tumour was now brought out of the abdomen, and the pedicle

secured by an ordinary Luer's ecraseur, close to which were placed
two separate ligatures, and then, a little lower, a common strong
silk ligature. The pedicle was eut by the ecraseur, and brought
out through the lower part of the wound, and the eut closed by
eleven Karlsbad pins (taking up peritoneum), and B sutures of
silver wire. Suppuration set in on the sixth day, but only subeu-
taneous, a firm cicatrix being formed, primo intentio, in the deep
parts. Peritonitis was very moderate. General reaction scarcely
existed, and only during the first few days. The opération was
performed in a separate building, surrounded by trees. The cysts
proved trilocular, weighing, without contents, six pounds. The
large one was in diameter 21 centimètres, and 174 centimètres in
length. Circumference of the whole, 724_ per centimètres ; length,
264 centimètres ; breadth, 15 centimètres.

On 24th January, patient was quite well.

I am, &c. P. Pelochin,
Student of Medicine in St. Petersburg Academy.

St. Petersburg, 14th February, 1863.

N.B.—The girl had symptoms of tubercula miliaria in apicibns
pulmonum (hereditary), the progress of which was not in the least
«ggravated by the opération.—P.P.

THE SUCCESSFUL USE OF IODIDE OF POTASSIUM
IN THE TREATMENT OF ANEUEISM.

By William Roberts, M.D.,

PHTSICIAN TO THE MANCHESTER ROYAL INFIRMARY.

[Beporled by Mr. E. Dawson, Clinical Ckrk].

" Gentlemen,

—

I propose to draw your attention to-day to a case

of thoracic aneurism, which has been under my care, in No. 68
Ward, for the last six weeks.

" The case affords an advantageous example for the illustration

of the various points of importance in the diagnosis of aortic

aneurism ; but I shall pass over thèse with only a brief récital, in

order to bring before you at length certain points of interest bear-
ing on the use of iodide of potassium in the treatment of aneurism.

" J. P., a collier, aged thirty-nine, unmarried, was admitted into

the Royal Infirmary, on October, 6th, 1862, complaining of pain in

the chest, a troublesome cough, and difficulty of breathing at nigbt.

He stated that about four months ago, when in a state of intoxica-

tion, lie was kicked in the chest by a polieetnan. From that time
he has been subject to paroxysms of excessively severe pain, per-

sisting for several hours at a time, in the back, neck, and running
up to the left side of the head and left shoulder. He compared the

pain in the latter situation to having pièces ot bis flesh torn out.

There lias not been hamioptysis at any time. About two months
after the above occurrence, he observed an unnatural prominence
of the upper part of the sternum.

" When admitted, the patient had the appearance of good health
;

the puise was 96, and the respirations were 22 per minute. The
superficial veins of the upper arms, and the external jugulars were
somewhat distended ; the right radial puise was slightly feebler

than the left. The speaking voice was unaltered, but the cough-

voice possessed the peculiar stridulous characterdistiuctive of inter-

férence with the function of the récurrent laryngeal nerves.
" The pupil of the left eye was motionless from previous accident,

the right pupil was naturaL There was some dysphagia—when the

chest was uncovered, the first bone of the sternum and its im-

médiate vicinities were observed to be bulged out, and to be the

seat of a heaving pulsation. On the left side of this prominence,

in the second intercostal space, close to the sternum, there was a
soft pulsating élévation standing out about a quarter of an inch

above the surrounding level. This élévation was conical in shape,

and had a base about the size of a shilling. The heart's apex beat

in the fifth interspace within the nipple line.

" Percussion revealed a considérable area of diminished réson-

ance over the bulging parts. Transversely, in the level of the

second interspaces, the dulness measured four inches and a half,

extending more tothe left than the right of the middle line ; verti-

cally, there was dulness for three inches and a half below the

sternal notch. There was no fulness or pulsation in the last-named

spot. The cardiac sounds were normal over the precordial région
;

they were loudly audible over the seat of dulness above described.

"The first sound was faintly nmrmurish over the soft élévation;

and a distinct though faint systolic murmur existed in the course of

the innominate artery ; this was intensified over the right carotid

and in the acromial angle. No murmur existed over the left carotid

and subclavian. With such an array of symptoms and physical

signs, the diagnosis could not remain for a moment doubtful. The
case was one of aneurism of the arch of the aorta making its way
forward through the parietes of the chest.

" On October lOth, the patient was ordered to take five grains of

iodide of potassium three times a day ; to keep his bed ; and to

restrain as much as possible the quantity of liquids taken in the

way of drink. Three days later the iodide was increased to seven

grains and a half three times a day. Six days after the commence-
ment of the treatment, the patient reported himself a great deal

better ; the paroxysms of pain no longer recurred ; the cough and
difficulty of breathing were less troublesome ; and the soft pulsating

élévation was slightly less prominent. The physical signs remained

otherwise uuchanged. The iodide was now increased to ten grains

three times a day.
" From this date (October 16th), to October 27th (a period of

eleven days) the patient went on favourably. He continued free

from pain, difficulty of breathing, and dysphagia ; and the soft

élévation had almost altogether subsided to the level of the sur-

rounding parts.

" He was now allowed to get up, and the restrictions as to fluids

were relaxed. The iodide was increased to fifteen grains three times

a day.
" On November 4th (twenty-fifth day of treatment), the dulness

measured four inches across, and two inches and three-quartera

vertically. The dose was now raised to twenty grains.
" On November 18th (thirty-ninth day of treatment), the area of

dulness was carefully measured again. It had now contracted to

three inches and three-quarters transversely, and two inches and a

half vertically ; so that from the commencement of the treatment,

it had diminished three-quarters of an inch in one direction, and
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one inch in the other. The soft élévation had sunk to the level of

the surrounding parts, and had becorae whollv inappréciable to the

eve. Pulsation was still felt over the spot. The patient was free

from pain and difficulty of breathing, and felt hiinself exceedingly

welL The congh was "still stridulous in eharacter, and the veins of

the neck and upper arms were not perceptibly less distended. The
inequality of the radial puises had not disappeared.

" This "is the sum of the improvement after a treatment of six

weeks ; and it is certainly a striking resnlt in so unmanageable a

disorder as a protruding aneurism of the arch of the aorta.
" [Since the delivery of tins lecture the patient has continued the

use of the iodide of potassium up to the présent time (Dec. 23).

An obstinate diarrhœa necessitated the diminution of the iodide to

flye grains three finies a day. The bulging of the first bone of the

sternum is conspicuously less, and the limita of dulness correspond

to the following dimensions : transversely, three inches and a hall' :

vertically, two inches and a quarter.
" The state of the radial puises, and of the superficial veins of the

neck and arms, together with the eharacter of the voice, remain
unaltered ; and there is decided emaciation.]

" I will now relate to you the history of two other cases, within
my knowledge, of aneurism treated with iodide of potassium.

About a twelvemonth ago, I saw in consultation with Mr. T.

Windsor, who lirst called my attention to this mode of treating

aneurism, a lady, twenty-nine years of âge, suffering from an un-
doubted aneurism of the arch of the aorta, implicating the com
mencement of the arteria innominata. There were violent pains
on the right side of the head, paroxysmal dyspnœa, excessive pulsa-
tion at the root of the neck on the right side, and sleeplessness. A
dull space extended from a little to the inside ol the right sterno-

clavicular articulation for a distance of two inches outward. Over
this space there was a heaving pulsation. No murmer existed with
either sound ; but the sounds were intensified over the arch, and
towards the clavicle. Repeated slight hsemoptysis had been
observed.

"For an account of the further progress of the case, and the
treatment, I am indebted to Mr. Windsor.

In the succeeding six months the condition of the patient
becomes steadily aggravated iu spite of a perservering observance
of the recumbent posture and a regulated diet. On several occa-
sions the voice was temporarily lost ; in addition to some dys-
phagia, there was constant troublesome cough, with tenacious
scanty expectoration, and occasional severe paroxysms. The diffi-

culty of breathing and pains were often so severe, that the patient
was forced to quit her bed, and to walk about. She had become
considerably einaciated, and so weak as to be unable to leave her
room. The clavicle also began to project, and at length stood out
hait an inch beyond its natural level. The pulsation at the root of
the neck increased ; and the right eye became the seat of a severe
congestion.

" The iodide of potassium was first administered in April last in

the hope of diminishing the pains in the head. The desired effect

was speedily produced ; and the medicine was discontinued after it

had been used a week. In July, the patient growing daily worse,
and a fatal termination appearing not to be very far off, Mr.
Windsor again administered iodide of potassium in doses of five

grains three times a day. This quantity was shortly after increased
to ten grains ; but owing to the occurence of violent salivation, the
dose was again brought down to five grains. This quantity agreed

;

and the patient has been taking it until the présent time, with great
beneiit, as you shall hear. The gênerai sytnptoms subsided quickly

;

the cough, pain, dyspnœa, and dysphagia, disappeared ; the occa-

sional hsemoptysis ceased to recur ; the patient gained flesh and
strength, and two months ago she was able to walk six miles

;

and, more important than ail, the projection of the clavicle pro-
gressively receded, until it lias now almost gone back to its natural
position.

" The tliird case which has come under my personal notice is

a patient of my colleague Dr. Wilkinson.
" This man was admitted into the infirmary on October 20th,

with a thoracic aneurism coming forward in the neck. In a few
davs. it formed a tumour as large as a child's head, extended on the
left side from the clavicle almost to the angle of the jaw, causing
very great distress ; and passing on to what appeared a speedy ter-

mination by rupture. This man was put under gradually increas-
ing doses of the iodide of potassium until the quantity attained was
fifteen grains three times a day. No positive amélioration can be
said to hâve taken place in the condition of the aneurism ; but the
distress is scarcelv so great as it was, and the rapid growth of the
tumour seems to nave been stayed.

"[ Seventeen days alter the delivery ofthe lecture, Dr. Wilkin-
•on's patient died. Death took place from pressure of the tumour
on the left pneunomogastric nerve, and conséquent pnlmonary mis-
chief. The vagus trunk was flattened out and atrophied for the
space of an inch and a half in the neck. Only a few nerve-tubules
could be discovered in this part by the microscope. The left lung
was the seat of several patenes of gangrené as large as hen's eggs,
«urrounded by arrears of consolidation. The pulmonary gangrené

had been detected a week before death. The sac of the aneurism
was linod with thick layers of coagulated fibrine: and a large firm
branehed clôt attached by a somewhat broad pedicle to the upper
parts of the parieties, floated freely inthe sac]

" So far as I know, the first notice of the use of iodide of potas-

sium in aneurism oecurs in a clinical lecture of Professor Nélaton
^Clinique Européenne, July 1859). M. Nélaton had been consulted
by a Pôle on account of a tumour in the lower part of the neck.

Several physicians of eminence, Bouilland, Andra, Beau, had pre-

viously seen the case, and had diagnosticated an aneurism of the

innominate arterv of the aorta. The patient stated that while re-

siding at Warsaw, iodide of potassium had been administered to

hini with great relief. Nélaton took the hint and prescribed the

same. To his astonishment, a very notable ameloriation followed,

which went on almost tu complète disappearance of the tumour,
and the patient returned to his country in a satisfactory state of

health.
" In a late number of the same journal (Aug. 27th, 1859), you

tnay find a very brief account of a number of cases by Bouilland.

One was a woman with aneurism of the carotid arterv. Iodide of

potassium was administered in gramme doses ; then in two-gramme
doses for two months. At the end of that time, the tumour, pre-

viously as large as a piegeon's egg, had diminished almost to dis-

appearance. The second was an aneurism of the aorta and inno-

minate in a man. The tumour, which had a very considerabe

volume, had suffered displacement and very great diminution of

size under iodide of potassium. The case was under treatment

when reported.

"A third instance related to a large aneurism at the point of

origin of the carotid and subclavian. The tumour had diminished

considerably in a few weeks under the iodide.
" A colonel with an aneurism of the carotid furnishes a fourth

case in which Bouillaud saw the tumour almost wholly disappear

after taking the saine drug.
" The next référence to the subject cornes from a wholly inde-

pendent source, and is, for that reason, of additional value. It

oecurs in a paper by Dr. Chuckerbutty of Calcutta, published in

the ' British Médical Journal' for July 1862. He gives an account

of four cases.

" The first of thèse was au aneurism of the innominate artery

growing steadily upward into the neck. The growth ceased on the

administration of iodide of potassium in décoction of cinchona,

and the sac gradually solidified. The patient, however, was car-

ried off, some months afterwards, by an attack of bronchitis. The
autopsy revealed a sac as large as a pear, filled with dense coagula,

leaving merely a narrow cliannel on the outer aspect, through
which the right carotid and subclavian arteries communicated with
the aorta.

" In a second case, marked temporary relief followed the admi-
nistration of the iodide in an immense aneurism of the aorta.

The aneurism finally destroyed the patient by rupture. A post

tnnrtem examination three hours after death showed the sac to be

filled with dense, solid coagula.
" In a third case of large aortic aneurism, temporary amendment

took place so far that the patient left the hospital, consideringhim-
self cured. Three months later, he returned, with intense aggra-
vation of ail his symptoms, and died in a few days.

" Inthe fourth example, an aortic aneurism which formed a dorae-

shaped tumour two inches in diameter, coming forward through
the sternum, had been treated in vain by turpentine, sulphuric

acid, and other remédies. After the administration of iodide of

potassium internally, and the application of tincture of iodine

externally, the patient steadily improved in every respect ; the

thoracic pain disappeared, the swelling diminished, the hsemopty-
sis ceased, and the patient ate and slept like any other man.

" I do not wish too make too much of thèse facts. The erratic

course of aneurismal tumours, and the occasional occurrence of

spontaneous consolidation of their sacs are well known. Ncverthe-

less, the twelve cases hère brought together form a very remark-

able séries. In ail of tliem, save one, striking relief of suffering

followed the use of the drug ; in eight, an undoubted diminution
of the size of the sac took place ; and in a few, complète sulisi-

dence of the swelling seems to hâve occurred.
" The cases of Dr. Chuckerbutty would appear to indicate that

the bénéficiai effect of the iodide was owing to its power (hitherto

wholly unsuspected) of increasing the coagulability of the blood.

Dr. Wilkinson's case lends support to this view ; for not only was
the sac lined with layers of fibrine, but a very firm, decolorised,

fibrinous mass, attached on one side, floated in the cavity of the

aneurism. The value of the above observations, as bearing on the

conclusion inferred, isgreatly increased by the circnmstance that

they are derived from two distinct and wholly mdependent sources.

" Enough has certainly been advanced to encourage au inquiry

into the power of iodide of potassium as a gênerai hœmostatic
;

aud to demand a fuller trial of its effects in internai and cxternal

aneurisms ; in the treatment of which no internai remedy hitherto

employed has succeeded in gaining even a temporary footing.

—

' British Médical Journal.
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EUSSELL v. ADAMS.

REPORT OF MEETING AT FREEMASONS' TAVERN, ON
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1863.

On Tuesday last, a public meeting of members of the Médical
Profession and others took place at the Freemasons' Tavern, Queen
street Lincoln's-inn-fields.

The chair was taken by W. E. Foster, Esq., M.P., who said that
the number of gentlemen then gathered together, the majority of
whom were very busy men, showed how much they felt the object
of the meeting. What were the facts the meeting had before it ?

A few days ago a charge was brought, in a civil court, against a man
of eminence in his Profession, wnose character stood. to that time
without stain. The charge which was brought in a civil court was,
in fact, a criminal charge of the most serious character. If a
Médical man made use of his position to gratify his passion, it was
as much a criminal charge as was possible to be brought. That
trial went on for three days and he ventured to say that, of the
vast number of persons who read the reports of the trial in the
papers, almost every one, or ninety-nine out of a hundred, wondered
that it had lasted so long, and felt certain as to the nature of the ver-
dict. Well, the trial lasted this time and the conclusion come to was a
very extraordinary one. He did not mean to find fault with a
British jury, but, though British jurymen sometimes protected our
liabilities, they sometimes gave rather eccentric verdicts. The
verdict was a compromise. This was one of the results of the
British jury System. This comprise legally acquitted Mr. Adams
and gave him costs, but it did not clear him before the public as he
and his friends thought he oughtto hâve been cleared. Then there
was a sifting of the case by public opinion, by the press, and
especially by the Médical press, the resuit of which would be still

more conclusive than that before a jury. They ail agreed that
this second trial of Mr. Adams before the press and public opinion
had been a conclusive acquital. Crime was, as they ail knew
infectious, and there would be danger of this case being followed
by similar cases.

Dr. Lankester moved the first resolution—" That ail classes of
society are interested in supporting those who incur great trouble,
annoyance and expense by resisting and exposing any attempt to
injure their character by false charges,"—in au able and éloquent
speech, in the course of which lie said, that a similar attack might
be made against any one of them by the distortion or falsification
of facts. The clérical, légal, and artistic professions should equally
sympathise in this movement. Perhaps the légal profession knew
better how to take care of themselves. (Laughter). Instances
were constantly occurring where men who were ministering to
spiritual wants had there confidence betrayed, and were brought
before a court of law in this way. It was only the other day he
was called upon to arbitrale in the case of an artist, who had a
young lady sitting to him for her portrait. She went at b'rst in
Company with her marna and sister, but after some sittings she
came alone. During one of thèse sittings she dropped a book,
which was picked up, and in answer toan observation of the young
lady, that the book belonged to the artist, he gallantly replied,
" Oh ! everything I hâve is yours," and this was construed into
a déclaration of marriage. (Laughter).

Mr. Edward Parker, who had been named as the seconder of this
resolution, not being presant,

Dr. Joseph Rogers rose and said that he had attended therelhat
day with a view to sympathise with Mr. Adams. He advocated the
establishment of some associations to uphold the humbler members
of the Profess on in defending in themselves against' charges of this
nature. The magnâtes of the Profession might look upon even 1000/.
as nothing ; but there were struggling members to whom the
outlay even of a 5/. note would be a serious inconvenience. He
was rcady to admit that, on two several occasions, patients who had
contracted a debt to him threatened to prefer charges against him
of immorality with their wives. (Loud laughter.) The first man
charged him in his own surgery, so he took the man by his collar,
and turned him into the street with considérable violence, then
proceeded against him in the county court, and recovered the debt

;and against the second man he took légal proceedings, and
smashed him at once. It was rather singular two such
occurrences should take place in the practice of one in-
diyidual. There was no doubt but that that gentleman (Mr.
Adams) had fallen into the hands of a designing Irishwoman. He
(Dr. Rogers) had had to do with some in a large metropolitan
union, and he beheved that they were the most artful, cunning, and
schennng people on this earth. There was also among them the spirit
of clanship, so that wherever they were Irishmen would support
each other. They had been told there were Irishmen on that jury
perhaps purposely put there. (Hère confusion ensued, for the
meeting disapproved of Dr. Rogers' attack on the Irish, and the
speaker was called to order by the chairman.) He referred to the
case of Rich v. Pierpoint, in which the défendant had suffered
neavily. His object was to hâve some central committee to which
a charge of this nature con'd be referred.

Dr. O'Conkor said he was there to support Mr. Adams, who, he
thought, had vindicated his character ; but he thought that, as it
was currently reported that a Médical man belonging to a portion
ol the United Kingdom had been base enough to find means to
prosecute this inquiry, and as he was sure that Mr. Adams would
receive the hearty sympathy and support of the Médical Practi-
tioners ol Ireland, he deprecated the sneer against the people of
this country thrown out by the foregoing speaker, and had yet to
leam that they were so wanting in virtue, and sunk so low in social
and moral dégradation. He could not hear the people of his country
aspersed in that rooni, in which had been heard the voice of
O'Connell, Grattan, and Shiel. (Hear, hear, cheers, and great con-
fusion, in the first interval of which the chairman informed Dr.
O'C'onnor that the allusion had been repudiated by the meeting

;

had it been made with a personal application, he would at once
hâve called the speaker to order.)

The resolution was then pnt to the meeting by the chairman
and carried unanimously.

H. H. Cannan, Esq., in moving the next resolution on the list—
" That a careful considération of the charge of the judge, and of
the évidence adduced in the case of Russell v. Adams, should hâve
led to an unqualified verdict for the défendant"—said that he was
a relative of Mr. Adams, and had known him for twenty-five years,
and during the whole of that period Mr. Adams' conduct had been
that of an amiable and virtuous member of society, untiringly de-
voted to his studies and the duties of his Profession, most exemplary
as a husband and father. He questioned the policy of the law which.
required that a jury should be unanimous.

Mr. Richardson seconded the motion in a brilliant and effective
speech. He had been in the court during the whole of this trial, and
not only heard the évidence, but seen the way in which that évidence
was given. The play of feature often expressed more than words.
There was not in the évidence adduced against Mr. Adams one
tittle that amounted to an iota of proof of the charge brought
against him. A case might be supposed of a Médical man visiting
people, and receiving from them inodest little favours as the only
return they could make for his services ; but hère there was not one
such that could be brought against Mr. Adams. But, even supposing
Mr. Adams had on any occasion assumed any other character than
that of a Médical man, there was no acknowledgment on his part
that could be construed into the act of a lover—no attempt to mis-
represent facts into what would constitute an assault. Therefore,
he thought Mr. Adams had passed through the ordeal entirely un-
scathed. It should be borne in mind that the trial commenced on
the assumption that Mr. Adams was a single man, and during the
first few hours the décision of the jury was being formed on that.
When the defence began, it was shown that he was a married man

;

so that the counsel for the plaintif! made two distinct charges
against the défendant, who, in fact, went through two trials. It
had also been stated that Mr. Adams saw Mrs. Russell at the
Orthopœdic Hospital. He never saw her there at ail. She went
there and asked for a list of Médical officers. She looked at the
list, which Mr. Adams' name headed, and said, " Ah ! Adam was
the first man ; let's go to Adams." (Loud laughter.) When Mr.
Adams commenced his acquaintance with Mrs. Russell, he knew
nothing of her daughter ; her introduction was a long time after.
He had treated Mrs. Russell most kindly before the daughter ap-
peared upon the scène. There was also another fact which did not
corne out in évidence—namely, that there was a gentleman in court
during the whole time who had been a " lover" of this young lady,
and with whom matters had progressed so far, that the Russells got
the wedding-dress made up, to persuade the poor old woman they
lodged with that the marriage must come off, for the dress was
made. (Laughter.) The charge of the judge, he thought, showed
that he was strongly in favour of Mr. Adams ; and he had pretty
évident proof of that in the fact, that Mr. Lush had been so kind
as to write a letter to himself, in which he stated his lordship'g
opinion, and, by inference, his direction :

—

"60 Avenue road, February 20.
" My dear Sir,—Pardon my delay in answering your kind favour, for

which I thank you heartly. I can truly say that I never was engagea in a
case which gave nie more anxiety, because I felt convineed that you were the
victim of a foui conspiracy. It is a great comfort to me to know that my
client is satisfed that I did my best.

"There is, as far as I can learn, but one opinion, in and out of court, as
to the injustice done to you. Notwithstanding the inaccuracy and cluriisi-

ness of the report in the ' Times,' the case, as reported, has impressed every
one whom I hâve heard express an opinion on the subject with the convic-
tion that the verdict ought to hâve been entirely in your favour. I wished
to know from the Chief Baron, before I advised you what to do, what his
views were. I saw him yesterday ; he complains, as I do, of the report of
his summing up, and of the great injustice done to yourself by it ; and when
I told him that I meant to advise your publishing a shorthand authentic
report of it in extenso, he at once said lie hoped you would do so, and that
he would revise it, if I wished, before going to press. This, I think,

you should do at once ; send it to me, and I will hand it to the Chief
Baron. I am rejoiced to find that the Médical body are taking up the case

;

I hâve told more than one of that body they ought to do so. I hope you
will not— I do not think you will—suffer permanently from this unaecount-
ahle verdict.

"Bslieve me, my dear sir, youra very truly,
" R. M. IiUlB."
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The resolution «M mmI by acclamation ; and the chairman

then called upon W. \Y. Leaf, Esq., to îuove the followiug resolu-

tion :
—" That this meeting offers to Mr. Adams a vote of thanks

for his nianly conduct in courting the fullcst public investigation

into his conduct, expressing deep regret at the annoyance to

whicli he bas béen subjected, and tinn conviction that there

was nothiug in his behaviour which gave the slightest ground l'or

any charge against him." Mr. Leafs speech was a glowing eulogy

on Mr. Adams.
Spencer AVells, Esq., said : In the fîrst place tliere was a vote

of thanks to Mr. Adams for his manly conduct. It would hâve

been much easier for him to hâve put 100/. down to hâve compro-

mised the matter than to hâve exposed himself to the very heavy
annoyance of a lawsuit, the uncertainty of a verdict, and the nianner

in which he was exposed to attacks from nuscrupulous counsel.

The case for the plaintiff was opened in a manner that well nierited

the severe censure passed upon it by the CLief Baron. When
counsel, in representing a case to the jury, ullowed them to draw
unfair inferences, he exceeded the power he should huve. The
charge of the late Mr. Justice Coleridge—" never to do as an ad-

vocate that which he would be ashamed of as a gentleman " should

hâve been applied in this case to the counsel for the plaintiff. A
low and mercenary tone of the bar of England would be a national

misfortune, because the dangerous classes would then feel they

could hire counsel to take up anv vile action, which a man would
compromise sooner than let his character be blackened. With
regard to the second part ol the resolution, he would only say that

there was not a Médical man who did not give as full, and perhaps
fuller, opportunities of making a charge against him than Mr.
Adams did.

Mr. William Jones, a member of the légal profession, in référ-

ence to an observation made by Mr. Spencer Wells upon Mr.
Serjeant Shee, said that there was no more honourable an advocate,

and he would not hâve misled the jury and the judge, but he had
been misled himself upon the point. In référence to the évidence,

he could not understand how it was that a verdict was not unani-
mously returned in favour of the défendant ; the évidence was ail

one-sided. He niight say that Mrs. Russell had not only been prac-
t ising at Holyhead, but also at Conway, and she had been making
a similar charge 03' trumping up a matrimonial alliance for her
daughter. At that place her exigencies obliged her to hâve crédit

which she procured by representing her daughter as about to be
married to a D.D.

Dr. Wood (of St. Luke's Hospital) said that a good inany years
ago, he supposed now nearly twenty, he knew Mrs. Russell, who
at that time represented herself as the widow of a Médical man,
and who had an only child, then about four years old. This child

was a prodigy, and certainly he never knew a child so young play
so well on the piano. Being a lover of music, and then a very
young man, he took an interest in the widow, and did what he
could to relieve their présent necessities ; but, after a time, found
Mrs. Russell was very well able to keep herself. He thought the
Mrs. Russell he referred to was the one Mr. Adams had unfortu-
nately known.

Dr. O'Connor said it was a serious point as to how far thèse
persons were independent of any encouragement. There was a
gênerai rumour which ought to be cleared up, that some person
connected with the Médical Profession had lent himself to tins

dastardly attack upon Mr. Adams. No one doubted for an instant
that it was a conspiracy, but, if it was one, the real root of the evil

should be discovered. It was ridiculous to suppose thèse two
adventurers could corne forward and prosecute a respectable man
hke Mr. Adams without some aid ; and the Médical Profession
generally would want to know what Médical man was at the bottom
of this 1 Be he high or low, rich or poor, great or small, noble or
ignoble, they should unearth him, and

—

" Exalt his carcass
Sublimely on the gibbet that miles around
It would be a sign and monument
Of infamy."

The Chairman said that he would be guidecl by the wishes of the
meeting in référence to letters which had been put into his hands.
He then put it to the vote if the letters should be read, and, there
being but threa dissentients, read the following communica-
tions s—

(l.)
"5 Henriette street, Cavendish square, December 23, 1861.

"My dear Mr. Propert.—I bave had a letter forwarded tome by Mr.
Toynbee from a Mrs. Rnesell, who bas for the third time applied to the
Med. Benev. Fund for assistance, and your name is made use of as a
référée.
" Fearing that, likc myself, you may hâve been deceivcd by the plausible

taie» and tonching appeals made up by thèse people, the Russells, I send you
a few lines to say that beyond ail doubt they are thorough impostors, and I

enclose a copy ot the letter to Mr. Toynbee in which your name is made use
of, and also a copy of my reply to Mr. Toynbee's note to me requesting
information respecting this case. When I believed in the taies told by Mrs.
Russell and her daughter and heard of their distrcss I not only assisted them
with money, bat sent them to Mr. Toynbee who obtained one grant of 5/.

for them. Very judiciously, however, the Secretary of the Fund made
independent inquiries—and if I had onlyknown the resuit of thèse inquiries,

it would hnve saved me botli money and annoyance, but in the last report,

recently issued, case 42, you will see the statcuient, ' Visitcd, and believed
to be abegging letter-wnter and dccniod anworthy of crédit.' This refers

to Mrs. Russell, whose name is abbreviated.
" The Russells constantly speak of their fiiend Dr. Hawkins, wbnm they

represented to me as Dr. F. Hawkins of London, and indeed it was very
much through seeing a letter signed 'Hawkins,' that I was induced to place
any confidence in Mrs. Russell. It now seems that this was Dr. J. V.
Hawkins of Lynn, to whoni 1 intend to write. I shall be happy to give you
further information respecting thèse Russells if you reqnire it.

•' Very fnithfully yours,

"WM. ADAMS.
" J. Propert, Esq."

(2.)

"6 New Cavendish street, December 4, 1861.
" Dear Sir,

—

I hâve perus'd your letter and enclosures, which hâve ratheT
surprised me, more especially as a taie of a very différent character lias very
recently been plac'd before me, which I canuot conceal from you made my
hair stand on end ; and as from a sort of commou consent I am in some
measnre look'd upon as the friend and protector of the Médical mcn's widows
I was on the point of placing the whole of the case for investigation in the
hands of my solicitor, but mtended to-day (previous to calling upon him) to

see you and learn sometbing respecting your acquaintauce with the widow
Russell and her lovely daughter !—and I must contess that the unmeasur'd
ternis you bave pour'd out your wrathful indignation against them, has
(pardon me for saying so) rons'd my suspicion greatly. Glad indeed
shall I feel to tind that the taie is unfouuded when it lias been properly
investigated. " I remain, dear sir, very traiy yours,

"Win. Adams, Esq." "John Propert.
(3.)

"34 Cannon street West, December 30, 1861.
" Sir,—My client Mr. W. Adams has forwarded to me your letter to him

and instructed me to attord you any information in my power which may
assist you or your solicitor in the investigation which you state is to be your
intention to make

—

I may perhaps be permitted to say that so far as I ara

acquainted with any charge advauced against him by either Mrs. or Miss
Russell it is wholly without foundation and that I hâve no doubt of

being able to substantiate what I say should the necessity arise.

" I am, your obedt. servt.

"John Propert, Esq." "John Mackrell.
(*•)

" 6 New Cavendish street, January 1, 1862.

Sir,—In answer to your communication I beg to say, that 1 feel oblig'd

to you and your client for your generous and disinterested offer !

—

I hav»
every confidence in my solicitor that he will be able to conduct matter»

satisfactorily—Glad, indeed, shall I feel, for the honour of oui- noble Profes-

sion, should a jury coincide with you in opinion.
" I remain, sir, obedt. servt.

"J. Mackrell, Esq." "John Propert.
(5.)

"34 Cannon street West, January 18, 1862.
" Re Mrs. JUmily Hussell.

"Sir,—1 shall be obliged by your giviug me an appointment to see you to

lay before you information which has been furnished nie herein, and I shall

be happy to ineet your solicitor also if you wish it.

" I am, yours faithfnlly,

"Jno. Propert, Esq." ' "Jno. Mackiiell.
(6.)

" 6 New Cavendish street, January 18, 1862.
" Sir,

—

I hasten to acknowledge your letter this moming receiv'd, and to

say, that I am compell'd reluctantly to décline the honour of a visit from
you, as, whatever you may bave to say against Miss Russell, will bave bette»

effect, if TRUE, before a jury—and for the honour of oui' Profession I do
earnestly hope your client will be able to clear himself, or more plainly

speaking, not guilty—at the saine time as a lover of my honour'd Profession,

I should MUCH prefer that such an action were never allow'd to appear in

the Court of Queen's Bench, against an honour'd member—but matters now
must take their course !

"
I remain sir, your obedient sent.

"John Mackrell, Esq." "Jno. Propert.

"34 Cannon street West, „anuary22, 1862.
" Sir,

—

I bave no wish for an interview with you in opposition to the view»

expressed in your letter of the 18 inst.

" I consider however that you ought not to bave made such use of my
letter to you as to entail upon nie the scurrilous communication I hav»
received to-day and of which I think it right to send you a copy.

"I am, your obedt. servt.

" John Propert, Esq." " Jno Mackrell.
[*»* This seems to refer to some communication from the Russells,

of which we hâve no copy.

—

Ed.]
(8-)

"6 New Cavendish street, February 24, 1863.

"My dear Churchill,— I think after the many years of uninterrupted

frieudship that lias existed between us -you might strain a point to défend

the hard working Welshman, that is, p. ovided you should hear it said to-

day at the meeting ' that I had brought the action Russell ». Adams '—when
I say ' so help me God ' I had nothing to do with it

;
proceedings had been

begun MONTHS before I ever knew that such people existed in the world a»

Mrs. Russell and her beautiful daughter, and that I never eontributed, or

ever promis'd to contribute one/arthing towards the expense oflhe trial ! I

"Ever most truly yours,

"J. Churchill, Esq." "John Propert.

The Chairman said he would not make any comment upon the

letters, but let them speak for themselves, ar.d gentlemen coul.l

then form their own opinion upon them.
Dr. O'Connor asked the naine ot Mr. Propert's solicitor 1

Mr. Cannan said he believed it to be Pike. The gentleman

who conducted the prosecution was not Mr. Propert's solicitor.

The Chairman :

—

I understand that before this case was brought

forward, Mr. Adams entered into a correspondence with Mr.

Propert. One or two solicitors had taken the matter up, but had

given it up. (Hear, hear.)
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Mr. Daxgerfield, moving the last resolution—" That a pétition

be piesented to Parliament, praying that a comraittee may be

appoiutecl to inquire into the reforma necessary in the présent légal

pruceediire, and praying especially that greater lacilities may be

given for prosecuting persons who make unfounded attacks upon

character —said, the meeting had not only a sympathetic but

also a practical character. There were, at présent, several

anomalies in the law, some of which he could point out. It was

a curious thing, that threatening to make a charge against any
one, to extort money, or with the appearance of an intention

to extort money, was criminal ; but, if the charge itself was

brought, that was not criminal. With regard to the law of

conspiracy, however artful a person might be, yet, unless two

persons combined, an indictment would not lie. In the law

of perjury, when a witness was svvorn to tacts totally inconsistant

with the truth, and capable of being contradicted, an indictment

will not lie against that^individual unless évidence can be con-

tradicted by two witnesses. There was also another matter to

which he would draw their attention. In this case of Mr. Adams,
évidence could hâve been given, in favour of Mr. Adams, of

charges of this nature having been previously made in Wales. The
judge would not receive that évidence, because it was an immate-
rial issue, on which, too, an indictment for perjury cannot lie (?)

A thing Lord Brougham had given various reasons in the House of

Lords for was, that there should be a public prosecutor. H«
thoucht the law should be altered, for the purpose of giving

persons, attacked as Mr. Adams had been, greater facilities for

redress.

J. Churchill, Esq., supported the resolution. It was felt that

a great injustice had been perpetrated upon Mr. Adams, andit was
to the law that this résolution addressea itself. Mr. Adams had
been the victim in this action, in the next, perhaps some gentleman
in the room who least expected it. (Laughter.)

The résolution was then proposed, and carried unanimously
;

and a vote of thanks to the chairmau concluded the proceedingi.—
' Médical Times and Gazette.'

ÎSivttjs, iWarnagea, anO Dratl.is.

BI RTHS.
Borrett.—On the 19th ult., at Sherborne, the wifeof J. Borrett, M.D.,

of a son.

Clapton.—On the 19th ult., at St. Peter's hill, Doctors' Commons, tho
wifeof W. Clapton, F.R.C.S.E., ofason.

Graham.—On the 22ml ult., at Acre terrace, Liverpool, the wife of A.
F. Graham, M.D., of a son, still-born.

Jeans.—On the 19th ult., at Grantham, the wife of J. W. Jeans,

M.R.C.S.E., of a daughter.

Maclatchy.—On the 19th ult., at Woodend cottage, Kilmarnock,
Ayrshire, the wife of J. Maclatchy, M.D., of a daughter.

Saxby.—On the 9th ult., at Baltasound, Shetland, the wife of H. L.

Saxby, M. D., ofa daughter.

Vickery. — On the 16th ult., at Wexford, the wife of J. D. Vickery,
M. D., ofa son.

Wilson.— Ou the 16th ult., at the County Lunatic Asylum, Morpeth,
Northumberlund, the wife of B. Wilson, M.E.C.S.E., the Médical
Superiuteudent, of a son.

MARRIAGES.
Anderson—Somerville.—On the 18th ult., at Edinburgh, J. Ander-

sou, M.D., of VVakefield. Yorkshire, to Helen, youngest daughter of

the Rev. A. Somerville, D.D.
Barker-Chesman.—On the 16th ult, at Sheffie'd, Elijah Barker,

Surgeon, to Mary Ami, daughter of T. Chesman, F.R.C.S.E., of
Sheffield.

Crisp—Moore.— On the 14th ult., at Moreton-in Marsh, Walter Crisp,

M.R.C.S.E., Staff Assist.-Surg. Army, to Ellen, fourth daughter of
G. Moore, Surgeon, of Gloucestershire

Hislop— Hislop.—On the 17th ult., at Anderston, J. Hislop, L F.P.S.
Glasg., to Mary Muirhead, youngest daughter of R. Hislop, Esq.

D E AT H S.
Jones.—On the llth ult., at Toquay, W. H. Jones, M.D., Staff Assist.-

Surg. Army, aged 24.

Lovett.—On the 19th ult., at Clare street, Lincoln's inn fields, S.

Lovett, M.R.C.S E., oged 58.

Woods.—On the 2:)th ult., at Sandford, near Dublin, Dr. W. H. Woods,
Surgeon R.N., a^ed 36.

Woods.—On the 21st ult., at llchester, R. Woods, Surgeon.

MEDICAL NEWS.
Apothecaries' Hall.—Tho following gentlemen passed their

cxatnination in the Science and Practice of Medicine, and received
cerlificates to pactise on the 19th inst. :—George John Blasson,
Guy's Hospital ; John Berry Mulock, London ; John Bobiuson,
Wmterton,Lincolushire ; Arthur Wiglesworth, Liverpool ; Frederick
Wright, Staml'ord bridge, Yorkshire.
The following gentlemen also on the same day passed their first

examination : — Edward Ashwell Burnhani, Guy's Hospital
;

Chauncy Puzey, Guy's Hospital.

The Deaths in the London Hospitals and Asylums during
the year 1862 amounted to 4,532.

Death op Dr. Guggenbuhl.—This physician, the founder and
director of the Crétin establishment in Switzerland, has just died.
He is reported to hâve left a large fortune.

Bills of Mortality were first published in London in 1562, in
which the plague caused eighty-five per cent, of the whole number
of deaths.

Surgeon-Dentist to the Prince of Wales.—His Royai
Highness has been pleased to appoint Edwin Saunders Esq., to be
Surgeon-Dentist.

Births In London in 1862.—There were 97,418 births in

London during the past year, of which 49,187 were boys and
48,231 were girls.

Royal Hospitals of the City of London.—The Court of

Common Council hâve ordered the Book of Memoranda, Références

and Documents relating to the Royal Hospitals of the City of

Loudon to be reprinted.

Social Science Association.—At a meeting of the Council cf

the Association, held on Thursday last, Loid Brougham was
unanimously elected Président lor the next annual meeting, which
will be held in Edinburgh in October.

Mémorial Wixdow.—A handsome mémorial window has been
erected in St. Anne's Church, Dublin, by the subscriptions of the

friends and admirers of the late eminent surgeon, Mr. William
Cusack, at the north side of the aisle. The paintings comprise

several appropriate scripture subjects.

Barrington's Hospital, Limerick.—The late Marquis of

Lansdowne, by his will, bequeathed the munificent sum of 3000?.

to be expended " for the benefit of the said hospital, provided that

it shall be open at ail times for the natives of the county of Kerry."

Small-pox in Scotland.—During the past year the small-pox

was very prévalent at Edinburgh and Leith. In the Report of the

Registrar General, it is stated that the disease was carried from
Leith to several parts of Scotaland, which raises the important

question whether some législative enactment is not necessary to

prevent persons labouring under épidémie disease from travelling

by railways, steamboats, or other public conveyances.

Two Récent Cases of Ovariotomy in France.—M. Valette,

of Lyons, lately performed the above mentioned opération on a

patient thirty-eight years of âge. The lady had applied to M
Valette about four years ago, and, after repeated tappiugs, had been
brought by the disease to so low a condition, that the surgeon was
obligée! to consent to the opération of ovariotomy, loudly demanded
by the patient. The latter died soon after the large cysts were re-

moved, and M. Valette attributes the fatal issue to the shock of

the opération, as there was neither peritonitis nor hsemorrhage.

Ile détermines that, in his next opération, opium and stimulants

shall be more largely used. The Gazette des Hôpitaux, of the 14th

of February, also states that the patient on whom M. Nèlaton lately

performed ovariotomy has died. No détails had then transpired.

M. Valette's case is fully reported in a late number of the Gazette

Hebdomadaire
An Anti-Vaccination Association.—It is stated in the Gazette

de Médicale de Paris of Jan. 31st, that at Stuttgart, in Germany,
an association has been formed to pétition the Government against

obligatory vaccination. The prospectuses issued are most violent

in language, and it is said that a well-known physician is the prime
mover in the affair.

The Levée.—His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales held a
levée on Wednesday, by command of her Majesty, on which occa-

sion the following members of the médical profession attended :

—

Sir Rutherford Alcock, K.C.B., F.R.C.S., Her Majesty's Envoy-
Extraordinary and Minister-Plenipotentiary in Japan ; Sir Henry
Holland, Physician in Ordinary to the Queen ; Mr. William
Lawrence, Serjeaut Surgeon to the Queen ; Mr. William Fergusson,

Surgeon-Extraordinary to the Queen. Doctors—Lavies, Pickiord,

Dalton, Arthur Faire, Cape, Jeaffreson, J. Stevenson Bushnan, T.

de Meschier, E.A. Parkes, G.T.D. Evans, F.G. Read, Breslin, E.

Meryon, Robert Ferguson, Farr, Watson, Granville, Ramsbotham,
Alexander Bryson, Goolden, Smith, Waller, Lewis, Forbes Winslow,
Gideon Dolmage, T. G. Balfour, Alexander Marsuen, Me Cann,
Ashley, Kirkman, Fraser, Routh ; Deputy Inspector-General

Thomas Longmore, Professor Owen. And Messrs. Wakley,
Reeves, Traer, White Cooper, R. W. Tamplin, Deanly, W. Sands
Cox, Propert, Thomas Fitzgerald, B. E. Brodhurst, S. S. Scriven,

G. B. Childs, Judd, Erasmus Wilson, and R. McCormick, RN.
St. Bartholomew's Hospital.—A meeting of the governors was

held on Wednesday in the hall of the hospital, to elect a Président

in the vacancy occasioned by the résignation of Mr. Cubitt, who.
it may be remembered, held office, but resigned it when he dis-

solved his connexion with the City, at the same time intimating

that his résignation was owing to the objections started by others

rather than the free exercise of his own will. The Lord Mayor was
put in nomination, and Mr. Cubitt was then proposed for re-elec-

tion, and, on the votes being taken, was declared to be elected by a

majority of 87 votes over 44.

University Collège, London.—The Council at their session on
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Saturdav last filled up the vacant offices of Physician ami Professor

of Clinical Medicine at the Hospital by the appointent of Dr.

Hare ; aud they appointai Mr. biduey Ringer to the vacant Pro-

faMorship of Materia Medica. By the recomiuendation of the

Senate of the Collège, the Couueil invited Dr. Wulshe, latoly Pro-

fessor of the Priuciples aiid Practice of Medicine, to assume the

title of "Einerilus Professor."

I'mvkksity of Dcblin.—On the occasion of the installation of

the Right Hou. the Earl of Ross, as Chancellor of the University

of Dublin, the honorary degree of Doctor of Medicine was < onlcned

un the [imidnilt of the Dubliu Collège of Surgeons ; on Professor

Jacob, aud Mr. Richard G. H. Butcher, Surgeon to Mercer's Hos-

pitaL

The Deaths in London in 1862 from ail causes were 66,950,

of which 34,133 were maies, and 32,817 females. The greatest

number occurrcd in the forty-eighth week, endiug 29th of Novcin

ber, when they rose to 1745. lu that week the îuean température

of the air feU to 37-1°. The least number occurred in the twenty-

eighth week, and was 1065, when the mean température rose to

East Ikdian Médical Service.—The late meeting of East

Indians, of Madras, to protest against the exclusion of their class

from Her Majesty's Médical Service, resulted in the formation of

an association, with which European colonists and native Chris-

tians, a3 well as members of other semi-political associations, and
public-spirited individuals who manifest an interest in the well-

being of the country, were invited to join.

The Coronership for Rutland.—Mr. William Henry Hough,
soliciter, has resigned his office as one of the coroners for the county
of Rutland, and Messrs William and John Thomas Keal, surgeons,

and brothers, are candidates for the saine. The contest is expected

te be very animated.
Infanticide in Liverpool.—It appears from a return just pub-

lished, that no fewer than 248 coroners' inquests were held in this

borosgh during 1861 and the first half of 1862 on children under
two yeare of âge, in twelve of which cases verdicts of murder were
returned, besides which were many of a suspicious nature, and a
very large proportion in which death resulted from négligence.

Discoveries at Pompeii.—M. Fiorelli, inspecter of the excava-
tions, has discovered the hardened ashes of the perfect mould of a
man in a lying posture, the skin of which had dried up, but the
skeleton reraained intact. M. Fiorelli caused plaster of Paris to be
poured inte the form of the Pompeiian, and the castings succeeded
perfectly, with the exception of two fragments of an ann and a leg,

where the mould was incomplète.

Afpointments.—A. Bail, MR.C.S.E, has been eleeted Hon. Sec.

and Treasurer to the York Medico-Ethical Association, vice (Xw.ild A.
Moore, M.R.C.S.E., deceased. — R. Biggs, M.R.C.SE, has been
appointed, with the sanction of the Lord Chancellor, to act as

Deputy Coroner for North Somersetshire, in the stead of Mr.
Bennett, who is in délicate health.—Harris Butterfield, M.R.C.S.E.,
has been appointed Médical Officer and Public Vaccinator for the

HiU District of the Crickhowell Union, Brecknockshire, vice Wva.
¥. Tuckett, L.R.C.P.Ed., whose term of office has expired.—W. J.

Callon, M.D., bas been eleeted a Member of the Liverpool Literary

and Philosophical Society.—W. F. Clarke, M.A., M.R.C.S.E., has
been appointed Surgical Registrar to King's Collège Hospital.

—

T. J. Crean, L.R.C.S.I., has been eleeted Médical Officer and Public
Vaccinator for the Marlfield Dispensary District of the Clonmel
Union, Counties Tipperary and Waterford, vice Fitzgibbon,
appointed to the Clonmel District.—J. M. Duncan, M.D., of Edin-
burgh, has been eleeted a Fellow of the Royal Society of Edin-
burgh.—R. Dyce, M.D., has been appointed Consulting Physician
for life to the Royal Infirmary, Aberdeen, on resigning as Physi-
cian.—P. Fitzgibbon, L.K.Q.C.P.I., has been eleeted Médical Officer

and Public Vaccinator for the Clonmel Dispensary District of the
Clonmel Union, Co. Tipperary, vice J. W. Dowsley M.D., deceased.

—

C. J. Hare, M.D., has been appointed Professor of Clinical Medicine
at University Collège Hospital.—0. J. Hearder, M.D., has béer ap-
pointed Assistent Médical Officer to the County Lunatic Asylum,
Worcester, vice W. J. Hunt, L.RC.P. Ed., appointed Médical Super-
intendent and Manager of the Hoxton House Lunatic Asylum.

—

Mr. Howson has been eleeted Dispenser to the Stockton-upon-Tees
Dispensary, vice Temple, resigned.—J. S. Kilgour, M.D., lias been
eleeted Physician to the Cheltenham General Hospital and Dispen-
sary, vice W. Gibney, M.D., resigned—J. Knill, L.R.C.P. Ed., has
been eleeted Médical Officer and Public Vaccinator for the Nettlebed
District of the Henlcy Union, Oxfordshire, vice T. F. Edgeworth,
M.RC.S.E., resigned.—C. F. du Pasquier, F.R.C.S.E., lias been ap-
pointed Surgeon-Apothecary to the Household of H.R.H. the Priuce
of Wales.—S. Ringer, M R.C.S.E., has been appointed Professor of
Materia Medica at University Collège Hospital.—J. Thomson,
L.F.P.S. Glas., has been appointed Certifying Surgeon under the
Factory act for the District of Kilmarnock, vice J. Mitchell, L.F.P.S.
Glas., deceased.—J. G. Wilson, M.D., of Glasgow, has been eleeted
» Fellow of the Royal Society of Edinburgh.— L. Winterbotliam,
M.Ii.C.S.E , has betn appointed Surgeon to the Cheltenham Female
Orphan Asylum, vice C. J. Hawkins, F.R.C.S.E, resigned.

APPOINTMENTS FOU THE WEEK.
Wedautdcm, March 4.

Opérations at Middlesex Hospital, i p.m. ; St Mary's Hospital, 1 p. m.
Uuiversity Collège Hospital, 2 p. m. ; Royal Collège of Physician»,

5 p.ra.— Croonian Lectures : Dr. Risdon Bennett, "On sonio Points

connected with Bronctiitis, aud its Results ;" Obstétrical Society of

London, 8 p.m.—Dr. Shoitt, "On Womau's Life iu Southern India.''

—Dr. Clay, "Observations ou Ovariotomy, Statistical and Practical ;"

also "A Successful Case of entire Keuioval of the Utérus and Appeu'
dages."—Dr. Bioadbent, "On Displacemeut ottho Bladder as a Cause
of Tedious Labour."

Thursday, March 5.

Opérations at St. George' s Hospital, 1 p.m. ; Central LoudonOplithalmic,
1 p.m. ; London Hospital, 1A p.m. ; Royal Free Hospital, 14 p.m.;

Great Northern Hospital, King's cross, 2 p.m. ; Loudou Surgical

Home, 2 p.m., Vesico Vaginal Fistula, 2 cases, Fibrous Tutnouraj

2 cases ; West London Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Orthopaedic

Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Institution, 3 p.m. Prof. Frankland,

"On Chemical Affinity ;" National Hospital for tho l'aralysed aud
Epileptic, 4 p.m.—Dr. Brown-Séquard, "On the Diagnosis and Treat-

ment of the Varions Forais of Paralysie and Epilepsy ;" Royal Collège

of Surgeons of England, 4 p.m.— Prof. Huxley, "On the Structure

and Development of the Vertebrate Skeleton ;" Chemical Socioty, 8

Êin.— Mr. J. B. Lowes, "Ou the Assimilation ofNitrogenby Plants;"

arveian Society, 8 p.m—Clinical Discussion.

Friday, March 6.

Opérations at Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital, H V-m - >
Royal

Collège of Physicians, 5 p.m. — Croonian Lectures :—Dr. Risdon

Bennett, ' ' On some Points connected with Bronchitis, and its Results;"

Royal Institution, 8 p.m.—Dr. W. A. MiUer, " On the most Récent

Spectrum Discoveries."

Saturday, March 7.

Opérations at St. Thomas's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St Bartholomew's Hospital

ljp.m. ; King's Collège Hospital, 1J p.m. ; Charing-cross Hospital,

2 p.m. ; Royal Institution, 3 p.m.— Professor Max Muller, "On the

Science of Language ;" Royal Collège of Surgeons of England, 4 p.m.

—Prof. Huxley, "On the Structure and Developmeut of the Verte-

brate Skeleton ;" Médical Society of London, 5 p.m.—Anniversary

Meeting. Oration by Dr. Habershon.—6$ p.m. Dinner.

Monday, March 9.

Opéra ions at Lock Hospital, Dean street, Soho, Cliuical Démonstrations

and Opérations, 1 p.m. ; St. Mark" s Hospital for Fistula and other

Diseases of the Rectum, 1^ p.m. ;
Metropolitan Free Hospital,

2 p.m.; Royal Institution, 2 p.m.; Médical Society of London, 8J
p.m.; Epidemiological Society, 8 p.m.

Tuesday, March 10.

Opérations at Guy's Hospital, li p.m. ; Westminster Hospital. 2 p.m.;

Royal Institution, 3 p.m. ; Royal Collège of Surgeons of England, 4

p.m.— Prof. Huxley, "A Rev'iew of the Classification of the Mam-
malia ;" Ethnological Society, 8 p.m. ; Royal Médical and Chirurgical

Society, 8J p.m.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Tue St. Andrews' Degree.

Several correspondents having written for information with respect to

the Degree to be granted in future by this University, to aged mem-

bers of the Professiou,—we are able to state that lst. The fee is fifty

pounds —2nd. The subjeets of examinations will be :—lst. Materia

Medica, in so far as the actions and uses of Medicines are concerned
;

2nd. Practice of Medicine ; 3rd. The gênerai principles of Surgery,

but not Operative Surgery ; 4th. Midwifcry ; 5th. Médical Juris-

prudence, without including the more délicate chemieal processes iu

Toxicology.

No applications will be received after April 6th.

J. W.—lst. No—2nd. No.
X.—Homogenesis of Natural forces meaus the similar origin, or conver-

tibility of forces one into another, as of motion into electricity, aud
electrieity into beat, &c.

Chirurous. —Nothing further can be done in the matter.

A Subsoriber.—A plain water-bed can be hired of Spencer and Co., of

Billiter street, for 17s. 6d. a mouth, the charge for the first nionth

being, however, ïl. 10s.

Mr. Howard.— Received.

Mr. Osborne.—Request complied with.

Dr. Evans.—We are unable to give the information required.

Croton Oïl.—Your observations are quito unsuited to ourtaste; we
therefore décline thein.

A Hardworkino General Praotitioner will see the subject of his

letter treated in the leadiug article of the présent number of the Cir-

CCLAR. We certaiuly thiiilcthata "Defence Association" might pro-

duce good résulta,

M. R.C.S.—We are not awarc that there is any intention to get up a

subseription for Mr. Adaraa : the reverse lias been stated.

Mr. S. Williams is thanked for his communication.

A Reader.—We cannot prescribe in the Médical Circular. Con-

sult any respectable médical practitioner.

A Licentiate.— lst. Yes.—2inl. Information on ail tho branches named
will he required. — 8rd. Apply at the office of the Admiralty Boarj.

Mr. Thomas B.—lst. Quite correct.—2nd. Tho charges are inoderate.

Mr. A. Johnston.—Mr. T. Carr Jackson is surgeon to the Institution.
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HOSPTTAL FOR INFANCY.

(MR HENRY ROGER'S WARDS.)

Coïncidence of hœmorrhage from the ear n-ith hooping-cough

—Otitis in childhoqS—Remarte on muwps.

Hooping-cough te oecasîonklly complicated by hœmorrhage

from the ear, which, doubtless on aeeount of its rare occur-

rence, has not hitherto been noted by French authora. Borne

years ago, Mr. Blache observed an instance in point, in a

little girl, who also presented extravasation of blood beneath

the conjunctiva, the sanguineous discharge from the ear recur-

ring dnring violent paroxysms of cough. A similar case was

noticed this year in the wards of the same practitionor. The

patient was a little girl, who during the catarrhal stage of

hooping-cough, bled from the meatus when fits of couglung

supervened. While passing through his colleague's wards,

Mr. Roger stopped for a moment at the child's bedside, and

the blood was distinct!? seen to pour ont in a stream from the

ear, a circumstance which probably implies perforation of the

membrana tympani. Mr. Roger further remarked that for

eightecn moiiths the child had suffered from otorrhœa, consé-

quent on measles, whereas, in Mr. Blache's first patient no

antécédent otitis or otorrhœa had been observed.

Although in thèse cases, Mr. Roger conceives the paroxysms

of eonghing to be the immédiate cause of the hœmorrhage, he

unhesitatingly ascribes its primary origin to the structural

changes induced by chronic intlanimatory action in the lining

membrane of the meatus, which lias become more soft and

raeeular. In gênerai, the professor refers hœmorrhage during

the progress of hooping-cough, to the passive congestion occa-

sioned by the fréquent return of the tits, and in some degrec

to a change in the constituents of the blood. Hence, the

practical conclusion arises, that not only is it proper to bave

recourse to local astringents, such as aluni, tannin, the solution

of sesqui-chloride of iron, &&, but that it is moreover indis-

pensable to prescribe gênerons diet and tonics, and to resort

to every measure calculated to improve the condition of the

systcm («).

Hœmorrhage from the meatus is unfrequent in childhood,

but not so otitis, which may lead to serious conséquences, and

was therefore chosen by Mr Roger as the text of one of his

lectures.

Five little girls suffering from inflammation of the ear, are

at présent in the wards. In three cases, acute primary otitis

lui s supervened during the progress of bronchitis ; we hâve

(a) In England, épidémies ot hooping-cough prevail with a

degrée of intensity unknown in France, and hœmorrhage Irom the

ear lias frequently been observed ; Wilde of Dublin, und more
recently Mr. Qibb, hâve shown that when a discharge of blood from

the ear coïncides with the paroxysms of eonghing, such discharge

indicates u lacération of the membrana tympani. Mr. Triquet,

from wboin we dérive our information on the subject, agrées with

Wilde that \\\ï phenomenon is analogous to that observed in gun-

nere, with this différence, however, that in the latter the mem-
brane gives way under the influence of externat pressure, whereas,

during the fits of hooping-cough, the carrent of air penetrating

witli violence throngh the Eustachian passage into the dnun
cuises the partition to burst from within.

In support of his assorti- n, Mr. Triquet relates that during the

year 18W, he was twice consulted for children aged from four to

six years, who during the course of hooping-cough, had bled

from the ear. The hœmorrhage occurred at night, on the right

side in one instance, on the left in the other. Al)out a tea-

tpoonful of blood was estimated in both cases to hâve staine<l

tîx- pillow. Mr. Triquet eleared the meatus of the coagulated

blood which filled it, and with a spéculum, reHector, and magnifying
glass, ascertained the présence of a linear and vertical lacération

of the membrane, beneath the manubrium mallei.

In the four cases since publislied by Mr. Gibb, two were
instances of hœmorrhage from both ears, and six lacérations

were detected, four being linear, one triangular, and one irregular.

-\s in Mr. Triquet' s patients, the lips of the division were parted
by a small clôt, which displayed the connection existing between
the hœmorrhage and the local injury. In every case, save one, the.

la- (rations healed, and in the section Prescriptions and Formulât m
the présent number, will be found a description of the measures
beat calculated to assist the opérations of nature.

—

The Editor.

alludod to the fourth patient, who is affected with secondary

chronic otitis, conséquent on measles ; the fift-h is an instance

of scrofulous otitis, accompanied by fetid discharge, disease of

the boucs, and paralysis of the facial nerve. One of the

children is more than five years of age, two are aged four

years, and two are but two years old. The frequency of

otitis in carly childhood is due to the liability of infants to

catarrhal affections, and the great tendency of the latter to

become gênerai. Thus, coryza or bronchitis may be followed

or complicated by inflammation of the ear. Eruptive fevers,

the herpetic or scrofulous diathesis, are also predisposing cir-

cumstances. Primary otitis is, like coryza and bronchitis,

almost invariably the resuit of exposure to cold, and is not

unfrequently complicated by wry neck, or torticollis.

Otitis sets in in a manner at once sudden and deceitful.

The child is feverish when he goes to sleep, and awakes with

pain, and as he is generally too young to give any explanations

as to the seat of his sufferings, the agitation and screams are

referred to their more usual cause, colic. The infant, how-

ever, sometimes by instinct raises his hand to his ear; this

may aflbrd a clue to the diagnosis, but when the child eau

speak, an error cannot so easily be committed, and ou examiua-

tion of the ear, the meatus will be found slightly swelled, and

the concha tender on pressure. This condition persists, and is

subject to remissions, either spontaneous or due to the mea-

sures of trottinent adopted, the pain being the resuit of the

pressure causée! by the variable swelling and congestion of the

dense mucous texture. In gênerai, however, the symptoms

subside in the course of two or three days, unless the other ear

beeoines also affected The pain and lever yield as soon as a

few drops of liquid exude from the meatus, and stain the

child's pillow or head-dress. The sécrétion follows the usual

course of catarrhal discharges, and gradually decreases in quan-

tity together with the slight deafness which accompanies^ it

from the eighth or ninth day to the hfteenth, a period which

the disease never exceeds.

This is the form of primary otitis most commonly met

with in practice. Let us now tum to the considération of the

secondary variety, which Mr. Roger views as a conséquence of

eruptive and typhoid fevers.

It is a fact of gênerai observation, that during the early

desquamative stage of scarlatina, inflammation of the ear is a

fréquent resuit of the extension of the irritation to the Eus-

tachian tube. In measles, otitis supervenes at a later period.

In small-pox, it chiefly coïncides with suppuration, or may
resuit from the présence of an ulcération, or of a pustule in

the passage. In typhoid, Mr. Roger conceives that otitis is

due te a twofold cause ; in the incipient period it results from

congestion of the mucous membrane, and at the conclusion of

the fever, from the tendency to ulcération.

Another form of otitis is very frequently observed in child-

hood, and is connected with herpetism. Impétigo and eczéma

of the face and scalp are extremely common in infaucy, and

may occupy the meatus, reach the drum of the ear, and in-

duce changes which lead to permanent deafness. In this re-

spect, however, the variety hère alluded to is by no means so

formidable as that which is conséquent on typhoid fever, or as

the tubercular or strumous form, an instance of which is to be

seen in Mr. Blache's wards.

Mr. Roger graphically deseiïbed the melancholy condition

of this child, who is in lier sixth year, and in whom disease of

the petrous bonc lias occasioned paralysis of the face, and a

fetid discharge, and he showed the irrémédiable nature of

thèse deep-sèated altérations, especially when, as in the pré-

sent case most probably, they an; the resnlt of tuberculosis.

The resourecs of art arc hère of no avail, and little can be

doue beyond local counler-iniialioii, and the exhibition of

medicines calculated to modify i'avourably the scrofulous or

tubercular diathesis, but the practitioner can usefully contend

with primary, secondary, and herpetic otitis.

It is no easy matter to institute in very young children the

treatment most appropriât* to the relief of simple otitis, the

conséquence of exposure to cold. The practitioner is in most

cases compelled to confine himself to the prescription of foot-

baths, of niustard poultices, and the instillation into the ear

of oil of swoet almonds mixed with a drop or two of laudanum.

This liniment soothes the inflamed parts, and is more usefnl
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than chloroforni, which causes considérable smarting, and

ckiefly acte as a solvent uf the cemmen. Wnen otitis ia

attende»! with intense sutfering, or occupies the drum, in winch

case the pains are exoruciating, and subside only when the

purifonn sécrétion has fourni an issue, leeehes in variable

mnuber should be applied to the mastoids.

When the period of sécrétion has fairly set in, the child is

calmer. Liquid infusions of lettuce leaves, linseed, or marsh

mallows, must now be liberally injected into the ear, and after

a few days, when the discharge becomes thinner, astringent

injections with tannin, Pemvian bark, or ratanhy should be

resorted to. If the sécrétion is fetid, it uiay be corrected by

lotions with aromatic wine or the liquor sodœ chlorinatse,

diluted with three times its weight of water ; the ulcers con-

séquent on protracted contact of irritating matter with the

mucous surface will thus be averted. When the fetid dis-

charge is of long standing, the liquor plumbi diacetatis, or

solutions of copper or zinc may be cautiously resorted to. In

herpetic otorrhœa, Mr. Roger prescribes the calomel ointment,

the unguentum hydrargyi nitratis, sulphurous or sea-baths,

change of air, etc. We should add that in ail cases of chronic

otitis, the ear should be carefully inspected with the spéculum,

in order to ascertain, with désirable accuracy, the condition of

the organ, and to detect the local injuries or morbid growths

•which occasion the symptoms observed.

DERMATOLOGY.

(MR. DUCHESNE-DTJPARC'S DISPENSART.)

Pathology and Treatment of Eczéma.

In Mr Duchesne-Duparc's opinion, to describe under the

name of Eczéma, the humid tetter of Alibert, or running scall,

is a sufficient concession to the prévalent habit of expression,

inasmuch as this dénomination recalls to the mind but a very

narrow aspect of the cutaneous disease thus designated.

Eczéma, said the Professor, manifests itself under three dif-

férent forms, the respective characteristics of which it is im-

portant to indicate with accuracy, and which correspond to the

varieties known as Eczéma simplex, Eczéma rubrum, and

Eczéma impetiginodes.

In Eczéma simplex the éruption consists of minute vesicles,

in the intervais of which the skin préserves its natnral colour,

and is neither hot, nor tumefied. The vesicles are extremely

small, more or less conglomerated, contain a droplet of trans-

parent sérum, and habitually correspond to the small hair-

fbllicles which may be discerned on the internai surface of the

anus, thighs, etc. When their contents hâve been absorbed,

the epidermis becomes wrinkled, and fa!ls off in the shape of a

small dise. More frequently the vesicles after a few days

burst, or are destroyed by friction ; the limpid sécrétion

escapes, and gives rise to a yellowish crust, which is promptly

detached, exposing a small roseate spot, dry or humid, sur-

rounded by a whitish margin. From the centre of this spot

oozes a serous droplet which forms a scab of the size of a pin's

head. Sometimes layers of diseased and thickened epidemiis

are also detached. A fresh éruption sometimes follows, and

the eczéma assumes a chronic form. The disease then not

unfrequently invades the entire surface of the body, especially

in children, youths, and persons afflicted with an irritable skin.

A cure is rapidly eifected, and a relapse is unusual.

In Eczéma rubrum the inflammatory character of the disease

is more distinctly niarked ; the région occupied by the érup-

tion is tumefied, hot, red and shining as in erythema or ery-

sipelas ; the vesicles are confluent, and remain but a short

time transparent Their contents promptly become lactescent,

and a reddish sérum escapes when they burst. The epidermis

becomes softened, and is detached in yellowish layers, promptly

replaced by thin scabs ; hère and there the integument pré-

sents small roseate points, at the circumference of which an
irregular margin of euticle may be seen, representing the di-

mensions of the original vesicle. In severe cases the heat,

redneas, and swelling persist and increase for several days.

The vesicles suceeed each other with rapidity ; their contents

are acrid, irritating, and occasion superhcial excoriations. The

skin is in a highly inflamed condition, deprived of its epider-

mis, and seems perforated with numbers of small apertures,

from which exudes a rusty coloured sermn, occasionally in

such abondance as to impregnatc the dreeaings. The vesicles

sometimes coalesce, and form irregular blisters, analogous to

those observable on the surface of erysipelas. The cuticlo

gives way, a copions discharge of sérum follows, and the

denuded demi is found not only studded with the apertures

abovo described, but covered with a layer of soft, whitish,

and loose pseudo-membranous deposits. The discharge gradu-
ally decreases, and after a time altogether ceases. The epider-

mic scales at first moist, and coloured by the yellowish-green

sécrétion, become dessicated, fall away, and are replaced by
others of a drier and more persisting kind. The skin loses its

heat and redness, and the return of health is ushered in by the

formation of a healthy euticle. The patient must not, how-
ever, be too sanguine, the cure is not always permanent, and
fresh éruptions too often destroy the hopes of the final disap-

pearance of the complaint.

We now turn to the description of Eczéma Impetiginodes.

In this form much heat and redness are présent from the

beginning. The numbness and irritation are replaced by
throbbing, and often by intense pain ; the vesicles promptly

fill with puriform matter ; the epidermis is raised in a con-

sidérable extent, and being impregnated with the sécrétion,

assumes the aspect of greenish foliated scabs, which fall away,

exposing a surface of a bright carminé colour. When the

éruption occupies a wide surface, the thin ichorous sécrétion

is occasionally poured out so copiously as to soil ail the dress-

ings. It emits an extremely offensive mawkish odour, analo-

gous to that of extensive suppurating burns. The margin of

the patches is generally limited by a red tumefied circle,

studded with small transparant lactescent or desiccated vesicles,

similar to those described in eczéma rubrum. In this variety

relapses are fréquent, and the chronic form is also consequently

often met with.

In soine few fortunate cases, however, a spontaneous ten-

dency to a cure is evinced ; the symptoms improve, the in-

flammation gradually abates, the lamellar scabs fall away, a

healthy epidermis is reproduced, and the skin, although pre-

serving a purple colour, is the seat of unimportant desquama-

tion. In each of thèse three forms of eczéma, numerous sub-

divisions might be established. When the éruption is of

limited extent, none but local symptoms are observable. But
in the contrary case fever may supervene, together with loss of

sleep ; the pain is aggravated by the heat of the bed, motion

becomes troublesome, and sometimes impossible. This condi-

tion is frequently accompanied in theadult by the enlargement

of the lytnphatics adjacent to the seat of the cutaneous disease;

in some patients, and especially in children, concomitant in-

flammation of the stoniach or bowels is not unusual.

Such is the importance of chronic Eczéma, that it is

impossible to dwell too much on its chief characteristics;

E. rubrum, and E. impetiginodes, are, as we hâve stated, the

forms which display the greatest tendency to chronicity, and

Mr Duchesne-Duparc expatiated on the principal features of

chronic Eczéma. The inflammatory action, said the professor,

gradually invades the deep seated layers of the skin, and may
even reach the cellular tissue ; the demi stimulated by reiter-

ated éruptions, and by the contact of a copions ichorous

sécrétion, becomes excoriated and chapped, especially when

the disease occupies the intervais between the fingers or tots,

the nipple, ham, perineum, anus, etc. The aspect of the

diseased part is similar to that of a blistered surface, and the

sécrétion of a faint disagreeable odour rapidly imprégnâtes

every part of the dressings. The sensation experienced by

the patient is a mixture of itching and smarting, which

naturally suggests the idea of internai heat, acrid impurity of

the blood, etc. The sufferer passes sleepless nights, and the

désire to scratch the part affected is so violent and irrésistible,

that lie frequently tears himself with his nails; the portions q£

the skin invaded by the disease acquire a purple or livid hue,

and with the exception of a few short and incomplète remis-

sions, this condition, abandoned to the unaided efforts of

nature or improperly treated, may persist for months, and even

years.

As soon as the inflammation has been subdued, the appear-
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ance of chronic Eczéma undergoes a change. The vesicnlar

éruptions become less fréquent, and at last cease altogether,

and the crusts, at flrst thick and moist, which on falling away

woro at once replaced by others, become thin, dry, and adhe-

sive ; small yellowish scales, interspersed with black spots of

coagulated blood eaused by friction, are now observed on the

surface of the integument, and exfoliation of the epidermis is

substituted for serous cxudation : the vesicles still occa-

sionally appear, but last a few hours only, and may be

discerncd beneath the thickened and diseased epidermis. Be-

sides the characteristics hère described, eczéma présents pecu-

liar features resulting from the nature of the parts affected,

and which deserve the attention of the observer. Thus in the

scalp, a région seldom invaded in childhood and in old âge,

but which is often the seat of the disease in lymphatic or

scrofulous subjects, and in women at the period of the sus-

pension of the catamenia, the surfaces occupied by the éruption

at first moist, assume a squamose and furfuraceous aspect, a

transformation coïncident with a marked decrease of the swell-

ing, heat, and reduess of the skin. When the scales are

detached, the scalp is found red and shining ; the scales

acquire sometimes a silvery iridescent lustre, and are traversed

by the hairs. In tins stage eczéma causes but slight irritation,

and emits no offensive effluvia.

We should not omit to state, said Mr. Duchesne-Duparc,

that eczéma of the scalp may extend to the ear and eyebrows,

invade the eye-lids, occasion the loss of the eyelashes, and
obstinate ophthalmia. Eczéma of the face not unfrequently

détermines a gênerai swelling of the countenance, and an

œdema of the eyelids analogous to that which accompanies

phlegmonous erysipelas. When the disease has passed into

the chronic stage, the serous sécrétion is almost imperceptible,

and is replaced by furfuraceous scales, for which others are

quickly substituted, and the lashes and eyebrows are some-

times destroyed. This variety of the affection is especially

met with in lymphatic girls, whose constitution is not yet

formed, or who menstruate irregularly, and is seldom observed

in the aged. Eczéma of fhe ears is common at ail âges, and
in both sexes ; but is more fréquent in women who bave reached

a critical period of life, or in young persons of fifteen or

twenty in whom the catamenia hâve not yet appeared, or are

irregular. The ears, in the incipient stage are red and tume-

fied, and sometimes acquire thrice their natural size ; a rusty

sécrétion escapes from the broken vesicles, chaps form, and

the inflammation reaches the meatus, around which very

painful boiLs are occasionally developed ; hearing is perverted

or abolished, and the adjacent lymphatic glands become in-

fiamed : this variety of eczéma almost invariably assumes the

chronic form, and in youth only is easily cured. The affection

has the greatest tendency to relapse, and a new vesicular érup-

tion not unfrequently breaks out, precisely when a cure was
deemed to be at hand ; when the disease is of long standing,

dark yellow lamellse cover the skin, and the inflammation fre-

quently extends to the scalp ; both ears may be simultaneously

atfected in différent degrees.

Eczéma attacks the bread much less commonly than other

régions, Although it may be met with in virgius, and in

women who hâve never nursed, it is chiefly observed in young
mothers who suckle their first infant. The maie sex confers

no absolute immunity, and we hâve seen several instances in

point. The inflammation may simultaneously or alternately

occupy both nipples, and always gives rise to very great irrita-

tion. A yellowish sécrétion escapes from the vesicles, and
small linear excoriations are présent ; in a few humid spots

the colour is of a bright red, and sero-sanguineous droplets

exude from the part, whilst in others yellowish scabs, thicker

at the centre than at the niargin, may be observed. The
nipples retain for a long period their scaly appearance, and
after nunierous alternacie3 of moisture and desiccation, of cure

and relapse, the pruritus at last subsides, and the sécrétion

ceases ; a new even epithelium forms, and the disease is at an
end. It must, however, be remembered that eczéma of the
breast is in gênerai very obstinate, and may last for years if

treated by inappropriate or ineffective remédies.

Eczéma of the umbilical région is unimportant, and offers

but a secondary degree of interest. But it is otherwise with

the éruption when it occupies in either sex, the inner aspect

of the thighs, the margin of the anus, or the inferi<>r ex-

tremity of the rectum. In the maie, the foreskin and scrotum,

in women the vulva or the mucous lining of the vagina, are

likewise frequently affected. In ail thèse parts, eczéma usually

assumes the chronic form, and is with reason much dreaded

as a destroyer of sleep, ami a permanent cause of the most

distressing irritation. It often induces the formation of fissures,

and gives rise to an ichorous or sero-sanguineous discharge,

which may occasion pain in défécation or in the excrétion of

urine. The éruption is aggravated by walking exercise, by
the friction of the clothes, and may impede sexual intercourse,

or pervert tho excitenient to onanism or nymphomania.

In concluding his remarks, Mr. Duchesne-Duparc further

observed that the herpetie ulcer of the aged, which is but a

form of Eczéma rubrum, is most usually situated on the inferior

extremities ; that at the bend of the arm, at the ham, in the

axillse, eczéma is less painful than in other régions ; and that

it is accompanied with much swelling, chaps, and thick crusts,

when it attacks the hands, and the intervais of the fingers,

where the skin retains, long after a cure has been effected, a

considérable degree of roughness, and a tendency to the for-

mation of chaps and fissures.

We shall conclude in our next number Mr. Duchesne

Duparc's remarks on the pathology of Eczéma.

€\)î Mùïnï Cirntiar.

ON
LECTURES

DISEASES OF THE EAE.
By Jas. YEARSLEY, Esq., M.D.

(Continued from page 103.)

"Without good reason I would be the last to propose any inno-

vation or variation in the nomenclature of médical science, simply
because it tends to confusion, but it is at ail times désirable that, if

possible, the name should represent the characteristics or the

intention of the thing to be named. To call a passage after the

name of ite supposed discoverer, is meaningless indeed ; it Would
be far better to affix some epithet descriptive of its object or its

pathognomonic features. When, therefore, as in the proposed altéra-

tion of the name of the Eustachian to the naso-aural passage, you
direct attention to the intimate association of the nose with the ear

through the intervention of the mucous membrane, the effect is to

improve the chances of restoring that membrane when diseased to

a healthy state by more appropriate treatment than has hitherto

obtained. For instance, nasal obstruction in connection with deaf-

ness, is a fact which has been much overlooked, but if the nasal

passage were more identified by name with the aurai passage—the
naso-aural passage—the practice of aurai surgery would benefit by
the change of nomenclature.
On referriug to my last paper, l 'find that a charge was made

agaiust Mr. Wilde of " untrutht'ulness." Alluding to the extract t'rom

lus work I say :
" ill-natured and untruthi'ul, on more points than

oue thouuh it be." The. ill-nature is transparent enough, but the

untruthfulness must be substantiated by facts. Mr. Wilde, speak-

ing of " three contributions to Aurai Surgery, published betweéo

1839 and 1841," says :
" they abound in copions exlracts from

various authora, and, in particular, from the then recently translated

work of Kramer." Reader, the contributions referred to are before

me. I find that they extend to about 170 pages small octavo

—

rather less than three are occupied with extracts from Kramer's

work, and less than two with extracts from other authors, and ail

the extracts from Kramer's work are in au appendix to the first

contribution ! ! Mr. Wilde should hâve been more lenient. Hc
should hâve remembered thet when those " tracts," as he calls

them, first appeared, I was a young practitioner, uuknown to famé,

and regarded by those around me as an interloper. I was thrusting

into notice new methods of treatment, and I required the moral

support of my foreign contemporaries in France and Germany, who
had sanctioned them by their greater expérience, to uphold ail I

could myself say in their favour. Any uiiprejudiced reâder would,

I think, blâme me for the paucity, rather than the copiousness, of

my extracts. Five pages in one hundred and seventj' indeed ! It

ought to hâve been nearer fit'ty.

It will be observed that Mr. AVilde then goes on to say :
" In

thèse publications the author chietly labours to impress upon the

profession and the public the necessity^of Eustachian Catheterism

in ail diseases of the ear."
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Again I refer to niv oonlribatioaw, sud fail to fin l any such out-

glM nonsensc. MM 1 look fi» tlie passage- which th.- dreamyM of my critic baiso mctamorphosed. The only paragraphs iii

which 1 iiail soBHted the praises oi Catlu-tcrisui r-h;«ll be quoted:

—

lu the ptaface to the first édition of the First Contribution, dated

May, 1839, appean Ihe following paragraph :

"Enougli, it is now hoped, has been said, to show the

value of Catheterism of the guttural or Eustachian passages, as not

only alVording the moans of ascertaining, with great précision and
aeomeey, dteeased conditions of tlie acgaaof hearing, winch, without
such manipulation, niust in manv cases remain limiter of spécula-

tion and unceitaiuty, but al-" as cuahling us to put in practice

inethods of treatment which expérience justifies the autlior in

asserting, would prove successful in hundreds of cases uowdeemed
incurable."

From the jireface to the thinl édition, dated Oct. 1840, I quote
the followiug remarks. Tliey were writtcn just subséquent to an
accident which oceurred at tlie liouse of Dr. Turnbull, in RusseU
Square, whereby a patient dicd thtougfa the unskilfulness or carc-

lessueat of an assistant in attcmpting the opération of cat'ueterism.
" Little did I anticipcte that the opération of Catheterism of the

Eustachian passages, which I had taken pains to show, demunded
considérable îuauual dexterity, delicacy, and expérience, would
iinmediatcly be soized upon by persous thoroughly unaequainted
with its commonest principles, and niade an engine of quackery
and inischief.

" It is to be regretted that this great iniprovement in aurai surgery
should hâve been thus abused, and that a diagnostic and remédiai
agent, which is calculaled to revolutionise this branch of médical
science, should consequently bave been exposed to the risk of utter
abandoument on the very threshold of its introduction into this

country. Tlie success which attends catheterism of the Eustachian
passages ta the hands of a skilful and experienced operator, is, how-
ever, at length universally admitted, and its necessity in the diagnosis
and treatment of deafness acknowledged by ail but those who, un-
miudful of the advances of science and unfriendly to tlie diffusion of
knowledge upon this subject, still cling to the absurd and pernicious
practice of indiscrimiuate syringing, blistering, irritating ointments,
and stimulating acoustic drops, ail of which, instead of removing
the malady, rarely fail to occasion further mischief.

I pass on, page aller page of the three contributions referred to

by Mr Wilde, and fail to discover any thing like a confirmation oi

his sweeping allégation. At page 9, (No. 1) I speak of the value of
catheterism " in numerous cases of deafness, and at page 17, I

enumerate the cases and conditions to which the new treatment is

applicable thus :

" We cannot, then, too bighly estimate methods of treatment
attendcd by ao much success, especially as the diseases ot the ear,

hithertoremediable by the ordinary means, hâve been limited to

those atfecting the external auditory passages, such as narrowing of

it from inflammation, polypi, boils, hardened wax, &c. Now,
happily, tuméfaction of the membrane lining the Eustachian pas-
sages and the cavities of the tympanum from inflammation, accu-
mulations of mucus, or extravasations of blood, &c, in thèse canals
or cavities ; adhésions, strictures, &c. ; and though last, not least,

functional dérangements of the auditory nerve itself, are ail ren-
dereil accessible to the curative efforts of the really scientific aurist
with every prospect of success."

In the préface to No. 2, " I called attention to the great
success I had met with in the employment of some con-
tinental iiuprovements in the practice of Aurai Surgery, at that
timc aluiost unkiiown in this countiy, more especially to the opéra-
tion of Catheterism of the Eustachian Passages, as a valuable diag-
nostic and remédiai agent in Deafness. Sir Matthew Wood, Bart.,

M.P., who presided on the occasion, and the meeting generally,
great part ot which was composed of members of the médical pro-
fession, were soimpressed with the vast importance of the subject,
that the Report was unanimously deemed worthy of publication."
At page 6 of the same report, I speak of Catheterism as a " New

mode of diagnosing and treating deafness, new at least, in this
country, though for some years it has been successfully j.ractised on
the Continent." Indeed, everywhere much importance is at-
tached to the treatment in a diagnostic point of view, as a remédiai
agent, and at page 36, speaking of accumulations of mucus in the
cavitv of the tympanum, I say :

" The happy results of ench cases, which are nnt unfrequent, jus-
tify me in the remark which I made on a former occasion, that' no
persons labouring under deafness, however protracted, should aban-
don hope of relief until theirears hâve been skilfully explored by
catheterism of the Eustachian passages. I say skilfully explorai with
einphasis, for it is one thing to employ thèse manipulations with
appiiientlv no other purpo.se but to axtonish the patient by blowing
into him a bodv of compreaeed air, as a witty friend has observed,
' suflicieiit to till the Nassau balloon,' and another to employ them
for scientific objects—namely, to ascertain the nature of the .lisease,

ami then, if admissible, to use them as remédiai agents."
I rise, then, from the perusal of my earliest writings on diseases

of the ear with no little gratification. It would be a painful re-

tlcction, indeed, to be ohliged to admit that longer and latcr expé-
rience had shown mo to hâve been in error in the outset of uiv
practice. Aller twenty-tive years I sec no reasoii to vary ironi the
modes ut' practice I at first advocated. It is true that my views
bave been modified in inany respects, and the manifold errow of
theanthor from whose work it was said by my critic 1 had madè
.-iich "copions extracts," hâve long been forced upon niv attention.

For instance, I hâve no longer faith iu the practice of vupourising
the lining membrane of the tympanum. I eau account for the
benelit appearing toarise from the practice inquite a différent way.
It is not the vapeur, whether of ether, iodine, or ammonia, which
does the good, but the passage of the cathéter over the surface of
the mucous membrane of the nasal and Eustachian passages—the
naso-aural passage—upon the same principle as the passing of a
bougie in cases of urethial discharges. A more healthy action of

the mucous membrane is thus set up, and the original niorbid
affection is superseded. To Kramer we are iudebted for giving an
iuipetus to catheterism in this country, but to little else. Dis book
is l'ull of practical errors, and little that be says can be relied on.

It will be hardly credited that this opinionated old man refuses to

recognise the success of the wetted cotton remedy in cases of per-

forjate membrana tympani, for no other reason that I can discover

khan because a rival praetitioner in Berlin, Dr. Ehrard, anticipated

him in making known my discovery to his countrymen in Gerinany.

Theamenities of polite literature do not abound in the writings

of aurai practitioners. Complimentary phrases, one towards another,

are not rife among them. It may be so with médical writers gene-
rally, but certainly, in the aurai department, there is no love lost

between the rivais for public patronage and support. Kramer's
critical survey of contemporarv literature was no novelty any more
than YVilde's imitation which followed. If I look through the

Works of Curtis, Stevenson, and Wright, the celebrities who preceded
them, the same language of disparagement and abuse of tbeir con-

temporaines is observable. In extending my researches into the

literature of aurai surgery in periodicals and elsewhere, I some-
times corne upon words of praise, but thèse are evidently the

émanations oi aflapper, so that a neighbour of mine who followed

me into Savile Row cannot boast of being the first aurai surgeon
who has had a scribbling truinpeter. John Harrison Curtis was
particularly fortunate in this respect. Indeed, I bave observed
that, when a man with no snperabundant brains, and witliout a
spark of originality, wins a réputation and famé, in any particular

calling, Le is invariablv indebted for them to a jiapper.

Alas ! I bave never been so honoured, and I proclaim it, that the
courteous reader may pardon nie if it should be alleged against me
that my papers bave an egotistical taint.* I bave no right to com-
plain of being neglected, for it would be difticult to tind another

man in the profession who has been so heartily abused by his con-

temporaries as myself. Every man who départs from the ordinary
routine of practice, whether bis views be right or wrong, must pass

through the same ordeal. The extract from YVilde's Aurai Surgery,
quoted in my last lecture, présents a fair sample of manv siniilar

attacks,but having survived them, and realised a success, I am dis-

posed to offer myself to those of my younger médical brethren who
dread professional rivalry and opposition, as a practical illustration

of a theory entertained by many, that the more a man is abused,

having truth at his back, the better he succeeds. And iuost as-

suredly, since my name lias beconie known as an aurai practitioner,

my expérience is, that the more rivalry and contention existaround
me, the more my professional services are in detuand.

* Even Editors would appear to be more couneous than Aurai Sur-

geons, for Dr. Druitt, the gentle Editor of tlie ' Médical Times and
Gazette,' ever ready to grant " a request," and always doing it in sueli

good taste, addresses his subscribers in the Christmas article, "Cour-
teous Keader ! we wish you a merry Christmas !

!" Anybody desirous

of a roar of laugiitersliould read that leader.

(To be continu éd.)

IIungeiipord Union.—The Board of Guardians, on Wednesday
last, received with much regret the résignation of Dr. John Lid-

derdale, of Kintbury, the manda and médical advisers of that gen-

tleman having urged him to take that step on the ground that his

health has for some timc past been giving way under the great

exertion of Dr. Lidderdale's Union, combined with a very large

country practice. The Board unanimously passed a resolution

expressing tbeir extrême regret at the seveiance, from such a cause,

between themselves and a gentleman who has been in office since

the formation of the Union, and with whom, during that long
period, there never had been a misitnderstanding or the smallest

complaint, but whose duties had always been performed with great

crédit to himself, and benefit to the poor entrusted to his care.

—

' Reading Mercury.'

Esskx Hall Àsylum fok Idiots, nkar Colchester.—The
Committee bave decidedupon accepting the munificent offer of Sir

Samuel Morton Peto, M.P., to sell the Essex Hall estate at one-

third of the cost price, about four-fifths of the required amount
having been already raised by subscription.
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SHORT CLINICAL LECTURES ON THE FIRST

PRINCIPLES OF MEDICINE.

By Lionel S. Bbale, M.B., F.R.S.

1.

—

Some Observations on the Nature of Certain Healthy and

Morbid Changes, and on Counter-irritation.

Counter-irritation lias nothing whatever to do with allopathy,

or any other spécial System. It rests upon a principle which I

shall now endeavour to show is thoroughly sound, and confiruied

by soiue of the most récent and most exact observations.

Let us, then, consider how a blister applied to the skin cun pro-

duce any bénéficiai effect in a case where a quantity of pus, mucus,

and fluid, are being formed upon the surface of the mucous mem-
brane of the bronchial tubes—in a case of chronic catarrh. I

shall not discuss the effects of moxa, the actual cautery, and the

more violent form» of counter-irritation, in tins lecture.

As to the above morbid condition, we know

—

1. That the vessels geuerally of the mucous membrane are con-

gested ; that it contains more blood than in the healthy state. The
muscular walls of the small arteries are relaxed ; the elastic capil-

laries distended with blood. Their thin, transparent, perméable
walls being stretched, are necessarily thinner, and more perméable

to certain fluid parts of the blood. A greater quantity of soluble

matter, therefore, escapes through the vascular walls than in a

normal state.

2. Much of this increased quantity of fluid is taken up by the

epithelial cells. The young cells especially being suppîied with
a greater quantity of nutrient niatter, grow faster. The masses of

germinal matter (nucleij increase, divide, and subdivide ; and the

process proceeds so rapidly, that there is no time for the conversion

of the oldest outer portion into the formed matter corresponding

to the wall of the cell, as always occurs in normal nutrition. A
vast number of imperfectly formed epithelial cells and pus-cor-

puscles resuit. The more or less viscid material which surrounds
thèse is ail that represents the more hardened substance which
forms the walls of epithelial cells generally, and gives to the
healthy structure its characteristic properties and regularity of

arrangement.
With regard to the influence of counter-irritation, we must bear

in mind

—

1. That, generally, the afférent nerves distnbuted to the skin

may influence, through the centre into which they are implanted,
afférent fibres distributed to the vessels of an organ lying beneath
and perhaps at a considérable distance. It is possible, therefore,

that the calibre of the small arteries distributed to the mucous
membrane of the bronchial tubes may be diminished in conséquence
of the terminal network of afférent fibres distributed to the skin

being influenced by the counter-irritation.

2. In conséquence of this contraction of the arteries, the walls

of the capillaries would be relieved from the pressure of the
blood ; and, provided their elasticity was not permanently
destioyed, they would recoil, and the blood they contained would
be driven un to the veins. The effusion of fluid would be dimi-
nished. The cells would increase more slowly, and time would
be allowed for the production of formed material (cell-wall) around
each.

3. Crude matters in the blood may be taken up by cells which
are rnultiplying with abnormal rapidity in any part of the body.
Hence, when the cuticular cells are placed under conditions which
facilitate their multiplication—that is, when they are suppîied with
an increased supply of pabulum—they grow very fast, and may
séparate from the blood materials, which would otherwise form
the pabulum of pus-cells that were rnultiplying upon the surface
of the mucous membrane of the bronchial tubes. Thus, the in-

creased nutrition in the latter situation would diminish while this

itate would be established in the skin.

Hence, counter-irritation eniployed in such a case would act
beneficially in two ways. First, by exciting through the afférent

nerves in the skin an impression by which the afférent nerves dis-

tributed to the vessels of the mucous membrane are caused to con-
tract, and thus a diminution in the supply of blood results ; the
direct conséquence of this'diminished supply of pabulum being a
slower multiplication of the pus and imperfectly formed epithelial
cells. In conséquence of the increased flow of blood to the skin,
the young cells of the cuticle grow and multiply at the expense of
the pabulum, which would otherwise hâve gone to feed the struc-
tures formed on the surface of the mucous membrane Secondly,
such an increased action being established in the deep layers of
the epiderniis, crude materials in the blood which would otherwise
hâve heen taken up by the pus on the mucous membrane, and ap-
propriated hère.

By giving diuretics and sudorifics in such a case, you promote
increased action of the kidneys and skin, and the cells of thèse
organs take up the cTude pabulum, which has been accumulating
in the blood

j and thus, in another way, it is diverted from the

mucous membrane of the bronchial tubes, and reiuoved from the
organism in the most rapid possible manner.

In this way the bénéficiai action of counter-irritation may be
explained.

But if you hâve not permitted yourselves to be too much in-
fluenced by theoretical considérations, you will hâve felt inclined
to say, ère this, " but counter-irritation, applied directly to the
skin or indirectly to the kidneys and other emunctories, is not the
only thing to be thought of in the treatment of an ordinary case
of chronic bronchitis, where a quantity of sécrétion is being formed
upon the mucous membrane of the larger and smaller bronchial
tubes.

Nor will counter-irritation always relieve permanently ; for it

not unfrequently happens that the discharge of sputum increases
in spite of the application of a blister ; and, as the blister, if kept
open, often exhausts a patient, you know we hâve recourse to tur-
pentine stupes (turpentine sprinkled on fiannel which has been
soaked in hot water and rung out nearly dry), because we can apply
them every day, and twice a day if we désire it, with much of the
benefit and with none of the exhausting effects of a large blister.

There is then another point which, although not connected with
the subject of counter-irritation, is so important that it must never
be lost sight of in the treatment of such cases. Just at this time
of year, we hâve many cases of chronic winter cough in the wards,
and of thèse the great majority would remain in the hospital for

inonths, if we only acted upon the principle of counter-irritation

and some of the patients would die. In thèse caBes we hâve to

adniinister support, and frequently to give alcohol ; but I shall

postpone the considération of this part of the treatment until I

hâve discussed some points of interest in connection with pneu-
monia, as the principles upon which the bénéficiai effects of alco-

hol may be accounted for, and the principles which guide us in
administeiing it in both thèse affections of the respiratory appa-
ratus, are precisely the same.—' British Médical Journal.'

The Nightingale Fond.—Sir Harry Verney, in a letter to the
' Times,' says that the " Nightingale Fund " has nothing to do with
the " Crimean Fund." Itwas subscribed and given to Miss Night-
ingale as a personal testimonial. She refused, however, to accept

it, except under a deed placing it in the hands of trustées for the

training of nurses. A council was named for its direction, and she
only i eserved to herself the power of advice. The proceeds were
invested in 48,000/. Beduced Annuities, 1,000/. Consols, and 200/.

South Australian Bonds. The net income is 1,4267. Two-thirds
of this are spent in the maintenance and instruction in nursing of

probationers at St. Thomas's Hospital, the probationers cngaging
to take service in public hospitals or infirmaries. The remaining
third is spent at King's Collège Hospital, for the maintenance and
instruction of midwifery nurses, the want of whom is long felt in

the villages of England. The trustées are Lord Monteagle, Mr. R.
M. Milncs, M.P., Mr. Bracebridge, and Mr. E. Majoribanks, jun.

The acting committee of the council consist of Sir Joshua Jebb,
K.C.B., Sir Harry Verney, M.R, Sir John M'Neil, K.C.B., Mr.
William Bowman, Mr. John Forbes Clark, and Mr. William
Bpottiswoode, F.R.S.

Hospital and Home for Incurables.—An agreement has
been entered into by the trustées of this charity for the purchase
of ihe building of the British Orphan Asylum, Clapham Rise. It

will be rendered capable of containing 120 beds, and will be opened
during the month of May next. The sum of 4,000/. will be re-

quired to pay for lease, furniture, &c. Mr. Charles Hood, one of

the trustées, has made the libéral promise of an annual subscrip-

tion of 300/., in addition to a donation of 500/. already given.

Fort Pitt as a General Hospital.—The entire staff con-

nected with the Royal Artillery and Royal Engineer Hospitals at

Brompton, together with the patients and attendants vacated th«

hospital» last Saturday afternoon, and took possession of Fort

Pitt Hospital, which will in future be used as a gênerai hospital

for the entire garrison on the renioval of the Army Médical School

and staff to Netley Hospital. A portion of the hospital hitherto

nsed at Brompton Barracks is still to be retained for the purpose
of an hospital, in which the sick troops will be received and in-

spected previous to their removal to Fort Pitt. The entire cost of

re-appropriating Fort Pitt for this purpose is 1,000/. The cost of

the hospital for the wives and children of the troops in garrison

with other buildings is 3,000/.

Hereditary Longevity.—The papers hâve lately noticed the

death of a Mr. David McVey, aged 101. This gentleman's maternai
grandmother lived to 103, his mother to 100, bis sister to 92, and a

brother, présent at his funeral, is now nearly 90 years old.

" Physicked Méat."—The ' Times' report of a récent case tried

at the Central Criminal Court, in which a man named Robert
Buxton was found guilty of having sent méat unfit for human food

ta market, attributes the following évidence to Dr. Letheby :
—" Dr.

Letheby proved that lie examined a portion of the beef, and found
it in a most diseased state, and, when analysed, he found it to be
charged with physic
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GRATU1T0US MEDICAL SERVICES.

This is one of the problems against which zealots delight in

kuocking their heads. " Give me a good reason," cries one

" why you should not be paid for your services V When we

ask a man for " a good reason," we generally do »o with a

triumphant air, as if we had put before him a " poser " that

ruust settle the argument. It is generally difficult to find a

good reason, and a man commonly looks foolish when lie is

asked for one. He is not satisfied with taking the first that

cornes to hand, but must look about for his best one, and while

searching for this loses that which would hâve answered suffi-

ciently well for his purpose.

We observe that one of our contemporaries has advised the

médical officers of Cottage Hospitals not to give their services

gratuitously to those institutions ; and that he has received a

very sensible reply to his "sophistry" from Mr. Albert

Napper, who argues that his gratuitous services greatly

diminish his labours, and that in this sensé, therefore, he is

requited, and also that if his services were not gratuitous, his

hospital could not be muintained.

Thèse appear to us to be very apposite and convincing ar-

guments, but the editor is not satisfiad, and wants to know
" the grounds upon which médical mon should do the work of

" the community gratis."

Now we hâve been as stout advocates for an honest rémuné-

ration for médical services as most men ; we hâve condemned

the illiberal dealings of Poor-law Guardians with the médical

officers, we hâve censured the eager compétition of candi-

dates for unpaid offices in our public hospitals—a compétition

(to push the argument ad homiaem) of which the editor in ques-

tion has been guilty, and would, no doubt, if occasion arose, be

guilty again ; but we hâve always recognised the fact, that

constituted as society is, there are thousands of persons in this

country, who when assailed by disease, are utterly unable to pay a

médical practitioner for his services ; and we hâve always re-

cognised it to be a duty of our profession, in one way or

another, to give such sufferers the benefit of our knowledge

and skilL We would ask " what are the grounds upon which
" médical men should refuse, to do this work gratis F Whe-
ther it be the work " of the community " or not, as it has been

phrase d, is not to our présent purpose, although it is a point

open to discussion ; but the community not having, as a fact,

accepted the entire charge of the work, where are " the

" grounds " that would justify us in withholding our effectuai

help ? Certainly thèse grounds are not to be found either in

the Christian code, the moral code, or the political code ; and

we know no other standards of duty. Supposing even that

the community had accepted the charge, we as members of it,

should give our share of unpaid service.

This question of paid or unpaid médical services is like one

of those many-bladed knives that eut in ail directions. If we
ask the public to organise a sufficient number of hospitals and

dispensaries in town and country to meet the wants of every

probable applicant, there can be no doubt that we should

propose that which in opération would be ruinous to hundreds

of private practitioners, whose livelihood is chiefiy obtained by

attendance on a class of persons who would be only too glad to

avail themselves of gratuitous relief, if it could be easily pro-

cured. To avoid the injury which such a System would cause

we must simplify our theory to the extent of making every

médical practitioner an officiai of the Government with a

reasonable salary. Of course, wo do not say that this would
not be " a consuinmation devoutly to be wished," but it forins

no part of the argument of those zealous gentlemen who rebuke

their professional brethren for giving gratuitous services.

It is a gênerai opinion, and it is ours also, that gratuitous

relief in many cities, is already overdonc, and it is not désira-

ble that it should be extended ; in other places, from the diffi-

culty of creating and organising a sentiment of active benefi-

cence, many thousands of poor persons are not cared for as

they should be in every Christian country. Is the médical

man then to refuse to discharge his duty, because the public

generally arc oblivious or ignorant of theirs ?

It must be remembered that we are familiar with suffering
;

its relief is our especial avocation ; we are consecrated to thi»

duty by every law, social and divine ; if, then, we see one way
better than another, in which we can discharge our obligations

to humanity, and our own conscience, shall we follow it, or

shall we violate both obligations, on the " grounds " that

society has neglected its duty, and that we ought to be paid

beforehand for every word of advice, and every whisper of

consolation 1 Let such niorality as this be crushed under the

nether millstone. The Profession never has, and never will,

recognise tenets so i'undamentally wrong and practically im-

possible.

We maintain that when any public institution exacts a con-

sidérable portion of the time of the surgeon, it should, as a

rule, give him a fair requital ; and we think that rich charities

should reward their médical officers ; but thèse principles are

accompanied by condi tions ; and it would be grossly absurd

and very heartless for a surgeon desirous of starting a Cottage

Hospital, for the double purpose of relieving himself of

trouble, and his patients of needless suffering, to hesitate to

undertake so humane a work, because he will be unable to get

a salary from an institution that could hâve no funds, at least

for a time, to pay one.

The public treat us meanly and heartlessly, but that is no

argument why we should be mean and heartless, and forget

the obligations of that practical Christianity, which is indisso-

lubly incorporated with the duties of our divine Profession.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

OVARIOTOMT.

Dr. Robert Lee initiated another discussion last week at the

Médical and Chirurgical Society, on the lively topic of ovario-

tomy. Ail the eminent Metropolitan operators entered into

the debate, and notwithstanding a variety of opinions, the

greatfact seems to be established, that about one-half of the

cases hitherto operated on hâve died. Sonie surgeons hâve

been more successful than others, owing to a variety of causes

— such as superior skill, derived from a greater familiarity with

the opération, more careful after-treatment, a more salubrious

hospital and surroundings. This is the case with ail opéra-

tions, most colispicuousiy so with opérations for stone. Our

readers must hâve noticed last week a report, in this journal,

of the first opération of the kind that had been performed in

St. Petersburg ; so that there is a certainty that this opération

will go the round of Europe—and we may say the civilised

world. If it be not eventually adopted as a regular opération,

it will be owing to its inhérent difficulties.
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SPECIAL HOSPITALS.

The ' Lancet ' indulges in another contemptible pièce of

abuse this week, in re " Spécial Hospitals." Not content with

stigmatising those institutions, it diveTges into a laborious

philippic against Mr. Lobb, whom it accuses of impertinence

and "self-seeking." Impertinence, forsooth, inreplying to the

manifesto of tkis'magnificent Bashaw with three tails ! Self-

seeking for establishing a spécial hospital ! How many candi-

dates for appointments in gênerai hospitals spend their money
in the cause of philanthrope !

" Personal selfishness " is one of those spiteful phrases that

a gentleman would disdain to use, and which, like the Aus-

tralian boomerang, always returns to the hand that fiings it.

The folly of casting dust against the wind, is an unfortunate

habit of our contemporary. Dr. Morell Mackenzie also cornes

in for a share of his animadversion. Is it true, as alleged, that

this hostility to specialism has arisen out of a little jealousy

between two rival "laryngoscope" Doctors t One would,

doubtless, be gratified if he could extinguish the other ; or,

what would be as effectuai, stifle him by planting a polypuson
his chordœ vocales. It would be " impertinent " on our part,

to assume that there is any positive ground for this alleged

" self-seeking." The world is sadly given to fibbing ; and we
advise our arbiter morum, to treat it to a lecture on the ad-

vantages of " truthfulness." We know no better authority.

The ' Lancet ' nien are nearly ail connected with trumpery
little hospitals, and are glad to snatch at any unconsidered

crurnbs that drop from the tables of the larger ones. We could be
" personal," and show the exact position and career of each of

thèse Scribes— and, may we add, Pharisees 1—but we would
rather not follow their own bad example. Anonymous
writing is unworthy of the heart and hand of a gentleman

;

none such would resort to it for the purpose of securely making
coarse attacks.

GILHESPIE V. FENWICK AND PEART.

In this case an action was brought against Dr. Fenwick, for

compensation for damage sustained by the death of Mrs. Gil-

hespie, the wife of the plaintiff, who had been poisoned through
an accident, caused by the defendant's assistant having put
strychnia into a bottle of medicine in lieu of antimony. It

is a well known rule of law, that principals are responsible

for the acts of their assistants,

—

qui facit per alium, facit per
se—and we regret to learn that in this instance Dr. Fenwick
has been obliged to pay five hundred pounds in damages,
besides costs. This sum would be ruinons to many practi-

tioners ; and considering that Dr. Fenwick is a sufferer by an
accident, not his own, he deserves as much as any man does
the sympathy of his professional brethren. We observe a
notice in the local papers stating that Dr. Fenwick is about to

leave the nei ghbourhood in which he has practised, and that
he has been presented by his friends with a handsome
testimonial

THF. PREVALENCE OF SMALL-POX.

The alarming spread of small-pox in the Metropolis is

calling attention once more to the causes of its dissémination.
Our readers will remember that when the Board of Health
issued its mischievous orders for a large increase of the
number of public vaccinators, we pointed out the practical
evil that would follow, in the impossibility of many vaccinators
keeping up a proper supply of healthy matter, and the temp-
tetion there would be in such circumstances to resort to
imperfect vesicles. We now see that our contemporaries are
coming round to this opinion. A little practical knowledge
of the subject would hâve prevented the issue of those orders,
's well as the absurd laudation which they received.

REVIEW OF THE PERIODICALS.

The 'British Médical Jodrnal.' Dr. Bennett replies to

Dr. Beale's strictures on the " Molecular Theory of Organisation,"

and adduces microscopic évidence to show that he is right and Dr.

Beale wrong. There are diagrama given of the development of

vibriones which seem to|prove that they increase by apposition
;

but, in microscopic observations, seeing is not always believing.

We leave the question^o our more erudite readers for their dé-

cision. This article is followed by one by Dr. Beale on the " First

Principles of Medicine." He treats especially of counter-irritation.

We hâve extracted this article. Dr. Walkeb, of the Peterborough

lnfirmary, contributes an article on the " Laryngoscope," and Dr.

Newman, of Stamford, a paper on " Diphtheria."

The 'American Médical Times' (Feb. 14). Dr. Detmold's
lectures are continued, and Dr. Henry N. Fisher reports some
" Cases in Military Surgery ;" but they do not contain any remark-

able points. Dr. De Witt C. Peters contributes some remarks on
the " Evils of Youthful Enlistments ;" and Dr. Rufus K. Browne
describes some " Remédies" which hâve been found most useful

in the Marine Hospital at New Orléans in the diseases of soldiers.

Thèse remédies are mostly of a simple character.

The 'American Médical Times' (Feb. 21). The useful Lectures

on " Military Surgery," by Dr. Detmold, are continued. Speak-

ing of amputations, he advises a modification of the circular

method as follows :

" As a gênerai rule the circular method is préférable, but I should
like to see the usual nianner of performing it modified, so that in-
stead of making the first circular section through the skin, and
then dissecting the skin off and turning it back, to make the first

section at once ail round the bone, having the parts well drawn
back, so as to give the stump the shape of a cône, and then make a
second circular section just in front of the skin down to the bone

;

the wound would then represent an inverted cône. This eperation
is quicker done, exposes less surface, and makes a periect stoinp

;

only be careful in adjusting the retractor that you saw off the bone
at the apex of the inverted cône."

This article also contains some useful suggestions as to the am-
putations and resections of particular joints.

Dr
.
David Smith also gives, in the saine journal, his expéri-

ences in Military Surgery. He describes a new method of per-
forming amputation, which reads not unlike Teale's method ; and
towards the end of his remarks, we find that Dr. Smith derived it

whilst attempting to simplii'y Teale's opération. It is described in
the following words :

" Amputation of the Leg.—Tlie multitude of amputations below
the knee which I hâve performed, seen, and watched the resuit of,
hâve convinced me that none of the ordinary methods are the best
possible in any case, least of ail in army surgery. I hâve yet to see
the circular opération heal without great suppuration ; and the
posterior flap opération has, in five cases out of six, been compli-
cated with the protrusion of the spine of the tibia. This with a
heavy posterior flap can scarcely be prevented. The double flap
is nearer the truth, but the, in my estimation, proper opération
differs widely from that. It is briefly described thus :

" Standing on either side, transfix the limb at the point you
intend to saw the bones with the Mat of the knife against the pos-
terior surface of both tibia and fibula ; then eut downwards for
about five inches, keeping the knife closely applied to the surface of
the bones. Next bring the back of the knife to its first position, press-
ing back against the commencement of the incision. Then with a
quick movement of the wrist eut a posterior flap of one or two
inches in length, and carrying the disengaged knife over the front
of the limb, connect the extremities of the longitudinal incision
by a curved incision with its convexity downwards. Dissecting
up the anterior flap the opération is easily completed, and remem-
bering to saw off the upper and inner angle of the shin, vour ante-
rior flap falls over the stump as naturally as the eyelid over the
eye, and the pus finds as ready an exit as do the tears.

" The advantages of this mode of amputation are many and
various :

—

" lst. The facility of exécution.
" 2nd. The complète freedom from ail and any tension."
" 3rd. The ready exit of pus.
" 4th. The impossibility of any dragging of the flap against the

spine of the tibia."
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5th. The freedom froni pressure of ail the important vessels

and nerves."
" The only objection that can be urged against this method is

this : that by inaking the anterior flap so long more of the limb

may be sacriticed. This objection at once falls to the g round,

when we reflect that the posterior flap may be increased in length,

and the anterior shortened, whenever circumstances may seem to

demand it. The peculiar advantages of this fonu of opération are

well preserved if the anterior flap is not more than two inchea

longer thau the posterior."

" I take much pleasure in submitting this opération to the notice

of the profession, because I adopted it after a long trial upon the

cadaver iu Ediuburgh and Taris, previous to the breaking outof this

rébellion, and hâve since then become thoroughly convinced of its

sup--riority. I lirst conceived this opération while endeavouring to

simplify Teale's method."

The ' Lancet.' Dr. Huqhes Bennett's Lecture describes his

"General View of the Nutritive Function;" and Dr. Headlam

Greexhow contributes an article on " Bronchitis, arising out of

certain Industrial Occupations,"—the dust incidental to such occu-

pations being the exciting cause. Mr. Carter describes a new

form of " Binocular Ophthalmoscope." The instrument is a modifi-

cation, by Mes3rs. Murray and Heath, of M. Giraud Teulon's, and

is stated to obviate the chief difficultés iucidental to the use of the

latter.

'The Médical Times and Gazette.' The "Skeleton of the

Glyptodon" is the subject of Professor Huxley'a Lecture. Dr.

Ramsbotham's Cases in " Clinical Midwifery " follow. The inte-

Testing researches of the Rev. Professor Hauqhton in mattera phy-

siological are next described, and Dr. Althaos contributes a paper

on English and Continental Spas. Thia ia the first of a séries on

the subject.

PRACTICAL REMARKS UPON THE PREVALENCE
AND TREATMENT OF SYPHILIS.

By Jefferï Marston, M.D., Royal Artillery.

Of the treatment of the infecting sore, I may at once atate that

do what we may, constitutional symptoma will generally follow.

I hâve treated cases with mercurv until not a trace of induration

has remained in the cicatrix, and yet secondary symptoma hâve
appeared. Looking back upon the records obtained froio numerous
observations, I am led to conclude that mercury will rernove an
induration mure speedily than any other medicine ; that the in-

terval bet.VL-eu the appearance of the primary and secondary pheno-
mena is more protracted than when mercury haa not been used ;

that the secondary symptoms, when they appear, are not so marked
or so severe, but that the syphilitic cachexia and loss of health may
be as marked as if no mercurial treatment had been pursued.

Some of the worst cases are those in which the System becomes
speedily affected with mercury, and a rapid ulcerative action sets

in about the induration of the chancre. A rapid effect upon the

System by mercury seems almost invariably to act iujuriously
;

whether such resuit from the idiosyncrasy of the patient, or the

object of the aurgeon.

In many cases, the constitutional symptoms will be relatively

slight, and the progress of the disease does not pass the secondary
stage, but, in spite of relapses, ternis to wear itself out ; in others,

the symptoms appear to increase rather than diminish in inten-
Bity as the évolution of the disease progresses. Diday makes the
very practical division of the ruild and severe, and modifies, to a

great extent, the treatment pursued, by the récognition of thèse
two types.

In the eruployment of mercury for the treatment of syphilia, I

do not think that aufficient attention is given to the followiug.

1. Hygiène. The patient ahould be warmly clad ; live upon a
good but plain diet ; take plenty of exercise ni the open air ; use
occasionally warm baths ; and avoid stimulants, unless speeially
indicated.

2. It is neither necessary nor deairable to depress the syatem
for the cure ot syphilis. The disease in itaelf tends directly to

induce a chloro-aiiœinic state ; and it too often bappens that the
sufferers from it are the subjects of some debilitating conditions

—

congénital or acquired. In ail cases it is essential to elevate the
gênerai health to a normal standard ; and we should neglect no
means so to modify our treatment as to meet the. exigencies of the
case. As in other diseases, individual cases will almost always
présent a physiognomy of their own. Not only is there no reason
against, but every reason for giving, steel quinine, vegetable bitters,

or cod-liver oil, as circumstances require ; at the eame time that we
apply a spécifie remedy.

" Believing, aa I do, that there is no remedy equal to mercury
for the treatment of this disease, I cannot avoid perceiving thaï in
primary affections its administration rarely, if ever, prevents the
occurrence of constitutional symptoms; while for the secondary
Unions, it will be found that relapses and slow recovery are the
rule, and a rapid return to health the exception.

" In the treatment of the primary disease, I am guided by two
considérations—1. The history of a previous attack oftroe syphilis;
2. The condition and indolence of the sore. If the sore be but
alightly iudurated; if it do not prove indolent, but can be healed
by louai remédies, I do not think it right to anticipate symptoms,
which after ail may not occur, by a remedy of doubtful efficacy,

a3 a préventive to their appearance.
" Aa many of the sorea are mixed, and not so typical as described

in books, the diagnosis is obviously not q'iite certain.
" Powdered calomel is one of the beat local applications to the

indurated sore.

" When sloughing, gangrené, or rapid ulcération appear in tha
chancre, mercury is either not to be given, or imniediately with-
drawn."
With regard to the varions modes of treating primary syphilis

by iodide of potassium, &e., I bave not been able to assure myself
of their possessing any influence.

Almost ail primary sorea will heal without treatment in time ;

but, when much induration exists, non-specific remédies fail to

affect this, and the constitutional symptoma appear, as regularly and
certainly, as if no treatment had been pursued.
For the secondary symptoma—with the exception of the pustular

rupltic, and ectliymatous forma of syphilide, or those accompanying
cachetic statea of the syatem—mercury, in some form or other, is

the best remedy.
The course I pursne ia—to use the mercurial vapour bath, or

mercurial inunction ; allowing the patient steel and a good méat
diet, if hia atrength appears impaired by the treatment. I in-

variably attempt to atfect the System aa slowly as possible, and to

remit for a time the use of the remedy as soon aa that eif'cct haa
been attained.

Ricord adviaea that mercuriala should not only be used so long
as any symptoma are apparent, but that the treatment ahould be
continued and suatained for long pe.riods aftervvarda. With ail

déférence to so great an authority, I am not sure that the practice

indicated is a good one, even if patients could be found to submit
to it. I hâve myself tried his plan, and, I fear, to the disadvan-
tage of the patient.

What I conceive to be préférable ia, to follow up the mercuriala,
so soon aa the symptoma for which they hâve been given bave fairly

disappeared, by a courae of ateel and other remédies. In three
cases (after the use of mercury, where the health aeeiued impaired
by the remedy, and although no freah symptoms had appeared, the
cutaneous affections could not be said to be quite cured), I hâve
given podophylliu in small doses (l-6th gr.), extract of belladonna,
with great advantage. The complexion improved very markedly
under the use of thia remedy. '

Without having any statiatical évidence whereon to ground my
belief, I may aay that symptoms referable to internai syphilia

—

such aa are cérébral, osseous and glandular diseases—are apt to

appear when a mercurial treatment has been suatained for a long
period.

What I particularly remarked also, in some cases, was a cachetic

aspect, and a liability to chronic rheumatismal pains, without
cutaneous manifestations of syphilis, where a mercurial plan of

treatment had been too persistmgly pursued. Among thèse rheu-
matoid affections, I would enumerate aciatica, and inflammations of

the fibrous fascias coveriug tendona, bones, and cartilages.

The exhibition of mercury by the calomel vapour bath is excel-

lent. It is not liable to affect the digestion, and it leaves room for

exhibition of any other remediea that may be required. It ia,

moreover, mild, slow, and equable in its action ; so that it ia saf'er

than other plans, inaamuch aa we hâve no meana of telling before-

hand what effect the remedy will hâve upon the system. Some-
timea, from theae very cauaea, it aeemed to be inadéquate. Every
one must hâve remarked the seeming antagonisin between the two
states of system—that engendered by syphilis and mercury. A
patient will, perhaps, be easily affected by the minerai exbibited

during the primary, and very difficult so during the later stages of

the disease. In cases of relapsing secondariea, the system ia very
tolérant of the drug, and but little amenable to ita action. Hence,
often, mercurial inunction will cure more speedily than the

calomel vapour bath. A very good plan is to rub some mercurial
ointment into the thighs, and direct the patient to wear the saine

drawers for ten days or a fortnight, taking a tepid bath occasionally

at night.

Should the patient's system be early affected by mercury, while
the symptoms are not benefited, I give chlorate of potash in com-
pound tincture of cinchona at the same time.

Of the internai preparationa of mercury, I prefer the bichloride,

in compound tincture of chinchona or in tincture of sesquichloride
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of iron ; or the iodide of mercury in half-grain closes, with iodide

of potassium or syrup of the iodide of iron.

Frequently, in strumous subjects, I found it useful to give the

bichloride of mercury combined with cod-liver oil, which is easily

doue by first dissolving the bichloride in ether, before adding it to

the oil. In sonie of the more iutruetablc forma of syphilitic

squama, a eombination of liquor arsenicalis, solution of bichloride

of mercury, and tincture sesquiehloride of iron, will be found very

usefuL
In syphilitic discases of the skin generally, Mr. Startin's advice

to avoid the use of soap in ablution is well worth bearing in mind.

The soap appeara to irritate and inflame the parts occupied by an

exanthem, and to protract the cure of the disease.

For the symptoms denoniiuated tertiary, it is well always

to try the eifect of iodides of potassium, iron, &c. ; for it is in

this stage of the disorder that thèse remédies appear so useful.

Should they, however, prove inefficacious, recourse may be
had to mercurial treatment, bj' means of the calomel vapour-
bath.

In some of the syphilitic diseases of the interior of the cranium,

giving rise to extrême pain and symptoms indicative of cérébral

irritation or inflammation, iodide of potassium, in large doses, ap-

pears to act with rapid benefit ; while in others it as completely
l'ails. When it does, it is a good plan to shave some part of the

head, blister the scalp, and dress the blistered surface with mer-
curial ointment ; at the same time continuing the use of the iodide

of potass'um.
In the treatment of the external manifestations of syphilis, much

benefit may be derived from local treatment. It often happens that

a patient is cured of a cutaneous syphilide, in so far that no
fresh spots appear, yet the older sores l'ail quite to disappear. In
such cases local treatment succeeds admirably. To indicate some
of the symptoms and states benefited by local measures, I shall

enumerate a few illustrations.

Raised papules (cutaneous and mucous) may remain indolent.

The application of an ointment, composed of oxide of ziifc, calomel,
ami simple cerate, will hasten their absorption.
The éruptions such as lichen, acné and herpès, will also be much

benelited by the application of oxide of zinc lotion, or ointment
;

and it, as often happens in soldiers who hâve served in warm
climates, thèse cutaneous diseases be mixed with prurigo and nrti-

caria, the diacetate ot lead lotion will equally expedite their cure.

Some of the vesiculo-crustaceous looking spots will equally

cease to reappear if the affected parts be first painted fora few days
with a solution of nitrate oi silver (gr. x—xx to Ji), and the oxide

of zinc lotion applied afterwards.

Tar ointment, or the alcoholic solution of tar, is an excellent ap-

plication to most of the dry forma of cutaneous syphilide, and to

chronic eczéma of the extremities.

Indolent glandular swellings, in a similar way, will gradually
disappear underthe use of strong solutions of iodine.

The superficial form of ulcération attending the pustules of

ecthyma will likewise be much benefited by the occasional use of

solutions of nitrate of silver or sulphate of copper. The deeper
forms of ulcération attending the appearance of ecthyma as a tertiary

phenomenon will liardly get well without the application of caustics

and local stimulants.

The fissured condition of the palms in psoriasis palmaris will be
much improved by the use of glycérine.

Wbenever any of the tilcerated bases of syphilitic sores threaten
sloughing, lotions of potassio-tartrate of iron will generally improve
their aspect.

It must not be forgotten, that a papular form of éruption may
appear after the use of iodide of potassium, and be mingled with
the other cutaneous affections, as I hâve more than once observed

;

this will disappear upon the discontinuance of that remedy.
In ail cases of cutaneous syphilide, an occasional warm bath will

hâve a bénéficiai effect.

In the secondary syphilitic sores and fissures about the lips and
buccal membrane, the occasional use of nitrate of silver and lotions
of chlorate of potass will prove very effective.

Syphilitic onychia is a very troublesome affection, and, in addi-
tion to the use of mercury, will require careful local treatment. It
varies much in degree and severity. The milder cases are excitcd
byan ingrowing nail, the top of which lias, probably, been torn
down to its bed by the patient. The overlapping iold of skin then
commences to inflame and ulcerate. The plan of treatment is, to
remove the pressure by inserting some cotton wool in the interval
between the fold of skin and nail, at the same time that we harden
the integument by lotions of nitrate of silver, and wait the growth
of the nail beyond the bed upon which it rests. In other cases
(particularly in true syphilitic onychia, wliere the ulcération com-
mences asa dark spot at the root of the nail), it isbest to scrape the
nail as thin as possible, and repeatedly apply the solid nitrate of
silver, as well as a lotion of the same sait, to the parts, by which
the death of the nail is procured, and, as it lises from its bed, it oui
be separated. In some it will be necessary to enucleate the nail,
and then to treat the ulcerated surface.

Syphilitic Iritis. In the treatment of this affection, mercury, and
the application of atropine are the ordinary means used.
The mercury need not be given in large doses ; and there is no

reason against enjploying such other remédies as the state of the
patient may indicate. It is well to drop the solution of atropine
into the eye .every six hours, or suificieutly frequently to maintain
a dilated condition of the iris.

In some cases, neither mercurials, iodide of potassium, nor tur-

pentine, appear to exert any effect. The iritis, iustead of yielding,
appears to advance. Some cases are, probably, of complicated
nature—a mixture of the rheumatic with the syphilitic form of the
disease.

I hâve seen an iritis commence in one eye of a patient who was
affected with mercury for an iritis of the olher eye.

In thèse cases there is not only a good deal of circum-orbital pain,
with photophobia and lacrymation, but the anterior chamber be-
comes clouded ; the iris with the periphery of the cornea yield, so
that the latter appears to rise abruptly out of the sclerotic, aïthough
the cornea, as a whole, is less convex than normal ; and the e\e-
ball feels a tri fie more tense and firm than that of the bealthy
organ.

In addition to the synechia, and récurrence of iritis from this

very cause, there is a well grounded fear that the eyesight may re-

main impaired. In such case, nothing answers better than a divi-

sion of the cillar-muscle and évacuation of the aqueous, by Mr.
Hancock's opération.

In two cases in which I pursued this course, great and rapid im-
provement ensued.

The opération is so slight, and so easily performed, that there is

little or nothing to fear from it in thèse respects. When it is

considered that the ciliary muscle is the point at which the sclero-

tic, cornea and iris meet, and that any effusion behind the iris

must tell directly upon this, the most unyielding part of the eye,

we cannot be surprised at the bénéficiai results ensuing from its

division, and the establishment of an opening between the anterior

and posterior ohambers.

Now that I am upon the subject of iritis, I may remark that

there is a variety ot ophthalmia occasionally following gonorheea,

allied, in its symptoms and appearances, to rheumatic iritis ; in-

deed, it is a form of gonorhajal rheumatic inflammation. This
disease is very easily mistaken for syphilitic iritis ; but it ditfers

from it in not having the minute beads or nodules of lymph de-

posited upon the iris, which are so common in the syphilitic disease.

fhe sclerotic is always affected ; the conjunctiva generally so ; and
the margin of the cornea looks dull, preventing the perfect view of
the iris. The pupil is contracted, as in syphilitic disease, and yields

difficultly to the action of atropine, but synechia is not a common
resuit. The disease more chronic, painful and difficult of cure than
the syphilitic form

;
photophobia and lacrymation are also more

marked phenomena.
Rollet has well described this sequea of gonorrhœa. I hâve

given the symptoms as I hâve observed them and the subject has
been introduced hère upon account of this form of disease being
very commonly, but erroneously, referred to a syphilitic origin.

In conclusion, I must reiterate, what I hâve already implied,

that any treatment of syphilis, particularly in its constitutional

phases, will be materially assisted by a strict attention to hygiène.

The patient cannot take too much air, nor live too plainly. In
military hospitals this cannot be donc, unfortnnately, to anything
like the required extent. Air and exercise cannot be obtained

;

and the patient, after a monotonous confinement within the wards
of an hospital, but too frequently plunges into dissipation as soon as

lie leaves it.
—

' British Médical Journal.'

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE.

MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS IN IRELAND AND THE
(QUASI) MEDICAL ACT.

To the Edita* cf the Médical Circulai:

Dear Sir,—I bave read your leader in this day's Circular on the

defects of the Médical Act, and I must say that I quite agrée with

you in every particular you therein state. I believe the Act lias

proved a complète failure, and in Ireland gives little or no pro-

tection to Médical Piactitioners. An action was last year trieil in

Dublin, and damages sought to be recovered from a médical prac-

titioner for malpraxis in a midwifery case ; but, of course, tiie jury

found for the Défendant, ; and had the clause you suggest—" À
Copy of the Register shall be évidence in any court of law of the

competency of the person registered to practise his profession "

—

been inserted, vexatious actions would be put an end to, and the

lawyers would not grow fat at the expense of médical nien. I

will give another instance of the curious anomaly of the law

respecting médical witnesses. I was served with a subpœna to

give médical évidence in a case that was to be tried at the last

November Aj'ler-siUings in the Court of Exchequer in Dublin,

and of course had to attend on the summons, as non-compliame,

I believe, would lead to a penalty of 100<\, and be construed by
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thejudgeto "acontempt of court" On receiving the subpœna

I was tendered at the saine tinie ten slillings as a viatiouni, which

the Attorney, 110 doubt, thought was a very libéral snui ; and

was quite enough for any country médical practitioner, no matter

how extensive his practice or high bis attaininents. Alas, huw

generous ! ! !

I attended for six days in Dublin from ten o'clock a.m. to six

o'clock p.m. ; went up each day ; came home agaiu on the same

. and for my trouble and tinte never reeeived ono ]ieuny pièce

save the ten shillings alluded to. After the sixth day, the case was

nrranged between plaintiff and défendant ; uot brought to trial before

the Judge, and I was sent to provide for myself as well as I could.

I .-.ub.sequeutlyclaimed compensation from his attorney, who caused

me to be summoned on behalf of the plaintiff (who has mit the

nieans to par), and by him was refer<-ed to the attorney for the

défendant (who has the meaus of paying), but he in turu

répudiâtes the claim. I niust hère state for the benefit of your

English readers, that Drogheda is thirty miles distant by rail

from Dublin, so that each day I travelled by rail sixty miles, and

during the six days 1 consequently travelled 360 miles. Is not

this a hardship i is not this a grievance i I trust you will kindly

advocate the amendment of the Médical Act, and urge on the Médi-

cal Council the necessity of its repeaL

I bave looked over " ChurchiU's Directory," and fînd stated in

the Chapter " The Médical Witnesses' Act," 6 and 7 William 4th,

Chapter 89, under the haading.

"Allowances to witnesses for attending to give évidence in

courts of law :

Per day.
Per day in

County Courts.

Surgeons, surveyors, attorney» £1 1
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characters of the diseased growths in both instances were alike,

and that in each instance the hypertrophy was greatest where the

pressure of the cross belt was chielly exerted, confirmed still

îurther the ideutity of their nature. The déduction was hence
drawn, that, both the patients being of a keloid diathesis, the

différence in the mode of distribution, and in some of the features,

of the diseased growths in the two cases could be accounted for by
the différent natures of the exciting causes. No treatment had ap-

peared to exert permanent bénéficiai change in either case. The
fact that the pressure of the cross-belt acted in each instance as a

stimulus to increased growth was held to be a sufiicient argument
against treatment by continued pressure, which had been recoin-

niended by some surgeons. The évidence of the constitutional

origin in the case where the chief tumour was isolated upon the

left shoulder, as well as the nature of the immediately exciting

cause, had counter-indicated any attempt at cure by extirpation.

Mr. Partridge asked Mr. Lee to give the rcsult of a case of kelis

on which he had operated some years ago.

Mr. Henry Lee said that in that case the anns were bound
down to the side by contractions of the skin from the disease.

There were, however, no interstices. He divided the adhésions,

but interfered with the kelis as little as possible. The resuit was
very satisfactory.

Dr. Greenhow said that a few months ago he saw a young lady
who had had a small tumour removed from the shoulder. The
cicatrix became hard, and increased in size. It was removed three

times, but it recurred again, and when Dr. Greenhow saw her last,

there was a pink, hard, and elastic swelling. He advised that it

should not be again removed. He found that she had had a
number of boils, and that the scars left by ail of them had become
hard. The small tumour on the shoulder formed in the site of a
boil.

Mr. Curling considered Mr. Lee had been fortunate in his case,

as keloid disease generally returned in the cicatrix after excision.

Some years ago, he had under his care, in the London Hospital, a
case of extensive keloid growth in the cicatrix of a burn on the
neck aud chest, in which steady pressure and other means were
tried without success. The friends wished something more to be
done, but, before venturing to excise the whole of the disease, he
removed a small isolated growth, but it returned, and he therefore
declined performing anyfurther opération. The case afterwards
came under Mr. Skey's care at St. Bartholomew's Hospital, and was
operated on there, but he did not know with what resuit. Mr.
Curling doubted whether the two cases described by the author
were genuine examples of the two fonns of keloid disease described

by Dr. Addison. Both appeared to him to belong to the form
câlled spuiious keloid, though the second 'did not arise from any
injury to the skin. He spoke with some reserve, as the diseases

were rare, and he had witnessed only one case of the true keloid.

He differed from the author in regarding the diseases as quite

distinct, and, therefore regretted that the same terni keloid had been
applied to both of them by Dr. Addison. In the true keloid, the

skin was extensively affected, became like parchment, the part was
" hide-bound " and shrunk. Such was the condition in the case he
had witnessed, where the side of the face, the neck, and both anus
were affected, the motions of the limbs being impeded. In both
the cases described by the author, the skin was hypertrophied, and
tubercles or svvcllings existed.

Mr. Pariridge mentioned the case of a young lady who had had
boils, in the scars of which were little tumours. One the size of a
pea was removed, but the disease returned in the scar of the
incision, and also in the scars of the punctures made in closing the
wound. The disease was again removed, but it returned.

The Author then briefly replied.

Dr. Robert Lee gave
ANT ESTIMATE OF THE EXTENT TO WHICH HUMAN LIFE HAS BEEN

PROLONGED OR ABRIDGED BY OVARIOTOMY.
Dr. Lee, after stating that statistical tables of ovariotomy hâve

been compiled witli great labour at différent periods by various
eminent iudividuals, proceeds to analyse the tables of Dr. Clay,
published in 1860, which comprise in ail 567 cases. Of thèse, 242
were considered successful, and in 235 the patii-nts died from the
direct effects of the opération. If 477 cases be deducted from 567,
there will remain 90 cases. Whether, however, life was prolonged
or abridged in thèse cases, Dr. Lee cannot state, as he has been
furnished with no information on the subject. The author avers
that since 1860 the opération of ovariotomy has been performed in
numerous cases in Great Britain, aud that a number of fatal cases
hâve occurred of which no report has been published. In illustra-
tion of tins statement, he gives brief accouuts of thirteen unsuccess-
ful cases, noi hitherto published, of which he has obtained in'or-
mation. Dr. Lee concludes his remarks with the statement that he
considéra it demonstrated that ovariotomy is an unjustifiable opéra-
tion where the life of the patient is not in immédiate danger, and
where there is not a great probability of the life of the patient
being saved by the removal of the disease.

Mr. Macilwain thought that what was wanted was more accu-
racy in diagnosis, and had no doubt that there had been even worse

mistakes than Dr. Lee had enumerated, and that a great many had
died from a want of knowledge of certain circumstances previous to
opération. He considered that the tacts required to décide a ques-
tion so important could not possibly be gathered by any single per-
son, however large his expérience might be. But by a vigorous
action of this society, enough tacts might be accumulated in a few
years. from which more defiuite conclusions could be drawn. He
considered that this disease ought to be studied from the laws of
gênerai pathology, and he felt convinced that the danger of remov-
ing the ovary had been exapgerated. He had observed that Mr.
Spencer Wells, in his paper on the subject, seemed to regard the
after-treatment as the Alpha and Oméga. It was to be repose. Mr.
Spencer Wells had given him the addresses of twelve women, re-

siding in the suburbs, who had been operated on, and who are now
quite well. He had seen ten of thèse cases, and he felt convinced
that the question of ovariotomy was'worthy of most serious consi-
dération, and that it should not be the subject of mère hostile in-

terchange of opinions. The first case he saw (and he would add
that they were ail pretty niuch alike), was a young woman from
whom Mr. Wells had removed a tumour weighing forty pounds.
She and the other nine were quite well. He regretted very much
that he had not had the pleasure of Dr. Lee's company. In conclu-

sion, he begged respectfully to 3iiggest to the Council that they
should issue a séries of questions for the collection of information
on cases of this opération. In two years, he thought, a sufficient

amount of évidence would be obtained.

Mr. Baker Brown stated, that so far from finding fault with Dr.

Lee for bringing this subject so frequently under discussion, he
felt extremely obliged to him for so doing, feeling convinced that

the greater the investigation the greater must necessarily be the

élimination of truth ; that he (Mr. Brown) had openly and frankly

Eublished every unsuccessiul case which had occurred in his own
ands, and he believed, as a rule, other ovariotomists had done the

same ; that he had performed the opération fifty-three times during
the past twelve years, the resuit being twenty-nine recoveries and
twenty-four deaths ; that, as far as he knew, only two of thèse had
subsequently died—one from fever, after making a perfect recovery ;

the other from the récurrence of the disease in the other ovary,

which at the time of opération was perfectly healthy, and which, as

he understood, had lately been removed by another gentleman, and
followed by death in three or four days. The mortality of his prac-

tice of late years had been very much less than during the first

years, as evinced by the fact that, in the London Surgical Home, of

the thirty-one opérations performed, there had been only ten
deaths ; and of the last fifteen opérations there, and in private

practice, he had only had four dea'hs. Mr. Brown had been sur-

prised to hear Dr. Lee assert that some speaker on the last occasion

on which Dr. Lee had brought this subject before the Society had
stated that the opération was simple and not dangerous. Mri
Brown, on the contrary, believed it to be the most dangerous ope-
ration that was ever performed ; so dangerous, indeed, did Mr.
Brown consider the opération, that he never on any occasion ad-

vised a patient to hâve it performed ; that he placed the facts of

tlie case frankly and fairly before the patient, and having cione so,

left her, assisted by her friends, alone to décide ; and although easy

of performance, it could not be called a simple opération, as the

complications were often of the most serious nature. It was not an
opération requiring great surgical skill, but plenty of nerve. Mr.
Brown observed that the most important part of the question was
that of diagnosis ; that, although he had devoted more than thirty

years of his life to the careful study of this subject, and had paid

especial regard to the question of diagnosis, he unhesitatingly

afhrmedthat there were no rules which could be laid down so absolute

as to enable any surgeon to diagnose with perfect certainty before

opération. He would therefore express a sirong hope that Dr. Lee
would continue to give his gieat povvers of mind and investigation

to the solution of this most difficult problem, believing that he
would thereby do more good service, and strengthen the hands of

the operating surgeon, than by any further attempt to discourage

ovariotomy. Dr. Lee stated that he had inquired of a surgeon

whether. if he were a woman, he would hâve submitted to the ope-

ration, to which inquiry no answer had been returned. Mr. Brown
observed that he could not enter into the question in -the way placed

by Dr. Lee ; but he could assert that ten years ago he had per-

formed this opération on his own sister ; that she had since mar-
ried, had lately been confined in New Zealand of her fifth girl, and
had never had any illness from the date of the opération ; that he
should, if occasion arose, follow the saine plan in any one near or

dear to him, if it were a case suitable for opération. Therefore, in

conclusion, Mr. Brown observed that he did consider this opération

justifiable, and it ought to be recognised as a legitimate one in

Surgery.

Dr. "Tyler Smith said that the fatal case in his practice to

which Dr. Lee had referred was very inaccurately stated. It was
not a case of ovarian disease at ail, but of cancerous tumour of the

me3entery. The patient was in extrême danger at the time, and
had been warned of the probable resuit of the attempt at opération.

He thought it unfair that Dr. Lee should bestow 80 much time in
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seeking out the Munoconitflll ohm, while lie paid little or no atten-

tion ta those wliii h were Baocewful. This plan was as unreuson-

able us it would be to test any point of Médical or Surgical prac-

tioe bv visitiug a cemetery. Dr. Lee maintuined, as one ot lus

ehief grounds of objection to tbe opération, tliat in many cases of

ovarian tomour the progress of tbe disease ni ta slow that, tuking

those who van killetl by the opération and those who recovered

fari» account, tlie average datation of life was not, on the whole,

prolonged bv ovariotomy. On this point hia opinion deserved

evcry possible attention. AH knew that occasionully cases weie
met with where tapping was borne a great number of tiiues, or

where the tuniours remained alinost stationary for many years, so

that such patient inight, and sometimes did, actually reach the

ordinary tenu of life. lu the greater number of cases the progress

of diseuse was, however, more rapid, and a time sooner or later

came in which life was tbrcatened, and interférence, either by tap-

ping or removal, l>ecame necessary. Still, the facts respecting the

oeeasioually chronic character of thèse tumours, as insisted on by
Dr. Lee, ought to be well weighed in regard to the opération in

every given case. They had undoubtedly an important bearing on
ovariotomy. Mr. Spencer Wells had, on the last occasion on which
the subject was discussed by the Society said, iu référence to this

point, that ovariotomy did not difl'er from other opérations, and
that the healthier the patient at the time of the opération, the

greater were the chances of success ; while Mr. llutchinson main-
taiued that the earlier it was performed the better. He (Dr. Tyler
Smith) held a différent opinion. There was a great peculiarity

about ovarian disease—namely, that beyond the material abstracted

from the system, it was only injmious bv mechanical pressure.

Thèse tuuiours did not othenvise threaten life. It was not there-

fore right, in bis belief, to operate until the health began decidedly
to give way. Of course we ought not to wait till the health was so

completely broken as to destroy the chances of the success of the
opération. But there should be unmistakable signs of mischief from
further delay before we were justified in resorting to ovariotomy.
Otherwise there would be many cases of success, but mixed up with
them would be cases of wonien eut off suddenly iu the prime of

life, merely the subjects of mechanical discomfort, and who but for

the opération would bave lived many years. Such cases niust cause
great regret to any operator. He believed that, as regarded the
prospect of operating successfully, wc did not lose anything by
waiting till the diseuse had begun to threaten life. There was a
well-known axiom of John Hunter, that " health bears disease ill."

This might be applied to Surgical opérations, and persons in good
health did not, according to bis (Dr. Tyler Smith's) expérience,

bear ovariotomy so well as those who were in a lower condition.

In the latter there was far less risk of peritonitis ; and it was
acknowledged that women between fifty and sixty years of âge, who
had passed tbe meridian of strength, recovered better than the

yonng or middle-aged. Nor was anything lost by waiting. The
only evil of such delay as he recommended was the possible forma-

tion of adhésions, but even thèse adhésions did not greatly diniinish

the chances of success. At ail events, we ought not, for fear of

their occurrence, to expose women in fair health to the chances of

a sudden and violent death. The objections of Dr. Lee were not,

then, in bis opinion, sufncient to condemn the opération, but only
its indiscriuiinate performance. He had as far as possible gone
upon tbe principles now laid down, and out of fifteen cases twelve
had recovered ; and he had only niade the one error of diagnosis in

the case adverted to by Dr. Lee.

Mr. Spencer Wells repudiated altogether the praclice attributed
to him by Dr. Tyler Smith, of performing ovariotomy in ail stages

of ovarian disease. In both the papers which he had read before

that Society, and in one read before the British Médical Association

at Canterbury, he had statcd bis belief, as clearly and strongly as

he could, that, while it was wrong to put ofl any serious opérations
until the health of the patient was so broken down that there could
be no reasonable hope of success, on tlie other hand, it was wrong
to advise any patient to submit to any serious opération unless lier

life was seriously endangered by tbe disease. It was by care in tlie

sélection of cases that tbe judgment of the Surgeon muet be tested.

It he performed ovariotomy before it was rendered necessary by
the progrès» of disease, he would often lose patients wbo might
livi- for years without opération ; but if he did not operate till the
disease was veryfar advunced,his opérations would be unsucccssful
because they were performed too late. In ail his own cases lie was
guided by thèse considérations, and there was no foundation for

the statement that he performed ovariotomy indiscriminately.
Some of Dr. Lee's arguments were also very unfair. He had
alluded to one case iu which death had followed an incision made
into an ovarian tuniour at the Westminster Hospital. He (Mr.
Wells) knew nothing of the case ; but it was obviously wrong to

call that case one of attenipted ovariotomy because the operator
chose to tap with a scalpel instead of with a trocar, in order to

empty a cyst more completely of viscid contents. This had to be
done occasionally to give temporary relief in cases where ovariotomy
could not be thought of. Then Dr. Lee ignored altogether the fact,

that fatal cases ufter tapping were constantly occurring, but no one

thought it worth while to record them. It was said to be the
natural progress of disease, which tapping could not check But
patienta frequently died in a few days, or a few weeks aller tapping,

wboae livee probably might bave been saved by ovariotomy. Dr.
Lee had shown great industry in collecting unrecorded cases of
failure, but nothing would induce him to see patients who had
recovered after ovariotomy, and remained in good health. In reply
to a request from Dr. Lee, lie (Mr. Wells) had given liini, some
weeks ago, the naines of twelve patients, ail living within tbree
miles of Savile row, and told him that lie could see them at bis

own time. Dr. Lee lirst arranged to see them with Mr. Macilwain ;

but, at last, Mr. Macilwain was obliged to go alone, and Dr. Lie
had not seen one of thèse patients. It was as unfair to ignore suc-
cessful cases and make fatal cases only known, as the opposite
error, for which Dr. Lee so pertinaciously charged bis opponents.
Doubtless, some unsuccessful cases had not been reported ; but thé
same might be said of successful cases. That very morning, Dr.
Royle, of Manchester, had called upon him (Mr. Wells), and told

him of two successful cases which be had not publishetl. In
addition to the statistics given by the two previous speakers, Mr.
Wells stated that, besides one case in which he had performed
ovariotomy for the second time on one patient, he had operated in

fifty-five cases, with a resuit of eighteen deaths and thirty-seven
recoveries. In bis later cases his success had been much greater

than in his earlier cases ; for of the last twenty cases, eighteen had
recovered, and only two had died. Thèse facts were quite enough
to prove that the time had passed when an opération perlormed
with such results could be denounced by any nian of Sound judg-
ment as " unjustiliable." Mr. Wells concluded by expressing the
hope that the Council Would adopt the suggestion ot' Mr. Macilwain,
would appoint a committee, and would instruct that committee
carefully to iuquire into the condition, years after opération, of

those patients who had recovered.

Mr. Charles Hawkins urged on the Society the adoption of Mr.
Macihvain's proposition. He considered that there was a tendency
to regard the opération with greater l'avour than before. He ogreed
with Mr. Baker Brown, that the question should be fairly stated to

the patient. It was a very remarkable thing that the leading
Surgeons had not expressed any opinion on the subject. He had
attended ail the discussions on the subject, in tbe hope that they
would ; but, witli the exception of those who had made diseuses et'

this class a specialty, not three of the leading Surgeons had said

anything either for or against the opération. He was surprised that

so little attention was paid to the fact, that wonien with ovarian
disease often lire a long time. In one instance a patient lived

twenty years, and was tapped three tinies in that period. There
was this in favour of the opération, that, if the patients got well,

they kept well ; but, then, in the unsuccessful cases, many might
bave lived with the disease who were eut off by the opération.

Mr. Spencer Wells had spoken of patients frequently dying after

tapping, but he thought this was really rare. It was quite clear

that what was wanted was greater certainty in diagnosis, and also a

better account of patients who hâve been left alone. He did not
see any harm in finding out unsuccessful cases, and thought it not
wrong to go to churchyards to study diseuses. He concluded by
seconding Mr. Macihvain's suggestion.

Mr. Curling did notthink tlie remaries made by Mr. Hawkina
respecting the silence of Hospital Surgeons'should pass without
receiving some reply. The fact was, only a small number of

opérations for ovariotomy had been performed in the metropohtnn
Hospitals. With the exception of one large Hospital, it was only
in récent years that an obstetric départaient had been attached to

ihese institutions, so that comparât ively few patients lubonring
under ovarian disease apply there for relief. They resort chiefly to

obstetric Physicians, and to surgeons who cultivatea spécial départ-

aient of practice—tlie diseases of wonien. It lias been questioued
whelher a large hospital is the best place for the performance of

this important opération, and ccrtainly no Surgeon would be

justified in undertaking it whilst pyœnria or crysipelas prevailed in

the wards. Then, tlie application for the admission of other cases

are bo pressing that it is sometimes difflcult to dévote a wurd solely

to a case of ovariotomy. On a récent occasion, at the Loudon
Hospital, his colleague Mr. Maunder, had to wait some weeks before

he could obtain a suitable ward for the treatment of an ovarian

case. Hospital Surgeons, however, do not shrink from undertaking
thèse opérations in suitable cases, sauctioued by their obstetric ci I

leagues. Four opérations had been performed at the London
Hospital, two of which were done by himself. He believed that

the particulars of them had been published. One was successful,

and three died. Thereason why Hospital Surgeons did not take a

jironiinent part in thèse discussions on ovariotomy was, because they

could speakonly from lhnited expérience.

Dr. Lee said his attention had been called to ovariotomy at an
early period, in conséquence of a fatal case having occurred, in

which a fibrous tuniour of tlie utérus was mistaken by another

Physician for a tuniour of the ovarinm, and removed. He (Dr.

Lee) resolved to investigate the whole subject of the pathology of

the ovaries in relation to this opération. With thia view lie ex-
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amined carefully every esse of ovarian disease that came under
observation, preserved aceurate written historiés and where death

took place the bodies were examincd, for the express purpose of

determining whether life could hâve been preserved by ovariotoniy.

Tliis, he conceived, waa the only inethod by which a knowledge of

the diagnosis and prognosis and treatment of ovarian disease could

be acquired. Dr. Lee said that he had published 170 cases, and
could now communicate double that number. The resuit of ail

thèse inquiries was, that it was impossible in any case to détermine

before actually laying open the abdomen what the condition of the

viscera was, and hence it was not justifiable to perforni such a
dangerous opération in the dark or at a Ventura He thought it

most unphilosophical to set aside the expérience of the whole world
during a long course of years, and now to substitute in its place

the expérience of the marvellous and boasted success of a few
Practitioners during the last two years. The tables referred to in

the paper contained abridged historiés of 567 cases of ovariotomy
—ail that had occurred froin the period of the first opération in

America, but forty-five years ago, up to February 1860. Of thèse

567 cases, 242 wero stated to bave been successi'ul ; and 235, or

about one half, died speedily after the opération. There then
remained 90 cases wherein the opération of ovariotomy was per-

formed, the greater number of which might justly be added to the
list of fatal cases, though they had been included in the list of

recoveries. The fact being now universally admitted that the
diagnosis of ovarian disease was mest difficult, the prognosis
uncertain, and the opération of ovariotomy fatal in a large pro-
portion of cases, or 50 per cent., he (Dr. Lee) continued to think
that it was unjustifiable, except under the circumstances stated at

the conclusion of the paper. The personal remarks which had
been made he considered it unnecessary again to notice. No one
had ventured to impugn the accuracy of the statements made in the
paper. In the course of his observations, Dr. Lee said he considered
it not only unscientific, butan inhuman act, to publish ail the success-
ful and conceal many fatal cases ; and added that he had performed
the opération of ovariotomy frequently on the dead body, but
never on the living subject. He had however, recently witnessed
the performance of the opération by Mr. Spencer Wells, and a most
horrible sight it certainly appeared. The bowels gushed out of the
wound, reminding him of the fate of Judis Iscariot. Yet the
patient was reported to hâve recovered ; thus showing how very
great an injury might be inflicted on the abdominal viscera without
causing death, which he considered a striking physiological
phenomenon. Some of the occurrences which had taken place
during the last twelve months he considered an opprobrium to

Surgery and Midwifery. In a case which occurred some years ago
in St. George's Hospital, Dr. Lee stated that he had called a
consultation of the Surgeons, observing that if the opération was
ever to be performed, this was a proper example. The Surgeons
refused to operate, unless Dr. Lee gave his sanction, which he could
not do conscientiously, believing the patient's life to be in no
immédiate danger. This young woman had been operated upon
by Mr. Spencer Wells, and she was now alive. More recently a case

of ovariotomy had occurred at St. George's Hospital, but he (Dr.

Lee) never saw the patient, and was not called upon to give any
opinion respecting the opération, and therefore was in no way
responsible. In conclusion, he referred to a case that had occurred to

Mr. Spencer Wells the day before, and, respecting which, it had been
reported to him that it was ascites, and not ovarian dropsy.

UtvUjs, iWavriaçjes, anD flratijs.

BIRTHS.
Birton.—On the 24th oit., at Anglcsey, Gosport, Hauts, the wife of

Dr. Bnrton, Surgeon lî.N., of a son.

Dudfieij).—On the 27th ult., at Upper Plnllimore place, Kensington,
the wife of T. Orme Diulfiebl, M.D., of a son.

Craiib.— Ou the 28th ult., at Pelhaiu housc, Poole, Dorsetshire, the wife
«l'A. Crabb, M. D., of a daughter.

Fletcheb.— On the l.-t inst., at Lever street, Manchester, the wife of
J. Ogden Fletcher, M.D., of a daughter.

Hawkixs.— On the 2nd inst., at Albert squnre, Commercial road East,
the wife of J. Stillwe.ll Hawkins, M.R.C.S.E.. ofason.

Holmes. -On the 25th ult., at the Pigeon house Fort, Dublin, the wife
of William Holmes, M.R.C.S.E., Staff Assist.-Surg. Arcny, of a
daughter.

Plowmax.-Oii the23rd ult.. at Xorth Curry, Somersetshire, the wife
of Thomas Plowman, M.R.C.S.E., of a son.

MARRI AGES.
Br/BCH—Fowi.er.—January 20, at Toronto, Upper Canada, J. Burch,
M. D., to Miss Esther Fowler.

Fini-cane— Ei.smere.—On the 25th nlt., at Newry, T. 1). Finucane,
Surgeon, of Blackrock, co. Lublin, toAda Einily, daugliter of the late
Rev. A. S. Elsmcre, M.A.

Macdonald -Lanolands.—December 3, at Horsham, Australia, A.
Miicdonald, M.D., to Chiistina Thonis, second daughter of the late G.
Lauglauds, Esq., of St. Andrews", Scotland.

DE ATHS.
Borland.— On the 22nd ult., at Bridgman house, Teddington, J. Bor-

land, M.D., Inspector-General of Army Hospitals, aged 88.

Dallas.—January 24, at Hamilton, Upper Canada, J. I. Dallas, M.D.,
agi d 46.

Haywoou.—Lately, R. Haywood, M.R.C.S.E., of Locust cottage, Land-
port, Portsea, retired Surgeon R.N.

McMath, —December 2, at Bénin, West Coast of Africa, Alexandor
McMath, M.D., aged 33.

Mitchell.—On the 14th ult., John Mitchell, L.F.P.S. Glasg., of Kil-

marnock, aged 46.

Newton. - Ou the 22ml ult., at Noi-thallerton, Thomas Newton,
M.R.C.S.E., of Knayton, Thirsk, Yorkshire, aged 60.

MEDICAL NEWS.
Apothecaries' Hall.—The following gentlemen passed their

examination in the Science and Practice of Medicine, and received

certificates topractise, on the 26thult. :—James Hunter Armstrong,
Harmer-street, Gravesend ; George Branston Valentine Nash, Royal
Infinnary, Liverpool ; Robert Slade, Poole, Dorset.

The following gentleman also on the same day passed his first

examination :—Francis W. S. Wicksteed, St. Bartholoniew's Hos-
pital.

The Origin OB' Cow-Pox.—The Impérial Academy of Medicine

of Paris has appointed a commission to inquire into the origin of

vaccine.

The Odontological Society.—The united bodies, " The Odon-
tological Society of London" and "The Collège of Dentists," hâve
adopted the title of "The Odontological Society of Great Britain."

Uity Dispensary.—At the récent anniversary, it was stated by
the treasurer, Thomas Hankey, Esq., that 12,000 cases were annu-

ally treated at this dispensary at an average cost of not more than
sixpeuce per head.

Teething.—During ten years ending 1860, the deaths of no
fewer than 6703 children were registered as having arisen from
this cause in London. During the year 1862, the deaths from the

same cause numbered 761.

Munificent Legacy.—The Marquis of Lansdowne, the late Lord-

Lieutenant of the county of Wilts has, by a codicil to bis will, be-

queathed the handsome sum of 3000/., fine of legacy duty, to the

Salisbury Infirmary.

The Ooronership for Rutland.—Mr. John Thomas Keal,

M.R.C.S. Eng., has formally announced his withdrawal as a candi-

date for the above office ; and it is therefore probable that his

brother Mr. Wm. Keal, will be elected without opposition.

King's Collège.—At a meeting of the Council of this institu-

tion on Friday last, Dr. Priestley, of the Middlesex Hospital, was
elected Professor of Midwifery and Diseases of Women and Chil-

dren, in the vacancy occasioned by the résignation of Dr. Arthur
Faire.

Indian Médical Service.—(From the ' Englishman," December
19).—Sir Charles Wood's victims out hère are not exactly quite so

purblind as he thinks thein, especially when their own vital

interests and rights are concerned ; if they cannot alway a see which
way the wind blows when a few odd straws are thrown up, they
can pretty well perceive how the atmospheric current is setting

when a whole sheaf is scattered in the air. The Médical officers of

the late Company's office hâve, for a long time, thought and felt

that they hadsiiftered serious injustice at Sir Charles's hands, and
latterly appearto hâve settled down into that apathy which marks
the demeauour of people who believe that their cup of despair is

full. But in this assumption they hâve been mistaken ; as they
hâve just now received the greatest discouragements yet, in our
opinion, sustained by them as a service. The blow has been in-

Hicted with a clumsy stealthiness which shows a sensé of its in-

justice even on the part of him who delivers it, but which does not
for a moment conceal it from those who are at ail acquainted with
the actions and manœuvres of the striker. If any person will take

up the ' Officiai Quarterly Army List' just published, and will open
the pages assigned to the Médical départaient, he will miss from
above the naines of a number of officers the heading "Surgeon-
Majors," and he will find in a side column the date of arrivai at

that distinguished honour and exalted rank, notified by two small
italics somewhat as the Brevet-Captains in the Sepoy Corps used to

be indicated in former Unie». Perhaps it may be thought that this

matters little, is of no real signilicance, and has been arranged by
the compiler or priuter of the Army List ; but we can assure the
médical service that such is by no means the case ; and that, on
the contrary, it is Sir Charles Wood's doir.g, through the military

authorities of this country. Its significance only amounts to this,

that the promises and provisions of the Royal Médical Warrant
are not to be extended to the Indian médical officers ; that their

having served up to the rauk of Surgeon Majors is to bring no
material advantages whatever with it, and that, finally, it is only
as it wero brevet, or to speak more correctly, titular rank. We
are not writing down hasty suppositions or assumed déductions,

but are giving to the médical officers and the public the substance
of the orders sent out by Sir Charles Wood to this country on the
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suhject in question. There is «othing of doubt, assumption, or

supposition abocrt tlie natter ; it is exaetly as we hâve stated. In

the Royal Arruy List the Surgeons Major reinain as they hâve
alwa > s been, and iu tlio Royal Ariny their rank, that of Lieutenant-

Coloùel, carriea ;ill thé aavantages of that rank with it—pay,

precedeiice, quarters, bra&a purs, seuttles of coals, and dip can-

dies, colonial allowauces wheii abroad, and, in a Word, cveiy-

thing that is désirable, usefid, or trivial. But the Indian Médi-
cal Service is to "die out,'' and in thé lust days of its good and
huuourable career it is to be injured and insulted, and the

faith of snvtreiau and country—of lier Map«ty'a Word and War-
rant is to be briken with it by one of the most unjust and
unscrupulous uien who lias held high officiai employ in Eng-
land since the days of the Walpoles. In the Army List to

which \ve hâve refcrrcd, it will be seen that the Surgeons who,
by the ternis of the Royal Warrant, where to rank as majors,
bave no rank whatever assigued to them, but as, even if they
had it, it would bring them no advantage, they are of course

better withont it. It is now fully obvious that for tlie Médi-
cal officers of the late Company'» armies to expect anything like

justice or considération would benothing short of stupid infatua-

tion ; that they bave got ail they will ever get from him ; and
that, in ail probability, if he could take from them the little

they still bave, he would do so. They may now, " die out."

Testimonial to Dr. Fenwick.—For some time past a few of

Dr. Fenwick's friends hâve been raising subscriptions to présent
him with a token of their respect on the occasion of lus leaving the
t'uvn. On Tuesday evening lie was waited on by the Rev. C. A.
Mackenzie, who, in the naine of his numerous friends in North
Shields, presented him with a costly and élégant tea and coffee ser-

vice, together with a tray bearing a suitable inscription. Mr.
Mackenzie, in discharging the «leasing duty imposed on him, gave
expression to the high esteem in which Dr. Fenwick was held by
his friends as a rnan, a Christian, and a physician ; their sincère
regret at the prospect of his removal to another though larger

sphère ; and the hope they cherish that he may long be spared to

advance the interests of a profession in which he bas already won
so distingnished a place. Dr. Fenwick replied in brief, but most
feeling terms. The service and tray are unusually chaste and
élégant.

Appoistmests.—F. Allday, M.RC.S.E., lias been appointed
Méditai Offieer of the Merthyr Tydvil Union Workhouse,
Glainorganshire, vice J. W. Jones, M.R.C.S.E., resigned.—William
Anderson, M.D., has been appointed Résident Physician and Médical
Tutor to tLe Birmingham General Hospital, vice Jas. Laidlaw
Maxwell, M.D., resigned.—S. Duke, M.D. bas been appointed
House-Surgeon to the Great Northern Hospital, King's-cross, vice

Collins Curtis, M.R.C.S E., resigned.—W. A. Elliston, M.D., has
been appointed Médical Offieer to the Claydon District of the
Bosmere and Claydon Union, Sufiolk, vice W. H. Meadows,
M.R.C.S.E., resigned.—H. Falconer, M.D., has been elected

Foreign Secretarv of the Geological Society for the ensuing year.

—

J. Fenton, F.R.C.S.E., lias been appointed Surgeon to the South
Division of tlie Liverpool Constabulary Force, vice J. Cooper,
deceased.—GrilHth H.Griffiths, M.R.C.S.E., M.D., lias been elected

Médical OilceT and Public Vaccinator for District No. 4 of the
Cliunli Sireiton Union, Salop, vice C. Mott, M. H.C.S.E., deceased.

—J. Ilaast, M.D., lias been elected a Fellow of the Geological Society.

—S. llamniond, L.R.C.P.Ed., has been appointed Médical Offieer to

District No. 1 of the Midhurst Union, Sussex, vice J. Mulreiidy,
Mil. resigned.—Jabez Hogg M.R.C.S.E., bas been appointed
Surgeon Oeulist to tlie Royal Masonic Scliools for Girls and Boys.
—J. Jones, M.R.C.S.E., has been appointed House-Surgeon and
Secretary to the Isle of Wiglit Royal Infirmary, vice J. J. Cook,
L.F.P.S.Glas., resigned.—F. Kelly, M.R.C.S.E., has been elected

Médical Offieer to the South District ot the West London Union,
vice. E. Digby, M.R.C.S.E., resigned.—S. Knaggs, M.R.C.S.E., has
been elected Surgeon to the iluddersfield and Upper Agbrigg
Infumary.— R. Laycock, M.R.C.S.E., has been appointed Médical
Offieer of Di trict Xo. 1 and the Workhouse of the Bramley Union,
Yorkshire.—J. T. Morris, M.D., lias been appointed Médical Offieer
of the Heylord District of the Bicester Union, Oxfbrdshire, vice T.
Win Tu. lier, M.R.C.S.E., deceased.—R. H. Newett, L.R.C.S.Ed.,
baa been elected résident Surgeon and Conipounder to the Ballast

Union Workhouse, vice H. P. Rea, M.D., elected to the Smirhfield
Di-trict of tlie eame Union.—H. W. Priestinan Newton has been
appointed House-Surgeon and Dispenser to tbe Chesterfield and
North Derbyshire ilospital, vice Rowland Hills, whose appointment
has expired.—J. F. Ollanl, M.R.C.S.E., lias been appointed one of

tlie Honoi.irv Médical Offieers to the Isle of Wiglit Royal Infir-

mary.—J. H. Park, M.D., has been re-elected Médical Offieer for
tbe en-iiiug year to tlie Parisli of Monificth.—Brootne Pinniger,
M li.C.S.IC, lias been appointed one of tbe Honorary Médical
Oilii-ers lu tlie Isle of Wiglit Royal Infirinarv.—J. Robinson Pope,
M.RL'.S.K.. lias heen elected Surgeon to tlie East Sussex, llastings,
and St. leoiaid' Infirmary, vicej. Sivcry, M.D., resigned.—G. W.
Rhodes, M.K.C.S.E., has been elected Surgeon to the Iluddersfield
and Upper Agbrigg Infirmary.—P, C. Shepheard, M.R.CJ3.E., has

been appointed Assistant Médical Offieer to tlie Tliree Counties

A«ylum. Stotlbld, Baldock, vice W. Rliys Williams, M.D., appointed

Résident Apothecar) to the Royal Bethleheni Hospital Lambeth.

—

F. Sanswick, Member of tlie Pliarniaceutical Society, bas been

appointed Dispenser to the Charing-cross Hospital, vice W. H.
Short, résignai.

APPOINTEMENTS FOR THE WEEK.
Wedmsday, March 11.

Opérations at Middlesex Hospital, i p.m. ; St Mary's Hospital, 1 p. m.
Uiiiversity Collège Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Collège of Physieians,

5 p.ro.— Croonian Lectures : Dr, Risdon Beiinett, "On some Poiuts
connected with Bronchitis, and its Results ;" Hunterian Society, 8

p.m.— Dr. Fowler, " On the Autopsy of a Case of Artiticiul Anus iu the

Groin, suceessfully treated."
'/ lnir'day, March 12.

Opérations at St. Genrge's Hospital, 1 p.m.; Central London Ophthalrnic,

1 p.m. ; London Hospital, l
1 p.m. ; Royal Free Hospital, 14 p.m.;

Great Northern Hospital, King's cross, 2 p.m. ; London Surgieal

Home, 2 p.m., VesicoVaginal Fistula, 2 cases, Fibroua Tumeurs,
2 cases ; West London Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Orthopaîdic

Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Institution, 3 p.m. Prof. Frankland,
" On Chemical Affinity ;" National Hospital for the Paralysed and
Epileptic, 4 p.m.—Dr. Brown-Séquard, "On the Diagnosis and Treat-

ment of the Various Forms of Paralysis and Epilepsy ;" Royal Collège

of Surgeons of England, 4 p.m.— Pr6f. Huxley, "On the Structure

and Development of the Vertebrate Skeleton."

Friday, March 13.

Opérations at Westminster Ophthalrnic Hospital, 1^ p.m. ; Royal
Collège of Physieians, 5 p.m.—Lumleian Lectures :—Dr. Chambers,

"Formation of Mucus and Pus;" Royal Institution, 8 p.m.—Dr.
Gladsbone, "On Fog Signais."

Saturday, March 14.

Opérations at St. Thomas's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St Bartholomew's Hospital,

1J p.m. ; King's Collège Hospital, li p.m. ; Charing-cross Hospital,

2 p.m. ; Royal Institution, 3 p.m.— Professor Max Muller, "On the

Science of Language ;" Royal Collège of Surgeons of England, 4 p.m.

—Prof. Huxley, "On the Structure and Development of the Verte-

brato Skeleton.
"

Monday, March 16.

Opérations at Lock Hospital, Dean street, Soho, Clinical Démonstrations

and Opérations, 1 p.m. ; St. Mark's Hospital for Fistula and other

Diseases of the Rectum, lj p.m. ; Metropolitan Freu Hospital,

2 p.m ; Roval Collège of Surgeons of England, 4 p.m.—Professor

Huxley, "On the Strueture and Development of the Vertebrate Ske-

leton ; Médical Society of London, 81 p.m.
Tuesday, March 17.

Opérations ut Guy's Hospital, l l p.ui.; Westminster Hospital, 2 p.m.;

Royal Institution, 3 p.m.

BOOKS RECEIVED FOR REVIEW.
Messrs. Gabriel on the Loss and Restoration of the Teeth.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Mr. Harding.—Note received with thauks.

Dr. J. B.—The Médical Act does not cmitsin any provision giving such
powers as are supposed. It would be riglit, no doubt, if such powers

were conferred ; but it is questionable whether tlie Council would act

upon them.
Querist.—Coiudet's Pilla are composed simply of proto-iodide of mer-

cury and treacle,—there being one-eighth ofa grain of the proto-iodide

in each pill.

M.D.—Article received.

Verax.—Your letter on the récent meeting shall be iuserted if there bc

room ; we cannot make any further promise.

Mr. C. Wilson.—lst. Yes.—2nd. Yes.

A General Phagtitionkr hopes tliat the " gentlemen who called the

Adanis' meeting will give their attention to the altérations recotu-

mended in the Médical Act in the last number of the Médical Circu-

lar, as soinething practical and likely to do good to the Profession."

Chirurgus (Portsmouth).—Notice received.

Summum Bonum bas wiitten tous on the same subject as a "Gene-
ral Practitioner," approving "strongly" of oui- article.

A Reoistebed Practitioner.— Ist Ves.—2nd Write to Dr. Day.

Dr. T.—We are obliged by your offer and, will send a private note.

Mr. Hunt.—Received.

Dr. B. B.-Atteuded to.

A Reader.—We never prescribo in the Médical Ciucular. You
should consult the gentleman to whom you refer.

Sioma on Professor Huxley's Lecture received. That gentleman's

théories are no doubt, romarkable ; but your arguments do not show
them to be false.

Mr. Sfeer.— It shall be attended to.

Payment of Poor Law SuBOEONS.
To the Editor of the Médical Circula r.

SlR,—Can you informme ii'anymeasure isin cootemplatioB, during

the présent Parliainentary session, to redress the giievanees, or in

other words to increase the— at présent— absurdly inadéquate pay-

meut for tlie seivices of Poor Law Surgeons ? Yours tiuly,

Union Surgeon.
P.S.—Where is ourold friend Mr. Griffin ?

Mr. Allen (Belper).—Received.

Dr. Jackson is tliauked.
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MEDICAL CORRESPONDENCE.

Pecti.iar Condition of the Ueine, Simulating Sper-

matorrhœa. (a) — On the 30th of Juno, 1862, while

passing water, I observed for the first time that the

urine at first transparent, become opaline in the course

of excrétion, and at the conclusion, lactescent. Un
easy at the discovery of a symptom, the existence of

winch I had not previously suspected, my health being

otherwise excellent, and my bladder and urethra entirely free

from pain, I determined on collecting the urine, for the future,

in glass vases, for the purpose of ascertaining the piecise nature

of the deposit, whether mucus,}™, sperm, or a p>hosphattenait.

Reflecting on the probable cause of the affection, I recol-

lected that some two months before I had experienced at bed-

time, and only then, a sensation of heat, and of slight weight

in the région of the neck of the bladder. I referred this

8ymptom to the use of frothy béer, and discontimjed this

bevorage, without in any other respect changing my diet. For

a fortnight, I drank, at dinner only, still béer, and gradually

returned to my usual habits, the sensations alluded to having

passed away, and the urine excreted in the morning being, to

ail appearance, natural.

My âge is forty ; my constitution sound, and my tempéra-

ment lynvphatic ; 1 bave been married ten years, lead in every

respect a regular life, and never driuk more than a pint of béer

in the course of the ovening, and often take nonc. I pass

water freely, and bave never been seriously ill ; sometimes

when preoccupied or annoyed, I expérience, after dinner, a

sensé of weight in the région of the stomach.

On the lstof July, Iexamined the urine at différent hours

of the day, and even one hour before dinner, I found the rénal

sécrétion transparent, straw-coloured, and natural. But three

hours after the evening meal, the urine, collected on two occa-

sions, was opaline, turbid, slightly frothy, and on cooling, de-

posited liijht dotent/ ftoculi, semi-transparent, of ijelatinous

aspect, and forming masses in irregularly parallel loyers ;

a fetc of the flomli fioated, or adhered to the sides of the vase.

The aniount of the deposit for each émission, was équivalent

to the lower third of the height of a conical champagne-glass.

This was not ail ; fine filaments were distinctly detected in

the liquid ; they were as slender as hairs and about five Unes

in length ; a few seemed to me, however, to exceed two inches
;

some of thèse filaments were rolled up, others merely lay in

the water. A thick, iridescent pellicle formed on the surface

of the urine a few hours after it had cooled. The following

émissions were colourless, transparent, closely resembling spring

water, but contained a few floating filaments.

My occupations at the time were such as to prevent me from

attending to niysolf as I should hâve wished, and I was there-

fore under the necessity of treating my case as I best might.

Eecollecting the temporary sensation of inconvenience I had
experienced two months before in the bladder, I concluded

that I was affected with vesical catarrh, and under this impres-

sion, drank tar-water at meals, and took every morning three

pills of iodide of iron, and fifteen grains of the sesqui-carbonate

at dinner. In other respects, my diet remained unchanged,

and after dinner I drank one glass of wine, coffee, and a petit-

verre of brandy, with a vague suspicion, I acknowledge, that

I was acting improperly in doing so.

During the first week of July, the urinary deposit and the

appearance of the sécrétion was the saine as before. I perse-

vered in the saine diet and treatment.

Obst-rving no iniprovement, 1 caused the urine to bo tested

by a professional chemist who found it alkaline, but detected

no albumen ; minerai and vegetable acids increased the tran-

j

(«) It is obviou*ly unneeessary to expatiate on the diagnosis of

iiivnlmitary nvcturnal émissions; we inay, however, remark, as a corol-

luiv ni Mr. Wintrebert's communication, that in a mon enjoying
such perfect health as the author, it would be almost impossible to

view lus case as one of spermatorrhœa. Wlicn this condition is

présent, ami wheu the émission occiirs during micturition or défé-

cation without any plcasurable sensation, the disease luis already

d an adv&nced stage, -and giveariseto numerous symptoms
of so suggestive a nature, that an error of Uiagnosis is ail but im-
possible,—H. 0.

sparency of the fluid. I then consulted three fellow practi-

tioners, two of whoin, after a superficial examination, declared

their opinion that I was suffering from spermatorrhœa, and that

cautérisation and cold hip-baths would probably bo bénéficiai
;

the third opined that my case was one of vesical catarrh indi-

cated by the inconvenience complained of in the neck of the

bladder, and the filaments in the urine. To this view I also

inclined, but I determined on testing the liquid myself.

Having ascertained the physical characters of the deposit,

the task I now set before me was to discover its chemical com-

position in such a manner as to throw light on the pathology

of the case. Thanks to the récent, and not extensively circu-

lated, translation of Dr. Golding Bird's work, by Dr. O'Rorke,

a great benefit is now conferred on the Profession in France

the practitioner being enabled, by a référence to this volume,

in a short time, and with the aid of a few tests, to satisfy him-

self as to tho précise nature of any urinary deposit. I thus

succeeded in finding out, what mère inspection had failed to

detect. In a few days, I acquired, by examination after dinner

of the urine, which always remained alkaline, a knowledge of

the following facts :

1. The deposit did not consist of pus, which forms a dense

homogeneous layer, of creamy appearance, and mixes uniformly

with the liquid on agitation : nitric acid and heat coagulate

the albumen of pus, and ether would take up in purulent urine

a certain aniount of fatty matter, which floats and may readily

be separated.

2. Neither did it consist of mucus, on which the action of

acetic acid is characteristic, and causes coagulation of the fluid

portion of mucus in the shape of a thin, semi-opaque, wrinkled

membrane ; in my case no coagulum was formed on the addi-

tion of acetic acid, this and the minerai acids dissolving, on the

contrary, the deposit, which formed again under the influence

of ammonia only.

3. The deposit was not constituted by spermatic matter,

which in certain quantifies, as in my case, would impart to the

urine the appearance of barley-water, is not cleared away

under the influence of heat and acids, and is precipitated by

ammonia, which allows of the foreign ingrédient being readily

separated and recognised by its peculiir odour, and the facility

with which it frottis on friction between the fingers.

4. But that the foreign substance consisted in an earthy,

whitish sait in a glairyform, insoluble by heat and ammonia,

and soluble in acetic acid, being, in short, an earthy phosphate.

Having thus ascertained the nature of the deposit, I

cautiously avoided antiphlogistic measures, but persevered in

my customary diet, merely drinking at meals tar-water, instead

of béer.

From the lOth to the 17th of July, the urine resumed at ail

hours its natural characters, and remained colourless after

meals, although the diet was the saine. In the morning the

fluid was of a pale amber colour. I then discontinued the

use of the sesqui-carbonate of iron, which caused constipation.

The same diet and treatment was persevered in, the latter con-

sisting in three pills of iodide of iron, and tar-water. A few

slender filaments were still perceptible at the bottom of the

glass.

On the 18th, three hours after dinner, an abundant mucous

deposit formed in tho urine ; I attributed the fact to a long

pedestrian excursion I had taken the day before, in the

country, and changed neither my medicines nor my regimen.

19th, 31st July.—The urine turbid three hours after dinner,

on the first émission only. Filaments discernible. Tonic diet,

a glass of wine, coffee and cognac after dinner, tar-water and

chalybeates. Five baths in the river.

AtigUst 1, 5.—No change in medicines, diet, or symptoms.

One drachin of turpentine daily.

Aug. 5, 8.—Being obliged to appear as a witness at the

Assizes, 1 paid no attention to thestateof the urine, and dined

copiously with friends, drank tar-water, and various wines and

liqueurs in modération ; continued the tar-water and four pills

of iodide of iron, but took no turpentine.

9, 10.—Considérable auiendrnent ; no deposit Urine

colourless after dinner, and natural throughout the day ; a few

filaments. Tar-water, iodide of iron, one drachin of turpentine.

11, 25.—Urine natural ; tar-water, iron ; discontinued the
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turpentine, which eaused imitation of the bowels. No change

iu the diet
26.—Urine turbid. Abundant deposit half an hour, and

three hours after dinner. Filament' s simple and convoluted.

Probable cause : a pollution at nightm conséquence of the cessa-

tion of connu 1 liai iutercourse. Troatment and regiinen as before.

27 Aug., t! Sq 'tomber.—Urine slightly turbid ; deposit more

or less abundant, having passed (lie night in attendance on a

case of inidwifery.

7, 15 Septembor.—No deposit ; urine watery after dinner,

pale in the morning, moro uighly coloured at noon. Discon-

tinued the iodide, having taken two hundred pills since July

lst Xo change in the diet. tar-water ; on the lOth, drank
two large glasses of béer, urine natural nevertheless.

Sept. 16.—Copious deposit, light, woolly floculi floating in

the liquid, and collecting at the bottoni of the glass after forty-

eight hours. ïhis was the appearance of the first émission
after dinner, but the subséquent excrétion transparent, and
free from filaments.

17, 18.—Urine natural.

19.—Urine highly charged—copious deposit.

Su, 23.—Urine very transparent. No change in diet
"\Varnier clothing, and a glass of light white wine (Grave)
after dinner.

21.—Noticed for the first timo in the niorning a shght
deposit in the urine, probably because I vas called up at night

;

: ion natural in the day.

25.—Urine turbid, deposit three hours after dinner ; this
ihi'trinblij happened whonever I slept after meals.

26th Sept. 8th Oetober.—Urine transparent, pale or light

coloured ; a few filaments. No change in diet, white wine
after dinner, tar-water, and every day about fifteen grains of
bi-carbouate of soda.

Oct 9.—Urine natural, discontinued the soda ; no change.
10, 18.—No occurrence deserving of notice.

19.—The urine had been clear throughout the day, but in
the course of the evening, towards seven o'clock, became
turbid This had never happened ; indeed, having observed
no deposit for three weeks, I fancied myself cured.

20.—Urine clear, a very slight deposit.

Up to this day I observed that whenever I had engaged in

active physical occupation, the urine was perfectly transparent,

and free from deposit, and I was iuclined to think that to

effect a complète recovery, it would be necessary to emigrate

to the country, and cultivate my gardon ; I also noted that
connubial intercourse, although very unfrequent, invariably

induced a return of the morbid appearances in the rénal sécré-

tion, and that the uneasiness caused by the state of health of

one of my family had been foliowed by a similar resuit.

From the 20th of Oetober to the 18th of November, my
urine never once presented any deposit, even trader the
influence of sexual intercourse. In the morning the liquid

was of a pale straw colour, and almost colourless after dinner.

The filaments were barely visible, and entirely absent for

several days. During the monta I attended at night several

cases of midwifery, and despite the fatigue thus incurred,

observed no deposit.

My daily diet consists of a moderate allowance of animal
and vegetable food ; my digestive functions are regular. I now
continue to drink tar-water at meals, and after dinner and
supper one glass of light white wine. I engage as much as
possible in inanual labour, in order to assist digestion ; I read
but little, and avoid every cause of fatigue.

Pending the entire duration of the case, the quantity of
urine voided every day, oscillated between three and a half,

and five pints and a half. Of course the largest quantity was
passed wlien I took little exercise, when the beat was mode-
rate, and when I drank a large amount of tar-water. After
dinner I always found the urine alkaline, but in the morning
it was oecasionally acid.

Although not in the habit of publishing médical reports,
I conceive myself justified in cloingso on this occasion, because
I am convinced that the. affection under which I hâve laboured
is far more common than French practitioners generally sup-
jwse, and that many persons believe they are afliicted with
Spermatorrhœa, because the last drops of urine einitted arc
of a whitish hue, or because they observe in the utensil a

deposit more or less analogous in appearance to spermatic

Butter. It may furthor be questioned wh.etb.ei the disease

described in works on pathology as nmeous cystitis or super-

ficial vesical catanh, niry not sometimes nierely consist in the

excess of some earthy sait, such as a phosphate, a lithate, or

an oxalate, in a glairy form. Admitting this to be the case,

and that an error is oecasionally committed, remédiai agents
are prescribed with a view of correcting the supposed morbid
condition of the mucous lining of the bladder, whereas it is

the digestive powers, the urinary sécrétion, or even mcrely
the mode of excrétion which are in fault. We may boast of

possessing several remarkable works on the subject, but in a

chemiealand physiologicalpointof view, I know of noneamongst
oar French publications, which can bear the slightest corn-

parison with Dr. O'Rorke's translation of the volume due to

the pen of the lato Dr. Golding Bird, who died in 1856, and
was attached to the principal Ilospitals of London.

WlNTREBERT, M.D.,
Dunkerque (Nord.)

SCIENTIFIC MISCELLANEA.

Alleged Influence on the Fœtus of Lactation
During Menstruation.—"The prématuré return of the

menstruation of nurses," says Mr. Bouchut, in his

kygiene of Infancy, "was formerly considered a very

serious mattor, and the lacteal sécrétion was supposed

to acquire injurions properties. If, however, the very

numerous womén who are in this condition, are questioned, it

will be found that the nurslings in gênerai, hâve not suffered

in conséquence of the re-appearance of the catamenia. A few
infants may be cross during the nurse's menstrual period, or

hâve a little diarrhœa ; but thèse symptoms are entirely unim-
portant, and it is unnecessary to wean the child or change the

nurse. The only serious objection to the return of the menses
in a nurse, according to Mr. Dubois, is that the sécrétion of

milk will jn-obably cease sooner than if the utérine functions

had not bien re-established.

In England, the question has been otherwisc viewedby some
practitioners, and, amongst others, Mr. Tilbury Fox has re-

cently endeavoured, at the London Obstétrical Society, to

establish, as a fact, that lactation during the continuance of the

catamenial function, almost invariably renders the nursling

liablo to rachitis, unless artificial diet or supplemental nutri-

ment of some kind be administered in addition to the nurse's

milk. In Support of this position, Mr. Tilbury Fox adduced
the researches of Messrs. Becquerel and Vernois, in which it

is shown that the earthy salis containcd in milk decrease

during menstruation, a fact which would m his opinion become,

in many instances, an active cause of ricketts."

In England, Messrs. Graily Hewitt and Jervis, and Mr.
Dechambre, in France, hâve disputed the correetness of this

inference, and the arguments brought forward by the latter are

expounded as follows in the Qmetfo Hebdomadaire :
—

" No considérable iinpoverishment of the milk," says Mr.
Dechambre, " lias ever been traced to the continuation of the

menses, and one case lias even been quoted in which each

monthly period was attended, on the contrary, with Lncreased

activity of the lacteal sécrétion, and with tuméfaction of the

breasts (Godey). If clinical resuite only be considered, it is

an undoubted fact that many children suckled by monstruating

nurses enjoy excellent hcalth, and display no tendency to

rachitis. With regard to those who become ricketty under

the circunistances alluded to, it appears very improbable that

the disease has resulted from the diminution in the milk of

the ingrédients appropriate to the formation and growth of

bone. If the milk is watery, it may possibly give rise to

entoritis, but rachitis is less frequently referrible to iinpoverish-

ment of the milk, than to too short lactation, and to the pré-

maturé and inappropriate administration of strong food.

Efficace of Fucus Vesiculosus for the Cure of

Odesity.—We bave on several occasions, last year, alluded to

theelficacyof this drug for the purpose of reducing obesity (vide

Art. G227 and G207). Mr. Duchesne-Duparc has since then

cured a baker residing at Saint Germain-en-Laye, who had
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beconie so corpulent as to be unable to leave his house. Four

hundred three-grain pills of tlie alcoholic extract of the fucus,

were exhibited in the course of two mouths, with so much
effect tliat the man lost thirty pounds weight, without any

injury to bis bealth, a circumstance especially deserving of

notice.

Fucus vesiculosus is not advantageous only in cases of ex-

cessive and prématuré obesity. Local fatty accumulations not

unfrequently give rise to errors of diagnosis which, to say tbe

least, lead to useless treatment. Thèse adipose formations

are especially observed in wornen above the clavicle, and we
witnessed an instance in point last year, in a young woman who
was also visited by Messrs. Nélaton, Carteaux, and Gaudin. This

singular condition has hitherto attracted but little notice, and
as it caused no inconvenience to the patient, no médication

had been instituted. In the abdomen, however, the exagger-

ated déposition of fat in the omentum may induce serious

functional disturbance, as in a case observed by a former con-

tributor to the press, Dr. Kuhn, at présent practising at Gaillon.

This gentleman forwarded on the subject to Mr. Duchesne-
Duparc, a letter wliich the Gazette des Hôpitaux has recently

published.

The patient was a man, aged sixty, who for many years had
been afflicted with inguino-scrotal hernia ; in 1861 strangu-

lation took place, partial réduction was effected, and a small

protrusion which remained, of the size of a walnut, was not

deemed worthy of further attention. From this date, however,

the digestive fonctions became torpid and a costive habit

supervened. In spite of the fréquent use of laxatives, the

patient passed but one stool in the course of a week, and the
abdomen rapidly increased in size, presenting at the expiration

of six months a degree of development equal to that of a gravid

woman at her full time. The dyspnœa, at the same time, was
excessive, and the patient experienced much difficulty in his

niovements.

Under thèse circumstances, Mr. Kuhn saw the patient, who
was alleged to bo, and believed himself affected with dropsy.

At first sight, a considérable effusion of sérum might be sup-

posed to exist in the peritoneum, but neither palpation nor
percussion revealed the présence of any liquid in the

abdomen. The tuméfaction was evidently caused by a soft

but solid substance, such as an enormous accumulation of fat

in the folds of the peritoneum, and more especially in the

omentuui ; the entire System participated, though in a much
smaller proportion, in the preternatural adipose development.

Mr. Kuhn endeavoured to restore by pressure and taxis, the

liberty of motion of the omentum, the privation of which had
probably brought on the fatty condition of the organ, but lie

entirely failed in his efforts, and it became évident that, in

order to loosen the adhésions, a hazardous opération would hâve
been necessary. Before recommonding surgical interposition,

Mr. Kuhn determined on trying the effects of fucus vesicu-

losus, and the wisdom of this course was fully demonstrated
by the event.

" I began the treatment," says he, " on the 22nd February,

1862, and exhibited at first three-grain pills of the powder of
fucus. As the gênerai condition of the patient, and more
especially the irritability of the digestive organs enjoined the
greatest caution, I prescribed at the outset three pills daily,

adding one pill each day, until we reached ten, and every
forty-eight hours, one glass of seidlitz water.

" After a week I administered, in addition to the ten pills,

three tumblers of the infusion of fucus ; I then succeeded in
obtaining the extract, which was divided into three-grain pills,

six of which were taken every day, the dose being gradually
increased to ten in the course of the twenty-four hours. Tho
seidlitz now became unnecessary, the bowels being naturally
open.

" A considérable decrease of the distension of the abdomen
was noticed so early as in the third week of the médication.
The infusion was discontinued, and as the digestive functions
were perfectly regular, tho pills were reduced by degrees to six
daily, a dose which was persevered in for auother month. The
treatment ceused on the 25th of ApriL The abdomen was still

rather large, but much softer, dyspnœa had disappeared, and
entire freedom of movement was restored. The patient rc-

sumed his avocations, and returned by degrees to field labour.

In the month of May, I saw him working in his vincyard
;

the size of the belly was then not remarkable, and the
man's gênerai condition had not suffered in the slightest

degree."

At the end of October, Mr Kuhn again ascertained, by
ocular inspection that a complète cure had been effected, and
that the patient who for so long a time had been inconveni-

enced by excessive abdominal obesity, was spare and thin, and
otherwise enjoyed excellent health.

EfPICACY OF THE INTRODUCTION OP LuNAR CaUSTIO
INTO THE Os UtERI, FOR THE INDUCTION OF PRE-
MATURE Artificial Labour.—The Presse Médicale Belge
states that Mr. Giordano, Professor of Obstetrics at the Faculty
of Turin, recently invited attention to a new procédure for the

induction of abortion for therapeutic purposes. This method
which has already proved eminently efficacions in the hands
of the author, is calculated to replace with advantage the

différent measures proposed for the attainment of the same
object—such as the puncture of the membranes, the introduc-

tion of prepared sponge, Kiwisch's warm douche, etc.

Mr. Giordano merely inserts into the os uteri, and cautérises

the greatest possible extent of its mucous lining with a pencil

of lunar caustic, or the porte caustique used for strictures of

the urethra.

Ail the other procédures are more or less difficult, and are

frequently unavailing, and moreover dangerous ; the cautérisa-

tion of the utérine orifice, on the contrary, is of easy perform-

ance, and occasions the complète expulsion of the ovum,
without which the object of the opération is not attained ; the

method is very simple, can be resorted to by ail practitioners

and induces neither local injury, gênerai disturbance of the

System, nor secondary symptoms of any kind.

The effects of cautérisation are rapid, and are manifest in a

period which never exceeds thirty hours. On three occasions

Mr. Giordano had recourse to this procédure in the présence of

several fellow practitioners, and in every instance with the

most perfect success.

On the mode of opération of the method, in bringing about
utérine action, and the subséquent expulsion of the ovum, Mr.
Giordano expresses himself as follows :

" Explanations of a fact, the accuracy of which expérience

has demonstrated, are of little importance. Yet, were I dis-

posed to indulge in hypothesis, I should be inclined to view
the prématuré expulsion of the contents of the womb, under
the influence of the local action of the caustic, as a resuit of a

propagation of the stimulus from the cervix to the body of the

viscus, or as a conséquence of the changes induced in the os

uteri, and of the tuméfaction caused by the cautérisation,

which break the harmony and synergetic action between the

neck and body of the utérus. The artificial exfoliation ofthe

utérine epithelium, might also possibly account for the effects

of the procédure. The two latter théories are perhaps the most
correct; indeed, I am inclined to adopt them from the circum-

stance that, in my three cases, labour set in almost invariably,

twenty-four hours after the application of the lunar caustic.

Pus in the Blood ; no Metastatic Abscesses.—Professor

Langier has communicated to the Gazette des Hôpitaux the case of

a man, aged thirty-seven, who begged for amputation of the thigh

on account of excruciating pain connected with white swelling of

the knee. The patient died a week after the opération, having

had several fits of shivering. M. Langier concluded, from the

rapidity of the phenomena, that no metastatic abscesses would be

found, but suspected that pus-globules might be discovered in the

blood. M. Chatin examined three drachms of blood taken from
the right side of the heart, and found pus-globules by the micro-

scope in one of the three drachms. Ammonia gave a gelatinous

precipitatc in the second portion ; and ammonia was evolved by
the last drachm when left to décompose. From the first two ré-

sulta, M. Langier concludes that the blood contained pus.

Gesarean Section.—This very important opération was resorted

to by Dr. Greenhalgh on the 19th instant, at St. Bartholomew's

Hospital, upon a patient close upon a seven months' pregnancy.

The obstruction to labour was a tumour attached to the sacrum,

which could not by any possibility permit of delivery. Dr.

Greenhalgh had the able advice and assistance of his colleague Mr.

Skey, Drs. Eobert Barnes, Arthur Farre, and others. The child

was extracted alive, but did not long exist. The patient herself

lived sixteen hours.
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LECTURES
ON DISIÀSES OF THE SKIN.

By George Ross, M.D.

Xo. III.

I îitimieil from pape HT.)

Tl.f tiriuuunt of eutaneous «liseuses Huit are coniplieatod with,

or raused by, an attack of eout. must be the samc as would

prove bénéficiai for the relief of Iho constitution»! affection.

By tracine a entmMDUB malady to its coustitutiomd cause,

we fiiuj hiv both oui- diagnosis ami oui- enrative Agents. The
chief drugs on which we must wly are liq. potassa; and colchicuin.

Dr. Burgess, in lus édition of Cazcnave, reniarks that lie lias fourni

great benefit froin the use of colehicuni in cases of psoriasis, asso-

ciatcd with the gouty diathesis. Oolehieum has been recommended
by other practitioners in sortie cases of skin disease. The explana-

tion of its value is the co -existence of goût or rheumatism, latent

or manifest. Its sédative effects on the skin are due to its pecu-

liar action on the gouty poison.

Lit/. Potassas is an invaluable remedy in ail acute cases of skin

disease. When there is a gouty complication it should never be

oniitU'd ; but in other cases also, in which t'.iere is no reasou to

suspect a gouty prédisposition, it acts with admirable effect ; but

it should be given in large doses, suflicii ntly diluted, and continued,

if neeessary, until the System begins to feel its debilitating effects. I

am in the habit of prescribing for an adult aboutforty-fiveminims, to

be adraini.stered inmilk orbarley water. Not onlyis eczéma rapidly

benefiti'd by it, but the ruore obstinate forms ot psoriasis yield to

its persevenng employinent. After a short time the patient begins

to feel weak, lie loses flesh, and lus face pales ; but simultaneously

with the effect on the System, the éruption lôses its redness, and, if

it be |)»oriasis, the scales f'all off in abundance. There is a point at

which it is désirable to stop the potash, and to give a tonic—cpiinine

or arsenic, according to circiunstances—when the disease will

rapidly iniprove, Liq. potassas appears to hâve a powerful influence

over the albmninous éléments of the blood, and in tins way to

modil'y the action of the skin. I must plainly state, however, that

it is a debilitating remedy ; it must not, therefore, be pushed too

far or long. The value of liq. potassœ in correcting errors of diges-

tion, and in producing alkalinity of the urine, is so obvious, that it

scarcely requires to be enforced, though the fact serves to explain

its beiiefit in gouty complications, as well as in other cutaneous

affections.

Gouty patients are often liable to a persistent disease of the skin,

which requires local as well as gênerai treatmen t. I hâve no failli,

however, in local treatment as curative, only as emollient. This

dav, a lady, who has long been suft'ering severely from goût,

shôwed me lier amis, shoulders, and chest, which were covered

with lichen ; many of the papules had been scratched, and
exhibited the usual bloody points, an évidence of the uneasi-

- they had given, and the rough treatment to which they had
been subjeeted. This is, however, a clironic coni])laint ; the lady

has been liable to it for many years, and suffers exacerbations

when lier gênerai hcalth is disturbed.

When lichen, eczéma, or psoriasis persists after the relief of the

goût, the gênerai health should be carefully sustained, and such

local treatment resorted to as the particular condition of the patient

may iudicate. In chrouic eczéma and psoriasis, the internai admin-
istration of tincture of cantharides is frequeutly useful. It stimu-

lates both skin and kidneys, and gives a healthy tone to the

ilifirniH parts. Its administration, however, should be ( arcfully

watched, so that no unpleasant effects may be produced. In the

squaraous diseases the warm bath is very bénéficiai ; but I cannot
say that I hâve found cases of lichen in debilitated subjects advan-
taged by its use. On the contrary, I hâve noticed, in some cases, a
fresh crop of papules break ont after ench warm bath. If itching

be troublesome, an alkaline wash, combined with some sédative, as

hydrocyanic acid, opium, conium, or belladonna, will give ease.

Hardly anything answers better tlian cold aspersion when heat and
irritation are excessive, as in severe cases of eczéma. No fixed rule

can, however, be laid down in thèse matters, for some patients will

express theinselves comforted by an application winch others

cannot endure. Sometinie since a lady consulted me for a pus-
tular éruption on the skin— small boils, in short—and she told me
that the had previously Been an émisant surgeon, who had placed
her under the cold water treatment. On reinoving the oiled silk,

• the lint stemmed with hot vapour ; and on lifting the tint, the one
b iil which the treatment was intended to cure had been multiplied
into a dozen ;—ail the products of a protracted steaming of an
irritable skin. She was then put under a geuuine cold water treat-

ment by occasional affusion, and ail the pustules rapidly healed.

Tins case is adverted to to show how easily the skin may be in-

ilueneed even by so simple an clément as water.

Tar ointment is an admirable local application in psoriasis ; it

quickly removes the scales and reduces the skin to its natural
colour. It sometimes irritâtes the surface to which it is applied,

and induces a pustular éruption ; this, however, disappears so

soon as it is deoincd expédient to discontinue the ointment. I have
found tliis ointment act best after a course of internai medicine,
whether potash or arsenic. Alone it cannot be depended on ; and
the relief it gives is only tèmporary. The iodide of sulphur oinl-

ment is also benefical in similar cases. As it is not my intention,

however, to dilate upon the detailed treatment of thèse cases aparl

from their connection with goût, 1 shall say no more on this topic.

Akoholism.—The use of alcoholie drinks induces varions diseases

of the skin. It is well known that différent alcohols act upon the
System in différent modes, and influence particular organs each after

its own tendency—gin affectingthe liverand kidneys, brandy stimu-

lating the heart and blood-vessels ; rum, the biain and nerve
tissue ; niait liquors, increasing the déposition of fat ; some alco-

hols augnientiug, as Dr. Edward Smith has shown, the expiration

of carbonic acid, and others diminishing it. Similar effects arc

observed on the skin. A gin drinker's skin is usually pallid, dry,

harsh, and dusky. Two of the worst cases of psoriasis I have ever

seen were in the persons of gin drinkers. The disturbance of the

digestive functions incidental to spirit drinking, leads to many
forms of eruptive dise Me, most of which are removable by absten-

tion from the usual stimulant.

The most coinnion and noticeable resuit of alcoholism is Acné
rosacea, a red, swollen tuberculated state of the nose and face. No
doubt this state is chiefly induced by protracted stimulation and
distension of the capillary vessels—a nvpersemia which leads to

inflammation of the sebaeeous ibllicles which pustulate, but do not

mature readily or completely. It must be observed that this dis-

ease does not appear before the prime of life, when the capillary

blood-vessels atout the ala> of the nose always enlarge in some
degree, and the skin loses its fineness and smoothness. The worst

cases of this disease that I have seen have been hereditary ;
that

is to say, there has been a constitutional tendency to vascular

engorgement of the nose ; and nothing was wanted to develop the

disease but an abuse of spirituous drinks. Some nien coulcî not

get a confirmed acné if they were to drink specially for that

purpose.
The proper treatment of thèse cases is, as the late Mr. Abernethy

would say, " to eut off the supplies." Associated with abstinence we
should resort to laxatives, and soothing local applications. Agréât
variety of lotions and ointments has been devised for the treatment
of thèse cases ; their very number proves their comparative in-

utility. With proper regimen many will prove useful as emollienls

or stimulants, according as either may be required ; without it,

every local resource will fail.

If thèse cases are watched narrowly, it will be found that the

eame follicles inflame and re-inflame at successive times. If,

therefore, they prove slow in their progress and repeatedly take on
the inflammatory action, I have been accustomed both in the pré-

sent and in other forms of acné, to destroy the follicle by burning it

with strong nitric acid. I effect the purpose in this mode :—An
incision is first made through the skin over the follicle, and then

a small capillary tube previously charged with the acid, is applied.

The acid pénétrâtes the follicle, but does not burn any portion of

the skin beyond the circuniference of the tube. If the inilamed

follicle be large, a second incision may be made in it, and a second

application of the acid effected. No noticeable mark is left after this

little opération. It causes a certain amount of stinging, and if too

many follicles are cauterised at one time, considérable irritation is

experienced. It has the effect, however, ultimately of reducing the

intensity of the disease, The small vascular points or mevi that

not uufrequently spring up on the eyelids, are easily removed by
this mode of applying the acid ; and in many instances in which

I have employée! it, not so mucli blemish has been left that a

magnifying glass could detect it.

(To be continued.)

FACTS AND ARGUMENTS
OPPOSED TO

DR. RENNETTS THEORY OF ORGANISATION.
By Lionel S. Beale, M.B., F.R.S.

Dr. Bennett does not explain more fully the peculiar views lie

entertains ; but refers me generally to the works of Martin Barry,

Meissiier, Nelson, Keber, and others (!), and then qualifies his ré-

férence by saying, " I do not wish him (Dr. Beale) to regard their

expressed opinions or théories : but the tacts they have observed,

and some of which I copied in my first lecture in the ' Lancet '

—

Figs. 9, 10, 13, 14, and 15."

I know Dr. Bennett has copied the figures of Dr. Nelson ; but

l Dr. Nelson's explanation of lus own figures is quite différent from,
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Dr. Bennett'8. Dr. Nelson says nothing about molécules of the

ovary coalescing to lorm the ovum ; nor can I find in his paper

any tact, observation, or drawing, in favour of Dr. Bennett's pecu-

liar theory.

Dr. Nelson thus describes the first figure Dr. Bennett hascopied

from his paper in the ' Philosophical Transactions ' for 1852, Fig.

44 :
" Contents of the csecal portion of the ovary

—

a, the germinal

spot, which is solid ; b, the germinal vesicle, transparent, contai n-

ing a fluid and the germinal spot. The germinal partiels is first

thrown off, the swelling up of whose outer layer forma the germinal

vesicle, while the central portion remains unaltered to form the

germinal spot."

Dr. Bennett compresses this description and that of the two fol-

lowing figures into this sentence: " Figs. 9 to 12 represent the

histogenetic changes (!) which take place among the molécules de-

posited (/) in the ovarian tube of the female worm, until the fully

maturated ovum passes into the oviduct." Nor does he insert one

of the letters of référence !
" Among the molécules "

! Every
separate body représente^ in Figure nine is an entire ovulum.
Are thèse " the molécules which coalesce toform the ovum 1

" Ail in-

terested in this question should compare Dr. Nelson's description

of his own figures in the ' Philosophical Transactions ' for 1852 with
Dr. Bennett's explanation of thèse same figures copied into the
' Lancet ' of January 3rd, 1863, page 4.

Dr. Bennett complains that I do not point out the errors in de-

ta.il, and says that unless I abandon " generalities " and " asser-

tions," and become " more particular" in my tacts and arguments,

he cannot propose to continue the " explanations " to which I in-

vite him.
It certainly appears to me that many statements made by Dr.

Bennett are themselves generalities and assertions, and of the most
positive kind. This was why I begged for further information.

1. Surely it is^but an assertion to say that molécules aggregate

together to form vibriones, since neither thèse molécules nor this

aggregation hâve ever been seen. Because particles of phosphate or

carbonate ot lime unité, coalesce, or become aggregated together to

form larger masses, it by no means follows that living structures

are fonned by the aggregation of molécules. This is no argument
at ail, until it has been shown that things living are governed by
the same laws alone as things inanimate—that, for example, in the
formation and growth of a living nucleus, and in the précipitation

and increase of a particle of inoiganic matter, the same, and only
the same, forces are concerned.

2. It is an assertion, but simply an assertion, to say that the ad-

dition of the force we call vitality occurs after the molécules hâve
become aggregated together ; and I do think that Dr. Bennett is

bound, as a scientific man, togive tacts and arguments in favourof
so peculiar a view, or to abandon it. Would it not be very un-
reasonable to assert that a tree or an animal was first formed or

built up, and was then made to live l

3. It is an assertion to say that the perfect worm (ascaris) is

formed ;< by a third act of histogenetic coalescence." It is an asser-

tion to say that histolytic molécules "meet together, concentrate

themselves, and form histogenetic molécules. ' There is not a

shadow of proof in favour of the view that any one molécule, re-

aulting from the disintegration of any substance whatever, becomes
a living molécule. A molécule of oil or phosphate of lime may re-

quit from disintegration ; but as such molécule, it can never live.

A living molécule of oil, phosphate of lime, or any other substance
having a definite, known composition, is a simple impossibility.

We might as well speak of a living mass of iron, leacl, or other
métal.

4. It is simply an assertion, and, I maintain, unsupported by
évidence, to say " the molécules of the ovary first coalesce to form
the ovum ;" and Dr. Bennett must permit meto ask him the fol-

lowing questions upon this matter.

a. Does the assertion apply to ovaries generally, or to the ovary
of ascaris mystax alone ?

6. Does the entire ovary consist of molécules ; or is there any
tissue ?

c. Are the molécules free, or imbedded in any tissue ?

d. How are the molécules of the ovary produced ? Do they ail

appear at the same time ? If not, how do they increase in number?
e. Do ail the molécules of the ovary unité to form one ovum, or

are many ova produced 1 If many ova resuit what prevents them
from becoming aggregated together to form one large ovum ?

/. Can ova be produced in any other manner than by the aggre-
gation of molécules ?

g. Has Dr. Bennett himself seen the molécules in the ovary of
ascaris, or studied the changes he describes in the constituent
molécules of the ovum of this or any other créature 1

h. Why does he term some molécules in the ova figured by Dr.
Nelson histolytic, and otliers histur/cnelic, as Dr. Nelson himself
neither used the terms nor described the changes as Dr. Bennett
describes them ?

I would also ask if the conclusions Dr. Bennett has arrivrd at
with regard to the disintegration of sperniatozoids and germinal
vesicle to form histolytxc molécules are derived from his own obser-

vation, or from other authorities, as I am not aware that any one
has demonstrated that any molécules whatever resuit in this case.

It is said that the spermatozoa disappear ; but Dr. Bennett is the
only physiologist who has observed (!) that they becomes molécules.

Dr. Bennett asks : " How can solid matters grow or increase in
extent and density, unless from that very solution solid molécules (!)

are thrown down which by aggregation produce bulk V I answer
that, even where pabulum does contain molécules, thèse molécules
are prevented from passing into living matter. Insoluble inani-

mate particles may be precipitated from solutions, and will be-
come aggregated together to form inanimate masses ; but ail matter
serving to nourish living matter must be in solution. Where the
food is insoluble, it must be reduced to a perfectly soluble condi-

tion ; and any insoluble matters présent are invariably filtered off

before it is appropriated by anything living. The vibriones grow
and multiply in a solution which is perfectly clear, and in which
not a visible molécule besides themselves can be discerned.

Thèse vibriones can hardly be termed solid molécules. What
then, according to Dr. Bennett, is asilid molécule 1 Any one who
was acquainted with the subject of cell-growth, as explained in

modem text-books, might hâve advanced the same objections, anô
asked for further explanations upon the very same points. Dr.

Bennett must bear in mind that the view lie advocates has been
advanced by him alone ; and he must admit that the onus propandi
rests with him. His view has now been before observera, both in

this country and on the continent, for many years ; and surely, if

the statements he lias made are founded upon facts capable of

démonstration, they hâve been veritied and received by many
anatomists by this time.

Surely, ail anatomists are not so biased as to be incapable of

accepting what they can see or what can be shown to them. Dr.

Bennett evidently considéra that my objections resuit from préju-

dice in favour of my own views ; and, as I am anxious that lie

should hâve the advantage of any adverse impression that can be

excited upon this head, I will simply reprint Dr. Bennett's question

and answer without comment.
" Again, may not Dr. Beale'g avowed incapability of compre-

hending my views originate in the strong bias he possesses in

favour of his own doctrines, in conséquence of which he is \mable

to regard mine from an independent point of view l lï so, he can-

not be expected either to criticise or understand them correctly."

I propose to dévote a separate communication to the important

question of the development of vibriones, and I thank Dr. Bennett

for expressing his views upon this point so definitely.

—

l British

Médical Journal.'

The Population op Greece.—Race v. Faith.—" Nationality

cannot exist on the sole basis of a common creed. Even the

scaltered Jews, in many leading features the first-cousins of the so-

called Greeks, combine race with religion, and we fix nationalities

by the test of race, not of faith. But in Greece we find the bullet-

headed Albanian without an occiput ; the fiat-faced and heavy-
limbed Sclavonian ; the sharp-eyed and hooked-nose Sciot, betray-

ing the orientalism of his origin ; the comparatively fair and
handsome Islander, whose features remind us of Genoa and Venice ;

the dark and sombre Cephalonian from Acarnania ; the piratical

Marieot ; the Italianised Zantiot,—ail utterly différent in physical

conformation, speaking brokenly a broken languagc, or idioms of

it so varied as to be scarcely intelligible to each other, and the early

habits and éducation of whom hâve been widely différent. This

heterogeneous mass, collected under one common banner, and held

together by no stronger tie than that to them very loose one of

superstition to which the Oriental Church has become practically

degraded by the channels through which its stream lias flowed

—

this spontaneous concourse of atoms présumes to dub itself a

nation. In such a nation there can be no feeling of patriotism,

even according to its lowest définition, no çommunity of feeling or

interest, no unity of action. It is a continuons struggle of man
against man, for every man is of a différent race and of différent

associations. Centuries must pass before such éléments will be, if

ever they can be, amalgamated. However unwillingly, we must

abandon ail hopes of a nation without nationality, and which ha»

no claim to our regard but that of being the récent occupiers of a

once classic soil."

—

Standard.

Non-Inflammable Fabrics.—MM. Westermann and Oppen-

heim, at the last meeting of the Académie des Sciences, laid on the

taille several spécimens of articles of clothing rendered uninflam-

niable. They state that they communicated their researches to a

society as far back as 1859 ; but that they do not attacli any im-

portance to this priority, as they were only following in the foot-

steps of Gay-Lussac. As the resuit of their experinients, they find

that three salts unité the requisite conditions,—cheapness, tacility

in their employment, and harmlessness to the tissue itself or the

colours which cover it. Thèse are the sulphate and phosphate ot

ammonia, and the neutral tungstate of soda. The last is préférable

to the otliers when the articles hâve to be frequently washed. It is

niixed in water in the proportion of 20 per cent., and the solution

is used as in starchiug.
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WELCOME TO THE PRINCESS ALEXANDRA.
The enthusiasm and joy of the people on the niarriage of

His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales with the beautiful

Princess of Denmark, hâve exceeded any similar démonstra-

tion recorded in our aimais. It were vain for us to atterapt

to uarrate, within tho space allotted to us, ail the détails of

baimers, and wreaths, and garlands, and " mottoes of the

heart" trausparencies, and gas-stars, and bonfires, vases smok-

ing incense, statues of heroes, and poète, and mythological

divinities, joy-bells, mingling with thundering pœans from

loud-mouthed artillery, sentient with a people's delight, streets

festooned with flowers, draperied with ai-ras of crimson and

golil, and crossed'by triumphal arches, ail making tins mighty

metropolis a scène of enchantment, such as no city of the

world ever before saw, and even London is not likely for many

a long year to see again. It is good for à people now and

then to fling out a great burst of joy. By bringing ail classes

together with a common purpose, it ties tighter the bonds of

sympathy, and renows and invigorates the frankpledge of our

national life. Let croaking and criticism be trodden in the

mud under the feet of happy millions ; the week has been a

grand historical era, and has rung out such a peal of joy that

it will reverberate through long âges.

As for the lady, she is, by ail accounts, fair and beautiful

as we love to picture to ourselves a Royal Bride should be.

We thought we saw her, for we tried hard to get a view of

lier as she rode along in the gay procession, and, after ail, we

now i hink we hâve not seen her ; but we are quite glad to

give crédit to the gênerai opinion of her loveliness and grâce.

The heartiness of tins réception is an ardent testimony to

the high eharaoter of that noble-hearted Prince, whose wisdom

and broad hunianity attached the people of tins country by

new ties of loyalty to the throne, not less than to the widowed

Oueen, whose heart is divided between a sorrowful remem-

brance and a présent satisfaction, and whose quick sympathy

l'or suifering endured by the humblest classes of her subjects,

and eminent domestic virtues, hâve won for her the respectful

love of her people. Should tho Prince and Princess of Wales

follow in the footsteps of their father and mother, they will

be to this country ail that a loyal people could désire.

PROTECTION FOR QTJALTFIED PRACTITIONERS.

A fortnight since we called attention to an important prac-

i;""' defect in the Médical Act, and our correspondents hâve

watched* ]'J'
aat our estimate of the wrong sustained by them
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tion. A case that would destroy the crédit of a private prac-

titioner, inay occur again and again, under hospital manage-

ment, and excite no unfavourable comment ; because it would

be inferred that in the former instance, the patient had the

advantage of the best advice and skill, whilst in the latter, ho

had the misfortune to be attended by a man who had the re-

quisite qualification, without the requisite aniount of profes-

sional knowledgo. If it were so, it would be the fault of the ex-

amiuing bodies ; but in truth it is not so, and we most decidcdly

believe that in most instances where unfortunate or fatal con-

séquences have followed médical treatment, they have been

owing to causes which no ordinary foresight or care could have

prevented. We do not say that the results were necessary,

but that they were accidentai, and occur occasionally in hospi-

tal practice, under the eye of accomplished surgeons, and the

surveillance of a compétent staff.

We are not speaking without knowledge. We once had the

pain to record the ruin of a private practitioner by the results

of a charge of malpraxis, upon evidence, too, given by a surgeon

of a hospital, about the time that we saw an exactly similar

case turned out incurable from the wards of another hospital
;

the niischiof having been the conséquence of an avoidable

accident, the application of an over-tight bandage. An hospi-

tal surgeon makes mistakes just as well as a pri^tc practitioner;

but is a man to be open to an action of law for a mistake or

an oversight, or every possible avoidable accident 1

The médical journals and the profession, too, have agreed

with commendable wisdom to forego harsh criticism of hos-

pital practice, and have encouraged as much as possible the

report of " bad cases," in order that they may be turned to

account for the improvement of médical science ; it is fair,

therefore, that hospital men, if called to give evidence in

courts of law against private practitioners, should frankly avow

the difficulties incidental to the treatment of particular cases,

and make it a point of honour to support a brother practi-

tioner.

If this rulo were acted on in ail instances in which médical

skill and competency were alone tho questions in issue, we

should not fear the results of such actions. It is not right

however, that médical practitioners should be at the mercy of

private testimony. It is not right that they should be subject

even to the risk of a trial with ail its conséquences of defama-

tion and pecuniary loss.

The cure for this evil would be the insertion of a provision

in the " Médical Act," making a copy of the Register, show-

ing the name and qualifications of a practitioner, the evidence

of his competency, and a bar to any action for damages against

him on that ground alone. Every man must, of course, be

responsible in law for neglect of duty or moral delinquency
;

but such cases would be extremoly rare, and so difficult to

prove, that actions based upon such charges would become very

infrequent. The effect of such an amendment would be to

discourage actions for malpraxis upon every ground ; and we

have little doubt that, in a short time they would be as rare

as actions against solicitors. Aggravated cases demand aggra-

vated penalties, but such cases are very exceptionol.

At the présent time the facilities of bringing actions against

médical practitioners are so great and numerous, that scarcely

a week passes that some charge of the kind is not preferred.

When a provincial paper is sent to us, we always expect to

find some report of a prosecution for malpraxis ; and we are

not often disappointed. It is not just towards men charged

with such serious respousibilities as those we hourly exercise
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that we should bo subject to this constant liability. Ono suc-

cessful action encourages another, until at lengtli médical pro-

eecutions become popular things. Every moral munster whom
Nature lias been pleased, for her own purposes, to send into

tlie world defectively organised in the région of gratitude, is

glad of an opportunity to bring an expérimental action against

his physician, provided he can find a lawyer with a develop-

ment in another direction equally as abnormal as his own.

It would be easy to check this growing practice, and we

hope that the active members of the profession, who busy

themselves now about small things, will take this matter up,

and not rest until they hâve obtained such an amendment of

the Médical Act as will be a sufficient protection against

vexatious actions.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

DECEASE OF DR. LYON.

It is with much regret that it lias fallen to our duty to

report the death of Dr. Lyon, of Manchester, one of the most

able and conscientious members of our profession. We hâve

given a Memoir of his life, written by a friend, in another

column. Looking over our correspondence, we find many
letters from Dr. Lyon, who from the establishment of the

Médical Circular to a very récent period before his death,

took a deep interest in the opinions, policy, and success of

this Journal. On most occasions when the Médical Circular

took a stand npon important questions, we were favoured

with private letters from this gentleman, who never spared his

criticism, or abounded in praise. Doubtless he thought the

former might do us good, whilst the latter we did not want.

We had acquired a deep respect for his stem integrity and

manly frankness ; and it was with considérable sorrow that

we received the announcement of his death.

PROFESSOR HUXLEY'S LECTURES.

The Lectures given at the Collège by this ingenious gentle-

man are highly popular, and fully attended. He lias now
entered upon a course on the Structure and Development of

the Vertebrate Skeleton, in which his antagonism to Professor

Owen is likely to be evinced in an opposition to that teachei's

morphological doctrines. We advise ail our readers to go and

hear, but to suspend judgment on the knotty topics which

cannot be yet untied. We observe in a notice in the ' Lancet
'

of thèse Lectures, that the editor glances wickedly at Professor

Gulliver, on account of his honest denunciation of German
quackeries in English science. People fancy that there is no
quackery except in practical medicine, yet there is as much
charlatinism in science as in any thing else ; but it is a char-

latinism not easily detected. We thank Mr. Gulliver for ex-

posing one form of it, and making the literary pigmies who
stand upon German shoulders look as small as they really are.

Their own anger only makes them look a little smaller, which
is needless.

FASHIONABLE ETHNOLOGY.

Our perioclieals, lay and médical, are in ecstasies at the fra-

ternisation of the English and Danish races as a conséquence

of the 'Royal marriage. Following the Poet Lauréate, we are

told that the lovely Princess is the " Sea-king's daughter,"

and a relation by blood to every " Lurdane " of us between
Dungeness and the Orkneys. We are delighted for her own
»ake that our Prince has married a " charming woman ;" but
we take exception to the entire ethnology of the marriage (of

course we are nothing unless ethnological now-a-days !) The

' Médical Times ' favours us with an erudite article—well

dressed up from old materials—on the intermixture of the

Danish race with Saxon, Norman, British, &c, in this

country—ail to show how delighted we ought tu be at this

fresh graft frum the old stock. " Science and history equally

join in bright auguries," saith he ! Alas ! that science and

history are not joined at ail, or at least joined to prove the

reverse of ail our worthy editor's spéculations. How provok-

ing it must be to be teld that our new Princess is not a

Dauc, but a real German, with unly a little drop uf the

Vikingr blue blood in her veins ! We suppose the pedigree

will be found in the Gotha Ahnanack, if our ethnologists will

condescend to peruse its fashionable pages.

THE CONVICT PREEDY.

The violence exhibited by this man in Court on the occasion

of his trial is likely to excite the yearnings of certain alienists

who are prone to think extravagance in brutality an évidence

of insanity. We allude to the subject that we may anticipate

such maudlin sympathy. This man had determined to murder

the warder of his cell, and as soon as an opportunity oifered,

stabbed him with a knife. He assigns no cause for this ma-

lignant act. During his trial he tried to spring out of the

prisoner's dock, and struggled su viulently that it was neces-

sary tu put him in chains. It is recorded of him that he

once wept over the death of a lame bird ; and probably this

circumstance will captivate the sympathies uf weak peuple.

We hupe better, huwever. Three surgeuns hâve decided after

examinatiun that lie is of sound mind, and we trust that this

judgment will prevent any kind-hearted philanthropist, ot

spéculative alienist, from setting up a false plea of lunacy in

favour of such a brutalised malefactor. We are no friends of

the scaffold—far from it,—but we are sufficiently the friends

of science not to wish tu see ii abused even for a humane

purpose.

GENERAL LANGIEWICZ.

Aniong other curious items of intelligence it is stated that

this great Polish patriot is the son of a physician, and that he

has a brother, a physician, nuw practising in Puland.

BILL FOR PROVIDING PUBLIC CARRIAGES FOR THE REMOVAL OF

SICK POOR. »

A bill, having the names of Dr. Brady and Sir Fitzroy

Kelly on its back, providing that the local authorities of the

metrupulis empuwered to carry out the Diseases Prévention

Act shall provide vehicles for the transport of persons labour-

ing under infectious diseases, has been just introduced into the

House of Communs. This is a must useful measure, and we

hupe will receive the support of. Parliament. We hâve printed

the bill in another column.

THE SANATORIUM ASSOCIATION.

We observe that the spirit of limited liability projects, now

so rife, is extending itself into the médical profession. At

présent we are in entire ignorance of the notion entitled the

Sanatorium Association, but before another week lias passed we

shall take care to acquaint ourselves with its merits, or

demerits, as the case may be, in order that our friends may be

enlightened thereon. Fur the présent we wuuld say—" take

care uf yuur pockets," not frum any particular misgiving,

though we cannot forbear from noticing the singular médical

appointments which appear in the prospectus. Is it that

Messrs. Partridge and Pollock hâve been nominated from their

having quite recently made two of the greatest mistakes in

surgical diagnosis on record 1 Or is it that thèse mistakes are

supposed to hâve any bearing on the question of Insanity ?
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REVIEW OF THE PERIODICALS.

The ' British Médical Journal ' (March 7). Dr. Beale con-

tinueâ his criticisn» of Dr. Bennett's Theory. Assuredly Dr. Ben-

nett has met with an opponent that will not allow him to slip from

his grasp. Dr. Beale charges Dr. Bennett with having used the

diagrams of other observera—Dr. Nelson's for example—and fixed

upon them his own explanations, and of making vague and gênerai

assertions which there is no microscopic évidence to warrant. We
hâve extracted this article as it will be interesting to those of our

readers who give their attention to histological researches. Dr.

W». Budd'8 paper on " Malignant Pustule" is continued.

The ' Médical Times and Gazette' contains Professor Hux-

let"8 second lecture at the Collège of Surgeons on " Classification."

Dr. Kenneth Macleod describes his experiments with hydro-

cyanic acid in the treatment of insanity, and says that he has found

it useful in calming excitement. He observes :

—

" The effect in every case has been very manifest. It has been

almost purely psychal, consisting in a very remarkable, sudden, or

graduai cessation of hypernoetic manifestations, with or without

the induction of sleep. While its repeated exhibition has never

failed to hâve some calmative effect, this has varied, according to

the circumstances of the case, and has occurred in ail degrees from

the graduai, slight, and temporary, to the immédiate, absolute, and

permanent
" 1. In cases of mania and melancholia of great severity and long

duration, with organic disease of the brain and body, its calmative

action has been more slowly produced, with more difficulty main-

tained, more evanescent and futile.

" 2. In récent cases of mania and melancholia, where no grave

structural change existe, and the morbid condition has not become
so stereotyped by constant répétition of similar changes, its exhibi-

tion has been followed by an immédiate and sustained change for

the better.
" 3. In the violent, paroxysmal mania of epilepsy and gênerai

paresis, in menstrual mania, and acute melancholic paroxysms, a

single administration, or a few full doses at short intervais, hâve

effectually dispelled the paroxysm."

The dose has varied from two minims to six of Scheele's dilute

acid. Five minims he regards as the most convenient dose, and if

the desired effects be not produced, he advises a répétition every

quarter of an hour. The mode of administration is important.

Five minims are combined with thirty minims of water, and in-

jected snbcutaneoHsly by ineans of Wood's syringe. The same

journal contains some notes of " Researches on Ethnology," by the

late Dr. R Knox. Thèse constitute an interesting record of the

Wuthor's last thoughts on the natural history of man.

The ' Lancet' opens with Professor Huxley's first lecture on

the " Structure and Development of the Vertebrate Skeleton." In

thèse lectures, Professor Huxley puts forth views adverse to the

morphological théories which hâve been for some time popular.

Dr. Edward Smith also contributes an article on " Tobacco-

Smoking," which, if we mistake not, we hâve already perused in

another periodical and abstracted in the Médical Circular. Tlie

author shows that tobacco-smoking stimulâtes the pulsations and

fills the vessels, and may be a remédiai agent of value where

atonicity exists ; in other states it would be prejudicial. Mr.

Wordsworth reports a case of " Naevus of Eyelid," cured by

puncture with a bot needle. We will reproduce this case, as it

describes a method of treating nsevi of great practical value.

ON A CASE OF KEVUS OF EYELID, TREATED BY
PUNCTURE WITH THE HOT NEEDLE ; CURE

By J. C Wordsworth, F.R.OS.,

Surgeon to the Hoyal Loudon Ophthalmic Hospital.

A. M'A. , aged eight m ont lis, was brought to the Royal
London Ophthalmic Hospital on the 4th of October, 1862, on
account of a naevus, affecung the wbole of the left upper eyelid to

•uch an extent that its motions were much impaired, and it was
•tated that the growth was rapidly increaiing. The skin of the
!id was of a dark-red colour, and completely ir.volved in the naevus.

On everting the lid, the imiuous lining, too, was found to be murked
by large vessels, being evidenlly part of the naevus tliat peneirated

through the tarsal cartilage. Wnen the cliild cried, a considérable

swelling In came apparent. I consiùered the case well adapted for

treatment by the bot needle, and veiituied to promise a complète

recovery. The friends at once assented to my advice, and it was
thereforo submitted to opération the same day, a few inspirations of
chloroform produced full anaesthesia—a condition most. désirable for

such an opération, for inany reasons. A needle, on which is a bulb

abolit one-third of an inch from its point, intended as a réservoir of
beat, and set in a handle, was heated to ilull redneu in tlie flamc of

a spirit-lamp. The eyelid was raised from the globe by means of an
ivory spoon, inserted into the palpebral sinus, so has to protect the

eye, as well as to form a firm basis for tlie lid. A considérable

nuinber of punctures was then niade through the entire substance

of the lid, the needle being heated as often as necessary during the

opération. In this way ail tlie large vessels of tlie lid were
apparently closed by the beat of the needle, punctures being niade

over its entire extent, at distances of about one line apart. Wet
lint was applied, and the case treated as a burn. Ailhesive inflam-

mation ensued producing induration and subséquent contraction of

the substance of tlie lid.

In about a mont h from tlie opération the naevus was reduced to a
few scattered vessels over the lid whicli had escaped the influence of

the eautery ; and as they produced some deformity. and uiight pro-

bably increase in size and number if left, I repeated a few punctures

around them. From that time the case has required no further

treatment. The naevus has completely disappeared, leaving scarcely

a trace of deformity. On the 7th of February the cliild was dis-

charged, cured.

The gratifying resuit of this case needs no comment. T believe

that it could not hâve been equalled by any other treatment
;

indeed, from having adopted tins means in several other cases, I

am convinced it affords such excellent results, and is at tlie same
time so safe and so manageable, that it should supersede ail others

in the treatment of supeificial naevi. I know of no other mode
by which thèse growths, in such positions as this occupied could be so

effectually destroyed—without producing injury or deformity on the

structures conceriied. And as the only opprobrium to the actual

eautery is now so effectually removed by chloroform, it is probably

the most painless of ail procédures that we adopt for the cure of

naevus, and is divested of its terrors.

1 may take this opportunity of adding one or two practical hints

on the application of the eautery, as I hâve known disappointment

occur through inattention to the piinciples involved in this mode
of treating naevus ; and I bave niyself failed to altain a cure by

one opération where a little bolder use of the remedy niight hâve

sufliced.

1. As to the température of the needle. On this dépends its

influence, tlie object to beattained being the production of such an

inflammation as will seal the vessels without causing death of tissue:

a black or dull-red beat is required ; in f'act, such a température as

will prevent the punctures from bleeding seenis the most effectuai.

If the needle be applied (as I hâve witnessed) while hot, it siinply

lniriis a hole, and is productive of an eschar, instead of an indura-

tion.

2. As to extent of the application, and the distance between the

punctures. AU visible vessels should be closed by the eautery, and

the skin rendered pale. To do this punctures, about a line apart

should be made over the whole naevus; and disappointment may
be prevented by extending them a little beyond its boundaries to the

normal tissues. This is better ttian having to repeat the opération,

and does not add either to présent suffering or produce subséquent

evil.

3. In référence to a répétition of the eautery. Hère, again,

we must remember that. contraction will continue for some time

after the infliction of the burn, as under other circumstances of

burning. Then if we are too ready to repeat the eautery, we may
not only be doing a work of supererogation, but may also pro lues

greater effect than we désire.

For thèse reasons, having once effectually used the eautery, I

am content to wait so long as there is any prospect of continued

contraction before repeating it, unless I find thetuinour still remains

erectile, or some large vessels still patent and visible. With thèse

précautions, I believe the profession will find this not only the safest

but the most effectuai ofail remédies for the treatment of naevus. And
I am fain to hope, that it will be yet more extensively employed to

remedy those harmless but unsiglitfy " mother's marks " that so often

mark the beauty of inany a f'air face, and rob their unwilliug pos-

sessor of the bright nde of life.
—'The Lancèt.'

Births and Deaths in SoOTLAND.—During the month ot Kcl -

ruary there were registered, in the eight principal towns of Scot-

land, the births of 2,744 children, of which 1,396 were maies, and

1 ,348 feniales. There was 2,186 deaths, of which 1,072 were of

maies, and 1,114 females. Of the deaths. 1,018, or 46 per cent,

were of diihlren under live years of âge.
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MEDICAL SOOIETIES.

THE PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 17.

Mr. Prescott Hewitt, Président, in the Chair.

Dr. Peacock exhibited spécimens showing the

STATE OP THE HEART IN PHTHISIS ; AND DISEASE OF THE KIDNEY,

URETER, BLADDER, AND PROSTATE, AND OF ONE SUPRA- RENAL
CAPSULE.
The lirst spécimen was removed from a man forty-sis yeara of

âge, a patient at the Victoria park Hospital, under the care oi Dr.

Birkett, who had been serions!)- ill for four months, and ailing for

some years. In tins case the heart weighed 9 oz. and 14 drachms,

indicating some degree of hypertrophy, and the cavities also were
consickiabl v increased in size. The other spécimen was from a man
twenty-six years of âge, who died of acute phthisis, and in tins in-

stance the heart weighed only 7i oz., and ail the cavities were small,

especially the left ventricle, the walls of which were increase 1 in

thickness. Dr. Clcndinning, in a paper published in the ' Medico-
Chirurgical Transactions,' stated that the heart was increased in

size in phthisis. This opinion was not, however, strictly correct.

In cases of phthisis of long dnration, and especially in those which
supervene on bronchitis, or are complicated with bronchitis, the

heart is often found hypertrophied and dilated, as in the spécimen
first exhibited. When, however, the disease runs its course more
rapidly—is more purcly a disease of nutrition—the heart is very
generally diminished in weight, and not unfrequently the cavities

are small, and the walls, especially of the left ventricle, increased

in thickness. This condition constitutes one form of what lias been
termed coneentric hypertrophy very incorrectly, for it is simply
that the cavities ara small from the diminution in the amount of

blood which they receive, and the walls contract in proportion. Of
this condition, the second heart shown to the Society formed a cha-
racteristic example. It appears, however, that the heart does not,

in thèse cases, emaciate to an equal degree with other parts of the
body—the tendency to diminished nutrition being modified by the
increased exertion which the organ lias to undergo to maintain the

circulation. In the first case, there was also strumous pyelitis of

the right kidney, with entire oblitération of the corresponding
ureter as far as the bladder, and complète destruction of the corre-

sponding rénal capsule. The base of the bladder was thickened
and ulcerated, and there was an abscess in the left lobe of the
prostate, which had opened into the neck of the bladder. The left

kidney, ureter, and supra-renal capsule were healthy. The patient

had been of a dingy colour during life.

Dr. Leared showed a spécimen from a case of obstruction of the

bowels :

LOOP OF INTESTINE STRANGULATED IN A SUT IN THE MESENTERY.
A boy, fourteen years of âge, in apparent good health, suddenly

complained of pain in his abdomen, lay down and writhed in agony.
He died in twenty-four hours. At the autopsy it was found that a
loop of intestine had passed through a slit in the mesentery. There
were no signs of peritonitis. In reply to Mr. Gay, Dr. Leared said

that the edges of the slit were rounded. It had been one of the
boy's duties to exercise a large dog. The dog had once thrown him
down, and then dragged him on the ground.

Dr. Bristowe showed a spécimen of

RUPTURE OF THE A8CENDIN6 ARCH OF THE AORTA.
A young man, who had been considered healthy, one Saturday

afternoon, after carrying a ladder, had what appeared to be a slight

degree of faintness. He went home, and then had pain in his

baek, which was treated for lumbago. On Wednesday he now and
then had pain in the chest and the pain in the back was worse.
He also had dyspnœa, and died two or three hours after this aggra-
vation of the symptoms. The ascending arch of the aorta was
found dilated and thin, but not diseased. There was a rent in it

an inch and a-quarter long, and a smaller one half an inch. There
was blood in the cellular tissues around the aorta. The pericardium
was full of blood. No doubt the first symptoms corresponded with
the effusion of blood into the coats of the vessel, and those just
befon death with effusion in the pericardium.

Mr. Holmes exhibited a spécimen of
PARTS AFTER EXCISION OF THE HIP-JOINT.

The patient, when four and a-half years old, was admitted into
the Childrens' Hospital for disease of the hip-joint of two and a-
half years' dnration. Mr. Holmes excised the joint, and the child
recovered completely. In six months the parts were soundly healed.
The child aftervvards retumed to the Hospital, and died of double
pneumonia, probably from cold. The bones were connected by
fibrous bands, and Mr. Holmes thought, if the child had lived, a
false joint would hâve been formed.

Mr. Nuxn reinarked on the change in the shape of the
acetabulum.

Mr. Holmes said that this was probably due to gouging at the
time ot the opération.

Mr. Maunder thought that the spécimen ought to encourage
Surgeons to operate more frequently in such cases.

Mr. Holmes said that he could not agrée with Mr. Maunder, as,

of six cases in which he had operated or had watched carefully,
this was the only one in which the slightest benefit had been de-
rived.

Mr. Gaskoin showed a spécimen of
RUPTURE OF THE AORTA, WITH EFFUSION OF BLOOD INTO THE

PERICARDIUM.
A woman, sixty-five years of âge, was found dead in bed. At

the autopsy, the pericardium was found to be full of blood. The
aorta was found to be atheromato us, and there was a small vertical

rent in its coats, just above the aortic valves. From this opening
the blood had escaped into the pericardium. The loose cellular
tissue about the roots of the great vessels was infiltrated with blood.
There was disease of the aortic valve,

Dr. Peacock was appointed to furnish a report on this spécimen
and on Dr. Bristowe's.

Mr. Maunder exhibited a portion of the anterior abdominal wall
containing the

INCISION WHICH HAD BEEN MADE FOR THE REMOVAL OF AN
OVARIAN TUMOUR.

It was shown—First, in order to record the fact, that the patient,

25 years of âge, had died of acute peritonitis on the fifth day ; and
secondly, that in order to secure perfect coaptation of the edges of

the incised peritoneum it was not absolutely necessary to include
that membrane in the suture ; in this spécimen the sutures were
still in situ, were quite superficiel to the serous membrane, and yet

the original peritoneal wound presented a linear cicatrix, excepting
at the point at which the pedicle intervened. This case appeared
to be in ail respects favourable for opération, but having terminated
fatally, Mr. Maunder deemed it more désirable to record that cir-

cumstance railler than the success of the opération, supposing the
facts to hâve been reversed.

Mr. Spencer Wells said that when ovarian tumours were not
closely connected with the utérus—in other words, when the ped-
uncle was long—they often moved from one side of the abdomen
to the other, as the patient moved from side to side. Of course

there would be corresponding movements of intestines, and neces-

sarily variations in the situation of dulness and résonance on per-

cussion. When a loop of intestine adhered between an ovarian
cyst and the abdominal wall, the extent of résonance would vary
with the contents of the gut. In some large ovarian tumours the
movements are so free that the pedicle bas been found twisted
round upon itself, and in more than one turn. He (Mr. Wells)
had seen one case in which death resulted from gangrené of a cyst,

its supply of blood having been eut off by such a twisting of its

pedicle, and of the vessels contained in the pedicle.

Mr. Maunder said that in the case he had mentioned, the tumour
was very large, and adhèrent to the anterior abdominal wall.

Mr. Spencer Wells exhibited

FOUR OVARIAN TUMOURS REMOVED BY OVARIOTOMY.
The first was removed last January, from a patient upon whom

ovariotomy had been performed, in the previous May, by another
surgeon. Mr. Wells did not enter into the détails of the case, as

he was about to bring it before the Médico-Chirurgical Society.

The second tumour was removed, on the 19th of January, from a
married woman, 32 years of âge. The largest cyst had contained
seventy-two pints of fluid, and the pressure had caused complète
prolapse of the utérus with bladder and rectum. Extensive
adhésions had to be separated, but the patient recovered well, and
left the hospital on the day of the meeting. The third tumour
was removed from a single lady, 25 years of âge, on the 3rd of

February. It had consisted of a large cyst holding twenty-five pints

of fluid, and of masses of adenoma. Sections of the latter were
shown, and portions of the wall of the large cyst, to show how
small cysts are developed between the layers of larger ones. The
patient died, two days after the opération, of exhaustion. The
fourth tumour was removed from a married woman, in her 57th year,

on the 9th of February. The largest cyst contained sixty-nine

pints of fluid. There were large groups of secondary cysts, and
extensive adhésions, but the patient was convalescent. This case

made fifty-five in which Mr. Wells had perfornied ovariotomy, with
a resuit of thirty-seveu recoveries to eighteen deaths—and one case,

in which he hail done it for the second time, the resuit being fatal.

If this case was classed by itself, there were only two deaths in his

last twenty cases to eighteen recoveries.

Mr. Spencer Wells presented a

FIBROUS TUMOUR OF THE UTERUS REMOVED BY GASTRO-
HYSTEROTOMY

on January 12 from a single lady 35 years of âge. It weighed
seventeen pounds after one or two pints of serons fluid had drained

off from imperfect cysts or cavities observed in the interstices of

the librous layers ot which the tumour was composed. The utérus

from which it had been removed was also shown. The connexion
between the tumour and the utérine parietes was not very intimate,

so that after dividiug the parietes it was detached without much
difficulty. In some places a very thin stratum of utérine tissu*
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and the peritoneum were the sole coverings of the tuniouv. lt had

fonnett in the right naïf of the body and l'undus of the utevus,

and had been ae.ioiupanied bj hvpeitrophy ol' the utérine tissue on

the lel't nda of the bodv, with atrophy oï the cervix. Mr. Wells

said that lie brought this case forward, not as an example, but as a

warning. He thonght it would only be under niost unusual cir-

cumstaiices that he would again remove an interstitial fibrous tu-

mour of the uterns. A peritoneal outgrowth, or an ingrowth to-

wards the utérine cavity and vagina, offered far more probability

of successful removal than an interstitial tumour. In undertaking

the opération lie knew pcrfectly well that the risk must be great.

He and Dr. Stewart had explained to the patient that the risk was

an "unknown risk;
1" but she had begged to rtm any risk in hope

of a cure. The tumour had been noticed for several years, and its

growth had been aceompanied by profuse nienorrhagia ; but it had

only attained a verv large size during the last four years. Since

then her life had bëen repeatedly in danger froin profuse hœmor-

rhage, and she had become quite unable to eam her living as a

governees. A very accurate diagnosis had been made, and the

patient was advised to try and obtain admission to the Hospital for

Incurables ; but she was most anxious to avoid such an end, and

careful consultations were held as to the possibility of remoyingthe

tumour, and the best means of doing so. The impracticability, or

Tery great danger, of removal by the vagina being évident, it was

thought that removal by a sort of Cœsarian section offered the

best hope of a good resiilt Accordingly, Mr. Wells laid open the.

abdomen, as in ovariotomy, and pressed the utérus and tumour out-

wards. He then eut through the utérine wall, and detached the

tumour by his hand from its connection. The utérus at once con-

tracted. There was very free bleeding at first, but it soon stopped.

Two ligatures only were used, and the opening in the utérine wall

was closed by the uninterrupted suture. The abdominal wound
was closed in the usual manuer. The patient never rallied, and

died four hours after opération, death being attributable partly to

loss of blood, partly to shock, and partly to the effects of chloro-

form. There was no bleeding alter the close of the opération, and

no blood was fonnd in the utérine sac, or peritoneal cavity, after

death.

In reply to Dr. Gibb and other speakers, Mr. Wells repeated

that peritoneal outgrowths, more or less peduuculated, had been

suceessfully removed by the abdominal incision—as by Pr. Grims-

dale and Mr. Fletcher, of Liverpool—and that ingrowths towards

the utérine cavity and Vagina were sometimes detached spontane-

ouslv, and had been often removed successfully after division of the

niucous membrane, but that intestinal fibrous tumours of the

utérus, like that now before the Society, were under much less

favourable conditions for the Surgeon.

Mr. Gay exhibited a spécimen of

CONGENITAL TCMOCR, REMOVED FROM THE SOLE OF THE FOOT OF

A CHILD.

Mr. Gay first saw the child when he was seven months old. The

tumour was elastic, and appeared to be unconnected with the deep

tissues. He removed the tumour, with part of the tarsus and the

metatarsus. The meshes of the tissue of the tumour were filled up

with large fat cells, containing also crystals of margaric acid. The
patient recovered.

Dr. Harley was requested to examine the tumour, and to report

thereon to the Society.

Mr. Holmes showed a spécimen of

CONGENITAL TCMOUR, REMOVED FROM THE OCCIPITAL REGION.

It was removed by the écraseur. The child recovered, and

there was no contraction oi the neck, although the wound was a

large one.

The Président said that he once removed a small fibrous

tumour from an infant two hours old. It projected Irom the upper

iaw into the moutli, so that the child coula not suck.

Mr. Shiixitoë exhibited a

CONCRETION" J'AS.SKl) KROM THE BLADDER OF A WOMAN.

She had consulted him for symptoms like those of stone in the

bladder ; but on examining her, dilating the urethra, and passing

the finger into the bladder, he could not find any stone. The
substance passed consisted of phosphates coated over a thin

metallie substance.

The Président doubted whether it had been passed from the

bladder.

Dr. Leared believed it was a deposit from a kettle.

Mr. Shiixitoe thought that Dr. Leared's explanation was the

correct one. This patient also consulted him for swelling of the

end of one of the fingers, for which she could give no cause. It

was removed at the first joint, but soon the stump inflamed, and
another pièce was eut off. He had recently heard that a third

opération had been performed in the country.

Mr. Spenckr Wells asked Mr. Shillitoe if the lady had brought

an action against him for breach of promise of marriage.

The Président then related a case of simulation of symptoms
of utérine disease.

Dr. Harley then exhibited a

CONCRETION FOUND IN THE ABDOMEN.

Concrétions niight occur in any part of the body,

eonsistiug eutirely

cavities.

n any part ol tne uoay, but when

of inorganic matter they were rare in serous

EPIDEMIOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

MONDAY EVENING, MARCH 2.

Dr. Bryson, F.R.S., in the Chair.

A paperon the épidémies of yellow fever in Bermuda, byDeputy-
Inspector Dr. Smart, R.N., the principal naval offleer at présent on

that station, was read in abstruct by the Seeretary. It was illus-

trated with numerous statistical tables, and aceompanied with an

accurate map of the group of islands. Without going further

back than the close of last century, it appears that the dates ol' the

successive outbreaks of the fever there liave been 1796, 1812,1818,

1819, 1837, 1843, 1853, and 1856.

The following are the principal conclusions drawn by Dr. Smart

from his extended researches :

1. That, in the best recorded yellow fever épidémies of Bermuda,

there lias been generally a coïncidence of the saine disease on the

American coasts.

2. That on such occasions there has been an épidémie constitu-

tion, displayed by the prevalence of catarrhal affections in the

spring, and of gastric affections in the early summer,—thèse yield-

ing to fever which, at its climax in the autumn, aaaumed the t\ pe

of yellow fever with black vomit in a greater or less proportion of

the attack.

3. That, during thèse épidémie seasons, comparative inimuuity

has usually favoured the native population, and those of the

European iuhabitants dwelling under good sanitary conditions.

4. That the niost intense manifestations of the disease hâve

arisen in crowded barracks and convict hulks, &c, especially whei e

the healthy and the rich hâve been kept together.

5. That inasmuch as in the worst instances recorded it has been

found that removal from infected localities has always been fol-

lowed by an almost complète exemption of those not already in-

fected, by amélioration of the state of the attacked, and, lastly, by

an early extinction of the épidémie character of the lever, it is

therefore ju6t to consider the essential causes of the disease ; to

operate, under ordinary circumstauces, by material local agencies,

rather than by those of person.,

6. That sanitary measures are the means to be relied on upon

the approach of the épidémie constitution (a) in any locality

7. That, in the event of an épidémie outbreak, the saine means

are highly valuable ; but the only measure of certain value then is

removal from the locality, and, in the case of crowded coinnuini-

ties—as in barracks, ships, &c.—immédiate dispersion into wider

space of ail persons within the range of the noxious local agencies.

8. That, although the direct proof of personal contagion may be

still wanting, there are ample reasons for concludiug that the

highest degree of local infection has been generated in the hospitals,

naval, military, and convict—so that the nialady has been propa

gated among the attendants as well as among the sick.

9. That, with regard to hospital arrangements for the treatment

of yellow fever, owing to the peculiar prédisposition arising from

the debility of ill-hcalth, yellow fever hospitals should be distinct

and spécial, and under sanitary cordon ;
and that, considering the

disadvantage of the climate of Bermuda, the minimum space, even

where pertect ventilation can be maintained, should not be less

than 1,500 cubic feet per man in fever wards.

After alluding to the terrible mortality from yellow fever ut

several of the ships of the West India squadron during their voy-

age to Halifax, and aller their arrivai there, in 1861, Dr. Smart

remarks :—" I must coni'ess that such results, placed suie I >.\

with those of immédiate removal of men from infected bcalities, as

exhibited in Bermuda expérience, hâve raised a doubt in my mind

whether equal losses of life would hâve been incurred by the im-

médiate removal of the crews from their ships into some suitable

quarantine establishment in the West Indies."

Drs. Bryson, Camps, Stratton, R.N., and Milroy, and Mr. Marson,

took paît in the discussion of this very elaborate and valuable

paper, which had been comrnunieated to the Society by the Coux-

tesy of Sir John Liddell, Director-General of the Médical Depart-

ment of the Navy.

(a) This vague and obscure, although classical, phrase is ttsed >v Dr.

Smart simply to dénote a sickly conditio n of the gênerai healtn ol a

community, as indicated by the unusual prevalence and seven ty of

catarrhas, alvine fluxes, &c, for some timo pnor to the developmenl ot

amali"iiant lever in tiie latter part of the summer or the beginning 01

the autumn—the season when ail the epi demies of yellow lever liave

appeared in Bermuda.

—

Sec. Epid. Soc.
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A BILL TO REGULATE THE REMOVAL IN HIRED
OR PUBLIC CARRIAGES OP PERSONS LABOUR-
ING UNDER INFECTIOUS DISEASES IN THE
METROPOLIS.
Whereas an act was passed in the twenty-fourth year of the reign

of lier most Gracious Majesty, Chapter seventy-seven, intituled " An
Act to amend the Acts for the Removal of Nuisances and tlie Pré-

vention of Diseases," whereby it was, among other things, enacted,

that it should be Iawful for tlie local authority for the executing the
" Diseases Prévention Act " to procure and maintain a carriage or

carriages suitable for the conveyance of persons suffering under any
infections or contagious disease as in the said recited act more par-

ticularly mentioned ; and the provisions of the said act hâve been

found insufficient within the Metropolis to prevent the conveyance

of persons so suffering in public vehicles plying for hire, and such

persons are conveyed in the said vehicles, to the great danger and
péril of her Majesty's subjects hereafter using such vehicles ; and it

îs expédient to make other and better provision for preventing such

practice : be it therefore enacted by the Queen's inost Excellent

Alajesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual

and Temporal, and Gommons, in tins présent Parliament assembled,

and by the authority of the same as follows :

1. Every local authority executing the Diseases Prévention Act
within any part of the City of London or the Metropolitan Police

District shall, within one month after the passing of this act, provide
and for ever thereafter maintain such and so many carriages suitable

in ail respects for the purpose of being used for the conveyance of
persons suffering under infectious or contagious diseases, so that the

same shall be ready and available at ail reasonable times for the use
of those who may require the same, and shall at ail times hereafter
provide suitable and necessary appliances to enable such convey-
ances to be used ; and such carriages shall be kept in such conve-
nient place or places as the said local authorities may appoint, so as

to be conveniemly accessible to ail the inhabitants of' the district for

which such authority acts.

2. It sball be Iawful for such local authority, if they shall so think
fit, to fix for the conveyance of any person in one of such carriages
sucli charge as they may deem right, not exceeding the amount
now allowed by law to be charged by the owner of a vehicle licensed
to ply for hire within the said district.

3. From and after the passing of this Act if any person shall

hire, use, or employ, or cause to be hired, used, or employed, any
hackney carriage plying within the Metropolitan District for the re-

moval of any person whom he shall know or hâve reasonable cause
tobelieveto be suffering from an infectious or contagious disease

whatsoever, or shall personally aid, assist, or abet any other person
in hiiing, using, or employing anysuch hackney carriage, every such
person, on summary conviction thereof, shall forfeit and pay a
penalty not exceeding Ten Pounds.

i. It shall not be necessary upon the hearing of any charge of
such an offence having been committed, in any such conviction to

state or prove the disease under which such person was suffering, but
it shall be sufficient to allège and show that such person was
suffering, from disease, and the person using or employing the
hackney carriage knew or had reason to believe that such disease
was infectious or contagious.

5. Thehal/of the penalty imposed upon conviction ofany offence
against this act shall be paid to the person giving information of

same.

6. AU proceedings against any person for an offence under this

act shall be taken in accordance with the provisions ofan act passed
in the tenth year of the reign of his late Majesty King George the
Fourth, intituled " an Act for improving the Police in " and near
the Metropolis," and the several acts amending the same ; and ail

the provisions of the said acts relating to summary convictions shall

be applicable to convictions under this act, so far as the same may
be reasonably capable of being applied thereto.

7. In this Act, and in any conviction or proceeding under it, the
word " infectious " shall >include " contagious," and every contagious
disease shall be deemed to be infectious for the purpose of this act.

8. This act may be intituled " the Disease Prévention Act, 1863.
9. This act and the said recited act of the twenty-fourth year of

Her Majesty's Reign, chapter seventy-seven, shall be read together
as one act.

MEMOIR OF DR EDMUND LYON.

There are few men whose lives could be faithfully written, would
be more deserving of the careful study of ail earnest men than that
of Dr. Lyon. Not that he was distinguished in science, or an
eminent scliolar, or popular as a praciitioner of physic, or that his
life présents picturesque materials for the biographer. His elaims
to the imitation of ail who survive hini consist in such a faithful per-
formance of his duties to God and man as it is rare to witness. lie
cultivated ail his faculties to the utmost and employed them with

singular constancy for the good of his fellow-men, and, in doing so,

displayed every characteristie of the Christian and gentleman; He
was truthful, he was honest, he had a noble scom of chicanery and
wrong; he was kind and faithful in his dealings ; he would rebuke
the wrong-doer ; lie would forgive him who wrongedhim; lie was
devout and lived strictly up to the ordinances of tlie Church of
England. The entire Médical staff of the Manchester Royal
Intirmary, in an address to his relatives, say—" In oui- estimation,

Dr. Lyon was characterised by gentleness, humility, and benevo-
lence ; by a steady and conscientious discharge of every duty, and
by that stern and unbending integrity of purpose which pervades
ail the actions of an upright man."
Edmund Lyon was born in 1790, being the third son of the Rev.

James Lyon, then patron as well as rector of the very valuable
living of Prestivich, in Lancashire. After receiving a sound éduca-
tion at Oswestry,he becamc the pupil of Mr. Benjamin Hutehinson,
an eminent surgeon at Southwell, the author of the 'Biographia
Medica,' the best gênerai médical biography which lias yet appeared
in English, whose affectionate esteem and praise he won by his

steady industry and exemplary conduct. On leaving Mr. Hutchin-
son's house lie went to London and Ediuburgh, where, under the
greatest physicians and surgeons of that date, he devoted hiinself

with great diligence to the completion of his médical éducation.

Having.graduated at Edinburgh and become also a member of the

London Royal Collège of Surgeons, he settled in Manchester.

Having lost, then, no opportunity of perfecting himself in his art,

and having employed his excellent meniory, char intellect, and
powers of observation of a high order, to render himself qualified

far the treatment of disease, we flnd him a candidate for employ-
ment. In 1817, on the retiroment of Dr. William Henry, F.R.S., as

physician to the Royal Manchester Infirmn vy, Dr. Lyon was elected

in his stead by a large majority of vote-. This appointment gave
him a large fieldfor the observation of ( i-ease, and found him occu-

pation during the dreary years of wait iig for private practice, which
nearly every physician is doomed to pass through. It is believed

that no hospital ever had a more diligent or conscientious physician

than the Manchester Infirmary possessed in him. But, notwith-

standing his excellent éducation and his being a gentleman of good
birth, of powerful connections, of much sagacity, industry, and pro-

fessional knowledge, and of exemplary private life, his professional

success was exceedingly slow. That he was believed to be deserving

of success, and by those compétent to judge, is proved by the fact

that many of his professional brethren entrusted to him their own
health. Dr. Holme, a man of great eminence both as a scliolar and
a physician, not only did so, but left him frequently in charge of his

patients. To Dr. Lyon, however, year after year of hard work
brought hardly any addition of professional inconie. Indeed, to no
one did the ever-true remarks of Dr. Johnson apply more exactly

than to him—" A physician in a great city seems to be the mère
plaything of fortune ; his degree of réputation is, for the most part,

totally casual ; they who employ him know not his excellence, they that

reject him know not his déficience. By any acute observer, who had
looked on the transactions of the médical world for halfa century, a
very curious book might be written on the Fortunes of Physicians."
It is not, however, to be inferred that Dr. Lyon never attained suc-
cess. At the end of about five and thirty years after lie began the
study of niedicine, and after nearly a quarter of a centuiy's hard
work as a hospital physician, he obtained an incouie wliicli, if lie had
received it for many years, would hâve been a moderate rémunéra-
tion for his toil and dévotion. Many circumstances conspired to

disappoint Dr. Lyon. When he setlled in Manchester the field was
fully occupied by Hull, Edward Holme, Bardsley the elder, &c, ail

in the prime of life. During the period lie had to wait, many iresh

competitors appeared, allured by the mistaken belief that Manches-
ter, with its great commercial prosperity, was a paradise for physi-

cians. Of thèse, some deserted physic for other pursuits, some died
others left and settled elsewhere. and some continuedin practice as

his competitors. But most formidable rivais sprung up in the

gênerai practitioners. The improved éducation of this class ren-
dered them nearly, if not quite, as acceptable tothe public in dilli-

cult cases as the pure physician. A change at that time began, and
lias conlinued to this day, which lias almost complelely levelled the

distinctions which existed between the différent grades of the pro-
fession, and which seems hkely to resuit in this, that ail men will

enter the profession by one gâte, and that not the diplomas of an
University, but the acknowledged professional inerits of a man (as

established by the success in practice or the good opinion of his pro-
fessional brethren) will be the passport to the position of a Consult-
ing practitioner. The rapid development of this sentiment
during Dr. Lyon's years of waiting brought many successfùl

competitors into the field. Again, he lived in a period of
révolution in his art. Any practitioner educated but a
quarter of a century ago, if he surveys carefully tlie changes
which hâve taken place in niedicine since he was in the schools, will

find that nearly everything is new. Thousands of fine obseiveis,

scattered over the world, hâve brought their geuius to bear each
upon some organ of the body, and, availing themselves of the im-
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proved methodsand instruments of roseareh, bave not only investi-

gated anew the nature ofdisease, but laid the loundations of more
rational metbods of cure. Dr. Lyon was engagea in practice when
this révolution begnn. Auscultation, tbe use of the microscope, and

a more advanced knowledge of tbe processes of disease, ail c:ime

into vomie. Thougli Dr. Lyon tried to keep up wit-h ail advances

in medicine, and acquired perbaps us good a knowledge ofauscultation

as mott pbysiciansofthat date, he would, witb ebaracterislic bonesry

and eouscientiousness,say—"Icannot nlways trust my ear,"annvowal

which any physician migbt, but few perhaps would, bave made.

Sucb déclarations are a key to his cbaracter : so eminently just and

honest was his mind.

Amid ail thèse changes and discouragements lie ploddcd on from

year to year, eacb day'sduties being pcrfurnicd witb conscientionszeal

and punctuality. He caught typhus lever and narrowly escaped deatb.

Exeept an annual excursion, nothing was allowed to interfère witb

his labours. It was a noble iight. In 1841, after 24 years' service,

he resigned tbe physiciancy to tbe Infirmary, when tbe Board placed

on tbe books their testimony to his " unremitting, exemplary, and

zealous services," and elected bim Consulting Physician to the

Charities.

Ile published very little. His most important papers are " A
Sketch of tbe Médical Topography ahd Statistics of Manchester,"

and " Observations on Iléus." In the treatmentof some abdominal

diseascs he had anticipated the views enteitaincd by eminent practi-

tioners.

In the year 1851, Dr. Lyon, beingin feeble bealth and in posses-

sion of a competeney, retired from practice, and devoted himself, as

a member of their boards, to the business of three important public

institutions, the Royal Inûrmary, Ihe lioyal Institution, and Hen-
sbaw's Bliud Asylum. The Crst of thèse he served for nearly 46
years, and died its senior consulting physician. Of the Royal In-

stitution, he was at his deatb tbe président ; but tbe institution in

which he took tbe greatest interest was Hensbaw's Blind Asylum.
The committee8 of thèse institutions bave, since bis death, entered

upon their minutes resolutions expressive of the bighest esteem :

tbat of the first alluding " to his unremitting and exemplary ser-

vices for nearly 46 years;" the second speaking of bim "as posses-

sed of considérable abilities, of the dévotion of the énergies of an

accomplished miml to tbe working of the Royal Institution, and of

his kindheartedness and goodness ;" and the third remarking tbat,

" his attention to bis duties as a member of tbe board of tbat

Cbaritv was giveu in a most extraordinary and exemplary manner
from 1834."

Tbese eulogiums arc believed to be very deserved, and they are

the more gratifying because he was most independent and resolute

in the expression of his opinions. The writer of thèse meniorials,

judging by documents which Dr. Lyon bas occasionally produced

when discussing witb bim the management of one of thèse charities,

bas been surprised at the labour and tbought which he bestowed

upon his duties. It was obvious that when Le left tbe council table

of a ebarity, and returned to his solitary fireside—a fireside around

which a wife and olfspring might bave been congregated, had earlier

professional success been granted bim—lie considered carefully the

business of the day, pen in hand. Ile underwent great anxiety re-

garding the future of Hensbaw's Asylum, and longed for the re-

stitution oi its cbapel. Ile opposed its aliénation, and rebuked its

alienators. He would run the risk of giving pain to his best friends

ratber than not listen to wbat he believed to be the dictâtes of duly

and conscience. Hc would say, " It is but little tbat I can do ; I

feel thatl want tbat bodily strength which is so essential in debate
;

I uni oftennot attendtd to, but still my présence belps to keep mat-
ters from being much worse than they are."

Many who reinember the slight figure, thesuow-white hair, the ex-

quisitely-sbaped head, tbe dark eyes, and tbe disciplined nioutb,

will, no doubt, bave remarked how singulaily pure in its expression

was that countenance ; how calm, grave, thougbtful, and resolute;

that it betokened an intellect which had been biglily disciplined, a

soûl alive to its duties, and a conscience which, througli ail tbe

struggles and toils of a long life, was of child-like purity. Time
seemed to be marking bim for heaven.

Of the inner life of Dr. Lyon little can be said. The deepest

streams hâve the fèwest bubbles on their surface. Tbe breadth of

the pliylaetery is no proof t >at the Holy Spiiït sits brooding on its

wearer. The following are the observations of one who had watched
him narrowly :

—" When I was a youth I attended tbe saine chureb.

He was rarely, if ever absent. His demeanour was most serious and
devout. When I grew up I knew him intimately, and I bave often

remarked that, of ail my acquaintanecs, Dr. Lyon seemed to me to

be the most likely to mil heaven." In short, it is believed that tbe

life of Dr. Lyon présents a fine example oi tbe strivings ofa Christian

man to dévote himself to tbe worship ot God and the service of his

fellow-men. If he failcd to win weallb and honours, few bave
labourcd harder to deserve tbe rewards of a future and blessed life.

Ile died December 17, 1862, and was buried at St. George's
Church, Uuluie, Manchester.

PARLIAMENTARY INTELLIGENCE.

HOUSE OF GOMMONS, Makch 11.

EMBANKMENT OF THE THAMES.
Mr. Cowper moveil the second reading of the London Coal and

Wine Duties Continuance Bill.

Mr. Williams intiinated tbat he should oppose it ir. a subséquent
stage, if a Bill were not introduced to embank tbe soutb side of

the 'l'iunnes.

Mr. Ayrtox hoped that the présent opportunity would «ot be
lost of plucing tbe finances of the nietropolis on a more salist'aetory

basis. If the accounts were brought into a consoldiated shape, he
believed loans migbt be effected on tbe crédit of the nietropolis on
nmch more economical ternis.

Mr. Doulton gave notice that lie should oppose tbat part of tbe
Bill which proposed to hand over to the City of London the 4d,

coal duties.

The Bill was then read a second finie.

On the motion for the second reading of tbe Tliamcs Embank-
ment (North Side) Bill.

Mr. Doulton observed that he had formerly stated that there

was a great discrepancy between the estimâtes of the engineera and
the right bon. gentleman the First Commissioner of Works. The
estimate of the right lion, gentleman's engineer was 460,000/. ; that

of the engineer to the Metropolitan Board 690,000/. showing a dif-

férence of 230,000/. Since he made that «tatement the former
estimate had been advanced to 500,000/., and the latter reduced
to 620,000/.

Sir .T. Shei.ley asked when the évidence which was taken before

the Boyal Commission on tbis street would be in the bands of

menibers.

Mr. Ayrton asked whether the Bill was to be referred to a com-
mittee of fivc or of fifteen members.

Mr. Cowper said that he proposed to refer the Bill to a com-
mittee of fifteen members, oue-half of whoni should be nppniutcd
by the Conimittee of Sélection. The report of the évidence, if

not already in the banda of members, would be delivered imme-
diately. The différence of estimâtes to which the bon. member
for Lambeth had referred arose from a différence of opinion, not

as to the value of property to be taken, or to the cost of works,
but as to the line ot the street itself.

After a few words from Mr. Locke and Mr. Tite.
The Bill was read a second tinie, and ordered to be referred

to a sélect committee.
CHOLERA IN THE PUNJAUB.

Sir W. Miles asked the Secretary of State for India whether he
had any objection to lay before the House the report of a Scientific

Commission, appointed in the autunm of 1861, to inquire into and
report upon the épidémie of choiera, which had just caused great

mortality in the Punjab and in the Valley of the Ganges ; togetber

with any correspondence that might hâve taken placed upon the

subject between the Home authorities and the Choiera Commission.
Sir C. Wood said that no such report or correspondence had

been reeeived.

ijutljc, itl.unagro, ,inu Erath&.

B I R T H S

.

Arthur.— On the 6th inst., at 7 Monkgate, York, the wife of William
Henry Arthur, Es,}., M.JX, ofa son.

Callan.— On the 7th inst., at Dundalk, co. Louth, the wife of J. M.
Callan, M.D., of a daughter.

Hope.—On the 7th inst., at Boulogne-snr-Mer, the wife of Ceoi;
Hope, M.D., ofa daughter.

Mostyn.—On the 7th inst., at Vyvyan tenace, Cl ifton parle, Bristol,

the wife of J. W. Mostyn, M.D., Staff Surgeon Arniy, ofa daughter.

MARRIAGES.
M'Lakek—M'Tavish.—Ou the 6th inst., at Killin, Dr. .T. M'Laren, to

Catherine, youngest daughter of the late A. M'Tavish, Esq., of Killen.

Peakoe— Finch.—On the »th inst., at Fisherton, G. Penrce, M.D., of

Market Harborough, to Sophie, second daughter of W. ( '. Finch, M.D.,
of the Hall, Fisherton, near Salisburv.

D E A T H S .

Butter.—On the 4th inst., at Hunter'slane, Handswortb, Birmingham,
J. S. Rutter, M.R.C.S.E., aged 52.

Hopkins.- On the 6tli inst., at Houlogiie-sur-Mer, W. Hopkins, M.D.,
late Surgeon of the Glamorgan Militai, aged 87.

MEDICAL NEWS.

Royal Collège of Surgeons.—The following Members of the

Collège, having been elected Fellows at previoua meeting* of the

Council, were admitted as sucb on the llthinst. : Barrow, Benja-

min, K.yde, Isleof Wight ; diplomaof membership dated June 27,

1836'; Cathrow, William, Weymouth street, Portland place ; Nov
5, 1830 ; Gelson, John Thomas, Chelmiford ; Sept. 2, 1825

Apothecaribs' Hall.—The following gentlemen passée! their
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examination in the Science and Practice of Medicine, hâve received

eertificates to practise, on the 5th inst : Boustead, Robinson, Bnck-

inghain street, London ; Lacey, John, Wyle Cop, Slirewsbury
;

Page, William Irving, Ulster place, Regent's park.

Oldham Médical Society.—Mr. Abraham Leach has been

elected Président ; Mr. Alex. T. Thomson, Treasurer ; and Dr.

Samuel Harris, Secretary of the above Society.

The Jews' Hospital, at Lower Norwood, has been opened in

the présence of a large immber of the friends of the institution.

Comparative Professional Mortality.—Of 1,000 persons,

the average number who reach the âge of 71 are—clergymen, 42 ;

agriculturists, 40 ; artists, 28 ;
professors, 27 ; and physicians, 24.

The London Fever Hospital, in 1862, received 2,699 patients,

bein" 938 in excess of the largest number of patients received in

any previoua year. This great increase was chiefly due to the pre-

valence of typhus fever. Since the foundation of the hospital, in

1802, 34,949 patienta hâve been admitted,

Cork Hospital.—The new General Hospital for the County
and City of Cork was formally opened on the lOth instant, by the

Mayor of Cork, in the présence of a large party of ladies and gen-

tlemen, including several eminent membera of the médical pro-

fession.

Aderdeen Royal Infirmary.—At a meeting of the Managers,

held on the 9th inst., the following élections were made ; Patho-

logist and Curator of the Hospital Muséum, Dr. Robert Beveridge,

Aberdeen ; Physician (in the room of Dr. Dyce, resignedï, Dr.

George Carr, Aberdeen ; Ophthalmic Surgeon, Dr. J. R. Wolfe,

Montrose.
Birds as Destroyers of Ixsects.—A distinguished naturalist,

M. Florent Prévost, conceived the idea that it would be a niatter of

great interest to collect, at différent perioda of the year, the

stomach of every description of bird he was enabled to procure,

and to examine and préserve its contents. This collection, com-
menced thirty-five years since, has now reached a considérable size.

The stomachs, opened and dried, together with their contents, are

fixed on card-board, upon which are inscribed, besides the naine of

the species of the bird, the indication of the locality and the date

of its death, together with the names of the animais or places

which hâve been recognised as forming part of the contents of the
stomach. It résulta froiu thèse researches that birds are in gênerai
far mors useful titan hurtful to the agriculturist, and that the

mischief doue at certain periods by the granivorous species is

largely compensated by the consumption of insects they effect in

other perioda.

Appointments —G. H. Atwell, L.R.C.P., has been appointed

Senior House-Surgeon and Secretary to the York Dispensary,

vice F. Norton Manning, M.D., resigned.—R. Beveridge, M.B.,

has been appointed Lecturer on Pathology and Morbid Anatomy at

the Royal Infirmary, Aberdeen, and Curator of the Muséum (a

newly-created appointaient).—A. Bonthron, M.D., lias been ap-

pointed Surgeon-Superintendent of the Queensland Government
Emigrant Ships.—G. Carr, M.D., has been appointed Physician to

the Royal Infirmary, Aberdeen, vice R. Dyce, M.D., resigned.—J.

Wright Craig, M.D., has been elected Assistant Médical Officer of

St. Giles and St. George Infirmary, Bloomsbury, vice N. Engleheart
Cresswell, M.R.C.S.E., resigned.—W. F. Dixie, M.D., has been ap-
pointed Médical Officer of the first District and the Workhouso of

the Lutterworth Union, Leicestershire, vice 0. Bond, M.D., resigned.

—C. L. Edwards, M.R.C.S.E., has been elected Médical Officer and
Public Vaccinator for the Rngely District of the Lichfield Union,
Staffordshire, vice T. Sait, M.R.C.S.E., resigned.—W. Evans, M.D.,
has been appointed Médical Officer and Public Vaccinator for the
fourth and fifth Districts of the Devizes Union, Wilts, vice F. G.
White, L.R.C.P.Ed., resigned.—L. Fisher, M.D., lias been promoted
to be Senior House-Surgeon of the Dispensary, Preston, Lancashire,
vice R. C. Brown, M.B., resigned.—J. J. Foxwell, L.R.C.P.Ed., has
been appointed Médical Officer and Public Vaccinator for District
No. I of the Bristol Corporation of the Poor, vice J. Knill,
L.R.GP.Ed., appointed to the Nettlebed District of the Henley
Union, Oxfordshire.—J. Godwin, M.R.C.S.E , has been elected
Médical Officer to District No. 4 of the Winchester Union, vice J.

Wilde, L.R.C.P.Etl, appointed to district No. 1.—J. Lloyd Jones,
M.R.C.S.E., has been appointed Junior House-Surgeon of the Dis-
pensary, Preston, Lancashire, vice Luke Fisher, M.D., promoted.

—

T. Knight, M.R.C.S.E., has been elected Médical Officer and Public
Vaccinator for the Waterperry District of the Thame Union,
Oxfordshire, vice J. W. Kimptoïi, M.R.C.S.E., resigned.—T. Leckie,
M.D., has been elected a Member of the Royal Institution of Great
Britain.—P. J. M'Evoy, L.K.Q.C.P.I., luis been elected Médical
Officer to the Rathcoole Dispensary District of the Cellbridg.
Union, Co. Kildare, vice M. Talbot O'Kelly, L.R.C.S.I., appointe
Médical Ollicer to the Cellbridge Union Workhouse.—J. W. Harr
M'Kenzie, M.R.C.S.E., has been appointed Médical Officer for the
Checkley District of the Cheadle Union, Staffordshire, vice J.
Ritchie, LRC.S.Ed., deceaaed.— T. O. Mayor, M.R.C.S.E., has been
elected Médical Officer for the Clifton Union Workhouse, vice J. M.
Granyille. L.K.C.P., resigned.—A. L. Peacock, L.S.A., lato Acting ,

Résident Médical Officer to the St. Marylebone General Dispensary, I

d
ia >

has been elected to the office of Assistant House-Surgeon to the
Sheffield Public Hospital and Dispensary.—J.T. Benhall, M.R.C.S.E.
ha3 been appointed one of the Assistant-Surgeons to the East
Sussex, Hastings, and St. Leouard's Infirmary, conséquent upon the
death of R. Cooper Gardner, M.R.C.S.E., and the promotion of G.
B. Turner, M.D.—J. Rutherford Russell, M.D., has been elected a
Member of the Royal Institution of Great Britain.—J. C. Savery,
M.R.C.S.E., lias been appointed one ot the Assistant-Surgeons to

the East Sussex, Hastings, and St. Leonards Dispensary, conséquent
upon the death of R. Cooper Gardiner, M.R.C.S.E., and the pro-
motion of Dr. Turner.—J. Symes, L.K.Q.O.P.I., has been elected
Médical Officer to the Gorey Union Workhouse and Fever Hos-
pital, vice J. Isdall, M.D., resigned.—G. Brown Turner, M.D.,
Assistant-Surgeon to the East Sussex, Hastings, and St. Leonard's
Infirmary has been elected to Surgeon, vice John Savery, M.D., pro-
moted to the office of Surgeon Extraordinary.—J. T. Vallance, M.D.,
has been appointed Médical Officer to the Industrial School, White-
chapel Union, vice A. J. Humbley Banks, M D., resigned.—J.

Reissberg Wolfe, M.D., has been appointed Ophthalmic Surgeon to

the Royal Infirmary, Aberdeen, vice J. Cadenhead, M.D., deceased.

J. Witham, of St. George's Hospital, bas been appointed House-
Surgeon to the Maie Lock Hospital, Dean-street, Soho, vice J.

Wilkins Williams, M.R.C.S.E., whose term of appointaient has

expired.—[J. Robinson Pope, M.R.C.S.E, has been elected Surgeon
to the Hastings Dispensary, and not to the East Sussex, Hastings,

and St. Leonard's Infirmary, as stated in our last.]

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE WEEK.
Wcdnesday, March 18.

Opérations at Middlsex Hospit, 1 p.m. ; St Mary's Hospital, 1 p.ni.
;

University Collego Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Collège of Physicians,

5 p.m.— Lumleian Lectures : Dr. Chambers " On tho Formation of

Mucus and Pus."
Thwrsday, Mardi 19.

Opérations at St. George's Hospital, 1 p.m.; Central London Ophthalmic,
1 p.m. ; London Hospital, l£ p.m. ; Royal Free Hospital, l l p.m.;

Great Northern Hospital, King's cross, 2 p.m. ; London Surgical

Home, 2 p.m., Prolapsus Uteri, Vesico Vaginal Fistula, Vascular

Tumour of Meahis Urinarius ; West London Hospital, 2 p.m.
;

Royal Orthopœdic Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Institution, 3 p.m.

Prof. Frankland, "On Chemical Affinity ;" Royal Collège of Sur-

geons of England, 4 p.m.— Prof. Huxley, "On the Structure and
Development of the Vertebrate Skeleton ;" Junior Médical Society of

London, (at University Collège Hospital), Mr. Talfourd Jones, "Ou
Tuberculous Meningitis."

Friday, March 20.

Opérations at Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital, 1^ p.m. ; Royal
Collège of Physicians, 5 p.m.—Lumleian Lectures :—Dr. Chambers,
"Formation of Mucus and Pus;" Royal Institution, 8 p.m.

—

Balfour Stewart, Esq., " On Magnetic Forces."

Saturday, March 21.

Opérations at St. Thomas's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St Bartholomew's Hospital,

Ijp.m. ; King's Collège Hospital, 14 p.m. ; Charing-cross Hospital,

2 p.m. ; Ro}'al Institution, 3 p.m.— Professor Max Muller, " On the

Science of Language ;" Royal Collège of Surgeons of England, 4 p.m.
— Prof. Huxley, "On the Structure and Development of the Verte-

brate Skeleton.
"

Monday, March 23.

Opérations at Lock Hospital, Dean street, Soho, Clinical Démonstrations
and Opérations, 1 p.m. ; St. Mark' s Hospital for Fistula and other

Diseases of the Rectum, 1\ p.m. ; Metropolitan Free Hospital,

2 p.m ; Royal Collège of Singeons of England, 4 p.m.—Professor

Huxley, "On the Structure and Development of the Vertebrate Ske-

leton ;" Médical Society of London, 8^ p.m.

'J'uesday, March 24.

Opérations at Gny's Hospital, l£ p.m. ; Westminster Hospital, 2 p.m.;

Royal Institution, 3 p.m.

BOOKS RECEIVED FOR REVIEW.
Ou the Convulsive Diseases of Inùnts. By Dr. T. Ballard. London :

John Churchill and Sons.

The International Aspect of Quarantine Législation. By Gavin Milroy,

M.D., &c. London : McCorquodale and Co., Cardington street.

A Treatise on Gall-stones. By J. L. W. Thudichum, M.D., &c. Lon-
don : John Churchill and Sons.

The Dental Review (March). London : J. W. Davies, 54 Princes st.

NOTICES TO CORRESFONBENTS.

J. B.—Certainly.

ChikCBGUS.—Tliero is no eommittee sitting, so far as we know, com-
pétent to deal with such a matter. It would not be difficult to form t

eommittee for the amendment of the Médical Act. There need not be
any bluster ; but let the eommittee prove their competency by their

deeds.

Mr. H. W.—We cannot infoini you.
Alpha. —We believe you are riglit, and that many cases of so-called

Malignant Pustules that hâve been reported hâve been cases of An-
thrax. An errer of diaguosis, however, doos notinvnlidate other more
correct observations.
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The followinj; linos, which hâve appearcd in the morning papcrs, aro

reported to be the poetical offspring of an einiuent phvsiciaii :

—

'•Thk Mmikiaoe or the Pkixce of Wales with tue Pkixcess
Alexandha of Dknmakk.

" After the darkest night cornes glorious morning,

\Vlien sunbreak bursts from out the golden sky,

With every beauty the fresh Etirth adorning,

The glittering sea, aud fjlowing clonds on high.

A night of sorrovr ou our lanil lias 1 1 steil,

l'oit now the coming day is seen to ilawn
;

The heart is not of its regrets divestiil,

Although a veil o'cr its regrets bo drawn.

'• The morning opens clondless and ail glorious ;

The shadows of the uiglit fast fade away
;

Love, Hope, and Joy o'er cvcry ill victorions,

The nation holds high jubilee this day.

With love and loyalty eaeh heart o'erflowing,

Ail bail the Nuptials of the Royal Pair
;

Deepest dévotion to our Sovereign showing,

AVhile Deuuiark's Daughter weds with England's Heir.

"Hail, Alexandre, first of Denmark's daughters,

Hail, lovely Pvincess, now Grcat Britain's prido
;

Welcome a Danish fleet in British waters,

That brings to England's shore our Prince's Bride.

Joy to thee, youthful Prince ! May truest glory

Aronnd thy Koyal brow be ever seen,

Until thy name shine forth in future story

Worthy of thy Great Sire and our Good Queeu.

' ' A Jubilece of Nations ! Each rejoices

As with exultant shonts we rend the «ir,

Or join in reverential tone our voices,

To ask for blessings on that youthful Pair.

Each joy of Earth bo granted without ceasing,

Eaeh gift that Heaven on mortals can bestow,

Until, their happiness each day increasing,

>ro more is left to wish for hère below.

" May Eugland's Star, still glorious and ascendant,

lu Freedom's frontlet ever foremost shine,

Showing to ail wLo would bo independent,

How Law with Liberty man must combine.

A nation, as one brotherhood, united,

AVho guard a Eegal Right eveu as their own ;

A Land where Wrong is still by Justice righted,

—

A People bound by Freedom to the Throne.

"Torquay, March 10, 1863." " R. T. E.

Non-Paymf.nt of Fee by An Assurance Office.

| \\V i\v.mimend to the observance pf our readers the cxample of Dr.

11. Arthur, as discloted in the aunexed correspondeuce. That gentle-

man having been applied to by tho " Consolidated Life Assurance
Company," Cluapside, to furnish certain prolcHsionul pnrticiilurs

respeeting the health
k
of a gentleman intending to insure in that soch i y,

without promise of tho usual fee, retnrned the ndmirahlc nnswcr nm-
tained in this correspondeuce. We hope that ail our TOtéars will act

in the saine manner, when similar demanda aro maJe.—En. Mi.iucai.

CiBOULAS.]
Dkah Sir,—Parait ne lo transmit to you the iuclosed papcrs,

whicli will doubtless disclose to you a practtee winch is a gn«s imposi-

tion upon tho Médical Profession.

If it be true that Médical mon will roake theraselves so cheap as

thèse papcrs would imply, it is not to bo wondered atthat the demand
for Médical Fées should bo ridiculcd, and scofl'ed at, and the Profession

therebv degraded.

With best wishes towards tho success of your admirable and wcll-

conducted journal, Believe me to be, Dear Sir, Yours truiy,

7 Monkgate, York, Wm. Henry Arthur, M.D.
MareU12, 1863.

(Copy.)

7 Monkgate, York,
February 16th, 1863.

Sir,—I would bave acknowledged sooner, but for the pressure of

professional duties, the receipt of the Assurance papers you forwarded

to me, to be filled up, respeeting the state of health, &c, of George

Batty, of this city.

In reply, / again (as I hâve on a former occasion), state to you that

I positively décline to act professionally for you, or any other institu-

tion, without proper rémunération. You hâve it piinted in italic in

your prospectus that it is "for bis benefit." I therefore, naturally

infer that your office dérives not the slightest benefit whatever. You
live, as it were, upon atmospheric air, a sort of mparnatan] existence,

established for the distribution of benefits
'

' Fro bono publiée" Well

then Sir, I must tell you that I live by my profession, aud my tinte is

too busily eugaged to ait down for half-an-hour, and furnish your

office with a long list of information by answers to questions, without

receiving the médiocre fee of a half-guinea. I ara, yours, &c,
Mr. D. MacGillivray. Wm. Hy. Arthur.

Mr. Hathekley.—Received and iusorted.

Dr. Stewart.—Received.

Mr. B. Jones is thanked for his note.

Dr. Wilson.—lst. Ycs.— 2nd. Yes.

Dr. C. (Manchester) shall hâve a private note.

Mr. S. H.—lst. Right.—2nd. We cannot form an opinion from the in-

formation forwarded.

Twinberrow's Patent Double-Action Réservoir Injection
APPARATUS. Complète with additional Pipes for all Purposes, and smtable for every climate.

W. TWINBERROW lias no hésitation in offering his

PATENT RESERVOIR INJECTION APPARATUS as

the most simple and perfect yet produeed.

The Piston or Pomp, whieli so frequeuUy gets out of

order, is not introduced into this Appabatus; there is

TWIXBEUROW'S PATENT DOUBLE-ACTION SYPHON SYRINGE,
With alditional ripes for nll purposes, includhig the most perfèot Eyr Douche and Ear Syrinoe.

therefore an absence of ily, Greasy Matter, and Black
Lead (which are absolutely neeessary to lubricate the
Piston in the usual Syringes), which soon become rancid
and qrkkn, urne portion of which inevitably passes with
the fluid injected from an ordimary Syrinoe.

The great advantage ofthis Syrinoe over others of a like

description, la its having a double action, thereby
froducin'u an lnjnterkupted sTREAM, consequently
discharging double the qiantity of ruriB in half the
usual timf., and with much less exertion.

From J. K. ERICH3EN. Esq
"6 Cavendish place, Cavendish square,

"Oct. 1. 1861.

"Twixberrow* 'Double-Action (Syphnn) Syrinoe'
the most generally useful Instruhent of the kind with

which I am acquaînted.
M For tho more ordiuary purposes it is spf.ciali.y wim.i.

riTTED, being compact, portable, and not liable to
OET OUT OV ORDER.

** By a very simple arrangement the Instrument may

be rendered available asan Kyk Douche, an Ear Syrinoe
and for washing out the Bladder. For thèse purposes it is

peculiarly well adapted, beingcontinuous in its action

"John Erichsen. Professor of Surgery atUniversity
Collège, and Surgeon to the HospitaL"

From W. FERGUSSON, Esq.,

Professor of Surgery at King's Collège, and Surgeon to the
Hospital.

16 George strcet, Hanover square, Oet. lith, 1861.

Sir,—I bave seen and made use of your Double-Action
Syringe, and think very highly of it

Mr Twinberrow, Yours bfully,

Edwards street. Wm. Feroukson.

AV. ÏWINBEKROW, Sole Patentée, Pharmaceutical Chemist, 3 Edwards Street,
PORTMAN SQUARE, LONDON.

To le had ofcdl Ckctrdsts, Druggists, aw.l Swgxcal Instrument Sellera in the United Kingdom.

TOWLE'S CHLORODYNE.
Dose, 5 to 20 Drops. The proportion of Morphia—£ gr. in f. 3i-

contains-
CHLOROFORMYL. ^ETIIER. OL. MENTH. PIP. TINCT. CAPSICI. TINCT. CANNABIS INDICE.

ACIO. HYDROCYAN. ACID. PERCHLOR. MORPHIA, & THERIACA.
Important Letter, Pubmshed bt Permission.

From Dr. C. KIDD, Autlior of xtamlard Works on Chlomfonn :—"Sir,—I think if you would advertiso your
• Chlorodync ' more tlian you do, you would help to beat the other secret compounds out of the market. Of the ràlue

of Chloroform given internally, I hâve Do doubt ; it appears to me in tliat form an anodyne sui generih that no other

•nodjrae can approaeh. 1 hâve ratolutely opjwsed the use of secret compounds of Chlorodyne, and in every way I eau
encourage the lue of the 'Chlorodyne' (if we must hâve it at ail) that is made by von, as you state that its eoinposition

is known. Many Médical men tniuk with me and reeommend your compound, but will never preseribo a secret
reine ly. (Signed) Charles Kidd, M.D., and Surgeon, Sackville street, Pieeadilly, I.oiidon, Apiil, 1SC2."

Price— loz., U.4d.j 2oz„ 2s. 6d. ; 4oz. to 20o?., I».peroz. Prcparcd by A. P. TOWLE, Chemist, &e., M itwjkyort
road. Mache.ster. May be had from barelay and Bon, Karrin^lon ntreet, or throngh any Wholesale House

TO 8TUDEXT8, SUnGRONS, DENTISTS, AND OTHERS.

rrhe Best House for Second-hand Instruments, where there
-*- isthe LAUUEbT STOCK IN LONDON, is Mr. WILLIAM LAWLEY'S, 78 FAERINGDON STBEET, CITV.
Array aad Navy Régulation Cases, Pocket Cases, from lis. each ; Dissecting Cases, at Ss. 6d. and 10s. éd. eaeh.

Photographie Lenset, Opéra Race Glasses, and Télescopes, by the best London Makere.

Chloroform ^\ dministration.
^"-^ At the suggestion of practitioners, Dr. Kidd gives

this form of notice, that in order to ensure aaiety in

administration ami punctuality in attendanco, lie lias

made Chloroform a partieular study.

Opérations attended at ordiuary gulnea fee, Dr. Kidd
supplying his own inhaler, clUorofonn, &c.

Telegrams, best modo of communication, puuctually

attended to.

25 Sackville street.

A Registered M.R.C.S. and
-*-*- L.S.A, aged 23, fond of his Profession, and <>f

very regular habits, at présent holding a hospital appoint-

ment which lie relinquishes in the course of six weaka,

will thon be open to an engagement. One of a permanent
oharacter desired, and libéral rémunération expected.

Townprefeired. The adverttser is personally known to

Mr. Hanïs, 20 King William street, W.C., who will be

bappy toreceive any communications.

EBurton and Co.'s Optical,
• MATHEMATICAL, and PHOTOGBAPHIO

INSTRUMENTS cannot bosurpassedat the priées charged.

A Catalogue for two stainps, or on application at the

jlamilactory, 47 CHUR'ÎU STREET, M1N01UES E.,

London.

Pepsine and Pepsine Wine.
—BOUIiDAULT begs to state that lie eannot be

answerable for the pui'ity »nd strength of any Prepaiatloa

soldunderhis nauio unies obtained from his sole A

Mr. PETER SQDIRE, her Majesty's Chemist, aWOxfcïd
street, London, to whoni nll applications respeeting it

must bo addressed

Second Edition ofBoudault on ' Pepsine,' with Kemaiks

byEngUsh Physielans, editedbyW. S. SaotRE, Pli. 1).:

imblished by J. Chuichiil.Loielou -, may bo nlso had of tlio

Author, 277 Oxford street, priée BlfO ta».

Kinahan's LL Whisky v.
COGNAC iiltANDY.

This eelebrated oW IBISH WHISKY rivais the fines

French brandy. It la pure, miM, meliow, delioioua,jnd
very wholesonie. Sold in bottle», 3s. Sd. each, at moal ol

the respectable retnil houses in London ; by the appointed

sente In the principal towns in England; or, wle.iesale

at 8 Great Wiiiumill îtrcet, Uayniarket.—Observe the Hed

seal.pink label, andfork branded " Kinahan s LL Whisky
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PRESCRIPTIONS AND FORMULAS.

IfjiMORRHAGE FROM THE EaR IN. HoOPING-CoUGH. Mr.

Tbiquet's Treatment.—We stated in another part of the

présent number, (Art. 6384), the coïncidence at least in the

cases hitherto published, of htrmorrhage from the ear in hoop-

ing-cough, with lacération of the memhrana tympani. By
a careful analysis of the cases, illustrative of Mr. Wilde's views,

Mr. Triquet has been led to the adoption of the following

treatment :

1. If pain be présent, it is proper to resort to cupping in

the mastoid région, or apply two or three leeches in front of

the tragus (one leech only in the case of infants).

2. Calomel, or scammony, in doses appropriato to the âge of

tho patient, should be prescribed for antiphlogistic and deri-

vative purposes.

3. To render the membrane immovable, and afford it the

needful support, cotton wool should be inserted with a style

and spéculum as far as the surface of the lacerated partition.

4. The patient must be protected from the various sounds

which rnight cause agitation of the membrane, and impede

cicatrisation.

5. Cicatrisation will be pronioted by touching, once or twice

a day, the edges of the lacération with a pencil impregnated

with
Glycérine, 3u-
Tannin, gr. J.

or by the application to the surface of the membrane of a small

pièce of gold-beater's skin, previously rnoistened with one

drop of elastic collodion.

Thèse two procédures Mr. Triquet has found efficient, and
hâve in the course of a week brought about the occlusion of

the preternatural aperture.

Mr Gibb seems disposed to trust to nature for the cure of

thèse lacérations of the membrana tympani. But in one of

bis cases the injury was followed by obstinate otitis and per-

manent deafuess, and judicious interférence is, therefore, dic-

tated by prudence.

LlNIMENT FOR THE CURE OF THE HEADACHE, COÏN-

CIDENT with Ocular Disease.—In a case of paralysis of

the four recti muscles of the eye and the levator palpebrse,

reported by the Journal de Médecine de Bruxelles, Mr. A.

Ceccarelli, Chief Surgeon of the Boyal Military Hospital, and
Director of the Ophthalmic Dispensary at Borne, is stated to

hâve resorted with benefit, for the removal of obstinate frontal

cephaklgia, to frictions over the forehead and temples with a

cloth impregnated with:

R Liq. Ammonite, 3iv,
;

Etheris nitrici, 5ij.
;

01. campli, Sivss. ;

Every evening a bot hand bath containing carbonate of

Boda was also prescribed, and in the course of four days con-
sidérable relief was experienced.

The paralysis was caused by the application of lunar caustic

to the eyeball in the région of the muscular insertions. The
rotatory motion of the eye was restored after three cautérisa-

tions perfornied at intervais of five or six days. In this in-

stance Mr. Ceccarelli had recourse to the plan recommended by
Mr. Valiez of Brussels, the pencil of nitrate of silver being
protected by a moist pièce of muslin, a plan which rend ers
the opération less painful, and admits of the action of the
caustic being regulated at will.

Treatment of Chaps and Chilblains.—The Bnlhfm
Médicale du Nord de la France registers the following
formula, which Mr. Testelin has found useful in cases of chil-
blains uncomplicated by ulcération :

R Tinct. Iodini, 5ij. ;

Liq. sotlse chlorinatae, 5vj.
;

Ibis lmiment should be laid over the seat of the disease,
and afterwards dried by exposure to the fire. Mr. Testelin
states that the remedy eifects a cure in three or four days.

Eor the treatment of chapped hands the same practitioner
has frequently resorted to the application of honey heated in '

an oven, and deprived of its viscidity by the removal of the
froth formed under tho influence of heat. It should be applied
over the hands whenever they are washed, and spread with
gentle friction. The author asserts that he has thus succeeded
in curing chaps, and in proventing their return, in servant maids
whose hands are frequently exposed to the contact of water,
and who usually suffered from this inconvénient affection

throughout the winter. He prescribed the same remedy with
entire success in Brussels to a clear-starcher, although this

person did not for a single day discontinue her employrnent.

LEARNED SOCIETIES.

Academy of Sciences.—Man is not the only animal liable

to Bronchocele, and Mr. Baillarger communicated to the Insti-

tute a séries of facts, from which it appears that goitre is

fréquent in horses and in mules. Mr. Bey, a professor of
Veterinary Surgery at Lyons, questions, it is true, the accuracy
of thèse facts, but if he has not met with the affection in the
class of animais alluded to, Mr. Baillarger is convinced that
the circumstance arises from the Professor's observations not
having been directed towards the discovery of the disease.

Mr. Baillarger requested several compétent men to test the
accuracy of his statements, and the following is the resuit of
the inquest instituted by them on the subject.

Mr. Péronet, Inspecter of the Slaughter-houses of the City

of Chambéry, exaniined 60 mules and 45 horses ; 28 of the
former and 1 5 of the latter were affected with bronchocele.

Dr. Bey (of Grenoble), repaired to Allevard in company with
Mr. Pellat, Veterinary Surgeon of the 4th. Begt. of Artillery,

quartered at Grenoble ; 55 mules were submitted to their

inspection, and 47 goitres were detectod. In this district,

however, horses appear to be less subject to the disease than at

Chambéry. Amongst eight horses, Messrs. Bey (of Grenoble)
and Mr. Pellat discovered only one case of hypertrophy of the
thyroid.

— Professor Benault, of Alfort, observed in April last at

the Institute, that hydrophobia seems to hâve increased in
frequency since tho establishment of a tax on domestic ani-

mais. Mr. Benault recommended as measures of public
safety calculated to check the further extension of the evil the
permanent and effectuai rnuzzltng of ail dogs allowed to wander
at liberty, and the immédiate destruction of ail those bitten, or
suspected of having been bitten, by rabid animais.

The portion of thèse reeominendations relative to muzzling
was conrplied with, it is true, but the tolérance of the autho-
rities speedily neutralised the good effects of the précaution,

and it is now admitted, on ail hands, that muzzling, as per-

formed in France, affords no real protection.

As to the destruction of ail animais bitten, or merely sus-

pected of having been bitten, by a mad dog, the apparent in-

humanity of the measure, has caused it to be replaced by the
temporary séquestration of the suspected subject.

The problem which now requires solution is the duration of

the séquestration, a question answerablo only when the précise

length of the incubation of rabies shall hâve been ascertained.

To attain this knowledge persovering and dangerous researches

bave been necessary, and in his second communication, Mr.
Benault laid before the Academy the résulta of the inquiry.

In a period of twenty-four years, 131 dogs were either re-

peatedly bitten, under Mr. Benault' s eyos, by animais during

paroxysms of rabies, or were inoculated by himsolf or in his

présence with saliva, taken on the spot from mad dogs.

63 of thèse animais having been found perfectly healthy at

the expiration of four nionths, were considered safe from the

effects of the virus, and were subsequontly submitted to fur-

ther experiment.

Of the remaining 68,

31 became mad after the 40th day
;

45th „
50th „
55th „
60th „
65th „
70th „
80th „

118th „

23
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Froiu thèse figures Mr. Renault concludes that six weeks,

the maximum length of séquestration aecording to existing

régulations, are an insutficient period, and that the animal

should be confined four months. " But," says the learned

author, " whereas it is not probable that the lueasure would

ever be earried out to its full and désirable extent, and more-

over, as it is doubtful whether, even after au inteival of four

months, hydrophobia niay not make its appearance, as a few

cases reported by trustworthy praetitioners soem to imply, the

most effective, the only measure which can satisfy the re-

quirements of comnion prudence, and thoroughly protect the

public, is the immédiate destruction of ail dogs bitteu, or

merely attacked by a rabid animal. I hâve never hesitated,

for my part, to recommend the sacrifice to the owners of dogs

bitten, or even suapected of having been wounded undor such

circumstances.
" General Morin," says the Union Médicale, " remarked

that the immédiate, destruction recommended by his learned

colleague, had for upwards of forty years been resorted to at

Strasbourg. A cart driven by the assistants of the public

executioner, peranibulated the streets, and ail unclaimed dogs

found wandering in the town were caught, strangled, and
earried away. Mr. Morin believes that this practice bas been
discontinued, and he congratulated the city of Strasbourg on
having rclinquished so barbarous a custom. The scène must
hâve been traly disgusting, less disgusting perhaps, and doubt-

less préférable, in Mr. Renault's opinion, to the spectacle

afforded by a man writhing in the paroxysms of hydrophobia,

the resuit of the négligence of the police ; this may be true,

but before resorting to so cruel a procédure, would it not be
proper, if he might venture to ask, that the would-be eanicides

should inform the Academy how it happens that in countries

where dogs are allowed to roam in absolute freedom, where
the muzzle is unknown, and destruction not practised, as Con-
stantinople and the Levant, for instance, hydiophobia is sel-

dom, if ever, observed ?"

Academt of Medicine.—We hâve on a previous occasion

noticod Mr. Poggiale's report on drinkable waters. The fol-

lowing is an abstract of the observations offered by several

inembers in the debate, which may be termed the contest be-

tween rivers and springs.

River-water, said Mr. Jolly, like ail water which bas been
sufficiently aerated, and bas deposited the organic matter,

and calcareous ingrédients in excess, is vastly préférable for

consumption and domestic usages to spring-waters.

Subterranean waters are generally and almost inevitably,

imperfect, from the absence of air, and when in the absence of

a river, it is necessary to supply a city by means of springs, it

is indispensable, as the commission bas veiy justly remarked,
to convey the water from its émergence to the réservoirs from
which it is finally distributed, in wide and airy aqueducts, in

which the liquid may acquire the physical, chemical, and
hygienic quahties of wholesome drinkable water.

The equal température, and clearness boasted of in spring-

waters, are not essential to the hygienic properties of the liquid,

but are merely incidentaL and acquirable, but alone cannot
justify a préférence in favour of thèse waters over other sources

of supply.

— Mr. Bouchardat took part neither for nor against spring
water, but expatiated on the subject of drinkable waters in

gênerai, and concluded with the following remarks :

" By the term ' drinkable ' I designate ail natural waters of
pleasant taste.

" No absolute opinion can be expressed as to their salu-

briousness, but after an inquiry into the health of the popula-
tions who hâve used them for a long period of time.

" Drinkable waters, which by long continued use hâve pro-
duced endémie diseasc, do not dérive their injurious properties

from the présence or absence of any chemically defined. sub-
stance (with the exception of arsenic and other poisons, and
perhaps an excess of silica, which may act in a detrimcntal
inauner on the teeth).

" The drinkable waters, the continued use of which as a
beverage causes endémie goitre, and as a consequenco cre-

tinisni, contain organic matter arising from vegetable décom-

position in Dolomitio soils, or in soils constituted by similar

minerai éléments.

"Thèse waters generally originate in marshes, ponds, or

fous, and by infiltration through the soil, constitute the trans-

parent .springs of lower lands.

" Drinkable water of a doubtful character may be used with
impunity as a beverage, when it bas been boiled, and employed
to make tea, ooffee, or other analogous préparations."

— Mr. Gibert offered a few rcmarks on Mr. Poggiale's report.

The learned member cannot agrée that the variablcness of tlic

température of river-water is an objection to its use, becauso
every house is supplied with a well in which the river water
may be cooled for tho table. Mr. Gibert is also surprised that

the efficacy of filtration on a large scale, should be the object of

a doubt, the establishment of the Célestins having notoriously

supplied Paris with excellent water for the last lifty years.
" Messrs. Poggiale and Robinet replied that the means of

domestic réfrigération alludod to by Mr. Gibert were not to be
found in ail houses, and that tho method of filtration employed
by the Company of Les Célestins was obviously inadéquate to

the requirements of the capital, tho cubic mètre of water cost-

ing no less than iive francs.

— The most racy speeches of this debate were delivered by
Messrs. Robinet and Briquet.

Mr. Robinet addressed himsolf to Mr. Bouchardat's remarks,

and ondeavoured to demolish somo of the assertions of his

learned colleague.
" Is it necessary," said he, " that water be «rated % For

my part, I hâve shown, since 1861, that the stomach has not

been constructed with a view to the absorption of air. This

is the function of another organ, and many people, moreover,

drink no water. Those who use well-water (and they form

the nine-tenths of the French nation), drink water which con

tains but very liotle air. In many wells respiration cannot be

earried on, and a light will not burn. The sanie remark ap-

plies to Artesian wells. The well at Grenelle contains nitrogen

only, and yet-tho water it supplies is usod by ail the inmates

of Hospital Necker, without injury to their health. At St.

Denis the same circumstances are observed on a more exten-

sive scale, without any evil results.

" Marsh water is charged with ammonia, contains no air,

and yet does not injure animais. I hâve for my part, for six

weeks, drank nothing but distilled water, containing no air,

but slightly acidulated with carbonic acid, and the beverage

has agreed with me perfectly.

" I do not agrée in the objections which havo been mode to

the calcareous and magnesian salts présent in water. Certain

waters hâve been condemned on account of a slight increase

of weight dotected with the hydrometer. Now I hâve found

that some waters, supposed to be excellent, were seriously

impeached by hydrometric examination, and vice versa. In

Champagne, tho inhabitants do not drink the Marne water.

At Epernay, a spring is used which supplies water weighing

44 deg (hydrom.), whereas in the waters of the Seine the

instrument sinks to 18 deg. The waters of the wells of

Epernay weigh 48 deg., 50 deg., 56 deg., and 60 deg. Now
in this city there is not a single instance of bronchocele to be

found. The water at Fontainebleau oscillâtes between 25 and

60 degs., the waters uosd at the Palace weighing 50 deg. At
Marseilles the waters weigh 50 deg., 61 deg., 54 deg. and

168 deg., the latter being the pleasantest in the town.
" Hence I ain justified in asserting that the calcareous con-

tents of drinkable water are not by any means so objection-

able as has been stated. The waters at Saint Denis weigh

from 42 to 45 degs.
" On the other hand, the présence of a certain amount of

calcareous salts is allegod to bo indispensable. I may stato in

reply that at the Puy de Dôme the hydrometric weight of the

water is 1 deg. or 1 -5 deg., and rain wator in Paris, 2 deg. In

the Department do l'Ardèche fiows a river, the water of which

weighs but 05, being 0-5 less than distilled water. In the

province of Morvan the water varies between 1 and 3 degs.,

well water marks from 2 to 5 degs., the water at Clermont, 1

and 5-—7 degs. Yet you are aware that Morvan supplies Paris

with excellent wet-nurses.
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"The conclusions are obvions. In général, the dangers

attributed to the use of certain waters are very doubtful, and

Mr. Bouchardat, in îuy opinion, deals too largely in hypo-

thesis. He attributes goitre to vegetable matter which he has

never seen, and yet the water used in Paris deposits a considér-

able amount of vegetable matter, and is not a cause of bron-

chocele.
" In Paris niany persons drink turbid water without in,jury

to their health. Moreover, most persons mix their water with

other beverages, a circumstance which must be taken into

account. I hâve entered on this subject in an extensive

correspondence, of which the following is the resuit.

"In 21 Départaient.?, water is used as a beverage in 4, and

in 3, when no other drink is attainable ; in the remaining 14,

no water is drunk, and as a rule it is held in abhorrence."

While listening to Mr. Robinet's remaries, the Academy
was somewhat puzzled to explain why the orator, expressing

himself so indiffèrent to the composition of water, had yet

earnestly advocated the enormous expenditure involved in the

dérivation of the river Dhuis. If the waters of the canal

de l'Ourcy are sufficient for the consumption of the Capital,

why spend millions for the purpose of bringing from Cham-
pagne to Paris a water which will not be found pleasanter,

nor, aecording to Mr. Robinet himself, more wholesome 1

Mr. Briquet did not confine himself to more spéculation on

the subject, but distinctly expressed his surprise in a humour-
ous speech, of which we reproduce the more important pas-

" From Hippocrates down to contemporary authors, Messrs.

Bostan, Michel Levy, and Londe, for instance, ail hygienists,

agrée that river water is wholesome, and spring water injurious.

It is not, therefore, without surprise that I hâve heard a con-

trary doctrine from the lips of our learned colleague. I can-

not adopt the views of the Commission, which hâve however
found advocates in this assembly. Mr. Bouchardat informs us

that, after careful investigation, he has corne to the conclusion

that the présence of air is not necessary in water, and that the

amount of saline ingrédients is a matter of indifférence, etc.

I conceived that thèse opinions were uttered with a view to

conciliation. But he was followed by Mr. Robinet, who also

occasioned some astonishment when he stated that the œration

of water was unnecessary, that the fixed soluta were unim-
portant, and that no connection can be traced between the

chemical composition of water, and its effects on the System.

He cares not whether water be turbid or transparent ; in short,

he has reversed ail our notions on the subject, he has changed
ail things, and like Molière's quack doctor, he has placed the

heart on the right side.

" Now I will merely ask, if the quality of the water is a

matter of such utter indifférence, why seek it in so distant a

départaient, at such enormous outlay î Are we thon like fine

ladies who admire only expensive articles ?

" Mr. Robinet states that in the various publie Institutions

of Saint Denis, the water used for the table is not aerated, and
that no bad effects follow. I may be permitted to remark that,

from contact with the atmosphère, the water rapidly becomes
œrated in its passage to its destination, and in the basins in

which it is preserved.
" It is, moreover, not proved that public health is so very

flourishing in that locality. Mr. Robinet asserts that at the
pauper asyluni there is no illness, but he must allow me to

question the accuracy of his information. He brings forward
no comparative tables of the mortality, in this and other
similar establishments. The same remark applies to the school

of the Légion of Honour. Our colleague confines himself to

mère assertion, and does not attompt any satisfactory démon-
stration.

" With regard to the inhabitants of the Department de la

Marne, I may say that if they use well water from préférence,

it is not a matter of choice, but of economy, because they
cannot afford to construit engines for the purpose of raising

water from the river. Mr. Briquet thon related the well-

known history of the batteurs de Marne.
" As to the effects of the use of Spring water in Cham-

pagne, I produce an extract from an unanimous décision of the
Professors of the School of Medicine of Rheims." (Mr.

Briquet read this document, from which it appears that

goitre was very common at Rheims, where the inhabitants

used well and spring water only, and that the disease has
vanished since they hâve replaced this beverage by the water
of the River Marne.)

" Mr. Robinet quotes Epernay, where spring waters only

are in use, and affirms that bronchocele is not to be found
in that city. I hold in my hand a letter from Dr. Rousseau,

who states that he has at présent seven cases of goitre under

his treatment ; suppose that each of the practitioners of

Epernay can adduce an equal number ; take due note of the

cases unknown to the physicians, and concealed with the

utmost care by the patients, and thèse I do not overstatc in

estimating thciu at two-thirds of the whole, and you will hâve
the correct statistics of bronchocele in a city in which the

disease is said not to exist.

" I hâve consulted the documents suppliée! by the mili-

tary boards in Champagne. The number of soldiers inva-

lided on account of bronchocele, during one year, amounts to

83. And yet it is in this very country we seek, at great

expense, for water for the consumption of Paris. Allow me,

gentlemen, to conclude with a trite aphorism. The plan kifl

not pay.

— "VVe hâve already published the results of the compéti-

tion for 1862 ; the following are the subjects proposed by the

Academy for the years 1863 and 1864.

Prizes proposed for the Year 1863.

Prize of the Academy.—The Academy proposes for compé-

tition the following question :

—

" Carbuncular disease in Man and Animais."

Value of the prize, 40/.

Portai prize.—Morbid Anatomy of the Placenta, and in-

fluence of its anatomical altérations on the development of the

fœtus."

Value of the prize, 40Z.

Glorieux prize.—" Dyspepsia."

Value of the prize, 40/.

Capuron prize.— Obstetrics.—" Estimation of the compara-

tive advantages and disadvantages of turning, and of the appli-

cation of the forceps, in malformations of the pelvis."

Value of the prize, 40/.

Lefévre prize.—" Melancholy."

"Value of the prize, 80/.

Amussat prize.—" To be awarded to the author of the ana-

tomical researches and experiments which shall bave prepared

or realised the most important progress in surgical therapeutics."

Papers previously rewarded by the Impérial Academy of

Medicine, or by the Academy of Sciences, are excluded from

the présent compétition.

Value of the prize, 40/.

Barbier prize.—(Vide Page 42.)

Value of the prize, 240/.

Anjenteuil prize.—" This prize, which is awarded every

six years only, will be adjudged to the author of the most

important improvement introduced in the treatment of stric-

tures of the urethra during the présent period, 1856-1862, or

to the author of the most valuable improvement, during thèse

six years, in the treatment of other diseases of the urinary

organs."

The papers must be forwarded to the Academy before the

lst of Mardi, 1863, and be written in Freneh or Latin.

Value of the prize, 480/.

Any candidate, who directly, or indirectly, may bave made
himself known, will ipso facto, be excluded from the com-

pétition.

Candidates for the prizes founded by Messrs. Itard,

DArgenteuil, Barbier, and Amussat, are exonerated from the

ibregoing condition ; and likewise conipetitors for the prize

founded by Mr. Capuron, on the subject of minerai waters.

Prizes Proposed for the Year 1864.

Prize of the Academij. — " A clinical inquiry into the coni-

plicationswhich may arise, during the progress of rheumatic

lever, in the nervous centres and their euvelopes."

Value of the prize, 40/.
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Portai Prize.—" Establish the condition of tho nervos in

local paralysis."

Value of the prize, 24/1

Ciorieux Prize.—" History of progressive locomotive ataxia."

Value of tfte prize, 40/.

Capuron Prize.—" Incoercible vonùting during pregnancy."

Value of the prize, 40?

Iturd Prize.—To be awarded evory third year, to the author of

" the I*est book or paper on practical medicine or therapeutics."

The works presented for compétition must bave been pub-

lished at least two yeare before.

Value of the prize, 120/.

Ornla Prize.—This prize is not divisible, and the subject

proposed may bear ou a question of toxieology, or on one of

the other branches of forensic medicine.

The Academy, in accordance with Mr. Orfila's expressed

désire, proposes, for the third time, the question of poisonous

inushrooms, and words it as follows :

—

u
. 1. Give the général practical characteristics of poisonous

mushrooms, and more especially those appréciable by the

public.

" 2. Ascertain the influence of climate, aspect, soil, culti-

vation, and season, on the edible or poisonous properties of

mushrooms.
" 3. Separate the poisonous principle, describe its chemical

and physical characters, and expatiate on the means best cal-

culated to indicate its présence in cases of poisoning.
" 4. Inquire into the possibUity of neutralising or removing

from mushrooms their poisonous principles, and ascertain

what takes place in the décomposition or transformation they

hâve undergone.
" 5. Study the action of poisonous mushrooms on the

human body, the means of preventing it, and the appropriate

remédies."

Value of the prize, 240/.

Barbier Prize (vide page 42).

Value of the prize, 120/.

The office bearers of the Academy were elected as follows,

for the year 1863 :

—

Président, Mr. Larrey ; Vice-Président,

Mr. Grisolle ; Annual Secretarij, Mr. Béclard ; First Member
of Council, Mr. Guérard ; Second Member of Council, Mr.

Clocquet.

€l)î ftltïmal Ciïrttlar.

LECTURES
ON DISEASES OFTHE EAK.

By James Yearsley, Esq., M.D.

(Continued from page 130.)

For a moment, then, I take leave of Mr. Wilde, who chose to

notice my efforts in the cause of progress, for which I thank him,
and of the obstinate old man in Berlin who ignores them, with
whom, consequently, I ought to be very angry, and proceed in my
tracery of what I woidd call the revolutionary period of the history
of aurai surgery.

No man of ordinary observation can possibly investigate a séries

of cases of deafness, without seeing the important part played hy
the mncous membrane in producing the affliction; and long before

I had written a Une on the subject, or exclusively devoted my atten-

tion to it, the wonder with me was npon what principle the ears

were invariably syringed,and oils and drops introduced into tlie pas-
sage of the car for its relief ;—the only solution to be arrived at was
that médical practitioners gave no thought to the subject, and
blindly followed on in the wake of their predecessors whether for

good or for evil—a practice which has seriously impeded the
advance of médical science in other departments as well as in aurai
surgery. Hère I would offer a suggestion, whereby young men may
be brought to tliink for theUMelvee. Restrict them from reading
médical works for the first year at least of their pupilage,—let

them read the book of nature only at the bedside of the patient,

—and then they will be led to reason with themselves on what
they see, and less likely become blind followers in the erroraof their
teachers. Such was the scheme of éducation pursued in my own
case at a large county hospital, and I hâve had reason to see the
wUdom of it, for it not only leads to scepticism of the opinions

and practice of others, but more especially of one's own. The natural

conséquence is that when you do venture to put pen to paper, you
rarely afterwards hâve reason to regret it. Thus it is I can refer

witli pleasure, and fearlessly quote opinions addressed to the pro-

fession more than twenty-two years ago without desiring to alter

a single Word.
My views and practice in aurai surgery, had been frequently ex-

plained in Annual Reports of the Ear Infirmary between 1837 and
1841, but in the latter year they were embodied in a séries of

Papers published in the 'Médical Gazette,' and froni the first of them
I quote my opinions, expressly addressed to the profession, on the

part played by the mucous membrane in relation to deafness.

" My attention has been much directed to the state of the mucotis

membrane in deafness, and the resuit of my investigations has

satisfied me that a very considérable majority of deaf persons hâve
the liniug mucous membrane of the ear in a diseased condition.

The great agent in producing this morbid state is cold; sometimes
affectiug the internai ear through the médium of the external pas-

sage, but more frequently producing its first effects on the throat,

and extending to the middîe ear through the inner or Eustachian

passage. The next prolific source of deafness is chronic dérange-

ment of the stomach, which affects the ears in ail who hâve any
prédisposition to disordered hearing. Thèse causes of aurai disease

thus displaying themselves in morbid conditions of the mucous
membranes, I do not hesitate to déclare, exceed ail others in fre-

quency and importance.
" The affection of the mucous membrane of the throat, to which I

refer, may occur at ail âges, but happens most commonly in the

periods of youth and niiddle âge, especially to those whose occupa-

tions expose them to inclement weather. It commonly begins

with a sensé of fulness and increased beat about the fauces, aggra-

vated by taking cold, and constituting in itself a great susceptibility

to catarrhal complaints. There is an increased sécrétion of phlegm
from the throat, which is chiefly troublesome in the morning. On
looking into the throat it appears congested, and covered with

blood-vessels, assuming arborescent shapes, and forming a striking

contrast in colour with the pale mucous membrane of the cheeks

and palate. When this state has existed some time it extends to

the nasal cavities and the guttural passages, producing a sensation

of stuffing up both in the nose and ears ; of course caused by the

increased sécrétion of mucus and the thickening of the lining

membrane. It is in this, the first or inflammatory stage, that deaf-

ness makes its appearance ; and by the aid of catheterism the pro-

gress of the morbid state eau be accurately traced. During the

first stage the affection of the throat is the most prominent symp-
tom."

Thèse views so emphatically pronounced, hâve constituted the

basis of my aurai practice up to the présent time—nothing has

ever been said to invalidate, but much to confirm their truth, and
had pathological dissection alone been required for the elucidation

of the theory, Mr. Toynbee, the industrious dissector of more than

1,000 ears, following in my wake, has supplied most ample évidence

in its favour. Supposing at the outset of my career I had written

to that unexamplecl dissector of the ear, words to the following

effect, which by the bye, I most likely should hâve done, had his

existence and prédilections been kuown to me :

—

" Dear Sir,—I hear that you are investigating with much in-

dustry the post-mortem appearances of diseases of the organ of

hearing. Doubtless, you hâve read my publications on the subject,

and hâve observed how much I dwell on the morbid conditions of

the mucous membrane, and the extension of disease in that mem-
brane to other tissues. I shall be glad to find that your researches

will prove of more utility than the few dissections I hâve myself

made to clear up the subject."

I might at the same time bave called his marked attention to

the conclusions at which I had arrived, embodied in the following

words :

" In nine-tenths of the cases which corne before the aurai prac-

titioner, deafness will be found to hâve originated in a morbid

affection of the mucous membrane lining the throat, nose, and ear;

and according as the disease terminâtes in simple thickening of the

membrane, in adhésions, in partial or total loss of the menibrana

tympani, in disorganization of the whole mucous lining, in loss or

anchylosis of the ossicula, or destruction of the inner membranes
of the fenestraî, so is the deafness more or less intense and con-

firmed."

As an honourable man, Mr. Toynbee would no doubt hâve

responded that " he had read my contributions with great pleasure,

that in his investigations my opinions would not be forgotten, and

that if the resuit of his dissections confirmed them, he would not

lail to give me full crédit for my anticipations."

Mr. Toynbee was at that time a student of Anatomy at the Col-

lège of Surgeons, assisting the curator in tho Muséum, and I believe

had then only perpetrated one act of authorship, in which he attri-

buted the poisoning of one or more individuifs in a family, to the

eating of rancid bacon at breakfast ! It must be confessed that the
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readingnf tliat article did not leave a very favourable impression

of the reasoning powers of tlie writer, for cause and effect were by

no means niade évident. I confess also that I did not afterwards

look for imich help in the better treatment of diseases of the ear

from such a coadjutor as Mr, Toynbee. After twenty years, can I

retract my judgment ? Admit ting that ail the dissections hâve been

made, as stated, what lias been the resuit ? Catheterism of the

Eustachian passages, excision of enlarged tonsils, and the local treat-

ment of the throat, are the natural concomitants of my views

lespecting the mucous membrane,—they are not the resuit of dissec-

tions, indeed my contemporary, as I shall show in the course of

thèse papers, absolutely throws cold water upon such modes of

treatment ! What good has corne of his dissections ?

How sadly too, hâve the aspirations of the Dublin surgeon,

Wilde, beep falaified ! Ten years ago, thus wrote that distinguished

luminary :

"The labours and investigations of Mr. Toynbee hâve effected

more for aurai pathology than those of ail his predecessors either

in England or on the Continent. He cornmenced. at the right end,

and lias travelled in the proper direction. He has brought to bear

npon the subject the trne principles of science, and with the assist-

ance of the microscope,—the aid of every modem artistic appliance

to assist Mm,—accustomed to habits of minute dissection, patient

research, and careful observation,—he has aceumulated a mass of

facts upon the morbid anatomy of the organs of hearing that must
lay the foundation for a more rational mode of treating the 'diseases

of those parts than has heretofore been resorted to. Mr. Toynbee
lias alreaây recorded the results of the dissection of the ears of

about 750 persons sent to Mm for examination, but of which
number not more than sixly or seventy were from persons the

history of whose deafness was known."

Thus placed on a pedestal of famé by his friend Wilde, Mr. Toyn-
bee finds himself in the very next sentence laid prostrate by the

same friendly hand :

" Mr. Toynbee has laboured extensively, and with effect, tb dis-

cover and describe the post-mortem appearances which disease has
produced in the organ of hearing; and I trust hewill long continue
to prosecute, with the same avidity, the same honesty of purpose,
and an equal amount of critical acumen, his valuable researches.

Morbid anatomy, however, is one thing—pathology another. The
dead subject upon the dissecting-table teaches the student not dis-

ease, but 'he results of disease. It avails little that the hospital

pupil sliould hâve pointed out to Mm, in the dead-room, the
violence which sudden accidents may bave caused, or the ravages

which slow disease has produced in the various organs or textures

of the body ; it matters not to what extent the microscope may ex-

Mbit the wide-spread lésion, or chemical tests disclose morbid pro-

ducts, unless the cases hâve been observed during life, and the pro-

gress ot disease previously noted at the bedside. Therefore it is

that the School of Vienna,—where a dozen bodies from différent

parts of the Great Hospital, but the historiés of which are un-
known, are sometimes eut up, and thsir post-mortem appearances
displayed in the lecture-room on a nioming,—may, under the able

teaching of Rokitansky, Engel, and others, teach morbid anatomy
(pathology so called), but doe.i not produce many practical

physicians."

Up to the présent moment Mr. Toynbee is disentitled to be
restored to the position intended for Mm, for with ail his dissec-

tions he lias certainly failed " to lay the foundation for a more
rational mode of treating diseases of the ear than has heretofore
been resorted to," unless it be considered that the use of the
acetuni cantharidis in lieu of the Emplastrum lyttœ is an advance
" in the right direction."

But now cornes the climax of Mr. Wilde's unfairness. After a
disparaging critique of my own labours in the cause of aurai
suigery, after elevating his friend Toynbee oMy to kick Mm down
again, lie. yet finds that the labours of that gentleman hâve not
been altogether fruitless for himself, for he says :

"Mr. Toynbee'e researches prove the position which / long ago
advanci'i, and which from year to year / hâve been in the habit,
not only of teaching theoretically, but practically demonstrating in
my elinical lectures,—that the great majority of diseases of the ear
producing deafness hâve their origin in inflammations of one kind
or another. Every day's expérience confirais me in this opinion :

and the cases which I now publish will, I think, corroborate that
view of the subject."

Now, reader, I will ask in ail fairness, after reading the extract
reprinted from the ' Med. Gazette,' at the commencement of this
paper, which of us, Mr. Wilde or myself, has most right thus to

k >. It is a rather startling fact, that Mr. Wilde in enume-
RCting my various contributions to aurai literature, oniits ail
mention of my papers specially addressed to the Profession, in the
'Médical Gazette,' in 1841. When will honesty, one towards
another in the Profession, be the rule instead of the exception ?

(To be continued.)

AUTOPSY OF A CASE OF AKTIFICIAL ANUS IN
THE GEOIN,

SUCCESSFULLY TREATED SIX YEARS AGO.
By Robert Fowlek, MD. Edin.

In the Médical Cibcdlar of February 23, 1859, I fully re-
ported this case, which occurred in my private practice during the
early months of 1857. Owing to the death of the patient, I am now
enabled to complète the history of the case, with an account of the
autopsy of the parts involved.

On May 4, 1857, I ceased my attendance on the patient who, at

my direction, had supplied herself with one of Bourjeaurd's hernia
belts and pad.

The next entry in my note book is as follows :—1862, May 9th. She
has continued to wear her belt till about one month ago, when she
made an apparatus of linen which she found more comfortable.
She has remained perfectly well, and has daily performed ail her
duties as housekeeper until lately. Owing to her increasing feeble-

ness (being over ninety years of âge), she has for somo months dis-

continued going out upon lier daily errands.

On the evening of this day she was seized, and fell down at sup-

per, with a fit of insensibility.

Upon my arrivai she had recovered consciousness, but was per-

fectly hémiplégie on the left side, and unable to speak intelligibly.

lOth. She had rallied, and could speak better.

She gradually improved in lier power of speech, and gained some
slight motion of her leg. The arm remained completely paralysed

until a few weeks before her death, during which time she was
enabled to slightly move her fiugers.

Sept. 12. She died quietly at midnight, with scarcely any warn-
ingof getting worse.

Post-mortem examination sixty-three hours after death. Body,
specially the belly, decomposing.

Right fémoral région.—-Externally there was a small depressed

cicatrix over the site of the artificial anus. The opening of the

fémoral ring into the abdomen was apparently obliterated ; and to

the puckered peritoneum about its position, a portion of small in-

testine (six feet by measurement, from the ileo-cœcal valve), was
adhèrent at its convex border by means of a small fibrous cord,

which was about half an inch long, and a quarter of an inch in

diameter. The internai epigastric artery was half an inch external

to this cord. The calibre of the intestine was not at ail diminished
at the attachment of the cord ; a little puckering of the mucous
membrane, which presented a small semi-lunar projection, exactly

opposite the extenor adhésion being the only change noticeable

internally.

In the left fémoral région there existed a hernia which, on being
incised, displayed a cavity, capable of holding a small orange, but
containing merely a pièce of onientuni, adhèrent to the upper and
outer edge of the fémoral ring.

Remarks.—In my aforesaid report of this case I gave the âge of

my patient as " eiglity years." Just prior to her death she brought
out from amongsther arcana arcanorum, a sampler, which she had
herself worked when a child. The date worked on this sampler
was 1778, and it further stated that the worker was then 11 years

of âge. My patient must, therefore, hâve been ninety and not

eighty, when she so wonderiully and completely recovered from
this serious injury to one of her important organs.

The opinion that I formerly expressed that "the strangulation

iucluded a portion only of the calibre of the intestine ;" and conse-

quently that " the gangrené occupied a part only of the diameter of

the gut," is justly verified by the fact, that after death the internai

capacity of the tube was found entirely undiminished.

My uiagnosis as to the probable locality of the Sphacelus was
however erroneous. In my aforesaid report I observe :

—" The
nature of the discharge from the unnatural orifice shows that the

strictured protrusion was near to the inferior end of the intestinal

canal ; and, indeed, saving that the antécédent symptoms were (as

far as I can judge from the patient's history), of a milder nature, the

whole case bears a strong resemblance to two instances detailed by
Mr. Hey, of which lie states ' that there is little reason to doubt that

the prolapsed portion of intestine was the head of the colon.'
"

I must confess I was surprised to find that the communication
with the interior of the intestine had been at a point so distant as

six feet on the stomachic side of the ileo-cœcal valve.

On more than one occasion I had myself seen " solid pièces pass-

ing in large quantities through the orifice." That the fœces had
not regurgitated through the ileo-cœcal valve is évident from a

circumstance I had noticed during the progress of the case ; and
had thus commented upon in my report :

—" Finding that this dis-

charge increased whenever the patient inclined her position towards

the right side, I directed her to lie chiefiy on her left, and by tins

simple change of posture, giving, I présume, a slight check to the

agency of gravitation, the fiow from the wound very considerably

diminished."

It would therefore appear, that true faoces are formed, and fœcal

matter is secreted in thelower portion of the small intestines.
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TO OUR READERS.

The readers of the Médical Circular are informed that

increasing private engagements hâve caused the Editor

of this Journal—Dr. Ross— to retire from its active superin-

tendence. From the first number to the présent lie lias un-

interruittingly exercised the editorial functions—with what

acceptance, it is not for us to say ; but he has at length found

it necessary to seek some relief from the constant pressure of

his literary avocations. Tliat he will continue to feel a deep

interest in the prosperity of this Journal, it may be super-

fluous for us to statc ; for it is natural to ail men to désire

that the work of their haiids should be rewarded with a

continually-increasing approbation.

It is unnecessary to dilate upon the spirit and purposes

manifested by this Journal during the past eleven years
;

nor would it be agreeable to the late Editor to expatiate in a

laudatory vein of a work whoso history stands recorded in

its own pages. The Journal might hâve been better—per-

haps, and wc hope it will be kiudly added, tliat it might
havo been worse. It has encountered powerful opposition,

and had no weapon wherewith to defeat it, but a reliance on
the Profession's respect for a frank déclaration of the truth as

it was apprehended by the writer, and an unswerving déter-

mination to maintain those principles which, however spurned

at first, would, it was hoped, be acceptée! ultimately as the

wisest, best, and most lasting. It is with peculiar satisfaction

we add that at this moment there is not a single principle of

policy, either in corporate government or hospital management,

which has been upheld by the Médical Circular that is not

adopted in practice or advocated by our eontemporaries as in

itself reasonable and legitimate.

The successor to Dr. Ross is a gentleman of great talent

and scientific knowledge, combined with much expérience of

literary duties, and we hâve a confident expectation that the

Médical Circular will continue, under his guidance, to winthat

support with which it has hitherto been so generously favoured.

MEDICAL AUTHORS AND MEDICAL PUBLISHERS.
Oh ! tliat we could risc from the grave one hundred years

hence, to compare the respectability and status of the mem-
bers of the Profession then, with that which they hold at

présent Sometimes we hâve our misgivings on the question,

and reflecting on the homeeopaths, the mesmerists, the grape-

curers, et id <jenm onuie of the présent day, with their

similia in euibryo as so many démons fastening upon our

vitals, and undermining our progress, we find our hopes forsak-

iug us, when a great fact like the ' Médical Directory ' cornes

to our rescue and we breathe again. To the foresight and
enterprise of Dr. Yearsley, the Profession should never forget

they are indebted for this boon, which knits us together, and
présenta a bulwark by which the public recognise us as a

united body, whoso mission is the subjugation of disease and
the welfare of mankind.

We cannot forbear calling attention to another event which
has lately happened, calculated also i» advance or to mar as

the case may be, the future of the Profession in public esti-

mation. We remember the day when a Médical author of

note would never hâve thought of a publisher out of Pater-

noster row—the great houses of Longman and Co., of Simpkin

and Marshall, and one or two others, absorbed the authors in

evary Profession—but spécial tics in trade are now as defined

as specialties in the professions ; and we as naturally go with

our Médical manuscript to a Médical publisher to launch the

product of our brains, as we go to an eye or car doctor to re-

lieve us of any del'ect in those localities. The Profession is

fortunate in having several Médical publishers who do honour

to their calling. At the head of them stands out prominently

John Churchill—we bave known hiin throughout his caivcr,

and, doubtless, like most of us, he lias donc many things which

would hâve been better left undone. We are not going to

criticise his past ; it is with the présent we bave to do, for lie

bas recently committod an act, wliich, as we bave said, may
advance or retard the upshot of the Profession far more than,

on first thought, may be thought possible. He has added two

young publishers to our specialists in that départaient, in the

persons of his two sons—that is to say, he has taken them

into partnership. It is an ovent, we say, of more importance

to the Profession than may prima /acte be so considered. We
hâve lately seen with what tenacity a cortain quack-doetor

held on to the privilège which he had furtively obtained of

appending a respectable Médical publishers' namo to the

advertisement of bis book, and we bave no doubt the nian

was îight in his estimation of the guarantec which is affoided

to the public by the alfix of a good name as publisher.

Suppose, then, our young friends were déficient in the powers

of discrimination, suppose they adopted the inaxim of " ail

fish are good which corne to net,' and prostituted their good

name at the sbrine of mammon, how damaging would be such

conduct to the interests of the Profession ! Happily we bave

no fear on this head—the sons bave profited by the training

of the father in lus best and paliniest days—we bave the

pleasure of their acquaintanec, and we can say that morally

and intellectually they are above the average of their oraft,

and could the wish with which we set out be vouchsafed to

us, we believe that our hopes for the future of the Profession

would be most surely realisc-d by seeing the grandsons of such

men occupying their places in this wbirligig world. We con-

gratulate the Profession on the event, and wish success to the

bouse of ' John Churchill and Sons.'

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

ST. THOMAS S HOSPITAL.

It is reported that the arrangement which certain advocates

of the érection of the new St. Thomas's Hospital on the site

of Bethlehem were anxious to effect, cannot be carried out,

inasmuch as the site offered free by the owner of land in

Surrey, is found to be quite unsuitable for the Asylum, and

has been already twice rejected. We are told " not to look a

" gift horse in the mouth," but in this case it would hâve been

wrong to bave respected the proverb. " Timeo Danaos, dona

"ferenten," is an oqually sound maxim.

It is, we believe, decided that the new hospital shall be con-

structed of separate blocks—this is, in fact, our Cottage plan,

for large institutions—and it is discovered that the site of

Bethlehem is not spaeious enough for the purpose. In our

opinion, no block should contaiu more than twenty patients,

and no ward more than three ; whethor the cottage plan will be

carried outto this extent or not, we cannot tell; but, at Icast,

we are gratified to learn that—what the Directors prêter to call

the " block " plan—as at Lariboisière—will, in ail probability,

be adopted. A little pamphlet has been forwarded to us by

Mr. James Adams, a Governor of St. Thomas's Hospital, who
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shows clearly that the site of Bethlehem is too small and in-

convénient in its forni for the contemplatod new Hospital.

He prefers the " Surrey Gardens," and undoubtedly it is the

more désirable site, of the two. We quote Mr. Adams's re-

marks on the cost and practicability of the Bethlehem project :

" There is somedoubt as to the practicability of obtaining légal

or parliamentary powers for occupying the site of Bethlehem
otherwise than as an insane asylum. But, supposing tliis difficulty

overcome, the estimate for the cost to St. Thomas's of purchasing a
new site, building a new Bethlehem Hospital, &c, is variously esti-

mated at from 145,000/. to 160,000/. Law and parliamentary
charges would of course swell the cost, which is, in tact, virtually

unknown. But this much is known, that in addition to the minimum
of, say 150,000/. for obtaining possession of Bethlehem, there would
be an additional expense of at least 40.000/. involved in leaving the
présent site :

—

e.g., (1) The authorities hâve spent some 15,000/. in

adapting the place to their temporary purposes. This would hâve
to be sacrificed in case of leaving. (2) A large sum would hâve to
be paid to the proprietor, as compensation for the altérations. (3)
As many years must elapse before St. Thomas's could be removed
to Bethlehem, the removal involves a further expenditure, very
moderately estimated at 25,000/. in the shape of rent—ail which
would be saved by the présent site being permanently purchased,
and the necessary raeasures for reconstructing the new hospital
commenced, without delay.

" This brings the minimum cost of leaving the Surrey Gardens
and going to Bethlehem up to 190,000/. The total and defined cost
of the Surrey Gardens (including 17£ acres of the most convenient
shape, to 11 acres of the most inconvénient shape at Bethlehem), is

104,000/.; so that the cost of the inferior and inapplicable site,

where it is confessedly and physically impossible to construct the
hospital on expar.sive and improved principles, is nearly double that
of the ground now occupied, and which is adéquate and well adapted
in every way to the most important objects and extensive prospects
of the institution.

" Supposing, therefore, the protracted négociations with Bethle-
hem to resuit in the latter being taken for St. Thomas's, that resuit
would be to abandon a superior site in order to pay double pricefor
one not only inferior but palpably unfit. Could this be justified by
prudence, economy, and regard for the interests of the public ?

" A period of eight years at least, would intervene before the
patients of St. Thomas's could be received on the site of Bethlehem.
There would be the delay in obtaining powers ; in building, fitting,

and furnishing the new Bethlehem Hospital ; and then would corne
the removal of the insane patients. After ail this there would still

remain the great work which ought to hâve been finished long
before, and which ought, in fact, to hâve mode considérable progress

before now—that of rebuilcling St. Thomas's Hospital itself. And
would not the Governors of St. Thomas's incur deep and deserved
blâme for thus postponing or rather neglecting their own duties, and
the interests of the poor and of their own institution, whilst waiting
upon the movements of another establishment ? Great injury has
been already inflicted upon the sick and afllicted poor by the partial

suspension of the useful functions of St. Thomas's. The présent
temporary structure makes up only 200 beds. The new building, as
planned on the Gardens by Mr. Currey, will make up 600, and this

noble structure could be commenced at once, and without removing
the patients trom their présent abode. Would it not be a lament-
able thing— an evil of great magnitude in itself—to exclude 400
poor patients, or more, from refuge and succour for a period of six

years at least longer than there can be any necessity for such exclu-
sion, and with the resuit, after ail, oferecting, at nearly double the
cost, a radically and hopelessly inferior Hospital ?"

ME BRADY's BILL.

We regret that Mr. Brady has found it necessary to post-

pone the second reading of his Bill, a copy of which we printed

in our last number. It appears that the clauses were incom-

plète as to some détails, more especially with référence to the

confusion of the terms contagious and infectious, certain

honourable members, who appear to hâve possessed a peculiar

knowledge of such matters, objecting that any one who might
be surmised to be suffering from his sacrifices to Venus, might

be refused a ride in a cab ! The authority also, who was to

décide upon the sufficiency of the number of cabs provided by
the local Board, was not designated.

RUSSELL V, ADAMS.

The ' Médical Times and Gazette ' contains a copy of corrc-

spondence relating to this trial. It is quite time that Mr.
Propert clearly stated his précise position in this affair. His
continued silence gives pain to his professional brethren.

REVIEW OF THE PERIODICALS.

The ' British Médical Journal.' Dr. Thomas King Chambers
puts in his rejoinder to Dr. Beale's criticisms. Dr. Chambers ex-

plains his meaning of the phrase " disease," upon which, as we re-

marked, this great eontroversy chiefly hangs. He quotes Pereira in

support of his proposition " that every state of body which is not

health is disease." But what is health, most learned Theban ?

Alluding to Dr. Beale's objection to his theory that disease is best

treated as a deficiency of life, he says :

" The fact that diseased parts are often increased in solid bulk is

of serious import, and suggests two questions, both of very practical
bearing :

—

" 1. Does augmented bulk imply augmented gênerai life in the
individual ?

" 2. Does it imply augmented local life in the part afïected ?

" To the first question, a sufficient answer may be found in any
of the médical or surgical wiirds of a hospital. It is not the burly,
full-pulsed, red blooded man of large appetite and great muscular
power that is most likely to exhibit a spécimen of solid morbid
matter, but the starved ansemic, quivering at a breeze or a blow.

" In what corpse do you find the greatest weight of fibrine thrown
out in the peritoneum in the shortest possible time ? In one dead
of puerpéral fever—that is, in the weakest sex at the period of its

greatest weakness.
" In whom is rheumatic fever most likely to cause pericarditis,

with its great masses of morbid matter ? In the young overgrown
person, especially if a female, more especially if an overworked,
underfed maid-of-all-work, and still inore especially if vital power
is lowered (as M. Edwards has shown it to be) by cold.

" In whose heart do the conséquences of this pericarditis most
rapidly induce enlargement? Not in the well-fed and well-

clothed ; but at the same weakly time, in the &ame weakly sex,

and under the same debilitating circumstances as the original lésion

occurred.
" Cancers and other tumours are found of quickest growth and

most frequently in the least lively bodies, in tbe least lively parts,

in the idle utérus, in the unused breast, in tbe cellular tissue, in
scars, in parts half killed by wouuds, injuries, or previous dis-

ease."

Following this article, we hâve a continuation of Dr. Beale's

lectures on the First Principles of Medicine. He treats of the vital

changes occurring in the mucus-corpuscle. We hâve quoted this

article. Dr. Walker continues his articles on the Laryngoscope in

the same journal.

The ' Lancet.' Professor Huxley's second lecture on the

" Vertebrate Skeleton " appears in this number. This is followed

by Dr. Radcliffe's lectures on the " Brain and Nervous System."

Both thèse lectures are elaborate and highly interesting. Mr.

Holmes reports three plastic opérations for remedying deformity

of the neck arising from burn. Mr. Broke Gallwey relates a

case of " Laryngitis in an Adult " in which tracheotomy was suc-

cessfully performed, and Dr. Junius Hardwicke reports a case of

" Encysted Tumour " in the vagina impeding delivery. It was

tapped, and the child delivered by means of the forceps.

The ' Médical Times and Gazette.' Professor Huxley opens

the pages of this journal also with the second of his lectures on

" Classification." A lecture by Mr. Carsten Holthouse on the

"Diagnosis of Hernial and other Tumours of the Groin and

Scrotum " contains many practical points. Dr. Ramsbotham's

notes of cases in " Clinical Midwifery " are continued. He gives

various cases of convulsions. Dr. Kenneth Macleod reports

various cases in which he has administerd " hydrocyanic acid " for

allaying irritability in insanity,—a mode of treatment to which we

referred last week. Mr. Hulme reports a case of " Ovariotomy " in

which peritonitis set in, ending in death on the ninth day.

The ' American Médical Times.' Dr. Detmold's lectures on

"Military Surgery " are continued. There is also in this journal

an interesting " Case of Ulcer of the Duodénum in a severe case

of Frost-bite," by Mr. Samuel Adams. The same pathological

condition occurs in the case of severe burns. It would be désirable

to know, as the writer remarks, whether the same pathological

incident is common to the two affections.
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SOMF. KEMARKS ON GONORItHŒA AND
SYPHILIS.

Ht Mai-rre Hkxkï Collis, M.B., L R.C.S.I.,

Surgeon to the Meath Hospital and County Dublin lnfirruiry ; Member

of Council K.C.S.I., and of Council of Surgical Society.

Although few persons will now prétend to add much to the symp-
tomat.dogv 01 treatment of gonorrl.œ t and syphilis, yet ail will allow-

that theiv is still room for the honest records of expérience in both
departnunts. As I hâve ventured to show, in the pages of tins

Journal, there is no domain of surgery in which dogmatie assertion

is so prévalent a feature : and where dogmatism is found to exist,

nmch imperfection of observation and uncertainty of action may
fairly be suspected. Such nrust be iny apology for writing on a

subject so hackneyed, and of which most practitioners will think
they bave already had more than enough. I do not now présume
to ào more than state the results of a very moderate expérience in

the treatment of uncomplicated forms of gonorrhœa and syphilis,

founded not alone npon my own practice, Dut upon such observa-
- I hâve been able to make of the practice of others.

Dr. T. Cluunbers asserts that gonorrhœa, if let alone, will get well
spontaneously in two or three weeks. Certainly the milder forms
get well on surprisingly little treatment. For years I hâve not
given either cubebs or copaiva at ail. They are, perhaps, useful
drugs, but I bave not found it necessary to use them ; the disease,

as I hâve met with it, admitting of a ready cure by less unpleasant
remédies. In persous of full habit and great vigour I generally

give a saline purgative at the commencement, followed up by minute
doses of tartar emetic, if there be much constitutional disturbance
or a tendency to high local inflammation. Cold affusion will also

be of service in thèse cases. The main treatment, however, is by
injections ; not heroic solutions of nitrate of silver, which are
eniinently (incertain and dangerons in their action, but by weak,
and frequently repeated, solutions of alum. The raie for applying
injections is simple ;—If the inflammation be severe, let the solu-

tion be weak and frequently used ; if it be of chronic type, let the
solution be strong and seldomused. This is the key to the success-

ful use of injections ; and not only is the rule applicable in gonor-
rhœa of the urethra and of the conjunctiva, but it may be extended
(with necessary modification) to treatment of ail inflammations, and
to the use of internai remédies as well as extemal applications.

Indeed, I think, a similar rule may be traced in the effects of ail

stimulating applications, whether gênerai or spécial, in the use of

tonics, astringents, and sédatives ; so much so as to convey to my
inind the existence of a gênerai law regnlating the actions of a
large class of remédiai bodies. The terms of it wonld run some-
thing in thisfoim :

—"Themore acute the disease, the more fréquent
and the weaker the remedy ; the more chronic, the stronger

and less frequently applied."

The astringent on which I chiefly rcly for the cure of gonorrhœa
—is alum. In the most acute form of gonorrhœa, when the dis-

charge is profuse, thick, and glutinous—the lips of the urethra
red, villous, and pouting—the patient should be directed to pour
a. small jug of cold water over the organ, and immediately inject

a syringeful of solution of aluni of the strength of half a grain to

theounce. This injection is to bc repeated every hall' hour for the
first day, and as ofte'n at night as the intervais of sleep will allow.

In ail probability, before 24 hours hâve elapsed, the sécrétion will

be loMoned in quantity, and somewhat thinner ; the local heat,
swelling, and redness will bave abated ; and the ardor urina) will

Lave almost disappeared, if the saline purgative and the tartar-

emetic bave been used along with the local treatment. The injec-

tion may then be increafed to a grain to the ounce, and used every
hour ; in ail probability, after the lapse of 48 hours more, the dis-

charge will bave ceased entirely ; the injections, however, must be
continued for another week or two—but at the strength of half a
drachm to the eight ounces—three times a day ; otherwise a relapse
may occur, which will be harder to cure than the original clap.

Four objections are made to this plan of treatment:—The diffi-

culty of carrying it out in its integnty ; the irritation produced at
the orifice of the urethra by the repeated use of the syringe ; the
liability to cystitis, by the gonorrhœal fluid being carried into the
bladder, and the inefficïency of such weak solutions.

To the last objection I can only oppose my expérience, backed by
the évidence of such surgeons and pupils as may hâve observed my
plan of treatment at the Meath hospital for the last eight or ten
yeare. Besides, reliance is not exclueively placed on the injections

;

the lower effects of the purgative and tartar emetic must be taken
into account.

Cystitis is not likely to occur, because the proportion of alum is

quite sufficient to destroy the infectious character of the pus by
«oagulating it, and to leave a residue for astringent action on the
urethra besides. Injections of plain cold water might otherwise be
used at the outset, in place of tne alum, but for this risk of cystitis.

It has, however, happened, that such injections hâve set up inflam-
matien of the bladder, by sending on an unalteredpus into that

organ, and, consequently, I hâve always added to the water a suf-

ficiency of alum to prevent that accident.

Irritation of the orifice of the urethra, in conséquence of the fré-

quent lise of the syringe, is to be avoided by having a very
smooth syringe of glass ; by only introducing it so far as is abso-
lutely necessary, and not letting the point enter as high as the ridge

corresponding to the corona glandis ; and by douching with cold
water before ami after syringing.

Lastly, there is, no doubt, ùitliculty in having thèse directions

fairly earriei! out, for obvious reasons ; but the case I hâve sup-

posed is an extivnie une, in which some ilegree of confinement will

be unavoidable and consequently this diftieulty will be more easily

met.

In the commoner forms of gonorrhœa, where local inflammation
ami gênerai lever are not severe, and where the dischage and ardor

urinse are the only sources of discomiort, little internai niedicine

need be given—a purgative pill or so if necessary, and a lew drops

of liquor kali in gum-water or camphor mixture, with a pill of

hyoscyamus, camphor, and morphia at night, will be enough.
Hère, however, the judgment of the surgeon will be called into

play in each case to apportion the strength and frequency of the

injection. The gênerai rule has been given above ; in carrying it

out, the amount oi discharge—its condition purulent or half

mucous—the appearance of the orifice of the urethra—and the

amount of ardor arum will guide us. If the discharge is still abuu-

dant, puriforni, and accompanied by redness of the lips of the

urethra, and by considérable scalding, we must use weak solu-

tions (eight to twelve grains to the eight ounces of water), every

second, third, or iburth hour ; but if, on the other hand, as will

occur in old stagers, the discharge is half mucous, the lips blue, the

scalding not comploined of much, we may advance in strength to

a drachm, and diminish in frequency to three or four times a day.

If a syringeful is injected we may spare our patient much of the

unpleasant scalding by injecting before micturition.

This treatment^will cure an ordinary gonorrhœa in from four

days to a week—at least, it will in that tinie stop ail discharge
;

but, as in the acuter types, the injections must be continuée! for

several days lest a relapse occur, as is sure to be the case after

excitement or errors in diet, and sometimes without such provoca-

tion.

Gleet,the opprobium of this branch of surgery, is not nnfrequently
kept up by over-anxiety to cure it. The introduction of a bougie

smeared with lard and dusted over with powdered alum, or a single

touch of nitrate of silver by means of & porte caustique, not repeati -d

more than twice, and at an interval of a week, will sometimes
succeed, provided nothing else is done in the interval, and the

organ get sufficient rest. I hâve occasionally enred a gleet by
first administering muriated tincture of iron and tincture of opium,
in doses of fifteen drops of the former to five of the latter, three

times a day, and thus rendering the dùeharge more genuinely
puriform. When this efl'ect follows, a spontaneous cure will some-
times arise ; and if not, the injections of alum will often now
succeed, though they previously failed.

The objections made, with some justice, to the use of strong solu-

tions of nitrate of silver, do not apply to aluni. Stricture, inflam
mations of the prostrate or bladder, are manifestly unlikely to

arise from the plan of injection which I hâve found eufficient
;

both the material and strength at which it is used are much milder
than even a very moderate solution oi lunar caustic ; and even at

full saturation, or when applied in substance, alum is a simple
astringent, reducing the calibre ofvessels and contracting redundant
tissue to natur.il dimensions, not destroying it in any degrés, as

nitrate of silver does, nor producing a cicatrix with the contractile

tendencies of a burn.

Gonorrhœal Ophthalmia.—This affection—so formidable to the

surgeon to deal with, and so fatal to the usefulness of the eye

—

yields with marvellous rapidity to repeateel weak injections. The
inflamed and œdematous conjunctiva being punctured, or snip

with the scissors if necessary, a careful student can be put beside

the patieut'a bed, and shown how to send the contents of the

syringe underneath the upper lid, from the external canthus ac

the eyeball. In the moBt acute cases a solution of a quarter of a

grain of nitrate of silver to the ounce of distilled water should be

used every ten minutes, for the first hour; after that a hall-grain si du-

tion should be injected every half hour. If this is carefully carried

out l'or the first twenty-four hours, the patient's eye will be quite

safe. A stronger solution may then be used ; and, if needful, it

may be followed, in a couple of days, by Guthric's oïntment 01

nitrate of silver, if the vilous condition of the conjunctiva should

seern to require it. I bave followed this plan of treatment gene-

rally, for at least nine years ; and in thattime I hâve neverlost an

eye from gonorrhœal ophthalmia, with one exception : in that case

the pupil in charge broke the syringe, and, thinking it a matter ni'

no importance, lie waited for twenty-four hours to get it replaced
;

by this time the cornea had sloughedin one point, and the iris pro-

truted- The man, however, was so fortunate as to recover, with

comparatively slight injury to sight. Such surgeons and pupils as

followed any of thèse cases hâve been struck with astonishment at
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the facility with which tliia formidable affection is cured, I

cannot at this moment remember to whom the crédit of weak
injections of nitrate of silver is due ; my attention was drawn to it

by Boeing the failure of the heroic treatment, which sacrifices

nearly 50 per cent, of eyes in whole or in part. I found, however,

that the weak solutions were insufficieut for the cure of the disease

unless frequently applied.

Syphilis.—The observations ofmost surgeons will confirm Ricord's

doctrines on the variations of syphilis, as modified in lus latex years,

and rendered familitir to us in the writings of Lee and others. I

use the terni variations as a better one than varieties, because it

does not dogmatically assert a variety of poisons. Tins necessity

for a variety of poisons, instead of a variation in the poisoned, seems
to me the weak point of the Ricordian theory. Indeed, Ricord
hiniseli reeogniaes the individual as the modifying agent of the

infection ; and we may fairly give our consent to the view that

both the source of the poison (au individual) and the place of

deposit of the poison (an individual) impart peculiarities or indi-

vidualities to the poison in each case. Accepting this view, and
beaiing it in mind, it matters less whether, for convenience of

memory, we use Ricord's, or Lee's, or any other man's grouping of

individualities into classes. Carmichael's groups were too fanciful,

ran too much to an extrême fineness for truth ; so also are, and must
be, ail Systems. They are generally true, critically false, and much
of the virulence of opposing systématisera is due to forgetfulness

of this fact. Such being my creed, and reared, as I was, in the
practice of a school which considered mercury as a sine qud non in

ail cases of syphilis, I may, perhaps, incline too much to the
opposite conclusion, that syphilis and mercury not only hâve been,
but still are, too much regarded as opp os ing forces—that mercury
is not a spécifie for syphilis in any proper sensé of the term, and that,

in the large proportion of cases of syphilis,no mercury need be given
whatever ; while in the remainder it is to be given on the saine prin-
ciples and in similar doses as form our practice in other diseases.

I do not believe mercury to be required at ail in soft chancre, as a
rule, unless the use of blaek wash, to heal the local sore, deserve
the naine. Soft chancre is so seldom accompanied by any consti-
tutional disturbauce that it requires little internai medicine ; a blue
pill may be needed once in a way, as in any complaint, to regulate
the liver. When secondaries follow soft sores, they are so mild as

to get well with very slight measures ; and I am quite sure I hâve
seen mercury, even in what is called moderate doses, do harm in

such cases. Tepid salt-water baths, and small doses of the iodides

of potash, and, if necessary, of iron, a little bark, some chlorate of

potash, cod-liver oil ; or, if a case be at ail obstinate, a mixture of

iodine, iodide of potash, and arsenic, after the formula given by
Neligan, (a) liave succeeded in the few cases of secondary roseola or

pityriasis which I hâve met with after soft chancre. Cleanliness and
simple lotions will cure the local sores. Mischief invariably arises

in thèse cases from allowing the purulent discharge to accumulate,
become actid by décomposition, and produce excoriation ; fréquent
washing with water, and sliglitly astringent lotions, will effect a
rapid cure.

Of the local complications which arise with soft chancres there is

no need to write. Phymosis, bubo, warts, &c, are subjects on the
treatment of which no very material différence of opinion exists

;

buboes, indeed, may be opened by a puncture, if they be seen when
the skin is still sound ; but when it is undermined, a free incision

will probably be needed ; but of this every surgeon will rêadily

judge in each case for himself.

It is essential, for the proper and scientific treatment of any
disease by a given medicine, that he who uses it should thoroughly
understand its mode or modes of action. Does mercury act on
constitutional syphilis chemically, destroying a poison which circu-

lâtes in the blood, or which is deposited through the tissue ? In
other words, is it an antidote ? or does it cause the élimination of
such a poison through its stimulating effects upon eliminating
organs ? Or again, does it so improve the organs of nutrition that
they supply a healthy pabulum which shall displace what is dis-

eased when this latter is worn out ! Or, lastly, does it cause the
death of tissues enfeebled from the moment of their organisation by
the debilitating elf'ects of an animal poison î And, as regards itself,

is it cl jninated along with the dead tissues, or does it remain in the
System to influence subséquent nutrition for good or evil ? Some
fathologists may hold to one view, some to another. For myself
must conf as I do not believe mercury to be a spécifie or an an-

tidote, in any sensé, to syphilis. I do not believe it improves the
assimilating powers ; I do not believe it bas the power of elimina-
ting the poison through natural organs ; but I do believe that it

acts as a poison on feeble and illorganised mateiial ; and that if

(a) R. Iod. potassii, gr. xvi.
;

Idinii puri, gr. iv.
;

Liq. arsenicalis, se. iv.
;

ftynipi aurantii flor. oz. ii.—Misce.
Every drachm contains five minirns of arsenical solution, one grain ot

the iodide, and a quarter of a grain of iodine. I hâve found this com-
bination most successful in obstinate psoriasis and pityriasis.—M. H. C.

not itself expelled from the System, it will exercise an influence for
evil upon subséquent nutrition, proportioned to the amount that
has_ been introduced into the System, and the feebleness of the
individual. Doubtless we must be satisfied to argue a good deal
from analogy as to its mode of action : but circumstances enable us
to do so with almost absolute accuracy. We are fully acquainted
with its anti-phlogistic powers, and we can almost see its mode of
action in one form of venereal disease, so that it is not so presump-
tuous to conclude upon its gênerai mode of action as might at first

sight be supposed. In venereal iritis, by adminstering it in such a
way as to cause its rapid absorption, we check the organization, as
phrase goes—that is to say, we cause the death of certain lymphthe
which is effused from the inflamed and congested vessels of the iris,

and so we save the pupil from being blocked up, the iris from eon-
tracting adhésions to the capsule of the lens, and from becoming
permauently thickened and sluggish in its action. Hère we hâve
the power of seeing, in one case, what happens if the disease be
allowed to run on unchecked, and in the other we can see with
equal ease the effects of the mercury at ail stages of its exhibition.
Following, by analogy, its apparentïy similar action in peritonitia

and other acute inflammations, we are justified in supposing that in
thèse also it kills the lymph ; we hâve other means of knowing
that such lymph is degenerate, and capable only of imperfect organi-

zation. Again, we find that mercury, when administered in a suit-

able manner, will cause the absorption of certain deposits of lymph
already more or less organized, as in the hardnesses of many chrome
inflammations. Are we not justified in concluding that it causes

their removal simply by depriving thein of life, and leaving thein
free for the ordinary processes of removal ? Finally, we find it

exercise an active influence in the removal of the plaistic effusion

which forms the essential feature of the hardened chancre and
kuotted bubo ; and are we not justified by ail analogy in conclud-

ing that the principle of its action is identical, in this case also, with,

what it is clearly proved to be in the other—that it wills the mor-
bid lymph where deposited in the tissues ? Can we go a step

further and say if it exercises any. similar power over lymph which
still circulâtes in the fluid state ? Hère direct facts l'ail us ; but if

we look at the pale cheek of one who has been salivated, if we feel

his wasted and flabby muscles, and note the slow beat of his

weakened heart, we hâve geod reason to conclude that the mercury
has killed more than deposited lymph, and more than such lymph
of feeble vitality as it found circulating in his vessels. Is it not,

then, true, that in handlmg mercury we handle a two-edged sword,
and that to wield it wantonly is to killand not to cure. This much
may certainly be affirmed—that every grain of mercury which is ex-
hibited will kill its proportion of living tissue ; and if there be no
tissue enfeebled by disease, the energy of the poison must be spent on
the destruction of the sound. Let no man say that a few grains of
mercury too much are neither hère nor there. The worst case of
salivation I ever saw, short of death, was produced by six grains o£
grey powder, given in doses of two grains, on alternate nights, to a
full-grown man. It was profuse and lasting, and brought the
patient to death's door. No doubt lie was a wretched strumous
créature ; and the surgeon was not to blâme for the idiosyncracy
which produced such unpleasant and dangerous results. The
medicine was given as an alterative for strumous ophthalmia ; but
the case shows that a small dose of the minerai acts as a poison,

and that the amount of mischief will dépend upon the individual.

To corne, however, to the application of principles, I may fairly be
asked, how is a hard chancre to be treated } and to this I reply,

many hâve treated them not without mercury altogether, but with
mercury where needed, and in conjunction always with remédies
which will tend to obviate the almost unavoidable injury which
mercury however carefully given, will do to the healthy tissues

of the body. Such men tell us—and we hâve no right to question
their truthfulness—that other medicines will produce the élimina-

tion of syphilised structure. Thus, Weedon Oooke gives instances

in which hard chancre hâve been cured without a grain of mercury,
the hardness disappearing, and no secondaries following.

For my own part, I must say that genuine hard chancres, as

described byLee, are comparatively rare ; but in many cases a
hardened base exists, which is very easy ol resolution after the sore

has been healed by black wash ; for this purpose frictions with a
weak ioduret of mercury ointment will suffice, or with mercurial
ointment itself. Such forms of chancre are found most often in

those of sallow complexion and greasy skin ; and for them a few
grains of blue pill (two or three grains) twice in the week, will be
serviceable. The genuine hard chancre, with abasethatislikened,
by Ricord, to a pièce of parchment under the skin, is very rare, and
requires more mercury, or rather it requires a f'ull dose (five grains

of blue or Plummer's pill) twice a week, for two, three, or four

weeks. In both cases the mercury may be continned until it begins

to résolve the hardness, provided we see no signs of its acting as a
poison. Should it produce pains in the bowels and diarrhœa, a
quickened puise, and loaded torgue, with symptoms of malaise,

not to say fébrile exacerbations, it must be laid aside—at least it

ought to be. In any case, as a rule, I suspend the mercury the

moment an impression has been made upon the hardness, and I
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allow the mcdicine which lias already becn takcn to expend its

énergies completely before giving another dose. As long as the

process of résolution goes on, further doses are not needed ; but
when it cease* thev eau be resumed. In tins way I am careful not
to give a bniin of tue medicine needlcssly, and the patient's strengtb

is husbanded. Rapid administration of mercury, in the ordinary
inethod of three doses j>er diem, or even one dose every nigbt,

induces a fébrile condition, with disturbance of the digestive powen ;

and it is well that such a resuit occurs, for by tins means intestinal

irritation is set up, and a large portion of the poison is got rid of

in the excrétions of the bowels, otherwise we shoidd often witness

the evil effects of the drug in breaking down the strength of

patients. The médianes to which I chiefly trust as co-agents with
mercury, in obtaining the removal of syphilized tissue, are, lst,

those which gently stimulatc the skin, liver, and kidney ; 2nd, the
whole range of tonics, vegetable and minerai, with cod-liver oil,

and generous diet, in debilitated or strumous habits. The iodides

of potash and soda will often suffice to complète the work of absorp-

tion commenced by mercury ; they are milder, though very similar,

in their action, but are by no means so harmless as to be suitable

for iudiscriminate use. In those who bave been previously over-

dosed with mercury they are useful, from their attraction to the

periostial tissues, in which mercury seems to hâve a spécial apti-

tude for depositing itself ; but, as the object of this paper is rather

confined to the considération of the more coinmon and uncompli-
cated fonns of venereal diseases, and to express my conviction
that their cure is neither mysterious nor difficult, I shall not enter
upon any of the more abstruse points connected with either syphilis

•r gonorrhœa. It will be enough to add, that in many cases where
mercury has been abused, the organs of élimination are so deadened
as to answer only to further doses of the minerai—ail milder sti-

muli being ineffectuai in stimulating their exhausted énergies. In
aggravated secondaries arsenic exerts a powerfnl influence, in com-
bination with iodine and mercury.

In one form only of thedisease—viz., the congénital—there seems
to be no medicine but mercury capable of effecting a cure ; this is

plainly owing to the almost universal dégradation of the tissues of
the body. In such cases, as long as the medicine is required it is

borne in larger doses, proportionately, than in any form of the
disease in the adult. Where the appetite of the little patient has
remained good, and its powers Of assimilation unimpared, a rapid
formation of healthy structure fills up the place of the morbid,
which is removed by the aid of the mercury ; but where the appe-
tite fails, and cannot be restored by mild stimulants, the case is

hopeless, the little one had better be let die in peace, than hâve its

agonies increased by the superaddition of what will then become
an irritant poison. In the hopeful cases of congénital syphilis, nier-

curial inunction by Brodie's stocking seems the mildest and most
effectuai mode of treatment. In suitable cases I hâve never seen it

fail, either alone or with small doses of grey powder every night.

Assimilation and élimination are rapid processes with the child ;

»nd to this is due the comparative facility of administering mer-
cury beneficially in congénital syphilis.—' Dublin Quarterly Journal.'

CONGENITAL ABSENCE OF THE OS UTERI.

By Thomas Falcon, Esq., M.R.C.S.

On the 24th of January, 1862, I was summoned to attend Mrs.
Johnson, of Pudsey, in her first confinement. I found the pelvic
cavity occupied by a solid round tumour ; the utérus, as I thought,
distended by the fœtal head. I could not feel an os uteri in any
direction, the vagina appearing to terminate in a cul de sac, both
anteriorly, posteriorly, and in every direction where I could pass the
finger high enough to feel the line of junction. I assumed that
there might be some obliquity of the utérus, although there was no
injurions pressure on the bladder, as the urine had been freely
passed, nor was there any distension of that organ. The pains
were forcing, and appeared not to be spurious. I exhibited an
opiate which relieved her, and rendered her quiet for some hours.
Strong pains retumed again on the 25th and 26th, and after evacu-
ating the bowels, had again recourse to opiates. At five a.m. of the
27th I requested a consultation, having been with her the whole of
the night, during which time the pains had been strong and expul-
sive, it being now very évident that, unless delivery were speedily
effected, exhaustion would rapidly supervene. Messrs. Lam-
bert and Machill, surgeons, were summoned. Mr. Machill soon
arrived, and made a careful examination. He failed in detecting
any out-let from the utérus. After consultation on the case, we
gave it as our opinion to the friends that any further delay would
be dangerous, frankly confessing to them that it was a case which
had not previously occurred to either of us in our practice, that
there was no passage through which the child could pass, and that
an opération would hâve to be pertormed, being the only method
by which we could deliver the woman. The patient and her friends
consented that everything ehoùld be done that was necessary. I
pawed up a bistoury wrapped round with adhesive plaster, leaving

so much of the instrument bare as would suffice to penelrate
through the utérus upon the palmar surface of the right index
fingor, thrusting its point through the utérus, and using my left

forufinger as a director. I made a free incision bockwards as far as
I could do with aafety, then reversing and using my right index
finger as a director, 1 continued the incision fonvards. The
hannorrhage which followed the opération was trifling. The utérus
itself is not a very sensitive organ, as the patient, when questioned
upon the subject after the opération, remarked that she did not
suffer much pain from the opération. About noon of the same
day, the head had passed through the incision made in the utérus,
the pains ironi that time till evening having wholly ceased. I

therefore delivered her by instruments, considering that* any further
delay would be dangerous, and that exhaustion might supervene.
I requested Mr. Machill to introduce bis arm into the utérus with
the double object of extracting the placenta, and discover, if

possible, any inequality in thickness ,0!' the utérine parictes. He
reported that he could discover nothing like an os uteri internally,
and that the utérus, as far as he could ascertain by the touch, was
of an uniform thickness. Mr. Lambert, surgeon, who arrived after

the opération had been performed, made an examination. He con-
curred in the propriety of what had been done. He fancied he felt

a slight dépression in one spot, but a bent probe which 'had been
previously run over the part did not penetrate in the slightest

degree. The patient, though somewhat exhausted, slept well during
the night, and made an excellent recovery, and has enjoyed good
health ever since. A médical friend informs me that a similar
case occurred near Manchester some years ago, and was published
in the ' Lancet.' I hâve not been able to hnd it. How was im-
Êregnation effected ? According to the experiments of Harvey and
•e Graaf on animais, the semen has never been perceived in the

cavity of the utérus.

Fulneck, near Leeds, Mardi 16th, 1863.

MEDICAL SOCIETIES.

KO Y"AL MEDICAL AND CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY.
Anniversary Meeting, March 2, 1863.

Dr. Babington, Président, in the Chair.

Tbe annual gênerai meeting of this Society took place on the 2nd
inst., and was attended by a large number of the Fellows After
the ballot for the electing of the officers and Council for the ensuing
year had been declared open, the Treasurers' Report for the year

1862, and the Report of the Président and Council were read, from
which it appeared that the Society continued in a state of great and
increasing prosperity. The total nnmber of Fellows, résident and
non-resident, in the last Report was 630, and they now ainounted to

642. The total ordinary inconie was 1,343?. 13s. 1 ld. against an
expenditure, ordinaryîand extraordinary, of 1,090/. 9s. 4d., leaving a
balance of 2531. 4s. 7d., which, added to a previous balance ot

47/. Os. 2d., and the amountof composition fées in lieu of further sub-
scriptions, 57/. 15s., gave an entire balance of 357/. 19s. 9d. in the

hands of the Society's bankers. There had been a loss of six

Fellows by death and of four by résignation, and the Society had
received an accession of twenty new Fellows, tliirteen of whom were
résident, and seven non-resident. The Report referred to the ex-

cellent résulta which liad followed the appointment of Scientific

Committees by the Society, as shown in the valuable Report of the

first Committee on Suspended Animation, and mentioned that the

Council had recently appointed a second Committee on the Uses,

Effects, and Modes of Administration of Chloroforui. The Council

considered that the state of the income of the Society appeared to

offer a further encouragement to extend as widely as possible the

usefulness of the Society, and more particularly the labours of the

scientific committees already so auspiciously commenced ; by such

means increasing the dignity of the Society, and realising the

highest aspirât ions of the distinguishedinembersof the Profession who
founded it, and of those who had since watched over and fostered its

growth. It was stated in the Librarian's Report that 2G6 new works

(independent ot journals and continuations) had been added to the

library, and, an increase of room for journals and sériais being re-

quired, that shelving had been added, capable ol containing 1,800

additional volumes ; also that a new feature had been added to the

library, at the suggestion of one of the Fellows, Dr. II. G. Wright,

in the shape of portfolios containing photographs of subjects of

professional interest. A hope was expressed tliat Fellows possess-

îng copies of such photographs would présent them to the

Society.

The Adoption of the Report was moved by Dr. Burrows and

seconded by Mr. Curling. On being put from the chair, a dicussion

ensued, in which Dr. Greenhow, Mr. Charles Hawkins, Dr. Barker,

Dr. Webster, Mr. Hilton, and Mr. Arnott took part.

Dr. Gruenhow drew attention to what lie considered the still im-

perfect state of the ventilation of the meeting-room, notwithstand-

mg the altérations introduced the year before last, and hoped that
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further steps would bo taken to bring it to that state of perfection

which a Society embracing so many Offieers of Health atnongst its

meinbcrs was entiiled to expect.

Mr. Chaules Hawkins tliouglit that tho only remedy would be

the enlargement of the rooni, which had been proposed at several

previous anniversaries of the Society, and for which plans and
estimâtes had already been made.
After some discussion, in which différences of opinion were ex-

pressed as to the real financial status of the Society, as shown by
the balance-sheet, an amendinent was nioved by Mr. Charles
Hawkins, and seconded by Dr. Stewabt, " That a meeting of the

Society should be ealled on the subject, and that the plans and
estimâtes obtained should bu laid before the Society."

The Pesident took the sensé of the meeting on the amendaient
and declared it to be lost.

After some further remarks, in which the speakers congratulated
the Society on its flourishing condition, financial and otherwise, and
more particularly on the successful introduction of the appointaient
of scientific committees, which were considered a most valuable

addition to tho Society's means of usefulness, the original motion
for the adoption of the Report was put and carried.

The Président then addressed the meeting, and after a few in-

troductory remarks expressive of regret at taking leave of bit col-

leagues and of the Society, from whom he had received such courtesy
during his term of office, proceeded to a biographical notice of
those Fellows who had been removed by death since the last annual
meeting. Thèse were six in number : Mr. Eusebius Arthur Lloyd

;

Dr. George Darling ; Mr. Edward Stanley, F.R.S. ; Sir Benjamin
C. Brodie, Bart. ; Mr. Peter Bossey ; and Mr. John Gunning. He
then alluded to the abortive atteinpt which had been made at the
commencement of his Presidentship to effect an amalgamation of
the Pathological, the Obstétrical, the Epidemiological, and the
Royal Médical and Chirurgical Societies ; and stated that, as a
substitute for this proposed change, a new function had been be-
stowed on the Society, in the formation, by its council, of scientific

committees for the investigation of subjects of spécial interest and
importance. He eulogised the report drawn up by the first of
thèse scientific committees, to which was allotted the subject ot
' Suspended Animation ;' and augured favourably of the working
of a second committee on ' Chloroform,' whose labours had
just commenced. He characterised the création of thèse new func-
tions as a move in the right direction ; and indicated two other
modes in which, in his opinion, the flourishing state of the funds
would permit the Society to promote the object for which it

is founded—namely, the advancement of Médical and Chirurgical
knowledge. Thèse were—first, to présent medals, under due ré-

gulations as to time and value, to prolëssional nien who should
prove themselves most deserving of such distinctions ; and, secondly,

to aid by grants persons who needed funds for the publication

of valuable works, or the prosecution of useful researches. He
also made favourable mention of the suggestion of one of the
Fellows of the Society, that a new order—namely, that of Corre-
sponding Foreign Fellows—should be created, and gave reasons why
such an order had become necessary. The Président stated that
the question of either changing altogether the locality of the Society
or enlarging the présent promises had been under considération,

but that neither the one proposed nor the other had been approved
;

that arrangements, however had been made for the accommodation
of more books by putting up new shelves ; and that an improved
system of ventilating the meeting-room had been adopted. He
finally craved permission, ère he took his leave as the oldest Prési-
dent who had ever occupied the chair, to avail himself of his cha-
racter of a vétéran, and advert to the iuipassioned tone of address
which on some rare occasions he had observed speakers to adopt at
the meetings, and to recommend that in future discussions those
personalilies, those ebullitions of émotion, those iinpugnments of
motives, whicli were so unnecessary and so out of place in the con-
sidération and discussion of scientific questions should be avoided.
After enlarging somewhat on this topic, he coucluded by expressiug
his great satisfaction at being succeeded in office by a gentleman
wliose high talents and prominent station rendered him so eminently
qualitied for those important duties which lie would be ealled on to
perform.

At the conclusion of the Présidents address, the proposed new
bye-laws relative to the scientific committees were (with few tech-
nical altérations moved in an amendment by Dr. Balfour) adopted.
Thanks were then voted to the members of the Scientific Committee
on Suspended Animation—namely, Dr. C. J. B. Williams, Dr. Kirkes,
Dr. Harley, Dr. B. Sunderson, Dr. Brown-Sequard, Dr. Hyde
Salter, Mr. Savory, and Dr. Sieveking—for the able and zcalous
raanner in which they had carried ont their investigations ; and also
to the authorities of University Collège, the Royal Humane Society,
and the Royal National Life-Boat Institution, for their courtesy
and assistance in advancing the inquiry. The thanks of the Society
were also voted unanimously to the retiring Président for his able
conduct in the chair, and for his admirable address ; and to Mr. C.

. Moore, Secretary, and the other retiring offieers of the

Society, for their valuable services during the time they had been in
office.

At tho conclusion of the meeting, the resuit of the ballot for
offieers and council for 1863 was announced by the Président as
follows : — Président : Mr. Partridge. Vice-Présidents : Dr.
Hodgkin, Dr. West, Mr. Hilton, and Mr. Fergusson. Treasurcrs:
Dr. Pitman, and Mr. Dixon. Secretaries : Dr. Sieveking and Mr.
J. Birkett. Librarians : Dr. Stewart and Mr. Henry Lee. Other
Members of Council : Dr. Cotton. Dr. Gream, Dr. G. Johnson, Dr.
Markham, Dr. Sibson, Mr. G. V. Ellis, Mr. Barnard Holt, Mr.
Holthouse, Mr. E. Newton, and Mr. Toynbee.

HARVEIAN SOCIETY OF LONDON.
March 5th, 1863.

Dr. Fuller, Président, in the Chair.

Mr. J. Zachariah Laurence gave an exposition of the

DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF ASTIGMATISM.
Astigmatism is an inequality of refraction in the meridian of the
globe of the eye, the maximum refraction generally existing in the

vertical, the minimum in the horizontal meridian. The hetero-

geneous image thus produced on the retina causes a diminution in

the " acuity of vision j" so that types of given dimensions can no
longer be distinguished at their normal distances. In many instances,

asthenopia is a prominent symptom induced by rapidlv -alternating

changes in the accommodation (with a view of obtaining corre-

spondingly-successive distinct portions of the retinal image), inducing

muscular and psychical fatigue. The vaiïous changes the image of
a luminous point, thrown on a screen by an astigmatic combination
of lenses, underwent, were then shown : At the focus of the ver-

tical rays the " focal line" was shown to be horizontal—at the focus

of the horizontal rays, vertical ; the images comprised within this

range (the " intervalle focale" of Sturm) were shown to be ellipses

with horizontal major axes, a circle and ellipses with vertical major
axes. An astigmatic eye perçoives the images of a luminous point

precisely in this way, the "focal lines" being producible by
auxiliary convex or concave spherical lenses, which hâve the effect

either of bringing forwards or throwing backwards their entire focal

interval. The inability of simultaneously seeing horizontal and
vertical lines with equal distinetness was then shown to exist in

nearly ail eyes, proving that astigmatism in a low degree is an almost
normal condition of the eye.

A séries of cylindrical lenses were then exhibited, and their ap-
plication to the cure of astigmatism.

A very striking instance of this was then shown in the person of
a young lady, whom Dr. Laurence, after having ineffectually treatcd

for acute asthenopia, three years ago, by ail kinds of lemes, gênerai
treatment, &c, had now completely cured by a 16-inch concave
cylindrical lens, with its axis transverse, the eye in this case pre-

senting a normal refraction in the horizontal meridian, but a myopia
of 1-16 in the vertical one. Mr. Laurence drew attention to the
scientific advantages the test-types of Drs. Snellen and Giraud-
Teulon possessed over those of Professor Jiiger, the former being
always viewed under one constant angle, and thus affbrding a gauge
of the relative acuity of vision of différent individuals.

The cause of astigmatism was shown to be most commonly an in-

equality of curvature of the cornea, sometimes a congénital obliquity

of the crystalline lens (as probably in the case of the discoverer of
astigmatism, Dr. Thos. Young). The ophthalmoscopic signs of
astigmatism were then enumerated : An elliptical forin of the optic

nerve entrance, and an inability of observing in the direct image the

horizontal and vertical branches of the retinal artery, with equal

distinetness at the same time. Finally, Mr. Laurence alluded to the

important developinent this branch of ophthalmic surgery had re-

ceived within the last two years by the researches of the late Pro-
fessor Donders of Utrecht, and Dr. Knapp of Heidelberg, who had
demonstrated the comparative frequency of astigmatism, which,

when recognised, led to the remedy of many otherwise perfectly

enigmatical cases.

BIRTHS.
Barnks.—Ou the 13th inst., at Matfen, Newcastle, the wife of W. A.

liâmes, Surgeon, of a sou.

Biudger.—On the 15th inst., at Cottonham, Cambridgeshire, the wife
of John Bridger, M.R.C.S.É., of a son.

Devv.— On the 12th inst., at Beltoii housc, Pensford, Somersetshire, the
wife of Dr. H. Dew, of a daughter.

Littlejohn.—Ou the 12th inst., at York place, Edinburgh, the wife of
H. D. Littlejohn, M.D., of a daughter.

Mackay.—On the 12th inst., at Stony Stratford, the wife of A. D.
Mackay, M.B., of a daughter.

Mathias.—On the 12th inst., at Maryport, Cumberland, the wife of W.
B. Mathias, M. B.C. S. E., of a daughter
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Nbvins. - On the 14th iust., at Oxford strcet, Liver[K>ol, the wife of J.

Birkbock N'cvii-s, M.D., of a son.

Both.—On the llth iust., the wife of Mathias Roth, M.D., of Old
Caveudish street, ot'a son.

Williamsos.—Ou the ISth iust., at Burntisland, Fifeshire, tho wife of

Dr. WUliamson, of a son.

MARRIAGES.
Eddowes—Gorway.—On the lOth inst., at St. Paneras Cliuivh, li.

Eddowes, M.R.C.S.E., to Margaret Charlotte, eldest daughter of ÀVal-

ter Gorway, Esq., of Swinton street.

Lansdown—Emerson.—On the 9th inst., at St. Fagans, Cnrdiff, J.

Buscomhe Lansdown, L.B.C.P. Edin., to Mary Lucy, eldest surviving

daughter of the late Bey. Charles Emerson, of Llanfair, St. Flous.
Bogers—Binstead.—On the 17th inst., at Wakefield, T. Lawes Rogers,

M.D., of Baiuhill, Lancashire, to Henrietta, eldest daughter of Capt.

Binstead, B.N.
DEATHS.

Marshall.—On the llth inst., at Marlborough place, 'Walworth road,

Bichard Marshall, M.B.C.S.E., aged 48.

Osler.—On the 7th inst., at Truro, E. Osier, M.B.C.S.E., Editor of the
' Cornwall Gazette,' aged 65.

Wilson.—On the 12th inst., R. Wilson, M.B.C.S.E., of Cannon strcet,

St. George's-in-the-East, aged 46.

MEDICAL NEWS.

Apothecaries Hall.—The following gentlemen passed their ex-

aminatiou in the Science and Practice of Medicine, and received certi-

ficates to practice, on the 12th inst. :—William Arthur Bracey,

General Hospital, Birmingham ; John Davies, ColesMU, Warwick-
shire.

Richabd Green, the late eminent shipowner of Blackwall,

bequethed 2,000/. to the ' Dreadnought ' Hospital Ship off Green-
wich, and 2,000/. to the Poplar Hospital.

Dublin Hospital.— The sum voted for the Dublin Hospital for

the présent year in the civil service estimâtes is, as usual, 15,845/.

being the amount recommended by tlie Commision of Inquiry ap-
pointed in 1855.

Health of Rotherham.—The gênerai mortality ofRotherham is

44 in 1,000, the deaths being more numerous than the births. Dr.
Reed, a résident médical practitioner, says that ' the havoc commit-
ted by choiera is as nothing compared with the slow and graduai
destruction from our poisonous sewers in their woik of dépopula-
tion.'

S.mall-pox in Sheep.—The Mutual Wilts Association for the
Prévention of Small-pox in Sheep is petitioning the Government
to enforce a more strict supervision of the importation of foreign

Bheep, to which it is positively affirmed the récent outbreak of the
épidémie in England was distinetly traceable.

Cinchona.—Colonel Lake and Dr. Cleghorn hâve taken steps for

the introduction of the quinine yielding cinchona into the hill-ranges

of the Punjab, a locality which seems favourable to the growth of

this valuable plant, the products of which are so useful in many of

those diseases which prevail among the people of India.

Mr. Johnbton, of H.M.S. ' Sphinx' was brutally assaulted a few
days before the last advices from Hong Kong. He was attacked by
a number of Chinamen as he was leaving Aberdeen, beaten with
bamboo sticks, robbed, and left almost insensible, but was recover-
ing at the time the mail left Hong Kong.
Mr. T. Parkin Atk.is.son, of Kilham, Yorkshire, M.R.O.S. Eng.,

has sustained very severe domestic bereavements in the deaths of
three of his children within rive days—viz., on the lst inst,
Florence, aged eight years ; on tlie 2nd, Edwin Augustine, aged
nineteen months ; and on the 5th, John Henry, aged four years and
ix months.

MEETING OF THE MEDICAL PROFESSION AT GLASGOW.—On
Thursday,March 12th, a numerously|attended meetingofthe members
of the Médical Profession who bave formed themselves into an
association to procure a repeal of that section of the Scotch
Registration Act, under which forced unrequited Professional labour
is extracted from the Médical men of Scotland, was held in the
Lower Room of Trades'Hall, Glassford street— Dr. H. Thomson,
the Président of the Association, was in the chair. Tlie
Chairman stated that this meeting had been called specially to
consider an overture which the Lord Advocate had made to Mr.
Dalglish, and which had been communicated to the Association by
Mr. Dalglish, in a letter to the secretary. Before calling on the
secretary to read Mr. Dalglish's letter, he begged to remind the
Association of the progress made. Arter their body had been
fairly constituted, the secretary, as instructed, addressed a letter to
the inember for Glasgow, to ascertain exactly how he stood and felt

affected towards our movement ; whether, in fact, he was prepared
to introduce a repealing bill, should tho Profession throughout
Scotland back him up with a large number of pétitions. As sonie
ofthe gentlemen présent had not heard Mr. Dalglish's letter in reply
read, he would go over it again.

" House of Commons, February 18th, 1863.
" Dear Sir,—I was anxious to hâve had a conversation with the

Lord Advocate before writing to you on the subject of the clause

in the Registration of Deaths Act which enforces a penalty on
médical men if they do not return a certificate of the cause of

death.
" I would advise that tho médical profession send a deputation to

the Lord Advocate (who is still in Edinburgh), and endeavour to

persuade his lordship to introduce a short bill to amend the présent

Act so far as the objectionable clause is concerned, so as to place the

Médical Profession in Scotland in the samo position as their friends

in England and Ireland. If the Lord Advocate refuse to bring in

such a bill, perhaps tho deputation may get a pledge from his lord-

ship that the Government will not oppose a bill for that purpose, if

brought in by a private inember.
" In either case I shall place my services at the command of the

profession. I am, dear sir, yours very truly,

" Dr. Walker." " Robert Dalglish.
On receipt of this letter, the secretary convened a meeting, when

the proposition of our lion, inember was discussed, and unanimously
agreed to. Drs. Walker, M'Carron, and myself (the chairman),

being the parties appointed to wait on the Lord Advocate. As finie

was exceedingly pressing, the secretary at once addressed a letter

to his lordship, requesting an interview, at which it was proposed to

submit to his lordship a scheme for the transmission ofthe certificates

froin the Practitioners of the registrars, which would gruatly

facilitate the collection of the desired information, and prevent the

documents passing through the hands of relations of the deceased,

as well as prevent any use being made of theni, but for thepurposes

of the Act. Unfortunately, rapid as our moveinsnts had been

made, we wero too late ; the Lord Advocate left for London
immediately tliereafter, so that any interview he may favour us

with must be after his return.

The Secretary then read the following letter which lie had received

from Mr. Dalglish :

—

" House of Gommons, March 4.

" Dear Sir,—I hâve had conversation with the Lord Advocate on

tho subject of the pénal clause in the Scotch Registration of Deaths

Act. His lordship says that if an altération of the Act to the

extent of only enforcing the penalty after three consécutive cases of

neglect or refusai to make the return on the part of tho Médical

man would satisfy you, he would be inclined to make such an

altération as would accomplish that object. It appears to me that

this is a compromise which is worthy of your considération. It

relieves the Profession from the penalty, so far as any breach of tlie

Acrfrom more inadvertance is concerned ; and I do not suppose

that any Professional man would willingly obstruct the compilation

of statistics so valuable to the profession.

"I shall be glad to hâve your opinion upon the proposai.
" I am, dear Sir, yours truly,

" Dr. Walker." " Robert Dalglish.
Now he (the Secretary) had taken the earliest opportunity of calling

the Association together to consider this proposai. To every

member of the Association the eminently absurd nature of the tliing

was at once apparent—it was begging the whole question, lie was
astonished that such an idea could hâve entered the Lord A dvocate's

head,- or that the city member could in the least degrés hâve

countenanced so ridicnlous a notion. Although the proposai wero
carried out to-morrow, the unjust and unconstitutional System of

compulsory labour would still remain in its full force, and the odious

admission that the Médical Practitioners of Scotland are of a lower

type or caste, and not entitled to occupy " the same position as

their friends in England and Ireland," would still remain unwiped

out. However, a proposai by a Lord Advocate is not a mat ter to

be slightly passed over. Ile would suggest that a meeting of the

whole Profession in Glasgow and neighbouvhood be called, to

consider not only this proposai but the whole question. A réquisition

to call such a meeting might be presented to tho Président

of the Faculty of l'hysicians and Surgeons, or this Asso-

ciation might take the initiatory steps, and request Dr. W. I.

Gairdner to préside. After the meeting had been addressed by

Drs. M'Carron, Reid, Glass, Cowan, Coats, and Lapraik, Dr.

Thomson, the Président, in a few remarks brought the proceodings

to a close. He thought it impossible that the Royal Collèges of

Edinburgh could longer refrain from expressing some opinions on

this question. Sir R. Peel, in his place in the House of Commons,
deliberately said that'the Scotch pénal System was altogether unfil led

for the Médical men in Ireland. The free English System was the

only one that would be tolerated there. Ile had come to this con-

clusion from conversations with the Président of the Royal Collège

of Surgeons of Ireland, and from information supplied from olher

sources. Now he (Dr. Thomson) could not see how our Scotch

Présidents of Collèges could keep silent any longer. As to the

Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow, lie was afraid to

mention their name. Probably it was too much to expect thein to

put in an appearance. Situated far from the centre of power,

their small voice was seldotn or never heard when the honour and

dignity of the profession was at stakc.

Tue AitsEMCAL Poisonings Ai Mareiiam-lk-Fenb—John and

Elizabeth Garner were tiied at Lincoln on March 17, for the murder

of Jemima Garner, the mother of the maie prisoner. It will bc
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recollected that arsenic was unequivocally detected in the body by

Prof. Taylor. No new évidence was adduced. The jury took the

view that the poison was administered negligently, and not wilfully,

and therefore returned a verdict of " Manslaughter." Thejudge,

in sentencing the prisoners, said that the jury had taken a very mer-

citul view of their case, but that he felt bound to pass upon them
the severest sentence of the htw. He then sentenced them to pénal

servitude for life.

Trial for Poisoning.—At the Spring Assizes, Northern Cir-

cuit, a man named Fox and a woman named Walker were tried for

the murder of George AValker, the husband of the female prisoner,

a rainer, at Balley, near Dewsbury, by the administration of arsenic.

The faet of death having been caused by arsenic appears to hâve

been clearly proved. Arsenic was found in ail the internai organs

except the brain. The analysis was made by Drs. Scattergood and
Baildon. Five grains of arsenic were found by Dr. Scattergood

in the stomach of the deceased, half a grain of this being in a solid

state, leading to the inference not only that poison had been admi-

nistered from the beginning of the deeeased's illness, but up to

within a few hours of his death. It was, however, proved that the

deceased had himself bought the arsenic for the purposo of killing

rats, and kept it in an open drawer. There was no évidence to con-

nect the maie prisoner with the administration ; and the jury,

seeming to adopt the theory of the defence that the poison had been
given by accident, acquitted the woman.
Thk Pbabody Gift.—Dr. Gibbon, Médical Officer of Health,

bas reported to the Board of Works for the Holborn district that,

in compliance with their directions, he lias had interviews with the

trustées of the Gift, and had learned that they were anxious to erect

houses in the Holborn district. Several appropriate sites hâve been
suggested. The example set by Mr. Alderman Waterlow is

deserving of imitation. He has demonstrated most satisfactorily

that wholesotue and commodious dwellings for the poor can be
erected at a comparatively small expenditure. It would be lament-
able indeed that the noble gift of Mr. Peabody should fail of its

full elfect by any mismanagement on the part ofthose who are com-
missionod to carry out its objects.

Small-pox in Manchester.—Small-pox has been unusually
prévalent for the last two or three nionths. During the first week
in March the various eharitics and public institutions reported
forty-ûve new cases, and, including cases in piïvate practice, not
less than a hundrcd would be the actual number. The Manchester
and Salford Sanitary Association has called the attention of the

Relief Committees, &c, to the subject of vaccination, and more
particularly to the répétition of it in the adult. VVe should be
glad to learn to what extent the Vaccination Act has been carried

out in this important town. What are the number of vaccinated

and anvaccinated persons who hâve been attacked by the épidémie ?

What is the proportion of the vaccinated and unvaccinated who
contract or are the subjects of the disease ?

New Remedy for Burns.—A blaeksmithinthcsouth of France
has been fîned for illegally practising medicine. He is fainous for

the cure of burns, and used to request from the patient a nve-franc
pièce, which he held over the burn whilst uttering cabalistic' words,

and then put the coin into his pocket.

Royal Médical Collège, Epsom.—The collegians and aged
pensioners of this institution celebrated the marriage of H.R.H.
the Heir-Apparent and the Princess Alexandra, on Wednesday,
the 11 th inst., by a dinner given by the Council of the Collège.

Appointments.—A. Henly Attwater, M.R.C.S.E., has been ap-
puinted Médical Officer of District No. 2 and the Workhouse of

the Dulvertoii Union, Somersetshire.—E. Barker, M.R.O.S.E., lias

been appointed Médical Officer for the Brightside West District of
the Sheffield Union.—J. C. Brumwell, M.D., has been elected
Médical Officer and Public Vaccinator for the Bivrnley District and
Workhouse.—J. R. Bruniwell, M.D., lias been elected Médical
Officer and Public Vaccinator for the Colne District of the Burnley
Union.—Cambridge Cary Cocks, M.D., has been elected Médical
Officer for District No. 4 of the Ross Union, Herefordshire, vice E.
Jones, M.D., resigned.—Win. Cooke, L.R.C.P.Ed., lias been ap-
pointed Médical Officer and Public Vaccinator for the Llantrissant
District of the Pontypridd Union, Glamurgunshire.—A. G. Cox,
M.R.O.S.E., has been appointed Médical Officer and Public Vacci-
nator for the Crewkerne Ne. 1 District of the Chard Union,
Somersetshire, vice Mr. W. Ewington, resigned.—H. Crutchley,
L.R.C.P., has been appoiuted Médical Officer l'or District No. 2 of
the Manstield Union, Nottinghamshire, vice Thomas Godfrey,
M.li.C.S.E.—E. W. Stephen Davis, M.li.C.S.E., has been appointed
Médical Officer and Public Vaccinator for the Mountain Ash Dis-
trict of the Pontypridd Union.—Wm. Evans, L.R.C.P.Ed, has been
appointed Médical Officer and Public Vaccinator for the Ystrady-
fooNrfl District of the Pontypridd Union.—T. A. Freeman,
M.R.C.S.E., lias been appointed Médical Officer for the Hartley

appointed Lecturer on Ophthalmic Surgery, vice Wm. White
Cooper, F.R.O.S.E., resigned—E. Head, M.B., has been appointed

Professor of Botany at the Charing-cross Hospital Médical School,
vice Mr. J. Symes, resigned.— G. Yeates Hunter, M.D., of Margate,
lias been appointed a Cinque Port Justice of the Peace by the
Right Hon. Viscount Palmerston, Lord Warden of the Cinque
Ports.—Wm. Keal, M.R.C.S.E., has been elected Coroner for the
County of Rutland.—J. Leigh, M.R.C.S.E., lias been appointed
Médical Officer and Public Vaccinator for the Lanfabon District of
the Pontypridd Union.—J. Llewellyn, M.R.Û.S.E., has been ap-
pointed Médical Officer and Public Vaccinator for the Caerphilly
District of the Pontypridd Union.—Walter Morgan, M.R.C.S.É.,
has been appointed Médical Officer and Public Vaccinator for the
Pontypridd District of the Pontypridd Union.—Dr. Officer has
been elected Speaker of the House of Assenibly, Tasmania.—J.

Randall, M.D., has been appointed Lecturer on Médical Juris-
prudence at St. Mary's Hospital Médical School, vice J. Burdon
Sanderson, M.D., appointed Assistant-Physician at Middlesex
Hospital.—H. Spencer Smith, F.R.C.S.E., has been appointed
Surgeon to St. Mary's Hospital, vice Wm. Conlson, F.R.C.S.E., re-

signed.— C. Gordon Sprague, M.R.C.S.E., has been elected Médical
Officer and Public Vaccinator for the Workhouse and for the East-
church District of the Sheppey Union, Kent, vice J. Jaap, M.D.,
resigned.—Montague Thomas, L.F.P.S., Glas., has been appointed
Médical Officer for the Workhouse and district of Headley, South
Hants, vice Wm. Woodhôuse, M.R.C.S.E., resigned.—Martin Wood-
ward, M.R.C.S.E., has been re-elected Médical Officer and Public
Vaccinator for the Fladbury District of the Pershore Union, Wor-
cestershire.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE WEEK.
Wednesday, March 25.

Opérations at Middlesex Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St Mary's Hospital, 1 p.m.
;

TTniversity Collège Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Collège of Physicians,

5 p.m.—Lumleiau Lectures : Dr. Chambers "On the Formation of

Mucus and Pus."
Thursday, March 26.

Opérations at St. George's Hospital, 1 p.m.; Central London Ophthalmic,
1 p.m. ; London Hospital, 1^ p.m. ; Royal Free Hospital, \\ p.m.;
Great Northern Hospital, King's cross, 2 p.m. ; London Surgical

Home, 2 p.m., Fissura Recti, 2 cases, Vesico-Vaginal Fistula, Vascular

Tumour of Meatus Ui'inarius ; West London Hospital, 2 p.m.
;

Royal Orthopœdic Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Eoyal Institution, 3 p.m.
Prof. Fraukland, "On Chemical Affiuity ;" Royal Collège of Sur-
geons of England, 4 p.m.— Prof. Huxley, "On the Structure and
Development of the Vertebrate Skeleton ;" Junior Médical Society of
London, (at University Collège Hospital), Mr. Talfonrd Joues, "On
Tuberculous Meningitis."

Friday, March 27.

Opérations at Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital, 1J p.m. ; Royal
Collège of Physicians, 5 p.m.—Lunileian Lectures :—-Dr. Chambers,
"Formation of Mucus and Pus;" Royal Institution, 8 p.m.

—

W. Crookes, Esq., " On Thallium."

Salurday, March 28.

Opérations at St. Thomas' s Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St Bartholomew's Hospital,

1^ p.m. ; King's Collège Hospital, 14 p.m. ; Charing-cross Hospital,

2 p.m. ; Royal Institution, 3 p.m.— Professor Max Mullcr, "On the
Science of Language, (2nd Séries) ;" Royal Collège of Surgeons of Eng-
land, 4 p.m.— Prof. Huxley, "On the Structure and Development of

the Vertebrate Skeleton.
"

Monday, March 30.

Opérations at Lock Hospital, Dean street, Soho, Clinical Démonstrations
and Opérations, 1 p.m. ; St. Mark's Hospital for Fistula and other
Diseases of the Rectum, lj p.m. ; Metropolitan Free Hospital,

2 p.m ; Roval Collège of Surgeons of England, 4 p.m.—Professor

Huxley, "On the Structure and Development of the Vertebrate Ske-
leton ;

' Médical Society of London, 8^ p.m.
Tucsday, March 31.

Opérations at Guy's Hospital, 1£ p.m. ; Westminster Hospital, 2 p.m.;
Royal Institution, 3 p.m.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Mr. Curgenven.—Reeeived and inserted.

Dr. Camps is thanked.
M.D.—Wo are unable to givo you the information you require, —ail

such matters being editorial secrets.

Mr. Falcon's interesting case shall be inserted.

Dr. J. B.— lst. Yes.—2nd. Yes.

Tau.—The appointment was irregular ; but the Poor-law Board can do
as they like.

M.D. (Edin.)—Note reeeived ; but wo are sorry that wo cannot comply
with your request.

To tlie, Editor of tlie Médical Circular.
Sir,—As the Collège of Physicians is said by you to refuse to grant

the title of Doctor of Medicine to its lideutiates, perhaps you will be so
kiud as to grant that degree from your office in King William street,

as you must know, that you Aavcjust as mtech légal right to bcstoio that

title as the Collège has. Yours truly,

March 6th, 1863. A Pippin that would fain Swim.
[As we hâve never said nor implied that the Collège had the légal

right to grant the degreo of M.D., we see no occasion to usurp that
fonction ourselves. Is ' ' Pippin " quite sure that ho is not a " crab "

?]
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Médical Transfer & Agency Offices,
17 Belgrave street, Euston road, \V C.

"IV Fr. Needes (late of 50
-*-"-*- LincolnVinn flelds) begs to announce to the
Médical Profession that lu* bas resumed business at tho

abore address, ami continues to nssist Gentlemen in ail

tuatters of a confident iat nature relative to the Purchase
%nd Traaosfer of Médical Practices and Partnerships.

Mr NEEDKShaving. for moine ye.irs past, beenassoeîatod

with Mr. BOWMKR iu the mtmageinent of the Médical

Agency formerly belonging to that gentleman, trust» his

expérience will be found of advantage to those Gentlemen
wbo tnny favonr him with their instructions.

Assistants introduced to permanent and temporary
Engagements

Office Hours, Elevcn to Four.

/gênerai Practice with Open
^-^ Surgery» situate in an excellent part of Belgravia,

is for immédiate Transfer. The receipts are betwecn 500/.

and < 00/. a year, and rapidly increasing.

Therc is a good corner résidence, eontaining twelve
rooms, held at a moderate rent
Premium 500 guineas, cash, which will include the

whok of the stock and nttings and flxtures of the surgery.

Apply to Mr. NBKDn. 17 Belgrave street, Euston road,

W.C. ____
The BKS I A: ONLY " PRÏZE MEDAL " COKX-FLOÏÏK is

"M A I Z E N A."
It was also reported by the Jury (Class 3, Sec A)

"EXCTEDINQLY EXCELLENT FOR FoOD."
The ' Times * says—"It possesses the most nctritioos

properties of the Indian Corn.™—One trial will show its

value.

For sale by Chemists, Grocebs, &c, in packets, with
Directions, at Sd. and 4d. each.

Aërated Lithia Water.-
Mcssrs BLAKE, SANDFORD. «nd BLAKE are

prepared to supply the LITHIA WATERS (of which
hhey were the original manufacturers under Dr Garrod's
nstruction) of auy strength preseribed by the Profession

î spécial cases. Those in constant use contain two
..Tains and five grains in each bottle, either by itself of
•ombined with BICARBONATE of POTASH or PHOS-
PHATE of AMMONIA.—Also, Potash, Citrate of Fotash,
Soda, Seltzer, Vichy, and Minerai Acid Waters, as usual.

BLAKE, SAXDKORD, and BLAKE Pharmaceutical
Chemists. 47 Piccadilly.

\(rHoward,Surgeonl)entist,
-L»-*~ 52 FLEET STREET,
bas introduced an entirely NEW DESCRIPTION of ARTI
F1CIAL TEETH, Ûxed without springs, wires, or ligatures

They so perfectly resemble natural teeth as not to be
distingoisbed from the original by the closest observer,

they will never CHANGE COLOUR or DECAY, and will

be found very snperior to any teeth ever before used. This

method does NOT REQUÏRE the EXTRACTION of

ROOTS, orany PAINFUL OPERATION, and will support
and préserve teeth that are loose, and is guaranteed to

restore articulation and mastication. Decayed teeth

stopped, and rendered sound and useful in mastication.

A loina,—The discoverers of
-*—*- this (\ide 'Edinburgh Monthly Journal of Médical

Science,* for Feb. 1851), the crystalline purgative princlple

of Aloes, continue to prépare and s'ipply it. They bave
the gratificat'on of knuwing tliat the most emineut of the

profession prescribe it, to the exclusion altogether of the
various kinds of aloes.

Orders extcuted direct or through any Drug house, by
T. and H. SMlTH|and CO., 69 Coleroan street, London
and 21 Duke street, Edinbuiyh

""NTervous
-^-* DISORDERS. — 8HILHNGTH0HPE HALL,
STAMFORD. A Private Establishment for the Résidence
and Cure of Ladies and Gentlemen mentally afflicted.

Résident Proprietor.DrGARDINKR H1LL, Originator of

the Non-Restraint System of Treatment in Lunacy.
Terms moderate

ly/Tillikin, late Biggand Milli-
-*-*-*-

kin, Surgical Instrument Maker and Anatomtcal
Macbinist to Guy's and St Thomas's Uospital, No. 9 St
Thomas'» street tioutlnvark S.E.

and Mental

Ty/Tr\Yilson,26Charles street,
A-"-*- Waterloo place, 8t Jamcs's square, S.W.—Office

hours 11 till 5.

The Transfer of Practices, Partnerships, and valuable
Permanent Appointaient? negotiat'M.
Consultations during the abovu hours; aftor, by spécial

appointaient.
Assistants provided, possessing the necessary qualifica-

tions to meetKie requirements of principals.

Spécial t
y.—A Partner is^ required in a highly respectable PRACTICE in

London. Cash receipts list year over 3,0007., and is

rapidly increasing. A good surgeon cssential. This may
be considered a safe investment, and suitable to a gen-
tleman of mMiw

Full particulurs of Mr. Wilson, 'i6, Charles street, St.

Jamcs's square, S.W.

T>ractice Required. — A
"*~ manied Gentleman is anxious to inake arrange-
ments for a Country Practice, or a share of one. lncome
desired, from 9001. to 1,200/. per annum. He is quite
disengaged, and wishful to enter upon the duties of a
Praetice as soon as possible.

Particulars will bè confidentially received by Mr. Wil-
on, 26 ChaFles street, St. James's square, S. W.

D
A CUP OF COFFEE IN ONE MINUTE.

unn's Essence of Coffee,
warrauted to keep good in any climate.

This Essence of the finest
kinds of Coifee, improved by
a process tho resuit of the ex-
périence of more than half a
cent îry, contains ail the fra-
grant and exhilarating proper-
ties of the coffee in the highest
perfection. It is admirably
adapted to persons travelling,
and to Officers in the Army and
Navy
Extract from the Comrnercia-
Handbook of Chemical Ana-
lyses, by A. Normaudy, M.D.

,

" Coffee is met with in com-
merce as a manufactured article
in the state ofEssence, or rathei
Extract of Coffee. That prepa
ration, providing it be genuine,
is peculiarlyadaptedtotheu.se
of travellcrs, who are thus
enabled to procure a cup of

ood Coffee without trouble or •Çt^titen. Of ail the
attempts which hâve been made to manufacture siu-h an
Extract, and of most of which I bave had samples, I hâve
found on examination that only one kind, that manu-
factured by DUNN, of Pentonville, would keep.

" I think I can confidently assert that DUNN*S Essence
of Coffee is tho only one which has stoodground ; ail other
attempts, for some reason or other, bave hitherto proved
failurcs, and eventually hâve been abandoned."

Sold in bottles, from ls. to 2s. each.

DUNN'S UNADULTERATED CHOCOLATE AND
COCOA.
DUNN'S CnOCOLATE BON-BONS, CHOCOLATE

DROPS, CHOCOLATE STICKS, etc., and every kind of
French Chocolaté.

Ail articles manufactured by the Firm of DUNN and
HEWETT are guaranteed free of adultération under a
penalty of £50, to be given to some charitable institutions
if found at any time adulterated, under certificat» of Dr
Normandy, Analytical Chemistto the House of Gommons.

Manufactory, Pentonville, London.—To be had of ail

Grocers.

James' s Fever Powder,"
4s. 6d. per bottle ; packets 2s. 9d. each.

Prepared and sold by J. L. K1DDLE, 31 Hunter street,

Brunswick square, London.
This Préparation has been so extensively employed by

the Faculty, and its mérita ao universallyacknowledged by
the public at large, as to render ail further remark on the
part of the Proprietor unnecessary. To be had of ail

wholcsalc Druggtsts.

Mr. Bowmer, M.R.C.S.Eng.,
-^*-*- S0 LINCOLN'S-INN FIELDS, LONDON, W.C,
assists Gentlemen in the Salo ami purchase of Médical
Practices, Négociation ol Partnerships, Transfer of Lnnatic
Asylnms, and ail other nattera of a confidenttal nature
connected with the Profession.

Compétent Assistants, either or temporary or pei-
mauent engagement, provi.lcd upon tiic aliorteat noUea,

Ap-Surgeons requiring
POINTMENTS to SIUPS are respoctTully Informai

th.it. F. G. MOOKE lins Remored fiom Tower hill to
Ma ST. MAHY AXE, LEADENHAL1, STREET, B.C.,
wlit'ro lie will be huppy to reçoive Gentlemen's naines as
usnnl.

Bugioal Instruments. Portable Surgcries, and Meiliciiie

Chtata,
Gentlemen will greatly oblige by notieing tlio new

nddress.
14a, ST. MARY AXK, LEADENHALL STREET, E C.

Hours, 10 to 5.

Superphosphate of Iron and
SUPERPHOSPHATE of IRON and LIME—Partieu-

lars of thèse new nnd valuable remédiai agents will be
forwarded on application, by Mr Greenish, 20 New street

Dorsct square

[" iquor Folii Ricini or Fluid
-—* extract of the Palma Christ! Plant, for increasing
the Sécrétion of Milk in Suckling womeu.
Mr. GREENISH solicita the attention of the Profession

to the above préparation, which is now in great demand.
Dose : One teaspoonful, three times a day.

Prepared by THOMAS GREENISH, Chemist, 20 New
street, Dorset square,

TO THE MEDICAL PROFESSION.

"Rragg's Gharcoal Biscuits
*-* for INDIGESTION, HEARTBURN. &c. 4c. îiuinu-

factured from the purest Vegetable Carbon. Sold only

in tins, at ls., 2s., 4s., and 8s. each, by J. L. BRAGG,
Sole Manufacturer, 2 Wigmorc street, Cavendish squar»,
London
Chemists and other allowed a iberal discount.

Post-office Orders made payable at the Old Cavendish-
street Branch.

"jVTicroscopic Glass.— Thin
-A."-*-- Glass for Mounting Objecta, in squares or circles.

Slides S in. bv one in., aud Cella of every kiud,supplied
Wholesale and Retail, by
CLAUDET aud HOUGIITON 89 Hitrh Holborn London.

N.B.—Aquariums, Fern Cases, and Glass Shades.

IVTedical Fixture and Glass
-L*-'- WAREHOUSE. — W. HAY, 25 Little QueOH
street, Lincoln's inn tields, begs to inform the Profeasioa
that he Fits-up every description of Médical Snops and
Surgeries, and lias in 8tock a large assortment of New and
Sccond-hand Drawers, Countera, Desks, Dlspenalng
Screens, Bottles, Jars, and every requisite for the above.—
A large Assortaient of Médical Lainps.

]U"oney t
—£330,000 to be

-A-'-*- advanced upon Mortgage, in various sunis.

—

Freeholds, avernging from 3 to 4 per cent, accordingto
the amount required ; Lta^eholds, 4^- toô per cent. Also
some smallei sums to be lent upon Personal or any other
stangible securities.—Apply (by letter only iu the first

instance) to Reoinalk Adolphus, Esq.
f
4 St. George'a

quare, Regent's park, London.

Surgical Instruments.

—

ARNOLD & SONS continue to supply Instrumenta
of tlie best workmansbip at modeiate priées, inanuiaetured
on the nremises uudertheir own supeiinteiulenri-.

ARNOLD & SONS, 35 and 3(1 West SinithfleUl, E.C.
Established 1S19.

Prize Medal, International Exhibition, 1862.

FR. Gustav Brnst, Ortho-
• P.'EDIC and ANATOMICAL MACHINBBT, Manu-

facturer of Surgical Instrumenta, Elastic Bandages, &>. àc.

19 Calthorpe street, Gray's-inn road, W.C.

DR DE JONGH'S
(Knight of the Order of Leopold oj Belgium)

LIGHT-BROWN C0D-LIVER 0IL
SELECT MEDICAL OPINIONS.

Sir HENRY MARSH, Bart., M.D., Physician in Ordinary to tlie Queen lu Ireland :—"I eonsider
Dr De Jongh's Cod-liver Oil to be a very pure Oil, not likely to c-eate disgust nnd a therapeutic agent
of great value."

BIT JOSEPH OLLIFFE, M.D., Physician to the British Enihassy at Paris-—"I hâve lrequently
prescrilKMl Dr De Jongh's Light-Brown Cod-Liver Oil, and I hâve every reason to be satislied with its

MMWsJ and salutary effects.

Dr BARLOW, Physician to Guy's Hospital :—"I hâve been well satisfied with tho effects of Dr De
Jongh's Cod-liver Oil, and believe it to be a very pure Oil, well ntted for those cases in which the use of
that substance Is indicated."

Dr LANKESTER, F.R.S., late Lccturer on the Tractice of Mcdicine, St Gcorge's School of

Medieine :—" I eonsider that tlie purity and genulneuess of this Oil are seoored in its préparation by the personal attention of so good n chemist and intelligent a
Dr. De Jongh, wbo bu «l«o wrltten the best Médical Trcatise on the Oil with which I un icquiinted, lleuce I deem the Cod-liver Oil sold under his guarantee to be
«ny other kind as regards genujiieness and médicinal tflVacy."

SOLE CONSIGNEES AND AGENTS,
ANSAB, HARFORD, & CO., 77 STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

physician as

préférable to
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Consanguineous Unions—Drinkable Water—Temporary Men-

tal Aburration ; Pétition to the Senaiefor the Création of a

Social Asylum—Pro/essional Secrecy with regard to Mar-

riages.

The " vexata questio " of consanguineous unions has again

been brought before the Institute, in the shape of a communi-

cation from Dr. Bourgeois, which Professor Velpeau laid on

the table. Considérable personal expérience, under unusually

favourable circumstances, had already led the author to inquire

in his inaugural thesis, and previously to the publication of

Mr. Boudin's statistics, into the nature of the influence of con-

sanguineous unions on the offspriiig of such marriages. From
the facts gathered by Mr. Bourgeois, it appears that reiterated

intermarriage, repeated as often as sixteen times between

cousins at différent degrees, produced deaf-muteness in no in-

stance, nor any one of the constitutional infirmities mentioned

by various authors. In his thesis, Mr. Bourgeois contends

that Mr. Boudin will find satisfactory évidence that, contrary

to his prévisions, consanguineous unions are not liablo to pro-

duce, in one or two générations, any evil effects, and must also

be acquitted of any unfavourable tendency in the case of

several successive intermarriages between blood-relations.

Mr. Bourgeois entertains no doubt as to the accuracy of the

statistical returns adduced by Mr. Boudin, -which show, in

spécial institutions, an averago of 25 or 30 per cent, of deaf-

mute children, the offspring of consanguineous marriages.

TJnder the circumstances alluded to, the results would pro-

hably be always the same ; but he argues that investigation

should be carried farther back, and include tlie précédents of

several générations, whereas, hitherto the inquiries on the
subject hâve been confined to the nearest relatives. Consti-

tutional affections would thus be brought into notice, which,
by the coincidence of siinilar tempéraments, may possibly de-

geuerate into settLed hereditary prédispositions or deformities,

such as deaf-muteness for instance. Researches of this de-

scription, however, are surrounded with numberless difficulties,

especially in those families which confide the care of their

deaf and dumb children to public establishments. They
seldoin can afford any information as to the sanitary condi-

tions of their progenitors, and not even of the most récent

preceding générations ; in his own family, on the contrary,

proverbially quoted in the country in which it has settled, for

length of life, and fréquent intermarriage, Mr. Bourgeois has

met with ail the éléments of the question ready to his hand.

In a total number of sixty-eight marriages, ail between rela-

tives more or less closely allied, the author is unable to point

to more than one which proved unfruitful, and the infer-

tility was niainly referrible to the délicate health of the
wife, who was uo relation to lier husband ; and in order to

discover a consanguineous union in the antécédents of the

latter, it is necessary to go so far back as three générations.

It is proper to observe, says Mr. Bourgeois, that the health of

ail the descendants of thèse parents has been remarkably good,
although their number amounts to upwards of two hundred, a
resuit wliich may be contrasted with the condition of the other
grand-children, and great-grand-children arising from the
union of persons, who may be termed doubly first cousins.

They inherited obviously their scrofulous constitution from
their mother and her family, who were unconnected with the
husband's relations, and their intirmity was not therefore the
resuit of consanguinity. The morbid prédisposition was hère
handed down as an heirloom unmitigated by the favourable
circumstence of marriage into a healthy famity, a fact rendered
more apparent by the perfect healtli enjoyed in common with
the other relatives, by eighteen other grand-children, the off-

spring of the same union between first cousins, with the
exception of one, whose imperfect mental development is

referrible to traumatic and accidentai injury.

In conclusion, the fresh document added to the Ion" list of
tkose which are submitted for exaniination to Messrs. Andral,
Itayer, Bienaymé, lends further support to the opinions pro-
pounded by Mr. Bouchardat in his lectures on hygiène—viz.,

that consanguineous marriages are innocuous or the reverse,

according to the soundness of the parties, or their personal or
hereditary liability to morbid conditions transmissible directly

or indirectly, in their original or in a modified form.

— The Academy of Medicine laboriously proceeds with
the debate raised by Mr. Lefort's communication on drinkable
waters. In the midst of this clash of conflicting opinions, we
are bound, however, to stato that a few speeches dimly point
to the possibility of a practical solution of the problem. "We
may, for instance, invite attention to the excellent summary of
the question presented by Mr. Boudet,. The learned member,
after an analytical review of the entire discussion, which showed
that he had fully mastered his thème, developed with inuch
ability his personal views which may be briefly stated as fol-

lows :

Wholesome drinkable water should be of pleasant taste,

suitable for cooking purposes and a good solvent of soap.

Whether derived from springs or rivers, drinkable water is

essentially dépendent for its qualities on its chemical and
physical properties. Wholesome water should be clear and
transparent, tasteless and inodorous, and leave no deposit in the
pipes through which it runs, nor in the vases in which it is

preserved. Its hydrometric weight should not exeeed 25 deg.,

and it must contain a certain amount of air—viz., in every
quart should be found 20, or 22 cubic centimètres of nitrogen,

9 or 10 ce. of oxygen, and 20 or 25 c.fc. of carbonic acid.

Water should présent but faint traces of organic matter, barely

one-sixth of a grain of nitrates, and not more than one-sixtieth

or one-fiftieth of a grain of ammonia. The présence of putrid

organic matter should cause it at on^e to be rejected for

domestic uses.

The Seine water, abovo town, at the Bridge of Ivry, for in-

stance, may be considered a fair standard of wholesome drink-

able water.

At its émergence, the water of the river Dhuys is insuffl-

ciently aé'rated, and contains too large an amount of carbonate
of lime to be viewed as perfectly wholesome for human con-
sumption ; but if it be conducted through long airy aqueducts,
and thus gain an additional quantity of air, and lose the super-
abundant Urne

—

i.e., the équivalent of 17 hydrometric degrees—it might probably become as fit for use as the water of the
Seine, and would be infinitely préférable to that of Arcueil, or
of the Canal de l'Ourcq.

Before concluding his remarks, Mr. Boudet communicated
to the Academy officiai information calculated to throw light

on the présent System of distribution of water in Paris. From
thèse data, imparted by Mr. Belgrand, the chief inspector of
the supply in the capital, it appears :

1. That the average amount of water, from various sources,

distributed every day in Paris, during the year 1862, was
133,150 cubic mètres, of which 42 thousand cubic mètres,

rather less than one-third, were drawn from the Seine, 89
thousand mètres from the canal de l'Ourcq, 1,170 from
Arcueil, 630 from the Artesian wellat Grenelle, and 350 from
the northern wells.

2. Ihat the waters of Arcueil and Grenelle were mixed be-

fore distribution with the Seine water, and that during the
warm season, the water of the canal was substituted in certain

quarters for the Seine water.

Thèse facts, which defy contradiction, show, according to

Mr. Boudet, thatfora long time, and even at présent, theinhabi-
tants of Paris drink, without being aware of the fact, nmch more
water from the canal than from the river, and that tlie whole-
someness of the former is cstahlishcd by tlie expérience of half

a century, although besides bi-carbonate of lime, it also contains

a large proportion of sulphate of lime and of salts of magnesia.

We should not omit to add, that the warm congratulations

presented to Mr. Boudet by his colleagues, iniply that the
views of the learned member will, in ail probability, find

favour in the eyes of the Academy.

— On the 24th of February, a pétition to the Senate was
read to the Academy, by its author, Mr. Legrand du Saule. It

is worded as follows :
—

" In virtue of the right conceded by the Constitution to ail

Freuch citizens, I hâve the honour of respectfully pointing out
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to the Senate, in the présent pétition, a much to be lamented

desideratum in our législation.

" Art» 64 of tho Pénal Code enacts that criminal proceedings

shall be discontinued in cases of insanity. This plea couverts

an offence to be atoned for, into a calaïuity to be verified. Tho

dread of conséquences having proved inefficient to check the

transgressor, punishnient would obviously not cure mental

aberration.
" In addition to lunatics,properlysocalled, certain individuals

under the influence of monomania, or slight delirium confined to

one set of ide i>, afHieted with convulsive neurosis or a prey

to a degroe of passionatc exeitement closely akin to insanity,

frequently commit actions for which they are held responsible

by the judicial powers of the country. Moral liberty being

limited at the time the offence was committed, the plea in

favour of the accused party is derived from his mental condi-

tion, and his struggles with himself ; hence extenuating cir-

cumstances are urged, and the penalty is nccordingly reduced.

Thèse partially diseased individuals are then committed to

prison, where the contact of malefactors causes additional suf-

fering, further perverts their morals, and may even extinguish

the remaining sparks of their already clouded intellect.

" Mitigation of punishment, on the other hand, is doubtless

possessed of this advantage, that it lowers the degree of crim-

inality, but faniilies, whose misfortune it is to number a maniac

among their members, are nevertheless branded with the dis-

grâce of a dishonouring sentence.
" This, I venture to say, is a defect in our code of laws,

which deserves the earnest attention of the most exalted

constituted body of the Empire. In accordance, therefore, with

a suggestion brought forward in 1846, by an eminent member
of the Médical Profession, I humbly submit that the Act of

June 30. 1 838 be completed by the insertion of an additional

clause, ordering the institution of a central establishment for

the réception of individuals lying tuider sentence, who may at

the same time be found labouring under mental dérangement,

or be suspected of such dérangement ; or at least the création

of a spécial division for the purpose in our principal lunatic

asylums.
" It is highly désirable that, in future, persons partially re-

tponsible, be conveyed at once, after sufficient judicial and
médical inquiiy, but previous to the passing of any igno-

minious sentence, to the establishments appropriated to the

réception of subjects of partially unsound mind. The authori-

ties inight assign to confinement in thèse institutions, the same

duration as would hâve been incurred, had the penalty been

awarded.
" I do not hesitate to say that theso measures would givc

gênerai satisfaction, and while affording ail due protection to

the interests of publie security, would at the same time pré-

serve untainted the honour of the faniilies of semi-lunatic

cri minais.
" France should bc in such a position as to envy none of the

institutions of neighbouring countries, but it must be acknow-
ledged, that in the matter under considération, England is in

advance of the French Empire."

We shall, if necessary, revert to this pétition, the objects of

which are so definite and so noble that ail comment is needless.

— We hâve briefly stated our opinion with regard to tho

obligation of professional secrecy in regard to marriage, and
the discussion continues in the médical periodicals, but lias

not hitherto caused us to change our views on the subject.

We entirely agrée with Mr. de la Ville Jossy, and with the Pré-
sident of the Society of the ThirJ Arrondissement, that " in

most cases physicians are bound, in accordance with Art. 378
of the Pénal Code, to préserve inviolate the confidence which
has been repo3ed in them, but that under peculiar circum-
stances, the physician should obey the dictâtes of his own
conscience, which may bein contradiction with the injunctions

of the law." The wording of this sentence has appeared too

looee to certain persons who would willingly sacrifice their

Personal freedom of action in their fondness for discipline and
restrictive régulations. The implicit compliance due to the
law has further been objected, and sentiments of a less elevated

character hâve even been appealed to, and the avenging poniard
which put a period to Professor Delpech's Lifo has been flashed

in tho eyes of thoso who prize their personal safety. We can-

didly acknowledge that the doctrine of absolute silence, under
ail circumstances, will préserve the professional man from
much annoyanec, and perhaps occasionally from some péril,

but this linc of conduct appears to us to savour more of selfish-

ness, than of an exalted notion of duty, and would tend to

substitut© the considération of the physician's personal interest

for thoso of society in général. Practically, moreover, the

principle of personal liberty which we défend, has guided the

most eminent authorities in their conduct. To adduce but one

illustration, wo extract the following passage from a lotter pub-

lished in tlie Abeille Médicale, from which it appears that in

1830, Dupuytren had adopted a view of tho obligation of

professional secrecy in regard to marriage, closely analogous to

that entertaiued by the leamed gentleman whose opinion is

also our own :

—

" One of my friends, a médical practitioner," says the corre-

spondent ofthe Abeille, " was désirons of proposing for a young lady
whose friends resided in the neighbourhood of Paris ; but having
noticed an urihealthy appearance in his future bride, he postponed,

without altogether abandoning, his matrimonial intentions, and
souglit information from mutual acquaintances. He thus leamed
that Miss X had undergone by tlie advice of the Chief-Surgeon
of the Hotcl Dieu, Baron I) , an opération, and requested me to

call on the Professor and endeavonr to obtain from hini some
détails as to the nature of the disease which had necessitated

surgical interférence, and also his opinion as to the lady's health. I

accordingly visited Mr. D and uxplained to him the object of

my application. He became very serions, and said :
' what you ask

from me, it is impossible to grant : you are doubtless acquainted

with Art. 378 of the pénal code, and with the oath of Hippocrates,

you will find in both the explanation of my silence ; But,

said I, the applicant is a young fellow-practitioner, and he will be
cqually discreet and grateful.

—

I shall be happy to oblige your
iriend, if I can conscientiously

;
give me the means of doing so. If,

said I, your silence is favourably interpreted, the parties will

marry, and supposing that Miss X enjoys sound health, the

results will be happy ; but if, on the contrary, she is labouring

under some incurable diathesis, you will doubtless hâve cause to

regret your silence, and you assume some share of responsibility in

the disasters which must inevitably follow.—Enough
; you hâve

gaiiicd your friend's cause, sai<l Dupuytren, I will speak to you in

ail sincerity. I resorted in Miss X's case, for the cure of caries

of the metatarsal bones, to an opération which proved succcessful,

but I believe her to be affected with a scrofulous diathesis of an
incurable character. Your friend knows now as much as I do, and
he must reflect seriously on the matter.' I warmly thankéd
Mr. D , and as I was withdrawing, he recalled me and said in a
serions and impressive manner :

' I hâve, on the présent occasion,

disobeyed the injunctions of the law, and those of the Hippocratic

oath, because I bear in mind the higher precept :
' Love your

neighbour as yourself, and do not to another what you would not

were done to yourself.'
"

Dupuytren's inspiration was in this circumstance most
fortunato, and Miss X died fifteen months after of tuber-

culosis. But even had she survived, we deem that the great

surgeon's conduct M'as more honourable than would bave

been the strict silence in which he inight bave taken refuge.

In cases of this description, a kind and intelligent man will,

in our opinion, easily find some means of evading the difficulty

without any damage to his conscience, either by skilful diplo-

macy, or by convening, as Mr. Eicord is stated to be in tho

habit of doing, a consultation in which he will take no part.

HOSPITAL NECKER.

(MR. debormeaux'b wabds.)

The Endoscope and its application to the diagnosis and treaf-

ment of diseases of the Urinary Passages.

In Mr. Desormeaux's wards, we saw for the first time, and

had ample opportunities of studying, an apparatus of that

surgeon's invention, which has not hitherto attracted much
notice, but yet seems calculated to be of considérable service.

We allude to the Endoscope, an instrument intended, as its

name implies, for the inspection of cavities inaccessible to the

eye ; in tlie présent article, wo shall confine ourselves to its

applications to diseases of the urethra and bladder.

Surgeons hâve, for some time, tumed their attention to the
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construction of optical appliances and reflectors, calculated to

illuminate deep-seated organs, which othcrwise baffle ail

attcmpts to direct investigation. The ophthalmoscope and

laryngoscope, for instance, hâve, within tlio last few years,

given rise to active inquiry, and are daily assuming greater

importance in practice. Not so the endoscope which was

exhibited by the author, at tho Academy of Medicine, in

1853, under the name of Urethroscop<: After gaining for

the ingenious and learned inventor a portion of the Argen-

teuil prize, the instrument fell into sucîi entire oblivion, that

we hâve seen no one but Mr. Desormeaux himself use it in

the hospitals, an undeserved neglect, which is much to be

lamented. ïhe endoscope is undoubtedly a useful invention,

and we entertain so favourable an opinion of its utility that

we cannot refrain from entering into a few descriptive parti-

culars of the apparatus, viewed with respect to the inspection

of the bladder and urethra,

It is needless to expatiate on the détails of the construction,

or on the manner of using the instrument, which is extremely

simple. The annexed engraving will moreover assist us in

our explanation. (a)

The illuniinating apparatus consista of a copper box pro-

vided with a chimney, and containing a petroleum lamp ; a

phial similar to that used for the common spirit lamp is ail

that is necessary, tho Haute heats moderately the différent

parts of the instrument, and affords sufficient light for ail

practical purposes. The light is conveyed by a séries of

reflectors and lenses, into a latéral metallic tube, which is

continuons with the cathéter. At one of the extremities of

this tube, and turned inwards, is placed a mirror perforated

at its centre, where the eye of the observer is applied. The
other extremity fits into the cathéter introduced into the urethra.

The cathéter is a straight silver tube, open at both ends,

and wide at the extremity, adjustecl to the Ûluminating appa-

ratus, where it is slit in an extent of an inch and a half, for

the introduction of metallic rods, bearing cotton, a minute
blade, or a style, for the cleansing, incision or exploration of
the duct. Thèse instruments are supplied with a flat handle,
bent at right angles on the rod, which, while the shaft is

in the cathéter, the operator holds in his hand. The appa-
ratus is used as follows : The lamp is lighted and placed in
its réceptacle ; the cathéter provided at its distal extremity
for the protection of the nmcous membrane, with a rounded
wooden bulb, supported by a conductor, is introduced into
the urethra, when the mandrel is withdrawn. Tho wide ex-
tremity ofthe cathéter is then affixedto the illuniinating appa-
ratus, and the eye is applied to the aperture above designated.
In a case of a stricture, for instance, the cathéter is gently
iiiscited as far as the obstruction, and the diseased spot being
possibly more or less coneealed by blood or mucus, a rod,

provided with a pièce of cottou-wool, is introduced through
the latéral slit in the instrument, and the parts are carofully
cleansed ; inspection is then proceeded with, and as we hâve

(a) The engraving représenta on the left side, the endoscope with
the cathéter attïxed, ready for use. On the right side is delineated
a vertical section of the apparatus, showing the situation of the
lamp, and the parallel position which may be imparted at will to
the two latéral cylinders, when the instrument is packed in its case.

frequently ascertained from personal expérience, tho aspect,
form, and colour of the aflected région can be clearly dis-

cerned. With a style, the direction of the passage and the
degree of consistency of tho stricturo aro then examined, and
if incision be deemed necessary, blades of various shapes,
borne on metallic rods, are at hand, with which the required
divisions may be at once performed in any given direction.

Tho condition of tho mucous membrane in front of tho
stricture can also be ascertained in the most satisfactory man-
ner, by slowly and simultaneously withdrawing the instru-

ment from tho urethra, the eye remaining applied to the
orifice at the extremity of the tube.

Having so far described the facilities thus afforded for the
examination of the urethra, we may now touch on the prac-
tical advantages derivable from the use of the apparatus. In
the tiret place, the urethra may be, with its assistance, inspected
in tho most minute manner from the meatus to the bladder,

and any altération of the mucous membrane readily detected.

In stricture especially, we hâve often witnessed the utility

of the instrument. To say nothing of dilatation as a
method of treatment, the incision of the constriction is

greatly facilitated. The operator sees the parts it is his

intention to divide, can follow the progress of the blade

through the tissues, and watch every step of the procédure
as if it wero performed on the surface of the body ; the

exact extent of the incision may thus be perfectly regu-

lated according to circumstances, and the surgeon expériences

no dread of failure, or of untoward conséquences. It is not
our intention to enumerate the manifold diseases of the

urethra, and to point out the peculiar advantages of tho

endoscope in each, but merely to state that it affords the

most valuable assistance to diagnosis, and that it is as con-

venient for the application of the caustic-holder as for the

introduction of sharp instruments. Many ingenious mecha-
nical contrivances hâve been invented for the purpose, but
noue is so perfectly appropriate as Mr. Desornieaux's appa-
ratus. He merely imprégnâtes a pièce of cotton-wool attachée!

to a silver rod, with the caustic, and applies it to the seat of
disease ; cautérisation is thus effected with the utmost ease,

and may be limited to as small a spaco as the operator may
désire, circumstances which must greatly enhance the utility

of this method of treatment of strictures.

We should not omit to allude to the modification intro-

duced in the arrangements of the apparatus, for the inspection

of the mucous lining of the bladder. For this purpose, Mr.
Desormeaux employs, instead of a straight cathéter, a tube
incurvated to the same degree as Me Mercier's instrument, and
unprovided with any aperture at its point. The smaller

branch of the curve forms with the shaft an obtuse angle, at

the summit of which is accurately fitted a pièce of very
transparent glass. This instrument is introduced into the

bladder almost as easily as the common cathéter, and when
it has been adapted to the illuniinating apparatus, the

observer can viow with facility the posterior and inferior

segment of the mucous membrane, tho région of tho highest

interest to the surgeon. The importance of such an inspection

is obvious ; it is needless to add that the bladder should pre

viously be distended with an injection of clear water.

Mr. Desormeaux likewise resorts to the endoscope for tho

examination of the nares, pharynx, and rectum, and it is

adapted for tho inspection of ail the cavities of the body,

usually inaccessible to the eye. We confine our remarks on
the présent occasion to the explorations witnessed by our-

selves in that surgeon 's wards, and in conclusion invite the.

attention of our readers to a mechanical contrivance calculated

to be of essential service in the diagnosis and treatment of

the diseases of the urinary passages.

Just. Lucas-Chamfionnieke.

Camberwell Hocse Lunatic Asylum.—An entertainment was
recetttly given to the imitâtes of this asyhim, consisting of a pro-

logue, " Illustrations of wit and huinour," readings front Dickens

and various other authors, a concert, and Haynes Bayley's coinedy
" Perfection." The patients were liighly delighted with the enter-

tainment, and in the course of the evening were regaled with

oranges, conee, negus, and cake. Several visitors were présent, in-

cluding many members of the profession.
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SIIORT CLIXICAL LECTURES ON THE FIRST

PRINCIPLES OF aiEDTCIM:.

By Lionel S. Beau:, M.B., F.lï.S.

On ihe Vital Changes Occurring in Ihe Mucus-Corpttsrte.

In my last lecture, I was compelled to speak of living cells,

changes occurring during life, vital phenomena, &c. It is right,

thereibre, that I should endeavour to explain what I mean by a

living cell. I ought to tell you what goes on in a living cell, and
how ihis living cell gives rise to other living cells. As long as our

-riews upon thèse fondamental questions remain unsettled, we shall be

nnable to give an intelligible account of the simplest changes occur-

ing in the very simplest structures in hcalth or disease.

The words life, vitality, vital power, are used so vaguely and so

earelessly in speaking of a patient's state, that it is my duty to

attempt, at least, to describe to you what nieaning I attach to them.

Moreover, thèse terms hâve been used in very diffèrent sensés. They
hâve been applied to tho organism as a whole, as well as to the separ-

atc elementary parts or cells of whieh the tissues are composed. Our
life may be destroyed, but many of our tissues may exliibit vital

actions for some time afterwards. Many of our tissues live longer

than we onrsolves live. In tliis lecture I restrict myself to the

considération of the vital changes whieh take place in individual

" cells."

I bave shown that a cell nlwnys consists of living matter, and
matter that lias lived (of germinal matter and fonnuil matter), and
that no structure exista whieh is composed entirely of living matter.

It is true that, in the présent state of knowledge, we cannot ex-

plain how some of the simplest phvsiologieal changes whieh occur in

the body in health take place. Nor hâve we much positive know •

ledge even of the actuaf phenomena wliich occur in some of those

states, whieh, though scarcely to be called morbiil, nevertheless can

be distinguished from those characteristic of health. For example,

how ignorant are we ot the précise order of the occurrence, and of

the exact relation to each other, of the changes whieh take place in

the course of a common cold. We do not know how the very un-

pleasant chilly sensation whieh marks its accession is produced
;

neither are we acquainted with the condition of the blood whieh

précèdes and is undoubtedly connected with the dry congestsd state

of the mucou3 membrane; nor are the précise causes of the in-

creased sécrétion whieh soon takes place from the nasal or bronchial

mucous surface accurately determined.

If, however, the changes whieh occur upon the surface of the

mucous membrane be carefully watched, many highly important

fucts whieh hâve no slight bearing upon the question of tbe nature

of vital changes generally, will be revealed. And we can actually

demonstrate the transition from normal structure of a very simple

kind, to what is spoken of as a morbid product.

Every one knows that upon the surface of the mucous membrane
of the air-passages, even in health, there is a small quantily of a soft

viscid matter generally termed mucus. This mucus, said to be secre-

ted by the mucous membrane, contains certan oval or spherical

cells or corpuscles, whieh are transparent and granular. From the

change of form whieh takes place in them, it is certain that the

matter of whieh they are composed is almost diffluent. Thèse cor-

puscles or cells are mucous corpuscles. They hâve no cell-wall.

They are embedded in, and separated from each other by, a more or

less transparent, viscid, tenacious substance termed mucus. This
viscid mucus bears to the corpuscles the same relation that the matrix

of cartilage bears to the so-called cells, or the fibrous tissue of

tendon to its " nuclei," and it is considered by many to be an inter-

cellular subtance.

The spécifie character of the mucus dépends upon the présence of

a peculiar substance called mucin, whieh exhibits certain well-known
chemical characters. Now, neither mucus nor mucin can be made
from albumen or any other constituent of the blood, lymph, or

chyle ; nor does it exist ready-formed in those fluids ; nor can it be
prepared artificially. What is, then, the origin of this peculiar sub-

stance characteristic of mucus 1 Its éléments must be, directly or

indirectly, derived from the blcod. It never exists without the cor-

puscles, and when it inercases in quantity the corpuscles are found
in increased number. There is, therefore, rcason to infer that the

formation of the mucous is in some way connected with the pré-

sence of the corpuscles. You may bave masses of germinal matter
without the tenacious mucus ; but you cannot bave mucus without
the masses of germinal matter being présent at the time of its for-

mation. This fact lias never yct been explained by those who still

roaintain that the so-called intercellular substance is formed by
changes taking place in an exuded plasma independently of nuclei

or cells (germinal matter).

Moreover, it U important to observe that the chemical characters

and physical properties of the mucus are not dépendent upon tho

life of the corpuscles. The germinal-matter of the mueus-cor-

puscles may be living and active, or dead and even disintegrated,

without any observable immédiate change upon the viscid mucus, so

that it would appear that the mucus-corpuscles exert no direct in-

fluence upon the mucus after its formation.

Mucus, whieh is formed in* health in very small quantity, is pro-

duced more rapidly and in larger ainountin a slight cold or catarrh;

but it still retains its transparency. If, however, tho catarrhal state

inercases in severity, the mucus becomes more opaque. It is formed
still fiister, so that in the course of an hour more than a thousand
times as much material, possessing delinite chemical characters, may
be produced upon the surface of the membrane, as is formed by it

in the pcrfectly hcalthy state, whieh existed perhaps but two or three

days previously. Examination will show that the opacity is due to

the increased number of the granular corpuscles it contains, just as

the ereamlike appearance of laudible pus dépends upon tho multi-

tude of corpuscles suspended in the lluid.

If you examine a little transparent mucus fiom the nose or wind-
pipe upon a warm slide immediately after its removal, and under a

very high power (not less than 1,200 diameters), you will observe

some very important facts whieh bear upon the gênerai question of

life, growth, and formation.

You see a great many of the corpuscles I hâve alluded to, whieh

vary somewhat in shape and size ; but their form is generally oval,

their otitline even, and most are about the one-thousandth of an

inch in their longest diameter. I will not discuss whether they are

cells, nuclei, or corpuscles; but will call them masses of living or

germinal matter, because I shall show you that they are alive and
that from them new corpuscles are formed. Thèse bodies, like pus-

corpusclcs, the "nuclei" of epithelial cells, and fibrous tissues, &c,
are coloured by carminé.

Let us watch very caivfully one of the oval niasses of germinal

matter under a power of 3,000 diameter?. It seems to be composed

of soft semi-transparent matter, whieh exhibits délicate spbcrieal

partieles varying in size. in every part. Thèse particles are in con-

stant motion, and the movcmeiits are like those so well known in

the salivary corpuscles. About the central part, two or more
nuclei will be observed. Thèse appear smoother than the rest of

the mass ; but even in them, indications of the existence of smaller

spherical particles may be discerned with a power magnifying 3,000

diameters when the light is well arranged.

In a few moments, an oscillation ot the particles is observed at

some portion of the circumference of the mass. Then one or many
bulgings occur, and parts of the circumference beconie quite uneven

by the formation of a number of little processes whieh niove from

the gênerai mass, and often assume the form of little spherules whieh

still remain attached by narrow pedicles to the gênerai mass. Such
changes occur at différent points of the circumference, and from

time to time some of the prot rusions recède into the mass.

Occasionally two or more processes coalcsce, and a ring may be

niomentarily produced at some part of the circumference.— ' British

Médical Journal,' March 14.

DR. BROWN-SEQUARD ON EPILEPSY.

The following abstract of a lecture recently delivered by Dr.

Brown-Séquard on the Nature and Treatment of Epilepsy, a disease

to whieh the lecturer has devoted great powers of original research,

will be read with much interest :

—

Much light has been thrown upon the nature of tliis disease by

Dr. Brown-Séqnard's remarkablo discovery that an affection re-

sembling, if not identical with it, may be produced in animais by

injuring the spinal eolumn in any part above the third lumbar vçr-

tebra, but more especially in the part intervening between the third

lumbar and the fifth or sixth dorsal vertebra. Animais so injure*] begin

to hâve fits, whieh corne on spontaneously—and whieh may be in-

duced if the animais are irritated in a particular manner—about

three weeks after the date of the injury. Various forms of lésion

will produce the fits : for instance, a complète transverse section of a

latéral half of the spinal eolumn ; a transverse section of its two

posterior columns, together with theposterior cornua of grey matter

and a part of the latéral columns ; a transverse section of either

the posterior, the latéral, or the anterior columns, only ;
a complète

transverse section of the whole eolumn ; or, finally, a simple punc-

turc, may each severally resuit in producing the fits. But some of thèse

sections bave much more power than the others in producing them, and

that of a latéral half of the cord appears to be invariably attendcd with

this resuit. Two guinea-pigs, whieh have been operatcd on m the

manner last mentioned, were exhibited ; by irritating the side of

the face, a fit was immediately induced in one of them ;
the other

one, having, as the lecturer enggcsted, probably been m a ht

recently, did not respond to tho like stimulus. Ihe lit of tho

guinea-pig first introduced was certainly wonderfully like that ol

ordinary epilepsy. In thèse animais there is one particular part otm
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skin, irritation of which is most invariably followed by a fit—indeed

invariably, if the animal irritated has not had a fit a short time pre-

viously. The part in question is limited by the following four lines :

—One drawn from the car to the eye ; a second from the eye to the

middle of the length of the inferior maxillary bone ; a third from

the lower end of the line last mentioned to the angle of the lower

jaw ; and a fourth, forming half a circle, from this angle to the ear,

the convexity of the half circle being towards the shoulder. Such
is the irritability of this area, that merely blowing upon it will often

induce a fit ; and at times, when the animal shows a tendency to hâve

a fit, a mère movement of the head will bring it about. This irrita-

bility résides in the extremities of the nerves which ramify in the

6kin itself. Irritation of the trunks of the nerves—as, indeed, is

oftsn observable in man—fails to induce a fit. In both thèse animais

there is opacity of the cornea, a phenomenon which sometimes

présents itself in man when the spinal cord is injured, and which

may rapidly disappear. Such an opacity, presenting itself in a case

of spinal injury under the care of Velpeau, speedily disappeared, to

fhe great astonishment of that distinguished surgeon. It is thought
that the power of action of muscles and nerves, and their excit-

ability, are equal or co-ordinate ; but this is not the case. Of two
muscles, one atrophied and one healthy, the former may respond to

a certain stimulus, while the latter will not ; a weak person will

jump or start on hearing a noise which will produce no effèct upon
a strong one. Animais whose spinal cords hâve been divided during
six months will, by their sudden movements, show themselves

peculiarly impressionable by external influences, which by healthy

animais are either unfelt or disregarded. This is strikingly exhi-

bited if both the injured and uninjuied animais be submitted to the

galvanic current. Thèse facts illustrate the nature of epilcpsy.

Ëpileptics are usually very weak, often partially paralysed ; their

reflex cxcitability is increased, while their voluntary muscular power
is lessened. This departure from the proportion normally subsisting

botween reflex excitability and voluntary muscular power constitutes

the condition of, and tendency to epilepsy, and should be carefully

distinguished from the immédiate or occasionally exciting cause of
the fits. The tendency to epilepsy having become established, the

fits are often induced by some exciting cause existing in the
periphery of the body. This is proved by the fact that the fréquent
and well-known prélude to the fits—the aura epileptica—may often
be traced to its origin in som e external or eccentric influence or

abnornial condition of the skin. It is probable that certain nerves
which are incapable oftransmitting the ordinary sensations of pain

are the média of an aura epileptica, or the proximate cause of fits even
when the patient is wholly unconscious of its existence. There are

nerves which are not sensitive, but which are capable of producing
reflex actions. It is well known that worms in the intestines often

bring on fits, although in such cases the irritation which they un-
doubtedly cause and which is propagated to the spinal cord, is not
consciously felt. A great variety ofsensations and eccentric influences

will induce fits in persons in whom the epileptic tendency exisfs
;

but pain will not necessarily do so. The parts of the cerebro-spinal

axis usually affected in epilepsy are the medulia oblongata and the

upper portion of the spinal cord ; but the seat of the disease in

each particular case is that part of the nervous centre direclly

related to the spécial area of the periphery froin which the oura,

felt or unfelt proceeds. Now that patbologists hâve entered on
that new and inestimable important field of medicine comprehending
the action of nerves on blood-vessels, they are enabled to appreciate
the significance of many phenomena of epilepsy, the nature of
which was until recently wholly unknown. Of the two well

ascertained influences which nerves exert on blood-vessels, viz.,

contraction—arresting or decreasing the circulation, and dilatation

—increasing it, the former is explicable, the latter not yet com-
pletely so. Contraction of the blood-vessels of the face causes the
paleness often observable in the first stage of an epileptic fit

;

contraction of those of the brain icdnces syncope of that organ
only, and of course loss of consciousness at the saine time. This
contraction of the cérébral vessels is analogous to the first conlraction
in organic muscles. The variety of effects from irritations is

surprisingly great : the sensation of light will produce an increase
of blood in the tubercular quadrigemina ; singing in the ear may in

like manner cause contraction of the veins ; sudden and gênerai
paralysis may occur, as in the case of the son of a médical man
mentioned by Dr. Brown Séquard, whose consciousness
and breathing power alone continued ; there may be loss of
memory of words only

; or, suddenly a paleness of the
face; a peculiar affection of the eyes; a flow of tears, or of
saliva ; the bladder alone may contract ; or there may be simply an
éjection of semen ; or the irritation may show itself in some one
superficial muscle, as in the case of a boy who had fréquent and
sudden pain in the belly—only one muscle of the abdominal wall
being much enlarged, and for years subject to cramps, which were
ultimately followed by complète epileptic fits. Dr. Brown-Séquard
does not believe that tho epileptic aura ever originates in the
healthy womb itself, but ho is of opinion that when the irri-

tation is propagated from that organ, it results from an abnormal
change in the quality of the blood within its vessels, or of its

sécrétions. In the petit mol, or minor fits only of epilepsy, the
patient loses consciousness more or less completely ; the puise
is not weak, but often stroii"—sometimes especially so—and is

thus emphatically distinguishable from that of syncope ; the blood-
vessels of the face, animated by a branch from the cervical portion
of tho sympathetic, may contract and cause sudden paleness ; and
there is always inore or less contraction of the muscles of the neck
and face. In a case of typical epilepsy, the fit is ushered in by an
aura, felt or unfelt, or, in other words, byan eccentric irritation pro-
pagated to some part of the cerebro-spinal axis, the first results of
which are contractions of the blood-vessels of the cerebrum and of
the face, and tonic spasms of some muscles of the eye and face;
then follow loss of consciousness and paleness of the face ; blood
accumulâtes in the base of the encephalon, and in the spinal cord,
resulting in tonic contractions of the laryngeal, cervical, and respi-

ratory muscles. Thèse contractions produce asphyxia, in the course
of which the sudden cry and fall occur ; the asphyxia is succeeded
by gênerai clonic convulsions; then may supervene contractions of the

bowels, of the bladder, of the utérus ; érection ; séminal émission
;

increase of various sécrétions ; efforts at inspiration ; and, finally, mus-
cular relaxation, with cessation of the fit, followed, possibly by coma,
but most usually by fatigue, headache, and sleep. A mong the forma
of curable epilepsy are those due to syphilis, to slight infiammatory
states of the base of the brain, to diseases of the nerves or spinal cord,

to worms in the intestines, and to disturbances of the utérine System.

In fact, whenever a connection between the fit and some disease

from which the patient is suffering can be traced, there is much
reason for hoping to effect a cure. Persons having had a blow on the

head, and subject to fits many years afterwards, may often be cured
by blistering the spot where the blow was received. Application

of the actual cauteiy, or a blister to any part from which an aura
may proceed, will often prove effective. If the aura or irritation

proceed from the hand, arm, foot, or leg, a blister, an inch wide,

may be applied round the limb. A ligature round the limb will

also often stop the fits. Both it and the blister produce their effects

by causing a modification of the parts of the brain to which the

nerves acted upon are related. Blisters are most effective when
the base of the brain is affected. Narcotic injections sometimes
effect a perfect cure ; half a grain of sulphate of morphia, a sixtieth

of a grain of atropia, and a minim of dilute sulphuric acid, in

fifteen minims of water, should be injected into the part where the

aura originates. The morphia and atropia, each of which used
separately would be dangerous, when used together counteract each
other : the one contracts the pupil, the other dilates it, and the

gênerai action of each on the System is correspondingly différent.

The best remédies for epilepsy induced by syphilis are the iodide

and the bromide of potassium, taken together or separately. The
dose of the bromide must be fifteen or twenty grains two or three

times a day. When taken in large doses for a considérable time, it

causes congestion of the brain and loss of feeling in the urethra, and
probably in the séminal vessels. If the puise of the epileptic patient

be weak, Be should take ammonia and quinine. Contrary to the

advice of Dr. Watson, iron, which he recommends, should be avoided,

unless the fits be due to anœmia or chlorosis. Iron causes altérations

of circulation in the brain of a kind not conducive to the cure of

epilepsy. If it must be given, the ammonia-citrate of iron, along

with aconite in suitablo doses, is the best forai in which to administer

it. The saine sait of iron, together with strychnine, may also be
given sometimes with advantage. Epileptic coma is best treated by
Junod's boot, applied with great care during half an hour. Or liga-

tures may be placcd round the four limbs, in order to impedo the

venons circulation, and thus the return of blood to the brain. In

some cases of paralysis, even when there is no hysteria, a cure will

follow a séries of epileptic fits. In such cases the cure is probably

due to absorption of effused fluid, promotcd by the increase of cir-

culation occuiring during each fit. This very interesting, but neces-

sarily very hurriod, lecture was concluded by the exhibition of several

illustrative eases ; among them was a girl who has sufléred from
hemiplegia and paraplegia, from both of which she recovered after

having had several fits ; and a man who had stopped his own fits

" hundreds of times" by clasping his legs, by using ligatures and
blistci s, and by burning himself.—' Médical Times and Gazette.'

Célébration op the Prince op Wales's Marriage at the
Royal Médical Collège, Epsom.—On Wednesday, the 11 th. ult.,

the Collegians and aged pensioners of this Institution celebrated

the nuptials of the Prince of Wales and the Princess Alexandra, by

a dinner provided by the Council of tho Collège. The chair was

occupied by Dr. Thornton, tho head-master, and the vice- chair by

the Rev. Mr. Hackman, the second master, and out of the 180

scholars of the Institution, 170 were présent. The toasts of lier

Majesty, and of the Prince and Princess of Wales, were of course

very warmly received, as were also those of Mr. Propert, the worthy

founder of the Collège, and Dr. Thornton, In order to perpetuato

the memory of tho late lamented Prince Consort, it has been de-

termined to place a handsome mémorial window at the west end of

the little chapel belonging to the Collège, and subscriptions are now
being raised for the purpose,
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TO THE KEADERS OF THE 'MEDICAL CIRCULAR'

The rôle of au acconiplished Editor in the management of

this Journal was played out last week. The Proprietor, in

thèse few lines, records the event, for it is he who is most

interested, and he, iu taking another editor, will most suffer

or most beuefit by the change, But however it may be, he

gladly takes the opportunity of publicly expressing to Dr.

Koss his sincère thanks for the interest he bas always mani-

fested in the prosperity and success of the Journal. It is no

slight thing to déclare, that for the mauy years during which

the proprietor and his late partner and editor, Dr. Ross, were

associated, not one misunderstanding ever occurred between

them. They met as friends ; they part as friends. From the

outset, the intellectual pre-eminence of Dr. Ross, joined to

great kindliness of disposition, could not fail to bo appre-

ciated, and soon kindled that which is hoped will be an en-

during friendship. Of his remarkable talent as a wiiter,

whether on political or Médical subjects, the pages of this

Journal afford ample évidence. On this point it may truly be

said

—

" Si monumentum quœris, circumspice,"

for the very first lines in this Journal eleven years ago

were penned by hini, and his last words will be found at

the conclusion of the number which précèdes the présent.

But let it not be said his last words, for it is to be hoped

that niany a contribution from the same fluent pcn will enrich

the pages of future numbers, even after the conclusion of the

excellent lectures now in the course of publication.

In parting with so expeiïenced an editor as Dr. Ross, it is

with no little satisfaction that the Proprietor anuounccs his

engagement with a successor equally well qualified. It is con-

trary to custom to introduce an editor by naine, and as long as

possible his incoijnito is to be observed. No more, then, can

be said of hini, than that he is a Physician of good standing
;

that he has had the advantage of a long training in editorial

duties ; that he mixes with the highest classes in the Pro-

fession, and is greatly respected by ail who havc the pleasure

of his acquaintance. He enters upon his duties with a full

understanding of his responsibilities to himself and to his

readers, and with a détermination to fulfil them honestly,

fearlessly, and impartially. Before the conclusion of the

current volume at the end of June, his scheme for the more

prosperous future of the Journal will be matured and pro-

niulgated. Many amendments and changes are in contem-

plation, which the Proprietor believes will materially add

to the utility of the Journal, and consequently enhance its

popularity. Semper floreat !

THE FINANCIAL STATEMENT OF THE GENERAL
MEDICAL COUNCIL

The General Council of Médical Education and Registration

of the United Kingdom hâve just printed their ftnancial state-

ment to both Houses of Parhament, in accordance with Section

44 of the Médical Act This statement contains many interest-

ing and instructive features, and commendation must un-

doubtedly be bestowed upon the frankness with which the

détails of income and expenditure are exhibited to the Médical

public. From thèse returns we may form a pretty accurate

notion of the number of persons who annually enter the

Profession in thèse islands, although, of course, many will neg-

lect the duty of registering if they can possibly avoid it.

Soonor or later, however, they will ail find the necessity of

paying the fee, and enrolling their names, if they bave any in-

tention of entering into practice.

Thus it appears that in tho year 1802, 413 persons in Eng-

land paid the fee of 5?. each, and ail of thèse must hâve qualified

since January 1, 1859, and the most of them probably obtained

their diplomas or licences at a very récent date. In Scotland

only 104 persons paid the fee of 51. each in the year 1862, and

in Ireland 127 paid the same fee in tho same year. This will

give a total of 644, who registered during tho year, and it

may be assunied that this number pretty well corresponds with

that of the persons who graduated or receivod diplomas during

the same timo, though, of course, for many reasons, the resuit

cannot givo perfectly accurate information on this head. To

show that many are very tardy in paying even the small fee of

21, it appears that in England no less than 183 paid the latter

sum, they having of course been duly qualified before January,

1859, and having thus avoided the payment for three years ;

in Scotland only 15 havo beenthus tardy in their payment ; and

in Ireland, 27. It will be observed (as niight. indeed, bave been

expected), that by far tho greater majority of Médical practi-

tionors belong to the English division ; next corne the Irish,

and lastly (though at no very long interval), the Scoth. From

the désire which apparently exists among the Profession to

obtain qualifications in addition to those previously held, it is

found that 393 in England paid the fee of 5s. each, a great

number of theso being no doubt those who graduated at St.

Andrew's during the year 1862 ; in Ireland, 54 obtained the

additional qualifications, and in Scotland, 24. Theso figures

seem to prove a very laudable ambition for the acquirement of

honours derived from a variety of académie institutions or

examining bodies, and considering that thèse additional

diplomas or lioenses are now obtained almost entirely by mcans

of bonâ fide examinacions, the amount of study and labour in-

volved on the part of the candidates, to say nothing of the ex-

penditure of money, is a most gratifying testimony of the sacri-

fices voluntarily mado by our Profession. It is only to be

regretted that the venture of so much labour and so much money

does not ensure a better rewavd in subséquent pecuniary émolu-

ments and in the estimation of society, than often falls to the

lot of our Médical brethren.

Comparing theso returns with those made in January, 1862,

wo find that in the previous year 354 in England paid tho fee

of 5Z. each, while 420 paid the fee of 21, and 346 paid tho

fee of 5s. for extra qualifications. In the year just expired,

therefore, 59 more paid the larger fee of 51. than in 1861, but

there were less by 237 who paid the smaller fee of 2/., and

thero were more by 47 who paid the additional fee of 5s. In

the case of Scotland and Ireland, tho returns are more uniform

for the two years, for in Scotland in 1861, 107 fées were paid

of 51. each, 51 fées of 21. each, and 31 fées at 5s. each, and in

Ireland, 109 paid the fee of 51. each, 60 paid 21. each, and 46,

5s. each. Thus, in Scotland, 3 less paid the fee of 51., and in

Ireland 18 more paid the same fee. The whole number of

those who paid tho fées in Scotland in 1862 was loss than in

tho previous year.

With respect to the gênerai finances, they seem to bo in a

fiourishing condition, for the cash at the bankers amounts to

the handsome balance of 1,776/. 3s. 5d. ; 1,512/. 14s. 7d.,

being the balance of the Branch Council for England, and

386/. 16s. 9d., that of the Branch Council for Scotland, but
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as the balance of our Hibernian friends is on tho wrong side,

the whole balance is rodueod by 123/. 7s. lld., the deficiency

of tho Irish Branch Council. The latter appear to be unfor-

tunate in their financial opérations, for in 1862, they began
with a balance against them of 78/. 12s. 64, and in the pré-

sent year their liabilities are raised to 123/. 7s. lld., and yet

their expenditure does not seem to hâve been at ail extrava-

gant, for their fées to Council amount only to 67/. 4s. in 1861,

and to the still more modest sum of 42/. in 1862. The total

income of the General Council in 1863 is civen àt

6,598/. 16s. 3d., andin 1862 it was 8,158/. 8s. 2d., showinga
considérable diminution of income in the présent as compared
with the past year, but this circumstance is easily accounted
for froni the fact that the number of those who pay the small
fee of 21. must aunually diminish, while the number of those

who pay the larger fee of 5/. cannot be expected materially to

increase.

The printing of tho Eegister appears to be a losing concern,

for the expenses during thelast year were 409/. 15s. 7d., while
the sale realised only 85/. 2s. The expenses inuurred on ac-

count of the forthcoming Pharmacopoeia were 600/., but this

sum is likely soon to be repaid with interest, for we are in-

formed, on very good authority, that the book is really corn-

pleted, and is passing through the press. The only delay now
likely to occur is purely of atechnical and unavoidable charac-
ter, and is due to the necessity of transmitting the proof sheets,
in succession, to the compilera in this inetropolis, in Edin-
burgh, and in Dublin ; but in ail probability the volume will
be in the hands of the Profession and tho public, in about
three or four nionths,

Only one penalty was recovcred during the past year,
amounting to 20/., while the law expenses of the Council (in-

curred in 1861), amounted to 62/. 10s. ld. The fact that
only one person bas been punished in a year for misdemeanour
committed in connexion with the Médical Act, proves either
that the measuro itself is very badly framed, or that the Execu-
tive are very apathetic in carrying out its provisions.

Thus we soe that during the year 1862, 644 persons hâve
paid 5/. each for the registration of their names under tho
Médical Act, and we raay fairly ask, when so high a fee is paid
by the hard-worked and ill-paid members of our Profession,
what do they receive as an équivalent for their outlay ? The
answer ispractically that they get nothing except a Eegister
which very few people care about buying, and the promise of
a Pharmacopoeia, which many people will be obliged to buy,
whether they like it or not. As for any hope that the Médical
Act will protect tho Médical Profession, or will discourage
quackery, such an idea must be dismissed as an idle and base-
less vision. The members of the Médical Council, sitting in
lofty state, receive very adéquate salaries, for which they do as
little as they well can, and the gênerai welfare of the Médical
Profession appears to bc about tho last thing that ever entcrs
their heads. The heathen gods and goddesses are represented
by the Greek and Roman poets as sitting indeed in heavon
but actively engaged in sympathy for the fate of mortals below,'
but the deities who aro perched uponthe sunimit of our Médi-
cal Olympus, maintain a sublime indifférence to tho fate of
their brethren of the lower world, and while they are active
enough in exacting the tribute from the inferior beings, they
leave the latter to redress their griovances and fight out their
battles for themselves.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

MB. PROPEHT AND ME. ADAMS.

Very considérable dissatisfaction is still felt at the silence
so pertinaciously observed by Mr. Propert with respect to his
conduct towards Mr. Adams in the lato caso in which tho
Russells were concerned. It is again alleged that Mr. Propert
has acted a most unfriendly part towards a professional
brother, and that he has gono ont of his way to back up the
Eussells by the woight of his respectability. AU who know
Mr. Propert will acquit him of any malignant inotivo towards
Mr. Adams, but still his behaviour requires more explanation
than has yet been given. It is probable that his good-nature
has been imposed upon, but if so, his best plan would be to
set himself right with the Profession by admitting his error,
and thus making the amende honorable to Mr. Adams, who
has been grievously ill-used in the whole affair.

INSANITY AND CRIME.

Our contemporaines are giving a great amount of space to
the discussion of the relations existing between insanity and
crime, and of the plea of insanity in criminal cases. The man
Fooks who was hanged on Friday last, was considered by many
médical authorities to hâve been a homicidal monomaniaç, and
Dr. Harrington Tuke strongly advocated that view of the case.
Tho misérable wretch Burton also, who murdered a boy on
Chathain-lines last summer without the slightest provocation,
is likewise considered by some psychological physicians and
others, to belong to the same category ; and Mr. Fayle, of Chat-
ham, deposed that the mother of the accused was lunatic and
suicidai, and that Burton himself was labouring under moral
insanity. The « Saturday Eeviow,' however, and other non-
professional papers, ridicule the idea of homicidal mania, and
applaud the suniiuing-up of Mr. Justice Wightman, who con-
sidered that positive injury or disease of the brain must be
proved, or that insanity could not exist. In our opinion, Mr.
Justice Wightman, in this judicial dictum, uttered a tiss'ue of
nonsense. The question is, no doubt, a very perplexing one,
but that homicidal mania may exist without any perceptible
or demonstrable lésion of the brain is an undoubted fact. Law,
like Medicine, has its anomalies, and while it hangs lunaties, it
is mercifully considerate to highway robbers and other ruffians,
who are the pet-lambs of our humane legislators.

MEDICINE IN CANADA.
We hâve received the first number of the ' Canada Lancet,'

which the Editor introduces to notice in a very modest pré-
face. It is stated that the object of the Journal is to mako
itself practically valuable to the gênerai practitioner, and that
it will, therefore, présent a monthly record of most subjects
that are new and valuable in Médical Science from ail parts of
the world. It is announced with regret, that the ' British
American Journal' has ceased to exist, and the Profession in
Montréal aro invited to unité togother in encouraging the ablo
Editor to résume his labours.

THE INCOME-TAX.

Mr. Hubbard mado another unsuccessful attcmpt in tho
Houseof Gommons last Wednesday, to adjust the Income-tax
in a fairer manner towards persons having precarious modes of
subsistence. The présent tax presses most severely upon the
members of our Profession, and wo understand that many of
our brethren, supported by the Médical corporations, petitioned
in favour of Mr. Hubbard's resolution, which was, however,
rejected by a large majority.
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THE GRIEVANCES OF TIÏE FOOR-LAW MEDICAL OFFICERS.

Our indefatigable friend, Mr. Griffin, lias recomnienced his

career of activity in faveur of the Poor-law Médical Officers,

and is making a vigorous effort to engage the attention of tho

Législature in redressing their wrongs. Undeterred by oppo-

sition, and undaunted by the apathy of too many of lus own

elass, he consistently pursues the tenour of his way, and he

has just issued a pamphlet in which he relates, for the benefit

of ail Poor-law Médical Officers, but especially of those who

hâve late-ly joined the Poor-law Service, the whole history of

his struggles to obtain justice. He is now engaged in pre-

paring an entire answer to the évidence of Mr. Cane, one of

the Poor-law Inspecter», whom Mr. Griffin charges with un-

faim'

CASE OF DOUBTFUL PATERNITY.

As we are going through the Press, a case is in progress in-

volving the cliaracter of a niember of our Profession, and also

the question of the size and weight of a seven-months' child.

In a cause in the Divorce Court, a husband sues for a divorce

from his wife on the ground of improper conduct with a

Médical gentleman who attended lier. The husband went to

India, and seven months after his return to this country, his

wife was confined. Médical évidence was called on both sides,

but it does not appear that tho child was measured orweighed,

and the praetitioner who attended the lady in her confine-

ment, is dead. Altliough the Judgo summed up rather

strongly in favour of the respondent and co-respondent, the

Jury ultimately returned a verdict for the petitioner with

2,000/. damages.

EEVIEW OF THE PERIODICALS.

The ' British Médical Journal.' Mr. Bryant commences a

course of Lectures delivered before the Médical Society of London,

on the " Surgical Diseases of Children." In the présent lecture he

only introduces the subject, making some remarks upon the différ-

ent aspect and causes of diseases presented by the child as compared

with those of adult life, the différence depending upon the greater

activity of cell-growth at the early periods of existence. Dr. Lionel

Beale makes some spirited remarks on Dr. Chambers's assertion,

that disease is in ail cases a deficiency of action ; and he asserts, in

opposition to Dr. Chamhers, that in disease there may be excess or

there may be deficiency of action, and that disease is not, as Dr.

Chanibere allèges, in ail cases a négation, a deficiency of action, or

partial death. Mr. J. K. Spender relates an interesting case of

" Diseased Heart in a Child," the cause of the affection being

a previous attack of hooping-cough, and he makes some judicious

remark8 on the nature and treatment of cardiac apnœa. Dr.

Walker continues his articles on the "Laryngoscope." There is

a very good leading article in this journal, entitled, " Law versus

Médical Science," in which the writer points ont the anomalies at

présent existing in the law upon the plea of insanity in criminal

cases and the absurd views often entertained by the judges as to the

value of médical évidence. The law, in fact, requires an exact

définition when none can be given, and the médical witness is re-

proached because he does not possess the gift of omniscience and

the powers of decribing what is passing in the mind of the criminal

or the lunatic, whichever he may lie. In another article some

practical difnculties are started in opposition to Dr. Brady's Dis-

«tses Prévention Act.

The ' Lancet.' The third lecture by Professor Huxley, delivered

at the Boyal Collège of Surgeons, is dovoted to the " Structure and

Development of the Human Skull," and it is illustrated by numerous

diagrams, trac»! by white, Unes on a black ground, made during

the progress of the Professor's lecture. Mr. Benjamin Daniel con-

tributes a rather remarkable case of " Disease of the Shoulder,"

whieh at one time was believed to be fungus hoematodes, and a»

another was regarded as a large abscess, but the swelling eventually

disappeared, leaving considérable deformity, but not so great as to

threaten danger or to prevent the patient from following a light

employment. Mr. Ernest Hart offers a clinical note on the

" Extraction of Cataract," this being the opération for which he has

a decided préférence, and he points ont some useful means of diag-

nosis, particularly by the careful examination of tho retinal phos-

phenes by pressure. It is a well known subjective virtue of the

retina that the présence of a solid body in the eye produces a more

or less luminous spectrum, resembling a brilliant white iiame. Fou»

phosphenes are described, according to the part where they appear—»

namely, the frontal, jugal, temporal, and nasal, and when they are

ail produced, a healthy condition of the retina may be assuined.

The ' Médical Times and Gazette.' The first article in t
1

is

journal is a lecture on the " Classification of the Animal Kingdoai,"

delivered by Professor Huxley, at the Royal Collège of Surg' ons.

The subjects particularly described are among the lowest forms of

animal organisation, such as the actinozoa, the polyzoa, and the

brachiopoda, and the lecture is illustrated by a number of very

well executed diagrams. Mr. Fred. J. Mason writes a short paper

on a case of " Intra-capsular Fracture of the Cervix Femoris of a

Female," where ossifie union was supposed to hâve taken place,

the limb having been supported by a Liston's long splint, and the

patient being kept in bed for ten weeks. She eventually recovered

and was able to walk without either crutch or stick. Mr. Spencer

Wells relates the particulars of seven cases of Ovariotomy occurring

in private practice, ail of them being successful except one, and in

this Mr. Wells thinks the opération was not performed early enough.

Dr. Kenneth McLeod concludes his cases exemplifying the good

effects of Hydrocyanic acid in the treatment of Insanity. Dr.

Anstie commences a very interesting report on the " Physiological

Action of Podophyllin," his objects being to aseertain the doses re-

spectively in which this drug is a safe, and those in which it is a

poisonous agent ; the nature of the catharsis, set up by différent

doses respectivety ; the symptoms and anatomical appearances re-

sulting from medicines, and those resulting from poisonous doses

administered to the lower mammalian animais. In the présent

communication, Dr. Anstie confines his investigations to the action

of podophyllin on dogs and cats. The drug was injected in the

form of alcoholic solution into the peritoneum, and the symptoms

and post-mortem appearances were carefully observed. The gênerai

results were that no peritonitis ensued in any case, not could any

dangei'ous symptoms be noted as arising from the alcohol in the

solution, but vomiting and purging were generally induced, and in

ail the cases inflammation, and more or less ulcération were found

in the alimentary canal.

The « American Médical Times.' Dr. Detmold continues his

lectures on " Military Surgery," the présent lecture containing some

practical remarks upon the subject of pyamiia or pyoseptœmia, as

he thinks it ought more properly to be called. Mr. David It.

Smith communicates some expériences in " Military Surgery,"

gathered by him during the progress of the présent civil war. His

remarks chiefly refer to injuries of the thigh and leg, and he advo-

cates amputation at the knee-joint whenever it is practicable, and

in cases of amputation of the thigh, the limb should be removed

as near the knee-joint as possible. In a leading article, the pro-

visions of a New Lunacy Commission Bill are criticisud and cen-

sured, the writer thinkiug that the remedy proposed is insuflicient

to meet the evil. According to our Transatlantic contemporary,

the condition of the insane in America is very unsatisfactory, the

System of restraint and even punishment being still retained, and

the patients being too often ill-clad or not clad at ail, and kept in
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dark, dirty, and ill-constructed buildings. A case is related oc-

curring in Philadelphia, showing what danger may resuit to the répu-

tation of a practitioner who administers ansesthetics to female

patients, without the présence of a third party :

" It appears that the Guardians of the Poor sent a physician to

attend a poor woman sufiering from prolapsus uteri. As she relates

the story, a female friend who was with lier left the room. Tlie

doctor locked the door, and put the key in bis pocket. She lay down
on the bed and drew the sheet over lier face, upon which the doctor

proceeded with the examination. His movements rcndcring her

suspicious, she uncovered her face, and saw that his person was ex-

posed. She then ordered him to leave the room, and naturally

expressed much indignation at his taking advantage of lier weak
and defenceless condition. The doctor denied the accusation, but

she would not listen to hiui, and lie left the housc. She tlien went

to the office of the Visitor of the Poor, and information was com-
municated to the Guardians of the Poor, who sent to the Mayor,

and he had a warrant issued for the arrest of the doctor. On exam-
ination before a Justice, he denied in the most positive manner the

charge which she niade. ' Whatever may be the nierits or denierits

of the parties concemed in this case,' says the Editor, ' it is évident

that the réputation of the practitioner who uses the spéculum without

the présence of a third paity, is at the mercy of lus patient.'
"

MEDICAL SOCIETIES.

OBSTETRICAL SOCIETY OF LOISTDOK
Wednesday, Peb. 4th, 1863.

Dr. Oldham, Président, in the Chair.

The following gentlemen were elected Fellows of the Society :

—

W. Bannister, Esq. ; A. P. Owen, Esq. ; and Dr. G. Simpson.
After a short address from the Président upon his assumption of

office,

Dr. Ttler Smith read a communication from W. W. Wîseman,
Esq., and exhibited a part of the funis of a still-born child in

which a double knot was found. The knot was apparently the

cause of death. It was the second child in o twin case, the tirst

being boni alive.

Mr. I. Baker Brown read a paper
ON VESICO-VAGINAL FISTULA, THE MODE OF OPERATING, AND THE
RESULTS OBTAINED IN FIFTY-FIVE CASES AT THE LONDON SUR-

GICAL HOME.
In the first part of the paper the author gave an account of the

method at présent followed by him in operating. The various step3

of the same were illustrated by drawings. No bars or clamps are

nsed. The knives employed are two—one for the right hand, and
one for the left. The needles, of various curves, forming a séries

fourteen in number, are on the same principle as Startin's, but of

rigid material. They are arined with wire, and thrust through the

pared edges, great care being taken to avoid the niucous coat of the

bladder. The two ends of the wire are simply twisted round and
round, and so fastened. The patient is afterwards laid on the side,

and a maie elastic cathéter, with bag attached, kept in the bladder.

She is kept quiet ten or fourteen days, and the wires removed. The
opération is often completed in ten minutes.

The total number of cases of vesico-vaginal fistula admitted into

the London Surgical Home since its foundation four years and a

half ago is 58. Of that number, 55 were subinitted to opération,

with the results as sbown in an accompanying table. The remain-
ing 3 were not operated upon in conséquence of the bad condition

of bodily health, the resuit of syphilis. Of the 55 cases treated,

53 were operated upon by the author, 1 by Mr. Nunn, and 1 by Mr.
Harper. Of the total number of opérations, 43 were followed by
perfect cure, 1 was much relicved, 2 died, 5 were not cured, and 1

are still under treatment, with every prospect of cure. Of the 43
cures, in 24 this resuit followed the first opération, including the
cases of Mr. Nunn and Mr. Harper ; in 8 the cure occurred after

the second opération ; in 5 after three opérations ; and in 6 after

more than three opérations. Of the other cases which were not
cures détails were given in tables exhibited. Of the 2 fatal cases, 1

died eighteen days after the opération, apparently from exhaustion,
the âge of the patient being fifty-six ; the other died seven days
after from pyaoniia.

With regard to the causes of vesico-vaginal fistula, of the 58
cases admitted into the London Surgical Home, 47 were over
twenty-four hours in labour, and 39 were as much as thirty-six

hours or more ; 7 were two days, 16 were three days, 3 were four
days, 2 were five days, 2 six days, and 1 seven days.

In the whole number of cases, instruments were used in 29, ex-
actly one-half ; and in 4 only of thèse was the labour lésa than
twenty-four hours, and with 7 exceptions the patients had been
thirty-six hours or more in labour before instruments were used.
Of the 58 cases, in 24 only the injury happened at the first

labour, in 7 at the second, in 5 at the third, in 4 at the fouvtb, in
6 at the fifth, in 2 at the sixth, in 5 at the eighth, in 1 at the ninth,
jn 1 at the thirteenth, in l at the fifteenth, and 3 not mentioned.

In many of thèse cases, notwithstanding the existence of the fistula,

the patient bore several children, apparently without inconvenience,

before coming under treatment ; and in a fow of them, subséquent
to cure by opération, other children hâve been born without récur-

rence of mischief. In a large proportion of the cases there is a
history of the birth of a very large child; in some it weighed 15 lbs.;

and in one, that of the woman in whom the lésion happened at the

fifteenth labour, the child weighed 17 lbs.

From the foregoing statistics it is évident that the cause of the

lésion is protracted labour, and not the use of instruments or de-

formity of the pelvis ; and, as a necessary conclusion to what has

been stated, it follows that vesico-vaginal fistula would scarcely or

never occur if a labour were not allowed to become protracted :

this is a point for the careful considération of the Society and of

practitioners at large.

A printed tabulated statement as to the 55 cases operated on was
handed round. Mr. Brown further stated that he had had 11 other

cases under his care in St. Mary's Hospital, and 6 in private

practice, making a total in his own expérience of 58 cured ; 34 by
one opération, 11 by two opérations, 5 by three, and 8 by more.

Mr. Bryant renntrked that the essential steps of the opération

might be divided into two. First, to make a clean and even dis-

section of the margin of the fistula ; and secondly, to bring the

edges together, and to keep them there. Both points were of equal

importance, for if either was imperfectly executed, failure would
necessarily follow. Ile differed from the author respecting the use

of the forceps and scalpel in carrying ont the first steps of the

opération. He had been led to the formation of his pronged guide,

a description of which would be found in the ' Transactions of the

Médical Society of London.' By this instrument a clean section of

the margin of the fistula, however large it may be, is absolutely

guaranteed. Ëvery opération which lie had undertaken since ita

introduction had been followed by immédiate success. Respecting

the second step of the opération, he generally preferred metallic

sutures. He believed that it was unnecessary, as also injurious, to

leave the sutures in aller union had taken place. Failure had fol-

lowed such a practice. Respecting the use of opium in the after-

treatment, on which Mr. Brown had been silent, he was disposed

to recommend that enough be given to keep the bowels at rest, but

nothing more. Ile would inquire of Mr. Brown also how long the

cathete° was retained in the bladder after the opération ? His

expérience had told him that a periodical introduction only was

necessary.

Mr. Ncnn believed that further observation would show, as it

had shown in a case he referred to, that in some cases the réten-

tion oi the cathéter in the bladder was not always safe ; that

ulcération was liable to ensue. This was a point requiring careful

considération.

Dr. Braxton Hioks thought that, from what he had seen, more
injury was clone by long-continued pressure than by a more forcible

one of short duration. It was impossible to lay down any rule as

to the time the head could remain with impunity, for in a case of

vesico-vaginal fistula he had seen the labour was of average dura-

tion, and never seveie. Although lie considered, in good hands,

the forceps could be safely used, yet before we could assent to the

inference drawn by Mr. Baker Brown we nmst be certain that no

other injuries would be produced by the forceps worse than vesico-

vaginal fistula;, injuries which might possibly prove early fatal,

and thus not give tiine for the development of fistula!.

Dr. Oldham saw nothing in the communication made to the

Society, valuable as it was, to induce him to vary a hair's-breadth

from the precautionary precepts for the employment of instru-

ments in protracted labour wdiich were recognised and advocated

by the best British obstetric authors. He felt persuaded, from his

expérience of cases which had corne before him, that the more fré-

quent employment of instruments would resuit in the lacération of

the structures at the floor of the pelvis, particularly the lacération

through the sphincter of the rectum, an accident only second to

that of vesico-vaginal fistula in its distressing results, and which

involved a most painful and formidable opération.

Dr. Tyler Smith observed that in laying down a rule of practice

it was especially necessary to employ précise language. If Mr.

Brown had employed the tero labour with impaction, instead of

protracted labour, he should hâve agreed with him. We might
liave protracted labour from many causes, some of them not neces-

sarily injurious to the mother, but we could not hâve continued

impaction of the head without the risk of injury to the soft parts

of the mother, and impaction should therefore never be allowed to

go on unrelieved. In performing the valuable opérations which

had been devised for thèse distressing conditions, he (Dr. Tyler

Smith) thought it should be laid down as a principle, that in re-

pairing one organ the integrity of the neighbouring organs should

be respected. This applied, in the opération* for vesico-vaginal

fistula, to the rectum, ureters, and the os uter!. In some of the

cases related the os uteri had been closed, and the menstrual fluid

left to escape via the bladder, or the urine to pass per rectum.

Thèse evil. earcely less than those they were iutended to

remedy. Fatal results had followed from closure of the os uteri.

Very recently he had seen a remarkable case where the os uteri h»
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been closed in a plastic opération, which seemed perfectly justifiable,

for the relief of utero-vesical fistula. A perfect cure was the resuit

as regards tbe urine for tlie time. Menstruation occurred through

the bladder, but the patient in a few mouths became pregnant. Tlie

urethra was of moderate size, and there seemed no other expia-

nation than tbat the spennatozoa must hâve passed from the vagina

through the urethra and bladder to the utérus. The resuit of this

and other cases satisfied him that it was not a safe practice to close

the os uteri, or to invade other organs, but that the plastic opéra-

tions should be liniited as far as possible to tlie closure of the

original fistula;.

Dr. RoGEKâ agreed entirely in the remarks madc by the Président

and Dr. Tyler Smith. With référence to the mode of opération

recommended by Mr. Brown, he thought it was undoubtedly the

beat He considered Mr. Brown and other gentlemen were entitled

to great praise for their untiring labours in rendering thèse formerly

hopeless cases amenable to treatment.

Mr. Baker Brown, in reply, said that he supposed the prong

mentioned by Mr. Bryant to be similar to that invented by Mr.

Hilliard, of Glasgow. He had tried it, and fourni his old plan

easier and quicker. In America, Drs. Sims and Bozeman did nearly

ail the denuding of the edges with scissors. This mode the opéra-

tion very long. But if the knife was first nsed to mark around the

fistula how inuch was to be taken off, and then, by means of a fine

pair of forceps, the edges were made tense, Mr. Brown said that the

whole fistula might be denuded, taking out a complète ring—

a

matter of great importance. In regard to the sutures, Mr. Brown
stated that he greatly preferred wire, although Dr. Hayward, of

Boston, U.S., used silk in préférence. Mr. Brown had by this

gentleman's advice used silk m one case with a good resultT But
they were more liable to slough, and the wires, from their stiffness,

had the advantage of keeping the edges more in apposition, and so

ensuring a greater depth of union. But the sutures to be used
should, Mr. Brown thought, be silver, not iron, as recommended by
Dr. Simpson, of Edinburgh. Mr. Brown expressed a very strong
opinion in favour of keeping the sutures in long enough—never
less than nine days. He believed no harm ever resulted from re-

taining theru in longer ; but in one case he had had, he removed
theiu on the sixth day, at the patient's request. The fistula ap-
peared quite healed. She got up next day, contrary to advice, and
the whole burst open again. She was re-operated on ; the sutures

were left in a sufncient time, and a cure resulted. Mr. Brown had
made expérimente, and kept silver sutures in for six and nine
months, and no trace of ulcération appeared. Mr. Brown con-
sidered that opium should be given only in sufncient quantifies to

keep the bowels quiet—one grain immediately after the opération,

and repeated night and morning, according to the circumstances of

the case. Many patients cannot bear the cathéter, especially the

leaden one, but Mr. Brown had seldom found the maie elastic

cathéter to cause irritation. Perhaps in time we might gain suffi-

cient confidence in the opération to allow the patient to pass her
urine as required, but at présent it was better to retain a cathéter,

or when that was not tolerated, to pass one when needful. He had
purposely used the tenu protracted without référence to the cause

of protraction, for it was very rarely that a médical stutement could

be obtained. It was necessary, therefore, to take only the state-

ment of the patient as to the duration of labour. When the head
was impacted, Mr. Brown would dcliver as soon as possible by
forceps. He quite agreed with Dr. Tyler Smith as to the necessity

of maintaining the întegrity of the other parts in thèse opérations.

Of the two cases on which he (Mr. Brown) had operated, and where
the patients subsequently menstruated per urethrani, in one, the
patient havinc been under many opérations in other hands for some
yeare, the os had already been interfered with either by sloughing
or by the opération, and only one small opening, as described, re-

îi ki i ii> <1 to be closed. There was, therefore, nothing left to do but
to close the opening, regardless of the menstrual flow. The patient

had done welL No inconvenience had arisen, and she was grateful

for the benefit received. In the other, that lately brought before

the Society by Mr. Chapman, the os uteri was already closed by
cicatrizatdon, after extensive sloughing, and therefore Mr. Brown
had nothing to do with its occlusion. He considered that the two
terras, vesico-vaginal and vesico-uterine fistula, were not used with
sufhcient caution. Although the os uteri might often be involved
in vesico-vaginal fistula, the true vesico-uterine fistula was when
the hole was high up in the cervix, urine dribbling through tlie os
uteri, although no aptiture from the bladder was visible. This
was the kind of which Jobert had related seven cases, Dr. Fleet-
wood Cliurchill one, and which had dately been so well described
by Mr. James Lane, who had had one case. In ail thèse the treat-

ment had been to close the os, so that the patient menstruated per
urethram. He (Mr. Brown) had never had such a case, but he
thought that the treatment adopted was decidedly the lesser evil,

and if the patient, on having the case !laid before lier, was of the
same opinion, he considered it perfectly justifiable. The case Mr.
Nunn nad mentioned showed that by leaving a vesico-vaginal
fistula alone, other evil results, besides the inconvenience, would
arise.

WESTERN MEDICAL AND SURGICAL SOCIETY.
Friday, February 20.

Dr. Bain es, Vice-Président, in the Chair.

A paper by Dr. Anstie, was read on
THE THERAPEUTICAL VALUE OF COD-LIVER OIL IN CHRONIC

CONVULSIVE DISEASES.
The author's attention had first been directed to cod-liver oil as

a remedy for affections of this class in conséquence of his obtaining

some years ago an unexpected success with it in a case of chorea,

which had resisted ail tlie ordinary modes of treatment. The con-

vulsive diseases in which the author lias employed cod-liver oil are

paralysis agitans, simple epilepsy, chorea, and mercurial tremor,

and in ail thèse affections it bas appeared to be more constantly

useful than any other medicine. Of paralysis agitans, four cases

were detailed, of which three were very decidedly improved, and
one of them may hâve been said to be cured, although the affection

had been very severe. Of chorea, one case was detailed, and others

were alluded to in which the benefit produced was very marked.
Of mercurial tremor, one most iemarkable case was related, in

which the cause of the mischief was a very nnnecessary salivation

inflicted by médical authority some thirty years previously ; the

patient was attacked immediately afterwards with ureadful tearing

pain in the muscles of the forearms and calves, and with violent

muscular tremors, and ever since that time she lias been liable to

a récurrence of the symptoms when much fatigued or depressed

from any cause. On application to Dr. Anstie, at the Chelsea Dis-

pensant cod-liver oil was prescribed and persisted with for five

weeks, at the end of which time ail the symptoms had perfectly

disappeared, the patient declared that she had never been cured

before in less than six or eight months, and she doubted whether

any other medicine than the oil had ever really done her any good.

Twice since she lias had slight récurrence of the symptoms, but a

short course of cod-liver oil lias on each occasion given complète re-

lief. Of simple epiplepsy, twenty cases were given, in which the

treatment had been confined to the use of cod-liver oil. Of thèse

there were five upon whom no good effect whatever was produced ;

seven had completely recovered ; two had disappeared from super-

vision at a time when they were rapidly improving, although they

could not be said to be cured ; in two others the mental symptoms
had greatly improved, but the fits remaincd as before. Four
patients remain still under supervision ; in two fits hâve ceased,

although there are still fréquent prodromata ; and in the remaining
two but little good bas yet been effected. Besides this gênerai

summary of results, Dr. Anstie detailed tlie particulars ol three

cases which, from their severity, might be said fairly to test the re-

médiai power of the oil. The patients were respectively a girl,

aged seventeen, a boy, aged thirteen, and an infant, aged seven

months ; in ail of them the fits were very fréquent and severe, and
the nervous System exhibited signs of great dépression. The case

of the infant was specially noticeable, because it was proved by
microscopic inspection that tlie milk of the mother was very défi-

cient in oily matter, and it appeared that in a former infant of the

same mother precisely the same train of symptoms had appeared,

and had terminated fatally. In ail thèse three cases the treatment

had proved perfectly successful, and the author commented strongly

on the fact that in ail thèse cases the gênerai nutrition of the body

had been excellent, and only that of the nervous System had ap-

peared déficient, and said that the conclusion appeared inévitable

that the oil had expended itself in enriching the nervous centres.

This, indeed, was tlie principal point of the paper. The author

directed attention to Dr. Kadcliffe's remarks on the necessity of fat

to the nutrition of the nervous centres, and mentioned the fact

that that gentleman had found cod-liver oil of the highest value in

the treatment of convulsive diseases. He observed, also, that the

bénéficiai action of cod-liver oil was quite consistent with what we
know of the action of the few other remédies which careful thera-

peutical investigation has credited with a really bénéficiai action in

chronic convulsive diseases. Steel, arsenic, quinine ; ail thèse may
fairly be spoken of as foods. With regard to sédatives, the author

remârked that in the first place the good eifects which could be

expected from them were chiefly temnorary, and such as resuit

from breaking through for a time the evil habit, so to speak, of a

convulsive action. Secondly, and this was most important, there

was strong reason to believe that it is not the really narcotic effect

of thèse remédies which are of service in preventing or anesting

convulsive action, but inerely the stimulant effects which can be

obtained from small doses ; for there is no class of remédies which

is more useful in preventing or arresting convulsions than the pure

stimulants. The author concluded his paper by deprecatirjg

strongly any return to the absurd System of hunting about blindly

for " spécifies " for chronic convulsive diseases. The progress of

clinical observation was blasting the réputation of one after

another of the strange, out-of-the-way remédies which had once

been accepted with the blindest failli, and was pointing uinmstake-

ably to a rational treatment of convulsive diseases by means of

niedicines whose action it is possible to understand.
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AEMY MEDICAL SCHOOL, FOET PITT.

The following are the questions put to tlie candidates for assistant

surgeoncies in the army at the exarainations held at the close of the

winter session 1862-63.

M1LITARY MEDICINE.—(Prof. Maclean.)

1. What do you understand by the terni malaria ? Describe the

conditions under which it is generated, the forms of fever it pro-

duces, its influence on the fluids and solids of the human System,

and the manner in which this poison modifies and nlters the type,

progress, and phenomena of tropical diseases generally.

2. Describe the symptoms in a case of unconiplicated rémittent

fever. Show where they dirtér from, and where they resemble, those

of true yellow fever ; the organs niost prone to suflfer in the course

of the disease ; the tendency to death ; with a sketch of the leading

principles of treatment and mode of using the therapeutic agent

most relied on in the cure of the disease.

3. Give a définition of dysentery, pointing out the various forms

of the disease, and the circumstances which détermine the develop-

ment of each. Thon describe the symptoms, pathology, and treat-

ment («) of uncomplicated sthenic, and (b) of inalignant dysentery

of camps.
Practical examination.—Make an examination of the case

of . (Twenty minutes are allowed for the examination.

Written notes may be taken.) You are requircd to write concisely

a history of the case; your diagnosis,prognosis, the probable efïects

of treatment, and the influence of the disease or injury on the man's

fitncss for service as a soldier. (Half an hour is allowed for this

description.)

MILITARY SURGERY—(Prof. Longmore.)

1. Name concisely the characteristic features of the various kinds

of wounds—punctured, incised, lacerated, and gunshot—caused by
implements of warfare. Select any class of such injuries you choose,

lor the purpose of illustrating the manner in which the treatment

proper in civil hospitals may hâve to be modified in field hospitals,

owing to the circumstances in which troops are usually placed in

campaigning. Also enumerate the chief consecutive,accidents which

bave to be guarded against in field hospitals, where many wounded
are placed together.

2. Name the symptoms of a perforating bullet-wound of a lung,

and describe the natural process of cure in case of recovery. State

whether similar symptoms may be presented by other injuries, and
if so, naine what those injuries are.

3. Name the eight books and registers which the médical régula-

tions require to be kept at every regimental hospital by the médical

officer in charge. Describe bnefly the purpose of each book, and
the regulated manner in which its entries are ordered to be
recorded.

Practical examination.—The same as in Military Medicine, mutatis

mutandis.

HYGIENE.— (Prof. Parkes.)

1. State precisely how, and to what extent, air is vitiated by re-

spiration and cutaneous transpiration ; what quantity of air is

required by a healthy adult in a given time, and how this air can be
best supplied.

2. What are the principal impurities of drinking water, and what
effects do they produce ?

3. What are the weights of the accoutrements of the Infantry
soldier. and what effects do ill-adjusted weights produce 1

4. What are the chief diseases causing men to go into hospital on
home service and in the three Mediterranean stations, and how may
thèse diseases be prevented ?

Practical examination.—First day : Examination of water and
béer chemically. Examination of a mixture of starches micro-
scopically.

Second day : Examination of milk and lemon-juice chemically.
Examination of chicory microscopically.

PATHOLOGY.—(Prof. Aitken.)

1. Describe in détail the method of opening a dead body for the
purpose of making a post-mortem examination, and the methods,
or incisions required, for removing ail the viscera from their re-

spective cavities in such a condition that their morbid states and
relations may best be seen.

2. State the average height of " growing lads " at the âge of
eighteen, and of " men " at the âge of twenty-five to thirty, as

determined by accurate measurements.
3. Enumerate, by name, the bones of the human skeleton which

are incomplète at the âge of eighteen. Describe in how far they
are incomplète or unfinished as to growth, and the events which take
place to complète the skeleton between the âges of seventeen and
twenty-five.

4. Explain the pathological meaning of the ternis " venereal " and
" syphilis."

5. Mention the points to be specially ascertained and recorded in

the pathological observations and descriptions of syphilitic sores or

ulcers.

Practical examination.—1. Describe the lésions which are shown

by the préparations numbered respectively 1, 2, 3,4, and 5.

2. Describe how the lésions in numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4, may bave

originated.

3. Examine microscopically the spécimens of urine in the test-tubes

before you, and state their microscopic contents.

4. Examine microscopically the material in the gallipots before

you, and state what it is.

5. Détermine the magnifying power of the combination of lenses

in the large microscope.

NEW ARMY MEDICAL WARRANT.

Circular No. 808 (Relative Ranh).
(Victoria R.)

Whereas we hâve judgecl it expédient to cancel our Royal

Warrant of 28th March, 1861, which assigns the relative rank

of junior major to certain staff and regimental surgeons of our

army, and to revise those parts of the several other Royal Warrants

now in force, prescribing the privilèges attaching to relative ranks

of officers of the Civil Departments and non-combatant officers of

the Military Departments of our army ; our will and pleasure is,

that such privilèges shall, from the date of this our Royal Warrant,

be regulated as follows :

—

Relative Rank shall carry with it ail precedence and advantages

attaching to the military rank with which it corresponds, and shall

regulate the rates of lodging-money, number of servants, rations of

fuel and light or allowauces in their stead, détention and prize

money according to the régulations and uponthe conditions in force

from time to tiine ; but such relative rank shall not entitle the

holder to military command of any kind whatsoever, nor to the

presidency of courts-martial, courts of inquiry, committees, or

boards of survey, but when the présidents of such courts, commit-

tees, or boards shall be junior to the officer of the Civil Department,

then such member of the Civil Department shall attend as a

witness, and not as a member. Choice of quarters shall be regu-

lated by relative rank according to date of commission, except in

the case of commanding officers' quarters, and in cases in which'

spécial quarters shall be permanently appropriated with the ap-

proval of the Secretary of State for War.
Relative rank shall not entitle the holder to salutes from ships

or fortresses, nor to the turning out of guards, but it shall entitle

him, if commissioned, to salutes by sentries or by individual

soldiers.

Honorary rank of paymasters shall carry with it ail the privi-

lèges and advantages attaching to relative rank of corresponding

degree.

Ail commissioned officers serving with the troops shall be enti-

tled to funeral honours according to relative military rank.

Given at our Court of St. James' s, this 7th day of Mardi,

1863, in the twenty-sixth year of our reign.

By herMajesty's Command.
(Signed) G. C. Lewis.

PARLIAMENTARY INTELLIGENCE.

HOUSE OF LORDS.
March 24th, 1863.

birth8 and deaths regi8tration (ireland) bill.

The Marquis of Clanricarde, before their Lordships went into

committee on this Bill, wished to présent pétitions from the Poor-

law Guardians of the Unions of Limerick and South Dublin, pray-

ing that the expense of carrying the Act into effect might be de-

frayed out of the Consolidated Fund, and not out of local rates,

and that the Guardians be allowed to appoint the registrars. Ho
had also a pétition to présent from the King and Queen's Collège

of Physicians, objecting to the appointment by Boards of Guardians

of officers to be called superintending registrars, to be placed over

the médical men who were to discharge the fonctions of registrars.

He believed that the bill would be utterly inadéquate for scientific

purposes. In eases where médical men refosed to act, the Guar-

dians were to appoint whom they pleased as registarrs, whether

they had the necessary scientific acquirements or not. Returns

were to be niade quarterly, but they would be useless in a sanitary

Êoint of view. It was idle to suppose that the opération of tins

;ill would furnish reliable sanitary information. It would be better

to expunge that portion of the measure altogether, and introduce

it a? a separate Act.

The Earl of Bandon believed that, in the absence of the great

majority of the Irish représentative Peers, as well as from regard

to the importance of the subject, it would be désirable to postpone

the considération of the Bill till after Easter. His expérience of

twenty years as chairman of a Board of Guardians Ied him to
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believc that it was most unwise to mix up uny other expendituro

witb that incurred in thc relief of tlie poor. A great change in

fiscal uiatters was proposed to be introdueod bv this Bill, which

ought onlv be introdueod, if ut ail, with great ileliberation. lie,

moreover, entertuined tlie opinion tbat tbe Government would bave

acted mucb more wisely in cndeuvouring to settle tbe questions

affecting tbe registration of marriages at tbe saine (i:ne with tbose

oonnected with tbe registration of birtbs ami deaths. (Iiear,

bear.) Législation was proposed on tbat part of tbe snbjeet which

bail not been considered by tbe Select Cemmittce of tlie House of

Coinmons, and tbat portion wbieb bad most fully engaged tbe atten-

tion was not toucbetl by tbat measure at ail.

The Earl of Leitrim eomniented apon the détails of tbe

measure, some of wbicb, lie tboiigbt, were capable of improvement.
Tbeir Lordsliips tlien went into commutée.
Clauses up to 21 inclusive were agieed to, witb amendaient?.
Tlie Marquis of Clamucardic movcd an amendaient in clause

22, altering tbe title no be given to clerks of Unions from " super-

intendent registrars " to " superinteiulents of registers."

The Earl of St. Germans opposed tlie amendaient
After a ehort ooaversation tbeir Lordships divided, when tlie

numbers were :—Coutents, 32 ; Non-contents, 5—Majority agaiust

the aniendnieut, 27. Tbe clause was tben agreed to, as were also

the remaining clauses of tbe l'ill.

Utvtije, iWanuiçjcs, anO Drattjs.

13 I K T H S

.

Bell.—On thc 15th ult., at Sylvan cottage, Kingskettlc, Fifcshirc, the

wife of J. M. Bell, M.D., of a son.

Bbthiwe.—On the 22nd nlt., at liutland place, Edinburgh, the wife of

Norman Betlmnc, M.D., ot a éttghter.
Brxid.—Ou the 19th ult., at Springfield, Neston, C'heshire, the wife of

J. Braid, M.D., of a daughter.
Carter.—On the 21»t ult., ut Clmdlcigh, Devonshire, tbe wife of Gra-
ham Atherley Carter, M.D., ofa daughter.

Griuble.—On the 15th ult,, at Cullompton, Devon, tbe wife of William
Gribble, M.R.C.S.E., of a daughter.

Habrison. —On the 23rd ult., at Hamilton tenace, St. John's wood,
Margaret, widow of the late J. Harrison, M.!)., of the Beugal Médical
8ervice, of a daughter.

Hitchins.—On tho 7th ult., at Brailes, WarwickAire, the wife of

Thomas Henry Hitchins, M.R.C.S. Lond., of a daughter.
Lloyd.—On the 21st ult., at City road, the wife of Edmond Lloyd,

M.K.C.S.E., formerly of Wakcfield, of a son.

Mackay.—On tbe 13th ult., at North street, Elgin, the wife of J. W.
Norris Mackay, M.D., of a daughter.

Piayne.—On the 16th ult, at Maidcnhead, the wifeof A. Playne, M.B.,
of a daughter.

Stiles.—On the 21st ult, at Spahling, the wife of H. Toarnay Stiles,

M.D., of a son.

White.—On the 8th ult., at Winton tenace, Rathgar, the wife of Dr.
B. Persse White, of a daughter.

MARRIAGES.
Head—NhgenT.—On the 14th nlt, at Kingstown, H. Haswell Head,

M.D., of Lower Fitzwilliam street, Dublin, to Harriette Annette
Catherine, daughter of the Viscountess Bangor and A. Nugent, Esq.

Park—Smitu.—Ou the 18th ult., at Laurel bank, Broughty ferry, J.

Hall Park, M.D., L.R.C.S.E., to Elizu Proetor, second surviviug
daughter of the late John Smith, Esq., of Harecraig, Factor to Lord
Douglas.

Sergeant—Gray.—On the 21st ult, at Liverpool, T. W. Sergeant,

Surgeon, to Miss Fauny Cray, daughter of the lato J. Gray, Esq., of

Liverpool.

"Walter— Palmer.—Ou the 24th ult., at Warbliugton, F. Walter,
Surgeon, of PorUea, son of the late H. G. Way, Esq., of Portsmoutb
and East Cosham cottage, to Anu Ives, daughter of E. Ives Palmer,
Esq., of Wade court Mauor, YVarblington, Hauts.

DEATHS.
Edgar.—On the 17th ult., at Dalswinton, near Dumfrics, Théodore

Edgar, L.F.P.S. Glasg., late of liiikenhead.
Hollier.—On the 18th ult, at Hammersmitli, E. Hollier, M.R.C.S.E.,

late of the 37th Régiment, aged 72.
Hctchesox.—On the 24th ult, at Bath place, Wellington square, Ayr,
W. Hutcheson, M.D.

Maci.ean.—On the 20tb ult, at Liff, Forfarshire, D. U. Maciean,
8tuàent of Medicine, aged 23.

Matou.—On the 17th ult, at Monmouth, J. Mayou, M.R.C.S.E., aged
67.

Bowley.—On the 21st ult., at Lichfield, T. Ilowlcy, M.D., aged 73.

Howel Morgan, Esq., F.R.C.S.—At the opeingofthe Assizes
recently, Sir G. W. W. Braniwell, one of the Barons of her Majesty's
Court of Exchequer, was escorted into the town of Bala by the Higb
Sheriff of Merionethshire, Howell Morgan, Esq., accompanied by bis
chaplain, and attended by an imposing escort ofjavelin-nien, headed
by trumpeters, who were furnished with élégant silver trumpets of
Tery ancient and rare order, and decorated with silk banners bearing
the coat of arma of the high aheriff.—' Carnarvon Herald.

MEDICAL NEWS.
Apothecauies' Hall.—The followiug gentlemen passed tbeir

cxauiinatiuii in the science and practàce of Medicine, and received

to practise, on the 19th ult :—Charles Henry Alllrey,

Stainl'ord bill ; Alfred Broadway Averill, Worcestershire ; Charles
F. Iwatd Candie, Henfield, Sussex ; George Herbert Holden, Presteign,

Radnorshire ; Walter Rumboll, Ramsbury, Wiltshire.

Sut Chaki.ks Ai.dis, M.R.C.S.E., fornierly one of the Surgeons
at Norman Cross Barraeks, died on tbe 28th of Mardi, at his

résidence, Old Burlington street, at the advanced âge of 87.

Statue of John Hunter.—Mr. Weekes is preparing a statue of

Hunter For the Hunterian Muséum of the Collège of Surgeons. It

is Beated, and Larger tban life.

Choléra in Mexico.—By the most récent advices we learn that

choiera and typhus lever are very prévalent at Puebla.
Du. Piuestley.—We regret to state that Dr. Priestley is suffer-

lng under a severe attack of diphtheria. The disorder was under-
stootl to bave been contracted while he was attending some cbildren

sulleriiig under thismalady.

Ixcrease op' Small-Pox in the Metropolis.—Forty-five

cases of deatb from small-pox occurred in the metropolis last

week. It is not stated whether the victiins hadbeen vaccinated or

not
Cambridge.—A médical exhibition is vacant at Caius Collège, in

conséquence of the unxepected retirement of a gentleman elected

afoout six months ago. The appointnient is worth 100/. perannum,
with rooms to be held for seven years. Candidates must be under
twenty-one, and puldicly exaniined.

Tcmours on a Cow.—A cow, tbe property of tbe Rev. F. L.

Prior, Lvnby, died a few days ago, and on post-mortem examina-
tion being madeby Mr. Reynolds, veterinary surgeon, of Manslicld,

tbree cnoinious tuniours were i'ound to exist in tbe abdomen,
weighing collectivcly more tban twenty-one stone.

North Staffordshire Infirmary.—In conséquence of the

abandonuient of the proposed new building, great disappointment
bas been caused to the forty arebitects who sent in tbeir plans. It

is decided, however, in order to enable the Committee to award the

prize of 100/. for the best design, that a sub-Committee be

appointai for the purpose. The whole of the plans are to In
publicly exhibited.

Royal Collège of Surgeons.—Professor Huxley's lectures at

the Collège were brougbt to a close on Monday last instead of the
followiug day, on wbicb occasion he gave a résumé of tbe théories of

thc vertébrale skeleton. Owing to the great number of candidates

about te ofl'er tliemselves for tbe examinations for tbe meœbetsUp of

the Collège, and which commences on tbe 4tb proximo, it is expected

tliat Professor Gulliver will not be able to résume his portion of the

lectures before themiddle of June, on wbicb occasion he will deliver

six lectures, in continuation of his former course, on the Blood,

Chyle, and Lyinpb, to be follovved by Professor Solly, who will also

deliver six lectures on the Bruin and its diseases.

The Hunterian Muséum.—This collection lias been enriched

with a magnificent séries of préparations illustrating the pathology

of the human eye, nearly 200 in number, and about 500 micro-

scopic slides piepared from the same spécimens. The whole hâve
been made with consummate ability by Dr. C. Bader, of tbe Royal

London Ophthalmic Hospital, and a former assistant in the Muséum
of the Collège of Surgeons. The préparations are accompanied
with a description of the appearances at présent exhibited by the

spécimens, with a history of tbe case, and a gênerai and micros-

copie description of the morbid appearances presented by the eye

when récent. Such a collection does not exist at home or abroad,

and great crédit is due to the Council of the Collège for securing

it l'or tbeir unrivalled muséum.
Médical Portrait.— An excellent portrait of Dr. Edwin Lan-

kester, F.R.S., the Coroner for Central Middlesex, bas been pub-

lished by Mr. E. B. Black, 392, Strand. The moment of speaking

appears to hâve been selected by the artist, and thc portrait pos-

sesses great fire and animation, while the features présent an excel-

lent similitude of tbe orator. Tbe many friends, pupils, and admirers

of Dr. Lankester will be gratifted by this opportunity of acquiring

a portrait of their iiiend and teacber.

Mr. Francis Mason, F.R.C.S., Assistant Surgeon to King's Collège

Hospital, lias resigned the ftppoiirtnient of surgeon to the St.

Paneras and Northern Dispensary, Euston-road. There were tbree

candidates in thè field for the appointmant thus vacated at the

Dispensary, and the vacancyhas been filledup by the appoint-

nient of Mr. R. L.Middlemist of Coram street, late assistant bouse-

surgeon to King's Collège Hospital.

The Grape Cure.—The treatment by grapes consists essentially

in taking one pound of fresh ripe grapes, early in the morning, not

swallowing the skins or seeds, and two hours after a still larger

quaiitity. The patient dines at twelve o'clock on beef or mutton,

boiled or broiled, stale bread well baked, and a glass of old Rbine

wine, but no vegetables, except occasionally potatoes or carrots.

About four o'clock, a certain quantity of grapes are to bc taken ;

at evening, tea, with white bread. The patient is directed to take
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as much exercise as possible between ineals, and abstain from drink,

unless he should feel quite thirety. The whole quantity of grapes

to be taken in the course of twenty-four hours is from two to three

pounds. Some who cannot well bear grapes so early in the morn-

inL; are advised to take a cup of coffee or chocolaté first, and not

begin the day with grapes until tke stomach bas become somewbat

accustomed to them. It is believed that the best grapes for médi-

cinal use are not those which make the richest and strongest wines
;

nor are those recommended which are sweet and aromatic to the

taste, with small and hard berry, and thick skin, like the Riessling

grape, but those of larger size, and thin pellicle, and which yield

on pressure a more abundant and watery juice—such as those called

the Kleinberger, and which are found on the Rhine, in the Palatinate,

and the principal vineyards of Bergstrasse.

The Apothecaries' Company of Ireland.—The King's and
Queen's Collège of Physicians of Ireland hâve addressed a letter to

the Irish Poor-law Commissioners on the subject of the licence of

the Irish Apothecaries' Company. They assert that the certificate

or licence which the Apothecaries' Company of Ireland are em-

fowered to issue is only such as specified in sect. 18, 31st of Geo.

II., cap. xxxiv. Irish, viz.—" That we think him properly educated

or qualified to become an apprentice or journeyman (as the case

may be) to learn or transact the business of an Apothecary." And
in sect. 22—" That no person shall open shop, or act in the art and
mysteryof an apothecary within the kingdom of Ireland until such

person shall hâve been examined as to his qualification and know-
ledge of the business," &c. They go on to state that there is neither in

clauses, nor in any part of the Act, any authority given to grant

any licence or certificate in Medicine ; and on this point it seems
requisite to observe that, in the case submitted to Sir R. Bethell,

there is a mis-statement calculated to mislead counsel, where it is

stated that, " Such, then, was the légal and recognised position of

the Irish Apothecary, analogous in every respect to that of the
Apothecary in England, when the Médical Registration Act (21 and
22 Vie, ch. 90) was passed," &c, &c. They, moreover, go on to

«how that the constitution of the Board of Governors of Apothecaries'

Hall of Ireland, from whom the examinera must be selected, under
the Apothecaries' Act, is not such as to insure a satisfactory gua-
rautee that the examinera are compétent examinera in the science

and practice of Medicine.

An Examination for three Foundation Scholarships, and also for

three Minor Scholarships, will be held in Downing Collège, on Mon-
day, the 18th of May next, and the two following days, and will

begin at 9 a.m. on Monday. The examination will be chiefly in clas-

sics and elementary mathematics, but some weight will be given to

proficiency inFrench and German. To the candidates for Foundation
Scholarships two additional papers will be set, one on moral Philoso-

phy in connection with the principles of jurisprudence, the other on
the éléments of the natural sciences (human and comparative ana-
tomy,physiology,chemistry, niineralogy and botany) in connexion
with medicine ; and in awarding two of thèse Scholarships considéra-

ble importance will be attached to any spécial proficiency in the légal

or in the médical subject. Persons who hâve not been entered at

any collège in the University, or who hâve not resided one entire

term in any such collège, are eligible to the Minor Scholarships
which will be of the value of 401. per annum, and tenable for two
yeara, if the holder be not elected before the end of that time to a
Foundation Scholarahip. Students of the collège, or of any other
collèges in the University, who hâve not kept more than six terms,
will be eligible to the Foundation Scholarships, which will be
tenable for three years, and of the value of 601. per annum, with
rooms, and with commons during résidence in term time. Those
Foundation Scholars who shall obtain a first-class in any tripos
will be entitled to hold their Scholarships till they are of standing
for the degree of Master of Arts, or, if they should be elected fellows
of the collège before that time, until such élection. No one elected
Scholar will receive any émoluments until he has commenced
résidence as a student of the collège. Satisfactory testimonials as
to their moral character must be sent to the Master by ail candi-
dates for thèse Scholarships, on or before Wednesday, May 13.
Further information will, if required, be given by the Rev. W. B.
Pike, tutor, Downing Collège.

Death from Rupture of the Stomach.—On Tuesday last
Mr. Humphreys resumed, at Stepney, an inquiry respecting the
death of Jane Utting, aged eighteen yeara. The évidence went to
show that deceased was a single woman, residing with lier mother
in White-horse-lane Stepney. She had been in her usual health,
and on the night of Tuesday, the lOth ult., she proceeded tb King
William street and London Bridge to witness the décorations. Soon
after returning home she complained of extraordinary violent pains
in the cheat. A doctor was sent for, but ail treatment was un-
availing, and she died shortly afterwards. It was supposed that
»he received some fatal injuries in the erush. Dr. Sykessaid that
he was quite surprised at the suddenness of deceased's death He
could not see any cause other than the allegecl crushing to account
for death without a posl-mortem examination, which he had made,
and death he found had resulted from rupture of the stomach from
old diseuse. There was a dark patch externally, but he could not

say that it had been produced by violence. The coronor said that
in his opinion nearly ail those who had perished in the fearful
crushes in the city during the late rejoicings had been previously
in a state of disease of the heart or other internai organ. It was a
matter of some interest as well as importance to ascertain the l'act

beyond doubt, both to reassure the gênerai public and also to wam
persons so afflicted of the great danger into which they inevitably
ranin subjecting themselves to the pressure and excitementof such
scènes, and the post-mortem examinations made placed the l'act

beyond a doubt. A verdict of "Death from rupture of the
stomach " was returned.

The Effects of Sulphuret of Carbon on Health.—The
symptonis caused by sulphuret of carbon are peculiarly severe,
and the situation of the workers really most misérable. Few ot
the workers marry, as it is well known that those who habitually
work among thèse fumes rarely or never hâve children, and the
malady is one which will only succumb to good air and rest, and
total exclusion from the work-sheds. The head is much affected,

and partial insanity is far from uncommon. The sight is troubled
frequently. The taste is vitiated, so that most things appear to

taste of sulphur. The hearing is likewise affected, and the diges-

tive functions are sometimes strangely excited, though this latter

symptom is less fréquent than the others. Appetite is increased

to the verge of gluttony, and nausea is almost invariable. The
breathing and the circulation are injured, and most, if not
ail, of the secretive functions are disordered in a very alarming
ruanner. In tact, the wretched people—we can give them
no other name—who work with this agent are misérable to them-
selves and the world ; they live in pain and trouble of both body
and mind, with no hope or expectation of cure so long as they con-

tinue at their particular occupation. As to the remédies to be
taken for alleviation of thèse misfortunes, baths, good air, a few
simple medicines, and a country life—of course necessitating total

abstinence from the poisonous work—hâve been found most ertica-

cious. The power and density of the fumes may be better appre-

ciated, when we state that in many cases the sheds are merely roofa

supported by pôles, and open to every breeze or gale that blows.

M. Delpech does not appear to propose any method for ameliorating

the condition of the workpeople. He mentions that the injury is

due entirely to sulphuret of carbon ; not to the chloride of

sulphur ; and says that phosphorus lias had a bénéficiai effect in
many cases of " dépression.'' In fact, it would, we suppose, be
almost impossible to do anything except abolish the process, and
as this cannot be effected, it only remains for scientific men to dis-

cover some agent which will produce the same results in the arts,

without any of the great and certain dangers of sulphuret of
carbon. There are many minds at work on this project, but
as yet no practical resuit has been secured.—'Social Science
Review.'

Green Oysters.—We described a few days ago two methôds
employed by M. Cuzent for discovering copper in the oysters which
corne from Marennes, and which are remarkable for their green hue.

The ' Moniteur ' now publishes a letter from the mayor of that

town, which is intended to counteract the unfavourable impression
caused by M. Cuzent's révélations regarding the unwholesouieness
of thèse oysters. He states in his letter that the trade in green
Marennes oysters has increased to such a degree during the last

fifteen years, that the white oyster beds of the neighbourhood had
become insufficient to stock those peculiar beds where the créature
acquires a green colour, together with that delicious taste which
causes the Marennes oyster to be so eagerly sought after. In order,

thorefore, to meet the demand, white oysters bave had to be im-
ported from Spain, Bretagne, Ireland, and England. The Marennes
oyster is, in fact, in its ordinary state, as white as any other, and
only receives its green colour and peculiar taste when transported

to certain beds covered with a small submarine kind of raoss, and
formed of the slime deposited by the sea from the small gulf called

the Rivière de Seudre. Now, a considérable quantity of oysters

are imported from Falmouth by the inhabitants of Marennes, and
thèse oysters really contain a certain quantity of copper, which
gives them an acrid taste. On their arrivai they are deposited in

certain beds apart from the others, and kept there for six months,
after which period expérience has shown that they lose their copper
sait, and consequently their bad taste. 'Now, as to M. Cuzent's
experimeuts, and the results obtained by him, the mayor explains

that a Marennes fisherman, whose trade is not very extensive, got
over from Falmouth a few thousand oysters, which, out of thirst

for gain, he sent off to Rochef'ort, before they had sojourned moro
than three weeks in the beds set aside for their purification. Those
oysters having caused alarming symptoms, copper was found in them
by M. Cuzent, but they were not real Marennes, but Falmouth
oysters, the former stili retaining the excellent qualities for which
they are known.— ' Galignani's Messenger.'
Cambridge University: Sir Robert Rede's Lecture.—The

Vice-Chancellor has appointed T. D. Ansted, M.A., F.R.S., late Pro-
fessor of Geology in King's Collège, London, to the office of Sir

Robert Redo's Lecturer for the ensuing year. Mr. Ansted, who is

well qualified for the task, will deliver a lecture on ' The Corrélation
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of the Naturel Ilistory Sciences,' in the Easter term. The Regius

Professor of Physic will commence the course of lectures on
Pathology, on Monda)*, April 13th, nt 9 a.m., at the Anatomical

School, ami will continue to lecture every Monday, Tuesday, Wed-
nesday, Thursday, and Friday.

Proposed New Hat for the City Police.—It will be recol-

lecteil that, some timc since, Mr. 6. Borlase Childs, surgeon to the

City polie force, recommended among other improvsments in the

dress of the police (some of which hâve been adopted), n new de-

scription of hat, which he proposed to call the " Britannia Hat," and
which, being fashioned after the Greek galea, possesses very many
advantages over the présent style of head-dress. Within the last two
or three days we bave had an opportunity of inspecting spécimens

of the hat, manufactured by Messrs. Hall, Brotheis, and Co., London-
wall. The hat, which is a modified form of hclinet, certainly appenrs

to be a very désirable substitutc for the présent cumbrous shape. In

form it is admirably ealculated to resist a blow, so also is it in sub-

stance, though it is not heavier than the hat now worn. It is next

to impossible to knock it off the head—a great desideratum—and,

indeed, with the strap under the chin, which may or may not be
worn, it appears quite impossible. It is well ventilated, bas a neat
and not conspicuous appearanec, and possesses also a covering,

which may be worn at pleasure, for the ears. Two spécimens were
shown to us, one baving the britn bound with brass, the number being

in brass figures in front, and a leather band ; the other, bound with

plain black binding, an ordinary hat-strap or band, and the figures

m white métal. The last- named hat is exceedingly neat, and in thèse

days of multiplicity of styles would not attract more than ordinary
attention when first worn. A similar hat has been adopted for the

police force of two towns in the north of England.
Statistical Society.—On Saturday, 14th March, 1863, at the

twenty-ninth annual meeting, Sir J. Pakington, Bart., M.P., in the
chair, the following gentlemen were elected Council and Officers for

1863-4 -.—Président: Colonel W. H. Sykes, M.P., F.R.S. Council :

Charles Babbage, M.A., F.R.S. ; James Bird, M.L>. ; Sir John
Boileau, Bart., F R.S. ; Swainton Boult ; Samuel Brown ; William
Camps, M.D. ; William Farr, M.D., D.C.L., F.R.S. ; *Right Hon.
Earl Fortescue. ; Humphrey William Freeland, M.P. ; Sir Francis
Henry Goldsmid, Bart., M.P., Q.C. ; William Augustns Guy,M.B.

;

James Thomas Hammick. ; Frederick Hendriks ; James Heywood,
F.R.S. ; Sir Rowland Hill, K.C.B. ; William Barwick Hodge

;

Charles Jelicoe; Leone Levi, F.S.A. ; William Golden Lumley,
LL.M. ; Right Hon. Holt Mackenzie, F.R.G.S. ; Mathew Henry
Marsh, M.P. ; *Right Hon. Lord Montengle, F.R.S. ; William
Newmarch, F.R.S. ; Right Hon. Sir John S. Pakington, Bart.,

M.P., G.C.B. ; Frederick Purdy. ; Right Hon. Lord Stanlev, M.P.
;

Col. W. H. Sykes, M.P., F.RS. ; *Major General Sir A. M. Tullocb,

K.C.B. ; «Richard Valpy.; «Cornélius Walford ; *Rev. William
Whewell, D.D., F.R.S.; Treasurer : William Farr, M.D., D.C.L.,

F.R.S. ; Hun. Secretaries: William AugustusGuy, M.B. ; William
Golden Lumley, LL.M. ; Frederick Purdy.—Those marked * are

new members.
Spirits.—A return under this head, issued on Wednesday, the 18th,

states that the number of gallons of proof spirits on whicb duty was
pa':d during the year ending December last was—for England,
8,857,121, and the duty 4,428,561?. 10s.; for Scotland, 6,189,356, and
the duty 3,094,678/. 19s. lOJd. ; and for Ireland, 4,653,773, and the
duty 2,326,885/. 18s. 6£d.; making for the United Kingdom,
19,700,250 gallons, and the gross duty, 9,850,126/. 8s. 5d. The
total number of gallons of methylic alcohol sold by the Excise for

theperiod mentioned was 51,897, and the methylated spirits sent

out by persons licensed to sell the same under 18 and 19 Vict., c.

38, amounted to 538,088 gallons.

Accident to a Surgeon during an Opération.—M. Pauli,

of Landau (Bavaria), lately operated for strangulated hernia, and
found the intestine gangrenous. Whilst endeavouring to fix the
perforated bowel to the margin ot the wound, he pricked bis middle
finger with the needle. In a few bours the finger became violently

innamed, and the lymphatics soon shared in the phlogosis. Gangrené
was apparent in the finger the next day, and amputation of theïatter
was resorted to. We are bappy to state that M. Pauli has made a
good recovery.— ' Gazette des Hôpitaux.'

Typhus among the Médical Staff at the General Hos-
pital of Vienna.—-The ' Wiener Med. Woch.' of the 7th ult.

states that no less than six assistant-physicians and a great number
of ward-attendants are sufi'ering from the typhus which has been
raging in Dr. Haller's wards. The beds in thèse wards are not being
filled at présent, and the editor adds, very justly, that no less a
measure than their complète closure is now imperatively callcd for.

Appointmexts.—C. Annstrong, M.D., has been elected Secretary
for 1863-64 of the County and City of Cork Médical Protective
Association.—E. D. Batt, M.R.C.S.E., has been elected Coroner for
the County of Monmouth, vice Mr. T. Hughes, deceased.—J. S.

Belcher, M.D., has been appointed Médical Officer to the Work-
house and South District 01 the St. George's-in-the-Eost Union.

—

J. Bird, MJJ., has been elected one of the Council of the Statisticai

Society for 2863-64.—W. Blasson, M.R.C.S.E., has been appointed

Médical Officer and Public Vaccinator for the Edgware District of

the llondon Union, vice Ediu. Shaw, M.D., resigned.—J. Wood-
ru£Fe Brown, M.R.O.S.E., lias been appointed Médical Officer and
Public Vaccinator for the Wymeswold District of the Lough-
borough Union, Leicestershire, vice B. Wabster Brown, M.R.C.S.E.,
deceased.—W. Camps, M.D., has been elected one of the Council of
the Statisticai Society for 1863-64.—R. Corbett, L.M.T.C.D., lias

been elected Vice-Président for 1863-64 of the County and City of

Cork Médical Protective Association.—Jas. Coxe, M.D., Commis-
sioner in Lunacy for Scotland, has been elected a Member for the
Scottish Meteorological Society.—A. F. A. Fairwearher, M.B., has
been appointed Médical Officer for the Parish of Kirkowan
Wightonshire.—Win. Farr, M.D., has been elected one of the
Council and Treasurer of the Statisticai Society for 1863-64.—F.
Goodchild, M.D., bas been elected Physician to the Warwick Dis-
pensary, vice S. J. Jeafl'reson, M.B., resigned.—W. A. Guy, M.B.,
has been elected one of the Council and one of the joint Honorary
Secretaries of the Statisticai Society for 1863-64.—Gwynne Harries,
M.R.C.S.E., lias been appointed Physician-Accoucheur's Assistant ut

King's Collège Hospital, vice R. Meadows, M.D., who lias received

a commission as an Assistant-Surgeon in the Anglo-Chinese
Squadron.—J. R. Harvey, M.D., has been elected Président for

1863-64 of the County and City of Cork Médical Protective Asso-
ciation.—Edw. Head, Médical Associate of King's Collège, lias been
appointed Physician to the St. Paneras and Northern Dispensary,
Euston-road, vice G. Harley, M.D., resigned.—T. Holmested,
M.R.C.S.E., of Guy's Hospital, has been appointed Résident
Médical Officer to the Dispensary, Newport, Monmouthshirt, vice

Geo. Mayou, M.D., resigned.—F. H. Kempster, M.B., has been ap-

pointed a Résident Surgeon to the Melbourne Hospital, Australia.

APP01NTMENTS FOR THE WEEK.

Wednesday, April 1.

Opérations at Middlesex Hospital, 1 p. m. ; St Mary's Hospital, 1 p. m. ;

University Collège Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Obstétrical Society of London,
8 p.m.—Dr. Swayne (Bristol), "On a Case of Cresarean Section."

Other papers by Dr. Skinner (Liverpool), Dr. Tyler Smith, Dr. East-

lake, Dr. Gervis, 4e.

Thursday, April 2.

Opérations at St. George's Hospital, 1 p.m.; Central London Ophthalmic,
1 p.m. ; London Hospital, 1^ p.m. ; Royal Free Hospital, 1J p.m.;

Great Northern Hospital, King's cross, 2 p.m. ; London Surgicai
Home, 2 p.m.; West London Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Orthopredic
Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Harvcian Society, 8 p.m.—Dr. Pollock, "On
Pneumothorax."

Friday, April 3.

Opérations at Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital, 1A p.m.

Saturday, April i.

Opérations at St. Thomas's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St Bartholomew's Hospital,
lj p.m. ; King's Collège Hospital, 1^ p.m. ; Charing-cross Hospital,

2 p.m.

Monday, April 6.

Opérations at Lock Hospital, Dean street, Soho, Cliuical Démonstrations
and Opérations, 1 p.m. ; St. Mark's Hospital for Fistula and other
Diseases ot the Rectum, lj p.m. ; Metropolitan Freo Hospital)

2 p.m ; Royal Collège of Surgeons of England, 4 p.m.—Professor

Huxley, "On the Structure and Development of the Vertebrate Ske-
leton.

"

Tuesday, April 7.

Opérations at Guy's Hospital, 1J p.m. ; Westminster Hospital, 2 p.m.

BOOKS RECEIVED FOR REVIEW.
A Handbook of Utérine Therapeutics. Bv E. J. Tilt, M.D., 4e. Lon-
don : John Churchill and Sons, New Burlington street.

On Effusions of Blood in the Neighbourhood of the Utérus. By H. M.
Tuckwell, M.B., 4c. London : J. H. and J. Parker.

NOTICES T0 CORRESPONDENTS.

R. P.—The question is a very difficnlt one, and we are uuwilling to enter

into controversies upon such a point.

T. M.—The communication has been received, and the wishes of the

writer shall reçoive due attention.

Dr. E. G.—The remarks made aie well-timed, and the subject will

probably be again brought under the notice of the Government.
A Student.—The information will be found in Dr. Taylor's work on

Bisons.

X. Y. Z.—The site of St. Thomas's Hospital has not yet been finally

decided upon.

A Sufferer.—The complaint in question is by no means au uncommon
one, and will in ail probability yield to ordinary truatniint. Consult

your ordinary médical attendant.

Nemo.—We cannot undeitake to give any information on the subject.

J. H. P.— Communication received.

Mr. Henry R. Hatiieklky.—The Report 1 as been received, and shall

be inserted.
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DEEMAÏOLOGY.

(ME. DTJCHESNE-DUPARC's DISPENSARY.)

Patholoyy and Treatment of Eczéma.

We reproduced in our last number (Art. 6385), Mr.

Duchesne-Duparc's remarks on the pathognomonic charac-

teristics of the various forms of eczéma. "We now turn to

the considération of the causes, progress, complications, seat,

and differential diagnosis of the disease, and after briefly

adverting to the prognosis, we shall conclude with the more

important question of treatment.

Although eczéma is a very comnion complaint, from which
neither âge nor sex afford an immunity, yet, said Mr. Duchesne-

Duparc, it is more usual in teething children, in young girls

affectedwithamenorrhœa or dysnienorrhœa, inpregnant women,

and more especially in women who hâve reached a critical

period of life ; it is not unfrequently met with in nervous

and irritable subjects, and in those who are liable to suffer

from rheumatic pains. The estimation of the influence of

direct causes is not always an easy matter ; in some instances

eczéma may, it is true, be traced to external agencies, such as

rough friction, or the repeated contact of hard or irritating

substances ; sudden changes oftempérature, and the protracted

action of cold or dainp may also occasionally produce the

disease ; thus, eczéma is principally prévalent at the end of

Autumn, or at the beginning of wet winters. The affection

may likewise follow erythema or erysipelas, but it is not so

easy to detect its origin in the influence of the nurse's milk
on the infant, of diet on the adult, of mental émotion or

morbid changes in the constituents of the solid textures, or the

fluids of the System. We may, however, legitimately infer

that habituai intempérance, protracted sorrow, and late hours
are instrumental in keeping up a constant state of irritation

which must end in disturbance of the différent sécrétions
;

eczéma sometimes succeeds the sudden suppression of an
habituai discharge, such as that caused by hsemorrhoids ; it

seems occasionally to take the place of catarrhal bronchitis,

or chronic inflammation of the intestinal or vesical mucous
membranes ; but, in many instances, eczéma is obviously but

manifestation of acquired or hereditary herpetic tendencies.

Whatever its cause, eczéma almost invariably assumes a chronic

form, and its long duration may dépend on the permanency of

the patches of éruption, or on their alternate diappearance

and return. The tendency to relapse may even be asserted to

be one of the leading features of cczematous inflammation,

and when a cure seems at hand, a fresh éruption often super-

venes, and disheartens even the most sanguine natures. It

is usually after several oscillations of the kind that a cure is

at last affected, and the skin recovers its healthy appearance
and functions. In addition to the variable aniount of irrita-

tion which attends eczéma, and of the various conséquent
local affections which hâve already been noticed, many
complications may arise. Thus the disease may coïncide witli

almost every other cutaneous aeffection, such as psoriasis,

impétigo, ecthyma, boils, scabies, &c. In chronic cases, when
the éruption covers a considérable surface, it may induce, more
especially in young subjects, bronchitis, diarrhœa, ophthalmia,
otitis, coryza, &c. In the aged, petechias or atonie ulcers

may concomitantly occur, and gastritis and enteritis are com-
plications not unusually observed

In Mr. Duchesne-Duparc's opinion, authors bave in gênerai
mistaken the true seat of eczéma ; he conceives it to occupy
at once the sudoriparous glands, and the organs engagée! in the
sécrétion of the epidermic layers. The discrimination of the
disease présents little difriculty, if it be remembered that
eczéma is characterised by the successive appearance of vesicles

with or without redness, moist or secreting excoriations, and
extensive squamaî, or small furfuraceous scales. The affections

with which confusion might possibly arise are in the acute
stage, herpès, miliary éruption, scabies, and some varieties of
hchen ; in the chronic stage psoriasis and pityriasis. The
vesicles of eczéma may be discriminated from those of herpès
by the globular aspect and larger size of the latter, which are,

moreover, surrounded by an inflamed areola. Those arising

from miliary fever présent no indications of local inflamma-
tion. From scabies eczéma may be distinguished by the ag-

glomération of the vesicles, which are also more inflamed, and
are more frequently met with in the parts of the skin which
are covered with hair, and are more liberally provided with
sebaceous follicles. Tliey give rise to a sensation of smarting,

and not to genuino itching, as in scabies, and are almost in-

variably succeeded by more or less extensive scales. A dis-

tinction will be even more easily effected from chronic prurigo,

in which the epidermis is sometimes raised at the summit of

the papulœ by a droplet of sérum, a peculiar condition observ-

able in few eruptive affections. In contrast with eczéma,

prurigo occupies the posterior aspect of the limbs and trunk,

and in the latter disease itching is the leading feature, and
sometimes the only existing sign of nervous disturbance, and
instoad of the moist and wide- spread squamse of eczéma, the

éruption leaves mère black-coloured concrétions formed by
desiccated droplets of blood.

It is sometimes difncult to distinguish eczéma from pityriasis

or psoriasis ; it is often necessary to bear in mind the history

of the case, and it must not be forgotten that both thèse dis-

eases are essentially furfuraceous, and give rise to no serous or

puriform sécrétion whatever. On the trunk and limbs the

diagnosis is more easily established, eczéma being more gene-

rally observed on the anterior and internai surfaces, whereas

the contrary is observable in psoriasis and pityriasis. The
prognosis of eczéma varies according to the âge of the patient,

the acute or chronic form of the disease, and its constitutional

or hereditary nature. The eczéma of young persons who hâve

not yet menstruated, or who suffer from dysnienorrhœa, is

usually obstinate, and remédies often prove unavailing for

the relief of women who hâve reached a critical timo of life
;

the same may be said of eczéma in the aged, especially when
cedema or ulcers are présent. Although, in imitation of other

writers on the subject, Mr. Duchesne-Duparc has deemed it

necessary to enumerate several forms of eczéma, he acknow-

ledges, in point of fact, but two distinct varieties—viz., récent

or acute eczéma, and chronic eczéma, and it is this division

only that he has in view when laying down the principles of

treatment.

In the incipient stage, says Mr. Duchesne-Duparc, eczéma

requires the same treatment as acute inflammatory disease.

Emollient lotions, baths, and poultices sliould be prescribed,

and embrocations with décoctions of bran, marsh-mallows,

lettuce, poppy heads, etc. ; bread, linseed meal, rice, and
potato flour shoidd be used in the shape of poultices ; the

latter will be found especially bénéficiai ; thèse various ano-

dynes must be frequently renewed, and in some instances un-

interniptedly applied over the seat of the éruption. Perfect

rest of the affected part should be enforoed, and ail causes of

local irritation carefully averted.

Thèse simple measures, combined with appropriate diet,

may be sufheient for the cure of limited eczematous éruptions,

due to external agencies, and such as are peculiar to certain

professions ; but when the disease occupies a wide surface,

when the subject is irritable, and when to the local discom-

fort is superadded gênerai disturbance of the System, agitation,

loss of sleep, feverishness, etc., bloodletting should be unhesi-

tatingly resorted to ; in young, vigorous, and plethoric indivi-

duals, venesection is useful, and under opposite circumstances

a few leeches should be applied as near as possible to the seat

of the éruption. Bloodletting is too gonerally omitted in the

treatment of eczéma ; it is necessary, I might almost say in-

dispensable, in the acute stage, and proves highly bénéficiai,

even in the chronic form, when intense redness and pain are

présent ; and demulcent beverages and veal, frog or ohicken

broth should, at the same time, be prescribed. Acidulated

drinks are very grateful to the patient, and exercise a soothing

influence over the inconvénient pruritus attendant on the

affection. Aperient medicines greatly assist the action of the

antiphlogistic measures, and are often required to complète the

cure of eczéma. Neutral salts are hère the most advantageous

laxatives, and should be exhibited in moderato but frequently

repeated doses, they are especially called for in the case of

persons of an habitually costive state of body. The patients

should, when .the season permits, be directed to repair to
k saline and laxative spas, unless considérable emaciation or
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irritability of the digestive organs render sueh a course unad-

visable. If after adhoriug to this line of trcatment in a per-

severing mauner, tho patient expériences none or but tempo-

rarv reîiet, the eczéma is in ail probability connected with

aome internai cause which it is important to discover and

rernove. When the subject is of a languid and lymphatic

tempérament, restoratives înust be prescribed, such as bitters,

generous diet, regular exercise, country, and more especially

sea air. Scrofula, syphilis, or the rheumatic diathesis often

interfère with the cure of eczéma, and a recovery can sonie-

times be efFected when only thèse injurious influences havo

been checked in their opération, or altogether neutralised. In

some cases mère emollients are insufficient to soothe the cuta-

neous irritation, and anodyne applications such as poppy-

water, or décoctions of lettuce or morella (solanum nigrum)

are necessary, and liniments containing henbane or belladonna,

or a mixture of chloroform and cerate may even be required.

The local treatment of eczéma demands much expérience

and caution, the remédies which in one case bave proved per-

fectly successfui, will be injurious in another, and the practi-

tioner must therefore proceed prudently, and take thèse often

inexplicable différences into his serious considération. When
the affection becomes stationary, astringents may be prescribed,

and alkaline or sulphurous lotions, and solutions of aluni, of

carbonate, or diacetato of lead, will be found bénéficiai. The
late Professor Alibert had frequently recourse to superficial

cautérisation with a solution of nitrate of silver. or with suffi-

ciently diluted muriatic acid, but thèse remédies are applicable

only when the eczéma occupies a very limited surface, and in

extensive éruptions they might occasion a serious increase of

the infiammatory action. Amongst the substances best calcu-

lated to modify the aspect of the eczematous patches, tar and
cade-oil deserve the first place ; lotions or permanent erubro-

cations of tar-water often succeed in allaying the pruritus, and
the tar ointment, with a slight addition of opium, is an ex-

tremely useful dressing, but cade-oil is pre-eminently the best

application. It may be used pure, or mixed with glycérine or

olive-oil, and should be spread night and morning, or oftener

if necessary, over the eruptive patches with cotton or an aqua-

relle brush. Sharp smarting supervenes, but promptly sub-

sides, the serous discharge gradually decreases, the flesh be-

comes firmer, and a foliated crust consisting of epidermis and
oil protects the orifices of the sudoriparous glands, and gives

ihem time to recover their healthy vitality. In order, how-
ever, that the cade-oil should prove bénéficiai, it must be,

which unfortunately seldom is the case, perfectly pure, the

adultération or détérioration of the drug being alniost inva-

riably the cause of its inefficacy. Inert or absorbing powdres,

such as starch, rice, lycopodium or potato-flour, must be strictly

interdicted in the local treatment of eczéma ; thèse substances

combine with the sécrétion and the epidermic scales, and form
dry, hard crusts, which cause undesirable pressure, and mecha-
nically obstruct the orifices of the sudoriparous ducts, thus

preventing the escape of their contents ; they induce swelling,

distension, increased irritation, and may even occasion the

inflammation and suppuration of the adipose subeutaneous
structures. After a time, the sudoriparous apparatns ceases to

participate in the inflammation, and the redness, vesicles, and
puriform sécrétion disappear ; squamse and furfuraceous scurf

then alone remain, and the cutaneous affection assumes the

aspect of psoriasis, and the measures appropriate to the treat-

ment of this disease should be now adopted. Arsoniate of

iron is then most efficacious, and sometimes effects a complète
cure in cases which at an earlier stage had demanded active

and persevering antiphlogistic remédies. Mr. Duchesne-Du-
parc has seldom met with any case of eczéma which it lias

been impossible if not actually to cure, at least to relieve con-
siderably without danger. He acknowledges, however, that it

might not always be altogether safe to dry up suddenly
copiously secreting surfaces, which from long habit hâve be-
come necessary to the System ; but as they are a constant
source of annoyance and disgust to the patients and to the
persons about theni, and as, moreover, they not unfrequently
give rise to symptoms of some gravity, it is always désirable

to institute measures of treatment calculated at least to keep
the disease in check. As to artificial issues, which liave been
proposed with a view to replace the morbid sécrétions of

eczéma, the professor considors them in gênerai as aseless, if

not injurious ; the most roliablo guaranlees of safety will be

found in tlie fréquent use of laxatives, baths, and a caret'ully

regulated diet

AURAL SURGERY.

(mr. triquet's dispensart.)

Phyletenoid Otitls, or Sernfulous Disease of the Membrana
Tympani

The cutaneous and eruptive diseases of the membramt tym-
pani are extremely coninion, imperfectly known, and their

treatment seldom reposes on rational data, although their

effects are formidable, deafness being in the cliild aud in tho

adult their habituai and fréquent resuit. Amongst thèse

affections the most important is assuredly scrofulous or phlyc-

tenoid inflammation of the membrane (myringitis scrofulosd).

The membrane which forms the external wall of the driun is

liable to participate in ail cutaneous affections, and in Mr.

Triquet's opinion, this singular and unenviablo privilège is en-

tirely due to its external, epithelial layer. The professor has

often found it invaded in cases of herpès, of lepra vulgaris,

aud in the course of certain secondary spécifie manifestations,

such as pustular, or ecthymatous syphilidae, rupia, and pem-
phigus.

Scrofulous inflammation of the membrana tympani is cha-

racterised by symptoms of so distinct a nature, that when it

has even but once been observed, it can always be rcadily dis-

criminated from ail other diseases of the ear.

Slight redness of the membrane ; considérable intolérance

of sound, and often intense pain, tinnitus and troublesome

singing in the ear, a few phlyctenœ at the margin or on the

surface of tho membrane, and subséquent maculœ, such are the

leading symptoms of the affection.

Children are so subject to the complaint, that tho greater

nuniber of diseases of the organs of heaiïng in the young
arise from no other cause ; and scrofulous myringitis is often

the first sign which betrays the présence of scrofula. "When
neglected or improperly treated, it entails permanent détéri-

oration of the functions of the ear, and sometimes even their

entire destruction. It is seldom met with in infants at the

breast, but is more commonly observed in the six or seven

years which follow weaning. Adolescents and adults may also

be affected, especially if they hâve already in childhood pre-

sented similar symptoms. One ear only may suffer, but both

may from the beginning be simultaneously invaded, and the

inflammation not unfrequently passes from one side to the

other. When the two are affected at the same time, one is

always more seriously diseased.

Mr. Triquet then proceeded to the description of the

symptoms in the three stages of tho malady.

In the first or earliest period, said he, pain and intolérance

of sharp sounds are more distinctly marked than infiammatory

redness. With a magnifying glass, however, distended blood-

vessels may be discerned running from the circumference to

the centre of tho membrane, or meandering along its margin.

In subjects of remarkably lymphatic tempérament, the entire

surface is so highly vascular, as to présent in chronic cases,

the appearance of what may be termed tympanitic pannm.
The phlyetenoid aspect is peculiar to tho second and third

stages, and together with tho bullœ, may bc noticed dimpled

ulcers, puriform discharges, perforations, and maculœ.

The disease is essentially of an eruptive nature, and at once

invades the epithelial layer of the membrana tympani, which

is continuous with the cutaneous lining of the external

auditory duct. Its most interesting feature is tho présence of

one or more minute blisters on tho surface of the membrane.

In many instances, one small prominenee of a milky white

aspect, situated in the neiglibourhood of the maliens, is ail

that can be detected, but in others tho entire superficies is

8tudded both over its centre and margin, with mimerons small

phlyctenœ, which are, however, more common at the circum-

ference where the skin of tho meatus merges into tho structure

' of the membranous partition. Their gravity dépends upon
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their vicinity to tlie manubrium mallei ; in this région

ulcération almost unavoidably follows, entailing perforation

and tlie loss of tlie ossicula. Absorption may, however, occur,

and the phlyctena is replaced by a small white macula, or by a

dépression, which disappears only after a long interval. In

some cases tbe membrane is entirely destroyed in a couple ot

days by suppuration, an untoward event g,,nerally referrible

to neglect or improper management. The discharge is generally

of an extremely obstinate character, and yields but to the most
active and persevering measures of treatment.

"With regard to functional symptoms, tbe intolérance of

sound and the severe pain in the upper part of the hélix, form

a striking contrast with tbe ruuch less marked signs of

catarrhal inflammation of tbe middle ear. Tinnitus and deaf •

ness are, moreover, présent from tlie beginning.

The pain makes its first appearance at night. The patient

awakes with a scream, tbe pinna swells, tbe puise becomes
fréquent and tbirst intense ; tbe tongue is foui, and appetite

absent, etc. In combination with thèse symptoms, évidence

of concomitant scrofulous disease may in gênerai be obtained.

The scrofulous diathesis, in Mr. Triquut's opinion, is the

rhief predisposing cause of tbe disease : otber agencies, such
as poor or improper diet, an inadéquate supply of light and
air, tbe privation of the usual amusements of childhood, of

exercise in the open air, and especially of sufficiently warm
clothing, inust be viewed as of secondary importance. Yet it

must not be supposed tbat this form of myringitis is confined to

the poorer classes ; Mr. Triquat's expérience shows that the
affection is as common with the rich as with the poor. This
is due to the hereditary morbid tendencies, transmitted in ail

ranks of society, and amongst which should be numbered
scrofula and syphilis, the effeets of which may, as observation
teaches, be apparent only after a long interval.

Exposure to cold, sinall-pox, scarlatina, and fevers which
aflect the entire system, and bring into action the scrofulous

élément, are also determining causes. To thèse should be
added teething and traumatic injuries, but in gênerai the direct

cause must be acknowledged to remain undetected.

Thèse remarks show that the prognosis of this form of otitis is

extremely serious. If an appropriate treatment be not instituted

in time, perforation of tbe tympanum is almost unavoidable ; if

the perforation is small, a cure may with difficulty be effected,

but if largo, ail remédies must prove unavailing.

The treatment should be botb local and gênerai.

Blood-letting is serviceable in the earliest stages only, and
when intense pain is présent, and interfères with sleep, two
or three leeches are sufficient, but the same object may be
attained more rapidly by the exhibition of ernetics.

In the case of children, Mr. Triquet prescribes ipecacuanba

or the golden sulphuret of antimony ; five grains of the

former, for instance, mixed with thirty grains of sugar, and
divided into ten doses, to be taken at half-hour intervais, or

R. Syrupi ipecacuanha;, ^j.

flor. mali persic», 3ij-

M. one tea-spoonful every half-hour.

The antimony he administers as follows :

—

R. Antimonii oxysulphureti, gr. iijs8.

Sacchari albi, 3ss.

M. divide in chartulas viij. One powder to be taken every
hour.

Mr. Triquet exhibits tartar-emetic to adults only, and in a

solution :

R. Antimon. potassio-tartratis, gr. iijss.

Aquse, giijss.

One table-spoonful every ten minutes, until eme.sis lias been
induced.

Aperients, and especially calomel and scammony in small
and reiterated doses, are also bénéficiai in the incipient stage.

But when the acute symptoms havc subsided, Mr. Triquet
advises a prompt resort to the following measures :

—

He strongly recommends a tea-spoonful of the following
solution to be perseveringly taken, with occasional interrup-

tions, every morning in a cup of some bitter infusion :

—

R. Sodœ arseniatis, gr.j.

Aq. destill, §iv. M.

The professor, in some cases, lias derived much benefit from
the exhibition of Dover's powders and the liq. ainmon. acetatis.

In others, he has found cinchona highly advantageous, and
especially sulphate of quinine in half-grain or grain doses for
children, and one or two grains for adults, repeated three or
four times a day. The diet should be low during the acute,
and generous during the chronic stage of the affection.

Other local applications, in addition to leeches, are necessary
in order to protect the membrana tympani from the injurious
effeets of sound ; for instance, fumigations with diluted acetic

acid, and tepid instillations of three or four drops, tlirice

daily, of the following liquid:

—

R. Glycerinse, §j.

Cupri sulphatis, £)j.

Or of—
R. Potassœ bicliromatis, 9j.

Aq. destill, 3'j-

To be applied ligbtly every second day, with a brush to the
diseased surface.

When previously to, or in spito of treatment, perforation

has occurred, the ulcer should be touched every two or three

days with a pointed stick of sulphate of copper. If the

aperture does not exceed a pin's head in size, cicatrisation

may be anticipated, but if it extends to one-quaiter or one-

tbird of the surface of the membrane, it would be idle to

entertain hopes which must prove delusive. Thèse wide per-

forations are utterly incurable.

Mr. Triquet remarked, in conclusion, that the relapse of

phlyctenoid otitis is extremely fréquent, a fact readily ex-

plained by the obstinate and disheartening character of tho

scrofulous diathesis in which it originates.

MEDICAL CORRESPONDENCE.

Perilous Symptoms Induced by Adhésion of the Pla-
centa.—The questions connected with the inflammatior

adhésion, rétention and absorption of the placenta are

surrounded with so niuch obscurity that it behoves ail prac-

titioners to bring forward the resuit of their personal ex-

périence. I therefore, crave permisssion to communicate a

case which is interesting in the various aspects alluded to.

In May last, I had occasion to attend the wife of a friend,

who had reached the ninth month of pregnancy. Although
Mrs. X complained of dull and continuous pain in the

abdomen, and lumbar région, I detected no symptom of ap-

proaching labour. Motion caused a slight aggravation of the

pain, but did not render it unbearable. I carefully examined
the patient, and as by protracted metbodical pressure of the

entire surface of the utérus, I failed in detecting any one un-

usually tender spot, I concluded that the cause of her suffering

was more deeply-seated. A close inquiry elicited the acknow-
ledgment that in addition to the lumbar and abdominal pain,

Mrs. X also experienced another permanent local dis-

tressing sensation, of a dull character, on the right side of the

fundus uteri. Tbis révélation removed ail doubt from my
mind, and I considered myself>justified in asserting the pré-

sence of inflammation of the placenta ; I prescribed repose,

light food, and anodyne enemas.

Thèse measures occasioned some improvement, but an un-

usual feeling of weight and dragging still persisted in the

utérine région. The subséquent history of the case showed
that I was correct in reforring thèse sensations to adhésions

induced by inflammatory action between the ovum and the

womb.
On the I8th of June, Mrs. X was delivered at her full

time of a healthy female child. Under différent circumstances,

I should, in accordance with my habituai practice, hâve

awaited the spontaneous expulsion of the after-birth ; but, as

I experienced a naturel degree of anxiety, I performed gentle

friction with the hand over tbe abdomen, in order to promote

utérine action, and hasten the séparation of the placenta.

After vainly waiting half an hour, I exhibited a tumbler-full

of a strong décoction of ergot. The effeets of tho drug were

promptly apparent, but the patient at the same time turned

pale, and flooding supervened. The cord, deprived of its
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power of résistance by prcvious inflammation, gave wny under

the neeessary traetive efforts. I then inscrted my hand into

the womb, a large quantity of blood escaped, syncope followed,

and the péril became imminent With my left hand I

exercised pressure on the abdominal aorta, whilo with the right

1 detached as much of tho placenta as could be removed, and
pinched the internai surface of the womb, with a view to

excite more brisk contraction of tho utérine fibres. Thèse pro-

cédures proved successful, and the immédiate dangers of

hœmorrhage were thus averted.

Tlie case, it is true, had now lost a part of its gravit}7, but
the rétention of a considérable portion of tho placenta still

caused me much uneasiness. A consultation was called, and
the unanimous opinion of the gentlemen whose assistance I

had desired, was that it was urgent to support the patient,

and to reniove by every means in our power the remaining

fragments of the after-birth.

On the following day, the patient became feverish, and the

abdomen somewhat tender on pressure, and a fetid, sanious

discharge set in. She complained of occasional rigors, of ex-

trême weakness, and other signs of purifonn absorption were
observable. Beef-tea, snlphate of quinine, bark wine, and dis-

infecting, détergent injections were prescribed, but Mrs. X-
firmly refused to submit to any further attempts at extraction

of the remains of the placenta. In the course of a few days,

however, a fragment was expelled spontaneously, and alarming
symptoms, for the second timo, placed life in péril. The
remédies previously exhibited were persevered in, and pro-

gressive and permanent improvement ibllowed. Convalescence
was established in the fonrth week, and on the 30thof August
a complète recovery was at last effected.

In this, and in another analogous case I met with in tho

year 1840, the absorption of the portion of the after-birth re-

tained in the womb by inflammatory adhésions readily took
place. The putrid symptoms were entirely due to the de-

tached fragments, as was proved by the cessation of danger
immediately after their expulsion. I think we may safely

conclude from the history of the case, that the absorption of

the placental structures can bc effected only when they bave
become attached to the utérine surface by organised plastic

adhésions, and when the formation of new blood-vessels

establishes a vitality common to both organs. Under thèse

circumstances, absorption can follow without danger ; but
when the placenta has been altogether detached, it can be re-

moved by putrid décomposition only, and acting both as a
foreign body and as a cause of infection, gives rise to generally

fatal symptoms.

Gheel: a Coloxt for the Insane.—The system followed is

this. A certain nuraber of the inhabitants are allowed to act as

lodging-house keepers, but instead of ordinary lodgers, they receive

the insane. Nature is allowed to do lier owu work as far as possi-

ble, and the invalida are permitted to wander about the country, if

hannle?3, ail day long, returning to their homes at night. The
lodging-houses are under proper supervision, médical and munici-
pal, and the chief peculiarity of the place seems to be, that the
insane are not looked upon as dangerous or unpleasant ; they lead
a quiet free life, and hâve as much pure country air as they désire.

This appears simple enough, but there are also certain conditious
which render Gheel pecuharly adapted for such a plan. The Sys-

tem coidd ouly be conducted in a tiiinly-populated neighbourhood,
where the insane may wander for miles without meeting anybody,
and it must also be in a place where ail the inhabitants join in car-

ing^ for the insane, as in most villages there would be a very great
objection to receive tbeiu. Indeed it is rather strange that any
population would approve of such guests, but it is so. We hâve
hère a tolerably large village, where ail the lodgers are insane, and
the peoplc do not mind it in the slightest. We must receive this
a» a very praiseworthy fact, and inquire how the plan works, and
what arrangements are made by the authorities for the préservation
of comfort and order.—The climate of Gheel, we are told, is calm,
soft, and damp, the country flat and cheerless, with few trees, and
generally monotonous, and very- thinly populated. We may men-
tion that the nearest station is Herenthats, and Brussels wilïbe the
starting point for any zealous philantropist who wislies to assure
himself of the présent state of the colony. Gheel is supposed to
hâve been founded as a refuge for the insane about the seventh
century, and there are various legends connected with this fact.
After a certain martyrdom, ail the mad folks who came near the
place were cured, and when this miracle became known, many more
flocked there, and from that time it has continued as a village ap-
propriated for mental disease.— * Social Science Review '

€\)î Bleuirai tëirrnlnr.

LECTURES
ON DISEASES OFTHE EAR.

By James Yearsley, Esq., M.D.

(Continued from page 159.)

Fruitless, indeed, in diagnostic and therapeutic results hâve been
the innunierable dissections referred to in my last communication.
It is sad to think how much time bas been spent in so unproduc-
tive a pursuit. To dissect an ear with the minuteness and accuracy
indispensable for practical démonstration could not be accomplished
in less than a day ; when, therefore, a man tells you he has dis-

sected more than 1,500 ears, it is tantamonnt to sayïng tliat lie has
spent five years of his life in aurai dissection fquery, mis-spent),
for the cui-bono may be summed up in one word, nil !

But even in this unprofitable resuit of labour there isno novelty.
The actual anatomical discoveries of Vesalius, Eustachius,Fallopius,
Casserius, and others at the end of the fifteenth and beginning of

the sixteenth centuries, equally failed to produce the slightest

influence on the pathology and therapeutics of that period. The
treatment and theoretieal views propounded by Galen, fourteen
hundred years before were not disturbed or moditied in the least

by the labours of the celebrities I hâve named. Indeed, if we
trace down to our own thnes the works of aurai practitioners, we
do not find one who, merely having devoted his attention to dis-

sections of the ear, has contributed a single fact for a more success-

ful treatment of theorgan in a state of disease. In looking through
the critical literary review of Kramer on the writings of aurai

practitioners, one eannot but be struck with the absence of thera-

peutical advances by those who distinguished themselves by their

dissecting propensities. The nature and treatment of diseases of

the ear hâve not been aided in the least by any anatomical dis-

coverer, or by any pathological investigator, of whom I hâve ever
heard or read.

Of Bonet, who wrote in 1679, and who made many dissections, it

bas been sarcastically remarked that by his not adding explanatory
historiés of his cases, his labours must be held up as an cxample
of how such dissecti ons oughtwof to be made, if they are to prove
of any service to science.

After Bonet came Du Verney (Traité de l'organe de l'ouie, con-
tenant la structure, l'usage, &c, 1683), whose work is rich enough
in anatomical investigations, indeed most valuable, but when we
come to regard it in a therapeutic point of view, it is as barren as

its predecessors. That unsparing critic, Kramer disposes of

Du Verney, and with a voracity peculiar to him—swallows up or

tramples under foot a dozen other ear dissectors at the same time,

thus :

" In Du Verney, the antatomist is always to be admired, but
never the physician : a criticism which must be applied, in its

full extent to Vieussens, Valsalva,, and Cassebohm. To Valsaiva for

example, we are merely indebted for a section of his work, not
altogether uninteresting, relative to dulness of hearing in those

whose rnembrana tympani, and ossicula auditûs were found
destroyed, or otherwise altered ; but by which the nature and
treatment of diseases of the ear hâve been no more essentially

advanced, than by other isolated pathological observations of

Wepfer, Willis, Riedlin, Iloft'man, and others."

Eustachius, too, was a great anatomist, and is reputed to hâve
discovered the passage which still bears his name, but for two hun-
dred years no use was made of it in a therapeutical point of view,

until a poor deaf postmaster of the name of Guyot, of Versailles,

bethought himself of a method of relieving his deafness by injecting

it. Let me not hère dwell on this, the most important advance ever

made (with one exception, and that my own) in the therapeutics of

deafness, further than to remark that it emanated from a man who
had never dissected an ear in his life, and was not even a médical
man !

No, Mr. Wilde, no, Messrs. Toynbee, Flapper, and Co.,

you are wrong in supposing that anatomical or pathological

dissections will lead to any advance in the more successful

treatment of deafness. You will hâve a better chance as

independent thinkers like Guyot, or, by surveying the barren

domain of Aurai Surgery as 1 did at the outset of my carcer,

determined to work out the problem of its improvement for

myself, by narrowly watching the différent phases of disease,

as they presented themselves to my observation in the course

of practice, taking no heed of what had been said or written

by others. And then it may happen to you as it did to me, to

pounce upon a fact which, like Guyot's, will live lor ever. And
then, too, it may be that a future Kramer, in a future critical re-

view, in a future century, may write of you as assuredly he will of

me, words like the following, which are little more than a para-

phrase of a well-merited eulogium passed upon the postmaster,

Guyot by the existing Kramer, in his work on Diseases of the Ear.
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Let us suppose it to be an Extract from a Ciïtical Literary Review

of Aurai Surgery in 1963 :

" One hundred and twenty-four years after the discovery of

Guyot, another far more fruitful in its conséquences was effected by

Yearsley, a practitioner résident in London, who by a lucky thought

was induced to introduce a bit of wetted cotton to the bottom of

the meatus, with a view to relieve deafness when associated with

perforation of the membrana tympani.
_
He published an account

of his discoverv in the pages of a periodical called the ' Lancet,' in

theyear 1848, and in the followiug year sent a short communica-
tion on the subject to the Parisian Academy of Science, and it is

fortunate for his fauie that he did so, for a wicked attempt was

made by one of his contemporaries, whose name has long since

passed into oblivion, to filch from him the merit of his

discovery. Inasmuch, as by tins simple remedy we are enabled

to restore the sensé of hearing to persons in whose cases disorganisa-

tion has proceeded so far as to appear altogether irrémédiable, the

discovery of Yearsley must take precedence of ail others, and
if that practitioner were now among us, the new Order of Merit in-

stituted by the son of Albert the Good towards the end of the last

century in honour of great discoveries would nndoubtedly be con-

ferred upon him, for it could not be better bestowed than upon one

who had invented the means of restoring the seuse of hearing to

those in whom it must be otherwise lost for ever."

I will not trust myself to cviticise further than I hâve already

done the writings and labours of my predecessors prior to the year

1840, the period from which I would date the révolution in the

practice of aurai surgery—when the external treatment of the ear

went out, or, to speak more correctly, when the internai treatment
came in, and obtained a solid footing in this country—and yet,

what had been done and written up to that date must be noticed,

so we will hear what our old friend, Kramer, has to say respecting

British aurai surgery prior to 1840 :

" Wright boldly describes catheterism of the Eustachian tube as

an opération, which cannot be depended on, which is extremely
disagreeable, and which may be replaced by masticatory and
sternutatory medicines. He expressly détermines not to classify

diseases of the ear, merely in order to conceal the utter confusion
of his work ; he refers to a larger work for his views respecting
nervous deafness (though the one at présent under considération,

consists of 295 pages, large 8vo), probably because he lias no views
to communicate which could be rationally associated with the use
of purgative pills as a principal remedy for nervous deafness.

Wright is surpassed in the shallowness and worthlessness of his

treatise, only by Stevenson and Curtis, from the latter of whom,
as the head of a large institution for the treatment of diseases of

the ear, verily better performance might hâve been expected.

Curtis treats every discharge from the ear, exclusively,and in a sum-
mary way, by means of astringents ; obstruction of the Eustachian
tube with emetics, and perforations of the membrana tympani

;

whilst, in spite of ail the entreaties of Saissy, he has never once
practised catheterism of the Eustachian tube on the living subject.

He makes tinnitus the chief symptooi of nervous deafness, which
he treats with purgatives, especially calomel, as long as the strength
of the patient holds out. In ail doubtful cases his chief attention
is directed merely to ascertain whether the liquor cotunnii be par-
tially or totally déficient ! ! or, whether hardened wax exist in the
meatus. He fancies that the membrana tympani may be altered
in its form by loud sounds, and rendered concave externally (a

form which, it is well known, is peculiar to this membrane), and
that by blowing into the Eustachian tube, or by exhausting the
meatus of the air contained in it by means of a tube accurately
fitted to it, the concave membrana tympani may be drawn forward
and again rendered convex. In the otitis of children he sticks
opium into the affected ear, &c. ; so that throughout ail his writings,
nothing but the most crude empiricism is to be met with ; and yet
among his compatriots, as well as abroad, Curtis generally pos-
sesses the réputation of being a distinguished aurist.

" Not less, though not altogether so undeserved, is the approbation
which has been bestowed on the works of Saunders and Buchanan.
Of the two, Saunders is the inferior. He treats diseases of the
meatus without any solid symptomatology, eveu without any other
investigation of them than that by means of the probe. He admits
in the most arbitrary manner three stages of thèse diseases, simple
purulent dischajge, purulent discharge complicated with polypi,
&c, and purulent discharge with caries of the cavity of the tympa-
num. He nowhere describes either the mode of origin or the pro-

fress of thèse important forms of disease ; he informs us, only very
riefly, of his purely topical mode of treatment for the two first

stages (so called), and omits ail mention of the treatment of the
third stage, excepting that in one place he speaks, quite inciden-
tally, of injections, leeches, and setons, as useful remédies. In ob-
tructions of the Eustachian tube (which he very incorrectly
;> ".nmes to arise most frequently from syphilitic sore throat, and
angina gangrenosd), he knows no other diagr.osis than the déclara-
tion of the patient that the air does not arrive at the membrana
tympani on blowing the nose ; and his only remedy is perforation
of the membrana tympani. Nervous deafness he diagnosticates in

an equally unsatisfactory and uncertain manner,iaccording to the
patient's capability of inflating the cavity of the tympanum, and
the simultaneous existence of tinnitus ; and he attributes the affec-

tion to effusion of lymph within the neurilema of the auditory
nerve, which is to be got rid of by leeches, strong purgatives, and
bark.

" Buchanan is the only English practitioner who understands and
practises catheterism of the Eustachian tube, although, unfortu-
nutely, this is the only good thing in his works. As for the rest,

they are devoid of scientific arrangement. His system abounds in
errors and répétitions, as e. g. when he divides his sixth genus, in-
flammation of the meatus, into 1, without diminution of hearing

;

2, with diminution of hearing ; and 3, with diminution of hearing
and suppuration. Altogether groundless is the great importance
which, in référence to the perfection of hearing, he attributes to the
form of the auricle, and of the meatus, and to the sécrétion of wax.
His expectations founded on the use of an ointment to conipensaté
for the déficient sécrétion of wax, and on pyroligneous acid for the
cure of ail discharges from the ear, are most exaggerated and
totally unconfirmed by expérience. Of pyroligneous acid, he affirms,

that it is the most powerful remedy that has been introduced into
the practice of acoustic medicine for a century past.

" His tables of the dimensions of the auditory canal in man and
in animais, as well as of the auricle in a hundred individuals, and
his comparative anatomical investigation on the ear in gênerai, can
the less compensate for the deficiency of practical utility in his

writings, since thèse tables afford no results, but merely materials
for future investigations in the same lield ; although in order to

consider them even as preparatory labours on this subject, it would
be indispensibly necessary to define the phrase ' good and bad
hearing.'

"

(To be continued.)

JUNIOR MEDICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
At a meeting of this Society held at Uuiversity Collège Hospital,

on the 19th ult., Mr. S. G. Freeman in the chair, the following
pathological spécimens were exhibited :

—
1. Head of a tape-worm found in the dead body of a child.

2. Atrophy of a kidney, and tbickenin» and enlargement of the
ureter from a calculus. By G. Howard Marsh, Esq., of the Hospital
for Sick Children.

3. Large biliary concrétion passed by the bowels. By Mr. Yeo,
Kings's Collège.

4. Enlargement of the ends of the ribs in Rickets.

5. Tuberculous enlargement of intestine from the same child.

6. Typical example of gouty deposit.

7. Polypoid growth in larynx producing sudden death from suffo-

cation. By Mr. Talfourd Jone3, of University Collège Hospital.
Mr. Talfourd Jones, V.P., and Médical Registrar to the Hos-

pital for Sick Children, read a paper on
TUBERCULOUS MENINGITIS.

The Author having traced the history of the disease from the mid-
die of the last century to the year 1830, showed how tho more
minute study of morbid anatomy and elinical medicine during the
last thirty years had unravelled the true pathology of the disease.

Following the arrangement adopted by Dr. Whytt, the author
divided the disease into three stages, not based, however, merely on
the variations in the puise, but chiefly on a combination of certain
spécial symptoms. He stated that, although in many cases the first

and second stages so merged into each other that it wasalmost im-
possible to attempt any accurate sub-division of them, jet in his

expérience he found the characteristic symptoms of the third stage

almost invariably présent. He laid great stress on the simultaneous
occurrence of headache and dehrium, and showed how in the
majority of cases in which thèse symptoms were conjoined it be-
tokened intracranial inflammation. The author differed from the

opinion connnonly entertained that isolated masses of tubercle on
the brain substance in cases of tuberculous men'mgitis, were rare

;

he believed they were in numbers of cases overlooked, and r.ot dis-

covered simply because they were not searched for, and he con-
tended that convulsions, slight dragging of a limb, paralysis of one
of the cérébral nerves, as the. third, iifth, or seventh, described in

books as irregular precursory symptoms would commonly be found
oi.lv in those cases in which such masses or nodules of tubercle

existed. The author, after having described the intracranial patho-
logical lésions he had met with, discussed the question of the cause

of the fluid in the ventricles of the brain and of the central soften-

ing, and showed how in the majority of cases a mechanical explana-
tion would account for both the fluid and the softening, the adduced
instances showing how frequently measles, and next to that, hoop-
ing-cough, proved to be the exciling cause of theacute tuberculisa-

tion. The only necessary complication met with was the tubercular

condition of the thoracic and abdominal organs, and this was so

mnrked in ail the cases he had seen, that lie felt disinclined to speak
of the acute hydroceplmlus as a spécial disease, and considered it

to be a gênerai tubeiculisation in which the brain was involved in

company with "other organs, ànd death ensued in conséquence of a
superadded intracranial inflammation.
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HOMICIDAL MANIA.

Notwithstanding the efforts îuade by the Médical Press and

by private individuals, tbo wretched man Fooks ma executed,

but Burton still lives. Both of thèse nien's cases présent

certain features in common, and the deeds of both may be

classed under the head of honiicidal mania, but Esquirol, the

greatest authority on this subject, divides the affection in

question into certain varieties, in one of which the murderous

act is justified, in the eyes of the niurderer, by référence to

sonie frivolous and inadéquate provocation, and in the other,

it is not justified at ail, but is committed without any cause,

real or assigned, and inercly in obédience to a blind and in-

contrôlable impulsa The case of Fooks belonged to tho first

category, that of Burton, to the second. The former mono-

maniac is now beyond the reach of human interférence, but

we are not without hope that the latter may yet be saved from

the gallows by the diffusion, in the public niind, of some

clearer notions on the subject of criminal responsibility than

at présent appear to exiat, and in this hope we join our

Médical contemporaries in raising our voice to save him from

the last penalty of the law.

The circumstances of the murder itself are generally known

and scarcely require to be recapitulated. A poor little boy

was cruelly butchered in July last by the youth Burton, who,

without any provocation, enticed him to a secluded spot and

there killed him, after a severe struggle. But the act being

universally admitted, it only becomes necessary to examine the

conclu et of the prisoner before and after the horrible event.

It appears, indeed, that be was not a violent and raving

lunatic, but this circumstance can hâve no weight with any

persons who are skilled in the phenomena of insanity, for they

know perfectly well that insanity is by no means universally,

or indeed, generally, accompanied with the manifestations of

outward violence, and that some of the most atrooious acts are

perpetrated by lunatics in the most cunning, artful, and

cautious manner, and that thèse unhappy persons are often

enabled to exercise so much sagacity and self-control as to

conceal the évidence of their insanity from any ordinary

observera.

But it was proved that the mother of the prisoner was

manifestly insane, was inclined to suicide, and had been twice

sent to a lunatic asylum, and that his brother was also of weak

intellect. Another circumstance has corne to light since tho

prisoner's conviction, proving still more clearly the hereditary

maniacal taint, for it seems that he has an aunt, sister to his

father, who is now actually an imnate. of a lunatic asylum.

Herc there is proof of hereditary tendency to insanity on both

sides of the family.

Now, passing briefly over the depraved habits and character

of the youth (perhaps aggravated by neglect or ill-treatment

on the part of his parents) we corne to the features of the

murder itself. He goes out with the intention to kill somebody,

and he accordingly fulfils his intention by killing the little

boy, who happencd to bo the first convenient victim whom ho

met If there were any motive at ail for the deed i was the

wish, on the part of the prisoner, that lie might be hanged for

it, and this exercise of reasoning power (?) is adduced on

the part of the non-profeasioual public as a proof of his

«mnity '.

Let us next inquire into his conduct after the murder. He
niakos no attempt to oscape, or to deny his guilt ; on the con-

trary, he gives the fullest information possible as to the par-

ticulars of the transaction, corrects some mistakes made as to

the part of the body where the wounds were inflicted, and is

anxious to explain any facts which may appear to militate

against proving himself to bo the niurderer. For instance, he

explained the circumstance of the absence of blood on the

kuife which he had used, by stating that he had cleancd it by

wiping it in the ground, and he said that his own hands were

cleaned of blood by wiping tfiem on his victim's shirt, and

afterwards washing them in a pond.

There appears to us in the above facts to be quite sufncient

at any rate to throw a doubt upon the moral responsibility of

the culprit, but in the minds of the audience, including

judge, jury, witneeses, and audience, there seems to hâve

been no doubt at ail. The arguments and the évidence

for the defence were treated with the utmost contempt, and it

was held by the Judge that some definite line ought to be

drawn by Médical mon between sanity and insanity, and that,

moreover, they ought to be compelled, whenever they were

required, to demonscrate that line, like a proposition in Euclid,

before the face of the public. On this point, Dr. Taylor vory

justly remarks, in his work on ' Médical Jurisprudence.'

" An erroneous notion prevails in tho public mind that a

" homicidal lunatic is easily to be distinguished from a sane

" criminal, by some certain and invariable symptonis or eha-

" racters, which it is the duty of a médical witness to display

" in évidence, and of a medico-legal writer t:> describe. Buta

" perusal of the évidence given at a few trials, will surely

" satisfy those who hold this opinion, that each case must

" stand by itself."

Kecurring to the spécial features of the case now under con-

sidération, we ask whether they do not altogether correspond

to the définitions given by M. Esquirol, who in his well-known

work on Insanity, combines cases of homicidal mania under

three varieties, in the second of which, it appears to us, the

convict Burton ought to be placed. " In this class, " writes

Esquirol, " the désire to kill is connected with no known mo-

" tive. It is difficult to suppose that the person could hâve

" had any real or imaginary motive for the deed. He appears

"to hâve been led on by a blind impulse." Again, "honri-

" cidal monomaniacs differ essentially from crimiuals, with

" whom they haYe been confounded, and whose punishment

" they often suffer. The former are isolated, without accom-

" plices who can excite them either by advice or example.

" Tho criminal always has a motive ; murder is for him only a

" means to an end, to satisfy a more or less criminal passion.

" Almost always a criminal homicide is complicated with

" another guilty act, but the contrary is the case iii a homici-

" dal monomaniac. The criminal chooses his victims aniong

" persons who may resent his designs, or may give évidence

" against him. The monomaniac murders persons who are iu-

" différent to him, or who hâve the misfortune to meet him at

" the moment when he is seized with the idea ofcommitting mur-

" der. After the commission of the crime, the criminal triai

" to escape, conccals himself, and dénies his guilt, or if he con-

" fesses his crime it is because he is overwhelmed by remorse ;

" but tho monomaniac does not attempt concvalment, he often

" proclaims what he has donc, and gives himself up to fut-

" tice."*

• Esquirol, ' Dsi Maladies Mentales, Vol. II., p. 887.
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Thèse are the words of a raan who bestowed great pains

and research on the investigation of the phenomena of insanity,

and we ask, could he hâve more accurately described the chief

characteristic traits of Burton's case more clearly if he had

written a/ter the détails, instead of having written his book

many years ago î Surely, it is not too late for the public to

listen to the words of expérience, and to stay the hangman's

hand.

But we cannot dismiss the subject without making a few

observations on the Médical évidence, little as it was. If the

culprit had been a person of considération in society, or if the

trial had taken place in London, there is no doubt that a great

array of Médical witnessos would hâve been called for the

defence, and there is very little reason to question what woidd

hâve been the resuit. The prisoner's family, however, are in

very humble circumstances, and had therefore no means of pro-

curing Médical évidence, and the humanity of the law provides

none. The only Médical witness, therefore, was Mr. Higginson

Fayle, of Chatham, who had attended the family, and it would

bo unfair to that gentleman to withhold from him a just meed

of praise, not only for the very able manner in which he gave

his testimony, but for the conscientiousness and persévérance

with which he has maintained, against great gênerai as well as

local oppesition, his opinion of the irresponsibility of the cul-

prit. Had the latter, or his friends, been enabled to retain

some leading Médical raen on his behalf, évidence so obtained

might, in the eyes of the public hâve perhaps been regarded

with a certain degree of suspicion, but Mr. Fayle deserves great

crédit for taking up, upon purely scientific and philanthropie

grounds, the cause of a misérable wretch, whose own wish is

to be hanged, but whose exécution, must be regarded in the eyes

of every psychologist, as a judicialnmrder. Placed, too, under

the great disadvantage of having an adverse Judge and jury,

and having ail the local préjudices arrayed against him, Mr.

Fayle maintained his opinion, not onlyjwith unflinching perti-

nacity but also ability, showing himself to be well acquainted

with the literature of a very diffieult and abstruse department

of Médical Jurisprudence. We publish elsewhere a letter from

this gentleman (page 192), giving a history of the case, and we

again express a hope, in the name of humanity as well as of

science, that the wishes of the convict to be hanged will not

be gratified, but that he will be consigned, for the rest of his

life, to the safe custody of an Asylum for so-called criminal

lunatics.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

MR. HUXLEY's LECTURES AT THE COLLEGE OF SURGEONS.

Professor Huxley brought his course of lectures at the

Collège of Surgeons to a conclusion last week ; but he will

résume them next year. The lectures hâve excited very great

interest, and some of the most distinguished anatomists and

naturalists hâve attended the théâtre of the Collège on the

occasions of their delivery. At his last discourse there was a

large attendance of the council, including the Président, Mr.

Lawrence, Mr. Hilton, Mr. Partridge, Mi. Solly, Mr. Kiernan,

Mr. Arnott, and Mr. Hodgson, and several visitors, among

whom we noticed Sir Charles Lyell. The Rev. Dr. Colenso

has also been a fréquent attendant at the course delivered by

the accomplished though somewhat heterodox Professor. At
the last lecture he gave a résume of the development of the

human skull. Theanalogy of its component parts to vertébrée

originated with the poet Goethe, who was struck by the ap-

pearance of a lamb's skull which he accidentally picked up at

Venice, and the idea was afterward.s adopted by the learned

but fanciful German anatomist, Oken. Since that time

various authors hâve adopted the same views ; but, according

to Professor Huxley, the segments of the skull are not ver-

tébrée, and never were such, but are adapted for their use by

a séries of developmental changes in fœtal life. Comparative

anatomy is indebted, according to the Hunterian Professor, to

Reichert and Rathke, for pointing out the true structure of

the cranial segments, as determined by fœtal development.

Professor Owen's name was never once mentioned during the

lecture, a circumstance which struck some of the audience a

peculiar, considering the number of years that the latter

Professor held the position of Curator of the Hunterian

Muséum, and the number of lectures delivered by him in

the very théâtre where his name was now ignored and hi»

morphological views contested.

THE CASE OF STONE V. APPLETON.

In our last number we briefly alluded to this very painful

case involving the character of a member of our Profession.

It is alleged that Mr. Appleton took advantage of his position

as the Médical attendant of Mrs. Stone, to form an improper

intimacy with that lady, the resuit of which was the birth of

a child after the retum of the husband from India. It

appears that Captain Stone returned to England in May, and

the child was born on the 2nd of January in the next year, so

that it is possible it may hâve been a seven-months' child,

and the offspring of Captain Stone. But the évidence on this

point is unsatisfactory, and certainly cannot be relied upon on

either side. The gentleman who attended Mrs. Stone in her

confinement is since dead, and his testimony rofers only gene-

rally to the weight and measurement of the infant, no accurate

inquiries having been apparently made to détermine the facts.

Dr. Tyler Smith and Dr. Richards, who were called on the

part of the defence, could also speak only generally, as they

indeed knew nothing whatever of the facts, and they merely de-

posed that no certain rules could be adduced as to the period of

gestation when the child was born. The case is the more com
plicated and unsatisfactory from the absence of Mr. Appleton,

who has left the country in conséquence of some pecuniary

embarrassments in no way connected with the late trial, and

it does not appear that ho was even aware of the action. The

report in the ' Times ' of the summing-up of the Chief-

Justice Cresswell, is apparently imperfect, for in some of the

other papers he is said to hâve commented rather strongly

upon the insufficiency of the évidence to inculpate Mr.

Appleton, who may possibly, after ail, be innocent of the

charges brought against him. As to the assertion that he

seduced Mrs. Stone while she was under the influence of chlo-

roform, there is not a particlo of évidence in support of such

an accusation ; but it no doubt told well with the iury.

The chief witness against him was a woman of notoriously

immoral character, who probably drew upon lier own depraved

imagination for the détails of her évidence.

THE " MANLY VIGOUR " ADVERTISER8.

In another part of the Journal our readers will find an ac-

count of a short trial which took place a few days ago, in

which Samuel Barker, alias Dr. de Roos was the défendant.

The plaintiff was a Devonshire farmer, who, for some personal

ailment, real or imaginary, resorted to " Dr. de Roos," having

been attracted by one of the advertisements inserted by that

individual in a country newspaper. He paid a guinea for advice

and a bottle of niedicine, and subsequently paid five pounds
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more for more medieine, but as he derived no benefit from

the advice and medieine, ho had reeourso to a Médical Prac-

titioner (a course which he ought to hâve adopted at first), and

aoon reeovered. He afterwards took the opinion of a soltci-

tor, who bronght an action for the recovery of the ruoney ho had

pald. The counsel for the plaintiff stated that Samuel Barker,

alias Dr. de Roos, had no Médical or Surgical qualification. The

défendant allowed judgment to go by default, and the plain-

tiff accordingly had a verdict for lus money. If persons

îrho are duped of their funds by npplying to ignorant pré-

tendais to Médical Science, were bold enough or sensible

enough to corne fbrward in Courts of Justice, the results

would be the eame as in the case to which we hâve just

afluded. They would get baek their money, with which they

onght never to hâve parted, and it is ten to one that the

advertising "Doctor" will never venture to show his face in

open court.

PROSECUTIONS UNDER THB MEDICAL ACT.

Since our article was written on the Médical Council in our

last nurnber, wo hâve learned that the Branch Médical Council

for England hâve remitted to Mr. C. P. Symonds, of Ormskirk,

tho sum of 20J. (the amount of a penalty which the Treasurer

of the Council had received) towards defraying the expenses

of a prosecution uuder the 40th Section of the Médical Act.

The prosecution was undertaken against a person named Josiah

Archer Bowen for falsely pretending to be a Surgeon, and

giving a certificat e of death with the letters Sub-M.R.C.S.

Eng. written after his name. This step on the part of the

Médical Council is commendable, for it is a great hardsliip

that the members of the Profession should fight out their

battles without any assistance. We wish, however, that

instead of sorue unfortunate wight who had passed the first

examination of the Collège of Surgeons, the culprit had been

one of those notorious and ignorant quacks who are destitute

of any pretensions whatever, and who are rather protected

than intimidated by the provisions of the Médical Act. Still

we do not by any means blamo the Profession in Ormskirk for

aoting as they hâve done ; and we hope that their example

may be followed in other places.

THE CASE OF RUSSELL V. A DAMS.

The following letter, written to a contemporary journal,

reveals some fresh features in this very flagrant case :

—

"SlB,

—

I feel that a just indignation at a System of persécution,

and sympathy with a Médical brother, are sufiieient motives for

any man who lias had a knowledge oi the Russells to corne fonvard

and bear Lis testiiuony to their manner of life, previous to their

making their atrocious attack on Mr. Adams. Thus actuated, I

give mine as follows :

—

" I first knew Mrs. and Miss Russell by seeing them whilst I was
atteuding the late Mrs. Cruinp at the bouse of her son, with whom,
after her deeease, they resideu, I attended at an after period—viz.,

from Jannary to July, 1860, both Mrs. and Miss Russell. During
this period they were continually boasting of their noble connrr-

tiniis, i luiniing intimacy with the Earl of Shaftesbury, Lord Kayn-
ham, the Hon. B. Noël, &c. I was often gurprised at the greatness of

their correspondance, and the number of letters 1 hâve seen midy
fttampedforthepost, andwas struck with the factthat ail the persons
of influence with whom they professed acquaintaneeship were the
promoters and upholders of philanthropie institutions. This im-
pressed me with the idea of the nature of this large correspondence,
and of their acquaintance with thèse noblemen, which both before

the trial and during it, from the évidence of Mr. Toynbee, was fully

confinned.
" During tlieir staywithMr. Crump they had theutmost kindness

and considération shown them by him, such as very i'ew men would
hâve shown ; and it was only wheii he felt that he would be nttirly

ruined by the recklets manner in which they got into debt, hi;,after

repeated expostulations, detenuined upon getting rid of them at

any cost.

" During the trial, Mrs. Russell swore her daughter had never
before been engaged. I distinctly remember her telliug me on one
occasion, when her daughter complained of illness, that there was a

eireunistance I ought to be acquainted with—viz., that a short time

befrn they came to the llornsey road, sho (lier daughter) had been
cruelly betrayed by a gentleman on the very eve of marriage, after

the wedding-dress was prepared, and every préparation made
;

and that, moreover, the betrayer was a minister of the Lord Jésus
Christ.
" I think the évidence which came out during the trial was

enough to carry conviction to the minds of ninety-nine men out of a
hundred. At ail events, having been présent I feel confident the
delay in the jury in finding tlii'ir verdict filled with surprise a
majority as large as this of those who were in court ; }

ret the rejec-

tion of évidence then before the court on some points of law, pre-

vented the base atrocity of the charge being fullv recognised.
" I am, &c,

" Hornsey road, Holloway, " Edwd. Cottem, L.R.C.R Ed.
"March31."

REVIEW OF THE PERIODIOALS.

'British Médical Journal.' Dr. J. Hughes Bennett con-

Uibutes some remarks on the " Molecular Theory of Organisation,"

in reply to Dr. Bcale, who dénies the statement of Dr. Bennett that,

in the formation of vibriones, several of the molécules forming the

sciun, unité to foroi minute filaments, and who thinks, moreover,

in opposition to Dr. Bennett, that a molécule of oil, or phosphate

of lime, eau never live. Dr. Bennett now inaintains that such molé-

cules can live under certain circumstanccs, and re-asserts his

original view that the molécules of the ovary coalesce to form the

ovum, giving a number of diagraros in support of his theory. Dr.

Lionel Beale concludes one of his short clinical lectures on the

" First Principles of Medieine " delivered at King's Collège Hos-

pital, and his présent discourse is on the vital changes occurring in

the mucus-corpuscle. From his researches, Dr. Beale draws the in-

ferences :
—" 1. That the movements described in the mucus-cor-

puscle are due to peculiar endowment, and as such movements

take place in living matter alone, it is right to speak of them as

vital. 2. That physical and chemical changes take place in the

fully formed mucus, but neither this nor any form of formed

material, such as cell-wall, &c, is endowed with vital power. 3.

That the only part of any cell-tissues, viscid mucus, &c, actually

concerned in vital changes is what he (Dr. Beale) has termed ger-

minal matter. If a structure is destitute of germinal matter, or if

this substance has ceased to change, the structure is not living but

dead. 4. Pabulum is inanimate. Germinal matter lives. Formed

material was once alive (as germinal matter), but no longerpossesses

vital powers." A long and able editorial article is devoted to the

subject of " Hanging so-called Criminal Lunatics." The climate of

Egypt, which has been generally regarded favourably in consuinp-

tive cases, is considered not to be so on the évidence of M. Schnapp,

the French Sanitary Doctor at Alexandria, who Btates that scrofula

commits fearful ravages among the Egyptian population, and that

confirmed phthisis in Alexandria is always fatal. A proposition is

advanced to raise a testimonial to the memory of the late Sir

Benjamin Brodie, and it is justly nrged that no British [surgeon

ever more fully deserved such an honour. The question of gra-

tuitous médical services is discussed, and the results of a meeting

of the Metropolitan Branch of the British Médical Association on

this subject are commented upon. The resolutions adopted at the

meeting were in favour of taking some decided steps in the matter.

The ' Lancet.' The number begins with a part of Professor

Huxley's fourth lecture on the " Structure and Development of

the Vertebate Skeleton." The boues of the human cranium only

are described, according to their development, as a preliniinary

study to the comparative anatomy of the skull in the otlier mam-

nialian animais. Dr. J. Huches Bennett continues his lectures

on " Molecular Physiology, Pathology, and Therapeutics," and their

application to the treatment of disease. The présent lecture is on

the Blood, in health and disease, and Dr. Bennett considère that the

coloured corpuscles in mammals are nuclei, and are the resuit of
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the coalescence of molécules in the blood-glands which précèdes

cell-forniation. The colourless corpuscles, on the other hand, are

cells, derived from the blood-glands as such. Dr. Richardson'a

theory of the coagulation of the blood being due to the escape of

free ammonia, is proved by later investigations to be incorrect on

various grounds. In treating of the morbid condition of the blood,

Dr. Bennett daims the discovery of the affection called by him

leucocythœmia, for Virchow, who also clainis the discovery, had not

written on the subject until six weeks after Dr. Bennett. The

white cells of the blood were considered by Dr. Bennett at first as

pus-corpuscles, and they are, in fact, identical in appearance with

them. The lecture terminâtes by a classification of blood-diseases,

founded upon the altération in quantity of the constituents of

blood. Mr. W. S. Savory contributes some " Experiments on Food,

its Destination and Uses." The object of the experiments was to

ascertain the truth of Liebig's theory of the division of food into

plastic or nutritive and respiratory or calorifacient, and also to dé-

termine whether any portion of the food is directly burnt in the

blood, whether any albuminous food is directly calorifacient, and

what is the source of urea. The experiments were made upon
various animais, and their weight, their température, and the

amount of urine excreted were noted, from time to time, under

différent kinds of diet. The experiments are not concluded in the

présent paper. Dr. Tilt writes a paper on the use of " Glycérine in

Surgery and Medicine." He thinks that this substance is not

sufliciently valued in this country as a therapeutical agent,

although it is used in enormous quantities on the Continent for

médicinal purposes, the annual consumption of glycérine in the

Paris hospitals having risen from 1851 to 1861 to 3,000 lbs. in the

latter year as compared with 300 lbs. in the former.

The ' Médical Times and Gazette.' Professor Huxley con-
' tinues his lectures given at the Collège of Surgeons on the " Classi-

fication of the Animal Kingdom." The présent lecture is devoted

to the description of certain molluscous animais, particularly the

lamellibranchiata, the branchio-gasteropoda, the pteropoda, and the

cephalopoda, and in illustration of the anatomy of thèse tribes,

diagrams and descriptions are given of the internai structures of the

mussel (anodon), the whelk (buccinum), and the common snail (hélix).

Whitehead continues his notes on the causes of "Early Mor-

tality," accompanying his remarks by référence to numerous tables.

He considers as erroneous the popular belief that half of the

children who are born, die before they hâve attained the âge of five

years. Such a notion must hâve been entertained by referring to

some specially unhealthy localities. Mr. Knaggs relates a case of

"Necrosis of the Fémur after Fracture," in which opérations were

performed for the renioval of the necrosed portions of bone, and the

patient recovered with a serviceable limb. Mr. Robert Elus de-

scribes the case of what he terms a " Model Hystérie," the patient

being a lady subject to a great variety of anomalous and most pain-

ful disorders, which were treated unsuccessfully by a host of

médical and snrgical appliances, including leeches, cupping, blister-

ing, catheterism, &c, but which at last gave way to the application

of electricity by the plan called Faradisation. In a letter from
Italy in another part of the Journal, mention is made of a new
opération for stone, recently introduced and practised by Dr.

Aymini, of Turin, by the agency of electricity, and called by him
" Lithomalacia Electrica." The stone is said to be crushed and
pulverized by the application to its substance of the two pôles of a

galvanic battery. It is also stated that Dr. Aymini intends to pro-

ceed to Paris and London.

' American Médical Times.' Dr. Detmold continues his lec-

tures on Military Surgery, the présent being on the subject of
" Feigned and Factitious Diseases." The diseases feigned or caused

artificially are diarrhœa, fever, hœmatemesis, contraction of limbs,

paralysis, epilepsy, incontinence of urine, ophthalmia, amaurosis,

chronic rheumatism, ulcers of the leg, and self-mutilation, and rules

are given for discriminating thèse affections, whether real or pre-

tended, and for treating malingerers. Dr. J. V. P. QuackenbusH
contributes a paper on the " Philosophy and Treatment of Pelvio

Présentations," and the resuit of his expérience is, to leave such

cases, for the most part, to the natural effects, at least until the

breech has passed the vulva, when manual interférence may be

necessary to complète the delivery of the head, but if ordinary and
gentle traction is insufficient, the forceps or the perforator may be-

come necessary. Dr. A. Lagling, of New York, relates a case of

spinal curvature in a girl, treated successfully by the application

of electro-magnetism to the spine, but the patient was also kept in

the prone position, friction with hair-cloths was employed, with

occasional baths, and syrup of iodide of iron was administered in-

ternally. A report is given of a meeting of the American Médical

Association, at which, among other matters, some important resolu-

tions were adopted on the subject of Médical Education. It may not

be generally known, perhaps, that the System of médical éducation

in the United States is at présent very lmperfect, and the steps now
taken by the Association are in the right direction. Candidates

for médical degrees are directed to engage in study for at least

tirée whole years, and ail Collèges are enjoined to require évidence

of preliminary éducation from the candidates.

REVIEW OF BOOKS.

A Handbook of Utérine Therapeutics. By Edward John Tilt, M.D
Member of the Royal Collège of Physicians, pp. 309. London,
1863.

Dr. Tilt has devoted many years to the practical study of the
utérus, and anything that cornes from his pen upon this subject
deserves attention. In the présent work he passes in review the
various therapeutical measures, both médical and surgical, which
are adapted to relieve the diseases of the organs peculiar to females.
His style is lncid, though sometimes rather quaint, and he is fond
of using Gallicisms, but on the whole his observations are those of
an intelligent observer and thoughtful practitioner. Considering
the very large numberof cases of utérine disturbance which come
under the notice of the profession, a work which treats specially of
such matters must possess very gênerai interest.

Under the head of Utérine Dietetics, Dr. Tilt insists on the
neeessity of vaginal injections, and condemns as insufficient the
use of the small glass or pewter syringe, commonly employed.
He recommends Coxeter's Vulcanised India-rubber Syphon syringe,
by which one or two pints ofwater may be injected and re-injected,
for any given time. Baths are very useful also in utérine com-
plaints, but, according to Dr. Tilt, they are not sufficiently em-
ployed to be of much service. He ridicules the idea of persons
remaining ten minutes or a quarter of an hour in the bath, and
thinks that a female patient cannot dérive the full benefit from
the remedy under an hour at least. The application of the Turkish
bath to the treatment of utérine affections is considered by Dr.
Tilt to be very limited, and he advises his patients not to use a
higher température than 125° F.

Notwithstandirig the objections commonly entertained at présent
against the antiphlogistic treatment by bleeding, purging, and low
diet, Dr. Tilt maintains that such a plan is oi'ten necessary, and he
regards the stimulant System, exclnsively carried out, to be full of
danger. In ail cases of inflammation, therefbre, where the patient
is plethoric, lie advocates the moderato abstraction of blood, either

by the arm, or, what is better, by the local application of leeches, or
by scarifications, and in many instances he recommends the use of

mercury, either taken internally or applied externally, and carried

to salivation. The use of stimulants in the présent day, Dr. Tilt

thinks has been carried too far, and he regards the administration of

large quantities of alcohol as highly objectionable in purely inflam-
niatory affections.

As may be expected of an intimate friend of Dr. Henry Bonnet,
and a follower of his practice, Dr. Tilt enters largely into the locai

treatment of diseases of the neck of the womb. The strong solution

of nitrate of silver (40 gr. or even 3ii to the ounce,) he regards as a

valuable application in some cases, and the acid nitrate of mercury
is occasionally useful, although it must be used with care, but
spécial commendation is bestowed upon the potassa fusa cum cake
as a local application, and its use is warmly defended against ail

assailants. Its dangers are said to hâve been greatly magnified

and Dr. Tilt déclares that he has never been able to melt down the

neck of the womb by means of this application, which is, in fact,

much milder than the potassa fusa.
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In the niechanical treatment of displacements of the wonib,

hypogastrie bandages are useful, and pessaries ot various construc-

tion are still more so, the form preferred by Dr. Tilt for the lat-

ter instrument being the globular, because it is most easily borne by

the pelvic visccra, and the best material is vulcanised india-rubbcr.

Air-pessariea are préférable to those inade of solid substances be-

cause they can be introduced empty, and afterwards filled, and

when it is désirable to withdraw the instrument, it is nierely ne-

cessary to let out the air, when the bag collapses, and is easily

removed. Dr. Tilt strongly condemns the use of iutra-uterine

pessaries, and he considéra the employment of the utérine soivnd to

be attended with great danger.

At the end of the book there is a sélect forraulary embracing

lotions, liniments, ointments, plasters, injections, euemata, mix-
ture*, and pills, employed in the treatment of utérine diseases.

Dr. Tilt's work is very creditable to his research and to his prac-

tical skill, and it will be an acceptable handbook on the shelves of

médical practitiouers.

On Effusions of Blood in the Neighhourhood of the Utérus ; or, the

so-caUed Peri-uterine Hœmatocele. By Henry M. Tuckwell,

M.A., M.B. (Oxon) pp. 41. Oxiord.

The affection which iorms the subject of this pamphlet has been
described by various authors, and it consists of an effusion of

blood iiito the vicinity of the utérus, either within or without
the peritoneal sac. It appears to be often caused by an obstruc-

tion to the natural outlet of the menstrual blood, and ils régurgi-

tation into the peritoneal cavity ; sometimes by hasmonhage into

the Fallopian tube at the menstrual epoch, or by rupture of the

sac in extra-uterine fœtation, or by escape of blood from a Graafian
vesicle, or by rupture of a varieose vein in the pampiuiform
plexus of the ovary. It usually occ\ire suddenlv, and at the period
of menstruation, and is sometimes fatal It may be mistaken for

abscess in the neighbourhood of the utérus, for certain ovarian
cysts, and for sanguineous cysts of the ovary. The treatment dé-
pends upon the extent of the disease, and the amount of constitu-

tional disturbance. When there is collapse, the hajmorrhage must,
il possible, be arrested, the patient's health supported, and the
pain relieved. In other cases, leeches may be apphed to tlie abdo-
men and opium admiuistered, but the most effectuai remedy, when
it can be employed, is the introduction of a trocar and canula, or

a bistoury, into the tiunour, and the removal of the blood. Of
twenty-five cases in which the opération was performed, only
two died ; ail derived immédiate benefit, and twenty-three re-

covered.

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE.

THE CASE OF THE CONVICT BURTON.
To the Editor of tlie Médical Circulât.

Sir,—I was sunimoncd alraost at the last moment to give évidence

at the late trial of the lad Buiton, at Maidstone, having been the

médical attendant of himself and his family.

During my short examination, I stated the opinion which I still

hold, that he is a homicidal monomaniac. My rcasons for having
corne to this conclusion are few, but cogent.

Fir.-t comes the fact of insanity having shown itself in his mother,
who lias twice attemptcd suicide—in his brother, who is decidedly

ofweak intellect ; and also in his aunt (his father's sister), wlio is

now an inimité of u lunutic asylum—thus we hâve insanity on both
sides, and let me hère remark, that the suicidai tendency in mother
and son is most striking, her unfortunate son, for the saine end,
having committed murder, it must be remembered, not for revenge,
not in anger, but merely for that end wliich the mother has twice

sought in vain, but which, if the sentence of death shouldbe carried

out, the son will hâve gained. The verdict for the suicide is " tem-
porary insanity." The same plea may surely be urged for this young
man, who, wbile seeking, like the suicide, his own destruction, lins,

at the same time, by a motiveless and insanc crime, made his in-

sanity more évident. It is no comraon criminal who has murdered
his enemy, or even an imaginary enemy, his victim was a little child

against wliom he bad no ill-feeling whatever, and his sole object was
to die by the hangman's hand. In référence to insanity leading " a
person to commit murder in order that he might die by the hand of
justice, Abercrombie (no mean authority) says in his work on the
" Intellectunl Powers," page 267, " Several instances are on record
in which this remarkable mental process was distinctly traced and
acknowledged, and in which there was no mixture of malice against
the indiyiduals who were murdered. On the contrary, they were gène-
rally chiUlren ; and in one of tbe cases, the maniac distinctly avowed
bis resolution to commit murder with the view of dying by a sen-
tence of the law, and at the same time, his détermination that his

victim should be a child, as he would thus avoid the additional guilt

ofsendinga person out of the world, in a state of uurepented sin.

The mental process, in such cases, présents a most interesling sub-
ject of reflection. It appears to be purely a process of association
without tbe power of reasoning."

Surely, when pronouncingjudgment on a criminal, we should not

be guided only by the circumstances of the act, however deliberate,

when that act is, in itself, an unaccountable one. We sliould look into

the antécédents of the accused, his habits, life, family, connexions, &c.

We will suppose that the scrutin) has taken place, what lias been the

resuit ( It is fourni that this boy was, to use a concise, but well-

understood expression, " never like other boys," ho was unsettled,

wild, cating soap and candies, cutting off the leg of a dead cat and
eating it raw, devouring tlie reinainder of the animal when baked in

a pie (this not from hunger), running till he was iu an exhausted

state in a wild senseless manner, the child of a suicidai monomaniac,
the brother of a half idiot, and the nephew of a lunatic aunt (bis

father's sister). That lie has made an unfavourable impression on
those who bave corne in contact with him during his short life is but

too true, and it is an interesting fact that two years ago, an intelli-

gent, good man, after having conversed with him, said that he could

make nothing of him, ami that if he was not mad tben, he feared he
would be so ère long. It is not always easy to distinguish between

moral depravity and moral insanity, until some wild tearful action

like this murder, and others of the same class, brin» out tlie lurking

insanity into bold outline. To my own mind, tlie utterly motiveless

nature of the crime, as regarded the poor child, with his perfect con-

viction of the conséquences of the act as regarded himself) are con-

clusive, when the wayward, fitful tempérament from thecradleto the

foot of thegallows isviewed by the liglit which hereditary insanity

throws upon it. I am, &c,
Chatham, April 2. Hkjginson Faylb, M.R.C.S.E.

MEDICAL PROVIDENT ASSOCIATION.
To the. Editor of the Médical Circulai:

Sut,

—

I beg leave to inform you that, in conséquence of the

various letters that hâve appeared in the Médical Journals on the

subject of Health Assurance, a meeting of médical practitiouers

was held at Cheltenham, on the 31st ultimo, for the purpose of

taking the matter into considération.

The meeting was held at the house of W. Dalton, Esq., F.RC.S.,

under the presidency of Dr. Abercrombie, F.R.C.P. It was con-

vened by circulars, signed by the above gentlemen, as well as by

Dr. Colledge, Mr. Rumsey, Dr. Eves, Dr. Kooke, and myself.

I will not attempt to give anything like a Verbatim report of the

remarks of the various speakers ; but will only say that the meet-

ing regarded the question under a threefold aspect :—Wishing to

ascertain, flrst, whether a Provident Association for the purpose of

giving its members an incorne during sickness, would be generally

acceptable and useful to the Frofession ? Secondly, what would

be its proper scope and aim '? Lastly, what would be the cost of

maintaining it in opération ? It was the opinion of the meeting

that the two first questions must be satisfactorily answered by the

Profession, as a necessary preliminary to the solution of the third

by an actuaiy.

It was therefore moved by Dr. Eves, seconded by Mr. Dalton,

and carried unanimously :

—

" That the proposition for the formation of a Médical Provident

Association, is one entitled to the best considération of the Profes-

sion."

It was moved by Dr. Hobson, seconded by Dr. Philson, and car-

ried unanimously :

—

" That the Editors of the Médical Journals be requested kindly

to give publicity to the following questions ; and that individual

practitiouers be requested to reply to them :

—

1. Do you thitik such an institution désirable for the Profession

generally î

2. Should you be inclinetl to become a subscriber ?

3. What has been, in weeks, your own annual average of sick-

ness sufficiently severe to disable you from practice ?

Having intimated to the meeting that I was prepared to reçoive

and arrange the answers to thèse questions, 1 was requested to

undertake the task. I hope that ail gentlemen who feel interest in

the matter, will favour me with early communications ; and, in a

fortnight from the publication of this paper, I purpose to commence
an analysis ot the letters I receive. If the scheme should be gene-

rally approved, a second meeting will be in a position to make
public an outline of the scope and aim of the association, as a basis

for the discussion of détails into which it would now be prématuré

to enter. As soon as this can be donc, it would be advantageous to

bold meetings in various parts of the country : but, at présent, in

the absence of further information, such meetings would hardly

produce benefit équivalent to the trouble and inconvenience of

holding them.
Having said thus much as the mouthpiece of the meeting, I

would beg leave most earnestly to urge the matter upon tlie atten-

tion of my Professional brethren. If a Provident Association can

be carried out at a moderate cost, it will be a great benefit to a largo

number of practitiouers ; and, on the other hand, if there be in-

superable difficulties or objections in the way, they may be now
brought to light, and the question set at rest for ever.

I am, &c, R. B. Carier.

Stroud, Gloucestershire, April 4, 1863.
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EPITOME OF THE REGULATIONS ON POOR-LAW
MEDICAL RELIEF, AS LAID BEFOEE THE SE-

LECT COMMITTEE.

Mr. Griffin has forwarded to us in a pamphlet the following

epitome :

—

Class o/Persons to be Entitled to Médical Relief.

1. A quarterly list of ail paupers in each médical district to be

niade out and given to the médical officer.

2. It shall be the duty of the médical officer to attend ail persons

on that list when sick, on the application of'the pauper, or any other

person on his behalf.

3. That it shall be the duty of the relieving officer, or, where there

is no relieving officer living within one mile from the abode of the

sick person, of the overseer, to give to a destitute person requiring

médical relief an order on the médical officer of the district; but if

the earnings of the entire family shall exceed 10s. per week (too

low), then the order shall be given as a loan only, and if the earn-

ings exeeed 20s. a week, then the médical officer may, if he think fit,

charge the patient for his attendance, and the order be void.

4. An order to continue in force until the ensuing quarter-day,

should the illness continue so long, or, if granted within fourteen

days prior to the end of a quarter, it is to continue in force until the

next ensuing quarter-day.

5. Patients under treatment on one quarterly list, if placed on the

next to be paid for as fresh patients. '

6. A médical man attending a poor person not on that quarterly

list, without an order, not to be required to repeat his attendance,

il' he so infonn the patient, until an order be procured, but if he
continues his attendance, and the guardians do not objeet to it at

their next meeting, then the médical officer is to be remunerated as

if an order had been obtained.

7. The duty of the guardians will be to examine the médical lists,

and strike ont ail names improperly recorded, but the médical offi-

cer is nevertheless to be paid for his past attendance at hait the

amount of an ordinary case of illness. Cases of childbirth or opéra-

tions to be paid for by the whole or part of a fee. The guardians

may reimburse themselves by declaring the relief a loan.

8. When the guardians décide that a loan is to be enforeed, it

shall be the duty of the clerk to forward the amount to the overseer
of the parisli, who shall collect it with the poors'-rate, and if it be
not paid, to summon the defaulter before the magistrates, as in the

case of an unpaid poors'-rate. The magistrates to hâve power to

enforce or remit the payment.
Election and Qualification ofMédical Officers.

9. Médical officers to be registered at the time of élection, and
qualified in accordance with the order of the Poor-law Board, in

force at the time of the élection. If impracticable to obtain a per-

son so qualified, then the guardians may employ, under certain con-

ditions, a person not so qualified, but only until the end of the

year, when the office shall be re-advertised as vacant, and a fresh

élection take place.

10. The Poor-law Board, under the advice of the General Council
of Médical Education and Registration, within six months after

passing this Bill, to issue an order declaring the requisite qualifica-

tions of a Poor-law médical officer, which order shall be revised from
time to time, if deemed désirable.

11. Assistants of médical officers to be inéligible for office.

Permanency of Appointment.
12. A médical officer résident in, or within one mile of, the work-

house, district, parish, or school for which he has been, ôr shall be
appointed, or may hereafter become so résident, shall be perma-
nently appointed to ail those parts of his district situated within six

miles of his résidence, subject, however, to Section 13, and correct
fulfilment of his duties, &c.

Change in the Exlent of a District.

13. Districts to be altered by the guardians, when deemed désir-
able, subject to the consent of the Poor-law Board, and to the pro-
viso that the médical officer already in office shall be entitled to
retain that portion of the district nearest his résidence without a ré-
élection.

Size of a District.

14. A médical officer not to hâve a district extending beyond six
miles from his résidence, or hâve more than 1,000 patients annually
under his care, whom lie is called upon to visit at their own houses,
exceptions to this rule provided for.

Médical Rémunération.
15. A fixed salary, founded on a triennial calculation of the num-

ber of patients and the distance of the farthest inhabited house in
the district.

The amount of payment to be not less than after the rate of 5s.

per patient up to 300 in number, and 2s. per patient for ail above
that number, with an additional payment of ls. per mile for each
patient, if the farthest inhabited house in the district be one mile dis-
tant, and so on in proportion to the distance.
Example.—A médical man has attended on an average during

the last three years 250 patients per annum, and the farthest in-
habited house in his district is distant over two and under three
miles, his payment will be fixed for the next three years as follows :

£ a. d.

250 patients at 5s. each . . 62 10
Mileage at 3s. each patient . 37 10

Total £100
Second Example.—A médical man has attended on an average

of the last three years 500 patients, at a similar distance (under
three miles).

£ s. d.

300 patients at 5s. each , . 75
200 at 2s. each . . 20
Mileage at 3s. each patient . 75

Total £170
The salary of themedical officer of a workhouse, infirmary, Iunatic

asylum, or school-house, to be paid after the same manner, but
instead ot mileage he shall be paid ls. for each attendance at the
workhouse, if situated within 1 mile from his résidence ; if beyond
that distance, an additional ls. per mile to be paid for each attendance.

Contracts now in existence to continue in force, if so desired by
any of the présent médical officers.

Tolls.

22. The Poor-law médical officer, whilst on duty visiting pauper
patients, to be free from tolls.

Assessed Taxes.

23. The Poor-law médical officer to be free of the taxes assessed

on one horse, carriage, and man-servant.

Méat, Wine, &c.

24. The relieving officer and master of the workhouse to obey the

directions of the médical officer in regard to diet for a sick patient,

until ordered to the contrary by the board of guardians.

Wine, brandy, and gin to be kept at the workhouse, dispensary,

or some other convenient place, and given out by the relieving

officer, master of the workhouse, dispenser, or such other person as

the guardians may direct.

Ail méat to be inspected by the relieving officer, or some other

person to be named by the guardians, before given to the poor, and
not to be given out for a longer period than three or four days at

one time.

Médical Relief not to he a Disqualification.

15. Médical relief, if unaccompauied by other relief, not to be
deemed parochial relief, &c.

Médical Disbursements whence Payable—Drugs.
26. Disbursements for médical relief to be paid in equal propor-

tions out of the common fund of the union, and such moneys as
may be provided by Parliament for the purpose. Poor-law Board
to hâve the power to order the establishment of dispensaries, and,
if they deem it expédient, provide drugs, and pay for thein out of
the moneys voted by Parliament towards médical disbursements.
Guardians not carrying out this Act are not to participate in any
Parliamentary grant.

Register of Diseases.

27. Relieving Officer to affix a mark weekly, in red ink,

against the names of ail persons in the receipt of médical relief

only.

Médical Officers to give an account half-yearly to the clerk of the

guardians of the number of deaths, number of cases of diphtheria,

choiera, diarrhœa, continued fever, scarlet-fever, measles, whooping-
cough, small-pox, or any other disease which the Poor-law Board
may deem it désirable to record.

Clerk of union to report thèse cases to the Poor-law Board.
Poor-law Board to report them to Parliament.

Médical Secretary.

28. Poor-law Board to appoint a médical secretary, who shall be a

registered médical man, and hâve been a Poor-law médical officer.

His duty shall be to conduct the médical correspondence, prépare

the médical report for Parliament, and adjudicate on ail matters in

référence to médical relief, subject to the confirmation ofthe Poor law

Board. His salary to be fixed by the Lord High Treasurer, or the

Commissioners of the Treasury.

Officers of Health.

29. Where médical officers of Health hâve not been appointed,

the Poor-law médical officers shall be the médical officers of

health for their respective districts, and receive such salaries

from the Consolidated Fund or the poors'-rate, as the Poor-law
Board shall direct.

Superannuation Allowance.

30. On the résignation of a médical officer, after not less than ten

years' service, from some infirmity of mind or body, which renders

him incapable to discharge the duties of his office, the guardians

shall pay him such a superannuation allowance as the Poor-law

Board may direct, the said allowance to be not less in amount
than one-third of the salary he was receiving at the time of his

résignation. The allowance to be considered as a disbursernent for

médical relief.
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Appointments Contmry to Régulation.

SI. The Poor-law Board annunll/ to lay before Parliaraent a list

of ail appointments uiado contrary to their rules and régulations,

and state the reasons which hâve mduced them to conûrin the said

appointments.
Dnties of a Médical Officer.

32. The régulations are nearly similar to those now in force.

Vaccination Régulations.

38. Thèse bave not jet boen laid betore the Commit t ce, but nre

pablished in the pamphlet headed "Evidence, 1861," copies of

which bave been forwarded to ail subscribers to the Association

since 1861, and new subscribers shall hâve copies, so far as those

in hand will permit.

PAELIAMENTARY INTELLIGENCE.

HOUSE OF LORDS
March 29th, 1863.

BIRTHS AND DEATHS REGI6TRATION (iRELAND) BILL.

On the motion lor the thiril reading of this Bill,

The Earl of Brandon proposed an amendment of which he liad

privately given notice to tue noble earl opposite, the efl'eet of which
was to assimilate the macbinery of registration in Ireland to that of

England. It was said that if his amendment were carried the Bill

would be lost, but he hoped their lordships would judge it uponits
own merits.

The Earl of St. Germons hoped that their lordships would not
agrée to the amendment.
The Earl of Leitrim supported the amendment.
The Earl of Derby thought that there nùght be an objection to

limiting the choice of theguardiaus to dispensary surgeons, because
in sonie cases, especially in large towns, those gentleman might be too
much occupied to be able efficiently to discharge the duties of the
office of registrar. He would, however, suggest to his noble friend
behind him that it would be as well he should not press his amend-
ment, but that he should allow the Bill to pass as it had been agreed
to in the House of Commons. The amendment was then withdiawn,
and the Bill passed.

HOTJSE OF GOMMONS.
Mabch 27th, 18C3.

THE CHATHAJI MURDER.
Mr. Blake asked the Secretary of State for the Home Department

whether, in the case of the convict Burton, now under sentence of
death at Maidstone Gaol for the inurder of a child at Chatham lines

an application was not made at the trial for the examination of the

prisoner by Dr. Forbes Winslow, or some other physician of expé-
rience in insonity, ond refused by the judge ; aud whether, taking
into considération the fact of Burton's inother being confined in a
lunatic asylum,and his brother not being of souud mind, it was his

intention to order such an examination to be now made? He was in-

formed that the prisoner's counsel applied to the judge to order that
the évidence of eminent médical men should be procured to show
whether, when the prisoner commited the act ne was labouring
un<ler insanity or not. Mr. Justice Wightman, however, stated

that he had no funds at his disposai for such a purpose. He trusted
that the right hou. gentleman would satisfy himself whether this

unhappy man was insane or not.

Sir G Gray was not aware that any application had been made
to the judge of the nature described by the lion, member. The de-
fence of the prisoner was his alleged insanity. Evidence was ad-
duced on the subject, and the judge laid downthelawin accordance
with the highest légal authorities. The jury, after Ml and patient
considération, were of opinion that the prisoner was inorally resyon-
•ible for his actions. In answear to the second question, ne had to
State that no facts had corne under his notice which would justify
•nch an examination.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

HOME CIRCUIT—Kingston, April 2.

(Before Mr. Justice Wightman aud a commun Jury.)

WEIS8 v. m'kenzie.
This was an action to recover 35/. for commission for procuring

the défendant a partnership in a médical business, and the cir-

cunistances were somewhat peculiar.
Mr. Hawkins Q. C, and Mr. Day were for the plaintif! ; and

Mr. Serjeant Ballantine and Mr. Watkin Williams for the défen-
dant.

The plaintiff in this action was a person named Martin Weiss, a
jntmber of the Jewish persuasion, who carries on the business of a
médical agency, aDd also a governess's institution and scholastic
agency^ in Jung William-street, and who styles himself " Dr.
Weiss," upon a diploraa of liceatiate of medicine granted by the
Dublin L'niversity. The défendant is Mr. Morel M'Keime, who
wa» fonaerly a médical officer of the London Hospital ; and the

action was brought to recover the sum stated as commission for the

plaintiff having procured him a partnership with a médical gentle-

man namedMargetson, in the course of last year. From the évi-

dence of the plaintiff it appeared that he had inserted certain ad-

vertisements in the ' Lancet,' and the défendant called upon him
and expressed a wish to become a partner in a good médical prac-

tice, and that he told him Dr. Margetson wos desirous to hâve a
partner, and the sum required would be 1001. He said that he at

the sanie time showed the défendant a circular, one of the tenus of

which was that in ail cases where he was the means of procuring
either a vendor or a purchaser of a partnership or a business he
expected to be paid .

r
> Mt cent, commission by both, and that,

although the défendant objected at first, he ultimately agreed to

thèse ternis. An arrangement having been completed between the
défendant and Mr. Margetson, the latter, it appeared, paid the
plaintiff 35/. as his commission, but the défendant repudiated the
alleged agreement, and the présent action was brought to recover
the amount. The plaintiff, who was called to prove the above
facts, was subjected to a severe cross- examination by Mr. Serjeant
Ballantine, in the course of which he admitted that at the last

Guildford assizes an action was brought against him by a young
lady for whom ha had iindertaken to procure a situation as gover-

ness to recover back a sum of 60/., which she alleged had been
obtained from lier by fraud, and that she obtained a verdict, and
he had been compelled to repay the mouey. It also appeared that

the " agencies " referred to were carried on in the naine of Weis»
and Co., but he said the " Co." had left the concern a year and a
half ago, and the Weiss and Co. now ail centred in his own person.

Mr. Serjeant Ballantine, in his address to the jury for the défen-

dant, characterised the action as an impudent attempt to extort

money from the défendant, who, he said, was a gentleman of

eminence in his profession, and a man of great respectability, and
who would never hâve thought of resisting such a claim if there

had been the slightest foundation for it.

The Défendant was then examined, and he denied in the most
positive nianner that the plaintiff ever called his attention to

the circulai' alluded to, or that anything was said about his

having to pay him a commission of 5 per cent., and he said

that he did not see the circular until after he had concluded the

arrangement with Mr. Margetson, and then the défendant sent him
one in a letter. He also stated that when the plaintiff made his

claim upon him he at once repudiated his liability, and he pressed

him to pay him, and said he should be sorry to be compelled to

bring an action against such a distinguished member of the
médical profession (a laugh).

Mr. Justice Wightman was abîut to sum up when the jury inter-

posed and said they were ail of opinion that it was unnecessary for

him to do so, as they were unanimous in returning a verdict for

the défendant.

Sheriffs' Court, Red Lion Square.
Johns v. Barker.

On Thursday last, an action was brought in the Sheriff s Court,
Red Lion Square, by a person named Johns, against Samuel Barker,
alias Dr. de Roos. The statement made by the plaintiffs Counsel
was that Johns saw an advertisement in the newspaper from Dr. de
Roos purporting to cure certain diseases, and that Johns accordingly
went to consult him, believing him to be a duly qualified médical
man. He paid a guinea and received a bottle of medicine, and he
subsequently wrote to the défendant, who in reply demanded the

further sum of 51., which was sent, aud more medicine was for-

warded. According to the statement of the plaintif!, the medicine
di 1 him no good, but he became worse after takiug it, and he
eventually went to a médical man in his neighbouihood and
recovered his health. The défendant Barker, or de Roos did not
appear, but allowed judgment to go by default, and the présent

inquiry was to assess the damages. The under Sheriff (Mr. Bur-
chell), instructed the jury that they must find for the plaintiff, and
they accordingly returned a verdict for 6/. ls. being the whole sum
paid by the plaintiff to the défendant.

IStilije, ittamages, anD Binty».

liIKTHS.
Callaguan.—On the 25th ult., at South mail, Cork, the wife of E.

Callaghan, M.D., of a son.

Fyffe. —On the 26th ult., at Upper Lecson street, Dublin, the wife of

W. Johnstone FyfTe, M.D., Surgeon 5th Oragoon Guards, of a son.

Lukyn.—On the 26th ult., at Kuhng, the wife of T. Lukyn, Dentist, of

a son.

Lindsay.—On tho 24th ult., at Pitcullen bank, Perth, the wife of W.
Lauder Lindsay, M.D., of a daughter.

Pear.se.—On ,the 29th ult., at Croekerbtown, Cardiff, the wife of F.

Pearse, LR.C.P.Ed., of a son.

Rose.—On the 28th ult., at Hampstead, the wife of H. Cooper Eose,

M.D., of a son.

Siordet.—On the 22nd ult., fit Mentone, neur Nice, the wifo of J.

Lewis Siordot, M.B., of a daughter.
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Skipton.—Ou the 27th ûlt, at Bollevue terrace, Edinburgh, the wife of

S. Stacey Skipton, M.D., of the 78th Highlanders, of a son.

MARRIAGES.
Hill—Newton.—On the 26th ult., at Manchester Cathodral, P. Hulme

Hill, L.F.P.S.Glas., of Barton Ilouse, Openshaw, Manchester, to

Elizabeth Harriett, youugest daughter of "W. Gibbon Newton, Esq.

Macnamara—Sidmoutii.—On the 19th ult., at Lcghorn, W. Mac-
namara, L.R.C.S.I., Assist-Surg. 4th Dragoon Guards, to Catherina

Amelia, eldest daughter of Oapt. Elphinstone, R.N., of Livonia, Sid-

moutii.

Quinn— Farley.—On the 7th of Jan., at Vizipagatam, T. Quinn, Esq.,

the Médical Department, to Mary Louisa, eldest daughter of W. S.

Farley, Esq.
DEATHS.

Brydges.—On the 13th ult., at Aylton, near Ledbury, AV. H. Brydges,

Surgeon, fornierly of Ledbury, aged 83

.

Brownbill.—On the 26th ult., T. F. Brownbill, F.R.C.S.E., of the

Cresceut, Salford, Manchester, aged 51.

Caswai.l.—On the 27th ult., at Tunbridge, C. Caswall M.R.C.S.E.,
aged 58.

Fooarty.—On the 21st ult, at Lawrence street, Drogheda, T. T.

Fogarty, M.D., J.P.

Hutcheson.—On the 24th ult., at Bath place, Ayr, "W. Hutcheson,
M.D., aged 56.

Kay.—On the 20th ult., at Bradford, Yorkshire, D. Kay, M.D.,
aged 46.

Martin.—On the 19th ult., at Langlands place, Dumfries, Jas. H.
Martin, Studeut of Medicine.

Martin.—On the 25th ult., at Ipswich, R. E. Martin, M.R.C.S.E., late

of Brighton, aged 45.

MEDICAL NEWS.
Royal Collège of Physicians of London.—At a gênerai

meeting of the Fellows held on the 30th ult., Thomas Watson,
M.D., Cantab., was elected Président of the Collège for the ensuing
year. At the same meeting, the followiug gentlemen, having
undergone the necessary examination, were duly admitted Mem-
bers of the Collège :—Henry Heanes Crucknell, M.B., King's Col-
lège Hospital ; Octavius Sturges, M. B., 35, Connaught-square ;

Henry Llewellyn Williams, M.D., 9, Leonard-place, Kensington.
The following gentlemen passed the Preliminary Examination in

the subjects of General Education on the 28th ult. ; Robert Mark
Bradford, Exeter ; Walter Branson, Worthing ; Henry Cheesman,
2, Finsbury-square ; Frederick Churchill, Backham-terrace, Lam-
beth ; Arthur Bowes Elliott, Richmond, Yorkshire ; Richard Hay,
Bridport, Dorset; Walter Smith, Ringwood, Hants ; Lyttleton

Stewart Winslow, Caius Collège, Cambridge.
Apothecaries' Hall.—The following gentlemen passed their

examination in the Science and Practice of Medicine, and received
certificates to practice, on the 26th ult. :—James Allen Haie, near
Liverpool ; Frederick Page Atkinson, St. Thomas'» Hospital

;

Thomas Baker, Birmingham ; Thomas Lawson, Craister, Leeds
;

Francis Blake Hutchinson, London ; John Page Julian, Durham
;

Samuel Lloyd, Smithwick ; George Ireland Russell, Gravesend
;

Robert Sidney Stone, Bath ; Henry Seekamp Ward, Horncastle ;

Henry Charles Wine, Bristol.

Typhus Fever at Preston has greatly decreased. This is no
doubt owing to the energetic labours of our médical brethren in
the cause of health..

The King of the Belgians has undergone another opération
for stone. Unfortunately Dr. Langiewicz has succeeded in extract-
ing only a small fragment, the principal calculus remaining.
Importation of Quinine.—In 1838 our importation of foreign-

niade quinine,taken for home consumption, was 101,705 ounces, of
and in the five subséquent years it was only half of that quantity.
In 1861 we imported 81,557 ounces, valued at 25,6357, and ex-
ported 47,427 ounces.

Consumption of Wine by Pauper Patients.—In 1862, 134
patients in the East London Union were supplied with wines and
spirits by the order of the médical attendants, the quantity being
130| gallons, at the cost of 140/. 12s. This évidences a wise eco-
nomy on the part of the guardians.

.
Idiotic Human Brain.—We learn tnat it is the intention of

Mi. R. T. Gore, of Bath, to lay before the Anthropological Society
of London on Tuesday, the 7th instant, évidence of the brain of a
lemale microcéphale, aged forty-two, of whom the brain weighed
only lOoz. 5dr., asmaller weight than hitherto recorded.
Muscular Electricity.—Ranke, the German physiologist, has

published, amongst the results of his investigations into the pheno-
mena of electric currents in the muscles, the fact that dead muscle,
is a much better condnctor of electricity than the living muscle
because, as he j udges, of the présence of '

certain products of décom-
position which do not appear till after death.
Importation of Peruvian Bark.—The average importation of

Peruvian bark for five years ending 1840 was 280,000 lbs. In 1845,
5078 cwt. was received, of which 4100 cwt, was re-exported. In
1850 the importa had increased to 10,536 cwt., and from that period
they gradually advanced to 27,598 cwt, in 1856, the largest quantity

ever received. Siuce that time there has been a steady retrogres-
sion to 21,000 cwt. in 1857, 18,000 cwt. in 1858, and 9000 cwt. in
1860. In 1861 there was a partial recovery to 12,477 cwt., of the
estimated value of 185,672/.

Government Grants to Médical and otheb Institutions.—In the House of Commons on Thursday week the following sums
were voted :—3752/. for the inspection of lunatic a svlums in Ire-
land

; 48,511/. for the General Register Offices in England, Scotland,
and Ireland ; 2098/. for quarantine expenses. The following sums
were voted for the Dublin médical charities :— 1600/. for the Lock
Hospital ; 700?. for the Rotunda Lying-in Hospital ; 200/. for the
Coombe Lying-in Hospital ; 1500/. for the Cork-street Fever Hos-
pital ; 600/. for the Meath Hospital ; 100/. ior St. Mark's Opthal-
mic Hospital ; 1300/. for Dr. Steevens's Hospital ; and 245/. for the
Board of Superintendence and Dublin Hospitals.

The Income of St. Bartholomew's Hospital last year was
54,767/. towards which only 579/. was contributed in benefactions.
The amount received from rents was 29,260/. dividends on stock,

4870/. The total outlay during the year was 40,646/. It would
appear that the funds of this royal hospital are judiciously managed.
Hydrophobia.—During a séries of experiments made by Pro-

fessor Renault, and communicated to the Academy of Sciences,

respecting the period required for the development of symptoms of
hydrophobia, he caused 131 dogs to be either bitten by mad dogs,

or inoculated with their saliva. Of thèse, 63 showed no symptoms
during a period of four months, and were therefore considered free.

Of the remaining 68, 31 became mad after the 40th day ; 23 after

the 45th ; 16 after the 50th ; 14 after the 55th ; 12 after the 60th ;

8 after the 65th ; 7 after the 70th ; 3 after the 80th, and 1 upon
the 118th.

Cambridge University Muséum.—The new muséums and
lecture rooms will be arranged about a quadrangular court, the

building on the east side of which will be occupied by the Professor

of Comparative Anatomy, and by the Muséum of Zoology, in close

proximity to the building at présent occupied by anatomy, chemistry
and botany, which will be altered for the réception of human ana-
tomy and chemistry only.

Testimonial to Mr. P. Humbley Banks, M.R.C.S. and his
Wife.—On the occasion of Mr. and Mrs. Banks leaving Essex to ré-

side at Risley, Bedfordshire, they were presented, the former with a
time-piece, and the latter with a silver salver. The inscription on
the time-piece was as follows :

—" Presented to Mr. P. H. Banks,
M.R.C.S. and L.A.C., by a few friends, in token of their high
esteem lor his kind ancl energetic conduct in promoting the welfare
of the inhabitants gencrally of this locality." The inscription on
the salver was— " Presented to Mrs. P. II. Banks, with kindest
wishes, by a few lady friends of Barking-road, Essex."

The Whitworth Fever Hospital, Dublin.—The ' Irish
Times ' in référence to a récent allégation of the " uselessness " of
the above hospital by the writer of a letter signed " Medicus," says
that at no period since its institution has it been so fully occupied
or so much appreciated. The number of patients admitted was
112 in 1861, and 144 in 1862 ; the dispensary attendance3
amounted to 1600. The utility of the hospital is limited only by
its extents and by its means.
Minéral Sprinos of France.—France boasts the possession of

165 minerai springs, the greater part of which are controlled by
the Government. The most famous is that of Vichy. Professor Chas
Lee states that up to the 20th of August, 1862, no less than 15,483
patients had registered their names in that year to try the waters,

besides 1,324 servants who accompanied them. The springs, nine
in number, were first taken possession of by Napolean the First, in
1810 ; there are now 306 bath-rooms, and 39 -ooms for douche-
baths. There is also a good export trade from Vichy, for, in 1861,

the Government sent out and sold 1,250,000 bottles of water, in ad-

dition to an immense quantity of dried salts extracted from the

waters, and pastilles made for the Government from the same salts

The town itself, consisting of an old and new part, is a wretched
place. Passengers run to it by train from Paris in about nine hours.
— ' Social Science Review'.

Insane Poor.—On the lst of January, 1862, there were in Eng-
land and Wales (not including a few parishes making no returns

concerning their poor) 946,1 66 paupers chargeable to the Poor-rates,

and of this number 34,271 were insane—namely, 22,960 lunatics

and 11,311 idiots ; in other words 362 per cent, of the pauperism
was ascribable to insanity, the lunatics being 2'43 per cent., and
the idiots 1-19 per cent. 14,936 were maies, 19,335 females.

18,318 were in county or borough lunatic asylums, 1193 in regis-

tered hospitals or licensed houses, 8603 in union or parish work-
honses, 985 in lqdgings or boarded out, and 5172 resided with
relatives.

The Royal Society.—General Sabine, Président of the Royal
Society, held his first conversazione for the présent season on Satur-

day evening last at Burlington-house. The reception-rooms were
furnished for the occasion with interesting objects of science and
art, among which the most attractive were Professor J. Clerk Max-
well's apparatus for viewing the mixed colours of the spectrum,

and his dynamical top ; Dr. B. G. Babington's morphonieter, an
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instrument invented in Austria for the firing of mines by frictional

electrioity ; Mr. Crooku's spécimens of the newly-discovered métal

thallium in its Tarions forins ; a portion of the Mediterranean

cable, from a depth of
è
seventy fathoms, between Sardinia and

Africa, incrnsted with corallines and other spécimens of marine

zoology, exhibited by Mr. Fleming Jenkin, together with curious

ova and moss-like végétation from a thuusand fathoms' depth ; Dr.

Oobbold's préparations, showing the important advantage which
naturalists may fiud in solutions of magenta, for rendering visible

minute anatomical détails; Mr. Olley's brilliant chromophoto-
graphs ; Mr. Frank Buckland's artificial breeding of fish, in full

opération ; a number of spécial relies and memorials of Linnteus,

exhibited by the Linnœan Society ; an élégant model ot the shield

ship designed by Captain Coles, and models of the double screw

gunboats constmeted by Messrs. Rennie for the service of the

Spanish Government at the Philippines. The assemblage of

nattais, which was numerous and anuuatcd, did not separate till a

late hour.

Health op London during the Week ending March 28th.

—A high rate of mortality has prevailed in London during the last

three weeks in March. In the second and third weeks the deaths

•were respectively 1561 and 1624 ; in the week that endcd last

Saturday they were 1594. There were 34 deaths from small-pox

in the week. The deaths from measles rose to 57. Phthisis was
fatal in the week in 171 cases; bronchitis was fatal in 176 cases

;

and pneumonia in 92 cases.

The births were—boys, 1085; girls; 1073.

Médical Appointmbnts.—W. Aitkin,M.D., Assist.-Surg. Madras
Service, has been promotedto Surgeon in succession to Linton, retired.

—R. A. Barker, Bengal Service, has been appointed Médical Officer

ot Cacliar.—T. \V. Bullock, M.R.C.S.E., has been appointed Surgeon

to the Warwickshire Yeonianry Cavalry, vice Hiron, resigned.—R.

Chandra Chandra, M.R.C.S.E., Indian Service, Assistant-Surgeon

Kaniroop Régiment, has been directed to afford médical aid to

Detachments of the 21st and 28th Native Infantry, conséquent on
the departure of Surgeon-Major J. Jowett.—T. E. Charles, M.D.,
Assistant-Surgeon Indian Service, has been directed to afford

médical aid to the 40th Native Infantry as a temporary arrange-

ment.—W. Creagh, Assistant-Surgeon H Battery 14 Brigade Royal
Artillery Indian Service, has been directed to afford médical aid to

the Division and Brigade Staff of the Station at Benares.—J. J.

D'Altera, M.R.C.S.E. Assistant-Surgeon F Battery 14th Brigade

Royal Artillery Iudian Service, has been directed to take médical

charge of the 16th Brigade, in addition to his other duties.—J. G.

Davidge, Staff Assistant-Surgeon attached to the 52nd Régiment,

has been directed to take médical charge of the 4th Battery 16ih

Brigade Royal Artillery at Hazareebagh.—J. Dorward, Surgeon-

Major Madras Service, Acting Deputy Inspector-General of Hospi-

tals.—N. Ffolliott, L.K.Q.C.P.I., Staff Assistant-Surgeon, has been

diiected to assume médical charge of D Battery 19th Brigade Royal

Artillery at Ferozepore.—E. A. Fitzgerald, Assistant.Surgeon Indian

Service, doing duty with the Artillery Division, has been directed to

assume médical charge of the lst Native Infantry, vice Assistant-

Surgeon R. Adams, M.D. ; and he has passed his examination in

Hindustanee.—P. G. Fitzgerald, M.D., Assistant-Surgeon Madras
Service, has been promoted to Surgeon in succession to Forbes,

retired.— G. Grant, Indian Service, officiating Civil Assistant-

Snrgeon, has been appointed to médical charge of a Detach-

ment of the 3rd Bengal Cavalry, in addition to his other duties.

—W. H. Harris, M.D., 2nd Class Assistant-Surgeon Madras
Service, bas attained tbe position of lst Class Assistant-Surgeon.

—

T. Williams Hughes, M.R.C.S.E., Assistant-Surgeon, R.N. Nov. 6th

1856, has been appointed to the " Archer."—W. Jobnston, M.D.,
Surgeon-Major Madras Service, doing duty with the 17th Hrigado
Royal Artillery, has been directed to do duty with tlie 3rd Royal
Horse Brigade at Bangalore, vice Rogers, appointed Acting Gurrison
Surgeon.—W. II. Leslie, M.B., Assistant-Surgeon 48th Foot, has

Eassed his examination in Hindustanee, at Lucknow.—C. Clark
rinton, M.R.C.S.E., Deputy Inspector-General of Hospitals Madras

Service, lias retired from the service on the pension of 500(. per
annum.—Owen Jeffries Llewellyn, Surgeon R.N. May 23rl, 1861,
has been appointed to the " Archer."—G. Mackay, M.D., Surgeon
Madras Service, from the 44th Native Infantry, to do duty with
the 17th Brigade Royal Artillery until further orders.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE WEEK.
Wcdmsday, April 8.

Opérations at Middlesex Hospital, 1 p.m.; St. Mary's Hospital, 1 p. m.
;

University Collège Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Hunteriau"Society, 8 p.m.—Dr.
Fowler, "On a Case of Lacération of the Vagin* during Labour : a
Medico-Legal Question."

7'hursday, April 9.

Opérations at St. Georges Hospital, 1 p.m. ; Central London Onlithalmic
Hospital, 1 p.m.; London Hospital, 1J p.m. ; Royal Free Hospital, 14
p.m. ; Great Northern Hospital, King's cross, 2 p.m. ; London Sur-
gical Home, 2 p.m. ; West London Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Ortho-
pajdic Hospital, 2 p.m.

Friday, April 10.
Opérations at Westminster Ophthalniic Hospital, 1J p.m.

Saturday, April 11.
Opérations at St. Thomas's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St Bartholomew's Hospital,
ljp.m. ; King's Collège Hospital, 1A p.m. ; Chaiing-cross Hospital,
2 p.m.

Monday, April 13.

Opérations at Lock Hospital, Dean street, Soho, Clinical Démonstrations
and Opérations, 1 p.m. ; St. Mark's Hospital for Fistula and other
Diseases of the Rectum, lj p.m. ; Metropolitan Free Hospital,
2 p.m.

Tuesday, April 14.

Opérations at Guy's Hospital, 1J p.m. ; Westminster Hospital, 2 p.m.

Lewis,

BOOKS RECEIVED FOR REVIEW.
On Human Entozoa. By Dr. W. A Smith. London : H. K.

15 Gower street, North.
The Urine in Health and Diseases. By Dr. A. H. Hassall. Second

Edition, London : John Churchill aud Sons, New Burlington street.

The Médical Critic. No. 10. Loudon : J. W. Davies, 54 Princes street,

Leicester square.

The Journal of Mental JScience. Edited by C. L. Robertson, M.B.,
Cantab, April, 1863. London : John Churchill and Sons.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Dr. W. F. is thanked for his papers, and his request shall be complied
with.

Chirurgus.—The dose is half-a-giaiu to a grain, but the effects must be
watched.

Mr. J. W. M.—The appointment was noticed in our last number.
Juvenis.—Tho Report has been received, and will be inserted as soon as

possible.

Mr. H. Fayle, Chatham, is thanked for his communication.
A Couktry Surgeon.—The newspaper has been received.

M.D. —There is no truth whatever in the rumour to which you alludo.

Mr. R. B. Carter.—Communication received and inserted.

Great SavinginthePurchase
of KEWMEDICAL GLASSBOTTLESand PHIALS

of the beat Manufacture, at the NORTH LONDON GLASS
BOTTLE WORKS.—I. I8AACS and COMPANY, Pro-
pnetors.—London Warehousea, 24 aud 25 Francis street,

Tottenham-court road, W.C.

Best quality. Per gros?

.

6 and 8 oz., an y shape, plain, or graduâtod,
clear, blue, tlnted 8s. Od.

S and 4 m., ditto, ditto ..7 8
} oz. Moulded Phiala > i 4 6
1 oz. ditto . . (of a very superior li f
Uoz. ditto .. f quality .. ..") 6
«I. ditto .. J 17

".itco!»» aoAiiTY. Per gros*.
and 8 oz., any shape, plain, or graduated 7

S and 4 oz., ditto ditto .. ..6 6
i oz. Moulded Phiala 10
loz. ditto 6
1 1 oz ditto 6 6
2 oz. ditto 6 6

No reuuttauce required until the goods are received.

Ko charge for package* Prompt attention tocountry
orders. P. O. orders to be mode payable to Isaacs and
Company, at lotteubam-court road. Chèques crosscd
Unity Bank, Western Brandi. Eatablished upwarda or
70yeara.

W illiams and Son's Pure
GLYCERINE SOÀP, analysed by Dr Hofmann

F.R.S, and Professor Redwood, Pli. D.—Strongly recom-
mended by rr.anyeminent Members of the Médical Profes
sion, and favourably noticed by the following Médical
Journal» :

—

The Lanckt.
The Médical Times and Gazette.
The iiitiTisii Médical Journal.
The Médical Circulai*.
The Kdinbukgh Médical Journal.
The Dublin Hospital Gazette.

It 1b suited to ail cases of délicate skin, whelher arislng

from discase or otherwisc, and is aduiirably adapteu for

nursery use.

May be had of ail respectable Chemists, Perfumers, &c,

Soap Works, Clerkenwell. London,

"IVredical Fixtures and Glass
-*-'-- MANUFACTOEY.3 Llverpool street, Bishopsgatc,

London.
FILMER KIDSTON, begs to inform Geatlemen Com-

mencing or Altering in the above Profession, that lie

has an extensive assortment of Slior and SCUGEKY
FXTTING8, OLA9S, EAKTHKNWARE, &c, of the most
improved style and make, on view.—Plans and EstimateB
furnished. — An assortment of Becond-hfl 'd Fittings,
Bottles, Eartlieuware, etc. etc.

G.reat Réduction
inthe Priées

of new MEDICAL GLASS BOTTLES and PHIALS
at the Islington Glass Bottle Works, Islingi'on place, Park
road. London Warehouses, 19 Bread st. hill, Up. Thames st.

City, B.C., and ^ Upper Copenhagen st., Bmnsbmy road,

Islkigton. E. and H. HARRI8 and Co., Proprietors.

best quality only. Per gross

6 and 8 oz., any shape, plaiu or graduated,

clear blue tinted 8s

3 and 4 oz., ditto, ditto ditto 7

\ oz. White Moulded Phials \

l iz. ditto ditto .. (_Of a very sup-

1) <>z. ditto
*2 oz. ditto

ditto
ditto

rior qualiM?

0d
6

6

Immédiate attention to country orders No remittiince

required until the goods are received. Packages free

Gooda delivered free withln seveu miles. Poet-oJnoe order *

niade jiayable to E. and H. Harris and Uo.. at thu Cliitf

rnce London.—Bankers. Union lîiuik of London.

N.B. Orders seut to eitlier establishments will uuiet »'ith

prompt attention.

Prlze Medal. International, Exhibition, 1862.

J? K. Gustav Ernst, Ortlio-
-*- • PJÎDIC and ANATOMICAL M.\( IlINE.iT, Manu-
facturer of Surgieal Instruments, Elastle Bandage», 4o *c

19 Calthorpc street, Gray's inn road, W.C.

V
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SCIENTIFIC MISCELLANEA.

The Water-cure in Puriform Ophthalmia.—Wo pub-

lished in the ycar 1847 (Art. 3444) an intcresting papcr

on the use of the ocular douche in Mr. Chassaignac's

infant ward. It appears from this memoir, and likewise from

a subséquent communication of Professor Yelpeau to the

Academy of Sciences (Art. 3450), on the same subject, that

this treatment was resorted to in 71 cases of puriform oph-

thalmia, and that in no instance was loss of sight observed, or

spots on the surface of the cornea. This resuit is especially

deserving of attention, inasmuch as at the Foundling Hospital,

where Mr. Chassaignac carried on his researches, the cases of

ophthalmia amounted to 250 or 300 in a total of 600 patients,

and that omitting the instances in winch death wa3 iuduced

by the disease, blindness followed in 8 or 10 of the children.

Since that period, Mr. Chassaignac and several of his former

pupils, Messrs. Léon Eieux, A. Fournier, and Bricheteau, bave

frequently ascertained the undoubted efficacy of the oeular

douche in the puriform ophthalmia of children and adults.

Thus the Bulletin de Thérapeutique informs us that the

method was recently resorted to by Mr. Bricheteau in thirty

children, twenty of whom were more than two years old,

and were perfectly cured in an average of ten days ; the

remaining ten were new-born infants, and hère again the treat-

ment was perfectly successful, vision being in ail cases preserved

in its integrity. At the Hospital of La Maternité, Mr. Danyau
also follows this course of treatment with results deserving of

notice.

" During the first quarter of the year 1862," says Mr. Mvert,
an Interne of that Institution, in an appendix, to Mr. Bri-

cheteau's memoir, " 600 births took place at La Maternité
;

139 of the infants becamo affected with inflammation of the

conjunctiva, the ophthalmia being puriform in 20 per cent, of

the cases. Cold-water douches were prescribed in every in-

stance, and in the severest only was a collyriiun of nitrate of
silver (5 gr. to the ounce) applied to the eyes. The intensity

of the inflammation was not uniform. 39 were mild cases ; in

61 the symptoins were more important, and 35 were of the

most aggravated character.

" The following were the results attained :—72 children left

the hospital in a perfectly satisfactory condition, after complète

restoration of the eyes ; 45, when discharged, still preserved a

morbid degree of vascularity of the conjunctival surface, but

were obviously doing wejl ; 1 7 infants were removed by their

mothers, during the progress of treatment, and before any
material improvement had set in ; 5 only died ; they were,

moreover, born prematurely, and were carried on" by sclerema,

or gastro-intestinal complications."

Whether, in thèse cases, the douche is nierely a more
powerful détergent than coiumon injections, or, as Mr.
Chassaignac opines, a local modificator of great energy, no
doubt can be entertained as to its efficacy. We shall, therefore,

briefly state the mode of opération recommended by Mr.
Chassaignac.

The only instrument required is to be fourni in the poorest

dwellings, and consists in the tin-funnel usod for watering the

fioor. To the pipe is adapted an India-rubber tube, and the

apparatus, being previously tilled with water, is suspended to

the ceiling or to a nail immediately above the child's head.

The stream of water is thon directed to the bridge of the nose,

and to the open eye, the strength of the douche being gradually

increased. In hospital the réservoir is attached to the cross-

bar above the bed, and contains four pints of water ; the
extremity of the tube is supplied with a cock, and the water
runs through a waterproof cloth groove into a tub placed on
the floor.

The douche should last from eight to twelve minutes, and
be repeated as often as may be requiied by the severity of the

«ymptoms, or the nature and abundance of the morbid sécré-

tions. Mr. Chassaignac uses water at the température of in-

door fountains, or of wells in summer, and lias also rocourse

to astringent collyria, two or three grains of nitrate of silver,

or of sulphate of zinc, to the ounce of water, for instance. In
order to prevent agglutination of the eye-lids, it is furtlier

désirable to lubricate the palpebral margin with «unie greasy
substance, such. as glycérine or cucuniber cerate.

Efficacy op Dry Air, Exposure to the Sun, and
Motion, in the Treatment of White Sweixings.—Mr.
Decondé, a Belgian Military Surgeon of considérable
ability, expresses his opinion that anti-scrofulous treatment
can be successful in the treatment of white swelliugs, but when
combined with appropriate diet, exercise, and exposure to the
sun. This gentleman conçoives white swelling to be the
articulai- manifestation of scrofula, and as this diatbesis is

chiefly developed under the influence of cold and damp, the
first élément of the médication must be pure, dry, and warm
air ; the action of ail the organs must, in addition, be
methodically stimulated. Now, the measures usually adopted
are not calculated to promote this objeot. If a child or youth
suffers from white swelling, be is doomed to immobility, and
often confined in dark and insufficiently ventilated apartments.
The diseased limb is included in a more or less permanent
bandage, muscular atrophy follows, the skin becomes soft and
tender, and the chances of preserving even partial movement
in the joint are thus thrown away.

When white swelling is the conséquence of acute arthritis,

Mr. Decondé institutes the following treatment :

The gênerai remédies consist in the exhibition of cod-liver

oil and iodide of potassium
;
generous and stimulating diet is

necessary, and exercise in the open air, together with fréquent

exposure to the sun, are prescribed.

Locally, in disease of the elbow, for instance, the affected

joint is frequently exposed, protected with a thin pièce of

niuslin, to the rays of tho sun, the arm is kept as dry as

possible, and frictions are performed night and morning with

cod-liver oil, or with tho following ointment :

R Potassii iodidi, 3j- ;

Adipis, §j. ;

01. jecoris morrhuae, 3iv.

Previously to each embrocation, the skin of the arm should

be carefully cleaned with alcohol. If abscesses arc présent,

they must be opened, and their contents removed, so as to

prevent the contact of moisturc, and the wounds or sinuses

should be dressed with cod-liver oil or basilicon ointment.

Movenients compatible with the condition of the joint should
be imparted to the limb, irrespectively of the theoretical views
prévalent on the subject. At night the limb may be rendered

immovable by the application of a paste-board shell.

Mr. Decondé generally prefers beginning the treatment in

spring, and if the summer proves fine, great progress bas been
ruade towards a cure when winter returns. Some few abscesses

may then reappear, but in the course of the second summer a

complote recovery may be confidently anticipated.

Neuralgia and Dysmenorrhœa cured by the use
of Valerian-Baths.—"We find in the same periodical

the particulars of a case related by Mr. Barella, of Marche-
les-Ecoussines, which illustrâtes the efficacy of the Valerian-

baths recommended by Mr. Beau, for tue treatment of various

norvous affections of women, such as hysteria, utérine pain,

nervous vomiting, nervosism, neuralgia, etc. The patient was
an unniarried woman, aged 45, who for three years had sutfered

at each catamenial period, intolérable pain, followed by flood-

ing, and who complained in tho intervais of the menses of

neuralgia in the right or left hypochondriac région, extending

to the stomach or loft iliac fossa, and marked by shooting pains

which compelled absolute immobility of the body.

After vainly resorting to numerous methods of treatment,

Mr. Barella prescribed valerian-batbs, prepared as we bave
statedon a former occasion (Art. 6277), by the addition to the

water of a common batb of an infusion of 16 oz. of dried

chips of Valerian-roots, in six pints of boiling water.

Eight of thèse baths wero taken between two catamenial

periods ; under tho salutary influence of this treatment, the

menses retiirned without pain, and the flow was moderato.

The neuralgia also disappeared, with the exception of a slight

stitch in the side. The same System has been persevered in

with the best effects. The author expresses a doubt whether
the cure is to be reforred to the agency of tho valerian or the

tepid baths ; but this method of treatment gave a degree of

relief which in spite of ail tho modicines exhibited previously

for several mouths, had never before beeu experienced.
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Tonic Effects of Préparations of Cinchona.—The
therapeutic effects of Peruvian bark are twofold ; anti

periodic and tonic Setting aside the former, we will, on the

présent occasion, advert to its analeptic virtucs only, and re-

produce the following reniarks published by Dr. Corlieu in the

Gazette des Hôpitaux, on the comparative value of the various

fornis under winch the drug is daily exhibited.

Cinchona bark," says Mr. Corlieu, " was at first prescribed

in the shape of a powder, but this mode of administration is

open to the objection that the powder contains many useless

éléments ; in décoction or macération, water dissolves but a

portion of tho active principle. Syrups and highly saccharine

tcines hâve the same disadvantage.
" Alcoholic préparations enjoy the very great privilège of

representing exactly the bark, minus the ligneous fibres, but

do not, however, dissolve the active ingrédient in its integrity.

Acids décompose the various compounds of quina and cinchona,

and form with the alkaloids very soluble salts. Now wine

contains, in addition to alcohol, the tartaric and malic acids,

and is a perfectly appropriate excipient of ail the médicinal

principles contained in Peruvian bark The strongest wine

will bê, therefore, the best for the purpose.
" TVhite wines," says Mr. Briquet, " are the most powerful

solvents of the alkaloids contained in Peruvian bark. Mr.

Garot has experimentally demonstrated that thèse wines de-

prive cinchona of two-thirds of its active principle. Although
they contain a certain amount of tannin, it does not, froni some
peculiarity of its condition, combine with the alkaloids, and
form insoluble compounds. The salts of quinine remain per-

fectly dissolved, and impart to the wine their fébrifuge vir-

tucs ; the rin de Séguin is an instance in point, (a)

" The object of the practitioner in prescribing the infusion

of bark in syrups or in sweet wines is to mitigate the bitterness

of the drugs, but this is effected only at the expense of its

emcacy."

Mr. M. Sims Procédure for the Cure of Vesico-

Vaoinal Fistula.—Inclusion of the Os Uteri with-

in the Bladder.—An opération for the cure of vesico-

vaginal fistula wasperformed on the 28th of February, 1863,

by Mr. M. Sinis, in the présence of Professor Rayer, Mr. A
Guérin, Sir J. Olliffe, and the translater of the présent periodi-

cal. The patient, a woman aged twenty-eight, had suffered

from incontinence of urine for three years, since lier last con-

finement. The fistula was ofconsiderable magnitude, but an

accidentai partition which obstructed the vagina required to be

divided before the operator couldjudge of the extent of the in-

jury. "When this preliminary step was effected, the entire wall

of the vagina up to its insertion upon the cervix, was found to

hâve been destroyed, and in order to reconstruct the bladder it

was necessary to include the os uteri within its cavity, and seven

sutures were required. The opération was performed with
Mr. Marion Sims habituai and well-known dexterity, and per-

fect cicatrisation has been obtained. We again saw the patient

on the 9th of March, and a complète cure has taken place.

At this date, menstruation had returned, and the catamenial

discharge flowed through the bladdor. Mr. Sims informs us
that in fourteen other cases he has been obliged to resort to a

similar procédure, and that the menstrual exudation not being
liable to coagulate within the bladder, no bad results were in

any instance, observed. This is the ninth opération per-

formed by Mr. Sims, in the City of Paris ; ail hâve been suc-

cesssfuL

PRESCRIPTIONS AND FORMULAS.

Utérine ILemorrhaoe, and Partial Rétention of
the Placenta, Efficact of Alum.—Dr. D. Betz, of
Heilbronn, who six years ago, already brought forward his
views on this subject, again invites the attention of the Pro-
fession to a procédure at once effîcacious and innocuous, which
the Courrier Méditai describes as follows :

(a) Briquet, on Cinchona.

For the purpose mentioned in tho heading of the présent

article, Mr. Betz uses rounded pièces of alum of the size of a
bean, which he inserts into the vagina and even into the os

uteri. The effects of the remedy are in gênerai promptly ob-
servable, and especially in cases of partial rétention of the
placenta ; and if the obstructing coagula are previously re-

moved, the introduction of fragments of alum once or twice a
day, causes in the course of two or three days, the expulsion of
the remains of the after-birth, whether the case be one of pré-

maturé or of^natural.labour. The alum induces no pain beyond
a sensé of constriction of the external organs, and leaves no
scars whatever.

Disinfectino Power of the Permanganate of Potash.—Mr. Demarquay has of late resorted with much suc-
cess to the solution of permanganate of potash, for the purpose
of disinfection in cases of ulcerated cancer, or fetid discharges
from wounds. Our English readers are acquainted with the
properties and mode of préparation of this substance which Mr.
Demarquay has imported from the London hospitals, and it is,

therefore, unnecessary to dilate on the subject, beyond the
statement of the good results attained by its Use in cancer of
the womb, and in ulcers of an unhealthy nature.

Arsenical Compounds in Gastralgia.—Mr. Millet,

of Tours, states in the Revue de Thérapeutique, that the
efiîcacy of tris-nitrate of bismuth in certain forms of

gastralgia is mainly referrable to the présence of arsenic in the

powder. If the bismuth is pure, it is worthless ; and as it

has of late considerably risen in price, Mr. Millet substitutes

arseniate of soda for the tris-nitrate, as follows :

For poor patients he prescribes

Jl Sodse arseniatii, gr. j. ;

Aq. destill, §ijsa.

Alcohol, 9j.

Dose : one teaspoonful morning and evening, before moali.

To persons in easy circumstances, he recommends :

B< Sod» arseniatis, gr. j. ;

Syrupi cinchonse, gix.

Dose : one tablespoonful morning and evening, before break-

fast and dinner.

One or other of thèse préparations generally iuduces marked
improvement in the course of forty-eight hours, and the

amendment is occasionally so great, that the patient is

tempted to discontinue the use of the remedy, which should,

however, be persevered in for about ten days. Should the

symptoms after this period not hâve entirely subsided, the

same remedy should again be prescribed for a second time.

Mr. Millet does not ventuio to assert that an entire cure will

always thus be effected, but he confidently predicts good
results.

A New Formula for Tartar Emetic Plaster.—The
excessive cutaneous irritation induced by the contact of

the potassio-tartrate of antimony, and the severity of the

éruption, its obstinate character, and the indelible scars which
it leaves on the skin, hâve suggested to Mr. Mialhe the idea

of preparing a plaster which, while preserving the révulsive

power of the common tartar emetic plaster, is not open to the

same objections. The following is the formula he has

adopted :

R Picis Burgundicœ, 3iv. ;

Kesinse, 3ij-
;

Cerœ flavœ, ,3ij.
;

Terebinth, 3ss. ;

01. oliv., 3ss.
;

Antimon. potassio-tartratis, 3j-

Mix, and spread over linen.

Horsehair Sutures. — Horsohair has long been eni-

pirically used for sutures, and is adopted by eminent sur-

geons, amongst whoni we may mention Messrs. Paget,

Simon, &c. Mr. T. Smith, Lecturer on Anatomy at St. Bar-

tholomew's Hospital in London, states in the Lancet, that this

appliance is equal, if not préférable, to the metallic wirc, which

has recently acquired extensive popularity. Horsehair does

not occasion more irritation than wire, nor does it bo corne
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impregnated with the sécrétions of wounds, and is moreover
applied, tightened, and removed with perfect facility. In the

author's opinion, horsehair sutures would be espeeially appli-

cable to wounds occupying simultaneously cutaneous and
mucous tissue, such as those conséquent on circumcision, or
opérations on the eyelids, the edges of which may be approxi-
mated without much tension of the adjacent parts.

Obesity ; Préparation of Fucus Vesicu losus.— In
reply to the fréquent inquiries forwarded to us on the
subject of the préparation of the facus, proposed by Mr.
Duchesne-Duparc for the treatment of prématuré or morbid
obesity, we reproduce the foliowing passage from the Annuaire
Pharmaceutique, recently published by Mr. 0. Réveil

Mr. Duchesne-Duparc chiefly prescribes the powder of
fucus vcsiculosus. An extract may likewise be prepared, which
Mr. Dannecy compounds as follows :

Tho fucus should be dried in the sun, pulverised, and in-

fused in alcohol at 86°
; it should be twice washed in spirits

at 54°, and the residue mixed, filtered, distilled, and evapo-
rated to a proper consistency.

Pills op Fucus Vesiculosus.
R Extracti fuci vesicul., Jj. ;

Pulv. fuci, 5j.

M. Divide in pilulas cxx. Dose : progressively, from three
to twenty-four daily.

LEARNED SOCIETIES.

Academy op Sciences.—At the meeting of January 19th,
Mr. Civiale laid before the Academy the statistical results of
the treatment of calculus in his practice during the year 1862.

Sixty-nine patients (sixty-six men, two women, and one
child) applied to Mr. Civiale for advice in the course of the
past year. Twenty-four of thèse cases were observed in hos-
pital, and forty-five in the Professor's private practice.

In sixty-one subjects, the stone had formed for the first

time, and eight had already undergone various treatments for

the cure of the disease.

An opération was resorted to in fifty-eight cases—viz.,

lithotrity was performed in forty-five individuals, with only
partial success in eight ; and lithotomy was instituted in ten
cases, the resuit being a cure in three, relief in two, and death
in the remaining five.

In three instances, lithotomy was combined with lithotrity
;

a complète cure was effected twice, and the third patient
suffers from incontinence of urine.

In some cases, said Mr. Civiale, lithotrity must be viewed
in the light of an expédient, rather than as a method dis-

tinctly required by the symptoms, and even when the operator
succeeds in destroying the calculus, functional disturbance,
discomfort, and genuine pain not unfrequently follow, which
constitute what the Professor terms the incomplète cure, and
should not be mistaken with the evil conséquences arising
from the présence of fragments of stone in the bladder, nor
with the possible sequelœ of certain opérations, and espeeially
of lithotomy.

This should occasion no surprise, as a complète cure of the
disease by surgical procédures can be expected only in un-
complicated cases, in which the calculus forms the entire dis-
ease, and is the sole cause of tho symptoms observed.

In severe cases, the stone is but a part, and not the most
important, of the morbid condition of tho subject. Now the
opération merely removes the concrétion, and the phenomena
arising from other sources necessarily remain uuebanged.

It ha» been asserted that persons affected with calculus,
may be unaware of the cause of their symptoms ; the remark
is correct, but is seldom applicable. We may add that al-

though the patient may entertain a mistaken view of his own
case, the surgeon can easily avoid the error, and «that he is

bound, for the sake of his own réputation, to hâve recourse to
ail the re»ources of modem diagnosis.

So long as lithotomy was the only surgical procédure to be
attempted for the relief of subjects suffering from the présence
of stone in the bladder, the most eminent practitioners recom-
mended the opération to adults, and more espeeially to tho
aged, only when life was imperilled, or the pains beyoud
endurance

; under thèse circumstances alone, did they consi-
der themselves justified in permitting tho patients to incurthe
hazards of cystotomy.

A différent rule obteins in the practice of lithotrity ; it is
even an imperative precopt to resort to this new method in the
incipient stage of the disease, before organic change has been
induced, while the case is still uncomplicated, and the opéra"
tion always of easy performance.
With regard to the probabilities of relapse, the patients may

be divided into two séries.

1. In the iirst, the stones consist of lithic acid or its com-
pounds, of oxalate of lime, or of cystine.

If the concrétion has formed by slow degrees, and without
occasioning much pain, if prompt and complète relief has fol-
lowed the opération, the surgeon may assert that the cure will
be permanent.

But when the urinary depositsare copious, whether consist-
ing of amorphous matter, crystals, or sand, it is scarcely to be
expected that the mère removal of the concrétion, whatever
may hâve been the opération resorted to, will succeed in imme-
diately modifying the state of the urine, and that an organ
which for years has fabricated excessive quantifies of lithie
deposits, will, in conséquence of the opération, be restored to
a more healthy mode of sécrétion. It is therefore not uncom-
mon to meet with individuals who, even at short intervais,
hâve been compelled to undergo several opérations, and their
number would doubtless be larger, but that many are victims
to the disease.

2. In the second séries, the stones consist of earthy phos-
phates, which rapidly form again, espeeially in unhealthy con-
ditions of the urinary organs.

After the performance of lithotomy or lithotrity, if vesical
catarrh persists, abundant earthy deposits are apparent in the
urine ; but this amorphous matter more frequently collects in
the bladder, giving rise to porous, greyish and brittle concré-
tions which are readily crushed, but rapidly form again. Thèse
cases are of very common occurrence, and are not only in-

teresting to the surgeon in a practical aspect, but also highly
suggestive as to the mode of production of vesical calculus.

The following is a summary of Mr. Civiales' practice during
the last three years. (Vide Art. 5984 and 6198.)

The Professor has supplied the returns of 189 cases, of
which 7 only were observed in the female sex.

133 patients underwent lithotrity.

115 hâve been cured.

4 died.

14 are still suffering from various functional disturbance»
unconnected with the opération.

In 27 cases lithotomy was performed with partial relief in

3, fatal effectsin 12, and satisl'actory results in 12 instances.

In three subjects, an opération was performed, in which
both methods were combined ; two of the patients hâve been
cured, the third suffers from incontinence of urine.

26 individuals were deemed unfit cases for surgical interposi-

tion.

Soirée of the Microscopical Society.—The Microscopical
Society gave a soirée on Wednesday last with spacious halls of
King^ Collège, at which a large number of the scientific world
assembled, among whom were many lacies, who appear to take ah
increasing interest in the progress of microscopic révélations. The
tables of the rgoms were crowded with microscopes, exhibited by
ail the principal niakers, while the walls were adorned with en-
larged représentations of objects in histology and natural history.

The spécimens exhibited were of the most varied and interesting

character, one of the moft striking being the cyclosis of the Valis-
neria, shown undpr one of PowelFs microscopes with a T\ object
glass. Mr. Buckland also exhibited the development of the
salruon from the ova, a subject which is at présent occugying
the attention of ail persons engaged piscicultuie nnd which is

of great importance in an economiccal point of view in connexion
with the salmon as an article of food.
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LECTURES
OX DISEASES OF THE SKIN.

Bt George Ross, M.D.

No. IV.

(Contimied from page 144.)

Prurigo; its Connexion with Alcolwlism and Disorder of (h» Di-

gtstive Organs; Prurigo Senilis; Prurigo Podicis; Prurigo Pudendi,
—ils Relation to Puerpéral Disorder*

Prurigo is frequently syniptomatic of some affection of an in-

ternai organ—of the stomach or utérus. Although it is charac-

terised, when in a well-pronounced forni, by small white papular

élévations of<he cutis, yet it may be veiy severe without any
manifestation of the peculiar éruption. Perhaps the latter form of

prurigo would be more appropriately called hypersesthesia, for it

is the excited sensibility of the skin alone which évidences the

disease, Wonien often suffer from intense itching of the cutis, or

particular parts of it, although no éruption can be perceived. In

«orne of the most acute cases of prurigo pudendi, for example,

no papulae exist.

There are few diseases more intractable than prurigo in aged

people. It often exists for rnany years, coming on in paroxysms
after any excess or irregularity, and endures to the end of life.

The unfortunate sufferer is made utterly misérable by the burn-

ing and itching to which it gives rise, and he obtains no rest,

either by day or night, from the intense irritation. Many diseases

are more unsightly ; none more worrying and distressing. It is,

by no means, an uncommon affection, for changes of weathei, high
température, errors of diet, dyspepsia, worms, utérine disturbance,

and almost any kind of organic disorder will excite it. It will

sometimes disappear as rapidly as it came ; at other times, it résista

ail remédies. The simple hyperaesthetic form is often the most
troublesome.

A gentleman recently consulted me for this disease in its most
•evere character. He was sixty-seven years of âge, of fair com-
flexion, and had been scrofulous in his youth. The whole of

is body was covered with bloody spots and scars, the resuit of

perpétuai scratching. His amis, chest, abdomen, back, thighs,

even the scalp, were affected by the disease. There were lines of

blood more than an inch long caused by ploughing up the skin

with the nails. On carefully examining the cutis, no papules could

be detected, but it was dry, harsh, and scurfy. "Whilst examining
hini, the patient deliberately tore the skin with his nails to

prove to me the severity of the itching ; but there were no
élévations of the cutiB where this tormenting irritation was felt.

On inquiring into his habits, I found that this gentleman was,

what is eupheinistically called, a free liver—that is to say, he
took daily an amount of spirit—always mixed with water, however,
—which he was quite unable to détermine. The problem beat

his calculating powers, yet he would not get intoxicated. He took
as much as lie could conveniently carry—mauaged his business

during the day, and went to bed to scratch himself ail night. He
had suffered from this affection for many years ; it was sometimes
better and sometimes worse, but never had been so worrying as it

was at the time he consulted me. For several nights he had not
ilept at ail, and he was worn out from want of rest and nervous
irritation.

Whilst examining the éruption on his ehest, I observed that the
thorax was narrow, and compressed ; in fact, deformed in consé-

quence of early disease.

This case is interesting on several accounts. It illustrâtes the
necessity of examining the chest, as I hâve on many occasions

nrged, in ail cases of obstinate cutaneous disease. "Whether in
ehildren or old people, a persisting disease of the Bkin will fre-

quently be found associated with an imperfect development of the
tnoracic organs. Thèse associated facts concur more frequently
than any one would believe, who had not given especial attention
to the subject. Cutaneous disease is often explained by the con-
dition of the chest. It is an évidence of badness of constitution,
of a poor, imperfectly oxygenated blood, and therefore ill-nourishcd
System.

Again, we hâve hère an instance of the aggravation of disease
by excess in diet. A large quantity of alcohol taken daily into the
blood, naturally poor in nutritive éléments, intensiBed a disease
which might hâve been severe enough without sueh an incitement.
The alcohol quickened the nuise, increased the development of
calorie, and directly irritated the skin. It was adding fuel to
the flaine.

Theu we must not overlook the âge of the patient. Old people
are peculiarly prone to this disease, and as it is the accompaniment
of advancing years, so it is generally incurable. Mitigate it we
may, and when associated with abuse of the digestive organs, may

give very effectuai relief, by insisting upon more carefulness in diet
and regimen ; but we cannot expect permanent cures.

In the présent case the gentleman was required, as a point of
honour, to take only one glass when heretot'ure lie would havo
taken two (for it would hâve been idle to hâve expected entire

abandonnant of a long-formed habit), and to consume a larger
quantity of animal food. A mild saline aperient was prescribed
for each morning ; and five mininis of liq. arsenicalis twice a day.
He was ordered a tepid bath every evening, and as a local appli-

cation, an alkaline wash with glycérine and dilute hydrocyanic
acid.

Persistence for a few days in this systein effected great improve-
ment ; he was able to sleep at night, and even to eat a very fair

breakfast, a luxury which he had not been in the habit of enjoying
;

the itching was much reduced, and the red spots were disappearing.
Several boils, however, arose in conséquence of the irritation, and
gave trouble for some time after the prurigo had been relieved.

The éruption in this case was imtigated as the gênerai health
improved. This is, in fact, the lesson taught us by most of thèse

affections. I hâve gone into this case with some détail because it

is a typical one of the severe form of prurigo. It manifeste ail the
characteristic conditions of the malady ; and thèse show the utter

hopelessness of contending with such a disease without giving due
attention to the constitutional causes that engender andintensify

it.

Prurigo is a fréquent conséquence of alcoholic poisoning, and is

induced primarily by the influence of the alcohol on the blood and
nervous System, and, secondly, by irritation of the mucous mem-
brane. Of course it is peculiarly obstinate in thèse cases ; and the

patient must be made to understand that more dépends upon him-
self than upon his physician for a cure.

Prurigo Podicis. It is difncult occasionally to detect the cause of

some of thèse cases of prurigo. A gentleman about twenty-one

years of âge, engaged in a sedentary employinent, complained of

annoying pruritus ani. His bowels were regular and were never
constipated. On eTamination there were no papules, no observable

redness : on the side of the anus there was a rather full fold of

skin ; but there were no signs of hœmorrhoids, either internai or
'

external. He had been in the habit of indulging, at his meals, in

honey, conserves and jellies instead of butter, and his digestion,

consequently, was capricious. He informed me that he had been
liable to an éruption on the edge of the eyelids ; and on minuter
inquiry I ascertained that he had taken a considérable quantity of

medicine for the relief of nocturnal émissions which had, for a long
time past, given him much annoyance. I had no difficulty in asso-

ciating the pruritus, which was generally increased at night, with
the excitement of the generative organs ; and the tarsal irritation

was as obviously related to the same disorder,—both maladies, it

may be remarked, affecting apertures that are highly sensitive and
provided with glandular apparatus. There was not any appear-

ance of éruption nor any increased sensibility elsewhere.

Suspecting that this gentleman might be troubled with worms, I

ordered a turpentine enema without, however, an)T confirmation of

my expectation. Two days subsequently, I prescribed doses of the

maie fern—still no worms. The resuit, nevertheless, was that the

pruritus disappeared. I ara inclined to give the crédit of this relief

to the maie fern rather than to the turpentine, as the pruritus did

not appear to be abated after the administration oi the enema. I

do not présume that in this case any local applications would hâve
given permanent relief. The cause of the mischief was in the

alimentary canal, and may be attributed especially to an imprudent
indulgence in " sweets," than which nothing will more readily or

certainly induce scorbutic and eruptive disorders.

Prurigo Pudendi.—Cases of prurigo are so fréquent that one

might relate them in a lengthened séries. I shall, however, con-

tent myself with citing cases that bear upon points of practical

interest. Prurigo pudendi is, perhaps, the most distressing, and, in

some instances, the most déplorable of ail the forma of prurigo.

It is needless to depict the intolérable misery which this disorder

causes to some sufferers. To endure it is a daily martyrdom. The
Catherines and Messalinas of history owe their infamy in ail pro-

bability to this horrible disease. Most of the cases of this com-

plaint that I hâve seen hâve occurred to married women, young or

in the prime of life, and of a délicate sensitive organisation. It

bas sometimes followcd a first accouchement, and lias obviously

been caused by the inflammation of the internai parts and attendant

leucorrheca. It is rare that any spécifie éruption can be detected

by the finger, or, at the most, one or two papules only, and the

disease must be regarded as in its nature, a condition of hyper-

eesthesia.

Mrs. T., a lady who had married late in life, consulted me for

this disease, which had supervened upon lier first delivery. Her

labour was difncult, and was aceompanied by considérable bruising

and lacération of the perineum. The parts were a Ion" time heal-

ing, and leucorrhœa followed. "With this she endured the most

tormenting prurigo. She was in délicate health, and distressed in

mind. Quinine and iron were administered internally, with alum
injections, and lotions containing the dilute hydrocyanic acid. It
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is sufficient to say that after sonie time the prurigo abated, but only

to give place to a succession of boils on the labia, which were nearly

as annoying as the original affection. After thèse boils appeared, I

sent her out of town for change of air ; but I heard that they

continued for many nionths. It is worthy of remark that after

this lady's second accouchement the same symptoms set in, but in a

diminished degree.

Mrs. G.—This was a similar case to the foregoiug, and followed a

first accouchement in which the Iady had sustained a great loss of

blood. The prurigo was intense, and the patient was tempted " to

tear herself in pièces." It continued for many weeks, but at

length, after a succession of remissions and aggravations, it got

well—happily without leaving boils.

I could describe many more cases of this nature ; but it would

i»ot be a désirable employaient of time. Debility is the consti-

tutional evil in thèse cases, and tonics are a sine quâ non. In fine,

the more eruptive diseases are studied in relation to their causes,

the more confident shall we feel that our most successful method
of treatment will be that which is founded in the established

axioms of Médical science.

(To be continued.)

REVIEW OF THE PERIODICALS.

The ' British Médical Journal.' Mr. Thomas Brtakt con-

tributes his Lettsomian Lecture on the " Surgical Diseases of

Children," the présent subject being Hare-lip. This deformity is

explained by référence to the development of the skull and face in

fœtal life, and the présence, in the early condition of the human

being, of the inter-maxillary bone. From his own observation,

Mr. Bryant draws the conclusions, that hare-lip is always found in

the upper lip, and is most fréquent on the left side of the body, in

the proportion of 63 per cent, to 36 ; that it is more common in

the maie than in the female ses, in the proportion of 70 per cent,

to 30 ; and that as the cases become more complicated, the greater

frequency of their occurrence in the maie sex becomes more

apparent. The best period for tlie^peration is after the âge of six

weeks, and before the child is more than three montas old ; for it

is unadvisable to operate before the âge of six weeks, unless the

existence of the child should be endangered by delay. Dr. T. K.

Chambers résumes his controversy with Dr. Beale, on the question

of " Counter-irritation versus Renewal of Life," in a short paper

containing no very striking points. Mr. Hatnes Walton offers

some practical remarks upon the " Diseases of the Lacrymal Duct,

attended by Stricture, and their Treatment," and he describes, as a

great modem improvement, the plan of introducing the style

through the canalicular entrance into the lacrymal soc instead of

the old plan, through the skin on the face. In an editorial article

on " Infectious Diseases and Public Conveyances," it is stated that

Mr. Brady has asked advice of the Collège of Physicians in référ-

ence to his proposed measure, and that the Collège lias delegated

the considération of the matter to the Council ; it is admitted that

the question is practically a difiicult ont, but as the persons con-

veyed by the cabs are almost ail poor persons, it is suggested

that they ought to be carried in the parish vehicles, and that the

workhouse or hospital authorities ought to superiutend the work-

ing of the Bill, if one should ever pass. In another article, the

subject of " Hanging Criminal Lunatics " is again ably and

humanely handled. The new Pharmacopœia was announced by us

the week before last as almost completed, and delayed in its publi-

cation only by the necessity of sending the proof sheets to Scot-

land and Ireland, and this information is repeated by our con-

temporary.

The ' American Médical Times.' Dr. Frank H. Hamilton
contributes a lecture on " Our Surgeons upon the Field," contain-

ing a very eulogistic notice of the Médical Department of the

American Army. It is stated that ail the surgeons (Fédéral) are

regularly educated in Medicine and Surgery , and are nearly ail sub-

jected to examination by regularly-constituted State Médical

Boards. The physical and moral condition of the American régi- i

ments is stated to be as much dépendent upon the Ilygiehie

measures adopted by the Médical men, as upon the discipline and

tact of the combatant officers. The dévotion of the surgeons to

their duty, and their bravery, and self-sacriGce in the field, are

wanuly praised, and in reply to the charge of unskilful treatment

sometimes brought against them, it is urged that opérations per-

formed during the heat of battle are necessarily hurried, and

ought not to be made the eubjects of unfriendly criticisin. The

uext three papers are also on military matters, one being on

" Diseases in Camp," by Mr. W. C. Otterson, and the other two

are Surgical cases. The leading article is on the " Médical Pro-

vision for the Army," and it is stated by the Editor that the moit

energetic steps are being taken to commence the campaign of

1863 with a thorough state of efficieucy in the Médical Depart-

ment, the character and éducation of the surgeons being strictly

investigated, and ail the modem appliances for the care of the sick

and wounded being amply provided by the State.

The 'Médical Critic and Psycholooical Journal,' edited

by Forbes Winslow, M.D., D.C.L., Oxford. This journal main-

tains its high character, and the présent number contains a great

variety of excellent papers. The first article is the concluding

part of an " Essay on the Nature of Volition," by Mr. J. Lockart

Clarke. The next is on " Mental and Physical Life in relation

to Time," a difiicult and abstruse subject, handled with great learn-

ing and ability. Mr. J. Alexander Davies contributes a paper

on the " Influence of Material Objecta upon the Mind," in which

the impressions made upon the organs of sensé are carefully

examined with référence to their effects upon the thinking prin-

cipe. Dr. Hcgh Grainger Stewart, of the Crichton Royal In-

stitution, relates the particulars of a " Rare Case of Mania/ in

which the patient, who had indulged to excess, at one time of his

life, in alcoholic drinks, became subject to violent tits of maniacal

terror and actual insanity ; but he was always relieved by copious

purgation, and eventually recovered. An article on the " Cotton

Famine" is a short and rather weak one; but the next, "On
Phrenology and Character," by Mr. Edwin Goadbt, is a very

masterly analysis of the phrenological doctrines, the insufficiency

of which is proved both upon anatomical and metaphysical grounds.

It is shown (as, indeed, is known to ail anatomists) that the varieties

of form on the surface of the brain do not by any means exactly

correspond with the prominences or dépressions of the skull ; that

the phrenological définitions are in themselves anything but ac-

curate or satisfactory ; that the old divisions of the mental faculties

and émotions are still recognised, both in theory and practice, by

the majority of mankind ; and that, generally, when reduced to

the test of expérience, phrenology is lamentably at fault. The

examination of the heads of murderers a/ter their exécution, and

the vaunted correspondence between the cranial developments and

the faculties and propensities, prove really very little, because the

explanation is made when ail the antécédents of the culprit are

known. The same cranial prominences or dépressions also, if they

were found in any ordinary person, might, with the clasticity io

characteristic of phrenological language, be made applicable to

good as well as bad qualifies of the mind. An article on " American

Asylums for the Insane" is founded upon various Reports pub-

lished in America, and it gives the statistics of gérerai establish-

ments for the treatment of Insanity in the New World. A paper

on " Hypochondriasis," translated from the German, gives some

good rules for the treatment of this troublesome and obscure affec-

tion. Dr. W. Carmichael McIntosh concludes his essay on the

" Diagnosis and Treatment ot Morbid Impulse," and gives several

instances of homicidal mania occurring suddenly, and without auy

known motive ; and he urges the necessity of watching for the

first symptoms of mental disease in patients who are liable to this

(Continued at page 203.)
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ANOTUEU UNKOUNDED ACTION AiiAINsT A

MKDM Al. MAN.

Tho oaso of Bfoanric* k Wataa, b* «M* »• prtlW> n
ahridgod report in anothor part of our Journal, is on.' of tho

most utttûrdinfti} •twbiàttghi brfbw a Court, of Justice, H
the action hiul boon brought aguinst a nou-Modioal porson, it

wouhl bave heon sooutcd .mt of Court, nay, rathor, wo doubt

whcthor tho oounsol for tho prosooution wouhl over ha\e

allowod it to oome into it , hut tho apporontly formidable and

înystorious weapons \x ith w hioh Mo.lioal mon aro urmed. suoh as

the spéculum, poisons. an«l oholoroform, givo toall thoir notions,

in tho eyea of tho vnlgar. a kiml of supernatund importance,

«nabling thrm t<> ohtuin romly, though unconseious dupes

to any scheino thoy ma) devise. Thus, in tho popular

thoory, a Médical man lias littlc iliffioulty in gratifying his

proponsitios towards nny wotnan to \vl\om lio may tako a fnnoy,

and whothor ho raoeto her in tho atreet, in an omnibus, or in

hia own house, he ha* only to tako out a handkorehief and a

phial of chloroform, or givo lier a glasa of Borne medioatod

drug, or introduee a surgiual instrument into hor porson,

and his purpose isat onoo noooinplishod without anv neeossary

consent, and indood without tlio knowlodgo of his uususpoot

ing viotim. That such a proposition is uttoily absurd, it is

neecBess to assort, whnn wo aro addreasing M. -.lu al rendors
;

but thatsurh an opinion is ontortainod by tho oommon pooplo,

and evon by somo oduentod porsons, thoro eau bu no doubt, or

nAmMOUÏM thoso to whioh wo now allu.lo oould uovor l«o

brought.

In tlio oaso now boforu us, an oldorly maidon lady brings an

action for séduction, tho tochnical logal ploa boing that sho

requiroa pecuniary compensation for tho loss of tlio sorvioos of

hor feniale servant, irho, it is allogod, lias heon dobauohod by

tho défendant, Dr. Wator u,..i lesp.vtahlo Mo.lioal

gentleman, rosiding and pruotisiug ut Chostor, somowhat

paaaod tho moridiuu of lifo, having a wifo and family, and

aguinst whosc chanieter not a Word ot caluniny lias

Yiously boou uttoivd. Wo aro ro(|iiirod to holiovo

gentleman, in whom it may 1»' pivsuiued, in tho

Shakospere, that "tho hoydny of tin- hlood is

humble, and wuits upou tho judgmont." bus bocoini

euamoured of a servant girl, ofanything but pn']-' • m ap

pr.irall.'O, a . W | o.ltll. I ll.'lll 1 lit' SUlntlUl!", up of ihe ju.loo. and,

legaxdless of his oharucter. his position in soeioty, and his pro-

fessional réputation, lias, in faot, committod a rapo upou hor

under tho pretonoo ot' miuistoriug to hor Iwdily ailmonts. ltut

wheu wo ondoavour to usoortain tho fuots on whioh suoh a

nionstrous arrusation is linsod, wo fiud them to bo of the niost

llinisy ami frivolous choractor, ami that in roality thoro are no

faota at ail. Tho wonian horsolf lias no reeollootion o( any intor-

course having takon plaoo, but inasinuoh as she bas had a ohihl,

•he coneludi's that i>r. Wators is the father booauso ho at-

over pro

that tins

words of

faune, 'tis

iudd«nb

lhan tho absurd hypothesisof the ipeouluui and the ilrugj

W 1110,

Wofool somo dogtOO of pity for tho lady who was th« pluin-

titf in tliis 0080, as wo holiovo that sho was impose.! upou, and

thaï in toking the stops sho did, sho bolioved thaï sho wos

pursuing a vi-hto.uis and heuevolout .ourse. But WS hivo

notthosamo oont]>assion for those who advisod hor to

re» in the cause and to bring It into a Court of Justice. U
is truo that sho nu alread] tnourred enonnous oxpensej m
i-arrvin

: ;
on tlio proooodiuv.s. aud will, of oourse, nooossarily he

responsiblo for vory man\ RkON ; «o hftve hoaixl that tho whol*

cost» will amount probabbj to o.OHO/.. and to whal oud lias ail

this oiltlay boou dirootod I Tho rouit. ha\o moiol\ hooii to

ito a provinoial oity for sovoral months with tho potty
:
.;os

siping détails ofslandor, lu torture tho mind ofamost amiable

and respectable member of our Profo don, bj an unfounded nu

pulation; and, tinally, to saddlo upou tho plainlitV hi-rs,lf

an enonnous burdon of pecuniary liability. Wo say that

wo bave no compassion l'or those who advisod hor to perse vi ro

in suoh a recklesa course, and those who did so hâve a heaw

ncoount of moral rosponsibility to sottlo hoth with hor and

w ith tho défendant.

A:- to tho lawvofs wo noed say nolhing of them, as it is

woll kuown. that thoro are inomher., of that Profession, and

ominent inembers loo, who will undorUko an) cause whatevor,

howover had it may he, so long as thoy aro j.aid for il ;
and

indood the étiquette of thoir mg îbligo them to

doso. But suoh is not tho prinoiplo that is considerod to

regulate the duties of our own honourod Profession, whuh

should advooate nolhing but the prinoiplos of science, truth,

and justice. Wo are, thorot'oflc, grievod boyond measure, wheu

wo tind Médical wit nesses arrayed a;;ainst 0110 anotber beforo

t lu- iu.lui.il tribunals, and aiTording anuisemeiit to tho thought-

le: part ol'the public l>y their ditVoivnoos of opinion; and we

are still mow indignant wheu wo l'uni Médical witnossos

ooniiin; forward to help to crush a Profossional hrothor. Wo
learn, indood, thaï in lu Walors's case, ihe thivo Médical wit

nosses callod on tho part of tho plaintif!", cmno forward soute-

what roluctantly, and that tho) advisod that Iho a. hou should

not bo broughl ; still wo cannot cloarl) and del'uiitoly under-

stand why thoy e

about the case it

undorstnnd, only in the .lanuary of tho prosont year
;
thoro

was. thorol'oro, no necossil) for thoir attendance, so far as

tho foots of tho matter wciv concornod. If thoy vrere

callod to support a thoory that tlio spéculum VU em-

ployed by l'r. Wators for tho purpose of dehauehing

tho mind of tho girl, as a préparation l'or dehauehing hor

body. ami not l'or anv soient itic OT therapoutical purpose. thon

wo think thoy had botter bave romaiuod in l.ondon, booauso

wbilo thoro was not a shatlow of on'./: . to support such a

view, yottho more o/iininii of mon, ominent in thoir Profession,

niight. of course, weigh with an ignorant and perhaps prepi

dieed jury, and might b) some teohnioal or logal juggloj-J h,ne

led to a \ordiot againsl l>r. Wators, or. as in tho oaso ol' Mr.

Adams. to an unsalisfaotor) verdict If Dr. Lee, Dr. K.ims

bothani. and Dr. Alfred l'.nloi. h.ol noi app.Miod al ail at the

totho trial at ail. I'he\ l.now nolhing

au.l saw tho plaintif! servant, as wo

Wndedherfora oomplaiul oftho wonih. Hor slaloment that
t •), ester trial, vory muoh exponso wouhl havo heon avoided,

•ho was drugged b] Dit Wators, bosidos ils inhérent improba
ftIU , ,, u , ,„.,„,, „f ,'i„, oaso oould not bave heon for a moment

bility, and evon inipnssihility. t| entinly oontradie.tod by jonUful. Tho ipiestion of tho use or abuse of the spéculum II

MT«nl rre.lible witnaMM, whQefrOB tho witnossos for tho ne thing, but to fourni upou ils use a charge of séduction

doioncg there WM eyidonce to show an amount of lovily aga i nst nn honourablo nieiubor of our Profession h (omethin

on her part with |iersons of the opposite sex, whioh entin.«ly différent.

wouhl mueh more readily account for the résulte that onsued, __—

—
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FEES TO MEDICAL WITN ESSES IN 1KKI.AND.

Wo puhlish in our Journal of this Juy an abstrait of two

trials which lately look place in Droghoda, botween two
nionibors of our Profession on tho ans Imnd, and certain

parties on tho other, who ivl'uscd to pay for Médical évidence

givon on tbeir bohalf in the Dublin courts. Wo rogrot that

our limits provent ns from giving a l'nll report of thoso trials,

whicli are of groat iinportanco to ail Modical practitioners in

tlic liritish empire. In tho first case of Ellis i>. Miles, tho

plaintif! is a Médical gentleman practising in Droghoda, who
was snmmoned to attond on a civil trial in Dublin, a distanco

of thirty niilos, and was dotained six days in tho lattor city.

It happoned that tho caso was not heard, but was comproinisod

out of court by tho paymont of a certain sum by tho défendant

to tho plaintif!, yet nevertliele,«s tlic Mdical witness was
entitled to romunoration. When Dr. Kllis applied for his

fées, 5/. was offerod to him as an adoquato compensation, but
this sum he very properly refused to accept, and domanded
twenty guineas, and eventually brought an action to recover

the latter amount. Tho claim was resisted with ail tho usual

ingonuity and oloquence of tho membors of the légal pro-

fession, the chiof ground of resisting tho domand boing the

quostion, whethor a spécifie contract had been mado to pay the

Médical expenses, a point in which there was some littlo

doubt, but to tho crédit of an Irish jury, a verdict waa ro-

turned for Dr. Ellis, not indoed to tho full amount, but for

13/. 3s., thus ostablishing tho justico of tho claim, and admit-
ting that a contract had in fact boen ontered into. Wo
undorstand that an appoal was immcdiately lodgod by tho
plaintifTs eounsel against tho verdict, and that Dr. Ellis will

move tho upper Court to grant him his full oxponsos, but still,

as tho inatter stands, an important stop has boen gained by tho

Médical Profession in Ireland, and it has boen shown that an
attorney cannot summon a physician away from his business

and aftorwards refuse to compensato him for his loss of time.

Tho other action to which we alludo originated from the same
civil trial in Dublin, tho plaintif being Dr. W. C. Horgan,
who sought to recover for his loss of time and expenses in

attonding as a witness. Tho latter action was postponed on
niorely technical grounds, ar.d we shall probably hear of it

again at tho ncxt asaizes.

I" cuniary point of viow, as tho plaintif! is dostituto of any
means of paying Mr. Adams's coats. Tho quostion is, who
haa paid her own, or did lier aolicitor undortako the cane .,„

spéculation ? Under tho circumstancoa of tho case, it ia sug-
geste.l by many of Mr. Adams's fncnds, that a subscription
should bo openod for tho purposo of assisting him to pay tho
cM >cii8os which ho has incurrod in dufending hlmsslf A
committoo ia in process of formation for the promotion of lin

objeet, in which wo aro auro that tho wholo Profession will

tako a vory doep intoroat.

EXECUTION OF HOMI01DAI, MONOMANIACS.

Tho wrotchod youth, Burton, suff'orod tho last penalty of tlic

law on Saturday last. Nothing sinco his conviction haa
transpired to take his caso out of tho catogory of homicidal
inonomaniacs, and wo cannot but oxpreas our rogrot that tho
hangman's noose should bo thought tho jiropor treatment for

Hiich a clasa of persona. If it should be urged that tho

oxamplo may serve as a warning to othors in tho samo mental
condition, tho moral lesson is certainly lost, for whilo this

miserablo lunatic was actually under sontonco of doath,

another deed of almost an exactly similar naturo waa perpe-

tratod in the vory samo town where Burton murdorod the

littlo child. A man named Holdon now awaits his trial fop

tho murder of his own child, having committod tho crime

without tho slightest provocation. We havo no dosiro to pre-

judgo tho case, but wo shall bo curious to watch tho résulte.

REVIEW OF THE PERIODICALS

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

INJURIES AT TUE LATE REJOICINOB.

We regret to learn that tho numl>er of peraons who were
injured on the occasion of the lato procession and illumina-

tions, is much greater than was at first belioved. Tho number
of deaths is of courso known by tho inquosta held upon tho
bodios, but the total amount of casualties received and
treated at the différent Metropolitan hospitals, présents a
uiost formidable liât. At .St. Bartholomew's, wo learn that
thero were about sixty injuries, somo of them of a vory sorious

character, and five deatha Al St. Georges, thero woro twonty-
six cases, including fractures, threo of which wero fataL At
Charing cross, there were oight cases of accident or injury.

At St. Mary 's Hospital there were two fractures, and at Guy's
there were many minor injuries, but also some sovere fractures,
and one death.

THE CAHE OP MR. WILLIAM ADAM8.

Although Mr. Adains obtainod the verdict in the late

ahameful action brought against him, it will surprise none of
our readers to learn that ho will be a very severe eufferer in a

(Continued from pngo 201.)

dreadful form of insanity. " Sanitary Instruction for the Masses"
gives a favourable notice of some popular lectures given by Dr-

Trousseau and Dr. Bourchardat to the labouring classes of Pari»,

on the préservation of health. « Lunacy on the Stock Exchange"
is an amusing hit at the idea of getting up an Asylum for the In-

sane on Joint-Stock principles. Under the head of " Autobiography

of the Insane," a self-written history of the case of a lady is re-

printed from the 'American Journal of Insanity,' from which

journal the next article on the " Insane in Franco" is also extracted

A paper on the " Médical Evidence of Crime" contests the position

taken by a writer in the 'Cornhill Magazine,' that secret poisoning

is a very commun occurrence, and that peraons accuscd of that

crime hâve undue opportunities afforded them to escape from con-

viction. The subject of " St. Thomas's and Bcthlehom Hospitals"

affords the writer an opportunity of urging tho removal of the

latter establishment from its présent site to a more spacious locality.

The number terminâtes with a Report of the two late medico-

legal trials—namely, those in which Fooks and Burton were con-

cerned, and whicli kave caused so much interest in the Médical

world.

The 'Glasgow Médical Journal.' The first paper in this

journal is a description of the dissection of a case of " Right Aortic

Arch, with remarks on this and allied Malformations," by l'rofessor

Allen Thomson. By tho terra Right Aortic Arch, tho author

means an instance of the aorta being placed to tlic right side of tho

trachea and œsophagus, instead of as usual to the lcf't, without

transposition of the heart or other visceru, but accompanied by a

reversai of the order in which the right and left brachio-ccphalic

esscls arise from the arch. The malformation itsclf is carefully

described, and it is explained by an elaborate référence to the

developmental changes which take place in the embryo during tho

formation of the primitive aortic bulb, and its subséquent division

into syatemic and pulmonary canals. The next paper is by Dr. W
R. Hatkiok on (the ' Sanitary and Remédiai Applications of
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Bathing," with remarks on Scottish Spas. This communication is

long and rather diffusa, but it is amusing, and contains a descrip-

tion of sorae of the few Spas fouud in Scotland, such as those of

the Bridge of All.in and Moffat. Of the Scotch sea-bathing places

on the western coast, Rothesay and Roseneath are among the beat

heltered, and Arran, Dunoon, and Ashton are among the most

bracing. Dr. James Wallack contributes sorae Notes from

Practice, one of bis cases being the restoration of the nose and

lower lip after they had been ulcerated by lupus, and terminating

favourably; and another is a case of restoration of the lower

lip, destroyed by cancerous degeneration ; but in the latter

instance the patient died a few months after the opération from the

récurrence of the original disease. Dr. G. H. B. Macleod, who is

an examiner in criminal cases for one of the districts of Lanark-

ihire, gives an account of the Médical évidence connected with

the trial of Jessie McLachlan, whieh, it will be recollected, caused

a considérable excitement in the West of Scotland during the

antumn of last year. The case has, of course, only a local interest,

but Dr. Macleod's paper is a good instance oi a carefully digested

pièce of medico-legal évidence. Mr. O. D. Doio, in a short paper,

relates the post-mortem appearances of a case of latent pleuro-

pneumonia, followed by sudden death. Dr. T. McCall Anderson
continues his séries of cases illustrative of "Diseases of the Ear," his

présent paper being ou acute and sub-acute suppurative inflamma-

tion of the cavity of the tympanum. Dr. Q. R. H. Paterson gives

two cases of " Puerpéral Convulsions," both of which terminated

favourably, and in one of which the author attributesthesuccessful

resuit to the administration of tartrate of antimony. Dr. Russell

relates a case of "Ovariotomy," under the care of Dr. Lyon, of

the Glasgow Royal Infirmary, but although the opération appear»

to hâve been very carefully perfonned, and the patient to hâve

been a favourable subject, the resuit was unfortunate, as the woman
died in three day». The journal contains also two reviews, one of

which is an analysis of Mr. Henry Thompson's book on the

" Diseases of the Prostrate," and the other is on Mr. Huxley's " Evi-

dence of Man's Place in Nature." The latter volume is ably but

rather severely criticised, and the reviewer, like many other hviman

beings, doe» not seem to be flattered by being compulsorily

aiaociated with gorillas and orang-outangs. Mr. Huxley's viewi

ara treated as ingenious but incapable of proof.

The ' Lancet.' The report of the concluding part of Professor

Huxley's Fourth Lecture on the " Structure and Development of

the Vertebrate Skeleton" commences the nurnber. The lecture is on

the analogies existing between the huinan skull and that of the

pike, the two extrêmes of the vertebrate séries. The subject is an

axtremely difficult one, involving many minute anatom irai détails,

and the accuracy of the stenographer is much to be commended,

ai well as that of the draughtsman who has furnished copies of

the diagrams, and représentations of the spécimens exhibited. We
were présent ourselves at the lecture, which was delivered with

the ease and rapidity usual with the lecturer, and canuot forbear

expressing our admiration at the ûdelity of the Report. Dr. G. B.

Radclifke continues his Lectures on " Certain Disorders of the

Brain and Nervous System," delivered at the Collège of Physicians,

and developes his peculiar and ingenious views on the nature of

muscular action and its connexion with electricity. Dr. Brinton

eommuuicates some clinical remarks on " An Anomalous Case of

Intussusception of the Intestines," the symptoms of intussusception

being masked during life by the existence of cancerous disease in

the lungs, and peritonitis. Mr. W. S. Savory concludes his inte-

resting experiments on the " Destination and Uses of Food," his

object being to test the truth of Liebig's théories on this subject.

In opposition to Liebig, Mr. Savory finds from his experiments

that nitrogenous materials are not only calorifacient, but are suffi-

•itntly so, under soin* circumstances, to maintain alone the requi-

site température. Mr. Savory also finds, in opposition to Liebig,

Lchmann, and others, that animais can live, and mainlain tbeir

lualth, strength, and température, without non-nitrogenous diet

The experiments, taken together, show that nitrogenous food is not

only absolutely essential to life, but that life may be nmiutained

for a long period, with perfect health and the normal température,

upon a diet almost exclusively nitrogenous, containing a proper

amount of inorganic substances, such as phosphate of lime. The
quant ity of urine voided, and the amount of its solid constituents,

bears, of course, a close relation to the quantity of nitrogenous food

consumed.

The ' Médical Times and Gazette.' Professor Huxley gives

a lecture on " Classification," the subject of the présent discourse

being the " Development of the Echinodermata," comprising the

star-fishes, sea-urchins, holothuriœ, &c. Dr. Laycock eommuui-

cates a portion of an introductory lecture delivered at the Univer-

sity of Edinburgh on " Observing and Judging as to the Effects of

Remédies," and he enumerates the difficulties which oppose the

establishment of sound principles in Therapeutics, thèse difficulties

arisiug partly from the différences in human constitutions, partly

from erroneous théories as to the nature of disease, and partly from

loose and imperfect habits of observing the effects of remédies. Dr,

Ramsbotham continues his papers on " Clinical Midwifery," the

présent containing some cases of lingering labour, one of sudden

arrest of labour-pains from fright, one of dropsy of the ovum, and

two of face présentation. Dr. Whitehead continues his notes on

the " Causes of Early Mortality," and contrasts the death-rate of

France with that of England, the greater mortality being found in

France. The writer reviews the gênerai hygienic conditions of

the two countries to account for this disparity, and he concludes

that the superior diet of the English people, tbeir habits of active

exercise, and the marine and tonic character of tbeir atmosphère,

contribute to their comparatively greater longevity, counter-

balancing many natural advantages possessed by France, such as

great extent of space in the rural districts, a finer and more equable

climate, and habits of tempérance. Dr. Herbert Davies, in a

short letter, describes an interesting case of " Epigastric Venons

Murmur," the patient being a brewer's man, affected with cirrhosis,

in whom a loud continuous almost roaring murmur was distinctly

heard on the upper part of the abdomen. Post-mortem examination

revealed only an abnormally increased size of the epigastric veins,

and Dr. Davies accounts for the murmur by supposing that their

valves were insufficient to arrest the backward current of the blood.

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE.

MEDICAL PROVIDENT ASSOCIATION.
To the Editor of the Médical Circular.

Dear Sir,—Permit me to remind those gentlemen who were

subscribers to your journal some two or three years since, of au

admirable letter that appeared in a number of it, on the subject of

a Médical Provident Association, and of an accompanying article,

I présume from the pen of its late able and éloquent editor. There

was not (as well as I remember) a single response to that appeal. I

could not help tbinking how discouraging it was, and that it needed

ail the energy that persévérance and hopefuluess of men like Mr.

Propert and Mr. Griffin to succeed in such an undertaking. The
matter geemed to me so thoroughly defunct, that I never thought

it would turn up again. Mr. Carter's letter leads me to hope that

it is not so in reality ; that it has only been in a slate of hyber-

iiation. Can there be a doubt, a reasonable. one, of the necessity of

some institution of the kind 1 Look at the annual reports of the

Médical Benevolent Fund. Many who are temporarily relieved by

that iund might, had they been subscribers to a Provident Insti-

tution, been honourably independent of charitable aid. Then, as

to the practicability of establishing one. If there is only sincère,

active co-operation, and ekill'ul organization, it can be donc. A
similar one has long been in existence, and ilourishing in London

and the vicinity, and surely what can be accomplished by a body

of mechanics^in establishing an ordinary benefit society, we can

do, if we are only determined and agreed.
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It is my belief that if half the subscription of every meraber of

the British Médical Association was to be reserved either for the

establishment or support of a Provident Association, it would be

quite as useful a way of expending its income as that in which it

vanishes so rapidly at présent, and the Benevolent Fund would

•till hâve plenty to do and be able to do it more efficiently.

Yours, dear Sir, sincerely,

Robt. Hamilton.

April 11, 1863.

==
MEDICAL SOCIETIES.

THE PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY
TuESDAY, MARCH 3.

Mr. Prescott Hewett, Président in the chair.

Dr. Ogle showed
A LARGE EPITHELIAL WARTY GKOWTH FROM THE VOCAL CORD

—

SUDDEN DEATH BT ASPHYXIA.
For the opportunity of exhibiting this spécimen, Dr. Ogle was

indebted to Dr. Stone, of the Brompton Hospital. It was removed
from the body of a woman, aged 23, married. She applied for

admission to the Brompton Hospital on July 15, 1862. She stated

that her husband was a gravel-digger, that she worked in the fields

and had been subject to cough ail her life, but dated her illness

from twelve months previously. Her family were phthisical ; her
father and twelve brothers having died of this complaint. On first

application she was examined by Dr. Sanderson, who ascertained

the présence of Tubercle on the apex of the right lung, but
attributed the most urgent symptoms of some laryngeal affection.

This 1 atter had appeared four months before ; since then there had
been complète aphonia, great dyspnœa, especially at night, and
uneasiness referred to the larynx. When seen,the act of inspira-

tion was slow and difficult, there was croupy cough of a particular

shrill and vibratory character. A month later she was admitted
into the wards, with no altération in symptoms. She was very
restless, and the act of swallowing caused dyspnœa. Respiration
was déficient under the right elavicle, of a tubular character.

Singularly enough the résonance on percussion was good and
equal on the two sides. Two days af'ter admission she died suddenly
with symptoms of asphyxia. Thèse began while she was standing
in the ward, by grasping, struggling, and irregular movements of

the arms. In a few seconds the face became livid ; within a
minute she was insensible ; motion ceased, and the pupils gradually

dilated
;
pulsation could be distinguished in the heart and carotids

for some seconds longer. On post-mortem examination, a solid

mass of tubercle, very defined, about the size of an orange, was
found at the apex of the right lung : in the centre of it was a
small cavity the size of a nut. The rest of the lungs were reinark-

ably free from tubercle deposit ; they were empaysematous at the

edges, and contained much thin, frothy, serous fluid. The larynx
containedthe tumour shown, which consisted of a lobulated, warty,

or cauliflower-looking growth springiug from the whole length of

theleft vocal cord. About two-thirds of its bulk was above the
level of the glottis ; about one-third below, and in the trachea.

Its size was such as completely to block the passage : a probe the

size of a crowquill could, however, be passed along the posterior

wall. In its largest diameter it measured four-fifths of an inch
and half an inch in breadth. Before the larynx was opened it

reached nearly up to the base of the aryteno-epiglottidean folds.

The other organs of the body were healthy. On microscopical ex-
amination of the growth, Dr. Ogle had found it to be one coming
under the désignation of epithelioma. It consisted of a vast
number of epithelial cells of various sizes and shapes, some being
the character of so-called mother or parent cells, with a considér-
able quantity of fibrous tissue, mostly of a veryfirm consistence.
The minute discription of the various cells found would not differ
from that of other similar growths found not occasionally in
the same situation. Dr. Ogle observedthat hehadlately examined
a somewhat similar spécimen, which had been for some time in St.
George's Hospital. The growth was much less in size, but its

histological characteristics were almost identical with this spécimen.
It was removed from the body of a boy, aged four years, whose
chief complaint during life was dyspnœa, with croupy inspiration,
especially during sleep, which then was often stridulous. Dr.
Ogle was informed by Dr. Stone that in his case laryngoscopy had
not been resorted to, as it was feared the efforts necessary for such a
procédure might bringona fatal, or, at least, dangerous dyspnœa.
The Président regretted that the patient had not been able to

tolerate a larynxgoscopic examination. There was présent, he
remarked, a gentleman,—Dr. Gibb,—who had removed tumours of
a similar kind, though not so large. He had no doubt but that Dr.
Qibb would bave been glad to hâve dealt with such a case.

Dr. Gibb thought that if the patient had been seen early the
growth might bave been removed. From inspecting many tumours
of the larynx, he should judge that the spécimen should be called
fibro-cellular," rather than malignant.

Dr. Ogle explained that he did not call the tumour malignant,
but epithelial cells. It contained epithelial cells.

Dr. Bristone saidthathe had several times brought before th»
Society spécimens of epithelial tumours which were not malignant.
He considered that the tumour in the spécimen exhibited was too
extensive to hâve been removed during life.

Dr. Gibb said that he had then under his care a patient who had
a warty growth in the larynx ; it was the size of a pea. A few
days ago he made an effort to remove it, but only got away a slice.

He had since applied caustic to the eut surface, and under this

treatment the mass was gradually getting smaller.

Mr. Gat showed to the Society an infant in whom there was
MALFORMATION OF THE GENITAL ORGANB.

The child was four months old. The scrotum was divided, and in

each half was a testis. The pénis was rudimentary, and the

urethra opened at the lower part of the fissure. The corpus spon-

giosum was déficient on both sides. At the lower part there were
two bodies, one vascular, which Mr. Gay thought was coinposed of

the tissue of the undeveloped corpus spongiosum, and the other a
rounded, polypus-like body. The child was brought to him in

order that he might give his opinion as to the propriety of removing
thèse bodies.

The Président proposed that a drawing of the parts should be

made for the Transactions at the expense of the Society.

Mr. Partridge asked if the case were not of a class not very

uncommon, a split scrotum, rudimentary pénis and imperfect

urethra, the two tumours being merely accidentai. He referred to

the case of a German who went about exhibiting himself, pretend-

ing to be of both sexes. He was really a man, though he had

certificates from several distinguished Médical men that he was a

woman. His urethra was large and this was taken for a vagina. It was
said that the os tincœ could be felt in this so-called vagina ; what
was reached by the frager, however, was the prostrate, and his urine

could be drawn off through this channel.

The Président said that he considered that the complications

rendered it the more necessary that a drawing should be made. He
agreed with Mr. Partridge that they were accidentai.

In reply to Dr. Schulhof, Mr. Gay said that there was no instance

of malformation in any other member of the patienfs family.

Mr. Thompson suggësted that the vascular growth might be re-

moved by the ligature.

Dr. Dickinson exhibited two spécimens of

GRANULAR DEGENEHATION OF THE KIDNEY.
They had both been taken from elderly people ; dropsy had not

been a prominent symptom in either case, and in other particulari

each had been accompanied by a very characteristic history. The
object in bringing forward thèse spécimens, however, was not
clinical, but had relation to morbid anatomy. The mechanism by
which a granulated surface is developed upon the kidney was ex-

plained, and préparations and drawings were adduced in support of

the views advanced. It was maintained that since the tubes of the

kidney were of microscopic size, no mère dilatation of thèse struc-

tures could occasion any roughness of surface perceptible to the
ucaided sensés. Granulations were made not so much by projec-

tion of the tubes of which they are composed, as by contraction of

the intermediate spaces. This contraction was explained to be
occasioned by a minute déposition of fibroid material upon the

intertubular tissues, which subsequently contracted and drew in the

surface. Granular degeneration of the kidney thus was made out

to be exactly analogous to cirrhosis of the liver. In the earlier

stages of the disease, fibrous processes could be seen passing into

the kidney from the capsule at regular intervais. Thèse worked
their way into the kidney, travelling quite independently of the

direction of the tubes. The tubes and their epithelium became
subsequently affected. Dr. Dickinson expressed his dissent from
the views of those pathologists who attribute ail the diseases of the

kidney to more or less desquamation of the epithelium.

Dr. Wilks said that the statement of Dr. Dickinson that the

granular kidney was the conséquence of an intertubular déposition

of fibrous tissue was highly important, if true, but it was so easy

to confound the matrix of the organ, and even the wasted tubules

themselves, with simple fibrous tissue, that much care was required

in coming to a décision on the question. That the apparent adven-

titious material was nothing more than the wasted tubular struc-

ture was the opinion of many high authorities. As regards the

similarity of the disease to that of cirrhosis of the liver, this held

good under the more recently received opinion. In Bright's Dis-

ease the analogy was at once made, but disputed on account of the

belief that the hepatic cirrhosis was due to the contraction of a

plastic lymph, whereas there was thought to be an absence of such

inflammatory product in the nephritic cirrhosis. On the supposi-

tion, however, that the granular kidney is caused by an inter-

tubular nephritis, the two diseases hâve again been compared, and

now they may with nîore justice than ever be considered as analo-

gous conditions, on the theory that in neither case is there a dépo-

sition of lymph in the structure, but that the contraction and

granulation are due to atrophy alone ; in both cases the nodules

or granulations being formed by little masses of the tissue it-

self.
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Mr. Spencer Watson exhibited a spcchuen showing

CONGENITAL DBFICIENCY OF THE RECTUM, AND IMPERFORATE
URETHRA.

The child from which the préparation was rcnioved was born
probably at the full time, or nearly so, but was smaller than the

average siie. The mother, a tolerably healthy woiuan, had several

otlnr well formed children. There was uothiiig on the surface to

indicate the position of the anus, or the course of the rectum. An
umbilical hernia, covered only by the transparent integument of

the cord, and tulipes calcaneo-varus of the left foot, co-existed

with the other deforniities. An attempt was made to relieve the

child by an incision from the perineuin without success. No urine

passed by the urethra. Tlie belly becanie much distended, and
the child died on the fourth day from its birth. On dissection a
portion of colon, corresponding to the umbilical hernia, was found
much inflamed, and récent lymph was effused on its surface. The
whole large intestines much distended. The caecum lying below
the stomach, and the remaining portion of the colon took a very

irregular course, a email portion of it only being attached t o the

left loin bv the mesocolon. The bowel terminated a little to the

right of the inferior fundus of the bladder, and communicated
with it by a narrow canal, a quarter of an inch long. The urethra

was imperforate in the middle part of its course, and the bladder
and uretera very much dilated. The dissection of the perineal

région gave no indication of a sphincter muscle. The distance

between the terminal portion of the bowel and the perineum was
•t least five inches. A case of the left foot of the saine subject

from King's Collège Muséum, showed a variety of talipes having
the characters of talipes varus and talipes calcaneus, the heel being
depressed and the inner border of the foot raised.

Dr. Gibb exhibited a
KECE OF NECROSED CRICOID CARTILAGE EXPELLED IN THE ACT

OF COUGHING.
The patient was a man of forty-seven, who had been very ill

with fever and rheumatism in India and China. He had been sub-
ject to sore throat, was hoarse for months, and had had loss of

voice for some weeks. He could utter only the feeblest whisper.
The breathing was stridulous and noisy. Expectoration was very
profuse. Laryngoscopy showed a large tumour formed by the right
false vocal cord, which nearly obliterated the glottis opening. The
inner surface of the tumour was excavated like a crater. Under
treatment the swelling and urgent symptoms subsided, and he was
on the eve of discharge from the hospital when he expectorated a
portion of the ring of the cricoid cartilage. A few days after he
had œdema of the right side of the glottis, with almost closure of

the latter. Dr. Gibb scarified the swelling freely with an instru-

ment he had devised and introdnced a large bougie (three- quarter

inch in dianieter) into the larynx, to dilate the passage by the aid

of the laryngoscope. Ail the dyspncea subsided, and he rapidly

improved.

Dr. Gibb also showed illustrations of

•UBERCULOU8 AND VOLLICULAR ULCERATION OF THE LARYNX
AND TRACHEA.

1. A female, aged thirty-eight, mother of four children. Tuber-
•ulous ulcération nf the larynx, especially involving the right vocal

cord ; hoarseness, partial aphonia and dysphonia for seven months
;

nflammation of the lelt thyro-hyoid ligament ; in the third stage

of pulmonary phthisis. 2. Pale, délicate, strumous lad of seven-

teen, in first stage of pulmonary phthisis. Loss of voice for six-

teen months, and now a laryngeal whisper ; larynx and trachea
mnch congested, with ulcération of the follicles on true and false

vocal corda, in the trachea, on the epiglottis, and aryteno-epiglottic
folds. Thèse were ail healed up by two applications of a solution
of nitrate of silver, and the voice improved. 3. A female, aged
twenty-four ; has spoken in a whisper for fifteen months ; in
second stage of phthisis

;
great irritability of larynx, which was

lound to be finely ulcerated throughout, as in No. 2, conjoined
with acute inflammation of the epiglottis. The aphonia was
ehiefly due to thickening of the true vocal cords and ulcération
of their mucous covering, which had almost wholly stopped their
action.

The Président supposed that Dr. Gibb would agrée that necrosis
of the laryngeal cartilages was not rare, and that pièces of bone
were not unfrequently coughed up. He had seen several cases in
which this had occurred as regards the arytenoid. In one, the frag-

ment got into the windpipe and nearly suffocated the patient.
Dr. Gibb said that he exhibited the spécimen as it was rare to be

able to see the exact point from which the bone came. This could
only be done by the aid of the laryngoscope, and was represented
in one of the drawings he brought i'orward.

Mr. Obre then showed
PART OF THE TONOUE REMOVED FOR EPITHELIAL CANCER.

A gentleman, forty-two years of âge, had slight ulcération of the
tongue from a false tooth. Induration followed, and the ulcération
extended. There were no enlarged glands. Mr. Obré removed it

by the knife. There was a good deal of haemorrhage, which was
toon stopped ; but afterwards secondary haemorrhage ensued. There

was évidence of tendency to cancerous disease on both sides of the

patient's family.

Mr. Henrt Thompson referred to two spécimens he had exhibited

for Mr. Fiddes, of Jamaica. In both the whole of the tongue was
removed, and both the patients recovered from the opération ; but
one of them died twelve months afterwards from récurrence of the

disease, and the other, when he last heard from Mr. Fiddes, was
sufTering from récurrence. As to the removal of cancer of the

tongue, he considered that if they were well isolated, there was a

good chance, and especially in some of a doubtful nature. There
was no diffieulty in applying the chain of the écraseur well behind
the disease if the tongue were perforated. He doubted, however,
whether it was désirable to remove parts of the tongue by this in-

strument, as, although there was little haaniorrhage at the time,

many of them bled afterwards.

Mr. Barwell referred to Mr. Nunneley's case of removal of the
whole tongue. He (Mr. Barwell) believed that when cancer was
seated near the tip of the tongue it was less likely to return when
removed than when it was far back. This, he considered, depended
on the nature of the tissue affected.

Mr. Partridge said that in ail the cases in which he had operated

the disease had invariably returned.

Mr. Gay said that he had seen a case of cancer of the tongue
commencing in a position precisely corresponding to a decayed and
roughened tooth, and he had no doubt but that such irritation was
a fréquent cause of the disease.

Dr. Montgomery then showed a spécimen of

PYiEMIC DEPOSIT IN THE LIVER.

He considered that it illustrated the mode of secondary deposits.

There were clots blocking up branches of the portai veins, and thèse

led to the part of the tissues of the liver which was diseased. Thèse
clots were exactly of the colour and appearance of the fibrine in

the liver itself. On opening one of tne deposits he found only

débris of fibrine, and he believed that the so-called abscesses were
not deposits at ail, but coagulations in the capillaries, which after-

wards softened and decomposed. Some of thèse were quite hard,

and under the microscope showed the structure of ordinary clots.

It occurred after an amputation, so that he could not understand

that any material had been bodily carried and arrested in the

capillaries.

Dr. Dickinson said that the spécimen looked like one of

fibrinous clôt.

Dr. Montgomery replied that he thought so, but that the fibrine

was being decomposed.
Dr. Bristowe considered that Dr. Montgomery meant that the

so-called secondary deposits were not really secondary, but local

deposits, which afterwards underwent softening. In the lungs
blood was sometimes effused in pyaemia.

Dr. Wilks said it was true that such primary deposits would
take place, but no one would deny that inflammatory changes
would follow.

Dr. Montgomery considered that very often there was no in-

flammation, at least none visible. He considered that the great

bulk of the so-called deposits were decomposed fibrine.

Dr. Wilks and Dr. Bristowe explained that they were speaking
of the first stage of the process.

Mr. Barwell thought there was no évidence of actual carrying

of pus. The condition of the blood was the important part of the

diseased process.

The Président thought that the theory broached as to the

softening of fibrine would scarcely hold good as regards the ex-

tensive deposits in the cellular tissue, in the joints, &c.

Dr. Montgomery thought that if the substance from the localities

mentioned were examined by the microscope it would be found to

be softened fibrine, and would contain only a few pus corpuscles.

The Président replied that he had found pus in the deposits in

joints.

Mr. Brooke exhibited a spécimen of

cutaneous tumour
removed a week ago frorn the middle of the dorsal région of the

spine. It had been growing for twenty years, but rapidly for the

the last three or four. It was soft, painless, and scssile. He could

not décide whether it was a degenerated naevus or not, and he was
not certain as to its malignancy. It contained large nucleated cells.

Fatality of Choléra in Malabar.—The mortality amoug
such of the natives as were treated in hospital on the outbreak of

choiera in 1859-60 was 66 per cent. ; that of cases registered

throughout the district no less than 93 per cent.

Netley Hospital.—With the exception of a few of the ofncers

and non-commissioned ofncers connected with the staff, the entire

invalid establishment at Chatham has been transferred to the new
military hospital at Netley.

Typhus Fever among the Surgeons at the General Hos-

pital at Vienna.—No less than six assistant-physicians, and a

great number of ward assistants, are suffering from the typhus

fever which has been raging in the hospital.
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

REPORT OF THE TRIAL BROMWICH v. WATERS.
This trial was ostensibly to asse»s damages for loss of service,

but it really implicated the honour and Professional conduct of Dr.

Waters, the charge against whom was as follows :—The plaintiff,

Caroline Bromwich, îs an elderly maiden lady, who with her
sister, also a maiden lady, near her own âge, réside at Boughton,
in Chester. They had a servant, Mary Whalley, now twenty-eight
years old, who had been in their service fifteen or sixteen years,

who had nursed both themselves and a brother in his last illness,

in whom they implicitly relied, and to whom they were
deeply attached. Dr. Waters had attended their brother, and occa-
Bionally themselves ; and Mary Whalley applied to him ibr advice,
at the suggestion of the plaintiff, in February, 1860, for vomiting
and other symptoms of gastric dérangement. Getting no better,
she was taken by her mistress to Llandudno, and thence to the
Isle of Man, and returned to Boughton in July, 1860. Being still

ill, she again applied to Dr. Waters, who saw her in bed at her
mistress's house, recommendcd her to go into the infirmary, where
she would be under his care ; and, on her evincing great répug-
nance to do so, told her she might come to see him at his own house,
for which he would charge her nothing, as the expense of medicines
would be as much as she could afford. She used always to go to him
on a Saturday. On the first Saturday in December, 1860, he made a
vaginal examination, told her she had ulcers in the womb, and on
the second Saturday applied lunar caustic, and this he continued to
do at intervais of a week or a fortnight, according to her account,
for more than a year ; according to his, five or six times, certainly
not ten. In 1861, her mistress took her to the Isle of Man again,
where she became the subject of aggravated hysteria. In August
she again saw Dr. Waters at his own house, having often seen him at
her mistress's during the summer, as he was attending Miss E. Brom-
wich under illness. No examination by the spéculum was made
in her mistress'sjiouse

; but on her resuming her visits to him he
began again to apply the caustic, and continued to do so until
Saturday, November 9, 1861. On that day, according to her
account, she walked to Dr. Waters' house, rather more than a mile
having been very ill ail the morning, and taken nothing ail day
but one cup of tea. On seeing her so faint when she arrived, he
gave her a glass of wine, almost immediately after drinking which
he became insensible, remained so for more than two hours, and
was unconscious to everything until between five and six o'clock,
when she " was awoke by the Doctor," lying in another room, and
found she had been sick over the hearth-rug. He gota cab for her
and she went home in it. After this he saw her at her mistress's
once or twice, and two or three times at his own house, but did not
use the spéculum. Her menses had appeared regularly until
November, 1861, after which they ceased. The last appearance
having been the last week in October, and one or two days in
November. On April 2, her mistress took her to Malvern, having
previously consulted Dr. Waters as to how she should treat her
and whether she should call in Médical advice there. This latter
he dissuaded lier from doing saying it would be of no use. At
this time Whalley's person began to enlarge, and according to her
account, Dr. Waters after the examination of the abdomen, told her
her liver was enlarged, that she must take wormwood-tea, walk
up the Malvern Hills as much as she could, and that she would be
better when her menstruation returned.
On May 22, Dr. Gully, of Malvern, was consulted, and pro-

nounced the case one of tumour of the womb. The patient went
through ail the formula of the water treatment, and on July 26
after evidently a good many hours' suffering from labour-pains à
boy was born. It was acknowledged on ail hands that the cirl
conducted herself as though she had no idea she was precnant
nor that the pams were those of labour until after the child's birth'
Dr. Crully was sent for when she was under expulsive pains • his
assistant, Dr. Badgley, came, but the child was born beforé his
arrivai. She alleged that she must hâve been taken advantage of
by Dr. Waters, while she was insensible at his house for inore
than two hours on November 9. She did not charge Dr. Waters
with anv other mdecent conduct, except once, when she being on
her back, and he striding across the lower end of the couch on
which she lay, while the spéculum was being used, a knock was
heard at the study door ; she then hastily removed the handker-
cniet with which she was accustomed to cover her face while under
examination, and saw his trousers unbuttoned, and his shirt pro-
trudmg. He turned from her, adjusted his dress, and opened the
door, and another time when he pressed heavily upon her while
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?aminati0I>- But she swore to his having made use
of the following expressions at différent times :—" There are onlvtwo things to be done, either I must apply caustic, or you musthâve a husband." " You want something doing to you." " Youwant a husband

; now how should I do for jour husband ?" « Youhâve a beautiful colour, and if you could see yourself in a glassyou would think yourself fit to be a bride." She also swore thathe requested her not to tell her mistress he had used caustic, « as

that was a Surgeon's business." Ail this, as might be supposed,
was denied by the défendant, Dr. Waters, except that he recorn-
mended to her marriage, which he acknowledged, as well as telling
the same to Miss Bromwich, her mistress, and that he did do this
Miss Bromwich corroborâtes.

To sustain her story, Miss Bromwich was called, but she could
only of course speak to the girl's gênerai state of health, the
journeys undertaken, and dates.

Dr. Badgley pronounced the child well developed.
Dr. Robert Lee had examined her most carefully with the

spéculum twice, and found the utérus perfectly healthy ; he could
detect no signs of previous ulcération, which must be évident had
ulcération ever existed ; he thought the spéculum had been grossly
abused.

Cross-examined by Mr. Welsby :—The spéculum has been very
largely employed in exploring diseases of the utérus ail over the
world.

Mr. Welsby : Would the use of the spéculum be proper in ru-

mination of the utérus ?—Witness : I don't understand you.
Mr. Welsby : Inflammation of the orifice of the utérus ?—Wit-

ness : I don't understand that.

Mr. Welsby : Do you understand by it irritation of the utérus î—Witness : That is a terni with no meaning. (Laughter).
Mr. Welsby : Do you understand by it superficial ulcération î

—

Witness : No, I do not.

Mr. Welsby (holding up a book) : Are you the author of
• Clinical Reports of Ovarian and Utérine Diseases ?"—Witness •

Yes.
Mr. Welsby read an extract from this volume, which stated that

the spéculum in exploration of diseases of the utérus was much
employed on the continent.

The witness said he had published two books. There was
another publication.

Mr. Welsby : Do not the words inflammation of the orifice

convey to your mind any spécifie idea ?—.Witness :—No ; very
différent.

Mr. Welsby : What information do you wish to convey to the
Profession, that in cases of inflammation of the orifice it is im-
portant to use the spéculum ?—Witness : It is an expression of
opinion generally received on the Continent^ and if you ask my
opinion at the présent moment, I will tell you that ulcération is

very rarely met with. That book was written a long time ago.
Mr. Welsby : In 1853. Am I to understand that it is unin-

telligible from the fact that it was written ten years ago ? How
old are you now ?—Witness : I am ten years older thanl was then.
(Laughter.)

Mr. Welsby : What is your âge ?—Witness : You would hâve
some difficulty in finding it ont (Renewed laughter.)

Mr. Welsby : Would I. I ask you again, how old are you ?—
Witness : I don't know.

Mr. Welsby : You wont tell me ? Witness : I cannot tell you.
Mr. Welsby : How long is it since you began your studies.—Witness : My whole life has been devoted to it.

Mr. Welsby : How do you know that ? This is not a farce we
are now acting, nor a comedy. Just tell me honestly, like a gen-
tleman, how long you are experienced in thèse diseases. Witness :

Thèse diseases hâve occupied my attention since I was a student
in Edinburgh.

Mr. Welsby : In what year ?—Witness : Twenty years ago I
studied everything that could be found in Edinburgh.

Mr. Welsby : When did your practice begin ?—Witness :—I
studied on the Continent for four years.

Mr. Welsby : In what year did you begin to practise ? Why do
you not give me a direct answer ?—Witness : I was two years with
Prince Woronzoff in Russia, when I returned to London, and I
hâve not got a holiday since 1827.

Mr. Welsby : You hâve got one now, at ail events.—Witness :

I am bound to say that I hâve not known an idle hour in my life
;

and if I am ignorant it is not my fault.

Dr. Ramsbotham had examined her with the finger and the
spéculum on February 6 last. The utérus was then perfectly healthy,
there was no cicatrix at the os uteri, which there would hâve been
had there ever been présent an ulcer that had destroyed the sub-
stance of the utérus extensively ; but if the ulcer had been merely
superficial, only destroying the mucous membrane, no trace might
be left at such a distance of time, because that membrane possesses
such restorative powers in itself, that ail marks of previous ulcéra-
tion on it alone are soon effaced. To require so many applications
of caustic for so long a time would generally imply that the sub-
stance of the mouth and neck was deeply implicated, because the
superficial ulcération mostly gives way to six or eight applications
at the farthest

; but this superficial ulcération has a great tendency
to recur, so that a return of the complaint may require a return to
the caustic, and thus the saine kind of treatment oiT and on may be
necessary for many months. The spéculum is most extensively used
in this country and ail over the world. He himself never uses it in
the case of an unmarried woman of good character, unless it lias

previously been employed by another practjtioner in the sarae case,
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From the description Whalley gave of the uttnck sho had on Nov. 9,

1861, be should call it cataleptic bysteria, or hysterical coma. Very
distinguislied authors botk in Engliind, France, and Germany, bave
expressed tbeir conviction tbat a woman might bo iuipregnated

while in a state of insensibility, and lie was of tbo saine opinion.

He tbought if attacks of hysteria such as Whalley experienced could

b« distincllv referred to tbe use of tbe spéculum or tbe application

of caustic, that tbe application sbould bc disconthuied as soon as

they appeared. Patients with ulcerated os uteri are generally sepa-
rated from tbeir busbands wliilo uiulcr treatmeut. Tbo recom-
mcndation of marri.igo in bysteria, wbero no ulcération exists, would
be proper, inasinuch as connubial intercourse ofteai cures bysterical

complainte.

Dr. Alfred Swayne Taylor knew that caustic was applied to tbe

o» uteri by Pliysicians as well as Surgeons, and it could not be con-
sidereil wholly a Surgeon's business. He agreed with Dr. Rams-
bothain respecting the character of tbe attacks to which Whalley
became subject, and his remarks about marriago in cases of bysteria.

He knew of no drug which would produce perfcct insensibility im-
înediately it was swallowed, and continue to afTect the person in the
sanie way for two or three bours, its effects after that time passing

offi Anj drug with such power would produce death.

Dr. \V «tere, as above said, denied using such expressions as were
attiibuted to hini ; denied his trousers were ever unbuttoned in

Wlialley's présence
; was sure from tbe first examination he niade

that she was not a virgin ; had certainly not used the caustic more
than ten times ; considered the girl of a lascivious tempérament

;

and on the first occasion of his seeing her at his own house, she put
her arms round him when he was examining with his ear the action
of tbe heart, and drew him towards her in a caressing manner. He
then told her that was wrong, he had a family, and nothing improper
mnst take place between them. Tbis she was called afterwards to
réfute.

Besides Dr. Waters' déniai, the defence was based upon two cir-

eumstances,—the first, that the day on which Whalley got a glass
of wine and was sick was not November 9, but the 30th, on which
day the Doctor, though at home, could not hâve been with her for
many minutes together, because he was selling a pony in the pad-
dock at some distance from the house ; the second, that the girl was
of a disreputablc character, used to talk about her sweethearts, &c,
•nd was often secn kissing a certain Joe Smith, and other men.
Joe Smith was called, and swore be never kissed her cxcept once,

ten years ago, and that was for a wager. __
One of her fellow-servants, indeed, deposed to her very olïcn

baving seen her straddling wilh lier legs across a boy who was kept
in the house, of fourteen years old, while he was sitting in a chair,

io that her naked legs could bc seen, and he had bis breeches down
at tbe same time. Tins always happened in the kitchen, and at
dinner-time. She never told her mistress of the misconduct.

Mr. Serjeant Sliee, however, drew out of this witness tbat she had
a great hatred to Mary Whalley.
The boy was exainined, who swore it was false.

Mr. Brittain, Dr. Fyfe, and Professor Simpson, of Edinburgh, ail

concurred that the treatment pursued by Dr. Waters was correct
;

and Dr. Simpson told the court that a child born three weeks before
its time would not be fully developed.
The jury, after six hours' délibération, found a verdict for the de-

fendant. This announcement was received outside the court with
tremendous cheering.

On the next day, Saturday, an action for slander was brought by
Dr. Waters against Miss Bromwicb. The plaintifTs case having
been proved, it was proposed by the défendant that a juror should
be withdrawn, upon which his Lordsliip remarked, " This case was
most satisfactorily investigated yesterday, and if I were the plaintiff's

counsel I certainly would not permit him to consent to the with-
drawal of a juror." A verdict (by consent) was then taken for the
plaintif!", damages 40s. and costs. His Lordsliip remarked, " / think
it is most correctfor the défendant to express her satisfaction with the

jurrfi décision yesterday, in which I mosthearlily and entirely concur."

DROGHEDA QUARTER SESSIONS.

ELLIS V. MILLS.
This was an action brought by the plaintiff, R. E. Ellis M.D.,

against Henry Mills, soliciter, for 22/. 1s., being the amount
claimed by lum for loss of time and travelling and other expenses,
incurred in attending as a witness in the case of Gibson v. Flynn,
brought on for trial in Dublin some few months ago, and for tbe
payment of which, it was alleged that there was an express con-
tract.

*

Mr. HAmill, in opening the case, said the défendant was a solici-
ter, who has corne to this town to practiee in the local courts, and Dr.
Ellis, who u a hiehly respectable and well-known médical practi-
tioner, sued Mr. Mills for 22/. ls., for loss of time and expenses in
going to Dublin and back, and évidence rendered by him as a
witness, pursuant to a mbpcena served by the défendant on him in
the month of November 18C2. The plaintiff allèges that the défen-

dant agreed to pay lus expenseB. Dr. Ellis, as he had stated, is a
gentleman residing in Drogheda, and Mr. Mills, a soliciter, brought
an action, instructed, he presumed, by a person named Bridget
(iibson, against a person named Flynn, for séduction. That was
an action orought to the court in Dublin, and for some reason Mr.
Mill conceived that Dr. Ellis's testimony would be valuable upon
the hearing of the case. He issued a summons and plaint against
Flynn—the case was for trial, and appeared upon tbe liât foi several
daya in November and beginning of December. Having to act
upon bis own judgiuent Mr. Mills, «ave a subposna to Dr. Ellis te
attend in Dublin upon that trial. The law, which he believed te
be this, he would now tell the jury. The attorney who merely
acts as an agent for his principal in an action, if advised and
direeted to suminon any partieular party as a witness, is not him-
self personal ly answeralile to the person whom he summons ; but
in this case there was an express, direct contract ruade between
Dr. Ellis and Mr. MlUs with regard to thèse expenses, with regard
to being suiuinoued, and with regard to the expenses incurred in
travelling to and from Dublin from day to day. If he proved that
express contract, he took the case out of this iule, and it becomes
an ordinary case of agreement between party and party. He must
now go into the facts of the case Gibson v, Flynn, because it would
show the action was of the nature known as a spéculative action
by the attorney. He was not now going to say that attorneys
might not legitimately commence spéculative actions, because if it

were not so, grievous wrong would sometimesgo uuredresscd, unless
some man like Mr. Mills came forward and took the niatter up.
Mr. Mills could tell them that Bridget Gibson the plaintiff in that

action, was a very poor woman, who received only a few shillings

per week, and had no means whatever to enable her to protract the

question iu Dublin, because before an action can be tried there are
certain things to be doue which create and promote expense. Mr.
Mills, however, took the matter up. Some would call him a spécu-
lative attorney ; he (Mr. Hamill) called him a philanthropie attor-

ney, who, out of pure love for the species, undertook tue action

(laughter). However, it was certain that Dr. Ellis atteuded in
Dublin, and on the first day had a remarkable conversation with
Mr. Mills. He said to the défendant, "You know this woman
cannot pay me for my expenses, and you know I cannot attend
hère without expense and loss of time, nor without the usual fee

of a physician being paid me." During the sittings that terni there
was no less than three or four actions against a trader named
-Langan for fraud upon the revenue. Tins case was then at hearing
and some of the most eminent men of the Irish Bar were engagea
ht it, and that was a bloek in the way of hearing the case for
which the plaintiff was summoned. Dr. Ellis said to Mr. Mills,
" You see this case is taking up a great deal oi time

;
you want me

to corne backward and forward, and I now require to know from you
who is to pay me 1 " Mr. Mills there and then said, " Well, we know
this is a case which must be tried; we cannot do without you, and
I'il see you paid, and pay you." And, accordingly, Dr. Ellis re-

mindetl him that his fee was three guineas per day, and, besides,
that he would require something for his expenses.

He said that he could not corne back to Dublin again, and Mr.
Mills repeated that he would hâve him paid, and that they could
not do without him. If he (Mr. Hamill) proved an express contract,
he would be entitled to a verdict for a fair amouut. Dr. Ellis

had to attend for six days, and it was well known to Mr. Mills
that if he had not succeeded in the action Miss Bridget Gibson
was not able to pay either him or the doctor, and he had to say
that when an attorney embarks in a case of that kind ho makes
himself the principal ; he ascends aud rises into that greater cha-
racter, because he is the person who is to lose a certain amount
if héMails, and gain a far greater amount if he succeeds. Well,
the défendant (Flynn) was advised by his counsel that it

would not do to bave the publicity of that trial in the public
papers, and an agreement was corne to whereby a certain sum was
arranged to be paid to Gibson. Now, he desired to irnpress

upon the jury that their verdict in this case could do Mr. Mills no
harm.
At ail events, he got 200/. to cover the costs, and if he has re-

tained money he has a right to pay them. If he has not, he, know-
ingthe conséquences, should hâve retained it. And now, gentlemen,
I will read you a letter from Mr. Mills to Dr. Ellis, as I want to

show you that before this money came into his possession he had a

clear intimation of our demand ; because, gentlemen, Dr. Ellis

applied to him, and furnished his account, that amounted to the
sum of 22/. Is., which we now process for. Ile wrote to him, he
spoke to him personally, and, gentlemen, he received from Mr. Mills

this answer :

—

" Dear Dr. Ellis,

—

I hâve delayed answering your letter in hopes
of hearing further from Mr. Shegog, but as yet nothing definite lias

been donc. By Saturday, however, I would hope to be in a position

to settle your elaim, and I need hardly sav wliat ulèasnre it will

give me to hâve this doue to your satisfaction.—Yours, &c,
" H. Mills."

Now, gentlemen, I cannot pass over this letter without remark.

At that time he knew of the demand and the amount, aud then he
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says, " When I get the money I'il hâve great pleasure in settling

your claim to your satisfaction." Now I ask you what is the legi-

timate meaning of thèse words, unless it is this," When I get the

money I will pay you your 22/. to your satisfaction." Now, gentle-

men, let us see how Mr. Mills, in lus philanthropy for Bridget Gib-

son, trots Dr. Ellis in the like philanthropie spirit. Dr. Ellis went

to his office, and what was the satisfactory offer that Mr. Mills was

inelined to make > Why, when Dr. Ellis went in Mr. Mills talked

something about H. Well, now, that was a very philanthropie

offer no doubt. Mr. Murray, the gentleman who is so very active

in transacting the business of Mr. Mills for him, thought it was
not enough. Even Mr. Murray thought it too little, and, said he,

" Give him another pound—give him another pound," (iaughter).

Why, gentlemen, Dr. Ellis holds a high position in this town ; he
did not go there to huxter with them—he went there to hâve a set-

tlement ofhis claim, as in this letter, which reflects crédit on Mr.

Mills, if lie had only carried it out. Now I would like to know
whether this was to the satisfaction of Dr. Ellis or not to offer him
only 51. ! And the clerk coming out with a more charitable feeling

for lus townsmen—"Oh!" said he, "give him another pound"
(Iaughter). Now, gentlemen, are you to permit a stranger who bas

corne among you to reap a large profit, and get the services of a re-

spectable person in this way ? some people would call it shabby.

I will not designate it so

—

I will leave that for you, gentlemen, to

do by your verdict. He does not in this letter repudiate the de-

mand—He doesn't even say it is too much. I could understand

the honesty of Mr. Mills saying, " Doctor this is too much. " But,

no ; he says nothing of the kind until he has netted a nice little

sum of 2001.—a very pleasant little sum to hâve in his pocket. But
when he offers Dr. Ellis 51., I leave it to you, gentlemen, to décide

whether you will agrée with Mr. Murray that 61. is fair, or agrée

with me that Dr. Ëllis's claim for 221. Is. is a fair one ; and now,
gentlemen, that is the question you hâve to décide.

Dr. Ellis sworn and examined by Mr. Hamill

—

I am a médical
practitioner in this town ; I know Mr. Henry Mills, soliciter ; I

know a person named Bridget Gibson ; I was suhpanaed to attend
as a witness in a case brought by her against a person named Flynn;
I got 10s. with the subpœna; I went to Dublin in pursuance of that;

I recollect meeting Mr. Mills ; the trial was to take place in the
Court of Exchequer, and I met him in the Round Hall ; I had a
conversation with him there, and called his attention to the long
list ; this case was No. 11 on the list ; I told him I could not af-

ford to lose ail my tiiuc, that I would expect three guineas a day
and incidental expenses ; I then recommended him to get counsel to

apply for a certain day to try the case ; when I mentioned that [

should get three guineas a day and 10s. 6d. lor expenses, he assented

to it ; in conséquence of what took place I came back on Tuesday
;

on Sunday I received a message from his clerk, and I went on Mon-
day in accordance with that ; I saw him on Monday ; had a con-

versation with him, and told him he had no business to bring me
up on that day ; he told me the trial might corne on at auy moment;
I attended every day ; he desired me to do so ; I went home that

night and returned next day ; he told me there was no chance of

the trial going on ; I attended six days at his instance.

Mr. O'Driscoll referring to the case of Gibson v. Flynn, said it

was a very distressing one, there was a complication of injuries

complained of by his (Mr. O'DriscoH's) client, as Bridget Gibson
then was, and one of them was disposed of in this court. The action

to be tried in Dublin was one of séduction, and M?. Mills was direc-

ted by his counsel to procure the gentlemen who attended this girl

in her confinement and afterwards. That was what Dr. Ellis was suh-

panaed for. The giil or her mother could have.'proved it, but still it

was thought proper to produce the doctor, and accordingly he was
summoned. The jury would, he was sorry to say, be obliged to

décide upon some very niaterial facts, in which there would be a
direct -.onilict of évidence between Dr. Ellis and Mr. Mills. Mr.
Mills WM always ready to paj what the law would allow him, but
he wçs noo ready to put his hand into his client's pocket, and it was
utterly improbable that before the case went to a jury at ail

—

knowing the persons tobe extremely poor—Mr. Mills would'come for-

ward and say, " 1*11 pay you 21 guineas no matter what the resuit
of the action is. The jury would be helped to the conclusion,
whether it occurred at ail or not, by the évidence of Mr. Mills, who
would tell them that no such thing occurred and that he onlv said
to Dr. Ellis, " you shall be paid what is right." Dr. Ellis then said
to Mr. Mills, " I shall expect three guineas a day," and Mr. Mills
said, " undoubtedly, whatever is right you will get, and it shall be
my duty to get you what is right," but he did not pledge himself,
or nmko himself personally liable for the payment. And now he
would ask the jury to put themselves in the position of Mr. Mills—the action pending—his client's people poor—the matter not
trieil by a jury—would they voluntarily pledge themselves to a
person whose évidence was not worth a straw, to pay him 20 guineas.
Ile gave them crédit for more common sensé. If it was when
a very favourable impression had been made, and when a very
material witness was required to be produced, and when the resuit
of the verdict depended upon his évidence, he could understand a
médical man saying " I won't give my évidence unless you, Mr.

Mills hand me my twenty guineas," He could understand that, and
if the other said, " very well, doctor, I will guarantee to give you
the twenty guineas, " that would be an agreement in open court,

and there would be considération for that. But beforenand—the
gentleman having in his pocket that which compelled him by force
of it at least to appear in court—it it would be absurd to do so.

Now, there was the state of the case which the jury were asked to
believe—that Dr. Ellis had the tubpœna in his pocket by which he
was bound under the penalty of 100/. to appear in court, and that
Mr. Mills notwithstanding he knew ail this, said to him, " I may never
put a penny of costs in my pocket, but I will nevertheless pay you
20 guineas." But lie could understand that this being the first

case in which Dr. Ellis's professional évidence was required in a
civil court, there should be some confusion of intellect. He should
be sorry to impute wilful misrepresentation to the doctor, but he
should say that, Dr. Ellis appearing in a civil court for the first time
like a gênerai in his first battle, was a little agitated, and readily
fell into a mistake.—Mr. Mills was under no such feeling, and he
told Dr. Ellis that whatever was right he should get it, that it

would give him great pleasure to procure for him what he could.

On a subséquent occasion, when the doctor called on him, Mr
Mills offered to pay him six guineas, and pnt his hand in his pocket
to do so, but the doctor said, " no, Fil hâve the twenty guineas or

none." Now , he begged to say that it would be a very fatal blot

upon justice if, upon ail occasions where there was a poor plaintiff,

she was obliged to make a bargain of that kind with a médical gen-
tleman before she could hâve the assistance of his évidence, which
by law he is bound to give. It would be as much as to say that

justice is to be bought. But there is no such thing known to our
law. Physicians and surgeons were until very lately entitled to

nothing at ail, even for their| professional services, and now very
great discussion was going on among médical men, to see whether
they coidd not get an Act of Parliament obliging the payment of

their expenses.

His Worship in summing up, said there was one of two topics in

tins case which the jury would require to dismiss from their mind.
They had heard a great deal about spéculative actions ; but he had
to tell them that the resuit of the action brought on by Mr. Mills

proved it to be well founded, and it would be a lamentable thing

indeed if the circumstance of the plaintiif being a poor woman,
would debar her by the circumstances attending litigation from
defending her case. The fact of its being a spéculative case did
not at ail redound to the discrédit of Mr. Mills and whether it was
a spéculative action or not, did not make the least différence. The
question for the jury to décide was, whether there was an agreement
on the part of Mr. Mills to make himself responsible for the loss of
time and expenses ; what, under the circumstances, would be a
reasonable sum for Dr. Ellis to be paid ; and, lastly, if they consi-

dered 101. would be suificient rémunération.
The jury then retired, and after a short absence from court, found

" that there was a contract to pay for loss of time and travelling ex-

penses." and a decree was given for 13Z. 3s. An appeal against the
décision was immediately lodged.

Hoeqan v Flynn.
In this case the plaintiif, Wm. G Horgan, Esq, M.D., sued

Nicholas Flynn, défendant in the case of Gibson v. Flynn, for his
loss of time and expenses in attending as a witness.

Mr. Phillips attended for the plaintiff.

Owing to the absence of the plaintifTs attorney,

His Worship declined, in the absence of the responsible solicitor,

to proceed with the case.

In answer to Mr Phillips,

His Worship said he would, if they desired, go on with the case ;

but in the event of his decidiug agaiust the plaintiff, there could be
no appeal.

This course was then acceded to.

The business of the court eonmienced on Tuesday morning at
10 o'clock, and did not terminate until the same hour on Wednes-
day night.

MEDICAL NEWS.

Apothecaries' Hall.—The following gentlemen passed their

examination in the Science and Practice of Medicine, and received
certificates to practise, on the 2nd inst. : — William Adolphus
Frederick Bateman, Kichmond, Surrey ; Horatio Bâte Goold, Gos-
port, Hauts ; John Prior Purvis, Blackheath, Kent ; George Jen-
kyn Thomas, Haverlordwest ; Matthew Trevan, St. Bartholomew's
Hospital ; Francis William Slow Wicksteed, St. Bartholomew's
Hospital.

The following gentlemen also on the same day passed their first

examination :—John Henry Ashton, St. Bartholomew's Hospital ;

Alfred Square Cook, St. Bartholomew's Hospital ; Ralph Gooding,
King's Collège ; Paulin Martin, St. Bartholomew's Hospital ; Thos.
Claye Shaw, King's Collège ; James Mare Taylor, Queen's Collège,

Birmingham.
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A Cixchona Plantation bas been successfully formed on the

northern hills of the island of Trinidad.

Small-pox and Mbasles in London.—There were forty-five

fatal case» of small-pox in London last week, and fifty-one of

measlea. Both of thèse diseases are prévalent in the district of St.

John's, Westminster.

Public Carbiaoes roR the Sick.—The Visiting Committee of

the City of London Union has reconunendcd that carriages for the

conveyance of persans labouring under contagious diseases be lined

with American cloth.

A New Instrument for the Ocular Examination or Strio-

tures of the Urethra has been invented by M. Desormeaux,
surgeon to the Necker Hospital at Paris, on the principle of the

laryngoscope. It may also be used to inspect the nasal foss», the

pharynx, or any other deep canal.

A Scaldino Vapocb Bath.—On Monday week Anna Maria
Bahnforth, aged seventeen, died froni the effect of a vapo'ir bath

improperly given. A heated brick was placed in boiling water,

the vapour from which so scalded her that she died in a few hours

in great agony.

Cambridge: Tancred Studentship of Phtsic.—There will

be at least one vacant studentship at Whitsuntide. The annual
stipend is lOOt, and may be held until the degree of Bachelor of

Medicine is attained, and for three years afterwards.

The Southampton Médical Society held its monthly meet-
ing on the 7th ult., when Dr. J. Stevenson Bushnan, of Laverstock
House Asylum, read a discourse " On the Proper Liniits between
the Empirical, the Rational, and the Empirico-Bational in Medicine."

He described the controversy as existing from the earlist period of

Medicine, and recapitulated the summary which Celsus had given ;

and after a concise and luminous description of empiricism as de-

pending upon observation of single cases, which applied the same
rule to ail, and Rationalism, which, from largely extended obser-
vation educed the laws by which the treatment of disease ought to

be governed, he contended that the real science of Medicine is in
therapeutics, which includes the rules and principles applicable to

the use of ail remédiai agents ; that this science had by no rneans
made great progress, so that the empirical in Medicine far exceeded
the rational ; and that this state of things was likely to continue
for a long period. The address was well received, and secured to

Dr. Bushnan the cordial approval of the Society.

APPOlNTMEJfTS FOU THE WEEK.
Wednesday, April 15.

Opérations at Middlesex Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St. Mary's Hospital, 1 p.m.
;

University Collège Hospital, 2 p.m.

Thursday, April 16.

Opérations at St. George's Hospital, 1 p.m.; Central London Oplithalmic

Hospital, 1 p.m.; London Hospital, lj p.m. ; Koyal Free Hospital, \\

p.m. ; Great Northern Hospital, King's cross, 2 p.m. ; London Sur-

gical Home, 2 p.m.—Vesico-Vaginal Fistula, Ruptured Perineum, Fis-

of Rectum ; West London Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Ortho-

pédie Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Institution, 3 p.m.—Professor D. T.

AnsUd, " On the Relations of Geology with Allied Sciences ;" Chemi-
cal Society, 8 p.m.—Messrs. W. H. Perkin and A. H. Church, " On
Derivatives of Hophthylamine ;" Harreian Society, 8 p.m.—Dr. Cock,

"On Kick et.s, and the Connection of Laryngismus Stridulus, or False

Croup, with that Diseasa."

Friday, April 17.

Opérations at Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital, 1J p.m. ; Royal Insti-

tution, 8 p.m.—Mr. Frank Buckland, " On the Culture of Fish ;"

Western Médical and Surgical Society of London, 8 p.m.—Practical

Eveuing for the Narration of Cases and the Exhibition of Spécimens.

Saturday, April 18.

Opérations at St. Thomas's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St Bartholomew's Hospital,

Ij p.m. ; King's Collège Hospital, 1J p.m. ; Charing-eross Hospital,

2 p.m. ; Royal Institution, 3 p.m.— Professor Max Millier, " On tlie

Science of Language ;" Metropolitan Association of Médical Offlcers of
Health, 7i p.m.

Monday, April 20.

Opérations at Lock Hospital, Dean street, Soho, Clinical Démonstrations
and Opérations, 1 p.m. ; St. Mark's Hospital for Fistula and other
Diseases of the Rectum, lj p.m. ; Motropolitan Free Hospital,
2 p.m.

Tuesday, April 21.

Opérations at Guy's Hospital, 1J p.m.; Westminster Hospital, 2 p.m.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

*** It is requested that ail communications for the Editor of tins Jour-
nal may be addressed to the Office, No. 20 King William street,

Strand, W.
We regret that want of space compels us to postpone Dr. Corfe's paper,

as well as several Reviews and Reports of Médical Societies, until next
week.

Wk hâve received the spécimen of Pepsine Wine forwarded to us by
Messrs. Morson and Son, who are the manufacturera of this article.

It is, we understand, prepared from the gastric juice of the calfs
•tomach, and the process of converting it into a wine is founded upon
the observations of Dr. Ellis, and others, that good white wine forms
an excellent menstruum for Pepsine. We hâve tasted the prépara-
tion and find that it is rather agreeablo with a faint degree of acidity.

It is no doubt a very convenient method of administering Pepsine iu

those complaints iu which its use is recommended.
Dr. Graily Hewitt.—The report has been received.

Mr. J. Williams.—Communication received.

A Pabochial Surgeon will find that his wishes hâve been complied with.

Dr. F.— Assuming the statement which has been forwarded to us, to be
correct, we are of opinion that Dr. E. was not justified in continuing

his attendance on the cas», when he was informed that another Médi-
cal man had already seen the patient. The practitioner who was first

called in, ought to continue his visits, unless the patient should direct

otherwise. Médical étiquette would certainly dictate such a course.

Weiss v. M'Kenzie.
To (ke Editor of the Médical Circular.

Sir,—In your report of the above trial, it is stated that the plain-

tiff, Martin Weiss, of the Jewish persuasion, styles himself Dr. Weiss,

upon a diploma of Licentiate of Medicine granted by the Dublin Uni-
versity. I beg leave to infonn you that the university natned never
conferred the dipioma on ~Jiat individual, simply because there
is no such diploma grantod by the university, and that no degree or

diploma in medicine or surgery is conferred on any candidate until he
has first graduated in Arts, that no member of the Jewish persuasion

ever graduated eitbor in Arts or Medicine, iu the Dublin Univer-

sity, and that the uame of Martin Weiss does not appear in the
' Médical Register ' for 1863. I am, Sir,

An Irish General Médical Practitioner.
Dr. Corfe's paper has been received.

Mr. R. H. S. Carpentir.—It is a grave defect in our laws that such
rank imposition should be allowed to go unpunished.

Dr. W. C. Horoan.—The newspaper has been received.

A Solicitor.—We entirely agrée in the opinion you hâve expressed.

W.—It can be obtained at Grossmith's, in Fleet street. We know
nothing of the other instrument mentioned in our Correspondent'»

note.

Mr. A. Boyer Brown.—The notice has been receivod.

Mr. R. Hamilton will see that we bave complied with his wishes.

Senex.—There is no law against such a proceeding, but its propriety

may be questionablc.

Mr. R. H. S. Cari'ENTEr's letter shall appear in our next number.

Great SavinginthePurchase
ofNEWMEDICAL GLASSBOTTLESand PHIALS

of the beat Manufacture, at the NORTH LONDON GLASi
BOTTLE WORK3.—I. ISAACS and COMPANY, Pro-
prietors.—London Warehouses, 24 and 25 Francis street,

Tottenham-court road, W.C.

BEST QUALITT. Fer gTOSS.
6 and 8 oz., any shape, plain, or graduated,

clear, blue, tinted 8s. Od.
8and4oz., ditto, ditto .. 7 «
J oz. Moulded Pliials \ / 4
1 oz. ditto . . lof a very superiorJ 5 «

1J os. ditto .. f quality .. ..1 6
oz. ditto .. J (.7 o

ibcokd qcality. Per grosp
6 and 8 oz., any shane, plain, or graduated 7
3 and 4 oz., ditto ditto . . . . 6 «
i oz. Moulded PhiaU 4
loz. ditto 5
11 oz ditto 5
2 oz. ditto t «

No remittance required until the good» are received.

No charge for package. Prompt attention tocountry
•rdera. P. O. ordera to be made payable to Inaacs aud
Company, at Tottenham-court road. Chèques crosseu
L'olty Bank, Western tiranch. KatabJiahed upwards of
T0 yeara.

Willi
m:
ams and Son's Pure

GLYCERINE SOAP, analysed by Dr Hofmann
F.R.8, and Professor Redwood, Ph. D.—Strongly recom-
mended by manyeminent Members of the Médical Profes
sion, and favourably noticed by the following Médical
Journal» :

—

The Lancet.
The Médical Times and Gazette.
The Bhitish Médical Journal.
The Médical Circula r.

The Edinbukoh Médical Journal.
The Dublin Hospital Gazette.

It is suîted to ail cases of délicate sk iu, whether arising
from disease or otherwise, and is aâmirably adaptea for

nursery use.

May be had of ail respectable Chemists, Pcrfumers, «te.

Soap Works, Clerkcnwel), London,

IV/Tedical Fixtures and Glass
-"-*- MANUFACTORY.3 Liverpoolstreet, Bishopsgate,
London.
FILMER K1DSTON, begs to infonn Gentlemen Coin-

meucing or Altering in the above Profession, that he
has an extensive assortment of SHOP and SURGERY
FITTINGS, GLASS, EARTHENWARE, &c, of the most
improved style and make, on view.—Plans and Estimâtes
furnished. — An assortment of Kccond-ha id Fittings,
Bottles, Earthenware, ©te. etc.

the PriéesÇ^teatRéduction in
^-* of new MEDICAL GLASS BOTTLES and PHIALS
at the Islington Glass Bottle Works, Islingron place, Park
road. London Warehouses, 19 Bread st. hill, Up. Thamcsst.
City, B.C., and 2 Upper Copenhagen st., Barnsbury road,
Islington. E. and H. HARRIS and Co., Propriotors.

BEST QUALITY ONLY. PeT grOSS
6 and S oz., any shape, plain or graduated,

clear blue tinted 8g. Od
3 and 4 oz., ditto, ditto, ditto 7 6

J oz. White Moulded Phials-j i 4 «
1 oz. ditto ditto .. I Of a very sup- ) 5 6
l 1 oz. ditto ditto .. f rior quality j6
2 oz. ditto ditto .. ) 17

Immédiate attention to country orders No remittance
required until the goods are received. Packages free

Goods delivered free within seven miles. Pnst-omeeorder-i
made payable to E. and H. Hakris and Co., at the Chief
fllce London.—Bankers, Union Bank of London.
N.B. Orders sent to either establishments will rneet with

prompt attention.

Prize Medal, International, Exhibition, 1862.

FR, Gustav Ernst, Ortho-
• PJEDIC and ANATOMICAL MACHINEST, Manu-

facturer of Surgical Instruments, Elastic Bandages, &c &c.
11» Çalthorpe street, Gray's-inn road,;W.C.
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LEARNED SOCIETIES.

Academy of Sciences.—Dr. Kœberlé, of Strasbourg, who

twice already bas successfully performed ovarian excision,

forwarded to tbo Academy the particulars of two récent cases,

in which he has bad recourse to this formidable opération

with equally felicitous results.

" In my third opération," says tbe author, " I had to eon-

tend with extraordinary and unexpected difficulties, which,

however, I had the good fortune to overcome. Finding it

impossible to eradicate the entire tumour, I was compelled to

remove a portion only, and to surround the basis with a loop

of metallic wire, which was gradually tightened, and finally

induced the mortification of the remaining segment. After its

élimination, I had to deal with an extensive cavity in full sup-

puration, and the external aperture was kept open for two

entire months, until perfect cicatrisation was eft'ected. The

opération was performed on the 4th of December, 1862, and

the patient, a young woman aged twenty-one, had for eleven

months suffered from the very rapid increase of a plurilocular

ovarian cyst. The growth was free from adhésion to the ab-

dominal walls, but presented numerous attachments to the

mesentery and omentum, and was, moreover, closely connected

with the womb, and the other pelvic viscera. No alarming

symptoms of peritonitis supervened, but between the eleventh

and the thirteenth day, danger arose from the temporary dis-

continuance of the lotions of sulphate of iron. Although the

abdominal wound is not yet entirely closed, the patient may
be looked upon as completely cured, her gênerai condition

being, in every respect, satisfactory.

" The fourth opération was performed on the 20th of De-

cember, 1862, in the case of a girl, aged twen y-three, in

whom a multilocular cyst had been repeatedly tapped ^t gra-

dually shorter intervais. A complète cure was apparently

effected as early as the tenth day, when secondary hsemorrhage

from the ovarian artery occurred, both externally and inter-

nally, in conséquence of the tension of the pedicle which had

been secured in the lower angle of the scar. The hsemorrhage

was checked by methodical pressuve for a period of thirty-six

hours, but recurred together with symptoms of peritonitis.

Under thèse circumstances hésitation would hâve been a fatal

mistake ; I therefore lacerated the inferior part of the cicatrix,

and detached the pedicle ; the ovarian artery was then secured

with a forceps, which was left in situ, and the coagula, which

emitted a distinct ammoniacal odour, were removed from the

abdominal cavity. On the 24th day the patient was able to

leave her bed, and on the 20th of January (the thirty-second

day after the opération), she was completely recovered. The
cure was therefore delayed but a few days by the hsemorrhage

and its conséquences."

— A paper was then read on the curative properties of

styrax and copaiva in croup and diphtheria.

The author, Mr. Trideau, of Andouillé (Mayenne), stated

that in a récent and most murderous épidémie of diphtheria,

which carried off between two and three hundred persons in

the district of Chaillant, near Laval, he prescribed copaiva and

styrax, substances calculated to modify powerfully the morbid
condition of mucous surfaces. Good effects immediately fol-

lowed the exhibition of thèse remédiai agents, and Mr. Trideau

had the good fortune to cure five cases of croup, and forty of

diphtheritic angina. " In gênerai," says he, " the amendment
was obvious in the course of twenty-four hours, and a cure

followed in five or six days."

Mr. Trideau administers the copaiva in the form of a syrup,

or solidified with magnesia. He also uses the syrup of styrax

as described in the officiai Codex. The dose for adults is a

table-spoonful, and for children under six years of âge, a tea-

spoonful every second hour. In serious cases two enemas are

also prescribed in the course of the day, each containing one

drachm of the balsam. Copaiva is, in gênerai, easily borne by
the stomach ; it is rejected when the disease is conquered, and
may then be discontinued.

Academy op Medicine. — Mr. Jules Cloquet presented a

communication from Mr. Grimaud (of Caux) on the subject

which at présent engages the attention of the Academy.

Mr. Grimaud, an extremely intelligent practitioner, per
fectly conversant with the question, thinks that the term
publie waters should be substituted for the dénomination
drinkable waters, which has hitherto been used. The problem
under considération does not refer merely to water fit for con-
sumption, but to water applicable to ail domestic uses. This
distinction is of some importance. Thus, says the author, if

drinkable water alone is referred to, the Academy has no stan-

dard to judge by, and différences of habit and taste must lead

to interminable discussion. But if water appropriate to ail

domestic uses is the subject, the properties required for such
uses supply the necessary data for the détermination of the

nature, and the appréciation of the qualities désirable in

water.

Now it so happens that the water most appropriate to ail

uses is precisely that which constitutes the most wholesome
beverage, a statement which cannot be controverted.

Whatever its source, water has but one origin, the clouds
;

whether drawn from a well, or taken from the bed of a river,

its positive and only origin is rain. In this respect it is abso-

lutely impossible to establish différences : rain-water is ever

and everywhere the same. Différences arise when rain-water

having percolated through the soil, oozes out in a locality less

elevated than that on which it fell, and is modified in its

composition by the various éléments it dissolves in its under-

ground passage.

In order to estimate thèse différences, it is obviously neces-

sary to agrée as to the original composition, and the essentiel

constituents of rain-water.

Physically, rain is the resuit of the evaporation of water

from the surface of the earth, a procédure imitated by the

chemist in the process of distillation.

Chemically, rain-water consists, as Lavoisier has shown, of

85 parts of oxygen and 16 of hydrogen (by weight).

This is therefore the original composition of water, the

natural standard to which every kind of water must be

referred.

This is the prototype water of the chemist, of which Profes-

sor Dumas, after fil'ty experiments, each of twenty hours' dura-

tion, succeeded in producing about two pints.

It is also the water of the hygienist.

This, the standard fluid, is applicable to every domestic use,

and to the arts and manufactures without any exception what-

ever. It would be impossible to mention any use for which
rain or distilled water is unfit. It may perhaps be objected

that water lies heavy on the stomach, and is improper for

human consumption.

But observe, says Mr. Grimaud ; the remark is correct if dis-

tilled water is consumed as a beverage immediately after dis-

tillation, before it has had time to absorb air, for which ail

wholesome water has considérable affinity, although some per-

sons readily accustom themselves to its use. But it is other-

wise when it has been aerated, or has received the addition of

an aromatic, nutritious, sweet, bitter, or acid ingrédient, or of

any tonic élément.

In several parts of the world, water is never drunk without

having been previously boiled. Thus in China, it is used in

the shape of an infusion of tea-leaves, and the Dutch follow

this example.

Were I to enter into further particulars, I might easily show

that water is but an excipient and a solvent, and that for this

purpose, it must be neutral.

Starting from this principle, in harmony, with scieutîfic

évidence which is never in contradiction with nature, différ-

ences may be established which lead to a rational classification

of waters, according to the prédominance of the minerai,

fixed or gaseous ingrédients supplied by the soil through

which or over which the liquid has passed.

Hence two direct conséquences.

In the first place, with the exception of rain water, ail

waters are more or less mineralised. In the second place, in

the estimation of the properties of any peculiar water, its

origin from a river or a spring is a matter of indifférence, its

elementary composition alone requires attention, and its value

must be decided by its purity. The assistance of chemistry is

hère inestimable, although it does not supply us with ail the

knowledge désirable. Practically, the properties of the organic
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and minerai ingrédients must be the object of considération,

and thèse are best evinced by the physical and moral charaetor-

istics of the mass of individuels who exclusively use for their

consumption the water submitted for examination.

}Ir. Pelpech, a candidate for the vacant seat in the

section of hygiène, read a paper on ihe influence of measJeu in

the Porcine roce, on pullir mol printtc hi/t/iene.

This memoir was listoned to with much interest, and the

following is a brief abstract of the author's remarks :

—

The measles of swino consist in the development of vesi-

cular parasites (cysticerci), in the body of thèse animais, and

especially in their muscular textures. Thèse are but the

scolices or larvœ of the ttrniu tmlium, and when admitted

into the digestive organs of the human subject, in a raw or

insufhciently cooked condition, are the most fréquent, if not

the only cause of tape-worni.

The observations of Mr. Weisse (of Petersburg) on raw

beef, and the interesting remarks collected from the reports of

our army surgeons on the endémie character of taenia in

Algeria, require further investigation, which the author is now
engaged in, and seein to point to another origin of tape-

woriu.

Cysticerci cannot outlive protracted exposuro to a tempéra-

ture of 212 deg., and the méat in which they are included,

although of dihHcult digestion, loses its injurious properties.

They seldom, if ever, are found in adipose tissue, except on

its surface, and in the intervais which separate it from other

textures.

Measly pork boiled under supervision, in spécial rooms ad-

jacent to the slaughter-houses, might therefore be supplied to

the public, and the sale of the melted and sifted fat might

also be permitted without risk.

The cysticerci of the Porcine race arise from the ingestion

of isolated ova of tœnia solium, or of the cucurbitive worms
to be found in the human excrément, but may in ail proba-

bility be also the resuit of hereditary transmission from the

sow to her litter. The measly condition of tho animais

originates in the first place in inattention to cleanliness, and it

would be désirable that the fact were officially made known by

the municipal authorities, and the boards of health, to the

persons engaged in the pork trade.

During life, the signs of measles in the pig are obscure and

doubtful ; the only pathognomonic of a conclusive character

is the présence of the sublingualv esicles, but thèse are not to be

found in ail cases. They may fail from peculiar circumstances,

or from fraudulent practices detrimental to the purchaser, for

when the measly condition of the animal is detected, the méat

is confiscated by the authorities, and a severe loss is thus

entailed on the vender.

The author therefore conceives that measles in the pig

8hould be classed with other latent defects of a nature to set

aside the contract of sale, and the loss should be borne, not by
the tradesman or pork-butcher, who was ignorant of the

diseased condition of the animal he purchased, but by the

breeder who is the guilty party. Greater honesty would thus

be enforced in the dealings of persons engaged in the trade,

and in conséquence of the increased attention of the breeder,

whose interest it will become to rear none but sound pigs, a

rapid diminution of the disease must necessarily follow.

It is possible even now to foretell with certainty that thèse

désirable results will be erTected, when the notable decrease of

the frequency of measles in the Porcine race, observable since

the adoption of a more enlightened view of the subject, is

taken into considération.

— The Academy then returned to the debate on drinkable

watera. Messrs. Châtin and Boudet tddressed the meeting,

and we hâve given a summary of the latter gentleman's re-

marks. Mr. Châtin took this opportunity of again bringing

forward his theory of the origin of bronchocele, and laid much
stress on the importance, indeed on the absolute necessity of

the présence of iodine in both air and water.
" The best, the lightest, and most aerated water," said Mr.

Châtin, " is rain water, a fact demonstrated by the perfect

health of the inhabitants of those districts in which it is ex-

clusively used, and who are never liable to goître or to

cretinism.

Spring water varies much according to the nature of tho

soil through which it bas poteoiated, and from which it arises.

Hence it is sometimes excellent and soinctimes unfit for use,

and can neither be rejected nor adopted in a gênerai and ex-

clusive manner.

Eiver-water ditfers from the water supplied by springs, by
its admixture with rain. In this circumstance, and to a con-

sidérable absorption of air, it is indebtedfor its good qualities.

Mr. Châtin then expatiated on the connection of goître and
cretinism with tho nature of waters, and described the goo-

graphical peculiarities of bronchocele, which displays an un-

varying dependence of the number of cases of goître, on tho

chemical composition of the waters, and especially on the pré-

sence or absence of iodine as an ingrédient

The learned momber criticised the various théories pro-

pounded on tho pathology of goître by Messrs. Grange, Bous-

singault, and Bouehardat, and more particularly controverted

the views of the last-named author, as to tho influence of

organic matter on the production of the diseaso. In support of

his argument, ho adducod this remarkable fact, that the in-

habitants of the Valais, amongst whom goître and cretinism are

so notoriously prévalent, use almost exciusively the waters of

the glaciers, which are perfectly puro and entirely freo from ail

organic matter, whereas, on the contrary, the inhabitants of

turfy valleys, who consume water loaded with organic deposits,

enjoy entire immunity from bronchocele.

Hence, remarked Mr. Châtin, in conclusion, tho best, the only

préventive treatment of goître, is to use water naturally or arti-

ïicially iodized.

Mr. Boudet addressed the Academy, after Mr. Châtin, and his

observations, as we stated in our leading article, were received

with marked favour.

%r- ' ' ' ' ' — '

€Ï)î Mùluxi titiitit.

"ANGINA PECTORIS" v. "PATTY DEGENERATION
OP THE HEART."

To tlit Editor of the Médical Circulât.

Sir,—Should you con3ider that tho publication of the five fol-

lowing cases will tend to throw additional light upon the diag-

nostic marks of the above diseases, and settle, in any measure, the

"Qusestio Vexata" in Pathology whether they are identical, you

are at liberty to use them for that purpose.

I an, Sir, your obedient servant,

George Corfe, M.D., M.li.C.P. Lond.

Physicien to the Western General Dispensary.

9 Nottingham Terrace, Regent's park, N.W.
April 3, 1863.

Case 1.—Ambrose, G., carpenter, short, square built frame, aet.

forty-four, consulted me for an aggravated form of dyspepsia, accom-

panied with attacks of breathlessness, and distressing fulness

across the chest, without pain, not aggravated nor induced by

exertion or by work. Bowels were sluggish ; his nights restless and

wakeful, with uncomfortablej^dreams ; the heart's sounds were

feeble, distant, and sometimes its action very excited without any

apparent cause. There was much dépression of mind, and occa-

sionally attacks of dyspnœa, simulating slight asthma, for which

he had been treated by one or more practitioners. The treatment

consisted in covering the heart's surface with a belladonna plaster,

and he was ordered sulphate of zinc, with cinchonine and extract

of hops three times daily ; with a diet of light solids, avoiding ail

fermented liquor, and myllaceous food.

Under this plan he rallied so far as to venture to go early

to his usual work. On one occasion, in the month of January (the

morning was raw and cold), he had taken only a cup of coffee,

when he became giddy, complained of breathlessness, reeled on to

the bed, sighed heavily, and died within fifteen minutes of the

A post-mortem examination was made twenty-eight hours after-

wards. Every organ in the three cavities was healthy except the

heart. This viscus was without the usual " rigor mortis," natural

in size, but, over the right ventricular surface that peculiar fawn-

coloured altération from the healthy hue of the organ, so charac-

teristic of fatty degeneration, was strikingly manifest. The cavi-

ties contained imperfectly coagulated, darkish blood, and they

were ail dilated. The left ventricle collapsed, somewhat, on bemg

opened, just as the right does in a healthy state, and through the

whole texture of both, under a microscopical view of sections from
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thèse parts, the substitution of oil globules ibr the bantls of mus-

cular fibre was very marked. The Talves and arteries were per-

fectly healthy throughout.

The second fatal case was even more sudden than the above.

A stout, well-formed navigator, forty-eight years of âge, was
working in an adjoining street during the montli of November.
He had been in good healtli, so the wife stated, and up to the hour

of his seizure, had inade no complaint of illness, except a slight

pain over the epigastrium, which he resolved to "work off." He
comnienced after breakfast (8.30), and continued to work on until

10.30, when he was observed to réel, fall, and was carried to a

house, where I saw him within ten minutes of the seizure, but
death had preceded nie ; there was no contortion of the featnres,

and no évidence of effusion within the skull. In a medico-legal

point of view there was a most important séquence to tliis fatal

seizure. As the deceased had niade his first complaint of pain at

the stomach immediately after a breakfast of milk porridge pre-

pared by his wife, the inference was that some poisonous substance

had been administered to him, and suspicion fell upon the poor
woman. This view of the case compelled us to investigate the whole
body with unusual scrutiny, in which we were aided, at the

Coroner's order, by a Professor of Chemistry, who carefully analysed

the contents of the stomach for arseuious-hydrocyanic and oxalic

acids, as well as for the salts of lead, mercury, &c, but not a trace

of either of thèse poisons was fourni. The contents of the head
and thorax were liealthy, except the heart. On handling this

organ it comrnunicated the feeling of a mass of dough ; there was
no "rigor mortis." Its chambers contained dark venous blood ; its

cavities were dilated ; and the left, when laid open, collapsed just

as the right. The auriculo-ventricular opening on this side (right)

admitted four fingers to their second joints, and the ostium ven-
triculi was pouch-like in form. The left ventricle was dilated to

half its normal capacity. Its texture was soft, flabby, and friable

under the fingers, pale in colour, and when viewed under the
microscope, this paleness was observed to arise froni an infinité

number of oil globules, so that the striated character of the muscu-
lar bands was wholly obliterated by their présence. There were
also masses of isolated fat cells. As is usually the case in sudden
death at the heart, the mucous membranes of the bronchi and
alimentary canal were singularly ecchymosed and vascular. On
the lesser arch of the stomach, over a space the size of the palm of

the hand, was a patch of gorged vessels, as though the surface had
been irritated by some corrosive substance. In the second portion
of the duodénum as well as in the jejunum'and ilium several other

«pots of a similar character were noticed, especially one in the

former bowel the size of a crown-piece, on which the mucous
membrane was so deeply ecchymosed as to stagger one's mind in

the belief that no irritant had roused the morbid appearance. But
to those who hâve had fréquent opportunities of examining ail

forms of cases of sudden death, such highly suspicious marks in

the alimentary canal is familiarly known as the resuit of con-

gestion " in articulo mortis." It should be observed also that the

lacteals were full of chyle, and the pancréas had some effusion of

blood into its texture. Similar post-mortem appearances in the
stomach, &c, occur in case 1, in Dr. L, Ormerod's collection.

The two remaining cases are still under treatment :

Mr. S., œt. fifty, an ushcr, five feet ten inches in height, fiorid

healthy aspect, large features, and bony frame. Mother died at

eighty-two ; father, of obstructionin the bowels, at forty-four. Has
suffered for six or seven years past from sudden hemicrania on the
left side for a whole day, without vertigo or stupor ; the attacks

occur two or three times a month, and are invariably accompanied
with pain under the heart. The feeling is described as a fullness

around the base of the organ rather than acute sensé of pain, with-
out great breathlessness, except in the attacks about to be described.
Three sisters hâve ail a tendency to pain around the heart, and one
died at sixty-one, with an obscure disease of this organ not recog-
nised before death.

The action of the heart was not rhythmical, but diffused. The
aortic sounds were loudest at the right sterno-clavicular articula-
tion, weaker over its ventricle. The systole was feeble, with an in-

creased diastolic "clack;" there was no " bruit."
On one of his subséquent visits to me, he had walked slowly

half a mile, and soon after he entered the room he informed me
that a fit was coming on. His face became paie, as in syncope,
without any alarm or deathly trait in the features. His puise,
which had always varied from 76 to 82, now rose to 100 ; he was
laid liât on the ground, the whole body soon broke ont into a pro-
fuse warm perspiration, the puise, in another minute, had gone up
to 110, the heart beat with equal steady force, and was regular in
rhythm. In five or seven minutes he begged to get up, saying the
fit was gone off. The heart gradually returned to its normal beats.

He now complained of intense formication of the whole skin, and
especially of numbness and tingling over the occiput and left

temple. Ile was perfectly conscious throughout, and described his
feelings most calmly.
Haying witnessed more than one of thèse attacks, the conclusion

was inévitable—viz., that not only was there an imperfectly

nourished heart from fatty degeneration of its walls, but that some
organic mischief was already set up (atheromatous deposits pro-
bably) at the month of the coronary arteries, and at the top of the
aortic arch.

He has greatly improved under a tonie line of treatment, in
which sulphate ol zinc and an occasional addition of half grain of
sulphate of iron hâve been the chief agents. No morbid appear-
ance was observed in the urine. Bowels were tolerably active.

The fourth case is that of Mrs. C. R., œt. forty-one, mother of
six children, the last, three years ago, which she nursed sixteen

months. A palish, cachectic physiognoiny, whole skin soft, with-
out the warm glow or hue of health and of vigour. Before
weaning the last child, was occasionally subject to " odd feelings"

in her head, with swimming, as though she was bilious, for which
she had recourse to an aperient pill, with slight relief. Latterly

thèse feelings hâve been attended with some gênerai uneasiness, a
sort of oppression around the base of the heart. Wakeful nights,

restless in sleep from disagreeable dreams, and great dépression of

spirits. The cîistress about the heart will now corne on in attempt-

ing to run up stairs quickly, or in ascending a hill, or even from
any sudden mental émotion. There is an extensive systolic sound,

which is sharp, though the impulse is not proportionably increased.

Puise 100. No marked increase of the organ can be detected by
percussion. There is no bruit. Urine clear, no albumen.

Two days after the usual appearance of the catamenia,she was seized

with a severe attack which 1 witnessed throughout, as also a similar

one on another occasion, they were both identical in character.

The first was be tween dinner and tea p.m., the second after taking

a cup of coffee a.m. The seizure was ushered in with a coldness of

the hands and feet, slight thirst, and a sensé of indescribable ex-

haustion, as if death nvust corne on ; in a few seconds she was
seized with a distressing sensé of breathlessness, and yet without

pain of any acute nature, but rather oppression around the base of

the heart. At the onset, the heart's throbs were 100, then 108,

and by desiring her to take a deep inspiration and hold lier breath,

they rose to 112 and 116. During thèse moments the heart

struggled with increased sound and impulse. Brandy and chloro-

dyne were administered with great relief, and the latter applied

over the proecordia by means of cotton wool. The attacks went

off in the space of an hour, but it was not until the third day that

her usual feelings ol comfort returned, and then the puise was
found, as heretoi'ore, at 80, with a steady, firni, though weak action.

She is now deriving much benefit from the use of the valerianate

of quinine. She does not leave lier bed for many hours after a

seizure, as she apprehends the dread of death would again seize

her.

It sometimes happens that the disease may relieve itself by a

copious élimination of lithic acid, as in the following instance,

where no doubt fat had also accuniulated around the heart.

Mr. Thos. Cox, œt. thirty-six. Foreman in a house of business.

For seven years past has been gradnlly increasing in size. From
fourteen stone he now weighs eighteen stone. The last three years

has quite lost his health, though lie has lived most carefully

Frontal pain, not constant. Muscœ volitantes always yellow

in colour ; vertigo, and with it there is always an intensity of pain

and increase of muscae. Perspires profusely on the least

exertion, especially at night. Appetite bad, urine thick, but clear»

by heat ; no albumen. Great dépression of spirits. Cardiac

sounds normal, not extensive, but rather weak in systolic impulse.

Respiration normal ; sleeps well, but dreams of most unpleasant

affairs in his business. Pupils dilated. Was ordered a diuretic

mixture containing nitrate of potash and spirits of nitric œther,

which was continued one week, when he was put under the influ-

ence of citrate of iron, previous to which he had been attacked

only once, and that whilst fasting, it went off after his dinner and

a short rest. When he comnienced the chalybeate, copious

deposits of pure lithic acid came away for more than a weelc, so

that he collected a scruple in three or four days, and half as much
more was lost. His improvement now became very marked, he

grew les3 in weight every week, his spirits were good, his sleep re-

freshing, and he lias continued to enjoy tolerable health ever since.

In considering the gênerai character of the patients who are

suspected to be the subjeets of simple fatty degeneration of the heart,

too much stress must not be laid on the fatness or leanness of the

body, but rather whether they represent a healthy fulness or more
or less pallor of the face and skin generally, and whether they had

become fatter or thinner in a marked degree, co-existent with their

notice of cardiac distress. In short, our enquiry should be limited

thus, is this fatty degeneration of the heart only one évidence of

gênerai disintegration of tissues throughout the body 1 or is it a

disease of the organ itself essentially 1 In the larger number of

cases where the disease lias been accompanied by valvular and

arterial changes, the cardiac degeneration has been only an expres-

sion of gênerai decay. In the instances (still fewer in number than

the former it is graiiitedj the disease is purely one independent of

any other organic change, and is not connected either with struc-

tural changes in the valvular apparatus, or in the nutrient arteries

of the organ.
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The iustance quoted froni Dr. Latham by Dr. Watson, vol. 2,

p. 286, is a marked example of the former, viz., " angina pectoris,

with fatty degeneration." The case ot Lord Geo. Bentiuck, pub-
lished by me iu the ' Médical Times,' Dec. 1848.

Case 1 (" P. H.") by Dr. L. Ormerod, « Médical Gazette,' 1849, and
the two fatal cases now under our notice, are uuequivocal instances

of cardia.- degeueration, without other structural changes.

The able researches of Rokitansky (a), Paget (5), Latham le),

Quain (ii), Ormerod (e), &c, &c, bave fully established the patho-

logy of fatty degeueration, whilst the " syncope anginosa," " angina
pectoris," or " the breast pang," of Heberden, Parry, and Jenner,

was demonstrated 50 years ago as a disease of the nutrient arteries

of the organ, with more or less valvular and encïocardiac thickening.

We must, however, view the degeueration of au organ under a

twofold aspect lst. Atrophy, from a non-renewal of those materials

which are wasted by fuuctioual use. 2nd. A substitut* of fat for

muscle, constituting true fatty degeueration. The first morbid
action may occur independent of the second ; but the latter never
existe without the co-existeuce of the former. Angina pectoris lias

been always acknowledged as a disease of advanced life, whilst the

numerous fatal instances of fatty degeneratiou, before the great

cliiuaeteric period of life, hâve rendered it necessary to take a more
scrutinisuig survey ofthe whole number of cases.

Thus of 84 (/)

,, 25 (</)

„ 84 (A)

Were above 50 years

72
7
10

Were below 50 years

12

18
44

193 119 74
Of the 1 19, the authors give the pathology, viz., more or less val-

vular and arterial disease of the organ with fatty degeneration ; of

the 74, no disease whatever of the valves or of the arteries is re-

corded, but simple fatty degeueration of the walls on one or both
sides.

Notwithstanding the allowed insidious nature of angina pectoris,

and the obscure character of fatty degeneration as an independent
dieease, yet there are oftentimes certain négative évidences in the

one,-and positive symptoms in the other, which will point out, in

the majority ot instances, the distinction of the two forms of

disease. We will tabulât» thèse distinctions summarily, though
they are not insisted upon in ail their détails.

In Angina Pectoris,from Arterial Disease, $-c.

1. The average âge is 60, or beyond the ) Watson, Latham,
climacteric period. ) Forbes, Quain.

2. The attack is acutely painful, but there is often no dyspnœa.
3. The health is not otherwise disturbed, there may be no dys-

pepsia, and the frame is often robust, arcus senilis more comnion.
4. A slow, even, rhythmical heart, not irritable, with or without

morbid sounds, average beats sixty-six.

5. Neuralgia in the left shoulder, deltoid, &c, running the course

of the ulnar nerve.

6. Activity of mind and body when free from pain.

7. A healthy physiognomy, and free cutaneous circulation.

8. Attacks do not often occur in the recumbent posture, or from
mental anxiety, but from exertion of body.

9. The attacks pass off and leave the patient as well as usual.

10. The morbid changes are in the nutrient arteries, primarily,

and in the valvular apparatus, including the endocardium, with or

without atrophy of the" walls.
' 11. Thèse changes are the conjoint results of inflammatory action

of the endocardium, and of deposits (atheromatosus, &c), on the
arteries and valvular edges.

12. Atrophy of the muscular walls, when présent, is the resuit

of imperfect nutrition of the organ, it is not, therefore, an inde-
pendent disease. There may be no great flabbiness or marked
paleness of texture.

In Fatty Degeneration Unmixed with Arterial or Valvular Disease.

1. The average âge is fifty, (î) or before the great climacteric

period.

2. The attacks are painless, though there is alarming breathless-
ness.

3. Dyspepsia, sluggish bowels, arcus senilis not common, gênerai
tnckliness of aspect, the frame not so robust as formerly.

4. A slow but most irritable heart, varying from 60 to 110 when
excited. Deep inspiration, long held, increases instead of lowering
he excitement. No bruit.

(o) Anat. Pathol. Bd. ii.

(6) Lectures on Nutrition.
(c) Clinical Lecture» on Diseases of the Heart.
(d) Medico Chirurgical Transactions, vol. 33.
(e) London Médical Gazette, 1847.
(f) Sir J. Forbes' cases.

(g) Dr. L'Ormerod's cases.

(h) Dr. Quain's cases.

(t) Ormerod puts it at forty-six.

5. No neuralgia ; fréquent uncontrollable lits of yawning, sigh-

ing, &c, especially on any slight demand on the vital powers, as by
too long abstinence, &c.

6. Tendency to unusual listlessness of mind and iuactivity of
body.

7. Physiognomy pale and sickly ; circulation in extremities
feeble ; coldness of surface, &c.

8. Attacks will occur in bed, or from anxiety or worry of mind,
as well as from exertion of body. Excitement from coitiou, men-
struation, or straining, will induce them.

9. The attacks do not pass off under some hours, and leave the
patient depressed and exhausted.

10. The morbid changes are independent of valvular or arterial

diseases, and refer only to the substitution of oil globules in dis-

tinct fat cells for muscular fibre ; microscopically, they are seen
most numerous about the centre of the fibril, just beneath the endo-
cardium of (lst) the right, and (2nd) the left ventricle, where they
often quite supplaut the striated muscular bands

11. Thèse changes are irrespective of inflammatory action, and
may be viewed as an expression of gênerai " cachexia," commeneing
at the lirait.

12. Fatty degeneration is an independent disease, unconnected
with valvular or arterial changes in the organ, which is devoid of
" rigor mortis," loose, flabby, and more or less pale in structure.

PEEVALENCE OF SMALL-POX.

A meeting of the Médical Ollicers' Association was held on Satur-

day evening at Whitehall ; Dr. Thomson, of Marylebone, in the

chair.

Dr. Sanderson calledattention to the alarming iucrease, of small-

pox, and the necessity for urgent measures to remove the evil.

The Médical Department of the Privy Council had taken on the
question, but it was necessary for the médical ollicers to do soine-

thing for a epeedy and effectuai remedy. A great difficulty in his

own district of Paddington was the removal of patients, for the

small-pox and other hospitals could not meet the exigencies of the

présent épidémie. It would be well to appoint a committee on the

question.

Dr. Aldis, of Belgravia, would second any proposition to that

effect, for though iu his own district measures had been adopted
to isolate small-pox cases in the workhouse by separate wards,
most parishes had not such places.

Dr. Burge, of Fulham, confirmed the necessity for doing some-
thing, inasmuch as small-pox was spreading in the western suburb-
He had addressed a letter to the board of gnardians, who had ap

.

pointed a spécial meeting to consider what was best to be done
He had suggested the establishment of a separate building for sinall

pox, and indeed any epidemical disease. It was very improper to

take such patients to a suburban workhouse much more to a Lon-
don workhouse, and he hoped ail unions would take the subject

into considération. In Fulham there were old barns, or rows of

cottages, which might be made into temporary hospitals for small-

pox, anywhere railler than in a workhouse or amongst healthy

persons.

The Chairman said that Marylebone had done something in this

way by apportioning a detached part of the workhouse premises,

with a separate entrance for cases not admitted into the Small-pox
Hospital. He believed guardians and vestrymen, as public bodies,

were desirous of doing ail they could for the benefit ot the public
;

and he believed the médical ollicers would receive like crédit, espe-

cially on a subject like that now under discussion. There had been

a large number of cases in Marylebone.

Dr. Buchanan observed that the Privy Council had instructed hiin

to obtain information on this subject, and, as he would hâve to visit

the metropolitan unions, he would esteem it a iavourif the médical

meu would aid hini in this duty. He quite approved of supple-

mentary hospitals suggested by Dr. Burge.

Dr. Sanderson moved, and Dr. Aldis seconded :
" That it be re-

ferred to the Committee of General Purposes to report on the

présent prevalence of small-pox, on the best means of providing for

the conveyance and réception of patients affected with small-pox,

and to draw up a séries of practical recommendations to be addressed

to the vestries and district boards of the metropolis on the subject,

and to submit their report to a spécial meeting of the association,

to be convened for the purpose as soon as possible."

The motion was carried unanimously.

St. Thomas's Hospital.—There is a vacancy in the surgical staff

ol this institution, occasioned by the résignation, on Saturday last,

of Mr. John Flint South, after a connexion of half a century as

pupil and surgeon at the hospital, of which charity he is about to

be made a life governor. Mr. South is still a member of the Court

of Examinera of the Royal Collège of Surgeons of Englaud, where

ne has twice filled the présidents chair.
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REVIEW OF THE PERIODIOALS.

The ' Bbitish Médical Journal.' Dr. Lionel Beale, who is

at présent engaged in a kind of triangular duel with Dr. Chambers'

and Dr. Hughes Bennett, adduces some facts and arguments

âgaînst the Theory of Organisation advanced by the latter. The

points in question seem rather to involve verbal définitions than

scientific tacts, and the discussion has, therefore, not much attrac-

tion for the médical reader. Mr. Thomas Bryant continues his

interesting lectures on the * Surgical Diseases of Children," the

présent lecture being on the Malformations of the Anus and Lower

Bowel. He divides thèse cases into two classes, in the first of

which the anus is closed or absent altogether, and in the second,

the anus exists in its natural condition, but opens into a cul-de-sac
(

ifoe rectum being partial ly or wholly déficient. In the first class

of cases, the best treatment is toj make an incision in the place

where the anus should be naturally placed, and to endeavour to

reach the bowel. In the second class, the bowel may be opened

in the left loin by what is called Callisen's or Amussat's opération,

or in the left groin by what is called Littre's opération, Mr.

Bryant preferring the latter. Out of fourteen instances in which

it was performed, nine recovered, while only two out of seven re-

covered after Callisen's, or the lumbar opération. Dr. Copeman

of Norwich, relates some cases showing the necessity of making

eareful vaginal examinations and inspection of clot3 in hannorrhage

after abortion, and he shows that in some very dangerous attacks

of htemorrhage to which he was called, the continued présence of

the ovum or of the placenta had been overlooked. On their,

removal the patients recovered. Mr. Huqh Norris contributes

what he tenns a puzzling case and a warning, the patient being

a voman with prolapsus uteri and retroflexion of that organ.

Although he suspected pregnancy, many of the signs of that

condition were absent, and he passed a utérine sound into the

womb but in a day or two afterwards a four months' fœtus made

its appearance. Mr. Norris thinks that the abortion would hâve

occurred even if the sound had not been passed, owiug to the

great displacement of the utérus.

The ' American Médical Times.' The number commences

with a lecture on "Diseases of the Eye," by Dr. Henry D. Noyés,

who describes the anatomy and physiology of the eyelids, and

some of the morbid conditions observed in them, particularly

paraîysis of the orbicularis muscle, or lagophthalmos, and ptosis or

paralysis of the levator palpebrae superioris. Dr. Henry B. Sands

relates three cases of Strangulated Hernia, in which the opération

was performed without opening the sac, a proceeding which has

hitherto, it seems, found very little favour in America. Ail the

cases were successful, and Dr. Sands recommends the adoption of

this opération to his countrymeu, especially when it can be per-

formed early. Dr. John Swinburne gives some rules as to ampu-

tations, defining the circumstauces under which they are to be per-

formed, or are not required to be performed, in Military Surgery.

On the important subject of the treatment of compound and com-

minilted fracture of the thigh from gunshot injuries, Dr. Swin-

burne prefers treating such cases as ordinary compound fractures

to the performance of amputation. In another part of the journal

it is stated that typhus and typhoid levers are prévalent in the

Fédéral army, and in many military and civil hospitals. In many

instances the fever seems to be purely typhus, and very contagious,

many of the médical attendants of the sick having fallen ill and

died of the disease. The leading article is on abortion, which

appear-t to be very prévalent in the American States, and it is

alleged that its criminal induction is regarded with considérable

inditference. The Editor remarks that there are American physi-

cians who sanction rather than discountenance this crime, and

although .they ".object, to employ means for procuring abortion,

they yet suggest the means by which it may be accomplished.

Another class of médical men, he remarks, standing on the boun-

dary between legitimate medicine and quackery, both advocate and

practise abortion, and assuiuing a sanctinionious air and clérical

dress pursue their disreputable calling under this specious guise.

Thèse persons are said to be found in the most respectable médical

circles, and to make their professional associations subservient to

their base purposes.

The ' Lancet.' Professor Huxley continues his course on the

" Structure and Development of the Vertebrate Skeleton," the

présent lecture being on the analogy existing between the human

sknll and that of the pike, the embryonic conditions of both being

the same, although they become afterwards very extensively modi-

fied as the body of each proceeds in its development. Dr. W. T.

Gairdner, who has lately been appointed Professor of the Practice

of Physic in the University of Glasgow, offers some " Clinical Ob-

servations on Some Cases observed in the Glasgow Royal Infir-

mary." The présent discourse is upon Fever, of which there are

many cases in the Iufirmary, both typhus and typhoid, or enteric,

as Dr. Gairdner prefers to call it. Persons suffering from the

latter are separated as much as possible from the typhus cases,

because those who hâve passed through enteric fever are not less

susceptible of the poison of typhus than healthy persons. Among

the peculiarities observed in some of the cases of fever, there

was an installée of vomiting and purging of blood (haematemersis

and melsena) in a patient who had typhus, and in another case

of typhus there was partial paralysis of the left portio dura. Mr.

Charles Bader, Ophthalmic Assistant-Surgeon to Guy's Hos-

pital, offers a short note on Dr. H. Snellen's test-types for ascer-

tainining the acuteness of sight. Thèse types are said to furnish

means superior to those hitherto in use for ascertaining eXactly

the degree of impairment in the functiou of the eye.

The 'Médical Times and Gazette.' Professor Huxley con-

tinues his course on " Classification," and in the présent lecture hé

passes in rapid review the aeanthocephala, a class of vermiform

parasites, the annelida, comprising the leech, the earth-worm, the

serpula, &c, the crustacea, as the lobster and crab, the arachnida

or the spiders, the myriapoda, or millepedes,andthe insecta. The

lecture is accompanied by elaborate illustrations, exhibiting the

internai anatomy of thèse various tribes. Dr. W. O. Priestleyj

whose convalescence from his late serious illness we are happy to

aimounce, gives a clinical lecture on " Menorrhagia, depending on

Morbid Changes in the Ovaries,' and he illustrâtes his observation»

by the détails of two cases of painful and excessive hajmorrhage

from the utérus. There is then a continuation of the account of the

interesting physiological researches made by the Rev. Prof.

Haughton, M.D., of Trin. Coll., Dublin. The professor hère compares

the amount of bodily or mental work performed by man, and the

quantity of urea and carbonic acid excreted from his System. It

is found that the minimum excrétion of urea absolutely indispen-

sable to health is two grains per pouud weight of the individual,

the excrétion of a less quantity entailing urœniia or ammoniiemia.

It is also shown by exact calculations that mechanical labour causes

less excrétion of urea than mental exertion, and hence the reason

why those who work with their brains reqnire more food than those

who are emploved only in inanual or routine bodily labour. Dr.

John W. Cousins communicates a case of remarkably prolonged

ami profound sleep. The subject was a fariner who, without ex-

hibiting any ordinary indications of disease, has occasionally slept

three days and four days without waking, the average time being

two days, but on onc occasion he slept for five days and fivenights.

He is usually awake about four or five hours out of forty-cight.

Mr. F. Bainbridge gives some brief notes of two interesting cases

of " Vesieo-Intestinal Fistula," in the first of which the undigèsled

food passed into the urine, and in the second the urine was !«««

lent. Both cases were eventually fatal, and in the first case it was

t'ound that an opening existed between the ileum and the bladder.

In the second, which terminated in rapid peritonitis, no post-mor-

tem.exaniiuation appears to hâve been made.
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THE CASE OF BROMWJCH r. WATERS.

The late action for séduction tried at Chester is far too im-

portant to be allowed to lapse into obscurity, and we are

happy to find that it bas already excited a profound interest,

not only with the Médical Profession, but also with a con-

sidérable portion of the public, especially among tbose to

whom Dr. Waters is personally kuown. Last week, a large

and important meeting of Médical men was held at the In-

firmary in Chester, having for its objects the expression of

gênerai sympathy with Dr. Waters, and the promotion of a

subscription to présent hiiu with a substantial testimonial of

esteem. On the same evening when the Médical meeting

was held, another nieetiug of a more public character was

convened at Chester, having the same objects in view. It

was suggested that a général subscription shoidd be entered

into, which might express the sonse entertained of the nierits

of Dr. Waters by the Profession and the public, and might at

the same time évince the gênerai désire of putting down, by

means of united efforts, the odious attempts made to injure

Médical men by atrocious calumnies.

Of ail the actions ever brought into a Court of Justice, per-

haps, the case of Bromwich v. Waters is the very worst.

We can conçoive the mental agony which a respectable and

honourable member of our Profession must hâve endured for

many months with such an accusation hanging over bis head,

as that of having seduced a woman when pretending to treat

her as a patient. We can also imagine the innumerable dis-

cussions to which the accusation and the approaching trial

would give rise among the little coteries of a small city like

Chester, and quite as important as anything else, we can con-

ceivo the suspicion in which a Médical man woiùd be held

even by his friends while such a charge was impending. For

there are innumerable persons in the world who give

themselves very little trouble to think, and it is enough for

them to hear ef an accusation being made to induce them

either to believe it at once, or at any rate, to withhold the

opinion of their disbelief. Nay, more, the very goodness and

excellence of a man's character often make him the victim of

the malicious shafts of the envious and the malevolent, who,

perhaps, hâve no fault to find with him except that he holds

a better position in life, and is more highly esteemed than

themselves. Again, it is well known to those who bave un-

fortunately been obliged to défend themselves in courts of law,

that the prosecution hâve ail the advantage of concocting

their own case in any way they may think fit, and of offering

or suppressing such évidence as they chooso, while the défend-

ant, beyond knowing that an action is brought against him,

often does not know what he may be called upon to défend or

disprove until the other side hâve concluded their case. Nay

more, it may happen, by a strange anomaly in the law, that he

may be accused of something which he has ontirely disproved

and then the other side shall be allowed to introduce unexpected

accusations for which, although entirely innocent, he may be

quite unprepared Hence, while the prosecution hâve ail

their own way, and are secretly preparing or nianufacturing a

case, the défendent is compelled, at enormous expense, to

procure ail kinds of évidence, which may, perhaps, never be

required, or on the other hand, may hâve omitted to provide

•orne réfutation of charges which he could not hâve contem-

phtted.

The wretched servant-woman, whoso lewdncss was the

source of the récent action, is utterly unworthy of our notice, and

we also dismiss, although with feelings of souie pity, the

doluded lady who was the plaintiff in the suit. But some of the

professional aspects of the case are far too serious to be passed

over without stroug and indignant comment on our part, and

our opinions arc strengthened by the almost unanimous voice

of the Profession, the oïdy dissentients, we should imagine,

being Drs. Lee, Pamsbotham, and Alfred Taylor. It is with

feelings of the deepest regret that we feel ourselves compelled

to condemn the conduct of thèse gentlemen who hâve earned

a distiuguished position by their scientific and professional

attainments, but to offer a Word of apology for them, as to

their conduct at the late trial, would be treason to our prin-

cipes, and to that feeling of brotherhood which ought to

link togethor ail honourable mon following a common pursuit.

We had imagined that some excuse or explanation would hâve

been offered by one or ail of the three, but wo find nothing of

the kind except in the shape of ono ortwo letters sent to some of

our contcmporaries by Dr. Ramsbotham, who, to stato the

truth, appears to be ashamed of himself for the part he has

lately played.

We need not mince matters, and therefore we state at once

plainly that the rétention of distiuguished Médical men on one

side or another of an action at law is often a more lawyer's trick

to add weight to the case of the plaintiff or the défendant. We
do not, of course, allude to those instances where a Médical man

is actually acquainted with the facts, and where his évidence is

essentiel to the ends of justice ; but we advert to those cases

where mère opinions are required, and where the views of the

witness will be, it is hoped, swayed by the fées he may

receive for his attendance. The mère fact of half-a-dozcn

eminent Médical men coming down from London on the side

of the plaintiff is enough to inspire terror in the mind of the

défendant, who is probably utterly ignorant of the opinions

they intend to give, or of the reasons why they are brought

down, unless, indeed, to increase the oxpenses.

Now, in Dr. Waters's case, what were the Médical witnesses

brought to prove 1 Why, as we stated last week, they were

called to support a theory that Dr. Waters employed the

spéculum for the purpose of debauching the mind of the girl,

in order to possess himself of her body. In other words, that

Dr. Waters perpctrated a râpe by means of the spéculum,

aided by the use of some stupefying drug. In order to lead,

however circuitously, to such a conclusion, it was necessary to

show not only that the spéculum is used too frequently and

unnecessarily in Médical practice, but that in the présent in-

stance it ought not to hâve been used at ail, and that if it

were used, it was for an improper and criminal purpose.

Now, such was certainly the tendency of the évidence of

Dr. Lee and Dr. Ramsbotham, who, relying merely on the

statemcnts of the girl herself, and without any communication

with Dr. Waters, presented themselves as witnesses on her

behalf. They distinctly declared that there was no ulcération

of the os uteri, and, therefore, that the use of caustics was

unnecessary and improper ; and they also assumed, without

any foundation, that the girl was a virgin when first seen by

Dr. Waters. It matters but little if Dr. Ramsbotham now

déclares that he explained to the jury the différence between

superficial excoriation and deep ulcération of the os uteri.

What do the jury know about one or the other, or of the dis-

tinction between them 1 The évidence was given merely to

increase the préjudice against the défendant, a gentleman of

Dr. Ramsbotham's own Profession, of scientific attainments
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and unblomished character, and to bolster up the incredible

story of an hysterical and immoral servant-girl, who is now

admitted to hâve uttered a tissue of falsehoods.

In ail evil therc is, however, always some good. Although

Dr. Waters lias suiFered, no doubt, most acutely in mind, he

will be recompensed for his sufferings by the generous sym-

pathy of his fellow-practitioners throughout the British empire;

and although it is quite impossible to prevent nefarious persons

from bringing such actions as those from which he has just

triumphantly escaped ;
yet the lesson will not be lost upon

those of his own Profession who swelled the phalanx of his

oppressors. Dr. Lee, Dr. Kamsbotham, and Dr. Alfred Taylor

hâve made an egregious mistake, for winch, they are morally

responsible at the bar of public opinion, and they cannot do

a more graceful act than send the amount of the fées they re-

ceived for attendance at the Chester trial to the Committee

now in course of formation for raising a testimonial to Dr.

Waters.

The following address has been signed very extensively by

the Médical Profession in Chester and the adjoining towns

and counties:

—

" To Edward Waters, Esq., M.D., F.R.C.P. Ed., &c. &c.
" Dear Sir,—We, the undersigned médical practitioners in the

city and county of Chester and the adjacent counties, assembled at

the Chester Infirmary, April 13th, 1863, beg to tender you our
hearty and most cordial congratulations on the issue of the récent

trial which hasjust occurredinthis city. The rumourscirculateddur-
ing the past winter in connexion with your name caused us great

pain, and it was with an anxiety scarcely inferior to that which
you yourself must hâve felt that we awaited the time when an
opportunity should be afforded you of vindicating your character

from the aspersions that had been cast upon it. The resuit, how-
ever, has amply proved the exaetness of our anticipations, and we
now sincerely rejoice that a member of the profession whose name
has been hitherto held in the highest esteem among us has passed

unscathed through the painful ordeal to which you hâve been ex-

posed. Having carefully watched the progress of the trial, we beg
to express to you our great satisfaction at the verdict, and to ofïer

you the united testimony of our unabated confidence in your pro-

fessional judgment and skill,as well as in your honour and integrity

as a man , and we should be glad if we could beliïve that this slight

tribute on our part could afford any consolation to you for the
great suffering which yo-i and the other members of your family
must hâve endured for so long a period,and while passing through
the painful and appalling trial to which you hâve been subjected.

We beg to subscribe ourselves,dear Sir,

" Your faithful Eriends."

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

RUSSELL V. ADAMS.

The interest excited in this case has almost narrowed itself

icto the question of the relations existing between Mr. Pro-

pert and Mr. Adams. No one in his sensés ever believed that

there was a shadow of truth in the absurd charge made against

the latter gentleman, and it is generally believed that the case

would never hâve corne to trial if the plaintiff had not been

materially assisted in some manner by Mr. Propert. It is true

that Mr. Propert has denied his share in the matter, but his

déniai is so ambiguous as to be utterly unsatisfactory to the

Profession. We most heartily wish that Mr. Propert would

take an immédiate opportunity of explaining what share he

has really taken in the late painful proceedings, and thus set

himself right with ail parties. Both he and Mr. Adams are

most highly esteemed, and nothing could more rejoice every

well-wisher of both parties, than a frank and candid explana-

tion on the part of Mr. Propert. We hâve heard it hinted that

the next anniversary festival of the Royal Médical Benevolent

Collège will be made the occasion of this explanation, but we
most sincerely hope that such is not the intention, and that a

meeting held for objecta of kindness and charity, will not be

converted into a scène of painful discussion. But there is

another circumstance in connection with Mr. Adams, to which
we désire to call attention. It appears that this gentleman,

with a magnanimity which does him the highest crédit, was at

first satisfied to clear his character and vindicate his honour,

and to pay the heavy expenses he had incurred in his defence,

but many of his friends hâve thought that the enormous

amount of costs (nearly 1,000/.), ought not to be allowed to

como altogether out of his own pocket, and it has therefore

been determined to form a committee for the purpose of con-

sidering the best means of raising a fund to assist him. We
are not at présent in a position to mention the whole of the

objects that are contemplated by this committee, but we
believo that there is an intention of considering the case of

Mr. Adams as a public one, and perhaps conjointly with that

of Dr. Waters. Neither of thèse gentlemen, we believe, is

actually in want of any assistance, but it is monstrous that un-

founded actions should bo brought against respectable médical

practitioners merely because someenterpiïsing or needy attorney

thinks he can screw money out of them, and it is the

duty of the whole Profession to stand by one another,

and to défend themselves as they would against highway

robbery or garotting. The poorer members of our Profession

are not often selected as the victims of thèse harpies of the

law, because it is admitted that actions against them would

not pay, and we need not state that no lawyer would under-

take a case merely on the ground of virtuous indignation.

Every one should recollect that what is the fate of A to-day,

may become the lot of B to-morrow, and we know that at the

présent moment vexatious and harassing actions are pending

against certain respectable and eminent members ot our body,

upon matters as false and as frivolous as those which hâve lately

attracted so much attention. It becomes, therefore, our im-

perative duty, to come forward unanimously in self-defence,

and to form a fund to assist in helping such of our brethren as

may be subject to vexatious actions at law, and at the same

time to keep a surplus to guard against, and if possible to pre-

vent, such proceedings for the future. The following gentle-

men hâve already expressed their willingness to act upon Mr.

Adams's Committee, viz., Mr. W. Bowman, Dr. Brown-Séquard,

Dr. Lawson Cape, Mr. Coulson, Mr. Eiïchsen, Mr. W. 1er-

gusson, Mr. J. H. Green, Dr. Gull, Dr. Lankester, Mr. Paget,

Dr. R Quain, Dr. B. W. Richardson, Dr. Harrington Tuke
;

and a preliniinary meeting will be held this day to organise

proceedings and to add names to the Committee. AU com-

munications on this subject may be addressed to Mr. J. B.^Wal-

ker, the Honorary Socretary, 17, Clifton Gardens, Maida HilL

PEEVALENCE OF SMALL POX IN THE METROPOLIS.

We regret to announce that small-pox is at présent extremely

prévalent. It is stated that the ^Small-pox Hospital is full

and cannot contain any more patients, and Mr. Ebsworth, the

District Surgeon of St. Mary's, Newington, déclares in a letter

to the ' Times,' that he sees people walkiug about in streets,

courts, and alleys, with the disease fully developed upon them,

and thus propagating and extending it in ail directions. It is

surely time for the Government to interfère in this matter, and

the public and the Profession will seo by a report in another

column, that the Médical officer of the Privy Council, and the

Metropolitan Officers of Health, bave begun to take some

steps for checking the progress of this frightful disease. At

présent the opération of vaccination is very inefficiently per-

formed, owing to the small encouragement afforded to the vac-

cinators by the authorities.
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THE CTI.TCfcE OF FISH.

A lecture on the " Culture of Fish," by Mr. Frank Buck-

land, drew a large assembly to the Royal Institution on

Friday last The peculiar oddity and humour displayed by the

lecturer, and the quaintness of niany of his remarks caused

immense amusement to tho audience, and especially to the

ladies, but his observations and illustrations were exceedingly

interesting both in a physiological and economical point of

view. He exhibited, by means of the oxy-hydrogen micro-

scope, several spécimens of the ova of fish with the embryos

moving within them, and also the young fish soon after they

•were hatched, with the umbilical vesiclo and the fat globules

still attached to them, while the action of the heart and gills

in the minute créatures was made plainly visible throughout tho

théâtre. The improvement of the cultivation of fish is such

an easy matter that it is astonishing it has never been before

attempted, as it merely consists in protecting the ova from in-

jurious influences and tlms allowing them tho opportunity of

developing themselves. The lecturer gave an amusing account

of the various causes which prevent the maturation of the

multitudinous ova of fishes, and he proved that by ordinary

care and pains the price of even the most valuable fish might

be reduced to an almost nominal sum. He omitted to observe

that Providence in ail probability never designed that ail or

nearly ail the ova of organic beings should arrive at maturity,

and indeed that such a resuit would be impossible ; but such

philosophical spéculations were perhaps beside his purpose,

•which was to show that particular tribes might be made more

subservient than they are at présent to the food of man, and

in this restricted, though very useful object, he was thoroughly

euccessfuL

REVIEW OF BOOES.

On Human Entozoa, comprising the Description of the différent

Species of Worms found in the Intestines and other parts of the

Human Ëody, and the Pathology and Treatment of the various

Affections produced by their présence. By Wm. Abbotts Smith,
M.D., M.R.C.P., pp. 251. London : 1863.

The title-page sufficiently explains the nature of this work,
which is a very aille contribution to the science of Helminthology.
The book is divided into three parts, the tiret oî which is'a
Synopsis of the Entozoa found in man, the second relates to the
pathology and treatment of the diseases caused by thèse parasites,

and the third, which is on spécial therapeutics, describes the
various médicinal agents employed in the treatment of intestinal
and other worms. Dr. Abbotts Smith divides the Entozoa into rive

classes :—1. The Protozoa or Infusoria, which belong to the same
division as the infusorial animalcules found widely diffused
throughout nature. 2. The Cestoidea, which ail agrée in having a
flattened body, and comprise the tape-worms. 3. The Trematoda,
so called from the dépressions existing on their bodies, and the
bestrknown spécimen of which is the Distomum or Fluke. 4. The
Nematoidea, so called from their thread-like form, comprising the
well-known round-worm {ascaris lumbricoides), and the thread-
worm (oxyuris verniicularis), together with the trichina, filaria, and
strongylus ; and 5. The Acanthotheca, so called from the thorn-
like projections on their bodies, but of which only a few species
are occasionally met with in the human subject. In treating of
the tape-worm, the propagation of this parasite by altemate généra-
tions, as described by Steenstrup, is fully related, and it is shown
that the worm exista in two eutirely différent conditions, one being
the larval state, when it assumes the vesicular or cystic form, and
the other being the ribbon-shaped or perfect condition. Thus it is

generally admitted that the cysticercus celluloses forms the scolex, or
nead of the tamia solium. Although the intestines are the usual
localities in wliich the entozoa are found, yet they are occasionally
observed in other parts of the human body, and indeed each part
may be said to hâve its peculiar parasites, the trichina spiralis
being found in voluntary musculur tissue, the cœnurus in the
central nervous System, and the cysticercus and the echinoeoccus
are met with only in natural or adventitious serons cavities. Some
entozoa are peculiar to certain countries, thus the anchylostomum
duodenale has beeu as yet observed only in Milan, in Italy, and in
Egypt, in which latter country alone the distomum hcematobiuin

and the ttenia nana hâve been observed, while the bothriocephalus
latus has been satisfactorily proved to exist only in Europe. The
taenia is relatively very fréquent in Egypt and in Abyssinia, the
bothriocephalus is very fréquent in particular districts of Swedeh,
of Ruasia, and of Switzerland ; the ascaris lumbricoides is very
common among negroes, and hydatid worms are abundant in Ice-

land. It appears that sailors are very rarely affected with hydatids,
their exemption being attributed to the saltness of their diet, which
is probably unfavourable to the development of cystic worms. In
the part devoted to Spécial Therapeutics, Dr. Smith passes in
alphabetical review the various remédies employed in destroying
intestinal worms, some being purgatives, which act by exciting thé
peristaltic movements of the intestine, and others anthel-
mintics, properly so called, which either exert a poisonous action
upou the parasites or make their habitat offensive to them, as itt

the case of assafeotida. Many remédies for worms are old and
well known, as the common wonnwood aloes, gamboge, jalap,
scammony, the male-fern, the pomegranate, turpentine, and com-
mon sait, but many others hâve been introduced of late years as
kamala, a resinous substance obtained from an Asiatic plant, the
Rotleria tinctoria ; Kousso, the dried iiowers of the Brayera anthel-

mintica ; the Saoria, the fruit of the Mcosa picta, and some others.

Some anthelniintics, which were formerly very much prized, hâve
fallen into disnse, but hâve lately again co me into repute, as

pumpkin-seeds, which were recommended for tainia in 1083, and
santonine is a condensed form of several species of artemisia, as
the A. abrotanum, or southernwood, and A. santonica, which bave
long been known as anthelniintics. Dr. Abbotts Smith thinks that

santonine is one of the most perfect anthelniintics which we at

présent possess. He gives a suinmary of fifty cases in which hé
used santonine, the worms being the oxyuris, tamia solium, and
ascaris lumbricoides. Nineteen patients were cured, fifteen were
much relieved, nine showed some improvement, and in seven no
good resuit was obtained. The greatest benefit from santonine was
observed in the round-worm, next in tape-worm, and least in

thread-worm ; but when enemata of santonine were administered,
instead of giving the medicine by the moutli, the cure of thread-

worm was sometimes very speedy. The dose of santonine for

children is from one to three grains, and for adults, two to tive

grains twice a day ; it should be given in some oily vehicle, and
castor-oil is an advantageous mode of administration, or the
powdered santonine may be given on a pièce of bread and butter, or

in honey, some purgative, such as jalap, being ordered to be taken
about three hours afterwards.

On the whole, Dr. Abbotts Smith's work, although bearing the
marks of some crudity, is a useful compendiuni of our existing

knowledge on the subject of Human Entozoa, and as such we re-

commend it to the attention of the Profession.

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE.

To the Editor of the Médical Circulai:

Sih,—The following case, as exposing the tricks of so-called can-
cer curers, you may probably thiuk wortliy of publishing.

A Mrs , of Behnont colliery, couiplained to me occasionally

during the latter part of last year of a slight pain she felt in a cica-

trix, the resuit of a mamuiary abscess occurring in the early months
of lactation. Not feeling satisfied with the do-nothing-treatment I
advised, she applied to a notoiious cancer-curer, who at once per-

suaded lier that she was sufferiii<* from cancer, which he would
" undertake to cure for 13s. 6d." The contract liaving been made,
a corroding ointment (in ail probability containing bi-chloride ot

mercuryj was applied to the breast, which of course converted the

integument immediately beneath it into a slough. This slough was
stated by the cancer-curer to be " the cancer," and as it came away,
so the silly woman thought she was " cured." Just hère howevefj
her troubles commenced, the ulcération continued and laid open a
mamuiary artery, from which a copious lnumorrhnge ensued, where*-

upon she was taken to a beer-house in the immédiate vicinity of

the cancer-curer's résidence, and he and his wifo attended to her
during the whole of the night. The bleeding not ceasing she was
conveyed home early the next morning, and an urgent message was
lef't at my house, begging for my immédiate attendance upon her, by a

person who promised himself to pay my charges. I complied with

the request, found her exceedingly exhausted, tied the artery,

learned the fraud she had been exposed to, and ascertained that the

individual who had desired my attendance, was the cancer-curer

liimself! Therefore, at the end of the week, Iseut in a bill of

21. 14s. 6d. Payaient, as of course I expected, wiis refused, and I

eonscquently brought the case into the Durham County Court, in

Mardi last. The defence was,—first, " no contract," as I was not

seen and gave no promise to attend. This wasoverruled, inasmuch,

as I had actually attended. Secondly, that my charges were exor-

bitant, II. Is. for tying the artery, and 5s. and 3s. 6d. for subséquent

visits, without medicine, being too much. I however obtained a

judgment for the whole amount, and ail my costs in addition,
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But surely this, though an unexpected, is a poor punishment to

80 notorious a person as the aforesaid cancer-curer. It bas had too,

no effect in stopping his cancer-curing propensities, for I hâve just

seen a person with his corroding plaster applied over an enlarged

gland. When it sloughs away, I shall be gravely told that he ha»
been " cured of a cancer," which no Médical man can retnove.

Wliat, Sir, can be done to stop such rank imposition ? A few years
since a ccroner's jury returned a verdict of " manslaughter " against

this man, for poisoning a Mrs. YV., but at his trial he was acquitted,

and now he appears to succeed in his " practice " better than ever.

I am, &c,
R. H. S. Carpkntisr, L.R.C.P.Lond. and L.S.A.

Carrvilla, Durham, April 6, 1863.

To Vie Editor of the Médical Circular.

Sir,—I am exceedingly glad to perceive that both Mr. Carter and
Mr. Hamilton hâve taken upon them to agitate the subject of a
Médical Provident Association. On référence to the Médical Cir-
cular of April 9th, 1862, page 267, and again May 7th, page 337,
they will there find that I was the first to advocate the establishment
of a National Benevolent Médical Society.

By way of making a beginning, I, for one, shall be most happy to

become an annual subscriber of 11. to it.

It is sincerely to be hoped that every member of the Profession
will corne forward to aid the establishment of so laudable and excel-
lent an institution as that of a National Benevolent Association.

I am, &c,
E. Wilkinson, M.D., M.R.C.S.E., L.S.A, &c.

Aspatria, April 15, 1863.

MEDICAL SOCIETIES.

OBSTETRICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
Wednesday, March 4th, 1863.

Dr. Oldham, Président, in the chair.

The following gentlemen were elected as Honorary Fellows o
tbe Society :—Prof. Martin, of Berlin ; Dr. Beatty, of Dublin ; Dr.
Pagan, of Glasgow ; Prof. Braun, of Vienna ; Prof. Depaul, of Paris;

and Prof. Faye, of Christiania.

The following gentlemen were elected as ordinary Fellows of the
Society :—J. H. Gaiton, M.B., Brixton ; H. V. Garman, Esq., Bow
road ; W. Hanna, Esq., Belfast; R. W. Jenkins, Esq., Philpot lane;

J. W. J. Oswald, Esq., Kensington ; Josiah T. Powell, M.D., City
road ; John Rowland, M.D., Strata Florida, Lampeter, Cardigan-
shire ; Joseph Rushforth, Oxford terrace ; J. H. Tutin, Esq., Ripon.
The Président announced that the volume of Transactions for

the past year would be in the hands of the Fellows in a few days.

READY-MADE PLASTERS.
Dr. Tilt drew attention to the fact that when a Imndred or a

hundred and fifty grains of common starch are boiled in an ounce
of glycérine, the resuit is a very stiff glutinous compound, which
has no smell, and does not become rancid ; and although sticking

firmly to the skin, it can be removed and re-applied. Instead of
ordering belladonna plaster, Dr. Tilt prescribes three grains of sul-

phate of atropia to be rubbed down with a few drops of glycérine,

then incorporated with an ounce of hard glycérine ointment, and
thickly spread by the patient on gutta-percha cloth or imperméable
wash cloth. This can be removed for the inorning ablutions, and
reapplied after spreading a little more ointment on the same plas-
ter. Morphia and other alkaloids are prescribed in the saine way.
The samples exhibited by Dr. Tilt were ruade by Mr. Bullock, of
Hanover street.

Dr. Meadows exhibited a spécimen of

UTERINE POLYPUS WHICH HAD COMPLICATED LABOUR.
The tumonr, which had completely filled the vagina, was about
twice the size of the fœtal head. During the labour it was entirely
protruded by the descent of the child, but was returned on its ex-
pulsion. It again, however, descended, and was removed by liga-
ture two days after delivery. The grovvth was attached by a long
pedicle to the cervix uteri, and weighed when removed nearly four
pounds. The patient did well.

ON DISPLACEMENT, ETC., OP THE BLADDER AS A CAUSE OF
TEDI0U8 LABOUR.

BT W. H. BROADBENT, M.D. LOND.
The purport of this communication was to show that, besidesthe

mechanical obstruction which may be presented by the prolapsed
and distended bladder to the descent of the head of the child, pro-
lapsus of the bladder, complète or partial, frequently renders the
first stage of labour long and painful. The utérine contractions,
causing pain in the displaccd bladder, it was said, were replaced by
spa-modic contractions of the abdominal muscles, which forced
down the utérus, but had no effect in dilating its mouth. Thèse
were attended with much suifering, of a oharacter very différent

from the natural labour pains at this stage, which with tactile ex-
amination would lead to a récognition of the cause. The measures
recommended for the relief of the pain and for expediting the pro-
gress of the labour were, the supine position, prévention of accu-
mulation of urine by the use of the cathéter, and, in severe cases,
chloroform.

Cases were given in support of thèse conclusions.

OBSERVATIONS ON OVARIOTOMY, &C, STATI8TICAL AND PRACTICAL ;

ALSO, A 8UCCESSFUL CASE OF EXTIRPATION OF BOTH CTERU»
AND OVARIES.

BY CHARLES CLAY, M.D., MANCHESTER.
Dr. Clay gave a brief and interesting ontline of his expérience

on this very important branch of surgery. Of 109 peritoneal sec-
tions, of which 104 were for ovarian extipation, 3 for cutting down
upon the tumour to establish ulcération where its removal was
known to be impracticable, 1 for the Caesarian opération, and 1 for
the removal ol both utérus and ovaries. Of the 104 ovarian cases,
72 recovered, 32 died ; ail the 3 ulcerative cases recovered ; the
Cœsarean section lived to fifteenth day ; and, lastly, the case of
entire removal of both utérus and ovaries recovered. Of the 32
deaths, 10 died from tbe immédiate conséquences of tbe opération,
10 from inflammation, 10 from prostration, and 2 from hœmor-
rhage. The great majority of the first and second séries were young
females, as well as a portion of the third division. Those from
prostration were chiefly elderly females. Some other statistical

facts were elicited, as well as the following remarks from the
author :—Dr. Clay still défends the raised température of the room
for opération, and attributes much of his success to its influence ; is

not certain if chloroform has added anything to the successful re-

sults, but values it highly as an agentwhich it would now be difficult

to lay aside, although the first 14 of his cases were performed before
it was recovered, and of which 9 recovered ; and ne still thinks, if

a female could face the difficulty withont it, it would be in her
favour. The large incision is still practised by him, and deemed
far préférable to the smaller opening. Of course the author
wished to be understood that tbe incision was to be commensurate
with the tumour to be extirpated. Dr. Clay gave many reasons for

this préférence. The distressing vomiting he conceives to be in a
great measure owing to the use of chloroform, as he saw but little

of it in the first 14 cases where it was not used. For this trouble-
some symptom he advises patience until the blood bas got rid of
its load of carbon, the simplest of drinks, and as little food as
possible. Some very well ascertained facts of critical days were
adduced, which would require too much space to dwell upon ; suf-

fice it to say, the third, sixth, and ninth were the principal, and
the causes of each were pointed out. No particular âge seems to

be prominent in respect to the success of thèse cases. Dr. Clay
himself stated them to be about equally successful at ail âges from
sixteen to fifty-seven. Purgatives are not admissible ; and he relies

on enemas with ox-gall, &c. This part of the paper was concluded
by some interesting remarks on ovariotomy for the last twenty
years, and the difficulties the author had to encounter, not the least

of which was misrepresentation..

The author next gave in détail a new and interesting opération,
which he believed to be the first of its kind, successful at least, in
this country—namely, the entire extirpation of the utérus and its

ovaries through the abdominal walls, which has ended most for-

tunately, the lady returning to her friends on the thirty-fifth day
after the opération, and still continuing well, thus establishing
another great fact in référence to abdominal surgery. The case was
that of a fibroid utérus of eleven pounds weight, with the ovaries

in an unhealthy condition ; and the tumour by its growth had lat-

terly so entirely filled un the cavity of the pelvis as to render the
passage of the Ircces and urine extreinely diflicult. The particulars

of the case thronghout its progress were given. Dr. Clay does not
suppose that many utérine cases could be advisedly extirpated, but
thinks some of those densely-hard fibroid masses, where the con-
stitution has not been greatly prostrated, might aftbrd a fair pro-
spect of cure under the knife.

Mr. Baker Brown prefaced his rernarks by warmly thanking
Dr. Clay for the very practical and admirable paper just read. M r

Brown considered it one of the most valuable ne had ever heard,

and wished it had been brought forward a few weeks earlier, as it

was calculated to strengthen the hands of other ovariotomists, and
enable them to contend against those who doubted the value of the
opération. With regard to the température of the room, Mr. Brown
stated that he believed that Mr. Lane, than whom no one had been
more successful in ovariotomy, disiegarded this subject, as did also

another gentleman présent at the meeting, who had also had great

success. For himself, Mr. Brown believed that where the opération

was likely to be long, and the viscera long exposed, it was of great

importance ; but that where the opération was quick, and the

viscera were kept back by hot flannels, the question of température
would not afl'ect the success. As to the long incisions, he believed

Mr. Walne followed Dr. Clay ; whereas Dr. F. Bird and Mr. Lane
had contended for the short incision, and with good results. Mr.
Brown always made a small incision first. If it appeared that on
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tapping thecyst the tumour coulil be withdrawn,he did not onlargo
it ; but if there appeared strong adhésions, or the tumoitr was
rttj uiultilocular, he foiuiil it easy to maki' the incision larger, and
acreed with Dr. Clay that it was advisable to see clearly wheie the
adhésions and difficultés in removing the tumour were situntcd.

At the same time, with the very large success of Dr. Clay, it was
folly to say that short incisions were préférable to the long. Dr.
Clay still preferred the ligature of Indian hemp. Mr. Brown had
used it till the invention of the carpenter's callipers as a clamp,
which he found more convenient and conifortable. He could not,
however, agrée with Dr. Clay lias to the inad visability of bleeding
In two or three cases where peritonitis had coine on quickly after

the opération, he found venesection most valuable, and attended
with success. He always advised hot linseed-meal poultices to be.

aj>plied over the whole abdomen when there was a chance of peri-

tonitis, believing that they kept hot longer than ordinary fomenta-
tions. Mr. Brown's expérience as to the frequency of the ovary
attacked was contrary to Dr. Clay's. He Iiad exaniined many
huudreds, he might say thousands of cases, but thought that one
could not décide which ovary was diseased till an incision was
made. His expérience, from cases submitted to opération, was
that the left ovary was most frequently affected. He agreed with
Dr. Clay that âge does not make much différence. He was glad to

hear that Dr. Clay had corne to the conclusion that the question of
success did not dépend on the opération itself, but on the al'ter-

tnatmint. Mr. Brown believed that in his carlier opérations he
lost more patients because the after-treatment was not so well
understood as now. He had learned from Dr. Clay the valuable
practice of never giving the patient anything but the most
simple food till asked for. He preferred giving beef-tea and wine,
if required, by the rectum for three or four days after the opéra-
tion. Mr. Brown considered Dr. Clay's testimony valuable as to
the great advantage of small over gênerai hospitals for thèse opéra-
tions, not on account of the opération itself, but because the
nursing, ventilation, and atmosphère were so much better in small
spécial institutions. Mr. Brown had twice removed both ovaries
with success. He thought that the question of exploratory in-

cisions had been unfairly treated by the Profession. They were
made with an honest endeavour to ascertain the truth before risk-

ing the patient's life. Mr. Brown had never seen a fatal resuit
follow them, and thought they should be commended and en-
couraged, not condemned. He was glad to hear Dr. Clay say that
in his last opération he had made it a stipulation that it should be
left to hiin to décide whether lie should proceed after niaking an
incision. As to opium, Mr. Brown had at one time been as great

an advocate for it as Dr. Clay ; but believed that it increased the

sickness, and he now never gave it unies» imperatively called for.

Mr. Spencer Wells said that he must not be supposed to under-
value the very useful paper of Dr. Clay, or to be ungrateful for the

lessons which lie had taught us ail by his able advocacy of ovaiïotomy,
if he (Mr. Wells) ventured to discuss two very important steps of
the opération in which his own practice, and the practice in London
generally, differed from that of Dr. Clay. Dr. Clay still advocated
the long incision ; and he still left the tied end of the peduncle and
the ligature within the pcritoneal cavity. Ile could boast of a suc-

cess attending this practice of 70 per cent, of recoveries to opéra-
tions, and as success was the best criterion in Surgery, it might seem
presumptuous to question the wisdom of any operative proceeding
practised so successfully. But his (Mr. Wells') own expérience had
ltd him so decidedly to prêter the short to the long incision, and to

keep the tied end of the pedicle outside rather than to leave it in,

that he could not help suspecting that Dr. Clay's great expérience in

the opération had led him to success in spite of a method which
more récent expérience had modified or corrected, and which men
of less expérience could not follow without great danger of failure.

After Ion" incisions there was so much more exposure or escape of
intestine dur'mg the opération, so many more serious symptoms after

it, and so comparatively protracted a recovery, even in successful

cases, that his (Mr. Wells ) own expérience had taught him to avoid
any Igreater length of incision than was necessary for the ex-
Îiosure and removal of the cyst or tumour. Every inch in the
ength ot incision appeared to 'add something to the chances
against the patient, and in cases where he had the choice
either of inaking a long incision and removing a tumour entire, or
of breaking up a tumour and removing it through a small opening—even though ovarian fluid might unavoidably escape into the
peritoneal cavity and require careful sponging for its removal—he
would prefer tins alternative rather than make a very long incision.

So, in his expérience, those patients in whom it had been necessary
to Icave the pedicle and ligature within the peritoneal cavity had
suffered so much more after the opération, and their recovery had
been so much more protracted than others where the peduncle had
been kept outside, that lie would alwayg prefer to keep it out if he
could, and so avoid the danger of absorption of the putrid matter
of the strangulated stump, or tbe peritonitis connected ivith the
i:ffusion of fibrine thrown out to ciicumecribe the stump and ligature.

It aeemed probable that the fréquent occurrence of peritonitis in
Dr. Clay's practice was in some measure due to his manner oftreat-

ing the pedicle
; for in his (Mr. Wells') own practice, peritonitis was

a rare accident. Of eighteen fatal cases, it had only had any im-
portant share in the fatal resuit in two ; in ail the others, shock or
exhaustion after the opération, or blood-poisoning, having been the
cause of death ; while in successful cases lie hardly remembered.
peritonitis in any patient where the pedicle had been kept out. As
to the température of theroom, in his earlier cases he had tollowed
Dr. Clay's practice ; but latterly he had found it better simply to
bave the room kept comfortably—not excessively—waim, and after
the patient was in bed to keep a good lire burning and a window
open night and day. In tho use of opium also he had learnt to
avoid ail excess. If there was pain or restlessness, it was given in
moderate doses, and repeated if necessary ; but some patients had
recovered without taking a single dose, and others with not more
than two or three doses. Sometimes it was given to secure a good
night, even if there was no pain. Witli regard to the removal of
utérine tumours by abdominal incision, it was only under the most
exceptional circumstances—where the life. of the patient was in
great danger from hœmorrhage or the effects of pressure—that such
an opération as that so successfully performed by Dr. Clay could bo
justifiable. Pedunculated peritoneal out-growths from the utérus
might be removed with moderato risk, and so might in-growths
towards the utérine cavity or vagfna ; but any attempt to enucleate
interstitial fibrous tumours of the utérus, either by incision through
the abdominal wall, or by incising the cervix ]>er vaginam, was at-

tended by such very great risk that nothing but the most urgent
necessity would justify the practice. Ile (Mr. Wells) said this

rather as the resuit of his own observation, than as any conclusion
suggested by Dr. Clay's successful case.

Dr. Ci.ay, in reply, expressud his great gratification at the manner
in which the paper had been reoeived by the Society. With respect

to the détails of the opération, ho adhered to the principlcs laid

down in tho paper. It was remarkable that many of the best re-

coveries after ovariotomy had taken place in his practice after

making the long incision, and whero the tumour was large he pre-

ferred it. The use of Indian hemp for ligatures he still preferred.

With rospect to the remarkable case of extirpation of the utérus,

he would observe that on his way to town to attend the meeting he
had accidentally met the patient who had been the subject of the

opération at a railway station, and in perfoct health.

ROYAL MEDICAL AND CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY.

Tuesday, March 24, 1863.

Richard Partridge, Esq., F.R.S., Président.
The Président, on taking the chair for the first time, thanked

the Society l'or the honour they had donc him in electing him their

Président. Ile would endeavour to show his sensé of their kindness
by devoting his time and abilitics to the duties of his office. In
doing this he should look back to the example of the distinguished

physicians and surgeons of the past who had previously occupied the

same chair. He urged the Fellows to new contributions for the
" Transactions," as on the annual publications of the Society its ré-

putation greatly rested.

A paper was read by Edward H. Greenhow, M.D., F.R.C.P., on
DIPHTHERIAL SERVE AFFECTIONS.

The author began by stating that the épidémie sore-throat which,

under the name of diphtheria, had latte» ly engaged so much atten-

tion, was well known to be followed by nervous phenomena of a
peculiar kind. Thèse consisted chiefly of impaired, excessive, or per-

vertcd sensibility, together with more or less complète paralysis of

the muscles of the fauces, pharynx, tongue and lips, extremities,

trunk, and neck; the frequency of the occurrence of thèse symp-
toms in the sevcral sets of muscles being nearly in accordance with

the order in which he had placed them, the first named being tho

most frequently and the last the least frequently affected. The
author had had the opportunity of watching the course of sevcral

cases of thèse diphtherial nerve affections in patients under treatment

at the Middlesex Hospital, and the présent paper was in a great

degree based on those observations. Ile did not mean to infer that

every attack of diptheria was followed by some of thèse se-

condary nerve affections, for lie had seen patients recover perfectly

without experiencing any ofthein ; nor to assert that their inlensity

was always proportioned to the severity of the primary discase, for

he had sometimes seen them follow comparatively mild attacks of

diphtheria. Ncvertheless, as a gênerai rule, lie had certainly ob-

served thèse nerve affections to be more fréquent after the worst

cases of diphtheria, and to bcar some proportion even to the local

severity of the attack ; lie had noticed, for instance, that the para-

lysis and ansosthesia were sometimes more complète on that side of the

fauces which had been most severely affected by the primary disease.

The author had found that a brief period of convalescence

—

generally not exceeding a few days, but in rare cases extending to

weeks—almost always intervened between the disappearance ot the

sore-throat and the accession of the nerve symptoms ; and cases had

fallen under his notice in private practice in which patients who had
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recovered sufliciently from diphtheria to be sent from home for

change of air, had subsequently fallen into a helpless condition from
diphtheriul paralysis. The fact of tliis interval seemed to him im-
portant, inasmuch asitwent far to show thatthe paralysis could not

be entirely attributable either to the albuminuria which so often ac-

companies the acute stage of diphtheria, or to the anœmia which
closely follows it, as patients had often got rid of the former symp-
tom, and had even begun in some cases to regain flesh and strength,

before the accession of the paralytic symptoms.
The author had observed that thèse nerve affections do not at

once attain their maximum of intensity, but are progressive even in

the saine sets of muscles ; and also that if several of the sets of
muscles which he had enumerated should be attacked in the same
individual, they do not become affected ail at once, but in succession

—the faucial or pharyngeal muscles being the first to suffer, and so

on in the order in which lie had placed them at the beginning of the

paper—though it by no means followed that ail of them should be
affected in any one case. He had found the muscles of the fauces
by far the most fréquent, as well as the earliest, set of nerve affec-

tions after diphtheria, and had seen them attacked in many cases in

which the rest of the mu.-cular System either entirely escaped or was
very slightly affected. When the fauces were paralysed, the soft

palate lost îts natural action, the speech often became imperfect, and
liquids regurgitated through the nostrils. Thèse symptoms should
be discriminated from the hoarseness of voice and return of fluids

through the nostrils which often occur during the acute stage of
diphtheria, and arise, as in ordinary quinsy, from the swollen and
painful state of the fauces impeding the natural action of the parts.

Anœsthesia had cc-existed with the paralytic affection of the fauces
in ail the cases that had corne under tho author's notice, so that
thèse naturally very sensitive organs became altogether callous and
insensible to touch.

Next to the affection of the fauces, impairment of vision, probably
due to paralysis of the ciliary muscle, appeared to be the most fré-

quent of the nervous disorders conséquent on diphtheria. Tho
author had observed that the pupil of the eye became dilated and
acted sluggishly under the influence of light a day or two before the
sight became sensibly impaired, and often remained so for a time
aller the sight had been regained ; also that patients unable to read
with unassisted sight could do so with the help of convex specta-
cles

; and hence he attributed the impairment of sight to a temporary
loss of adjusting power.
The nerve symptoms which he had noted in the tongue and

lips were, formication or a sensé of scalding, numbness, and im-
paired taste and power of movement. They began, for the most
part, in the lips and the tip of the tongue, and gradually extended
upwards towards the dorsum and root of the latter organ.
The limbs had suffered more or less, in ail the five cases which

formed the basis of the paper, from paralysis and anœsthesi», be-
sides tenderness and abnormal sensations, such as coldness, formica-
tion, and a feeling of constriction in the fleshy parts, as if they were
tightly bandaged. Thèse affections began either first in the upper,
or at the same time in both the upper and lower extremities, and
were at their commencement peripheral, extending gradually up-
wards from the tips of the fingers and toes towards the trunk, and
in some cases affecting the lower part of the back and of the abdo-
men. Ile had found that pressure over the sciatic and médian
nerves was sometimes attended by acute pain, and that pressure of
the instep between the finger and thumb sometimes caused couvul-
sive starting of the leg and foot, as well as pain. He had observed
that the paralysis in some cases assumed a more or less hémiplégie
character, but had seen no instance in which, one side being para-
lysed, the other re.nained entirely uuaffected.

The author had seen nerve affections after diphtheria of a graver
character tlian any of those exemplified in the présent group of
cases, and several even fatal cases had fallen under his notice in
private practice. In three of thèse latter, death was caused by failure
of the action of the heart, and in one by exhaustion from vomiting.
He believed, however, that such cases were fortunately exceptional,
and that the great majority of sufferers from diphtheriaf nerve
affections, under good management, sooner or later recovered their
usual health and strength.

The author had satisfied himself that thèse cases were best man-
aged on sound gênerai principles. Generous diet, and a libéral
allowance of stimulants, together with rest in bed, he believed to be
always necessary. Tonics, especially steel and quinine or the minerai
acids, he had found useful from the first appearance of the nerve
affections

; aud after the complète development of the paralytic
symptoms, nux vomica and strychnia had proved in his hands most
valuable remédies.

Suujoined were the five cases on which most of the remarks in the
paper were founded.

Air. Acton said that as three of his children had suffered from
diphtheria, he had thought a good deal on the disease. He was
sorry that the author had notgiven any opinion as to the cause. He
(Mr. Acton) considered that it arose from déficient drainage, and
mentioned several facts in connection with the disease occurring in
his own family in support of this view. One ot his children had been

attacked without any évident premonitory symptoms. The first

thing to notice was an offensive odour from the nose. Mr. Acton
then went on to speuk of other symptoms, as the want of power to
write properly, especially to write on lines, and sudden falling in
ruiining. It seemed, he said, as if the power suddenly failed. AU
his children got well, and lie considered that if, after a certain stage
of the disease, the children were sent into the country they generally

got well. He considered the change of locality a very important
point, and believed that removal saved the life of one of his children.

Mr.Acton referred to the peculiarity of pronunciation after recovery
from the diphtheria. One of his children for nearly a year after

could not say, " ah," or prononnee the letter w.
Dr. Weber related several cases of paralysis after diphtheria, in

which there had been much the same symptoms as in Dr. Green-
how's cases. Ile could not, however, agrée with Dr. Greenhow as

to the order in which the symptoms followed. He (Dr. Weber) had
found that the first symptom was a great slowness of the puise.

This began during the persistance of the diphtheritic membrane, or
just after its removal. It might be as low as 36. It was possible

that this symptoin might not be due to paralysis, as it had been
shown that irritation of the pneumogastric caused retardation of the
puise. Still the dépression was so great that he (Dr. Weber)
thought it was the resuit probably of paralysis rather than irritation.

He considered that the prognosis was generally favourable ; but in

two cases in his practice there had been a fatal resuit. In thèse,

however, there were complications—viz.,"in one, fatty degeneration

of the heart, and in the other, valvular disease. Dr. Weber then
asked the question, whether the paralysis of diphtheria was to be
looked on as a necessary part of diphtheria—as a "secondary"
symptom of the disease? Ile did not give any opinion. He re-

ferred to other diseases in which similar affections followed.

Dr. Sanderson had seen a great many cases of diphtheritic para-

lysis, and believed that it depended not so much on a loss of muscu-
lar power as on a want of co -ordination of the muscles. The différent

power of movement at différent times showed this. Again, patients

who could walk or use their arms for rough purposes could not do
anything fine, as button a shirt. The defect of sight might be ex-

plained on the same principle. In ail cases the defect of sensibility

preceded that of motility.

Dr. Wood related a case of .paralysis which came on after diph-

theria. It affected the fauces, limbs, and trunk, but not the sight.

The paralysis was so great that the patient could not turn in bed,
and could not feed himself. In another case there was no paralysis,

but melancholia : the patient was an inmate of St. Luke's Asylum.
Dr. Sibson suggested that the paralysis of the throat might be

the resuit of some local affection of tho muscles themselves during
the acute stage.

Dr. Greenhow, in reply, said that his paper being exclusively on
the secondary nerve affections of diphtheria, he had necessarily ab-
stained from ail référence to the etiology of the primary disease. He
might say, however, as the question had been raised, that in the
course of his expérience, which had been very extensive, he had al-

together failed to discover any direct relation between diphtheria

and the local impurities referred to by Mr. Acton. He must also

dissent from that gentleman's remarks on treatment ; for, on the

one hand, he (Dr. Greenhow) had found rest a very important élé-

ment in the treatment of the secondary nerve affections , and, on the

other, he had repeatedly found, as stated in his paper, that change
of air had not the effect of warding off their accession. At a late

period, however, when patients had begun to recover from thèse

nerve affections, their convalescence was undoubtedly accelerated by
removal into a pure country air. Several questions had been pro-

posed to him as to the pathological nature of diphtherial nerve
affections. (Dr. Greenhow) could hâve wished that the gentlemen
who had put them had at the same time stated their own views on
the subject, if they had formed any; for himself, he was unwilling

to express any positive opinion on so obscure a question until further

observation should hâve enabled him to verify what he could now
only put forward as conjecture. He could not quite agrée with

Dr. Weber in regarding the slowness of puise, which he had so well

described, as one of the most fréquent secondary symptoms of diph-

theria. In his (Dr. Greenhow's) expérience it had rarely occurred,

and not oftener in the secondary than in the primary stage of the

disease. Whenever it did occur, it was a serious and too often a
fatal sympton, and he was disposed to think with Dr. Weber that it

depended on some affection of the pneumogastric nerve. It was no
doubt true, as Dr. Sanderson had suggested, that many of the

phenomena of thèse curious nerve affections were due to a want of

co-ordinating power ; but he (Dr. Greenhow)|could not, like that gen-

tleman, regard them as consisting entirely of paralysis of sensation r

for althoHgh the loss of motor power only reachcd its climax pari

passu with the muscular emaciation, there generally existed some
degree of it from the beginning. The intense inflammation which

had recently affected the superjacent mucous membrane might per-

haps, as Dr. Sibson had suggested, partly account for the paralysis

of the muscles of the fauces, but could scarcely explain the paralysis

of the tongue and cheeks which had been sometimes observed, and

still less that of tho muscles of the trunk and extremities.
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

RUSSELL v. ADAMS.—Mrs. RUSSELL IN WHITECROSS
STREET PRISON.

Aniong the prisoners brought before the 'Registrar on Saturday
last was Mrs. RusseU the mother of the lady who was plaintlff in

the case of Russell v. Adams.
When the case was called on the niatron of the prison attended,

and stated that Mrs. Russell stated that she was so ill that she

eould not attend.

The Registrar asked whether the médical officer of the prison

had given a certificate to that effect ?

The niatron replied that lie had not ; she had her own médical
attendant.

The Registrar asked whether she was confined to her bed?—The
natron said she was not. She was in the ward.
The Registrar said then he wonld go to her ; and perhaps the

Batron would call her into her private room.
The niatron said her room was quite at their service ; and the

Court at once removed there.

Mrs. Russell was then called in, and, having been sworn, said, m
aaswer to the registrar, she was a nontrader, and was arrested on
the lOth of February for 302. and 262. costs.

The Registrar : What is the aniount of your liabilities î—Mrs.

Russell :—Not above 202. beyond this.

A gentleman who attended from Messrs. Wild and Barber,
solicitors lor Mr. Lama, the detaining créditer, said : I am speaking
advisedly when I say that I am aware of debts to the amount of

9002.

Mrs. Russell : I only ask for a few days' time.
TheSolicitor : I hâve hère an action pending in which we are

challenged to go to trial. There are 152. paid into court, and the
«penses of the trial will be at least 5002.

The Registrar (surprised) : 5002. ?

The Soliciter : Yes, sir ; I hold a bill of exchange on which, I

eommenced an action against her and she applied to be allowed to

défend it on the ground that she had a good defence. By pleading
poverty leave was given her, on condition of her paying 152. into

court I hâve her affidavit hère, in which she states the defence
she intends to set up against the claim, and that will involve the
trial over again of the case of her daughter and Dr. Adams. We
shall hâve to bring witnesses from Wales and other parts, and the

expenses of the two trials will certainly be more than 1,0002. The
defence she has set up is, that the bill was given in connection with
her daughter's marriage with Mr. W. Adams, and we shall hâve to

go into the whole question again. I therefore object to the case

being adjourned.

The Registrar : Do you object to her being discharged ?—The
Soliciter : Certainly, because I complain that she has contracted a

debt with the detaining créditer by fraud, by representing that her
daughter was about to be married to Mr .Adams.
The Registrar : Then I shall not discharge her if I adjudicate

her a bankrupt.
Mrs. Russell : I do not want to be made a bankrupt ; but if you

do, I hope you will reserve to me the right to défend the action
against me.
The Registrar : The officiai assignée will look after your interests.

I hâve found you hère, and you are before me a bankrupt, and,
under ordinary circumstances, I should hâve adjudged you a bank-
rupt, and discharged you ; but, after what this gentleman says, I

shall adjudge you a bankrupt, and not let you out of prison ; but
if you can say that you hâve a reasonable and probable ground
for bel ieving that you will sertie with your creditors, I will adjourn
the hearing.

Mrs. Russell : Well, I can say that I shall be able to settle with
»y creditors if they will let me hâve time.
The Soliciter : From information I hâve, I believe that there is

no reasonable prospect of a seulement. She had a small income
from her brother on the express condition that she never corres-
ponde with him. We are in the position that she can at any time
rule us to go on with the action we hâve against her, and put us to
ali the expense of the trial ; and since she lias been in prison she
kas given notice to proceed. I must therefore ask you to make her
• bankrupt
The Registrar : Well, I think there will be no alternative but to

make you a bankrupt, because you do not give me any reasons for
believing that there will be a seulement.
Mrs. Russell : Well, then, if you do, will you make me a bank-

ropt, with power to défend the action ?

The Registrar : I cannot do that, but the court will protect you.
The assignées will protect you.

Met. Russell : It is ail donc to ruin me.
The Registrar : I suppose you want to be set at liberty ?
Mrs. Russell : Is there any appe al to the Lord Chancellor 1

The Registrar : Yes, but you must go before the Commissioner
irst, and then you can appeal.

Mrs. RusseU : When shall I be able toget out ?

The Registrar : The soliciter to the court will instruct you what
to do in regard to your libération.

The examination was then completed, and the prisoner having
been formerly adjudicated bankrupt, signed her déposition.

The registrar then left that part of the prison and was fol-

lowed by Mrs. Russell as far as she was allowed, ventingherangry
feeling in violent words against the soliciter and the detaining
créditer.

Utïtijs, flflaruaçjcs, anïj flratfjs.

BI RTH S.
Duke.—On the lst inst., at Anerly road, Norwood, the wife of Allen
A Duke, M.D., of a daughter.

Davis.—On the 2ud inst., at Addison road, North, tlio wife of H. R.
Davis, L.R.C.P. Edin., of a son.

Barker.—On the 2nd inst., at Eaton place, Brighton, the wife of Dr.
Barker, of a son.

Kirk.—On the 3rd inst., at Bathgate, Linlithgowshire, the wifo of J.

Balfour Kirk, M.D., of a son.

Haywakd. —On the 8rd inst., at Vernon house, Mount Vernon road,

LiverpooL the wifo of J. Williams Hayward, M.D., of twins—a son

and a daughter.

Dixon.— On the 4th inst., at Hove villas, Cliftonville, Brighton, the

wife of F. Dixon, M.R.C.S., of a daughter.

Rowland.—On the 4th inst., at Goginan, Cardiganshire, the wife of

Evan Rowland, M.R.C.S.E., Deputy coroner, of a son.

Masters.—On the 4th inst., at îtye lane, Peckhaui, the wife of Max-
well T. Masters, M.D., of a daughter.

Lillies.—Ou the 4th inst., at Chudleigh, Devon, the wife of G. W.
Lillies, M.D., of a daughter.

King.—On the Sth inst., at Hackney road, the wife of William T.

King, M.R.C.S.E., ofason.
Woodd.—On the 8th inst., at Penge, Surrey, the wife of C. G. Woodd,

Surgeon, of a son.

Gray.— Ou the 14th inst., the wife of A. 0. Gray, M.D., of Goswell

road, of a son.

Hewitt.—On the 15th inst., at Berkeley square, the wife of Graily

Hewitt, M.D., of a daughter.

.j ^ MARRIAGES.
Heath—Peck.—^&>*^ 'ch inst., at Paddington, Christopher Heath,

F.R.C.S.K, e> »*> ;<£ie street, Piccadilly, to Sarah, third daughter
*C xAL TsiZ^j. \c Peck.

:„.— Onthe 9th inst, at Upton Old Chureh, Charles
ribi '

- . . H. C. S.E., of Slough, Bucks, to Emma Lucy, second daugh-
ter of Thomas H. Cooper, M.D., of the Limes, Slough.

Adams—Poynter.—On the 9th inst., at Novth Slioebury, Essex,

James Adams, M.D., of Barnes, to Sarah Ellen, eldest surviving

daughter of S. Poynter, Esq., of Crouchmans, North Slioebury.

DE ATHS.
Lindsay.—On the 18th ult., Dr. Lindsay, of Liverpool, aged 47.

Jones.—On the 30th ult, at Shardlow, near Derby, M. T. Jones, Sur-

geon, aged 69.

Featherstonhaugh.—On the lst inst., at Newbridge street, Newcastle-

on-Tyne, Jane, wife of Henrv Featherstonhaugh, M.R.C.S.E., aged

48.

TnoMSON.—On the lst inst., at Lewisham, J. Thomson, M,D., Surgeon

R.N., aged 73.

Garland.—On the 2nd inst., H. Garland, M.R.C.S.E., of Yoxford,

late of Belitha villas, Barnsbury park, Islingtou.

MEDICAL NEWS.

Royal Collège of Physicians of London.—The following

gentlemen passed the First Part of the Professional Examination

for the Licence of the Collège ou the 8th inst :—John Henry
Ashton, St. Bartholomew's hospital ; Edward Brown, St. Bartho-

lomew's hospital ; George Edgelow, St. George's hospital ; Thomas
Edgelow, St. George's hospital ; Robert Henry Kiusey, St. Bartho-

lomew's hospital ; Jordan Roche Lynch, St. Mary's hospital
;

Charles Durrant Pearless, St. Bartholomew's hospital ; Llewellyn,

Powell, St. Bartholomew's hospital ; Frederick William Richards,

St. Bartholomew's hospital; Arthur Cromack, Turner, Sheffielé.

Also on the 9th inst :—Chauncy Puzey, Guy's hospital ;

Thomas Francis Raven, St. Bartholomew's hospital ; James

Walbridge Snook, St. Bartholomew's hospital ; James Byers

Thomas, St. Bartholomew's hospital ; Alexander Waugli, St.

Bartholomew's hospital.

Royal Collège of Surgeons of England.—The following

gentlemen passed their Primary Examinations in Anatomv and

Physiology at a meeting of the Court of Examinera on the 7th inst.,

and, when eligible, will be admitted to the Pass Examination :

—

J. E. Adams, London Hospital ; E. J. Armstrong, Middlesex

Hospital ; F. H Appleby, Univcreity Collège Hospital ; H. C.

Bertin, St. Mary's Hospital ; A. H. Brewer, St. Bartholomew'a

Hospital ; H. M. Brewer, St. Bartholomew's Hospital ;
John
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Cavafy, St. George's Hospital ; Henry Clothier, Universitv Collège

Hospital ; J. H. Craigie, London Hospital ; C. J. Cullingworth,

Leeds ; E. R. Daglish, Guy's Hospital ; George Edgelow, St. George's

Hospital ; Thomas Edgelow, St. George's Hospital ; Alfred Ensor,

University Collège Hospital ; J. M. Fisher, Hull ; C. W. E.

Foster, Leeds ; George Grewcock, University Collège Hospital ;

W. T. B. Hamlyn, St. Mary's Hospital ; J. W. Jones, Charing-

cross Hospital ; W. P. Knott, Guy's Hospital ; G. V. Langworthy,

St. Bartholomew's Hospital ; John Lloyd, Birmingham ; Edward
Mackey, Birmingham ; Joseph Moorhead, Belfast j B. L. Powne,
St. Bartholomew's Hospital; W. B. Shorto, Charing-cross

Hospital; Joseph Snape, King's Collège Hospital; E. F. Turner
Guys Hospital ; M. A. Wood, King's Collège Hospital.

The following gentlemen passed their Primary Examinations on
the 8th inst. :—R. W. S. Barraclough, Guy's Hospital ; Edward
Bellew St. Thomas's Hospital ; Thomas Bond, King's Collège

Hospital ; E. F. Brockman, St. George's Hospital ; Henry
Cribb, Middlesex Hospital ; T. P. Fothergill, King's Collège

Hospital ; A. J. Freeman, St. Thomas's Hospital ; Griffith

Griffiths, University Collège Hospital ; John Grimes King's

Collège Hospital ; W. N Heygate, St. Thomas's Hospital ;

J. W. Hayward, Guy's Hospital ; Marshall Hooper, University

Collège Hospital ; Robert King, Middlesex Hospital ; William
Leigh, St. George's Hospital ; N. H. Lower, Guy's Hospital ; G. W.
Mackenzie, London Hospital ; F. J. Marshall, St. Mary's Hospital

;

H. C. P. Masser, Westminster Hospital ; G. E. L. Pearse,

Westminster Hospital ; John Powdrell, St. Bartholomew"s
Hospital ; LleweUyn Powell, St. Bartholomew's Hospital

;

Henry Rayner, St. Thomas's Hospital ; W. H. Reed, St. Thomas's
Hospital ; F. W. Richards, Bartholomew's Hospital ; E. C.

Roberts, Guy's Hospital ; T. C. Shaw, King's Collège Hospital
;

J. B. Siddall, St. Thomas's Hospital ; Francis Snaith, St.

Thomas's Hospital ; W. V. Snow, University Collège Hospital
;

W. N. Symonds, Westminster Hospital ; F. J. Wadd, St.

Thomas's Hospital; Henry Willson, Charing-cross H ospitaL

The following gentlemen passed their Primary Examinations on
the 9th inst. :—T. G. Bennett, St. Bartholomew's Hospital

;

W. T. Buckle, King's Collège Hospital ; Edward Carpenter,
St. Thomas's Hospital ; Philip, Cowen, St. Thomas's Hospital

;

Reginald Eager, Guy's Hospital ; R. C. Earle, Guy's
Hospital ; T. S. Gimson, St. Bartholomew's Hospital ; Ralph
Gooding, King's Collège Hospital ; E. S. Green, Guy's Hospital ;

C. J. Grellet, St. Bartholomew's Hospital ; E. W. Hawkins, London
Hospital ; Frank Howard, University Collège Hospital ; George
Jackson, University Collège Hospital ; A. O. Jones, St. Thomas's
Hospital ; R. H. Kinsey, St. Bartholomew's Hospital ; T. H.
Knott, Guy's Hospital ; Frederick Manser, Guy's Hospital ; Henry
Maturin, St. Bartholomew's Hospital ; Edward Maundrell,
University Collège Hospital; M. J. Mayou, Guy's Hospital

;

Richard Plowman, St. Thomas's Hospital ; T. F. Raven, St.

Bartholomew's Hospital ; George Richards, University Collège

Hospital ; H. O. Steele, Guy's Hospital ; H. W. S. Struton, St.

Thomas's Hospital ; Hugh Taylor, St. Bartholomew's Hospital
;

Arthur Taylor, Guy's Hospital ; Henry Viant, Guy's Hospital ; W.
W. Wagstaffe, St. Thomas's Hospital ; J. G. F. Wiliord, Guy's
Hospital ; A. E. Wilmot, Guy's Hospital.

The following gentlemen passed their Primary Examinations in

Anatomy and Physiology at the meeting of the Court of Examiners
on the 14th inst., and when eligible will be admittedto the Pass

Examination : —A. E. Adamson. King's Collège ; S. F. Bagnall,

King's Collège ; C. G. Bott, Guy's hospital ; H. T. Broughton, Guy's
hospital ; G. A. A. Coates, St. Bartholomew's hospital ; C. T. Dalley,

St. Bartholomew's hospital ; E. L. Fenn, King's CoÙege ; J-IH^Gornall,

Liverpool ; Franklin, Gould, King's Collège ; T. H. Green,
University Collège ; G. T. Hankins, Guy's hospital ; W. A. Harvey,
St. Bartholomew's hospital ; Thomas Howells, King's Collège ; H.
G. Howse, Guy's hospital ; David Iles, St. Thomas's hospital ; C.

F. Knight, Charing-cross hospital ; T. D. Leigh, Liverpool ; W. G.
V. Lush, St. Bartholomew's hospital ; A. S. May, St. Bartholomew's
hospital ; Frederick Noyés, King's Collège ; George Paddon, Guy's
hospital ; C. D. Pearless, St. Bartholomew's hospital ; G. W. Rigden,
University Collège ; C. E. Saunders, St. Thomas's Hospital ; G. H.
Savage, Guy's Hospital ; Edward Shorland, Guy's hospital ; S. IL
Simpson, St/Bartholomew's hospital ; Charles Smith Guy's hospital

;

Walter Smith, University Collège ; S. S. Stephens, St. Thomas's
hospital ; F. T. Tayler, Guy's hospital ; R. E. Threadgale,
Charing-cross hospital ; D. W. Tomlinson, St. Mary's hospital

;

J. W. Warburton, Liverpool.
• The following gentlemen passed their Primary Examiations on

the I5th inst. :—William Akerman, University Collège ; H. R.
Archer, St. George's hospital ; J. A. Bail, Guy's hospital ; R. C.
Beck, University Collège ; E. F. Boult, King's Collège ; Paris
Bradshaw, King's Collège ; F. J. Burge, King's Collège ; John
Carlisle, Middlesex hospital; George Cléments, Middlesex hospital;
Thomas Collier, Guy's hospital ; James Cooke, Belfast ; T. A.
Compton,St. Bartholomew's hospital; Richard Cresswell, St. Mary's
hospital

; F. J. Cropp, St. Bartholomew's hospital ; J. A. Ensor,
Guy's hospital ; J. T. Evans, St Bartholomew's hospital ; H. W.

Freeman, Middlesex hospital ; E. S. Grattan, Belfast ; C. B. Green-
field, King's Collège ; W. N. Hiron, Birmingham ; F. W. Hum-
phreys, Guy's hospital ; Joseph Johnson, Guy's hospital ; G. W.
Maliui, Birmingham ; F. le F. Milbum, Charing-cross hospital ;

James Milward, Guy's hospital ; Gifford Ransford, St George s hos-
Êital ; A. C. Reade, St. Bartholomew's hospital ; H G. Samuel»,
'ublin ; G. H. Shaw, St. Bartholomew's hospital ; H. G. Walker»

University Collège ; J. B. Ward, Leeds ; T. P. Warren, Guy's hos-

pital ; S. M. W. Wilson, King's CoUege.
Apothecary's Hall.—The following gentlemen passed their

examination in the Science and Practice of Medicine, and received

certificates to practise, on the 9th inst. :—Thomas Martyn, Cann,
Virginstown, Devon ; Thomas Carter, Guys ; Edward Harley,
King's Collège; Frederick Kelly, London; William Row, Clapham
road ; William Henry Cecil Tessier, London.
The following gentlemen also on the same day passed their fîrst

examination :—Francis Henry Burdett, Birmingham ; Samuel
Duckering, Sheffield ; Richard Wheeler Haines, King's Collège

;

John Bnrges Welch, Kings Collège.

The New School of Medicine in Melbourne.—A corre-

spondent in the Melbourne ' Argus ' makes the following remarks :

" I see that Dr. Halford, the lecturer on anatomy to the University

of Melbourne, has arrived, and thus that a school of medicine may
be said to be now fairly in train, so far as lectures go. The import-

ant item, however in the success of the undertaking is somebody to

lecture to ; and to start the affair, I humbly submit that a little

encouragement should be given to intending students—such as dis-

pensing with the matriculation examination for this and next year,

as is allowed to a class of persons not intended especially to be
benefited by this institution

—

le., surgeons who hâve had the

means of studying their professions at home. There are many
reasons for a sfight relaxation of the carriculum for the time above

specified in favour of the youth of this colony. The great ones

are, the short notice to those who would be willing to enter on the

course to prépare for the examination, and the unsatisfactory state

of éducation in the colony till quite recently, also the fact that on
the opening of the University in Arts, students were allowed to

matriculate without examination ; and whenr laws and the council

gave a grâce (at the wrong end certainly), but still a concession.

There is no doubt it would be much to the interests of the

University and the public, though not to the interests of the pro-

fessors, to grant this, and give the school a start, and one that

would not injure the University so much as granting ad eundum
degrees to members of inferior universities, and not making the
interests of the professors identical with that of the University."

Dr. Murray, who accompanied Mr. Howitt's exploration party in.

Australia,as médical officer, has broughtback withhim to Melbourne
an interesting collection of spécimens of the fiora of the Coopei'a

Creek district, of the indigenous woods, and of articles illustrative

of native life. The timber spécimens represent seventeen varieties

of trees, the most peculiar of which are the cork tree, so named on
account of the peculiarity of its bark, and the orange tree, which
bears the singular fruit mentioned by M'Kinlay. In outward ap-

pearence, it is not unlike a small orange, but it has a pungenft
ïlavour, which renders it disagreeable to Europeans. The taste of

the fruit, Dr. Murray says, is something between that of a water

melon and cayenne pepper. The collection of the timber spéci-

mens was a work of great labour, Dr. Murray having to saw tho

wood with his own hands. They are to be sent to Dr. Mueller for

that gentleman to classify. A sample of pitcheree, a strong narcotic,

the use of which enables the natives to chew tobaeco and swallow
the juice with impunily, is to be sent to Dr. Macadam for analysiB

The observations offered by thèse gentlemen, together with the par-

ticulars of the many other interesting articles included in the

collection, will probably appear in a volume Dr. Murray proposes

to publish, descriptive of the country traversed, and of the expédi-

tion.—' Melbourne Argus.'

Dr. Priestley.—The profession will be glad to hear that this

accomplished Physician lias recovered from his late severe a*.d

dangerous illness. During his attack, Drs. Jenner and West were

unremitting in their attention to him, and we need scarcely state

that on ail sides the progress of his illness has been watched with

the greatest solicitude by his professional brethren.

The Royal Society.—There are forty-five candidates for the

fellowship of this Society, including fourteen members of the médi-

cal profession viz., Heury Foster Baxter, M. R. C. S. ; William-

Brinton, M.D., of St. Thomas's Hospital ; John Charles Bucknill,

M.D. ; Thomas Spencer Cobbold, M.D., of the Middlesex Hospital ;

William Charles Hood, M.D. ; William Jenner, M.D., of Univer-

\ sity Collège, Physician to the Qneen ; Edmund Charles Johnson,

M.D. ; Henry Letheby, M.B., Officer of Health to the City of Lon-

don ; Sir Charles Locock, M.D., Phvsician Accoucheur to the Queen;

Robert Me Donnel, M.D. ; Frederick William Pavy, M.D. ; John
George Perry, F.R.C.S. ; Charles Bland Radcliffe, M.D. ; and

Samuel James Augustus Salter, M.B.
Médical Coroner.—Dr. Robert Bennet, of Buxton, has been ap-

Êointed Coroner for the Hundred of High Peak, in the county of

•erby, in place of Francis Grey Bennet, Esq., deceased.
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Harvet's Coffin.—At a late meeting of the Brittish Archawlo-

gical Association, Mr. Pettigrew exhibited a drawing of the coffin of

Dr. VV. Harvey, the discoverer of the circulation of the blood, whose
body is " lapt in lead. " " He was bnried," says Mr. Pettigrew,
* in a vault belonging to his family, built by his brother Eliab, at

Hempstead, in Esses, where a handsoine monument is erected to

his memorv. " The coffin is to be seen iu the vault nlong with
those ol other inembers of his family. The shape is curious ; it re-

sembles that of an Egyptien mumnty, being of the humai: form
without the appearance of the anus. It is entirely of lead, and
without wooden cover. On the breast is the name of the deceased

with the date of his death, " Tlie 3rd of Juue, 1657, aged seventy-

aine years. "

West Kent Hospital.—The newly erected West Kent General

Hospital at Maidstone was formally opened on Thursday week.

The subscribers, comprising the most influential résidents of the

county, celebrated the occasion by a dinner at the Mitre Hôtel.

The cost of the improvements has been 4420/. The amount at pré-

sent raised to defray tins is déficient nearly 1,000/.

Sanitary State of Holmfirth.—The* Médical Department of

the Privy Council has sent a Médical Inspector to Holmfirth in

conséquence of the numerous deaths from scarlct fever caused by
the sanitory deficiencies of the town. His report discloses the dis-

graceful state of the place and suggests many valuable improve-
ments.

Medicine for the Confederates.— The British steamer
' Georgiana ' which had on board a cargo valued at a million dois.,

including a supply of medicines, attempted to run the blockade at

Charlestown. SÊe was scuttled by the captain to prevent her cap-

ture, and was afterwards shelled and destroyed by the Fédérais.

Prince Alfred has retumed to England in good health. Dr.

Armstrong, ILS., who accompanied His Royal Highness, has re-

ceived the Queen's thanks for his care and attention during his

Royal Highness's alarming illness.

Médical Appointments.—B. Barclay, M.D., has been elected a
Member of the Natural History Society of Glasgow.—S. Booth,
junr., M.D., late Résident House-Surgeon to the Pendleton and
Salford Royal Hospital and Dispensary, has been elected Médical
Officer and Public Vaecinator for the South Salford District, Man-
chester, vice M. O. Larmuth, M.R.C.S.E., promoted.—J. Candy,
M.D., to be Médical Officer and Public Vaecinator for the parish of
Alstonfield and the workhouse, vice N. B. Twigge, M.R.C.S.E.,
whose appointment has expired.—J. Darwen, M.R.C.S.E., has been
re-elected Médical Officer and Public Vaecinator for District No. 6
of the Birmingham Union.—W. Edwards, Member of the Pharma-
ceutical Society, has been appointed Dispenser to the Salop In-

firmary, Shrewsbury, vice W. A. Moses, resigned.—E. Goddard,
M.R.C.S.E., Sugeon to the West Herts Infirmary, Hemel Hemp-
stead, has been elected Médical Officer and Public Vaecinator for

District No. 1, and the Workhouse, of the Leominster Union, Here-
fordshire, vice H. V. James, M.R.C.S.E., resigned.—N. Grattan,

L.RC.P. & S. Ed., has been appointed Résident Apothecary to the

Cork South Charitable Infirmary and County Hospital, vice Richard
Callaghan, L.RC.P. Ed., appointed Médical Officer to the Cork
Dispensary District.—T. L. Greaves, L.S.A., has been re-appointed
Médical Officer to the Corby District of the Kettering Union,
Northamptonshire.—R. Griffith, M.R.C.S.E., has been elected

Médical Officer for the Abergele District of the St. Asaph Union.

—

E. D. Hacon, F.R.C.S.E., has been appointed Surgeon to the Stam-
ford hill, Stoke Newington, &c., Dispensary, vice Toulmin, appointed
Consuiting-Surgeon.—-W. Harvey, F.R.C.S.E., has been elected a
Member of the Royal Institution of Great Britain.—C. Harwood,
M.D., bas been elected Médical Officer to the Workhouse of the
Sberdlow Union, Derbyshire, and Médical Officer and Public Vae-
cinator for the Shardlow District of the same Union, vice M. T.
Jones, deceased.—G. Hawkesford, M.R.C.S.E., has been re-elecled
Médical Officer and Public Vaecinator for District No. 5 of the
Birmingham Union.—J. Hinton, M.R.C.S.E., has been elected Sur-
geon-Aurist to Guy's Hospital.—W. Hoare, M.R.C.S.E., has been
re-elected Médical Officer and Public Vaecinator for District No. 2
of the Birmingham Union.—G. Hother, M.R.C.S.E., has been
elected Médirai Officer for District No. 1, and the Workhouse, of
the West Firle Union, Sussex, vice A. J. Doyle, M.R.C.S.E.,
deceased.—E. Knowles, M.R.C.S.E., has been re-elected Médical
Officer and Public Vaecinator for District No. 5 of the Chesterton
Union, Cambridgeshire, for one year, from the 25th ultime—
J. Logan, M.D., has been re-appointed Médical Officer of the No.
2 District of the Kettering Union, Northamptonshire.—F. X. F.
MacCabe, L.K.Q.C.P., has been elected Médical Officer and Public
Vaecinator for the Kilmakevogue Dispensary District, Waterford
Union, vice Dr. J. Fitzpatrick, resigned.—T. Mackley, L.S.A., has
been re-appointed Médical Officer for tbe Wilsden District for tlie

North Bierley Union.—G. Paterson, M.D., Deputy-Commissioncr
in Lunacy for Scotland, has been admitted a Fellow of tlie Society
of Antiquaries of Scotland.—W. S. Playfair, M.D., has been ap-
poÎDted one of the Fhysicians to the Infirmary for Consumption and
Diseases of tbe Chest, Margaret street, Cavendish square.—J. R.
Russell, M.D., has been admitted a Member of the Royal Institution

of Great Britain.—G. W. Smith, L.F.P.S. Glas., has been appointed

Médical Officer for the Parish of Kirkmichael, in the County of
Banff, mot Alexander Creyk, L.R.C.S. Ed., resigned.—C. Soden,

M.D., has been elected Médical Officer for the Rowan Dispensary

District of the Mohill Union, County Leitrim, vice J. Wilson, M.D.,
appointed to the Drumshambo Dispensary district of the Carrick-

on-Sliannon Union.—C. B. Suckling, M.D., has been elected

Médical Officer and Public Vaecinator for District No. 3. of the

Birmingham Union, vice A. Hill, M.D., whose terni of Office has
expired.—C. R Suffield, L.RC.P., has been elected Médical Officer

and Public Vaecinator for District No. 1 of the Birmingham Union,
vice W. M. Richards, M.R.C.S.E., whose term of office has expired.

—E. S. Thompson, M.D., has been appointed Assistant-Physician

to the Hospital for Consumption and Diseases of the Chest,

Brompton.—F. J. Toulmin, F.R.C.S.E., has been appointed Con-
sulting-Surgeon to tlie Stauiford hill, Stoke Newington, &c, Dis-
pensary, vice W. Kingdon, F.R.C.S.E., deceased.—E. White,
M.R.C.S.E., has been re-elected Médical Officer and Public Vaeci-
nator for District No. 4 of the Birmingham Union.—J. Wilson,
M.D., has been appointed Médical Officer for the Drumshauibo Dis-

pensary District of Carrick-on-Shannon Union.—W. Young, M.D.,
lias been elected a Member of the Natural History Society of
Glasgow.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE WEEK.
Wednesday, April 22.

Opérations at Middlesex Hospital 1 p.m. ; St. Mary' s Hospital, 1 p. m. ;

University Collège Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Hunterian Society, 8 p.m.

—

Dr. Herbert Davies, " Ou a Case of Aneurism of the Arteria luno-

minata."

Thursday, April 23.

Opérations at St. George's Hospital, 1 p.m.; Central LoiidouOphthalmiu
Hospital, 1 p.m.; London Hospital, lj p.m. ; Royal Free Hospital, 14

p.m. ; Great Northern Hospital, King's cross, 2 p.m. ; London Sur-

gical Home, 2 p.m.—Vesico-Vaginal FistuU, Ruptured Pcriueum, Fis-

of Rectum ; West London Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Ortho-

psedic Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Institution, 3 p.m.— Prof. Austed,

"On Geology."

Friday, April 24.

Opérations at Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital, 1J p.m. ; Royal Insti-

tution, 8 p.m.—Mr. A. S. Herschel, "On Luniinous Meteors."

, Saturday, April 25.

Opérations at St. Thomas's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St Bartholomew's Hospital,

lj p.m. ; King's Collège Hospital, 1J p.m. ; Charing-cross Hospital,

2 p.m. ; Royal Institution, 3 p.m.— Professor Max Muller, "Ou
Language."

Moiiday, April 27.

Opérations at Lock Hospital, Dean street, Soho, Clinical Démonstrations
and Opérations, 1 p.m. ; St. Mark's Hospital for Fistula and other

Diseases of the Rectum, lj p.m. ; Metropolitan Free Hospital,

2 p.m.

Tuesday, April 28.

Opérations at Gny's Hospital, 1J p.m. ; Westminster Hospital, 2 p.m.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENT^.

*,« It is requested that ail Communications intended for the Editor, may

be sent to the office of the Journal, No. 20 King William street

Strand.

Mr. J. Newsham.—The notice shall be inserted.

Mr. M. C, Manchester.—Your request shall be complied with.

Juvenih.—The book was duly fonvarded tothe office.

Chirurgus.—The Society to which you allude is of long standing, and
you cannot do better than join it.

Dr. J. Wilkinson's letter has been received.

Mr. Martin Weiss.—The letter sent throws no new light upon th»

case. Tlie report was taken from a daily papor.

Quercus.—The eilicacy of the Scrofularia nodosa in Phthisis is very

doubtful, and the cases describod are by no menus conclusive. The
plant is not kuowu to posseis any active properties.

Dr. L. H.—The communication is liardly suited to our columus.
Psyciiiatros.—The notice will appear next week.
A Studenï.—The Rcview alluded to has been delayed from uuavoidabl»

causes.

R. W. li.— The journal you mention is worthy of the support of tho

Profession, as it takes a fair view of questions relating to Medieinc.

A. Z.—A licentiate of tho Royal Collège of Physicians of London may
send ont his own medicines, and lie pays 151. 15s. for the licence ; a

meinber pays 311. 10s., undergoes a différent and more severe exami-

nation, and is prohibitcd from supplying înedieines. In tbe Eilin-

burgh Collège tliere is a distinction ouly between the Licentiates nud
Fellows, the latter being tlie governing body.

Dr. Yearslky's MS. reached us too late for insertion in the présent

Nutnber.
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PARISIAN MEDICAL NEWS.

Clinique Médicale de THÔtel-IHeu de Paris (Clinical lectures

delivered at the Hôtel-Dieu of Paris), by A. Trousseau,

M.D., Professer of Clinical Medicme "t the Faculty <>f

Paris, Physician to the Hôtel-Dieu, Membet of the Acad,,,,,/

of Médecine, Cû,mmc&&l&r "f the Légion of Honour, Grand.

Cross of the Lion and Sun of Persia tjv. («).

Fcw scientifie periodicals hâve been more instrumental tlvan

the présent journal, in oxtending the popularity of Mr.
Trousseau's clinical lectures. With the exception of a limited

number of subjects recently introduced into Science, and which
at a fitting time it is our intention to advert to, we hâve
expatiated on ail the questions which havo during every session,

fprmed the text of the brilliant and fruitful lectures of the
most popular of French professors. But although the sub-

scribers of the Journal, of Pradical Medicine and Sur<j,ry,

havo thus been placcd in possession of the substauce of Mr.
Trousseau's views, although \ve hâve endeavoured in our
brief abstracts todescribe his mode of exainination of patients,

and appréciation of pathognomonics ; although accurate
notions of the progress and treatment of diseaso hâve been
imparted in our pages, yet wo feel confident that our readors
will bail with satisfaction the embodiment in a splendid
work of the theorias, mets, and eommentaries which form, by
their assemblage the clinical tuition of the master to whom
the profession is already so highly indebted,

After an éloquent introduction in which the author shows
how the student can acquire the kmowledge and capacity winch
will fit himforhis profcssional duties, Mr. Trousseau dévotes
the first section of his work to the study of eruptive fevers.
He examines, in succession, scarlet fever, measlas, smull-pox,
natural and inoculated, vaccine,, chickeiicppa;, roseola, typhoid,
typhus, and, murnps- The considération of thèse diseases, luads
hiui by an easy transition, to an interesting disquisition on
contagion and specifiçity. Mr. Trousseau then turns to the his-

tory of exanthemata, connected -\vitli eruptive fevers by one
phenomenon, the cutaneous éruption, and doscribes severally
with a happiness of language, which is one of his gifts, and
an amouut of acumen which embraces every important détail,

sud,, rat exanthemata, urticaria, Zona, eryfhema nodosum,
enjthema papiilatum, erysipelas, and lays especial stress on
erysipelus of the face, and the momontous erysipelas of
infants.

Mr. Trousseau's prédilection for diphtheria is noterions
;

the study of this disease is closcly allied in his miiid with the
most pleasing recollections of his youth, and he alludes with
fond prido to the laurols he gathered in the early periods, and
throughout the course of his long career, by the prac-
tice of tracheotomy. Lot the reader open the first volume of
the clinical lectures, and he will find, page 312, the most com-
plète and exhaustive historyof diphéhértiUc angina and ermip,
of diphtheria maligna, of the varions local manifestations of
fliphflirri'i, of stomatic diphtheria, and of the jjur, ///.-!.-; con-
séquent on the affection. The question of treatment is han-
dled in a truly masterly manier. After an appréciation of
the différent médications reeou.mended for the cure of croup
and diphtheria, the author gives an account of the results ho
has obtained liom the varions procédures recently advocated
for the catheterism of the larynx, and concludes with a
luminous disquisition on the cireumstances in wliicli traeheo-
toiui/ should be performed, and on the précautions which onsure
its suceess.

But diphtheria is often confounded with other varieties of
angina, and it was necessary to describo the discriminating
signs of every form of the disease ; this task II r. Trousseau
addresses himself to, with his usually perspicuity, and he shows
in particular that common pseudo-membranous sore throat
(herpès of the pharynx), is frequently mistaken for diphtheria.
Ile doscribes gangrenons angina, ariaing faom esteetiwt inflam-
rwtoru action, and supervening as a complication in the course

(a) Two vols., roy. 8vo.,pp. 800.
Hautefeuille, Paris.

J. B. Baillière and Son, 19 Rue

of protracted exhausting diseases, or as a complication ol
angina scarlatinosa, or of genuine diphtheria ; ai:d he also

sketches the history of prvniary gaugn-nons angina, and of
phleijinouons uugiiui.

In a subséquent chapter, Mr. Trousseau directs lus attention
to the study of thrush, which has likewise been confounded
with pseudo-membranous affections, and adverting to laryn-
ijlsii'us slridnlns, the professor establishes in the elearest mau-
ner the discriminating signs of croup and of pseudo-
croup.

The concludiug section of the first volume of the Clinical
Lectures is devoted to hooping-cough,, asthma, luemoptysia,
bronehorrhuiu, phthisis, gangrené of the luiig, pulmouury
abscess, pneunwnia in ail its forms, pleurisy, and pleuritic.

rjjt(.<inu, and diseuses of the. heurt, and of its encelopes.

In thèse ehapters many useful practical hints will be ibund
on the subject of paracru/rsis thoracis.

The first part of the second volume is devoted to a séries ot

lectures on diseases affecting the nervous centres. Epiplepsg
is the first ou Mr. Trousseau's list, and is ably eontrasted with
other morbid conditions which présent more or less resem-
blanco to it, such as epileptiform n xuralgia. Apopleetiform
rimijisti,,,) of the brain is then studie 1 in its connection with
epilepsy and eclampsy. Scveral highly interesting ehapters

follow on infantile and puerpéral convulsions ; we may hère
repeat what we hâve already stated on other occasions ; in

the treatment ofoclamptic lits, Mr. Troussean shows no more
confidence in gênerai or local bloodletting, as a means of re-

moving the ullcrjcd cause, than in the treatment of epiplepsy or

eulamptic convulsions of infants :
" Antispasmodics," says the

author, " are hère clearly indicated, and aniongst the remédies
belonging to this class, anœsthetic inhalations, are. in my
opinion, the most efficacious."

Aniongst the following conférences, wo must mention that in

which the Professor describes the singular disease denominated
intermittent tetanés, îdiopafhicparafysis and rigidity, ovspas-
modic rheumatism of nurses, which Mr. Trousseau now calls

trluuiii. This affection promptly yields to venesection and
cupping aloug the spine, and in cases of marked debility and
languid circulation, to quinine, combined with small doses of
bclladonua or opium.

The différent varieties of chorea occupy an important place
in the work ; this gênerai dénomination is not exclusively
applicablo to St. Vitus's dance, but includes various diseases in
which agitation, disordered movements, andirregidar jactitation
are commonly observed, and point to loss of voluntary control
over muscular action. With regard to St. Vitus's dance, we
find that the suceess obtained by Gillette, from the exhibition
of tartar-emetic, has not induced Mr. Trousseau to adopt the
same practice. After repeatedly trying its efficacy, the author
has corne to the conclusion that it is really serviceablo in ob-
stinate cases, but in gênerai he resorts to another kind of treat-

ment, requiring considérable dolicacy of management, and ou
which he supplies the reader, with ail the désirable particulars,

namely, the administration of the syrup of sulphate of
strychnia, containing one grain of the active ingrédient for

erry three ounces of syrup.

After expatiating on this question, Mr. Trousseau describes

various other forms of chorea, such as rhythmic chorea, tic

douloureux, and tic unaft'-nded, irith nain, chorea scriptorutn,

hysteribal chorea, hysterical cough, paralysie agitons, aa<\. pro-
gressive locomotive a.tuxy, a singular affection, the pathology
of which has been much olucidated by the researches of Mr.
Duchenne (of Boulogne1

), but still requires further investiga-

tion. Mr. Trousseau then diverts from his subject, and per-

haps with a view to rest the reader from the mental applica-

tion, necessary for the intelligence of the more or less dreary
topics laboriously inquired into by Mr. Duchenne, parentheti-

cally turns to tho considération of aU-oholism. This thème is,

however, closely connected with ataxy, and gives riso t<x a
troniulous muscular action associated with wandering, which
has receivcd the dénomination of delirium tremens. Mr.
Trousseau especially points out to the attention of the observer

latent alcohoiùnn, a sort' of saturation of the System by the

poison of fermented liquids, which for a long time may exist

without betraying its présence by any active signs of disease,
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but on the occurrence of any acute affection, suddenly breaks

out, and gives rise to formidable complications, in the shape of

unexpected delirium, and a degree of ataxy entirely out of

proportion with the ueual symptoms of the intercurrent com-
plaint. Quel matprrkaa and ttoehtrnal mootstvnmoe qf urine

occupy a large space in thèse digressive remarks, and the

author cnumerates the remédiai agents best calculated to avert

the melancholy conséquences of the involuntary escape of tho

séminal fluid.

Mr. Trousseau then returns to diseases of the nervous Sys-

tem, and describeejWttpj'MsftM mtueular paralysie, and cérébral

fuenwrrhage, which he carefully discriminâtes from apoplexy ;

he shows the inefficacy of blood-letting in gênerai, and of

aperients and purgatives in cérébral hœmorrhage, and of

apoplexy, and points out the discriminative signs of ramollitae-

ment and hœniorrhage, expatiates on the pathology of frtm*-

verae or crossed pul-iy, of facial paralysie, and dévotes a long

and important chapter to the history oi brain fever.

From diseases of the encephalon, the Professor passes to

those of the stomach, and the study of gastric vertigo (yertigo

àstomacho lasso) fornis a natural transition from ono subject to

the other. The symptoms characteristic of this functional

disturbance are not unfrequently attributed to a congestive

condition of the brain, and the remédies exhibited for the
reinoval of this supposed cause, invariably aggravate the

affection. The only appropriât* treatment is that which is

applicable to dyspepsia,

Dyspepsia, says Mr. Trousseau, should be considered not in

the light of a separate disease, but as a morbid phenomenon
coincident with numerous complaints. Even in cases in which
its prédominance would admit of dyspepsia being viewed as a
distinct morbid entity, it still remains subject to niany condi-

tions. Mr. Trousseau therefore remarks on the tendency of
the System, and of the organs to accommodate themselves to

the action of stimulus, and applies thèse notions to the study
of dyspepsia. He delineates the dyspepsia conséquent on an
exaggerated excitation of the secreting or muscular powers of

the stomach. The passages concerning that species of neurosis,

termed by the author " exhaustion of vital action," and of the

form of dyspepsia which it entails, will be perused with inte-

rest, and we also invite the attention of the reader to the ob-

servations on the sympathetic varieties of dyspepsia coincident

with intestinal, hepatic, or utérine affections.

The author concludes his remarks on gastric disease by the

history of chronic perforating uleer of the stomach, and ad-

dresses himself to the description of every variety of affection

of the intestines at the différent periods of life, from the
diarrhœa of infants to the dysentery of the aged, and notices

constipation, fistula in ano, obstructions, etc.

The limits assigned in the présent Journal to bibliographi-

cal articles deprive us of the gratification of enlarging further

on the détails of thèse clinical lectures, and we must confine our-

selves to the enumeration of the subjects treated on in the
concluding part of the second volume, viz., hepatic colic,

biliary calculus, hydatids of the liver and lungs, glucosuria,

polydipsia, exophthalmic goitre, syphilis neo-natorum, Addi-
son's disease, leucocyfhemia, gout,paludal fevers, rickets, and a

plementary chapter on locomotive ataxy.

This brief sketch shows the comprehensive nature of the
work now presented to the profession by Mr. Trousseau.
Thèse volumes are dedicated to P. Bretonneau, and the genius
of the Tours Professor is reflected throughout their pages.
Hère and there the inspiration of Graves is also perceptible,

but Mr. Trousseau nevcrtheless remains original, and aoknow-
ledges with pride the legitimate share of his favourite authors,
in the success of his clinical studies, and of his deservedly
popular tuition.

Annuaire Pharmaceutique ou Exposé analytique des travaux
de pharmacie, physique, histoire naturelle pharmaceutique,
hygiène, toxicologie et pharmacie légale, précédé des pro-
grammes de lEnseignement en France, et du service des hôpi-
taux civils et Militaires (An Annual of Pharmaceutics, being
an analytical review of the progress of phannacy, natural
philosophy, natural history, hygiène, toxicology, forensic che-
mistry, preceded by the curriculum of the studies in French

Universities, and by a list of the professors in Military and
Civil Hospitals), by 0. Réveil, Chief Apothecary ofthe Hospital

for Infancy, and Fe/loir ofthe Schools of Phannacy and Medi-
cine of Paris, (a)

Those who from ignoranco, or a feeling of disdain, might
still entertain some doubt as to tho importance of the func-

tions of tho chemist'in modem socicty, would be soon con-
vinced by aglanco at the présent work, ofthe injustice of such
obsolète opinions. Let thèse few sceptics but poruso the
volume beforo us, and they must acknowledge that in his

manilbld capacity of chemist, hygienist, naturalist, and natural

philosopher, the pharmacologist is tho nocessary auxiliary of

justice in ail questions conuected with forensic chemistry ;

of tho Iradesman, in tho diseovery of adultérations ; and of

those engaged in the working of minerai ores, &c. They
will perceive that public and private administrations find in

the practicaï chemist a learned, zealous, and laborious assistant,

who when an appeal is made to his knowledge and ardour,

spares neither his oxertions nor his self-denial.

It is needless, however, to dwell on the subject, in a journal

addressed to médical practitioners, who are fully sensible of

the numerous déserts of the apothocary, and awaro of the close

connection of both branches of the profession, cannot be in-

diffèrent to the interests of either. We cannot therefore doubt
but that Mr. Réveil's Animal will be received with favour, and
that tho useful enterprise undertakon by this well-known
savant will meet with the encouragement it deserves.

This volume, which isthefirst.4/tHM'ïZ of Pharmaceutics, con-

tains in the first place a description of the course of Study in

French Universities, an enumeration of the learned Societies

instituted for the development of ohemical science, and of the

Professors in the civil, military, and naval hospitals. It fur-

ther supplies a conspectus of the various inquiries, published

duiing tho year 1862, on subjects of gênerai and practicaï

pharmaey, natural philosophy, natural history, hygiène, toxi-

cology, and forensic chemistry. The Universal Exhibition

and the revision ofthe Codex, hâve also contributed matter of

eonsiderahlo interest to the pages of the Annual.

Next year, Mr. Béveil and his laborious co-operators intend
to dwell more at large on the analytical exposition of subjects

connected with practicaï phannacy, and engage carefully to

collect the documents published in ail foreign Europoan
periodicals. In his préface, Mr. Kéveil states that the Annual
of Pharmaceutics will become the necessary complément of the

Formulary of New Medicines and Médications, shortly to be
published by Messrs. J. E. Eaillière and Son, but the little

volume edited by thèse gentlemen even now contains a sélec-

tion of récent formula?, of considérable interest to the practi-

tioner.

A Handboolc of Utérine Therapeutics, by Edward John Tilt,

M.D., Member ofthe Eoyal Collège of Physicians, Consulting

Physician of the Farringdon General Dispensary, etc. (b)

Although the Journal of Practicaï Medicine and Surgery
professes to be the exponent of the progress of Médical Science

in Franco only, yet a work from the pen of a former pupil of

the Hospitals of Paris, who for a séries of years was a popular

practitioner in the French capital, has a distinct and legiti-

mate claim upon our notice. The présent volume is the coroflary

and complément of other publications by the same author on
utérine and ovarian inflammation, on the change oflife in heaJth

and disease, and on the principles offémule hygiène, which hâve
run through several éditions, a fact more suggestivo of their

worth than any praise it is in our power to award. Tho
Handbook of Utérine Therapeutics, now presented to tho

Profession, embodies the results of the practice and expérience

of Dr. Tilt, who is in entire communion of ideas with Dr. H.
Bennet. Tho author exjjounds in as niany chapters the clé-

ments of utérine dietetics, of antiphlogistic and sédative treat-

ment. In the chapter dovoted to caustics, the indications and

management of thèse often blindly applied remédies are laid

(a) One vol., 18mo, pp. 400. T. B. Ballière and Bon.

(6) One vol, 8vo. pp. 309. John Churchill and Sons.
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before the reader, and the remarks on the use of tomes and

Jiœmostatics will also bo read with much benofit.

On the subject of utérine orthopœdks, Dr. Tilt is at variance

with Professor Simpson, and agrées with Baron Dubois, Aran,

Scanzoni, and others, that the steni-pessary bas not fulfilled the

promises of its name, leads to hazardous practiee, and may even

induee dangerous results.

The treatment of sterility, and the influence of the climate

of India on the symptoms and progress of utérine disease, are

distinctly original, and especially interesting to the English

reader. Tins volume, from which meroly elementary niatter

bas been wisely discarded, will be found a safe guide to the

practitioner, and is coneluded by a carefully selected forniulary

of the préparations which in the author's expérience, bave

been most bénéficiai. Each subject is liandled with the deli-

cacy required by the nature of the questions alluded to and is

illustrated by a brief but sufficient account of cases from the

author's practiee, and we much regret our inability to bestow

more than a passing 'glance at so valuable a contribution to

utérine pathology.

MISCELLANEA.

— Mr. Dorvault, Director of the Central Pharmacy of

France, has received the Cross of the Légion of Honour.

— Yellow fever has made its appearance on the Western
Coast of Africa, and has been equally prévalent at the French
Establishment of Grand Bassam, and of Assinia (Golden

coast). Dr. Gonezand Dr. Saronille, whose exertions to check

the progress of the disease hâve been duly appreciated, hâve
both been named Knights of the Légion of Honour.

— At a récent meeting of the Institute, Mr. Payen re-

ported on a paper sent in by Mr. A. Chevalier, on the most
efficacious means of rendering the stuffs used for the manu-
facture of ladies' dresses inflammable. Only three salts bave

hitherto been found to answer this purpose, without injury to

dye, gloss, or texture—viz., the sulphate and phosphate of

ammonia, and the tungstate of soda. But the two former are

decomposed by the heat of the smoothing-iron, and for linen,

therefore, a solution of 20 per cent, of tungstate of soda should

be preferred.

— Mr. Ramon de la Sagra has sent into the Academy the

statistical returns of the hospitals of Cuba. From 1855 to

1859, the number of patients admitted was 748.320, of whom
54.272 died. The number of cases of yellow fever included

in the above figures was 53.673, the deaths from that disease

amounting to 13.750. The disorder would appear to bave
inercased in intensity during the last 35 years, and is now
chiefly prévalent in July, August, and September.

— It is our melancholy duty to record the démise during

the past month of M. Bouteiller, sen., of Rouen, Follet, of

Amiens, Spielmann, of Strasbourg, Vignes, of Toulouse, and
Golfin, of Montpellier.

Royal Infirmary, Edinbdrgh.—We understand that Dr.
John Struthers has just resigned his appointment as one of the sur-

geons of the Edinburgh Royal Infirmary, on account of the occupa-
tion of his Unie, with his anatomical duties.

The Late Dr. Fowler, of Salisp.ury.—Tltis gentleman, who
for many years practised in that place, lias just died at tlie advaneed
âge of ninety-eight years. He lias for twenty years retireil from
tbe more active duties of the profession ; lie", however, passed
through a long and arduous practiee. lie obtained his ilegree of
M.D. at the University of Edinburgli in 1793, was admitted a liccn-

tiate of the Royal Collège of Pbysieians in 179G, and tben settled

at Salisbury. Dr. Fowler was at once elected Physician to tbe In-
firmary in that city, and continued to discharge the duties of that
office with great zeal and ability up to 1847, when advancing years
induced bim to resign. Ile was tbe oldest Fcllow of tbe Royal
Society, and was also member of various otber learned Kocieties.

His remains were interred at Salisbury, tbe pall being supported
by four members of the profession—John Winzar, John Andrews,
G. R. Tatum, and J. A. Lush, Esqrs., the two former being
pupils at the Infirmary during the time when Dr. Fowler was
Physician. s

€\)t BieMral Ctrntinr.

LECTURES
ON DISEASES OF THE EAR.

By James Yearsley, Esq., M.D.

(Continued from page 187.)

It was nottill 1840 that the Internai treatment of diseases of the
ear by Catheterism of the Eustachian passages, and by remédies
directed to the tbroat, had obtained a firm footing in this country.
Within tbe three preceding years had been published Dr. Bennet"s
translation of Kramer's work, Mr. Pilcher's Trealise on the Structure
and Diseases of the Ear, and my own Contributions to Aurai Sui-
gery, and as has been seen by the criticisms upon previous English
authors, catheterism had been incidentally mentioued by more than
one, and even adopted, by Buchauan, but it had never been made a
distiuguishing feature in practiee. The German aurist, however,
appears to hâve written his book with no other object than to Sound
its praises, unless it he supposed he had another in abusing his pre-

decessors and contemporaries, which it must be admitted he did most
unsparingly. The conceit of the man could never hâve permitted him
to realise the maxim well known in this country (thougb it may be
unknown among German doctors), namely, that" those who live in

glass houses should not throw stones," for certainly never did any
writer so mercilessly lash his contemporaries, and attempt to

undermine their treatment with so little pretensions of his own to

justify his criticisms ; never did any writer cause so much disap-

pointment by his confident and exaggerated statements. In France
and elsewhere, though not in England, catheterism had been prac-

tised for years Deleau and ltard especially had sanctioned and
matured the treatment, Kramer, however, introduced modifications

in the application, worthless in themselves, nevertheless sufficient to

enable himto build up a réputation which, by hold and reckless asser-

tions of success, he managed to maintain for a séries of years. The
common sensé view of Guyot, the postmaster, was, that mucus may
become inspissated and block up the cavity of the tympanum, and
that it may be washed ont by injections through the Eustachian tube,

an idea which was followed up byWathan and Cleland, in his own
time, and in our time by ltard and Deleau, modified by the latter,

who substituted atmospheric air for fluids. But this was too simple

a procédure for tbe Imaginative German aurist, who, thereupon
carried out the notion of ltard, that the vapour of acetic ether

might be used to stimulate the torpid nerve in cases of so-called

nervous deafness—of course he found it successful, and down he
sat to write the most delusive as well as the most illiberal book
ever penned.

It is in that immortal work, the "Spectator," we read how one
author is a mule to another—whilst there are moles through
ignorance, there are others who are moles through envy. It is

impossible for theni to discover beauties in one another's Works
;

they hâve eyes only fur spots and blemishes ; they can indeed see

the light, as it is said of the animais which are their namesakes,
but the idea of it is painful to tliem ; they immediately shut their

eyes upon it, and withdraw themselves into a wilful ohscurity.

Thus it is with the critic I bave thought it my duty to criticise

—scarcely a word of praise could he find to bestow on any one ot

those who preceded him or of his contemporaries, so that even his

translater i'elt bound to apologise for the exhibition of a spirit of

criticism which had carried his author too far, and which in a few
instances he deemed it his duty to notice. Neither in his own
country, nor in this, nor anywhere else that I am aware of, is there

much dependence nowplacedin anyoneof his statements, though'

in the first instance many practitioners were misled by them, so.

plausible and truthfnl did they appear. I am told that havirig

lost the confidence of his countrymen, he bas now for many
years been a sort of itinérant practitioner, sometimes to he heard of

at Munich, sometimes at Dresden, and other large cities of great

populations, even London, bas had its share of his pérégrinations.

It is said that his visit to this country wasbrought about at the

instigation of a London Physician, who in travelling to Berlin'

cauglit cold, which led to one of his accustoincd attacks of extrême

deafness. He called upon tbe German, by whom he was success-

fully catheterised. Now, as I happen to bave attended tbe physi-

cian in question, and know his case well, which is structural

disorganisation of the membrana tympani, I am in a position to

aver that the niere removal or disturbance, or even change of

position of the sordes, or accumulated sécrétion, on the site of the

disorganised membrana tympani, as was probably donc by the

syringe or the probe, would bave been sufficient tu efl'ect the im-
provement, as my wetted cotton remedy did when he became deaf

again on his return to England, and which remedy would continue

to serve him were it not that tbe patient lacks the necessary

dexterity for applying it. I will go further and say that to intro-

duce a cathéter in a case of récent cold, which is another word for
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inflammation of the mucous membrane, îs a most improper pro

ceeding. Thèse Rne* nuv. or may not, meet the eye oi îny

quondam patient, but I wiÙ tell kim that, with snch a condition of

car as lie unfortumitelv labours under, it is his inévitable iate

to expérience from t'ime tu tinie great variations in hear-

ing His veliance on catheterism is limply ridieulous, and îs

«jaother instance how easyit is for an aurai practitioner if he is so

n> re-open ...

that the saidphysicianwoiudsend him Mtrtypafi<'»A«.l must enter my
prétest against such uiifair conduct towards lus o\vn ountrymeii. It

would be outrageouslv absnrd to suppose that, if catheterism were

required to lie done, the anal surgeon» of London were încompc-

tent to perform it ; but to make others pay for the Germau aurot s

visit, if it were so, was well characterised by one ot the noble

fictims as "a clever dodge but an unworthy action."

Report goes on to say that the phvsioian luis siiue admitted that

not one of the thirty patients WU benelited by the Gernian

anrist I They had ail been patients at one time or another, ot Mr.

Harvey, Mr. Toynbec, ov myself, and, doubtless, would hâve been

relieved had it been possible.

The nps and downs of Eustachian Catheterism must ever be a

subject of interest to the aurai surgeon. Its history is so easily

traced that I shall be pardoned for devoting a httle space to the

narrative. In the first place we hâve Guyot looking to the Eusta-

chian passage as the route by which lie was to reach and remove the

cause of lus own deafness.

He had laboured under the infirmity for a great many years,

and it had weiglied so heavily upon his mind as to lead him to

investigate the anatomical structure of the ear. [lis attention was

particularly drawn to the passages Connecting the ear^ with the

tliroat, which, from the date of their discovery by Eustachius,

nearlv two hmidred years beforc, appeared, so far as they paient lie

conccnicd in the maladies of the ear, to hâve been quite overlooked.

Guyot thought that, possibly, in his own case, thèse passages were

obstructed, and to this happy idea we trace tho introduction of a

tery successful method of treating certain diseases of the ear.

In the year 1724 he brougbt before the Royal Academy of Médi-

ane at Paris the apparatus he had invented, but Httle more than in-

genuity appears to hâve been accordcd to it. Still, however inadéquate

to the pnrpose the apparatus might hâve been, the idea was good, and

it was not altogether lost sight of. But he had unfortunately

attempted to get at the orifice of the Eustachian passage tbrough

the mouth, and it was left to our own countryman Cleland to de-

monstrate tho proper route. To Cleland must be ascribed the first

introduction of a cathéter tbrough the nose into the Eustachian

tube ; and in the year 1731 he published a paper in the Philosophical

Transactions, vol. xli. Pt. II., p. 848, giving an aceount of instru-

ments "proposed to remedy some kinds of deafness proceeding from

obstructions in the external and internai auditoiy passages." After

recommending an apparatus for steaniing the outer passages and

dissolving the wax, he says, " If this has not the desired effect, and

the person still remains deaf, the following instruments are made to

open the Eustachian tube. If, upon trial, it should be found to be

obstructed, the passage is to be lubricated by throwing a little warm
water into it by a syringe, joined to a flexible silver tube, which is

introduced through the nose into the oval opening of the duct, at

the posterior opening of the nares towards the aich of the palate.

The pipes of the syringe are made small and of silver to admit of

bending them as occasion offers, and for the most part rescmble

small cathéters. They are mounted with sheep's ureter, tho other

end of which is fixed to an ivory pipe, which is fitted to a syringe,

whereby warm water may be injected ; or they will admit to enter

into the Eustachian tube, and to force air into the barrel of the ear,

and dilate the tube sufficienllyfor the discharye of the excremeulitious

matter that may be lodged there. The probes, which are ot the saine

.size witli the pipes, hâve small notches near the points, wliiçh takc

in some of the hardened and glutinous matter that is contained in

those tubes, which is distinguished by the fetid smell when the probes

are withdrawn.

About the same time Douglas laid claim to some inventions, by
which he declared he had obtained the most favourable results ;

but

he was unable to give any proofs of his success. Sabatier, never-

thelcss, ascribes to him the introduction of the practice of injecting

the Eustachian tube through the nostril.

In the year 1755, Wathan, another English surgeon, published a

most interesting paper upon the subject in the Phi!. Trans. vol.

xlix. Part 1, p. 213, in wliicii, for tlie first time, we lind historiés of

cases of at least partial success. Regarding catheterism of the

Eustachian passages as the first great epoch in the history of Aurai
Surgery, and Wathan's exposition ot the new treatment as an ad
mirable spécimen of practical writing, which I much regret is not
otlener imitnted in our own day, I make no apology for quoting this

paper witliout curtailmcnt.

A Method proposed to restore the Hearing when injured from an Ob-

struction of the Tuba Eustachian«. By Mr. Jonathan Wathen.

Sttrgeon, in Deconshire Square. May 29, 1755.

" Whatever obstructs that passage leading from the ear into the

nose, called Tuba Eustachiana, so as to hinder the ingress of the

air through it into the cavity of the tympanura, is, I believe univer-

sally, esteemed destructive to the sensé of hearing. Hippocrates

observed, that, in a quinsey of the fauces, the patients becama deaf

by its corapressïng and closing the tube. Many practical writers

assert the same to hâve happened from adjacent ulcers, &c. Val-

salva relates that a certain yeoman had an ulcer above the uvula, on

the left side, which communicatcd with and corroded part of the

orifice of the left Eustachian tube, which, when he stopped with a

tent dipped in medicine, lie ininui'ulely lost his hearing on that

side, but reeovered it as soon as tho, (eut was taken out; andlhave
known a swelled tonsil occasion deal'ness.

" This canal opens into the latéral and anterior part of the cavity

of the tympanum ;—is so shaped, that it first decreases as it de-

scends towards the posterior part of the nose ; becoming very

naitow ; then, suddenly diVerging, is much enlarged, opening into

the posterior part of the nose by an elliptical orifice, a little promi-

nent, turning inwards or forwards, placed laterally, and just above

the vélum palati. This canal, then, is composed of two distinct

cônes, the extremities of which unité together, but their bases

diverge differently. It is likewise lined with a porous membrane,

full of cryptœ and mucous cells, continued from and like to the

membrane of the nares.

" When, therefore, we consider the structure of the Eustachian

tube, and its free communication with the atmosphère, we may rea-

sonably suppose it subject to inflammation of its membrane, and

concrétion of its mucus from cold, &c, like the external meatus
;

and, although its mucus is ot a very diflérent nature, it is neverthe-

less liable to inspissate by beat when its thinner parts are exhaled.

" And, from the form of this passage, we may easily conceive

that an obstruction pretty far advanced is not to be removed witli-

out difficulté, and that, in proportion as it is more or less complète,

the hearing will be more or less injured. Why, then, may not this

be suspeeted as sometimes the cause of deafness? Perhaps it is not

unfrequently so ; e. g., when a patient is sometimes deaf from cold,

and the outer ear has been exainined and found clear of hardened

wax, &c, it is, nevertheless, not uncommon to find himself suddenly

relieved by a great noise in his ear. This is probably owing to the

breaking away of the congealed mucus and the rushing of'the air

into the tympanum ; so that, when this disorder is but slight and

récent, nature seems frequently to relieve herself, but when more

confirmed, lier efforts are ineffectual for its removal. Thèse consid-

érations inclined me strongly to think the hearing might suflér from

that cause, and I was much confirmed therein by the following very

remarkable case:
" Richard Evans, aged thirty-five, was exceedingly deaf in both

cars, and no visable disorder appeared in the external meatus. It

arose from cold, and had existed for several years, during which

time no art or means could procure him the least relief. In August

last he died of the small-pox, at tho hospital in Cold Bath Fields.

I took that opportunity to examine the Eustachian tube of each

ear, and found them both stufifed with congealed mucus, which was

observed by two gentlemen of the profession présent. This was the

one visible cause of the deafness, the other parts appearing in their

naturel state.

" As ail thèse concurring circumstances strengthened me in my
opinion, they likewise led me to make trial of an opération that was

some time ago proposed to tbe Academy of Science by Mous.

Guyot; but the author never having praelised it, lie wanted the

recommendatïon of facts to support and enfbrce it, and it was there-

fore rejected by them as impracticable.

" I first introduced my probe a little bent at the end, through the

nose, into the tube of several dead subjects ; and having thereby

acquired a facility, I made an experiment of the opération on a per-

son who w:,s very deaf, and in whose case ail other means had proved

ineffectuai. No sooner had I withdrawn the probe than lie said he

could hear much better. This success excited my further endeavours,

so that I had pipes of différent sizes adapted to a syringe, and hâve

since injected the meatus intérims in the following manner, with

great success :

—

" The pipe is made of silver, about tho size and length of a corn-

mon probe, and a little bent at the end ; this being fixed to an ivory

syringe full of liquor (viz. a little mol rosarum, in warm water,)

must be introduced between the ala and septum of the nose, with

its convexity towards the upper part of the aperture of the nares
;

and thus continued backwards and a little downwards, till it cornes

near the elliptie orifice, then its convexity is turned towards the

septum, by which the inflectcd extremity enters the Eustachian

tulie with ease ; the liquor is then impelled throughout into the tube,

by which the sordes, if any, being diluted, are washed out, and

regurgitate through the nose and mouth, or both, with the injection,

,
and, il the quantity be large, may be seen.
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" I hâve endeavoured to ascertain the symptoms tliat indicate an

obstructed tube, but hâve not been able to do it with any degree of

certainty ; nor can I see the great utility of if, could it be doue
;

for the only disorders of the ear that at présent admit of chirurgical

help are those of the external meatus, ulcerated and swelled tonsils,

&c., ail of which are gênerai Iy visible ; and when they are notthe

cause of deafhess, little or nothing is ever attempted, the patient

being left to shift for himself. But now another probable chance

at least is given to the unhappy sulïérer, and being the only one

(the other being either improper or tried before without success)

may be niade use of without delay or attendance to corroborating

symptoms ; at least, till they render themselves more conspieuous

and certain than I hâve hitherto been able to find them ; and as the

opération is not at ail dangerous, it neither has nor will be thought

painful by those who désire to recover their hearing."

(To be continued.)

ÔJJT TOBACCO : IN ITS RELATION TO THE HEALTH
OF LNDIVIDUALS AND COMMUNITIES.

By Dr. W. B. Richabdson.

The faets aud inferences to be preserïted, under the above named
heading, were collectée!, in part, last year for a paper intended to

be read at the London meeting of the National Association for the
Promotion of Social Science.

Unfortunately, I commenced the inquiry too late to be able to

complète it in such a way as, on becoming fully conversant with it,

I thought it deserved ; and it is not until the présent time that 1

bave felt warranted to speak, lest I should place myself among those
nmnerous disputants who, ever since the days of the author of the
famous " counterblaste, " hâve spoken but hâve not studied.

In thèse papers it is my intention to found every position on in-
dividual research. In some instances, truly, the research will rest

on the previous labours of other inquirers, but in ail cases the évi-

dence rendered will be confirmed by new observation. Again, it is

my hope to write throughout without bias. The arguments for and
against tobacco, as they hâve been delivered, hâve been based on
so little real knowledge, and expounded with so much unequal
véhémence, that I, for one, hâve never been able to corne to any
conclusion respecting their value ; and I présume the large niajority
of people hâve felt the same difficulties, for I observe that the num-
ber of protesters against tobacco hâve increased in proportion to the
increase in the nnmber of smokers and in the tobacco returns of
the revenue.

I need say little more by way of introduction, except to solicit

the patience of readers. They niust not turn to any of thèse papers
to find dogmatic statement and the bold ipse dixit. They must
learn as I nave learned, if they would follow me. They must be
content to begin with principles simply stated, and to draw conclu-
sions from data as nearly positive as may be obtainable. Now to

the work.
Composition of the smoke of tobacco.—Before we can proeeed to

offer any remarks bearing upon the action of tobacco on the body
of the smoker, it is essential that we should possess a perfect know-
ledge, in so far as such knowledge can be rendered perfect, of the
chemical substances to which the smoker is exposed during the act
of smoking. As yet, the chemistry of tobacco has been mainly
written on the basis of experiments made to détermine the proper-
ties of tobacco-leaf, without référence to the peculiar mode by
which the leaf is decomposed in a pipe or cigar. I hâve not con-
sidered tins procédure as fair, and hâve therelore followed a new
plan. I constracted a small pair of bellows on a principle which
made them act as the lips and chest of the smoker act in the pro-
çess of smoking. The bellows, in thèse inquiries, drew over the air
in small whiffs

; part of the smoke produced by the combustion
was allowed to escape from the mouth of the pipe or the lighted
end of the cigar, as occurs in ordinary smoking, while the reniain-
ing portion of the smoke, which in the man would be taken into
the lungs, was drawn into the bellows, and subjected to analysis.
Thus the condition of the smoker was accurately imitated, and

the products to which lie is exposed were carefully determined, in
relation both to their quality and to their quantity.
To make the examination still more certain, différent spécimens

of tobacco were used : différent kinds of pipes were also employed—the fine porcelain bowl and stem, the small cutty, the long
churchwarden, the virgin pure clay, the black odorous " coloured
clay, " the meerschaum, new, and "coloured," and the wooden
pine in différent stages of its developinent towards what your to-
bacco epicure calls a "gem spécimen."
We shall see as we progrès» that the widest différences prevail in

respect to the products arising from differing cigars, differing kinds
of tobacco, and differing pipes ; but it will be well, as a prelimi-
nary, to lay before the reader an account of the substances which
are common to ail varities of tobacco-smoke. For it is to be ob-
served that such différences as exist are due to quantity rather than
to quality, and that in every variety there are présent certain bodies
of which the smoke may be said to be composed.

Firstly. There is in ail tobacco-smoke a certain amount of water
vaponr, which may be readily condensed by passing the smoke
through a glass globe surrounded by a freezing mixture ; this
water is always impregnated with other substances, from which it

may be separated, and it varies in quantity even in the purest spéci-
mens of the plant, according to the extent to which the plant has
been exposed in desiccation or drying, before it is subjected to ex-
periment. We may consider the water as innocuous, unless it be
the bearer of soluble substances which possess active properties.

Secondly. There is présent a small portion of free carbon. The
carbon may be determined by the mère mechanical act of driving
the smoke through cotton-wool. The carbon is deposited on the
fibre of the cotton as a fine powder, rendering the fibre dark and
dusty. It is to the présence of this carbon that the blue colour of
the smoke is due. Those dense clouds which the energetic smoker
blows forth, and those délicate eddies, ripples, circles and curves,
which the refined artist vvatches with so gratified an eye, are ail due
to an almost infinitésimal trace of free carbon. It is this carbon
which in confirmed and inveterate smokers settles on the back part
of the throat, and on the lining membrane of the bronchial tubes,

creating often a copious sécrétion, which it discolours, and which is

coughed up of dark coaly appearance.

Thirdly. There is in the sffldkë a portion of ammonia. The pré-

sence of this body may at any time be proved by a very simple and
ready experiment. Take a pièce of white glass plate, and spread

over it, in the centre, a little dilute hydrochloric acid (spirit of

sait). Invert the plate over the bowl of a tobacco-pipe, charged
with burning tobacco ; and, holding the plate an inch above the
mouth of the bowl, blow a few whiffs of the smoke over the sur-

face moistenecl by the acid. The ammonia présent will be seized

by the acid, and converted into hydrochlorate of ammonia (sal

ammoniac), or, to designate it more correctly, choloride of ammo-
nium. On drying the fluid on the glass with a very gentle heat

over a candie or before a common fire, the chloride remains on the

glass as a beautiful frosted crystalline deposit. Examined by the

microscope with the one-inch lens, this crystalline deposit présents

a very characteristic appearance : the crystals arrange themselves
in various forms ; like feathers, like daggers, or even like small

swords, with hère and there a finely marked and separate cube.

Technically, thèse crystals are defined as anhydrous (i.e., they con-

tain no water), having a cubical or octabedral shape. The raylike

distribution on the plate dépends on the manner in which the sepa-

rate crystals arrange themselves.

To be continued.)

Antheopologicax Society of London.—April 21. Dr. Hunt,
Président in the Chair.—A paper was read by Alfred Tylor, Esq.,
F.G.S.,F.L.S., 'On theDiscoveryof SupposedHuin in Remains in the
Tool-Bearing Drift of Moulin-Quignon. The Author recited the
accounts of this allégea discovery, which appeared in ' L'Abbe-
villois ' newspaper of April 9th and 18th, and stated that on the
13th of April, Messrs. Prestwich, Evans, and himself visited M.
Boucher de Perthes, and observed circumstances which led them to

fear that a déception had been practised by the quarrymen. The
axes appeared to be artificially stained with the irony deposit of
the gravel. On being put into water for a time, they looked so
much charged, that it seemed likely that a good brushing would
bave brought the whole of the colour away. Moreover, the présence
of certain flints lying in a heap in the quarry, which flints had
evidently been practised upon, did not escape the experienced eye
of Mr. Evans. Mr. Prestwich suspended his opinion on their authen-
ticity. Mr. Tylor considered that further examination may possibly

prove either that the bone and axes are genuine, or that they are
not. At présent the discovery cannot be accepted as proved, as

there are such strong grounds for suspecting that the additional

stimulant of the reward oflèred by M. Boucher de Perthes, hâve at

length enabled thèse quarrymen to put boues and implements into

the gravel so skilfully as to deceive even the Palriarch of Primceval
Archeology himself'. Dr. Hunt entertained no doubt that the flint

implement exhibited by Mr. Tylor was a forgery. Mr. Charles-

worlh, F.G.S., was also inclinée! to doubt its aulhenticity, and said

that the reward ofïored by M. Boucher de Perthes would act as a
strong stimulus to the perpétration of similar frauds. Mr. Carter
Blake said that the appearance of the flint hiiple/nent on the table

was verydifférent to tliat of the remains which had been derived from
gravels in England. After some observations from Mr. Bendyshe,
Mr. Davies, and Mr. Mackie, the Secretary read a paper by Dr.
Juliuj richwarez, F.G.S., of Stuhlweissenburg, " On the Permanence
of Type,'' in which the Author demonstrated tliat the pre-Alexan-
drian Greek uniformly recognised the doctrine of distinct fbei of

création, and condeinned the theory of the unity of origin of man-
kind. A discussion arose in which Mr. Collingwood, Dr. De
Meschin, Mr. A. Higgins, Mr. Blake, and the Président, took part.

A paper was also read by C. S. Wake, Esq., F.A.S.L., " On the

Relations of Man to the Lower Animais." The meeting adjourned
till the 12thofMay.
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THE PREVALEXCE OF SMALLrOX IN TÏÏE

METROPOLIS.

If England were forthwith to be visited by a severe and

destructive épidémie of Small ]>ox, it wonld not be from tho want

of warning on tbe part of the Médical press, or of tbo Médical

Profession. Xotwithstanding the diversifies of opinion which

may fairly be entertained on niany subjeets relating to Médical

Hygiène, there is no doubt whatevcr, entertained among Medi-

cal nien as to tho etficacy of Vaccination as a préventive of

Small-pox. Year after year exhibits in a stronger and stronger

light the protective influence of this very simple and painless

opération, and those who negleet or refuse to avail themselves

of the immnnity from Small-pox winch it aftbrds, are guilty

of criminal apathy, or obstinacy. Xow we hâve the Small-

pox again at our doors, as is proved by the Returns of the

Registrar-General, who tells ns that in the week befove last

there were 50 per cent, more cases of this disease tlian in tho

last week in February, and to ail appearance the cases are not

diminishing in number. But we are now at tho end of April,

and we are informed, on the authority of Mr. Marson, the

highly respected Résident Médical Ofticer of the Small-pox

Hospital, that this unweleoine visiter lias been long among us.

It began, in fact, in the autumn of last year, and spread con-

siderably in the e.astern parts of London, as St. Georgo's-in-

the-East, the Stepney Union, and "Wliitechapel. Since thon

the cases hâve become numerous ail ovcr the Metropolis, the

parish of Lambeth having escaped pretty well until lately.

It is quite évident therefore, that there lias been abundant

warning given of the approach of this fatal and loathsome

disease.

The Small-pox Hospital at Highgate, as we are informed by

the same authority, has been constanthj ftill for six monihs.

There is accommodation in that Hospital generally for ninety

patients, and there arc reserve wards for ten or twelve more

which présent an extraordinary character, so that tho whole

accommodation may be said to be for 1 00 patients. Upwards

of 500 cases hâve already been admitted this year (1863), and

the mortality has been 17 per cent., or rather more than 5 per

cent over the u.^iud mortality of late years. There is now no

more room for patients in the Hospital, and there has not been

sufficient room for some tune past, and the authorities hâve been

obliged to refuse admission in numerous instances, butwe are told

that the cases corne in by arrangement afterwards, asbeds become

vacant. Ail the time, however, that thèse unfortunate patients

are remaining out of the Hospital, they are of course spreading

the disease in ail quarters, at their own homes, in the crowded

streets and alleys where they generally dwell, and in the public

streets or conveyances. "We are told by spectators, in letters

addressed to the public journals, that persons may be seen in

many districts with the Small-pox éruption upon them, walk-

ing in the streets, and Unis spreading the contagion, and it is

naturally asked why persons should thus be permitted to

breed contagion without any let or hindrance.

It is now too late to prevent the inischief altogether. Many
persons hâve the éruption actually developed upon their

bodies, and many more are probably hatching the dis-

ease, but public opinion is at least beginning to express

itself ; Government is beginning to arouse from its apathy
;

questions are being asked and answered on the subject in the

House of Gommons ; the Lords of the Privy Council hâve

directed their Médical Officer to take some steps in the matter,

and the leading journal publishes a note cil' warning to the

British nation. The recommendations issued by the Médical

Officer of the Privy Council, as to the immédiate steps to be

taken foi preventing the spread of the disease, are judicious

enough, and it is to be hoped that tho presiding authorities in

workhouses and iniirmaries will at once adopt them. The best

plan, of course, is to isolate ail the cases as much as possiblein

di ta. -lied dwollings, expressly devoted to the pnrpose.

lîut now cornes the question whether tho lesson tanght by

the présent épidémie will bc suflicieutly severe to induce the

authorities and the public to take more energetic steps than

they bave hitherto donc, in adopting measures of prévention ?

That Vaccination is an absùlute protection from Small-pox

it would be idle to assert, because it is an undoubted fact that

persons take Small-pox after Vaccination, and they even take

Small-pox itself a second time in certain rare instances. But the

whole question of the protective power of Vaccination has been

thoroughly examined by compétent observers, and the resuit

arrived at is, that Vaccination protects against the fatality and

virulence of Small-pox, when the opération has been adéquately

performed :—a most important condition. Among the cases

lately received into tho Small-pox Hospital, we are told by Mr.

Makson, that there have been about 80 per cent, for some

years past who have been vaccinated, but the deaths have oc-

curred only in those who were badhj vaccinated, a rather

numerous class, having eae.h only one or two cicatrices hardly

visible upon their arms. Wc may observée that at this Hospi-

tal, every patient is carefully examined as to the évidence lus

arms afford of efficient Vaccination.

Now if we examine the niachinery which is employed for

the Vaccination of the people, we shall fmd it most defective.

Mr. Lowc, in tho House of Coramons, in answer to a question

by Lord Xaas, declared that much of tho evil complained of

was attributable to the negleet of the local authorities in not

putting into force the provisions of the Vaccination Act. But

we may ask why was tho opération of the Vaccination Act left

ontirely to the local authorities, meaning the Boards i >f Guardians

in tho respective districts ? Does the Government trust the.

management of the police force to the local authorities ] and

are they not now endeavouring to wrest from the City of Lon-

don the, right of choosing and governing their own police 1

We have no hésitation in declaring that the Boards of

(iuardians arc for the most part quite incapable of adequatèlv

superintending and directing the work of effective vaccination.

There are, perhaps, no two Boards which agrée in their

arrangements for tho performance of this opération, and tho

same Board often alters its plans from time to time without

any other cause than its own caprice. Sometimos they appoint

a limited number of vaccinators, and pay them fairly, and

then the work is generally well donc ; but in many other

cases they elect any Médical man who applies, thus subdivid-

ing the duties to such an extent as to make the office worth-

lesa It eannot be expected that vaccination can be efficiently

carried out, and a copious and regular supply of good lymph

secured, except by persons who have a large number of vacci-

nation-cases always in hand, and we should also observe that

vaccination can never become really efficient until a vigilant

superintendence is maintained over the cases operated upon.

There are hundreds of persons who never return to show their

arms to the operator, and how can it then be, known whether

the opération has succeeded or otherwise 1 and yet ail thèse

persons have been vaccinated, and if they take the Small-pox
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afterwards, tho tact is allegecl as an argument against vaccina-

tion.

We are also strongly improssed with the idea tliat vaccina-

tion, to be really effective should be performed from one child

to another, and tliat points, and glasses. and tubes, should be

used as little as possible. We are aware that in many cases

tho latter mode of oporating is the only one availahle, but if

an efficient staff of vaccinators were appointed, it would be

possible to carry on the vaccination from week to week at

stated days and hours, and the chances of failure would ho very

materially obviated.

Such are some of the subjects wliich imperatively demand

tho attention of the Government. They hâve frequently been

pressed before, hut it is to be hoped that at last the warning

and advice will be taken in time and a future outbreak of

disease prevented.

SUMMABT OF THE WEEK.

MR. ADAMS AND MB. PROPERT.

It is with very great pain that we publish the following

correspondence hetween Mr. Adams and Mr. Propert. "We

saw some of the original documents several days since ; but

we forebore to notice them, in the hope that Mr. Propert

would give the answer to which we conceive Mr. Adams is

justly entitled. We fear that we shall hear much more on

this unpleasant subject, as, most undoubtedly, Mr. Adams
cannot allow matters to stand in their présent condition. We
can only say at présent that Mr. Propert's conduct is wholly

incompréhensible. Mr. Adams's Committee is now formed,

and contains the names of many of the most distinguishecl

niembers of the Profession.

" 5 Henrietta street, Cavendish square, April 15th, 1863.
" Sir,—The following quotation is from a letter received from a

gentleman occupying a high position in our profession :

—

" ' The sting of the matter is that, spite of the late trial, and
notwithstanding the évidence since afforded by Dr. Cottew, Mr.
Maitland, Dr. Webb, Mr. Toynbee, and others as to the antécédents
of the prosecutor, there are some persons who still adhère to Mr.
Propert—who justify him in his apparently harsh treatment of you
at the beginning of the affair, when he condemned you unheard,
and refused to listen to tho explanations you offered him, and who
not merely condemn you by implication, but affirm positively as
follows—viz., that were Mr. Propert's version of his proceedings
made public, he would be said to be entirely justified, and that he
is displaying great forbearance towards you in not noticing the
attacks made upon him ; and that his holding his tongue is safety
to you. Thèse latter expressions I hâve heard this week from the
mouth of a personal friend of mine—a man of sensé, and one
whose opinion I value. He is a friend of Mr. Propert, and as such
believes that Mr. Propert's statement would crush you.'

" I wish to know whether the statement made in the above quo-
tation be true or false.

" Is it, or is it not, true that you are dealing out such insinua-
tions—or any insinuation whatever against my character ?

" I must demand a plain and simple answer to this question, and
without delay. " I am, Sir, yours, &c,

" John Propert, Esq." « Wm. Adams.

" 6 New Cavendish street, W., April 17th, 1863.
" Sir,—In reply to your letter of the 15th inst., I beg to state

that I never heard of the statements alleged to hâve been made by
friends of mine with référence to yourself in your letter referred
to, neither do I consider myself in any way rcsponsible for the
opinions they may entertain respecting you. 1 hâve, however,
always felt mucli regret that a gentleman of your position in our
Îrotession should not hâve availed himself of the proposai by Mr.
ohnson, the attorney acting for Miss Kussell in the action brought

by that person against you, contained in a letter addressed to your
attorney dated Mardi 22nd, 1862—namely, ' That both the plaintiff
and défendant should be examined as witnesses on the trial of that
action ;' and that such proposai should hâve been declined by your
attorneys in their letter to Mr. Johnson in reply of the llth of
April, 1862. " I remain, Sir, yours, &c,

" William Adams, Esq., &c, &c." " John Propert.

" 5 Henrietta street, Cavendish square.
"Sir,—In my letter of the 15th inst. I asked you a plain ques-

tion to this effect :—Is it, or is it not true, (1) that you hâve said
you were forbearing towards me by not replying to explanations
which hâve been demanded from you for your conduct towards me

;

(2) that holding your tongue is safety to me ; (3) hâve you implied
that you are aware of allégations injurious to my character, which
you withhold out of forbearance to me ?

" In your reply of the 1 7th April you do not answer this ques-
tion ; I must therefore repeat my demand for an answer.
"You hâve introduced in your letter a subject totally irrelevant

to my question ; but I will remind you that however desirous I
was to be examined as a witness—and it would undoubtedly hâve
been much to my advantage—the laws of évidence did not permit
of it. You might learn this from any solicitor ; and if you will
refer to the published charge of the Chief Baron, of which I send
you a copy, at page 30 you may see that the Judge said, " Miss
Russell cannot be examined ; nor can Mr. Adams." Mr. Lush in
his openiug address explained this peculiarity in the law of évi-

dence, and Mr. Serjeant Shee did not suggest that any other course
could hâve been adopted. This, however, is a mère matter of légal

procédure that lias nothing whatever to do with the question to

which, as a member of the same profession, I require a plain and
truthful answer. " I ain, Sir, yours &c.

" John Propert, Esq." " Wm. Adams.

" 6 New Cavendish street, April 22nd, 1863.
" Sir,—Having in my letter of the 17th inst. answered the ques-

tions contained in your letter to me of the 15th inst., I hâve no
reply to make to your letter of the 18th ; and I must décline any
further correspondence on the subject ot your letters.

" I beg to remain, Sir, your obedient servant,
" W. Adams, Esq." " John Propert.

THE EFFECTS OF TOBACCO.

We refer our readers to the commencement of a paper

at p. 229 on the 'Eelations of Tobacco to the Health of

Individuals and the Community,' by Dr. W. B. Richardson,

published in a récent number of the ' Social Science

Eeview,' a journal which is devoted to subjects involving

the health, happiness, and prosperity of civilised nations,

and which has on many occasions, moreover,! shown a kindly

and appréciative feeling towards the members of the

Médical Profession. Dr. Richardson, it will be ohserved,

treats the subject of Tobacco in a novel manner, and en-

deavours to found some practical conclusions as to its use

or abuse from a careful examination of its chemical characters,

and its physiological and toxicological effects. There is no

question, perhaps, which is more often asked of Médical men
than whether the effects of tobacco aro bénéficiai or injurious;

and the answer has hitherto been dictated rather according to

the personal tastes of the speaker, than by strict scientilic

principles. Whether rightly or wrongly, the use of tobacco

has become very gênerai throughout the world, and while

many extol its use and the enjoyment derived from it in tho

most rapturous terms, others, on the contrary, regard it as

nothing else than a poison (which, in strict language, it cer-

tainly is), and the practice of snufnng and smoking as filthy,

disgusting, and unhealthy habits. Tho truth probably lies

hetween the two extrêmes, and we think that the calm, argu-

mentative, and careful inquiries of so distinguished a phy-

siologist as Dr. Richardson are calculatcd to diffuse more just

notions on the subject than hâve hitherto prevailed.

THE LARYNGOSCOPE.

The application and uses of tho Laryngoscope in practical

medicine formed the subject of a very interesting paper read

by Dr. George Johnson, at the Médical Society of London, a

few nights since, and tho discussion which followed gave a

very fair view of the real value of the instrument. We are

inclined to believe that its utility as a means of exploring

disease will be of rather a limited character, bccause many of

the morbid affections of the larynx are purely nervous, some

are merely conséquences or accompaniments of disease in the

windpipe and lungs, while in the acute maladies of thèse
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parts, the instrument is hardly available. But be tins as it

may, tliere is no doubt that science is nmch indebted to the

inventera of the laryngoscope, winch throws a wonderfully new
bght upon the functions, and, perhaps, also upon tho diseasos of

the vocal organs. Dr. George D. Gibb, who lias paid gréât

attention to the subject, bas lately delivered a lecture on the

laryngoscope, to the Musical Society of London (which by the

way is a most flourishiug institution, coniprehending ail the

élite of the musical world, both Professional and amateurs),

showing the influence of musical and other sounds upon the

larynx. Mr. Liston, the celebrated surgeon, first noticed the

instrument in bis work on ' Surgery,' but it was studied in

relation to the mechanisni of the voice, by Professor Garcia,

(the brother of the lamented Malibran, and of the présent

Viardot Garcia,) and a paper was read by him on the subject to

the Eoyal Society. Since then it lias been studied and iin-

proved by various observers, among whom we may mention

Czermak, who we understand, intends to re-visit this country

next month, and give a séries of practical démonstrations of

the applications of the laryngoscope.

RE-VACCINATION.

"We understand that Dr. Waller Lewis, the principal Médical

Officer of the Post Office, lias, on account of the prevalence of

Small-pox in London and (ha suburbs at the présent tirne,

recommended that ail the officers who hâve not taken the dis-

ease naturally, or who hâve not been vaccinated recently,

should be re-vaccinated, and that the Post-Master-General

has sanctioned this recommendation. We are of opinion that

this example should be followed in ail establishments where
large bodies of persons are cmployed.

REVIEW OF THE PERIODICALS.

The 'Lancet.'

The number opens with a lecture by Dr. J. H. Bennett
On "Molecular Physiology, Pathology, and Therapentics, and

their Application to the Treatnient of Disease." The subject of

the présent lecture is the function of innervation, and Dr. Ben-
nett passes in review the ultimate structure and the physiology of

the cerebrum, the cerebellum, the spinal cord, and the ganglionic

System of nerves. The conclusions at which Dr. Bennett arrives

are the same as those generally entertained by modem physiologists,

but he does" ample justice to the researches of Flourens, Bell,

Brown-S6quard, Marshall Hall, and others. In référence to prac-

tical points, Dr. Bennett considers tbat fever is primarily an affec-

tion of the nerves, and he doubts that quiniue is a tonic
; he con-

siders it as an alkaloid which opérâtes on spécial parts of the ner-

vous System through the bloodvessels, but avows his ignorance of

the reaso». It appears to act on the ganglionic System of nerves,

controlling and diminishing the phenomena of lever. Dr. F. W.
Pavy gives one of hig Gulstonian lectures, delivered at the Royal
Collège of Physicians in 1862, on " Assimilation and the Influence

of its Defects on the Urine." In the présent lecture Dr. Pavy
describes several experiments madeby him with pepsine procured
from pharmaceutical establishments of the highest respectability

in différent parts of London, and the resuit was that only one out of

the several spécimens he obtained possessed any perceptible diges-

tive property. The pepsine which did exhibit the peculiar diges-*"*—
- -«Vfs was said to liave been procured from the stomach of the

îes and mai.., „f which ^ exceedmgly tbick The experilnPnt3
ease but public opinion

• frogs' legs in the pepsine solutions, and
lUelf

; Government is beginni.,écce8sful exBeriment with ^
questions are being asked and answc, were energetically attacked,

'lmost completely dis-

solved. Another question introduced by Dr. Pavy is the amount

of solution effected in a stomach after death by its own gastric

juice, and he considers that actual perforation of the organ from

this cause is very rare, although partial solution is very common.

Wnèn the température after death is allowed to fall, the solution

appears to be arrested, but when the température of an animal that

has aîed is artifieiully maintained, then the corrosive or solvent

action of the gastric juice is exceedingly well-marked. Dr. Cotton

commences a paper on the " Action of the Hypophosphites of Soda

and Lime in Tubercular Diseases. Dr. Cotton has prcviously pub-

lished some results which are unfavourable to the réputation oi the

hypophosphites, but he has now repeated his observations on some

other cases, and he finds the eii'ects to be substantially the same as

before. Dr. Cotton's récent observations were made upon twelve

in-patients of the Consumption Hospital, and the materials em-

ployed were furnished by the Parisian makers of Dr. Churchill's

phosphatic salts. The cases at présent reported scem to show

that no improveinent followed the use of the hypophosphites.

The 'Médical Times and Gazette.'

Professor Huxley continues his course of lectures on " Classift-

catior," and having completed his sketch of the invertebrate tribes,

he now describes generally the structure of the vertebrata. He
groups together the five great classes of pisces, amphibia, reptilia,

aves, and mammalia, because they are ail connected by manycommon

characteristics. The pisces and amphibia are closely allied together

in many respects, but they differ from ail the higher classes

by not possessing in the embryonic state a well-developed amnion

and allantois, the latter almost always taking on, directly or in-

directly, a respiratory function. The lecture concludes with a

description of the development and characters of the amnion

and allantois of the chick. Mr. C. D. Dois communicates

some " Notes on Labours," the results being the statistics of labours

attended at Guy's Hospital during the years 1854, 1856, and 1861.

Dr. Gilbeiit W. Child contributes a paper on " Marriages of

Consanguinity." He inclines to the opinion that those marriages

are not so productive of bad effects as some authors seem to

imagine, and he reduces his arguments to two heads, under one

of which he considers the resuit of such unions in the human
subject, and in the other in the lower animais. He adduces several

very interesting facts to prove that close breeding is not only not

injurious, but is often bénéficiai, and lie concludes that the évidence

in favour of the theory of thèse unions, being contrary to a law

of nature, is highly unsatisfactory, and that, on the other hand,

there is positive évidence, from the results ofrecorded observations

upon the lower animais, that they are not affected by any such

law. Hence the same must be true of the human race, unless

we are prepared to believe in two distinct physiologies.

The ' Journal of Mental Science.'

The first article is on " Delusions," by Dr. Henry Maudsley,

and exhibits a great amount of reading and reflection. The

various phases in which enthusiasm has developed itself at différent

periods in the history of the world, are graphically described,

and the close alliance often existing between genius and in-

sanity is forcibly displayed. The successful innovator is im-

mortalised as the benefactor of his species—the unsuccessfïïl one

is, perhaps, sent to a lunatic asylum. Love and religion by turns

sway the female breast, and the enamoured but disappointed

woman becomes the enraptured devotee. Beligious ecstacy is a

form of disordered intellect, and the penances and self-inflicted

tortures of the monastic recluse are the developments of insanity,

though religion is not the cause, but the manifestation of the

mental delusion. Dr. Maudsley in this article treads on délicate

ground, but he handles his subject skilfully. Dr. W. C'armichael

McIntosh quits the airy région of metaptiysics, and contributes some
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AsylumNotes on "TyphoidFever." The épidémie which hedescribes

occurred in the Perth Asylum in the spring of 1862, and appeared to

hâve no connection with contagion, except in the case of one of the

attendants, who caught the lever and died of it. The cases were

peculiar in some respects as showing the temporary amélioration

in the mental condition of the insane patients during the time the

fever lasted ; but as soon as it abated the insane delusions returned.

Dr. Mclntosh asks the question how this vicarious prédominance

of fever and insanity can be accounted for ? but the answer is by

no means easy, although the tacts hâve often been observed. In-

deed, tliere are niany instances in which insanity has been cured

by the occurrence of some serious accident or suddeu disease. Dr.

T. S. Austen coutributes a paper on " Tuberculosis and Insanity ;"

and it is shown that thèse two morbid conditions are far more

frequently associated together thau has generally been supposed.

The existence of tuberculosis in lunatic asylums has been over-

looked in conséquence of the neglect of post-mortem examinations

in thèse establishments, and the deaths hâve been set down to ex-

haustion, gênerai decay, marasmns, and other similar unmeaning

phrases. Consumption and lung-diseases are the causes of death

in 22-5 per cent, of the maies, and 32 per cent, of the females who

hâve died in ail the public asylums of Scotland for the last four

years. The Editor, in a note, makes some remarks on the con-

dition of English patients in foreign asylums. It appears to be a

rather common practice to send English persons, suffering from

mental disease, out of this country to France, Belgium, or Germany,

the inducements being the lower rate at which they are received

in the continental asylums, the désire, on the part of friends, of

concealing the malady, and the escape from the supervision of the

Commissioners in Lunacy. The Editor remarks upon the dangers

and inconveniences incurred by such proceedings, and calls the

attention of the Commissioners to the statements he makes. There

is a long and interesting review of " Female Life in Prison," by a

Fernale Matrou, who paints in rather appalling colours the horrible

dégradation of female criminals, on whom ail schemes devised for

their iniprovement appear to be thrown away. The Reviewer

agrées with the Prison Matron, and with many other authorities on

the subject, that it is better to punish prisoners than to attempt to

reform them, and that it is a mockery of justice to render the

prisoner more comfortable than the hard-working mechanic or the

inmate of a workhouse. In the department of the journal devoted

to Foreign Psychological Literature, conducted by Dr. Arlidge,

there are articles on the " Classification of Insanity," abridged

from the ' Zeitschrift fur Psychiatrie,' on the " Ophthalmoscope

in Mental Diseases," and on " Non-restraint Abroad," from the

same journal ; and there is a long and very interesting article on

" Insanity in France, and the Condition of the Parisian Hospitals

for the Insane." It appears that a spécial Inquiry has been insti-

tnted by the French Government into the state of the great hos-

pitals for the insane in Paris—namely, the Bicêtre and the

Salpetrière, and generally into the condition of ail the lunatics in

the department of the Seine. The resuit of the inquiry has been

to show that the two large asylums referred to are inadéquate to

their purpose, and require to be radically reformed. The archi-

tectural and Médical arrangements axe bad, the dormitories are

overcrowded, classification is incomplète, the refractory are not

under adéquate control, the use of restreint is much in excess, the

number of dirty patients is far toc. great, and the Médical at-

tendant is imperfect. This catalogue of defects in the French

lunatic asylums shows that they do not "manage thèse things

better in France," at least at présent ; but the inquiry has ter-

minated in the adoption of préparations of the greatest magnitude,

including the construction of several new asylums, built upon the

improved principles recommended by alienist physicians of the

highest réputation. Two Medico-légal cases are reported in the

Journal, one being the case of Fooks, and the other that of a man
tried at Edinburgh for murdering a friend without any motive.

The plea of insanity was set up, but partially ignored by the jury,

who found him guilty by a majority of nine to six.

The 'British Médical Journal.'

Mr. Bryant continues his interesting lecture on the " Surgical Di-

seases of Children," concluding his observations on the " Malforma-

tion of the Anus and Lower Bowel." He discusses the question

whether in cases where it is determined to open the intestine the

opération should be performed on the left or right side, and he thinks

that the right is préférable because the large intestine will certainly

be found in the right iliac région, while in the left this certainty

does not exist. There is a class of cases in which the anus is imper-

forate, and the rectum terminâtes either in the urethra, the vagina,

or some other abnormal position, and there are peculiar difficulties

in the treatment of each of thèse cases. Mr. Bryant gives the

following gênerai summary of the subject :

—

" 1. In ail cases (with some rare exceptions), whether of imper-

forate anus, obstructed rectum, or misplaced anus, an exploratory

opération in the normal anal position is perfectly justifiable ; and
it may be attempted with the fair hope that, in nearly half of such

cases, primary success will be secured.
" 2. Such exploratory opérations, however, to be successful, must

be conducted with great caution ; and that the exploratory punc-

ture or incision is to be made upwards and backwards towards

the sacrum.
" 3. If thèse measures fail, or if from some peculiarity in the

case they appear useless and unjustifiable, the intestine is to be

opened in the groin ; the lunibar or Callisen's opération being quite

inapplicable.
" 4. In the inguinal opération the right groin appears to possess

advantages over the left ; as the intestine is found with more cer-

tainty, and the benefits to be expected from the opération are

equally great.
" 5. The treatment of thèse cases does not terminate with the

success of the primary opération ; for constant dilatation of the

artificial anus is a necessity to préserve life."

Dr. Henry Lawson makes some objections to the statem ents

of Dr. Fleming concerning the action of atropia upon the eye, his

objections being chiefly directed to the physiological views enter--

tained by Dr. Fleming as to the tunctions of the iris. Mr. Thomas

Henry Smith relates the particulars of a " Fœcal Abscess." which

terminated successfully, the abscess having pointed ab ove the crest

of the ilium, and having been freely opened.

The 'American Médical Times.'

The number begins with a clinical lecture on "Typhus

and Typhoid Fever," by Alfred L. Loomis, but the cases

are not well described, and the distinction between the two

fevers is not adequately drawn. Dr. G. T. Elliot relates

the particulars of a difficult obstétrical case, in wli'ch there

was a deformed pelvis, aud there had been two very difficult

labours with still-born children. In the woman's third pregnancy

it was determined to induce prématuré labour at about the end of

the seventh month, but the object was not accomplished until a

No. 8 elastic maie cathéter had been left in the utérus (between

that organ and the membrane) for fifteen hours. The delivery was

effected by means of the forceps, and the child gasped a few times,

and its heart was found to beat, but it soon died. The mother

recovered completely. Mr. Dewett G Peters gives some cases

in Military Surgery, two being instances of the successful resection

of joints, and another being a case of gun-shot wound of the abdo-

men and stomach, which also terminated successfully, although

there had been peritonitis, vomiting of blood, and bloody stools.

Dr. S. J. Badcliefe gives a report on " Hospital Gangrené," relat-

ing a case of this disease which terminated favourably. A case is

related in which the common carotid artery was tied by Dr. James

R. Wood for exteusive injury of the face, attended with great

bleeding. The artery was tied above the omo-hyoid muscle, and

the opération was so far successful that it arrested the hajmorrhage

from the mouth, but the patient died soon atterwards. He was a

very intemperate man, suffered from constitutional syphilis, and

had also fatty degeneration of the kidneys.
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GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE.

To Ht Editer ofthc Médical Circtclar.

Sir,—Allow me to thank you for your able advocacy of the

cause of Dr. Waters (whic.li may be anyone's to-morrow), against

the inexcusable behaviour of Drs. Ramsbothani, Lee, and A. Tay-

lor. Why did not thèse gentlemen consult previously with Dr.

Waters ( Are they so green in their Profession that they can be

foiled by an hysterical girl, if so they are the Ust paaoaa to whoin

I wouhlrecoiumend my patients. Dr. Rarnsbotham bas condemned
himself, but the other two préserve I haughty silence which is most

insolent towards the Profession. Why lias iiot Mr. Propert cleared

himself froru a similar accusation, or why does he not corne for-

ward and manfully acknowledge his error ? lt is not to be borne,

Sir, that thèse men who hâve certainly raised themselves to their

présent eniinent position by their owii talents, should treat their

brethren with such want of feeling and cominon courtesy. An
injurv to the humblest member is an insuit to the whole Profes-

sion.—Yours, &c., A Country Practitioner.

To Ou Editor of the Médical Cireular.

Sir,—I felt greatly disappointed at not finding an cloquent

leader by vou in the last number of the Circular, on the subject

of a Médical Provident Society. You are well aware that such a

Society would be a grcat boon to the profession at large, and it

rests with you to call a meeting and submit a plan for its immé-
diate formation. More than ten thousand of your professional

friends wait your call. Success is certain. London should be the

focus of its opérations, and every town in England a radiating

point. I would suggest that every member should pay five

guineas on admission, and an annual subscription according to âge.

The Society should confine its opérations for a time to the allow-

ance of sick pay and a little funeral money, and when a large

capital has been accumulated, somcthing may then be suggested

for the relief of our widows and orphans. Hoping to hear from
you on the subject in an early number.

I am, &c, Oméga.

THE CASE OF DE. EDWARD WATERS,
CHESTER

OF

MEETING OF MEMBERS OF THE LIVERPOOL MEDICAL
INSTITUTION.

A spécial gênerai meeting of the members of tins Institution

was held on Slonday evening, April 20th, " To take into considéra-

tion the best mode of expressing sympathy with Dr. Edward
Waters, of Chester, in référence to a late trial which has taken

place in that city."

Dr. Vose presided, and the following gentlemen were présent :

—

Dr. Chalmers, Dr. Grinsdale, Dr. Skinner, Dr. Imlach, Dr. H.
Taylor, Dr. Pétrie, Dr. M'Naught, Dr. Gee, Dr. A. T. H. Waters,

Dr. Thompson, Dr. Graham, Dr. M'Intyre, Dr. Shearer, Dr. Dickin-

son, Dr. Stopford, Mr. Desmond, Mr. Denton, Mr. Irvine, Mr.
Steele, Mr. Marsh, Mr. Hakes, Mr. Bickersteth, Mr. Lowndes, Mr.
C. B. Wilson, Mr. M'Oheene, Mr. Martin, Mr. Parkes, Mr. Penning-

ton, Mr. Swift, Mr. Stubbs, Mr. Halton, Mr. Manifold, Mr. Dawson,
Mr. Oxley, M r. Danson.
The Hon. Secretary (Dr. A. Stookes), then read letters of

apology from several gentlemen who were unable to attend the

meeting.
The Uhairman read some observations which he had prepared

relative to the case of Dr. Waters.
Dr. M'Naught moved the first resolution :

—" That this meeting
desires to express its hearty congratulations to Dr. Edward
Waters, of Chester, on the resuit of a récent trial in that city,

which leaves his character unsullied after sustaining attacks which
hâve seldom been equalled lor persevering malignity." I hâve
great pleasure, Dr. M'Naught said, in bringing before you the
resolution placed in my hands by the Council. It is a resolution,

I am convinced, which will meet with perfcct unanimity hère, and
be approved of abroad by every right-minded mon ; whether in or
ont of the Profession. It is to offer our congratulations to Dr. Edwari 1

Waters, upon the happy issue of his late trial at Chester.
(Applause.) Most of you, I dare say ail of you, hâve read the
évidence, the pleadings of counsel on both sides, the judge's charge,
and it is scarcely necessary for me to express an opinion as to tlie

malignancy of that prosecution, or rather I should say persécution.
(Applause.) That any one, and especially a man of Dr. Waters'
high social and professional position, should be exposed to such
baie calumny in the exercise of pure Samaritan-like benevolence,
and upon such wicked and worthless testimony, is really and truly
déplorable. It makes one shrink with indignation to think that a
virtuous, kind-hearted man should be brought before the public

to défend himself against so virulent, clumsy, and vile a conspiracy

—(applause)—against hishonour and réputation. Bat, gentlemen,

what was Dr. Waters' case yesterday, may be yours to-morrow, and

some of us, perhaps, might not possess either the moral courage or

pecuniary resources necessary l'or the establishment of an insulted

character, us lie fought for and effected. I say, therefore, he richly

deserves the congratulations of the whole Profession for his ener-

getic and manly conduct in resisting ail attempts at a compromise.

In fighting his own battle, gentlemen, he has also been fighting

ours—(applause)—and after such an exposé, and such a triuinphant

verdict, it is to be hoped that credulous elderly vestals will not be
so ready to place inplicit faith in the cunningly-devised talcs of

hysterical, lascivious girls. We ail know what hysleria is, and if

lawycrs were as well acquainted with the déception practised, and
the ingenuity often exhiliited on points of immorality in some
cases of that protean malady, they would be less disposée! to under-

take such cases as that of Bromwich versus Waters. (Applause.)

I shall only touch upon the sympathy genejcally felt for tue dis-

tressing ordeal Dr. AVaters has undergone. Supportée! eyen by the

conscientious feeling of innocence, it is a terrible thing l'or a pure
mind to be dragged before the public upon so gross and wicked a

charge. With thèse few remarks, I beg to submit the résolution.

(Loud applause.)

Mr. Bickersteth : It affords me much pleasure to second the

resolution, and I do so with peculiar satisfaction because I think

that Dr. Waters is entitled to the unqualified gratitude of the

Profession for the manly and courageous way in which he has

bohlly met the vile charges with which he has been assailed. It is

well known that long before the trial took place offers of compro-

mise were made to Dr. Waters, and not made but urgently pressed

upon Mm. Few men could hâve resisted the désire to avoid such

a trial ; but Dr. Waters, conscious of his moral rectitude, declined

to submit to any compromise after the aspersions that had been

made upon his character, and determined to hâve the whole truth

brought to the light of day. When I think of the nature of the

charge against Dr. Waters, and of the absurd évidence upon which
it was attempted to substantiate that charge, I ask myself, and I

ask you, which of us might not any day find ourselves in a similar

position, if unfortunately we should happen to hâve been consulted

by some designing woman ? (Hear, hear.) In private practice we
are frequently called upon to make secret and private examinations

when entirely alone with our patient. The présence of a third

party on such occasions is often offensive to the feelings of a

woman. It may be politic to propose that a friend should attend
;

yet I confess that I think it is generally unnecessary. It would
often not only be cruel to the patient, but derogatory to our
position, as confidential advisers, to insist upon the présence of a

third party. Our position is indeed a dangerous one, but it is

rendered doubly dangerous when, as in the late trial, we find

members of our own Profession (one of whom does not hesitate to

state that he felt convinced the case against the Doctor must l'ail as

there was no évidence to support the charge) who do not hesitate

to undertake a journey to Chester to propound opinions peculiarly

their own, and upon the correetness of which alone it was possible

to convict Dr. Waters. (Applause.)

The resolution was then put, and carried unanimously.
Mr. Steele moved the second resolution, as follows :

—" That
this meeting feel called upon in the interest of the Profession to

record a solemn and energetic protest against Médical witnesses, to

the great injury of their brethren, assuming the functions of advo-

cates, and volunteering opinions when they are only required to

testify to facts,—a practice déplorable fréquent, and which has

reached its culminatmg point of impropriety at the hands of Drs.

Lee and Ramsbothani, in the case of Bromwich v. Waters." Mr.
Steele said that however painful and disagreeable it might be to

pass censure and condemnation upon the conduct of Médical men
of eminence and réputation, it was their imperative duty to corne

forward on this occasion in support of the resolution which he had
read—a resolution which he hoped would obtain the cordial and
unanimous approbation of the meeting. The resolution was not

directed so much against the gentlemen named personally as against

the objectionable practice of which their récent conduct had formed
so graphie an illustration—namely, the practice of Médical wit-

nesses assuming the functions of advocates, and volunteering

évidence when they were only required to testify to facts. Ile

need not detaiu the meeting by showing that this course

had been adopted by the Médical witnesses for the prosecu-

tion in the case of Bomvvioh v. Waters. That the practice

was deplorably fréquent must be pretty évident to most of

those who were acquainted with tlie numerous cases which
had lately occurred in the law courts, where charges had been

brought against members of the Médical Profession which had
proved to be unfounded, but in which there appeared to be no
difficulty in inducing Médical men to corne forward on the part of

the prosecution, and give évidence in such a way as to produce a

prejudiced and unjust impression upon the judge and the jury,

who could not be supposed to understand ail the intricacies and

delicacies of Médical questions. Whoever had read the Verbatim re-
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port of the recent'trial at Chester must hâve arrived at the conclusion

that Dr. Waters Lad not only escaped irom an atrocious and abom-
inable charge attempted to be made against him—a charge

described by the judge as nothing less than one of râpe—but that

lie had also shown by bis conduct, which had also undergone the

most searching investigation before a légal tribunal, that he had
acted throughout as a Pbysician of the purest possible motives, and
with the kindest considération for lus patient. Notwithstanding,

liowever, the triumphant resuit of the trial, there was a time during

the ordeal when his case was placed in the most imminent péril.

And how, from, and by whom ? By the Médical évidence

that was offered on the part of the prosecution. The
leamed judge told the jury that if they believed the évi-

dence of Drs. Lee and Ramsbotham that the treatment was ini-

proper, it wonld " enormously corroborate" the case against

Dr. Waters. Now, when they considered the conséquences
which would hâve resulted from an adverse verdict, they could

not but think that had not Dr. Simpson been able

to contradict the évidence of thèse Médical witnesses, Drs. Lee and
Ramsbotham would not hâve had so fortunate an escape from a
resuit which would hâve filled the rest of their lives with self-accu-

sation and remorse, from the conciousness of their having been the

main instruments in consigning an innocent and an honourable
man to infamy and ruin. In order to illustrate more clearly the
character of the évidence of Drs. Lee and Ramsbotham, Mr. Steele

pointed out that, under ail circumstances, when the propriety or

impropriety of Médical treatment was canvassed by Médical men,
it Lad been hitherto deemed contrary to Médical étiquette, and
injurious to the interest both of Médical men and patients,

to give an opinion upon a case which had been under the
care of another Médical man, without the présence of that
Médical man himself. Even if they differed from the treatment
which had been adopted, and thought it wrong, they would
hesitate to condemn it until, at ail events, they had held an
interview with him, and had heard his own description and
explanation of the case at the time he attended it, and also the
reasons for employing his treatment. This was the straighti'orward
line of conduct which, from time immémorial, had guided ail right
minded men in their dealings with their patients. If, therefore,
this was their incumbent duty on a matter which merely involved a
question of Médical étiquette, what should they say when tlie con-
séquence ensuing upon the violation of this rule were absolute
social death to the party implicated ? (Hear, hear.) Then, with
regard to the way in which this médical évidence was brought for-

ward. It was by the merest accident in the world that Dr. Waters
became aware that médical experts were to be called to give évi-

dence against him. Shortly before the trial, it appeared that the
prosecution desired to hâve a commission to go to the continent to

take the évidence of a médical man there who had had Mary
Whalley under his treatment at Malvern ; and in conséquence of

this the soliciter for Dr. Waters obtained information that it was
probable that other médical men would be called. When the évi-

dence taken by commission was shown to Dr. Waters by his

soliciter, he said, and very properly,—" Why this is the most
arrant nonsense ever put upon paper." His soliciter replied,

—

" Never mind, it is the opinion of a médical man—an opinion
which is thought of great value by sonie persons, and therefore it

must be answered." Then it was that Dr. Waters considered it

nectssary to submit this évidence to Professor Simpson, of Edin-
burgh, who gave him a hint that some eminent médical men in Lon-
don would be called against 1dm, though Dr. Waters was very hard to

convince that it would be so. It was at this time that the guess
was made that Dr. Lee was likely to be called, because it appeared
he was in the habit of meeting in consultation with Dr. Gully, of
Malvern. They ail knew, however, that thèse gentlemen came
down, and they also knew the extraordinary ground upon which
they based their opinions. He (Mr. Steele) need not dwell upon
thèse opinions to show the aniinosity to Dr. Waters, but he could not
refrain from siying that lie had heard, upon very excellent autho-
rity, that Dr. Ramsbotham himself did not hesitate to aid the
counsel in cross-exainination, and that Dr. Lee was handing a
spéculum round the court, evidently with the intention of preju-
dicing the case against Dr. Waters. Surely, after this it was not too
much to say that improprieties of the kind mentioned in the reso-
lution had " culminated at the hands of Drs. Lee and Ramsbotham.
(Hear, hear, and applause.) Dr. Ramsbotham had made some sort
of explanation and apologv in the publiejournals, and had told them
that if he had heard Dr. Waters' version of the story before he gave
his évidence, there would hâve been very little différence of
opinion between them. Well, now, did not this show how completely
Dr. Ramsbotham had forgotton that excellent rule to which he
(Mr. Steele) had alluded ; for had he adopted that rule he would
never hâve placed himself in that highly reprehensible light in
which he now stood, and which had called upon them to enter
their protest against the practice which he and Dr. Lee by their
présence at the trial, had sanctioned and approved. In conclusion,
Mr. Steele pointed out the importance oi adopting a resolution
which, while asserting the entire innocence of Dr. Waters, would

at the same time aflord protection to younger members of the
Profession, in the event of their being assailed in a similar

manner.
Dr. Dickenson seconded the resolution, observing that Drs. Lee

and Ramsbotham had shown great want of judgment and proper
Professional feeling, and with regard to Dr. Taylor, though his

naine had not yet been mentioned, it would be unfair to pass him
by. He was not called upon to give évidence in a question of this

kind, and he had no business to corne down to give évidence upon
a subject which was a matter of doubt.

Mr. Parker, while concuning in the observations which had
been made by previous speakers, was anxious tomakea suggestion

which this trial had brought to his mind, and which was also

warranted by the frequency of similar trials, viz., that the time had

arrived when the Médical Profession might very seriously take into

considération the propriety of forming a " Médical Defence

Association," in order that the expenses of such proceedings might

be met without harass and ruin to individuals.

Mr. Steele was afraid that the establishment of such an asso-

ciation would give the public the idea that the Profession feared and

expected thèse actions, and that it would also hâve the effect of

inducing juries, if the verdict happened to be against the médical

man, to give heavy damages, because payment would fall upon the

society, and not upon the individual. He would rather take his stand

upon the dignity and honour of the Profession, and fight the battle

single-handed as Dr. Waters had donc, throwing himself upon the

sympathy and considération of the Profession, if necessary.

(Applause.)

The resolution was then put and carried unanimously.

Mr. Fletcher moved the third résolution :
—" That this meeting,

recommend that a subscription be opened with a view of

indemnifying Dr. AVaters for any precuniary loss he may hâve

incurred in conducting his defence and for the further purpose of

presenting him with some lasting mémorial of the high approbation

with which they hâve regarded the dignified fortitude of his bear-

ing under the prolonged persécution to which he lias been sub-

jected." Mr. Fletcher proposed this resolution with peenliar

pleasure, seeing that lie had known Dr. Waters for thirteen or four-

teen years. He knew him in Paris and Vienna,and he knew then, and

had known since, no man in whose character lie had greater confi-

dence, who was more thoroughly a gentleman and a Christian, and

whose mind was morcjthorouglily accomplished and délicate. As r

as he (Mr. Fletcher") had had an opportunity of judging, Dr. Waters

was about the last man of ail his acquaintance against whom he
should ever hâve imagined such a foui accusation would hâve been

launched. Coming to the £. s. d. part of the resolution, Mr.

Fletcher said he believed that they should do a great deal of good
by subscribing to pay whatever expenses Dr. Waters might hâve

incurred. He would not accept anything more than the amount he

was out of pocket by the proceedings, but it would be gratifying to

his own feelings and the feelmgs of his friends to hâve something as a

mémorial, not only that they considered him innocent, but that he

had acted in a way which they regarded as nieritorious, and had
resisted temptations under which many men would hâve
fallen. Dr. Waters had throughout strongly resisted, first

the offer of private investigation, then reiterated offersof

compromise, and had stood entirely upon his right ; and
from the very first step he took in his course to its triumphant
termination he had been guided by a firm consciousness that he was

in the right, and that " God would défend the right." (Renewed
applause.) With regard to the costs incurred, he (Mr. Fletcher) knew
that 500L had been paid by Dr. Waters before he went into court,

but he did not know how much of this sum would go under the

head of " taxed costs." From ail he had heard, however, on the

subject, he believed that the taxed costs paid to the victor in a case

such as this bore but a email proportion to the real costs or actual

amount which a person was out of pocket even where he came off

victorious. With regard to the subscription itself, Mr. Fletcher

would rather see a large number of small subscriptions than a few
large ones, for the great value of the nioney was this, that the

public would look upon it as a real, honest manifestation of their

belief, not only that Dr. Waters was innocent, but that his conduct

throughout the whole matter had been marked by very high

nierit. (Hear, hear). Then there was another point. They
must remember the awful suspense in which Dr. Waters
was kept between six o'clock, when the jury retired and
somewhat after midnight when they returned with their

verdict. Upon that jury they knew that eleven were wise,

and that one was " otherwise ;'" and so it was in gênerai society.

Some people were stupid enough, and othersbase enough, to believe

any accusation, however absurd ; and it was therefore no mère
sentimentalism, but was a point of real and practical value that

they should corne forward not only with their resolutions, but also

witïi what money might be wanted to rnake up Dr. Waters'

pecuniary loss, and to présent him with something which he would
leave to his children as a practical proof that not only his

Professional brethren in Chester and elsewhere, but those who knew
his character and standing believed him to be thoroughly innocent
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oi tho charges brought agaiust liim. Whatevcr they did, tlu v

could never undo the ill whioh had been doue, never give lnm

back anything which would inake up for the agony through which

he had passed ; but they could do something to replace a sensé of

gossiping

tnn-. The real venom had corne froin their own Pro-

fession. A weak and dirty weapon had been chosen ;

but a very little poison placed udou it by Drs. Lee and

Ramsbothain might hâve made it effective for the work of destruc-

tion. What would Mary Whalley hâve been without Drs.

Lee, Taylor, and Ramsbothain ? Who gave the instructions

to Serjeut Shee ( They must liave been given by a

Médical mau, (Hear hear.) The animns of the instruc-

tion as to the charge relative to the spéculum could hâve corne

only from Dr. Lee, aided by Dr. Ramsbothain, aud the suggestion

as to the drugging must hâve been known to Dr. Taylor. It must

be reraeinbered that thèse gentlemen had been for months in con-

sultation with the Iawyers ; and that, whatevcr they might bave

said, actions spoke louder than words. (llear, hear.) Though Dr.

Ramsbutham might hâve advised in so many tamis that they should

not briug the action, lie advised in deed that lie should. Ile ,'\lr.

Fletcher) was certain that ail they could do would bedone onbeliall'

of the riglit cause ; and although they could not undo the evil

which had been doue, they could cordially and thoroughly avQW
their- belief in the complète innocence of Dr. Waters, in order that

in future years no doubt might remain upon the case. It was most

important, in regard to the future, that Dr. Waters should not only

be clearly exonerated by the verdict of the jury, but that bis Pro-

fçssional brethren should déclare thatthis foui accusation had been

thoroughly rebuttjed, and that there was no man who more com-

pletely carried with him the sympathy and best wishes of his

lriends in the Profession. (Loua apphtuse.)

Dr. A. T. IL Waters, who seconded the résolution, expressed

his înost cordial concurrence with the preceding resolutions. It

was, he thought, very désirable, considering the mental anguish

and trying circumstances through which Dr. Waters, must hâve

pàssed, that they should express their sympatby with him, and

their congratulations at the successliil issue of the trial. It was

also désirable to express their réprobation of the conduct of tbose

members of the profession who on tins and similar occasions had

been willing to lend themselves to those who were attempting to

injure the character or ruin tho réputation of a Prol'essional brother.

(Applause.) Though not in any way related to bis namesuke of

Chester, he (the speaker) had known Dr. Waters for several

years, chiefiy in connection with the meetings of the British

Médical Association. He had known him as président of the

Lancashire and C'heshire branch of that Society, and as the reader ol

the Address at the annual meeting of the Association in 1859. He
mentioned thèse circumstances because they might not be known

to every one présent, and because they would show the high

estimation in which Dr. Edward Waters was held by his Proies-

sional brethren in the counties of Lancashire and Cheshire. (Hear,

hear.) It was very désirable (the speaker thought) to raise a sub-

scription in the ternis of tins resolution for the purpose of indeni-

nifying Dr. Waters from pecuniary loss incurred in conducting his

defence ; but they should not be satisfied with doing this merely,

but subscribe to présent him (as the résolution expressed it) with

goure lasting mémorial of the high approbation with which they

regarded the dignified fortitude of lus bearing under the paini'ul

circumstances in which he had been placed. (Applause.) When
they looked at the report of the trial, and read the searching cross-

examiuation to which Dr. Waters was subjected, they must feel not

only how ably he had wilhstood theattaoks of the learned serjeant,

but that only a feeling of strict moral and prol'essional rectitude could

liave carried him unscathed through such an ordeaL (lleiiewed

applause.) They ought not, under circumstances like thèse, merely

to express their "feolings iu words, but to make also a substantial

contribution, in order to show the public that on such occasions as

this when a Prolessional brother was unjustly and scandalously

attacked, they were prepared to carry him safely through the cost

of it. (Hear, hear, aud chien.) The speaker then alluded to the

mode in which the Médical Profession, and tho public at Chester

came forward, including the highest dignitary of the Church and

almost every îuember of the Profession, in order practically to

show their sympathy with Dr. Waters, and the high estimation of

his character. (Applause.)

The CfiAiRMAX mentioned that the sum which the soliciter of

Dt. Waters had already disbursed was considerably beyond that

incidentally mentioned by Mr. Fletcher ; and fnr'ther, that the

actual amount of the expenses incurred could not be known until

Dr. Waters' bill ha<l been taxed, a form which could not be gono
through until next term.

The resolution was then put and carried unanimously.
After some further discussion, the détails as to subscnptions were

rtferred toa sub-cominittee, and the proceedings terminated.

SMALL-POX IN LOXDOX

The Lords of the Privy Council having had their attention drawn
to the présent very extensive prevalence ot small-pox in London,
liave, through their médical officer, addressed a circulai' letter of ad-

vice on the subject to the boards of guardians of the 36 metropoli-

tan unions aud parishes, and are also eniphiying a médical in-

specter l'or the purpose of personally communieating with the

guardians of utl'ectcd districts on the arrangements best suited for

the emergeney. The guardians, who, it will be remembered, are the

local authorities for adininistering the vaccination acts, are urged

by the Privy Council to do whatever is in their power to promote

vaccination in their respective districts, and espccially to enforce

the law which requises childrenjto be vaccinated. The measures
which the Privy Council particularly advise guardians to adopt are

thèse : 1. By compaiing in détail the résister of successful vaccina-

tions with the register of births, and, by making inquiry at ele-

mentary schools and other establishments having many young
inniates, to ascertain as far as possible what cbildreii are not yet

duly vaccinated. 2. To give notice to the parents or guardians of

such unvaccinated children warning them of the présent danger of

small-pox, and reniinding them of the provisions of the law. 3. To
see that in the local arrangements for vaccination every possible

l'aiility is given to the public, and that revaccination is freely

atforded to persons who properly require it. 4. Whercver there

appears to be much gênerai neglect of vaccination to cause public

notices on the subject to be extensively distributed aud placarded

throughout the district. 6. Under the provisions of the act 24th

and 25th Victoria, c. 59, to cause proceedings to be taken for the

recovery of penalties from those parents or guardians who, after

notice,
* omit to hâve their childreu vaccinated, as the law re-

quires.

The letter of the médical officer of the Privy Council concludes

by adverting as follows to the subject of hospital accommodation :

—" My lords also direct me to request that you will bring under

the particular notice of your board that at the présent time, when

cases of small-pox among the poorer classes of society are arising

in London at the rate of many hundreds per week, the Small-pox

Hospital, éveil with the assistance of other hospitals, cannot give

more than a tenth part of the accommodation required for the sick,

and that consequently patients capable of spreading the diseaae

are now either being detained in their own, ol'ten crowded, and

unwholesonie dwelliugs, or are received into parish inlinnarics,

where for the most part they can lie but imperfectly separated

from other minâtes. And I aui to say that in their lordships'

opinion it is in the highest degree désirable for the purpose of

arresting the présent épidémie of small-pox, boards of guardians

in those districts where the disease is prevailing should, either

separately or coiijointly, take measures for eatablishing, under pro-

per médical advice, temporary hospitals for the exclusive réception

of cases of small-pox."

PARLIAMENTARY INTELLIGENCE.

HOUSE OP COMMONS.
SMALL-POX.

Lord Naas asked the Secretary of State for the Home Department

wheiher the attention of the government had been drawn to the in-

crease of small-pox in the metropolis, and whether it was his inten-

tion to propose during the présent session any measure l'or the pro-

motion of vaccination.

Mr. Lowe said that unlortunntely when small-pox was not pré-

valent no trouble was taken by the proper authorities with regard

to vaccination, but when the disease appeared in ail its horrors then

applications were made to the government for législation, which, if

cver so good, must be very tarcly and insutlicient for the moment.

The subject had already engrossed the attention oi'the government,

but much of the evil compMined of was attributable to the neglect

of the local authorities in not puttin'g the provisions of the act in

force. There was not, he was sorry to say, an act such as the one

in England applicable to Scotland, but that subject was under con-

sidération, and no décision had yet been corne to upon it.

îSivtijs, itlavvtagc», anO Sraiijs.

BIRTHS.
Allkn.—On tho 20th ult., at Longton, Staffoiilshiie, the wife of Dr.

Allen, of a daugliter.

ALBXAKBïR.—On the llth inst, at George strcct, Cdasgnw, the wite ol

Thomas Aloxander, 51. 1)., of a son.

liui;\s.-On the 12th inst., at St. Mary' s, Gillinghanj, K'.'iil, tlie wuo

of Dr. Burns, H.N., of a daughter.

III. \ki-:.— On the lOth inst., at Calthorpo place, Edgbaston, tho wile ot

Dr. .1. «iibbs lïlake, of a son.

BakewSLL.—On thft 6th inst., at Hanley, Staffordshire, the wife ol lï.

Hall Bakcwell, M.D., of a daughter.
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Day.— On the 18th inst, at Ro'.iert-street, Hampstead-road, the wife of

J. C. Day, M.E.C.S.E., of a danghter.

Hudson.—On the 29t1i ult., at Hamiltou sqnare, Birkonhead, the wife

ofE. L. Hudson, M. R.C.S.E., of a danghter.

Hulke.—On the 16th inst., at Admiralty House, Deal, the wife of Dr.

F. T. Hulke, of a danghter.

Keele.—On the 12th inst., at St. Paul's road, Highbury, the wife of

George Thomas Keele, M. R. C. S.E. , of a daughter.

Kent.— On the 29th ult., at Becch grove, Ballyvournoy, co. Cork, the

wife of W. H. Kent, M.D., of a son.

Mukray.—On the 7th ult., at Ajmere, the wife of Dr. Murray, Civil

Surgeon Madras Service, of a daughter.

Martin.—On the 15th inst., at Crawley, Sussex, the wife of T. H. Mar-

tin, M.R.C.S.E., of a daughter.

Madge.—On the lOth inst,, at Fitzroy square, the wife of Henry Madge,

M.D., of a danghter.

MARRIAGES.
Briton—Thomlinson.—On the 16th inst., atBilton, Thomas Britton,

Jl.D., of Driffield, to SarahAnn, eldet daughter of the lato Benjamin
Thomlinson, Pisq. , ot'Tochwith, near York.

Thorowgood—Ashwin.—On the 16th inst., at Bourton-on-the-Water,

J. C. Thorowgood, M.D., of Finsbury eircus and Blackheath, to

Hester Mary, only child of the late R, Ashwin, Esq., of Bourtou-on-

thc-Water.
Warn—Hacicney-Oh the the 18th inst., at Clevkenwell, R. T. Warn,

M.R.C.S.E., of Kentish-town, to Emma Lncretia, eldest daughter of

J. Hackney, M.R.C.S.E., of Myddelton-square.

DE AT HS.
Bainbridge.—On the 16th inst., at St. Martin's-lane, J. Nathan Bain-

bridge, M.D., aged 63.

Banner.—On the 2ndinst., at Rodney street, Liverpool, J. M. Banncr,
F.R.C.S.

Beeley.— On the lOth inst., Benjamin Beeley, M.R.C.S.E., ofHolmfifth,
Yorkshire, aged 68.

BiRTWiiisTLË.—On the llth inst., J. Birtwhistle, F.R.C.S.E., of Prim-
rose Cottage, Rosebank- road, Old Ford, aged 63.

BurcHER. —On the 14th inst., at Truro, J. Brcay Butcher, M.R.C.S.E.,
Iged 31.

Cuppage.—February 10, J. Gréer Cuppage, M.R.C.S.E., Staff Assist. -

Surg., Army half-pay.

Gelston.—On the lïth inst., at Chester street, Liverpool, J. J. P.

Olston, L.F.P. & S., Glasgow.
Harihng.—On the llth inst, at North Kent-terrace, Woolwieh, Wm.
Woods Harding, M.R.C.S.E., Sargeon 14 Kent Artillery Volunteers,

aged 32.

Houston.—December 27, at Sydney, New South Wales, William
Houston, M. D., formerly of Ballymena, Co. Antrim aged 45.

Moi.yneux.—On the llth inst., at the Abbey, Upholland, Lancashire,

Hcdcna Mary, youngcst daughter of S. Molyneux, M.R.C.S.E., aged 2

years 11 montas.

Paterson,—Februaiy 24, at Kamptee, Colin Paterson, M.D., Acting
Inspeetor-General of Hospitals to the Nagpore Force.

Steuman.—On tho llthinst., at Durrington, near Worthing, Silas

Stedman, M.R.C.S.E., aged 66.

Waterman.—January 14, at at Saigon, China, Henry Watennan,
M.R.C.S.E., aged 45.

Wells.—On the 9th inst., at Portland, Dorsetshirc, R. Forestcr

Wells, F.R.C.S.E., late of Artillery-plaoe, Finsbury-square, aged 47.

Ziegler.—On the lOth inst., at George square, Edinburgh, Alexander
Ziegler, M.D.

MEDICAL NEWS.

Royal Collège of Phtsicians of London.—At a -gênerai

meeting of the Fellows held on the 20th instant, the following

gentleman, having undergone the necessary examination, was duly
admitted a Member of the Collège :—Peter Daniel Anthouisz, St.

Andrews, Ceylon,
At the same meeting, Edward Nollotb, previously and Extra

Licentiate of the Collège, was also admitted a Member.
Also at this meeting the following gentlemen, having undergone

the necessary examination, and satisfied the Collège of their pro-
ficiency in the Science and Practice of Medicine, Surgery, and Mïd-
wifery, wtre duly admitted to Practise Physic as Licentiates of the
Collège :—Thomas Rutlierford Adams, Kilmoganny, Co. Kilkenny,
Ireland ; Henry Barber, M.D. St. Andrews, Ulverston, Lancashire

;

James Bisshopp, Lawn place, South Lambeth ; Thomas Blunt,
Wigston Magna, Leicester ; Alfred Boulland Brocard, Merthyr
Tydvil, South Wales ; Hugh Campbell, St. Paul's grove Cononbury

;

Thomas Carter, Richmond, Yorkshire ; John Ellerton, M.D. St.

Andrews Wakefleld, Yorkshire ; Francis Hyde Forshall, Woburn
place, Russell square ; Edward Harley, King's Collège ; Edward
Ilott, Bromley, Kent ; Thomas Lyle, Stratton, Cornwall

;

Hugh Richard Duncan Mackintosh, the Collège, St. Bartholoniew's
Hospital ; William Peter Rawlins, M.D., St. Andrews, Francis
terrace, Kentish Town ; Roynalds, Truro, Cornwall ; John Roberts,
Kidwelly, Camarthenshire ; Joseph Septimus Steward, Eusemere
hill, Cumberland ; Alfred Wiltshire, M.D. St. Andrews, Malvern,
Worchestershire
Royal Collège of Surgeons of England.—The following

gentlemen, having undergone the necessary examinations l'or tlic

diploma, were admitted Members of the Collège at a meeting of the
Court of Examiners on the 21st iust. :—Charles Stephen Abbott,
Atkinson, Norwich ; JohnBarrett,Bath ; William Carter, Newbury,
Berkshire ; Denis Collins, Liverpool ; Charles Etheridge, Stoke
Ferry, Norfolk ; Thomas Evans, Llandyssil, Cardiganshire

;

Herbert Everitt, Norwich ; Arthur EversheJ, Arundel ; John
Spencer Ferris, Bradford on Avon, Wilts ; Samuel George Freman,
Stoney Stratford

; Samuel Hall Belper, Derbyshire ; Henry
Addison, Hobbs L.S.A., Croydon

; Christopher Jeaffreson, Leaming-
ton

;
George King, Leckford, Hauts; Harry Gage Moore, Lemington,

Hauts ; Anthony John Newman, L.S.A., Newport, Monmouthshire
;

William Quarrell, Weston-super-Mare
; John Reynalds, L.R.C.P.,

L.S.A., Truro, Cornwall; John Henry Simpson, Marksbury,
Somerset ; Herbert Morris Spencer, Ackworth, Yorkshire ; David
Howell Thomas, Swansea ; Frederick John Tucker, Milton street,
Dorset square ; Albert Weaving, Oxford ; Thomas Carter Wigg,
East Dereham, Norfolk.

At the same meeting of the Court, Messrs. Robt. Edwardes and
Henry Hadlow, of the Royal Marine Infinnary, Woolwich, passed
their Examinations for Naval Surgeons ; thèse gentlemen had
previously been admitted Members of the College,their diplomas
bearing date respectively May 4tli 1857, and June 24th 1859.
The following gentlemen were admitted Members on the 22nd

inst. :—Charles Beviss, M.D., St. Andrews, Sydling, Dorsetshire ;

Robert Bowie, Hull ; Thomas Carter, L.R.C.P. and L.S.A.,
Richmond, Yorkshire ; Arthur Benjamin Jackson Eddowes,
Loughborough ; Frederick Thomas Fagge, Hythe, Kent ; John
David Frankish, Christchurch, New Zealand ; William Gill, Truro,
Cornwall ; Joseph Good, Watford, Herts ; John Baily Grewcock,
Folkingham, Lincolnshire ; Sidney Rossell Henson, Hull ; Hugh
Richard Duncan Mackintosh, L.R.C.P., Cheltenham ; John Walker
Martindale, Windermere j'Thomas Edward Mason, M.D. St. Andrews
Deal, Kent ; Aaron George Medwin, M.D., St. Andrews and L.S.A.,

Blackheath road ; James Fornian Milner, Hull ; John New Moore,
Moreton-in-the-Marsh ; Walter Llewellyn, Nash, Cheltenham ;

Basil Ringrose, Potter's Bar, Middlesex; Walter Sumboll, L.S.A.,

Ramsbury, Wilts ; Edward Whitfeld Thurton, Ashford, Kent ;

John Whitehead, M.D. St. Andrews and L.S.A., Preston,

Lancashire ; John Hurd Wood, Nottingham ; Samuel Woodman,
Finchley road.

Mr. Heather Bigg has been appointed Anatomical Mechanician
to II.R.H. the Prince of Wales.
Cambridge Médical r xaminations.—The examinations for

médical degrees in the présent terni will commence on Monday,
June lst. Tho classical subjects for examination for the M.B.
degree are—Ilippocrates, the lst, 2nd, Srd, and 4th sections of the
Aphorisms ; Aretœus, " On the Causes and Symptoms of Chronie
Diseases," the lst, 2nd, Srd, 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th chaplers of the
first book ; Celsus, the lst and 2nd books.

Births and Deaths in 1861.—The births of 695,406 children

were registered ; 355,972 were boys and 340,434 were girls, or in

the proportion 104'6 maies to 100 females. Thèse numbers are ex-

clusive of still-born, wbieh are not registered. The birth rate was
3'461 of the population, or one birth to every 29 persons living.

It was higher than the mean rate, which is 331 8, or one in 30. The
deaths of maies were 222,281 ; those of females were 212,833

;

total, 435,114. The death-rate was 2163 per cent. The mean
death-rate of 1852 -61 was 2221 per cent.

The Proposed Market in Leicester-Square.—A highly

inihiential meeting of the inhabitants of this district was held on
Wednesday last at the great room in Saville House, Sir De Lacy
Evans, M.P., in the chair. A séries of resolutions were unanimously
passed, pledging the meeting to use every effort in their power to

prevent the passage of a bill now bei'ore Parliament, to appropriate

the space of the square for the purposes of a gênerai market. The
proceedings were of a very animated character.

St. Thomas's Hospital.—At a gênerai Court of the Governors,

held on Tuesday it was resolved—" That the Grand Committee be
empowered to continue to negotiate with the governors of Bethle-

hem Hospital for obtaining the site of that hospital, and to submit
proposais to that body either to build l'or them a new hospital in

conformity witli the plans and estimâtes prepared by Mr. Currey,

the surveyor of this hospital, at a cost not exceeding 150,000/.,

including the site, or to pay for the site and buildings of Bethlehem
the sum of 150,000/., subject to the approval of the Court oi'Chan-

cery, and the sanction of Parliament and of this Court."

London Orphan Asylum, Clapton.—The jubilee commémora-
tion festival of this charity took place on the 15th inst. at the

Merchant Taylor's-hall, under the presidency of his Royal Highness
the Duke of Cambridge. His Royal Highness was supported by
Lord Ebury, Colonel North, M.P., Mr. Alderman Salomons, and by
inany members of the Court of the Merchant Taylors' Company,
and 271 gentlemen sat down to dinner. The managers propose to

celebrate the year of jubilee by admitting 100 orphans to the bene-

fits of the charity during the year, and as each child remains for

an average period of six years, the extra cost to the charity for

maintenance and providing the increased accommodation, will

amountto nearly 10,000/. Towards thisobject the friends of theinsti-
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tution and the public hâve subscribed 7,600/., including 920/. from

old scholars, ami the managers seem sanguine that bet'ore long the

amount ragaixad wiD be Awy forthooming.

PUUHTAXION 0* THE pREKPOM OF GULUH TO [Dr. EDWARD.
—A meeting ol the Town Council of Cullen, N.B., \ras lield on

Saturday, M.uvh S6th, when the freedom of the burgh ma pre-

smted to Dr. Edwards, of Cullen boute, in récognition of lus pub-

lic spirit in pronjoting the iatareata of the burgh, and far lus active

support of its literary and scient itic institutions. Provost Taylor,

after a complimentury address, adntiuistered the usual déclaration.

Dr. Edward brietly replied, and, after partaking of a handsonie

collation, the Council sepurated.

Odontolouical Society.—At the meeting of this Society, held

on the Sud nltimo, a paper «H read by J. \Talker. M.D., on

"Dental Exostosis, its Pathology and Diagnosis." The author com-

mençai by dcliuing what was to be onderatood by the term " exos-

tOBN," aud described the varions forma of the disease, which were

illustrated by dingrams and spécimens. Ile then considered the

causes of exostosis, regarding inflammation of the peridental mem-
brane as the first ttap in this morbid process, leadiug to an exuda-

tion of organizable lymph, which is cojiverted first iuto fibrous and
then into osseous tissue. The causes of inflammation of the peri-

dental membrane were, caries, concussion, looseness of the tooth,

and its apparent elongation from rising in the socket, rheumatism,

syphilis, goût, and mercuralism. Hence exostosis may affect the

fangs of sound as well as of carious teeth, though in a less degree.

Speaking of rheumatism, the author expressed his opinion that

this was a much more common cause of periostitis around the fangs

and in the sockets of the teeth than is geuerally supposed, and one
chief reason for this opinion was the very great relief from pain

which lie had ivptutedlv seen fullow the use of the iodide of potas-

sium when ail other remédies had failed. The last division of the

subject was the diagnosis of exostosis from other diseases about the

face and niouth, particularly neuralgia and incipient disease of the

temporal bone from otitis. He placed the chief distinction in the

character of the pain. lu exostosis it cornes on gradually, is con-

tinuons, and often severe. In neuralgia it is intermittent, often

severe from the commencement, but the patient has intervais of

ease. In otitis the pain is alvvays increaseu by pressure about the

ear, and at length is relieved by the occurrence of a discharge of

puriform matter ; hearing will also be impaired or confused. The
author more completely illustrated this division of the subject by
cases occurriiu; in his own and in the practice of others. He show-

ed also an interesting spécimen of a monkey's head, with the can-

cellous structure of the bones of the face highly hypertrophied,

without e.vtending to the bones of the skull, from irritation and
inflammation arising from a diseased canine tooth, the fang of the

tooth being exostosed.

Calicct.—Dr. Cleveland, late civil surgeon, Malabar, has suc-

ceeded in obtaining the Government sanction for a small pox hos-

Sital and a leper hospital at Calicut, the principal civil station of

lalabar. Both of thèse are now in course of érection on an eleva-

ted site a mile and a half from the town. He represents the want
of a proper lunatic asylum as being much felt. We trust his exer-

tions will be successful in this respect also.

Health of London during the Week ending Saturday,
April 18th.—The deaths last week were 1437. This number
shows a deciease ou that of the previous week, which was 1610,

but is still uuusually high for the middle of April. Small-pox was
fatal in 42 cases in the last week of February, but in the présent

ratant the number is 62 ; measles has increased from 36 to 56
;

scarlatina from 68 to 86 ; whooping-cough from 54 to 71. Tne
deaths from typhus were 67 last week. Eighteen of the 62 cases

of small-pox ocenrred at 20 years of âge and upwards. Last week
the births of 1052 boys and 1028 girls, in ail 2080 children, were
registered in London.

Appointments.—A Bestall, L.K.Q.C.P.I.,has been elected Médi-
cal Officer for the Camolin Dispensary District of the Gorey Union,
co. Wexford, vice James Synies, L.K.Q.C.P.I., appointed to tho

Gorey Union Workhouse and Fever Hospital.—\V. Bone, M.D.,
has been appointed Assistant Médical Officer for the Female De-
partment of the Middlesex County Lunatic Asylum, Colney Hatch,
vice J. Vivian Faull, M.R.C.S.E., resigned.—J. Brisbane, M.D., has
been elected (after a dispute and litigation extending over sevcral
montlis, and, finallv, a fresh élection) Parochial Médical Officer for

theTJistrict of Ladliope, Melrose.—A. D'Oyloy Brooks, M.R.C.S.E.,
has been appointed Médical Officer and Public Vaccinator for tlie

Grays District ol the Henley Union, Oxfordshire, vice G. Dransfield
Brown, M.R.C.S.E., resigned.—C. J. Bullock, M.D.. has been elected
Médical Officer of the Conglcton District of the Congleton Union,
vice J. Bullock, F.K.C.S.E., deceased.—Dionysius Donovan, M.B.,
has been elected Médical Officer and Public Vaccinator for District

No. 6 of tlie Basford Union, Nottinghamshire, vice C. Grant,
L.R.C.P. K < 1 i 1 1

.
, deceased.—J. Fowler, M.R.C.S.E., has been ap-

pointed House-Surgeon to the Clayton Hospital and Wakefield
General Dispensary, vice Hcrring, resigned.—J. llaydock Gibson,
M.D., bas been appointed Physician to the York Dispensary, vice

T. Simpson, M.D., deceased.—C. Vernon Hitchins, M.R.C.S.E., has

ban elected Médical Officer for District No. 3 (the Parish of Wes-
ton-supcr-Mare) of tlie Axbridgo Union, Soinersetsliire, vice E.
Martin, M.K.C.S.E., resigned.—T. M. Kendall, F.R.C.S.E., lias been
appointed Médical Attendant to their Royal lliglmesses tlie Priuce
and Princess of Walcs when residing at Sandringham Hall.—J.

Sladen Kniglit, M.D., lias been appointed Consulting Physician to

St. Bartliolomew's Hospital, Cliatliani.—J. II. Lakin, M.B., lias been
elected .Médical Officer and Public Vaccinator for the Sutton Cold-
tield District of tlie Aston Union, Warwicksbire, vice H. S. Cliavasso,

M.R.C.S.E., deceased.—J. Lançaton, M.R.C.S.E., lias been appointed
Consulting Surgeon to St. Bartliolomew's Hospital, Chatliam.

—

J. Lidderdale, M.R.C.S.E., lias been appointed Médical Officer and
Public Vaccinator for tlie Kiulbury District of the Ilungerford

Union, Berks, vice J. Lidderdale, M.D., resigned from ill-health.

—

T. J. Morrissy, M.D., lias been elected Coroner for Tipperary.—.J.

C. Savery, M.U.C.S.E., has been appointed Public Vaccinator for

the 2nd District of the Hastings Union, vice J. T.Penhall,M.RC.S.
Eng., resigned.—W. Walker, L.R.C.P. Edin., formerly Honarary
Surgeou, has been appointed paid Médical Officer to the Metropoli-

tan Benetit Societies' Asylum, BalPs-pond road, Kingsland.—F. W.
Warrington, M.D., has been appointed Public Vaccinator for tho

Township of Congleton, vice J. Bullock, F.R.C.S.E., deceased.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE WEEK.

Wednesday, April 29.

Opérations at Middlesex Hospital, 1 p.m.; St. Mary's Hospital, 1 p. m.
;

University Collège Hospital, 2 p. m.

Thurfday, April 30.

Opérations at St. George's Hospital, 1 p.m.; Central LondonOphthnlmic
Hospital, 1 p.m.; London Hospital, 1^ p.m. ; Royal Free Hospital, 14

p.m. ; Great Northern Hospital, King's cross, 2 p.m. ; London Sur-

gical Home, 2 p.m.—Veaioo-Vaginal Fistula, Kuptured Perineum, Fis-

tula of Rectum ; West London Hospital, 2 p.m.; Royal Ortlio-

paidic Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Institution, 3 p.m.— Prof. Austed,
" On Geology."

Friday, May 1.

Opérations at Westminster Ophtlialmic Hospital, lj p.m. ; Royal Insti-

tution, 2 p.m.—Annual Meeting of the Members.— 8 p.m. Mr. John

Leighton, " On Japauese Art ;" Western Médical and Surgical Society

of London, 8 p.m.—Animal Meeting.

Saturday, May 2.

Opérations tit St. Thomas's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St Bartliolomew's Hospital,

ljp.m. ; King's Collège Hospital, 1J p.m. ; Charing-eross Hospital,

2 p.m. ; Royal Institution, 3 p.m.—Professor Max Muller, "On
Language."

Monday, May 4.

Opérations at Lock Hospital, Dean street, Soho, Cliuical Démonstrations

and Opérations, 1 p.m. ; St. Mark's Hospital for Fistula and other

Disoases of the Rectum, lj p.m. ; Metropolitan Freo Hospital,

2 p.m.

Tuesday, May 5.

Opérations at Guy's Hospital, 1£ p.m. ; Westminster Hospital, 2 p.m.

BOOKS RECEIVED FOR REVIEW.
The Cure of Club Foot without Cutting Tendons. By R. Barwell,

F.R.C.S. Londou : John Churchill and Sons, New Burlington street.

On Malaria and Miasmatn, and their Influence in the Production of

Typhus and Typhoid Fevers, &c. By T. H. Barker, M.D., F.R.S.

Edin., F.R.C.S. Eng., &c. London : J. AV. Davies, 54 Princes street,

Leioester square.

The Stéthoscope. No. III. London : J. W. Davies.

The Funetions and Disorders of the Reproductive Organs. By William

Acton, M.R.C.S. Third Edition. London : John Churchill. 1862.

On Rupture. By John Wood, FR.C.S. Eng. London : J. W. Davies,

54 Princes street.

Transactions of the Obstétrical Society of London. Vol. IV., for tho

Year 1862. London : Longmau and Co.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

» • It is requested that ail Communications intended for the Editor, may

be sent to the office of the Journal, No. 20 King William street,

Strand.

Dr. D. E. G. is thanked for his frieudly communication.

Dr. L. W. will observe that we hâve made use of the information for-

warded to us.

A Country Phactitioneu'b lctter is inserted.

M.D.—The plan of treatment is fully given in tlie 3rd édition of tho

' Funetions and Disorders of tlie Reproductive Organs.' The subject

is only cursorily alluded to in the other volume.

Dr. Mekisi.mkn.—The papers bave been reeeived.

Omeoa.—The subject is under considération.

Dr. H.—The communication lias not arrived in time for notice this

week.

Mr. W. A.—The question will be uoticed in a short time.
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PARISIAN MEDICAL NEWS.

Conclusion of the Debate on Drinkable Waters.—Action
brought against a Médical Student for the Illégal Practice

of Medicine.—A Sélection of Medico-Legal Questions, by
Messrs. Dumont and Serret.

The Academy has at last felt the necessity of coming to

some conclusion on tho subject of drinkable waters, and has
put a period to further discussion, by passing a vote of thanks
to Mr. Lefort, the involuntary originator of this protracted

debate.

But Messrs. Gibert, Eobinet, and Poggiale again addressed
the meeting. Mr. Robinet complained that he had not been
fairly treated by his adversaries. He alone had been the ob-

ject of their censure, and yet being merely the mouthpiece of

the committee, he had only reproduced the opinions, which he
hiinself shared in, of the most eminent members of that body,
which eonsisted of chemists, civil engineers, physicians, ad-

ministrators, hydrographers, and jurists of acknowledged
emmence.

Mr. Briquet has severely condemned the plans adopted by
tho corporation of the city of Paris, but this, observed Mr.
Robinet, must hâve arisen from the fact that Mr. Briquet had
not bestowed sufficient considération on tho subject. The ob-
ject of the Town Council is to secure a libéral, a discretionary

amount of water suitable for domestie uses, to every family in
every story of each house ; to put an end to voidance, and
establish permanent means of clearing off the filth which
accumulâtes in the dwellings and streets of this beautiful
capital. Now this object is unattainable with the supply de-
rivable from the Seine. To raise its waters to the summit of
the hills around Paris, to establish adéquate means of filtra-

tion, and to resort to, at best, uncertain and expensive methods
ofréfrigération, would obviously hâve been animpossible task. It

was far more simple to convey to Paris, by the plan adopte dfor
artificial rivors, a great volume of water taken at its émergence
from the soil, and requiring no mechanical engineering process

for the purposes of élévation, cooling, or filtration. I indulge
in the hope, said Mr. Robinet, that on further reflection, Mr.
Briquet will alter his views, and show less inclination to d is-

parage the libéral and truly philanthropie intentions of the
administration.

We agrée with Mr. Robinet, and we conceive that the sub-
stitution of the more appropriate term public for that of
drinkable waters, suggested byMr. Grimaud (of Caux), places

the question on a higher ground, and that the most obstinate

water-drinkers will adopt this view, and overcoine their ob-
jections to the Dhuis project.

— The Monde Judiciaire, a monthly periodical, edited by
Mr. N. Billiart, a Barrister-at-law, publishes in its colunins
the following account of a singular action, brought obviously
for the purpose of extorting money, by certain parties against
Mr. A. Desmarres, Junr., a gentleman who has not yet ob-
tained his degree, it is true, but whose name is familiar to ail

those who take an interest in the progress of ophthalmic
surgery :—
"On Shrove-Tuesday," says Mr. Billiart, "the sixth

chamber, devoted to the trial of misdemeanours, presented an
unusual aspect. The crier of the court was transformed into
a kind of female Antigone, whose attentions were required by
several impersonations of Œdipus, the greater part of the wit-
nesses being blind. The other persons whose attendance had
been commanded, were physicians brought into court ap-
parently for the purpose of delivoring a séries of remarks on
the subject of puriform ophthalmia.
"Two victims of this formidable disease, the father and son,

imputed the loss of their sight to the unskilful management
of a young interne, not licensed to practice medicine or sur-
gery. Considerate friends had kindly supplied equally infirm
witnesses, prepared to swear to the incapacity and négligence
of the défendant, who had also attended them. Nothing
could be more dismal than the slow filing off of thèse poorly-
ckd and sightless men, who sat in silent array on the bench
of witnesses.

" Of ail the parties concerned in the case, ono only, the de-
fendant, wore a cheering aspect.

" Mr. Desinarres, Junr. , is a student of medicine, aged twenty-
two, who for five years, has studied diseases of the eyes under
the tuition of his father, a pursuit which is attended with
some péril, the son having twice, and the father three times,
caught the infection of puriform ophthalmia.

"This young gentleman recently delivered, on the peculiar
subject of his studies, a séries of lectures, which were graced
by the présence of many eminent members of the Profession.
His entire life is spent in a dispensary, founded by Mr. Des-
marres, Senr., in a house which belongs to him in the rue
Hautefeuille.

" In this establishment twelve beds are devoted to indigent
sufferers. In an adjacent ward upwards of six thousand out-
door patients are annually received, and seventy thousand
gratuitous consultations are dispensée!.

" When at an âge, at which pleasure is in gênerai the only
thought, a young man thus dévotes his life to works of charity,
his youth becomes vénérable, and his appearance at a police
court must end in a triumph.

" Such was the event in the présent instance.
" Mr. 0. Falateux, who appeared for Mr. Desmarres, threw

ail his energy and talent into the case, and despite the efforts

of his adversary, Mr. Jules Favre, the court declared that the
défendant was entirely blameless, and condemned the plaintiffs

to pay the costs of the action.

"An interesting circumstance, says Mr. Billiart, came out
during the trial. Mr. Desmarres, Junr., married a few months
ago, and his father presented him, as a marriage portion, with
the hospital of the Rue Hautefeuille, saddling the gil't with
the obligation of continuing his clinical lectures, and deliver-
ing gratuitously seventy thousand consultations in the year.

To neglect the hospital or consulting room, to be unfaithful to
puriform ophthalmia, would be an infraction of his marriage-
vow."

Ail this is perfectly correct. We must therefore congratu-
late sincerely Mr. A. Desmarres not on having escaped from a
condemnation which in our opinion was impossible, but on
having passed so creditably through an ordeal, which secures to
him the esteem and sympathy of ail right-minded men.

Dumont, M.D., and licentiate at law, and Mr.
a Barrister, intend in a séries of pamphlets,

— Mr. H
Ph. Serret,

to investigate the questions which most closely concern the
interests of the Médical profession. So useful an enterprise
deserves our warmest encouragement, and in order to permit
our readers to judge of the value of the publication, we re-
produce an extract from the first fasciculus which the authors
dévote to the considération of the Médical honorarium (a).

" The term honorarium," say the authors, " applied to the
lawyer's or physician's rémunération, is not merely euphemistic

;

a genuine différence arising from the nature of things, exista
between the words fee and salary. . . . The physician's
services are a benefaction, and the rémunération he receives i»

a token of the gratitude of the patient or of his friends. This
is essentially différent from mercenary service performed by
literary or other persons, and from the hire of tool or pen. . .

" Neither in ancient nor modem législation, therefore, can
any régulation or tariff be found for this niatter, which ob
viously escapes légal taxation.

" The duration and difficulty of treatment, the rank and
circumstances of the patient, the position of the physician, his

réputation which increases the value of his time and care, and
to a certain extent, local habits and traditions, such are the
true éléments which guide the physician in the estimation of
his services."

No légal clause or act is applicable in cases of litigation,

and the award of the magistrate has not, therefore, accurately
speaking, a judicial character. When a judge is called upon
to décide on the amount of pecuniary rémunération to which
a médical man is entitled, his position is that of an arbitrator

who estahlishes an estimate according to the peculiar circurn-

(a) Pamphlet 8vo., pp. 58. Savy, Eue Hautefeuille, Paris.
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stances of each cause. In diflieult cases, the opinion of one

or more physicians is takon, and the courts inight, with ad-

vantage, more frequ«totly resort to tins very obvious course, a

curions illustration of winch is to be found in our civil

décrétais.

The authors relate that the celebrated Tallien was brought

to death's door by the feart'ul anxiety he incurrod on the- 9th

thermidor. He was attonded and saved by Dr. Havier, whose

widow subsequently claimed a sum of 112/. as the amouut of

the fées due to her late husband. Tallisn disputed the demand,

and allowed himself to be sued. The court of appeal of Paris,

before coming to a décision, appointed Dr. Guillotin, (the iii-

veiitor of the guillotine,) to report on tho niatter, and this

gentleman déclarai that in his opinion, on account of the

severity of the case, of its successful issue, and of the patient's

exalted position, (an important élément in the question), the

charge was fair and nioderate. The court adopting this view,

awarded to Dr. lïavier'.s widow the i'ull amount of her claim.

With regard to the ftes temhred tu jphfsieians t*mmoned

m

skilUil iriïnessts in criminal proceedings, they are now ob-

viouslv inadéquate, even as mère indemnités, to the grave

resporisibility, and loss of time incurred in the discharge of

thèse onerous functions.

The légal force of agreements in which a certain sum is

beforehand stipulated for the cure of disease, lias been warmly

disputed, and Mr. Trébuchet has gone so far as to déclare any

compact of the kind immoral, and therefore invalid. Messrs.

Dumont and Serret agrée, in their private character, that bar-

gains of this description are undignitied and improper, but, as

jurists, they deem that such contracts are generally binding,

and should be literally carried out, except in instances of

intimidation or of gross error as to the nature or gravity of

the case.

Thèse arrangements are, however, sanctioned by custom for

accouchements and surgical opérations, and are then, à for-

liori, obligatory.

We reproduce, in extenso, Messrs. Dumont and Serret's re-

marks as to the period limited by statute, afterwhich physicians

are not eutitled to recover.

" The legislator assumes that the intercourse between physician

and client is one of ready-money transaction. In gênerai, no written

agreement has passed between the parties, and the law infers a

prompt seulement of pecuniary obligations, placed under the sole

guardianship of honour and memory—the memory of the heart.

" Hence Clause 2,272 of the Code Napoléon, which enacts that

after a period of twelve months, a physician caunot recover unpaid

fées.
" If, however, the debtor has subscribed a bill, circumstances are

altered.
" In this case, the parties cease to rely on their inutual honour

;

and so long as the de»tor has not withdrawn his written promise,

it is more than probable that the obligation has not been liquidated.

The annual limitation reposes on a presumption of prompt seule-

ment, and has no longer any motive of existence. Therefore,

when a debt due to a médical practitioner is proved by the pro-

duction of a written document, the only limitation to which it is

liable is that enacted by common law, which extends to thirty

years, the period during which it may be recovered. (Commentary
on Art. 2274. Code Arap.)

" It follows, from the same principle, that the one year's limitation

is but a presumption of prompt seulement, and must, in a certain

degree, yield to proof of non-payment.
" When, therefore, on the complaiut of a physician, a dishonest

debtor places himself nnder the protection of the statute of aimual
limitation, the question is not thereby entirely decided, as it would
be in a case of common limitation, and the plaintif!' may still cause
the décisive oath to be tendered to the défendant.

" From wliat date is the annual limitation to be coir.puted ?

" From the period of the cessation of professioual attendance,

and not from the date of each successive visit, and separately for

the fec due for each such visit, as by too literal an interprétation of

Art. 2274 of the Code Napoléon litigants hâve occasionally as-

samed.
" For chronic disease», however, or permanent morbid conditions,

a distinction must be made :

" If (as frequently occurs in chronic disease) a genuine médication,
or succession of pre-concerted mcasures of treatment, has been re-

sorted to, the delay of limitation must start from the period of
conclusion ot such treatment, whatever may hâve been its issue.

" When, on the contrary (in chronic disease), occasional and un-

connected visits bave been paid, the honorarium due for each visit

fonaa a distinct debt, and each fee becomes liable to separate

limitation."

After showing that the préférence granted to the physician

as a creditor afïects by right, and without any other condition

than proof of the debt, the porsonal proporty of the debtor,

and beats upon his real estate only when the former is insuf-

ficient for the liquidation of his liability, the authors inquire

into the nature of the Médical man's privilège as regards the

fées due for the patient's last illness.

" ' Thèse ternis apply obviously, in the first place,' say the

authors, ' to the disease which caused the death of the debtor ;

but when he has survived, the law still maintains the préférence to

the physician, provided no new illness has supervened previously

to his having instituted légal proceedings for the recovery of the

sums due to him, in which case he must take his place with the

other creditors who provide évidence of debt by deeds.

" If he procrastinates, and oniits to take légal measures, and if

a new illness should occur before his claim has been settled, or

before he had regularly obtainod his préférence, his privilège irre-

trievably lapses, and liis rights are then the same as those of ail

the other creditors.

"Itnot unfrequently happens that the préférence awarded to

the expenses of the last illness, is placed in question by the spécial

privilège accorded for house-rent by Art. 2102, in which case the

proprietor of the house has a right to priority of payment.
" But the préférence allowed by law to house-rent is of a spécial

nature, and applies but to household furniture, and it is only on

the produce of the sale of such furniture that the owner of the

house enjoys a préférence over the physician. With regard to ail

other personal property, the liability to the médical man reassumes

the privilège assigned by Art. 2101 in the enumeration of gênerai

préférences."

Thèse quotations sufficiently show the importance of tho

work undertaken by Messrs. Dumont and Serret. In the fol-

lowing number they will treat of professional secresy, and re-

sponsibility, of the sale of médical practices, of the circumstances

which affect the power of physicians to benefit by legacies or

gifts, &c. The succoss which the first fasciculus has already

met with augurs niost favourably of the future popularity of

the publication.

HOTEL DIEU.

(PROFESSOR TROUSSEAlj'S WARDS.)

On Nitreing.

We hâve on several occasions already alluded to the im-

portant subject of lactation, and hâve repeatedly brought

forward Mr. Trousseau's views on this question ; but the Pro-

fessor has the gift of investing with the charm of novelty

every thème which he undertakes to expound, and we there-

fore trust that our readers will peruse with interest the follow-

ing abstract of one of his clinical lectures, reported by our

colleague and cpntributor, Dr. Gondoin.

Ail mothers, said Mr. Trousseau, cannot suckle their chil-

dren ; some are prevented by the state of their health, others

by social duties of an imperative description, and a nurse must

be einployed. The physician should consequently be able to

sélect a woman fit for the task, a niatter of some difficulty on

account of the erroneous views entertained on the subject by

tho public, and of the class of persone who dévote themselves

to this occupation.

A handsome face and good teeth are of secondary im-

portance ; but a good nurse should be young and bave already

reared one child at least. Thus, said Mr. Trousseau, a cow at

the third calving will yield a more copious supply of milk ;

and a woman will also probably prove a better nurse if she

has already suckled one or two infants, in which case both tho

breast and nipplo are more fully developed. When, on the

other hand, phlegmonous inflammation of the mamma has

previously occurred, it is prcsumable that a more or less con-

sidérable portion of the gland has suffered in its texture, and

that its secroting power is impaired, and, moreover, that a ré-

pétition of tho abscess may supervene in the course of any

future lactation. Whereas, if, on the contrary, she has suckled

one or two children without any such mischance, it may safcly
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be assumed that she will be preserved from similar contin-

gencies.

The nurse should hâve been confined six weeks or two

months, because chaps of the nipple and the subséquent

phlegmons generally appear within that time.

A full, rounded forni of the breast is by no means indis-

pensable ; this may be chiefly dépendent on adipose develop-

ment, especially if the subject is generally inclined to plump-

ness ; a pyriform shapo is préférable, and on superficial pal-

pation, an hour or two after suckling, nodosities should be ob-

servable, due to the accumulation of milk.

The contact of the child's mouth, or of a soft hand, should

cause the nipple to enter into an active state of érection, and

on slight pressure the milk should gush forth to a distance of

four or five feet from the orifices of five, six, or eight lactiferous

ducts. A blue network of enlarged veins should moreover be

discernible beneath the transparent texture of the skin.

After thèse remarks on the external appearanee of the

secreting organ, Mr. Trousseau expatiated on the characters

and qualities to be sought for in the milk.

"When milk is drawn from thé cow, the supply présents dif-

férent characters during the three successive periods of the

opération. The milk, of a blueish tinge at first, chiefly con-

sists of whey or sérum, with a small addition of casein, and
no butter. In the second period, the sécrétion is white, con-

tains less whey, a larger proportion of casein, and very little

butter. The fluid, during the third stage, acquires a yellow

colour due to the prédominance of butter, some casein is pré-

sent, and the amount of whey is considerably dimfnished.

Cow-keepere are well aware of thèse facts, and take advantage
of their knowledge for the purposes of their trade.

In the same manner, a nurse examined three hours after

lactation will yield milk at first serous and blueish, subsequently
white, and finally yellow. But we possess but one trustworthy
method of ascertaining with accuracy the amount of the

supply— ('. p., weighing the infant before and immcdiately after

it has been suckled. Professor N. Guillot has thus discovered

that a nursling draws when put to the breast, an ounce and a

half or two ounces of milk during the first month of life,

from eight to ten ounces during the third month, and between
thirteen and sixteen ounces when he has reached twelve

months.

It is higldy désirable that a wet-nurse should be preserved

as much as possible from ail causes of physical or mental ex-

citement calculated to affect the lacteal sécrétion in its amount
or quality. Thus, to a hired nurse sexual intercourse should

be entirely prohibited, and allowed but with much caution to

a mother who suckles lier own child. We learn, it is true,

from comparative physiology, to which Mr. Trousseau often

turns for the purpose of felicitous and graphie illustration,

that brood-mares are again led to the stallion nine days after

parturition, and that cows which in the course of six weeks or

three months after calving are not in heat, are considered un-
likely to yield a good supply, and although inipregnated again,

continue to nurse the calf sufficiently. It must, however, be
acknowledged that the coincidence of pregnancy with lactation,

promptly causes a diminution of the amount of the milk,
although the qualities of the fluid remain unchanged.

A good nurse should not menstruate for eight months ; if

the catamenia return at ail earlier period, the circumstance
should, however, inspire no alarm, although during the menses
the milk will contain a larger proportion of colostrum, which
may induce a slight disposition to diarrhœa in the infant ; but
if the child's health is otherwise satisfactory, this little dis-

turbance will prove unimportant, and spontaneously subsides
after the cessation of the monthly period.

Many erroneous opinions prevail as to the kind of food
most appropriate for nurses ; they should, in gênerai, abstain
from stimulants ; but, with this exception, their diet should
be that of the family whose service they bave entered.

Mr. Trousseau also alluded to the popular préjudice against
a mother suckling lier infant before milk fever has set in. The
Professor ohservod that ail animais suckle their offspring im-
mcdiately after parturition, and women who adopt this plan
find it advantageous, because the first succions form and develop
the nipple, before fover and the rising of the milk tumefy the

breast and diminish the mamillary prominence. The longest
and largest nipple is the best. Now, the braces used by young
girls interfère with the development of the nipple far more
than stays supplied with gussets, in which the breast can
readily expand. This must be borne in mind, and young
women desirous of nursing should be advised, when they hâve
reached the sixth or seventh month of pregnancy,' to ascertain

the size and condition of the nipple. If the organ is insuf-

ficiently developed, an artificial box-wood or ivory teat should
be applied over the areola, and the nipple will promptly acquire
the désirable size.

If the child and mother both prosper during the process of
lactation, no supplementary food need be exhibited up to the
end of the fourth month. The healthy appearanee of the
mother must not, however, be considered as positive évidence
of a perfectly sound condition of lier System, for at this period
gastric pain and dyspepsia often supervene, rapid loss of flesh

follows temporary embonpoint, and diminution of the lacteal

sécrétion is the conséquence.

On the other hand, in the case of a hired nurse, whose milk,

at the time of her first entering on her duties, was abeady
four or five months old, it will tend to decrease in quantity

when the nursling enters on its fifth month, nine or ten months
having then elapsed since the date of the nurse's confinement.

Kence the necessity of additional nutriment for an infant of

four or five months, and sometimes even younger.

This supplemental food should, according to Mr. Trousseau,

consist in cow's or goat's milk diluted at first with equal parts

of toast or barley-water, and subsequently with one-third or

one-fourth only. It should be slightly sweetened, but always

be less sweet than the mother's milk, in order that the nursling

may not lose its taste for the breast. The infaut should thon

be suckled three times only in the day—early in the morning
at noon, and in the evening—and the contents of two or three

sucking-bottles may be exhausted during the night, in order

that the nurse or mother may enjoy undisturbed repose. Care-

fully prepared and well-boiled pap may then be resorted to,

and, despite the denunciations of J. J. Rousseau, this kind of

food is préférable to panada, and more especially to the various

farinaceous succadenea advertised in the newspapers, and which
families consider theniselves obligod to purchase. After some
time, light meat-soup may be tried.

Mr. Trousseau advisedly used this expression tried, because

in the rearing of a child the mother must feel her way, and
procoed with much caution. Each infant, said the Professor,

has its own peculiar idiosyncrasy, and some hâve been known
incapable of digesting any kind of milk, even the mother's.

Supplementary milk may, therefore, be rejected. Soft fari-

naceous food may then be substituted, such as concentrated

infusions of toast, barley or oats, light pudding, soups, and
underdone fresh eggs. In Burgundy and Normandy, toast

boiled in wine or cider is exhibited without any apparent

injury. The amount of this kind of substitute should be

gradually increased in proportion as the period of weaning
draws near, in order to prépare the child for that trying

process.

Royal Edinbukgh Hospital for Sick Childbf.x.—This hos-

pital, which was established in 1859, is now about to 1)2 removed
to Meadowbank House which has been successf'ully converted into

a large and commodious hospital, capable of containiug forty-four

patients. It will be ready for the réception of patients early tins

month.
Revalenta -—M. Allewaert, a Belgian physician, has been at

pains to examine and analyze the much advertised revalenta,

ejpecially because patients, beset in every book or newspaper they

open by revalenta advertisements, insist upon their médirai atten-

dants pre8cribing the nostrum. By chemical examination, he
finds that the revalenta is the flour of some leguminous plant, pro-

bably an exotic one, and very similar to pea or beau meal. It

does not contain, as pretended, a large proportion of nutritive

material, and, in fact, no more than ordinary puise. The good

effects recorded can easily be explained by the diet and restreint to

which patients submit, and by noticing that success is recorded

upon people who had previously been subjected to long courses of

medicine. It is well known that, with such people, the giving up
of physic, and the use of a moderate diet, ordered either by a

hoinœopath or revalenta-dealer, will sometimes prove very effi-

cacious.
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LECTURES
ON THE DISEASES OF THE SKIN.

Br Georqe Ross, M.D.

No. V.

(Continuée! froin page 200.)

Subjects : The Scrofulous Constitution ; ils Diminished Frequency
;

Causes of it ; Smalt-pox, Scarlet Fever, Syphitis ; the Papular
and Scaly Diseuses not Strtimous ; Necessity of Examining the

Chest in Doubtful Cases; Faims and Impétigo.

The affections ot the skin which dépend upon, or are associated

with a strunious constitution, are very numerous. They may be
said to include the majority of tliose to which childien areliable;

—

eczéma, herpès, impétigo, favus, ecthyma, lupus, are the principal

of thèse maladies. I by no mcans wish it to be understood that

every case of eczéma or herpès is indicative of a scrofulous habit

of bôdy ; but on the other nand, when either of thèse affections

proves obstinate, we shall generally find that its inveteracy or its

récurrence is owing to a strunious taint. Impétigo, favus, and
lupus, are pre-eminently strumous diseases. As surely as they
occur, so surely may we détermine the existence of a tuberculous
cachexy.
With regard to the scrofulous constitution itself, I hâve my

doubts whether it is so prévalent as it was in the last génération.

At one time niany books were written about scrofula ; a treatise on
tbissubject now rarely appears. Is this owing to a more accurate

définition, and to the localisation of strunious diseases, or really

to their diminished frequency and less formidable character 1 My
own opinion is that there is less scrofula than formerly. Among
the poor, ill-fed, etiolated denizens of the courts and alleys of great
cities, we still find an abundance of bad examples of struma. It

crops up in the childrens' wards of our workhouses, and in fac-

tones, too, where young people are employed, there is no want of

illustrations of this sad degeneracy. Among the middle and upper
classes, however, scrofula is less rife. The larger comniand of

domestic comforts with good and wholesome food which those
classes hâve enioyed, and the greater attention bestowed on sanitary

laws, hâve no doubt contributed largely to this resuit. In short,

hunian life has increased in value concurrently with the correction

of the scrofulous constitution, and probably because of it.

Then, again, struma is induced by the exanthematous diseases,

especially small-pox and scarlet fever. The former malady was,

perhaps, the most prolific source of the strumous cachexia, and
our comparative exemption from it in récent years has
diminished the liability to tuberculosis as manifested in the stru-

mous type. The scrofulous constitution has been supposed to be

a quarternary or some other diluted and infinitésimal form of

sypnilis ; but there is no reliable évidence favourable to this

opinion. It is a mère conjecture, and cannot be brought within
the pale of science.

Notwithstanding this gênerai proposition of the melioration of

the strumous constitution, I admit that we meet with too niany
examples of it in the course of our practice. Lebert recorded 614
cases of scrofula, and found the skin to be affected in 116, impétigo
and eczéma constituting two-thirds of the cases. The papular and
scaly diseases are not often associated with the scrofulous consti-

tution. This fict accords with what we know of the other phe-
nomena of struma. Exudation in one form or another, either into

the connective or glandular tissue, or from an ulcerated surface, is

characteristic of scrofula ; so we find that those diseases of the
skin which are associated with scrofula are either hypertrophie
like lupus or exudative like impétigo.

The majority of the cases of strumous éruptions appear ou the
head and face ; and, apart from their unsightliness, are often very
offensive from the faint odour of the discharge. This is not the
woret part of the matter. If an eczéma be allowed to continue
and to degenerate, it is sure to increase the damage of the consti-

tution. Tho first overt sign of mischief is frequently the outbreak
of an éruption on the face or scalp. At first it appears trivial,

—

only a few vesicles ; by-and-bye they increase in nuniber and
diacharge copiously, and then tha glands of the neck are
observed to enlarge. Beware of this symptom ! The gland
may, you say, only swell from irritation. Be it so ; but unfor-
tumitely tnlarged glands in children do not subside as quickly as
they swelled ; they are prone to become chronic, to indurate, if

no worse, and they often reaist ail remédies.
If the enlisement subside quickly, so much the better ; if not,

we may look forward to more mischief. Examine the chest ; if
you find it contracte*], fiattenedat thesides, or keel-sliaped in iront,
if the respiration be short and hurried, the puise foeble ; it the
circulation in the extremities be languid, and chilblains occur in

cold weather on the tocs and fingers ; if the head be square, tlat at top,
and protubérant in the pariétal and superiorfrontal régions, then make
up your îniud that there is stru ma in that constitution. It is of tho
utmost importance that this fact should be recognised, since, if the
disent be allowed to continue, the mischief: may be irrémédiable.
The induration of the cervical glands which is caused by the irrita-
tion of eruptive diseases of the scalp, is a direct meansof destroying
the vital force of the patient. Sometimes tbese glands grow to a
very large size, and meehanieaUy impede déglutition and respiration,
whilsi also, by pressing upon the bloodvessels, they impair the nutri-
tion of the brain. Wasting of the body ensues ; the boues become
carions, ulcérations take place, the development of the intellect is in
abeyance, and even ididtcy résulta from a protraction of the compli-
eated evils induced. A bright and precocious intelligence is not in-
frequently associated with a strumous constitution ; but this is the
case only when the glands of the neck are not enlarged, or not so
much enlarged as to impede the circulation through the brain and
interfère with its healthy development. Shoukl this happen, the
mind is always sluggish, and the child borders on i'atuity.

It is apart from my subject now to advert to those associated
tuberculous diseases of the brain itselt, or of its membranes, which
may affect the intelligence of the child ; but thèse diseases only
suggest additional reasons for arresting at an early period the
progress of the strumous cachexia.

Favus and impétigo—dry and running scall—are the principal
diseases that attack strunious children ; and they are intractable in
proportion as the constitution is impaired. Lupus is another affec-

tion caused by struma, and is the most formidable. Scrofulous
children are also more prone than others to warts, which often
spring from the ulcerated surface of an old pustule.

I hâve seen in a public establishment for children, several boys
attacked at the same time with crops of warts growing chiefly about
the eyelids and face. Thèse followed upon the removal of pustular
éruptions in this situation. Thèse warts were obviously owii:g to

local hypertrophy of the derma, although their occurrence in
several children at the same period, might hâve led to a suspicion
of their contagiousness, had the early history been overlooked.
Rupia is another affection frequently noticed in strumous habits.

It is sometimes very obstinate ; but however protracted or trouble-
some, it rarely leaves a blemish when cured. Rupia is generally
regarded as an indication of constitutional syphilis ; this opinion,
though true in the main, is not invariably correct ; for I hâve seen
cases of rupia in children of a strumous diathesis, where there was
certainly no taint of syphilis either in the child or its parents.
A child, who was a sufferer from strumous disease of the

ankle-joint, was affected with rupia on the outer edge of
the hand. The scab might be removed, leaving a bluish-red,
smooth surface ; but it would quickly reform. The disease con-
tinued for a year or two, but at length disappeared without leaving
any mark.

Cutaneous diseases in strumous subjects rapidly degenerate ; and
the vesicular quickly runs into the pustular type. Hence the con-
fusion of names in dematology, eczéma becoming transformed into
impétigo, or psoriasis, according to the idiosyncrasy of the patient.
The most common disease to which strumous children are subject
is porrigo, as it was formerly called, or, in more modem nomencla-
ture, impétigo—employing this term as typical of this class of affec-

tions. For example, J. C, œt. five. Face covered with scabs like

a mask ; at présent little or no discharge ; the head is also covered
universally with a thin crust, bossed with many scabs ; numeious
pustules are scattered over the body, and there are large patches
of scabs about the flexure of the knee. The glands of the neck
are considerably swollen, skin fair, head square and protubérant
at sides. This was a second or third at tack ; and already had
existed some time, as might hâve been predicted from its constaceous
character and its universality.

Five minims of liq. potas. were given every four houra ; and an
ointment composed of two drachms of ung. hyd. nit. and two scruples

of oxide of zinc to an ounce of cerate, was applied externally. In
two days the face began to clear, but as there was not much im-
provement of the scalp, the hair was ordered to be eut close, and the

scabs removed by a poultice. As soon as the head was cleansed, a
lotion composed of one scruple of the hyposulphite of soda, and
one scruple of dilute sulpnuric acid, to six ounces of water,

was prescribed, with which to wash the head night and morning
;

after which the ung. hyd. nit. of three-fourths of the ordinary
strength was applied. Quinine and cod liver oil were administered
internally. Two days from this time, or eight from the commence-
ment of treatment, the face was clear, the head nearly well, and ail

the pustules had disappeared from the body. The child, however,
continued with the constitutional treatment.

Tbese cases as a rule are easily relieved ; I may say they always

get well in a very short time if not too much stimulated. We are

sometimes advised to cure them witbout cutting off the haïr. This

it possible
; but if it be an object to cure quickly, botb hair and

crust should be removed, and the local application applied direct

to the cutaneous surface. The hyposulphite of soda is a recognised
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remedy in parasitic affections of the scalp ; I hâve found it equally

useful in ordinary cases of impétigo ; and I am of opinion that its

action is the same in both forms of disease—that, in truth, it heals

and cleanses the skin rather than exerts a spécifie effect upon the

parasite.

J. K., aged nineteen, pale, thin, deeply marked with small-pox,

narrow in the chest, with depressed sternum, consulted me for the

relief of impétigo, affecting chiefly the left side of hi3 head, but

not passing below the roots of the hair. The discharge was literally

enormous. The hair was ordered to be eut off from the affected

aide, and an ointment composed of one drachm of calomel to an

ounce of cerate rubbed in. Nutritions diet, with cod liver oil, was

advised, and in the course of a month, without any altération of

treatment, the disease was cured.

A case of this severity, in a person of this âge, is unusual, and

could only be accounted for by assuming that debilitating causes

were acting upon a radically bad constitution.

The mostintractable and ïîopeless type of cases affecting scrofulous

children are those of favus ; happily, however, they are not fré-

quent, and are found almost exclusively aniong the very lowest

class of persons,—the dirty, ill-fed, unkempt, and insect-devoured

denizens of inetropolitan garrets. I hâve seen some horrible cases

of this disease—hair rough as a furze-bush, scabbed and matted,

neck knotted with enlarged glands, face pale* and wan, expression

apathetic, body shrunken and décrépit—misérable objects that one

fears to touch "and almost to look at, the pariahs of human sym-
pathy. Nothing eau be done for thèse without nutritious diet.

The crusts may be removed and the head cleansed; but without

habituai cleanliuess and good food the geneTal health, which is

always contaminated, cannot be improved.

To be continued.)

REVIEW OF BOOKS.

On the Cure of Club-foot vnthout Cutting Tendons, and on certain

New Methods of Treating other Deformities. By Richard Bar-
well, F.R.C.S., Assistant-Surgeon to the Charing-Cross Hospital,

pp. 224, 1863.

The germ of this little work exists in a paper read before the
Medico-Oldrurgical Society in 1861, and published in its Tran-
sactions for 1862, entitled " On certain Grave Evils resulting from
Tenotomy, and on a New Method of Ouriug Deformities of the

Foot." Mr. Barwell was at one time a great admirer of the ortho-

poedic measures adopted for curing distortions of the feet, especially

the opération of Tenotomy, but in many of thèse cases he found,

after carefully following up their history, that the deformity re-

turned in a great number of instances, that in many more a dif-

férent or opposite distortion supervened, and that in many patients

ail power over the limb was destroyed, so that the rétention of the
proceeding appeared to him at last to be only justifiable in excep-
tional cases. Not only did the opération itself appear to be ob-
jectionable on anatomical and surgical grounds, but the mechanical
and after-treatment of club-foot by shoes, ail of which act primarily
and principally on the ankle-joint, seemed manifestly ill-adapted

for the purpose in view. Mr. Barwell considéra that paralysis of

certain muscles is much more frequently the cause of club-foot
than spasm of the antagonist muscles, and therefore he argues that

by cutting the tendon of the shortened muscles the resuit must be
to paralyze ail the muscles, and that the foot will then become an
inert mass, " hanging to the end of the leg like the swinger of a flail."

This disabled limb is then subjected to shoes, which, according to
Mv. Barwell, only produce trie resuit of still further weakeniug
the muscles.

Mr. Barwell's plan of treatment is directed upon principles dia-
metrically opposite to those of tenotomy, and entirely différent to
that which is founded on wearing surgical shoes. He argues that
it is necessary to restore the balance of the muscular action, the
loss of which lias produced the deformity, and that this restoration
is to be acccomplished by substituting a force for the weakened or
paralyzed muscles, not by depriving those that are still useful, of
their power ; that the artificial support must be applied as nearly
as possible in the direction and position of the paralyzed organs

;

that the foot is not to be treated as a whole, but as a compound of
many bones ; that the foot is not to be fastened to any ri.jid clog,
but that each part is to be allowed a certain degree of motion to be
guided by the imitative force from an abnormal into the normal
direction.

It is impossible for us to explain in a condensed manner, Mr.
Barwell's plans for the cure of club-foot, the processes being very
complicated, although they are ingénions and founded upon
accurate anatomical data ; they also necessarily vary according as
the case to be treated, présent the characters of varus, valgus,
tquinus, and calcaneus (the last being, as is well known, exceed-
ingly rare), or a combination of varus. and equinus. The materials
employed by Mr. Barwell are simple enough, consisting of strap-

ping-plaister, pièces of tinned iron, and some india-rubber springs,

and thèse are adjusted, according to the nature of the case, in such
a manner as to assist the action of the paralyzed muscles and
gradually to overcome the distortion.

In an appendix there are twenty cases related in which Mr. Bar-
well's plan was adopted with successful results, and we cannot but
remark that whether tenotomy be continued or not in Orthopsodio
Surgery, the arguments and the facts adduced in Mr. Barwell's book
are deserving of attention by practical surgeons.

The Functions and Disorders of the Reproductive Organs in Child-

hood, Youth, Adult Age, and Advanced Life, considérée in their

Physiological, Social, and Moral Relations. By William Acton,
M.R.C.S. Third Edition, pp. 218. 1862.

The fact that this book has passed through two former éditions,

is a sufncient proof that it has been acceptable to the public, and
Mr. Acton has been induced not only to incorporate much new
matter into the text, and make many improvements and altérations,

but to remodel the work entirely.

Mr. Acton has devoted the labours of his life to the subject of

the présent volume, and to other allied thèmes, and since his

student-days in the London Hospitals and in the clinical service of

Ricord in Paris, lie has never ceased to examine with the utmost
care the functions and disorders of the sexual organs. The results

of his studies aud méditations hâve been frequently presented to

the world, and although many may, perhaps, consider that his

style is somewhat Hogarthian, and that lie paints human nature in

too plain a garb, yet none, we believe, can deny the honesty of

purpose which shines throughout his lucubrations. He has, no
doubt, seen so much and heard so much, in the course of his pfo-

fessional pursuits, of the vice and profligacy of our times, that he
i'eels a sincère désire, so far as it lies in his power, to stem the tide

of immorality which he sees flowing around him and under the

garb of pleasure luring its victims into hideous disease, pré-

maturé exhaustion, and untimelydeath. That practitioners en-

gaged in such pursuits may perhaps exaggerate the evils they

observe, is natural enough, because their attention is more specially

directed to such matters than other men's, and hence they are led

to insist upon topics which hâve really only a limited interest, or

the discussion of which is somewhat unsavoury, and is therefore

generally avoided.
Still Mr. Acton is right in a great measure in the views he takes.

The subjects to which he refers will crop out in the most décent
society, and none but the wilfully blind can ignore them altogether.

When legitimate medicine neglects its duties, a host of quacks
usurp the place which has been vacated, and the public suffer

enormously in purse and in person. The writings of Mr. Acton
hâve already, we believe, been of great service in exposing the

tricks and rascality of a host of scoundrels who prey upon the fears

of the incautious, or who even fatten upon the timidity of the

young and the innocent, and we believe that the perusal of his

work, in a fair and candid spirit, will show that he is really

anxious to uphold the dignity of médical science and improve the
morals of the âge.

T/ie Pharmacopœias of Thirteen of the London Hospitals, arranged
in groupsfor easy référence and comparison. By Peter Squire,
F.L.S., Président of the Pharmaceutical Society, &c.

; pp. 152.

London, 1863.

This is a useful compendium of the formulée employed at the

following hospitals—namely, the Consumption Hospital, Guy's,

King's Collège, London, "London Ophthalmic, Middlesex, St. Bar-
tholomew's, St. George's, St. Mary's, St. Thomas's, Skin, Universitr

Collège, and Westminster. It will form a good guide for the

Médical Officers of JDispensaries and Infirmaries, where large

quantifies of drugs are prescribed and dispensed. The Latinity of

thèse formula) is rather rough, and belongs to the canine or dog-

Latin kind. Still there is no excuse for such mistakes as gargarisma
cinchonse acidus and gargarisma communis (p. 32), linimentum
plumbi opiatus (p. 46), mistura oleosus (p. 84). We should mention
that the proportions of ail the formulas are given in détail, and as

the relative quantifies of the ingrédients often vary at the différent

hospitals, it will be well for chemists and druggists to consult this

little work, inasmuch as some practitioners attached to hospitals

are in the habit of prescribing their hospital formulée in private

practice.

Cambridge Médical Examinations.—The examinations for

médical degrees in the présent term will commence on Monday,
June lst. The classical subjects for examination for the M.B.
degree are—Hippocrates, the lst, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th sections of the

Aphorisms ; Aretœus, " On the Causes and Symptoms of Chronic

Diseases," the lst, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th chapters of the

first book ; Celsus, the lst and 2nd books.
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BBCOVERY OF MEDICAL ACCOUNTS AND FEES.

We publish to-day tho reports of two judgmcnts, tho résulta

of which are of great interest to the Médical Profession. In

both cases thero was au application for a new trial, the verdicts

having been for the plaintiffs, and the présent décisions aro

given hy the Judges, sitting in Banco at Westminster.

In the first case Tubnkb ans axotuer v. Raynell, the action

was for the recovery of a surgeon's hill, the liability of tho

défendant not bcing denicd, but the question depending upon

the technical issue whether one of the plaintiffs was registered

as a surgeon when the action was commenced. We need

scarcely remark that the defence was a most mean and paltry

one, as it was adniitted that services had been rendered in

a Médical capacity, and no plea of malpraxis or neglcct was

offered by the defence. Still the action was resisted on tech-

nical grounds arising out of the wording of tho Médical Act

The plaintiffs were partners, and as we understand the case,

one of them was both qualified and registered under the Act

at the finie when the action was brought, but the other

partner was qualified though not registered before tho trial was

brought, but became registered before the trial was actually

coromenced. Henco came tho subtlo and not very intelligible

plea, that as one of the partners was not registered when the

action was brought, so neither of them could sue for the part-

nership account. A verdict for the full amouut was given by

the jury at the trial, but the défendants carried the case mto

tho higher court, and applied for a new triaL The Judges,

however, were not convinced by the ingenuity of the

defendant's plea, and refused the rule for a new trial.

Wjth the resuit of tins application to the Judges we bave

no fault to find, but it appears to us that the words of the

Chief Justice Erle in ono part of his juJgment, must either

hâve been misreported or they aro calculated to cause very

great misapprekension. He is rcported to hâve said " If one

of the partners only was registered, he still thought they were

entitled to recover. A Médical man might employ an assistant

or other person, not qualified. How could it matter tothe patient

when a Médical man sent his assistant, who was not qualified,

whether that person called hiuiself a partner or an assistant? So

far as the patient was conceincd, it seemed tohim to he prectaelythe

."inir thing" In the case now before us, both partners were quali-

fied, and therefore no question can fairly%rise, but we would ask

Lord Chief Justice Erle whether a qualified attorney can take an

unqualified person or persons into partnership, and thus enable

them ail to sue for légal charges 1 And "ïïgain, whether, in a

case of eerious disease, it is really a matter of very little con-

séquence, or is preci&cl]) the sanie thing, whether the patient

is attended by an ignorant pretendcr or by a duly educatod

and qualified practitioner t We can hardly believe that the

Lord Chief Justice of the Court of Common Pleas could talk

guch utter nonsensc, and we therefore suppose that the reporter

has not accurately caught his meaning ; but if he did really

say what is rcported, then it must henceforth be considered

lawful for any numbcr of ignorant pretenders or downright

quacks to légalise their practice by protecting themselves

under the shield of any qualified man who might bo disposed

to lend his naine for a considération.

Tho other case, although of a différent character, is equally

intcresting to the Profession. It is that of Gibbon », Budd,

in which a physician sought to recover his fées for Médical

attendance. The patient was dead, and the executors refused

payaient on the technical ground that a physician could not

logally recover in a Court of Justice, the foes bcing mère

honovaria, given or withheld at tho will of the patient. Tho

Jury in this case found a verdict for Dr. Gibbon for tho

amouut claimcd ; but tho défendant moved the higher Court

for a new trial on the grounds just mentioned. Tho Judges,

however, refused the application, and expressed their opinion

that the Médical Act empowers physicians to recover their

fées, although a Collège of Physicians may refuse to avail

itself of this power in relation to a certain portion of its body,

if it passes a bye-law to that effect. As tho lavvs of the

London Collège of Physicians now stand, the Fellows are

prohibitod from suing for their feos ; but no sueh restriction

exists with respect to the Members and Licentiates.

The décision in this case, although very just in relation to

the case which originated the question, will, we apprehend,

be received with niixed feelings by the Profession. It is in-

deed anomalous that whilo other persons pursuing various

professions and trades are allowed to sue for the recovery of

their debts, physicians should be debarred from such a pri-

vilège, and, so far as tho j udgment affirms the provisions of

the Médical Act in relation to the recovery of fées, we may

congratulate oursolves on the resuit. Put if tho décision is

to regulate ail future cases, we fear that very great confusion

must ensue, or one of two conséquences must happen. Either

ail physicians, or those who practise as such, must demand a

guinea a visit, and be prepared to claim that auiount in a Court

of law, or the whole body of physicians must reduce their

tariff of fées to suit the means of their patients. At présent

it is the custom for physicians to reçoive a guinea as tho mini-

mum fee, whatever may bo the condition of those to whom
they are called in ; those who are very rich will perhaps pay

more, and thoso who are very poor will pay nothing at ail,

or will resori to the dispensaries and the parishes. But if it

were generally known that physicians had the right not only

to expect but to claim payment at the rate of a guinea a visit,

it is very clear that only rich peoplo would employ physicians

at ail, and this class of practitioners must become very much

restricted in number. Although Dr. Gibbon, bringing an action

against an exécuter who has inherited an enormous fortune, and

refuses to pay a paltry sum of 21?., may recover his fées, yot it

is very unlikely that a jurjr
, in tho great majority of cases,

would givo any such sum as a guinea a visit, except to practi-

tioners of the highest eminence ; and in the end it would be

found that physicians, like ail other practitioners, would bo

obliged to take what they could get.

It is for thèse roasons that we receive the décision of tho

case Gibbon v. Budd with but a small amount of satisfaction.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

SMALL-POX IN THE METROPOLIS.

Tins horrible disoase still continues to prevail in London,

and the public are beginning to feel tho necessity both of pro-

viding for the caïe of existing cases and taking measures of

prévention against future attacks. As we mentioned in our last

number, tho Small-pox Hospital at Highgate is full, and has

been so for some months, and is, therefore, unablc to take in

any more patients ; and although the other Metropolitan Il<«-

pitals very properly exclude such cases from their wards, yet

nevertheless some patients admitted for other discascs exhibit

symptoms of small-pox while under treatment, and are neces-
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sarily detained. It is almost superfluous to state that as soon

as the disease is detected, the patients arc in ail casos isolated,

so as to prevent the dissémination of the morbid poison ; but

still instances are not rare in wliich students and nurses hâve

taken the infection. Only last week we saw a student who

had thus taken the disease. We are not aware whether the

Metropolitan unions and parishes hâve yet adopted the sug-

gestions of the Privy Council to provide separate accommo-

dation for small-pox cases. "We rather think not ; but if we

are in error, we shall be very happy to rectify it. It cannot

be too often impressed upon the public that a single case of

small-pox niay become the focus from which thousands of

people may be infected. Vaccination is now being very ex-

tensively performed, and ail the public vaccinators hâve their

hands full of business, the middle and upper classes eagerly

availing themselves of the opportunity of having their chil-

dren protccted, and in innumerable cases submitting to re-

vaccination themselves. This latter proceeding can do no

harm, for if the person is protected, the vesicle will not be

maturod ; if he is not protected, the perfection of the vesicle

will prove the necessity of the opération. We cannot at ail

agrée with one of our contemporaries, that mère neglect of

ordinary hygienic measures will cause small pox, or that mère

attention to ventilation, drainage, and cleanliness, will check

the disease. The évidence is overwhelming that vaccination

is the great prophylactic measure against small-pox ; and in

proportion as that opération is efficiently performed, so does

small-pox décline in the number of its victims and in the

virulence of its attacks. The remarks we made last week on

the inefficient manner in which vaccination is at présent con-

ducted, are confirmed by subséquent inquiries which we hâve

made on the subject, and we shall not fail from time to time

to insist on more energetic measures being adopted by the au-

thorities.

DR. RAMSBOTHAM AND THE CHESTER TRIAL.

Dr. Eamsbotham is singularly unfortunate in his efforts to

exculpate himself from blâme for the part he took in the late

trial of Bromwich v. Waters. He has written to some of our

contemporaries alleging that ho was brought to Chester as an

unwilling witness, and that he dissuaded the plaintiff, as far

as he could, from bringing the action, and that, nioreover, when

he was first requested to see the servant girl, he did not know

that the action was to be brought. A letter has appeared in

the ' Médical Times,' however, from the plaintiff's solicitors

contradicting Dr. Ramsbotham's statements in many impor-

tant particulars, and so far from showing any unwillingness

to appear at the trial, it seems that he actually wrote a letter

expressing his readiness to come down to Chester, and re-

questing to know on what day the case was set down for trial,

so that he might not fail to attend.

MR. PROPERT AND MR. ADAMS.

We are happy to announce that the différence existing

between thèse gentlemen is likely to be amicably adjusted,

although we cannot help thinking that Mr. Propert has been

very tardy in yielding to the suggestion of referring the ques-

tions in dispute to a Court of Honour. If we understand the

matter rightly, Mr. Adams offered to refer the points of dif-

férence to arbitration from the very first, and if this offer had

been accepted, ho would no doubt hâve been spared much
anguish of inind and great pecuniary sacrifices. Still it is

better late than never, and we leave the matter for the présent,

hoping that the décision of the arbitrators will be satisfactory

\o Mr. Adams and to the Profession,

ELECTION OP MEDICAL EXAMINERS AT THE UNIVERSITE OP

LONDON.

The Examinera of the London University are a fiuctuating

body, being elected every year, and each Examiner can serve

only a certain number of years, being after a definite terni in-

éligible for reappointment. This circumstance will account for

the disappearance of some well-known names on the Examin-
ing Board and the substitution of others. Dr. Sharpey and

Dr. Tweedie having held office for many years are rospectively

replaced by Professor George Viner Ellis, in Anatomy and

Physiology, and Dr. Sibson, in Practice of Physic. Mr. Ellis

is well-known as a profound anatomist, and the author of one

of the best works on practical anatomy in the English lan-

guage, and he has held for many years the position of Pro-

fessor of Practical Anatomy at University Collège, London,

where his assiduous attention in the Dissecting-room and his

kindness to the students hâve gained him extensive respect

and popularity. Dr. Sibson is one of the Physicians to St.

Mary's Hospital, and is well-known for his contributions to

practical medicine. Associated with Dr. Sibson in the Ex-

aminership in Medicine is Dr. Edmund Alexander Parkes,

and this appointaient will give universal satisfaction, as Dr.

Parkes by his indefatigable industry no less than by bis

amiable character lias gained for himself a distinguished

position in the Profession. Ile held for some time

the appointment of Spécial Professor of Clinical Medicine

at University Collège, and was subsequently appointed

one of the Professors at the Army Médical School, an

appointment which lie still holds. Dr. Frédéric Earre

is the new Examiner in Matcria Medica, a gentleman

who has - held for many years the appointment of Phy-

sician and Professor of Materia Medica at St. Bartholomew's

Hospital, and who is one of the most active compilera of

the forthcoming national ' Pharmacopceia.' Dr. Farre was

also the chief compiler of the présent ' Pharmacopceia ' of the

London Collège of Physicians, and has frequently held office

as one of the Censors of the Collège. His appointment as an

Examiner at tho University of London, will also give gênerai

satisfaction.

EXPULSION OF A MEMBER FROM THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF

SURGEONS OF ENGLAND.

Eobert Jacob Jordan, who in the ' Médical Directory
'

appears as of 29 George stroet, Hanover square, LE.C.P.

Edin., M.E.C.S. Eng., has been renioved by the Council from

the list of members of the Eoyal Collège of Surgeons of

England. We understand that the immédiate cause of this

person's expulsion, was his conduct in référence to the exhi-

bition of a so-called anatomical muséum. The last person

expelled by the Collège was David Griffith Jones, convictcd

of perjury at the Central Criminal Court. The vigorous

steps thus taken by the Collège of Surgeons are worthy of ail

commendation.

REVIEW OF THE PERIODICALS.

'The Lancet.'

Professor Huxley gives his sixth lecture on the Structure and

Development of the Vertebrate Skeleton; and compares the structure

of the human skull with that of the pike, and also with that of those

anomalous animais of the fish-tnbe, the amphioxus, the niyxine,

the lamprey, and the chimœra. Dr. F. W. Pavy continues his

Gulstonian lecture on Assimilation and the Influence of itsDefects on

the Urine. Hepursuestheinquiry astothe reason of the immunity

of the iiving stomaçh from the action of Us owu gastric juice, aud
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he adduces somevery ingénieras and important experinientsbearing

upon this subject It is not true that ail living bodies resist the

solrent action of thegastric juiee, because Bernard iutroduced into

a tistulous opening in a dog's stomach the liind legs of a living frog,

and they were dissolved, although tlie frog continued to live. But

m itmay be nrged that the frog is a cold-blooded animal, and there-

fore more likely to be acted upon by the gastric juice,Dr. Parry tried

the same kind of experiment with the ear of a rabbit, which was at

firet eroded, and afterwards was almost conipletely reinoved. It is

therefore not the living principle which protects animal bodies from

solution. Dr. Pavy is inclined to believe that in the living

stomach, the acidity of the gastric juice is neutralised by the

alkalinity of the blood circulating through the vessels of the organ,

and in order to put this opinion to the test, he made the blood aeid

by introducing dilute phosphoric acid into the stomach and tying

the œsophagus, and it was then found that the stomach was digested,

although the acid employed possesses nocorrosive propeities. Dr.

Cotton concludes his paper on the action of the Hypophosphites of

Soda and Lime iu Tubercular Diseases, and he considers that thèse

salts hâve no spécifie action in such cases. When improvement is

observed, it appears to be due to the gênerai régime of the hospital

and to the other remédies employed, and on the unfavourable cases

the hypophosphites produce no appréciable effect.

' The Médical Times and Gazette.'

Pbofessor Huxley continues his lecture on Classification, the

présent lecture comprising a gênerai sketch of the Comparative

Anatomy of the Reptiles, Birds, and Mammalia. Reptiles and

birds are so closely allied together in structure, that the latter rnay

fairly be considered as an extremely modified and aberrant type of

the former. There is, however, a very wide distinction between

the aves and the mammalia, the latter always possessing an organ

for the sécrétion of milk, for the nourishment of the young after

birth. Dr. W. O. Priestley continues his clinical lecture on

Menorrhagia depending on Morbid Changes in the Ovaries, and

describes the connection existing between this disorder, and the

recently described disease known as pelvic hamiatocele. The treat-

ment of menorrhagia consists in the administration of astringents

and sédatives, and in a few cases the local abstraction of blood may
be advisable, but if permanent enlargemcnt of the ovaries and

utérus has resulted, then the solution of the bichloride of mercury

may be given, and afterwards bromide of potassium. Dr.

Venables, in a communication entitled What is Diabètes, makes

some practical remarks upon the disease. He discards altogether

the division of diabètes into mellitus and insipidus, and considers

that the présence of sugar is indispensable to the existence of the

malady. The mère présence of sugar in the urine, however, does

not constitute diabètes. The easiest test for sugar in the urine,

according to Dr. Venables, is the fermentation-test, and after this

has been applied, then Trommer's test should lie used. Dr. Vena-

bles confesses that he is unable to explain the pathology of diabètes,

and he considers it to be in ail cases incurable. Dr. L. Emanuel
writes a short paper on a Fatal Case of Snake-Bite, which occurred

in India, the patient being a soldier. He was seized immediately

after the bite with characteristic symptoms, and soon died, not-

withstanding the cautérisation of the bitten part with uitric acid,

and the administration of stimulants.

'The Beitish Médical Journal.'

Mr. Thomas Bryant commences his second Lettsomian lecture on
the Surgical Diseases of Children. He relates a case in which there

Was a congénital deficiency of the fibula, os calcis, cnboid, and three

outer metatarsal bones with the toes, of the left side of an infant.

The calf of the leg was very flabby, and the tendo-Achillis was ap-
parf;ntly absent. In relation to the subject of orthopœdic surgery,
Mr. Bryant thinks that by far the larger proportion of cases may
*• «ucceisMly treated by mechanical means alonc, and without

opération. The mechanical plan which he is in the habit of adopting

consists in rectifyiug the malposition of the parts by means of

strapping-plaister alone. Mr. Bryant afterwards describes the dif-

férence which exists between the diseases of the nervous System in

the child and in the adult. In the former the hrain is more irrita-

ble and sensitive, but, nevertheless, children bear a thousand l'alls

on the craniuui with comparative impunity, owing to the anatomi-

cal disposition of the bones. Still children do suffer from concus-

sion, and they are also liable to tetanus from wounds of the extremi-

ties. Dr. William Price relates a case of Direct Communication

between the Bladder and Rectum, in which there was a passage of

the fseces through the bladder and urethra for thirteen weeks ; the

case was fatal, and after death a scirrhous deposit was found in the

rectum, there was peritoneal inflammation of the lower liait of tho

large intestines, with stricture of the rectum, and above the stricturo

was an ulcerated opening into the bladder. Mr. Frederick Page
communicates the particulars of a case in whicli a pièce of slate

pencil, an inch in length, was found after death in the left bronchial

tube of a child. It was supposed that the foreign body had slipped

from the child's mouth through the rima-glottidis into the trachea.

The accident was followed Immediately by signs of irritation of the

windpipe and inflammation of the lungs, and death ensued in about

a month.

'American Médical Times.'

Dr. Alfred L. Loomis continues his lecture on Typhus and

Typhoid Fever, and he shows that at New York the same dif-

férences are found in thèse fevers as in England ; it appears that

ail the cases required the administration of stimulants, but the

typhoid cases required much less than the others. The guide to

the administration of stimulants was the puise; when it became fré-

quent and feeble, stimulants were required in sufficient quantities

to control it, without regard to the amount administered. Dr.

Edmund G. Waters gives a report of twelve Gunshot Fractures

of the Thigh, treated conservatively in the United States Army.
It is stated that out of niany persons who underwent amputation

for this injury, only one recovered. Five out of six cases of the

same opération were fatal in the British army in the Crimea. Dr.

S. J. Radcliffe continues his report on Hospital Gangrené, giving

the particulars of two cases which recovered. The local treatment

consisted of the application of strong nitric acid, and the internai

remédies were iron and quinine, with good diet.

Odontological Society.—At a meeting of this Society, held
on the 6th ult., a paper " On the Treatment of ïnflamed Dental
Pulp," was read by Mr. Spence Bâte, in which he maintained that
for ail practical purposes the conversion of the internai pulp into
boue was very doubtful, after once an inflamruatory action had
been set up, and as a curative treatment most unsatlsfactôry, The
treatment that he advocated was therefore extirpation of the pulp,
by instrumental manipulation if possible ; if not, then by the means
ot an escharotic. In order to do this he differed from that which
practitioners advocated, being the minute but important altération

1

of exchauging a minimum for a maximum dose of areeriious acid,

which he iutroduced into the cavity on a pledget of cotton wool
that had been previously dipped into créosote, and hermëtically
sealed it in with a temporary gutta percha stopping. Mr. Bâte
stated that if this be properly eifected the opération was changed
from a painful, into an almost painless one, and that his expérience
for the last nine months had been that the i'ear of alveolar abseess,
so much coniplained of, was nil.

The paper excited considérable discussion, in which Mr. Coleman,
Mr. Tomes, Mr. Keene, and others took place.

Sanitary State of Hospitals.—The Privy Council hâve,
through their médical oilicer, Mr. Simon, directed Mr. Holmes, of
St. George'sIIospital, and Dr. Bristowe, of St. Thomas's Hospital,
to undertake an investigation into the relative sanitary condition
of town and country hospitals. With the view of carrying out the
inquiry, thèse gentlemen are making application to the hospital
authorities for faeilities to inquire into the gênerai condition of
thèse institutions. The object being only to obtain gênerai xinilary

data, and not to interfère inquisitorially nor in any way to ciiticize

methods of treatment, no doubt thèse applications wilï meet with
gênerai assent,
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MEDICAL SOCIETIES.

EOYAL MEDICAL AMD CHIEUEGICAL SOCIETY,
Tcesday, April 14, 1863.

Richard Partridge, Esq., F.R.S., Président, in the Chair.

A paper by Mr. Henry Thompson was read on

THE SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT OF SEVERE STRICTURE OP THE URETHRA

BT GRADUAL DISTENSION AT A SINGLE SITTING.

It is the author's object to illustrate and explain a new method of

treating severe or obstinate strictures of the urethra. This term is

intended to dénote those which are little benefited by dilatation.

The distinction which constitutes its novelty does not consist in

the mère production of some altération or iruprovement in existing

mechanical contrivances, but in the adoption of a mode of action

on the stricture itself, which is différent from those which cha-

racterise any of the other Systems of treatment pursued at the pré-

sent day. The author shows in what it diffère from dilatation,

simple and continuous; from rupture, or " instantaneous treat-

ment ;" from cautérisation ; and from incisions. He illustrâtes the

proceeding, which he distinguishes by the term " graduai disten-

sion," and describes the instrument employed to accomplish it. By
the process in question, the strictured part of the urethra only is

acted upon, and this not to a degree short of, but up to or even

beyond the natural calibre of the canal, wherever the stricture may
be situated. Ail this is accomplished at one sitting, but with

gentleness and slowness, so as to avoid unnecessary rupture ; the

degree of distension being regulated with absolute certainty, and
its extent indicated with extrême accuracy, by apparatus in the

handle of the instrument employed. The object of the operatoris

not to rupture, but to over-distend the fibrous tissue which consti-

tutes the stricture, so as to destroy, or, at ail events, to impair, its

natural tendency to contract. He aims at attaining that resuit

which occurs from the practice of over-distending vital tissueselse-

where,—viz., to impair or destroy their contractility. This is known
to happen after the application of over-distension to both healthy
and morbid tissues, and is turned to account by the Surgeon for

that purpose. The class of patients for which this proceeding ap-

pears to be best adapted is described, and illustrative cases are ap-

pended. The instrument consists of two long and narrow steel

rods, accurately applied throughout their entire length by the single

plane surface which each possusses. The external surface of each
rod is convex, so that together they form a nearly cylindrical instru-

ment, but tapering towards the lower extremity, where they are

closely united. At the opposite or upper end they are also united,

and are surmounted by a handle resembling that of au ordinary

sound. This handle is attached to a screw with a very fine thread,

which being turned causes the two rods to diverge very slowly and
very gradually from each other at a given spot, about six inches

from the handle. When the séparation of the bïades is effected, an
index placed near the upper end, and connected with some
mimerais on a dise, shows the exact degree of extension made by
pointing out that number of the cathéter scale to which the dis-

tension existing at that moment is équivalent. The gênerai forms
and contour of the instrument is that of a slightly curved cathéter.

When the screw handle is turned, the two rods separate, so as to

form a long oval or spindle-shaped figure, the long diameter being
about three inches and a-half or four inches in length, and the

short diameter corresponding to the number of turns given to the

screw, and varying between the slightest possible séparation of the
rods and an interval of about three-eighths of an inch, or even
more. The stem of the instrument bas marked on it a graduation
in inches, which commences one-quarter of an inch below the point
of maximum distension or centre of the spindle-shaped figure pro-
duced by the separated rods. It is that point which will correspond
with the stricture when the instrument is placed in the urethra,

so that the contracted portion of the canal undergoes the greatest

amount of distension which it can be desired to produce, while the
rest remains wholly unaffected. The mode of applying the instru-

ment is as lollows :—A médium or full-sized bougie or cathéter is

first passed as far as to the stricture, and the distance from it in
inches to the external meatus curefully noted. Suppose il to be
five inches, the operator, taking the distending instrument, places
the little blue steel collar which slides on its shaft opposite to the
figure 5, and passes the instrument through the stricture until the
collar arrives at the meatus of the urethra, and prevents the
instrument from entering further. The maximum point of dis-

tending power must therefore correspond with the narrowest part
of the stricture. The act of distension is now commenced by
making two or three turns of the screw-handle, and is continuel l

by slowly turning it once every half-minute, taking care at the
same time to prevent the instrument from shifting its position,
by observing that the collar remains opposite the external meatus.
In a short time the index, gradually rising, shows that the calibre
is reaching Nos. 10, 11, 12, and so on, until in a few minutes No.
14 or 16 has been reached, which latter limit is usually quite sutti-

cient. The screw-handle is now slowly turned backwards, not the

whole way, but until the index has retreated to about No. 8 or 9,
when the instrument is withdrawn. The operator next passes a
full-sized gum-catheter into the bladder, and fastens it there, leaving
it in place for about twenty-four hours. It is then removed alto-

gether. Ail that remains to be done is to pass a full-sized metallic
instrument every second day for a week, and after that at increasing

iuttrvals for a week or two longer.

Mr. Holt said that his mode of operating having been alluded
to by Mr. Thompson, he was desirous of offering a few remarks
upon the plan which that gentleman had proposed to the Society,

as contrasted with that which he (Mr. Holtj had adopted for some
years. Mr. Thompson's instrument differed materially from his,

both in the method of its application and its capability uf enlarg-

ing the strictured portion of the urethra, and he claimed for his

instrument the power of dilating the stricture to No. 14 or 16,

while the meatus is not interfered with. For its application, how-
ever, it was necessary a gum-elastic cathéter should be retained in

the urethra for two or three days. It was then removed, and the

seat of the stricture accurately ascertained by passing a large

bougie. This is to be marked, and such measurement is to regulate

the distance at which bis dilator should be introduced. The patient

being now placed under the influence of chloroform, the dilator

was passed, and the handle slowly and gradually turned, so that

dilatation could be effected to any extent, the whole opération occu-

pying from ten to twenty minutes, according to the character of the

obstruction. The dilator was now removed, and a No. 12 gum-
elastic cathéter substituted, and retained in the bladder for two or

three days, according to circumstances. A No. 12 bougie was after-

wards passed at intervais of a day, and so the after-treatment was
continued as in any other plan. Now his (Mr. Holt's) first objection

to this method of treatment applied to a difficulty which might
arise in the hands of a Surgeon less accustomed to the passing of

bougies than the author of the paper. The pénis during an ex-

amination alternâtes in its length, and is at one moment quiescent

and at another semi-erect. When this occurred, it would so alter

the relative measurements as to render them of little value ; and
this part of the treatment was of great practical importance, inas-

much as it was necessary that the centre of the dilating power
should exactly correspond to the centre of the stricture, and with-

out it the dilatation would be either in front or behind the obstruc-

tion, and so be perfectly ineffective. His next objection would
apply to instances in which there was more than one obstruction

;

for in his expérience there were frequently two, and sometimes
three or even four obstacles to be overcome, and in thèse instances

it would be necessary to materially prolong the opération, or repeat

it upon three or four separate occasions. Mr. Thompson laid par-

ticular stress upon his capability of dilating the stricture to No.
14 or 16 or more, when the meatus will only admit a No. 12. In
the first place, he (Mr. Holt) believed the author was in error in
supposing that a dense obstruction would allow itself to be dilated

to the size he mentioned ; it must be ruptured, as was shown by
the occurrence of hcemorrhage. But even granting that it was so,

he (Mr. Holt) could not see the least advantage that could arise

from dilating a stricture beyond that which could be maintained
by the after-passage of a bougie. The part which was so dilated

qnickly contracted, otherwise there would not be any necessity for

the after-passing of the bougie ; but as this was necessary, and the

bougie could only represent the size of the meatus, no advantage
could accrue from distending the stricture beyond its natural limit.

If any further proof were rejuired that this was so, he might refer

to the médian opération of lithotomy, which he had frequently

performed, and removed, without cutting the neck of the bladder
and prostatic portion of the urethra, calculi varying from an inch
to an inch and a quarter, the parts being dilated by the introduc-

tion of the finger, the subséquent passage of the forceps, and the

extraction of the stone. In ail thèse cases the patient had retained

the power of expelling the urine at will, which specially showed
how speedily any undue dilatation of the urethra contracts again.

His (Mr. Holt's) third objection would apply to the necessity of

retaining a cathéter in the bladder both betore and after the opéra-

tion had been performed. In many instances the patients were
quite incapable of bearing the rétention of a cathéter, from the

pain and irritative lever it produced, and it confined them to the

house or bed for an unnecessary period of time. Mr. Holt then
related a remarkable case of irritable and intractable stricture, in

which, after ail the usual means employed for a long period had
failed in the hands of an experienced surgeon, he had, in a few
minutes, split up the stricture with his instrument, and the patient

recovered without a bad symptom, and remained well to this time
—a period of twelve months. Were he not afraid of occupying too

inuch of the Society's time, he could relate several most interesting

cases to prove that he had not made any sélection for the purpose
of enhancingthe successof his opération ; but that, on the contrary,

he had operated upon the most severe and complicated examples that

could be submitted to the surgeon. Two other cases he would briefly

allude to. One was that of a gentleman from Liverpool,who consulted

him for incontinence of urine, from which he had been suffering

for two years, during which he was compelled to w«ar a urinai,

and his health was so damaged that he was recommended to go to
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Madeira for a change. Upon inquiry, Mr. Holt was satisfied that

the bladder was full, and, having gained the patient's consent to

introduce a cathéter, he with great difficulty passed a half No. 1,

and removed three pints of niost offensive purulent urine. His
bladder was paralvsed, and there was every probability from the

length of time it had been distended, that the ureters and the

pelves of his kidneys were abnormally enlarged. For the purpose

of keeping the bladder empty, the cathéter was introduced three

times during each of the tirst two days, and upon the third lie

passed the dilator and split the strictures, so that the urethra

would admit a No. 10 cathéter. In one month tins gentleman
returned to Liverpool, with his health almost entirely re-estab-

lished, passing urine with the greatest facility, and tne urethra

admitting a No. 10 easily. During the last month, Mr. Cutler

asked his (Mr. Holt's) opinion upon the case of a gentleman who
had been operated upon by Mr. Syme. The patient had subse-

quently been subjected to internai division, and a second tinie Mr.
Svme's opération was performed by Mr. Bickersteth, of Liverpool.

When he consulted Mr. Cutler, he was obliged to pass the cathéter

five or six tunes in the twenty-1'our hours, and he was entirely pre-

vented, by the escape of unne during the intermediate periods,

from entering into society. Mr. Holt having explained to liim

that in such a case he could not positively affirm what the resuit

might be, consented to split the obstructions ; but the patient,

being exceedingly nervous from the récurrence of rigors after every
attempt to enlarge the urethra, would not consent to the opération

without the aid of chloroform. The dilator having been passed,

it required ail the furce Mr. Holt could make use of, even with a
towel placed over the large extremity of the tube, before the stricture

could De split. Upon the dilator being removed, a No. 10 cathéter

was passed, and the bladder emptied. This gentleman never had
a bad symptom of any kind or description ; he never even «eut
to bed, and in two days was able to visit some friends in the
country. He declared that he eould now pass urine better than
he ever remenibered ; and in a 'fortnight he returned to Jersey,

being capable of introducing an instrument himself without the
least difficulty or pain. Mr. Holt stated that he had now operated
in hospital and private practice upon more than 250 cases, without
any complication of either infiltration of urine, abscess, swelled
testes, or inconvenience of any kind, further than the occasional

supervention of a rigor or mild attack of stricture fever. He
must therefore still retain his opinion in favonr of his instrument,
which had now been tested to the utmost. It was perfectly simple,

and capable of being used by any surgeon who was able to pass a
cathéter. The opération did not require either the previous or

after rétention of a cathéter in the bladder ; it was completed
in one second, however many obstructions there might be ; it did

not, ezeept in very severe cases, require the administration of chlo-

roform, and the patients were not confined to the house longer

than the afternoon in which the opération was performed ; the

pain was of the most trifling description, and the danger nil. He
would only detain the Society another minute in describing the

improvement he had lately made in the dilator, and which had
only been completed that day. The objections raised to itby some
surgeons were, that in its présent state you had no positive évidence

when you were in the bladder, and that the tube might possibly

slip from between the blades. He had now so improved upon
this that it was quite impossible the tube could so escape, and the

dilator, acting as a cathéter, permitted the flow of urine. He had
no hésitation in declaring that, as now manufactured by Messrs.

Whicker and Biaise, of St. James's street, the dilator was as per-

fect as any instrument could possibly be.

Mr. Solly was pleased at any proceeding which showed the

advantage of dilatation over cutting in the treatment of stricture.

He contended that if an instrument coulrl once be passed into the
bladder, cutting was unnecessary. Tbere might be cases in which
it would be impossible to succeed in such an effort, and then inci-

sion might become requisite. He had never had recourse to the
plans recommended by Mr. Thompson and Mr. Holt, but had been
in the habit of adopting a modification of Mr. Wakley's plan, pre-
viously resorted to by Hutton, of Dublin. He used a catgut
bougie instead of the metallic guide, and elastic cathéters instead
of the silver ones. He had used this plan of gradually dilating
the urethra with much success. In hospital patients he allowed
the cathéter to remain in the bladder for some time, but not more
than half an hour in private practice.
Mr. Fergusson said it had been proved that dilatation of the

urethra might be effected, even to the extent of a No. 12, 14, or 16
cathéter in a few minutes, without risk, and effectually. The
mode now adopted for this purpose differed entirely from what was
called " forcing down a stricture " by the introduction of a full-

sized cathéter. This was not unattended with danger ; for it was
not always possible to tell where the point ol the instrument would
go, to what extent the urethra might be damaged. By the mode
employed by either Mr. Thompson or Mr. Holt, no such risk was
incurred. He (Mr. Fergusson) thought the plan mentioned by Mr.
Solly would not be found so effective as when the silver instru-
menta were used. With regard to Mr. Thompson's instrument

exhibited that eveuing, lie questioned if it were strong enough to

break up the stricture without breaking the instrument in some of

the more severe cases. This could not occur when Mr. Holt's plan
was resorted to ; however great the force applied, the instrument

could not give way. So much force was occasionally required, that

he (Mr. Fergusson) should be fearful of trusting to Mr. Thompson's
instrument. This instrument, as far as the plan of treatment itself

was concerned, did not differ much from that of Mr. Holt. The
plan of immédiate dilatation would do much towards dispensing

with internai and external urethrotomy.
Mr. Acton was glad to hear that the advocates of the various

plans for treating severe forms of stricture had not found cause for

disparaging that by internai incision, a treatment he had found
most successful. It was admitted on ail hands that dilatation, con-

sistently persevered in, was alone sufficient to remedy the greater

portion of strictures. In hospital practice (in order to save the

time of the poor) it might be necessary to resort at once to other

plans ; but among the upper classes, where a rapid cure was not

of such importance, the patient usually objected to hâve his stric-

ture split, or any other similar heroic remedy employed, and which

he (Mr. Acton) was glad to hear was unattended with any danger.

The Fellows of the Society must, however, recollect—and the

shelves of the surrounding library would support the statement

—

that the advocates of every novel treatment of stricture had ever

lavished the same praises on their différent Systems as had been

listened to that evening. Time could alone test the value of the

rival schemes ; but he was not inclined to think that any one System

would be found applicable to ail cases. It had been stated in the

course of the discussion, that within a short period, and in the

Sractice of one Surgeon, 250 cases of stricture had been split.

fow, seeing the comparative rarity of cases requiring such treat-

ment, we must believe that many strictures hâve been split which

would hâve been treated (by other Surgeons) by more simple

means. The author of the paper had spoken of the success of his

treatment depending " upon over-distension of the fibrous tissue,

so as to destroy, or at ail events impair, its natural tendency to con-

tract." He (Mr. Acton) was yet to be convinced that over- distension

at one sitting would accomplish this very désirable end ; for the

more lie treated stricture, and the more he studied the structure

which composed the india-rubber-like mass we had to distend, the

less disposed was he to believe in a rapid cure, or that a bealtby

structure would at once displace this elastic tissue. Stress had been

laid during the discussion by more than one speaker on the advan-

tages of lus or their opération as succeeding after others had been

tried and failed. Mr. Acton would appeal to the practical Ftllows

of the Society if cases were not brought under their notice of

patients who had been condemned to thèse heroic opérations, and

who before submitting to them applied for a second opinion, and

who were cured by dilatation alone, showing that the opération

that had been recommen led was at least unnecessary. When dila

tation was unable to effect a cure, internai incision came in most
opportunely, and the division of the elastic tissue by the knife

enabled the Surgeon to pass his instrument, and cure the stricture.

This, he maintained, was the more scientific treatment, and more in

accordance with ail the theoretical and practical principles of

surgery, and one which had been gradually gaining ground since

the instruments employed had been perfected.

Mr. Maunder remarked that, whilst Mr. Holt stated that by his

instrument the stricture was ruptured, Mr. Thompson called his

mode of proceeding " graduai distension." Had Mr. Thompson
had an opportunity of examining the urethra after death in a case

in which his opération had been performed . If so, he (Mr.

Maunder thought lie would hâve found the stricture to hâve been

ruptured. Mr. Maunder related a case of rétention of urine in

which it was necessary to puncture the bladder through the rectum.

Eventually rétention again occurred, when Mr. Holt's opération

was performed without difficulty, and the patient made a good

recovery.

Mr. Brooke did not believe that Mr. Thompson's instrument

would hâve suflicient power in some cases such as he had seen Mr.

Holt operate on. The strain upon the joint was very great in

Mr. Thompson's instrument, and no joint could be made of sufficient

strength to relieve the worst cases of stricture. In no case that lie

could couceive was either internai or external incision préférable

to sudden dilatation. In the one instance there was a decided limit

to the extent of the ruptured portion, whilst the incision might

extend much beyond the limit of safety.

Mr. Hulke had employed Mr. Holt's plan in thirty cases, many
of which were out-patients at the Hospital. He had never seen any

untoward resuit, though the patients went about as usual. He did

not regard it as a serions opération.

The Président had in many cases followed Mr. Holt's plan ot

proceeding. He had never seen any but good results from it.

Mr. Thompson replied serialim to objections raised by Mr. Holt.

First that there was no difficuty in mea'suring the distance at which

a stricture was situated from the meatus in order to adjust his

instrument, and that no man who found that a difficulty was com-

pétent to use au instrument in the urethra at ail. It was, indeçd.
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an ill compliment to surgeons to imagine want of ability to accom-

plish so easy a matter. Secondly, that it was not often necessary

to apply the instrument for two strictures in the same urethra, but

if' there were two, no difficulty in applying it twice existed. Thirdly,

that although it had been his practice to tie in a gum cathéter

twenty-four hours afterwards, he did not regard it as necessary ; he

had done so as a précaution, and if any objection to tbis existed, it

would be as safe to dispense with it hère as after Mr. Holt's opéra-

tion. From the remark, that there was no advantage in distending

to No. 16, if the bougies subsequently passed could not exceed No.

12, he differed very widely. It had long been admitted to bea deside

ratum to tiud some means of dilating the stricture to the size of the

canal where it is situated, and it is notorious that the bulbous por-

tion, where stricture most commonly exists, is littlo more than half

dilated by a bougie which fills the external meatus. The subséquent
dilatation by such a bougie sufficed, but if thought necessary it

might be maintained by (he distending instrument itself which formed
an excellent dilator. He had a patient at this moment who preterred

it to a bougie for ordinary use. Again, it had been assumed on
theoretical ground3 that its power was déficient. He could only say

that in practice the instrument had resisted very severe tests, and was
amply strong enough for its purpose ; but he would say again, as he
had said in the paper, that where the induration surrounding the

urethra was very considérable, involving, possibly, the substance of
the corpus spongiosum throughout, especially when anterior to the

scrotum, incision was more likely to be permanent in its effects than
either his own or Mr. Holt's method. He agreed with Mr. Acton
that this was highly useful in some cases. An important distinction

existed between forcible catheterism and distension, which had been
well drawn by Mr. Fergusson ; the dangers of that now happily ex-
ploded method resulted from tearing away the stricture from its

connections, and driving it down the urethra. Simple expansion
from within outwards, provided it was thoroughly efficient, had now
been proved to be unattended with danger. Finally, it was most
satisfactory to him to hear from Mr. Hoït and others the success

which had attended his opération, because in some particulars it was
closely allied to his own proceeding ; thus, he contended that Mr.
Holt's opération might be perfectly performed with his (Mr. Thomp-
son's) instrument, but that the latter possessed in addition thèse two
advantages—first, power to carry the distension to a much higher
point ; and, secondly, that it could be done gradually and alowly, so
as to ovei -distend the tissues as much, and rupture them as little, as

possible. It was on thèse two grounds of différence that he claimed
for this proceeding an examination and a trial, since he conceived

them to constitute an iraprovement of no mean value.

THE PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Tcesday, March 17.

Mr. Phescott Heweit, Président, in the Chair.

Mr. Little exhibited a spécimen of

MYELOID TUMOUR OF THE LOWER END OP THE" FEMUR.
This spécimen, consisting of a tumour involving the lower end

of the fémur, was removed by Mr. Curling from a man aged twenty-
aeven. The patient had enlarged glands in the groin and ham. The
tumour had been two years forming. After amputation, the patient
rapidly convalesced ; the glands in the groin subsided. The lower
end of the fémur was enlarged to twice its natural size ; the ver-
tical section showed a thin shell of bone, from which the cartilage

had disappeared, filled with dark-red masses, and much bloody
fluid. Some of thèse masses consisted of blood-clot, others con-
tained myeloid cells.

Dr. Dickinson exhibited a spécimen of

CRETACEOUS DEPOSIT IN THE PERITONECM.
It was tâken from a man who died of disease of the spine, in con-
nection with which was an abscess in the pleura. The cretaceous
matter was no doubt the resuit of drying np of tubercle.

Mr. Hknry Thompson showed for Mr. Jeappreson, of Fram-
lingham, the

BLADDER, PROSTATE, URETER, AND KIDNEYS, AND DEBRIS OP
CALCULI

From a man who died recently, aged eighty-six. Mr. "W. Jeaffreson
crushed a uric acid stone for the patient in 1846, and again in
1856. Mr. George Jeaffreson removed three or four small calculi
with a lithotrite in 1859. The patient died of bronchitis in 1863.
At the autopsy, seven small stones, evidently uric acid, the size of
pins' heads, were ail the calculus matter that reinained in the
bladder. The kidneys were atrophied, the ureters and bladder
tolerably healthy. The prostate gland was greatly enlarged, espe-
cially the lef t lobe, which presented a well-isolated fibrous tumour,
tbe size of a large mit, projecting very prominently. There was
no difficulty in introducing an ordinarily-curved instrument at any
time

;
there was never any rétention, nor, when awake, any over-

llow, or involuntary passage of urine.

Mr. Canton exhibited the parts removed in a case of

EXCISION OP THE ANKLE-JOINT.
The patient was a lad fifteen years old, and had had the disease
nine months. Eest and treatment were fairly tried ; but as he was
no better, Mr. Canton operated on February 21 last. The patient
was doing well.

Mr. Holmes said that it would be interesting to trace the pro-
gress of this case, to ascertain how long he was in recovering, and
also what kind of a foot would be the resuit. There was, he said,

a great différence of opinion as to the relative merits of this ope-
ration and amputation at the ankle-joint. Mr. Barwell, in his work
on disease of the joints, has stated that excision of the ankle was
a trifling opération, and that the patients recovered quickly. He
(Mr. Holmes) had seen several cases, and could not say that they
were so successful as Mr. Barwell would lead us to suppose. They
were slow in recovering, and they were not yet safe front amputa-
tion. One of the cases to which he referred was that of a boy who
was not able to put his foot to the ground until eight months after

the opération. In another case, the patient could not do so ten
months after the opération.

Mr. Partridge said that he had performed PirogofFs opération

twice in children, and in the adult had once performed Syme's
opération. In the last instance the convalescence was long and
tedious, but in the others recovery was rapid.

Mr. Henry Thompson called attention to the différence in âge
between the cases comparai. He could hardly imagine that it was
to be expected that the retaining a portion of bone in the lower
flap could contribute in any way to the rapid convalescence. As
to expérience, he had every reason to be well satisfied with the ré-

sulta of Syme's opération at the ankle-joint. He had done it five

finies ; in four with excellent results ; the fifth died of phthisis a
few months after, before any opinion could be formed as to matured
results. He believed that he could show three of them to the

Society, and would do so.

It was resolved that members should be requested to bring cases

of the various opérations spoken of before the Society on the

evening of Tuesday, April 21, in order to compare the results.

Mr. Thomas Smith then exhibited ureter and bladder, showing
PROLAPSK 01" THE URETERS INT0 THE BLADDER.

It was taken from a patient who had had stricture. The left ureter

formed a swelling a3 large as a walnut, having a pin-hole aperture

on one side for the escape of urine. The right was prolapsed to a
less degree. In other respects, the spécimen presented the usual
pathological changes found in cases of old stricture. Mr. Smith
considered that wnen the ureters became so large as to be innuenced
by the pressure of the abdominal muscles, just as the intestines are

ordinanly in défécation, the urine being unable to find a sufficiently

easy exit from the ureter into the bladder during efforts of urination,

the mucous membrane of the lower end of the ureters was forced
into the bladder.

Dr. Markham showed a spécimen of

CYST OP A SEGMENT OP THE MURAL VALVE.
The patient had had obscure symptoms eighteen months before
death, and for five or eix months had been worse. There was a die-

tinct diastolic murmur. He died suddenly of angina pectoris.

Dr. Markham, Dr. Peacock, and Dr. Bristowe were requested to

make a report on the spécimen.

Dr. Gibb brought forward a patieut before the Society afflicted

with
ELEPHANTIASIS GR/ECORUM AND LEONTIASIS.

He was 44 years of âge, and had been twenty-five years on the Mala-
bar Coast. He returned to England about five years ago, and,
shortly after, the disease commenced in the hands in the usual way

;

aiterwards it appeared in the feet ; then the mouth, throat, face,

and ears became affected ; giving to the face the peculiar characters

and expressions of leontiasis. His voice was a sort of shrill squeak
or false ténor, owing to the extension of the disease to the larynx,

which had been examined by Dr. Gibb with the laryngoscope, and
the pëculiarities there noticed were described. Some of the pha-
langes of the Angers and toes had fallen off ; the nails were in a
state of ulcération ; insensibility of the various parts was présent ;

and hère and there hard tuberculous lumps were f'elt beneath the
skin of the wrists, hands, &c. Altogether, the case was shown as a
tolerably well-marked example of this terrible disease, and the
voice had that peculiar character which permitted of the immédiate
récognition of the disease in ancient times.

Dr. Gibb illustrated a case of

SPONTANEOUS EXPULSION OP AN ELONGATED POLYPUS GROWING
FROM THE LEFT VOCAL CORD,

by means of a séries of diagrams, showing its progress from the
beginning. The patient was a young lady whose voice had been
affected for some years, but not lost. Latterly a growth had formed
two-thirds the length of the vocal cords, and running parallel to

them from before backwards. When the glottis was closed it lay

over the fissure, and did not hang downwards in the trachea. Its

pedicle was small, it became strangulated one evening, and per-

mitted of spontaneous expulsion, thus obviating the necessity of its

removal by opération.
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Dr. Dickikson showed a spécimen of

APOPLEXY OF OSE SUPRA-RENAL CAPSULE.

It was taken from a patient who died of phthisis. There was no

discoloration of the skin. The capsule was soft, and infiltrated

with blood.

Dr. Wilks said that lie had recently received a pamphlet from

an Italian Phvsieian on " Apoplexy of the Supra-renal Capsules."

He had fourni that several persons had died suddenly from—he be-

hYved—apoplexy of the orgaa He (Dr. Wilks) had often secn this

condition of the capsule, and had not regarded it as having been of

anv great moment.
Dr. Wilks was requested to make a report on the spécimen.

Dr. Montgomery then showed a spécimen of

LARGE FATTY KIDNEY.
The structure was infiltrated with whitish matter, some of the tubes

being filled with it By careful examination he had found that

the materi il was not fat, but cholesterine. He had found, too, that

the so-called " nuclei" of hiHammatory products consisted of cho-

lesterine. He had suggested that some drng, which was known to

hâve the property of dissolving cholesterine, should be used in

treating thèse cases ; and Dr. Bristowe had given copaiba in several

cases, and with some improvement.
Dr. BRrsTOWE remarked that he had given the copaiba in cases

in which there was supposed to be the large fatty kidney as well as

the granular one, with about equal rcsults.

At a previous meeting, Dr. Ogle showed a case of

FIBRINOCS CONCRETION OF A GLOBULAR FORM, AND OF ABOUT ONE
INCH IN DIAMETER, LYING LOOSE WITHIN THE LEFT AURICLE OF THE
HEART.

The case was that of a woman, E. M. C, aged 43, who having com-
plained for six weeks of diffi^ulty in breathing and swellel legs,

was admitted into St. George's Hospital with anasarca of the legs,

dyspnœa, and feeble but irregular action of the heart. On stethos-

copic examination, " mucous râles " were heard ail over the chest,

and regophany on the right side. Moreover, there was a lund bruit

at the apex of the heart, heard distinctly with the systole, and doubt-

iully with the diastole. The patient much improved after being

cupped on the chest, and under the use of diuretics. No albumen
was found in the urine. After a time, the breathing became more
hurried, but no pain was felt. Dyspnœa increased until death oc-

curred, about five weeks after admission. On post-mortem exami-
nation, the lungs were found to be cedematous, and their lower
parts hepatised and much fluid was found in the right pleural

cavity. The heart was larger than ordinary, and its walls thiuned

The initral valve was reduced by thickening, and by calcareous

deposit in its éléments to a small buttonhole-sliaped aperture. The
inner surface of the left auricle had several patches of fibrin at-

tached to it, and also lying " loose " within its cavity was a large

spherical mass or concrétion of fibrin, weighing ratlïer more than

four drachms, perfectly solid. throughout, and uniformly granulated

in a remarkable manner on its surface, excepting in two places,

where marks, like indentations, existed. This globular mass had
also attachée! to it at one spot a small amount of shreddy loose

fibrin. Section through this singular body showed its interior to

be mainly composed of friable fibrin ; but at one part its circum-

ference, and a certain amount also of its inner substance was
formed of distinctly laminated and darker coloured fibrin. The
kidneys were found to be large and very congested and to contain
" fibrinous blocks." The supra-renal capsules were of ordinary

size, but 80 finn in consistence as to be of almost cartilaginous hard-

THE "WAKLEY TESTIMONIAL.

At a meeting held at the house of Mr. Hancock on the evening

of the 20th current, the Hon. Secretary (Mr. D. O. Edwards) pre-

sented a report on the past proceedings. This report stated that

«orne practitioners of the metropolis had thought it désirable that

some testimonial should be presented to Mr. Wakley, as an ac-

knowledgraent of lus great public services. This proposition was
widely accepted by the médical profession, and two hundred in-

fluential gentlemen formed themselves into a gênerai committee
for the purpose of carrying it ont. It was resolved that a sugges-
tion should be made for the limitation of the subscription to two
guineas individually, which had the effect of materiaïly curtailing

the amount A meeting was held, at which highly complimentary
resolutions were passed and subscriptions were received.

The auditors' report was read, vouching the accounts.
The following resolutions were then passed :

—

1. " That the report read be adopted, and that the funds collected

be offered to the University of London, to be vested in trustées,

and for the purpose of founding an animal Medal Prize, to be
called the Wakley Medal, and to l>e given to the candidate for the
M.B. degree of the University of London who shall show the
greatestproficiency in Médical Jurisprudence."

2. " That the Chairman, Treasurers, and Secretaries be requested
to confer with the authorities of the University of London on the
above subject"

3. " That the members of the General Committee and ail others

who hâve promised subscriptions be requested to forward the same,

and that further subscriptions be received up to May 30th, after

which date the lists will be closed. Subscriptions mav be paid to

the above account at Messrs. Drummond and Oo., Clïaring-cross,

or to the Treasurers, Dr. Forbes Winslow, Cavendish-square, and
Mr. Godrich, Thistlegrove-house, West Brompton."

4. " That the thanks of the meeting be given to the Treasurers

and Secretaries for their exertions in promoting the movenient,

and that tkoM thanks are especially due to Mr. Godrich and Mr.
D. 0. Edwards, by whose exertions it has been chiefly advanced."

6. " That the thanks of the meeting are due, and hereby ten-

dered, to Mr. Hancock, the Chairnian of the présent meeting, for

his courteous and dignified conduct in the chair."

PARLIAMENTARY INTELLIGENCE.

HOUSE OF GOMMONS.
Wednesday, April 29th.

sewage of towns committee.

Mr. K. Seymer moved that the analysis of évidence appended to

the report of the Select Committee on Sewage of Towns in the

Session of 1862 be cancelled, on the ground of an irregularity in

the proceeding of that committee in excluding ail debateable

matter from the report of the committee, and producing it ail in

the analysis of évidence. The hon. gentleman quoted from the re-

port an analysis of évidence in proof of the proposition.

Mr. Paget seconded the motion.

Mr. Brady opposed the motion, and contended that there were

three propositions which could not be controverted : First that the

agricultural interest suffered from the want of good manure ; se-

condly, that that want had been partially suppliée! by artificial

manure ; and thirdly, that it was not for the interest of the trade

that any change in the présent System should take place. The hon.

gentleman then proeeeded to criticise the report ol the royal com-

mission, and remarked especially upon that part which alluded to

the unknown process of applying manure ail the year round.

Mr. Ayrton supported the motion.

Sir G. Grey thought there was some mistake in the manner in

which the hon. member for Leitrim embodied his views on the re-

port, and recommended the analysis to be cancelled.

Dr. Brady consented to withdraw the analysis.

The motion was agreed to.

MEDICAL OFFICERS OF THE INDIAN ARMY.
Mr. Bazley asked the Secretary of State for India when the

médical officers of her Majesty's Indian army would be placed upon
a perfect footing of equality with the médical officers of her

Majesty's British army, and the reason why the important para-

graphs in the Royal Warrant of October, 1858, which regulate the

substantive pay of British army surgeons, and ensure to them ail

the advantages and precedence attaching to their rank, and regu-

late quarters, rates of lodging money, forage, sick and retiring allow-

ances, and niany other substantial advantages, had been omitted in

the Indian Army Médical Warrant of January, 1860 ; and the

reason why Indian army médical officers of ten and tifteen, and in

the Madras army of eighteen years' service in the tropics, only

receive a subalterne allowance of 6s. 6d. per diem when on sick

leave, or about 100/. a year, and are expected to provide themselves

with a return passage to India, when médical officers of the British

army receive, under siinilar circumstances when on sick leave,

more than double and treble the above sum, and are furnished

with a Government passage when rejoining their corp3 in any part

of her Majesty's dominions ; and when thèse distinctions would be

remedied.
Sir C. Wood, in answer to the question of his hon. friend, could

only say that the warrant of 1860 did not profess and was not in-

tended to make the position of the médical officers of the two ser-

vices perfectly identical. Their position was différent in many
respects ; but what was done in 1860 was to place the niedial

officers of her Majesty's Indian army on as improved a footing as

possible, though still differing in some respects from that of the

médical officers of the British army. The whole médical establish-

ment of the Indian army was under considération at this moment.

He had mentioned, on a former occasion, that some différence of

opinion prevailed on the subject in India, and a scheme was sent

home, which he had approved, with the gênerai assent of the médi-

cal commission in this country, but it had not yet received the

sanction of the Secretary of State for War.

"légal INTELLIGENCE^

GIBBON V. BUDD.—THE RECOVERY OF PHYSICIANfl' FEE3.

This was an action to recover a claim for médical advice, att«nd-

ance, and medicines tried before Mr. Baron Bramwell at Guildhall,

when the J ury returned a verdict lor the plaintitf. Subsequently

Mr. Lush, Q.C.*, obtained a rule to set aside the verdict and to enter

a nonsuit, and it now came on for argument. The jury found

that the plaintif! had attended the patient in the character and ca-
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pacity of a physician, and the important question raised for the

opinion of the Court was whether a physician could, under the

Médical Practitioners Act, (21 and 22 Vict. cap. 20), recover his pro-

fessional fées. The principal authority upon the point previous to

the passing of that act was ' Veitch v. Russell," in which the Court
of Queen's Bench held, in 1842, that a physician had in gênerai no
légal right of action for his fées, but lie might hâve it by a spécial

contract.

Mr. Cole in showing cause against the rule on the part of the
plaintiff, contended that the act in question had expressly given a
physician the right to recover his fées.

Mr. Lush and Mr. Dowdeswell having been heard on the other
side,

The Lord Chief Baron said that ail the members of the Court
were of opinion that the rule should be discharged. The proviso
in clause 31 put an end in his mind to ail doubt about the true
construction of the clause itself, because it said that ail persons
registered under the act should be entitled according to their quali-
fications, to practice inedicine or surgery, and to demand and re-

cover in any court of law reasonable charges for professional aid,

advice, and visits, and the cost of medicines. Then with respect to

physicians, it said that it should be lawful for the Collège of Phy-
sicians, to pass a bye-law to the effect that no one of their fellows or
members should be entitled to sue in the manner aforesaid in a
court of law, and that such bye-law might be pleaded as a bar to
his action. That seemed to rnean that whereas heretofore there
was a doubt about the right of a physician to recover his fées, it

should now be the law that he might recover them ; but neverthe-
less, the Collège of Physicians, if they desired to préserve that sort
of dignity which was secured by not practising, except for some
supposed honorarium, they might pass a bye-law for the purpose.
Formerly the presumption was that the services of a physician were
honorary and gratuitous, at least so far that he could not make a
légal clairn for payment ; but now it was the other way, and a
Ehysician practising without making a distinct arrangement that
e was not to be paid, was entitled to be paid and recover his

claim unless he were restrained by a bye-law of the Collège of
Physicians. He therefore, thought the plaintiff was entitled to
recover.

Mr. Baron Martin and Mr. Baron Bramwell having cxpressed a
similar opinion,
The rule was discharged.

COURT OF COMMON PLEAS, Westminster, April 28.
(Sittings m Banco, Easter Term, before Lord Chief Justice Erle,

and Justices Willes, Byles, and Keating.
TURNER AND ANOTHER V. RAYNELL.

This was an action brought on a surgeon's bill to recover 46?.,
in which a verdict was found for the plaintiff. A rule having been
obtained to set aside the verdict and enter it for the défendant,
on the ground that one of the plaintiffs was not registered as
a surgeon when the action was commenced, and that, therefore,
being partners, neither of them could sue for the partnership
account.

For the plaintiffs it was contendçd that one of the plaintiffs, Mr.
Turner, being registered as a surgeon and apothecary, that was
sufficient under the statute to entitle both to sue as partners, and
the other partner, Mr. Smith, was registered as a surgeon before
the trial came on, which lie contended was sufficient under the
3Jst section of the Médical Act (the 21st and 22nd Victoria, cap.
90), which only required it to be proved at the trial that the médi-
cal man suing was registered. It was further contended that both
Eartners ought to be registered as apothecaries, otherwise, one
eing disabled from recovering for médical attendance for want

of being registered, the partnership could not sue for médical
attendance, and the whole of this bill, with the exception of two
items, one for syringing the ear and the other for galvanizing Mrs.
Raynell, which it was contended were surgical opérations, was for
médical attendance. The charge for thèse two items was 21. 10s.
It was contended that to give this construction of the statute would
be unreasonable, as it would prevent two persons joining in
partnership, one of whom was a surgeon and the other an apothe-
cary, one devoting himself to the surgical, and the other to the
médical practice of the partnership, which could not be the inten-
tion of the statute.

For the défendant it was contended that the object of the statute
was to secure that persons practising in the médical profession
«hciuld be well qualified persons, under the penalty of not being
able to recover their bills, if they were not registered as surgeons
and apothecaries. And, further, that the mère registry of one of
the partners before the trial was not sufficient ; it ought to hâve
been before the action was brought.

The Chief Justice, in giving judgment, said this was an action
for médical attendance and medicines supplied, and there could
be no doubt that the défendant had had the considération for the
bill, and he now claimed to defeat the action under the 32nd sec-
tion of the Médical Act, which provided that no médical man

should recover for his services unless he proved at the trial that
he was registered under the statute. But the plaintiffs had complied
with the words of the statute ; they were registered at the
trial. There was a direct judgment of the Court of Exchequer in
Ireland that this was sufficient, and he entirely concurred with
that authority. If one of the partners only was registered, he
still thought they were entitled to recover. A médical man might
employ an assistant or other person not qualified. Hère one of the
partners was qualified from the beginning as a surgeon and apothe-
cary, and the défendant had the fui lest security in employing a
firni the head of which was qualified and registered. How could
it matter to the patient when a médical man sent his assistant,

who was not qualified, whether that person called himself a partner
or an assistant ; or whether he was entitled to be paid for his ser-

vices by a salary or by a proportion out of a partnership ? So far

as the patient was concerned, it seemed to him to be precisely the
same thing. Hère both partners were thoroughly qualified; but the
head of the firm thoroughly well qualified and registered gave the
valuable services for which the défendant was taking what he (the
learned Judge) might call a stamp objection to prevent his re-

covering, which he thought not tenable.

The other learned Judges concurred.—Rule discharged.

MEDICAL NEWS.
Royal Collège of Surgeons of England.—The following

gentlemen, having undergone the necessary examinations for the
diploma, were admitted Members of the Collège at a meeting of

the Court of Examinera on the 24th ult. :—Thomas Blunt, L.RC.P.,
Wigston Magna, Liecestersliire ; Thomas Brewer, Halifax; Thomas
Britton, M.D., St. Andrews and L.S.A., Driffield, Yorks ; William
Donald L)ear, Demarara ; Fitzherbert Derinott, Australia ; Edward
Lloyd Harries Fox, Broughton, Hauts ; Edward Shaw Grattan,
Belfast ; Adolphus Burnell Great Rex, M.D., St. Andrews and
L.S.A., Eccleshall, Stafïordshire ; Edward Harley, L.R.C.P. and
L.S.A., Ludlow, Shropshire ; Nathaniel Heckford, Forest Gâte,

Essex ; Joseph Jeffery, Northanipton ; Thomas King, Monks Ris-

borough Bucks ; Miehael Drury Lavin, Bushey, Herts ; Thomas
Lyle, L.R.C.P. Stratton, Cornwall ; John Nicholas Miller, L.S.A.,

Hampstead ; John Morton, Holbeach, Lincolnshire ; John Brown
Oliver, High Wyeombe ; Peter Kirkpatric Picard, M.D. Edin.,
Ediuburgh ; Thomas Pilkington, Enfield, near Accrington, Lan-
cashire ; Jas. Atkinson West Spence, L.RC.P., and L.R.C.S. Edin.,
Bedale, Yorkshire ; George Septimus Thompson, Newcastle.

fin the list published on the 18th ult. of gentlemen who had
passed their Primary Examination of the Collège of Surgeons, for
" David Iles" read "Daniel Iles."]

Apothecaries' Hall.—The following gentlemen passed their

examination in the Science and Practice of Medicine, and received
certificates to practise, on the 23rd ult. :—William Henry Hosking,
Guildford street, W.C. ; Hugh Richard Duncan Mackintosh,
Cheltenham ; Septimus Swyer, Brick-lane, Whitechapel ; Thomas
Carter Wigg, East Dereham, Norfolk.

The following gentleman also on the same day passed his first

examination :—Thomas Powdrell, St. Bartholomew's Hospital.

The following gentlemen passed thir examination in the Science

and Practice of Medicine, and received certificates to practise, on
the 16th ult. :—Charles Beviss, Sydling, Dorset ; Stephen Winter
Fisher, Cotham Park, Bristol ; Charles Augustus Greaves,
Wardwick, Derby ; Thomas Hepple, Newcastle-on-Tyne ; David
Lewis, Bronayron Llangatho, Wales ; Edward Mahony, Richmond-
road, Dalston.

The following gentlemen also on the same day passed their first

examination :—Henry Rayner, St. Thomas's Hospital ; James
Walbridge Snook, St. Bartholomew's Hospital ; Joseph Wilkinson
Warburton, Royal lnfirmary, Liverpool.

Preliminary Examination in Ajits.—The following gentlemen
passed their preliminary examination in Arts at the Hall
on the 24th and 25th ult.:— Edward S. Angove, Camborne,
Cornwall; Thomas E. Bowkett, East India road, Poplar;
James F. Cadle, Usk, Moiimouthshire ; Joseph Henry Cattell,

Birmingham ; James Charlesworth, North Staffordshire lnfirmary;

Matthew Owen Coleman, Surbiton, Surrey ; George A. Coombe, {A
Burnham, Essex ; R. Gorton Coombe, Burnham, Essex ; James
Parkinson, Cunliffe, Gannon, near Burnley ; John Glanvile, Wed-
more House, Islington; Henry Walter Gortling, Oakley, near
Bedford ; Thomas B. Hay, Caledonian road ; Thomas Lettes, Yar-
mouth, Norfolk ; W. L. Roberts, Grinisby ; William Spratt,

Tottenham ; John Tremeame, St. Ives, Cornwall ; C. E. Wing,
Bury St. E,lmunds ; James Bissil Withington, Oldbury.

Royal Collège of Surgeons, Edinburgh.—The following

gentlemen passed their first professional examinations during the

April sittings of the examinera :—J. Keith Anderson, Arbroath ;

James Brims, Caithness ; John Crerar, Perthshire ; James Smith
Crichton, Arbroath ; Andrew D. Ducat, London ; David Gentle.

Fossaway ; Douglas Glendinning, Langholm ; Edward Hoggan
India ; Alex. A. H. Knight, Berwickshire ; John Knox, Tyrone ;
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Andrew AV. M^Andrew, Lusswade ; William M'Neil, Wigton ; A.

G. Miller, Edinburgh ; Alex. K. Morson, Newcastle-ou-Tyne ; John
Mollit, laie of Man ; George B. Mouat, Stirling; Colin C. Sewefl,

Québec, Canada ; Robert Skimming, Wigton ; John R. Thomson,
Slateford ; Joseph Wood, Northumberland.

The following gentlemen passed their final examinations, and
obtained the diplonia of the Collège :—Christopher J. Allan,

.hmnberlaiid; John Parkinson Atkinson, Derbyshire ; William
Chambers, Bainbridge ; Thomas Algernon Clnipman, Glasgow ;

James Cleghorn, Caithness; Francis Metealfe Duncan, Édinburgh ;

Douglas William Eshelby, Edinburgh University; John Ferguson,

Fifeshire; Joseph Fleming, Inch, Co. Donogal ; William Fraser,

N va Scotia ; Gordon Hammoud, Brechin; Mathew limiter, Eagle-

sham ; William Jobson, Dundee ; James Robert Joseph Woodbury
M'Almon, New Brunswick ; Alexander M'Donald, Dunkeld

;

George Macdonald, Perth ; John Mackie, Brechin ; Alexander
James Main, Mid-Lothian ; Robert Robertson, Mid-Lothian

;

James Rutherford, Falkirk ; William L. Stuart, Glasgow ; Thomas
Walker, New Brunswick ; James Wallis, Aberdeenshire ; George

Arthur Wellesley Wright, Perthshire ; John Young, Fenwick,

Ayrshire.

Royal Collèges of Physicians and Surgeons, Edinburgh—
Double Qualification.—The following gentlemen passed their

first professional examinations during the April sittings of the ex-

aminera :—Malcolm Brodie, Argyleshire ; John Liddle Crombie,
Pei thshire ; John Fothergill, Westmoreland ; Evan Jenkins,

Cardiganshire; Donald Macgregor, Perthshire; Stephen Coull Mac-
kenzie, Calcutta ; Henry Black Purvis, Kelso ; Archibald George
Robertson, Edinburgh ; Henry Robinson, Derbyshire ; William
Sinclair, Stirling ; John Thomson, Fifeshire.

The following gentlemen passed their final examinations, and
were aihnitted L.R.C.P. Edin. and L.R.C.S. Edin. :—John Connolly,

County Cork ; Patrick Hogan, Co. Clare ; Ricli. Locke Johnson,
King's County ; Richard Philip Lisle, Cardiff, Wales ; Alex. James
Macgregor, Perthshire ; John Stewart, Berwickshire ; Denis Turn-
bull, Co. Durhani.

Charing-Cross Hospital.—At a meetin" of the Charing-cross

Hospital Médical Society, held on Thursday, March 26th, the follow-

ing gentlemen were elected officers for the ensuing year.

—

Honorary
Président: Dr. Hyde Salter, F.R.C.P.—Président: W. B. Sliorto,

Esq.— Vice Président: Henry Willson Esq.

—

Honorary Secretary:

Mr. O. W.Berry—Couneil: Messrs. T. Langston, CF. Knight, L.F.
Milburn, A. Fennings and W. G. Sutcliffe. Représentatives at the

Junior Médical Society of London ; Vice Président, J. Churchill,

Esq. ; Delegates serving on the Council, W. B. Sliorto Esq. and Mr.

O. W. Berry.

University of St. Andrews.—April 28th, 1863.—The follow-

ing gentlemen having passed the necessary examinations, will this

day be admitted to the degree of Doctor of Medicine.—Alfred

Butler, London ; Hugh Cambell, London ; Charles Allen Chavasse,

Smethwick ; James George Davey, Northwood, near Bristol ; Peter

Hood, London ; Christopher Francis Hutchinson, Bridlington
;

Walter Walker Lennox, Hamilton ; Charles Hills Mackintosh,

Torquay ; John Wadham Robinson, London ; George Taylor,

Derby ; The following gentlemen also passed the necessary exam-
inations, and will receive the Degree next year :—Josiah Sidney
Smith, Tiverton ; James Walsh, R. N.

Appointments—Lionel Booth, M.D., has been appointed Résident
Médical Officer to the York Dispensary.—J, Camller, M.R.C.S.E.,

has beeu appointed Médical Officer and Public Vaccinator for the

Mendham District of the Hoxne Union, Suffolk, vice Mr. R. Aldis,

deceased.—J. R. Chamberlain, L.R.C.P. Ed., has been appointed

Médical Officer for the Southern District of the Pateley-bridge

Union, Yorkshire, vice E. Warburton, M.R.C.S.E.—T. S. Clouston,

M.D., Senior Assistant Médical officer at the Royal Asylum,
Morningside, Edinburgh bas been appointed Résident Physician and
Snperintendent to the Curabcrland ai ni Wcstmorland Lunatic Aaylum,
Garlands, near Carlisle, vice W. P. Kirkman, M.D., appointed

Médical Officer and Superintendent of the Kent County Lunatic
Asylum, Barmingheath.—J. Dale, M.R.C.S.E., lias been elected

Médical Oflicer and Public Vaccinator for the Borrowby District of

the Northallerton Union, Yorkshire, vice T. Newton, M.R.C.S.E.,
deceased.—Edwin E. Day, M.B. Lond., has been appointed Assistant-

Physician for Diseases of Women and Children to King's Collège
Hospital.—J. Earl, M.R.C.S.E. has been appointed Médical Officer to

the Altrincham Union Workhouse, Cheshire, vice E. M. Gleeson,
M.R.C.S E., resigned.—J. Hall M.D., has been appointed Assistant

House-surgeon to the General Hospital, Nottingham, vice A.
Cornish Tttcker, M.R.C.S.E.—C. Fincham Harding, M.D., lias been
appointed Médical Officer (j>ro ton.) for the Woolwieh West
District of the Greenwich Union, vice W. Woods Harding,
M.R.C.S.E., deceased.—J. Stilwcll Hawkins, M.R.C.S.E, has been
appointed Médical Officer to the Stepney Union Workhouses at

Bromley and Limchouse.—W. Marshall Holmes, M.D., has been
nppointed Médical Officer for the Hartington District of the
Ashbourne Uuion, Derbyshire, vice J. E. Fosbroke, L.S.A., resigned.
—M. O. Larmutb, M.R.C.S.E., has been appointed Médical Officer

to the Workhouse of the Salford Union, Lancashire, vice T. F.
Brownbill, F.R.C.S.E., deceased.—M. Lee, M.D., has been elected
Médical Officer and Public vaccinator for the Horton West District

of the Bradford Union, Yorkshire, vice A. Thomas, L.S.A., wliose
tenu of office has expired.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE WEEK.
Wcdntsday, May 6.

ns at Middlc.sex Hospital, 1 p.ni. ; St. Mary' s Hospital, 1 p. m.
;

University Collège Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Hunterian Society, 8 p.ui.

—

ifcr. Thomas Bryailt, " Ou a Case of t'alculus Vesicœ in a Wonian,
and Extraction by rapid Dilatation, and Ilecovery, with Remaries ;"

Ocstetrical Society of London, 8 p.m.—Dr. Kidd, " Further Observa-
tions on the Use of Anaistnetics in Midwifery ; Mr. Cooke, " On a
Csse of Simultaueous Utérine and Extra-U terme Pieguancy ;" Mr.
Marshall and Dr. Graily Hewitt, "On a Case of Tubal Fceetation."

Thursday, May 7.

Opérations at St. George's Hospital, 1 p.m.; Central London Ophthahmc
Hospital, 1 p.m.; London Hospital, 1£ p.m. ; Royal Frce Hospital, 1J
p.m. ; Great Northern Hos|iital, King's cross, 2 p.m. ; London Sur-
gical Home, 2 p.m.—Vesico-Vaginal l'istul.i, Ruptured Peiiueum, Fis-

tula of Rectimi ; West London Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Ortho-

pédie Hospital, 2 p.m.; Chemical Society, 8 p.m.— Dr. Lyon i'fny-

fair, " On the Constutiou of Salts ;" Harveian Society, 8 p.m.—Dr.
Bamps, '.'Sotne Remarks ou certain Diseases attended with Impaired
and Perverted Motion."

Friday, May 8.

Opérations at Westminster Ophthahmc Hospital, 1£ p.m.

Salurday, May 9.

Opérations at St. Thomas's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St Bartholomew's Hospital,

1J p.m. ; King's Collège Hospital, 1£ p.m. ; Charing-cross Hospital,

2 p.m.
Monday, May 11.

Opérations at Lock Hospital, Dean strcet, Soho, Clinical Démonstrations
and Opérations, 1 p.m. ; St. Mark's Hospital for Fistula and other

Diseases of the Rectum, lj p.m. ; Metropolitan Free Hospital,

2 p.m.

Tuesday, May 12.

Opérations at Guy's Hospital, 1J p.m. ; Westminster Hospital. 2 p.m. ;

Anthropological Society of London, 7\ pm.— Professor Geo. Busk,

F.R.S., "On Human Remains from Brick Earth near Chatham ;
" W.

Bollaeit Esq. F.A.S.L., "Past and Présent Populations of the New
World;" Professor J. Marshall, F.R.S., "On a Micioeephalic Human
Brain."

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

V It is requested that ail Communications iutended for the Editor, may

be sent to the office of the Journal, No. 20 King William street,

Strand.

Mr. W. S. S.—The notice has been inserted.

Mr. John T. Morris.—The notice lias been in«ertod.

Dr. K. T.—The communication is not quite suited to oui- pages.
Dr. E. Wilkinson, Aspatria.—We hâve noticed the subject referrod to.

We shall be happy to promote the object as far as it lies in our power.
Mr. S. J.—We hâve not yet received the documents.
A Parociiial Vaccinator.— It is not likely that the payment for vac-

cination will be inereased by the Board, but it is probable that some
extra allowanee will be natte l'or signiug and trausinitting tlie certifi-

cates.

A Studext.—We do not know that any oiie possesses a spécial aptitude

for teaching the subject.

A General Pkactitioner.—The greatest caution is necessary in per-

forming the opération to which you refer.

Medicus.—The whole subject of the treatment of cases of suspended
animation is comprised in a Report lately made by a Committee ap-

pointed by the Medico-Clururgical Society, and published in tho last

volume of the Medieo-Chirnrgical Transactions. The committee dé-

cline to reconmieud exclusively any incthod for restoring life in apnrca

generally, but in the treatment of drowuing they incline to favour the

plan recoiumended by Mr. Sylvester, iu préférence to that of Dr.
Marshall Hall, and indeed to any other.

Dr. Day, St. Andrews.—The list has been received.

Dr. W. W. is thanked for his good wishes.

Dr. Hermann Weber's manuseript has been received and the Report
will be inserted.

Mit. C. Carter Blake.—Tho caïd has been forwarded to tho O/fico.

We bave received a note dated from Galashiels, but we arc unable to

deeipher the name of the wiiter.

A Fkiend of Order.—Perliaps it will content our correspondent to

administer the eastigation ho desires by quoting one passage of h is

letter, which will at least show the oilender that bis conduct has beeu
biought under our notice.

"He is well known as an incorrigible profossional 'rougli,' and lus

appearanCe ut any médical assembly invariably throwg a damper ou

its proceedings. He ought to hâve been turned ont, as was loudly

demanded by a gentleman who sat near him at the dinner table, and
witnessed his indécent conduct ; the more inexcusable considering

tue circumstances under which he gained admission."
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PARISIAN MEDICAL NEWS.

ECOLE PEATIQUE.
(MR. DIDAY'S LECTURES.)

The Natural History of Syphilis.

Our readers are well acquainted with tlio high réputation of

tho eminent Professor of the School of Lyons ; Mr. Diday,

whoso writings and tuition hâve acquired considérable popu-

larity, recently delivered at tho Ecole Pratique, threo lectures

on syphilis, winch attracted a numerous and friendly audience.

We will endeavour to condense in an aphoristic shapo the

copious matter of thèse remarkablo conférences, much regret-

ting that want of spaco niust provent us from reproducing tho

brilliant digressions with which tho orator illustrated his sub-

ject.

" Ilitherto," said Mr. Diday, " tho natural évolution of

syphilis has not been watched. I hâve cndeavoured to study

it as it appears, when not interfcred with by tho exhibition of

spécifies."

The following aro tho rcsults of the inquiry :

The priniary symptoms of syphilis are chancre and gonor-

rhœa ; but botween tho différent forms of chancre, a distinc-

tion must be made. The indurated Hunterian ulcer givos risc

to secondaries, whereas tho soft chancre, which Mr. Clerc calls

chancroid, ontails no such conséquences. Tho former occurs

singly, can be inoculated but once to tho samo individual, is

modified by spécifie treatment, and occasions painlcss tumé-
faction of the lymphatics. Soft chancres may be numerous,
are indefinitely inoculable in the saine subject, and may even
be produced in animais, do not yield to spécifie remédies, and
induce suppurative inflammation of the lymphatic glands.

Henco two doctrines. Some authors adinitting the existence

of two kinds of virus, whereas the others admit the identity

of tho poison in ail cases, and ascribe the différence of the

results to the nature of the soil in which tho poison has been
deposited.

Syphilis is transmitted by direct contagion, or by hereditary

doscent. This occult hereditary influence may ronder some
individuals inapt to bo inoculated with chancre. . . . We
aro now compollcd to acknowlcdgc that mucous tuberclo gives

rise by inoculation to indurated chancre.

Syphilis may be mild or aggravatod ; in the lattor instance,

its progross cannot bo checked, nor relaj^es averted by the

exhibition of morcury.

It is incorrect to stato that in ail cases syphilis, when not
medicinally treated, runs into tho tertiary stage. Mild cases

often recover spontaneously, without morcury. It must be
remembered that syphilis ia not a diathesis, but a morbid poi-

soning of the constitution, and that the toxic agent may witli

tiine bo eliminated from tho System.

The manifestations of constitutional syphilis will vary there-

fore, according to tho violence of the poison, and aecording to

the conditions, more or less favourablo to its devolopment, the
virus may meet with in the affected subject.

Destitution, griof, privation of sleep, promote tho évolution
of the disease.

In his second lecture, Mr. Diday inquired into the duration
of the incubation of venereal symptoms. This incubation is

not the same when syphilis has been transmitted by the con-
tagion of a chancre, or by contact with a secondary symptom,
such as mucous tubercle ; in tho first instance, it averages 11
days, and 29 in tho second. We hère refer to the interval

which elapses betweon the infecting connection and tho ap-

pearance of chancre, but the period which intorvones between
contamination and the development of secondaries, is on
an averago 57 days, when the infection is caught from a
chancre, and 74 days when it has been propagated by a mu-
cous tuberclo.

The professor then oxpatiated on tho characttrs which point
to the future lenity or gravity of syphilitic infection. Tho
abovo data will assist in coming to a conclusion on this im-
portant question of prognosis, bocauso the disease, when trans-

mitted by a secondary symptom, is less intense than when it

has been comniunicatod by a chancre.

It may also bo predicted that the soverity of tho affection

will bo proportionate to tho weak or debilitatod stato of the
patients' constitution. Two causes may, thereforo, modify the
morbid manifestations in the contaminatod subject—vifc., the
gravity of tho local symptom in tho party by whom the disease

was originally communicated, and the state of the soil in which
the seod of infection bas been cast.

Mr. Bassereau's conscientious rosoarches and statistical

returns on this point aro desorving of attention. Inquiring
into the relation between the nature of the éruptions, and the
gravity of tho syphilitic disease, he has found erythematous
exanthems coinciding 14G times with chancroid, and 26 times
only with Hunterian chancre. ...
The appearance of secondaries is, 37 times out of 40,

ushered in by premonitory signs ; headache, erratic pains, irri-

tability of temper, loss of fiosh, in gênerai point to a severe
attack. This condition is accompanied by a decrease in the
amount of the blood-discs, and is not improvod by the exhibi-

tion of morcury, but yields to tho daily administration of 15
or 30 grains of iodido of potassium daily, a romedy which
acts as a tonic.

• Alopecia is a late fore-runnor of secondary manifestations,

and its long duration is tho infallible sign of a formidable in-

vasion. A very small amount of mercury, appropriate doses

of iodide of potassium, and more espccially hcalthy and nutri-

tious diet should be resortod to.

Tho first secondary éruptions are, thereforo, tho touchstone

of tho gravity of the disease, and indicato tho mildness or

severity of the infection. Uncoinplieatod roseola justifies a

favourablo prognosis, and a pustular éruption of the scalp

points to a more serions form of syphilis, than a papular effio-

rescence occupying tho samo région.

With regard to tho prognostic signification of mucous
tuberoles, and glandular enlargement, Mr. Diday expressed

himself dubiously, and further inquiries aro necessary.

Alluding to relapses, tho Professor profors the dénomina-
tion of crops (poussées). Thèse aro cxtremely fréquent. Of
46 patients to whom no morcury was oxhibited, three only had
one single éruption, tho rcmainder had soveral successive crops

of éruptions. Twenty-six of thèse 43 cases werc mild, and 17
severe ; of tho former, throe only had one crop of cutaneous
secondaries ; 1 5 presented two ; soven, 3 ; and one had as

many as 4. Among tho 17 severe cases, a single éruption was .

observed in two ; two in four subjects ; three in throe in-

stances ; four in seven ; and fivo in one. The interval be-
tween tho éruptions was not the samo in tho two séries. In
the mild cases, a period of 104 days intervened between the
first and second morbid manifestations, whereas in the more
sovore form of disease, the avorage interval was reduced to 58
days. Between tho second and third breaking out 75 days
elapsed in tho mild, and 24 days only in tho more aggravated

cases. Henco tho numbor and prompt re-appearance «f the

éruptions aro in proportion to the gravity of the taint.

Mr. Diday dovotod his third lecture to the question of treat-

ment.
" Many physicians." said he, " place tho most implicit ro

liance on mercury . . . and yet this drug is not necossary

in ail cases."

The Professor has notes of eighteen cases of syphilis entirely

cured without morcurial treatment. No relapses occurred.

Mercury is open to tho objection of causing salivation and
dyspepsia, and may even induce tho development of insanity,

and lead to suicidai tendencies.

Mercury does not prevent the natural évolution of severe

syphilitic infection, and is not always successful in curing

mucous tubercle.

If a patient will consent to bear with his symptoms for

twelve or fifteen months, the disease will wear itself out. The
spontaneous cure is the safest, tho natural progress of the

affection has not been disturbed, and if the poison is gradually

eliminated from tho System no relapse neod be apprehended.

Certain symptoms, however, are promptly amonable to mer-

cury, for instance, mucous tubercle, (sometimes), éruptions,

loss of voice, iriti.-i, u/hmjinitis, psoriasis of thehand and the

li'TtuliUiry Ininl.

The patient should always bo consulted, and mercury e*-.

hibited with his consent only.
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The cure chiefly dépends on gênerons diet, wine, repose,

country air, healthy exercise, and warmth. Continency, un-

interrupted sleep, and perfect mental and bodily repose are

also necessary ; to thèse may be added tinie and patience.

OPHTHALMOLOGY.

(DR. WECKER'8 DISPENSARY.)

Warm Wuter Applications in Ophthahnia.

On visiting the ophthalmic dispensary of the late lamented

Charles Duval, snatched by an untimely death from the pur-

suit of science and the affection of lus friends, we found in

his successor, Mr. Wecker, a graduate of the Wiirtzburg and

Paris Universities, a talented and able Professor, whose prac-

tice is marked by original features, to which, in this periodi-

cal, we will endeavour to do justice.

Our attention was, in the first instance, invitecl to several

patients treated by warm water applications, and we shall

dévote the présent article to a reproduction of Mr. Wecker's

remarks, in answer to our inquiries on the subject.

Cold water lotions and applications bave long enjoyed a

high character for efficacy in ocular therapeutics. They will

doubtless préserve this well-earned réputation for the trcatment

of diseases of the conjunctiva, ocular catarrh, puriform and"

diphtheritic ophthalmia, etc. Réfrigérants hâve always been

found bénéficiai in cases of hypersécrétion of the conjunctiva,

and puriform discharge ; but when this syniptom is absent,

and when the mucous membrane is involved in a secondary

manner, in affections of other parts of the organ of vision, such

as inflammation of the cornea, for instance, it nuist be con-

fessed that, far from checking inflammatory action, cold water

not unfrequently becomes an obvions cause of aggravation.

Thus, in diseases of that membrane, with a tendency to sup-

puration, as in puriform and ulcerous keratitis, especially

when the progress of the case is unsatisfactory, destruction of

tissue is promoted by cold The function of nutrition should

be accelerated as much as possible, and heat is the very best

agent for the purpose.

The natives of India use for the cure of certain forms of

ophthalmia, lotions with water as warm as can be borne by

the patient Lawrence, Mackenzie, and other British practi-

tioners first introduced this method into Europe, but reeom-

mended, however, with much reserve, the application of com-

presses, impregnated with a warm aromatic infusion.

In Geriuany, M. de Graefe has loudly proclaimed the

benefit derivablo from the use of warm water in ail torpid

affections of the cornea, in which the mucous membrane does

not participate in a direct manner. Mr. Wecker claims to

liave been the first to recomniend the fréquent application of

warm compresses, cold embrocations being exclusively appro-

priate to conjunctival disease, and to hâve expressed his con-

viction that the former would soon enjoy for the cure of affec-

tions of the cornea the same high character acquired by the

latter for the relief of morbid conditions of the mucous mem-
brane. Since Mr. Wecker's first publications on the subject,

additional expérience and a careful inquiry into the effects of

the method hâve further confirmed him in his views, and

clinical observation enables him now to bring forward the fol-

lowing statement.

Compresses, impregnated with water, at a température of

104 to 110 dsg., Fah., and applied, according to the require-

nients of each case, for a period varying between three and
twelve houre daily, act in the most bénéficiai manner in ail

torpid affections of the cornea in which the conjunctiva parti

cipates butin a secondary manner, and when no new purulent

sécrétion is présent Mr. Wecker lays much stress on this

last point, and asserts that even in cases attended with marked
palpebral tuméfaction, and a rcd and vascular state of the con-

junctiva, if no morbid sécrétion, beyond simple epiphora, is

discharged by the mucous membrane, warm applications will

gradually reduce the swelling, and improve the state of the
cornea, as he has had fréquent opportunities of ascertaining

at his dispensary. When, on the contrary, the cornai disease

is complicated by muco-purulent discharge from the conjunc-
tiva, and when inflammation of the latter has preceded the
keratitis, the local use of heat combincd with moisture will
increaso the amount of the morbid sécrétion, and may aggra-
vato tho inflammation. In order, therefore, to divest the
method of its périls, it is indispensable to ascertain by careful

examination and inquiry, whether any discharge exista, and
whether the eye-lids ait» glued together of a morning, indica-

tions being thus allorded of the propriety of resorting or not to
warm fomentations.

The diseases in which Mr. Wecker conceives the niethod to
be advantageousare^Mri/b?-)«/,vn(//('/.s(abscess of the cornea)

;

ulcérons keratitis, traumatic injuries, and chiefly burns, with
a tendency to mortification, and diffitxed or parenchymatous
keratitis.

In ail thèse affections, heat combined with moisture, arrests

the destruction of the cellular cléments of tho cornea, promotes
the formation of new cells, and the reparativo process, and
therefore considerably shortens the often protracted duration

of thèse diseases, while it induces the formation of trans-

parent tissue and forwards the cure.

Mr. Wecker further remarks that no other therapeutic agent
is equally efficacious in allaying the often excruciating pain

attendant on affections of the cornea.

It is not to be wondered at therefore, if, notwithstanding the

inconvenience inséparable from the application of warm com-
presses to the eye, children often urgently requost a con-

tinuance of the method, after having once experienced its

benefits. Under the influence of this treatment, Mr. Wecker
has noticed the prompt disappearance of most distressing

photophobia, which had lasted weeks and even months, as a

conséquence of ulcerative keratitis. In a very few days, this

inconvénient symptom was entirely removed. Facts of this

description are now daily observed at the dispensary, and it

may even now be predicted that this very simple médication

will, when more extensively known, become a popular remedy
in certain forms of ophthahnia.

AURAL SURGERY.

(MR. TRIQUE T' S DISPENSARY.)

On a Peculiar Form of Otitis and Deafness, induced by

the Immoderate Use of Tobacco and Fermented Liquids..

Persons addicted to intempérance, or the immoderate use of

tobacco or snuff, are liable to a peculiar kind of otitis, which,

according to Mr. Triquet, promptly induces obstinate deafness.

This affection of the car is unaccompanied by puriform dis-

charge, accumulation of mucus in the druni or Eustachian

passages, or thickening of the membrana tympani, but is con-

nected with that morbid condition of the System which

follows the protracted action of injurious substances, and

especially of alcohol and tobacco, whatever be the form in

which either may bave been indulged in.

The leading pathognomonics of the disease are a sort of

torpor of the ear, with a sensation of réfrigération of the

organ ; no pain exists, the ceruminous sécrétion is absent, no

altération can be detected in the ossicula or membrana tym-

pani, which is not preternaturally vascular ; and the pharynx,

nasal fossre, Eustachian tubes, and middle ear, are drier than

in health. Both ears may be simultaneously affected, the

hardness of hearing, at first slight, soon becomes inconvénient,

and tinnitus exists from the beginning, with a peculiar hissing

intonation.

This otitis, induced by the abuse of fermented liquids, snuff,

or tobacco, was formerly confounded with nervous deafness,

resulting from unknown causes. For a long time, Mr. Triquet

acknowledges that he fell into the same error, a mistake difli-

cult to avoid, on account of the close resemblance of the

anatomical and physiological signs in both instances, and

because the discrimination chiefly reposes on a knowledge of

the cause (alcoholism, excessive addiction to the me of tobacco),

and also on certain symptoms of a subjective character, which

in many cases prove deceitful. A careful inquiry into the

history of the patients will, however, generally lead to a correct
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diagnosis at an early stage of tho affection, before what

Mr. Triquet denominates the naralytic period, has set in.

The progress of the disease may be divided into three

periods. The first is marked by local excitaient, intolérance

of sound, and sharp, sibilant tinnitus. In the second, the

irritation is followed. by corresponding dépression ; tinnitus,

and singing in the cars hâve departed, and tho patient ex-

périences a sort of craving for acuto intonations ; and the

thiid is characterised by paralysis of the auditory nerve and

destruction of its function.

The symptoms of each stage deserve peculiar attention, ar.d

were described by Mr. Triquet as follows :

A person long addicted to habits of intempérance or to the

inmioderate use of tobacco or snuff, is in gênerai suddenly

disturbed at night by a sibilant sound in both ears, analogous

to mctallic tinkling. This phenomenon decreases in the

course of the day, but returns after meals, especially in the

evening, and uninterruptedly persists throughout the night.

The sîighest noise causes pain, and even the suppressed

murmur of conversation is distrcssing, and tho patient

stops his ears with cotton, or with the tips of his

fingers, not only in the street, but at home, in the midst of

persons whose voices hâve long been familiar. This condition

may last a few days or weeks, a month or two at most, and is

immediately followed by the symptoms of the second stage,

that of dépression.

The subject congratulâtes himself at first upon what seenis

to be an improvement. The tinnitus has much diminished,

and may even hâve entirely ceased. The distress occasioned

by noise and sharp sounds is replaced by an opposite con-

dition. The patient now seeks loud conversation, and com-
plains that he is addressed in too low a tone. This deceitful

amélioration lasts, however, but a short time, the last period

of the disease is at hand, and sometimes suddenly, in the

course of a night, the patient, to the surprise of ail his friends,

becomes stone-deaf.

This third or paralytic stage is the longest and most distres-

sing, and with some few exceptional cases in which, by timely

médical interposition, some amendment is eff'ected, the more
or less complète abolition of the sensé of hearing, which i3 the

leading symptom, obstinately persists with ail its evil consé-

quences, cutting off the patient from ail social intercourse, and
inducing a state of melancholy which occasionally leads to

self-destruction.

This kind of deafness is not unfrequently accompanied by
debility or perversion of some other organ of spécial sensation.

Thus Mr. Triquet has often met in such cases with congestive

amblyopy, with marked vascularity of the rctina and optic

dise ; although vision is not impaired in the same degree as

hearing, it has, even in the young, lost a considérable amount
of its power. Olfaction is also more or less obtuse, a fact to

be accounted for by the mimerons communications existing

between the nerves of thèse varions organs. In some few
instances, a marked diminution of the intellect, and vacillating

movements in walking, indicate the propagation of tho injuri-

ous effects of tobacco and alcohol to the brain and spinal

cord.

As we hâve stated, the otitis which induces tho succession

of phenomena above described, is to be referred to the im-
moderate use of tobacco or alcohol. The présence of this

cause, and of tho symptoms we hâve enumerated, are suflicient

for the purposesof diagnosis ; Mr. Triquet, however, attributes

pathognomonic value to the purple redness of the fauoes, with
minute granulations, which impart a shagreened appearance to

the mucous membrane. Where this sign coincides with the
others, no doubt whatever can sub.nst that the otitis and deaf-

ness are the resuit of the abuse of tobacco or alcohol.

The prognosis of the; third stage is mest unfavourablo
;

medicine is of no avail but in the first and second periods of
the disease, and incurable deafness supervones. With every
new remedy the deafness seenis to iucrease, espccially if the
treatment be of a stimulating nature, such as electricity or
galvanism. "With thèse desperate noli me tmtftrê cases, Mr.
Triquet conceives it best not to interfère. Palliatives and the
waters of Saint-Sauveur may be prescribed.

It is unnecessary to say, that in ail stages of the affection,

the first measure to be adopted is the suppression of the in-

jurious habit in which it has originated.

During the first, or congestive stage, cupping behind the
ears, leeches to the seat, in persons who hâve a tendency to
piles, will be found advantageous. The regularity of the
catamenial function will also require attention.

In the second period, Mr. Triquet has derived much bene-
fit from fumigations with tho acétate of ammonia ; but he
consideis the injections of voratrine (described in a former
number, Art. 6269), as especially applicable in this variety of

otitis.

MEDICAL CORRESPONDENCE.

DiAGNOsia of Scbopula.—The following case is a further

illustration of the remarks which I communicated to your
journal on the same subject, on a former occasion (Art.

6151). In the présent instance, my patient was a little

girl eight years old ; she was unable to walk in conséquence

of severe pain in the foot, which was somewhat swelled, but

presented no other outward appearance of disease, no local

tenderness being discoverable on palpation. Tho skin was
slightly discoloured by the pressure of the shoe, which had
become too tight for the tumefied extremity ; no fall or ex-

ternal injury had occurred, and the history of the case

revealed no circumstance to which tho symptoms might be

traced.

The diagnosis being uncertain, I merely prescribed poultices,

and endeavoured to discover in the précèdent and health of

the parents the explanation of the condition of the child. I

was informed that the mother, a woman aged thirty, was
intensely anémie, and that an uncle had died of pulmonary
consumption. The father, although a man of athletic appear-

ance, presented in the neck umnistakable marks of the scrofu-

lous taint. T, therofore, conceivcd myself justified in assum-

ing the case to be of the same nature, and in resortilig to

measures of treatment founded on this surmise.

Externally I prescribed frictions with the pomades of iodide

of potassium and iodide of mercury.

I exhibited, internally, increasing doses of iodide of potas-

sium, chalybeates, bark, hops, generous diet, wine, and
recominended passive exercise in the open air, exposure to the

sun, and résidence in the country.

This médication was carefully followed, and in the course

of a month the swelling disappeared, and the pressure of the

boot ceased to produce any redness. By a persevering use of

the same remédies, the child was soon enabled to walk without

any pain, and no relapse has since takon place.

This case shows the utility of establishing a strict inquiry

into the former health of the parents, and thus acquiring in-

formation especially valuable in scrofule, inasmuch as it

enables the surgeon to institute appropriate measures of treat-

ment in the earlier stages of the affection, previously to the

appearance of those obstinato manifestations which leavo

indelible marks of their existence. — Moulas.
Douai (Nord).

Efficacy of Sesquichloride of Iron fqr tue Treat-

ment of Uloers about the Nails.—Dr. Caillot, of Luynes

(Indre et Loire), haviug recently published a case in:

which the application of sesquichloride of iron offected a

cure of the affection popularly termed " the (jroirih nf the

wvil into thejlexh" I take this opportunity of'rccording several

instances of the same kind, witnc-ssed by myself, which con-

firin the resulls ohtaincd by Mr. Caillet, and may perhaps be

deemed mit wliolly uuintcresting.

In 1858, Dr. "Wahu, stalf-physieian to the Army, having

succeeded with this remedy in cuiïng the painful disease in

question, I resorted to the same method, and with the greatest

benefit in four cases.

I may hère reinark that ulcers about the nails are occa-

sionally observed among our soldiers, having escaped the

attention of the médical boards, or being caused by the près-

sure of the boot during forced marches.
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Under thoso cireunislances, a prompt and pat'nîess cure

may be etfeeted by pwirtinfl tho dry sesquichloride bnsw utta

the nail aiul the protruding llesh, aad powdering the latter

with the saine substance. -V largo bandage should bc npplied
over ail, not inipreguated with the liquid sesquichloride of
on, as recoramonded by Dr. Caillet, a précaution which may,
however, be uscful, as the folds of the bainl dry rapidly' and
préserve their situation in a more exact niaimer.

On the following day, the exubérant llesh is fourni to bave
acqiùivd the bardness of wood ; sujipuration spoodily censés,

and a cure follows after two or three applications. 'îbis sim-

pie and niild treatment is obviously far préférable to the
numerous surgical procédures hitherto recommended. In tbo
course of four or rive days, in a week at tbo farthest, the
original pain ceases,'the swelling subsides, and tho patient is

abletowalk. . Naught reuiains but tlio hardened protruding
flesh, which falls away about a month after the application of
the sesquichloride of iron.

Thèse are the rosults yielded by the mcthod in four
soldier.s sulfcring from the growth of the nail into tho licsh.

They hâve nppeared to me sufficiently remarkablo to warrant
the communication. Billon, j\I . I >.

Surgeon, 19th Rest.

Cjje Mùïuû Ctmtlnr.

LECTURES
ON DISEASES OF THE EAE.

By James Yearslet, Esq., M.D.

(Continued from page 229.)

The practicability of introducing a cathéter into the Euatachiau
passages appears to hâve been at the first discreditcd, still

on the Continent the opération through the mouth as described
by Guyot continued to be attempted. Louis, in France,
after many ineffectuai experiments, declared against its possi-
bility ; and Sabatier, after making many trials on an
anatomical subject, confirmed the stateinent of Louis, and ail hope
of gaining any advantagu to the practice of inedicine by means of

the Eustachian tube was on the point of being abandoned, when
Desault, with that persévérance and judgment l'or which lie was
reinarkablc, determined to substitute the passage through the nose
for that M the mouth ; he was suecessful, and together with
Sabatier, he who had formerly opposed it, established in France the
truth which had been originally discovered and inculcated in
England. It is somewhat curious, tliat both Bell and Portai should
hâve questioncd the practicability of performing the opération of
injecting the Eustachian tube by means either of the mouth or
nose ; thus, the former says :

—" In obstruction of the Eustachian
tube, it has been proposed to insert a bent and blunted tube into
this passage, or evento inject into it, by means of a curved syringe,
a Uttle nidk and water, or any other bland fluid ; but, although
those who hâve a perfoct knowledge of the stmcture of thèse parts
may, after being much exercised in it, exécute this opération easily
enough on the dead body, there is no room to hope that we can
dérive any advantage from it in practice, for the irritation produced
by the extremity oî a stylet, or of a syringe on thèse parts, even in
a state of health, is so considérable, that any attempts to introduce
it are very uncertain, and the difficulty ntust be much augmcnted
when the extremity of the passage is obstructed by any disease."

Portai says in his Summary of Practical Surgery :
—" L'on a cru

pouvoir injecter la trompe en la sondant par le bouche. Quelque
chirurgiens ont cherché le moyen de perfectionner cette découverte,
plusieurs ont cru y avoir réussi ; mais, malheureusement, les
succès n'ont pas répondu à ce qu'ils avaient avancé, et je regarde
leur tentative comme inutile. Il n'est pas possible d'injecter la
trompe d'Eustache, soit par la bouche, soit par le nez."
Another celebrated surgeon ol that penod, Tracy, was of the

same opinion as Portai, " on account," as he says, of the conforma-
tion and tho sensibility of the parts."

Leschevin, in his Prrze Essay, published in 1763, in référence to
catheterism, says, "there is only one method of carrying remédies
directly into the cavity of the tympanum— naniely, by using in-
jections through the Eustachian tube. Its large opening at the
back of the nostrils will admit the introduction of a cathéter with-
out much difficulty. 1 bave repcated this opération many tinte*
upon dead bodies of différent âges. After some attempts, I hâve
found no more difficulty in it than in sounding the nasal duct."

Notwithstanding this déclaration of Leschevin, and similar re-
marks by others, there is no doubt that the gênerai réception of
cathetensm was very much impeded by the recommendation

ÙBually made to learn the opération by performing it on the dead
subject. From the loss of elasticityti the parts after death, it is

exceedingly difficult to pass the Eustachian cathéter correctly in
the dead subject. There is, indeed, no comparison between the

nul facility with which the two opérations may be performed.
Even now the difficulties with which many surgeons invest the
subject may be traced to this cause. Of those who begin by the
opération on the dead subject, first introducing the cathéter, and
thon laboriously cutting it out to sec if it has passed into the tube,
the groater number would be deterred from ever attempting it on the
living. While, of those who attempt itonthe living, either after
a correct anatomical knowledge of the parts, or under proper
guidauce, it is almost impossible that any one should l'ail.

But thus, though in France the opération established itself, and
continued to be practised, particularly in Paris, by ail the surgeons
of note who attended to aurai discases, yet in our own country this
improrememt seeros to bave beenquité lost. Wathen looked on it

mcrely as a means of probable relief t» tfcose wlm «vre doaf from
obstruction of the Eustachian tube, but had no idea of using it as
a nu-ans of diagnosis ; indeed, he expresses the opinion that
correct diagnosis would be of littlo utility could it be performed.
After Wathen the subject appears to hâve wholly dropped, and
when Sir Astley Cooper pcrformed perforation of the niem-
brana tympani in the same description of cases as those for-

merly cured by Wathen, he appears to hâve had no knowledge of
the simpler opération of opening the Eustachian tube in cases of

obstruction, as I hâve already stated, in the long interval between
the invention of the opération by Cleland and Wathen, and its

revival a few years ago by myself and others, Mr. Buclianan seems
to be the only Englisli practitioner who had resorted to its use.

In Germany, the same apathy towards this subject prevailed as

m England, but in France the opération had takeu firm root, and
throughout the able writings of Itard it is made the basis of the
treatment of diseases of the middle ear, and above ail of the correct

methods of diagnosis which enabled Itard to overthrow the absurd
hypothesis and spéculations which had prevailed in aurai writings
before his time. Such were the theoretical diseases dépendent on
certain states of the liquor cotunnii and the tension or relaxation
of the membrana tympani. The means used by Itard were similar

to those of Wathen, only with improved instruments—namely, the
injection of water into the tympanum to wash away niueous and
other accumulations.
Deleau applied himself with great ability to the diagnosis and

treatment of diseases of the middle ear, but instead of the liquid
injections of Itard, he used atmospheric air for injection of the
tympanum. This has been lauded as a great improvement in

acoustic medicine, and it certainly is a most important advance
in treatment and diagnosis. The injection of water into the dnun
though deiénded and alvocatcd by some récent writers under the

idea oi its being the oldcr and safer opération, is exceedingly trouble-

some. We hâve no means ol ascertaining its actual outrance into

the tympanum, whereas we can readily hear the murmur of air

when passed into the ear. The water also régurgitâtes, and its

passage down the throat is very disagreeable to the patient, besides

which, owing to the small calibre of the tube, it requires a far,

greater force to introduce a liquid as compared with air. But
whatever merit may be due to the practice of innating the Eustachian

tube and tympanum with air, the merit is certainly not due entirely to

Deleau, but most decidedly to our countryman Cleland, who was
the first to propose or perform this modification of catheterism,

and who appears to bave been well aware of its bénéficiai opéra-

tion. Thus, in his paper from the ' Transactions of the Royal
Society ' abeady quoted, lie says, of his cathéters and the syringe

connected with them that " warm water may be injected, or they

will admit to enter into the Eustachian tube, and to force air into

the barrel of the ear, and dilate the tube sufficiently for the dis-

charge of the excremeutitious niatter that may be lodged there."

It is to be remarked also that Oleland's cathéters were formed of

flexible silver, which is found with the improved cathéters of the

présent day to be of such service as adapting the instrument to

persons in wliom the nasal canal is of différent length or curve.

It is necessary to enter upon the accidents that may possibly

follow the performance of the opération, especially as ignorant and
interested parties are continually magnifying those which exist and
inventing others.

I need scarcely insist on the necessity of obtaining the previous

history of the patient, and ascertaining whether or not there may
be any disease of serious nature. Thus I hâve had patients de-

sirous of submitting to the opération, who had previously sufl'ered

from apoplectic or paralytic attacks, or who were subject to

epilepsy or to angina pectoris from disease of the heart. It is well

known that in ail thèse diseases sudden death may occur without

any other causes than those bolonging to the diseases themselves
;

and this ought to be a forcible reason why an opération like cathe-

terism, which appears formidable, and is likely to excite the

patient's mind, especially when chronic disease of a vital organ

exists, should not be performed except with the greatest circum-
' spection. Falsehoods respecting tht opération bave been so dia-
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BolicaKy propagated tliat I Lave sceu délicate persons, though

convinced of its propriety and willing to subniit to its performance,

faint at the bare idea of it or the sight of tlie cathéter. But thèse

facts do not militate in the least against the utility of the opération,

for similar ones might be adduced respecting any of the opérations

of the eye.

The evils which really resuit from the opération are inconsider-

able, and thèse seldom o"r ever occur to the experienced practitioner.

If the membrane of the nasal cavities of the throat and ear are

eicessively irritable, the first introduction ot the cathéter causes

an iuflammatory action of the mucous membrane exactly similar

to the symptoms of common catarrh. Indeed, patients will tell

you that they hâve caught cold. It is very seldom that they refer

it to the passage of the instrument, as there is nothing différent in

symptoms from an ordinary cold, and it should be treated accord-

ingly. They go off in a few days, and if proper care be taken, the

nasal passage may be accustomed to the touch of the cathéter

without any other unpleasant symptoms being produced. When
there are évident signs of this irritable state of the mucous mem-
brane, I pass the common elastic nasal probe for a day or two to

accustom the passage to the touch of a foreign body before resorting

to catheterism.

Another conséquence more rarely attendant on the proper per-

formance of the opération is the appearance of emphysema of the

head and face from a rupture of the mucous membrane by the

point of the cathéter, and the entrance of air into the submucous
cellular tissue. The possibility of such an accident as emphysema
of the face, though not in itself dangerous, is sufficient to impress the

necessity for great care in the introduction of the instrument ; above
ail, no force should be used. If the nostril we wish to operate

through, be impervious, we must desist, or attempt the other, and
it is extremely rare that both are contracted or tortuous to such a
degree as to hinder the passage of the small silver cathéter. Thèse
are the only ill effects that can follow the opération in experienced

hands, and certainly they are not sufficient to counterbalance the
great amount of good derivable from it. More serious accidents hâve
nndoubtedly happened ; but the same might be said of almost
every other opération in surgery, even the most simple. Some time
ago a fatal case occurred from a trifling opération on the puncta
lachrymalis

; yet no one thinks on this account to circumscribe the

use of operative remédies in eye disease. In those notorious cases

of sudden death after the performance of catheterism, which hap-
pened some ycars ago, the conclusion I arrived at was that death

was caused partly by the ignorance of the operator and the use of im-
proper instruments, and partly by the fear and mystery with which
the opération had been surrounded by those empirics to whom, before

its introduction, the practice of aurai surgery was almost entirely

confined. In those cases the évidence of the médical witnesses were
not a little remarkable. One of theni gravely gave it as his opinion

that death was occasioned by the injection of cold air into the

tympanum. If this could happen, death would be fréquent from
tne same cause, for a stream of cold air is continually passing

through the nasal passages and the Eustachian tube of the ear, and
there are many persons with total loss of the membrane in whom
the afflux of cola air is more direct

;
yet such persons are frequently

exposed to violent currents of cold air without injury, and if any
ill effects ensue, they are the natural sequelœ of cold, such as in-

flammation or catarrh.

(To be continuée!.)

CASES OF SMALL-POX IN THE PEACTICE OF THE
ST. PANCRAS AND NOETHEEN DISPENSAEY.

Under the care of Dk. Semple.

Reported by Mr. A. J. Newman.

Case 1.—Alice Lathan, œt. five years, never vaccinated, came
under treatment on March 20th, 1863. Had a rather severe attack,

but niade a good recovery in about ten days. Had two brothers in

the house not vaccinated, but immediately ordered that opération

to be performed, and it was done two days afterwards. One brother,

set. nine years, escaped contagion, but the other,

Case 2.—Fred. Lathan, œt. eleven years, had rigors and preli-

minary fever six days after vaccination, and on the day of the

maturation of the vaccine vesicle, the small-pox pustules made
their appearance. He had a very mild attack, with very few pus-

tules, and soon was convalescent.

Case 3.—George Porten, ait. twenty, vaccinated when a baby,
applied on April 14th. Had a very mild attack, and made a good
recovery.

Case 4.—Anne Lamb, œt. four, vaccinated when 3 months old,

good cicatrices still visible ; a severe and confluent attack, with
great fébrile irritation. Is now convalescent, but bas opacity of one
cornea, not severe, from effusion of pus between the layers of the

cornea (Onyx), but this is now absorbed. Sight good ; deep pitting

of face. Applied April 16th.

Case 5.—Richard Morley, set. eight, vaccinated six years ago,

severe and confluent. Is now quite convalescent. Applied April 15.

Case 6.—Robart Lamb, œt. nineteen, vaccinated when a child.

I only saw him when the disease was in its first stage. He was im-
mediately sent to the Small-pox Hospital. Applied April 17th.

Case 7.—Elizabeth Mailland, œt. eighteen, vaccinated when a
child, applied April 17th. Very modified attack. Now convales-

cent.

Case 8.—Alfred Bird,œt. one, never vaccinated, applied April 22.

Rather severe attack. In some places confluent. Is not yet con-

valescent. Another child in the family, not vaccinated, had that

opération immediately performed, but an elder sister,

Case 9.—Ellen Bird, œt. nine, vaccinated when young, is suf-

fering under a very slight attack. Eruption appeared about ten

days after ils appearance in the infant.

Case 10.—Elizabeth Grainger, œt. fourteen, vaecinated when a

baby ; a weakly child, and during the présent épidémie has ex-

pressed great fear of having small-pox ; is now convalescent ; a

very slight attack, decidedly the mildest I hâve ever seen. Applied

first on May 2nd. ,

Case 11.—Henry Holland, œt. fifteen, vaccinated when an infant

First applied on May 7th. The pustules then could only be felt, as

hardened tubercular masses under the cuticle, but they are now gra-

dually developing themselves.

Observations.—In the case No. 2 the bénéficiai effect of vaccina-

tion is very remarkably seen, even after the small-pox poison has

entered the system. It will be observed that on the 6th day after

vaccination, there were rigors and preliminary fever, and on the

day of the maturation of the vaccine vesicle, the small pox pustules

made their appearance, but in a very much modified form, and the at-

tack was very mild. In case No. 8 a child, unvaccinated, was attacked

with severe small-pox ; another child in the same family was

immediately vaccinated and escaped, but another child, vaccinated

when very young, took the disease in a very mild form. The most

inexplicable case is that of No. 4, in which the child was four years

old, had been vaccinated when three months old, but still suff'ered

from a severe and confluent attack ot small-pox.

Dr. Semple has lately vaccinated ail his own children, six in num
ber, and althougli the results are in accordance with those often

observed before, they are worthy of record at the présent period

when an épidémie of variola is présent among us. Tlie whole of the

children had been vaccinated successfully in infancy, and bore well-

marked cicatrices on their arms. Nevertheless, the vaccination took

immédiate effect in ail cases ; in two of the younger children causing

considérable constitutional as well as local irritation, but in the elder

children causing only local irritation. The vesicles ran a rather

rapid course, attended with considérable inflammation, until the

third day, when they seemed to reach their height, and then began

to décline. Thèse tacts appear to prove that if the children had

been exposed to the contagion of small-pox they would, in ail pro-

bability, hâve taken the disease, but in a modified form. Just as

the vaccine vesicles caused constitutional and local irritation in a.

small degree, so would the variolous poison bave produced the irri-

tation in a severe degree, but the small-pox pustules would hâve

been arrested in their career some days before their usual arrivai at

maturity. The necessity of gênerai re-vaccination at the présent

time appears, therefore, to be almost as great as that of vaccinating

the unvaccinated. Vaccination may take effect twice, just as small-

pox may occur twice, but as it is a pretty well-established fact that

variola and vaccinia are only modifications or varieties of one type

of disease, it is not very probable that persons would take the in-

fection three or four times in the course of their lives, although

their taking either disease twice is quite within the range of proba-

bility, and is consistent with expérience.

Quinine in the Indian Army.—Dr. Macpherson, of Calcutta,

infoïms us that since quinine has been extensively used among the

troops in India, there has been a steady diminution of mortality
;

and whereas in 1830 the average percentage of deaths to cases of

fever treated was 3-66, in 1856 it was only 1 per cent, in a body

of 18,000 mon scattered from Peshawur to Pegu.

Death op Mr. Henry Charles Johnson.—We regret to

announce the death of this much respected gentleman who was one

of the Surgeons to the St. George's Hospital. He was in the prime

of life, being only fifty-four years of âge, but he had laboured

for some months under an organic disease of the kidneys, which

had confined him to bed, and caused the utmost anxiety to his

friends, so that the resuit was not unexpected. Mr. Johnson had

an extensive and lucrative practice, and his loss will be deplored

by a large circle both of the médical profession and of the public.

He was a good character and an excellent surgeon, but he did not

contribute much to the literature of his art, and did not appear

often among his brethren at the Médical Societies. He is, however,

affectionately remembered by many of his pupils who attended his

anatomical démonstrations, and his practice at the Hospital.
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THE CONTINUED PREYALENCE OF SMALL-POX.

Small-pox still continues its career, and in tho week before

last sixty-eight cases of death were recorded from tins disease,

being an increase over the inunbcr of any previous week.

The Médical Press, and it must be added, the gênerai press

likewise, bave beeu urgent in tbeir exhortations to the autho-

rities to take immédiate steps towards preventing the spread

of the malady, but hitherto, we believe that their efforts bave

met with only partial succoss. Tho Government also bave

made somo efforts in the samo direction, and bave addreased

circular letters to the Boards of Guardians in the différent

Unions, recommending the immédiate adoption of sanitary

measures, and pointing out especially the necessity of isolating

existing cases of Small-pox.

It wiil be remenibered that the prevalence of Small-pox in

the Metropolis is not now a sudden and unforeseen calamity.

We bave already pointed out tbat this unwelcome visitor bas

beeu long aiuong us, and that the Small-pox Hospital bas been

full fur the last six months. The parislies bave been urgently

advised to separate the cases by placing them in separate and

distant locabties as far as possible, and the following narrative

will show bow souie of the great parisbes are adopting tbe

advice offered to them :

—

Suall-Pox in Marylebone.—Yesterday week a lodging-

house keeper, named Onslow, of 61, Marylebone-road, attended

before Mr. Yardley to lodge a coxnplaint against the woTkhouse
authorities of St. Marylebone, for refusing to admit his servant,

Aune Calvert, who was suffering from small-pox, into their infir-

mary. On the magistrate iemonstrating with the overseer, the

lutter replied that he was sorry to say it was not the only case, for

just as lie came to the court-room another person requtsted an

order from him to admit his son, who was also suffering from small-

pox. The hospitals were ail full, and they did not know what to

do. In company with the committee, appointed by the guardians,

he went to Highgate, Hampstead, Homsey, and other suburban

places, in order to see if they could not get some empty house or

bouses in which to place patients suffering from the disease, but as

Boon as they mentioDed the nature of their business to the agents

or landlords, they at once refused to let their premises. The num-
ber of cases was fearfully on the increase in the parisli, and unless

the patients were isolated, the spread of the disease might be dread-

ful. Some steps he thought ought to be taken in the matter by
the Government. That moraine it was brought under their notice

that ten persons were suffering from the disease in one room. That
day, in company with their committee, he was in the Small-pox
Hospital when a deputation from Olapham came and begged tliat

admission might be given to some of their parishioners. Tins couîd

not be granted them, as the place was full. It was not a matter of

money. They had just paid 31. 15s. for a room for one week. The
only place they were likely to get in their own locality, was near

the vestry of the church at St. John's-wood. Near it, on one side

of the path, was the clergyman's résidence, and on the other that of

the beadle and bell-ringer. Tiie latter was thought a proper place

by Sir James Ilamilton, but it was objected to on the ground that

it would drive the people from the church. Accordiugly no place

wliatever had been found. They had advertised for bouses,} but
withont the least success either in town or suburbs. They had
now lent round to the other parislies in London to know if they
would join them in erecting an iron Hospital in some of the out-

ukirU. Their Small-pox Hospital only received four patients.

In a local Report by Dr. R. D. Thomson, the Médical

Officer of Health for Marylebone, that eminent cbemist and

sanitariau states that the Guardian? are now loolniuj oui for a

temporary Hospital ; that is to say, that they are beginning

to think about doing what ought to bave been donc a month

ago. The report of the police case which we hâve just quoted

tells us that the rich and populous parish of Marylebone are

wnding round to the other parisbes in London to know if

they will join in erecting an iron hospital in some of the out-

«kirts. Wby does not Marylebone erect an hospital of its

ownl

In the enormous parish of St. Paneras, tho disease is also

prevailing to a great extent. Several fatal cases are occurring

every week, and thèse form, of course, only a small proportion

of the number of persons attacked. We sball, perbaps,

scarcely be believed when wo state tbe manner in which tho

authorities of this parish hâve followed the advice offeied to

them by the Government. They bave received the Small-pox

patients into tho parisb woïkbouse ! Wo believo tbat tbe

cases are isolated as mucb as possible, and we hâve no doubt

that tbe Médical Officers of the establishment do ail in their

power to prevent contagion, but it is perfectly horrible to

contemplate the danger of introdueing such a disease as Small-

pox into a large establishment containing a groat number of

sick people and lying-in woinell, two of tbe latter of wbom,
we are informed in the published Reports, bave taken the

disease or hâve brought it into the building.

In tbe meantime we are bappy to state that the practice of

vaccination is now being extensively pursued througbout tho

Metropolis, and even in cases where persons bave received tho

variolous poison into their System, the opération of vaccina-

tion bas îuost beneficially modified the impending éruption

which bas appeared in a mitigated and comparatively innocu-

ous form.

A Mr. John Marshall bas written a lotter to the Board of

Directors of the parish of St. Paneras, recommending a great

increase in tbe number of vaccinators, but we hope that this

very foolisb and mischievous proposition will not be enter-

tained. There are already sixteen vaccinators appointed, and

although the parish is very large, this number is quite sufïicient,

if they do their duty—as we believe they do. Such a number

is enabled, by ordinary diligence, to koep up a supply of

lympb regularly from week to week, while any increase of

the staff would only tend to diminish tbe chances of efficient

vaccination or of procuring good lympb, by scattering tbe

casos over too wide an area, and diffusing the duties among too

many persons.

THE SOCIETY FOR THE RELIEF OF WIDOWS AND
ORPHANS OF MEDICAL MEN IN LONDON AND
ITS VICINITY.

An important epoch is about to take place in the history of

this Society, for its Soventy-fiftb Anniversary Dinner is ap-

pointed to take place this day week, May 20, at the Albion

Tavern in Aldersgate street.
,

The fact tbat this Society bas lived for so long a period may
be assumed as a sufficient proof of its prosperity, and it is

indeed in a flourishing condition, for its expenses are, and

always hâve been, extremely small ; while the amount of

benefit which it confers upon the descendants of our deceased

brethren is extensive, although unostentatious. We writo

with a full knowledge of the subject, when we state that the

whole of the funds are devoted to the relief of tbe objects

for wbom tho Society was intended ; tbat no selfish motives

hâve ever actuated tho promoters of the benevolent work
;

that tbe superintendenco of ils opérations is undertakon by

gentlemen of the highest rank in tbe Profession, and of tbe

most spotless intogrity ; and that the only cost involved is the

hire of a small room, and the most moderate and economical

payment of one or two officiais. No money has ever been

spent upon bricks and mortar, and the Society is encumbered

by no debts, and an idea may be formed of the extent of its

useful opérations, when we state that relief was granted last

year to the amount of 2,023Z. 10s. Part of this money is

given in pensions to widows of deceased members, part to
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their orphan chiklren while in infancy, and a part is also ex-

pended in the relief of the urgent wants of those who are

suddenly left destitute.

"VVhen we refleet that thèse benefits are conferred in return

for the trifling subscription from each individual member of

21. 2s. per annum, our wonder is that ail of the Profession

who are eligible (and its sphère includes ail registered mem-

bers of the Profession residing in the county of Middlesex),

do not hasten to join it. To expatiate on the uncertainty of

human life is an oft-told taie, and we hâve no intention to

write a homily on such a subject, but the daily records of

mankind are constantly exhibiting to us the melaneholy

pictare of families once in affluence and prosperity, suddenly

plunged into poverty by the loss of a father, and, as men of

the world, it is incumbent on us to guard against such a con-

tingency in the case of those who are near and dear to our-

selves. The annual allowance to widows represents the

interest of about 1,000Z., and that to orphans to the interest

of 1,000?. or 2,000Z. more, according to the number of the

family, and how many among us are able, especially at the

outset of life to put by such sunis from our hard-earned

professional incomes, or if we insure our lives for those

amounts, can we expect to do so for the small premium of

two guineas per annum 1

It is, therefore, with no vain désire to augment the funds

of the Society that we make the présent appeal to the Pro-

fession ; we do so on mère personal grounds, because it is for

the benefit of every one to join it as a member. Whatever

sums are subscribed will enable the directors to extend the

sphère of their beneficent opérations, and who of us can say

that his own descendants may not be future participators in

the advantages which are offered 1

We hope that a numerous attendance will mark the Seventy-

fifth Anniversary Festival, and we may state that applications

to become members should be addressed to the Secretary,

Dr. Merriman, 53 Berners street, W.

SUMMAEY OF THE WEEK.

DISCUSSION UPON THE CHESTER TRIAL AT EDINBURGH.

At a récent meeting of the Edinburgh Médico-Chirurgical

Society, Professor Simpson asked permission to give somo

particulars of the case of Bromwich v. Waters, and he thought

the occasion the more opportune because Dr. Eamsbotham, of

London, was then présent at the meeting. Dr. Simpson then

proceeded to vindicate the character of Dr. "Waters against

the infamous charge which had becn brought against him, and

at the same time the Professor criticised most severely the

Médical witnesses for the prosecution, Drs. Lee, Ramsbotham,

A Taylor, and Gully. Dr. Ramsbotham afterwards addressed

the meeting, exculpating himself from the part he took on the

side of the prosecution, but his remarks seemed to make no

very favourable impression upon his Edinburgh hearers.

The évidence of Dr. Gully, of Malvera, bas hitherto been

comparatively little read, and we cannot forbear from present-

ing it to our readers, together with the remarks made upon it

by Dr. Simpson :

—

" John Manby Gully—In May, 1862, I was called to see Mary
Wlialley. From what she told me I treated lier for tumour of the
womb. About 26th June, 1862, 1 went at the désire ofher mistress
(Miss Bromwich^), to see Mary Whalley. On that occasion I exa-
mined the mouth and neck of her womb and the vagina. She gave
me every facility for the examination. It was ail done at her re-
quest. My attention was called to the state of her breasts. Upon
pressure the breasts gave out a milky fluid. She called my attention
to that also. My attention was also called toa swelling of the belly. I

placcd my hand upon the belly and keptitthere for twenty minutes

or more in order to detect any movement, but I found none. I did
not discover anything the matter with her liver either at that time
or previously, altliough I examined her with the object of ascertain-
ing that also. I did not discover any trace of ulcération of the
womb. I found the mouth of the womb much more open than is

usual in pregnaney. It was also swollen and rough on the surface.
The neck of the womb was also swollen. Thèse parts presented the
appearances of haying been operated upon by instruments. I made
the examination in conséquence of a statement made by Miss
Bromwich and by Whalley also, and I looked for signs of preg-
naney. I came to the conclusion that she was not pregnant, partîy
from my own examination, and partly from her statement of the
previous Médical treatment. I came to the conclusion that she
was suffering from tumour of the womb. I treated for tumour till

26th July. Her liver was perfectly healthy as tar as I could dis-

cover. The effect of my treatment on pregnaney would be to
accelerate the birth of a child. The ciruemstances of the case
induced me to examine the parts, and they presented the appearance
of those of a woman with small sexual désire. Cross-examined

—

I
first saw her (Whalley) some time in May. Between that and the
26th July I must hâve seen her from fifteen to cighteen times.

Early in May I examined lier belly. I then treated her for tumour
of the womb. I made altogether three or four examinations of the
belly before the 26th day of June. Her monthly courses had
stopped, she told me, from the previous November. My examina-
tion on 26th June lasted half an hour quite. Openness of the
mouth of the womb is a sign sometimes of excessive sexual con-
nexion. By excessive I mean a woman having connexion with a
man once or twice every night, nothing less. Three times a week
would not produce such. The instruments I refer to in my exami-
nation in chief are those used in a certain new practice which h as
sprung up within the last ten or fifteen years of treating affections

of the womb locally with instruments, such as spéculums, dilators, &c,
which are introduced for the purpose of making a visual examina-
tion of the mouth of the womb. From my expérience of other
cases where instruments had been used, I inferred that in this case

instruments had been used. I saw her two or three times between
the 26th of June and the birth of her child. I still treated her for

tumour, and still considered sho was not pregnant. The things frorn

which I inferred she was not pregnant, but had a tumour, were her

statement that Dr. Waters had, fifteen months before, said she had
a tumour of the womb, and my own examination not discovering

any movement in the mass, and that Dr. Waters, whom I considered
a skilful and able man, had treated the womb as a diseased organ.
I administered to her homoeopathic medicine for her sickness

(vomiting). The sickness proceeded from sympathy with the womb.
The appearances from which I inferred that she was a woman of

small sexual désire were, that the passage of the womb was narrow,
the external parts contracted, whilst in a lascivious woman they
would be large and open. The clitoris was very small, and there

was apparently no sign of amativeness in the head, which I
examined as a phrenologist. Re-examined—In this particular case I

did not consider that Jie openness of the mouth of the womb could
be attributed to excessive sexual intercourse, because the mouth of
the womb was rough as well as open. I think the clitoris would
not hâve been so small had she been guilty of sexual intercourse. In
my opinion, as a Médical man, the use of instruments at ail to any
unmarried woman under thirty or thirty-five years of âge is highly

injurious."

The following are the observations of Dr. Simpson on this

évidence :

—

" It is diflicult to comment upon évidence such as that of Dr.

Gully's, for perhaps in the annals of medicine and Médical juris-

prudence it is unequalled in its character. It is an extraordinary

compound of ludicrous professional pretension, and equally ludicrous

professional ignorance. Would any old petticoated nurse in this

country hâve committed such an unpardonable blunder as not to

recognise pregnaney in so well marked a case as the above? This

hapless woman was submitted by Dr. Lee to an examination extend-

ing over two hours. Dr. Gully stated that on one occasion he

examined lier ' for half an hour quite,' and placed his ' hand upon
the belly and kept it there for twenty minutes or more !' Besides

making a ludicrous diagnosis of her non-amative propensities phre-

nologically, Dr. Gully owns to having treated her hydropathically

and homœopathically. It is only a pity for his own sake that he

had not recourse to other such meaiis as mesmerism and spirit-

rapping, to escape the droll errois of diagnosis and so-called treat-

ment into which he fell."

HOSPITAL CHANGES.

A vacancy having occurred in the Surgical Staff of St.

George's Hospital by the death of Mr. H. C. Johnson, Mr:.

Henry Lee will succeed him as full Surgeon. There were-

several candidates announced for the vacancy thus created in

the office of Assistant-Surgeon, but we understand that M-*
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Bernard Brodhurst has received so many promises of support,

both froiu the Governors and the Médical Staft', that Lis élection

is pretty certain. At the Westminster Hospital a vacancy for

an Assistant-Physician has occurred, in conséquence o£ the

appointnient of Dr. Latham to the Physicianship of Adden-

brooke's Hospital, Cambridge, and we undcrstand that Dr. G.

D. Gibb bas a very good chance of being elected to the vacant

«ppointmeni Dr. Gibb's attainmenta as a practical physician

are well-known.

KE8PON8IBILITY OF DENTISTS IN ADMINISTEBINQ CHLOROFORM.

A case has lately been tried in Philadolphia involving tho

question of the responsibility of dentists in administering

chloroform. A person sustained a severe accident, resulting

in injuries which rendered it necessary to extract sonie of liis

teeth. The opération was accordingly performed undor chloro-

form, and it was necessary to administer it in large quantities,

and for thrce-quarters of an hour, owing to the difficulty of

extracting the teeth. The patient, some days afterwards became

•worse, and vas finally paralyzed, but he eventually recovered

gufficiently to be able to résume bis employment in a partial

manner. He now brought an action against the dentist (who

was also a Médical practitioner) for injuries sustained by the

use of chloroform. Some Médical witness for the prosecution

declared that paralysis was a constant resuit of the ad-

ministration of chloroform, but for the defence it was

alleged that chloroform has hardly ever been known to cause

paralysis, and that its administration in the case in question,

was perfectly justifiable. The Judge summoned up in favour

of the défendant, and a verdict was returned for him ; but

the case shows that in the new world our brethren are as much

«ubjected to unjust actions at law as we are in the mother

country, and what is worse, that Médical men will sometimes

enter the witness-box to strengthen a case against one of their

own Profession.

MR. PROPERT AND MR. ADAMS.

The subjoined documents reached us last week after our

Kumber was in the press. ' We rejoice to announce the termi-

nation of the unhappy misunderstanding between Mr. Propert

and Mr. Adams. We understand that the former gentleman

has sent a contribution of 10/. 10s. towards Mr. Adam's ex-

penses, and we publish below a list of Mr. Adams's Committee,

completed up to the time of our going to press.

We, the undersigned, having been delegated with full and unre-

stricted authority to arbitrate in the matter in dispute between
Mr. John Propert and Mr. William Adams, arising out of the late

trial of Russell v. Adams, are of opinion that the subjoined

document signed by Mr. John Propert should be considered as a

satisfactory and an honourable settlement pf the question at

issue between thèse gentlemen.
Forbes Winslow, 23 Cavendish square.

London, May 5, 1863. Francis Hird, 17 Ulifford street.

I am willing to admit that I ought to hâve complied with the

request conveyed to me in Mr. Macrell's letter, dated December 30,

1861, and hâve conferred with that gentleman as Mr. Adams' légal

adviser in relation to the charge of breach of promise brought by
Miss Russell against Mr. Adams, previously to my forming any
•opinion of my own, respecting its truth ; I now recognise if I had
done so, much annoyance to both Mr. Adams and myself would
bave been obviated.

I also regret that anything done by me should hâve led others

to suppose that I advised or originated the légal proceedings taken
by Miss Russell against Mr. Adams. I was, no doubt, misled by
certain tx-parte statements, but was influenced by no personal feel-

ings of animosity to Mr. Adams, but solely by a désire to protect

the daughter of a deceased member of the médical profession
alleged to hâve been cruelly treated.

Whilst solemnly declaring that the motive governing me in

thèse painful proceedings was strictly benevolent in its cha-
xacter, I nevertheless freely allow, that having been deceived
by erroneous information, I unwittingly exposed myself to

the imputation of acting imprudently towards Mr. Adams, whom I
now conscientiouâly beUerc to be innocent of the infamous charge

winch Miss Russell attempted to establish against him in a court

ot law. John Propert.
6 New Cavendish street, May 5, 1863.

THE ADAMS DEFENCE FUND.

Allan, J. B., M.D., Hyde park place

trait.

Anderson. A. D., M.D., Glasgow.

Babington, B. G, M.D.. F.E.S.,

George street, Ilanover square.

Brady, John, M .D., M. P., Warwiek
tenace, Belgravia.

Bader, C, Esq., Guy' s Hospital.

Baker, Alfred, Esq., Birmingnam.
Barker T. Herbert, Esq., Bedford.

Beal, Lionel, M.}!., F.R.S.,

Grosvenor street.

Bennett, J. Kisdon, M.D., Finsbury

square.

Bird, P. H., Esq., Norfolk square.

lUenkinsop, Henry, Esq., Warwiek.
Bottoniley, George, Esq., Croydon.

Brendon, Peter, Esq,, inverness

terrace.

Brooke, Chas., Esq., M.A., F.E.S.,

Fitzroy square.

Brown, Alfred, Esq., Wandsworth.
Burrows, George, M.D., F.R.S.

Cavendish square.

Burrows, Cordy, Esq., Brighton.

Burton, J. Moulden, Esq., Lee park,

Lee.

Bury, George, Esq., Whetstone.

Butler, Fred. J., Esq., Winchester.

Bowman Wm., Esq., F.R.S.,

Clifford street.

Bulley, Francis A., Esq., Reading.

Cannan, H. H., Esq., Norwood.

Cape, Lawson, M.D., Curzon street,

May fair.

Ceeley, Robert, Esq., Aylesbury.

Chavasse, PyeH., Esq., Birming-

ham.
Clarke, Jamos F., Esq., Gerrard st.

Soho.
Clark, F. Le Gaos., Esq., Lee,

Kent.

Cockle, John, M.D., Brook street,

Hanover square.

Coleman, E., Esq., Park square

east, Regent's park.

Coote, Holmes, Esq-, Queen Anne
street, Cavendish square.

Coulson, Wm., Esq., Old Jewry.

Covey, W. H., Esq., Wilton street

Belgravia.

Ciiritchett, G. Esq., Finsbury sq.

Crookes, J. F., Esq., Faversbam.

Daugerfield, J., Esq., Hampstead.

De Mussy, Guineau, M.D.,

Cavendish place.

Dick, Henry, M.D., Wimpole st.

Druitt, Robert, M.D., Hertford st.

May fair.

Dumville, A. W., Esq., Manchester.

Easson, J IL, Esq., Princes's street,

Cavendish square.

Erichsen, J. E., Esq., Cavendish

place.

Fergusson, W., Esq., F.R.S.,

George st., Hanover Square.

Fisher, A.L., M.D., York place,

Portmau square.

Flint, Richard, Esq., Stockport.

Garlick, J. Prince, Esq., Leeds.

Gay, J. Esq.,|Finsbury place south.

GUI, S. L., M.D., Bow road.

Green, Thomas Esq., Bristol.

Groen, Joseph Henry, Esq., D.C.L.,

&c, Hadley.

Gull, W. W., M.D., Brook street.

Hillmau, W. A. Esq., Argyll street.

Harris, J. Penn, Esq., Liverpool.

Hart Earnest, Esq., Wimpole st.

Cavendish square.

Harvey, William, Esq., Soho sq.

Hatton, John, Esq., Belvédère,

North Kent.

Hey, William, Esq., Leeds.

Hieks, F. E., Esq., Henrietta st.

Cavendish square.

Hogg, Jabete, Esq., Bedford square.

Holt Bernard, Esq., Baril row.

Hutchinson, W. B., Esq., Guilford

street, Russell sq.

Jackson, T. C, Esq., Weymouth
street.

Johnson, G. G, Esq., Eaton place

south.

Joy, Henry W., Esq., Maidstone.
Kays, M.fM.D., Inverness terrace.

Kesteven, W. B., Esq., Upper
Holloway.

Kiug, Osmer, Esq. Groenwieh.
Lankester, E , M.D., Savile row.
Latter, Henry, Esq., Royal terraco

Adelphi.

Lawson, G., Esq., Park street, Gros-
venor square.

Leaf, W. L,, Esq. Clapham park.
Littlo W. J., M.D., Brook street,

Grosvenor square.

Lobb, William, M.D., Aldersgate
street.

Lobb, Harry, Esq., Brook street.

Lund, Edward, Esq., Manchester.
Mansford, J. S., Esq., 1 Clifton

gardens, Maida hill.

May, George, Esq., Reading.

Meade, R. Henry, Esq., Bradford.

Moger, R. G., Esq., Highgate.

Nunnerly, Thomas, Esq., Leeds.

Obré, Henry, Esq., Melcombe place,

Dorset square.

Ottaway, J. G, Esq., Dover.

Paget, Thomas, Esq., Leicester.

Paget, James, Esq., F.R.S., Hare-
wood pi., Hanover sq.

Peacock, T. B., M.D., Finsbury
circus.

Quain, Richard, M.D., Harley st.,

Cavendish sq.

Radcliffe, C. B., M.D., Henrietta

street, Cavendish square.

Richardson, B. W., M.A., M.D.,

Hinde street, Manchester sq.

Rees, G. O., M.D., F.R.S., Albe-

marle street.

Russell, James, M.D., Birming-
ham.

Ryan, W. B., M.D., Norfolk terrace,

Bayswater.

Semple, R. H., M.D., Torrington

square.

Séquard, Brown, M.D., F.R.S.,

Cavendish square.

Shillitoe, B., Esq., Finsbury circus.

Shute, Gay., Esq., Greenwich.

Smith, Samuel, Esq., Leeds.

Smith, Heckstall, Esq., Cliftonville,

Brighton.

Soden, John, Esq., Bath.

Stevens, J. N., Esq., Plymouth.
Symouds, Frederick, Esq., Oxford.

Tanner, T. H., M.D., Henrietta

street, Cavendish sq.

Tatum, Thomas, Esq., George st.,

Hanover square.

Teale, T- Pridgen, Esq., Leeds.

Teale, T. Pridgen, Esq., Jun., Leeds.

Thompson, E. S., M. D., Upper
George street, Portman square.

Thompson, Henry, Esq., Wimpole
street, Cavendish square.

Tomes, John Esq., F.R.S., Caven-

dish-square.

Townley, James, Esq., Kennington.

Traer, James R., Esq., Haus place

Sloane street.

X'rend, Henry G., Esq., Balls Pond
road, Islington.

Turner, Thomas, Esq., Manchester.

Waltou, H. H. Esq., Brook street,

Hanover square.

Webster, George, Esq., Upper
Gloucester place.

Wells, Spencer, Esq., Upper Gros-

venor street.

Westall, Edward Esq., Caterham.

Wiblin, Jno., M. IX, Southampton.

Wilson, Erasnms, Esq., Henrietta

street, Cavendish square.

Winslow, F. M.D., Cavendish sq.

Wright, E. J., Esq., Clapham road.

Yearsley, las., Esq., Savdo row.
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REVIEW OF THE PERIODICALS.

The 'Lancet.'

The lecture3 of Professor Huxley hâve been suspended for a time'

and the présent number opens with an " Introductory Lecture," de-

livered by Mr. Thomas Longmore, Professer of Military Surgery

at the Royal Victoria Hospital, Netley, on the occasion of the

opening of the sixth session of the Arrny Médical School. The

lecturer gives a brief account of the cogent reasons which hâve in-

duced the Government to remove the site of the Hospital from

Chatham to Netley, and of the progress already made in the éduca-

tion of military médical officers at the new médical school The

lecturer pays a tribute of respect to the memory of Mr. Hope and

Dr. Schmitz (the latter a son of the eminent Rector of the High

School of Edinburgh), both of whom were students of the Military

Hospital, but hâve since fallen victims to disease in India. Mr
W. S. Savort relates some experiments on the " Relative Rate of

Absorption from the Stomach and Rectum," and he arrives at the

conclusion that strychnia liasses more freely into the System through

the rectum than tlirough the stomach. The experiments were

made upon rabbits, guinea-pigs, rats, and cats, and it is a curious cir-

cumstance that guinea-pigs offer comparatively greater résistance

than other animais to the effects of strychnia. Dr. S. 0. Haber-

SHON makes some remarks on " Idiopathic Ansemia," giving in

illustration a fatal case of this disease, in which no important

morbid change could be detected on post-mortem examination,

except fatty degeneration of the heart. The only symptoms during

life, besides those of weakness and paleness, indicated gastric irri-

tation and an interférence with digestion, and the resuit was pro-

bably due to déficient nervous energy in the stomach. Mr. P.

Martyn, a surgeon in the Royal Navy, makes some practical

remarks on small-pox, which he lias seen in various countries

where vaccination is not practised. He confirms the opinions

generally entertained, as to the invaluable prophylactic powers of

efficient and gênerai vaccination. Dr. G. D. Gibb gives a brief

description of a " Laryngeal Ecraseur for the Removal of Small

Tumours from the Interior of the Larynx."

The 'Médical Times and Gazette.'

Professor Huxley continues his lectures on " Classification,"

and he combines together the mammalia, aves, and reptilia, as

forming a natural group or province of abranchiate vertebrata, as

contradistinguished from pisces and amphibia, which both possess

branchiœ, and are able to breathe air dissolved in water. So, like-

wise, the insecta, myriapoda, arachnida, and crustacea, form a very

natural assemblage, which rnay be termed annulosa, and the echi-

nodermata and scolecida may be placed together in an analogous

group termed annuloida. Dr. T. M'Call Anderson contributes a

lecture on " Eczéma," nnder which term be includes impétigo,

lichen, and prurigo. The présent lecture is on the classification

of skin diseases, and Dr. Anderson exposes the difficulties into

which dermatologiets hâve been led in their attempts to arrange

thèse affections into definite gênera and species. He regards many
of the skin diseases as mère modifications of a few elementary

types. Dr. George Robinson gives a paper on the " Study of

the Circulation of the Blood," read before the physiological section,

of the British Association for the Advancement of Science last

year. In this paper Dr. Robinson suggests the propriety of having

a sub-committee appointed to investigate the physics of the circula-

tion, and thus to render more intelligible the connection existing

in the living body between the motion of the blood and the perform-

ance of the secondary functions of life. Dr. Ramsbotham relates the

particularsof some cases in "ClinicalMidwifery" threebeing instances

of ruptured utérus, three of burst perinamm, and one of lacération

of the left labium in labour. Dr. A. A. Mantell gives a case of

" Abscess of the Spleen, Discharged into the Left Lung." In thia

case the nature of the disease was not known during life, in con-

séquence of the obscurity of the symptoms. Dr. Francis Anstii

continues his " Report on the Physiological Action of Podophyllin,"

the experiments being performed on cats and rats." The results

seemed to be that podophyllin, when passing into the blood, does

not act directly on the liver of thèse animais, but that it produces

catharsis by spécifie irritation of the mucous membrane of tho

intestine.

'British Médical Journal.'

Dr. George Budd makes some remarks on the " Présent Pre-

valence of Small-pox," and he observes that the protection afforded

by one attack of the disease, or by vaccination, may be considered

as perfect for about seven years ; but in the vast majority of per-

sons, if the disease is taken in the natural way, the protection is

practically perfect for life. The protection given by cow-pox

against smaU-pox is much less complète than that given by small-

pox itself, and the proportion of cases in which small-pox occurs

after vaccination, however perfectly developed the vaccine vesicle

may hâve been, is very much greater than that in which small-pox

occurs twice. After the lapse of seven years, cases of small-pox

begin to appear among the vaccinated, or if the same persons be

then vaccinated a second time, the opération takes effect in à

certain number of cases. The conclusion at which Dr. Budd ar-

rives is, that vaccination ought to be performed on ail persons with

the utmost care, but that, if first performed in infancy, it should

systematically be repeated at a later period of life. Mr. Thomas

Bryant continues his lectures on the "Surgïcal Diseases of

Children," and treats of some of the affections of the respiratory

System. Œdenia of the glottis, following upon the swallowing of

boiling liquid, requires very prompt measures, the chief ofwhich is

tracheotomy, and out of nine cases of which Mr. Bryant possesses

the records, five recovered, the other four dying from broncho-

pneumonia. Foreign bodies in the air-passages are often very diffi-

cuit to dislodge, and even tracheotomy often fails. A free section

of the trachea ought always to be made, and if the foreign body is

not immediately removed,_the larynx should be carefully examined,

because the foreign body may be firmly impacted in the rima. A
large cathéter passed from below upwards through the rima will

sometimes succeed in removing the foreign substance. Fractures of

the ribs in children are very rare, owing to the elasticity of those

structures in infancy. Mr. Furneaux Jordan describes a simple

opération, invented by himself, for the relief of congénital phy-

mosis, and he states that the relief afforded by it is complète and

permanent, causing no deformity and leaving hardly any scars.

Mr. J. Vose Solomon gives an account of the opérations practised

in the nineteenth century for the relief of tension of the eye-ball

and glaucoma, including Grafe's new opération of iridectomy ; and

Mr. J. C. Wokdsworth makes some practical observations on the-

" Treatment of the Purulent Ophthalmia of Infants."

'American Médical Times.'

Dr. Henry D. Noyés continues his lectures on " Diseases- of the"

Eye," and tb.e subjects of the présent lecture are " Ophthalmia-

Tarsi or Blepharitis Ciliaris, Hordeolum, Cystic Turnours,, and;

Trichiasis and Distichiasis. Dr. C. R. Agnew communicates a case

of " Caries of the Internai Ear." A large polypus présenter! itself

at the external meatus, and on removing it a solid obstacle was

encountered, which subsequently proved to 1>e a sequestrum, con-

sisting of renaains of the cochlea and the semi-circular canals.

There was losa of hearing and paralysis of the portio dura. After

the removal of the diseased structures the patient rapidly recovered,

the discharge from the meatus ceased, and the external meatus

entirely closed by cicatrisation, but paralysis of tho portio dura

remained. Dr. G. T. Elliott, Jun., relates the particulars of " Two

Difficult Obstétrical Cases," in which instruments were used, but

the patients both recovered. Dr. E. G. Waters complètes his
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"Report of Twclve tlun-shot Fractures of the Thigh, treated

conservativcly in tlie Ceneral Hospital of the United States Arroy."

Ail the cases tenninated successfully.

The Stéthoscope.

This number contains the third part of an article on " Some

Théories of Tubercle," and the writer gives a brief analysis of the

views entertained by Laennec, Audral, Cruveilhier, Graves, Cop-

land, and others. Tlie next article is on the "Nature of the

Early or Impending Stage of Pulinonary Consumption," and gives

a fair sketch of this phase of the disease. In a papcr on the

Early Stage of Phthisis Pulraonalis as Indicated by its Diagnostic

Signa and Symptoms," a good résumé is ofîered of the gênerai and

physical signs. The writer of the article on " Indications of Treat-

nient" appears to lay grcat stress upon the utility of cod-liver oil

in half-ounce doses three tiuies a day, increasing it to one ounce

doses if the disease seerns to advance. The nurnber concludes with

a paper on " The Influence exerted by some Articles of Drcss on

the Female Constitution," and some of the prevailing forms of

"ress are justly and rather severely criticised. None of the articles

are signed by any naine or illustrated by any cases.

BI7IIW 07 BOOKB.

On Malaria and Miasmata and their Influence in the Production of
Typhus and Typhoid Fevers, Choiera <md the Exanthemata

;

founded on the Fothergillian Prize Essay for 1859. By Thomas
Herbert Barker, M.D. F.R.S.Edin. pp. 251. 1863.

The very important and difficult questions which form the title of
this book were proposed as the subjects of the Fothergillian Prize
Essay by the Médical Society of London in the year 1859, and Dr.
Barker having obtained the prize, now prints the substance of
his essay, together with such amplifications and improvements as
his subséquent reading and researches hâve suggested to his mind.
We hâve called the questions difficult, and they really are so in no
common degree, for the éléments of épidémie and endémie diseases

are of so subtle a nature that they hâve hitherto eluded ail attempts
to demonstrate or isolate them, and are known only by their de-

structive effects upon the race of man. From the earhest records

of the history of the hunian race, épidémie visitations hâve from
time to time desolated the earth, and the efforts of physicians and
philosophera hâve been incessantly directed to discover their causes

and to guard against their pernicions effects. The constitution of

the atmosphère, the nature of the drinking waters, the social habits

of a people, the wrath of offended deities, and many other causes,

hâve Deen supposed, in diffèrent âges and by différent authors, to

originate thèse devastating scourges ; but even at the présent time
it canuot be asserted that the cloud of mystery which overliangs
the whole subject has been wholly dispelled. ït is true that sul-

phuretted hydrogen has been detected in many unhealthy situations,

and it is known that this gas is a deadly poison to living beings
;

but it cannot be asserted with any truth that sulphuretted hydrogen
is the cause or the essence of any known épidémie disease. The
invisible and impalpable vapour brooding over marshy and fenny
districts, although incapable of isolation, is known by its effects as
the cause of intermittent and rémittent fevers, and science and
humanity hâve mitigated the severity of thèse diseases by draining
the lands and by introducing sanitary régulations among the in-

habitants, as well as by the discovery of remédies specially ap-
plicable to the cure of thèse maladies. The existence of orgamc
molécules or animalcules floating in the atmosphère or dissolved in
the waters, has been assumed, and not without some probability,
to lie the cause of some épidémie visitations ; but it canr>ot be as-

serted that this theory has yet been admitted among the established
truths of modem science. It may also be granted that uncleanly
habits, the overcrowding of people in confined localities, the want
of ventilation, the deficiency of water-supply, the décomposition of
organic matters, and other deleterious agencies of a like irind, may
help to propagate disease ; but can it be truly affirmed that any or
ail of thèse causes hâve the power to originate in one place small-
pox, in another scarlatina, in another choiera, in another erysi pelas,
in another puerpéral fever i As the. above causes arc, one or ail,

siore or less always présent in civiliscd countries, wherever there
are extrêmes of wealth and poverty, so ought ail the épidémie dis-
eases to be continually présent among us ; and vet wc know that
épidémies disappear and return according to laws of which we can
form no adéquate conception. We know the malaria or the miasma
by its tffects ; we watch the Visitation of disease assuming its
Protean forms, starting from spot to spot with apparently capricious
Tariety, or spreading regularly from one locality to another ; but
•anitary science has hitherto failed to discover the poison, what-

i'vit it may be, and hygienic efforts bave been restricted to check
its propagation and to alleviate the sufl'erings of its victims.

The above obsen'ations are offered only to point ont the ditfi-

culties of the investigation, not to discouruge the eiforts of future
inquirers. It may be that among the secrets to be uufolded by the
womb of time, the essence of épidémie disease may be at last

rendered amenable to chemical tests, or neutralized by chemical
antidotes, and such a resuit is by no means to be despaired of in
an âge which has drawn down the lightning from the neavens and
imprisoned it in a phial, which has mode the steam of boiling
water the agent for the civilization of the world, and has made thi!

sunbeams the unrivalled exponents of the loveliness of nature and
the triumphs of art. Man, like Promethens, has caught a portion
of the heavenly fire, an<l knowledge will inerease as time rolls on.
The work before us is highly creditable to Dr. Barker's talents

as a scholar, and bis industry and sagacity as an original investigator.

Without binding himself to any exclusive théories, lie has tra-

versed the whole of the literature which bears upon his subject, and
he has, by his own observations and those of bis lïiends and
correspondants, brougbt together a nurnber of apposite and inter-

esting illustrations of the views which he advances. This remit
is the more to be admired as Dr. Barker's lot has been cast in a
provincial city, where the sphère of his observation is neces-

sarily limited, and where, moreover, the demands of a laborious

country practice niake incessant demands upon his time. Yet
nevertheless we lind him in his own garden, laboriously noting
down, day after day, month after month, and year after year, the

meteorological phenomena which are passing around him, and com-
paring the results with those obtained in other and remote locali-

ties, and also comparing them with the épidémie outbreaks of

disease thronghout the country. The immédiate connexion be-

tween the barometric, themiometric, and hygrométrie conditions

of the atmosphère, the nature of prevailing winds, and the présence

or deficiency of ozone, on the one hand, and the existence of épi-

démie diseases on the other, may not perhaps be immediately
apparent, but, as Dr. Barker remarks, "there can be little doubt
that a continued séries of faithful observations, shewing the précise

dates of the commencement of several diseases, side by side with
précise records of meteorological changes in the localities of the

diseases, would be usei'ul in settling many doubtful points in patho-

logy." But such observations cannot be conducted by one man,
however industrious lie may be, and the undertaking sliould be
the duty of a large association or of the nation itself. We cannot
refrain from alluding to the observations of Mr. Bailey, of Thetfonl,
Norfolk, (quoted by Dr. Barker), who for forty-five years has daily

recorded the meteorological phenomena of his district, and their

bearings on disease.

Our space forbids us to follow Dr. Barker through the many in-

teresting subjects introduced in the volume before us. It will be
seen from our own observations, and from Dr. Barker's admissions,

that the whole question of malarious and miasmatic influences is

still in its infancy, and ail discussions on such matters must be re-

garded rather as suggestions for future inquiry tlian as the con-

clusive results of foregone expérience. Nevertheless the summary
of the facts and conclusions regarding malaria and niiasmata, at

which Dr. Barker has arrived, are exceedingly interesting, and we
warmly recommend the book to the notice of the Profession.

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE.

LETTER FROM DR. RAMSBOTHAM.
To the Edilor of the Médical Circular.

Sut,—In justice to myself, 1 must request you to publish this letter

in the next number of your Journal.

In your last you say I hâve been singularly unfortunatc in my
efforts to exculpate myself from blâme for the part I took in the

late trial, Bromwich v. Waters, for that a letter lias appeared in the

'Médical Times' from the plaintiff's solicitor, contradicling my
statements in many important parliculars, and that so far from
showing any unwillmgness to appear at the trial, I actually wrote a

letter expressing my readiness to conie down to Chester, and re-

questing to know on what day the case was set down for trial, so

that I inighl. not fail to attend.

The fofiowing is the letter as published by the solicitors, of which

I bave not got a copy :

—

Bromwich v. Waters.

Messrs. Kimber and Ellis.

Gicntlemkn,—I presiuiic by the séries of quesl ions you Iraus-

mitted to nie rospecting the above case a few days ago, that you are

desirous I sliould appear at Chester to give évidence at the trial. If

so, you will oblige nie much if you will inform niewhen my présence

will be required. I understand the trial will conie off in April. Is

that the case, and can you tell me what part of the month ?

I am very faithfully yours,

Francis H. Ramsbotham.
8 Portman square, March 10, 1863.

Now, Sir, I contend that this was mercly a business letter, re-
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questing to know, for my own convenience, when it was likely my
présence would be required, that I might make arrangements ac

cordingly. ïhere is nothing in it about "so tbat I might not fail

to attend." That part of the sentence is a gratuitous addition,

supplemented by you, to my détriment.

I felt tolerably sure I should be subpœnaed, though I had never

been told so. I had already stated that the girl's utérus was healthy
;

that was a matter of fact which had corne to my knowledge, and as

such I considered myself obliged to appear to speak to it, if called

upon. Under such circumstanccs, to show any unwillingness or

disinclination to attend duringmy correspondence with the solicitors,

would hâve been puérile and more than useless.

I beg to sav, also, that the solicitors hâve not contradicted me
" in many important particulars." The solicitors certainly say that

I hai not arrived at the (presumed) opinion which I hold now on

the day after the trial, and that I expressed a favourable opinion of

the truth of the girl's story after I had examined her (verbally)

myself. No doubt I hâve said " she made her statement to us with

a degree of simplicity and absence of exaggeration not often united

to falsehood, and she never wavered in the minutest particular in

the account she first gave, although she underwent many very severe

examinations and cross-examinations, as well by Médical men

—

myself being one—as byacute counsel and solicitors. Thus a prima
/acte case would seem to be made out ; but on February 10, four

days after my interview with her, I wrote to the solicitor—" This is

only one side of the question ; when the other isheard, circumstances

may appear which will very much rnodify our judgment." Supposing,

for argument's sake, the case to be that I did hold a différent opinion

when only one side was presented to us, and hâve changed it after

the other side lias been heard, when a judge and jury bave declared

the story incredible, is that a crime to be visiled by censure?
But thèse gentlemen accuse me of stating that I did not know

the case was to be brought into a court of justice until some time
after I had been consulted ; and they go on to say " no Médical
man bas been consulted by us in this case without having been
plainly told at the first interview the reason why his opinion was
desired, and that an action for séduction was about to be tried. Dr.
Ramsbotham first saw the girl in the présence of another Médical
gentleman, and knew perfectly well why they met in consultation.''

In conséquence of my being in Edinburgh, and not having my note-

book by me when I wrote the letter to which the solicitors refer, I

was Ied into a trifling error. I was under the impression that at

least a week had elapsed from the time when I was first applied to

about the case and my visits to the young woman, when the interval

was only two days. But my " first interview " was with a gentle-

man from the solicitor's office, and he did not put me in possession

of the facts of the case, nor did I know then till Dr. Lee and I met
in consultation.

The simple statement of the case is as follows :

—

On February 4, a gentleman whose face appeared familial1 to me,
and whom I at first took for an old pupil, called on me and asked

me some Médical questions. He requested me to make an appoint-

ment to meet a certain physician, which I did by naming two o'clock

on February 6. It is possible lie may bave said sometbing about
wishing my advice concerning a case of séduction ; but I bave no
rccollection of that, and he certainly did not mention the name of

Dr. Waters. However, I hâve a perfect recollection of his

asking me what my fee would be for this consultation, by
which I naturally concluded that my connexion with the case

would terminate at that interview. On arriving at the house,

instead of the physician I expected, I met Dr. Lee, who
told me he had scen the patient a few days before. There were
présent in the room the girl's mistress and the gentleman who had
called on me ; and we were requested to adjourn to the next room
—a bed room—where the young woman was. I made an examina-
tion, and some remarks to Dr. Lee about the utérus being so healthy.

On our return in a few minutes to the sitting room, the question
was put to me in what state I fourni the utérus, when I replied
" perfectly healthy," or words to that effect. I was then fully in-

formed of the nature of the charge, which, until that time, I was
not acquainted with. I am almost certain that I recommended at
that interview that the case should be abandoned, nnd was answered
it had gone too far for that course being taken. I said also that my
évidence would be of no service to them ; the reply to which was
that I could speak to the state of the utérus when I examined. At
any rate, if what I hâve stated did not take place at that time (which
I firmly believe) it did on a subséquent occasion. I considered, as I
had spoken to a matter of fact, there would be no use in objecting
to appear as a witness, if called upon to do so.

My feeling in this lamentable ease, and the animus with which
I went down to Cliester, will best appear by the following answer
to one of seven questions, (which were put to me in writing on
February 14, by the solicitors :

—

Question.—Do you consider it propcr treatmcnt to use the
spéculum at ail to a single, chaste woman ?

Answer.—The spéculum is constantly being used in the case of
single and chaste women, both in London and elsewhere. For

myself I do not know that I ever used it, in the case of an un-
married woman, unless it had been previously employed in tho
same case by some otber practitioner. But this is also a matter of
opinion

; and no médical man bas a right to put himself forward
as the arbiter morum, especially when bis doing so would arraign
the conduct of a brother practitioner in so délicate a question.

I am, Sir, yours, &c,
Francis H. Ramsbotham.

8 Portman square, May 8, 1863.

DR. FOWLER'S " MEDICAL VOCABULARY."—IMPUTED
PLAGIARISM.

To the i'ditor of the Médical Circular.

Sir,—A few days after the announcement of the référées' award
in this matter, my publisher applied to Mr. Churchill, asking that
the objectionable préface to the 2nd édition of Dr. Mayne's work
might be withdrawn from circulation.

To this most reasonable solicitation you will be surprised to
hear tbat Dr. Mayne has replied, through his publisher, in the
following words :

—" I cannot comply with the request of Mr.
Renshaw."

I am therefore again constrained to beg the indulgence of a
space in your pages to publicly ask Dr. Mayne, to accord me that
réparation, which, as a man of honour and a gentleman, he' must
ieel that I am entitled to.

I hâve disproved, to the satisfaction of the référées, every state-

ment to which Dr. Mayne committed himself in respect of the
dates of announcement, and publication of my " Médical Vocabu-
lary."

Despite his production, after a period of four months, of certain,

allégea proofs, in substantiation of the imputed plagiarism, I hâve
also conclusively shown, that the serious charges brought against
me are totally devoid of foundation.

The profession will, therefore, I am sure, consider me justified

in now asking of Dr. Mayne, to cancel and cause to be expunged
every disproved allégation of his in the aforesaid préface, which
relates to myself. I am, &c,

Robert Fowler, M.D. Edin.,

Author of " The Médical Vocabulary."
145 Bishopsgate St. Without, May 4, 1863.

legaiTTntelligence.
'

COURT OF EXCHEQUER, May 4.

CLAY V. ROBERTS.
This was an action, by a physician at Manchester, for libel com-

plaining of certain letters in ' The Lancet ' which imputed to him
that he met homœopathists in consultation.

The déclaration averred that, by the étiquette of physicians and
the médical profession generolly, it was improper and dhgraceful
to meet homœopathists in consultation, and tbat it was injurious to

the character and practice of physicians to hâve it supposed that

they did so. It then went on to set out the allégations complained
of, and c jnnected the plaintiff with them.
The défendant pleaded, aniong other pleas, as to so much of the

déclaration as was founded on the allégation that by the étiquette

of the profession it was considered disgraceful to meet in consulta-

tion homœopathists, that it was not so considered.

To this plea there was a demurrer.
Mr. Keane, for the plaintiff, was called upon to support the dé-

claration, and a lengthened discussion ensued, and much mirth was
created by the learned counsel citing some instances in the old

books in which defamatory language had been used of physicians,

and he was ultimately called upon to impeach the plea. He con-

tended that as the articles in ' The Lancet ' were only consistant

with the désire of the writer to impress upon the public that the

plaintifTs conduct was improper and disgraceful, he was estopped

from denying it to be so, and although the word disgraceful was
not to be found in the libel itself, yet the substance in the imputa-
tion in it was that according to médical étiquette the conduct im-
puted to the plaintiff by it was disgraceful.

The Lord Chief Baron said the défendant thought it disgraceful

when he published the libel, and he did not think so now. Why
should he not traverse the allégation ?

Mr. Keane.—If he has alterecl his opinion he should apologise,

and not put the plaintiff to costs.

Mr. Thomas Jones appeared for the défendant, but was not called

upon, the Court being of opinion that the plea was a good answer
to so much of the action as it related to if made out.

Judgment for the défendant.

Royal Médical Benevolent Collège.—Tho income of this

Collège for the year 1862 was derivcd—From animal subscriptions,

314/. ; from donations, 1,006/. ; dividends on stock, 168/. ; school

payments, 5,052/. ; total, 9,340/. The ordjnary expenditure,

8,568/,
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THE MEDICAL COUNCIL.
The following is a copy of a resolution passed at a meeting

of the Executive Coimnittee of the Médical Gouncil. held ou tke lst

instant :

—

" That, certifieates having been produced to the Committee

of the conviotion of Evan Thomas, at Liverpool, for perjury, and

of the conviction of Robert Wrixon, at Reading, of forgery, the

Registrar be directed to erase the names of those perso ns from the

«Médical Register.'"

îitïH)», ittarriarjes, anB Ecatfjs.

BIRTHS.
Barrant.—Feb. 19, at Port Louis, Mauritius, tho wife of Dr. A. R.

Barrant, of a son.

Brxnie.—On the 29th ult., at Lympstone, Devon, the wifo of A. Beunie,

L.R.C.P. Ed., of a son.

Charltox.—On the 12th inst., at Dartford, Kent, tho wifo of Egbert

Charlton, M.D., ofadaughter.
Campbell.—On the lOth inst, at Chelteuhnm, tho wife of Dr. A. Camp-

bell, late of the Beugal Médical Service, of a daughter.

Comptsx.—On the 14th ult, at Upper Walmer, the wifo of Dr. Compton,

of Manchester, of a daughter.

Garbixgton.—On tho lSth ult, at St. George's square, Portsea, the wife

of Arthur M. Garriugton, M.D., of a daughter.

Nowell.—On the 9th inst., the wife of A. H. Nowell, M.R.C.8.E., of

Cornwall villas, "Westbourne park, Bayswater, of a daughter.

Suonk.—On the 12th inst., at Great Marlow, the wifo of W. J. Shono,

M.R.C.S.E., ofadaughter.
Sulifakt.—On the 14th inst., at Thornhill square, Barnsbury, the wifo

of Horatio Sillifant, M.D., prematurely of a son— still-born.

Stephens.—On the 14th inst., at Flora place, Plymouth, tho wife of

W. B. Stophens, M.R.C.S.E., ofadaughter.
Smith.—On the 15th inst., tho wife of R. 0. Smith, M.D., of Man-

chester of a son.

8?arrow.—Feb. 5, at Theyat-Myo, British Burmah, the wife of Dr.
Sparrow, Surgoon 3rd Batt 60th Royal Rifles, of a daughter.

Stewart.—On tho 19th ult., at Diss, Norfolk, the wife of W. Steward,
M.D., of a daughter.

Torney.—On the 14th inst, at Blackhall street, Watcrford, the wifo of

Thomas Torney, M.D., of a son.

MARRIAGES.
Phillips—Harris.—On the 18th ult., at Islington, T. Grâce Phillips,

Surgeon, of St. James's road, Lower Holloway, to Lavluia, second

daughter of the Rev. E. Harris, of Thornhill crescont, Barnsbury.

Mànford—Glaiiolm.—On tho 21st ult., at Newcastle-on-Tyne, F. ^Y.

Manford, L.R.C.S. Ed., to EUen, youngest daughter of the lato J.

Glaholm, Esq., ail sf Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Bird—Braginoton.—On the 22nd ult., at St. Pauls, Seacombe, "W. V.

Bird, M.D., of Egremont, Rirkonhead, to Ann Amelia, youngest

daughter of R. Bragington, Esq., of Torrington, Devon.
Lyster—Pablaxe.—On the 27tn ult., at Walton Breck Church, C. E.

Lyster, M.D., of Devonshire road, Princes park, to Margaret Ann,
youngest daughter of the late Alex. Parlano, Esq., of Liverpool.

DEATHS.
Chavassk.—At Sutton Coldfield, H. S. Chavasse, M.R.C.S.E.
Clarkson.—On the 7thof February, Assistant-Surgeon James Clarkson,

eldest son of Dr. Clarkson, of Melrose.

Crozier — On the 7th of Mardi, at Deyrah, Dr. A. W. Crozier, of tho

104th Régiment of Foot.

Ellis.—On the 17th ult, at Belgrave street South, Pimlico, James
FJlis, M.R.C.S.E., Surgeon, R.N., July 26th, 1823 (on the retired

lut
Lambert.—On the 9th ult., John Lambert, Stndent of Medicine in tho

Univcrsity of Glasgow, aged 20.

Prowse.—On the 26th of Feb., John Prowse, M.R.C.S.E., of Nuneaton,
Warwickshire.

Ukiacke.—On the 24th ult., Dr. James Uniackc, of Cork.
Steel.—On tho 25th ult., John Steel, L.R.C.S., of Bradford, York-

shire.

MEDICAL NEWS.
Royal Collège or Surgeons of England.—The following

gentlemen, having undergonc the necessary examinations for the
diploma, were adinitted Members of the Collège at a meeting of
the Court of Examiners on the 5th inst. :—Joseph Foster Armstrong,
South Shields ; Ebeneier Atherton, Bingley, Yorkshire : Guy?s
Hospital ; Walter Thomas Beeby, M.D. St. Andrew's, Kilburn :

Guys Hospital; Walter Henry Cape, L.S.A., Buckinghain street,

Strand: Charing-cross Hospital; Edward Chaffers, Enfield, Accring-
ton : St. Thomas's Hospital ; George Herbert Glifton, Bunvell,
Cambridgeshire : Middlesex Hospital ; Walter Colman, Wymond-
harn, Norfolk : London Hospital ; Francis Albert Davey, Bath :

King's Collège ; Francis Molineaux Fawcett, Yarm, Yorkshire :

King's Collège ; John Bunyan Forster, Huntingdon : Univcrsity
Collège ; Owen Grimbly, M.D. St. Andrew's and L.S.A., Banbury :

St. Thomas's Hospital ; Henry Parr Mallam, L.S.A., Oxford :

Charing-cross Hospital; Belling llarvey Madge, Bodmln, Cornwall:

St. Rarthohmiew's Hospital ; Thomas Oooke Parson, Bristol; Benj.

Whitehead Parker, L.S.A., Faringto», tunoashire i St. Thomass
Hospital Francis Ûrako Pearce, L.S.A., Kiugsbridge, I tevon : St
Bartholomew's Hospital; Paynton Pigott, Great Wilbrahani, Cam-
bridgeshire ! St George's Hospital; Richard Shillitoe, Hitchen,

lleris: Cniversity Collège; Duncan Francis Sinclair, Halstead,

Bases : University Collège ; John Babington Williams, Sydney,
street, Brompton : St. George's Hospital.

The following gentlemen were admitted on the (Uli inst.:—

William John Allkin, Manchester : Charing-cross Hospital ; James
Lawton Andrew, Moseley, uear Manchester ; Charles Edward
Oockerton, Aborystwith-terrace, Islington : London Hospital ;

Charles Edward Covey, Basingetoke : St. Bartholomew's Hospital
;

John Legge Currio, Bungay : St. Bartholomew's Hospital ; Thomas
Elmes, Limerick ; James Flack, Shoreditch : London Hospital ;

Elijah Baxter Forinan, Derby ; Gny's Hospital ; Charles Augustus
Greaves, L.S.A., Derby : St. Thomas's Hospital ; Caleb Samuel
Hilton, M.D. St. Andrews and L.S.A., Preston, Lancashire : St.

Bartholomew's Hospital ; Frédéric Thomas Hindle, Askeme, near

Doncaster : Guy's Hospital ; Thomas Jackson, Whitehaven : Guy's

Hospital ; Edwin Holborow Groen King, Portsmouth : King's

Collège ; Frederick Long, East Deieham : Guy's Hospital ; George

Hnnt Orton, Narborough, near Leicester : St. Bartholomew's

Hospital; William Smith, Spilsby, Lincolnshiro ; Edward Sutcliffe

Camberwell ; St. Thomas's Hospital ; John William Taylor, M.D.

St. Andrews and L.S.A., NcwMalton, Yorkshire; Matthew Trevan,

L.S.A., Padstow, Cornwall : St. Bartholomew's Hospital ; Edwin
Turner, Dudley, Worcestershire : St. Bartholomew's Hospital; John
Ward, M.D. St. Andrews, Glossop, Derbyshire; John l'aimer,

WaV, L.S.A., Southsea, Hants ; St. Thomas's Hospital ; William

Wilcox, Cardigan, S. Wales : St. Bartholomew's Hospital.

At the same meeting of the Court Dr. Thomas Alexander

O'Flaherty, of H.M.S. Britannia, at Portland, passed lus examination

for Naval Surgeon. This gentleman had previously been admitted

a Meniber of the Collège, bis diploma bearing date July 19tb,

1859.

The following gentlemen were admitted on tho 23rd ult. :

—

Frederick Gordon Brown, Finsbnry-circus ; William Gandy, South-

street ; Horatio Bâte Goold, Gosport ; Albert Cross Horridge,

Cheltenham; Edward Cooke Houseman, Riplcy ; Robert Huches,

Woodbridge ; Richard Jackson, Birmingham ; Jeremiah Keighley,

Bradford, Yorkshire ; Thomas Lucas, Burwell ; Samuel Mills,

Huddersfleld ; John Albert Nunneley, Leods ; Thomas Osmond,
Thorpe-le-Sokcn ; Robert Platt, Manchester ; John Prior Parvis,

lilackheath ; John Robert Ruddock, Leeds ; Thomas Taylor,

Methley ; George Edward Walker, Wigan ; Algernon Newbegin
AVatts, Norwich ; Edward Williams, P.ala ; Thomas Edward
Williams, Talgarth ; Thomas Starbuck Woolley, Cadnor.

Apothecaries' Hall.—The following gentlemen passed their

examination in the Science and Practice of Medicine, and received

certifieates to practise, on the 30th ult. :—Frederick Gordon Brown,
Finsbury-circus, E.C. ; John David Frankish, Christchurch, New
Zealand ; Charles Phineas Langford, Higham, Norfolk ; Thomas
Edward Mason, Deal, Kent ; John Morton, Holbeach, Lincolnshire;

John Reddrop, Tiverton, Devon; Henry Stubbs, Brierley-hill
\

Frederick Sutton, Marton Vicarage, Gainsborough, Lincolnshire
;

John William Taylor, New Malton, Yorkshire ; Albert Weaving,
O.x tord.

The following gentleman also on the same day passed lus first

examination :—Thomas Sanders, University Collège.

University of Aberdeen.—At the late Graduation Terni, the

following caudidates after the usual examinations received degrees

in Medicine and Surgery :—Degree of M.D.—James Forbes,

Beattie, A.M., Aberdeenshire and John Brown, A.M., Haddington,

Honourably distinguished ; John Ford Anderson, Old Aberdeen
;

David Dyco Brown, A.M., Aberdeen ; Alexander Collie, Aberdeen-

shire; François Gabriel Fropier, Mauritius; John lialmain,

MacLeoil, Kingussie ; Andrew MacMillan Perthshire ; James Shand

Stuart, Banff; Robert Walker, A.M., Aberdeenshire ;
John Wight,

Aberdeenshire.

At tbe same time the following gentlemen were promoted to the

degree of M.D.:—Alexander Stormont MacLaggan, M.B.
;

Alexander Turner M.B.—Degree of M.B ,—Francis James Padlield,

Bermudas and James Ross, Inverness- sbire: Highest honours ; Robert

Collins, Ayrshiro, and Robert llarvey Aberdeen, Honourably dis-

tinguished ; James Ashburner Lightbourne, Argyllshire ; James

Green Milne, A.M., Fife ; John Shand, Cape of Good Hope ;
James

Dear Smith, Mayo ; Robert William Tronp, A.M., Aberdeen.

—

Degree ofM.C.—James Beattie, John Brown, Francis James Padlield

and James, Ross Highest honours ; Robert Collins,—Hon. disting;

John Ford Anderson ; David Dyce Brown, Alexander Collie
;

François G. Fropier; Robert llarvey; James Asliliurner

Lightbourne ; John B. MacLeod ; Andrew MacMillan ;
James

Green Milne ; John Shand ; James Dear Smith ; James Shand

Stowart ; Robert William Tronp ; Robert Walker; John Wight.

At the same time the following,wcre declared to bave passed part
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of theirexaminations:—George Henry Anderson ;
Charles Buchan ;

John Burton ; Alexander Campbell ; Samuel Davidson ;
Alexander

Duncan ; William Duncan ; George Findlay ;
John Fraser :

John

Fowler ; James A.S. Grant ; William Grant ;
Alexander Gray

;

Robert Keith ; George King ; Benjamin Knowles ;
David Law ;

James Ledingham ; Frank Leigh ;
Alexander Littlejohn ;

Christopher Macrae ; William MaeLean ; John G.MacKindrick ;

Robert Milne ; Thomas Milne ;
Alexander Minty ;

Alexander Or.

Mitchell ; John Murray ;
Alexander Ogston ;

William Robertson ;

Peter Shepherd ; Alexander Silver ; William J. Smith ;
William b.

Smythe ; William Sutherland ; Alexander Thom ;
John C. O.

Will ; John Whyte ; James Yates.

Death op Mu. Elleray Armstrong, of Carlisle.—This

gentleman, who was M.R.C.S.E. and L.A.C., died at Carlisle on the

18th of last month, very suddenly, at the early âge of forty-eight,

leavin" a widow and seven young children ill-provided for. At a

récent" meeting of the Governors ot the Carlisle Dispensary, Dr.

Barnet said a few feeling words respecting the late Mr. Armstrong,

who had been house-surgeon to the Dispensary about twenty years

ago, which he left for the service of the Poor-law Guardians. Sub-

sequently, he also became house-surgeon at the House of Recovery,

both of which latter appointments were vacant through his death.

Mr. Armstrong was an excellent person, and a most meritorious

officer ; he had left a widow and a large family of young children

in very distressed circurastances. Consequently, some médical and

other gentlemen had held a meeting to express sympathy with his

family, and also a sensé of his worthiness. He was a very modest

man, shrinking from ail active part in politics ; and he devoted ail

his time to his profession and his family, who had suffered an irré-

parable loss. He begged leave to pay this slight tribute of respect

to the memory of a departed friend. At a meeting of members of

the Médical Profession résident in Carlisle, held at the Carlisle Dis-

pensary on the 21st of April, Dr. Elliot in the chair, it was resolved

—That this meeting learns with great regret that the late Mr.

Armstrong, Surgeon, has left his widow and seven young children

in very straitened circumstances, and it is désirable that a subscrip-

tion be entered into with a view of assisting them. Subscriptions

already promised: Mr. Head, Rickerby House, 10/. 10s.; Dr. Barnes,

10/. 10s. ; Dr. Elliot, 10/. 10s. -

T Mr. W. B. Page, 10/. 10s. ; Mr.

Robert Brown, 10/. 10s. ; Dr. Evans, 51. 5s. ; Dr. Carlyle, 51. 5s.
;

Jos. Robinson and Co., Denton Mill, 51. 5s. ; Mr. C. S. Hidl, 5/. 5s.
;

Dr. Lockie, 51. 5s. ; Mr. George Temperley, 51. 5s. ; Mr. George

Mounsey, 51. 5s. ; Mr. Thos. Clarke, 3/. 3s. ; Mr. H. Dobinson,

3/. 3s. ; Mr. A. Lows, 21. 2s. ; Mr. C. B. Hodgson, 21. 2s. ; Mr.

Wannop, 2.1. 2s. ; Mr. I. Cartmell, 21. 2s. ; Mrs. Bell, Lowther street,

21. ; Dr. Head, 1/. ls. ; Dr. Wheatley, 1/. ls. ; Dr. Hamilton, 11. ls.
;

Dr. Jones, 1/. Is. ; Mr. Mortimer, 1/. ls. Subscriptions to "The
Armstrong Fund" will be received by Mr. W. B. Page, Treasurer

;

by Dr. Elliot, Secretary ; or by any of the Carlisle banks.

Testimonial to E. A. Parkes, M.D., F.R.S.—On Tuesday,

March 17th, Dr. Parkes, late Professor of Clinical Medicine at

University Collège, was invited by a large number of his old pupils

to a meeting, for the purpose of being presented with a bust of him-

self, subscribed for on the occasion of his resigning his office in

that Collège.

The bust, a striking likeness, was the work of Edward Davis,

Esq., of Charlotte street, Fitzroy square. The présentation took

place in the Botanical Théâtre of University Collège, before a large

assemblage of old and présent students, and many ofthe Professors,

former colleagucs of Dr. Parkes. Dr. Jenner, the Professor of

Medicine, presided. The following address was read :

—

" To Dr. Parkes.

" Sir,—We hâve invited you hère to-day that we might bave an
opportunity ofpresenting you with this testimonial of the affectionate

esteem entertained for you by your old pupils.

" When three years ago you resiçned your post as Professor at

this Collège, there was a gênerai feeling amongst us, not originated

by one man, but one that seemed to take possession of ail at the

tame time, that you should not be allowed to départ without taking
with you some token of the affection you had inspired during your
connection with us. We could not but feel that, not contented
with being merely a teacher, you had striven to be a friend as well

;

that you had not only fulfilled most perfectly the duties which the
office required, but had added thereto kindness such as no office

could require, and no student expect.

"There are amongst us some who, of course, feel this inor e

strongly than others ; there are amongst us those who hâve expe
rienced at your hands kindnesses so great that no mémento can htly

express their gratitude ; but we beg you to believe that there is no
one who has taken part in the préparation of this testimonial who
does not feel that in his remembrance of you there is something
warmer than mère admiration of your skill as a teacher, some-
thing better than mère respect for your eminence as a man of
science.

" That said, there is little more to add. You will at once per-
ceive that we who are présent are but a few out of the number of
those who ime united to présent you with this bust. We should

hâve preferred, if it had been possible, having ail the subscribers

présent, but their very absence furnishes, we think, the not un-
pleasant reflection that ail over the kingdom are scattered men who
were once your pupils, and who still think, and will ever think of
you with affection and respect."

The Soden Collection.—At the last meeting of the Medico-Chi-
rurgical Society ssveral volumes, containing 850 portraits of mem-
bers ot the profession, were presented to the Society by Mr. Sodeu
of Bath. They had been collected by his father. Many of the

portraits are very rare, and as works of art there are some of very
great value. There was also a volume of autographs, one of cari-

catures, and two indexes to the volumes of portraits. The con-

dition on which they were given was that they should form the
nucleus of a collection to be called the " Soden Collection." The
Council had gratefully accepted the gift and had already thanked
the donor, but on the motion of Dr. Webster the meeting passed a
second vote of thanks to Mr. Soden. The Président hoped the

members would contribnte autographs and portraits to the collec-

tion.

Fort Put Hospital, Chatham.—The Army Sanitary Com-
missioners, on the occasion of their visit to the hospital &c. at

Chatham a few days aince, approved the proposai for the conversion

of the buildings at Fort Pitt into au hospital for the whole of the

troops of the garrison. It will accommodate about 300 patients.

Royal Institution of Great Britain.—General montnïy meet.

ing. Monday, May 4, 1863.—William Pôle, Esq. M.A F.R.S-

Treasurer and Vice-Président, in the chair.—The Secretary an-

nounced, that His Grâce the Président had nominated the following

Vice-Présidents for the ensuing year:—Sir William Armstrong,

William Pôle, Esq. M.A. F.R.S. Treasurer, The Rev. John Barlow,

M.A. F.R.S., Sir Henry Holland, Bart. M.D. D.C.L. F.R.S., Sir

Roderick I. Murchison, K.C.B. D.C.L. F.R.S, The Lord Wensleydale

John Graham, M.D., Cosmo Howard, Esq., were elected member3
of the Royal Institution. The following professors were re-elected:

—William Thomas Brande, Esq. D.C.L. F.R.S. Hon. Professor of

Chemistry, John Tyndall, Esq. F.R.S. Professor of Natural Philo-

sophy, Edward Fraùkland, Esq. Ph.D. F.R.S. was elected Professor

of Chemistry. The présents received since the last meeting were

laid on the table, and the thanks of the members returned for the

same.
Royal Collège of Physicians.—Au address of congratulation,

on the marraige of their Royal Highnesses the Prince and Princess

of Wales, has been presented, through the Home Office, to the
Queen, and graciously accepted ; and on Wednesday, the 29th ult.,

Dr. Watson (Président), Dr. Budd (Senior Censor), Dr. Alderson
(Treasurer), and Dr. Pitman (Registrar), had the honour to présent

an address on the auspicious event to the Prince of Wales at Marl-
borough House. The addresses, which bore the corporate seal,

were as lollows :

—

To the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty.
" Most Gracious Sovereign,—We, your Majesty's most loyal and

dutiful subjects, the Président and Fellows of the Royal Collège of

Physicians of London, crave permission to lay before your Majesty
our humble but fervent congratulations on the marriage of their

Royal Highnesses the Prince and Princess of Wales.
" We bail their anspicious union, which has filled the land with

rejoicing, as promising a renewal of the inestimable blessing which
this nation has long enjoyed in the bright example of your Majesty's

domestic life.

" We iurther rejoice in it, through the hope and belief that to

your Majesty it has already brought much joy and consolation, and
will remain a source of felicity.

"With thankfulness, therefore, and with trust, we pray that

Divine Goodness may supportyour Majesty under your heavy trials;

may guard your Majesty's health, and largely increase the happi-

ness of your Majesty and ail your Royal Family.
" To His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.

" May it please your Royal Highness,—The Président and Fel-

lows of the Royal Collège of Physicians of London humbly but
ardently désire to congratulate your Royal Highness on your most
auspicions marriage. We firmly believe that at no former period

of English History has the heart of the whole nation been so

warmly attached to its sovereign as it now is to our most gracious

Queen, and to ail her Royal Family. Hence the universal joy, the
irrepresible ardonr, with which the nation welcomecl the arrivai of

the Princess whom famé had truly reported to be in every way
worthy of your Royal Highness's choice. Therefore, in com-
mon with ail her Majesty's subjects, we reioice in a union
which promises ail that could be desired for your Royal
Highness and the Princess of Wales, as well as for the

best interests and future prospects of the realm, and we
pray that Divine Providence may shovver down its choicest bless-

mgs on both your Royal Highnesses, and grant you uninterrupted
health and happiness through a long life, cheered by the devoted
affection of a loyal and contented people."

The Botanical Gardens at Chelsea.—The Society of Apothe-
caries hâve resolved to make many important improvements m the
gardens at Chelsea, and the arrangements connected with them, ao

as to afford every facility to the student l'or the study of Botany.
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The PRorosED Market in Lbicester-Sqcare.—The Com-
niittee of the Hooae <>!' QominOH on tins Bill, iifter honriiig évi-

dence for and agaiust it, decided, on AVednesd.iy last, "That they

were unaniiiioiisly of opinion that the preamble of the Bill was not

proved," in other wortis, that a market was not neoimhf in the

neighbourhood, or, if it had been, that Leicester-square was not the

site for it—a décision arrived at by The Lancet two nionths ngo.

It is to be hopcd that the inhabitants of the square will at once

take steps to improve the inclosure by planting trees, &c.

Dr. John Thomson, an old and deserving officer of the Royal
Navy, expired at Lewisham, on the lst ult., aged seventy-threc.

He eutered the Royal Navy in 1809, and served m Spain and the

Moditcrrauean till 1814. He M'as then appointed to ner Majesty's

ship Zéphyr in attendance on lier late Royal Highncss the Princess

Charlotte of Wales. He afterwurds went out in that vessel to St.

Uclena with the Emperor Napoléon. He was constautly engaged
in the service until failing health compelled him to invalid home.
He graduated at Edinburgh in 1828, and was Licentiate of the

Royal Collège of Physicians, a Fellow of the Linnecan, the Royal
Médical and Chirurgical, and other Societies.

Testimonial.—A subscription bas been rccently niade by the
supporters of the Leeds Hospital for Wonien and Children, for the

purpose of preseuting a testimonial to Mr. J. I. Ikin, the secretary,

through whose exertions the funds for defraying the cost had been
principally raised. On Wednesday week the committee of the
hospital presented to him an élégant silver tea-service and salver,

epergne, four corner dishes, and a time pièce. On the salver,

teapot, and epergne was inscribed :
" Presented to J. I. Ikin, Esq.,

Hou. Sec. of the Hospital for AVomen and Children, Leeds, by a
fuw friends of the Institution, as a slight récognition of lus

unwearied exertions in its behalf since its foundatiou, and especi-

ally in promoting the érection and completion of the new hos-

pital."

The AVater of the Thames.—The principal facts indicated

by an examination of the water of the Thames during the years

1861 and 1862 are thus described by Dr. Letheby :— " lst. That the
water in the middle of the river is invariably charged with a larger
proportion of dissolved matter than that near the shore, but the
quantity of suspended matter is grentest in the shore water. 2nd.
Tbat the proportion of saline matter in the water is greatly influ-

euced by the rain-fall and by the température of the river ; for when
the former is less than two inches in the month, and the latter is

over 60° Fahr., the quantity of saline matter quickly rises from the

normal proportion of about 32 grains in the gallon to upwards of
100 grains. Srd. Tbat when from evaporation and a diminished-

rain-fall the supply of water to the river is from the océan, instead

of from the land, the mixture of the sea water with the sewage
causes an offensive décomposition, which gives an unpleasant odour
to the river. 4th. That during strong winds, and at the tiine of the

equinoxes, the quantity of suspended matter in the water is greatly

increased. Lastly. It may be said that the normal composition of
the river water is indicated by the proportions of the several consti-

tuent: of the water during the fîrst six months of the year—namely,
from January to June. At that time the ainount of saline matter
ranges from 22 grains to 34 crains in the gallon, and of this quantity
nbout 3-ô grains arc organic. In the sunnner and autumn months,when
evaporation from the river is considérable, the quantity of dissolved

saline matter in the water sometimes exceeds 150 grains in the

gallon. This shows that at those tfmes of the year there is a strong
upward current from the océan, and it indicates the necessity at

those periods for a very perfect defœcation of the sewage of the
metropolis which is to be discharged into the river at Barking
Creek. If this circumstance is disregarded, the condition of the
river in after-time, when the main drainage scheine is completed,
will be unbearable and absolutely dangerous to health. "Finally.
I may say that the resuit of the constant examinations of the river

water during the last five years shows that the quality of the water
bas been gradually improving, and that tne spécial raanufacturing
impurities which were once so constantly présent in the water are
now no longer there. I attribute this to the careful supervision
which is exerciscd bv the officers of the Conservancy in preventing
the discharge of such matter into the strearo."

Apfointments.—E. S. Ayre, L.S.A., lias been appointed Médical
Officer and Public Vaccinator for the High Hoyland District of the
Penistone Union, Yorkshire, vice C. O. Rowley, M.R.C.S.E., re-
signed.—J. Wright Baker, M.R.C.S.E., has been elected Surgeon to
the Derbyshire General Infirmary, Derby, vice Johnson, resigned.

Dr. W. T. Brande has been re-elected Hon. Professor of Chemistry
the Royal Institution of Great Britain for the ensuing year.—at

M. Corner, Mb., luis been elected Surgeon to the Tower Humlets
Disjieiusary, vice Mr. Wilson, deceased.—J. Edwards, M.R.C.S.E.,
has been re-elected Médical Officer and Public Vaccinator for the
East Bampton District of the Tiverton Union, Devon.—J. Farmer,
M.RC.S.L., has been elected Médical Officer and Public Vaccinator
for the Cottesford District of the Bicester Union, Oxfordshire, vice
Roger Nunn, M.R.C.S.E., whose term of office has expired.—E.

Frankland, F.R.S., has been re-elected Professor of Chemistry at

the Royal Institution of Great Britain for the ensuing year.—G. G.
Gascoyen, F.R.O.S.E., has been appointed Assistant-Surgeon to St.

Mary's Hospital, vice H. Spencer Smith, F.R.C.S.E., elected one of

the Senior Surgeons.—S. Gilmore, BA.., L.R.C.P.Ed., lias been
elected Médical Officer for the Workhouse Infirmary and Fever
Hospital of the Castleblayney Union, Co. Monaghan, vice W.
Nassau Irwin, L.R.C.P., resigned.—J. Graham, M.D., has been
elected a Meniber of the Royal Institution of Great Britain.—Sir

H. Holland, Bart., M.D., has been uominated a Vice-Président of

the Royal Institution of Great Britain for the ensuing year.—J. AV.

Johnson, F.R.C.S.E., lias been elected Honorary Consulting Surgeon
to the Derbyshire General Infirmary, on rcsigning as Surgeon.—R.
B. Marriott, M.R.C.S.E., lias been appointed Médical Officer and
Public Vaccinator for the Igburgh District of the Swaffham Union,
Norfolk, vice F. J. Thomas, M.R.C.S.E., resigned.—S. Ringer, M.B.,
Professor of Materia Medica, has been appointed Assistant-Pliy-

sician to University Collège Hospital.—C. J. Trotter, M.R.C.S.E.,
has been appointed Médical Officer for the District of Holme of

the Huddersfield Union, vice B. Beeley, M.R.C.S.E., deceased.

—

R. Pakenham Walsh, L.K.Q.C.P.I., lias been appointed a Justice of

the Peace for the County of Fenuanagh.

APP01NTMENTS FOR THE AVEEK.

Wednesday, May 13.

Opérations at Middlescx Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St. Mary's Hospital, 1 p. m. ;

University Collège Hospital, 2 p.m.

Thursday, May 14.

Opérations at St. George's Hospital, 1 p.m.; Central LondonOphthalmic
Hospital, 1 p.m.; London Hospital, 1^ p.m. ; Royal Frec Hospital, 14
p.m. ; Great Northern Hospital, King's cross, 2 p.m. ; London Sur-

gical Home, 2 p.m. ; West London Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Ortho-

pédie Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Institution, 3 p.m.—Professor

Ansted, " On Geology."
Friday, May 15.

Opérations at AVestminster Ophthalmic Hospital, l£ 11.111. ; Royal Insti-

tution, 8 p.m.—Dr. Odling "On the Molécule of Water."

Saturday, May 16.

Opérations at St. Thomas's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St Bartholomew's Hospital,

ljp.m. ; King's Collège Hospital, H p.m. ; Charing-cross Hospital,

2 p.m. ; Royal Institution, 3 p.m.—-Professor .Max Millier, "On
Language ;" Metropolitan Association of Médical Officers of Health,

7J p.m.
Monday, May 18.

Opérations at Lock Hospital, Dean street, Soho, Clinical Démonstrations
and Opérations, 1 p.m. ; St. Mark's Hospital for Fistula and other

Diseases of the Rectum, lj p.m. ; Metropolitan Free Hospital,

2 p.m.
Tuesday, May 19.

Opérations at Guy's Hospital, 1J p.m.; AVestminster Hospital, 2 p.m.

AVe hâve been requested to appeal to the subscribers of tho Royal Médi-
cal Benevolent Collège in favour of Mr. Stratford A. Eyre, who is a

candidate for one of the pensionships at this Institution. Mr. Eyre
was a surgeon in the Army from 1812 to 1819, and while in that posi-

tion he received promotion for very gallant and important services

rendered to his régiment when serving in Lower Canada in the

American AVar. He lias subsequently been in gênerai practice in

London from 1820 to 1857, but is now overtaken by âge and mis-

fortune. AVe understand that he lias ahvays borne a most respectable

character, and that his application is snpported both by some of the

highest nanies in the Profession, and by many of the officers of the

Army, to whom he is well known.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

*.* It is requested that ail Communications iutended for the Editor, may

be sent to the office of tho Journal, No. 20 King William street,

Strand.

Dr. W. F.—The documents rcached us too late for insertion in our last

week's number.
Mr. AV. B. R.—The discussion of the question is not suited to our

colHmns.
Dr. Robkrt Fowler's letter has been received.

The Iîoval Institution.—The papers hâve been received.

Mr. H. T. T.—Tho subject shall receive immédiate attention.

Scotus.—The paper, in its présent form, is inadmissible.

Dr. E. G. is thanked for his communication.
Dr. AV. H. is informed that the parcel was duly received.

Mr. E. W.—The list reached us in time.

Studens.— Druitt's ' Surgeon's Vado Mccum' and Fownes's 'Che-

mistry,' edited by Dr. Hence Jones and Dr. Hoffmann.
An Inciuirer.—AVe hâve heard nothing 111010 of the proposcd plan.

Mr. A. C. Tweedie shall receive a privato note.

A Country Pbactitioner.—The term "apuda" is more correct than
" asphyxia," and is now more generally omployed by physiologiste

Dr. Ramsboiham's letter is iuserted.
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PARISIAN MEDICAL NEWS.

Inefficacy and Dangers of Cautérisation in the
Treatment of Croup.— Cautérisation was formerly re-

sorted to with no sparing hand in cases of diplitheria, but of

late years public opinion bas undergone considérable cbango
with regard to the efficacy of the measure. Soine eight or

ten years ago, Professor Trousseau was in the habit of touch-

ing the fauces of children afflicted with diphtheria and croup
with concentrated muriatic acid, the solid lunar caustic, or a
strong solution of nitrate of silver. His practice in this

respect is now entirely différent, and the improvement in the
treatment is remarked on by Messrs. Fischer and Bricheteau,
Internes of the Hospital for Infancy, in a pamphlet entitled,

Treatment of Croup or Diphtheritic Larynyitis (a).

The authors do not, however, absolutely reject cautérisation

in croup and diphtheria, but the objections which haye been
adduced to the procédure appear so well founded that they
consider themselves justified in stating them, and conceive
that thèse charges are fully borne out by clinical observation.
The difficulty of effectually applying cautérisation in chil-

dren is exceptional, and would not afford a sufficient reason
for the rejection of the method, if it checked the formation
of false membranes, prevented their reproduction, and could
obviate the extension of the diphtheritic sécrétion. Many
physicians now entertain strong views on the subject, and
resort to cautérisation of the fauces with extrême reluctance.
This procédure affords no security against the development of
croup

j frequently diphtheritic angina has been followed by
croup, although active cautérisation had been instituted, and
had even been successful in effecting a local cure of the pseudo-
membranous disease of the throat.

" It frequently occurs," says Messrs. Fischer and Bricheteau,
" that, during an épidémie, an infant is brought to hospital,
who for a few hours only has suffered from sore-throat. The
disease is therefore observed in its earliest stage. On inspec-
tion of the fauces, a small diphtheritic patch is discemed on
the surface of one tonsil, and cautérisation is resorted to ; but
a few hours later a second pseudo-membranous deposit is

detected on the other tonsil, and so on.
" It has also been remarked that cautérisation in no wise

affects the primary cause of the complaint, which is of a
gênerai character, with a tendency to local manifestations on
the mucous lining of the respiratory organs. The pustule
which would subsequently become a Hunterian chancre may
legitimately be destroyed, but what would bo the advantage
of cauterising ecthymatous pustules, conséquent on infection
of the System ? Syphilitic ecthyma is but the resuit of a
gênerai taint, and false membranes likewise are but the local
expression of the diphtheritic diathesis. The peculiar virus
or miasma, the morbid poison which gives rise to diphtheria, is

unknown to us, but betrays its existence by its conséquences.
It is the cause, and not the effect, the practitioner should con-
tend with."

Messrs. Fischer and Bricheteau believe that the morbid
intoxication précèdes the formation of the false membranes.
They hâve on several occasions observed ab initio symptoms,
which attested the présence of the virus in the blood, a
rapidly fatal termination supervening, although but a very
few insignificantgreyish spots were discernible in the pharynx.
If, as ha3 been argued, the infection were conséquent on the
diphtheritic exanthema, its manifestations should be propor-
tionate to the number and extent of the pseudo-membranous
deposits, from which the poison is alleged to hâve beftn derived.
But this is not the case ; the most malignant forms of diph-
theria are not those in which the local symptoms are most con-
sidérable. The treatment adopted at the Hospital for Infancy
also suggests to the authors another sagacious remark
Tracheotomy is very frequently resorted to in that institution

;

af ter the performance of the opération, when respiration has
been re-established, the entiro treatment consists in watching
the condition of the pulmonary organs, and in supporting
the patient. Very little further attention is wasted on the

(a) A pamphlet, 8vo, pp. 120. Adrien Delahaye, Paris.

false membranes ; they are never touched with any caustic
no local remedy is applied, and the confidence thus reposed in
the efforts of nature has never been betrayed. Chloride of
potash is, however, prescribed for a few days after the opéra-
tion.

The previous remarks are adduced for the purpose of show-
ing the inefficacy of cautérisation ; it is further alleged to be
a hazardous practice.

The application of muriatic acid has induced gangrené of
the fauces, and Messrs. Blache and Guiet hâve related°cases in
which cautérisation was followed by fatal spasmodic contrac-
tion of the larynx. The method, moreover, is open to the
objection of causing violent irritation, and of promptly and
fatally exhausting the strength of the patient by determining
energetic effort and tomporary oxcitement of vital powers.
When tracheotomy becomes necessary, the previous ap-
plication of escharotics has another great disadvantage.
Tne necessity of supporting the System is then universally
acknowledged, and active cautérisation gives rise to an uncon-
querable aversion to food, and to considérable pain in dégluti-
tion. The children obstinately refuse to take nutriment, and
if they hâve the good fortune to escape the périls of abstinence
under thèse unfavourablc circumstances, their recovery is

materially retarded. Cautérisation with muriatic acid is

especially injurious, and one of our unfortunate colleagues
bore witness, before his death, to the tortures inflicted by the
use of this agent.

Messrs. Fischer and Bricheteau's paper shows that the local
remédies in croup and diphtheria should be selected from the
class of astringent substances, and not from the list of escharo-
tics. Chlorate of potash, alum, and tannin should be in-
sufflated or prescribed in gargles. If necessary, a solution,
containing one quarter of its weight of nitrate of silver, may be
applied with a brush, but the lunar caustic, which imparts a
greyish colour to the mucous membrane, and may prevent the
surgeon from detecting genuine patches of diphtheria, should
be cautiously avoided.

Inhalations of medicated and pulverised fluids may also be
resorted to with benefit. The composition of such fluids
may vary ad infinitum, and the System has the two-fold ad-
vantage of conveying the remédies directly into the respiratory
passages, and as Mr. Barthez has observed, is a perfectly
innocuous procédure, which interfères in no wise with
tracheotomy, should the opération be indisperisably réquired

Wounds of the Pénis and Urethra.—A treatise on
Military Surgery, by Dr. Legouest, Professor of Clinical
Surgery, at the Val de Grâce, is advertised by the pub-
lishers, J. B. Baillière and Son, to appear at the end of April.
The eminent scientific attainments of the author induce us to
augur most favourably of the book, and we are authorised even
now to communicate to our readers a few pages on wounds of
the pénis and urethra, extracted from the proof-sheets.

Wounds of the Urethra.—Tn the région of the pénis, the
urethra is seldom exposed to wounds, except from the sword
or bayonet, or by sharp instruments in attempts at mutilation.
The lacérations of the canal, generally occupy the infra-pubic
région, and are usually the conséquence of falls on the peri-
neum. Bullets may striko any portion of the duct, lay it open,
or destroy its walls, inflicting at the same time more or less

severe injury on the perineum.

The immédiate danger of wounds of the urethra are dé-
pendent upon their vicinity to the neck of the bladder, and
the probability of subséquent infiltrations of urine. When
they occupy the spongy portion of the duct, no urgent péril
need be apprehended, but stricture is frequently a secondary
conséquence.

Injuries of the urethra givo rise to the discharge of blood
from the aperture of the wound, and from the meatus. When,
in contusions of the perineum, the urethra has been lacerated,
without the production of any external wound, htemorrhage
first takes place from the meatus, but may promptly be checked
by the swelling of the parts, and the blood being extravasated
into the cellular tissue, forms tumours of variable size. The
excrétion of urine causes a burning pain along the canal, and in
the wound, and urino mixed with blood escapes from the
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meatus and froui the accidentai orifice, or from tho méat us

only—the wound being obstrueted by inflammatory tuméfac-

tion. At first, micturition is readily aecoinplished, but soon

becomes difficult or impossible. The introduction of a cathéter

nia)- be impraticable, and when very groat diflîculty is ex-

perienced, tho attempt should bo abandoned and tho surgeon

should not incur the risk of establishing a i'alse passage.

Incisions of the urethra in the perineum hoal, in gênerai,

spontaneously, but transversal divisions of the duct in the

région of the pénis do not «lose with the same facility. Lace-

rations and ruptures of the du8t\pjesent less danger than

might à priori be supposed, and expérience teaches that by
the unaided efforts of nature a cure may sonictimes be effected.

Gun-shot wounds almost invariably entail a loss of substance,

which, when extensive, seldom gives rise to infiltration, but

heals with much difficulty, and often leaves a sinus, which in

the spongy région may baffle the best directed efforts of the

surgeon.

Tho symptoms arising from divisions of tho urothra are,

therefore, primary or secondary ; the former consist in réten-

tion of urine, infiltration, and its conséquences ; the latter, in

sinuses situated in the perineum or pénis, and in traumatic

strictures.

The first indication of troatment in wounds of the urothra is

the introduction of a cathéter, which should not be removed
from the bladder ; the object of this measure is to prevent

rétention of urine and infiltration, and to obviato the forma-

tion of stricture. The instrument, in India-rubber, should be

as voluminous as possible.

The opération, however, may be absolutely impractieable,

and, if the urine escapes freely through the wound or meatus,

should be postponed for a few days, when the detachment of

tho eschars, the removal of the clots, and subsidence of the

swelling, may allow of its performance. If rétention super-

venes, a flexible cathéter should be inserted into the bladder

through the wound, and tho anterior extremity of tho instru-

ment be pushed forward into the spongy portion of the tube,

so as to re-establish the duct in its integrity. Infiltration

supervenes, when it has been impossible to introduce a sound,

or when, on acçount of the relaxation of the neck of tho

bladder, the urine oozes betweon its walls and tho parietes of

the cathéter ; libéral incisions are then necessary, and through

one of thèse the surgeon should endeavour to pass a tube into

the urinary réservoir.

Foreign bodies, such as splinters of bone, originating from
a fracture of the pelvis, may penetrate into the urothra.

When their size is moderate, and their shapo adapted to that

of the duct, they may bo expelled with tho urine. Thus I

hâve seen a fragment of a tortoise-shell pin, three inches in

length, a flexible branch of fir, and a splinter of bono two
inches long forced out of the passage. Thèse substances,

instead of passing through the meatus, may, howevor, find

their way into the bladder ; when they are retained in the
duct, they interfère with the excrétion, occasion dysuria, and
inflammatory symptoms, and should be extracted. The most
convenient instrument for the purpose is Hunter's forceps,

•which should be inserted into tho meatus, down to the ob-

structing substance, so as to grasp its extremity. But when
tho size of the foreign body, or the swelling, prevent its re-

moval in this manner, appropriate incisions should bo por-

formed, and it must be cautiously drawn out.

Wounds of the Pénis.— Wounds of the pénis are not very
unfrequent, and may be inflicted by fire-arms, or by sharp
instruments. . . .

Gun-shot wounds of the pénis do not always induce a dan-
gerous amount of haernorrhage ; whether the injury be doop
or superficial, or whether the organ be entirely carried away,
the attrition of the ruptured blood-vessels generally prevents
any copions loss of blood. . . .

Bleeding from the corpus cavemosum sometimes ceasos
spontaneously ; in the contrary case, the hœmorrhage may
often be checked by a persevering recourso to cold and
astringent lotions ; when thèse remédies hâve proved un-
availing, Dupuytren and Boyer recommend an India-rubber
cathéter to be placed in the urethra, and a tight linon roller
to be applied round the pénis.

ed by cautérisation.

be united by the
ing insufficient

ionate in

ddition

This remody is of difficult application, and I should bo dis-

posed to prêter the external use of tho Liq. ferri sesqui-

chloridi (at 30° Areom), diluted with cqual parts of water, and
if this agent proved inefficàcious, tho actual cautery would be
another resource. If tho hœmorrhage is suppliod by the
dorsalis artery or the artery of the corpus cavernosum, thèse
sliould be secured, an operation^of considérable diflîculty,

whicïl, if impiaeticable, must be
Wounds of the corpus caverne

interruptod suture, bands of adb
for the purpose. The sutures

nuniber to the extent of the injury,

to tho skin, the fibrous structures of tu*

flicted by bullots must suppuratc,'and shou.
simplest manner. Whatever the extent of b.

the amount of the loss of substance, the removal
must on no account be completed. In one case, wi>
Arlaud, tho root of the pénis was eut across, and tlit

was attached to the body but by the skin of the dorsal regu

and one half of the right corpus cavernosum, and yet cicatri-

sation was ultimately eifected. Védrenno also succeeded in

healing a complète section of the corpora cavernosa, and of tho

greater part of tho circumferonce of tho urothra, close to the

pubes. The surgeons must not be mislçd by tho dark ecchy-

motic patches winch form hère with tho groatest facility, and

might suggest the présence of mortification. Failure is the

only risk incurred in tho attempt to préserve aS considérable

a portion as possible of tho organ of reproduction.

In extensive injuries of the ponis, it is indispensably neces-

sary to place a cathéter permanently in the dtfct ;
if tho

urothra has escaped unscathed, this measure will obviate ob-

struction from inflammatory swelling ; if, on the coiitrary, the

canal is intorested, its continuity will thus be restored, urinous

infiltration be obviated, and cicatrisation promott'd. The

introduction of the instrument should bo proceedeJ with

before any attempt is made to close the wound ; it sseryes,

moreover, as a support to the pénis, and facilitâtes coaptsition.

The great tondency of tho anterior part of the organ to fotato

round its axis, whilst its posterior portion romains inimoYablo,

rendors it désirable to apply several sutures, and to imite with

each other structures of a similar character. A little cerate,

and a few compresses, are the most appropriate dressing, and

the cathéter should be fixed as securely as possible to the sus-

ponsory bandage. When the pénis has boen entiroly carried

away, either by a projectile, or by an incision, tho blood-vessels

should be taken up, and the wound dressed with lint aiid a

perforated compress, to admit of the passage of the cathéter.

The process of cicatrisation is in gênerai rapid, but may bo

retarded by the occurrence of érections, to obviato which pré-

parations of camphor should be oxhibited.

Efficacy of Tincture of Iodine in Urethritis.^-

Since the publication of Mr. Boinet's researchos, tinctur»

of iodine has been employed with much benefit in aouto

and chronic vaginitis, whether simple or virulent. This

remedy is even preferred in Belgium to nitrate of silver, as

milder in its action, and also more promptly efficacious. Tho
jihysicians of Hospital Saint Pierre hâve, howover, substitutcd

in womon, for tho injections recommondcd by Mr. Boinct,

another modo of treatment, which Mr. Oscar Max describes as

follows in the Presse Médicale Behje :
—

A small pièce of cotton-wool is attached to a style sufri-

ciently slender to be admitted into the urethra, and replaces

with advantage tho syringe commonly used for injections.

The instrument is steeped into tincture of iodine, and inserted

more or less far into the duct, according to the supposed seat of

the inflammation, and may even, if nocessary, be introduced

down to the neck of tho bladder. This procédure is equally

efficacious in single and in chronic urothritis.

Encouraged by the success of tho method in women, and

anxious to proserve also maie subjects from tho sufferings con-

séquent on injections and cautérisations with nitrate of silver,

Mr. Max resorts in men to tho samo System, for the purposo of

curing and suddenly checking the progress of acute inflam-

mation of the urethra.
" In imitation of the practice adopted at Hospital Saint-
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Pierre," says he, " I affix a pièce of cotton-wool to tho ex-

tremity of a commou probe, inpregnate the soft spongy texture

with tincture of iodine, aud gently insert it with one hand

into tlie urethra, while with the othcr I keep open the lips of

tho meatus. Tlie adjacent valvular folds should bo carefully

avoided, and tho remédiai agent conveyed to a depth of one

inch at least, which is quitc suflicient for ail practical purposes,

as in the incipient stage of urethritis the infiammatory action

is generally confined to the fossa navicularis. It may possibly

be objected that tincture of iodine being a fluid of invari-

able composition, the effects of the remedy cannot be in-

creased or diminished at will, as those of the solution of

nitrate of silver ; that the treatment is the samo in every

instance, and that its activity cannot be modifiée! according to

the degree of severity of the disease. Tho objection, however,

falls to the ground, when it is remembered that, according to

the number of successive applications of tlie tincture to the

surface of tlie skin, rubéfaction, irritation, or vesication, may at

will be induced, and that the surgeon is thus enabled to cause,

according to circumstances, mild or powerful counter-irritation.

The same remark applies to înucous membranes, with this dif-

férence— that thèse textures being more irritable thanthe skin,

the same effects will follow a more superficial contact with tho

remedy."

Thus, Mr. Max inserts the probe but once in mild cases, and
two, three, or even four times in more aggravated forms of

urethritis. Deep or superficial modification of the condition

of the disoased surface is produced, and the energy of the local

médication is proportionate to the severity of the symptoms,
which he conceives cannot be effected with tho same accuracy
when the solid lunar caustic is used.

Mr. Max is in possession of numerous cases, which boar
witness to the efficacy of tincture of iodine as a substitute for

nitrate of silver. Uncomplicated urethritis, acute or chrome,
but occupying the fossa navicularis, has thus been cured by
two or three applications of tincture of iodine. A fourth re-

course to the remedy has seldom been required. Simple
urethritis has been suddenly checked by one, and less fre-

quently by two, applications, but chronic urethritis usually

proves more obstinate. Mr Max remarks that he has resortcd

to the method in uncomplicated cases only. When chancre is

présent in the duct, or when the affection assumes the granular
tbrm, it would be imprudent to rely on the virtues of the
tincture.

Efficact of Permanganate of Potash in Obstinate
Cases of Ozena.—We recently alluded (Art. 0407) to

the disinfecting action of the solution of permanganate of

potash, which is extensively used in England and in Amorica,
and has been imported into Fronch practice by Mr. Démar-
quay. Sir Joseph Olliffe, physician to the British Embassy,
informs us, in the Gazette des Hôpitaux, that for soveral years
he lias tosted the efficacy of a solution of tins substance, for

the removal of fœtor of the breath, and that he has found the
remedy far superior in its effects to chlorate of potash.

Sir J. Olliffe raises no claim to priority of invention, but
merely records the efficacy of the permanganate in a case of '

ozena which had baffled ail previous efforts of treatment.

The patient was a young English lady, residing in a school
in Paris ; her breath was so offensive that lier présence in
the school-room had become intolérable to her companions.
Her approach caused nausea, and in one instance severe
vomiting was induced. Cautérisation, injections of every
description, aperients, tonics, and bitters, had unavailingly been
resortcd to.

Aware of the remarkable disinfecting power of the perman-
ganate of potash, Sir J. Olliffe performed several injections
into the nares with a solution of this sait. After the first in-
jection, ail offensive odour disappeared for half-an-hour. The
procédure was then repeated every three hours, and in the
course of a week this distressing symptom was ontirely re-
inuved, and the patient was enabled to remain in the sohool-
room, to associate with the other pupils, and résume her iuter-
course with her companions. The treatment was persevered in
for several weeks, the permanganate and chlorate of potash

being alternately used both locally and internally. (a) The
remédies were then discontinued, and during two months, at

the conclusion of whicli the young lady returned to England,
no tendency to a relapse was observed. Despitc reiterated

examination, the seat of the ozena escaped détection. No
redness or ulcération of tho mucous lining of tho narcs or soft

palate were discovered and tho nose, which in cases of this

description, is generally moro or less deformed, had preserved

its natural aspect.

(n) The prescription was tlie following :—Potassai permangan.,
gr. xxxvj. ; Syr. flor. aurant, 3iv. ; Aq. destill, §vss.,—one table-

spoonful to be taken thrice a day.

Cjlt ftieùitul Cirntlnr.

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS.

LECTURES
ON DISEASES OF THE SKIN.

By George Ross, M.D.

(Continued from page 243.)

Suhjects: The Gouty Constitution, Lichen, and Roseola ; Cases from
Willan and Bateman ; the Scrofulous Constitution ; Œdema and
Impétigo ; Treatment.

I must retrace my steps to throw new illustrations upon the re-

lation of goût to cutaneous affections. The more I direct my mind
to thèse constitutional relations of skin diseases, the more I am con-
vinced of their importance, both pathologically and therapeutically.

Our modem treatises are full of, what I may term, the morbid
anatomy of cutaneous affections ; their generid pathology is nearly a
dead letter. I hâve already said that I hâve searched in vain for

explicit récitals of cases ot'eruptive disease in connection with goût
;

but having recently looked into Willan's book published in 1808,
and f'mding there some évidence corroborative of my own views, I

am anxious to reproduce it. There is a pleasure in rcading old
works in Medicine—a pleasure which is derived from the genuiue-
ness and freshness of the descriptions. Their authors saw what
they delineated, and, instead of encumbering their récitals with
every possible symptom and shade of variation, contented thom-
selves with reporting the salient points and striking characters. The
more literature eneroaches upon observation, the greater the likeli-

hood that a désire to be systematically comprehensive and verbally

exact will supersede and overlie the specialty of natural facts.

In my first lecture I described an examplc of " lichen tubercu-
losus" nssociated with goût. The affection commenced with papules,

sometinies single, sotnetimes grouped, which were very hot, and
itched excessively. Those papules were soon convertcd into

tubercles about thesize ot split peas ; nnd thèse tubercles were sur-

rounded by a bcautiful bright-red ring, about half an inch in dia-

meter, the intorvening space being natural in hue. " When threo
or four papules are grouped together, their areolae are united, and
form a circle of about an inch in diameter, the skin looking mottled."

On the disappearance of the rings, the tubercles remained. I called

this disease " lichen tuborculosus" on account of its origin in a
papule, and the continuance of the characteristic tubercle.

Its annular character must not be overlooked ; and it is interesting

to know that so far as concerns this bright-red ring and the lient

and itching of the éruption, Dr. Willan lias described a siniilar

malady which he has associated with the gouty constitution. He
has described the disease under the naine of " roseola annulata ;"

but as this term would embrace only the subordinate characters of
tlie disease that came under my observation, it would be obviously

imperfect. As respects the rings, his description corresponds so

exaclly with that given by me, that it is unnecessnry to reproduce
it. Ho rcniarks, "In two females I attendod, this complaint was
connected with an irregular statc of the catamenia. In a mmi be-
twoon forty and fifty years of ago tlie éruption twice succeeded to a
severe fit of the goût, and continued soine weeks." He also reports

a case tliat came under the observation of Dr. W. Ciirrio, of

Chester, who remarks upon it, " She is of a gouty faniily, and was
some years ago subject to repeated and sevore pains in the sto-

inach and to violent headache ; but thèse complaints do not seeni

to have been connected with the éruption." This conclusion is

inore than doubtful. We are glad, however, of the facts, and can
draw our own iuierences.

Bateman, also, in his " Practical Synopsis of Cutaneous Diseases,"

describes the case of a gouty patient who suffered also from roseola.
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He says, " I lately attendeJ a gentleman of gouty habit, in whorn

a rose'ola accompanied with considérable fever, and with extrême
languor and dépression of spirits, total loss of appetite, and torpid

bowels, subsisted a week upon tbe lower extremities, and also upon
«•Ve forebead and vertex of tbe scalp. On tbe seventb day tbe latter

teroiinated by desquamation, and at midnight bis knuckles and right

foot were attackeu with arthritic inflammation." So much for this

disease. I find fault only with the title given to it. Roseola, at any

rate, does not, in its simplicity, express the tuberculated ebaracter

of the case presented to my observation. The rose rings, more-

OTer, did not continue more than twenty-tour hours, and were not

obaerved by the patient until bis attention was drawn to them by
myself. Nevertheless, tbere can be no doubt that the two affections

were produced by the same cause, and are germane in nature and
ebaracter.

There is, I may add, a représentation of tbis affection among
Willan's coloured plates ; but it bears only a remote resemblance

to his own description, and as little to the affection that came under
my notice. Tbe sketch was probably drawn from memory, after

the roseolar pattern, and spoiled by the engraver.

Eczéma and Impétigo.—We may now résume our observations on
tbe eczematous and impetiginous maladies as influenced by the

fouty and scrofulous cachexias. Eczéma and impétigo, it is well

nown, run one into another, so that tbere are cases wbich it is

difficult to define, and whicb are known under a compromise of

ternis, as eczéma impetiginodes, or impétigo eczematosus. Eczéma
il a more acute disease tban impétigo ; it more especially effects the

sanguine tempérament, whilst impétigo associâtes itself with the

lymphatic. Rheumatic and gouty patients, tberefore, throw out
either lichen or eczéma ; strumous patients impétigo. Thèse are

broad distinctions. As a rule when eczéma dégénérâtes into impé-
tigo we hâve an indication of constitutional struma.
The course is tbis : eczéma first appears in the form of a minute

transparent vesicle without an inilammatoi-y base as in herpès,

tbough sometimes attended with a sliglit redness. Thèse vesicles

usually burst, yielding a thin scrum ; then a pellicle forms on their

apex, this on removaï leaves a red surface, wbich heals promptly.
This is the mild form ; but the disease may not terminate in this

way, the vesicles may be conglomérat e and the acute stage severe
;

the discharge is then more copious; fresh vesicles succeed to the old
ones, crusts form on the parts affected, and the skin chaps. At
length, if the disease is about to get well, the discharge abates, tbe
aspect of tbe disease becomes squamous, and ultimately tbe crusts

eparate, and a reddened surface shows the seat of the affection.

This is ordinal y eczéma.
Sometimes the inflammation runs higber, the skin is bot and red

over a considérable surface, the vesicles become confluent,and burst-

ing, pour out an acrid discharge. The epidermis peels off as under
ordinary vesication, scabs form, the skin excoriâtes, the subjacent

tissue is more or less inliltrated, and a most painful and often obsti-

nate nialady is established. Tbis is eczéma rubrum.
Now thèse forms of disease sometimes occur in rheumatic or

gouty patients ; they may be called fortb also by local and consti-

tutional causes, to whicb I shall not, at présent, further advert.

When, however, an eczéma attacks a scrofulous person, and it

runs beyond the first stage, the course is différent. The vesicles be-

come quasi-pustular, and when they burst a thick, greenish-yellow,

lamellar scab covers the patch. The acute stage is soon replaced
by what should be called the exudative stage, whicb is characterised

by the abundant effusion of a semi-purulent fiuid, having a faint ill

odour. Remove the scabs and the donna is red and often fissured.

Tbe abatement of the discharge is tbe first step towards a cure.

Pustules generally appear on various parts of the body in tbis form
of tbe disease, and the évidences of constitutional debility are very
manitest. This is eczéma impetiginodes, or impétigo. Its prin-
cipal sites in scrofulous children are the scalp and face ; it is often
chronic and rebellions to ordinary treatment.

Treatment.—Tbere are various opinions, even among the first

practitioners about the nature and treatment of eczéma. Hebra,
for example, {a) says that the treatment in this, as in most other
diseases of the skin, " should be purely local," though he saves bis

judgment from censure by assuming that there are some inveterate
cases that dépend upon a dyscrasia or upon internai maladies.
Holding thèse views, Hebra is famous for his recipes, as our litera-

ture «ufficiently attests. AU bis active resources, however, are well
known to us, and we are familiar with their virtues. It is need-
less to aay that I do not agrée with this gênerai proposition in
ail its breadth. I am quite sure it is a mistake ;—amistake that has
ariaen from a false conception of what is meant by a " cure." It is

quite true that numberless simple cases of eczéma will get well natu-
rally—that is to say, will break out, discharge, dessicate, and heal in
the ordinary course like many more important diseases, and Hebra
or any other practitioner may register them as " cures." There are
aumberless other cases, too, that require very simple treatment in
aid of Nattue's efforts

—

e.g., a mild aperient, and tbe local applica-

(o) Médical Cibcitiab, Sept, i, 1861, p. 171.

tion of oxide of zinc ointment, dusting with starch, or even irri-

gation with cold water.

When a disease becomes ebronic, however, it is absolutely neces-
sary to attend to tbe gênerai bealtb, and, altbougb direct médication
may not be resorted to, yet it is hard to believe that Hebra would
fail to put his patient upon such a diet and regimen as might
be calculated to correct, in the course of time, abnormal actions, and
to energise tho vital powers. I can hardly suppose that Hebra
is unmindful of thèse resources ; and, if he be not, it may be fairly

questioned whether many of his cures may not be due ratber to tbe
improved bealthof his patients tban to his topical applications.

In eczéma impetiginodes and impétigo, in its more definitely

expressed forms, there cannot be a doubt that alterative and tonic
remédies are necessary. Tbe disease, although apparently cured
(that is to say, the skin cleansed), will recur again and again unless
the System be well nourished, and such remédies as quinine, iron,
and cod-liver oil resorted to, which, expérience tells us, are especially
adapted to this class of cases.

As topical remédies, I hâve found lotions composed of the
hyposulphite of soda or of the biborate soda with glycérine
exert a most bénéficiai effect. The ointment of tbe oxide of zinc
is also most useful, in combination or not, with a proportion of the
old-fasbioned but valuable nitrate of mercury ointment. If the
irritation be great, a poultico of bread, bran, or linseed meal will

çive ease, and, if tho disease affect tbe scalp, will hâve the bénéficiai

effect of removing the scabs, and enabling you to apply your remé-
dies directly to tbe seat of misebief! Let the hair be eut close in

thèse cases. It is better on the ground of cleanliness, apart from
the facilities of cure wbich it présents. Tbe scalp will usually bear
and require a more stimulating application than the face. Ifthe disease

be attended with much pruritus, and be of a squamous character, the
cade oil or Juniper tar ointment is a most valuable application.

Among stimulants and détergents in chronic cases where tbe dis-

charge is copious, an ointment prepared either with calomel or the
ammonio-chloride of mercury is very useful. AU thèse resources,

however, should be accompanied with internai remédies to keep the
sécrétions in order and invigorate the health, and, thèse matters
being attended to, every case of this kind may be cured.

(To be continued.)

ON THE SYMPTOMS, PATHOLOGY, AND TREAT-
MENT OF DISEASES OF THE HEART.

By Robert Hunter Semple, M.D.

Member of tbe Royal Collège of Physicians of London, Senior Physician
to the St. Pancra3 and Northern Dispensary, Physician to the Standard
Life Assurance Office.

Andral, in editing tbe fourth édition of Laennec's ' Traité de
l'Auscultation Médiate et des Maladies des Poumons et du Cœur,'
in tbe year 1837, writes in a note: "In spite of many laborious

researches, the history of the diseases of the beart is far from being

yet finished ; it still présents a great many doubts to be removed,
and many gaps to be filled up, and the time is not yet arrived when
the diagnosis of thèse diseases can be regarded as being as easy

and certain as that of the diseases of the lungs. Still the continuai

progress which has been made from the time of Lancisi to that of
Laennec, and from the latter to M. Bouillaud, must inspire us with
hope for the future."

It is quite true that the whole history of the diseases of the beart

is not yet completed, and that many of them are stiU enveloped in

a certain amount of obscurity, but it may be truly aUeged that their

diagnosis is now quite as easy and certain as that of the lungs.

Andral, while he attributes much crédit to the labours of Bouillaud,

does very little justice to the Knglish investigators of thèse diseases,

especially Hope and Williams, although their researches were made
before the period when Andral wrote. In fact, the elaborate and
conclusive experiments made by Dr. Williams and Dr. Hope, by the

Dublin Committee in 1835, and by the London Committee in 1836,

on the causes of the sounds of the heart, hâve thrown a complète

flood of light upon the diseases of this organ, and hâve almost cast

into tbe shade the brilliant investigations of Laennec himself, who,
while lie explained very clearly tbe auscultatory phenomena of the

rest of the chest, left the prœcordiol région for the most part to tho

labours ofsubséquent explorers. Although he explained the nature

of the sounds of tbe beart, he made no attempt to investigate

their cause, and while to him is duo the discovery of the abnormal
cardiac sounds or murmurs (bruit de soufflet, bruit de râpe), be was
unable to account for their existence except upon the supposition

that they denoted a spasm of the heart. " It appears to me," he

says, " that the positive and négative facts which I hâve just

adduced, ail tend to prove that the bruit de soufflet is produced by a

simple spasm, and does not indicate any organic lésion of the heart

or arteries." (a) He was, however, very near the valvular origin of

o) 'Traité do l'Auscultation Médiate,' vol. iii., page 84. 1837.
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the murmurs, when he states that " the bruit de soufflet exists pretty

constantly in the heart of persons who are affected with narrowing

of the orifices of this organ ;" brt he goeson somewhat erroneously

to state that " it is also pretty frcquently met with in persons affected

with hypertrophy or dilatation ; but it is found still more frequently,

as well in the heart as in the arteries of persons who hâve no lésion

of thèse organs, and who are attacked by very différent affec-

tior.f"(a)

The progress made in the investigation of cardiac diseases in the

présent day is still more strikingly displayed by the perusal of the

single short chapter devoted by Laennec to the treatment of the

organic affections of the heart. " Of ail the organic affections of

the heart," he writes, " simple hypertrophy or combined with dilata-

tion appears to me the most susceptible of cure. . . . By apply-

ing courageously and perseveringly to the treatment of hypertrophy

the method advised by Valsalva and Albertini for aneurism of the

arteries, we may promise to ourselves much more fréquent and com-
plète success, especially if we begin to employ it at a period when
the disease has not yet produced serions gênerai symptoms. . . .

This treatment ought to be pursued in an energetic manner,
especially at first. . . . We must begin, therefore, by bleeding

the patient as copiously as he can bear without fainting, and the

bleeding must be repeated every two, four, or eight days, at the

latest, until the palpitations hâve ceased, and the heart no longer

gives more than a moderate impulse under the stéthoscope." (6)

He goes on to advise that the patient must reduce his diet by at

least one-half, and a/ter àbout two months of bleeding and low

diet, if he no longer suffers from palpitation, or présents a strong
cardiac impulse, then the bleeding may be practised at more distant

intervais, and the severity of the regimen may be in some measure
relaxed. But he adds that the same measures must be resorted to,

and with equal rigor, if the impulse of the heart should afterwards
iucrease.

I can perfectly well recollect seeing cases in France where this

vigorous antiphlogistic treatment was resorted to where there was
supposed disease of the heart, but where none really existed. The
bleedings and the low diet increased the palpitations, and the neces-
sity for more bleedings seemed to the followers of Laennec to be
apparent. In the cases which I saw, the patients survived the
treatment, but who shall say how many hâve sunk under it?

Dr. Hope, whose classical ' Treatise on Diseases of the Heart '

has been of invaluable service to the progress of cardiac pathology,
very properly condemns the treatment recommended by Laennec,
although he admits that lie has invariably found the greatest benefit

to be derived in the early stages of hypertrophy, from sparing ab-

stractions of blood at intervais of two or three weeks or more. " I

hâve constantly noticed," he writes, " that when from the severity

of the dyspnœa and palpitation in the advanced stages of the com-
plaint, the practitioner was induced, or thought himself compelled

to resort to fréquent bleedings at short intervais, the patient, though
perhaps temporarily relieved, progressively declined from that

moment, dropsy increasing, and the paroxysms recurring more fre-

quently and with greater violence, until they eventually terminated
in his destruction." (c) Dr. Hope's plan of treating hypertrophy of

the heart consisted in the abstraction of four, six, or eight ounces
of blood every two, three, four, or six weeks, according to the âge
and strength of the patient, so as merely to keep down palpitation,

dyspnœa, and strong impulse of the heart.

But while Dr. Hope recommends the cautious abstraction of
blood in hypertrophy of the heart, he is by no means sparing of
this mode of depletion in the acute affections of that organ. In the

treatment of acute pericarditis and endocarditis, he advises that the

antiphlogistic treatment, in as energetic a form as circumstances
will allow, should be employed with the utinost promptitude. If
tbe attack is récent and the patient's strength will admit, blood
should, in the first place, be drawn freely from a large incision in

the arm of the patient in the erect position, so as to bring him to

the verge of syncope. From five-and-twenty to forty leeches, ac-
cording to the strength, should then be applied to the prajcordial
région as soon as the faintness from the venesection disappears and
reaction commences. " Unless, too, the pain be completely sub-
dued by thèse measures, the lecehing, and in some cases the gênerai
bleeding also, may be repeated two, tbree,or more times, according
to the strength, at intervais of from eight to twelve hours; or what
is a better rule, as soon as the puise and action of the heart dénote
a commencement of re-action. It is not, however, in every
case," continues Dr. Dope, " that so active a treatment is required.
I hâve seen a single, prompt, and abundant application of leeches,

or a cupping, at once subdue every formidable symptom." (d)

But subséquent expérience, as I shall presently show, proves that
thèse doctrines of Dr. Hope are, by no means, to be acted upon in

the présent day.

(To be continued.)

(a) Op. cit., p. 92.

(b) Op. cit. p. 477.
(c) ' Treatise on Diseases of tho Heart. Third édition, 1839, p. 283.

(d) Op. cit. p. 184.

SOIENTIFIC ARTICLES.

ON TOBACCO ; IN ITS EELATION TO THE HEALTH
OF INDIVIDUALS AND COMMUNITIES

By Dr. W. B. Richardson.

Tho présence of the ammonia in the smoke of tobacco gives

to the smoke an alkaline reaction. This may be proved by using

a slip of paper that has been saturated with litmus, and afterwards

reddened by exposure to an acid : the reddened litmus, having
first been moistened with water, has only to be exposed to the

smoke issuing from a pipe, when the red colour will disappear and
the paper will retum to the original colour given to it by the litmus,

blue. The ammonia of tobacco-smoke plays a very important part
;

it is the ammonia that bites the tongue after long smoking ; it is

the ammonia that makes the tongue and throat of the smoker so

dry, and induces him to quaff as ne smokes, and that excites the

saîivary glands to secrète so freely. The ammonia also exerts an
influence on the blood, of which more will be said in its proper

place.

Fourthly. Carbonic acidis always présent in the smoke of tobacco.

This may be shown by dipping the bowl of a pipe holding burning

tobacco, for a few seconds, in a long bottle containing a little fresn

lirne-water. After the space in the bottle above the water is

charged with smoke, withdraw the bowl, insert the stopper of the

bottle, and shake the lime-water briskly, so as to bring it into con-

tact with the vapour. The lime-water will now beconie of milky

whiteness, owing to the formation of corbonate of lime. In this

experiment, the tobacco smoke must not be driven by the breath

into the lime-water ; for that would vitiate the resuit, as the breath

contains carbonic acid. The amount of carbonic acid produced by

the combustion of various spécimens of tobacco differs so greatly

that it is dilïicult to estimate the gênerai effect of the acid ;
the

inference, nevertheless, is fair that the sleepiness which follows on

the prolonged inhalation of tobacco-furnes, as well as the headache

and lassitude, are largely due to this agent, which in so small a

proportion as five per cent, in the air inspired produces the same

•ymptomt.
Fifthly. There is yielded from tobacco smoke a product havtng

an oily appearance. This substance is only partially condensable

by exposure to a freezing mixture ; it is also absorbed by water

only in a small degree ; but it appears to be ail fixed by sulphuric

acid, to which it imparts a dark colour. The colour of the oily

product itself differs in shade according to the tobacco from which

it is derived, but in a gênerai way it has the colour of comraon

olive oil : it constituted the substance called by Vauquelin " nico-

tine." The substance, on examination, is however found to be a

compound body ; and the terni nicotine is now not applied to it

in the manner suggested by the ehemist named above. The " oil
"

derived from the tobacco by condensation, possesses poisonous pro-

perties. Sufficient of it may be obtained from a common Havannah
cigar, weighing 63 grains, to excite poisonous, but not fatal symp-

toms in a rabbit. On the administration of the substance, the

animal within two minutes is seized with tremors, partial insensi-

bility, and paralysis, especially of the hinder limbs ; but the symp-

toms pass off with great rapidity : they subside usually in from

three to four minutes, leaving the animal apparently uninjured.

The " oil" (so called) derived from tobacco-smoke by condensa-

tion, yields, on further analysis, évidence of the présence of three

bodies, viz., a fluid alkaloidal body called nicotine; a volatile

substance having an empyreumatic odour, and an extract of a dark

resinous character having a bitter taste. Respecting the properties

of thèse, it may be briefly stated that symptoms ot tremor, palpita-

tion, and paralysis, after smoking seem to dépend on the nicotine
;

the peculiar smell of «taie tobacco-smoke, which hangs so long on

the breath of the smoker and on articles of clothing, is derived

from the volatile empyreumatic substance ; and the exceedingly

nauseous sharp taste which is recognised by every unpractised

smoker when he takes a foui pipe into his mouth, is due to the

bitter extract. It is, I believe, this extract which créâtes vomiting

in persons unaccustomed to tobacco, and of which the body after a

time becomes tolérant.

Thus, for the production of the effects caused by tobacœ on the

human body, there are many and différent substances : in other

words, the smoke of tobacco being compound, the symptoms it

produces are also compound. It has been the custom, however,' in

the présent time, to consider the alkaloid nicotine as the autlior,

one and indivisible, of the smoker's pleasure3 and pains. The

hypothesis is utterly groundless : nicotine, although one of the

most potent substances, is the last, owing to the smallness of its

amount and its little volatility, to exert effects on the smoker. It

is only, in i'act, at'ter prolonged smoking that it reaches the blood

at ail : then truly it becomes the most active poison of the group,

exciting symptonis which are at ail times dangerous, gometimes

fatal, and which, but for the rarity of their occurrence, would bave

excluded tobacco as a luxury at its first origin, without aiiy aid

from the moral crusaders against the weed.—'Social Science

Keview.
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THE FORTHCOMING MEETING OF THE MEDICAL
COUNCIL.

The approaching Asseinbly of tlie General Council of

Médical Education and Registration of the United Kingdom,

on Monday ncxt, the 25th inst., scarcely excites the interest

which niight be expected among the members of the Médical

Profession. This apathetic indifférence to the movements of

the Médical Parliament arises in a great nieasure froni the

feeling of disappointment generally felt at the shortcomiugs

of the Médical Act, and at the sniall aniount of practical

work hitherto aclrieved by the Médical Council.

We are, indeed, reminded of the story of the mountain in

labour and the appearance of the niouse, when we reflect

upon the throes and the agonies, the long-suifering and the

disappointment, the hopes]deferred, andthe hearts made sick, of

our Médical Reformers through a weary séries of years, while the

great scheme was in process of development, as compared

with the birth of the expected progeny and the first struggles

of its infant career. Never, perhaps, was a more diminutive

infant ushered into this breathing world, nor a more helpless

being exposed to the disappointed gaze of its friends and tho

ridicule of its enemies.

But dropping ail metaphor, the gênerai disappointment was

not to be wondered at. The whole of the vigorous efforts

made by the Médical Reformers was directed in favour of a

most libéral franchise to the Profession, and in opposition to

the supposed selfish and interested views of the Médical Cor-

porations. The latter did not désire any Reform at ail, or at

any rate they wished only for a Reform of their own adoption,

the resuit of which would be to give them more authority or

more émoluments than they already possessed. Without

entering into needless particulars, we may mention that the

Universities were arrayed against the Collèges, the Collèges of

Surgeons against the Collèges of Physicians, the Collèges of

Physicians against the Surgeons and the Apothecaries, the

TJniversities against one another, and the Fellows of one

Collège arrayed against the members of the same Collège
;

while ail the TJniversities, Collèges, and Halls, were supposed

to be inimical to the interests of the gênerai body of the

Médical Profession, who had very little connexion with any

of them except in administering to their support by the con-

tribution of fées. Successive Governments had listened to

the various proposed plans of Médical Reform, and had in

tums abandoned them ail in despair as being impracticable,

when a lucky concurrence of circumstances enabled the then

existing Administrations, and the Législature to get rid of the

question altogether, and to leave the Corporations to fight the

battle among them, while the mass of the Profession were

abandoned as before to their own devices and allowed to take

care of themselves.

The Whig Government had been replaced by a Conservative

one under Lord Derby, and Mr. Walpole, the then Secretary

of State for the Home Department, conceived the happy

idea of settling the Médical question by a coup de main, and

effectually laying the ghost of Médical Reform which had

been haunting the Houses of Lords and Commons for so

many years. This idea was nothing more nor less than the

fusion of ail the discordant éléments of Médical life into a

common crucible, and leaving the results to the chapter of

accidents. TJniversities, Collèges, and Halls were ail huddled

together pell-mell into the cauldron, the oïdy caro taken being

that the quacks and the homceopathists (the two being perhaps

convertible ternis) should be duly protected, inasmuch as they

possessed influential advocates on both sides of politics, and

among the most aristocratie and even some royal personagos

in the country.

If such a measuro had been proposed by tho Whigs, it

would havo cortainly been resisted by the Conservatives, who

are the swom friends of the Corporations, but inasmuch as

it was brought forward by the Tory Government, it was con-

sidered by tho "Whigs as too insignificant for a party ques-

tion, and nioreover the Whigs themselves were utterly tired

of tho whole subject, as being one from which they could

dérive 110 political capital ; and, therefore, the quacks and

the homœopathists being duly protected, and tho Corpora-

tions being ail flattered by tums and put upon an apparent

equality, both Whigs and Tories passed the bill through

both Houses with almost miraculous celerity, and no doubt

congratulatedthemselves upon getting rid, for an indefinite

period, of so troublesome a question.

Under the opération of such a scheme, the constitution of

the Médical Council may readily be conceived. The principle

of représentation was indeed accorded, but like tho prédictions

of the witches in Macbeth, it " kept the word of promise to

" the ear, and broke it to the hope." Instead of the broad

basis of représentation which was ardently expected, the

delegates were chosen upon tho most narrow and exclusive

principles ; the Universities, Collèges and Halls confined

their élections within the most restricted boundaries, and the

few représentatives who were hypothetically supposed to

antagonize the influence of the Corporations, were the mère

nominees of the Crown. Thus the gênerai mass of the Pro-

fession was entirely betrayed, and left without any représenta-

tion at ail, while the Corporations were apparently continued

in full possession of ail their rights and privilèges, and the

quacks, and homœpathists, and hydropathists, and niesmerists,

et hoc genus omne, obtained privilèges and immunities which

they never possessed before.

Happy as Mr. Walpole's idea was of blending together the

conflicting éléments of the Médical Corporations, it is almost

ludicrous to contemplate the results, and we can compare

them to few things more aptly than to the heterogeneous

association, which we occasionally see exhibited in the streets,

of animais of the most contradictory natures and dispositions,

such as cats and dogs, ferrets and rats, confined together in

the same cage. Like the characters in one of the scènes of

Sheridan's Critic, they ail hâve their weapons pointed against

one other, but while in mutual juxta-position they are ail

afraid to strike, for fear of the conséquences which may

possibly ensue to each individual.

But, perhaps, a more dignified analogy may be drawn

between the struggles of the contending éléments in tha

Médical Council, and the contention of the winds in the cave

of ^Eolus, as described by Virgil in his first iEneid. If we

imagine tho respected Président of the Médical Council to

represent JMus, and his refractory subordinates to typify the

winds, the resomblanco will at once be apparent, tho scène

being of course tho Collège of Physicians in Pall-mall :

—

"Hic vasto rex JEolus antro

Luctantes ventos tempestatesque sonoras

Imperio premit, ac vinclis et carcere frœnat.

Illi indignantes, niagno cuui murmure niontis,

Circum claustra fremunt. Celsâ sedet ^olus arce,

Sceptra tenens ; mollitque animos et tempera tiraa.

Ni faciat, maria ac terras cœlumque profundum

Quippe ferant rapidi secum, verrantque perauras."
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It is possible that the indisposition of the Médical Council

to exhibit their contentions to the gaze of the vulgar crowd

niay account for the exclusion of reporters from tlioir meet-

ings. However tins may be, wo may entertain a hope that as

the fusion of différent metals often rosults in the production

of some useful alloy, so that the admixturo of conflicting

éléments in this happy family may, perhaps, eventually resuit

in somo measures of gênerai advantage to the Médical com-

munity.

ÏHE QUESTION OF EE-VACCINATION.
We hâve received numerous inquiries as to the expediency

or necessity of re-vaccination, the question being a very im-

portant one both to Médical practitioners and to the public at

large. The answer must be dictated by the results of expéri-

ence and the nature of the présent prevailing épidémie. We
believe it to be undoubted that vaccination, although a most

valuable prophylactic against the infection of small-pox, re-

tains its protective influence only for a limited period, and
hence those persons are the most protected who hâve been
most recently vaccinated. From numerous investigations

which we hâve made, we find that there is at présent a re-

markable aptitude in children and others to receive the vaccine

infection, whether they hâve been vaccinated or not, the dif-

férence being, however, that in those who hâve been previously

vaccinated, the charactoristic vaccine vesicle does not pass

through ail its stages, but, after producing considérable gênerai

and local irritation, the vesicles beconie abortive and fade

away. But that which takes place upon a small scale with
vaccination, would most probably take place in a more severe

degree, if the individuals were exposed to small-pox con-

tagion—that is to say, there would be great dépression

and other early signs of fever in the preliminary stage,

and the small-pox éruption would be attended with violent

fébrile symptoms, although the pustule would not pass

through ail its stages. An attack of modified small-pox is

by no means a trifling matter, and we believe that a socond

vaccination would guard against such a contingency. AU
the nurses at the Small-pox Hospital at Highgate, are vac-

cinated on their entrance into the Hospital, and they hâve
never been attacked with small-pox, modified or unmodified.

It is, therefore, our advice that the practice of re-vaccina-

tion shonld be generally adopted.

Another question, however, arises in relation to the per-

formance of re-vaccination by the parochial vaccinatora The
Act of Parliament, we believe, allows no payment to be made
unless for first and succussful vaccination, and hence the prac-

tice is virtually discouraged, for the labourer is worthy of his

hire, and the opération entails as much trouble as the primary
vaccination, and has the further disadvantage of wastin<* the
lymph, for there can be very little question that rc-vaccinated

cases do not afford proper sources of fresh supply. Thèse
questions hâve hitherto attracted no notice from any of our
contemporaries, but we believe that they are worthy of the
most serious attention at the présent moment, and we there-

fore press the investigation of them upon ail whom they may
concern.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

PREVALENCE OP SMALL-POX.

This disease still continues to prevail, not only in tho

metropolis but in the provinces, and the deaths in tho week
before last in London rose to 71. The report that the maladj

had broken out among the Household Troops is partially

correct, a few privâtes in one of the Eoyal Eegiments having
been attacked, and wo understand that vaccination and re-

vaccination hâve been extensively practised among the men.
Local Eeports from various points prove the gênerai, although

erratic and apparently capricious spread of the disease. In the

aristocratie région of Belgravia it appears to bo rather

prévalent, and to havo lately been on the increase, for in

November of last year 8 cases were reported, in January,

G, in February, 6, while in Mardi of this year there were

46 cases, and in April, 41. Thèse are exclusive of privato

cases. In the City of London the épidémie has not been

severe, but this portion of the capital was visited in 1800,

when there were 223 cases and 62 deaths. It is also re-

ported by Dr. Letheby, that in 1860, vaccination was very

gênerai, so that the citizens may be considered at présent

to be very fairly protected. Paddington seems to havo

escaped the épidémie in a great measure, only seven deaths

having been recorded this year in a population of 83,000,

but in Westminster 20 deaths from small-pox were reported

in the month of April alone, and of thèse 18 had not been

vaccinated. The local authorities are still very tardy in

providing accommodation for the cases, and in isolating

them ; we hear, indeed, of wards being fitted up in the

workhouses, but this plan is utterly reprehensible, and no

measure short of erecting detached buildings in the outskirts

of London can be satisfactory in a sanitary point of view.

RESIGNATION OF DB. DAY.

Our readers will learn with regret that, owing to ill health,

Dr. Day has resigned the Professorship of Anatomy and

Medicine at the University of St. Andrew's. He succeeded to

the appointaient some fourteen years ago, on the death of the

accomplished anatomist and physiologist, Dr. John Eeid, and

during this long period Dr. Day has upheld the dignity of the

Médical department ofthe ancient University, and has secured

the good-will and esteem of ail who hâve become acquainted

with him. To Dr. Eeid and Dr. Day, the utmost praise is due

for raising the standard of the St. Andrew's Médical Degrees

in Professional and public estimation, and it will be a matter

of regret that thèse degrees will henceforth be conferred only

to a very limited extent. Dr. Day will carry with him into

retirement the good wishes of hundreds of his Professional

brethren, and especially of the Médical graduâtes of St.

Andrew's, who are now dispersed over every quarter of the

globe.

RESTORATION OP A PUTREFIED DEAD BODY TO ITS NATURAL

APPEARANCE.

Dr. Eichardson has lately made a successful attempt to re-

store the natural appearance of a putrefied dead body, with a

view to prove its identity. The body was supposed to be that

of the man who murdered an unfortunato woman in a low

lodging-house in St. Giles's. Tho process consisted in im-

mersing the body for two hours in a sait water bath, to which

a little hydrochloric acid was added ; the face was then treated

with chlorine, and finally a solution of chlorine and chloride

of zinc, with a little sesquichloride of iron, was injected

through the carotids into the tissues of the face. By thèse

means the dark colour of the countenance was removed and the

features were bo far restored that witnesses were able to state

that the deceased was not the suspected murderer.

THE PERSECUTION OF MR. ADAMS.

The real nature of the persécution to which Mr. Adams has

boon eubjected, is now developed in its true light, and if there
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eTer was iu the inind of any one a lingering doubt that ho

vas in the least de<-roe culpable in tlio late transactions, that

doubt must now be reuioved. It is stated, in a letter written

to the ' Lancet,' by Messrs. "Wild and Barber, Mr. Adams's

solicitors, that Miss Eussell actually obtained board and

lodging froui a poor, hardworking, carpenter, by the représen-

tation that she was engaged to be married to Mr. Pike, the

irell-known sohcitor of the Royal Médical Collège ! Miss

Eussell has ruade her appearauce in the lîankruptcy Court,

and lier conduct has been soverely conimented upon by the

Comniissioner, who in remanding the case, remarked that, at

any rate, Miss Eussell could not sue Mm 1 No, indeed, it is

only the Médical inen who are the subjects of thèse nefarious

trscks, for out of the numerous alleged suitors for the hand of

Miss Eussell, Mr. Adanis was tho only victini selected, because

he was probably thought to be the person possessed of most

money. We are happy to find that the sympathy for Mr.

Adams is universal, and that his subscription list is rapidly

extending in ail directions. It is really shameful that ho

should bave to pay the enormous costs and other expenses in-

curred in the late trial, and it is the duty of us ail to rally

round him as an injured and persecuted man, who is perfectly

innocent of auy charge ever made against him.

REVIEW OF THE PERIODICALS.

'The Lancet.'

Professor Huxley continues his lectures on the " Structure and

Development of the Vertebrate Skeleton," hia présent lecture being

devoted to the skull of the cartilaginous fishes, the structure of

which he compares to that of the osseous fishes. Dr. Charles

Bland Radcliffe continues his lectures on certain " Disorders

of the Brain and Nervous System," selecting for his présent topics,

convulsion, tremor, spasm, certain forms of paralysis, and pain.

In treating of convulsion, he shews that this condition is associated

with, or caused by, want of power ; that the epileptic and epilepti-

forin paroxysm is sometimes preceded by signs of defective respira-

tion, and is usually accompanied by a state of unmistakeable suffo-

cation, as is shown by the black, livid, and bloated head and neck
;

and that in the chronic forms of convulsive disorder the inter-

paroxyamal condition is usually marked by évident signs of a feeble

circulation. Dr. Radcliffe also considers that the élévation of the

puise in the fully developed epileptic paroxysm is caused by the

arteries labouring under a load of black instead of red blood, a fact

which seems to be proved by the results of some expérimenta on

the lower animais. Mr. W. S. Savoky continues the relation of his

expérimenta on the " Relative Rate of Absorption from the Stomach

and Rectum," and he concludes that in the case of no single sub-

stance which he has employed has the advantage of the stomach

over the rectum appeared to be as great, or even nearly so, as it is

generally bebeved to be. In the case of strychnia, however, in the

olid form, the poison acts more rapidly when introduced into the

stomach than into the rectum, no doubt owing to the solvent action

of the gastric juice. Dr. B. W. Richardson gives an account of

an attempt to restore to its natural appearance a putrefied dead

body, in order to proveits identity. We shall allude to this sub-

ject in another part of our Journal. Dr. Habershon continues

his paper on " Idiopathic Amenda," recommending in such cases

rratrient and stimulating food, with the préparations of iron.

Quinine is sometimes added with advantage, and if necessary,

aloetic purgatives or the extract of nuxvomica in amall doses.

Irritability of the stomach, which is a common symptom, may be

sometimes checked by ice, bismuth, soda, chloric ether, minute

doses of morphia and hydrocyanicacid, lime-water, the effervescent

alinéa, and carbonic acid.

The 'Médical Times and Caeette.'

Professor Huxley continues his lectures ou " Classification," and

on the characters of the principal groupa of the animal kingdom.

He now rapidly descends the scale, passing from the mollusca,

through the cadeuterata to the infusoria and the protozoa. Mr. J.

Soelberg Wells communicates a paper on the effects of the

" Solution of the Calabar Bean on the accommodation of the Eye

and on the Pupil." This bean possesses the peculiar property of sti-

mulating the sphincter pupillœ and the ciliary muscle to contrac-

tion, and is thus antagonistic to the action of atropine. He narrâtes

a case in which there was paralysis of the circulai- fibres of the iris,

and of the ciliary muscle of the right eye, the sight of that eye

being affected, and the patient (a woman) not being able to see to

read or thread a needle when both eyes were opcn ; she was also

troubled with diplopia. Under the use of the solution of the

Calabar bean, the paralyzed pupil became contracted, and the sight

was rapidly improved. Mr. R. B. Carter contributes a short

paper on " Iridectomy in Destructive Ulcération of the Cornea."

He performed this opération upon a labouring man who had injured

his eye by accident, and had a large ulcer on the cornea. The

resuit was successful as the ulcer healed and the man's sight was

restored. Dr. John Cockle commences a paper on " Aneurismal

Tumours involving the Neck," and relates a fatal case of aneuriBm

of the neck in a patient at the Royal Free Hospital.

'The British Médical Journal.'

Dr. George Budd continues his remarks on the présent pre-

valence of small-pox. In alluding to the former practice of inocu-

lation, he observes that this method of inducing small-pox was

about a hundred times less fatal than small-pox taken in the

natural way
;
yet the mortality from small-pox was not diminished,

because the inoculated cases became sources of infection. In the

inoculated cases there was a two-fold development ofthe small-pox

pustule, for the single pustule ran its course, and on the seventh

or eighth day, the regular symptoms and éruption of small-pox

began and ran their regular, although milder, course. But cow-pox

prevents future small-pox as effectually as small-pox itself does, and

therefore if vaccination is practised evenafter the infection of small-

pox haa been receired, the severity of thia latter disease will be

mitigated. Mr. Thomas Bryant continues his " Lettsomian Lec-

tures on the Diaeases of Childreu," and now treats of Nbjvus, the

subcutaneous form of which is beat treated by subcutaneous ligature,

but in the mixed variety, excision of the growth is be recommended

when it is practicable. Mr. Bryant préféra the uae of setons in

cases of diffused nœvus, and unless the growth is very large, one or

two setons are sufficient. Dr. Edward Meryon contributes some

" Pathological and Practical Researches on Varions forms of Para-

lyais," his présent paper being devoted to an anatomical description

of the spinal cord and the medulla oblongata. Dr. James

Rubsell gives a note on the " Laryngoscope," and he shews that

the use of this instrument was of gieat service in making the

diagnosis of two cases brought into the General Hospital at Bir-

mingham. One was ft case of subacute laryngitis, in which the

appearances of inflammation were rendered visible by the laryngo-

scope : the other was a case simulating laryngitis, but really

dépendent upon old cardiac disease, and, in this instance, no

appearances of inflammation could be detected. In a third case,

mentioned by Dr. Russell, where the patient presented the

symptoms of chronic laryngitis, with aphonia, apolypus wasfound

attached to the front ot the larynx and partly to the right false

vocal cord.

'The American Médical Times.'

Dr. J. King Merritt makes some remarks on " Some Mummied

Heads taken from the Jivaro Indiana of Ecuador," with an account

of the various modes of embalmment. Thèse heada are verysmall,

the eize of the entire head and face being about equal to that of
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the médium fist of a man. Dr. John H. Packard describes a

simplified apparatus for the Radical cure of Varicocele, consisting

of a needle, a fine annealed iron wire, and a pièce of sheet lead.

The enlarged veins are iuclosed between two double wires, and are

constricted. Mr. Dewitt C. Petehs relates two cases in Military

Surgery, one being an instance of hypertrophy of the mainmary

gland in a soldier, and the other, an extensive gun-shot wound of

the right lung, ending in recovery. Dr. B. Z. Miles reports a case

of " Erysipelas of the Throat, Fauces, and Tongue," threatening

suffocation, but resulting in recovery by the stimulating treatment.

No iron was eniployed, but whisky was given, with saline

aperients.

REVIEW OF BOOKS.

Transactions of the Obstétrical Society of London. Vol. IV. for the

year 1862. pp. 338. 1863.

The présent volume contains a hst of the Officers and Fellows of

the Obstétrical Society, a sélection of thepapers readat the ordinary

meetings, with an abstract of the subséquent discussions, an index

of contents, and a catalogue of the books in the Library of

the Society. The Society appears to be in a very flourishing con-

dition, for in the Annual Report in 1862 the total number of mem-
bers was announced to be 482, ail the preliminary expenses inci-

dental to the establishment of the Society were paid, and the

Treasurer had a balance of nearly 5O0J. ready for investment. The
number of the members and the amount of the balance are pro-

bably greater at présent. The volume is very well got up, and
is illustrated by eight well-executed plates, besides woodcuts.

The contents are of a very interesting and diversified character,

and constitute a fair synopsis of the progress of Briêish Obstetric

Medicine during last year. The papers are, in gênerai, short and
practical, and are very numerous, while the discussions are so judi-

ciously abbreviated as to convey the gênerai sentiments ofthe speakers

without the word}- digressions which sometimes characterise scien-

tific discussions.

We cannot undertake an analysis of the papers in the limited

ipace at our command, but we may, in the first instance state gene-

rally that most of the subjects which engage the attention of

obstetricians are carefully discussed, while a great number of isolated

and, as it were, aberrant facts are recorded by trustworthy observers.

Among the latter may bs mentioned a case of acephalo-cyelopean

monstrosity recorded by Mr. Robert Hardey, in which the child had

no head or nose, and a single eye with two pupils ; an other case of

monstrosity, recorded by Dr. Alfred Meadows, in which the child

(which lived for about three-quarters of an hour) had the lower ex-

tremities blended together into a kind of tail, with the absence of

ail urinary apparatus ; a case in which air was expelled from the

vagina, carefully recorded by Dr. George Harley ; a case ot double

utérus, with simultaneous gestation, by Mr. Henry Grâce, in which

there were two distinct ora uteri and two children, one of which

was born alive and lived for a few hours ; a case of twin abortion

exhibited by Dr. Langmore, and reported upon by Dr. Harley and
Dr. Tanner, in which it appeared that the fœtuses were of différent

âges, and were probably instances of that rare occurrence, superfœ-

tation ; and a case of protracted rétention of a blighted ovum,
recorded by Dr. Uvedale West, in which the ovum appears to

hâve died at the period of quickening, but to hâve been retained

until the completion of the f'ull period of pregnancy.
The important subject of ovariotomy receives a due share of

prominence. Mr. Baker Brown offers some practical observations

on the preliminary measures to be adopted in this opération, and on
the performance of the opération itself. He prefers the recumbent
to the sitting posture for the patient, recommends the use of silver

wire instead of thread or twine for securing any adhésions, con-
demns the use of a sponge within the cavity of the abdomen, pre-
ferring a pièce of fiannel, and advocates the administration of opium
and the application of turpentine epithems after the opération.

The statistics of ovariotomy show that the proportion of recoveries

ia now about two to one death, or that the deaths are about
33 per cent. Mr. Brown has performed the opération at the London
Surgical Home nineteen times, and out of theso thirteen hâve
recovered. An analysis of the nineteen eases is given, comprising
the date of the opération, the name and âge of the patient, the
duration and progress of the disease, and the condition of tho
patient beforo the opération, the anaosthetic agent used, and its

mode of administration, the length of the incision in each case,

the adhésions, the nature ot the tumour, the proceedings of the
opération, and the accidents occurring during its course, the cir-

cumstance of the pedicle of the tumour being within or without
the abdomen, and the gênerai résulta of each case. In the subse-

Suent discussion, Mr. Spencer Wells disagreed with Mr. Brown in

ie use of silver wire for the division of the adhésions, and in leaving

the dead tissue within the abdomen ; he also prcferred sponge to
ffannel for cleansing the peritoneal cavity, in opposition to Mr.
Brown, and he also disagreed with the latter gentleman in lus use
of arnica before the opération and of turpentine after it, bot!» of
which he thought unnecessary. Dr. Tyler Smith, as having recom-
mended the semi-recumbent posture in the opération, still adhered
to his opinion that it was the best, and he thought that the gênerai
administration of opiates after the opération was dangerous. Some
thing like a personal discussion sprang up between Mr. Baker Brown
and Mr. Spencer Wells, the latter stating that some of Mr. Brown's
Êatients ought not to hâve been operated upon at ail, and Mr.
irown retorting the same charge in relation to ^one of Mr. Wells's

patients. Dr. Tyler Smith contributes to the Transactions four

additional cases of ovariotomy, ail being cases of polycystic ovarian

disease, and two cases proving fatal. Up to the date of his paper,

Dr. Tyler Smith had performed the opération in twelve cases, of
which three died and nine recovered perfectly, one of the success-

ful cases having become subsequently pregnant.

Dr. Tanner relates a case of unsuspected pregnancy and labour,

in which the patient, a married lady, was quite unconscious of her

condition, and believed herself to be past the âge of child-bearing,

but who, nevertheless, Was confined of a living child. Dr. John
Shortt, of Madras, relates two cases of the same nature, in one of

which the patient, although a married lady and the mother of one

child, was quite ignorant of her condition during the whole period

of gestation, and being ordered to hâve a warm bath, the living

child dropped into the bath, and was saved from drowning with

some difficulty. This case is the more curious because for nearly

two-thirds of the period of utero-gestation this lady was erroneously

treated for disease of the os uteri, and the spéculum, caustic, &c,
were applied, and the most drastic purgatives administered, com-
prising aloes, scammony, gamboge, &c, without any injurious effects.

In the other case related by Dr. Shortt, he saw a Hindoo woman
walking on an esplanade, and while he was noticing her, he observed

a fully-developed maie child drop on tbe ground. Some female

companions brought a knife, and divided the umbilical cord, and,

as she was a woman of caste, Dr. Shortt was not allowed to ap-

proach her, or to render her any service whatever.

Thèse are only a few of the subjects treated in the papers,

ail of which hâve more or less interest, and will be read with ad*

vantage.

Excessive Infant Mortality: How can it be Stayedf—and on Infant
Alimentation. By M. A. Baines. pp. 20.

The Author of this pamphlet attributes a great amount ot the

sickness and mortality among young children to the habit of mothera
neglecting to nurse their own infants. The practice of wet-nursing

also he considère injurious both on moral and sanitary grounds. In
treating of infant alimentation, Mr. Baines recommends a larger

portion of vegetable food than is usually thought bénéficiai to

infants. We cannot endorae his views in this particular.

Notes on Coins. Read before the Numisraatic Society of Montréal.

By Stanley 0. Baog, Esq., F.N.S., Vice-Président Montréal,

1863. Pamphlet.
The Author of this essay is known as an ardent and accomplished

numismatician, who is not only the founder of the Numismatic
Society, but also the first to read a paper before it. The essay

briefly reviews the objecta of the science, and contains many inter-

esting notes on coins and medals. Although comparatively new
countries, there are many coins struck for circulation in Canada and
the New England States, at periods ranging from 50 years to one
or two centuries back, which are already scarce and highly prized.

Of thèse may be mentioned the pine-tree shillings of Massachusetts

struck in 1652.

Under the auspices of many men of learning in Canada, some of

whom bave emanated from our own English Universities, we hâve

no doubt the Society will become very popular.

MEDICAL SOCIETIES.

ROYAL MEDICAL AND CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY.
Tuesday, April 28, 1863.

Me. Partridge, Président.

Dr. Waters communicated
A REMARKABLE CASE OP INJURY OP THE HEAD, IN WHICH THB
RIGHT RESTIFORM BODY AND THE RIGHT POSTERIOR COLUMN
OP THE SPINAL CORD WERE DIVIDED TRANSVERSELY ; WITH
REMARKS.
The following is a brief abstract of the case :

John M'Bride, a sailor, aged twenty-three, was admitted into the

Liverpool Northern Hospital about noon on the 19th of February,

1863. He had received a blow on the side of the face on the pre-

vious day from a capstan-bar, which stunned him for a short tune.

On presenting himself at the hospital he was able to walk with
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assistance. Wlion secn by the author he was in bed. Ho wasquite

conscious, undcrstood everything, and spoke rationally and dis-

tinctlv, although articulation was not quite perfoot. Ile complained

of sli'dit dizziness of the head, and slight numbncss of'the right sido

of tbe face and of the. right ann and leg. Ile was unable to swal-

low, and had constant hiccough. Tlie face was dusky ; the breath-

ing quiet ; the puise 100 and regular ; the tonguc was protruded in

a straigbt line ; the uvula was drawn to the right side. Tlicre was

partial loss of power over the right side of the face, and right ann
and leg ; both thèse limbs could, howcver, be readily raised. Ile

could open and shut both eyes. The pupils werc rathcr dilated ;

the eyeballs constantly rolling about. No affection of vision or of

hearing was complained of. The right side of the face and the right

ann and leg were of a higher température than the corresponding

parts of the opposite side. The patient said he could distinctly feel

when touched on either sido of the face, on cither foot, leg, or n rm.

Sensation appeared slightly less pcrfect on the right side than on

the left, but on both sides it was good. The patient died, somewhat

suddenly, at five p.m. on the day of admission, after an ineffectual

attempt" to swallow. He had survived the accident about twenty-

four hours.

After death the cranial bones and the vertebraj were found un-

fractured. The cerebrum was healthy. There was a considérable

quantity of slightly coloured fluid at the base of the skull and in the

spinal canal ; the venons sinuscs were very full of blood ; the right

hémisphère of the cerebcllum was slightly and very superficially

lacerated on its under surface, close by the side of the right resti-

form body. The medulla oblongata at its posterior aspect and right

side was the seat of an extravasation of blood lying beneath the pia

mater. This extravasation was into the nervous substance, and was
connected with lacérations of that structure. The parts having been
hardened in spirit, two transverse lacérations were found connected

by a vertical one. The first or superior lacération involved tbe

right restiform body about its middle ; the lacération extending to

within a very short distance of the médian furrow of the fourth

ventrical behind ; to the outer side, and in front, the lacération

extended as far as the line of origin of the eighth pair of nerves.

Blood was effused between the lacerated parts, and separated them
from each other. The nervous substance in the adjacent parts was
also infiltrated with blood. The médian furrow of the fourth

ventricle was pushed a little towards the left side. As far as it was
possible to judge, this lacération involved the whole, or very nearly
the whole, of the fibres of the right restiform body, and a portion

of the grey matter spread out on the floor of the fourth ventricle.

Noue of the roots of the eighth pair of nerves were torn ; but the

lacération extended close to the superficial origin of the gloso-pharyn-

geal and par vagum, and no doubt involved their deep fibres. The
second or lower lacération was situated just below and to the right of

the nib of the calamus scriptorius. It had divided that part which

is known as the posterior pyramid.and the tract outside of it, which is

the continuation of the posterior column of the spinal cord. The lace-

ration extended about two lines into thenervous substance; it stopped

behind at the médian fissure, and externally it did not extend
beyond the line of attachment of the posterior roots of the spinal

nerves. Blood was effused as at the upper lacération. Thèse two
lacérations were connected by a vertical one, which ran down
along the inner side of the restiform body and terminated below by
joining the inner part of the lower lacération. The lungs were
loaded with black blood. The heart was healthy.

The author remarked that the importance of the case was in the

fact that the parts which were formerly supposed by most physiolo-

gists, and still are by soine, to be the sensitive tracts, were
divided on one side without loss of sensation ensuing. The case

was remarkable as presenting us with a répétition in a healthy nian

of those experiments so often performed on the lower animais by the

physiologist—namely, division of certain portions of the cord or

medulla.

The results of the case tended to confirm the views recently

advanced by some physiologists, that the posterior coluinns of the

cord and the restiform bodies are not the channels by which the pos-
terior roots of the spinal nerves communicate with the sensorium

;

and to réfute the opinion that those structures are concerned in

that fonction.

With regard to the minor symptoms, they for the most part agreed
in a remarkable manner with the lésion which was found. So
severe a lacération of the restiform body could scarcely happen
without involving the deep origin of the facial, andglasso-pharyngeal
and the pneumogastric nerves. Hence the symptoms of paralysis
about the face &c., which had been referred to. The immédiate
cause of death appeard to hâve been a sudden arrest of the function
of breathing.

Dr. Hermann Weber, F.R.O.P. read
A CONTRIBUTION TO THE TATHOLOOY OF THE CRURA CEREBRI.

After some preliminary remarks on the rare occurrence of dis-
eases of the crura cerebn, uncomplicated with other affections of
the brain, Dr. H. Weber related the following case :

A man, aged fifty-two, affected with disease of the aortic valves,
bypertrophy of the left ventricle, and rigidity of'the larger arteries,

had, duriug the last ycars of life,
-

fréquent tinnitus aiirium, a'
duil, but moderato hèâdache, disturbed sleep, and anxious dreams.
Two montas boforc death sudden paralysis -ni' tlu- right aide of the

body (limbs, truùk, and face) as to motion and sensation, and of

,

the musclés of the left eye, supplied by the tliird nerve, with dila-'
tation of.the left pupil. Disturbance of vision only sliglit,' viz. :

iniperfect double vision when using both eyes comb'kied, and im-
paired accommodation when using the left ey'e alono. The other
spécial sensés and the intellectual faculties unaffected ; slow and
invgular puise

J
obstinate constipation ; increased température in

the paxalyzed limbs. The paralysis of the right side of the face,
the soft palate, the tongue, and the trunk had been from the begin-
ning less complet», and became gradually much diminished as wcll
with regard to motion ai also to sensation ; that of the limbs, on
the contrary, reniai Qed almost complète with respect to motion,
while the sensation gradually impirved. The paralysed muscles
of the left eye regaiued their function only very imperfectly, and
the left pupil, too, remained much dilated'; the" obstinate consti-

Eation continued. About eight days before death symptoms of
roncho-pneumonia and pleuritis, especially. of the right side, came

on ; death two months at'ter the seizure.

Post-niortem examination : Phenomena of récent broncho-pneu-
monia and pleuritis, occupying the greater portion of the right
lung, and existing only in a very limited manner in the lower lobe
of the left lung. Hypertrophy of the left ventricle of the heart,
with disease of the aortic valves (rigidity thr'ough atherômatbus

'

deposit, stenosis, and insufficient closnre). Extensive alheroriiàtoiis
affection of the arterial System, and especially of the cérébral
arteries. Hœmorrhage into the internai portion of the left crus
cerebri, the cavity being about T

*
T inch long, ,*

ff inch broad, and
as deep ; it is situated close to the surface, and in immédiate con-
tact with the third nerve, the nerve-fibres of which are degene-
tated. The tissue of the crus round the cavity is hardened in
the thickness of about A inch. The remainder of the left crus,
and the other portions of the brain are normal.

;

'

Dr. H. Weber remarked that the diagnosis in this case had been"
comparatively easy. The sudden paralysis of the right side of the

body, with paralysis of'the third nerve of the left side, and with
immunity of the mental faculties and spécial sensés, pointed un- '

mistakably to jan affection near the base of the left hémisphère,
and in immédiate connection with the third. nerye,'therëfore also
the crus cerebri. The fact that none of thé other cranial nerves
were affected, indicated that the morbid condition was confiried to"
a small spot, and the existence of the disease' of the arterial Sys-
tem recognised during life, rendered ha:morrhage more probable
than any other altération. Dr. H. Weber thought under similar
circumstances an almost accurate diagnosis might be always veu-
tured.

The author then gave an account of the two only cases of an'
analogous nature which he had met with in the médical literature,
the one related by Andral, (Clinique Médicale T. v. p. 339, 1834),
the other by P. H. Green (Med. Ohir. Transactions, vol. xxv., p.
195), the main symptoms of both cases being in accordance with
those observed by himself. He then touched upon the symptoms
produced by section of the crura cerebri in animais, especially the
circus movementsdescribedbyMagendie, Lafarque, Longet, Schiff,
and other physiologists, the absence of hemiplegia, and the occur-
rence of hypensosthesia, on the side of the lésion, noted by Schiff.
Dr. Weber did not endeavour to explain the discrepaucy between
the results of vivisections, and the symptoms of disease in man.
lie alluded, however, to the différences in the pathological and
expérimental lésions themselves, and also in the connéotion of the
différent portions of the brain between themselves in man and
animais ; he wished, by no means, to disregard the results of the

'

physiological experimeut, but, on the contrary, thought that when-
ever any discrepancy existed we ought to be very cautiôusin drawing

'

inferences from pathological observations. He, thorefore, did not
consider as certain but only as probable results of lésions of'the'
centre, the internai and lower portions of the crura cerebri in
man (the only parts which were diseased in the three cases re-
lated) :

1. Almost perfect paralysis of the limbs of the opposite side as
to motion, and great impairment as to sensation ; 2. Loss complète,
and more transitory paralysis of the opposite 3ide of the trunk, of
the face, soit palate and tonguc as to motion and sensation (leaving
the muscles of the eye intact); 3. A similar, but perhaps more
permanent impairment of the pneumo-gastric, and sympathetic
nerves of the opposite side ; 4. A great retardation in tliefunctions
of the intestinal canal ; 5. Immunity of the intellectual faculties,

and spécial sensés ; 6. Paralysis of the third nerve on the side of
the lésion, if the latter aflécts the nerve substance adjacent to the
point of issue of that nerve.

With regard to prognosù, Dr. H. Weber remarked.that the cases
related proved that heumorrhage of liinitéd ex t'en t into the crus
cerebri néed not be necessarily fatal, but that they démonstrateil
also that the organa deprived of their unimpairod nervous influence
(as, for instance, the opposite lung and pleura), are more liàbïé to

inflammation,—a fact which ought to be taken into considération,
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not only in the prognosis, but also iii the management of such and

similar morbid conditions.

Dr. H. Weber added that after having finished his paper hc re-

ceived from Dr. F. J. Stiebel, at Frankfort, a dissertation in which

s remarkable case of disease of a crus cerebri was described, with

symptoms differing considérably from those mentioned in the three

other cases.

A girl, aged eleven years, habitually subject to attacks of bron-

chial catarrh, dyspnœa, and disturbed circulation, was attacked on
June 2tst with severe headache, nausea, great weakness, and fre-

quency of puise (140), without either paralysis or loss ofconscious-

ness ; on June 25th paralysis of the tîvird cranial nerve of the le/t

side came on, with hanging of the left angle of the niouth ; on
the 26th, turning of the head towards the right side, and obstinate

constipation were noted ; on the 28th, rigors towards the evening,

and sonie degree of anœsthesia of the hft side of the face ; on
June 30th, death, preceded by trismus and tétanie convulsions. No
Çaralysis of the limbs had been observed during the whole illness.

ost-mortem examination : The hft crus cerebri enlarged (more
than twice the size of the right crus), and softened, contained in

its inferior portion close in front of the pores, an oblong abscess

or " ulcus," filled with good-looking pus, a small clôt of grumous
blood being situated at the posterior end of the ulcus. The re-

mainder of the brain was normal, as were also the other organs of

the body except the heart, which offered the appearance of con-

centric hypertrophy.
Dr. Weber remarked that neither the depth of the ulcus was

mentioned, nor the microscopic appearance of the remaining sub-

stance of the crus, but that the great increase of its size indicated

sonie altération of its structure. Extensive altération of the crus,

therefore, does not, it seems, necessarily cause paralysis of the
opposite side ; and the first inference drawn, as probable from the

three former cases described in the paper ought scarcely to be
accepted, except with great reserve, lie then pointed out the im-
portance of the symptoms of turning the head to the side opposite

to the lésion, noticed in Dr. Stiebel's case, as being in accordance
with the résulta of Schift's experiments on animais ; and concludt

d

with a remark on the necessity of guarding against hasty conclu-

iions, from a few pathological observations, especially in cérébral

affections.

Dr. Meiîyon, after alluding to the services rendered by Dr. II

Weber, in his paper on the Crura Cerebri, and in his former contri-

bution to the pathology of the Pons Varolii, expressed his opinion

that if every case of cérébral disease were as carefully cx-

"amined as this had been, that numerous instances of discrepancy

which we hear of, between the anatomical disposition of the nerve

fibres in the eneephalon, and the symptoms which présent themselves

in structural lésions of the brain, would soon become the rare ex-

ceptions. He illustrated his proposition by adducing—1. The case

described by Dr. Weber, in which a correct diagnosis had been

formed as to the seat of the disease in conséquence of the third

cérébral nerve being implicatedin the hemiplegia ; and, 2. The case

reported by Dr. Waters, the symptoms in which clearly pointed to

the medulla oblongata, and to that portion of it on the immédiate

neighbourhood of the nucleus of the facial nerve, as the locality of

the lésion ; and referred to the observation of Dr. Cazalis, of the

Salpetriere, who has described the imperfectly palsied eyelid as a

diagnostic sign of facial paralysis dépendant on intra-cranial disease

and the perfectly fixed hd in affections of the facial nerve only. Dr.

Meryon vindicated the theory of the posterior columns of the spinal

cord and the corpora restiformia being tracts of sensitive impres-

sions to the sensorium, notwithstanding the solution of continuity

of the nerve fibres of the restiform body in Dr. Waters' case ; and
showed how such impressions may bo conveyed to the brain by the
intimate connexion of a portion of each posterior root of the spinal

nerves with the posterior vesicular columns, and substantia

felatinosa iu the grey matter, and partly by those bundles of nerve
bres which pass out again from the grey substance into the latéral

white columns.

Dr. Waters said the case he had brought under the notice of the
Society was remarkable from the peculiar nature of the lésion that
was sustained. With perhaps one or two exceptions, lie was not
aware that any case of a parallel character had ever been placed
on record. The results of the case, as regarded the symptoms, did
not in the slightest degree invalidate the views of Sir Chas. Bell as

to the function of the posterior roots of the spinal nerves, but they
were quite in opposition to the theory that the posterior columns
of the spinal cord and the restiform bodies were the tracts along
which sensitive impressions were conveyed to the sensorium. The
partial division of the grey matter on the floor of the fourth
ventricle—generally believed to be the continuation of the central
grey matter of the cord—without any loss of sensation following on
the side opposite to the lésion, seemed rallier opposed to the view
that decussation of the conductors of sensitive impressions takes
place ail along the spinal cord ; for, although only a portion
of the grey matter was divided on the right side, yet if the sensitive
fibres decussate before reaching the medulla oblongata, the left side
of the body ought to hâve had a diminished sensibility, wherças the

opposite was the fact—sensibility was diminished on the right side
The existence of increased température on the side of the lésion

was also an interesting phenomenon ; this and the somewhat flushed
condition of the face were symptoms somewhat similar to those
which follow an injury to the sympathetic. The author alluded to

a case reported by M. Begin, in Longet's "Anatomie et Physio-
logie du Système Nerveux," where one antero-lateral column ot

the cord was divided by a sharp instrument, the posterior columns
and the central grey matter being uninjured. In that case thero

was loss of power of the affected side, but no loss of sensation. The
case he had reported, coupled with that of M. Begin, and taken
with the expérimental and pathological cases which bave been
already brought forward, seemed to prove beyond doubt that

neither the posterior columns of the cord nor the restiform bodies

were concerned in transmitting sensive impressions. In conclu-

sion, the author dwelt on the importance of a careful observation

of such rare cases as the one he had related, which constituted, in

fact, a répétition in man of the expérimental inquiries so often mado
by physiologists. Such cases, when correctly observed, might serve

to establish important physiological doctrines, as not being open
to the objections which might be advanced against the results of

vivisections in the lower animais, or the facts observed in disease

in man.
Dr. Weber said that the author's case was like his, in that thero

was increase of température on the side of the body opposite the

lésion. In his (Dr. Weber's) case this increase only lasted seven or

eight days, which was about the time the température was increased

after section of the sympathetic.

Dr. K. Chambers, supplied a
CONTRIBUTION TO THE THERAPEDTICS OF CONTINUED FEVER.
Analysis of 214 cases of continued fever —

108 treated on " gênerai pr'mciples ;"

106 treated on a uniform plan of continuous nutriment and

hydrochloric acid.

The first séries occurred during the six years ending September,

1857 ; the second séries during the five and a half years ending

March 31st, 1863.

lïeasons for the cases being jairly comparable.—1. They are each

a consécutive séries. 2. They are spread over a considérable period

of years. 3. Ail treated bythe same physician, and under similar

circumstances. 4. Diagnosëd and recorded by indépendant regis-

trars. 5. The equality of the cases is shown by the equality of the

mean duration of their convalescence.

Of Oie first séries—
of 13 entered as typhus, 3 died

;

of 39 entered as typhoid, 16 died
;

of 56 of doubtful type, 3 died.

Of 108, total of continued fever, 22 died.

Of the second séries—
of 19 entered as typhus, none died

of 48 entered as typhoid, 2 died
;

of 39 of doubtful type, 2 died.

Of 106, total of continued fever, 5 died.

Excluding from the first séries 2, and from the second 1, who
died within two days of admission, and gave therefore little scope

for judging of the effects of treatment, there remains somewhat less

than 1 in 5 as the death-rate under the first treatment, and less than

1 in 35 as the death-rate under the second treatment. Therefore

the second method of treatment is a powerful means of preserving

life.

Détails of treatment were given, and some remarks mado on tho

action of emetics.

Dr. Weber said that, fifteen years ago, when he was a student at

Bonn, the usual treatment of fever was by hydrochloric acid alone,

without food. Fifteen drops of the diluted acid were given four,

five, or six times a day. The mortality was about sixteen or twenty

per cent., the cases being typhoid. The fever was, on tho whole,

more violent than hère. Dr. Weber thought it would hâve been

better to hâve made a comparison between the treatment by hydro-

chloric acid and no treatment.

Dr. MuRcmsoN had listened with much interest to Dr.

Chambers' communication, inasmuch as the treatment recommended
closely resembled what he had followed at the Fever Hospital

during the last eighteen months. The treatment of typhus and
allied fevers by the minerai acids was a very old one ;

it had long

been the favourite treatment in many parts of Europe, particularly

in Germany and Sweeden. At the same time he had not that

implicit faith in it which Dr. Chambers appeared to hâve, and he

must protest against Dr. Chambers' inference, that his treatment

was calculated to preveut fifteen out of every eighteen deaths from

fever. Dr. Murchison had employed the minerai acids, in con-

jonction with abundance of fluid nutriment, and wine when indi-

cated, in upwards of 1500 cases of fever, and although he had often

seenthe most marked improvement (eleaning ofthetongue&c), follow

the use of the acids, his statisticle results had been much less

favourable than those now announced to the Society. He was

convinced that, with more extended expérience, Dr. Chambers

would be compelled to modify his opinion. Dr. Chambers' statistics
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were open to several fallacies. 1. The cases selected for comparing
tbe résulta of différent plans of treatment liad occurred at différent

periods instead of at the saine tinie. 2. In both séries tbe forai of
lever had not bcen determined in a large proportion of the cases,

and no détails had been given to enable anyono to judge of their

severity. Many of the cases "of doubtl'ul type" had probably
been examples of simple fever, which was rarely fatal under ony
method of treatment. The results would be materially eflécted by
the proportion of cases of simple fever or (ébricula in either séries

S. The rate of mortality in the first séries, treated " on gênerai
principles," was far above the averago mortality from fever in

gênerai hospitals, and hcnce it vras not a fair standard ofcomparison.
The total mortality in this séries (including fubricula) had been
twenty per cent, for typhus alone twenty-three per cent, and for

enteric fever no less than forty-one per cent 4. The âges of the

patients sufféring from tho différent forins of fever had not been
given. Age exercised little or no inliucnce over the rate of

mortality of enteric fever ; but in the case of typhus, the results of
différent mcthods of treatment could never bc satisfactorily

compared without taking the âges of the patients lnto considération.

Under twenty years of ago typhus was rarely fatal ; above fifty, the
mortality was 60 per cent. 5. The number of cases was too sraall to

decided opinion as to the advantages of the treatment recommended.
The second séries included only ninteen cases of typhus and forty-

cight of enteric fever, diagnosed as such. A practilioner, with
extensivc expérience in fever, mightoften hâve under his care
twenty cases of typhus in succession without loosing a single case
but then if he lost five cases, the mortality would be twenty per
cent During last autumn, of forty-one successive casos of enteric
fever, under Dr. Muchison's care, only two died, ono from perfora-
tion of the bowel, and the other from acute tuberculosis—lésions
not likely to hâve been cured by any treatment—yet the rate of
mortality for the entire year had been considerably greater. Most
of the forty-one cases had been severe, but in none had a drop of
hydrochloric acid been administered. Dr. Murchison doubted if

the hydrochloric acid possessed advantages over the other minerai
«\cids. Although he believed that the treatment of continued
fevers by the minerai acids, together with a uniform System of
nourishnient, was justified by our knowledge of the pathology of
fever, as well as by expérience, ho was confident that Dr. Chambers'
ttattments were calculated to make those who heard thein too
sanguine as to the results to be obtained from it.

Dr. Chambers, in reply said that ail statistics were open to the
objections raised by Dr. Murchison—That they were not long
enough. His statistics were not brought forward as conclusive,

but as a help to further inquiry ; and he would grant that itmight
be fbund that the mortality was slightly différent if further séries of
cases were compared, but not so as to affect thepractical conclusion.
His reason for bringing forward the two séries of cases, tho subjects
of the paper, was, that being equal in number, and being pretty much
under the same circumstances, they wero fairly comparable. The
différence in the mortality might be due, it was said simply to a
gênerai différence in the mortality of the fever at the two quin-
quennial periods ; but ho had found that tho mortality from fever
in the two periods was as nearly as possible equal, taking Dr.
Murchison's statistics as his authority. He did not bring forward
the cases to exemplify the aeid treatment, but rather as évidence of
the value of continuous nutriment. In fact, he believed that the
acid was bénéficiai principally in a subsidiary manner—in preparing
the digestive mucous surface for the nutriment. That it did thus
produce a bénéficiai change was évident from the clearing of the
tongue. In reply to Dr. Waters the author said that wine was
given in both classes, but only in cases m which it was strongly re-
quired, on account of tho expense. The treatment in Gennany by
acids was not successful from being relied on solely, and not
supplemented by nutriment.

AN EX-MEMBER OF THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF
SURGEONS OF ENGLAND.

We copy tbe following from a letter of the London Correspon-
dent of the ' Dublin Médical Press ' :

—

Robert Jacob Jordan, described in the ' Médical Directory ' as
M.RC.S. Eng., 1859 ; L.RC.S. Edin. 1859 ; educated atSt. George's
Hospital, has not only had hia name reinoved officially from the
books of the Collège of Surgeons, but the diploma grauted to him
on the 4th of February 1859, has been recalled. At the approach-
ing meeting of the Council of Educaion and Registration for the
United Kingdom, this expulsion wiU be officially reported, when
no doubt the same punishinent will be inflicted on him at the
banda of our représentatives who will assemble on theforthcoining
occasion in the Board-room of the Royal Collège of Physicians.
The profession must not suppose that this punishment bas been
inflicted in a hurried manner, or without due considération of the
grave importance of the subject The accused was duly in-
formed of the charge against him, and invited to appear before
the Council to answer the same. This, I understand oa the same

good authority from which I obtain much valuable information
generally, he declined, but promised to dispose of the objectionable
anatomical muséum, and to conduct his practice in a most respect-
able manner, and subsequently stated that he had disposed of the
collection at an " alarming sacrifice," but the only outward and
visible sign to do as promised was evinced in the removal of the
large gin-palace lamps in front of the mansion, for " Your Own
Correspondent" on calling yesterday and paying his shilling for
admission ascertained, that i/the muséum was disposed of at such
a ruiuous sacrifice, the attendants in the private rooms of Dr. Jordan
were those of the muséum, as on entérina it from Maddox-street,
you would find the same descendants of Abraham ready to receive
you as would open ,thc door to you immediately afterwards in
George's-street, and ready to conduct you to the consulting saloon
of the learned Dr. ! which let me describe as a comfortable well-
furnished room, with ono large window overlooking the aristocratie

church of St. George's Hanover-square. On the wafls are suspended
in handsome frames correct fac-similés of the diplomas granted by
the Royal Collège of Surgeons of England (the original has I under-
stand been recalled), that granted by the Royal Collège of
Physicians of Edinburgh and another from soine German Univer-
sity, together with portraits, handsomely framed, of Messrs. Luke,
Skey, South, &c. The first named gentleman is the Président of
the Collège of Surgeons, and whether by accident or design, I know
not, but the glass is smashed and the portrait terribly disfigured,

as if the Dr. on receiving officiai intelligence of the erasure of his

name had entered into a pugilistic contest with this high and
potent functionary. On the table is placed a first class and valu-

able microscope, one of Ross's best, and on a side table, various test

tubes, bottles, &c. Immediately on entérine, the blind is drawn
down and a portable gas table lamp turned on by an attendant

well versed in his duties, who retires after informing you that the
" Dr." will not be long, Sir. Should you become impatient, a cab
is called and driven rapidly away in quest of the learned chief of
the establishment.

Robert Jacob Jordan is the author of a " Guide to Masculine
Vigour," and an " Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of the

London Anatomical Muséum." I am informed, on very good
authority, that the proprietor of another of thèse disgusting exhibi-

tions, who formerly acted as porter at an obscène muséum, bas

obtained the services of a member of the London Collège of Sur-
geons to act as showman and résident physician. I cannot mention
his naine at présent, as in ail probability his conduct will be
brought before the Council with a view to the same punishment
as that above mentioned.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY, Basinghall Street, May 15.

(Before Mr. Commissioner Fane.)

IN RE RUSSELL.
The bankrupt, Annie Russell, who described herself as " a pro-

fessor of music, and spinster," of 24 Cottage grove, Peckham, and
elsewhere, applied for lier release from custody. It appeared that
the bankrupt was the unsuccessful plaintiff in the cause of
"Russell v. Adams," and that she had been arrested for 315/. costs

incurred by Mr. Adams in defending the action. She stated that
she had been about three weeks in custody.

Mr. Wild, for Mr. Adams, opposed the application. He said the
total expense incurred by Mr. Adams in hisdefence would be 1,000/.

The défendant had been obliged to bring a vast amount of évidence
from Holyhead and elsewhere, with a view to showing that on for-

mer occasions the bankrupt had fixed charges of breaches of

promise of marriage upon clergymen and other persons in order to

extort money. He (Mr. Wild) contended that Mr. Adams had been
the victim of a gross conspiracy, and that the Court would not
assist the bankrupt in obtaining her release from custody.

The bankrupt, who gave her évidence in a somewliat confident

tone, said,—It is quite true that the verdict was not exactly for me,
but my solicitor applied to Messrs. Wild and Barber for leave to

examine Mr. Adams and myself as witnesses upon the trial, in

order that the truth might be established ; but they refused to give

permission, otherwise the verdict would, in my opinion, bave been
very différent

The Commissioner.—The verdict was against you ?

The Bankrupt.—Yes ; but if Mr. Adams had not placed himself

in the position he would not bave incurred the expense. From ex-

périence he might bave known that it was rather dangerous to

trifle with the affections of à lady.

The Commissioner.

—

I see that in the déclaration the damages are

laid at 3,000/.

Mr. Wild.—Yes, and the défendant a married man with a large

faniily.

The Commissioner.—I do not thiuk I can release the bankrupt
until bhe has been four nionths in prison. It is a monstrous case.

The Bankrupt—Very well ; I was informed yesterday that you
would prejudge the case.
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The Oommissioner.

—

I do not know how I could prejudge the

case. Until to-day I never saw either plaintiff, défendant, judge,

or jury. I c annot release the bankrupt until sho has suffered four

months' imprisonraent.

The bankrupt was then removed, bis Honour adding (with a

smile,)

—

I hope she will not sue me. (A laugh.)

Bûtfjs, IWantages, aitB ©eatfjs.

BIETHS.
Allen.—On the 9thinst, at Cross house, Ilminster, Somorsetshiro, the

wife of J. Bodford Allen, H.M.'s Indian Army, Civil Surgeon of Gyah,

liehar, Bengal, of a daughter.

Ancrum.—On the 8 th. inst., at St. Leonard's Court, near Gloucester,

tliu wife of AV. Rutherford Ancrum, M.D., of a son.

Easton.—On the 27thult., at Stranraer, N.B., the wife of David Easton,

A.B. , M.D., prematurely of a son.

Ha le.—On the 3rd inst., at Barrow hill, />taveley, Derbyshire, the wife

of Thomas F. Haie, M.R.C.S.E., of a daughter.

Habershon.—On the 12th inst., at Wimpole street, Cavendish square,

the wife of S. 0. Hahershon, M.D., of a son.

Kilgouk.—On the 80th ult., at Cheltenham, the wife of J. Stewart Kil-

gour, M.D., of a daughter,

Massy.—On the 7th inst., at Parsonstown, the wife of H. D. Massy,
Staff Assistant-Surgeon, of a son.

Roome.—On the 27th ult., at Dartmoor, the wife of H. Roome, M.D.,
of a daughter.

Sleeman.—On the 8th inst., at Southwark bridge road, the wifo of J.

Sleeman, L.R.C.P., of a son.

Taylor.—On the lOth inst., at Queen's road, Bayswater, the wifo of

John Taylor, M.D., of a daughter.

Twyford.—On the 13th inst., at St. Hélons, Laneashire, the wife of

Edward P. Twyford, M.D., of a son, still-horn.

MARRIAGES.
Hfgall—Newton.—On the 22nd ult., at Alconbnry, Thos. J. Hugall,

M.R.O.S.E., of Stadharapton, Oxfordshire, to Harriet Elizabeth,

; second daughter of Lancelot Newton, M.R.C.S.E., of Alconbury hill,

Hauts.
Spyers—Phillips.—On the 7th inst., atlsleworth, T. C. Spyers, M.D.,

of Faversham, to Lucy Emma, only daughter of the late C. Phillips,

M.D., of Manchester.
Thompson— Cargill.—On the 23rd ult, at Half-way Tree Chnrch,

St. Andrew' s, Jamaica, James Thompson, M.D., Assistant Smgeon
H.M.'s 4th W.I. Régiment, eldest son of Andrew Thompson, Esq., of

Burlington road, Dublin, to Mary Jane, only daughter of the Hon.
Mr. Justice Cargill, one of lier Majestés Judges for the Suprême

; C'uurt of Jamaica.

DEATHS.
Atkinson.—On tho lOth inst., John Atkinson, Surgeon, of Kilham,

Yorkshire, aged 62.

Birch.— On the 3rd inst., John Birch, M.R.C.S.E., of Portland street,

Manchester, aged 35.

Dale.—On the 11 th. ult., at Egglescliffe, Durham, Maria, relict of J
Dale, M.R.C.S.E., of Yarm, Yorkshire, aged 57.

Davies.—On the 2nd inst., Mary Anne, the wifo of John Side3 DaYies,
M.R.C.S.E., of Béatrice street, Oswestry, aged 25.

Cuali.ice.—On the lltli inst., suddenly, at Great Cumberland street,

Hyde-park, John Challice, M.D., Médical Ofïicer of Health for Ber-
mondsey, aged 48.

Evans.—On the 9th inst., Dr. Evans, of Dalstou, near Carlisle, aged 37.

Hilliard.—On the 7th inst., Daniel Hilliard, L.R.C.S.I., of Bally-
mullen, Tralce, co. Kerry.

Hodson.—On the 5th inst., T. Llewelyn flodson, M.R.C.S.E., of Liver-
pool, aged 46.

M'Gregoii.—On the 6th inst., at Collège square North, Belfast, J.

Bonar M'Gregor, L.R.C.S. Edin.
Rowe.—On the 9th inst, at Grafton streot Brighton, W. H. Rowe,

M.R.C.S.E.
Sibbald.—On the 4th inst, at Argyle square, Edinburgh, George Sib-

bald, Surgeon, late of the Royal Navy, aged 78.
"WiiiTFORD.—On the 8th inst.. at St. Colunib, Antony Whitford, M.B.,

of Shepherd's House, Cranbrook, Kent, aged 29.

MEDICAL NEWS7
Royal Collège op Surgeons of England.—The following

gentlemen, having undergone the necessary examinations for the
diplcinia, were admitted Members of the Collège ata meeting oi'the
Court of Examinera on the 7th inst. :—

Frederick Henry Alderson, Ipswich ; William Clarke, Longsight,
near Manchester ; Horace Cooper, Caversham ; Ebenezer William
Edlin, Manchester ; Cornélius Benjamin Fox, Truro, Cornwall

;

James Mortimer Fuller, St. John's Wood ; Edward Gibbs, Birming-
ham ; Richard Théodore Grubb, Cahir, Ireland ; John Stevenson
Harvey, BouIogne-sur-Mer ; John Warrington Haward, Leiocster-
sqnare

; Richard Hison Duly Johnson, Liverpool ; George Frederick
Walford Meadows, Oley, Ipswich ; George Branston Valentine Nash,
Liverpool; Kdmund Pope, Puddleton, Yorkshire; Joseph Peeke
Richards, Oxford tenace, Islington ; William Milward Seabrook,
Brighton ; Thomas Stowoll, Brighton; Septimus Tcrry, Northamp-

ton ; Robert William Tibbits, Ashton, near Bristol ; Vivian Wearne,
Helstone, Cornwall ; Hutton Joseph Webber, Tunbridge Wells ;

John Burdett Welby, Leicester ; William John Wey, Plymouth
The followiug gentlemen were admitted members on the

9th inst. :—Wm. Adolphus Fred. Bateman, Richmond, Surrey
;

John Brockwell, Cleator, Cumberland ; John Charles Compson,
Stourbridge, Worcester ; Alfred Ollivant Francis, Derby ; Charles
Hinds, Barbadoes

; Thomas Holyoake, Kinver, Staffordshire
;

Henry John Hunt, Melksham, Wilts ; Martin de Galway Hurlstone,
Chester street, Hyde park corner; William Jones, Llangorse,
Brecon

;
James M'Bride, Rathfriland, Co. Down, Ireland ; Thomas

Miles, Totness, Devon ; Thomas John Peatfield, Edwinstoue, Notts
;

Charles John Pyle, Amesbury ; George Edward Pyle, Amesbury
;

William Edward Soffe, Bungay, Suffolk ; Joseph Septimus Steward,
Usemere Hill, Cumberland; Henry Summerhayes, Crewkerne,
Somerset ; Samuel Swabey, Prince Edward Island

; James Smith
Turner, Margaret street, Cavendish square ; Edmund Vallance,
Brighton ; Jonn Henry C. Whipple, Plymouth, Devon ; Richard
Prior Wintle, Earl's court terrace, Kensington ; Francis Henry
Wood, New Romney.

Anatomy and Physiology.—The following gentlemen passed
their primary examinations in Anatomy and Phsiology at a meeting
of the Court of Examiners on the 28th ult., and when eligible will
be admitted to the pass examination :

—

B. H. Allen, University Collège ; G. B. Baker, St. Mary's ;

A. E. Briggs, Edinburgh ; J, E. CoUingwood, St. George's ; G. H. 0.
Cooper, University Collège ; Henry Couling, Guy's ; J. C. Dwyer,
Guy s ; Woodforde Finden, King's Collège ; James Folliott, St.

Bartholomew's ; T. H. G. Harding, University Collège ; Frank
Holmes, Manchester ; H. G. Jackson, Leeds ; T. W. Jewison, Leeds ;

G. T. Joynson, Manchester ; W. P. Knapp, St. Bartholomew's
;

Joseph Langhorn, St. George's ; G. H. Madeley, King's Collège ; J.

H. Martin, University Collège ; R. M. Meiklejohn, Edinburgh ; L.
W. Morgan, St. Thomas's ; J. G. Nevitt, Leeds ; T. R. S. Nivison,
Edinburgh ; Henry Pearson, Manchester ; Thomas Percival, Leeds;
Thomas Rigg, Edinburgh ; W. A. S. Royds, St. Bartholomew's ;

E. B. Shuldham, University Collège ; E. R. Smith, St. Bartholo-
mew's ; A. G. Snewin, Charing cross ; H. B. Spurgin, Guy's ; John
Stuckey, University Collège ; G. C. Tayler, St. Bartholomew's ; J.

J. Watson, University Collège ; T. J. Webster, Manchester; Robert
Whipp, Manchester.
The following gentlemen passed on the 29th ult :—A. B. Adam»,

London Hospital ; Henry Barnes, Edinburgh ; F. M. Beckett, St.

Bartholomew's ; Anthony Bell, Newcastle ; William Bell, King's
Collège ; Charles Bradley, University Collège ; William Bullus,
Birmingham ; T. B. Burton, St. Mary's ; John Cragie, London

;

Thomas Creighton, Newcastle ; Herbert Davies, University Collège;
Henry Dawson, Guy's ; W. D. Dunn, Birmingham; Thomas Elmes,
Dublin ; J. A. M. Evans, University Collège ; N. W. Fairles, St.

Bartholomew s ; E. W. Forster, Newcastle ; E. L. Fyson, Guy's
;

J. H. Gray, London ; Peter Harding, University Collège ; F. H.
Hodges, Bristol; A. C. Jackson, Guy's; S. F. Leach, Guy's; William
Liddard, Middlesex ; George Longbotham, Newcastle ; W. S. Mann,
Birmingham ; John Morison, University Collège ; T. R. Nason,
Guy's ; Thomas Nimmo, Edinburgh ; C. G. Pauli, Glasgow ; T. G.
Philps, St. Mary's ; H. A. Reeves, Middlesex ; George Rendle,
Guys ; Frederick Ruffe, Birmingham ; Ebenezer Shedd, London

;

G. E: Shuttleworth, King's Collège; H. R. Smith, Guy's; T. H.
Spilsbury, King's Collège ; William Taynton, London ; C. M.
Tidy, London ; C. J. Irennery, Guy's ; D. G. Tuckwell, King's
Collège ; William Walford, Edinburgh ; George Weller, London

;

A. H. Wheldon, Guy's ; Jas. Whitworth, University Collège ; E.

O. Williams, Edinburgh; W. T. P. Wolston, King's Collège; Edwin
Wykes, Birmingham ; John Wyllie, Edinburgh.

The following gentlemen passed on the 12th inst. :—J. W. Bar-
rett, Guy's ; C. H. Battersby, Dublin ; H. AV. Battersby, Dublin

;

C. J. Bennett, Edinburgh ; H. J. Branson, St. George's ; Edward
Crewster, Charing-cross ; George Eastes, Guy's ; J. A. Eatock,
Manchester ; A. P. Evans, Birmingham ; J. A. Grindrod, Manchester;
A. O. Haslewood, Newcastle ; Charles Heaven, St. George's ; H. 0.

Hilliard, Guy's ; W. H. Lightbody, Edinburgh ; J. L. Morris, Glas-

gow ; A J. Moseley, St. George's ; W. H. Sutcliffe, Manchester
;

Thomas Sutton, Manchester ; J. B. Watson, University Collège
;

J. C. Wilkins, University Collège ; John Williams, Glasgow
;

W. T. H. Wood, Guy's ; David Wright, Edinburgh.

The following gentlemen passed on the 13th inst. :—H. John
Ryder Bush, Middlesex ; Henry Parry Chandler, Middlesex

;

Isaiah de Souche, Dublin ; Ebenezer Diver, University Collège ;

William Lewis Hughes, Dublin ; David Jones, Dublin ; Charles

Peyton Moreton, Dublin ; Charles Frederick Oxley, Edinburgh
;

Thomas Richard Phillips, Dublin ; Thomas Gray Pratt, Edinburgh;
Robert Wood, London Hospital.

The Fellowship.—At a meeting of the Council on the 4th inst,

Mr. John Burton St. Croix Cross, of the llth Hussars, was ad-

mitted a Fellow, having been elected at a previous meeting ; diploma
of membership dated Aug. 1 1 th, 1837. Mr. William Travers, of

the Charing-cross Hospital, has just passed the Preliminary Ex-
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animation for the Fellowship, liaving been admitted a Meinber on
the 17th of April, 1S60.

At the meeting of the Court on the 6th inst., Dr. Arthur Joseph
Ireland passed his examination for Naval Surgeon. This gentleman
had previouslv been admitted a Member of the Edinburgh Collège

of Surgeon?, Lis diplorna bearing date June 4th, 1856.

Apothecariks' Hall.—The following gentlemen passed their

examination in the Science and Practice of Medicine, and received

certificates to practise, on the 7th inst. :—Thomas Brewer, Halifax ;

Caleb Gargory, Birmingham ; John Speucer Ferris, Bradford-on-

Avon, Wilts ; Thomas Pilkington, Enfield, Accrington, Lancashire;

George Wyatt Sharp, Great Cumberland street ; William Allin
Thompson, Oxford ; Samuel Woodman, Finchley road, St. John's
wood.
The statement which appeared in the daily papers to the effect

that Dr. Jenner is to attend the Queen to Balmoral this spring, is

incorrect

Testimonial.—Dr. Nicol, who lias for a long time filled the

office of Secretary to the Royal Institution of South Wales, is about
to receive a testimonial in récognition of his services.

University Collège, London.—The distribution of prizes to

the students of the Facidty of Medicine in University Collège,

London, took place list week. Dr. Parkes, F.R.S., Fellow of the
Collège, former Professor of Clinical Medicine, in the chair. The
Atkinson Morley Surgical Scholarship 45/. per annum for three

yeara from June, 1862, was awarded to William John Smith, of

Basingstoke ; the Longridge prise of 401., for gênerai proficiency in

medicine and surgery, to William Henry Gritfen, of Banbury ; and
the FiUiter Exhibition, in Pathological Anatomy 30/., to Thomas
Griffiths, of Carmarthenshire. Gold medals were awarded for

acquirements in Clinical Medicine (Dr. Fellowes, winter terni,

1861 -62), to J Tallourd Jones of Brecon,South Wales, and Frederick
Thomas Roberts, of Carmarthen ; in Anatomy and Physiology,
(Professor Sharpey M.D., F.RS., Dean), to Bryan H. Allen, of
London ; in Anatomy (Professor Ellis) Senior Class, to Charles
Bradley, of Nottiugham ; in Chemistry, (Professor Williamson,
F.R.S.) to J. Pearson Hughes, Llandovery ; in Comparative Ana-
tomy, (Professor Grant, M.D., F.R.S.) to John Comyns Leach, of

Crediton, Devon ; in Medicine, (Professor Jenner, M.D.) to Palemon
Best, of St Ive's, Cornwall ; in Surgery, (Professor Erichsen) to
Herbert Everitt, of Norwich.
Curious Case of Poisoning.—The upas tree, a native of Java, is

80 well-known in that island for its deleterious qualities that it is

generally called the poison tree. There are only two species, the
upas antiar and the upas tieute, both of which yield a milky juice

with which weapons are poisoned. The ' Abeille Médicale states

that a short time ago a scientific gentleman at Berlin received a

s- mail quantity of the condensed juice of the upas, and resolved to

try the effects of it upon himself. One afternoon he accordingly

took three grains of this drug, which he found very bitter and
rather saltish. Immediately afterwarJs he felt extiemely gay, and
a bad headache which he had at the time disappeared ; but after a

while he experienced a sensation of oppression in the stomach.

Nevertheless, he had the imprudence to go out ; on turning a cor-

ner he became aware of a considérable stiffness along the spine
;

this was about half an hour after having taken the poison. An
hour later, while taking a cup of coffee, he felt a violent shock
throughout his body and stiffness at the extremities ; at the same
time his head was thrown backwards, he lost ail powerof speech,

but his mental laculties remained unimpaired. Tliere was a slight

remission ol thèse symptoms for a few minutes, and then a fresh

attack came on, and this continued until the patient at length suc-

ceeded in expressing a wish to be taken to the Hospital of La Charité.

As he was being helped downstairs to get into a carriage a new at-

tack impeded his progress, but during the drive he had none,

although the slightest shake seemed sufficient to bring it on. Thèse
attacks were attended with but little pain ; déglutition was very
difficult, and the patient lelt very weak. After every attack the
muscular System relapsed into inertness. At the hospital emetics
were immediately administered to expel the poison if any remained;
the vomiting was attended with sudden starts, spasms in the glottis,

and difficulty of breathing ; the latter symytom, however, soon
subsided. The puise was at 72. Thirty drops of laudanum were
administered at the rate of 10 for every quarter of an hour, and
then 30 more, in three parts at intervais of half an hour. The pa-
tient fell asleep, but was often awakened by the contraction of the
muscles of the back and neck. Laudanum was again administered,
and sleep returned. Ou the following morning the patient felt very
weak, but only complained of stiffness in the left muscles of the
neck ; the puise was at 66. Wiue and light food were now given
instead of medicine, and on the sixth day the patient left the hos-
pital perfectly recovered. The poison of the upas tree is analagous
to, if not identical with, Stryclmia.

Rotal Visit to Xetleï Hospital.—The first public act of the
Queen has been to visit the Royal Victoria Hospital, which was
opened about two nionths since. This hospital is intended for the
réception of invalid soldiers from foreign stations, and just now
contains about 600 fine old soldiers, chiefly from India. The Queen

intimated lier intention on themorning ofMay 8 to visittheHospital
on the afternoon of the same day, and Col. Wilbraham, theCommand-
ant, received instructions at the same time to make arrangements for
ensuring privacy. The Queen landed about half-past three, attended
by the Prince and Princess Louis of Hesse, Prince Alfred, Sir
Charles Phipps, Lord Charles Fitzroy, Sir James Clark, and others.
She spent nearly two hours in the Hospital, and visited almost
every part. Colonel Wilbraham, C.B., Inspector-General Dr.
Andersou, Major Ravenhill, R.E., Deputy-Inspectors Longmore and
Maclean, Professors Aitken and Parkes, Staff-Surgeons Pierce,
Nicholson, McLeod, and, in fact, ail the Hospital staff, followed
her. She sent several times for Mr. Longmore and Dr. Maclean to

inforni her of the state of men whom she saw very ill in bed, and
she went up to the bedside of a great nuniber of men and asked
them questions about themsclves. Altogether she must hâve
spoken, in a most kind and touching way, to thirty or forty sick
men, and she made Colonel Wilbraham and Dr. Anderson explain
to her ail the arrangements for their comfort. She then looked at

the rooms of the Army Médical School, and visited the quarters of

the married soldiers. In fact, she most thoroughly inspected the
wholc place, and went into many more wards than had been in-

tended by the officiais, who were afraid she would be fatigued. She
did not appear to be so, although she must bave walked some miles.

The hospital looked in beautiful order, and she is understood to

hâve been pleased with everything except the accommodation for

the married women. She looked well in health, but had, when not
speaking, a sad and careworn expression ; she was very gracious,

and her voiee was beautifully clear and sweet, though she spoke in

rather a low tone. When she smiled her face wonderfully
brightened up. She was evidently greatly interestedjin her visit,

and yet it was as clearlya trial to her. The old soldiers were de-
lighted to see her, and one man, who lay almost dying in bed, told

her he thanked God he had been permitted to see her before lie

died. Prince Alfred, who was with her, looked quite strong and
robust. The Princess Alice spoke to several of the soldiers' wives,

and seemed as much interested in the place as her mother. Prince

Louis also seemed both interested and pleased. Luckily, the day
was extremely fine, and the Hospital and grounds were looking their

best,

Deatii of Dr. Reid.—The public will learn with regret the

death ofDr. David Boswell Reid, wellknown by his labours in regard

to ventilation. Dr. Reid, who has been some years in America, died

at Washington on the 5th of April. The death was sudden, and
caused by congestion of the lungs. Dr. Reid had been appointed
by the Government Médical Inspecter to the Sanitary Commission,
and he was about to leave Washington to be employed in ventilating

the new military hospitals which hâve been erected in différent

parts of the country. Dr. Reid was a native of Edinburgh, grandson
of the celcbrated Hugo Arnot, the historian of Edinburgh, and
was himself at one time an extensively employed and successful

teacher of chemistry hère. His connexion with the ventilation of
the Houses of Parliament is but too well known. He ventilated St.

George's Hall Liverpool—The only building in the world, he said, in

which his principles of ventilation hâve been completely carried out.

The ventilation of this building is considered very successful. Dr.
Reid began his public career in Edinburgh as assistant to the lato

Dr. Hope, Professor of Chemistry in the University. He was also

a candidate for the Chair when Dr. Hope resigned.

Appoinïments.—H. CharKon Bastian, M.A., M.R.C.S.E., has

been elected a Fellow of the Linnajan Society.—W. Blair, M.D., has

been appointed Médical oflicev for the Village and District of Den-
holm, Roxburghshire, vice J. Young, L.R.C.S. Edin., resigned.

—

Bernard E. Brodhurst, F.R.C.S.E., has been appointed Assistant-

Surgeon to St. George's Hospital, vice H. Lee, F.R.C.S.E., pro-

moted to Surgeon.—J. P. Burkc, M.D., has been elected Médical

officer and Public Vaceinator for the Louisburgh Dispensary District

of the AVestport Union, co. Mayo, vice R. Hudson Newett,

L.R.C.S. Edin., resigned.—A. Carson Clarke, M.D., has been ap-

pointed Résident Médical officer to the new Workhouse, Crumpsall,

Manchester.—T. S. Clouston, M.D., has been appointed Médical

Superintendent for the Cumberland and Westmoreland Lunatic

Asylum at Garlands.—H. Colebrooke, M.D., has been appointed

Médical officer for the newly-created Southborough District of the

Tonbridge Union.—R. Dobbie, M.D., has been appointed Surgeon

to the County Prison, Ayr, vice W. Whiteside, M.D., resigned and

since deceased.—A. M'Kenzie Edwards, F.R.C.S. Edin., has been

appointed Assistant-Surgeon to the Royal Infirmary, Edinburgh,

vice Watson, promoted to be third Actin" Surgeon.—Gorrequer

Griffith, M.R.C.S.E., has been appointed House-Surgeon to the

London Surgical Home.—J. F. Mackreth, L.R.C.P. Edin., has been

elected Médical officer and Public Vaceinator for the Danby Dis-

trict of the Guisborough Union, Yorkshire, vice J. Allanson,

M.R.C.S.E., resigned.—J. R. M'Lintock, M.B., has been appointed

Résident Médical Assistant to Murray's Royal Institution toi- the

Insane, Perth, vice W. Carmichael M'Iutosb, M.D., appointed

Médical Superintendent of tho Perth County Lunatic Asylum,

Murthley.—G. R. Ord, M.R.C.S.E., has been appointed Surgeon to
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PARISIAN MEDICAL NEWS.

PRESCRIPTIONS AND FORMULAS.

Glycérine and its Indications.—Mr. Démarquay has

recently collected, in one volume, ail the observations

hitherto published on the subject of tbo surgical uses of

glycérine. This work, in addition to tbe physieal, chemical,

and pharmaceutic history of glycérine, supplies us with an ex-

haustive therapeutic essay on this substance. A few quota-

tions will suffice to show the utility of the monograph now

presented to the profession, (a)

lnternally, glycérine has been prescribed as a laxative, but

its aperient effeets are more évident when injected with an

enema. A mixture of two ounces of glycérine with sixteen

ounces of water injected into the rectum inducedin forty-five

cases a decided laxative action. The effects of glycérine are

more reliable than those of oil, and as it mixes perfectly with

water, it does not stain the linen or bed-clothes.

Mr. Démarquay claims the crédit of having introduced

glycérine into surgical practice, and of having first discovered

its bénéficiai effeets as a dressing. A fenestrated compress is

well soaked in glycérine, wrung out, and laid over the entire

surface of the wound A cake of charpie is then applied,

secured as usual with a roller. This dressing is promptly ex-

ecuted, no scabs form, and lotions are unnecessary ; active

granulation sets in, and in Mr. Denonvillier's and Mr. Dé-

marquay's wards, in which this System has now been adopted

for some time, erysipelas, puriform absorption, and hospital

gangrené hâve become as unfrequent as they previously were

common.
Eetid, gangrenous ulcers are likewise modified by glycérine,

and promptly assume a healthy aspect, if the dressings are

changed two or three times a day, and the lint moistened with

the médicinal fluid.

Mr.Démarquay relates several cases of malignant carbuncle,

in which the following method was resorted to with the utmost

benefit : deep incisions were in the first place performed in

the tumours, and were filled with hnt impregnated with

glycérine ; a large poultice, sprinkled with tbis Uquid, was also

applied ; the eschars were speedily detached, and when the

mortified structures had fallen away, simple dressings were

resorted to.

" The great and unquestionable advantage of glycérine," says

Mr. Larrey, in a report on the subject, " is, that it acts as a

détergent, and restores to ulcers of long standing the aspect o

récent wounds."

In burns, glycérine imparts to the injured surfaces a per-

manent sensation of coolness, due to its hygrométrie pro-

perties ; it pénétrâtes into, moistens, and softens the tissues,

and protects the denuded derm from the pain caused by ex-

posure to air.

Before resorting to pressure with strips of adhesive plaster

in cases of indolent ulcers, Mr. Démarquay recommends as a

useful préparation, to dress the sores for several days with
glycérine.

It is a profitable adjuvant in the treatment of scorbutic,

scrofulous, and syphilitic ulcers, and a yaluable palliative in

cancer. It diminishes the amount of suppuration, and modifies

the offensive effluvia, and if the pains aie intense, they may be
allayed by the application of a mixture of three ounces of

glycérine with one drachm of laudanum.
Should this solution prove unavailing, the wouud should be

every two or three days painted over with a concentrated

solution of aluni, or sulphate of zinc, and a cake of lint ap-

plied, impregnated with a solution of half-an-ounce of sul-

phate of aluniina and zinc, in three ounces of glycérine,

thickened with starch.

If a wound, such as that of a blister, has a tendency to
spread, it should be dressed with glycérine ; Mr. Blache always
adopte this plan in children, and conçoives that it often pre-

vents serious complications.

(a) Glycérine, and its Applications to Médical and Surgical
Treatment. One vol, 8yo., Asalim Paris.

Simple ulcers heal so promptly under the influence of this

treatment, that Mr. Démarquay opines that when any sore, in
the course of two or three days, présents no signs of amend-
ment, it should be looked upon with considérable suspicion,

and the précédents of the patient be carefully investigated.

The power of pénétration of glycérine, combined with its

power of dissolving iodine, which is only inferior to that

possessed by alcohol, explains the singular efficacy of the fol-

lowing injection in cases of deep-seated abscess, sinuses,

scrofulous wounds, syphilitic bubo, etc. :

—

R Glycerinoe, Jiijss. ;

Tinct iodini, §j. M.

In diseases of the skin, glycérine is often successful, when
pomades hâve failed to give relief. In vulvar hypersesthesia,

for instance, a most distressing and obstinate affection, the

pruritus may often be subdued, as Messrs. Monod and Dé-
marquay hâve shown, by a libéral application of glycérine.

In the treatment of pityriasis capitis, Mr. Démarquay con-

çoives that no remedy can compare with the following pre-

scription of Dr. H. Guéneau de Mussy :

—

R Ammon. muriatis, gr. xij. ;

Glycerinœ, §j. ;

Aq. Rosse, §vj. M.

The experiments instituted at Hospital Saint Louis and at

Hospital Sainte Eugénie show that Helmerick's pomade, made
with glycérine, is as efficacious for the cure of scabies as when
prepared with lard, and in addition does not stain the linen,

or émit any offensive odour.

Mr. Bourguignon recommends in the treatment of the same

disease, the following Uniment ; a single friction is sufficient

without any previous soaping :

—

R Vitelli ovi, No. 2,

01. ess. lavand.,

limonis,

menth., â 3j-j
caryophylli,

• cinnamoni, â 3iss. ;

Gum. tragacanth, 3ss.
;

Flor. sulphuris, §iijss,;

Glycerinae, gvij.

Mix the essential oils carefully with the yolks of egg, add
the tragacanth, form. the mucilage, and add slowly the sulphur
and glycérine.

Mr. Démarqua/s work supplies us in addition with
numerous formulas applicable in the treatment of diseases of

the eyes, the ear, mouth, fauces, and larynx. We are thus in-

formed (page 193), that in thrush, stomatitis, and ulcerative

sore-throat, Mr. Blache prescribes with much benefit local ap-

plication several times a day of the following préparation :

—

R Glycerinœ purse, §j. ;

Soda? Bi-boratis, 3ij.

Vichy water, mixed with milk, is at the same time used as a

gargle or lotion.

Mr. Démarquay concludes with an interesting disquisition

on the utility of glycérine in diseases of the generative organs

in both sexes, and in affections of the rectum and anus.

He states that he has effected a cure of fissure in ano, when
not very ancient, with enemas containing two ounces of

glycérine, and with the following liniment :

—

R Glycerinœ, §j. ;

Amyli, 3iss.
;

Extr. RatanhioB, 3SS -—3j.

The trisnitrate of bismuth, or tannin, may be substituted

for ratanhy, as Mr. Soupart, of Ghent, and Mr. Van Holsbeck
hâve shown.

LEARNED SOCIETIES.

Academy OF Sciences.—Mr. Boudin forwarded to the

Academy a paper on the Influença of the Relative Ages of

Parents on the Sex of the Offspring.

Erom thèse statistical returns, it appears :—1. That when
the father is older than the mother, the maie sex prédominâtes

in the children. 2. That under opposite circumstances, the

h'iualc sex prédominâtes. 3. That the sexes are equally

divided with a slight auperiority in fayour of females, when
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the parents are of the same âge. Mr. Boudin further remarks

that other observers, viz. : Mr. Hafacker, of Tubingen, Mr.
Sadler, in Englaml, Mr. Goehlert, at Vienna, and Mr. Boul-

anger, at Calais, hâve been led to the same conclusions by
their separate inquiries.

— A report was some time since presented by General
Morin, on the various Systems of heating and ventilation to bo
employed in the now théâtres in Paris. The plans adopted ail

proposed the introduction of air from without, through aper-

tures placed beneath the boxes, galleries, and amphithéâtres,

the foui air escaping through ilues situated at the back of

the boxes and galleries, or in the vertical walls of the benches
in the amphithéâtre. The volume of air to be evacuated froni

each house was estiniated at thirty cubic mètres per hour for

each spectator. Now, although thèse data hâve in some de-

gree been departed from, the results of the System are satis-

factory, and the General now laid them before the Institute.

In one of the new théâtres, the average volume of foui air

discharged hourly amounted to 28i cubic mètres for each
spectator. In ail weathers, the internai température of the
théâtre was almost invariably maintained, in every part of the
building at an average of 72° (Fahr).

— The Institute proceeded to the élection ofa corresponding
member in the section of Medicine and Surgery. Professor
Bouisson, of Montpellier, was presented first on the list by
the Committee, and 45 votes out of 53 were in his favour.
He was therefore declared duly elected. The other candidates
were Messrs. Serres d'Uzès, and Ehrmann, of Strasbourg.

Academy op Medicine.—In the name of the Committee
appointed to examine ail questions connected with minerai
waters, Mr. Gobley read three reports : The first and second
propose the rejection of the request of a company to erect
bathing establishments at Laversoie (Haute-Savoioie), and at

Miuauniont (Somme), and the third proposes to grant the
authorisation for the Spa of Encausso (Haute-Garonne). The
resolutions proposed were unanimously adoptod.

— Dr. Danet read a paper On the Efficacy of Succinum inHoop-
ing-cough, Convulsions, and Colics, during the First Dentition.

The author has been much struck by the analogy which he
conçoives to exist between the sequela; of hooping-cough, and
the symptoms generally attributed to the first évolution of

the teeth.

He remarks that hœmorrhage from the eyes and ears, con-

vulsions, and partial paralysis, are conséquences as frequently

observed after hooping-cough as during the growth of the
milk-teeth. In both, meningitis, and cspecially tubercular

meningitis, are met with.

Hence in Mr. Danet's opinion, hooping cough, which is but
a neurosis, would often be nierely the premonitory sign of

inflammatory diseases, in the same manner as the colics of

children, and alleged idiopathic convulsions are but the first

stage of lueningitis.

Arguing from thèse data, supplied by the observation of

upwards of five hundred infants, Mr. Danet endeavoured to

ascertain whether the treatmont applicable to convidsions and
nervous colic, might not likewise prove bénéficiai in hooping-
cough, and vice-versâ.

After careful inquiry, and numerous experimcnts, the author
at last came to the conclusion, that amber is the rcmeilial

agent from which the best effects are to be expectcd.
" Succinum, and succinic acid," says Mr. Danet, " very

seldom fail in giving rebef in the colic which accompanies
teething, and are the active ingrédients of several old and
popular medicines. In convulsions, I hâve found succinate of
ammonia, and the spirits of succinum, very effectuai during tho
paroxysme. In hooping-cough and nervous cough, I give the
préférence to the essential oil, which has also been used, and
always with good effeet,'in asthma. Thus the three compounds
discovered by Berzélius hâve, as we had anticipated, yielded
résulta in direct proportion with their relative power, and the
intensity of the symptoms.

This paper was referred for examination to a committee, of
which Messrs.. J?l%cjfo and Roger are members, and wc may

therefore expect to bo soon placed in possession of positive in-
formation, as to the efficacy of the proposed remédiée.— Tho Academy then elected two members to the vacant
seats in tho sections of Chemistry and Hygiène.

Mr. Bartholot and Mr. Lébut wero tho succcssful candi-
dates.

BIBLIOGRAPHE
Truite' des Maladies à Urines Albumineases et Sucrées, ou

de TAlbuminùrie et du Diabète sucre' dans leurs Rapports
avec les Maladies. (On Albuminous and Saccharine Urine,
or, Albuminuria and Glucosuria viewed in their Eelation-
ship to Disease), by Dr. Abeille, Knight of the Légion of
Honour, Lauréate of the Institute and Academy of Medicine,
§c, (a).

In his préface, M. Abeille informs us that the présent work
is the fruit of ten years' labour. A production of Uns kind
must indeed be the resuit of serions méditation, patient in-

quiry, and extensive practice. We meet hero with numerous
cases, and striking statistical returns ; the author frequently
resorts to tho process of induction, but he interpréta his facts

and supports his conclusions by luminous and concise argu-
ment.

The volume is divided into two sections, tho first and most
important being devoted to albuminuria. Tho subject is

ushered in by a comprehensive historical sketch, and an inte-

resting chapter follows on the structure of tho kidnoy,
which is illustrated by carefully designed engravings. Tho
physiological functions of the kidney, tho composition, cheini-

cal characters, and solid ingrédients of urine, and the présence

or absence of albumen in that liquid in health and disease,

form the matter of the second chapter, and tho opinions of ail

contemporary writers reçoive the proper meed of attention.

The author then turns to the pathology of the urinary sécré-

tion, and dwells on tho most accurato methods of ascertaining
the spécifie gravity of the liquid, and the présence of albumen;
tho niicroscopic characters of pus, mucus, cylinders, epithelial

casts, blood and saline ingrédients are carefully described, and
also the signs presented by albuminous urine after death, as
indicative of diseased kidney.

Mr. Abeille bestows much attention on the morbid anatomy
of Bright's disease, and brings forward, in the first place,

Rayer's classification, which is but a complément of that pro-

posed by Bright ; he shows how arbitrary and unreliablc aro

divisions which are only to be found in books, but are not met
with on dissection, with their distinct and isolated characters.

The author then reproduces and illustrâtes by diagrams tho

microscopic discoveries of German savans, and the no less im-
portant investigations of the English school, represented by
Dr. George Johnson. Ail the varying forms of anatomical
change are referred by Mr. Bayer to one cause, inflammation.

Mr. Frerichs and his followers also proclaim tho uniformity of

nature of ail rénal affections, and Dr. Johnson himself, to a

certain extent, admits the présence of inflammation in chronic

diseaso of tho kidney. Mr. Abeille, who with the greater part

of the Profession disclaims any share in thèse exclusive

opinions, demonstrates in the most peremptory manner, that

inflammation is not the principal feature either in the acnte or

in tho chronic stages of Bright's disease. The anatomical

changes characteristic of this affection are not the only altéra-

tions conséquent on albuminuria ; others, singly or in combi-

nation with the former, are also observed, such as for instance,

rénal abscess, obstruction of the rena], omulgent, fémoral or

iliac veins, &c. The author inquircs into the pathological

value of thèse différent lésions, and concludes that they must
bo viewed as secondary, or be classed with the changes consé-

quent on cirrhosis of the kidney, or the fatty degeneration of

the gland. Ho does not express himself so confidently with

regard to the physical altérations induced by syphilis, but ho

acknowleges that tho influence of the spécifie virus on the

development of Bright's disease is highly probable.

Albuminuria is obviously the symptom of somo organic or

functional disease ; it is the fréquent and chief pathognomonic

of various morbid conditions, and does not necessarily coincide

(a) One vol., 8vo. pp. 720. J. B. Baillière and Son, Paris,
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with anatomioal changes in the structure of tlie kidney ; its

significance cannot, therefore, be duly appreciated, unless its

différent manifestions be previously studied. The théories

propounded on the pathology of the subject must, however, be

in tho first place carefully weighed, and Mr. Abeille discusses

the pretensions of the rival doctrines which hâve sought to

connect albuminuria with a change in the components of the

blood, a functional disturbance leading to subséquent rénal

disease, or a primary altération of the glandular tissue. Tins

is but a renewal, under other names, of the old quarrel of the

humoristic, vitalist, and solidist schools, allayed for a time by

the efforts of Broussais, whose equally exclusive System has

not obtained lasting favour with the Profession. The réduc-

tion of ail the unsolved problems of pathology to a few

theorems, would be no less gratifying to the understanding,

than useful to the science of therapeutics, but midnight lucu-

brations are seldom confirmed by clinical observation, and

when, despite a certain degree of resemblance with each other,

facts betray a différent origin, attempts to trace them ail to

a common dérivation must necessariïy be abandoned. Our
author is above ail a clinician, and is not to be deceived

by the allurements of tho most enticing theory. Many years'

practice hâve taught hini that prudent eclectism is the safest

guide of the médical inquirer, and he acts accordingly.
" Probability," says he, " is in favour of previous change in

tho composition of the blood, and facts point to structural

lésions of the kidney as the précèdent and cause of albumi-

nuria." Such is the présent state of our knowledge, which
must neither be lost sight of, nor sacrificed to exclusive

théories. Mr. Abeille, moreover, willingly acknowledges that

various changes are observed in the rénal texture, not ail pro-

ceeding from the saine origin, nor leading to the same ana-

tomical conséquences, but which, taken in combination, form
what is commonly called Bright's disease.

Ail observers hâve remarked that the présence of albumen
in the urine may be merely accidentai, or acquire a more or less

durable character. Mr. Abeille also takes this practical view

of the subject, and studies in separate chapters transient and
permanent albuminuria. The frequency of this condition

must be a cause of some surprise, when we reflect how very

recently it has been discovered. It is met with in a temporary

form in neuralgia, tuberculosis, inflammation of the lungs,

heart, or abdominal viscera, in diphtheria, choiera, eruptive

aifections, and paludal fevers. Mr. Abeille adduces in-

stances of each of thèse affections, frequently with the notes

of the post-mortem examinations. With regard to paludal

fevers, we should not omit to mention that the author estab-

lishes the connection between albuminuria and anasarca. In
the cachexia induced by marsh miasma, serous effusion is

almost invariably observable, and anémia is présent with albu-

minuria. If, from any accidentai cause, the amount of albu-

men in the blood undergoes any further diminution, tho tran-

sudation of the sérum is facilitated, and dropsy follows. Tho,

fact had long been known, but tho interprétation is now sup-

plied.

Scarlatina is the most prominent among the diseases in which
albuminuria is a more or less permanent symptom, and Mr.
Abeille accounts in a plausible manner for the complication,

which has been hitherto almost always erroneously referred

to exposure to cold during the period of desquamation. In
scarlet fever, the mucous, and evon the serous membranes, are

affected, and albuminuria, is the resuit of a morbid condition

of the uriniferous ducts, during the desquamation of their

lining membrane ; and in proportion with its extent, but quite
independently of the state of the cutiele, albumen is found in

tho urine in a more or less enduring manner. The author
further demonstrates that rénal congestion is invariably présent

in scarlatina,—that in more than one half of the cases no
albumen can be detected in the urine,—that the morbid state

of the kidney lasts from two to twenty-seven days, and that

Bright's disease exists in one out of every eight cases, at most.
Thèse indications greatly facilitate the diagnosis of.scarlatinous

albuminuria : Bright's disease is marked by the coïncidence of
anatomical change in the rénal structure, with œdema, and
the passage of albumen into the urine. Now, in scarlet fever,

the kidney is always implicated, the œdema at once attracts

attention, and the fréquent examination of the rénal sécrétion

supplies the required évidence. The principal disease may, it

is true, be more or less concealed by norvous disturbancos, but
when this circumstance is borne in mind, it is difficult to fall

into error. In England, statistical returns point to formidable

mortality in scarlatina, aggravated by the présence of serous

effusion. In the author's practice, fatal results would appear

to hâve seldom occurred, except in cases of serious complication,

such a diptheria, pneumonia, pericarditis, &c.

Uremia is, after scarlatina, the most fréquent complication

of permanent albuminuria. This condition, consisting in the

accumulation in the blood, in morbid proportions, of urea, a

small amount of which is présent during health, and should

be eliminated by the kidney. Mr. Abeille does not agrée with
Frerichs, that uremia is the resuit of the transmutation in the

blood of urea into carbonate of ammonia, which would give

rise to the peculiar intoxication ; he describes the acute and
chronic forms of this spécifie poisoning of the System, the brain

being affected in the former, and the spinal cord in the latter

variety. He then turns to the considération of eclampsy, a

strange and formidable affection, which has been erroneously

connected exclusively with the gravid and puerpéral conditions,

and is equally common in Bright's diseases. The author

views eclampsy as a neurosis characterised by momentous
disturbance of the instruments of sensation, motion, and in-

telligence. He reproduces the éloquent delineation of Braun,

and endeavours to point out the premonitory signs of the

disease, and the probable period of its appearance. Every lino

betrays the anxiety of Mr. Abeille to throw light on the diag-

nosis. Examination of the urine is hère again of the greatest

assistance to the practitioner. The coïncidence of albuminuria

with pregnancy has given rise to much discussion, and naturally

occupies an important place in this part of the volume. Three

leading questions hâve especially been the object of controversy,

and their solution is of the highest interest to prognosis. The
most eminent obstetricians in France, in Germany, and in

England, are hère at issue. Mr. Abeille brings forward each

opinion, takes counsel of bis own expérience, and concludes

in the first place, that albuminuria is indicative of Bright's

disease in a minority of cases only, and is then a dangerous

complication ; but that, in most instances, it is merely expres-

sive ot a change in the condition of the blood, and ceases soon

after delivery. The second question has also given rise to

animated debate ; it is one of considérable interest, and refers

to the nature of the connection between puerpéral eclampsy

and albuminuria. Hère it is unfortunately certain that the

almost invariable dependence of one or the other must be

admitted as a fact
; yet Mr. Abeille relates a case from Iris

own practice, which shows beyond doubt tho possibility of the

occurrence of eclamptic fits without any concomitant albumin-

uria. With regard to the third question, ho contonds that

eclampsy is not the resuit of the violence of tho labour-pains,

and he acknowledges that puerpéral convulsions coineident

with albuminuria présent considérable peril, but that in one-

half of tho fatal cases, no rénal disease is found on dissection,

and that in two-thirds of tho instances which terminate

favourably, recovery sets in shortly after parturition.

The great attraction of tho volume before us lies, however,

in the minute study of Bright's disease, which is evidently the

author's favourite subject. He carefully préserves the classifi-

cation of the complaint in tho acute and chronic forms, not

from blind adhérence to custom, but because he conceives

that when the practitioner succeeds in establishing the diagnosis

of the acute stage, he may confidently rely on effecting a cure.

The time is no more when the mère announcement of the

existence of Bright's disease was équivalent to a fatal verdict.

It is also some onsolation to be awavo of the fact, that the

chronic form is not so frequently as has been supposed, the

conséquence of the acute variety. We strongly recommend a

perusal of this portion of the work ; classical books on this

subject had hitherto afforded us but a mère sketch of the

causes of the affection ; the œtiological cléments were, it is

true, to be found scattered in the various periodicals; but

had never yet been properly assembled and classified. We
enumerated, when alluding to transient albuminuria, a long

list of compïaints, which by their persistency may induce this
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altération of the kidney, and diphtheria, tuberculosis, diseases

of the heart, &c., are fréquent complications. When Bright's

disease assumes the acute form, an inquiry into the causes is

not without interest to the therapeutist. The history of the

patient, the symptoms, and examination of the urine with

the microscope, will then be in gênerai sufficient to establish

tho diaguosis with accuracy, and the practitionerwill remember
that in one-fifth of the cases, the complaint can be traced to

disoase of the heart. Despite the gravity of the chronic form,

Mr. Abeille conçoives that a recovery is not to be despiired

of ; his confidence, unfortunatoly, does not repose on any new
measures of treatment ; he has recourse, liko other practitioners,

to gênerai and local blood-letting, sometimes to large doses of

tartar-emetic, almost always to laxatives, seldom to drastic

medicines, to warni drinks, diaphoretics, and the lamp-bath
;

he rejects diuretics except during the stage of rénal congestion,

expects but little benefit from blisters, and, according] to the

requirements of each case, prescribes alkaline drugs, tonics,

chalybeates, and more especially the sesquichloride of iion,

&&, this treatment therefore does not niaterially differ from
that usually adopted, but he lays with reason much stress on
certain opportune indications, for the happy art of seasonable

interférence is the great secret of sound and successful practice.

The second part of the work is devoted to the history of

diabètes mellitus. The analogy between this disease and
albuminuria has induced Mr. Abeille to unité their descrip-

tion in one volume, and this reason formerly led him to treat

of cysts and dropsies in the same publication. Glucosuria
may be transient, protracted, or permanent In the former
instance, it is relatively unimportant, and may be conséquent
on nervous disturbances, hysteria, epilepsy, and convulsions, for

instance, or cérébral concussion, hepatic, gastric, or mesenteric
affections. Iike albuminuria, diabètes may occasion amblyopy,
and progressive blindness, and both diseases are not unfre-

quent causes of dropsy. It is, moreover, a practical remark
of no inconsiderable interest, that if albuminuria is frequently
complicated by the présence of diphtheria, and other infec-

tious complaints, senile and pulmonary gangrené, carbuncle,

and anthrax very usually coïncide with diabètes, and some-

times seem to produce it. In this disease, therefore, a change
has manifestly taken place in the composition of the blood.

But hère analogy ceases : in permanent glucosuria, or genuine
diabètes, the anatomical seat of the complaint remains a
mystery, whereas dissection has revealed with the utmost
accuracy the physical changes to which albuminuria is

referrible. Setting aside a few instances of diabètes, con-

séquent on traumatic or expérimental injury of the fourth

ventricle of the brain, the author unhesitatingly pronounces
glucosuria an idiopathic affection. He minutely describes its

symptoms, quotes the physiological researches to which the
subject has given rise, and discusses the various théories which
hâve been brought forward on the pathological production of
sugar. The most convenient tests of diabetic urine are

enumerated, and the simplest method appears to tho author
to be the best,—viz., the addition to the suspected liquid of
caustic potash or lime-water.

We may hâve failed in the appréciation of the original

portion of Mr. Abeilles work, and we acknowledge our
inability to do adéquate justice to the practical character,

sagacious observation, and power displayed in this volume.
It is, in our opinion, the most exhaustive production which
has yet been offered to the public on the subject of albumi-
nuria, and must henceforth be consulted by ail who may
undertake to write on the same question.

A Dobbe, M.D.,
Surgeon 3rd Regt. Grenadier Guards.

Annuaire de Tliérapevtique, de Matière Médicale, de
Pharmacie et de Toxicologiepour 1863. (Annual of Thera-
peutics, Materia Medica, Pharmacy and Toxicology, for the
year 1863), by A. Bouchardat, M.D., Professor of Hygiène at
the Faculty of Medicine of Paris, (a).

Annuaire de Médecine et de Chirurgie Pratiques pour 1863.
(Annual of Practical Medicine and Surgery for the year

(a) One vol. 32 mo. pp. 840. Germer Bailliere, Paris.

1863), byA. Jamain, M.D., Surgeon of the Hospitals of Paris,
and A. Wahu, M.D., Retired Physician of the Military Hos-
pitals (a).

Thèse volumes are the youngest offspring of numerous
families. Mr. Bouchardat's annual is the twenty-third yearly
production of the author, and the work of Messrs. Jamain and
Wahu is the eighteenth in ordor of succession, presented to the
profession by thèse gentlemen. We cannot alludo without
a foeling of sadness to the lutter publication, Mr. Jamain,
whose talents and industry so greatly contributed to its popu-
larity, having suddenly died before the completion of the
présent performance.

In the préface, Mr. Bouchardat remarks that if no new
medicines havo been discovered in the course of the last

twelve months, yet therapeutics hâve benefited by ingenious
and novol applications of remédies previously known. The
articles devoted to the efficacy of aconitine and tincture of
aconite in utérine hœmorrhago will be perused with interest.

We must also notice the observations on the use of homlock
in glandular enlargement, of nux voniica and diaphoretics in

albuminuria, of acétate of potash and tar-water in gonorrluea,

of the alkaline treatment in rheumatic fever, of Lanfranc's

collyrium in puriform ophthalmia, of the biniodide of mer-
cury in bronchocele, of acétate of lead in pneunionia, &c.

Mr. Bouchardat also speaks highly of the bénéficiai effects of

nitrate of silver in progressive locomotive ataxy ; we cannot
unfortunately share his confidence in this remedy, and had the

learned author been présent at the concluding lecture of Mr.
Trousseau's clinical course, we are inclined to think he would
hâve altered his opinion of what he is pleased to call the most
important therapeutic discovery of the past year (b).

The most notable passages in Messrs. Jamain and Wahu's
annual, are consecrated to a carefully drawn up summary of

the various inquiries on emboli, on progressive muscular

atrophy, on coxalgia, fractures of the base of the skull, local

changes in the nervous texture, prématuré artificial delivery,

&c"
Messrs. Jamain and Wahu further présent us' with a com-

plète bibliographical table of ail the publications of the year,

and with a list of ail the thèses defended at Paris, Montpellier,

and Strasbourg.

We should not hâve omitted to state that the most impor-
tant chapter in Mr. Bouchardat's annual, is the reproduction

of the learned author's speech at the Academy of Medicine on
the subject of drinkable waters.

Traite' des Désinfectants sous le Rapport de THygiène
Publique (on Disinfectants and their Connection with Public

Hygiène), by A. Chevallier, Dispensing Chemist, Officer of the

Légion of Honour, Member of the Academy of Medicine,

fa (c)

In 1859 and 1860, thanks to Mr. Velpeau's efforts, the

question of disinfectant substances assumed an important place

in the debates of learned societies, and in the eyes of the Pro-

fession and of the public. Coal-tar, chlorine and chlorides,

iodino, the sulphates of iron, zinc, and alumina, charcoal, &c,
became household words in ail our scientific periodicals, and in

the discussions of the Académies. In France, however, a nine-

days wonder scarcely outlives even that short period, and the

rumour excited at the time by Messrs. Corne and Demeaux's
communications is now nearly forgotten.

Questions of public hygiène, nevertheless, do not pass away
so speedily from the thoughts of the learned, whose opinions

are consulted, and amongst thèse problems, nono assuredly is

invested with Jso momentous and enduring interest as tho

study of the substances calculated to modify the insalubrity of

(a) One vol. 32 mo. pp. 308. Germer Bailliere, Paris.

(6) In Germany, however, where the disease is designated as

progressive spinal paralysis, fresh cases hâve recently been pub-

lished on the curative effects of nitrate of silver.

The Gazelle des Hôpitaux states, on the other hand, that, with

the assistance of this drug, Mr. Bouchut has effected a cure in a

case of idiopathic paraplegia, in a young subject. We shall take

an early opportunity of reverting to thèse facte.—H. E.

(c) One vol. 8vo., pp. 180. P. Asselin, Paris.
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the atmosphère, to reniove fetid effluvia, neutralise noxious

émanations, and prevent the development of di3eases caused

by protracted résidence in unhealthy localities. In Mr.

Chevallier's treatise, matters which had too promptly lapsed

into oblivion, are again brought into notice, the disinfecting

measures applicablo to dwellings, hospitals, stables, &c, are

inquired into ; the author has unquestionably attempted a

useful enterprise, to which we earnestly invite the attention of

local administrations, and of the médical officers of public

establishments, as weÙ as of the humblest country practitioners.

Mr. Chevallier's volume treats of ail disinfecting substances in

succession, and neglects none of the applications which corre-

spond to the daily requirements of the médical practitioner.

One extract (page 104), for instance, will illustrate our niean-

ing ; alluding to the uses of chloride of lime, the author relates

the foliowing case :

—

" In an instance of prématuré confinement, the after-birth

was retained within the utérus, and as it could not be removed
in conséquence of the weakness of the cord, putréfaction of

the placenta set in. An extremely offensive discharge followed,

and the external organs were in a state of intense irritation.

Mr. Deslandes performed utérine injections with a décoction
of marsh-mallow-root, containing one-fifteenth part of its

weight of chloride of lime. Immediately after the first opéra-

tion, the fœtid odour disappeared, and did not return The
utérine pains previously complained of were also allayed, and
although the last fragments of the placenta were expelled in a
state of décomposition eighteen days after labour, the offensive

odour was not reproduced, thanks to the persevering use of
the disinfecting fluid."

We regret our space does not allow of ample quotation from
the chapters devoted to charcoal, its préparations and uses.

The great utility of this cheap substance is not duly appre-
ciated. But we hâve said enough to show that this work has
its appointed place in every practitioner's library, because not
a day will elapse when it may not be referred to with benefit.

SCIENTIFIO ARTICLES.

ON" TOBACCO ; IN ITS KELATION TO THE HEALTH
OF INDIVIDUALS AND COMMUNITIES

;

By Dr. W. B. Richahdson.

(Conthiued from page 271.)

The physiological évidence we posse8s leads us to assume, nearly
conclusively, that the first impression made by the tobacco smoke
is on the blood. It is, in fact, almost certain that the products
borne in the fumes (which, without alarming the most tremulous
smoker, we may, for the sake of scientific accuraey, call poisons),

act on the précise degree that the blood, receiving them by the
lungs, absorbs and retains them ; and as the différent snbstances
named are absorbed by the blood and retained by it in différent
proportions ; and, as the blood under various states absorbs the
same substance with various degrees of power, it follows naturally
that the effects of tobacco smoke are not the same in degree in
différent persons, nor the same in the same person at ail times.
That a clear idea may be obtained in respect to the gênerai or

compound action of the smoke of tobacco, I will first describe the
conditions it induces in their extrême development. I will show
the order of its effects in their rapid or acute form, and from that
will descend, the more readily, to the considération of the slower,
and, as they may be called, chronic effects of tobacco—those effects
which are observed in persons who are said to be confirmed
smokera.

The action of tobacco smoke extends to ail the animal kingdom :

it exerts an influence on everything living. We place a few mites
from a cheese under the microscope, and direct upon them a cur-
rent of tobacco smoke from an ordinary pipe. In a few seconds
the little animais réel over, their limbs become convulsed, and they
even appear to die ; but on them the effect of the air is most
active, and as the poisonous vapours exhale readily from their
bodies, they recover after a time. On Aies, and bées", and wasps,
the same conséquences may be observed, after they hâve been
exposed to the smoke Frogs also succumb to it, but slowly, and
birds very rapidly. On cats, rabbits, dogs, and pigs, the symptoms
produced are powerfully marked at first, and, takiug into account
the différence in size of the animais, the phenomena presented are
the same in character. I may note, as a preliminary fact, that it
is no difficult matter to kill an animal by the fumes of common

tobacco, and this even if the air be oonstantly changed, granting
that, as it entera the chamber, it is charged with the amoke. On
dogs, in fact, the fumes of burning tobacco are infinitely more
potent than those of opium. Thus, if a small dog, or a cat, be
placed in a chamber capable of containing three thousand cubic
inches of air, and the smoke derived from a quarter ounce of shag
tobacco be paased through the chamber, the symptoms of tobacco
poisoning will show themselves within the first tifteen minutes,
and in from half to three quarters of an hour death will take place.
The symptoms, from inhalation in a similar way, will alao ahow
themselves quickly in man, although the experimentalist be inured
to smoking. I myself once inhaled the product from one pipe
holding sixty grains of tobacco, the said product being diffused
through five-thousand cubic inches of common air ; within four
minutes the signs of spécifie tobacco poisoning set in, and I was
compelled to desist.

In common conversation we speak of tobacco as a narcotic poison,
and the anti-tobacconists are everlastingly dinging into our ears
their statements ieapecting the effects of this terrible " stupefying "

drug ; but, in truth, the idea that tobacco is a narcotic is as false as
it can be : tobacco is no more a narcotic than is strychnia ; if it

were, it would be infinitely a more grateful friend at first sight
than it is. Your true narcotic is really a seducing body, that asks
you to apply to it again, with a meaning that is pleasant at the
time, and not nnpleasant afterwards to the recollection ; but your
tobacco raises its victim's whole soûl into a fervour of abhorrence.
It is so candid that it tells you at once, "lama devil, and thèse
are my tortures : try them again, if you dare."

For my own part, I hâve luxuriated in a bath of laughing gas
;

I hâve been under ether and chloroform ; and once, by an accident,

in which Battley's solution of morphia was given me, in a mixture,
in mistake for tincture of bark, I tasted opium freely, and I know
from thèse expériences what a true narcotic is. I can recall at any
time the visions produced by the laughing gas and the opium : how
to the mind ail the universe seemed enlarged, and space lost in
space ; how in what was but a second of time centuries were first

closely enrolled and then expanded into vast hiatory ; how every
sensé was exalted, and imagination seemed ao far aet free that the
dull body waa left behind, having no control, and subject to none ;

and the visions thus recalled are something to think upon like

viaits to magnificent pictures, or great cathedrals, or unrivalled
landscapes, or opéra in its highest art. But the recoliection of thèse
by the recollection of tobacco poisoning, is to compare the extrêmes
of happiness and torture—incarcération in- cutting irons in a
Southern slave-holder's worst cell, with a banquet at the Crystal
Palace on a fine day of July, in the company of England's merriest
men and best scholars.

The symptoms called into existence by the rapid inhalation of
tobacco smoke may be produced in the same degree by a diffèrent
mode of adminiatration. If inatead of letting the fumes pass into
the lungs of a man or animal, we condenae them by drawing them
through a globe surrounded by a freezing mixture, we obtain in
solution ail the products, minus the carbonic acid gas, and a por-
tion of the ammonia. If this solution now be given by the mouth,
the same symptoms are induced as by inhalation, but with this
différence in regard to time, that they are immediately developed
Thua the fluid condenaed from one good Havannah cigar is

capable of inducing in a rabbit active convidsions without death,
while the fluid condensed from six ordinary pipes of common
shag tobacco, smoked precisely as a man would smoke them, is suf-

ficient to destroy a rabbit within three minutea after the adminis-
tration.

There is one other point to be considered in this paper. It will
be asked, what are the conditions of the organs of the body during
the time that a person who is learning to smoke is undergoing his

penance ? As regards .the human body, neither I nor any other
physician could speak with certainty, for the facts bave not been
observed ; but from analogy derived from the inferior animais,
which analogy must be very perfect, the conditions of the vital

organs are as f'ollow :—The brain is pale and empty of blood ; the
stomach is reddened in round spots, so raised and pile like, that

they resemble patches of dark Utrecht velvet ; the blood is preter-

naturally fluid ; the lungs are pale aa the lungs of a calf, as we aee

them suspended in the shamblea ; while the heart, overburthened
with blood, and having little power left it for its forcing action as

a pump, is scarcely contracting, but trembling aa if, like a conacious
thmg, it knew equally ita own responsibility and its own weakness.—

' Social Science Review.'

Cinchona in Java.—The Dutch government, having prohibited

the culture of opium, has wisely favoured the production of the

cinchona, impoaing upon the plantera such régulations as are ne-

ceasary to the préservation of the treea.

Increased Expense of Pauper Lunatics.—At the last quar-

terly meeting of the Bedford Town Oouncil, the clerk reported the

increased expense of the Borough pauper lunatics, and attributed it

to the opération of the new law. He [aaid| that ^ the matter had
been represented to the Home Office.
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THE MEDICAL COUNCIL
The Médical Council is now sitting, and tlie period is there-

fore appropriate for considering the work that it lias already

doue, and what it is Hkely to do in future. One négative

uierit which it possesses is that it has never promised anything,

and therefore the Profession has, perhaps, no right to feel dis-

appointment at its shortcomings.

In our last number we alluded to the heterogeneous nature

of the éléments of winch the Médical Council is coniposed,

and considering the inaterials of its constitution, the wonder

is, that it has doue anything at ail. Its meinbers are noces-

sarily placed in such a position of antagonism to one another,

that, like a collection of vehicles going in opposite directions

in a narrow street, mutual obstruction is the aluiost inévitable

resuit The gênerai good of the mass of the Profession has

never been considered the object to be held in view by the

Council ; and as to the prépondérance of one Collège or Uni-

versity over another, such a consequonce is of course obviated

by the opération of reciprocal jealousy, niistrnst, and opposi-

tion. It inay, perhaps, be imagined that the vivtual extinc-

tion of the University of St Andrews' as a Médical examining

body, was owing to the influence of the English and Irish

Universities ; but, étrange as it may appear, that ancient

Caledonian seat of learning had the blow aimed against it by
its own countrymen, and, as it turned out, with deadly effect.

When we turn to the question as to the amount of work
already done, the answer lies in a very small compass. The

only task which lias yet been acconiplished in the eyes of the

public is the production of the Register, the demerits of

which hâve been too often discussed to render it necessary to

do more than allude to the subject in a gênerai manner. Yet

it must be admitted that some little good has been etfectcd by

this publication, and it is, perhaps, quite compétent for the

Council to do much more if they are inclined vigorously to

put their shoulders to the wheel. It is true that the names of

professors of various forms of quackery are still retained in this

book, and the law gives the Council no power to strilce them
off ; but the 29th clause of the Médical Act is certainly capable

of a wider application than it has already received, and re-

gistered Médical practitioners who may, " after due inquiry,

"be judged by the General Council to hâve been guilty of in-

" faïuous conduct in any professional respect," are liable to liave

their names erased from the Register. It may be urged that

the utility of this clause, even if acted upon, is rather ques-

tionable, because the worst species of quacks rather boast of

being independent of any professional control ; but still, as

«orne of them with an inexplicable foolhardiness venture
within our precincts and bring disgrâce upon our body, it is

only right that when their delinquencies are exposed, they
•hould be summarily and ignominiously ejected.

But while the visible signs of vitality and efficiency are

not very capable of démonstration to the gênerai public, there
can be little question that the Council is gradually working
out some important changes, which cannot fail to hâve a béné-
ficiai influence upon a coming génération, if even they leave
but few footprinte on our own. We allude to the subjects of
Médical Education and Examiuation, points on which the more
advanced school of Médical Reformera had very few definite
opinions, but which hâve long engaged the attention of

thoughtful minas. We arc happy, therefore, to record, amidst

ail the oonflicting fecliugs which agitate the Médical Council,

a growing désire to ùnprove the standard of éducation, and to

induce uniforniily of plan into the existing schemes of

Médical examination. Yet we do not accord this meed of

praise in an unreserved degree, because on some late occasions

it has been but too manifest that bénéficiai changes in Médical

éducation hâve been opposed in the Council on mère selfish

grounds, and from the leur that any élévation of the existing

standard may diminish the contents of some of the collegiate

and university coffors. We have no désire to niake any in-

vidious remarks, or to signalise any particular corporation
;

but wc know that some are justly liable to the charge. A
greater amount of praise is therefore due to those enligbtèned

membara of the Council who bave fougbt, and are still fight-

ing, the battle in favour of improved éducation, both in the

department of General Literature and Science, and in that of

Medicine, properly so-called, and we hope that their efforts

will at last be triumphant in spite of the influence and tho

numbers of their antagonists.

A more strict requirement from Médical students of pre-

liminary attainments in Arts, and a more regular and system-

atic plan of conducting the periodical Médical examinations,

may indeed have tho effect of dissuading some aspirants from

the pursuit of Medicine, or may divert into other channels of

industry some who have already embarked in their career ;

but this objection is but trivial in comparison with the great

advautages which must eventually ensue in having a well-edu-

cated and well trained body of practitioners engaged in the

practice of the bealing art.

It is pretty* generally known that the détermination of the

Médical Council to insist upon an examination in Arts by a

candidate before lie enters upon bis Médical studies, bas met
with considérable opposition in the Council itself, and that

the rules in référence to this important subject have been

cv-idcd, if not positively disregarded, by some of the examining

Boards. This matter will probably again reçoive attention

from the Council, and we bopo that the resuit of its délibéra-

tions will be in accordance with reason and conimon sensé,

and that no selfish views will be allowed to stand in the way
of useful législation.

The lately ostablished course of study enjoined upon a can-

didate for a Médical or Surgical qualification, comprehends

in tho first instance an examination in Arts ; then a cer-

tain attendance on Lectures and Hospital practice, followed

by a First Examination in what may be called the Institutes

of Medicine, as Anatomy, Physiology, Chemistry, Materia

Medica, and Botany ; and, fînally, at the conclusion of the

curriculum, a Second Examination, comprising Medicine, Sur-

gery, and Midwifery, with Pathology and Forensic Medicine.

If such a course is faithfully followed out by the student,

many of the evils fornierly complained of, will be romoved
;

pupils, before entering on their proper professional studies

will have received the éducation of gentlemen, and the period-

ical and practical examinations to which they are successively

subjected, will obviate the necessity of grinding and cramniing,

or of accumulating mère book learning, and attending an un-

limitul number of mère lectures. TJniformity throughout the

United Kingdom in thèse examinations has long been a de-

sideratum, and the Médical Council has endeavoured to enforce

it as far as its powers extend.
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SMALL-POX AND VACCINATION.

At the risk of being tedious wc again advert to the subject

of the présent prevalcnce of Small-pox, and the necessity of

gênerai and efficient vaccination, and we do so the more ur-

gently because it appears that the nnmber of deaths is now
rather below the usual weekly average, and this circumstance

îs already alleged as a sufficient reason for relaxing any pro-

phylactic measures against the disease. Expérience has taught

us that as soon as the immédiate panic caused by the épidémie

has passed away, the subject is forgotten, and vaccination is

generally neglected, although the immunity from small-pox is

best obtained by the regular and systematic practice of vacci-

nation during the intervais when small-pox is absent.

Whether the disease may be exterminated altogether from
tho civilized world by the universal and compulsory practice

of vaccination is perhaps a matter of some question, although

we think that the arguments are very strong in favour of this

view
; at any rate it appears that in certain despotic govern-

ments where the opération of vaccination is compulsory, sraall-

pox is unknown, and we hâve already alluded to the fact that

the nurses of the Small-pox Hospital (who are ail vaccinated
on their first appointment) never take small-pox, although
placed in the very focus of the contagion. Thèse facts are

strong enough to convince any reasonable mind of the great

efficacy, to say the least, of the prophylactic power of vacci-

nation, but unfortunately ail people's ininds are not reasonable,

and while small-pox is temporarily absent, vaccination is op-
posed or neglected.

"We print the followiug letter, inserted in the pages of a
morning conteniporary, because it émanâtes from a rnan who
is not only entitled to speak with some authority on the pré-

ventive power of vaccination, but who is, moreover, a gentle-

man of great scientific attainments, and is therefore not likely

to draw conclusions without maturely weighing his facts.

Nevertheless, we confess that we are not entirely convinced
by his reasoning, and that we ourselves lean to the view that

small-pox does sometimes occur even after efficient vaccina-

tion, and that a répétition of the latter opération is often very
advisable, if not absolutely necessary.

TO THE EDITOR 0P THE TIMES.
Sir,—During the last few weeks the question of small-pox and

the protective powers of vaccination has produced imich excite-
rnent in the metropolis and elsewhere. Having been a vaccinator
of the National Vaccine Establishment for 40 years, and having
during that period vaccinated above 43,000 persons, I feel justified
in expressing my entire conviction that vaccination properly per-
formed is as effective a préventive of small-pox as small-pox itself is.
Two points of inquiry hâve always engaged my attention—the
one as to the occurrence of small-pox after vaccination

; and the
other as to the number of persons re-vaccinated. The information
given me can, of course, only be considered as approximative to
the truth, but I believe that less than a hundred cases of secondary
small-pox (none of thein fatal) hâve taken place, and that not more
than 3,000 out of the 43,000 hâve been re-vaccinated, provins to my

of small-pox in airy and detached localities, tho paroehial
functionaries havo carried their point. Not only does St.
Paneras receive its small-pox patients into the parish work-
house, but St. George's, Hanover square, does the samo. We
are also informed, in a Eeport made to the Médical Officer of
Health for Islington, that the Poor-law authorities décline to

put into force their powers under tho Compulsory Vaccination
Act, and the same document tells us that " for many years
" past this parish has had a carriago for the conveyance of small-

"pox cases to the Hospital, but notwithstanding, nuinerous
" cases, both from this and other parishes, go there in cabs,
" which, on depositing their fares, immediately go upon the
"stand in Upper Holloway. Persons hâve beenseen to enter
" such vehicles shortly after the latter hâve left the premises of
" the Small-pox Hospital."

Thèse statements need no comment, as they speak for

themselves.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

mmd most satisfactorily the delusion of the idea that the'protec-
tiye powers of vaccination are diminished or worn out in the course
of time. I hâve no faith in limited protection, or in limited liabi-
hty, and hâve always imagined that one perfect vaccination was
sufficient, but, inasmuch as one cannot always be aware of disturb-mg causes which might interfère witli its efnciency, it is, I think
désirable to hâve a second vaccination to test the security of thé
first. But it is of no moment whether such second vaccination
takes place after the lapse of a fortnight, or of any «iven
number of years. Sliould the second vaccination présent the usual
modified conditions observable after successful vaccination, the
patient, I believe, never requires the opération to be a<*ain ner-
formed, but is safe for life.

1

I hâve the honour to be, Sir,

Your obedient servant.

N. B. WARD.
In the conflict of opinion between Médical authorities and

the Boards of Guardians, as to the necessity of isolating cases

STAGNATION IN MEDICAL POLITICS.

The Medico-Political atmosphère during the last week, to

judge by the Médical journals, has been unusually serene, and
we hâve not the slightest notion whether a breezo is ever

likely to spring up in any quarter, but perhaps Admirai Fitz-

roy will be able to give us timely notice when a change is

about to occur. One Médical journal gives us, faute Je

mieux, nearly two columns on the Physiology of Tea-drinking,

and nearly one on Fog-Signals, while two others of our eontem-

poraries hardly favour us with any leading articles at ail.

While the first of our Editorial confrères is rapturous on the

subject of tea, " the cup which cheers but not inebriates," another

expatiates with almost equal gusto on the merits of some water

sent from St. Galmier, which is stated to bo " beautifully

" clear, sub-alkaline, and nearly as good as Seltzer water."

Whether the imbibition of such mild fluids as the infusion of

Bohea and the water of St. Galmier has anything to do with

the présent pacifie condition of the Médical Editorial world

we cannot détermine, but at any rate we are glad to observe

the existing tranquillity, and hope that it will be long beforo

the storm signal is again raised. After ail, it is better to sip

Bohea or to quaff sparkling bumpers of minerai water, than

to fight at shadows or to quarrel with one another, and the

progress of Médical Science is more likely to be secured by the

habituai use of such soothing beverages, than by resorting to

more stimulating and pernicious diet. We may mention,

however, that although having very little relation to Medicine,

the Fossil Man of Abbeville is ablydiscussed in one of our Médi-

cal contomporaries, the writer leaning to the opinion as to the

fossil nature of the human jawbonc found at Moulin Quignon,

near Abbeville. The coeval antiquity of the flint implements,

however, does not seem to be generally admitted.

THE DINNER OF THE SOCIETY F«R THE RELIEF OF TUE WIDOWS

AND ORPHANS OF MEDICAL MEN.

The seventy-fifth anniversary festival of the Society for the

Relief of the Widows and Orphans of Médical Men in Lon-

don and its vicinity was held on Wednesday last, at the

Albion Tavern, and was very numerously attended. The
chair was occupied by the Président, Thomas Arthur Stone,

Esq., who was supported by Dr. Watson, the Président of

the Collège of Physicians, Dr. Babington, Dr. Pitman, Sir

Charles Locock, Sir W. J. Fisher, Dr. Burrows, Dr. F. Haw-
kins, Mr. Charles Hawkins, Mr. Ware, Mr. Erasmus Wilson,

Mr. Propert, and many other distincruished members of the
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Profession in London. Atnong the non-medical company

were two who possess hereditary claims to the respect of the

médical community—namely, Mr. Baillie, the only son of

the late distinguished Matthew Baillie, and the Hon. George

Denman, Q.C., the son of the late Lord ChiefJustice Den-

man, and grandson of Dr. Denman, the celebrated physician

and obstetrician, one of the founders of the Society. Dr.

Watson, in returning thanks for the whole of the Médical

Corporations, made, as is his wont, a kind and conciliatory

speech, and ail the other speeches were characterised by

good feeling, and what is much to be admired, a commend-

able brevity, the intervais being relieved by music. The
statement of the treasurer announced donations to the

amount of nearly 800?., which may be considered ralher a

small sum ; but as there is no building to pay for, and there

are no extraordinary expenses to meet, it is perhaps as much
as might be expected. As we hâve before stated, the object

of the Directors of this Society is to encourage more mem-
bers to join it, in order that the participation in its benefits

may be expanded over a wider sphère ; and we feel sure that

its opérations only require to be generally known to make
them universally appreciated. We must repeat that life is

short and its duration uncertain ; and those who wish to

leave a provision for their wives and children, or to help the

wives and children of their deceased brethren, who may per-

chance hâve been less fortunate than tliemselves, should

hasten to join this excellent Society.

THE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE HOSPITAL.

We do not usually allude to the financial affaira of any of

the metropolitan hospitals, but under the peculiar circum-

stances of the case, we cannot omit the opportunity of stating

that a dinner is announced to take place on Tuesday the 2nd

of June, in aid of the funds of the University Collège Hospital,

under the auspices of Lord Brougham, the Président of the

Collège, and a number of distinguished noblemen and gentle-

men. This Hospital has no endowment, and is dépendent

almost entirely upon the precarious and fluctuating support

afiorded by the fées of students, which are quite inadéquate

to the purpose, and we understand that a considérable debt

has been incurred, very materially impairing the effi-

ciency of the charity. Although the Collège and the Hos-

pital no longer hold so prominent a rank as they once occu-

pied, yet many students hâve gone forth from their portais

to fi-1 important positions both in this country and the colo-

nies, and it will surely be sufficient to announce to them that

their aima mater is in want of their aid, to induce them to

lend a helping hand for its relief. Her Majesty has been

pleased to head the subscription list with a donation of

1001., and there can be very little doubt that many among
the noble and wealthy classes, as well as the members of the

Médical Profession, will follow the example so graciously

set by their Sovereign.

SPECULISM IN AMERICA.

The ' American Médical Times ' informs us that the Com-
missioners of Charities in New York hâve addressed a com-
munication to one of the Hospitals, inquiring as to the pro-

priety of eatablishing specialties in the Hospital, as, for

instance, for diseases of the eye, the ear, the nervous System,
and the skin. The Editor, in referring to this subject,

remarks that the tendency of the présent âge is towards the
division of labour in medicine, as in other departments of
human science and industry ; and that the limited powers of
the human mind disable it from comprehending ail the

détails of an extensive départaient of science. Mère conve-

nience, therefore, and the necessities of the case, hâve subdu

vided the labour among a great number of practitioners, and

students hâve been attracted to the pursuit of specialties by

observing the success that has attended many engaged in

such practice. But the writer judiciously remarks that what-

ever may be the ultimate intentions of the young médical

nian as to his line of practice, the study of specialism should

be avoided in his earlier years ; and that he should rather,

at that period, endeavour to obtain broad and comprehensive

views of Médical science in gênerai, than restrict his views

to one particular and limited department. When, however,

the young Médical man has acquired this preliminary and

essential basis, it may become expédient for him to adopt

some particular line of practice ; and as for the classification

of diseases in large Hospitals, it is a subject well worthy of

the most serious attention. Such are the views of our

American contemporary, and we think them sensible and

appropriate.

THE BRITON MEDICAL AND GENERAL LIPE ASSOCIATION.

We beg to draw attention to the last Annual lleport of the

Briton Médical and General Life Association, published in

our advertising columns. One great feature of this Society

is that it asserts the important principle of doing justice to

the Médical Profession, whose services are so essential in

the cause of Life Assurance. The amalgamation between the

New Equitable and the Briton Life Associations has been

efifected within the last year, and this fusion of the two

Societies has been of essential service to both. The présent

income of the Association may be estimated at more than

110,000?. per annura, and the funds in hand amount to

180,000/. The contrast between the number of proposais

and the amount assuredin 1861 and 1862 afford a sufficient

proof of the progressive prosperity of the Society, the num-
ber of policies issued and sums assured in 1861 being

respectively 1,839 and 349,990*., and in 1862 being 2,023

and 459,540?. The annual premiums paid in the two years

respectively were, in 1861, 10,084?., and in 1862, 15,275*.

Among the governing body of the united Society we find the

names of Dr. Barlow, Sir Charles Hastings, Professor Par-

tridge, Dr. Tyler Smith, and Mr. Propert.

REVIEW OF THE PERIODICALS

The 'Lancet.'

Professor Huxley continues his lectures on the " Structure and

Development of the Vertebrate Skeleton," his présent subject

being the skull of fishes ; and after describing that of the Stur-

geon and Spatularia, among the cartilaginous fishes, he proceeds

to the cranium of the osseous fishes, especially the sword-fish

(xiphias) and the fistularia, with their extraordinary maxillary

or nasal elongations. The lecture is illustrated, as usual, with

several well-executed woodcuts. Dr. C. B. Radcliffe continues

his interesting Lectures on " Certain Diseases of the Brain and

Nervous System," with spécial référence to the changes of opinion

and practice which resuit from récent researches in physiology and

pathology : and he shows that convulsion is the sign of weak-

ness, not of strength, of irritation, not of inflammation. He

also adduces an ingenious, although rather fanciful theory to

account for irritation, by supposing the exterior and the interior

of the nerve-tubes to be in oppasite electrical conditions, like

the surfaces of a Leyden jar, and that the reversai or disturb-

ance of thèse conditions gives rise to "irritation." Convulsion,

Dr. Kadclifle concludes, is the sign of depressed, and not of
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exalted vital action. Dr. F. W. Pavy continues his paper on

« Assimilation and the Influence of its Defects on the Urine." He

vérifies the statement of Bernard, that although white of eggs

may be consumed in the ordinary way as food without occasioning

the présence of albumen in the urine, yet that it cannot be intro-

duced directly into the circulatory System without the urine being

immediately rendered albuminous. This is not the case with

albumen alone, but with several other substances such as

milk and isinglass, for when they were introduced into

the blood they were soon afterwards found in the urine.

Dr. Pavy connects thèse experiments with the phenomena of

dialysis, as developed by Professor JGraham, and he regards the

kidney as a dialyzing apparatus on a very extensive scale. Under

ordinary circumstanceS; albumen does not pass through the kidneys,

owing to its small diffusive powers, but it is probable that in

albuminuria its properties are altered in this respect. Mr. John

Millar relates a curious and interesting case of Moral Insanity in

a child ; the subject being only six years old, and addicted to every

kind of bad habit, and perfectly uncontrollable at home by either

moral or physical restraint. He was, however, sent to Colney

Hatch, where he was pronounced quite sane by one of the médical

superintendents of that establishment ; and after his discharge

from the Asylum, he resumed his former habits.

The 'Médical Times and Gazette.'

Professor Huxley continues his lectures on "Classification," the

présent being an admirable sketch of the classification of the

mammalia. They are first dividerl, according to the System of De

Blainville into Ornithodelphs {ornithorhynchus and echidna).

Didelphs (lcangaroos and opossums), and Monodelphs, which com-

prise the greater number of the mammalia. Other Systems of

classification are briefly passed in review, as those of Everard

Home, Von Baer, Eschricht, Waterhouse, Milne-Edwards, Gervais,

Vogt, and Owen ; and we cannot but regret the terms in which

Professor Huxley speaks of the latter distinguished anatomist.

Controversy is not only justifiable, but salutary in the elucidation

of truth, but we regret to hear one Professor state that the asser-

tion of another is " simply untrue." Mr. Owen may hâve been

mistaken as many others may be, but we hardly think he would

assert what was not true. Dr. Cockle continues his paper on

" Aneurismal Tumours" involving the neck, and he points out the

difficulty of forming a diagnosis in ail cases between aneurisms in

this région, and glandular or cystic enlargements. Hence, as is

well known, mistakes hâve sometimes occurrred to the niost ex-

perienced practitioners. Dr. Gosselin, at the Hotel-Dieu, was^ once

almost on the point of operating for supposed carotid aneurism,

when Baron Roux, by placing his hand on the tumour, and desiring

the patient to swallow, discovered that it was a cyst. The act of

déglutition elevated the cyst and the larynx together at the same

moment, and thus proved the tumour to be independent of the

artery. Mr. R. B. Carter relates a case of what he calls Probable

Vaccino-Syphilitic Inoculation, in which a child exhibited in a

well-marked degree the characteri of inherited syphilis, although

both the parents, and ail the brothers and sisters were remarkably

healthy. No other cause than vaccination at seven months could

be alleged for the syphilitic infection ; but there is no evilence

as to the condition of the child from whom the lymph was taken,

and the case is therefore necessarily imperfect. Dr. W. H. Moor
contributes some remarks on a "New Mode of Proceeding in

Placenta Prsevia," which he has lately adopted in order to save

the life of the child. His plan consists in detaching a portion

of the placenta, and making it the plug of the os uteri, and then

allowing the labour to take place by the natural efforts. The
child, in the instance recorded, was apparently still-born, but it

wa* revived by the Marshall-Hall method, and is still living.

The 'British Médical Journal.'

Dr. Hyde Salter gives a lecture on " Capillary Bronchitis," his

observations being founded upon a fatal case of that disease occur-

ring in the Charing-cross Hospital. The case was that of an

Italian, who died after a very short illness. Dr. Salter remarks

that although bronchitis is a very comrnon disease, yet that the

acute form of it is rarely fatal, except at the extrêmes of life, as in

infancy and old âge ; but the chronic bronchitis is very fatal,

eepecially to the poor. The case referred to by Dr. Salter exhibited

during life, the ordinary symptoms of capillary bronchitis, as

muco-crepitant râle over a great part of the chest, and after death,

the lungs were found congested, the air-tubes filled with muco-

purulent fmid, and the mucous membrane reddened. Mr. Thomas
Bryant continues his lectures on the " Surgical Diseases of Chil-

dren," his présent lecture treating of a number of miscellaneous

affections of the digestive System, as ranula, warty growths on the

tongue, wounds of the tongue, diseases of the tonsils, polypus and

prolapsus of the rectum, and other diseases about the anus. Dr.

Hodokin gives a short paper on " Nightmare and the Action of

Ansesthetics." He doubts the commonly received opinion, that

nightmare dépends on disturbance of the circulation, and he in-

clines to the view that this affection, as well as the occurrence of

death under the use of chloroform, are connected with the state

of the 8tomach. Dr. Meryon continues his " Pathological and

Practical Researches on the Various Forms of Paralysis," and in

connection with the physiological history of the spinal cord, he

discusses the question as to the nature of the nervous force, examin-

ing successively the théories of Armand Moreau, Matteucci, Du Bois

Reymond, and Pfluger. Dr. J. W. Walker communicates a paper

on " Diphtheria," in which he displays considérable knowledge of

the literature of this disease, and is disposed to regard it rather as

a complication of other diseases, than as a distinct affection. Mr.

J. Vose Solomon continues his account of the " Opérations Prac-

tised in the Nineteenth Century, for the Relief of Tension of the

Eyeball, Glaucoma, &c," and while alluding to the various théories

which hâve been suggested to explain the relief of glaucoma by

iridectomy, he himself attributes considérable importance to the

section of the ciliary nerves at the point where they passfrom the

muscle of the lensinto the iris, and he supports this view by numerous

arguments.

The 'American Médical Times.'

Dr. J. King Merritt continues his remarks on " Some Mum*
mied Heads taken from the Jivaro Indians of Ecuador," and investi»

gâtes the circumstances under which the heads were probably

reduced to their pigmy size. He believes that they hâve been

reduced by the process of slow desiccation, the bones being first

removed, and the shape of the head being retained by stuffing the

cavities with some pliable and elastic material. Dr. Howard
Townsend relates the resuit of " Some Experiments Performed

upon the Liver of a Man who died in the Albany Hospital, six houra

after having been Injured on the Hudson river Railroad." The

object of the experiments was to ascertain whether the liver con-

tained any sugar, but the results were négative. The liver juice

was treated with the cupro-potassique test, prepared according to-

Kletzinsky's formula, of caustic, potash, glycérine, and saturated

sulphate of copper. Although the case seemed one likely to give-

favourable results, yet the violence of the man's death, and the

fact that he had fasted for some hours before, may account for the

failure in detecting sugar. Mr. David P. Smith makes some
remarks on the " Treatment of Hare-Lip," and describes an opéra-

tion which reduces the hajmorrhage, procures accurate adjustment

of the eut surfaces, and saves time. Mr. John T. Hodgen, in

référence to the question whether compound fractures of the shaft

of the fémur made by conical leaden bullets always demand
amputation, replies in the négative, as he believes that the limb
may be generally preserved unless when the nerve or artery is

wounded.
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MEDICAL SOCIETIES.

OBSTETRICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
Wednesday, April Ist, 1863.

Dr. Oldham, Président, m the Chair.

Dr. Ttlsr Smith presented a spécimen of Tubular Fœtation with

Twins, sent to bim by a Médical fïiend.

Some discussion baving arisen between Dr. Barnes, Dr. Oldham,

•nd Dr. Tyler Smith, regarding the relative âges of the twins, it was

agreed tbat the last-named gentleman and Dr. Braxton Ilicks

sbould be asked to examine and report upon it.

Dr. Oldham was anxious to direct the attention of the Society to

the possibility of performing gastrotomy in some cases of tubal

pregnancy where death was about to resuit from internai hœmor-
rhage. The main difficulty was the diagnosis, whicb, bowevcr
in sudden tubal rupture was well marked. The danger was so

great that it justified any expédient whicb might bave a hope of

lucceaa.

Dr. Barnes joined with the Président as to the importance of the

question, lie had wituesscd two cases in one month ; both ot tbem
were diagnosed during life, and in one the expediency of gastrotomy

had been discussed. In the early stages he thought the difficulty of

getting at the sac very great, but alter the third or fourth month
the opération would be not only feasible but expédient.

A paper was then read by Dr. Gervis on " A variety of Chronic
Pain in the Back."

Dr. Eastlake described, in a short paper, a
CASE OF AMAUROSIS FOLLOW1NQ PARTURITION.

This phenomenon had occurred on seven previous occasions under
the same conditions, but it did not appear alter the first labour.

The patient was married, and thirty-four years of âge. The blind-

ness, which was total, occurred in both eyes suddenly about the

third day after the birth of each child, and lasted on an average from
three to five weeks. The patient had never lost more than the

normal quantity of blood ; she had never taken ergot ; there was
no suppression of the milk or lochia, nor was the urine albuminous.
Acareful ophthalmascopic examination had been instituted, but the

évidence adduced was entirely négative. Dr. Eastlake regarded the

case as unique, and concluded his paper by stating that the only

author who had described any case at ail similar was Béer, in his

' Lehre der Augenkranheiten.'
_

Dr. Swayne reported a

CASE OF C2ESAREAN SECTION.

The woman operated on was a dwarf over forty years of âge
;

her height was only four feet and half an inch, and the deformity of

the pelvis was congénital. She was unmarried, and did not apply

for médical advice until the time of labour, when she was first seen

by Mr. Henry Grâce, of Kingswood, near Bristol, and brought by
him to the Bristol General Hospital. Hère Dr. Swayne saw her,

and advised the Csesarian opération, whicb was accordingly per-

formed by Mr. Coe, the senior surgeon to the hospital. The section

was made in the usual manner by an incision in the linea alba. The
child was extracted alive, but the motber died forty-two hours after

the opération, from peritonitis. The pelvic deformity was chiefly

occasioned by the very peculiar form of the sacrum, the anterior

part of which, instead of being concave, projected forwards towards

the sympbysis pubis, and thus reduced the antero-posterior diameter

of the pelvic cavity to one-inch and four-fifths. The child is now
living.

Mr. Spencer Wells wished to know whether the opening in the

utérine wall had been ltft to close spontaneously, or had been closed

by sutures. He was not aware whether sutures had been used in

any case, but it had struck him that the escape of blood, or of the

sécrétions from the utérine cavity, into the peritoneal cavity might
bcone cause of mortality after the Csesarian section ; and if so, that

sutures might be useful. It was évident that the ordinary inter-

rupted sutures could not be used, because thcy would hâve to be
lelt in the spots where they were applied ; but it would be casy to

use the uninterrupted suture so that it might be withdrawn through
the utérine cavity and vagina. It would only be necessary to leave
both ends long enougb, and not tie any knot. There could be no
difficulty in doing this, if it were thought désirable ; and it might
possibly prove to be a means of lessening the mortality after the
Csesarean section.

Dr. Greenhaloh said that four cases of Ctesarean section had
occurred in his own practice, besides which he had witnessed three
cases in the practice ot others. He spoke, therefore, from some
expérience of this formidable opération. In two of his own patients
wbo had arrived at the full penod of pregnancy, it was necessitated
by extrême distortion of the pelvis : in the one resulting from
mollities ossium, who survived the opération three weeks, and then
died from rupture of the transverse colon ; in the other trom rickets,
who lived only four days. In both cases the children were born
alive, and continued to live. In ail the cases the uteri contracted
shortly after the removal of their contents, more rapidly in thosc
where the inci«ion was made in the body, and less so in one case

where the opening was effected in the neck of the utérus, on which
accouut Dr. Greenhalgh did not approve of Mr. S. Wells' sugges-
tion of bringing the eut edges together by sutures. Ile (Dr. Green-
halgh) regretted that in more than one case the opération wai not
undertakeu until much valuable time had been lost, and until after

great and inefFectual attempts had been made to deliver, which
placed the patients in a bad- condition for any opération, and more
especially for the one under considération, lie attributed our great
want of success, as compared with our continental brethren, to a
want of attention to thèse less points. He emphatically expressed
his opinion that no practitioner was justified in performing this

opération with a view of saving the child where delivery could bo
safely efïected by craniotomy. Still he considered tliat if any
patient who had had one or more children destroyed by craniotomy,
desired from conscientious motives, after having had ail the difficultés

and dangers to herself and child from this opération placed before

her by several eminent accoucheurs, to risk this opération, with a
view of saving her child, as in one of Dr. Greenhalgh's cases,

the practitioner would be fully justified in undertaking its per-

formance.

Dr. Barnes rose to make one or two observations upon the case

referred to by Dr. Greenhalgh. In the view of the case and the

principle of treatment which guided Dr. Greenhalgh he quite agreed.

He was, however, more disposed at first to persévère in attempts to

deliver the woman by the natural passages. Ile was chiefly in-

fluenced in this direction by the fact that the child was prématuré.

Had the child been of full size the idea of so delivering could not

hâve been entertained. But he hoped that if a leg could bave been

seized and brought down, the body and head might hâve been drawn
through, flattened out between the tumour and the pubic bones

;

and that the tumour itself, which, although very firtn, was not

osseous, might yield a little. In this they were disappointed. It

was impossible to seize a leg. The course at first entertained by
Dr. Greenhalgh, and ultimately adopted, was proved by the post-

mortem examination to be right. The suggestion made by Mr.

Spencer Wells to sew up the wound in the utérus made in the

Csesarean section Dr. Barnes did not approve. Ile thought accou-

cheurs would prefer to rely upon the contractile property of the

utérus to which they were accustomed to trust in the more ordi-

nary einergencies of labour. The blood and other matters did not

escape through the wound, but found a ready outlet through the

cervix and vagina.

Dr. Graily Hewitt remarked that the case brought before the

Society by Dr. Swayne was one which could not fail to excite a
great amount of attention. There were two aspects under which
it was necessary to consider this grave question—the décision as

to the performance of the Csesarean section, and which were
likely to présent themselves in actual practice. The first class of

cases were those in which the delivery of a live child in the natural

way was impossible, and the opération was had recourse to in order

to save the child. In the second class of cases, the opération was
resorted to because delivery of the child was found to be impossible

under any circumstances. With regard to the first class of cases,

it was quite évident that the circumstance determining the déci-

sion would be the importance attached to the life of the child

compared with that of the mothor, respecting which it was well

known that différences of opinion existed. This was a question which
would probably still continue to be in some degree an open one.

In respect to the second class of cases, in which the Cajsarean

section was had recourse to for the rcason that the fœtus could in

no other way be extracted, he wished to make a few remarks.

There were doubtless some cases in which the amount of distortion

and narrowing was such that no operative attempts, however well

directed, would succeed in bringing away the utérine contents; but

he believed that some of the cases whicb had been thought hope-

less, except by recourse to the Cœsarean section, will be found

capable of being relioved by application of the cephalotribe. This

instrument was as yct little if at ail practicalïy known in this

country, but it appeared deserving of a trial, and was botter

adapted for breaking up the structures with which we had to deal

than other instruments. Ile quite concurred in the observations

which had fallen from Dr. Greenhalgh as to the sélection ot the

proper time for the opération of Cossarean section. There could

be no doubt that the opération was successful in proportion M it

was undertaken early ; this was shown by statistics. On the

Continent the Cajsarean section was more f'requently undertaken.

Winckel had operated in thirteen cases, of which eight recovered ;

this showed what might be done with the opération under favour-

able circumstances.

Dr. Barnes would beg to intrude once more, prompted by the

rcmarks of Dr. Hewitt concerning the cephalotribe. Ile had some

knowledge of the application of this instrument. In the first case

of Cœserean section which he had seen, which occurred in Taris

at the Clinique dAccouchements twenty years ago, the cephalotribe

bad been strenuously used ail night, yct the Csesarean section had

to be resorted to at last. The deformity was not, greater than in this

caseof Dr.Swayne's,and there was more room atthesides of the aper-

ture of the brim. In Dr. Greenhalgh's case the application of the in-
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trument would bave beeu simply impossible. The cepbalotribe was

a bulky instrument ; it took up a good deal of room wbere thero was
none to spare. He did not think the cepbalotribe would prove of

mueh service in diminishing the number of cases in which it would
be necessary to resort to the Cœsarean section.

Dr. Oldiiam considered it important to make the incision into

the utérus as low down as possible, regarding wounds towards the

fundus more daugerous than those towards the cervix. His ex-

périence of severe opérât ive midwifery rather led him to think that

Cœsarean section might be performed oftener than had been
generally deemed right.

Dr. Swayne stated, in answer to the question from Mr. Spencer
Wells, that no sutures were used to bring the edges of the utérine

incision together, and that entire dependence was placed on the

contractility of the organ for efFecting that purpose. It was gene-
rally considered that sutures were not to be uscd on account of
the danger of utérine inflammation. Mr. Coe, however, regretted

that he did not give ergot of rye previous to the opération. Dr.
Swayne mentioned that just betore the meeting his attention had
beeu directed to the particulars of a case of Cœsarean opération

which had been lately performed by Dr. Dyce, of Aberdeen. The
woman operated on was a dwarf, and the case was in ail respects

similar to his own, except that the pelvis was slightly larger. In
Dr. Dyce's case unsuccessful attempts had been made to extract the
child before the Cœsarean section was resorted to. Dr. Swayne
said that this case justified the course he had taken in at once ad-
vising the Cœsarean section, without making any previous attempt
to deliver by craniotomy.

Dr. Skinner, of Liverpool, read a paper
ON THE GALACTAGOGUE PROPERTIES OF FARADIZATION.

Ile illustrated the effects by the records of eight cases, in which
the sécrétion returned after one or two sittings. The effect was
permanent, and was produced by a galvanic-coil machine, using
from three to six cells of Smee's battery. The current was applied
both direct from the axilla to the nipple and inter-mammary, for
about ten minutes for both breasts, and was of no greater intensity
than bearable.

A paper by Dr. Shortt, " On the Médical history of Women in
Southern India," was also read.

THE PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
TCESDAY, ArRIL 14 AND 21.

Mr. Prescott Hewett, Président, in the Chair.

Dr. Wilks read a report on Dr. Dickinson's case of
APOPLEXY OF THE SUPRA-RENAL CAPSULE.

I have examined the supra-renal capsule which was submitted to

me, and find it as Dr. Dickinson states, in an apopletic condition,

using the term apoplexy, an absurd custom, as synonymous with
effusion of blood. It appears as if some large vessel had ruptured
in the interior of the organ, and then the blood had infiltrated

through the tissue. On placing sections in water, the whole of the
blood could be washed out, leaving the organ in a healthy state. I
bave on several occasions met with this condition, and have passed
it by as of little moment, and should have done so on the présent
occasion had I not lately received a pamphlet from Professor
Mattei, of the University of Siena, in which this subject of effusion

of blood in the organ, or apoplexy as he also styles it, is considered.
He quotes the case of a man, sixty year3 of âge, who died with
seveie abdominal pains, and in whom such apoplexy was found, ail

other organs being healthy, and he considered that death was
due to this. Ile also mentions the case of a fœtus, which died at
birth from pressure on the cord, and hère no organ was found in
an abnormal state, except the capsules, which were affected with
apoplexy by infiltration. Ile thinks therefore that death may be
due to apoplexy of the supra-renal capsules, and that this is brought
about through the agency of the sympathetic. Although, as before
said, I have met with this condition, but have hitherto attached no
importance to it, yet the statement which I have quoted from one
who bas evidently paid some attention to the changes in the supra-
renal organs must not be passed over, and therefore will necessitate
some further observations of pathologists.

Dr. Henry Dick presented two
YOUNG ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS SUFFERING FROM RICKETS,

and of which ho gave the following history :—The mother is eight
years old, and the father two years old. There were eight pups
m the litter, four of which remained with the mother and
were perfectly healthy, and four were removed after the
lapse of twenty-five days ; two of them were sickly, but got
well by being fed on boiled méat and bread and milk. Those
two which were presented to the Society were fed upon méat,
bread, and broth, but the animal food formed the largest proportion.
After being thus fed for three weeks, they began to exhibit a difii-
culty in walking, particularly on their hind legs. A little after-
wards the articulations became swollen, and the fore legs began to

bend. There eyes were running, but their appetite remained good.
At one time their whole body was so painful that they could not
bear to be touched. They now présent those symptoms of rickets
which are obseryed in the human subject. They are bow-legged,
have swollen articulations, and large stomachs. Dr. Dick considéra
those spécimens conclusively démonstrative that rickets is not iden-
ticle with scrofula, and does not owe is origin to hereditary syphilis,

as it is sometimes believed, but thinks that it is induced by improper
or insufficient food. Too much animal food or bad milk in early
life will, he believes, induce rickets, and for that reason rickets is

found not only in the poorer, but also in the better classes.

Dr. Dick also presented a microscopic spécimen of part of a
POLYPUS REMOVED FROM THE ANTERIOR PORTION OF THE

URETHRA.
This pièce, examined under the microscope by Mr. William

Adams and himself, exhibited epithelial cells and délicate fibrous
tissue. Dr. Dick believes that polypus in the anterior part of the
urethra is rare, but oecurs more frequently in the prostatic portion.

M. Velpeau presented to the Académie de Medicine of Paris, last

year, a paper on the rarity of such excrescenees in the anterior

portion of the urethra.

On a question by Dr. Gibb on the means used in making the
diagnosis.

Dr. Dick replied it was done by the assistance of the uretbro-
seope. He believes that those excrecences are similar to those in

the trachea described by Dr. Gibb. In operating, they bleed on
the slightest touch, but are easily detached with the instrument.

Dr. Brinton reported on the spécimen of disease of the liver exhi-

bited by Mr. Holthouse for Dr. Bashaui. It was, as had been sup-

posed at the last meeting, malignant.

Mr. Gay brought before the Society a child, two years' old, who
had a peculiar form of

MALFORMTION OF THE GENITALS.

There was epispadias, and the pénis was so rudimentary that it

seenied to form but a valve to what looked like a fissure in the

lower wall of the abdomen. The scrotum and testes were normal.

Mr. Holmes asked if the symphysis pubis was déficient, if the

bladder was normal, and if any attempt at cure by opération was
contemplated.

Mr. Gay had passed a sound into the bladder, but had not dis-

covered anything abnormal. He did not know how it could be
remedied by opération.

Mr. Brinton said that in one case of large epispadias his colleague,
Mr. Simon, had operated. There were pressing reasons for the
opération. The opération was to divert the stream of the urine into

the rectum. It was successful for a time but the patient died of one
of the unfortunate Hospital diseases which so often attack patients
after opération. In a case of epispadial deformity |in a female,
an opération for the relief of the deformity was contemplated,
but attempts produced such excessive polapsus that it was
abandoned.
Next were brought. forward patients on whom had been performed

excision of the ankle— Syme and Pirogoff's amputation— as pre-
viously announced.

Mr. Canton brought before the Society a case in which excision

of the ankle-joint had been performed by Mr. Hancock in the
Charing-cross Hospital, in 1857 for strumous disease of the bones.
The patient did well after the opération ; he was in bed five months
and in twelve months was able to walk with a stick. He was still

well, and had an extremely useful limb. Mr. Canton then gave the
particulars of another similar case, but the patient, a boy two years
of âge, had not attended, as he had promised.

Mr. Bryant then showed a case in which he had performed
Pirogoff's opération in September, 1860. The patient, who had
been in bed ten weeks, walked in three months. Ile had gradually
gone on well, was at work, and the limb was a very good one.

Mr. Little then showed a patient on whom Mr. Maunder had
performed Pirogoff's opération for injury to the foot from a railway

accident. After the opération there was some inflammation of
the leg, but the patient ultimately did well, and walked in bîx

months.

In reply to Mr. Canton Mr. Bryant stated that the tendo-
Achillis was divided in his case.

Mr. Holmes then brought forward a patient on whom he had
performed Syme's opération in April, 1862, for strumous disease of
tho tarsal bones. The stump healed quickly, and the patient could
bear on it in five weeks, and now walks quite well.

Mr. Henry Thompson then brought forward
THREE CASES OF SYME'S OPERATION.

He had performed the opération six times, but was only able to

show three of the patients. One was a woman about thirty-five

years of âge, on whom he had operated four or five years ago.

Thero was no sloughing of the flaps, but the healing was slow. She,
however, recovered with a good stump, and walked in four months,
and still walked quite well. The next was a boy ten years of âge,

on whom ho had operated a year and a-half ago. He walked well,

k with a simple boot without a spring. In tho third case the opéra-
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tion had been also very successfiil. The patient, a woman, had been
operated on seven years ago, and now walkod several miles a-day in

her occupation.

Mr. G ay tben exhibited

TUVOURS BKMOVKD FROM A CHILD WHO HAD CONGENITAL MAL-
FORKATION OF THE GENITAL OBGANS.

Dr. Montgoniery was requested to examine and report on the
spécimen.

Dr. Gibb brought forward the following.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF LARTNGEAL OBSTRUCTION.

1. Diseases of Turbinated Boues and Floor of Nostril, with Exu-
dation of Fîbrin.—Patient, a lady of thirty-five, with disease of the
diront for twelve years, and discbarged from back of the fauces of
lumps of fibrin. Tlie epiglottis was pendant, almost liât on the
glottis, and serrated. Inflammation, ulcération, and partial destruc-
tion of turbinated bones of right nostril, ex tending to its floor and
the vélum palatL ïhe nostril was divided into two cavities. This
was seen by rhinoscopy. Had been a great sufferer tor years.

Local and constitutional treatment was curative.

2. Organic Aphonia from Foliated Growths on the True and False
Vocal Cords.—Young man of twenty-four, with a syphilitic history.

Aphonia and dysphonia for twenty-two months, depending upon
several foliated growths on the true and l'aise vocal cords of both
sides. At times he was quite dumb. Under treatment the voice
returned in five months, and he spoke well in two months after.

8. Organic Aphonia for Five Years from a Tumour on the Right
Vocal Cord.—Young lady of twenty-nine, with hoarsness at first

of twelve months, followed by aphonia for five years, supposed to be
hysterical. This depended on an oblong growth, involving the sur-
face of the right vocal cord nearly its whole length. Persevering
local treatment gradually discussed the growth, and speech was re-
covered in six months.

4. Organic Aphonia for Three Years from Tumours on Both Vocal
Cords.—Young woman from Essex, aged twenty-two, aphonie for
three years. She had been treated for consumption at one of the
Hospitals, but the lungs were sound. Small growths were présent
on both vocal cords, one close to the left arytenoid cartilage. The
voice did not return until the end of nine months.

5. Varying Aphonia, from Two Small Growthson oneoflhe Cords.
—This was in a young lady of twenty, supposed to be phthisical.

Voice weak, and at times a whisper, for eighteen months. Two
dark crimson growths were présent on the surface of the left vocal

cord, which, although they did not interfère with its action, never-
theless, impaired phonation. In three months local and gênerai
treatment brought about a cure.

6. Impaction ofa Pièce of a Walnut-shell below the Glottis.—Young
gentleman of thirteen, who had had a pièce of wallnut-shell impacted
in the larynx below the cords, namely, in the sub-glottic space. Tra-
cheotomy had been performed, but as the spasms continued, a larn-

goscopic examination was made, and showed a pièce of shell laying

cross-wise, from left to right, below the cords. This was subsc-
quently expelled spontaneousîy.

Mr. Pollock then showed a spécimen of

RUPTURE OF THE INTERNAL CAROTID WITHIN THE SKULL FROM
VIOLENCE.

The patient was brought to the Hospital after injury. His leg
was bent, the contents of one orbit were lying on the cheek, and
the upper wall of the orbit was complely smashed. There was no
history as to how the accident had occurred. There was a great
deal of arterial haemorrhage, and this was arrested by pressure on
the carotid in the neck. The patient died in three hours. At the
post-mortem examination, the base of the brain was found to be
very extensively injured, and the internai carotid artery was found
to be wounded. This was probably from some spicula of bone, as
its osseous canal was quite uninjured.

Mr. Prescott Hewett said there was recorded but one case, and
that a doubtful one ot rupture of the internai carotid by injury to
the carotid canal. In the case related by Mr. Pollock, no doubt the
wound of the artery was from some spicula of bone which had been
forced into the artery. It was very like one recorded by Nélaton.
A médical student in a quarrel received a thrust from an umbrella,
just under the left upper eyclid. No immédiate symptoms followed
and nothing much was thought of it ; but soon afterwards the right
eye began to protrude

; hamiorrhago took place from the right
nostril. Soon after this M. Nélaton saw him, then there was ex-
tensive pulsation behind the eye. An aneurism formed by injury of
the carotid and cavernous sinus was diagnosed. In order to prove
this an expérimental injury was madu on the dead subject ; the
point of an umbrella being thrust into the orbit in the same direc-
tion, just such an injury as had been conjectured to exist in the
patient was produced. The student died of extensive bœmorrhage,
and at the autopsy there were found an injury of the carotid
arUry and cavernous sinus.

HARVEIAN SOCIETY OP LONDON.
March 19, 1863.

Mr. W. Sedgwick. Vice-Président in the Chair.

Dr. J. Burdon SandersON read a paper on
ASTHMA.

After stating that the définition of asthma as a species of disease
must be founded exclusively on the study of its development during
life, with but little assistance from morbid anatomy, the author pro-
ceeded to describe the phenomena ofan attack, dwelling particularly
on the nocturnal onset of the affection, and the complète remission
of ail the symptoms during the intervais. The characteristic
éléments of asthmatic dyspnœa were stated to be, (1) excessive
expansion of the chest (2) resisted but forcible efforts to expire

;

(3) diminution of the exchange of air in the chest, and conséquent
venous condition of the blood. In the asthmatic state the chest is

arched forwards in extrême inspiration, the diaphragm sinks below
its normal level, so that its power is lost, while the almost fruitless

efforts to renew the air in the chest are accomplished by élévation of

the upper ribs. The expiratory muscles of the abdominal wall are
in excessive action, but, in spite of their efforts, air is expelled
from the chest with extrême difficulty and in small quantity. The
condition of the blood which is Unis produced gives rise to the
sensation of want of breath, and impels the patient to make con-
scious and voluntary eflorts to get rid of the used air, which is as it

were locked up in his chest, so as to enable himself to obtain a
fresh supply. In order to arrive at an explanation of this remark-
able state, so différent from every other form of dyspnoea, the
circumstances must be considered under which it is developed.
Asthma cornes on during those hours of the night in which sleep is

ordinarily most profound. At night the respiratory function is

modified ; the quantity of air exchanged is diminished. This
diminution is pavtly, though not entirely, dépendent on a change in

the respiratory function of the vocal cords, which in nocturnal
breathing approach each other more closely than in the waking
state, that muscular action by which they are kept apart is relaxed.

The more profound the slumber the greater the relaxation, and the
narrower the chink of the glottis (e.g., in snoring expiration).

Assume for a moment that this natural relaxation becomes excessive.

As the laryngeal résistance is normally greater to the egress than to
the ingress of air, the chest falls more and more with each respira-
tion, the inspiratory power of the diaphragm lessens, the exchange
of air is diminished, the blood becomes less arterial, and thus with-
out any agency beyond the intensification of that condition of
respiration which exists in natural sleep, ail the éléments of asthma
are developed. In short, it is possible to account for asthma as a
resuit ofdisorder in the respiratory function'of the glottis. But if it be
remembered that the muscular fibres on which this function dépends
are governedby the samenerve as the contractile fibres of the lung
tissue (as is shown by the experiments of Donders and others), it

will be readily admitted that if in asthma the respiratory fibres of
the glottis are relaxed, those of the lung are in a similar state of
relaxation, which would afford an additional explanation of the re-
markable dilatation of the chest. This view accords perfectly with.

what is known as to the intimate relation ofasthma and emphysema
Emphysema cannot be regarded as the cause of asthma ; it would
even be more correct to speak of it as its conséquences. Emphysema
résulta from resisted but powerful efforts on the part ofthe expiratory
muscles to expel air from an expanded lung. This is precisely the state

of things in asthma. But the relation between the disease ar.d the
lésion is rather that of community of cause than of conséquence.
Temporary over-expansion of the lung is a constituent of asthma

;

permanent expansion cannot exist without emphysema. Under the
head of " Diagnosis," the author distinguished between asthma and
spasmodic dyspnoea, in ail forms of which the relation between
the inspiratory and expiratory act is the reverse of that which
holds in asthma,

—

e. g., in the spasmodic dyspnœa of phthisis, acute

bronchitis, and dwelt on the importance of determining the relative

duration of the inspiratory and expiratory act, which raay be best

effected not by listening to the chest, or observing its movements,
but by the auscultation of the larynx. As regards treatment, the

author had found that no remédies were useful during the attack of

asthma, excepting stimulants, of which ipecacuanha in large doses,

alcohol, and codée were instanced as most important.

The Président, at the close of the discussion, announced that

the next meeting would take place on April 2, when Dr. Pollock

would read a paper " On Pneumothorax."

Conversazione.—Dr. Corrigan, as Président of the Royal Col-

lège of Physicians, Dublin, gave a conversazione on Saturday the

16th instant, at his résidence in Merrion square, which was mime
rously attended.

The Indian Médical Staff.—Sir Charles Wood lias officially

announced that the state of the Médical Establishment connected

with the Indian aiiuy is under considération, and that it will bô

plaçed on an equality witû that of Her Majestés Britisù anny.
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iSt'vtï)», JWarriages, anD ©eatfjs.

BIKTHS.
Blaib.—On the 12th inst., at Dalry, Ayrshire, the wife of A. Blair,

L.K.C.S. Edin., ofadaughter.
Buchanan.—On the 17th inst., at Haltwhistle, Northumberland, the

wife of J. Hamilton Buchanan, M.D., of a son.

Corin.—On the 18th inst., the wife of W. J. Corin, Surgeon, of Liskeard,

of a son.

HotrsTON.—On the 15th ult., at Mysore, the wife of Dr. J. Houston,

officating Purbar Surgeon, of a daughter.

Kinnear.—On the 17th inst., at Melville terrace, Chatham, the wife of

Charles K. Kinnear, M.D., Deputy Inspector-General of Hospitals and

Fleets, of a daughter.

Lindsay.—On the llth inst., at Queen's row, Grove lane, Camberwell,

the wife of J. M. Lindsay, M.D., of a daughter.

Lucas.—On the 13th inst., at Burlington street, Liverpool, the wife of

James Lucas, M.R.C.S.E., of a daughter.

Matthews.—On the 14th inst., at Longsight Old Parsonage, Manches-
ter, the wife of W. C. Matthews, M.R.C.S.E., of a daughter.

Martine.—On the 16th inst., at Haddington, the wife of W. Martine,

M.D., ofadaughter.
Whitefield.—On the 15th inst., at Eastbourne, the wife of Arthur

Whitefield, M.R.C.S.E., of a son.

"Williams.—On the 8th inst., at Laminas street, Carmarthen, the wife

of J. L. Williams, M.K.C.S.E., ofadaughter.

MARRIAGES.
Blades—Bowker.—On the 13th inst., at St. Bartholomews, Hyde,

Winchester, C. C. Blades, M.D., of Newington place, Kenuington
park, to Mary Ann, second daughter of F. Bowker, Esq., of Larkhills,

Winchester.
Colltns— Riley.—On the 15th inst., at Westbury-on-Trym, J. B. Col-

lyns, M.R.C.S.E., of Dulverton, Somersetshire, to Anna Gordon,
widow of the late Rev. E. Riley, of Englishcombe, Bath, and only
daughter of the late A. Thomson, Esq., of London.

Sharman—Laying.—On the 13th inst, at Creeton, Lincolnshire, G.

C. Sharman, M.R.C.S.E., of Wellingborough, Northamptonshire, to

Ann, fifth daughter of the late Rev. W. W. Layng, Vicar of Great
Harrowden.

DEATHS.
Cutfield.—On the llth inst., at Deal, A. B. CntHeld, M.D., aged 47.

Frame.—At Grenada, West Indies, Arthur J. Frame, M.D.
Gibson.—March 12, T. Gibson, L.S.A., House-Surgeon to the Dispen-

sary, Morpeth, Northumberland.
Gray.—On the 12th inst., at Pardovan, Linlithgowshire, William Gray,

L.R.C.S. Edin., of Kinross.

Keith.—On the 12th inst., at Weymss place, Edinburgh, J. Keith,

M.D., aged 79.

Reid.—On the 5th ult., suddenly, at Washington, Dr. Reid, Médical

Inspecter of the Government Sanitary Commission there.

MEDICAL NEWB.
Royal Collège of Surgeons of England.—The following

gentlemen, having undergone the necessary examinations for the

diploma, were admitted Members of the Collège at a meeting of

Court of Examinera on the 19th inst. :—Henry Hummerston Bur-

ford, Hamilton terrace, St. John's wood ; John Chaundy Clarke,

Brill, Bucks ; Samuel Jones Gee, M.B., Oxford street ; Tregenna
Biddulph Goss, Newington place ; Roderick William Henderson,
Lower Halliford, Middlesex ; Brownlow North Hyatt, Shepton-
Mallet ; Robert Maxwell Johnson, Kaffraria ; David Jones, Bala,

North Wales ; William Jones, Pwllheli, Camarvonshire ; William
Jones, Carmarthen ; Edward Mahoney, Richmond road, Dalston

;

John Mathews, Brecon, South Wales ; George Miles, Gillingham,
Doraetshire ; Charles John Myers, Tottenham ; Robert Thomas
Nichols, M.D., Greenwich; Louis Augustus Norgate, East Dereham,
Norfolk ; Alfred Sheen, M.D., Leicester ; Sagar V. Smirthwaite,
Burnley, Lancashire ; Evan Thomas, Liverpool ; Charles White,
Newbury, Berkshire ; David Thomas Williams, Llangeitho, Car-
diganshire ; Joseph Brampton Wright, Great Yarmouth.
The following gentlemen were admitted Members on the 20th

inst. :—Arthur Ernest Adamson, Dublin; Charles Henry Battersby,
Dublin ; William Frederick Butt, Gloucester ; Henry Robert Davis,
Addison road, Notting hill ; William P. Dukes, Brixton ; David
Evans, Barmouth, North Wales ; Thomas Henry Goodsir, Hull

;

Anthony Mann Hawkes, Gloucester street, Queen square ; Henry
Law Kempthorne, Wedmore, Somerset ; William Coleridge Kier-
nander, Calcutta ; Thomas Langston, Manchester ; John Douglas
Lawrie, Bradford ; Frederick Lawton, Chiddingfold, Surrey ; Alfred
John Matthew, London road, St. John's wood ; William Henry
Dison Mence, Cambridge ; John Nicholson, Silloth, Cumberland

;

Charles Richard Price, Bayswater; Maurice Cohen Rogers, New
Burlington street ; William Robert Thomas, Manchester ; Thomas
Charters White, Upper Eccleston place, Belgravia.
Apothecaries' Hall.—The following gentlemen passed their

examination in the Science and Practice of Medicine, and received
certificates to practise, on the 14th inst. :—Albert Edward Boulton,
Homcastle; George Clapperton, Lowei Broughton, Manchester;

William Astly Sherratt Dykes, Londesbrough, Yorkshire ; George
Huilstone Elliott, Chichester, Sussex ; Samuel Hall, Belper,Derby-
shire ; George Robert Noms, King's Collège ; Charles Perks,
Queen's Collège, Birmingham ; Alfred Thomas Rudyard, BexhiÙ

;

James Atkinson West Spence, Bedale, Yorkshire ; Thomas Star-
buck Wolley, Codnor, Derbyshire.
The following gentleman also on the same day passed his first

examination :—Henry Edward Annstrong, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
The Westminster Hospital.—On the lst of June the governors

will proceed to elect Dr. Gibb an assistant-physician, his opponent,
Dr. Willis, having retired from the contest.

Thallium.—The largest ingot yet produced of this new métal,
discovered by Wm. Crokes, Esq., was exhibited at the Royal
Institution on Priday the lst instant. Its weight was 5963 grains.

The French Conscription.—The year's conscription of 100,000
men, which is just over, shows, it is said, a large increase in France
in the number of the sickly and the deformed, of the class who are
below even the small stature of the approved conscript.

Ethnological Society.—At the gênerai anniversary meeting of
this Society held on the 19th instant.,—John Crawfurd, Esq., Pré-

sident, in the chair,—the following gentlemen were elected office-

bearers for the ensuing year :—Président : John Lubbock Esq.
Vice-Présidents : B. Botfield, Esq., M.P. ; John Crawfurd, Esq. ;

Robert Dunn, Esq. ; and Lord Talbot de Malahide. Hon Trea-
surer : F. Hindmarsh, Esq. Hon. Secretaries : Thos. Wright, Esq.

;

and F. Galton, Esq. Hon. Librarian : L. J. Beale, Esq. Councïl :

Luke Burke, Esq. ; Professor Busk ; T. F. D. Croker, Esq. ; Sir

A. W. Clavering, Bart. ; H. Christy, Esq. ; J. Dickinson, Esq. ; T.

Hodgkin, Esq. ; Prof. Huxley ; David Kmg, Esq. ; Malcolm Lewin;
Esq. ; Joseph Mayer, Esq. ; W. Napier, Esq. ; C. R. Des Ruffières,

Esq. ; E. 0. Smith, Esq. ; Wm. Spottiswoode, Esq. ; S. R. Solly,

Esq. ; Dr. Tuke ; Stephen Ward, Esq. ; and S. Wood, Esq.

Small-Pox in Dumfries.—At a meeting of the authorities of

Dumfries, held on Thursday, the 7th instant, at which the médical

gentlemen of the place were présent, it was resolved to forward a
représentation of the state of the town to the authorities at the

War Office, recommending that the embodiment of the militia be
delayed until the town is in a more healthy condition quoad small-

pox.

The Hospital for Venereal Diseases at Lyons.—Thesur-
geoncy to this hospital is again offered for compétition. The office

is held for six years, the successful candidate entering upon his

duties in January, 1870. In the meanwhile, he is given a certain

number of beds, with the title of assistant-surgeon. The chief
officer's salary is 48/. a-year, his assistants 321.

The Action of Expectoration.—In a paper on this subject, read
-*t a récent meeting of the Glasgow Médical and Chirurgical Society

by Dr. W. T. Gairdner, he advanced the theory that the bronchial

tubes acted in a mamier similar to that of the bowels, and ejected

their contents by a peristaltic motion, which could as certainly be
increased by appropriate medicines, as could that of the bowels.

Certificate of a Non-Registered Practitioner.—An in-

quest was recently held at Fulham on the body of a child, the
daughter of Mr. Rowbotham, a member of the médical profession,

though not in practice, and not registered. The certificate had been
given by Mr. Rowbothain, Mr. Fyfe, of Brompton, who had attended

her, having declined to give one. The cause of death appeared to

be natural. The coroner tokl Mr. Rowbotham that if the child had
been buried upon the faith of the certificate given by him, he being
a non-registered practitioner, it rnight hâve been necessary for the

body to be exhumed.
The Ventilation of Underground Railways.—The ' Builder'

remarks that the sulphurous fumes at some of the stations of the
Metropolitan Railway are both unpleasant and unwholesome, and
that the condition of the atmosphère cannot be good for passengers,

particularly those who are in délicate health. On the numerous men.

who are employed, the effect of remaining for many hours in the bad
air is highly injurious, and some of them say " more than a man can
long stand. Some improvement has been made, but more effectuai

methods are required for the ventilation of the tunnels, and also for

most of the stations.

Health of Scotland.—The monthly return for the eight prin-

cipal towns of Scotland shows that small-pox has now almost died

out of Edinburgh, but has given some signs of becoming épidémie

in Greenock. That formidable disease, diphtheria, is on the increase,

and in the month of April caused forty-three deaths in the eight

towns, their aggregate population being less than a third of the popu-
lation of the London of the Registrar-General. The deaths from,

small-pox in the eight towns, in April, were only twenty. Of the

2173 persons, who died in the month, half were under five years of

âge.

The Flower Show at the Ciystal Palace, on Saturday last, was a
great success. The exhibition of flowers was most interesting, both

in a horticultural and botannical point of view. The collection of

orchidacese was magnificent, thèse curious and lovely spécimens of

the vegetable kingdom, being displayed in ail their varied colours

and fantastic shapes, and some of them perfuming the air with

their fragrance, The weather was beau tiful and the company
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very mimerons, among them hère and there some members of nnr
Profession, no doubt rejoiced to escape, aven l'or a tVw hours, from
the fatigues ofpractiee, to broaihc the invigorating air and enjoy
the oliarming scène ry of Sydciihiun.

Prokessor C'/ermak, whose naine is so honourably Msociated
with the application of the laryngoscope to meilic.al practice, is at

présent in London. He attended the récent meeting of the Patho-
logical Society, ami related a case in which lie haddeteetedthe exis-

tence of a fungousgrowth on the vocal omis by means of the laryn-

goscope, and had suecessftilly îvmoved the rtinqnw.
The Royal Victoria Hospital.—The following gênerai order

has been issued in référence to the Queon's late vint to the Netley
Hospital :

—
" General Order, No. 825, Horse Guards, S.W., May

14th, 1863.—His Royal Highness the Field Marshall, Command-
ing-in-Chief, has received the Queen's connuands to express the
satisfaction Her Majesty derived from lier visit to the Royal Vic-
toria Hospital, at Netlëy, on the 8th instant, when HerMajesty
was highly ploafod to observe bow carofully and ainply the. coin-

fort and requisite attendance npon the sick soldiers were provided
for. Her Majestv was particularly gratified by the order, cleanli-

ness, and regularîty that pervaded the establishment throughout.—
By Comniand (signed;, J. Yorke Scarlett, Adjutant-General.
The Soirée of the Pharmaceutical Society.—The récent

soireé of this Society passed off with great éclat, the rooms being
fille<l with the membere, and with a large nuniber of Médical prac-
titioners, who attended as guests. The muséums of Materia Medica
and Botany are becoming more and more attractive and valuable
from the continuai addition made to their contents, and the ar-

rangements in the laboratories, which are now situated at the top of
the building, are sucb as to aflbrd complète opportunities for the
practical pursuit of chemistry. The establishment of Professorship
of Chemistry, Materia Medica and Botany, and the practical oppor-
tunities given for those pursuits in laboratories, muséums, and
botannic gardens, constitute a new era in the éducation of pharma-
ceutists, and we are happy to learn that many avail themselves of
the valuable opportunities thus afforded to them. On the evening
of the soirée, a great number of additional attractions were afforded
by the exhibition of a number of articles of naturel history, chemi-
cal, mechanical, and electrical science, and of vertu. The exhibition
of living plants comprised among many others, the tea and coffee
plants, the castor-oil plant, the guaiacum, the cotton-plant, the
calabar bean, the new métal Thallium was exhibited in a half-

pound bar, and it was also seen in the process of crystallisation by
galvanism, and in the spectrum ; the application of aluminum was
shewn in the extensive séries of articles contributed by Messrs.

Mappin, exhibiting articles made of the métal itself, and others from
the beautiful bronzes made by an alloy of aluminum and copper;
and the display of microscopes, electrical and galvanic batteries,

and chemical apparatus was most abundant and interesting. Alto-

gether the evening passed off exceedingly well, and the proceedings
are calculated to enliance the Seciety in public estimation.

Accidental Poisoning at Bradford.—Some families at Brad-
ford were under médical treatment last week who were found to be
suffering, more or less severely, from arsenical poisoning, and it was
not until Saturday that anytbing like a satisfactory conclusion could
be arrived at as to how they came to hâve swallowed the arsenic. It

appears that on Monday, William Johnson, woolcomber, of Wad-
dington's-yard, Wakefield-road, and lus daughters, Mary Ann and
Elisabeth Johnson, young women who work at afactory, became ill,

and Dr. Lodge was called in to see them. He found them exhibit-

ing ail the symptoms of poisoning, and treated them accordingly,

by applying the stomach-pump and other remédies. A mixture of
cream of tartar and magnesia, some of which they had taken as a
medicine, was submitted to chemical tests and ascertained to contain
arsenic in sufficient quantity to produce ail the bad symptoms. The
présence of arsenic was also detected in the fluid ejected from the
stomachs of the patients. Thèse facts were communicated to the
police on Tuesday, and Mr. Grauham, chief constable of Bradford,
went to the sbop of Mr. Potter, chymist and druggist, 117, Bridge
street, in that town, where the cream of tartar wliich the suffering
family had swallowed had been purchased for them by a girl named
Emma Biddy more than a week before. Mr. Potter stated that he
had not sold the girl any arsenic, and that lie kept his stock of
arsenic in a room behind the shop, quite away from the cream of
tartar drawer, which was in the shop. This he also pointed out to
the chief constable, and the girl Biddy remembered that
the cream of tartar was taken out of the drawer in which
Mr. Potter said he kept it. The cldef constable obtained a
sample of the cream of tartar which was then in the drawer,
and the «ample, on being tested, proved to be free from
any mixture of arsenic. This was accounted for by the fact
that Mr. Potter had lately put a fresh supply into the drawer,
liaving sold the whole of his previous stock, amounting to 71b. The
cream of tartar supplied to the Johnsons having been administered
with magnesia (the latter bought at a provision shop) doubts might
hâve arisen as to where the arsenic really came from, had not a
portion of cream of tartar purchased at Mr. Potter's shop about the
time when the Johnsons got theirs been found in the house of a

family named Simoson, in Croft-street. This had Mr. Potter's label

upon it, and contained a considérable proportion of arsenic; while
the stock of magnesia in the possession of the provision dealer of
wliom the Johnsons had bought their magnesia was found to be
entirely free. from that poison. Mrs. Simpson and her son, a tailor,

mi taking a small quantity of the cream of tartar, and tinding it

made them sick, discontinued the use of it, and did not suffer so

niuch as the Johnsons, whose lives were at ftrst in great jëopardy,
and they are not yet considérai out of danger. Other persons hâve
been similarly affected. The cream of tartar in which the arsenic

has been found was from a stock supplied to Mr. Potter by a large

wholesale bouse in a distant town, and on Saturday, as soon M it «Il
clearly established that the poison must hâve been in the cream of

tartar when sold by Mr. Potter, steps were taken to apprise the
wholesale house of what had happened, so that they might examine
their stock of the latter article, with a view to prevent further mis-
chief. At the same time placards were distributed throughout
Bradford, and other West Riding towns, cautioning poisons
against usine any cream of tartar they might hâve bought at

Mr. Potter's shop since the 25th of April last, and requesting them
to forward it to the chief constable of Bradford, as arsenic had been
accidentally mixed with it. Between five and six years ago 17

persons were poisoned at Bradford by eating peppermint lozenges in

which arsenic had been mixed by mistake, instcad of plaster of

paiis,with which the maker had intended to adulterate them.

Appointments.—W. H. Ackland, M.D., lias been elected Président

for 1863-64 of the Devon and Exeter Benevolent Médical Society;

I. Ashe, M.B., has been elected Médical Officer for the Castleblayney

Dispensary District of the Castleblayney Union, Co. Monaghan,
vice W. N. Irwin, L.R.C.P.L., resigned ; D. Dyce Brown, MA., M.D.,

has been appointée! Assistanl-House Surgeon to the South Stafford-

shire General Hospital, Wolverhampton ; T. Burnie, L.R.C.P., Ed.,

has been appointed Junior Résident Surgeon to the Birmingham
General Dispensary, vice J. T. Smith, M.R.C.S.E., resigned ; Sidney

Chater, M.R.C.S.E., lias been appointed Surgeon to the Metropolitan

Dispensary and Charitable Fund, Fore-street, Cripplegate, vice L.

Holden, P.R.C.S£., resigned ; Wm. Fairlie Clarke, MA., M.R.C.S.E.,

has been elected Surgeon to the St. George's and St. James's Dis-

pensary, in place of Mr. Wm. Bird, resigned ; R. W. Coe, FR.C.S.E.,

whose period of service had expired, has been re-elected Surgeon

to the Bristol General Hospital ; J. B. Cowan, M.D., has been

appointed' Professor of the Ptactice of Medicine in Anderson's
University, Glasgow, in the room of Andrew Anderson, M.D.

,

resigned ; G. Cowell, M.R.C.S.E., has been appointed one of the

Attending Médical Officers of the Royal Pimlico Dispensary, vice

Seys Ince, M.D., resigned ; N. E. Cresswell, M.R.C.S.E., lias been
appointed Médical Officer for District No. 4, of the Ashford West
Union, Kent, vice J. Grilfith, M.R.C.S.E., resigned ; J. H. Freeman,
M.R.C.S.E., has been elected Médical Officer of Health for the

Parish of St. George-in-the-East, vice R. Wilson, M.R.C.S.E.,

deceased ; J. A. Haslewood, M.R.C.S.E., has been elected House-
Surgeon to the Morpeth Dispensary, vice T. Gibson L.S.A., deceased

;

W. Joy, M.R.C.S.E., has been appointed Médical Officer and Public

Vaccinator for the Igburgh District of the Swaffham Union, Norfolk,

vice R. B. Marriott, M.R.C.S.E., resigned ; G G. Kemp, M.R.C.S,E.,

has been appointed Dentist to the Leicester Infirmary; H. W.
Langdon, M.R.C.S.E,, lias been appointed Médical Officer for Dis-

trict No. 6 of the Devizes Union, Wilts, vice W. B. Pépier,

M.R.C.S.E., resigned; W. Mutch, L.R.C.S., Ed., lias been elected

Médical Officer for the Orton District of the East Ward Union,
Appleby, Westmoreland, vice J. Dinwiddie, M.D., resigned ; J. A.

Orr, F.R.C.S.I., bas been appointed Médical Officer for the Fleet-

wood District of the Fylde Union, Lancashire, vice E. Macmanus
Daniel, L.R.C.S.I. ; Dr. G. Padley has been elected Physician to

the Swansea Infinuary ; R. Pentland, F.R.C.S.I., has been appointed

Médical Attendant to the Constabulary at Drogheda, vice T. T.

Fogarty M. D., deceased ; J. P. Purvis, M.R.C.S.E., bas been appointed

Surgeon to the West Herts Infirmary, Hemel Hempstead, vice E.

Goddard, M.R.C.S.E., appointed Médical Officer and Public Vac-

cinator for District No. 1, and the Workbouse of the Leominster

Union, Herefordshire ; W. R. Roberts, M.R.C.S.E., has been

appointed House-Surgeon to the Birmingham and Midland Free

Hospital for Sick G'hildren, vice T. Burnie, elected House-Surgeon

to the Birmingham General Dispensary ; R. Slade M.R.C.S.E., has

been appointed Médical Officer for the Puddletown District of the

Dorchester Union, vice T. Reynolds, M.R.C.S.E., resigned ; J. S.

Tuke, L.F.P. & S. Glas., has been appointed Médical Officer for the

Week St. Mary District of the Stratton Union, Cornwall, vice Mr
James Tuke, resigned.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE WEEK.
Wedncsday, May 27.

Opération* at Middlesex Hospital, 1 p.m.; St. Mary' s Hospital, 1 p. m.

University Collège Hospital, 2 p.m.
Thursday, May 28.

Opérations at St. George's Hospital, 1 p.m.; Central London Ophthalmio

Hospital, 1 p.m.; London Hospital, l£ p.m. ; Koyal Free Hospital, 11

p.m. ; Great Northern Hospital, King's cross, 2 p.m. ; London Sur-
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Insti-

gical Home, 2 p.m. ; West London Hospital, 2 p.m. ;
Koyal Ortho-

pœdic Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Institution, 3 p.m.—Professor
Ansted, " Ou Geology.

"

Friday, May 29.

Opérations at Westminster Oplitlialmio Hospital, H p.m. ; Royal

tution, 8 p.m.—Professor Max Huiler, " On the Vedas."

Saturday, May 30.

Opérations et St. Thomas' s Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St Bartholomew'.s Hospital,

ljp.m. ; King's Collège Hospital, 1J p.m. ;
Cliarin<;-cro.ss Hospital,

2 p.m. ; Royal Institution, 3 p.m.—Professor William Thompson,
" On Electiie Telegraphy.

"

Monlay, June 1.

Opérations at Lock Hospital, Dean street, Soho, Cliuical Démonstrations

and Opérations, 1 p.m. ; St. Mark' s Hospital for Fistula and other

Diseases oi the Rectum, lj p.m. ; Metropolitan Free Hospital,

2 p.m.
Tuesday, Junc 2.

Opérations at Guy's Hospital, lj p.m.; Westminster Hospital, 2 p.m.

BOOKS RECEIVED FOR REVIEW.
The Proifress of Ophthalmic Surgery from the Invention of the Ophthal-
moscope (in 1850), up ta t lie Présent Time. By John Zachariah

Laurence, F.RC.S., &c. London : H. Mitchener, 26 Eversholt street,

N.W.
Report of the Committee of Visitors of the Lunatic Asylum for the North
and East Ridings of Yorkshire.

Copy of CoiTBspondéDC* between the l'nor Law Board, the Dulverton
Board of Guardions and Mr. J. B. Collyns, late Médical Ofticer of the
Worklnuise, &c.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

*•* It is requested that ail Communications intended for the Editor, may
be sent to the office of the Journal, No. 20 King William street,

Strand.

In order to obviate the occurrence of disappointments, we beg to state

that ail communications intended for this Journal should be sent to the

Office be/ore noon onMonday, as we are compelled to go to press on the

afttruoon of that day.

Dr. A. E. W. is thanked for his letter and for his good wishes.

Dr. E.—The letter arrived too late for insertion last week, and there is

now no necessity to allude to the subject.

Ophthalmos.—The Calabar Bean is the fruit of the Physostigma veue-

nosum.
Dr. H. O'F.—The présent Registrar for the Branch Médical Council of

Ireland is Dr. W. E. Steele, 35 Dawson street, Dublin. Dr. Maun-
sell lias for a considérable period, ceased to hold the office. This
change in the appointment may perhaps explain the circumstances

alluded to by our Correspondent.

Mr. V. B. is thanked for his communication.
A Union Surgeon.—We are unable to give any information upon the

subject referred to.

Z.—The paragraph was copied from a local paper.

Professor R. —The list lias been received.

A Review of Dr. Hassall's work ou the Urine will appear next week.
An Inqitirer.—The papers will be resumed in our next number.
Dr. Nesfield's paper shall appear next week.

HPhe Adams' Defence Fund.
-*- SECOND LIftT Of SUBSORIPTIONS.

A.'IanJ, W. H. M.D., Bideford ....
A.-land, il. W. M H., F. U.S., Oxford
Bardffley, Sir J. Lomax. M. D. Manchester.
Baftr Ancell, M.U., l-pal'ling ....
Ballard, Edward, M.D., Isllntrton .

B<':ile, Lionel. MB., K.R.S., Grosvcnor street .

Beith, R. M.D., R..\\,l)ep Ins. Gen. Plymouîh
Bennett, J. R., M. D., Finsbury square
B^imctt, J. H. F.. M. II., Grosvenor ^reet
Ble rk, chas. Esq., Warminster
Bleeck, Alfred, Ivsrj. Bristol ....
BltMikiiisop, Henry, Esq. llarwick
Bowman, William, Esi[.. F.R.S., C ifford street

Bristowe, J. S M. II., St. Tiiouias street .

Brown, Isaac.I. Ësq., Connaught squale .

Brown, Ange. M.I) . Barnsbury Park
Bullonk, Henry, K-q . Isleworlh
Bury, George, Esq., Whelstone
C'annan, H. H. Esq , Norwooi .

Cape Lawson, M. t).. Curzon St. May Fair
Chalt, W. O. Ksq. , Nottingham Terraee
Chavape Pye, II. Esq., Birmingham .

Cholneley, Wm. M. D., Russell square
Churchill, John, Esq., New Burlington street .

Clapton, Edward, M. I)., St. Tliomas street
li'-.iver, H. A. Esq., Croydorj ...
Cleveland. W. F. M. II., Cirltou Vilias

W. M. F.sq , Salisbury ....
Collins W. J. M.U., Albert ferr. Régents Park
Ufltthn, Wni. M.D., Trinity square B.C.
Cotton, R. Payiie, M. D., Clargea street
Cmlvm Wm. Esq.. nid Jewry (per 'Lancet') .

Coujwr, John, M. D., Finsbury Cireus
Critchett, George, Ksq., Harley street
Crookes, John T. Esq., Faversham .

Croabf, Thos U. Esq., Finsbury Place .

Curgenven, J. B. Craven-hill-garden .

Dalby Wm. T. M.D., Newingto.i PI. Kennington
Delagarde, P. C. Eaq., Exeter ....
Eiigull. Thos. K-q . Euston square
F&yrer, Qeorç . M. Il, ileulcy in Anlen
Fieber, A. L., M.I) , York Place, P.ntinan square
Fleisithmann, Alfred, Esq., Tunbridge Wel.s, (per
Lancet) 1

Fliut R., Esq., Sloekpnrt, (per J. Paget, Esq.)
F. .1., (per Henry Olrê Esq.) ....
GaTiek. J. Prince, Esq., Leeds ....
Gay, John, Esq , Finsbury place South
Gibb, O. John, M.D., Newcastle-on-Tyne .

Gill, S. Lawrence, M. D , Bow, (per Lancet)
Gill, S. Lawrence, M. D., (ind Donation) .

Gill, J. Bcidii 11, .M. D., Dover, (per Lancel)
Guppjr, J. Btokej, M.D., Falmouth .

Hall. Alfred, M n.. Brighton
Hanis, .fis l'-'hii. Esq., Liverpool
Hutton, .John, .M.!)., Belvédère ....
Hitstinge, John, M. D., ATbemarle street
Hawkins, Csesar, H., Esq., F. R.S., Grosvenorst.
Hey, William. Esq., Leeds
Hiflnian, W. A, Esq., Argyll street .

HoareW. P„ Béq , Faveraham ....
Hood, W. I*. Esq.. LowerSeymom street .

Huiit, T , Egq., Alfred Place, Bedford square .

H i band, W. H.. Esq., York ....
!'., M.D., New Bridge street .

Hntto ,
i hurles, M. D . Lownd s street

'., E., Esq., 011 Cavendish street, (per s.

i

sley.'lliomas. M. D., George st., Hanover
square •

Jackson. J. Hiwulings, M. II. Queeus square
Jeiniur, W., M.I)., Harley st. Cavendish sq.

i .1. 11.. H.D., Conduit street, West
Jul.-r, II. C, M. D., Connaught Ter., (per Lancet)
Kenuion, George, M.D.„ Harrowgate

£. s.
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Tu a First - Class Manu-
-* FACTVRIXO TOWN, > rai>idly-increasing Prai ti.-e

I» for l>I8PO*AU Caah recetp,a f-<i>-iJora»ily o\vr 400».

a year. A car fui and thorough ntroduction given for

Mu gnincas. Bcarcdy any «xpensia.

Apply to B. W Lara, Esq., Conrejrancer, 6 Punip court,

Tempta. K.C.

Devon.—A Small Practice
for Ptapoaal on very eaay terms to any one willing

to uke abont itOL worth of appropriât* furniture by

valuation The house is suitable for a fainily.

Tfca popn'ation of the town beiug between 4,000 and
5.0O0, there is ample scope for increase.

Apply to R W. Lara, Eaq., Conveyancer, 6 Pump-court.
Temple, HC.

In a Borough Town in the
West of Englan.t. a superior-class PRACTICK is for

Hiapoaal. Pries 40 l, with atx months prelira inary

Partnersh p. N" Midwifery under 11 ls. A gentleman
being a member of the Eatabli-h. il i hui ch could be intro-

dnoad to a leading position in the place.

Apply to B W. Lara, Esq., Conveyancer, 6 Pump
court. Temple, E.C.

Médical Transfer & Agency Offices,

17 Belgrave Street, Euston road, W.C.

]\Tr. Needes (late of 50
-^'-*- LincolnVinn fields) hegs to announce to the
Médical Profession that he bas resumed business at the
above address. and continues tu assist Oentlemen in ail

tuatters of a confident. al nature relative to the Puruhas«
*nd Traansferof Médical Practices and Partnerah.ps.
Mr NEKDKShaving, for soine ja >rs past, been assoctated

with Mr. BOWMER in the management of the Médical
Agency formerly belonging to that gentleman, trusts his

expérience will be foundof advautage to those Gentlemen
who may favour hini with their instructions.

Assistants iutroduced to pertuaueut and temporary
emeuts

Office Hours. Eleven to Four.

M*! ical Practice. — There
is a good opening at pre-ent for a Qualified

Médical Man bu the North of BcotUnd to suceeed one who
is reu'oving. to whom the Parochial Appointments mi^ht
be tnuisft-rred. — For particulare, address " Medchts,"
Po t-offlee, Forfar.

Anatomy, Physiology,
PATHOLOGY. and SURGERY.— Mr. Tuson

formerly Surgeon to thn Middleaex Hospital, continues

hU PRÏVaTE [K8TKTJCTIOW8 daily at his résidence,

tî Devonshire street, Portland place. Thèse démonstra-

tions arid Examinât! ns are illustrated by récent Dissec-

tions, Mode.s, and Anatomical préparations. Each Course
Five Guineas. A vacanev for a House Pupil.

tf Devonshire street, Portland place

Bennett's Watches, 65 <fe 64
CHEAPSIDE, in gold and silver, iugieat variety,

of every construction and priée, from à to «0 G linea»

Bvery Watch skilfully examined, and lts correct perforai

ance is guaranteed. Free ami aafe by post.

MoneyOrdera to JOHN BENXEIT, Watch Mar.nlae.torT

*>5 and A4 Cheapside. and 62 Cornhill. E.C.

Aerated Lithia Water,
Mesura BLAKE, 8ANUFORD. and BLAKE are

Srepared to supply the LITHIA WATEKS (of whicli

lejr were the original manufacturera under Dr Garrod's

instruction) of any streugth prescribed by the ProfeMlon
for spécial cases. Those in constant use contain two
grains and five grains in each boitle, either by itself of

combined with BICARBONATE of POTAMH or PHOS-
PHATE of AMMONIA.—Also, Potaxh, Citrate of Potasli,

Soda. Seltzer. Vichy, and Minerai Aoid Watere. as usual.

BLAKE, 8ANDKORD, and BLAKE Pharmaceutical
Cbemista. 47 Pieeadilly.

Mr Wilson, 26 Charles street,
•*-'-*- Waterloo place, 8t James's square, S.W.—Office
hours 11 titl 5.

The Transfer of Practices, Partnersh.ps, and ralliante
lYrnunent Appointnit'lits negotuit'd.
Consultations during the above hours; after, by spécial

api*oiutunnt.
Assistants provided. possessing the MQMNXy qualifica-

tions to meetthe requirements of nrincipals.

Practice of £600 per Annum,
a very easy working one, situate within tluee miles

of Charing-cross. The près, nt pnu-titioner lias conducted
il Ititty ycars. Good house and garden, stabling tUc. ;

rent modorate. No midwifery under two guineas. Part-

nership introduction given.—Fullparticularsof Mr. Wilson,
20 Charles streol, bt. James's square, 8.W.

"Detis.— General Practice,
-*— producing nearlv 7001. perannum, including 300Ï. per
annum from appoint meut s. Comfortable house, good garden
and paddock, stabling, &c.; rent-40Z. perannum. Itis.situit'e

in a small town; good Society ; the country around
pretty. Three or six mont.is' 1 ntr<iduction. Sum required,
one year's purclise. Full particutars of Mr. Wilson,
26 Charles street, St. James's square, S.W.

("gênerai Practice, producing
^-^ 9001. perannum, situate in a large manufacturing
town. Good house. Sufficient introduction given. Sum
required, 1,100*. Fuit partieulars of Mr. Wilson, 26
Charles street, St James's square, S.W.

r\v. Arnott's Hydrostatic

FLOATINGr BEDS FOR INVALIDS;
also Air and Water M ittrasses. For )irices and partieulars,

apply to Edward Spenceb and Co., 18 and 19 Bdliter
street, London, E.C.

Pepsine and Pepsine Wine.
—BOULDAULT bogs to state that he cannot be

answerable for the purity md streugth of any Préparation
sold under hïa nauu unless obtahied from his sole Agent,
Mr. PETEIt SQU1KK, Chemist in Ordinary to the Queen
and U.K. H. the Prince of Wales, 227 Oxford street, Lon-
don, to whom ait applications respecting it nmst be
addressed

Third Edition, with Further Remarks by Dr. Corvisart,
I'h\ si. i;m to the Emp. ror of the Frencli, éditée by W.
8. Squire, Ph. 1>.' puWished by J. fTIlllfill'l. L..n'i.u;

may lm also had of the Author, 277 Oxford «treet, price
siximnca.

T iquor Folii Ricini or Fluid
•*~^ extract of the Palma Christi Plant, for increasing
the Sécrétion of Milk in Suckling wouien.

Mr. GREENISH solicits the attention of the Profession

to the above preparatton, winch is now in great demand.

Dose : One teaspoouful, three times a day.

Prepared by THOMAS GREENISH, Chemist. 20 New
treet, Dorset square,

DUNN AND HEWETT'S

Lichin IslandiciiSjOrlceland
MOSS COCOA.

Strongly recommended by the Faculty.
See Testimonials of Dr. Hassall, Dr. >'ormandy, with

others. To be had everywhere, at ls. 4d. per lb.

Manufactory—LONDON.

lifr. Bowmer, M.R.C.S.Eng.,
-*-*-*- 50 LINCOLN'S-INN FI Kl, PS, LONDON. W.C.
assista Gentlemen in the Sale ami purchaae of Médical
Practices. Négociation ot l'artn rships, Tr.inster of Lnnatie
Asyluma, and ail other mattert of a coufidential nature
oonnected with tlie Profession.

Compétent Assistants, either or temporary or pei-
manent engagement, provided u[wn the shortest notice.

"yaccination. Liquid Vac-
' CINE LYMPH in purity and source guaranteed.

in Capillary tilass Tubes, linnietically sealed, which pré-
serve» it for any period, supplied to the ProfettloB by
Mr. FAULKNER, .R.C.S., Op*irattve Chemist. Aie,
40 Kn.hll Street, Long acre, London. W.C. ThrveTubea
sent by rutuni of post, with instructions, on receiptof
30 stamps.

jVTillikin, late Biggand Milli-x -*- kin, Surgical lnstniment Maker and Anatomical
Vt'u'hinist to tiuy's and St Tliomas's Hosjutal, No. 9 8
Tho-ii:is

:

s ttraet Bouthvark s. k.

T? Bnrton and Co.'s Optical,
-*-^ # MATHEMATICAL, and PIIOTOGKAPHIC
INSTRUMENTS cannot besur]>assedat the priées chargod.
A Catalogue for two stamps, or on application at the
Manufactory, 47 CHUR-'-'H STREET, M1NOR1ES F.,
London.

T^* SU
perphosphate of Iron and

SUPERPHOSPHATE of IRON and LIME.—Partieu-
lars of thèse new and valuable remédiai agents will be
forwarded on application, by MrGreenish, 20 New street
Dorset square

James's Fever Powder,"
4s. 6d. per bottle ; packets 2s. 9d. each.

Prepared and sold by J. L. KIDDLE, 81 limiter street,
Brunswick square, London.

This Préparation lias been so extensively employed by
the Faculty, and its mérite so universallyaeknowledged by
the public at large, as to render ail further reinark on the
pirt of the Proprietor uuuecessary. To be had of al
u,holesate Druggists.

DINNEFORD'S
T3ure Fluid Magnesia,
-*- now perfect in purity and streugth.
" lfr Dinneford's Solution may fairly be taken as a tyje

of what the préparation ought to be."— 'Pharmaceutica
Journal.' May, 184t>,

This excellent remedy, in addition to its extensive sale
aniongst the public, is now also very largely used for
DiHi-KNsiNG. In the stone jars (half-galion, ;'>s. 6d. ; gallon,
9s.0d.,) Bpecially fldapted for the use of Médical Men and
Chemists. To be had from the Manufacturera.
DINNEFORDandCO.,Chemists, 17'J Bond stwet, Lon-

dou ; ail Wholesale Druggists and Patent Medicine House*

MrHoward,SurgeonDentist,
52 FLEET STREET,

has introduced anentirely NEW DESCRIPTION of ART!
F1CIAL TEETH, fixed without springs, wires, or ligatures

They so perfectly resemble natural teeth as not to be
distinguished from the original by the closest observer,
they will never CHANGE COI .OUR or DEÇA Y, and will

be fouud very superior toany teetli ever befure used. This
method does NOT REQUIItH the EXTRACTION of

ROOTS, orany PAINFUL OPERATION, and will support
and préserve teeth that are loose, and is guaranteed to

restore articulation and mastication. Decayed teeth

stopped. and rendered sound and nseful in mastication.

To Sfcudents. Surgeons, Dantists, and others.

rphe Best House for Second-hand Instruments, where there
-* istheLARGEST STOCK IN LONDON, is Mr. WILLIAM LAWLEY'S, 78 FARRINGDON STREET, CITY.
Anny and Navy Régulation Cases, Pocket Cases, from 14s. each ; Dissecting Cases, at 8a. <>d. and 10s. 6d each.

Photographie Lenses, Opéra Race Glasses, and Telescopt s, by the best London Makers.

DR DE JONGH'S
( Kiiight of the Order nf Leopold oj Belgium)

LIGHT-BROWN C0D-LIVER 0IL.

SELECT MEDICAL OPINIONS.
Sir HENRY MARSH, Bart., M.D., Physician in Ordinary to the Queen In Ireland :—"T consider

Dr De Jongh'a Cod-liver Oil to be a very pure OU, DOt hkcly to ceatc disgust and a therapeutic agani

of great value.
"

Sir JOSEPH OLLIFFE, M.D., Physician to the British Embassy at Paris-

—

"I hâve frequently

praacrlbad Dr De Jongh'a Light-Brown Cod-Liver Oit, and I hâve every reason to be satisfied with its

ial and salutary cilects."

Dr BARLOW, Physieian to Guy's Hospital:

—

"I bave been well satislled with the effects of Dr De
Joagh'l Cod-liver Oil, and lielieve it U) be a very pure Oil, well fitted for those cases in which the use of
that substance is indicated."

Dr LANKESTER, F.R.S-, late Lecturer on the Practice of Medicine, St George's School of

Mrdictne:

—

"I consider that the pnrîty and genuineneaa of this Oil are secured in its préparation by the personal attention of so rn "'t a chemist and intelligent a physician aa

Dr. De Jongh, who has also writt<n the tiest Médical Treatise on the Oil with which I am acquainted. Heuce I deein the Cod-liver <uû sold under his guarantee to be preierable to

auf other kind aa regarda genuincuess and médicinal efhcacy." —-,—
SOLI, CONSIGNEES AND AGENTS,

ANSAR, HARFORD, & CO., 77 STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

Umrfon: Priuua bj A. M'Gowih and T. Danks. at their Office, Ko. lf) Oreat WindiniU street, in the Parish of Ht Jamex. Westminster, and puhlùhed by Ja
IlajiKia, at No. 20 King William atreet, btand, in llie('ity of Westminster.—May 27. llitia.

hks Cn 4iu.ua
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PARISIAN MEDICAL NEWS.

Academy of Medicine.—Yellow Fever.—Origin of Vaccine.—
Tincture of Iodine : a New Test for Diabetic Urine.—
Tenderness of the Laver on Pressure in Typhoid Fever.—
Pétitions on the Subject of the Illégal Practice of

Medicine.

Since the conclusion of the debate on drinkable waters, the

Academy has devoted its attention to the yet unfinished com-

munication of a very exhaustive report of Mr. Mélier, on the

Epidémie of Yellow Fever, observed at Saint-Nazaire. So

many important questions are mooted in this paper, that any

remarks we could offer at présent, would obviously be pré-

maturé, and we shall, therefore, postpone any notice of the

novel and suggestive views brought forward by the author,

until the termination of the discussion to which they must

give rise.

Before Mr. Mélier addressed the Academy, the periodical

passage of arms took place between Messrs. Depaul and

Bousquet, who every year display a considérable amount of

unnecessary earnestness in support of their respective views

as to the somewhat dubious origin of vaccine.

Does vaccine matter, as its name implies, exclusively origi-

nate in the cow or in the horse 1 Should it in this case be

considered as the produce of the disease terroed grease, or

of some other spécial affection] Is the vaccinal éruption

identical in nature with variola, spontaneously developed or

artificially generated in animais, and does it acquire its preser-

vative character by inoculation to the human subject ? Such

are the problems it is attempted to solve by an appeal to the

facts observed at Chartres and Toulouse ; thèse, experiment

only can finally décide, but we entirely agrée with the learned

Editor of the Gazette Médicale, that it matters little to the

famé of Jenner whether he stated, explicitly or not, that eow-

pox originates in the horse.

— We mentioned in our last number that Professor Trous-

seau and Dr. Dumontpallier, his chef de clinique, had dis-

covered a new and convenient test of diabetic urine. It con-

sists in the addition to the suspected fluid of a few drops of

tincture of iodine. If glucose be présent, the urine assumes

at first in conséquence of the admixture the colour of barley-

sugar, which promptly disappears, leaving the fluid after a few

seconds in a perfectly pale and transparent condition. Witli

Mr. Salleron's drop-bottle, it has been ascertained that six

cubic centimètres of diabetic urine rapidly discolour eight,

ten, twenty, and even as niuch as thirty-six drops of the

alcoholic tincture of iodine in common use in the hospitals.

Messrs. Trousseau and Dumontpallier pour at once four drops

of tincture of iodine into six cubic centimètres of the urine to

be examined, experiment having shown that the healthy sécré-

tion is insufnciently tinged by the addition of two or three

drops of the tincture. It is seldom necessary to increase the

amount to five, six, or seven drops, to obtain a marked roseate

hue. The ehemical circumstances which promote the pheno-
menon hâve not hitherto been accurately determined.

In a clinieal point of view, the authors conceive that it

is even now fully demonstrated, that urine slightly acid, passed

in the morning by a healthy or diseased subject, will be
coloured in a marked manner for a variable space of tinie, by
the addition of four, six, or eight drops of tincture of iodine,

whereas urine containing glucose, very promptly removes ail

trace of colour, as we hâve stated above, from four, eight, and
even thirty-six drops of tincture.

Professor Grassi lias repeated the experiment, and vouches
for its correetness ; he is now engaged in the research of the

ehemical theory of the fact, which Messrs. Trousseau and
Dumontpallier touched on but lightly in their communication
on the subject to the Society of Biology. The rough fact is

not, however, yet universally admitted, and the Gazette

Hebdomadaire relates experiments which tend to deprive it

of its gênerai character, and to detract from its value. We,
therefore, invite our readers to repeat the experiment with the

tincture of the codex, and as researches of a similar kind will

doubtless be instituted in ail directions, we may oxpect soon
to be supplied with reliable information, as to the rcliability of
this new procédure of spécial diagnosis.

— While on the subject of semeiology, we may take this

opportunity of making amends to Mr. Beau for an involuntary
omission. We allude to the tenderness on pressure of the
liver, which that sagacious observer views as a symptom of
typhoid fever.

Mr. Beau is in the habit of exhibiting aperients with no
sparing hand in this affection, a practice he has adopted as a
conséquence of his belief that diseased bile induces ulcerative

inflammation of the intestine, by a process analogous to that

which leads to the formation of bed-sores, when from want of
proper attention the posterior parts of the pelvis remain,
during typhoid fever, in protracted, and sometimes permanent
contact with the alvine évacuations. Thèse injurious pro-

perties acquired by the bile are due, in the professor's opinion,

to a morbid condition of the liver, and indicate the important
share of the hepatic gland in the production of typhoid symp-
toms. This theory dérives some support from a clinical fact,

which may assist the physician's diagnosis, at an early stage of

the disease. Percussion performed over the hepatic région,

and pressure with the hand occasion a sensation of pain, which
is more marked in the neighbourhood of the gall-bladder.

Mr. Beau further remarks that this symptom is observable in

the earliest stages of typhoid fever, in the posterior as well as

the anterior hepatic région, that it persists during the entire

course of the complaint, and never yields before the conclusion

of the third week of its duration.

— Several pétitions bearing the signatures of Messrs. Linas

and Mayer, of Paris, and of Dr. Manuel, of Gap (Hautes Alpes),

hâve recently been presented to the Senato, praying for a

revision of the law of the 19th Ventôse of the year XI, on

the practice of medicine. The following is Mr. Tourangin's

report, supplied by the Moniteur :—
" Among civilisod nations the healing-art has always been

highly honourod. Under the old régime, France could boast

of eighteen Médical Schools, several of which enjoyed con-

sidérable celebrity. The Révolution, which levelled ail dis-

tinctions, while destroying the political institutions of the

country, did not sparo its scientific establishments, and a

decreeof 16 August, 1792, abolished the universities, schools,

and learned corporations.

"The tuition of medicine thus ceased to exist, and the

Médical Profession became a prey to the most complète

anarchy—a state of things incompatible with the régime, insti-

tuted byNapoléon the First—and the Act of the 19th Ventôse,

year XI, (lîth Mardi, 1803,) was in conséquence presented to

the sanction of the Législative Assembly.
" In the préalable of that bill, the celebrated Fourcroy

expatiated on the anarchy which had followed the former

state of organisation, and pointed out the inroads of empiri-

cism and quackery, urged on by mercenary motives to take

advantage of the credulity of the public. In order offectually

to remove thèse manifold evils, said he, a regular and uniform

System of tuition must be established for those who intend to

dévote themselves to the Médical Profession.

" The Act of the year XI restored the schools and regulated

the practice of medicine. This law was a benefaction, but its

provisions were not uniunueneed by the peculiar circumstances

under which it was proniulgated, and it became subsequently

necessary to place the tuition and practice of the healing-art

in harmony with the progress of science, and the improved

state of society.

" Under the governmont of the first Napoléon, a report

signed by Dupuytren, enumerated the defects of the constitu-

tion of the Médical Corporation, and showed the necessity of

a reform. In 1825 and 1826, bills on this important subject

were presented to the Chamber of Peers, and gave rise to

remarkable debates. In 1838, another bill prepared by a com-

mitteo of the most eminent members of the Chamber of

Doputies, was on the eve of being submitted to the légis-

lature, when a change of administration caused its adjourn-

ment, but it still continued deeply to pre-occupy the Médical

Profession and the public. In 1815, an important manifesta-
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tion again invitcd the attention of the govemmont to the
question. The Médical Congress, in whicli Oie most eniinent
practitioners of Paris and the Departments took part, throw
light on the condition of medicine in France, ami ahowed
the necessity of an early and radical reforin of the law of the
19th Veutose of the yearXI.

"In 1847, abill waa presented to the Chamber of Peers,
and after the introduction of a few amendments suggested 1>v

a searching debate, was laid before the Chamber of Deputics
on the 3rd of Jnuuary, 1848.

" The minuter in his preamble enumerated the many vicissi-

tudes which the question liad passed through, and added :

—

1 Under the auspices of the agreement of ail tlie Médical
corporations, of ail the schools, of the Congress, of a host of
Médical and scientific societies, of the superior council of
Médical studies, and what is more, of the Houso of Peers,
we now propose that you should décide the suit, on which
twenty-tive years ago, Cuvier, Chaptal, and both houses were
at variance.'

"Tlie events of February, 1848, superveued and prevented
the bill being adopted. The Act of the 19th Ventôse, 1803,
with ail its imperfections, is, therefore, still in vigour. The
demands for its repeal are now many and claniorous. The
authors of the pétitions to the Senate inveigh chiefly a<*ainst
the pénal clauses of the law of 1803, which they cleeui in-
sufncient to check the progress of charlatanism, empiricism,
and the many abuses from which the Médical Profession un-
justly sutfers.

"Tlie Act of 1804 styles the illégal practice of medicine
a misdemeanour, and clause 35 inflicts for the offence, in
behalf of the hospitals, a fine, the minimum or maximum of
which is not fixed ; the judge thus preserving the power to
détermine the amount according to the circumstances of each
case. But the Court of Cassation has repeatodly ruled that,
the law being silent on this point, the tribunals could inflict
but the smallest of pecuniary penalties which a police-court
can apply—viz., fifteen francs at the utmost.

" It follows from thèse précédents, which now and then give
rise to litigation, that an offence which the law styles a mis-
demeanour (délit), is prosecuted and punished as a mère
offence against police régulations (contravention). The courts
affected to the trial of misdemeanours, are required to try
cases to which police-fines only apply, and the police-courts
may hâve to try offences to which the law applies the terni
ini8demeanour, an irregularity which shows that the law of the
year XI is obsolète.

" Without inquiring whether a simple police-fine is a suf-
ficient punishnient for the illégal practice of medicine, we are
compelled to acknowledge that the pénal clauses of the law as
it now stands are not in harmony with our présent criminal
législation, and that the entire Act requires revision.

"To solve questions which hâve so long been pending, is a
task worthy of the Emperor's government, and we may
venture to say that the compétent ministère will readily accep't
this useful and délicate mission."

On the proposition of the Reporter, the Senate referred the
pétitions alluded to, to the Ministère of Justice, Public In-
struction, and Commerce.

HOSPITAL OF THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

PROFESSOR DEPAUl/s WARDS.

Treatment of Eelampsy.

Chloroform having recently beenmuch extolled as a remcdy
for eelampsy, Mr. Depaul expatiated on the treatment of tins
disease, and inquired into the comparative efficacy of the
vanous médications hitherto recommended for the purpose of
obviating its occurrence or contending with its symptoms
by which the life of both niother and child are often
jeopardised.

Let us say at once that the successor of Baron P. Dubois
has not been induced to alter his opinion by the alleged success

of chloroform, and that the lato and présent professors o
nudwifery entirely agrée in ascribing superior efficacy t(
blood-letting under the ciroumstances hère alluded to.

Venesection and laxatives hâve been resortod to durai;
pregnancy, for the purpose of obviating tho occurrence o'

eelampsy in robust, plcthoric women, liablo to congestion o:
the head

; baths and anti-spasmodics are considered appropriât*
in tho case of délicate, and nervous subjocts ; and diuretici
are usually prescribed if tho urine conta'ins albumen, and il

anasarca bo présent It is a matter of some difficulty to de
cido between tho respective claims of thèse various 'remédiai
measures to our confidence, because in several instances ir,

which the premomtory signs of eelampsy were uncquivocally
obseryed, no attack Supemned, although no active treatmenl
was instituted. Professor Depaul, however, expresses hia
partiality for venesection, a procédure which, in his opinion,
dimimshes the wasto of albumen, when it does not altogethei
remove it, doereases headaehe and œdoma, and has often
averted imminent paroxysms.
The curative treatment should be both médical and surgical.
In cases of eclamptic convulsion it was formerly an estab-

lished principle that the accoucheur's first duty was to remove
the contents of tlie utérus. Hence nianual or instrumental
interférence, which Mr. Depaul utterly condemns. The pro-
fessor now conceives hiniselfjustified in stating that the treat-
ment of eelampsy should be instituted on the gênerai princi-

pes which guide the practitioner in other fornis of acute
disease, that the affection has its peculiar characters, and after
ton, twolve, twenty, or thirty successive paroxysms, terminâtes
in death or recovery, despite ail tho surgeon's efforts to pro-
înote or hasten the progress of labour.

Opérations calculated to induce prématuré delivery would
obviously hère be out of place, as they require a period of
time, which, in gênerai, exceeds the average duration of the
disease.

Whatever be the causes and nature of eelampsy, the action,
at least the apparent action, of the various remédies employed
may not unprofitably be inquired into. In addition to vene-
section and anaesthesia, thèse remédies are numorous. Mustard
poultices are inefficient ; blisters, in cases of such urgent péril,
are too slow in their opération; and, according to Mr. Depaul,
no reliance can be placed on ice, pressure of the carotid
arteries, Junod's large air-exhausters or diuretics. (a)

In the first place, as the sovereign romedy for eelampsy,
Mr. Depaul advocates bleeding, and complains that even
those who are partial to the measure do not resort to it with
sufficient energy. Ten or twelve ounces of blood are gene-
rally taken from the ara, and leeches are thon applied to the
mastoids : this is not enough. Blood-letting can be useful
only when boldly instituted. Mr. Depaul begins by removing
20 oz. of blood by venesection, and the frequency of the
paroxysms usually abates. Should they retum with violence
after an interval of half-an-hour, the samo quantity of blood
is again abstracted, and leeches applied behind the ears. This
treatment was recently resorted to in the case of a patient in
tho wards of the Hospital of the School of Medicine

; phle-
botomy twice repeated, and leoehing weakened and finally
altogether checked the paroxysms ; had they re-appeared, Mr.
Depaul would unhesitatingly bave opened a vein a third, and
even a fourth time, and thus removed three or four pounds of
blood in the course of a few hours.

For a period of twelve years this practitioner was in tho
habit of bleeding once only, to the extent of ton or twelve
ounces, of applying leeches, and subsequently exhibiting ape-
rients and sudorifics; more than half of his cases ter-

fa) Mr. Depaul did not notice the application to the head of
cloths impregnated with cold water, while the body is immersed in
a not bath, the treatment which Scanzoni conceives to be most
certain in its effects after the exhibition of opium, from which the
Wurtzburg professor has derived the greatest benefit. Sm.-dl
doses, however, says he, would be unavailing ; complète narcotism
must be effected by the administration of acétate of morphine in-
ternally, and enemas containing tinct. of opium repeated every
balf-hour.

Under the influe ive of this drug, the convidsive paroxysms are
gradually divested of their intensity, isolaterl spasmodic contrac-
tions follow, and finally subside altogether.

—

The Editor.
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ininated fatally. In a subséquent period of t-welve years, Mr.

Depaul adopted a différent system, with far more satisfactory

results.

When I am summoncd in the incipient stage of the

paroxysms, said the Professer, 1 pledge myself to save the

patient by blood-letting repeated at short intervais, and a cure

follows in most instances.

With regard to the therapeutic effects of artificial ana?s-

thesia in eclampsy, Mr. Depaul stated that he could not alto-

gether agrée in the favourable opinion entertained by several

of his colleagues in the efficacy of chloroform for the removal

of eclamptic fits. Without entering into an unnecessary

inquiry as to the mode of action of the drug, and settin^

aside the interprétation of the facts observed, Mr. Depaul
opines that in niany cases in winch chloroform was employé J,

venesection or other measures had previously been resorted

to. Under opposite circumstances, no favourable effects fol-

lowed its administration, and a case in point occurred at the

Hospital of the School of Medicine. A woman was seized

with eclamptic convulsions ; the Interne, wko had studied at

La Maternité, where chloroform is in high repute, kept the
patient for four hours in a state of anwsthetic unconsciousness.

Tliree ounces and a half of chloroform were inhaled, and
the results were decidedly unsatisfactory. Instead of becoming
less severe and less fréquent, the paroxysms increased in vio-

'ence andrecurred at short intervais, although delivery had for

some hours been effected, a fact in contradiction with the
alleged influence of the conclusion of labour on the cessation

of the cérébral symptoms. Matters were in this position
when Mr. Depaul, who then visited the wards, ordered the
patient to be bled twice, in half-an-hour ; leeches were
applied, and a cure was effected. The patient subse-
quently died of peritonitis, a resuit which will occasion no
surprise when the prédisposition of subjects suffering from
eclampsy to puerpéral affections is borne in mind.

This case is unfavourable to the exhibition of chloroform ;

but one instance does not afford sufneient évidence for or

against the efficacy of a remédiai agent, and Mr. Depaul in-

tends to repeat the experiment which is stated to be successful

in another lying-in hospital.

Let us conclude with a few remarks on the surgical treat-

ment of eclampsy, which, twenty years ago, was considered, as

we hâve stated, of paramount importance. To remove the

contents of the gravid utérus was then viewed as the first

indication, and the only question to be decided was the choice

of the means to be adopted according to the period of preg-

nancy reached by the patient, (a). If dilatation was complète,

and the head within reach, the forceps was applied ; when
the présentation was irregular, turning was resorted to. Now
Mr. Depaul is of opinion that even in those cases in which
the accoucheur's intervention is possible and meets with no
obstacles, the first indication is to institute remédiai measures
calculated to check the eclampsy. The patient should there-

fore be freely bled, after which delivery should be effected in

order to save the child from impending death.

When the os uteri is dilated to the size of a shilling pièce,

let us say, forcible and sudden interposition, which bas often
been attempted, should, according to Mr. Depaul, never be
ventured on. Mr. Dubois formerly adopted this plan, and
after incision of the os uteri at the sides and at the back, as

soon as sufficient dilatation was attained, which sometimes
followed in the space of five minutes, he inserted his hand or
applied the forceps. Despite the well-known dexterity of
this experienced accoucheur, the results were generally disas-

trous, and lie was compelled to discontinue this practico.
Direct interférence would, in such cases, bc justifiable for the
sake of the child, if, for instance, by a careful use of the
stéthoscope, the fcetal circulation was found weaker after each
fit. lu this instance there might perhaps be some room for
demur, but Mr. Depaul peremptorily déclares that he con-
sidère blood-letting the safest course to pursue.

Hésitation would be less warrantablo if the eclamptic con-
vulsions occurred in a primipara, while the cervix is still elon-
gated and entirely closed. Any manipulations for the purpose
oi efl'ecting delivery during the progress of a disease which
may teiminate fatally in a few hours, would obviously be prc-

posterous. Whatever method be resorted to, any attempt to
accomplish this object would require for its fulfilment ten,
twclve, twenty hours or more, and in the course of twenty
hours death bas supervened or recovery has taken place.

(a) Other principles hâve long prevailed, however, in England, as
we may ini'er from the following passage in which the practice ad-
vocated by Dr. Depaul is distinetly recommended :

" In no case, however, ought we to deliver till we hâve freely
detracted blood, as we othenvise might add to the excitement of the
brain or spinal nerves." (Burns's Principles of Midwiferv, 9tli Edit.

1837, p. 524.)

€\)î ftkbtriil Circulai*.

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS.

ON
LECTURES

DISEASES OF THE EAE.
By James Yearsley, Esq., M.D.

(Continued from page 257.)

It is désirable to say a few words as to the mode of performing
the opération of catheteiism, and the proper instruments for the
purpose.

The authors most worthy of notice in relation to catheterism
are Itard, Saissy, and Deleau. Itard used a silver cathéter, the
extremity of wliich diverged into a curve from the straight part to

the extent of about five lines, the curvature commencing at about
an inch from the extremity ; its point was also slightly enlarged to

prevent it scratching the niucous membrane with which it was to

corne in contact. He measured the distance between the first

incisor teeth of the upper jaw and the base of the uvula, a distance

which lie had observed to be nearly equal to that wliich séparâtes

the anteiïor commissure of the nostril from the opening of the

Eustachian tube. He then introduced a portion of the cathéter,
e<jual to this distance, into the nostril, correspondiiig to the tube
which he wished to inject, and bygently turning its beak outwards
and upwards, he mauaged by nianual tact, to insert it into the
tube.
" When the cathéter," he says, " has entered the nostril to the

point previously marked upon the scale, its bealc is to be carefully
raised towards the external wall of the nostril, aud the ope-ator
then becomes aware of its being engaged in a cavity which will
not permit the instrument to advance or recède, so long as it is

held in the same direction."

The cathéter recommended by Saissy has three curvatures, and
in shape is not unlike an italic "/." Like Itard's cathéter, the
extremity which is to pass into the Eustachiau tube is slightly

bulbous, and at the other extremity is a socket to receive the
nozzle of a syringe. At the side of the socket is a ring or plate to

indicate the direction of the beak of the cathéter, when inserted

into the nostril. From the peculiar shape of thèse cathéters, the
operator requires to hâve a large assortaient of them, especially as

those intended for the riglit side will not suit the left and vice

versa.
" The patient being seated in a chair, with the head slightly

thrown backwards, the operator standing opposite, holds the instru-

ment like a writing pen in the right hand, provided it is the riglit

Eustacliian tube he is about to catheterise ; the left fiand or only
the finger being gently placed on the forehead of the patient. The
cathéter is then carefully introduced into the nostril, the point
being directed downwards : as soon as the first curvature of the

instrument has entered the nostril, the wrist should be lowered,

and the instrument urged discreetly onwards ; when the second
curvature has become engaged in the nostril, the rounded extremity
of the cathéter is near the orifice of the Eustachion tub» ; it then
becomes necessary to raise this part a little, by making a rotatory

motion of the wrist inwards, and at the saine tiuie to rest the third

curvature upon the partition of the nose.
" The operator may be sure of the cathéter being in the tube

when the ring is directed vertically upwards, when it does not
vacillate, and when the fluid which is injected, returns through the

mouth-piece of the cathéter."

Deleau disapproved altogether of the inflexible silver cathéter,

whatever shape it may be made to assume, and proposed as a

•ubstitute, cathéters composed of gum-elastic six inches long, and
open at both extremities. In their favour he insisted upou their

simplicity, and their flexibility, qualities which are properly

^ppreciated by patients, and which lead them immediately to sub-

«uit to their introduction into the nasal fossas." But a ruse was
advised by Deleau, quite unworthy of a scientific aud candid
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practitioner, namely that care should be taken to show the

cathéters divested of their stylets, and after being well

oftened in warm water. "By beat they acquire a suppleness,

which rendors their contact with the mucoua membrane not only

Tery supportable, but is also of great conséquence at oue period of

the opération. For adulU they should be five or six inclies long,

for some persona shorter ; they should be only a line or a Une

and a half in diameter, and their coats as thin as possible." He says

further, the material used for anointing the cathéter is not an indif-

férent matter. He préfère thick gum-water to cerato or to oil.

" Patients dislike the last named greasy substances ; they say a

disagreeable sensation is left in the throat by theni, which pro-

duces coughing and spitting. Mucilage having ail the properties

of the nasal sécrétion, bas not this inconvenience."

In this country the cathéter of Itard is generally preferred. Mr.

Pikher inventod an instrument peculiar to himself. His cathéter

had two curves, the one near the point, and the other near the haudle.

He also thought the ceremony of the air press might be dispensed

with, preferring the injection 'of air or fluid from an ordinary syringe,

fitted to the nozzle of the cathéter. There are several weighty ob-

jections to this plan, sutficient, as I believe, to condemn it altogether.

In the first place, the greater crookedness of the instrument, must
inevitably cause more pain tlian any other form of cathéter, parti-

cularly as there is in the floor of the nares no curves to accommo-
date it to the instrument. In the next place, holding the nozzle of

the cathéter in the hand, cannot steady it so effectually as the frontlet,

and hence another source of pain to the patient, besides which, only

one hand is left to the operator to manage the syringe. Again, the

use of a syringe, and the neglect of the frontlet, quite destroy ail

power of using catheterism as a means of diagnosis, one of its most
important purposes. It is quite impossible, while both hands are

engaged in attending to the cathéter syringe, for the operator to

apply the stéthoscope to the patient's ear, so as to learn whether the

air actually enters the drum, and if it enter, whether the dry,

healthy murmur, or mucous rhonchus is produced. In fact, with
such imperfect instruments, it would be impossible for the operator

to diagnose a simple case of obstructed tube, with certainty.

The followine is a description of the opération as I am in the
habit of performing it :

—

The patient being seated on a chair, the operator applies the
frontlet of Itard to the head, buckliug the straps behind, and taking
care so to adjust it, as that the extremities of the blades of the

forceps shall reach to about a quarter or half an inch below the also

nasi, so as to admit of their being readily lifted over the cathéter

when inserted. Attention having been given to this precautionary

measure, the forceps, which are held firmly by the bail and socket

joint, may be turned on one side out of the way whilst the operator

proceeds to introduce the cathéter into the Eustachian tube. The
cathéter, previously warmed (which may be readily done by running

it briskly through the Angers), is laid hold of by the operator with

the right hand at its socket extremity, care being taken that its

concavity présents downwards. It is then introduced into the

nostril corresponding to the tube into which it is to be inserted, and
urged carefuÙy and delicately along the inferior meatus and floor of

the nostril until the beak strikes against the posterior surface of the

pharynx. The tact and dexterity of the operator are now put to the

test, to find the orifice of the Eustachian tube ; in fact, at this point

a dexterity analogous to the tour de maître of uvethral catheterism

is required. Up to this time, the ring of the cathéter, which indi-

cates the position of the beak, présents downwards ; the operator

now makes a rotation of the cathéter outwards and upwards at the

same moment, withdrawing it slightly towards himself. In the

act of doing this, he may, in most cases, detect the beak of the

cathéter gliding over the rounded marginof the elliptic orifice of the

passage, into which, with a gentle force, it should be then guided ;

with the left hand the blades of the forceps are then lifted over the
cathéter, and screwed tightly upon it. Through the cathéter thus
fixed in the Eustachian passage the operator mayinject air, water,

vapour, or other médicaments best suited to the individual case ;

or, supposing he has a contracted or strictured tube to contend with,

he may introduce whalebone or catgut bougies with a fair prospect

of conferring benefit on his patient.

For the purpose of exploring the Eustachian tube and the cavity
of the tympanum, or for their de-obstruction, compressai air may be
employed by means of a réservoir, four inches in diameter, and five

in height, connected with a condensing syringe, by a curved brass
tube. The condenser is furnished at the top with a stop-cock, from
which proceeds a flexible tube, the extremity of which terminâtes in
a nozzle which accurately fits the socket of the cathéter, already fixed
in the Eustachian tube. The reservoiris then chargedby means of the
condensing syringe (ad libitum), and the operator then places a
•tethoscope between his own ear and that of his patient. Both
hands being left at liberty, one is applied to the stop-cock to rego-
hvte the escape of air, and the other to the point of junction of the
cathéter and flexible tube, to direct the point of the former, either
by retracting or urging it forward into the Eustachian tube.

Practical expérience will enable the operator to détermine, by the
•ounds which are produced by the gtadual and carefully regulated

escape of air, the précise condition of the Eustachian tube and its

investing membrane—it' t> ihfHty oi obstruction ; the same of

the cavity of the tympanum. Hia diagnosis and proguosio will thus

be materially assisted. In some cases, perhaps previously deemed
incurable, success will follow a répétition of the opération ; whilst

others, which might otherwise hâve been subjected to a long and
haiaéwllg treatment, will be at once found by this simple opération

to be beyond the reach of hope.

The frontlet bandage recommended by Itard (infmitely the best

thing of the kind for the object in view, namely, fixing the cathéter)

consists of a middle pièce, made of métal, bent so as to fit the arch

of the forchead, and slightly padded inside ; and to this are attached

two straps, which fasten with a buckle. To the centre of this a

pair of forceps are attached, which move in a bail and socket joint,

and the blades of which are brought together by means of a screw.

Without such an apparatus as this, the cathéter would hâve to be
held in the nostril, after being introduced into the Eustachian tube,

either by the patient or the operator, whilst the injection, whatever
it may be, is accomplished ; thereby entailing great inconvenience

and no little risk of the cathéter becoming disengaged from its

situation, which the slightest movement of the hand of the operator

or the head of the patient would effect.

Not only for the convenience of the operator, but for the com-

fort of the patient, this instrument is indispensable. The cathéter

being once fastened between the blades of the forceps, the patient

feels at his ease, and expériences no inconvenience.

The smaÙ apparatus which I employ for the purpose of conveying

vapour or air saturated with the moisture of medicated fluids into

the tympanum, differs materially from that recommended by Itard.

It consists of a small glass globe, two inchesand a half in diameter,

provided with a wooden stopper, perforated in two places, so as to

be capable of receiving the nozzle of the flexible tube of the air-con-

denser on one side, and the nozzle of another flexible tube on the

other ; the other extremity of the latter tube being intended to be

inserted into the socket of the cathéter, when placed in the patient's

Eustachian tube. Connected with the nozzle of the flexible tube of

the air-condenser is an ivory pipe, which passes through the stopper

to within an inch of the bottom of the glass receiver.

To inject œtherous vapour, &c, it is only required to fill the glass

globe receiver half-full of water, and add a few drops of œther. The
flexible tubes being then adjusted as just described, and the air ré-

servoir charged, the stop-cock is turned just suffleient to cause a few

bubbles in the water. The air becomes as it were saturated with

sether, and passing through the flexible tube, fitted to the cathéter

in the patient's nose, must inevitably reach the tympanum, provi-

ded there be no obstruction in the Eustachian tube, and the cathé-

ter be placed within it. It is, however, clear, that this point

should be ascertained before the vapour is attempted to be intro-

duced.

Medicated fluids of various kinds may be injected into the tym-
panum by means of a small syringe having a nozzle adapted to the

socket of the Eustachian tube cathéter.

The apparatus used for the introduction of air into the tympanum
varies in shape according to the taste of the operator ; but the prin-

ciple in each must be alike, namely, the compression of air, which,

by the assistance of a stop-cock, may be used ad libitum. For the

important purpose of exploration, and indeed where used remedially

(for it should not be supposed that a powerfnl stream of air is ever

required), the lungs of the operator are quite suflicient ; and were
it not that we are constantly meeting with fastidious patients, who
do not like air that has been breathed, I should use my own lungs,

in préférence to any other apparatus ; and in that case nothing more
is required than a flexible tube, about three-quarters of a yard in

lengtn, one extremity of which is retained in the mouth of the

operator, whilst the other is loosely attached to the mouth-pieee of

the cathéter already inserted and fixed in the Eustachian tube of

the patient.

(To be continued.)

REVIEW OF THE PERIODICALS.

The ' Lancet.*

Dr. J. H. Bennett, continuing his Lectures on " Molecular Phy-

siology, Pathology, and Therapeutics," and their application to the

treatment of disease, now treats of inflammation. After dismissing

many of the conditions which are supposed to constitute inflam-

mation, Dr. Bennett cornes to the conclusion that the real nature of

this affection consists in exudation of the liquor sanguinis. This

is the only morbid phenomenon which unequivocally characterises

inflammation, and the exudation may hâve two results, viz., it may

live or die. If it lives, it constitutes a molecular blastema, in

which new growths spring up, temporary or permanent, according

to the molecular law of development, such as pus and adhesiv
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lymph. If it dies, the resuit inay be ulcération, mortification, or

resolution. In speaking of the treatment of inflammation, Dr.

Bennett, as is well known, opposes antiphlogistic measures, and he

produces statistics in support of what he conceives to be the cor-

rect therapeutical indications. Sir J. Ranald Martin contributes

a paper on the " Causes of Hepatic Diseases in the East Indies,"

attributing a very injurious influence to the habit of spirit-drink-

ing among our troops. The climate of India is not so pernicious

as is generally supposed, but hepatic diseases are encouraged by

causes which might, in a great measure, be prevented. Among the

préventive 'measures may be enumerated the removal of troops

to the cool atmosphère of the mountain ranges in India, and the

avoidance of overfeeding, overcrowding in barracks, and the abuse

of spirituous liquors. Dr. A. S. Myrtle relates a case of what he

terms " Ansemic Sphacelus," in which the fingers and toes were

threatened with mortification, and one part of the little finger ac-

tually did niortify. The other fingers and toes were saved, and Dr.

Myrtle thinks that there was no disease of the arteries, but merely

a gênerai weakness of constitution.

The 'Médical Times and Gazette.'

Professor Huxley commences the number with an able and

original Lecture on the " Classification of the Mammalia," the dis-

tinguishing characters being founded on the structure of the Pla-

centa, the various forms of which and of the utérus are illustrated

by woodcuts. Dr. T. McCall Anderson continues his Lectures

on Skin diseases, the présent subject being " Eczéma." Dr. John
Cockxe concludes his paper on " Aneurismal Tumours" involving

the neck. Dr. Cotton continues his paper on the " Action of cer-

tain substances upon Phthisis." In référence to phosphoric acid, the

results are not very conclusive, but Dr. Cotten believes that it acts

beneficially as a tonic in certain consumptive cases, although, as

a gênerai rule, it is inferior to some of the other minerai acids, and

that when taken in conjunction with iron its good effects appear to

be considerably enhanced. Dr. Arthdr Mitchell communicates

a paper on " Difficult Parturition in Connexion with Idiocy." The
object of his investigations has been to ascertain the connexion

which exists between the fact of idiocy, and the occurrence of diffi-

cult or instrumental labour at the period of the idiot's birth. He
infers, from a number of statistics, that the act of birth does occa-

sionally cause idiocy in the child, and that this resuit is in propor-

tion to the difficulty or anomaly of the labour. Dr. Mitchell gives

the détails of five cases, which are interesting, and the subject de-

serbes attention, although the materials are at présent too scanty to

enable us to draw any definite conclusions.

The 'British Médical Journal.'

Mr. Thomas Bryant in a lecture on the " Surgical Diseases of

Children," describes the différences in the surgical affections of the

urino-genital organs in the child and the adult. Irritability of the

bladder in children, although often referred to stone in that organ,

is very often caused merely by an elongated and adhèrent prépuce,
and a complète cure is afforded by circumcision. Stone in the
bladder is, however, a fréquent disease in children, and two-thirds

of the cases which corne under observation in hospital practice are
in children, and not one in twenty of thèse cases proves fatal after

opération. The comparative mortality after the opération is imich
greater in adults, but the number of cases is smaller. Dr. J. O.
Fletcher contributes a paper on " Exophthalmic Goitre," relating

six cases observed by himself, and three by Dr. Thorburn.
The cases are very well related, especially the first of the
séries, and Dr. Fletcher exhibits great research into the lite-

rature bearing upon this disease, and gives an able sketch of
its etiology, symptoms, diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment. The
prognosisisalways favourable, and the treatment consists in the
«dministration of sédatives and tonics, with nutritious unstimulating

diet. Dr. S. O. Habershon relates three cases showing the con-

nexion existing between chorea, rheumatism, and pericarditia ; two
of the cases recovered, but the third terminated in sudden death,

and on a post-mortem examination, marks of récent pericarditia

and endocarditis were distinctly observed. Sir Henry Coopbr
contributes the particulars of a case bearing upon the question of

opening hepatic abscess. In the instance related the abscess was

opened and the patient recovered. Dr. John Candy relates a
" Case of Acute Hydrocephalus," in which the cure of the disease

appeared decidedly due to the judicious employment of remédies,

as cold affusion to the head, the administration of saline purgatives

and calomel, and the application of a blister to the occiput and ice

to the scalp. Mr. W. W. Jones contributes the particulars of

"Three Cases of Puerpéral Convulsions," ail of which recovered

under the employment of prompt bleeding.

The 'Dublin Quarterly Journal of Médical Science.'

The first of the original communications is a séries of Reports

on Operative Surgery, by Dr. Butcher, comprising the record of

five very interesting and formidable opérations, followed in each

instance by perfect recovery. The first case was one of Elephantiasis

Arabum, in a woman, affecting the right lower extremity, and the

disease had lasted for eighteen years. The remédiai plan adopted

was the ligature of the fémoral artery, an opération which was

effected with very considérable difficulty, owing to the enormously

swollen condition of the parts. The resuit, however, was quite

favourable, the limb resumed its natural dimensions, and the patient

returned to her employment as a laundress. The second case was

an Excision of the Knee-joint, the patient being a young man of

twenty, suffering most severely both from the local disease and from

constitutional disturbance. The resuit was quite successful, and

there was no deformity. The third and fourth cases were instances

of large tumours involving the entire upper jaw and palate bones,

successfully removed by opération without the supervention of any

bad conséquences, notwithstanding the formidable character of the

disease, the dangerous nature of the opérations, the copious hsemor-

rhage from the internai maxillary artery, and other serious com-

plications. One of the patients was a woman of eighty years of

âge, who, after the opération, suffered from terrifie nsemorrhage,

treated by cautérisation of the deep internai parts, ligature of the

internai maxillary artery, and the application of digital compression

kept up for fifty-eight hours. In spite of thèse difficulties and the

advanced âge of the patient, she entirely recovered, and with very

little disfigurement. The fifth case was one of a most unusual and

hideous form of double hare-lip, complicated with double-fissured

palate, in a child two years and a-half old. This deformity was

removed by a very complicated and ingenious opération, and the

child's features were metamorphosed into a natural shape. Dr.

Butcher, in his remarks on the after-treatment of the case, insists

very strongly upon the importance of the administration of opium,

and, in his opinion, children bear opium, Lu proportion to their

years, even better than adults. Dr. Butcher's opérations and de-

scriptions are illustrated by several very well-executed engravings.

Dr. Robert Law relates a case of " Cancer of the Heart and Lungs,"

in which the disease was suspected before death, and the post-

mortem examination confirmed the suspicion. Cancer of the heart

is a very rare disease ; but in this case a scirrhous tubercle was

found in each ventricle. Mr. Josiah Smyly contributes a paper

on some opérations for Strangulated Hernia, with their results,

whether favourable or unfavourable. Fifteen cases are giveii, eight

of inguinal, ail in maies, and seven of fémoral hernia, ail in females.

Nine of the cases recovered perfectly, and in the six fatal cases

peritonitis was the cause of death. In one of the latter, the ob-

turator artery was given off from the epigastric, and ran a great

risk of being wounded, Mx. Christopher Hjcath has an article

(Continued at page 306.)
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THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE MEDICAL COUNCIL.

Wc cntirely disagree with some of our Médical contempo-

raries in undcrvaluing the importance of the proceedings of

the Médical Council, now sitting at the Collège of Physicians

in Pall mail. On tho contrary, we believe, notwithstanding

the heterogenous nature of the Couucil itself, and the con-

flicting views which agitate its members, that it is a hody cal-

culated to do very extensive good, and that there are among

its nuniber mauy who entertain honest and enlightened

views, entitled to the support of the Médical press and of tho

Médical comnnmity in gênerai. We shall, therefore, give a

prominent place to the record of its Transactions, and shall

froni time to time make such comments on its proceedings as

the occasion seems to require.

Although the Council lias hitherto sat only a few days, some

very important business lias been transacted. On the first

day the question was again raisod as to the admission of re-

porters for the press, and was decided in the négative. "We

offer no opinion on one sido or the other of this matter, as we

are indiffèrent to it : we are supplied froni day to day with

the resuit of the délibérations, and if our honest opinion were

asked, we shouhl express our gratitude at being relieved froni

the task of either hearing or reading the lengthy discussions

which no donbt take place on every motion. In the House

of Commons, including some of the greatest orators of the

day, the debates are often tedious enough, and we can imagine

what they must be froni the mouths of those who hâve no

spécial talent for oratorical display.

A more important matter was a communication froni Sir

George Grey, authorising the distribution of 2,000 copies of

the Médical Register to public offices, at a cost not exceeding

300Z. per annum. This must be good news for the Council,

as they hâve been hitherto printing and publishing the Register

at a loss, and we must also state that the move is a good one

for the public interest, for in our offices and courts of judica-

ture, the want of this officiai book has long been very severely

felt.

On the second day a ceremony of expurgation took place,

certain names being ordered to be erased from the Register on

various grounds. A Mr. John Lacey, the cntry of whose

name is said to hâve been fraudently or incorrcctly made,

and was, therefore, struck off the list, was refused the privi-

lège of registration ; but it was left to that person to show

cause against the step if he thought proper to do so. In the

case of another person who is said to hâve endeavoured to

procure a licence from Edinburgh by personation, the Court of

Examinera of the Society of Apothecaries were recommended

not to admit him to examination. Whether the mère reconi-

mendation is sufficient, without a positive precept and a guaran-

tee against conséquences, is probably a légal question.

On the same "dav Robert Jacob Jordan, whom we hâve

recently described in&ur pages, was shorn of his qualification

on the Register, as a memberof the Royal Collège of Surgeons

of England, but as tho RoyaPGpllege of Physicians of Edin-

burgh still has the honour of retainïsg him among its members,

no other step was taken with regard to&UJ)' Another person,

bettor known, perhaps, than he to whomw^vo justalluded,

was strnck off the Register—namoly, Samuel La'Mert, one of

whose offences is said to consist in publishing or causing to bo

published,an indécent and unprofessionaltreatiso entitled "Self-

Preservation," &c. The Report of tho Pharmacopoeia Commit-

teo confirnis our statement made in tho beginning of April, as to

tho progress alreadymade in the work, and the probability that

it will soon bo in the hands of tho Profession ; it is now stated

not later than next Oetober.

The third day's proceedings will be rcad with very great in-

terest, as confirniing our remarks lately made on the hetero-

genous composition of the Council, and on the selfish views

which actuato some of its members. We alludo more par-

tioularly to two letters, one from the Eoyal Collège of Surgeons

of England, and another from the Président of the Eoyal

Collège of Surgeons of Edinburgh, and as they are too long

to quote, we request our readers to peruse the documents foï

themselves. whilo we make a few observations on their ten-

dency and meaning.

Before the appointment of the Médical Council, it had been

the earnest wish of some of the more thoughtful class of

Médical Reformers, to elevato the standard of preliminary

éducation, and some of the Médical Educational Bodies had

made régulations on that subject which were attended with

very bénéficiai results. It was thought by most roflective

persons that a great part of the early career of a young

studont's life was wasted in a mère routine apprenticeship, to

the neglect of classical, inathematical, and other gênerai

studios. Among the most véhément opponents of tho ap-

prenticeship System wero the leading authorities of the Royal

Collège of Surgeons of England, who did not fail in public

and in private, and even from tho Professorial chair of the Col-

loge, to denounce the System as the most fatal obstacle to Médical

progress. It might, therefore, hâve been imagined that the

Collège would hâve hailed with pleasure and satisfaction the

adoption of the enlightened views of the Médical Council,

who, among their lirst proceedings, recommended that a pre-

liminary examination should be made compulsory on ail

students before entering upon their Hospital studies. It will

hardly bo bolieved that the Collège of Surgeons, almost alone

(the only exceptions being, wo believe, one or two of the

Scotch Univcrsitics), has refused to concur in tho recommen-

dation of the Council, and has actually sanctioned and de-

fended the rétrograde movCment of reviving the old appren-

ticeship System, or something very similar to it. We may our-

selves hâve something hereaftor to say in favour of a limitud

pupilage to a practitioner as being a good préparation for a

Médical careor, but to oppose the salutary régulations of tho

Council in référence to preliminary éducation, is a step which

cannot fail to undo what real and genuine Médical Reform has

long been struggling to accomplish.

The Président of the Collège of Surgeons of Edinburgh

argues against this refractory- conduct on the part of the

Collège in England against the recommendations of the

Council, in a tone of honest, manly, and indignant remon-

stranec. It must be recollected that the représentative of the

London Collège was himself présent when the recommenda-

tion in relation to preliminary éducation was made, and it

is well-known that two other warm supporters of tho

London Collège tactics defended the contumacy of their

colleagues, and by a baro majority defied the censure of the

Council.
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THE PROGRESS OF SMALL-POX.
The late boast of the Président of the Poor-law Board, that

Small-pox is on the décline, is scarcely borne out by the course

of events. The number of fatal cases, which was reported as

sixty-one the week before last, has now risen to sixty-eight

in the last week, and if for every fatal case, twelve other cases

are admitted (and this is a very low estiniate), there are some-

where about 800 cases of Small-pox occurring every week in

the metropolis. Wo pointed out, some weeks since, the very

objectionable proceedings of the St. Paneras Poor-law au-

thorities in admitting Small-pox cases into the parish work-

house, and the plan has already borne the fruits that might

hâve been anticipated ; for we are told by the Médical Officer

of Health for that parish, in an officiai report, that the disease

" has spread to some extent among the inmates of the work-

house, about six persons having contracted it there, besides

several persons who havo corne in during the period of incu-

bation of the disease. There has also been an outbreak of the

disease in the streets of Agar Town imrnediately adjoining

the spécial (Small-pox), wards, upwards of twenty cases having

occurred within a stones throw of those wards in a period of

eight or ten days."

A letter of Mr. Cosmo Logie, of the Royal Horse Guards,

on the subject of Small-pox, has lately appeared in the

columns of the 'Times.' We at first regarded this epistle as

a hoax, more especially as it appeared about the same time
with an extraordinary story in the same Journal, of a toad

found alive after being buried for some thousand years or

more in a solid rock. But as our respectable contemporaries,

the ' Lancet ' and the ' Médical Times ' hâve both reprinted a

great part of the letter, we are compelled to look upon it as

an authentic document, notwithstanding the false logic, and

we may add the indiffèrent grammar by which it is marked.

The chief point in it is the wonderful and almost miraculous

property possessed by the water-pitcher plant (the sarracenia,

not saracinea, purpurea), of " arresting the development of the

variolous pustule, killing the virus from within, (?) thereby

changing the character of the disease and doing away with the

cause of pitting." The last expression Mr. Logie tells us is

for the information of the " uninitiated."

Now we are by no means averse to the development of

therapeutical knowledge and to the discovery of new niedi-

cines. We are fully aware that the sarracenia is said, upon
somewhat doubtful authority, to hâve been successful in the

treatment of Small-pox in America, but we cannot admit that

Mr. Logie's opinion is of rauch value, considering that he has

lately met with only eleven cases of Small-pox altogether, and
the most of those probably in a mild form. We know, how-
ever, that the sarracenia has been employed in the Small-pox
Hospital, under the careful supervision of Mr. Marson, who
has latey communicated the résulta of his observations to the

Epidemiological Society. It would surely be far better for

Médical men to bring their expérience before the notice of
their professional brethren, than to rush into print in the non-
Medical journals, and to expose their crude and undigested
views to the contempt or credulity of the public.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.
THE PROFESSION AND THE LIFE ASSURANCE OFFICES.

One of our London Médical contemporaries writes an arti-

cle complaining of the treatment received by Médical men at
the hands of some of the Life Assurance Offices, arguing that

the information afforded is always for the benefit of the latter,

and therefore justly entitled to rémunération, and contrasting
the treatment by the offices of lawyers as compared with mem-
bers of our Profession. Whilo agreoing in thèse sentiments,

we cannot but remark that the Profession, if they feel them-
selves aggrieved, hâve the remedy in their own hands, by
declining to afford gratuitous information, and by withholding
any support or any communication with thèse offices, which
act unjustly towards their Médical référées. But while ad-
mitting that thèse things might be mended in England, it is

évident from a leading article in the last number received of
the ' American Médical Times,' that matters are much worse
on the other side of the Atlantic, for we are told that Ameri-
can physicians are willing to travel several miles at midday,
in order to attend at Life Assurance Offices, and after making
critical médical examinations, are content to receive the paltry

fee of three, two, or even one dollar per head. The certificate,

also, from the Médical attendant, which is necessary to enable a

person to insure, is generally made out by the physician as a

favour to his patient, without fee or reward from any quarter.

In matters of Life Assurance, therefore, as well as in other

respects, we may be thankful that we do not live in America.

ANOTHER UNACCOUNTABLE MURDER.

A great sensation has just been excited among the penny-a-

liners and the lovers of the horrible, by the murder of a woman
and her son in Southwark, bya respectable tradesman who is the

husband of the woman and the father of the youth. No motive

whatever has been assigned for the deed, and n othing approxi-

mating to madness has been observed (so say the reports) in

the conduct of the murderer. After the perpétration of the

homicidal acts, the man did not deny his guilt, but said it

was ail right, and that he had committed the murders with a

razor. He has been committed for trial, and we shall be
curious to see how law, which is said to be the perfection of

reason, will deal with the case.

THE LATE CASE OF STONE V. STONE AND APPLETON.

In this case it will be recollected that the co-respondent

was a Médical man, accused of seducing the respondent while

under the influence of chloroform. A child was born seven

months and a half after the return of the husband from India,

and, although the gênerai évidence was of a very suspicious

character, and the Médical évidence was merely négative, the

jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff, with 2,000Z. damages.

On an appeal to Sir Cresswell Cresswell, that learned judge

refused to allow a new trial, but on an application to the

same effect made to the full Court on Saturday last, their

Lordships reserved their judgment, implying, we présume,

that they hâve some^doubts on the matter, in which doubts

we fully concur.

ST. THOMAS'S AND BETHLEHEM HOSPITALS.

There appears to be very little chance of the transfer of the

site of Bethlehem to the Governors of St. Thomas's Hospital.

Which party is to blâme in thus protracting the nego-

tiations, to the manifest détriment of the sufforing sick, it is

very difficult to détermine. The arguments in favour of re-

moving the insane patients to a locality in the country, appear

to us to be unanswerable ; and the site of Bethlehem is ob-

viously well suited for the érection of a gênerai hospital. But

there are probably interested motives in the background which

retard the solution of the whole question, although thèse are

carefully concealed under the guise of technical and specious

objections. In the meantime, a public meeting was announced

to take place, on Monday, of the parishes of Bermondsey and
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its neighbourhood, to coinplain of the inconvenience occa-

sioned to the sick and suffering poor from the long-contiuued

indécision as to the future site of St Thomas's Hospital. "Wo

do not precisely understand what object this meeting is in-

tended to effect, more especially if it be true, asm are in-

fornied, that Guy's Hospital is at présent by no means full,

and could accommodate many more patients than it îww

contains.

REVIEW OF THE PERIODICALS.

(Continued from page 303.)

on the " Causes and Treatment of Closure and ImmobiUty of the

Jaws," an affection which has hitherto been but little studied by

systematic writers. It is described, however, by Dr. Samuel Gross,

of Philadelphia, and Professor Esmarch has devised an opération

for its relief. A modification of this opération has been adopted by

Mr. Heath, who relates some illustrative cases in the présent article.

The results of the treatment were successful, but Mr. Heath de-

scribes the opération as difficult and bloody, and the after-treatment

as tedious and troublesome. Mr. W. J. Cox relates some cases of

the " More Rare Diseases of Children," including the Salaam Con-

vulsion, (an affection allied to epilepsy), trismus nascentium, spasm

of the glottis (of which seventeen cases are related), cérébral irri-

tation, or hydrencephaloid disease, and two cases of paralysis, one

eansed apparently by teething, and the other, which was fatal,

being due to a tuberculous tnmour in the brain. Dr. Robert Johns
Offers some practical observations on the " Injurions Effects of Chlo-

roform Inhalation during Labour." Dr. Johns is a decided opponent

to the administration of this agent in midwifery, as he ia firmly

eonvinced that when inhaled during labour it fruitf'ully prédisposes

to bœmorrhage, puerpéral inflammation, chest affections, and other

diseases detrimental to health and life. He also thinks that it lays

the foundation of diseases to arise in future, and thus increases the

mortality in childbed and its conséquences ; and he asserts that

when its administration was fashionable a few years since, a great

mortality resulted among the patients of some few practitioners who
administered it. In the majority of those cases he says that puer-

péral fever was the cause of death. Dr. Johns quotes some alarming

statistics from the reports of the Dublin Lying-in Hospital, showing

the increased mortality among parturient women from the use of

chloroform. He allèges that utérine action has been lessened,and even

caused to cesse, by anœ8thetics,and he quotes many obstétrical autho-

rities, among others, Drs. Robert Lee, Tyler Smith, and Merriman, in

support of this statement. He then quotes a long array of more or

lees distinguished names, of those who attribute unfavovirable re-

sults to the use of chloroform in labour. In short, Dr. Johns

disapproves the use of this agent altogether in labour, or its com-
plications, evensuch asturning, and retained placenta. Dr. Hildige
writes on the " Employment of Iridectomy for the Cure of Certain

Diseases of the Eye." He relates several cases in which he and others

hâve performed the opération, of which he has formed a veryfavour-

able opinion, and he thinks that in some unsuccessful cases, the

opération has not been performed soon enough. Mr. Samuel
Gordon relates three cases of " Pleuritic Effusion," in two of

which, paracentesis of the thorax was performed. The opération

was successful in one instance. In the case which was not operated

upon, the effusion into the thorax was complicated with tubercular

pleurisy and pulmonary phthisis, and was fatal.

Anthropological Society, of London.—This Society will
meet on Tuesday, June 9, at half-past seven o'clock precisely, when
the following paper will be read :—R. S. Charnock, Esq., F.S.A., on
the " Science of Language."

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE.

To the Editer of the Médical Circutar.

Sir,—My attention has been called to Dr. Cotton's report of case3

treated at the Brompton Hospital for Consumption by my Syrups
of Hypophosphite of Soda and Lime. I consider that report so
highly favourable to the use of the Hypophosphites, that I am per-
suaded many hospitals, dispensarics, and public charitable institu-

tions will be induced to adopt them as the basis of their treatment
of phthisis. To furtlier as much as lies in my power and extend
the use of thèse medicines, I beg to inform ail those who are

interested in the subject, through the médium of your journal,
that I place gratuitously at the disposai of hospitals or other
charitable institutions in England a supply of the Syrups of
Hypophosphite of Soda and Lime and Pilla of Hypophosphite of

Quinine and of Maganese, to the extent of two hundred bottles.

Yours respect fully,
li. 11. Swann.

Laboratory, 42 Rue Castiglione, Paris, May, 1862.

MEDICAL SOCIETIES.

THE PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Tuesday, May 5.

Mr. Prescott Hewett, Président, in the Chair.

A Report, by Dr. Wilks, Dr. Murchison, Dr. Harley, and Dr.

Bristowe, was read on

DR. DICKINSON'S SPECIMEN OF AMYLOID DISEASE.
Having examined Dr. Dickinson's case of " so-called " amyloid
disease of the kidney and in the brain, we find that the diseased

tissues of the kidney, although not coloured blue under the com-
bined influence of iodine and sulphuric acid, assume, when sub-

mitted to thèse reagents, a deep dusky reddish tint, such as is com-
monly observed under similar conditions in tissvies affected with
the amyloid disease ; but we find that the tnmour from the brain

acquires siniply the ordinary yellow colour which iodine imparts

to albuminous tissues. We are of opinion, therefore, that the
deposit in the kidney is undoubtedly of the " co-called " amyloid
character ; but we do not find auy évidence from the reaction that
the cérébral tumour belongs to the saine class. We should add
that the spécimens had been kept some time in spirit, and that
hence, possibly, their readiness to respond to the usual tests had
become impaired.

A Report, by Dr. Peacock and Dr. Bristowe, was read on

DR. MARKHAM'S SPECIMEN OF CYST OF THE MITRAL VALVE.
In Dr. Markham's case of mitral-valve disease we recognised :—

1. Great thickening of a considérable portion of the mitral valve
itself, dépendent on the présence of a tough, somewhat glistening
fibroid deposit. 2. Continuous with the upper part of this, a quan-
tity of dense but somewhat friable and slightly reddish coloured
material ; and, 3, in the lower part of this latter material a small
horizontal cavity with a linear vertical section, the margins of
which had a pale yellowish tint, and were somewhat pulpy. Under
the microscope, the fibroid substance first mentioned was found to

consist of a coarse fibroid material, which was readily swelled up
and rendered transparent under the influence of acetic acid, anu
which then displayed in the interstices between the fibres a mode-
rate number of elongated, but somewhat indistinct, nuclear bodies.

The substance appeared to be as nearîy as possible identical with
that of fibroid deposits commonly found within, and on the surface

of other organs. The more friable material presented in some
places a délicate but irregular fibrillated texture, closely resembling
that of coagulated blood ; in others, an indistinct gelatinous-looking

network, such as is often observed in old clots, or in some forms of

inflammatory exudation. It was studded irregularly, but nowhere
thickly, with minute granules and oil-globules. Acetic acid acted

on it readily, but brought no traces of nuclei into view. The mi-
croscopic structure of this material was quite compatible with its

origin in niere coagulation of blood. The margins of the small
cavity, and the pulp scraped from its inner surface, consisted appa-
rently of exactly the same éléments as the material just described.

But the tissues were more broken down, and were intermixed with
a great abundance of granular matter and of oil-globules of ail

sizes. The opinion at which we hâve arrived is, that the disease

consisted originally of some fibroid degeneration or change in the

mitral valve itself ; that subsequently, from some cause or other

(possibly, in the first instance, roughness of surface produced by
aisintegration), the fibrin of the blood deposited itself on the upper
aspect of the diseased portion of the valve, and slowly accumulated

there ; and that the small cavity, like cavities so often found in old

clots in various situations, was siniply the resuit of the degene-

ration and breaking down of a small portion of the coagulum in

which it was found.
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Mr. Gay brought forward a child who had

SEVERE HYPOSPADIAS.
The pénis was imperfectly developed. The urethra opened at the

base of the pénis. The scrotum was partially cleft, and one testis

only had descended. In this, as in the other cases shown by Mr.

Gay, there was no defect of development elsewhere.

Mr. Buxton Shillitoe then showed a spécimen of

HYDATID PROM THE TONGUE.
The patient had had several small tumours, which extended

through the whole thickness of the tongue. They were hard, but
elartic. ,

Dr. Bristowe thought the spécimen was a cysticercus, and not
hydatid.

Mr. Hilton had removed three such tumours from the tongue.

They were cysticerci, and not hydatid.
Mi\ Wilks was requested to report on the spécimen.
Dr. Bristowe then showed a spécimen of

TUMOUR OP THE KIDNEY.
It was like the spécimen exhibited by Dr. Dickinson at a previous
meeting. It was taken from a man who was killed by an accident.

Ail the organs were healthy except one kidney. The tumour con-
sisted of fibrous tissue mixed with fat.

Dr. Wilks thought that such tumours were not so uncommon as
was supposed ; they were often called cancer. The so-called cancer
of the lung often turned out to be récurrent fibroid. He believed
that récurrent fibroid was just as commonly met with in internai
organs as in external tumours.

Dr. Fuller then showed the

KIDNEYS OP A PATIENT WHO HAD NOT PASSED 0RINB FOR
THIRTEEN DAYS, AND WHO HAD NO SYMPTOM8 OP URjBMIA.

A healthy-looking man came to St. George's Hospital, saying that
for four days he had not passed any urine. He had always had
good health, except that two years before he had passed some blood
in bis urine after a squeeze. When he was admitted into the Hos-
pital, except that he had slight pain in his back, and had not passed
urine for four days, he felt quite well. His puise was quiet and his
tongue was clean. A cathéter was introduced, but the bladder was
empty. For the first three days he was in the Hospital he passed no
urine, and then passed about two ounces, pale, and of low spécifie
gravity. He had afterwards pain in the loins, and passed four
ounces of urine. He died auddenly on the thirteenth day, whilst
sitting up in bed and talking. It was found after death that each
ureter was occluded by a calculus.

Dr. Murchison showed

A PIECE OP SKIN AFPECTED WITH TYPHUS RASH AND
MOLLU8CUM.

The skin was eut from the body soon after death and immersed in
«pirit, and showed clearly that the rash of typhus was permanent
after death. The molluscum, which had affected more or less every
part of the body, was in every degree of size, from a distented.
aebaceous follicle to a tumour the size of a hazel nut.

Dr. Murchison also showed a spécimen of

OBSTRUCTION OP THE FEMORAL VEIN.

A patient, 60 or 70 years of âge, was sent to the Fever Hospital for
typhus. He had no very defmite symptoms, and was probably con-
valescing. At first he went on well, when on February 13 the right
leg became very much swollen, being tense and brawny from the
feet up to the groin, and was red on the surface. This came on in
one night. Then a tumour was discovered in the right side of the
abdomen, about four inches above the pubes. It was very tense
and fluctuating, and its upper margin was convex and easily defined.
This tumour was punctured by a trocar, and about two pints of clear
urine was drawn off. The leg diminished in size, but the patient
gradually sank exhausted. At the autopsy it was found that there
was a large sacculus on the right side of the bladder, and this had
pressed on the veins, and thus obstructed the return of th» venous
blood. There was a very slight stricture of the urethra.
The Président said that he had known a case in which a sacculus

of the bladder, with a stone in it, was found in a hernial sac. In
another case, in which a patient had had a tumour in the right iliac
fossa, which was supposed to be disease of the caecum, the tumour
was found to be due to a calculus in the pelvis of the right kidney.
The kidney was dragged down by the calculus.

GENERAL COUNCIL
OF

MEDICAL EDUCATION & REGISTRATION.

A meeting of the Fellows of the Collège of Surgeons will be
held m Lincoln's-Inn-Fields, on Thursday the 2nd. day of July
iiext, at two o'clock in the afternoon precisely, for the élection of
three Fellows into the Council of the Collège, in the room of Mr.
Cxsar Henry Hawkins and Mr. Thomas Tatum, going out in rota-
tion, and of Mr. William Coulson, resigned. We understand thatWm. McWhinme, who was lately Assistant-Surgeon to St.
Bartholomew's Hospital, aud whose merits are highly appreciated
by a large circle of professional friends, will présent hunself as a
candidate for one of the vacancieu.

MINUTES OF MEETING, Monday, May 25, 1863.

Boyal Collège of Physicians, London.
Mr. Green, Président, took the chair at two o'clock.

Présent—Dr. Burrows, Mr. Arnott, Mr. Cooper, Dr. Acland,
Dr. Bond, Dr. Embleton, Dr. Storrar, Dr. Alexander Wood, Dr
Andrew Wood, Mr. Syme, Dr. Thomson, Dr. A. Smith, Mr. Hargrave,
Dr. Leet, Dr. Apjohn Dr. Corrigan, Sir Charles Hastings, Dr. Sharpey,
Mr. Teale, Dr. Christison, Dr. Stokes.

Dr. Francis Hawkins, Registrar
Mr. Watt, in conséquence of long-continued indisposition, has

resigned his position as a member of the Council for the Faculty
of Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow. Dr. John Gibson Fleming,
having been elected in his stead, was introduced to the Council by
Dr. Thomson.
The following committees were reappointed,—namely, the

" Business ;" the " Finance ;" the Committee appointed "to consider
Spécial Claims for Registration ;" the Committee on " Amendments
ot the Médical Acts;" the Committee appointed "to revise the
Standing Orders of the Council ;" and the Committee appointed
in 1862 "to consider and report upon the Returns of the Number
and Names of Candidates who hâve passed their respective Final
Examinations, and the Number of those who hâve been rejected,

which hâve been received in compliance with the 23rd recommen-
dation of the Médical Council, and also the returns received in
compliance with 16th recommendation.
Moved by Dr. Andrew Wood, and seconded by Dr. Alex. Wood,—" That reporters be admitted to the meetings of the General

Médical Council."

First amendment.—Moved by Dr. Thomson, and seconded by Dr.
Stokes,—" That a committee be appointed to draw up and lay
before the Council for its considération, a plan for the publication
of such an authorised report of the proceedings of the Council as

may appear désirable.'

Second amendment.—Moved by Sir Charles Hastings, and seconded
by Mr. Synie,—" That in ail cases in which the General Council
hâve to exercise their functions as a Court of Judicature, relative
to the admission of persons on, or rejection of them from, the
Register, reporters from the press be admitted."

Question put to the vote,—"That the original motion be
amended."—Negatived.

Dr. Andrew Wood required that the names of the majority and'
minority should be entered on the minutes.

Majority.—The Président, Mr. Arnott, Mr. Cooper. Dr. Alexander
Wood, Dr. Andrew Wood, Dr. Fleming, Mr. Syme, Mr. Hargrave,
Dr. Leet, Dr. Apjohn, Dr. Corrigan, Mr. Teale.

Minority.—Dr. Burrows, Dr. Acland, Dr. Bond, Dr. Embleton,
Dr. Storrar, Dr. Thomson, Dr. A. Smith, Sir Charles Hastings, Dr.
Sharpey, Dr. Christison, Dr. Stokes.

The original motion, " That reporters for the press be admitted
to the meetings of the General Council," was then put, and nega-
tived.

Dr. Andrew Wood required that the names of the majority and
minority should be entered on the minutes.

Majority.—The Président, Dr. Burrows, Mr. Arnott, Dr. Acland,
Dr. Bond, Dr. Embleton, Dr. Storrar, Dr. Thomson, Dr. A. Smith,
Dr. Sharpey, Mr. Teale, Dr. Christison.

Minority.—Mr. Cooper, Dr. Alexander Wood, Dr. Andrew Wood,
Dr. Fleming, Mr. Syme, Mr. Hargrave, Dr. Leet, Dr. Apjohn, Dr.
Corrigan, Sir Charles Hastings, Dr. Stokes.

Read, the following letter from the Home Office :

—

"Whitehall 19thMay, 1863.
" Sir,—With référence to your letter of the 6th inst. , I am dixected

by Secretary Sir George Grey to inform you that the Lords Com-
missioners of the Treasuiy approve of the distribution of two
thousand copies of the Médical Kegister, published by the Council
of Médical Education and Registration, to certain public offices, at
a cost not exceeding 300/. per annum.

" I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
" Joseph Henry Green, Esq., &c.v " H. Waddington.
A committee was appointed to consider the publication and dis-

tribution of the Register.

A committee was appointed to consider and report on the appli-
cations from foreign or colonial collèges and universities for the
récognition of their degrees of examinations.
The mémorial of the Manchester Medico-Ethical Association,

respecting amendment of the Médical Acts was referred to the Médi-
cal Acts Amendment Committee.
The Président was requested to propose to the Council, during

its présent session, a design for the common seal.
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MINUTES OF MEETING, Tuesday, Mat 26.

Mr. Green, Piaulent, look the chair at two o'elock.

The Solicitor. Mr. Ouvry, stated tho case of John Lacey (referred

to the Général Council by tho Branch Council for England,) who

has applied to be registered as a Licentiate of tlie Society of Apo-

thecaries of London.

1

.

Moved by Sir Charles Hastings, seconded by Dr. Burrows,

and carried,
—" It appearing to the Council that John Lacey has

obtained the licence of the Society of Apothecaries, London, on

ctatements einiilar to those on which he was originally registered,

and in respect of which his name was erased from the Register, on

the ground that the entry liad beon fraiululently orincorrectly made,

the Council décline to register the said John Lacey, on a qualifica-

tion thus obtained ; but, inasmuch as the sai<l Jolin Lacey has not

beenheard, the question is rernitted to the Branch Council for

England, with power to re-consider and décide the same, aftor

hearing the said John Lacey, if he shall désire to be heard."

2. Moved and carried,—" Tliat a copy of the above resolution be

forwarded to the Society of Apothecaries of London."

An application made by Mr. Richard Organ to the Society of

Apothecaries to be examined for their licence, having been referred

by that body to the General Council.

3. Moved by D. Alexander Wood, seconded by Mr. Teale, and

agreed to,
—" That the Court ol Apothecaries be informed that the

naine of Richard Organ was erased from the Médical Register on the

ground that he had endeavoured to procure a licence from Edin-

burgh by personation. The Council therefore recommend that the

Society of Apothecaries should not admit Mr. Organ to be exa-

mined."'

Read, a pétition from Mr. John Kearney, of Clonmany, county
Derry, for the reinsertion in the Register of his name, and of his

qualification from the Faculty of the Physicians and Surgeons of

Glasgow, which had been erased in 1861, by order of the General
Council, under the 29th section of the Médical Act.

4. Moved by Dr. A. Smith, seconded by Dr. A Thomson, and
agreed to,—" That the Council cannot comply with the prayer of

Mr. Kearney's pétition."

Read, an application from Mr. John Potter Sargeant, for the

restoration to the Register of his name, which had been omitted
from it, under the 14th section of the Médical Act.

5. Moved by Sir Charles Hastings, seconded by Mr. Lawrence,
and agreed to,

—" That the Council, having considered the appli-

cation of Mr. John Potter Sargeant, to hâve his name restored

the Médical Register, décline to accède to it, unless Mr. Sargeant

shall furnish to the Executive Committee satisfactory évidence of

character. That the Council delegate to the Executive Committe e

the duty of inquiring into and deciding on the case, having regard

to the requirement of the Council."

Read, the following letter from the Royal Collège of Surgeons
of England :

—

" Royal Collège of Surgeons of England, London,
8th day of May, 1863.

" Sir,

—

I am desired to acquaint you that the Council of tins Col-
lège hâve removed Mr. Robert Jacob Jordan, of George street, Han-
over square, from being a member of this Collège.

" I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

"Edmund Belfouk, Secretary.
" Dr. Francis Hawkins, Registrar,

General Médical Council."

6. Moved by Mr. Arnott, seconded by Mr. Lawrence, and agreed
to ,—" That the Registrar be directed to erase from the Register the
qualification of Mr. Robert Jacob Jordan, as a Member of the Royal
Collège of Surgeons of England."
The Council then took up the case of Samuel La'Mert referred to

them by the Branch Council for England on the 17th April, 1863.

Mr. Ouvry read a pétition and a statement with the évidence in

support of it, from the Royal Collège of Physicians of Edinburgh,
praying that the name of Samuel La'Mert, a registered Médical
Practitioner, be removed from the Register.

Mr. Ouvry read, also, the notice served personally on Samuel
La'Mert, summoning him to attend the Council.

Mr. Ouvry read, also, a written statement submitted by Samuel
La'Mert in answer to the statement.

7. Moved by Dr. Alexander Wood, seconded by Dr. Acland, and
agreed to—" That it has been proved to the satisfaction of the
Council, that Samuel La'Mert, a registered Médical Practitioner,
has been guilty oi infamous conduct in a professional respect : lst.

In publishing, or causing to be published, an indécent and unpro-
fesBional treatise entitled :

' Self Préservation : a Popular Treatise
on the Cure of Nervous and Physical Debility, Spermatorrhœa, Im-
potence, and Sterility, resulting from the Secret Habits of Youth,
the Excesses of Mature Age, and the Debilitating Effecta of Tropi-
cal Climates.' 2nd. In liaving falsely pretended, both on the title
page of the said treatise and by advertisements in the public news-
papera, that his son, Lima Abraham La'Mert, a Licentiate of the

Royal Collège of Physicians of Edinburgh, was a joint author and
publisher of the said treatise. That the name of the said Samuel
La'Mert be erased from the Médical Register, and tho Council here-

by direct tho Registrar to erase the same accordiugly."

8. Moved by Dr. Storrar, seconded by Dr. Sharpey, and agreed

to :
—" That it be referred to a committee to consider and report

whether any and what steps should be taken by the Council, in

relation to the retirement and élection of its members, in view of the

expiration of the terni of five years from its constitution."

Dr. Christian read a report from Dr. Garrod, the Secretary of the

Pharmacopœia Committee.

to

9. Moved by Dr. Sharrjer, seconded by Dr. Storrar, and agreed—" That the Report of tne Pharmacopœia Coîommittee be received

and printed in the Minutes."

Report of the British Pharmacopœia Committee.

May 25th, 1863.

The Pharmacopœia Committee begs to submit the following re-

port of the progress made towards the publication of the " British

Pharmacopœia," since the meeting of the General Médical Council

in May, 1862.

It will be remembered that, at the above meeting, the manu-
script of the " British Pharmacopœia " was laid beforo the Council

almost complète, and was then approved of by that body ; but it

was found that the printing of the work could not at once be pro-

ceeded with, from the fact that the council did not at that tinie

possess the necessary qualification for holding a copyright ; and,

moreover, from the wording of the Médical Act of 1858 not giving

the légal power of superseding, by the foregoing Pharmacopœia, the

existing Pharmacopœias of the London, Edinburgh, and Dublin

Collèges of Physicians, the General Council deputed to its Execu-

tive Committee the task of endeavouring to obtain a Supplementary

Act granting the necessary powers, which was accomplished at the

end of the last parliamentary session.

Shortly before this period, when it became publicly known that

the Pharmacopœia Committee had, in the manuscript of the

"British Pharmacopœia," made a considérable altération in the

weights to be employed in pharmacy, and, among other changes,

that the troy grain wae proposed to be discarded, and a new grain

substituted for it—a grain which would bear the same relation

to the avoirdupoie ounce as the troy grain does to the apothecaries'

or troy ounce, many objections were raised and remonstrances made
to the Executive Committee—amongst others, one by the Royal
Collège of Physicians of London, protesting strongly against such a
change of weights ; and it was thought advisable by the Executive
Committee that a spécial meeting of the Médical Council should be
summoned, that the matter might be definitely and satisfactorily

dealt with. This meeting was held in October last.

After this, the Pharmacopœia Committee made the altérations in

the manuscript rendered necessary by the changes in the weights.

The Executive Committee at once commenced arrangements for the

printing of the work ; making contracts with the printers pre-

viously selected by the Pharmacopœia Committee, and approving
the spécimen pages of typography fixed on by the same Committee
at its conférence at Edinburgh. The three editors, one chosen by
each Branch Pharmacopœia Committee, also commenced their task.

But some Httle delay occurred at the outset, from the discovery
that the approved spécimen pages, although well adapted for por-

tions of the work, were not in ail respects suited for the whole
;

and, with the consent of the Executive Committee, certain altéra-

tions were made in the typography of the first part of the Pharma-
copœia. Since this time the printing of the volume has steadily

progressed, and the Committee has now the satisfaction of laying

before the Council proof sheets of the whole Pharmacopœia, with

the exception of the Préface and Appendix. The manuscript of the

former is complète, while the latter only awaits the corrections in

the body of the work before being put into type, which could be

readily accomplished in a few days.

As this may be the last report which the Pharmacopœia Committee
will bave to niake, it may be advisable to point ont to the Médical

Council the amount of time and labour which has been devoted to

the aecomplishment of the work.

The Pharmacopœia Committee naturally separated into three

Branch Committees—one in London, a second in Edinburgh, and a

third in Dublin ; and each commenced its sittings in December,
1858. From that period to the présent, thenumber of sittings and
attendances of each branch has been as follows :—The London
Committee has held 158 meetings, and the îiumber of attendances

of its members has been 567 ; the Edinburgh Committee has held

108 meetings, and the number of attendances has been G57 ;
the

Dublin Committee lias held 141 meetings, and tho number of at-

tendances has been 627 ; making a total of 407 meetings, and 1,851

attendances. Thèse numbers are exclusive of the two conférences

of delegates, held in London and Edinburgh.
The Financial Statement of the Pharmacopœia Committee, since
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the accounts were audited in May, 1862, is contained in the follow-

ing table :

—

Financial Report of the Pharmacopœia Committee.

To Balance in hand on audit of accounts, May 19, 1662 £128 13 9
To Amount voted by the General Médical Council,

May 21, 1862 600

£728 13 9

London delegates at Ediuburgh £195 6
Dublin delegates at Ediuburgh 192 3
Edinburgh delegates at Ediuburgh . . . . 110 5

Mr. Warrington, Chemist to London and Edinburgh
Committees 105

Edinburgh Secretary 13 4
Dublin Secretary 2 7

London Secretary and General Secretary . . . 2 15
Mr. Glover, for attendance on Pharmacopœia Commit-

tee at Soho-square 10 10

£618 12 11

Leaving a Balance of £110 Os. lOd. in the hands
of the General Secretary.

The number of meetings and attendances given in the présent
report may probably appear very large ; but it must be remembered
that in accomplishing the task of publishing a National Pharma-
copœia, the Médical Council will hâve accomplished what has long
been looked upon as a great desideratum, but which has hitherto
frustrated the efforts of the three Collèges of Physicians of the
United Kingdom ; and in order to çffect this, it was neccssary to
hâve a committee composed of several members of Council from
each division of the kingdom, and also to associate with them gen-
tlemen from différent learned bodies, especially conversant with
the subjects.

As but little is now required before going to press, besides the
correction of the proofs and the completion of the Appendix, the
Pharmacopœia Committee can confidently predict that the National
Pharmacopœia will be published not latèr than October next.

A B. Garrod, M.D., F.R.S.,

Secretary to the Pharmacopœia Committee.

MINUTES OF MEETING, Wednesday, May 27, 1863.

Royal Collège of Physicians, London.
Mr. Green, Président, took the Chair at Two, p.m.

1. Moved by Dr. Bond, seconded by Dr. Stokes, and agreed to :

—

" That a Committee be appointed,to takeinto considération, andto
report (during the présent Meeting) what further steps it is désira-

ble for the General Council to take in référence to the British

Pharmacopœia :—The Committee to consist of Dr. Christison,

Chairman, Dr. Apjohn, Dr. Sharpey, Dr. Stokes, Dr. Burrows, Dr.

Acland, Dr. A. Smith, Mr. Arnott, Dr. Storrar."

The Registers of Students for 1862-63, with explanatory letters,

were submitted to the Council.

2. Moved by Dr. AndrewW ood, seconded by Mr. Teale, and agreed

to :
—" That the Registers of Students, with explanatory letters, be

referred to the Committee on returns."

Read, the following letter from the Royal Collège of Surgeons
of England :

—

" Royal Collège of Surgeons of England, 4th May, 1863.
" Sir,

—

I am desired to acquaint you, for the information of

the General Council of Médical Education and Registration, that
the Council of this Collège, on the 13th of June last, appointed a
Committee to consider— Whether any, and if so, what altérations

it would be proper to make in the Régulations of this Council
relating to the Education and Examination of Candidates for the
Diploma of Member of the Collège, so as to bring them more in
accordance with the recommendations of the General Médical
Council in référence to Général and Professional Education.

1 "

" That this Committee addressed letters to the Fellows and Mem-
bers of the Collège holding appointments in the Hospitals, Infirma-
ries, and other Charitable Institutions of England and Wales, and
to those engaged in large gênerai practice, in order to ascertain
what opportunities are available throughout the country for prac-
tical instruction in Medicine and Surgery, and what is their opinion
on the best mode of commencing Professional Education. The
whole subject of the Collège Régulations was examined carefully
at repeated meetings of the Committee and of the Council. As the
circumstances of those who intend to adopt the Médical Profession,
and the opportunities of instruction within their reach, are ex-
tremely various, the Council are of opinion that the course of
éducation cannot be subjected to any absolute and inflexible rule
without great disadvantage, and even much unnecessary hardship
in particular cases.

" In the opinion of the Council, the leading principle in the
éducation of those whose life will be devoted to the treatment of
accidents and diseases should be to make it as practical as possi-

ble, especially at its outset. The minor duties of Surgery, espe-
cially in the Manipulative department, and the usual course of
injuries, diseases, and their treatment, can be understood in great
measure without previous theoretic training ; they are matters of
great interest in themselves, calculated to excite and keep up the
attention of the student, and to make him feel the advantage, or
rather the necessity, of that clearer insight which is to be derived
subsequently from scientilic teaching in the Schools. He thus be-
cornes acquainted with those ordinary duties of lus profession
with which he will be principally occupied from the very com-
mencement of lus active career, although in plain truth they cannot
be learned in a great school. The Council would think favourably of
the arrangement, if the early portion of the Médical Education
could be carried on at home, under the influence of domestic life

and associations, or in the house of a compétent master, so that
the danger of sending an inexperienced youth into the world with-
out guidance, and especially into a great Metropolitan Médical
School, should be reduced to the smallest possible amount.

" The Council, therefore, are of opinion that an option should be
left to parents and guardians as to the time and manner in which
that portion of study not spent in Médical Schools should be
employed, and accordingly propose to continue their régulations

on the subject.
" They hâve at the same time introduced modifications into

their Rules, calculated to provide against irregularities and
abuses, and to ensure the continued and efficient prosecution of

the studies now required.
" Copies of the Régulations, as thus amended, are herewith

enclosed. I am, &c. Edward Belfour, Secretary.

3. Moved by Dr. Storrar, seconded by Mr. Hargfeavé, and agreed

to :
—" That the letter of the Royal Collège of Surgeons of England

now read, be received, printed in the minutes, and referred to the

Education Committee."

Read the following letter from the Président of the Royal
Collège of Surgeons of Edinburgh :

" To the Président of the General Médical Council.
" The Royal Collège of Surgeons, Edinburgh, 19th May, 1863.

" Sir,

—

I am directed by the Royal Collège of Surgeons of

Edinburgh, over which I hâve the honour to préside, to bring

under the notice of the General Médical Council at its ensuing

Meeting, the position in which the Collège has been placed by
the proceedings of the General Médical Council.

" The Collège adopted the whole of the recommendations issued
yearly by the General Médical Council. It did so in the trust that
other Licensing Bodies would likewise do so, and in the faith that,

if they did not, the General Médical Council would not fail to

endeavour to compel them to do so. I refer more especially to

two of the most important of the recommendations issued by the
General Council. 1. That after September, 1861, the preliminary
examination in gênerai éducation be passed previous to the com-
mencement of professional study. 2. That the commencement of
professional study be understood to be the time of commencing
study at a Médical School.

" After due notice given to intending students of the approach-

ing changes, this Collège acted on thèse recommendations, and
accordingly, no student beginning after September 1861, was al-

lowed by the Collège to register as a student of Medicine during
Session 1861-2, who had not passed the whole of the prelim-

inary examination in gênerai éducation. In this course the Col-

lège had the co-operation of the Royal Collège of Physicians of

Ediuburgh, and the Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons of Glas-

gow, by both of which bodies the same régulation was announced
and carried out. This recomniendation, however, was not adopted
or carried out by other bodies conferring qualifications in Scotland

(I refer to the Scottish Universities), the régulations of which
require the preliminary examination in gênerai éducation to be

passed before the commencement of professional study only ' as

far as possible.' Again, the recommendation defining the com-
mencement of professional study to be by attendance at a Médical

School, has not been adopted by the Royal Collège of Surgeons

of England, which recognises attendance at an Hospital or Dis-

pensary, or pupilage with a Surgeon, as modes of commencing pro-

fessional study equally with attendance at a Médical School ; and
the fact of that Collège having issued such régulations contrary

and subséquent to the recommendations of the General Médical

Council, was prominently brought before the Council at its

Meeting in May, 1862.
" The General Médical Council, however, took no steps to en-

force the adoption of its recommendations by the bodies whose
régulations were not in accordance with them, and even refused

to pass a vote of disapproval of the course pursued by a body
which had issued régulations contrary to the recommendations of

the General Council. By this course of procédure on the part ot

the General Médical Council, this Collège was placed in a very

diificult position, and has reason to complain of having been led

on by the Council to adopt régulations, in the endeavour to carry

out which it has been deserted by the Council itself.
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I need hardly say that it is in vain for one licensing body to

endeavour to carry out a régulation requiring the examination in

gênerai éducation to be passed before the commencement of pro-

fessional study, if the doore of other bodies are open without such

• condition ; or for one Collège of Surgeons to deflne the com-
mencement of professional study to be only attendance at a

Médical School, so long as another recognises apprenticeship as one
of the modes of constituting such commencement. In conséquence,

therefore, of the failure of the Médical Council to support the

Collège in its endeavour to carry out the recommendations of the

Council, the Collège has been compelled to suspend the opération

of the régulations in question. This the Collège has done by
attaching to Section 1, Chapter III., to Section 2, Chapter IV.,

and to Section 3, Chapter V., of its printed Régulations, issued in

August, 1862 (a copy of which is herewith transmitted), a foot-note,

intimât ing that, ' In conséquence of the proceedings of the General
' Médical Council in May, 1862, this régulation wul not take effect

' until further notice.' This course was adopted by the Collège after

a conférence with the Royal Collège of Physicians of Edinburgh and
the Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow, held to con-

sider the position in which the Collèges and Faculty were placed
by the aDove-mentioned proceedings of the General Médical
CounciL

" In regard to requiring the exaniination in General Education
to be passed before commencing attendance at a Médical School,
the Collège, without expressing any opinion upon the merits of

the question, is ready to enforce such a régulation, in the event of
ail the Collèges, Universities, and other Licensing Bodies engaging
to do the sanie, from and after a certain date, and in such a manner
as shall leave no room for doubt.

" In regard to Professional Study, the Collège has avoided
ambiguity, by siniply fixing the nuinber of Sessions of attendance
at a regularly constituted Médical School, as not less than Four
Winter Sessions, or the alternative of Three "Winter and Two
Summer Sessions ; and I hâve to suggest to you, that by adopting
asimilar formula, the General Médical Council would avoid the
dimculty which—as expérience has shown—arises from the use
of a phrase so ambiguous, and so liable to évasion, as that of ' pro-
fessional study.'

"I may be permitted to add that the proceedings of the
Médical Council above referred to, hâve occasioned not only
embarrassment to the Collège, but disappointmcnt of the hopes
entertained in the Collège of an improvemeut in Médical Educa-
tion through the influence of the Médical Council. Unless the
Council wiil confine its recommendations (as distinguished from
the mère expression of what it considers désirable) to what it is

able to enforce, and will show its intention to enforce theni
without fail or delay, on any of the Bodies which shall hâve
failed to adopt them at the specified time, it is obvious that the
influence of the Médical Council for good to the Profession nvust

be seriously impaired. I remain, Sir, your obedient Servant,
" P. Newbigging, Président."

4. Moved by Dr. Storrar, seconded by Dr. Sharpey, and agreed
to:—"That the Letter of the Président of the Royal Collège of
Surgeons of Edinburgh now read be received, printed on the
minutes, and referred to the Education Committee."

Read, a Letter addressed to Dr. Burrows, by the Registrar of the
Royal Collège of Physicians of London:—"Royal Collège of Phy-
sicians, London, S.W., May 23rd, 1863. Dear Sir,

—

I am directed
to state, for the information of the Médical Council, that this Col-
lège has passed a Bye-Law (March, 1863), providing for the ap-
pointment of an additional Examiner in Surgery. After June,
therefore, the Examinations on the subjects of Professional Educa-
tion will be conducted by Two Examinera in Anatomy and
Physiology ; Two Examinera in Chemistry, Materia Medica, and
Practical Pharmacy ; Two Examinera in the Principles and Practice
of Medicine ; Two Examinera in the Principles and Practice of
Surgery ; Two Examinera in Midwifery and the Diseases peculiar
to Wonien.

" I am also further directed to inform you that the Collège has
passed the following régulations :—' That the University of Athens
be added to the other Universities already qualifying Candidates
for admission to the Examination of this Collège.

' That the Testamur of having passed the Examination in Arts
at Codrington Collège, Barbadoes, be accepted in lieu of the
Examination on the subjects of General Education, conducted by
the Examinera of this Collège.

'That the Certificate of the second class in Literature and
Science of the Cape of Good Hope should be accepted in lieu of
the Examination conducted in the Collège before the admission of
students to Professional Studies.' I am &c.

.„„ " Henry A PitmÂn, Registrar.
" George Burrows, M.D., &c,
" Représentative of the Collège in the General

Council of Médical Education and Registration. "

4. Moved by Dr. Andrew Wood ; seconded bv Mr. Hargrave
;and agreed to :—" That the Letter from the Registrar of the Royal

Collège of Physicians of London to Dr. Burrows be received,

printed on the Minutes, and referred tothe Education Committee."
Read, the following Letter from the Director-General of th«

Army Médical Department :—
Army Médical Department,

14th March, 1863.
" Sir,

—

I hâve the honour to forward the enclosed correspond-
ence from the Collège of Surgeons of Ireland, by which it will be
seen ' that the Council of this Collège has granted diplomas to its

Fellows and Licentiates, testifying that they are qualified to prac-
tise Medicine as well as Surgery,' and to inform you that, having
submitted the same to the Right Honourable the Secretary of State
for War, together with your reply to my letter of the 12th ult.,

stating that you hâve no authority to answer the question as to

whether the holder of the Licence of the Royal Collège of Sur-
geons in Ireland, registered as such, is qualified to practise Medicine
as well as Surgery, I hâve been directed by Sir George Lewis to

refer this question to the General Council of Médical Education,
and hâve therefore to request you will be pleased to submit the
same to the next meeting of the General Council, and to favour me
with theii reply. I am, &c,

" J. B. Gibbon, Director-General.
" The Registrar, General Council of Médical

" Education, 32 Soho square, W."
5. Moved by Mr. Hargrave, and seconded by Mr. Syine :—That

the Licentiates of the Royal Collège of Surgeons in Ireland, regis-

tered as such, are qualified to practise both Medicine and Surgery,

in accordance with the powers of the Médical Act."

The debate on this motion was adjourned.

Confirmed

—

Joseph Heney Gbeen.

MINUTES OF MEETING, Thursday, May 28, 1863.

Royal Collège op Physicians, London.
Mr. Green, Président, took the chair, at two o'clock p.m.

The adjourned debate was resumed on Mr. Hargrave's motion.

Moved by Dr. Corrigan ; and seconded by Dr. Smith :
—" That

the Registrar be directed to forward the following reply, with the

documents referred to, to the Director General of the Army Médical
Department :

" Sir,

—

I am directed by the General Council of Médical Educa-
tion and Registration, in reply to the inquiry in your letter of 14th
March, 1863, ' whether Licentiates of the Royal Collège of Sur-
geons registered os such are qualified to practise Medicine as well
a8 Surgery ;' to inform you that a similai question has been already
before the General Council, having been submitted to them by the
Poor-law Board of England, in a communication of August 5, 1859,
and the reply of the General Médical Council will be lound in the
Minutes of the Meeting of General Council of August 10, 1859 ; a
copy of which is herewith sent.

" The General Council, in explaining in that Minute the nature
of the Qualifications or Licences legally granted by the several
licensing bodies, enumerated the Royal Collège of Surgeons in
Ireland among the bodies authorised to grant only a Licence or
Diploma in Surgery.

" The Royal Collège of Surgeons of Ireland raised the question
again before the Poor-law Board of Irelanl, in October, 1862.

" The Poor-law Commissionera of Ireland referred the matter to

the Law Officers of the Crown, the Attorney General and Solicitor

General for Ireland.
" The following is their opinion :

—
' After perusing and consider-

ing the Charters of the Collège of Surgeons, we are of opinion that

it has not the power, and is not compétent to grant a Diploma or

Degree in Medicine.'
" A copy of the opinion is herewith sent. The correspondence at

length between the Poor-law Commissionera of Ireland and the
Royal Collège of Surgeons of Ireland will be fonnd in the Annual
Report (16th) of the Poor-law Commissions for Ireland, dated
March 21, 1863.

" If the opinion of the Law Officers of the Crown in Ireland

be correct, the Royal Collège of Surgeons of Ireland has not

power, and is not compétent to grant a Diploma or Degree in
Medicine."
Amendment moved by Dr. Storrar ; and seconded by Dr.

Sharpey :
—" That the Director General of the Army Médical De-

Eartment be respectfully informed, that the question whether the

icentiates of the Royal Collège of Surgeons of Ireland are

qualified to practise both Medicine and Surgery, is one of légal in-

terprétation, on which the Council décimes to pronounce an
opinion.

The amendment was put and negatived.

The original motion was then put and carried.

Dr. Andrew Wood required that the majority and minority on the

original motion be entered on the Minutes.

Majority.—Dr. Burrows, Dr. Bond, Dr. Embleton, Dr. Alexander
Wood, Dr. Andrew Wood, Dr. A. Smith, Dr. Apjohn, Dr. Corrigan,

Sir Charles Hastings, Mr. Teale, Dr. Stokes.

Minority.—Dr. Acland, Dr. Storrar,; Dr. Thomson, Mr. Hargrave,

Dr. Sharpey.
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3. Moved by Dr. Corrigan ; seconded by Dr. A. Smith, and

agreed to :
—" That the Report of the Committee of tlie King and

Queen's Collège of Physicians in Ireland, on the recommendation

of the General Council relative to Preliminary and Professional

éducation, be printed'in tha Minutes."

[We are compelled to omit this report in conséquence of its great

length.

—

Ed. Med. Circular.]
Read, the following Mémorial from the Company of the Apothe-

caries' Hall of Dublin.
To the General Council of Médical Education and Registration of

the United Kingdom.

The MEMORIAL of the Company of the Apothecaries'

Hall of Dublin,

Sheweth,
That by Royal Warrant for the régulation of Médical

Officers of the Army, bearing date the lst of October, 1858, and
issued subsequently to the passing of " The Médical Act," it is re-

quired that every Candidate for the Army Médical Service, before

being allowed to présent himself at the Competitors' Examination,
should, in addition to a Diploma in Surgery, " produce a Qualifica-
" tion in Medicine, or a Licence to practise it from one of the
" Collèges or Bodies legally authorized to grant a Certificate to that
" effect, or that qualifies a Civilian to practise Medicine" in Great
Britain or Ireland.

That the late Director General of the Army Médical Depart-
ment, and the late Secretary of State for War, signified their

intention to recognize the Licence of the Company of The
Apothecaries Hall of Dublin, as being one of the Bodies enume-
ratedin Sehedule (A) of the Médical Act, as "a Certificate that
qualifies a Civilian to practise Medicine" referred to in the
Warrant.

That the Médical Council, by raising doubts as to sufficiency of
the Qualification granted by the Company, hâve prevented this ré-

cognition taking effect, and hâve thereby entailed obloquy and
injury upon the Company and their Licentiates.

That the Company hâve left no means untried to satisfy the
Council of the power of the Company to grant a Licence, such
as entitles its holder to practise Medicine, as well as of their
Licentiates being both " de facto and de jure" Médical Practi-
tioners ; and in évidence thereof the Company hâve laid before
the Council légal opinions by the highest authorities both in Eng-
land and Ireland : to wit, The Right Honourable Joseph Napier,
late Attorney General of Ireland, who states :

" That on a full
" considération of the Statutes and Authorities (English and
" Irish) I am of opinion that the légal right s and privilèges -of
" the Irish Apothecary are not inferior to those of the English.
" That in the course of a considérable expérience I hâve never
" known thèse rights or privilèges doubted, or made a question in
" Courts : several proceedings hâve taken place in later years to
" put down ignorant and unskilful persous who practised though

"unlicensed, but the gênerai rights of the Licenced Apothecary
" hâve not been, nor, as I conceive, could they hâve been properly
" questioned." And the Right Honourable Sir Richard Bethel,

late Attorney General of England, who, with the Irish Apothe-
caries' Act, the Médical Act, the Royal Warrant, and the objec-

tions of the Médical Council before him, states :
" I hâve not the

"least doubt, therefore, of the Company of Apothecaries in
" Ireland being a Body legally qualitied and empowered to grant
" Licences to practise Medicine, or of its Licentiates being
" regularly qualifkd Médical Practitioners within the true meaning
" and intent of ' the Médical Registration Act.' There can be no
" doubt of the right of existing and future Licentiates of the
" Apothecaries' Hall, Dublin, to be registered under that Act
" and wheu registered as such Licentiates to practise Medicine :

"the fact of being registered under the Médical Act is such a
" Certificate as justifies a Civilian to practise Medicine ; and every
"person so registered has a good title to présent himself at the
" Compétitive Examination."

That the Company are induced thus briefly to restate their case,

and from it to make another appeal to the General Council, with
the hope that they will be led to see that it is a matter not of favour
but of simple justice, to recognize the Licence of the Company as
" a Qualification in Medicine," and that having accepted the course
of study and examination to be gone through in order to obtain this

Qualification, and having finally admitted the Licentiates of the
Apothecaries Hall of Ireland to the Médical lïegister, the Council
cannot judiciously deny to them the title which is common to ail

other persons similarly circumstanced, to présent themselves at the
Compétitive Examination for the appointment of Assistant Surgeon
in Her Majest/s Service.

Signed, on Behalf of the Apothecaries'
JEROME O'FLAHERTY.

Company of Dublin,
Apothecaries' Hall of Dublin

25th October, 1862.

4. Moved by Dr. Storrar ; Seconded by Dr. Alexander Wood
;

and agreed to :
—" That the Mémorial from the Apothecaries'

Company, Dublin, ho received and printed in the Minutes "—5.

Moved by Dr. Leet ; and Seconded by Mr. Syme :
" That the

General Médical Council, having by their Resolution of the 9th
August, 1859, declared ' that the Licence of the Apothecaries' Hall
of Ireland is not équivalent to a Degree from a University or
Collège authorized to grant such ;' and that this Resolution being
at variance with the Provisions of the Médical Act, which does Bot
recognize any différence in the Qualifications of Registered
Practitioners, as regards the right of practice, further than as those
qualifications refer to Medicine or Surgery ; That this Council now
déclare that the Licentiates of The Apothecaries Hall of Ireland are
admitted to Registration as Practitioners in Medicine."
The Debate on this motion was adjourned.

Confirmed—JOSEPH HENRY GREEN.

IStïtïjs, IWarrtage», anti ©eatfjs.

BIETHS.
Baillie.—On thel7th ult., at Prince of "Wales road, Haverstock hill,

the wife of Dr. B. T. B. Baillie, of a son.

Dktsdale.—On the 22nd ult., at Kiuross, the wife of Dr. J. Drysdale,
of a daughter.

Grabham.—On the 21st ult., at Pontefract, the wife of Chas. Grabham,
M. B., of a son, still-bom.

Jordan.—On the 2nd ult., at Balla, co. Mayo, tho wife of Dr. M. J.

Jordon, of a son.

Macleod.—On the 9th ult., at King street, Kilmarnock, the wif» of Dr.
Macleod, of a son.

Menzies.—On the 17th ult., at Maidstone, the wife of E. Menzies,
M.R.C.S.E., Staff Surg. -Major Army, ofason.

Morris.—On the 25th ult, at Hayes common, Kent, tho wife of Dr.
Morris, of a daughter.

Orr.—On the 23rd ult., at Innishannon, co. Cork, the wife of Dr. Orr,

of a son.

O'Eeilly.—Ou the llth ult., at Clones, co. Monaghan, the wife of Wm.
O'Reilly, M.R.C.S.E., of a daughter.

Pridham.—On the 5th ult., at Paignton, Devonshire, the wife of C. W.
Pridham, F. B.C. S. Edin., of a son.

Purdon.—On the 20th ult., at Belfast, the wife of Dr. C. D. Purdon,
of a daughter.

Phillips.—On the 21st ult., at Minster, Thanet, the wife of George
Griffith Phillips, M.R.C.S.E., of a daughter.

MARRIAGES.
Blennerhasset—Haire.—On the 19th ult., at St. George's church,

Dublin, Rowlaud Blennerhassot, M.D., of Kilorglin, co. Kerry, to
Maria Louisa, youngest daughter of the lato H. Haire, Esij., of Glass-
druunuoud, co. Fermauagh.

Brown—Read.— On the 21st ult., at St. John's church, Paddingtou,
Isaac Baker Brown, E.R.C.S.E., of Connaught square, Hyde park, to
Catherine Read, the adopted child of the late Viscountess Fielding.

Brodhurst—Greg.—On the 26th ult., at Wimbledon, B. E. Brodhurst,
F.R.C.S.E., to Edith, only daughter of W. R. Greg, Esq., of Park
lodge, 'Wimbledon common.

Major—Cundell.—On tho 19th ult., at the Parish church, Hungerford,
Berks, Harry P. Major, M.D. , of Hungerford, to Elizabeth Jane, elder
daughter of Henry Arthur Cundell, Esq., of the same place.

DEATHS.
Brown.—On the 15th ult., the Rev. William Brown, M.D., Secretary

of the Scottish Missionary Society, aged 79.

Garrard.— Ou the 19th ult., at Atherstoue, Warwickshire, S. Garrard,
M.B.C.S.E.

Hanna.—On the 22nd ult., at Mill street, Belfast, William Hanna,
L.R.C.S. Edin.

Lever.—On the 9th ult., at Culworth, Northamptonshire, J. G. Lever,
M.R.C S.E., aged 70.

Rowe.—On the 16th ult., at Plyinouth, John Rowe, Surgeon, aged 84.

Rowizzotti.—On the 16th ult., atBrompton, G. A. Rowizzotti, Surgeon,
aged 53.

MEDICAL NEWS.
Royal Collège of Surgeons of England.—The following

Menibersof the collège, having undergone the necessary examinations
were admitted Licentiates in Midwifery at a meeting of the Board
on the 27th inst. :—William John Alkin, Denton, near Manchester

;

diploma of membership dated May 6, 1863 ; William Adolphus
Frederick Bateman, Richmond, Surrey ; May 8, 1863; Fitzherbert

Dennott, Melbourne, Australia : April 24, 1863 ; John Ellerton

M.D., St. Andrews and L.R.C.P., Wakefield, Yorkshire ; Jan. 28,

1862 : Cornélius Benjamin Fox, Truro, Cornwall ; May 7 1863 ;

Adolphus Burnell GreatRex, M.D. St. Andrews, L.R.C.P. Holborn-

hill; April 24,1863; Robert Johnson, Bellaghey, Co. Derry
;

June 28, 1833 ; Robert Lloyd Jordison, L.S.A., South Ockendon,

Essex ; Nov. 18, 1862 ; Frederick George Lawrence, Malmsbury,
Wiltshire ; April 30, 1861 ; Bartholomew Lumley, Corbridge,

Northumberland; June 4, 1861 ; Hugh Richard Duncan Mackintosh,

L.R.C.P., Cheltenbam ; April 22, 1863 ; John New Moore, Moreton

in-the-Marsh ; April 22, 1863 ; Thomas Moore, Wimslow, near

Manchester; Nov. 18, 1862; John Reynalds, L.R.C.P, Truro,

Cornwall ; April 21, 1863 ; James Tily, Hitchin, Herts j April 25,
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1892; Henry Seekamp Ward, L.S.A, Horncastle, Lincolushire
;

July 31, 1862; Arthur John Watts, Horrow road ; Nov. 18. 1862.

[In the list published on the 16th inst. of gentlemen who passed

their examination for the diploma and were admitted inembers of

the Collège of " W.lby read " Wilby."

Apothecariis' Hall.—The following gentlemen passed their

examination in the Science and Practice of Modicine, and received

certificat e> to practisc on the 21stinst :—Frederick Henry Alderson

Ipswich; Joseph James Ideson, Colne, Lancashire ; Robert Lloyd,

Jordisou, Santa Ockendon, Essex; Benjamin Mauviic, Kcdlauds,

Mai Bristol : Marwood Babaeaon. Bochcatoi Btreet, Vincent square
;

Joseph Needham Scrope Sharpnel, Ventnor, Islc of Wight.

Royal Collège of Physicians and Surgeons Edinburgh:
Double Qualification.—The following gentlemen passed tlu-ir

first professional examinations dttringthe récent sittiugs of exanii-

ners :—John Allen, Malta; Andrew Brown, Biggar ; lîichard

Cranke, Ulverstone ; Thomas J. Denton, Yorkshire ; Henry L.

James, Derbyshire ; James S. Mathew's Edinburgh ; Robert Sheils,

Edinburgh ; Thomas Sheriff, Northumberland ; William G. Stevens,

Ardrossan ; Valentine Stone, Newark on Trent ;
Robert Lawson

Tait, Mid-Lothan ; William Tindal, Montrose.

And the following gentlemen passed their final examinations,

and were admitted L.R.C.P. Edin. and LR.O.S. Ediu. :—Malcolm
Brodie, Lochgilphead ; William Courts, Aberdeenshire ; Charles

MacDonagh Cutie, Dublin ; John Aston Hill, London ; Wm.
Wright Milligau, Duinfrieshire ; Wynne Staton Ranson, India.

Royal Collège of Surgeons, Edinburgh.—The following

gentlemen passed their first professional examinations during the

sittings of the examinera :—Wm. James Dickson, Auchtermuehty;
Bernard Doyle, County Down ; Robert Gunn, Caithness ; Angus
Macdonald, Aberdeen ; Robert Mackelvie, Wigtonshire ; William
H. Semple, Stranraer ; William Skene, Helensburgh ; Archibald B.

Telford, Motherwell; John Thomson, Morayshire; Robert B.

Thomson, Fochabers ; George H. Turnbull, Roxburgshire ; G.

White, Rankine, New York.
And the following gentlemen passed their final examinations,

and obtained the diploma of the Collège :—James Barry, County
Cork ; Alex. Bell, Montgomerie, Edinburgh ; James Bourke,
Limerick ; Peter Murray Braidwood, Madras ; John Brown,
Haddington ; John Charles, Lasswade ; Robert M'Kinnell Duncan,
Dumfries ; Samuel Gourley, Shannon ; William Jefl'ry, Berwick-
shire ; Roderick Macleod, Inverness-shire ; Robert Potter, County
Limerick ; Walter Reid, Fife ; Alex. Spence, Ingram, Edinburgh ;

William Henry Cecil Tessier, London ; William Walker, Aryshire.

The Lord Chancellor has conflrmed the appointment by Dr.

Lankester, of Dr. W. Hardwicke. to be his deputy, as Coroner for

the County of Middlesex. May 30, 1863.

Royal Médical Benevolent Collège. —Election, May 21st,

1863.

—

Pensioners. Successful Candidates :—MaryMutlow, 10,461;

Stratford Alfred Eyre, 9611; Hurriet Sawyer, 7943 ; Grâce Pid-

cock, 6956 ; Rebecca Scott, 5259.

—

Foundation Scholars. Successful

Candidates :—George Henry Heald, 6550 ; Francis George Wride,

6495 ; Matthew Lee Smith, 6417 ; Francis Beaucham Johnson,

4679 ; Thomas G. F. R. Hobbes, 4395.—[Mr. Eyre desires us to

express his thanks to the Members of the Profession, who are sub-

scribers to the Royal Médical Benevolent Collège, for so largely

Bupportiiig him at the récent élection of Pensioners. Although it

was Mr. Eyre's first application, lie was second on the list of suc-

cessful candidates, The Queen heading the votes by 50, and Lord
Chelmsford, Président of the Collège, by 30 votes.

—
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Médical Appointments.—R. Beales, M.D., has been appointed

Justice of the Peace for the Borough of Congleton, Cheshire ; G.

BowriDg, M.R.C.S.E., has been elected Médical Officer to the Work-
houses of the Manchester Township, vice John Lorimer, M.D., and
Evan Thomas, MR.C.S.E., resigned ; J. M. Brown, M.R.C.S.E., has

been elected Médical Officer and Public Vaccinator for the Burton
District of the Kendal Union, vice A. H. Churchill, M.R.C.S.E.,

resigned ; A. H. Bryan, M.D. has been elected Médical Officer and
Public Vaccinator for the Ballyneen Dispensary District of the

Dunmanway Union, Co. Cork, vice R. N. Willis, M.B., resigned
;

P. R Cresswell, M.R.C.S.E., has been appointed Médical Officer for

District No. 1 of the Merthyr Tydvil Union, Glamorgaushire, vice

Mr. Job James, deceased; T. J. Dyke, M.R.C.S.E., has been
appointed Médical Officer and Public Vaccinator for the Garth
District of the Merthyr Tydvil Union Vice James, deceased ; G. F.

Evans, M.D., has been appointed Hon. Physician to the Magdalen
Asylum, Clarendon-road, Edgbaston; C. Evers, M.D., has been
appointed Médical Officer for the Garston District of the West
Derby Union, Lancashire, vice T. R. Heywood Thomson, M.D.,
resigned ; H. James, MR.C.S.E, has been appointed Médical Office!

and Public Vaccinator for the Town District of the Merthyr Tydvil
Union, vice J. James deceased ; H King, M.D., has been appointed
Médical Officer and Public Vaccinator for the Brideswell Dispensary
District of the Athlone Union, vice. W. G. May, L.R.C.S.Ed.,
appointed to the Kiltoruier Dispensary District of the Balliuasloe
Union ; Wm. C. Matthews, M.R.C.S.E., has been appointed Médical
Officer and Public Vaccinator for the Levenshulme District of the
Chorlton Union, Manchester,

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE WEEK.
Wcdncsday, June 3.

Opérations at Middlesex Hospital, 1 p.m.; St. Mary's Hospital, 1 p.m. ;

University Collège Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Obstétrical Society of Lon-
don, 8 p.m— Mr. J. Marshall and Dr. Graily Hewitt, "OnaCaseof
Tuba] Gestation,"—Mr. L. R. Cooke, "On a Case of Simultaneous
Utérine and Extra-Utérine Pregnancy."—Mr. I. B. Brown : Sequel to

a Case.

Thursday, June 4.

Opérations at St. Georgo's Hospital, 1 p.m, ; Central London Ophthalmic
Hoapital, 1 p.m.j London Hospital, lj p.m. ; Royal Free Hospital, 14
p.m. ; Great Northern Hoapital, King's cross, 2 p.m. ; London Sur-

gical Home, 2 p.m. ; West London Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Ortho-

pédie Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Institution, 3 p.m.— Professor

Anstcd, "On Goology ;
" Royal Collège of Surgeons of Eugland, 4

p.m.— Prof. Gulliver, "On the lilood, Cliyle, and Lymph ; Chemical
Society, 8 p.m.—M. Marcellin Bcrthelot, "Syrithetic Methods in

Organie Chemistry."

Friday, Juns 5.

Opérations at Westminster Oplithalmic Hospital, 1J p.m. ; Royal Insti-

tution, 8 p.m.—Mr. John Ruskin, "On the Alps of Savoy."

Saturday, June 6.
,

Opérations at St. Thomas's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St Bartholomew's Hospital,

ljp.m. ; King's Collège Hospital, 1J p.m. ; Charing-cross Hospital

2 p.m. ; Lock Hospital, Dean street, Soho, 1 p.m. ; Royal Institu-

tion, 3 p.m.—Professor William Thompson, "On Electric Tele-

graphy ;" Royal Collège of Surgeons of Eugland, 4 p.m.—Professor
Gulliver, " Ou the Blood, Chyle, and Lymph."

Monday, June 8.

Opérations at St. Mark's Hospital for Fistula and other Diseases of

the Rectum, lj p.m. ; Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.

Tuesday, June 9.

Opérations at Guy's Hospital, li p.m.; Westminster Hospital, 2 p.m.

BOOKS RECEIVED FOR REVIEW.
Hawkins on the Constitution of the Deaf and Dumb. London : Long-

man, Green, andCo.
Infaut Feeding and its Influence on Life. By Dr. Routh. Second

Edition. London : J. Churchill and Sous.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

V It is requested that ail Communications intended for the Editor, may

be sent to the office of the Journal, No. 20 King William street,

Straud.

In order to obviate the récurrence of disappointments, we beg to state

that ail communications intended for this Journal should be sent to the

Office before noon on Monday, as we are compelled to go to press on the

afternoon of that day.

We regret that, owing to the space occupied by the Transactions of the

General Médical Council, we are compelled to postpone the publica-

tion of Dr. Nesfield's Paper on Pelvic A'jscess, Dr. Whitelaw's Notes

in Midwifery Practice, Mr. Newman's Report of a Case of Meningitis,

Mr. Vosé Solomon's Paper on Iridectomy ; together with Reviews of

Hassall on the Urine, Wood on Rupture, Leared on Imperfect Diges-

tion, and several other Papers, Reports, and Reviews.

Dr. Whitelaw's paper lias been received, and will be inserted next

week, if possible.

Mr. J. Vose Solomon's paper has been received.

Mr. Newman's paper has been received.

Mr. G. B.—The subject shall receive early attention.

Mr. S. L. —The pamphlet lias been received.

Mr. H. H. Swann's letter is inserted.

Mr. Eyre's request shall be attended to,

Mr. J. C. Roope.—The corrected copy has been received.

Dubitans.—The statement that Sir Calling Eardley died from the effects

of unsuccessful vaccination, rests only upon a newspaper paragrapli,

and we shall certainly not believe the report until it is conflrmed by

some respectable médical évidence. We by no means deny the fact,

because daily expérience teaches us that wonders never cease, but stiLl

we like to havo some évidence before forming an opinion. We noed

not remind our Correspondent that ordinary newspaper wnters are

utterly careless about the scientifle accuracy of the wonderful stories

which they relate.

A Student— The statements are conflicting, and we fear that the wnters

on both sides aro actuated by personal feeling.

Sitiens.—We received no notice of the meeting, and do not feel our-

sclves called upon to allude to the subject.

A Country Subsoriber.—Dr. Budd's work on the Stomach, and Dr.

Brinton's on the saine subject.

Dr. C. W. H. 8. Pullen will see by a notice abovo that our attention

has been direeted to the subject.

The Anthropological Society of London.—The card has been re^

ceived.

Dr. R's suggestion shall be attended to.
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PARISIAN MEDICAL NEWS.

HOSPITAL FOR INFANCY.

MB. H. EOOEB'S WARD8.

Treatment of Ttibercnlar Meningitis.

We recontly witnessed in Mr. Eoger's wards several in-

stances of tubercular meningitis, which, as usual, ended in

death. In the remarks snggested by the observation of theso

cases, the professor dwelt on the melancholy history of the

disease, and inquired whether any treatment should be
attempted

Oui- readers are aware that, in imitation of Camper, who
v

attached the epithet incurable to the disease, and recommended
the patients to be left to the unaided efforts of nature, lest

remédies should aggravato their condition, Mr. Trousseau re-

frains froni active treatment, convinced that the resources of
the pharmacopeia are hero utterly unavailing. AVe hear it,

however, daily asserted that a child lias recovered from brain
fever, and some physicians are sincerely persuaded that in
many instances they bave succeeded in efiecting a cure of this

formidable affection. ïhis apparent discrepancy can be ac-

counted for by the faot that certain aeuto cérébral symptoms,
differing in nature from tubercular meningitis, are readily
curable. Such are those coïncident with typhoid, or albumi-
nuria, and uncomplicated meningitis, the frequency of which
compared with that of the tubercular form of the disease,

would be, according to Mr. Eoger, in the proportion of one to
twenty. The diagnosis is therefore of immense importance to
the prognosis, but Mr. Roger cannot agrée that the extrême
gravity of the latter is a sufficicnt motive for the inactivity of
the therapeutist.

Between blindly confident, or enthusiastic interposition,

encouraged by sueoess too frequently referable to inaccuratn

diagnosis, and the absence of ail treatment founded on a de-

gree of scepticism bordering on absoluto unbelief in the possi-

bility of a happy issue, a middle course lies open to the prae-

titioner.

In the first place, to say nothing of the efficacy of prophy-
lactic measures, to which ive shall presently revert, it may for

the sake of argument be conceded, that after the development
of the symptoms indicative of cérébral granulations, thèse

may yet, like similar deposits in the lung, be reduced to the
stato of innocuous foreign bodics. Although the tendency of

the morbid product is ratlier to increase than to diminish in

size, appropriate measures of treatment may allay the inilam-

matory action, reduce circumambient congestion, and induce
absorption of the false membranes and liquid effusion ; the
tubercidar granulations miglit under such circumstances be
expected to return to their previous inactive state, and the
cérébral structures becoming accustomed to their présence,

cease to manifest any tendency to disease. AU this is doubt-
less possible, but we must acknowledge that it seldom happens.
It must, however, be remarked that thèse are not mère spécu-
lative views, and that clinical observation confirms the theory.

Thns, in about a hundred instances of genuine tubercular
meningitis, Rilliet numbers nine or ton in which recovery
occurred, and thirty well-authentieated cases at least might be
found in oui- scientific records, in which a fatal issue was un-
doubtedly averted by judicious treatment.

Despite its extrême gravity, the disease must therefore be
contended with, and measures of a prophylactic or curative
description, should, according to circumstances, be instituted
by the physician.

In onc i'amily a child dies of tubercular meningitis ; a
second outlives him or is subsequently born ; how is he to be
preserved from a complaint to which he may not unnaturally
be supposed to hâve a prédisposition ? The question daily
occurs in practice.

In such a case the palliative treatment of tuberculosis in
gênerai should bo prescribed. If the child bas passed the
trying period of teething, and lias been weaned for several
mçmths, the diet should chiefly consist of roast beef or mutton,
with the vegetables in season. At each meal a little claret

will be allowed, but sweets and pastry should bo prohibited.
Made dishes, smoked or comed méat, coffee without milk,
should be avoided. The diet most appropriate for children
predisposed to tubercular disease is described as follows by
Messrs. Rilliet and Barthez :—In the morning, between six
and eight o'clock, breakfast, to consist of soup or coffee pre-
pared with Spanish acorns. At eleven or twelve a second
meal of soup, an underdone and finely chopped mutton cutlet,

and if the child cannot masticate sufflciently, an egg boiled,

buttered, or fried—an article of food which forms at ail âges a
convenient resource. At three o'clock p.m. a pièce of dry
bread, with a glass of water or weak negus. At six, soup,
méat, and vegetables, as at luncheon.

In addition to nutritious diet properly seasoned with sait,

the locality inhabited by the child should be healthy, open air

exercise should be regularly taken, and a bath at about 80°
Fahr. every week, besides daily sponging of the entire body
with water at first tepid, and subsequently cold. Thèse ablu-

tions mure tho System to cold ; and dry or slightly aromatic

frictions, shampooing, sulphurous or saline baths, and when
practicable, sea-bathing, are also well calculated to strengthen

the constitution of délicate children, in whom the develop-

ment of tuberculosis may be apprehended.
Theso measures, together with clothing of a warni descrip-

tion, and sufficiently wide to allow the limbs full liberty of

action, constitute the hygienic tTeatment which should bé
recommended.

Mr. Eoger laid peculiar stress on several points connectée

with tho organ more specially concerned.

The hair should be eut short, and the child accustomed to

wear light caps. Tho bed should be unprovided with cur-

tains, and the head and shoulders raised upon hard pillows.

It is also necessary to attend to tho intellectual development
of the child. It is obvious that for young children a large

allowance must be made for play, and exercise more favour-

able to physical than mental culture. It is far better that
the chiM bo healthy and vigorous than remarkablo for préma-
turé instruction, particularly as the lost time will subsequently
be easily regained. While deprecating excessive mental ap-

plication, Mr. Eoger conceives, however, that in the case of a
child sufficiently intelligent to apply with benefit to appro-
priate studies, it would be an injudicious course to condemn.
him to entire idleness, which too often leads to tho acquire-

ment of bad habits. The physical and mental éducation
should keep paco with each other, and bo combinée! in fair

proportions.

Counter- irritation in the shape of issues, setons, orblisters,

lias been recommended as a préventive of tubercular menin-
gitis. The professor opines that the alleged advantages of

thèse remédies are not borne out by expérience, that they are

a source of exhausting and unnecessary suppuration, and that

it is wiser to prescribe tonics, such as chalybeates, cod-liver

oil, the infusion of walnut-leaves, and stimulant baths as

above alluded to.

Mr. Barthez, however, acknowledges that from tho results

observed in his practice, he is now better disposed than for-

nierly to entertain a favourable view of counter-irritation.

When the scalp is affected with éruptions, he uses only pal-

liatives in the treatment of tho cutaneous disease, and pre-

scribes blisters and laxatives.

Let us now turn to thé curative treatment of tubercular

meningitis.

On account of the perilous character of the disease, somo
authors advocate energetic treatment This, says Mr. Eoger,

is a mère theoretical view inapplicable in actual practice, and
the treatment must be in harmony with the form assumed by
the affection. It would evidently be improper to bleed,

purge, and blister, if in its incipjient stage meningitis puts on
the aspect of gastric dérangement. Tho symptoms must be
watched and contended with as they appear. Ono-sixth or

one-thiid of a grain of calomol may bo exhibited every two
hours, a laxative enema be administered, poultices applied to

the legs, and cloths dipped in ether, or tho following lotions

laid on the forehead :

—

B Potassii Cyanidi, gr. iijss.

Aq. distill., giijss. M.
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Intemally ice or SelUer water may be allowed ; in short, as

the nature of the case is yet uncertain, the measures adopted

should be resorted to with caution.

When, on the contauy, the severity of the syinptoni3

establish the diaguosis beyond the possibility of doubt, vene-

section and leeching should be unhesitatingly prescribed.

The leeches should be applied over the mastoid ; in this

région, says the professor, they are less liable to cause cérébral

congestion, the relief experienced is more speedy, and the

solid surface of the bone adinits of needful pressure being ex-,

ercised in order to check hœniorrhage, in case the sesqui-

chloride of iron be not at hand. One leech behind each ear

is sufficient in the case of a child aged two or three years, and

the application inay, if désirable, be repeated. If much ob-

jection is entertained by the parents to leeching behind the

ears, the anuelids may be applied to the malleoli, but never to

the seai

In this acute form of meningitis the aperients should be

more active, and scammony may, with advantage, be associated

with calomel, and réfrigérants should be applied to the fore-

head Mr. Roger agrées with Mr. Guersant that cold com-

presses frequently changed are préférable to ice, which often

causes pain, and if discontinued for a short time, gives rise to

«indésirable vascular reaction. Cold compresses, on the con-

trary, relieve headache, and are open to no such objections.

If convulsions supervene, Mr. Roger prescribes tepid baths,

during and after which ho directs cooling applications to bo

made to the head
When the headache is excessive, Mr. Eoger lias recourse to

préparations of opium, which cause costiveness, it is true—

a

complication easily counteracted It is not altogether proved

that opium occasions a détermination of blood to the head,

but it is quite certain that it allays pain. The professor there-

fore prescribes frictions with opium liniments externally, or a

tca-spoonful of the syrup of morphia, which may be repeated

at intervais untd slight narcotism lias been produced.

If marked intermissions are observed, quinine should be

exhibited; but thèse remissions are deceptive, and often re-

ferable to the temporary improvement which intervenes be-

tween the différent periods of the disease.

Such is the proper treatment of incipient meningitis ; when
the affection entêrs its second stage, and morbid sécrétions

hâve been deposited in the ventricles or between the arachnoid

and pia mater, blood-letting and réfrigérants must be discon-

tinued, and mild laxatives and direct counter-irritation be

resorted to. Hahn has published the particulars of several

cases of very severe cérébral disease, in which a cure was
effected by frictions over the previously shaved scalp with an

ointment consisting of half-a-drachm of tartar emetic, the

same quantàty of lard, and twenty niinims of croton oil. Ril-

liet states that he witnessed a genuine cure obtained by the

application of this remedy, but the pomade induced painful

ulcération, and a copious and exhausting suppuration, which
continued for several months, and Mr. Roger recommends in

préférence small blisters around the cars, the effects of which
can more easily be kept within reasonable limits.

In the last stage of meningitis, alteratives, calomel in small

and frequently repeated doses, and mercurial frictions, should

be prescribed. This is the remedy which has hitherto yielded

the most satisfactory results. Mr.. Roger does not think it

necessary to produce salivation. West records numerous cases

in which mercurials proved unavailing, although copious sali-

vation was induced, whereas unquestionable cures were effected

by the mère purgative or alterative action of calomel in two-
grain doses daily, divided into fifteen or twenty powders, and
combined with sugar, and half or a third of a grain of extract

of belladonna.

At this period, also, iodide of potassium has been strongly

recommended, and Mr. Bourbousse de Laffore asserts that he
has obtained with this drug most satisfactory results. The
experiments instituted on the subject in Paris havo not, how-
ever, confirmed the expectations raised by that gentleman's
statements. Eight grains, however, may be exhibited in a
four-ounce mixture, but slender reliance can be placed on the
efficacy of the remedy. The same remarks apply to sulphate
of potash, five grains of which may be administered in a

sùnilar manner, and which utterly failed in producing any

improvement in a récent case in the Hospital for Infancy.

Mr. Roger endeavours to subdue the spasmodic or convul-

sive symptoms which occur at this advanced stage of the affec-

tion, by the exhibition of musk, eight or twelve grains of

which may bo given in a four-ounce mixture, or by half-a-

drachm or one drachm of assafœtida in an enema. It is also

proper to shave the head and apply a large blister over the

scalp.

In cases of coma, blisters to the legs and thighs should be

resorted to, and if the heart recovers its power, réfrigérants

should again be applied to the head. Should the circulation

remain languid, bark, arnica, beef-tea, and restoratives of every

description are appropriate, especially if the disease has lasted

some time.

We may remark in conclusion that thèse various measures

of treatment are generally unavailing ; but although the cause

is a bad one, it should not be altogether deserted. It is a

duty incumbent on the practitioner to exert his utmost efforts

for the sake of the child and of its mother, and to support the

dignity of his profession by not abandoning the patient to the

fatal interposition of quacks.

HOTEL DIEU.

MR. maisonneuve's waeds.

Diagnosis of Dislocations of the Shoulder.

A middle-aged man, whose right shoulder had been dislo-

cated fifty-two days before, was admitted into the Hotel-Dieu

on the 28th of April. Shortly after the occurrence of the in-

jury considérable tuméfaction of the deltoid région supervened,

and the surgeon who first saw the case failed in detecting its

nature, and merely prescribed evaporating lotions over the

part. The déformation of the shoulder soon becamo more per-

ceptible, but as very little pain was présent, the patient trusted

that his condition would improve with time, and at last find-

ing himself entirely incapable of using his arm, applied for

admission into the hospital. Mr. Maisonneuve had no difficulty

in establishing the diagnosis of the dislocation, which was

characterised by the flattened aspect of the shoulder, the pré-

sence of the head of the bone in the axilla, and the impossi-

bility of imparting to the limb its habituai movements.

The latter sign is one of extrême importance, and has not,

perhaps, received the full amount of attention it deserves.

The diagnosis between dislocations of the os humeri, frac-

tures of the neck of the bone, and simple contusion of the

shoulder, has given rise to much learned disquisition ; but the

practitioner sometimes remains uncertain, bewildered by the

exhaustive description of the manifold signs of each of thèse

injuries. This hésitation, which may lead to unnecessary in-

terférence, or to injurious inactivity, would, in Mr. Maison-

neuve's opinion, ccase to exist, were the following important

axiom of physiology always présent to the mind, viz., that in

every dislocation the natural movements of the joint are im-

peded or abolished, whereas in simple contusions they persist

always in some degree, and that unusual mobility is super-

added in cases of fracture. This symptom is one which can

always be readily diseriminated, and in every instance will

lead to the discovery of dislocation, however great may be the

concomitant tuméfaction.

When, therefore, a person in full health expériences after a

fall or a blow, or in the absence of any external violence, and

even during sleep (dislocation of the shoulder has been known

to occur in that condition), expériences any unusual sensation

in the shoulder, the most direct means of asccrtaining whether

the case be one of rheumatism, contusion, fracture of the neck

of the humérus, or luxation, consists in grasping the arm and

endeavouring to impart to the limb its natural movements.

If thèse are impossible or very limited, the surgeon may con-

tidently pronounce the injury to be a dislocation. Other

signs in the contrary case will indicate rheumatism, fracture,

or contusion. In the patient who suggested the présent r«-
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marks, Mr. Maisonneuve observed tliat, had this symptom

been attended to, the swelling of the parts would not hâve

prevented the discovery of the true nature of the accident, and

other circumstances, such as the prominence of the head of

the bone in the axilla, tho elongation of the limb, etc., would

hâve been sought for, and the diagnosis thus accurately estab-

lished, would hâve pointed out the proper measures of treat-

ment.

The réduction, however, had been delayed for fifty-two

days, and the dislocation having now lasted so long a timo,

the soft parts had contracted, and the head of the bone had

formed for itself a new socket, and was probably fixed by ad-

hésions. Hence the necessity of applying a considérable

amount of power for the restoration of the bone to its proper

situation, and Mr. Maisonneuve resorted to the use of pulleys.

The patient was seated on a stool, and firmly secured with

a towel passing beneath the axilla to a stout iron ring fixed in

the wall. The bands used for extension were fastened around

thé wrist and elbow, the operator widening his fulcrum as

much as possible, in order to avoid contusion of the soft parts.

For the purpose of protecting the skin, a sheet of cotton wad-

ding may be used, and the arin-pit should also be filled with

some such substance, in order to deaden the pressure on tho

axilla. Thèse précautions are of importance, and if omitted in

a first unsuccessful effort at réduction, may deter the patient

from submitting to a second attempt. The pulleys were then

slowly and steadily worked for two or three minutes, with a

tractive power not exceeding 160 pounds. When the mus-

cular résistance had thus been wearied out—an object which

the surgeon should endeavour to attain by moderate but un-

interrupted effort—Mr. Maisonneuve rapidly increased the trac-

tion to 204 and 206 pounds. A peculiar sound, indicative of

displacement of the head of the bone, was then heard, the ex-

tension was discontinued, and the operator succeeded by a

sudden movement in replacing the humérus in the glenoid

cavity. We saw the patient on the following day ; his con-

dition was in every respect satisfactory, and tho arm was

firmly attached to the body by a séries of diachylon bands of

simple construction.

In a similar case of dislocation of five weeks' standing, Mr.

Maisoneuve was compelled to use a tractive power of 250

pounds ; no bad effects followed. This surgeon conceives

that luxations of the shoulder are generally reducible, what-

ever be the length of time which has elapsed since the occur-

rence of the injury.

AURAL SURGERY.

MR. TRIQUE T' S DISPENSARY.

Diagnosis and Treatment of Rhetnnatic Otitis.

The rheumatic diathesis occasionally gives rise to a form of

otitis which présents considérable analogy to Mackenzie's

rheumatic sclerotitis ; thus it is produced by exposure to cold,

chiefly afiects the flbrous structures of the organ of hearing,

and by the character of the pain, the periodical increase of

violence of the symptoins, and the effects of treatment, forcibly

recals the idea of rheumatism. This otitis, which, despite its

name, is frequently observed in persons who hâve never pre-

viously suffered from disease of the joints, seldom occurs in

both ears at once, and is almost invariably accompanied by
catarrhal inflammation. Catarrhal and rheumatic otitis are how-
ever perfectly distinct affections, and wo will endeavour to

describe their discriminating featurcs as expounded by Mr.

Triquet ; we shall on another opportunity revert more fully to

the same subject, when the Professor shall hâve published

the clinical inquiries, which lie is now preparing for tho press.

Catarrhal otitis is a disease peculiar to the dermoid and
mucous lining of the meatus ; rheumatic otitis affects the

membrana tympani, the articulations of tho ossicula, the

fibrous and periostic structures of the ear, and may extend to

the fibro-serous membranes of the osseous labyrinth. Hence
it is that in rheumatic otitis the external auditory duct présents

no change at first, and that the characteristic blush of inflam-

mation is visible on the membrana tympani only, where tor-

tuous blood-vessels of unequal size may be descried with the
spéculum and roflector, converging from the margin of the
membrane to the insertions of the manubrium niallei. "We
should hère remark that Mr. Triquet refers the fréquent and
insupportable singing in the ear which accompanies the
disease to the présence of thèse blood-vessels, to their great

number, and to their common direction towards the spot above
indicated.

Catarrhal otitis gives rise to a mucous sécrétion and a

morbid discharge, but nothing of tho kind is observable in

rheumatic otitis, which affects textures of another descrip-

tion.

In catarrhal inflammation of the ear, the pain is superficial

and seems localized in the tragus and its immédiate vicinity,

and a sensation analogous to that which might arise from the

présence of a foreign body in the meatus is experienced. In
rheumatic otitis, the pain is deep-seated, piercing, and not

limited to the ear ; it extends to différent parts of the side of

the head, has a quasi-neuralgic character, and has been mis-

taken for genuine otalgia. The temple, occiput, synciput, are

the most common seats of the pain which is seldom observed

in the forehead, but often occurs in the lower jaw, especially

in the neighbourhood of the articulation. It is further de-

serving of notice that the suffering is more intense at night

than during the day.

One of the symptoins most commonly met with is the in-

creased irritability of the sensé of hearing, which renders the

slightest sound unbearable, and particularly the noise of large

cities, and the clatter of street traffic, which is extremely dis-

tressing at ail stages of the affection, and far more so at night.

The aggravation or decrease of this symptom is invariably

proportionate to the head-ache previously alluded to.

The pain peculiar to this form of otitis, is, as we hâve stated,

of a piercing, throbbing character, and extends from the ear to

the skull and lower jaw ; it is not localised in a decayed tooth,

and is unconnected with the cutting of a wisdom tooth, which
is a fréquent cause of symptomatic, the only unquestionable

form of otalgia. "We should not omit to mention some addi-

tional characteristics of the pain induced by rheumatic otitis ;

it frequently spreads to the eye, and induces epiphora ; but is

more commonly felt in the temple, and the patient compares

his sufferings to those which would be induced by the pressure

of a tight iron band round the head. They are usually increased

by heat, and especially by the heat of the bed, and are much
aggravated at night, towards morning, when they interfère with

rest and cause the most severe distress.

After pain, tho most troublesome symptom is the tiunitus

and singing in the ear, which indicates that the inflammation

occupies the drum or the labyrinth, or as most usually is the

case, both at once.

The most habituai and most efficient cause of this variety of

otitis is exposure to a cold and damp wind. Thus, standing in a

draught, or sitting at a table close to an open window, or tra-

velling at night in a carnage with the glasses down, are stated

to be common causes ; or a cold bath indulged in in sumnier,

while the body is in a state of porspiratior, may induce the

disease.

It occurs at ail scasons of the year, and at allperiods of life,

but more usually in youth.

The diagnosis rests on the signs above described, and espe-

cially on careful inspection of the meatus, and membrana

tympani with the spéculum and reflector, and the disease is to

be discriminated from catarrhal otitis by the absence of the

pathognomonic symptoms of the lattor, and especially of any

discharge.

The prognosis is serious, and although no organic change of

the outer structures of the ear, such as thickening or perfora-

, tion of the membranes, or destruction of tho ossicula is to be

/ apprehended, yet the rheumatic inflammation occupying the

[
fibrous tissues, and being liable to extend from the tympanum

to the labyrinth, may occasion irréparable damage, unless it is

checked by prompt and judicious interposition. Relapses are

moroover fréquent, and not unusually entail ankylosis of

the ossicula.

Active treatment must therefore be resorted te.
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General and local blood-letting is extreniely serviceablo in

this affection, and should on no account be omitted. The
blood is generally fourni in a highly fibrinous state, and immé-
diate relief ie experienced after venesection. If tbe pain persista

in any degree after the opération, it should be removed by the

application of a few leeches behind the ears.

The exhibition of caloniel and opium is the next remédiai

measure recommended by Mr. Triquet, for the purpose of

soothing the pain and local irritation, and of removing the

tinnitus and even the deafness. But the most efficacious

remedy for the latter symptom consists in fumigations with

the acétate of ammonia, conveyod with an appropriate appa-

ratus into the inner car.

Mr. Triquet prescribes four grains of calomel associated with

one grain of opium to be taken every night at bedtime, until

the gums are slightly touched.

In herpetic forms of disease, the Professor bas derived benefit

from the exhibition of Pearson's arsenical solution.

Aperients are also usefnl, especially scammony alone, or in

combination with jalap, and. sudorifics, such as a drachm of

liq. ammon. acetatis three or four times a day in a teacupful

of a warm solution of ground ivy, lime-tree flowers, or

guaiacum.

Tonics, and especially the extract of cinchona and the sul-

phate of quinine (which should be administered in a liquid

solution), are also in many instances highly advantageous.

Mr. Triquet prohibits the use of injections and sédative in-

stillations of laudanum, henbane, tincture of opium, &c,
which in several instances hâve given rise to alarming symp-
toms. Fumigations, on the contrary, are highly efficacious,

especially those performed with aromatic substances, neutral

acétate of ammonia, sulphurous acid, &c.

Counter-irritation with blisters, croton oil, or hartshorn,

will be found serviceable at the close of the acute stage, and
greatly assist in bringing about a cure of this painful affection.

MEDICAL CORRESPONDENCE.

Bemarks on the Effects of Hydrocotyle observed
in

- Cctaneous Diseases.—One of your correspondents indi-

rectly blâmes me for not having alluded to hydrocotyle

(Pennywort) in my observations on the treatment of eczéma

(Art. 6398). Although my expérimenta on this drug were in-

stituted a long time since, the following are the results my
memory supplies me with.

The late Mr. Dalpiaz entrusted to me a certain amount of

samples of the plant, aud several hundred pills prepared with
the hydro-alcoholic extract. I exhibited an infusion prepared
with one drachm to one drachm and a half of the plant for

two pints of water, three tumblers to be taken in the course

of the day, half-an-hour before meals, and I prescribed for

adults ten pills night and morning. Thèse doses occasioned
no nausea. During the first days of treatment the patients

complained of increased irritation, itching, and loss of sleep,

and in the course of a week the éruption returned to its original

condition.

I hâve resorted to the use of hydrocotyle in several cases

of psoriasis, eczéma, and ehronic prurigo. I must again
repeat that although I found the remedy perfectly innocuous,
its efficacy is so utterly insignificant, that I hâve been com-
pelled to discontinue its exhibition.

DUCHESNE-DUPARC, M.D.

— Hydrocotyle was at one time a highly-popular remedy
for elephantiasis and eczéma. Some practitioners continue to
prescribe it as an alterative and an auxiliary of other drugs in
cutaneoua diseases ; but whether the doses used were too
smalL or the drug be really worthless, the able specialists of
Hospital Saint-Louis agrée with Dr. Dnchesne-Duparc in de-
claring it inefficacious, and hâve for some time ceased to
employ it H. C.

SCIENTIFIO MISOELLANEA.

Efpicaoy of Tonics and Sesqui-ohloride of Iron as
mmkdies 1» Croup.—It is now a generally-admitted fact that
croup is but a local manifestation of diphtheria, which is a
gênerai disorder of an essentially depreasing nature, and that

remédies of a supporting kind are those most likely to bc
nseful. The persevering exhibition of tartar-einetic and
calomel is even objected to by many judicious practitioners,

and in a memoir published in the Montpellier Mcdir.nl Journal,
Professor Courty states that he would be inclined to pro-

scribo the use of chlorate of potash, an alkaline drug which
may be viewed as a liquider of the blood, "were not its

efficacy unquestionably demonstrated in pseudo-membranous
mercurial stomatitis."

In addition to food which should at ail hazards bo exhibited
at short intervais, Mr. Courty recommends tonics, and espe-

cially bark and steel. A décoction of one drachm of cinchona
bark in seven ounces of water, mixed with cqual parts of milk,

is, in his opinion, a nutritious and tonic préparation, préférable

to syrups which clog the stomach, and to bark-winc which
causes irritation.

With regard to chalybeates, the safest préparation would be
the liq. ferr. sesqui-chloridi (at 30 deg. areom.), from 25 to 50
minims of which, dissolved in a glass of water, should be
taken in fractions in the course of the day. A draught of

milk, taken after each dose, will remove the disagreeably styptic

taste of the solution. Mr. Guibourt, who first recommended
this plan, opines that the milk should merely be used as a

gargle, because, if swallowed, it might décompose the sesqui-

chloride.

Such is the treatment to be followed with persévérance,

whether tracheotomy has been resorted to or not.

In addition to the opération, if it has been required, the

local measures must satisfy a twofold indication—viz., destroy

or remove the false membranes, and prevent their repro-

duction.

Mr. Courty does not deny that mucous concrétions, or even

genuine diphtheritic fragments, may hâve been rejected during

the efforts of emesis ; but he conceives that the practitioner

should never rely on emetics for the expulsion of oxtensive

false membranes situated in the larynx. Emetics should not,

however, be utterly discarded from the treatment, and are

bénéficiai in the early stages of croup. They are, moreover,
efficient sédatives of laryngeal spasmodic action, and of the

swelling of the mucous membrane. But as they are liable tO

induce a dangerous amount of debility, they must be used
with caution, and selected with discriminating prudence.

Ipecacuanha is préférable for children, and should be ex-

hibited only in the first, or at the beginning of the second
stage of the disease.

If the emetics hâve not succeeded in de-obstructing the

larynx, and ifthe tendency to asphyxia steadily increases, and
threatens to destroy life before the medicines exhibited havo
mastered the symptoms, tracheotomy must unhesitatingly be
performed. This procédure should be instituted during the

progress of the second period, before the third_ stage marked
by uninterrupted orthopnœa, and imminent asphyxia, has de-

cidedly set in.

Food, tonics and sesqui-chloride of iron are then, more than

ever, necessary ; the surgeon must also watch with unweary-

ing attention the fauces, the nares, and the incision in the

neck, and touch any suspicious surfaces with the liquor sesqui-

ehloridi (at 30°.)

This is the most efficious of ail local remédies ; it imprég-

nâtes the diphtheritic patch, pénétrâtes beneath its edges,

reaches the subjacent surface, and obviâtes the necessity of

having recourse to the difficult process of tearing away the

false membrane.
The forcible avulsion of the pseudo-membranous deposit may

thus in most instances be dispensed with. The application of

the sesqui chloride reiterated every day or every other day,

modifies the vitality of the diseased mucous membrane and

facilitâtes the spontaneous detachnient of the concrétions. In

the intervais of the applications, the parts should be fomented

with a strong décoction of red roses, walnut leaves, or oak-

bark.

Mr. Courty's remarks are applicable of course only to the

false-membranes accessible to the eye. Those which are

situated in the larynx or trachea may be beneficially modihed

by the same remédiai agent conveyod into the air-passages with

a pulverising apparatus.
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ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS.

ON
LECTURES

DISEASES OF THE SKIN.
Bt George Ross, M.D.

(Continuée! i'rom page 270.)

Subjecls : The Scrofulous Constitution ; Lupus ; The Use of Arsenic,

Cod-liver Oil, Iron, and Quinine.

In treating of cutaneous affections in connexion with th 1
.

scrofulous cachexia, I confine myself chiefly to those that charac-

terise the cliathesis. We sometinies observe papular and squamous
affections associated with the strumous habit, Dut thèse coincidences

are rather accidents than constant effects and distinctive manifesta-

tions of struma. Very recently 1 hâve had under treatment a niost

obstinate case of prurigo in a strumous patient, and after t rying

many remédies without marked advantage, rapidly cured it

under the free use of Cod-liver oil. It was the fact of an obvions
scrofulous diathesis that induced me to hâve recourse to the oil

;

and it succeeded after every other form of tonic, vegetable and
minerai, had failed. It was interesting to see the skin lose its dry-
ness, the subeutaneous tissue get replenished with fat, the papules,
with the attendant pustules caused by scratching, disappear, and
the patient delivered from his niartyrdom as lie persevered in the
use of the oil. We may then hâve any form of cutaneous disease

associated with struma ; and when such a combination occurs, the
correction of the strumous constitution will be the most effectuai

treatment of the malady.
There is one affection of a most formidable character, which is

said to be intimately associated with, if not directly caused by, a
scrofulous habit

—

I allude to lupus. Many patients" afflicted with
tins disease certainly do exhibit évidences of a debilitated constitu-
tion. They are usually pale—occasionally alniost cadaverous, hâve
a large upper lip, and a glassy eye. Their muscles are flabby, and
there is a gênerai want of tone

; yet, the connexion between lupus
and struma is not constant, and cases occur where it is not appa-
rent.

Lupus.—This patient was a female rather advanced in life.

When I saw lier iirst she had suffered from the disease about six

weeks. At the time she presented herself, the mucus membrane
inside the left nostril was ulcerated, and this ulcer extended to the
septum and upper lip. There was a tubercle on the tip of the nose
about the size of a pea and covered with a loose scab. The end of
the nose and left ala were hypertrophied, and of a deep bluish
crimson hue ; the complexion generally being very pale. There
was also an ulcer which was very tender on the hard palate ; it had
smooth thickened edges and an irregular form. Five niinims of
liq. arsenicalis were ordered to be taken three times a day ; and,
as an external application, simple water dressing. Under this treat-

ment she rapidly improved.
August 5.—Four days after commencement of treatment I find it

recorded. " The hypertrophy diminished, colour less crimson,
but the tubercle larger. Ulcer of palate improving."
August 8.—" The colour of nose much paler ; swelling con-

siderably reduced ; the tubercle flattening ; ulcers gradually
healing."

August 12.—" The redness and hypertrophy entirely gone ; the
ulcer on tip of nose in statu quo, with a circle of redness around it

about two Unes in breadth ; ulcer inside on septum and base of
naris very much better. The ulcer on hard palate less sensitire
and healing. She complains of deafness. To take two and a half
niininis of liq. arsenicalis only."

The arsenic was soon increased to the original amount, and it

was continued unintermittingly for three months that it miglit
hâve time to exercise its full effects ; but the patient did not get
well. On the contrary, fresh tubercles broke out during this time
and the affection crept along botli cheeks. This woman remained
under my treatment six months, and during this period it was
évident that the arsenic had a positive power in reducing the
hypertrophy and discolouration, and in staying the progress of the
malady

; for as often as it was discontinued for a few days, so often
the disease seemed to take a fresh start. Its influence, however, was
notpositively curative ; the old tubercles did not wholly heal and
new ones formed. I had recourse to the local use of chloride of
zinc, which invariably destroyed the tubercles, with, of course, some
damage to the tissue. This patient left me to go to her native
place for change of air, and I am unacquainted with her présent
condition. She was too poor to obtain suitable nourishment, and
she discontinued her visita at a time wh«n the daily use of Cod- I

liver oil, as a nutrient, would, I hâve no doubt, hâve been of the
greatest advantage.

I hâve employed the arsenic as recommended by Mr. Hunt in
other cases ol lupus, and I hâve always found it bénéficiai ; but I

hâve not perceived that defïnite cures hâve resulted from its use
alone. It is undoubtedly a valuable resource, but escharotics are
necessary. I hâve seen arsenic do good up to a certain point, in
other cutaneous affections, and then lose its efficacy. In «uch cases
I hâve found cod-liver oil given as a means of nourishing the patient,

—complète the cure.

lu another case, similar to the foregoing, but in a younger per-

son, and of longer duration, the patient haviug been ill two years
previous to her coming under my care, the arsenic was employed
with marked advantage. The disease which was chiefly in the left

ala, gradually abated, and the ulcers cicatrised. Before, however,
my seeing her, several ulcers musthave been healed, as the ala nasi
was scarred with cicatrices.

As a rule in thèse cases, oui- dependence must not be placed
solely on the internai administration of arsenic. It will be neces-

sary to resort to the chloride of zinc paste, or the acid nitrate cf

mercury to destroy the ulcerated tubercles. After one is destroyed
it generally happena that others will form, when it will be ex-
pédient to apply the escharotic to the new ulcers. The caustic will

destroy the disease in the part to which it is applied, but will not
prevent its extension ; this object can be attained only by means of

arsenic, or other constitutional measures.
A paste of the chloride of zinc is probably the most convenient

caustic for use in thèse cases. The pain caused by it is not severe

unless it pass inside the nostril and touch the mucous membrane,
when it will cause great agony. This may be the resuit of accident

or design ; when the paste is intended to be applied to an internai

ulcer, the chloride should be much diluted with flour or other

farina.

Cod-liver Oil.—I do not think that the use of this agent is suffi-

ciently estimated in the treatment of cutaneous diseases. In tuber-

culosis generally our confidence in it is almost a superstition ; but
so soon as the tuberculosis is seen to be associated with cutaneous
disease, we are prone to fly to other remédies of traditional or more
reputed efficacy

;
yet I hâve not found any superior, or even equal,

to the oil. In a very large nuniber of intractable cases of skin dis-

ease, whether papular, squamous, or pustular, the nutrition of the

System will be found to be faulty, as will be evidenced in a dry
inelastic skin, deficiency of sub-cutaneous fat, prominent skeleton,
and narrow chest ; under thèse circumstances an easily-assimilable

nutrient is indispensable ; and we hâve one in cod-liver oil. Arsenic
does not effect the purpose ; it will give tone to the capillary Sys-

tem, diminish hypertrophy and allay excessive sensibility of the
cutaneous nerves, and in some instances thèse actions will sufiiee,

but in the more protracted cases they do not effect enough to ac-

complish a cure. I hâve seen the opération of arsenic limited to

thèse results many times, and no further good done until cod-liver

oil was resorted to. Nor will quinine or iron answer the end much
better—on the contrary, thèse agents will sometinies increase

irritation, although the indications for the use of a tonic may be
very apparent. I regard cod-liver oil as scarcely less spécifie,—if I

may be permitted the use of the terni—in degenerated forms of

skin disease, than it is in phthisis pulmonalis.

The oil appears to me to act mainly as a nutrient ; and I place

little confidence in the alterative or spécifie properties of the iodine,

broniine, chlorine, phosphorus, sulphur, lime, &c, &c, which enter
into its composition, although I would be unwilling to deny their

influence altogether.

In scrofulous cases the oil is indispensable, for in such the érup-
tion must be viewed only as one of many symptoms of a degene-
rated crasis of the blood. The recovery of the patient under the
use of the oil is marked by a clearer and brighter complexion, the
retum of blood to the capillaries, and a plumper state of the areo-

lar tissue. There is évidence of a more abundant production of red
corpuscles, in the devolopment of which it would appear tbat the
more distinctive properties of the oil , as a nutrient, consist. Mr.
Ancell, in his admirable Treatise on Tuberculosis, cites some expéri-

mental researches by Dr. J. F. Simon to prove this fact. Clinical

observation corroborâtes the scientitic testimony. In tins respect I

regard the oil as a more reliable remedy than préparations of iron,

on which dependence lias been usually placed for the reproduction
of the red corpuscles. I must confess that my confidence in iron

for this purpose is cousiderably sliaken, and I conceive that when
it does act favourably it is rather by improving the digestive and
assimilative powers, than by contributiug directly to the blood a
spécial élément. It thus acts like quinine or any other tonic. This
latter drug I generally prêter to it in most cutaneous affections, as

the quinine lias a more distinct effect on the nervous System, in im-
proving the tone, and diminisliing the susceptiblity, of which the

chief therapeutic virtue of quinine appears to me to dépend. Thèse
remédies may be advantageously employed as aids to the cod-liver

oil ; but they cannot supersede it use.

(To be continued.)
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THE GENERAL MEDICAL COUNCIL.

The General Couucil of Médical Education and Registra-

tion lias completed its labours, and its members are again

scattcred over the three kingdoms. It is with great regret

and disappointment that wc observe how little real work has

been accomplished at the récent sitting of the Council.

Indeed, with the exception of the financial matters, very

little seems to hâve been done except in the way of a vain

attempt to adjustthe conflicting claims of the différent Médical

corporations, ail of which hâve représentatives, and an equally

vain attempt to enforce the recommendations uiade by the

Council itself. The Médical Act was intended to confirni the

différent licensing bodies in niany of the powers which they

already held, but it was certainly never designed to extend any

of the existing powers or to confer new ones which the corpo-

rations did not possess before. Nevertheless we find that the

Royal Collège of Surgeons of Ireland has been struggling to

obtain powers to give licences in medicine as well as surgery,

although one would think that Ireland was sufnciently rich in

Médical institutions ; the Royal Collège of Physicians of

London, acting upon a somewhat dubious interprétation of its

original charter, claims to examine and give licences in sur-

gery, although tins extension of its powers is certainly un-

necessary, to say the least of it, while the Collège of Surgeons

exists in Lincoln's-inn Fields ; while the Apothecaries' Hall of

Dublin is making spasinodic efforts to retain the power of

licensing in medicine, of which it appears to us they cannot

be either legally or morally deprived. Thèse questions hâve

been settled, or postponed, or got rid of, in various ways ; in

sonie cases, the Council makes no objection ; in others, the

Council ignores the claim ; in others, the Council can offer no

opinion.

In our last Number we alluded to the extraordinary position

taken up by the London Collège of Surgeons in opposing the

recommendations made by the Médical Council, in which

body the Collego has three représentatives — namely, Mr.

Arnott, the représentative of the Collège Council, Mr.

Green, the Président of the Médical Council, and Mr. Law-

rence, one of the représentatives chosen by the Crown. It would

be idle to ignore the fact that Mr. Green and Mr. Lawrence

are the thick and thin supporters of the Collège tactics, and

that they are ready on ail occasions to uphold the interests of

the Collège, even at the sacrifice of the welfare of ail of the

rest of the Profession. The Médical Council makes certain

régulations for the improvement of Médical Education, includ-

ing soine very wholesome recommendations with regard to

attainments in preliminary knowledge on the part of students,

and the members of the Collège agrée to those régulations and

recommendations ; and yet when the time cornes for acting up

to the measures which they themsolves hâve helped to pass,

they encourage their Collège in a contumacious spirit of résist-

ance, and by a bare majority of one, they are able to defy the

authority of the CounciL

It now becomes a question whether the recommendations of

the Médical Council hâve any légal validity ; if they hâve, then

it is clearly incompétent for any of the corporations to resist

them ; if they hâve not, the Médical Council itself niight as

well be abolished. The grand object of the Médical Act was

to introduce something like uniformity into the System of

Education and Examination for the Médical Profession, but

this object can nover be attainod, if every licensing Board is

allowed to take its own course. One of the great thèmes on

which Médical Eo." . i
:
• wsre aoeisto-.ned to dilate, was the

discrepancy existing between the Systems pursued by the

différent Examining Boards, and it was certainly hoped that a

Médical Council would hâve the power of harmonising thèse

Systems at least to a certain limited degree. To amalgamât e

them altogether would be a hopeless task, nor would such a

resuit, in our opinion, be désirable.

Before the passing of the Médical Act, the qualifications re-

quired of candidates, and the kind of examination passed, at

the various examining Boards, were extremely différent, and

it would be a mère waste of words, and indeed a perversion of

the truth, to represent them as boing alike. The members of

the two Houses of Parliamont, the groat part of the nobility,

and a multitude of the gênerai public, know no différence be-

tween a degree obtained at the University of A. or of B., or

whether it has been obtained by examination or by purchase,

and so long as a man possesses somo légal qualification, it is

indiffèrent to them whether hc has passed one or two, or five

or ten years, or no years at ail in Medieal study ; whether he

is a good classical scholar, and well versod in modem science,

or whether he has not enough Latinity to translate the Latin

in which, perhaps, lus own diploma is written, and does not

know enough of modem science to distinguish granité from

chalk, or a blue-bell from a fox-glove. But the Profession

has long been fully aware that the mode of study and exami-

nation enforced at somo Médical Schools, and at certain ex-

amining Boards, is far superior to that required at others ;

and it needs no great expérience of human nature to be aware

that while the ambitious student will, by préférence, sélect

the most severe course of study, and the most stringent ex-

amination, yet that there are hundreds of others who will

chooso the cheapest and the easiest way of attaining the

desired end.

Much of the evil in the présent systein of Médical éduca-

tion and examination arises unquestionably from the unequal

and indeed unfair mode of reniunerating Lecturers and Ex-

aminera. Both dépend mainly upon the fées of students and

candidates for Médical degrees and licences, and hence, look-

ing at the constitution of mankind, mon will too often be

biassed by personal views in passing or rejecting candidates

for examination. In cases where Lecturers or Professors in a

Collège examine candidates in the samo Collège for degrees, it

is not likely that they will be stem judges of the attainments

of their own pupils, and we may even pardon the Examinera

of the Collège of Surgeons of England for endeavouring to

retain their splendid émoluments for passing embryo surgeons.

The University of London again can afford to act the part of

Minos and Rhadamanthus with its candidates, seeing that the

University has no Médical School, and its Examinera are paid

by the State.

"With ail thèse discordant éléments, the Médical Council

has nothing whatever to do ; but it has the power of provent-

ing one body from outbidding another by a kind of Dutch

auction, and selling its honours to the lowest bidders ;
and

this task it appears to bave attempted, but to hâve failed to

accomplish.

Sinco the above was written we learn that the Médical

Council has affirmed, by a large majority, that the Registered

Licentiates of the Apothecaries Company in Dublin are
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entitled to practise medicine in Great Britain and Ireland.

The Council has also voted away large suins of money to ail

the parties engaged in the' production of the forthcoming

Pharmacopœia. Upwards of 2,000Z. has thus been voted in

addition to the large cost already incurred, so that we suppose

the book is expected to be enorrnously remunerative. In thèse

hard times, it cannot be alleged that the literary or scientific

contributors to the Pharmacopœia hâve been illiberally

treated.

SUMMARY OP THE WEEK.

A FEW MORE WORDS ABOUT THE MEDICAL COUNCIL.

Since our leading article was in type, and as we are going

to press, we hâve received the printed Report of the last

meetings of the Médical Council. Thèse papers hâve been

delayed in their transmission to us by accidentai and unavoid-

able causes, the principal being the necessity of carefully

correcting the proof-sheets containing the Reports of the Sub-

Committees, which are of great length. Under thèse circum-

stances we hâve to state that some of the remarks (though not

many) made in our leading article, might hâve been modified

if we had received the papers earlier. As it is, we must leave

the publication of the Reports until next week, but we may
announce in the meantime that the Médical Council has sug-

gested several important amendments in the Médical Act,

calculated to remove many of the impediments which at

présent obstruct its opérations. Among other amendments,

it is proposed to place the business of the Chemist and

Druggist under the supervision of the Act, and to make it

compulsory on ail persons who compound medicines to pass

an examination in Pharmacy before entering upon their occu-

pation. It is also proposed to ameDd the ambiguity of the 40th

clause in the présent Act, and to make the law against illégal

practice much more clear and more stringent.

THE SARRACENIA PURPUREA IN 8MALL-POX.

At the last meeting of the Epidemiological Society, Mr.

Marson, the Résident Médical Officer of the Small-pox

Hospital, read a paper " On the Effects of the Sarracenia

Purpurea as a Remedy in Small-pox." The resuit of his ob-

servations was that the drug had no effect in arresting the

progress of the disease, as ail the cases in which it was em-

ployed were fatal. The cases were ail avowedly of the worst

description. Mr. Logie, of the Royal Horse Guards, was

présent, and confirmed the statement he had already made as

to tho efficacy of the root of the sarracenia ; but ail his cases

were known to be modified by previous vaccination. Our own
opinion is that the efficacy of the sarracenia purpurea in

Small-pox is very doubtful, and we repeat the opinion we ex-

pressed last week, that Mr. Logie would hâve donc better in

laying his expérience before the Profession, than in writing to

a non-Médical journal, and raising hopes in the public mind of

the discovery of a spécifie, the virtues of which hâve still to

he tested. While on the subject of Small-pox, we call atten-

tion to the proceedings at the Thames Police Court, published

at p. 325, where it will be perceived that two persons hâve

been conVicted under the compulsory Vaccination Act.

"We hâve been requested to publish the Mlowing statement

in référence to the National Médical Registration Asso-

ciation.

Tins Association, it will be remembered, was established by some
leading members of the profession immediately after the passing of

the Médical Act in 1858, to secure, as far as possible, the efficient
opération of those clauses which it was expected would confer so
much henefit upon the public and profession, by affording tliein
protection against the unqualified and dishonest pretender. That
this Association has rendered the profession important services
there can be no question, and if it has not attained to ail that waa
hoped and expected, it has been due to the utter failure of a certain
clause of the Act rei'erred to, and the means at its disposai, rather
than to a want of effort on its part. The activity of the Vigilance
Committee, and the terror it excited in the minds of evildoers at
that time, cannot be forgotten. Prosecution after prosecution was
undertaken, and manfully fought to the last, nor did it desist until
it had demonstrated but too clearly the worthlessness of the 40th
clause in particular. The Committee then memorialized the Médical
Council to obtain fïom Parliament an amendment of this clause,
but as yet to no purpose. Until, however, this clause is altered,

the Association, as a prosecuting body, is powerless. But we regret
to leam, that, owing to the member's subscriptions being very much
in arrear, a debt of nearly 200/. properly incurred, is pressing very
heavily on the Committee, and that their respected treasurer, J.

Lavies, Esq., is really subject to personal annoyance on account of
it. This ought not to be, and we wish to call the attention of ail

our readers to the fact. Ail members of the Association are beyond
doubt legally liable for the debts of their Committee. There is,

however, a higher feeling, and one that we feel sure will actuate
them and the profession generally, and tliey will feel in honour
bound to protect the pockets of those who hâve so generously be-
stowed their time and énergies, as well as their money, in their

service. Some members of the original Committee hâve determined
to relieve their treasurer of the annoyance to which he is subject,

and at a meeting held on Monday evening the following subscrip-

tions were announced :—The Proprietors of ' The Lancet,' bl. 5s. ;

William Fergusson, Esq., 21. 2s. ; Dr. George Webster, 21. 2s. ; John
Erichsen, Esq., 21. 2s. ; John Propert, Esq., 21. 2s. ; Ernest Hart,

Esq., 21. 2s.; J. F. Clarke, Esq., 21. 2s. ; Dr. E. Kirby, 21. 2s. ; Dr.
Hillier, 1/. Is. ; Jabez Hogg, Esq., 21. 2s. ; Dr. H. G. Wright, 21. 2s.

;

Dr. Bradford, 21. 2s. ; William Adams, Esq., 21. 2s. ; N. H. Clifton,

Esq., 21. 2s. ; Dr. Thane, II. 10s. ; W. A. N. Cattlin, Esq., 21. 2s. ;

Dr. J. B. Williams, 21. 2s. ; Sir J. Ranald Martin, 21. 2s. ; Dr,

Théodore E. Ladd, 21. 2s. ; Dr. G. Pearse, 21. 2s. ; Charles Tunaley,
Esq., 21. 2s. ; Dr. Thomas Ansell, 21. 2s. ; J. Mann, Esq., Charter
House, li ls. ; Dr. Graaemann, Bloomsbury, 10s. 6d. ; Dr Hemsley,
Spring Gardens, 5s. Subscriptions should be sent direct to John
Lavies, Esq., Great George street, Westminster ; or to ' The Lancet'
Office, in aid of the National Médical Begistration Association
Fund.

ELECTION OP COLLEGE COUNCILLOHS,

The number of candidates for the three vacant seats in the

Council of the Collège of Surgeons has been reduced to four,

in addition to tho two présent Councillors who will offer

themselves for re-election. Mr. Bishop, an old and esteemed

member of the Council, has declined to allow himself to be

put in nomination, although he has been requested to do so by
a great number of his friends ; and Mr. M'Whinnie has also

withdrawn his name. The infusion of fresh blood into the

Council will be of great service to the Collège itself, and to

the whole Profession.

REVIEW OF THE PERIODICALS.

The 'Lancet.'

Professor Huxley continues his lectures on the " Structure and

Development of the Vertebrate Skeleton," his présent subject being

the skull of fishes, and particularly the structure of those anomalous

and apparently unsymmetrical skulls of the fishes comprised in the

family of pleuronectidse, as the turbots, flounders, and soles. Dr.

C. B. Radcliffe continues his lectures on " Certain Diseases of the

Brain and Nervous System," and now treats of the therapeutics of

convulsion. His remarks on this subject are exceedingly interesting,

although they are partly founded on theoretical grounds. He ap-

proves of oily and fatty matters as diet, in préférence to lean méat ;

of gymnastic exercises ; of cod-liveroil and phosphorous ; lie doubts

the suitableness of belladonna in cases of epilepsy and other forms

of chronic convulsive disorders, and suggests, but does not actually

advise, the occasional employment of opium ; he doubts the efficacy

of zinc, strongly recommends the use of alcoholic stimulants, and
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approves the occasional and nioderate abstraction of blood in pre-

Yenting certain conséquences of convulsion. Mr. Redfern

Dayies, who has been cngaged for four months in the treatment of

the wounded soldiers in America, contributes a paper on the " Treat-

ment of Compound Fractures of the Thigh, from Gunshot Wounds,"

and describes an apparatus for the leg applicable to such cases.

Dr. Cameron writes ou the " Treatment of Acute Hepatitis in its

Snppurative Stage," and strongly recommends the early discharge

ot pus by tapping the liver, an opération, which, even if unsuccess-

fnl, does no hanu, and inay be the means of saving life. Dr. Wil-

liam Price relates an "Extrême Case of Exostosis," in a lad of fif-

teen, in whom ail kinds of treatment had been used without effect

in removing the enormous bony growths.

Thb 'Médical Times and Gazette.'

The nuniber opens with a clinical lecture by Mr. F. Le Gros

Clark on some miscellaneous surgical cases occurring in St.

Thomas's HospitaL One was a case of concussion of the spine,

recovering without any active treatment ; and another was a case

of fracture and partial dépression of the cranium, which did well

without trephining. Dr. James Arnott communicates a paper

on an " Improved mode of using Réfrigération as an Anoesthetic

and as a Remedy," the improvement consisting in the employment

of a metallic body, cooled in a freezing mixture, or a tliin metallic

bottle, made of tinned iron or aluminium, and completely filled

with the frigorifie mixture, instead of the immédiate application of

the freezing materials themselves to the skin. Dr. George John-

son contributes a paper on the " Use of the Laryngoscope," in which

he describes the successive steps by which laryngoscopy has been

brought to its présent state, and he suggests some improvements in

the use and application of the instrument.

Thb 'Bbitish Médical Jodrnal.'

The first communication is the conclusion of a lecture on " Capil-

lary Bronchitis," by Dr. Hyde Salter. He compares the condi-

tion of the lungs in this disease to that of the same organs in a

drowned animal, the air in the bronchial tubes being mixed up

with water. But surely Dr. Salter does not assert that the

water in the lungs of drowned persons is the cause of death,

for this is opposed to common expérience, and even to post-mortem

examinations. In speaking of the treatment, Dr. Salter adverts to

the two opposite plans which might hâve been employed in his case

of capillary bronchitis, namely administration of alcohol, and the

abstraction of blood, and he argues very judiciously that neither

plan would in ail probability hâve proved successful. Dr. William

Bcdd, of Clifton, contributes an additional note on the " Occurrence

of Malignant Pustule in England," and relates five cases, ail of

which were fatal. He considéra that this disease is caused by the

absorption of diseased animal matter by an abraded surface. Mr.

Paul Belcher relates a case of " Bright's Disease, combined with

Puerpéral Eclampsia." The case was treated during life by bleeding,

but without any good effect, and after death, it was found that both

kidneys were diseased, especially the lcft, which was atrophied,

lobulated, and granular ; and on microscopical examination neither

tubes nor Malpighian corpuscles could be recognised. Mr. Belcher

ery justly remarks that bleeding could not be expected to prove

bénéficiai in such a case. Dr. W. H. Day contributes some notes

on " Croup," and relates the particulars of five cases, two of which

were fatal. They were ail treated on the antiphlogistic plan, but it

appears to us that the writer has not sufficiently distinguished be-

tween the cases of inflammatory affection of the trachéal mucous
membrane, and thoae of the formation of false membrane, such as is

tound in diphtheria. The diphtheritic membrane is not coagulable

lymph, and antiphlogistic treatment in this forni of disease is cer-

tainly tmwise.

NOTES OF OASES IN MIDWIFERY PRACTIOE.

By W. Whitelaw, M.D., L.F.P.S.G., Kirkintilloch.

I. The following case illustrâtes what Dr. Rigby, in his Sytlem of
Midwiferi/, correctly désignâtes " Gastro-enteric Puerpéral Mania,"
ami also affords proof of Dr. Gooch's remark in lus essay on
" Disorders of the Mind in Lying-in Women," that cérébral excite-

ment does not necessarily dépend on inflammation or congestion.

On the 27th October last I delivered Mrs. S. of a healthy maie child.

The labour was natural, being but slightly retarded by hardened
faîces in the rectum. The mother did well till the evening of the

30tli, when her husband called on me and said that she was either

insane or dying. On arrivmg at the house 1 found the patient in bed,

surrounded by her relatives, to whom she was giving minute direc-

tions regarding the disposai of her baby, and the burial of her own
body, a fréquent interjection in her conversation being, " You know
I'm dead." She had a weak variable puise, and foui tongue, while
the eyes and skin were of a dirty yellow colour. The face was not
llushed, and the skin generally was of an ordinary température.

The breasts were large and soft, and I was informed that the lochial

discharge had not ceased. The nurse also said that the bowels had
not been moved since the birtli, an ounce of castor oil which had
been prescribed on the second day, aud another dose which the

nurse had administered, having both failed to operate. This, with
the absence of inflammatory symptoms, determined the diagnosis,

and I at once advised a large dose of jalap powder, and aller enjoin-

ing quietness in the apartment, I left. Next morning the patient

was in her right mind, and rather ashamed of the preceding

evening's delusion, about which the attendant had told her. The
bowels had moved thrice, the éjecta being, in the nurse's vernacular,
" black and no ordinary." A rhubarb aperient was then prescribed,

and the patient got on well without further bad symptoms.
II. Labour retarded by external protrusion of the unruptured

membranes.
On 3rd May last I was summoned at one a.m. to visit Mrs. C, in

labour since ,two o'clock of the preceding day, and attended by a

midwife. The midwife informed me that something uncommou
had corne away, which she did not understand. On approaching

the bed I found the object causing alarm to be the prolongation of

the anmiotic membranes external to the vagina, and lying on the
L<*1 like a huge Florence flask or an oriental water-bottle. Aseer-
taining by examination that the head presented, I ruptured the
membranes, and after considérable discharge of liquor amnii, the
pains became more powerful and lasting, the child being born in

twenty minutes. The placenta followed almost immediately. The
cord, eighteen inches long, was twice round the neck of the infant,

which was irrecoverably asphyxiated.

Every stillborn mature child that I hâve delivered had been
strangled by the cord, regarding which condition accoucheurs bave
often no accurate knowledge tiÏÏ too late.

PAPULO-VESICULAR ERUPTION FROM THE USE
OF MORPHIA.

By G. de Gorregnez Griffith, M.R.C.S. Eng., L.M. Dublin.

Membcr of the Surgical Society of Ireland, and of the Dublin Obsté-

trical Society, Houae Surgeon London Surgical Homo.

A few days previously 1 was called in to see the sister of Mrs. L.,

and finding her labouring under pectoral affection, I ordered her

sol. morph. inuriat. to be taken in the usual doses for allaying the

irritation of the cough. Mrs. L. having subsequently become
affected with a "cold in her chest," and seeing the benefit accruing

from the morph., had my prescription renewed for herself, and took

the medicine so frequently—her sister had taken it but every

fourth and sixth hour—as to induce excessive drowsiness, " falling

asleep, even while she was speaking ;" on the evening of the day
in which she thus took the medicine, she was attacked with vomit-

ing, and was soon covered with this rash ; that beginning on the

face spread itself over the entire body, quickly extending from the

face to the neck, trunk, and lower extremities.

Fearing an invasion of small-pox, the Jïiends summoned me next

day, and their f'ears were allayed by my assuring them that the

éruption was occasioned by the niorphia. So strongly did it re-

semble measles, at least in having the crescentic arrangement, that

it had been pronounced such by another médical man. I B*ed

scarcely add that.the discontinuance of the cause—the morpliia—was

followed by a speedy resolution of the effect, the seeming Exan-

them—and that next day tliere was little trace of the éruption.

Had I not previously seen opium produce the same or similar

effects, I too should hâve been puzzled.

May 28, 1863.
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REVIEW OP BOOKS.

On Rupture, Inguinal, Crural, and UmhiUcal ; the Anatomy, Patho-

logy, Diagnosis, Cause and Prévention; with New Methods of

effecting a Radical and Permanent Cure. By John Wood,
P.R.C.S., Eng., Demonstrator of Anatomy at King's Collège,

London, Assistant-Surgeon to King's Collège Hospital. pp. 326,

London. 1863.

The great prevalence of rupture, and the disabilities it entails,

especially among the working classes, hâve induced Mr. Wood to

devise a new plan for the radical cureofthis complaint, and after

carefully studying the subject for several years and submitting his

mode of treatment to the test of expérience, he now présents the

results to the Profession. He observes, in his introduction, that

rupture is not a disease that is directly or necessarily fatal, and that

by care and the use of a truss, it may be reduced to a mère ineon-

venience ; and hence that many eminent surgeons hâve not thought

it justifiable to induce a patient to undergo an opération which may
cause pain and even endanger life, in the uncertain hope of a perma-

nent cure. But Mr. Wood argues that rupture, as a disease, is on the

increase, and that among the labouring, inilitary, and naval classes,

it renders men incapable for the effectuai performance of their duties,

and may place their lives in jeopardy under circumstances, when
surgical help is not available. Expérience has shewn that this re-

suit cannot be effectually guarded against by the use of trusses,

which often fail when they are most required, or cause needless

trouble and expense.

With respect to the dangers incurred by wounding the peritoneum,

Mr. Wood believes them to be exaggerated, for that hundreds of

opérations, implicating that membrane when in a healthy state,

hâve been performed without any bad effects, and he thinks that

the appréhension of danger arises from the circumstance that

wounds of the peritoneum in a state ot disease or inflammation hâve
sometimes taken an unfavourable course, as, for instance, in strangu-

lated hernia, or in opérations exposing the membrane extensively

to external influences. Again, Mr. Wood observes, that before we
can obtain a proper light from statistics on the dangers of the opéra-
tion for the radical cure, we must compare the total number of
deaths in cases where this has been attempted with those from
•trangulation and other fatal conséquences of rupture, and the pro-

portions of each to the total number ofhernia cases. Rupture, more-
over, is a very troublesome disease in itself, rendering the patient'

s

life uncomfortable, making him comparatively unfit for bodily exer-

tion, and not unfrequently misérable, and exposing himself, and often

a family, if in the lower ranks of life, to the périls of destitution.

Mr. Wood also argues that varicose veins, hœmorrhoids, stricture,

and prolapsus of the utérus and rectum, although not entailing so

ievere a disability as rupture, or so often dangerous to the life of the

patient, are almost universally considered as fit subjects for opéra-

tions with a view to a radical cure, yet fatal casualties are not un-
common, while failures are certainly as fréquent. Sueh are the

gênerai arguments on which Mr. Wood founds his opinion of the

necessity of a radical cure for this very cominon and troublesome
affection.

The most important features of Mr. Wood's book on Rupture are,

lst. The application of a new principle in the radical cure of the

complaint viz., that of uniting the walls and sides of the tendinous

aperture through which the rupture escapes, so as to close up the

abdominal walls as well as obliterating the cavity of the sac. This
he effects in various ways, according to the size and peculiarities of
he case.

In large cases, the'scrotal fascia, but not the skin, is invaginated,

and the walls ofthe inguinal canal approximated by the use of wire
sutures applied subcutaneously by means of a peculiar curved needle
in two or more places, according to the width of the opening. In
small cases, and in those of children, congénital or otherwise, the
closure is effected without invagination or any incision of the skin,

by the use of a pair of rectangular pins, such as the author uses for

varicose veins. Thèse traversing the pillars and sides of the canal
and sac are locked into each other and turned on their axis so as to

twist up the sac and walls, thus causing union of the parts so in-

volved. Out of sixty cases treated by the above methods (the

détails of which are given in the appendïx to the volume), forty-

two hâve resulted successfully, and many of the rest were very large

cases, which were undertaken more with a view of relief, and to

enable a truss to be effective, than with the hope ofperfect succcss. In
thegreat majority ofthe cases, serious symptoms hâve been altogether
absent, one death only has resulted in the author's practice, and this

was from pytemia (a disease to which any opération is subject),

three weeks after the opération. In none of the cases has the condi-
tion of the rupture been rendered worse by the opération, but
nearly always iinproved. The total resuit of the cases shows that
the greatest success is attainable in the young subject, in whom the
progress of development after the opération aids in rendering the
parts firm and safe, but of ten cases treated by the rectangular pins,
only two hâve been unsuccessful. The symptoms after this opéra-
tion are quite trivial

The author has also applied the principles of his opération to the
cure of crural hernia, but inasmuch as this is far less common,
and more frequently affects the female, and, moreover, implicates
parts which présent many anatomical dangers and difliculties, he
considers that operative interférencejs called for only in cxceptional
cases. For extrême cases of umbilical hernia, resisting the treatment
by pressure, the author describes the opération which he has several

times carried out successfully upon the living subject.

In the several sections on trusses, the author describes and figures

many trusses for each of the varieties of rupture, which hâve l>een

devisedby himself upon an enthely new principle—viz., that offlat

pressing upon the sides and pillars of the ring instead of in the axis

of the hernial canal as effected by convex truss pads. The latter

method effects always a degree of invagination of the integuments
into the hernial opening, which tends to enlarge, instead of closing

up, the aperture.

This principle he has carried out in the contruction of a ring pad
for congénital umbilical hernia, which tends to close up the sides of
the hernial opening. He has also made public a new truss for diffi-

cult cases of inguinal rupture upon the principle of a double or twin

pad pressing respectiveiy upon the sides of the opening, and each

acted upon independently by a double side spring, like that for a
double rupture. The truss pad for oblique inguinal rupture is of

an oblique horseshoe shape for ordinary cases, made simply of box-
wood ; for others, of a dise of métal, acted upon by a peculiar com-
bination of lever and double spring. That for direct hernia is

simply an ovoid ring varied like the former. The truss pad for crural

hernia is also peculiar in shape, with a flat bearing surface upon the

crural canal, where the most effective pressure is called for.

The sections on the anatomy, pathology, and diagnosis of hernia

are studiously amplified with a view to the better understanding of

the parts in référence to the treatment for a radical cure, and with-

out référence to the complications, such as inflammation and strangu-

lation, which require a distinct line of treatment. The remarks

upon the différent conformations of hernial subjects, and upon the

différent varieties of the hernial sac, hâve been carefully deduced

from extensive observation and research, and constitute one of the

most original features of the volume.

The book comprises the Jacksonian prize essay for 1861 " On the

Radical Cure of Inguinal Hernia," but includes also the crural and
umbilical forms with their anatomy and pathology.

We must remark, in conclusion, that the volume is very well got

up, and the illustrations are numerous and admirably executed, so

that by their aid, the reader cannot fail tounderstand the anatomy
of the parts concerned, and the various steps of the différent opéra-

tions which Mr. Wood has devised. The subject is a novel one,

and the opérations are on their trial, but we do no more than jus-

tice to Mr. Wood in recommending his very thougtful pages to the

careful attention of the surgical Profession.

The Urine in Health and Disease ; being an Exposition of the Com-
position of the Urine, and of the Pathology and Treatment of
Urinary and Rénal Disorders. By Arthur Hill Hassall, M.D.,

Senior Physician to the Royal Free Hospital. Second Edition.

Pp. 416. London : 1863.

The first édition of this work was comprised in some 70 or 80

pages, and to it, at the time of its publication, some exception was

taken ; that work, was, however designedly of an iiuperfect character,

its object being to conveyin as small a compass, and in asfew words

as possible, a simple explanation of the subject ot Urinary Patho-

logy, and to this brevity, doubtless, some of what were conceived to

be its imperfections were to be assigned. Yet that the purpose of

that work was a good one appears to be proved by the fact that

within a very short period the édition was exhausted.

The présent édition is really a new and distinct work, and one of

which we are enabled to express our cordial approbation ; it really,

in the words of the author, " embraces within a moderate compass

ail, or nearly ail, that is known and of value in relation to the com-

position of the urine, and the pathology and treatment of urinary

and rénal disorders."

It is very clearly written, and although abounding in facts, is

concise ; the arrangement of the matter is equally good, and serves

greatly to enhance its value as a book of référence. First, the his-

tory of the substance is treated of ; then its chemistry and micro-

scopical characters, the methods whereby its amount is determined,

the quantity excreted in health—next, its pathology—and lastly, the

subject of treatment is fully discussed.

The chapters on uric acid, the urates, oxalic acid, the phosphates

and on sugar, including diabètes, are particularly good. Unlike

other works treatiug of the urine, Dr. Hassall's book contains a

distinct section in which the pathology and treatment of the various

forms of Bright's disease are fully described and considered. The

chapter on the présence, of mucus, pus, and blood in the urine, and

on the diseases occasioning their présence in the rénal sécrétion,

such as crystitis and the différent forms of pyelitis, are full of prac-

tical information, and the same remark is applicable to the obser-

vations on the médical origin of stone and stricture.
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Intersperscd througli the text are mmierous engravings ; thèse

are by far the inost accurate and faithful illustrations of urinary

deposits hitherto publislied, and they are particularly distinguishcd

bv the fact that, although engraved on wood, and placed amongst

the letter-press, they are coloured by haud ; this foras a new and

pleasing featurc of the book.

The work contains not only the most récent information relating

to the composition and pathology of the urine, but also a large

amountof original observation and research, in proof of which \ve

refer to the author's investigation on the décomposition of urea, the

composition of the urates, the development of the sugar fungus and

other organic productions in urine, the discovery of crystallised

phosphate of lime in the urine, of crystallised phosphate of mag-
ncsia (not the triple phosphate) ; the observations on the urine

of choiera, and though last, not least, the singular discovery of

indigo in the urine.

In conclusion, m may remark of Dr. Ilassall's Treatise, that it is

not a mère laboratory or chemical work, but is eminently practieal,

entering largely into the pathology and treatment of urinary affec-

tions and diseases. and that thèse subjects are very ably discussed.

The Progrès* of Ophthalmie Surgeryfrom the Invention of the Oph-

thalmoscope (in 1851) up to the présent time. Being an Oration

delivered before the North London Médical Society. By John
Zachariah Laurence, F.R.C.S., M.B. Lond., Surgeon to the

Surrey Ophthalmie Hospital. Pp. 24. London. 1803.

This oration is a very able and interesting résumé of the progress

of ophthalmie surgery, which, within the last twelve years has been
rendered conspicuous, not only by niany minor improvements, but

by the brilliant invention of the ophthalmoscope, by Helmholtz, and
the opération of iridectomy by Von Grafe. To both thèse dis-

tinguishedophthalmologists, Mr. Laurence does full justice, record-

ing not only the graduai steps which led to the successful develop-

ment of their inventions, but the theoretical views on which the in-

strument is constructed, and the opération is performed. On the

subject of cataract, Mr. Laurence speaks with approbation of an
opération adapted to certain forms of the disease, and which consists

in the extraction of the cataract by means of a spoon through an
aperturc in the cornea and the iris. The inflammatory diseases of
the eye are not treated by Mr. Laurence, by mercury and depletion,
but by sédative local applications and the administration of opium.

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE.

VACCINATION AND RE-VACCINATION.
To the Editor of the Médical Circular.

Sib,—Small-pox, vaccination, and re-vaccination seem the all-

absorbing topics of thèse times;—but, while the législature is

enacting laws for the prévention of small-pox, that scourge of man-
kind is outraging the laws of Nature. While Rome was on fire

Nero was fiddling. We are about to hâve in Ireland a salutary and
just law to compel vaccination and inspection afterwards, but it is

one sadly wanting in a clause to entitle médical officers to sélect

fresh reproduced vaccine lymph in return for what we give gratis,

bo that this fountain of life and health opened by us for the common
good of mankind is liable to be closed against us. We are empowered
to look at, but not to touch or take a portion ofwhat wegave. As we
live not for ourselves alone, but for each other, the letter of the law
ehould be replète with that benevolent spirit, so that there could
be no possible obstruction to so salutary a law as compulsory vacci-

nation, inspection, and sélection of fresh vaccine lymph, for the
good of others, for laws are made, not for individual», but for the
community. Whatever apparent severity there may be in enforcing
the transfusion of vaccine lymph, there can be none,—no risk of
injury in resuming it for the good of others. A référence to the
immortal Jenner's translation from that book of books—Nature,
may now be «easonably made. He seems to be a light shining in
darkness ont of which he brought facts of the last importance to
mankind. He asked Nature questions which she answered in the
language of expérimental fact, and which he translated and left us as
a legacy of life and health for the préservation of the human race.
I perceive that the writer of a ktter in the 'Lancet 1

states:

—

"I
venture to urge the propriety of frequently removing the virus
direct from the cow, and I am not altogether satisfied but that this
should be the only vaccination. I see much written about the im-
purity of lyuph, and this impurity I am inclined to attribute to dege-
neration of the virus, conséquent upon the custom of transmitting it
through so many individuais of the same species." The writer seems
notto know that the horse—not the cow—is the original source of the
prophylactic lymph. In support of this statement, I would refer
him to that original fountain of scientific light and of vital tacts,—
the book ol Jenner—upon the subject. From this we learn that
the horse, in a state of domesticity, is subject to a disease termed
Urease in the heels, which Dr. Jenner thinks is the source of

mall-pox. Thi» horse-disease, being transferred to the nipple of the
cow, and from the cow to the human subject, is the infallible antidote

to small-pox. Dr. Jenner refers to a " pustular disease occurring
spontaneously on the nipples of the cow, which affects the milkers,
but ia perfectly distinct Irom that transferred from the horse, is no
préventive of small-pox, and is wanting in the bluish or livid tint

60 conspicuous in tlie cow pustules." He also stated, page 34:

—

" We bave seen that the virus of the horse, when it proves infectious
to the human subject, is not to be relied on (against variola), but
that the matter produced by it on the nipple of tue cow is perfectly
60." At page 45 he states :

—" The active quality of the virus from
the horse s heels is greatly increased after it has acted on the nipple
of the cow." At 48 :

—"May it not then be reasonably conjectured
that the source of the small-pox is morbid matter of a peculiar
kind, generated by a disease in the horse, and accidentai circum-
stances may«have again and again arisen, still working new changes
upon it until it has acquired the contagious forni under which we
see it rnaking its dévastations amongst us." I woullt venture to

suggest it as a question of scientific interest, worthy of being
tested by expérimental fact on the ground that Dr. Jenner supposed
the horse " grease'' disease to be identical in source with the small-
pox, that the small-pox virus be transferred from the human subject

to the horse, thence to the cow, again to the human subject, and
that its modifications or changes be accurately observed at every
stage of its translation. It seems necessary to mention the four

sources of spurious cow-pox set forth by Dr. Jenner, at page 72,

for médical men are frequently mistaken upon the nature and
appearance of this disease. Dr. Johnston, of Sligo, mentioned to

me a case in point, that of a stable-helper who suffered from a
malignant pustule on the hand, which was mistaken for farcy, and
was about to be treated as such. He, however, viewed it correctly

to be a horse-pox, according to Jenner, which terminated favourably,

under simple treatment, in a few days. To'rcsunie, the sources of

spurious cow-pox are :
—

" lst. That arieing from pustules on the nipples or udder of the

cow, which pustules contain no spécifie virus.
" 2nd. From matter (although originally possessing the spécifie

virus) which has suffered a décomposition, either from putréfaction

or from any other cause less obvious to the sensés.

"3rd. From matter taken from an ulcer in an advanced sttge,

which ulcer arose from a true cow-pock.
" 4th. From matter produced on the human skin from contact

with some peculiar morbid matter generated by a horse."

The foregoing important statements are taken from Jenner's

work which was dedicated to the King in 1799. The alarming
spread of small-pox in London for the last few months may be
quickly perceived and easily accounted for from thèse sources of
déception. The threatening appearance of small-pox in several
districts of England and Ireland can only be guarded against by
prompt, sélect, arm-to-arm revaccination of ail as the only safeguard
against spurious cow-pock and small-pox.

In conséquence of the question " The dubious origin of small-

Fox" being a debateable one just now before the French Academy,
ventured to recall the few foregoing sentiments of Jenner from

the tomb of oblivion, and submit them to the cradle of the rising

génération, as his words on regenerative vaccination—the only
bulwark we can rely upon against the great pestilential scourge of

thèse times. Yours, &c,
Sligo, June 4. J. Tucker.

PO;OR-LAW MEDICAL REFORM.
To the Editor of the Médical Circular.

Sir.—Permit me again to trespass on the pages of your journal
,

to inform the Poor-law Médical Officers, that since my last com-
munication with them, I hâve employed much time in superintend-

ing and directing the préparation of an extensive séries of tables,

placing side by side the number of parishes, area in statute acres,

population, number of médical officers and their salaries at différent

periods, also the amount of extra médical fées, and in a final column
the total médical expenditure, the dates commencing in the year

1842 and terminating in 1861. The évidence accoiupanying this

will, I trust, convince the most sceptical of the justice of our coni-

plaint, and the incorreetness of some of the material points in Mr.

Cane's statement last session.

This évidence I intend to lay before the Select Committee as soon

as it shall be re-appointed. I bave, however, been informed through
the médium of a Member of Parliament " That the delay in the re-

apointment of the Committee, arises from pressure of business at

the Board, owing to distress in the north, and that a continuance

bill for the year is likely to be brought in." In this I trust my in-

formant may be mistaken, as it is not long since I had a letter in

reply to one I addressed to the Right Hon. C. P. Villiers, promising

me " a communication as soon as the appointaient is made," which

leads me to believe that it was then at least intended to move the

re-appointment of the Committee, but as it is possible that even

when they meet it may only be for the purpose of drawing up a

report, and not to receive further évidence, I think it most désirable

to be prepared for that event, and put into print a part at least of
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the évidence I hâve drawn up, in order that the Committee may be

in possession of certain facts, and corne prepared to recommend to

Parliament resolutions which will tend to improve the System of

Médical reiief to the poor.

The great drawback in placing my évidence in the printer's hands
is the want of inoney, as I hâve already expended about 25/. more
than I hâve received. It must, therefore, now rest with the Poor-

law Médical Officers themselves, whether I am to proceed or stand

still. I believe we hâve arrived very near the termination of our up-
hill labours, and I therefore advise that we should go on and crown
the suminit of the hill—the old adage, " faint heart never won fair

lady," is not inapplicable to our case. No great cause has ever been
carried in the House of Commons without much trouble and some
expense, and as ours is a great cause, involving annually the wel-

fare of one million and a quarter of the sick poor of tins kingdom,
I do trust my médical friends will not shrink from a little further

exertion. I am aware it is considered by many a hopeless task to

fight against a public Board, but I feel convinced that we hâve only
to prove the soundness of the views we advocate to insure the pré-

sent Président of the Poor-law Board following in the footsteps of

the Right Hon. T. Sotheron Estcourt, and aiding in the reform so

much needed. Since the commencement of the présent year, I hâve
received but 19/. 10s., and part of tins is from gentlemen uncon-
nected with Union practice, a sum but little over the cost of the
postage of the last issue of circulars sent to the 3,073 Poor-law
Médical Officers. I trust I hâve but to name the circumstance of

the want of money to arouse my friends to the very little exertion
required to place a few shilling's-worth of stamps in a letter, and
forwarding them to me. Yours, &c,

Richard Griffin.
[The rest of Mr. Griffin's letter is on a personal subject, and will

be found in our advertising columns.]

GENERAL COUx\TCIL
OF

MEDICAL EDUCATION & REGISTRATION.

MINUTES OF MEETING, Fridat, May 29.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.
The Finance Committee presentcd their report, from which it

appeared the income of the Council for 1862 was 4661/. ; the
expenditure, 4822/. The estimated income for 1863, 4793/. ; esti-

mated expenditure, 4183/.

The committee also append the following statement of the actual

and prospective expense of the publication of the Register, under
the reduced charge for printing, and the arrangement that 2000
copies in sheets are to be purchased for circulation by lier Majesty's

Government.
750 copies of the Médical Register for 1862 cost . £439 5 7

Total receipts for sale of ditto .... 85 2

Loss in 1862 ,f354 3 7

750 copies of the Médical Register for 1863, under the

new estimate (see General Minutes, No. 38, p. 2,

and No. 42, p. 5, and Executive Committee
Minutes, No. 37, p. 2,) cost £325 15 10

2000 copies in sheets to be circulated by Government . 168

Probable produce by sale of the Médical
Register for 1863, say

By sale of 2000 to the Government .

£493 15 10

£80
260

-330

£163 15
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surgeon to an hospital, gênerai dispensary, or union workhouse ;

and whilst consideriug Uwt : > yeM »P«nt in such pupilagc might be

regarded as oac ni" the four years of professional studv recornmended

by the Council, is of opinion that such year of pupilage, apart from

the practical aiul systamatk study of the elementary andancillary

sciences of niedicine, should not l>e conducted during the first year.

but at some period during the subséquent years of professional

atudy."
Moved by Dr. Andrew Wood, and seconded by Dr. Embleton.—" That ail students pass an examination in gênerai éducation, if

possible, before they commence their professional Btudies.—That
students may in particular cases be registered for the first time who
hâve passed only a part of their examination in gênerai éducation,

but that that examination must in ail cases hâve been completed

previously to the commencement of the second winter session."

Motion negatived.

MINUTES OF MEETING, Mondât, June 1, 1883.

The whole of tins day was occupied by the reading of Reports

ou the Publication and Distribution of the Kegistrar : on Ainend-

nients of the Médical Act : on matters relating to the new
Pharmacopœia ; on the Récognition of certain foreigu or colonial

degrees in examinations : on Spécial claims to Registration : on
returns from the Licensing Bodies : and in discussing other

important subjects. We are compelled to postpone the publication

of thèse reports, or of abstracts of them, until auother opportunity.

Ed. ' Médical Circular.'

MINUTES OF MEETING, Tuesdat, June 2, 1863.

1. The adjourned Debate wasresumed, on the motion of Dr.Leet;
seconded by Mr. Synie, viz. :

—" That tins Council is of opinion
that Registered Liccntiates of the Apothecaries' Company of

Dublin are as Apothecaries, entitled to practise Medicine m Great
Britain and Ireland ;

"

And on the Amendment, Moved by Dr. Aquilla Smith, and
Seconded by Dr. Corrigan, viz. :

—" That the General Médical
Council having already had before them the question referred to in

the Mémorial from the Apothecaries' Haliof Ireland on the several
occasions, viz., 9th August, 1859 ; 19th of June, 1860 ; 4th July
1861; and 19th May, 1862, do not consider it expédient on their

part to re-open the question.

"That conflicting légal opinions on the question hâve, at various

times, conie before the Council, and that the Register be directed to

forward to the Director-General of the Army, for his information,

the mémorial of the Company of the Apothecaries' Hall of

Dublin, with the légal opinions of—" The right Hon. Joseph
Napier, Attorney-General for Ireland, March 27, 1845 ;

" The
Right Hon. Sir Richard Bethel, Attornev-General for England,
Feb. 15, 1860 ; Mr. William Smith, June, 25, 1861 ; The Right.

Hon. Thomas O'Hagau, Attorney-General for Ireland, and James A
Lawson, Solicitor-General for Ireland, Feb. 11, 1863."

Amendment put, and Negatived.

Dr. A. Smith required the names of the Majority and Minority

to be entered on the Minutes.
Majority.—Dr. Burrows, Dr. Bond, Dr. Embleton, Dr. Storrar,

Dr. Alexander Wood, Dr. Fleming, Mr. Syme, Mr Thomson, Mr.
Hargrave, Dr. Leet, Sir Charles Hastings, Dr. Sharpey, Dr,

Christison.

Minorily.—Mr. Arnott, Dr. Andrew Wood, Dr. A. Smith, Dr.

Apjohn, Dr. Corrigan, Mr. Lawrence, Mr. Teale, Dr. Stokes.

The Report of the Spécial Committee appointed by the General
Council on 27th May, 1863, relative to the Pharmacopœia (see

Minutes, No. 52, p. 14), was taken into considération.

3. Moved by Dr. Christison ; Seconded by Dr. Sharpey ; and
Agreed to :

" That the sum of 94/. 10s. be voted to Dr. Apjohn, for

Chemical Investigations connected with the Pharmacopœia."
4. Moved by Dr. Christison ; Seconded by Dr. Sharpey ; and

Agreed to :

—"That the sum of 154/. 7s. be voted to Dr. Douglas
Maclagan, for Chemical Investigations connected with the
Pharmacopœia."

5. Moved by Dr. Christison ; seconded by Sir Charles Hastings
;

and Agreed to :
—" That 150/. be voted to Dr. Garrod, as Général

Secretary of the Pharmacopœia, Committee, and Secretary to the
London Sub-Committee

; 100/. to Dr. Charles Wflaon ; and lOoZ. to
Dr. Aquilla Smith, as Secretaries respectively of the Edinburgh
and Dublin Sub-Committee."

6. Moved by Dr. Christison
; Seconded by Dr. Acland ; and

Agreed to :—" That to the principal Editor in London, Dr. Fane,
75/. be voted, to l>e received when the Pharmacopœia is published

;

and that to each of the Edinburgh and Dublin Editors, Dr.
Maclagan and Dr. rfeligan, 50/. be voted, to be received when the
Pharmacopœia is published."

7. Moved by Mr. Syme ; Seconded by Mr. Hargrave :
—" That

600/. be voted to each of the Sub-Commfttees for preparing the
Pharmacopœia, as a Honorarium for their time and services, the Sub-
Committees being respectively :

London Pharmaceutical Sub-Committee.—Dr. Watson, Sir James
Clark, Dr. Farre, Dr. Garrod, Mr. Green, Mr. Nussey, Mr. Squire.

Edinburgh Pharmaceutical Sub-Committec.—Dr. Christison, Dr.
Begbie, Dr. Sellar, Dr. Wilson, Dr. Sanders, Dr. Maclagan, Dr.
Andrew Wood, Mr. Syme, Mr. Macfarlane. Afterwards," on his

death, Mr. Gardner, Mr. Robertson.
Dublin Pharmaceutical Sub-Committee.—Dr. Apjohn, Dr. A. Smith

Dr. Williams, Dr. Neligan, Dr. Barker, Dr. Leet."

Amendment Moved by Dr. Andrew Wood ; and Seconded by Dr.
Leet :

—"That the payiuents to the Sub-Committees, on account of

the Pharmacopœia, be delayed till next Session of the Council,
when the Pharmacopœia shall hâve been published, and the

Council shall be enabled to form a correct judgment as to the
money they may be able to vote as a Honorarian to them."
The amendment was put and negatived.

The Motion was thon put, and agreed to :

Dr. Andrew Wood required that the names of the Majority and
Minority be entered on the Minutes.

Majority.—Mr. Arnott, Mr. Cooper, Dr. Acland, Dr. Bond, Dr.

Storrar, Dr. Fleming, Mr. Syme, Dr. A. Smith, Mr. Hargrave, Dr.
Apjohn, Dr. Corrigan, Dr. Sharpey, Mr. Teale, Dr. Stokes.

Minority.—Dr. Embleton, Dr." Alexander Wood, Dr. Andrew
Wood, Dr. Leet.

Confirmed-JOSEPH HENRY GREEN.

MINUTES OF MEETING, Wednesday, June 3, 1863.

Mr. Green, Président, took the Chair, at Two o'clock r.M.

The considération of the Report of the Spécial Pharmacopœia
Committee was resumed.
Moved by Dr. Christison ; seconded by Dr. Andrew Wood, and

agreed to :
—" That the proposed priée of the Pharmacopœia, viz.

7s. 6d. for the Large, and 5s. for the Small Edition, be submitted,

according to the Provisions of the Act of Parliament, to the

Coimnissioners of the Treasury."

Moved by Mr. Teale ; Seconded by Dr. Smith ; and agreed to :

—

" That Dr. Christison be requested to prépare and publish an ex-

planatory statement of the fortheoming Pharmacopœia, showing its

composition, the principles of its construction, the changes iutro-

duced, and the necessity under which the Members ot the several

branches of the Médical Profession will lie of makinj,' tlnin>el\ es

ocquainted with the British Pharmacopœia, in place ot the Pharnia -

copeeias which it is to Bupersede."
Moved by Dr. Sharpey, seconded by Dr. Christison and agreed

to,
—" That it be an instruction to the Executive Committee to

watch the progress of the Bill on AVeights and Measures, now before

Parliament, and in the event of its passing the Second Reading, to

take such steps, by Pétition in the name ofthe Council, or otherwise,

as may seem to them best calculated to prevent the enactment of

any Statutory Restriction, or Obligation affecting the use ol'Weights
and Measures in Pharmacy, unless with such Provisions as shall

obviate the risk of its inconvénient or prématuré enforcement."
Moved by Dr. Alexander Wood, seconded by Dr. Leet, and agreed

to,— " That the Registrar be directed to send annually, within one
month after the Meeting of Council, to the various Bodies in

Sehedide (A), the names of those who, during the Meeting of the

Council, hâve been struck off the Register by order of the Council,

and to request the attention of each Body to Régulation 7, Chapter
VIII., of the Standing Orders, which shall be altered as follows :

" ' That the Council recommend that any person whose name has
been once removed from the Register shall not be admitted to

Examination, for any new Qualification, without the consent of the

General Médical Council."
'

Moved by Dr. Corrigan, seconded by Dr. A. Smith, and agreed
to,
—"That the Registrar be requested to apply to the several

Licensing Bodies mentioned in Schedule (A) to the Médical Act, for

copies of the Charters or Acts of Parliament under which those

Licensing Bodies issue Degrees or Licences, and possess or exercise

any other powers in référence to Medicine, Surgery, Midwifery, or

Pharmacy.
Moved by Dr. Corrigan, Seconded by Dr. A. Smith, and Agreed

to,
—"That it be an instruction to the Executive Committee to

obtain returns of the régulations relative to Education and Exami-
nation from the several Licensing Bodies mentioned in Schedule
(A) ; to ascertain in what particuîars the régulations of any of those

Bodies may differ from the Recommendations of the General
Médical Council ; to request from those Corporate Bodies, whose
régulations so differ, such observations or explanations as they

may deem fit to offer ; and to submit the correspondence, with

their report thereon, to the next Meeting of the General

Council."

Moved by Dr. Stokes ; seconded by Mr. Syme, and agreed to,—
"That looking at the various Curricula of Professional Education

enforeed by the Licensing Bodies enumerated in Schedule (A) to

the Médical Act, the Council are of opinion that the Number of

Courses of Lectures required to be attended, might be reduced with

advantage, »o as to give the Student a larger amount of time for

self-education.
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" That the overloading of the C'urriculum of Education—wkether

as to the Number of Courses, or of Lectures in particular Courses,

must be followed by results mjnrious to the Student."

Moved by Mr. Syme, seconded by Dr. Chiristison ; and agreed to,

—" That the Médical Comicil résolve to take into considération at

the next Meeting, the propriety of recommending a réduction in the

number of courses of lectures which the régulations of the varions

Licensing Boards at présent render obligatory.
" That, with a view of facilitating the considération of this sub-

ject, the General Council request to be favoured with the opinion

of the Bodies in Schedule (A), on the possibility and propriety of

this before next Meeting."

Moved by Mr. Teale, seconded by Mr. Hargrave, and agreed to,—" That the Council recommend to the various Licensing Bodies,

named in Schedule (A) of the Médical Act, the considération of the

ad-eundem principle in the granting of Degrees and Licences, with

a view to the réduction of the number of examinations. on the saine

subject, which the Student is now frequently obligea to undergo,

in order to obtain a plurality of Qualifications."

Moved by Dr. A. Smith, seconded by Dr. Corrigan, and agreed

to,
—" That the Executive Committee be authorised to protect the

copyright of the ' British Pharnracopœia,' which is vested in the

General Council."

Moved by Dr. Corrigan, seconded by Mr. Syme, and agreed to,

—

" That the Executive Committee be requested to direct their atten-

tion, and take such steps as may appear advisable to them, towards
obtaining from Government a suitable place of meeting for the

General Council."

Several motions of a routine character were afterwards made and
agreed to, after which the Council adjoumed.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

CONVICTIONS UNDER THE COMPULSORY VACCI-
NATION ACT.

Thames Police Office.—Alfred Harrild, a mechanic, of No.
23 Joshua street, St. Leonard's road, Bromley, and William Hart,
a waterman, of Phœbe street, Poplar, appeared before Mr. Wool-
rych, to answer summonses taken out by Mr. Jeffreys and Mr.
Foster, relieving officers of the Pophir Union, for refusing to take,

or cause to be taken, three children to a médical offlcer or practi-

tioner for the purpose of being vaccinated.

Mr. Le Breton, a barrister, conducted the prosecution, and stated

that the guardians considered it their duty, for the safety of the

public, to adopt thèse proeeedings.

Mr. James Dunstan, vestry clerk and registrar of births in the

parish ot Bromley St. Leonard's, Middlesex, said that lie was sup-

plied with printed notices by the Registrar-General of Births, Mar-
riages, and Deaths, and he had invariably given a copy of such

notice to every parent or other person registering the birth of a
child. The notice gave full particulars of the law relating to vac-

cination, the. time at which children were to be vaccinated, the

liâmes and addresses of the public vaccinators, and the days and
hours at which they vaccinated children. He registered the birth

of George Harrild within six weeks after the event, and gave the

mother of the child a vaccination paper and notice.

Mr. William Burdett Foster, relieving officer, said that a few
weeks since a mnn, dwelling at No. 22 Joshua street, Poplar, had a
severe attack of small-pox, and applied for relief and medicine.

He made inquiries of the inan, who said he caught the dfsease of

the children of défendant, next door to hini. He went to the house
and saw the defendant's wife, who informed him that two of lier

children had recently died of small- pox, and that one still suffering

from the disease was in a fair state of recovery. There were two
others who had not been afflicted with the disease. Those children

had been vaccinated. The other threo had not been vaccinated
either by the public vaccinator or by the defendant's own médical
practitioner. The defendant's wife admitted that when she registered

the children George and Julia she received the usual printed notice

from Mr. Dunstan.
The défendant, in reply to the charge, said the first person in his

family who had the small-pox was his wife, and he did not hold
with vaccination.

Mr. Woolrych.—The défendant must, I think, be satisfied of the
utility of vaccination. His two children who had been vaccinated
were not attacked with small-pox. The three who had not been
vaccinated caught the complaint and two of them died.

The défendant.—Yes : that is true, but still my wife don't agrée
with vaccination.

Mr. Woolrych.—The law says it must be donc, and you and your
wife connot be allowed to set yourselves above the law.

Mr. Le Breton said that in the parish in which he lived, contain-
ing 20,000 inhabitants, every child was vaccinated, and many adults.
Theie was not a single spontaneous case of small-pox in that parish,
and no deaths. The principal object of this prosecution was to
convince parents that they must hâve their children vaccinated

within three months after birth, and to remind them that if it was
not donc they were liable to a heavy penalty.

Mr. Woolrych said this was a very proper prosecution. He fined
the défendant 5s., which he paid. The second case against him was
not proceeded with.

William Hart was next charged with a similar offence and it was
proved by Mr. Capes, registrar of births aad deaths in Limehouse,
that the defendant's child Edward was born on the 8th of July,

1858, and registered on the 19th of August in the same year. The
child had never been vaccinated.

The défendant admitted the charge against him, and said the
child had had small-pox, and was now running about in good
healtb.

Mr. Jeffreys, relieving officer of Poplar, said two of the defend-
ant's children who were not vaccinated were attacked with small-

pox. They had a very severe attack. Two other children of the
defendant's who had been vaccinated slept in the same room as the
sick children, and escaped the disease.

The défendant.—Yes ; that is ail true.

Mr. Woolrych said the défendant must now be convinced of the
utility of vaccination. He fined him in the mitigated penalty of
3s. only, which was paid.

îaivUjs, itfavvtagcs, anB Ocatîjs.

BIRTHS.
Adams.—On the 25th ult., at Lanark, the wifeof Dr. A. Maxwell Adams,
2nd Royal Lanark Militia, of a son.

Green.—On the 24th ult., at Kilmaethornas, co. Waterford, the wife of

Dr. Green, of a daughtcr.
Ieving.—On the 28th ult., Edinhurgh, the wife of Dr. James Irving,

H. M. 's Bengal Army, of a son.

Hadden.—On the 25thult., at Clonakilty, co. Cork, the wife of H. K.
Hadden, M.D., of a sou.

Lade.—On the 25th ult., at King's Lynn, the wife of G. Ladc, M.D., of

a daughter.

Phillips.—On the 21st ult., at Minster, Thanet, the wife of George
Griffith Phillips, M.R.C.S.E., of a daughter.

Sequeira.—On the 30th ult., at Jewry street, Aldgate, the wife of H.
h. Sequeira, M.R.C.S.E., of a son.

Tkew.—On the 26th ult., at Apsley Guise, Bedfordshire, the wife of T.

N. Trew, M.D., of a daughter.

MARRIAGES.
Davis—Mackenzie.—April 21, at St. Mathias church, Madras, Wra.

Earquhar Davis, M.D., Assist. -Surg. H. M.'s Madras Army, to Annie
Margaret, youngest daughter of the late Donald Mackenzie, Esq.

Fraser—Muirhead.—Ou the 28th ult., at Blackheath, D. A. Camp-
bell Fraser, M.D., Surgeon to the Forces, to Gertrude Margaret Zelie,

youngest daughter of the lato H. R. Du V. Grossett Muirhead, Esq.,

of Bredisholm, Lanarkshire.

Nutt—Fuksell.—Ou the 28th ult., at the Abbey church, Sherhorue,
Horace Nutt, M.R.C.S.E., of Church hill house, Stalbridge, Dorset-

shire, to Susan, only daughter of Ernest Fussell, Esq., of Sherbome.

DEATHS.
Angi'R.—On the 31st ult., at Huntingdon, Alex. Angus, M.R.C.S.E.,

of Frith street, Soho square, aged 58.

Beeiie.—On the 21st ult, W. H. Becre, M.R.C.S.E., of Banbury, Ox-
fordshire, aged 32.

Brackex.—On the 24th ult., at Ballymahon, co. Longford, Isaas

Bracken, F.R.C.S.I.

Bakxett.—On the 30th ult., at Fore street, Limehouse, L. H. Bainett,

L.S.A, aged 35.

Darley.—On the 30th ult., at Kildare street, Dublin, Henry Darley,

M.D.
Elliott.—On the passage to Madras, John Elliott, Staff Assist. -Surg.

Army.
White.—On the 27th ult., at Galway, Dr. T. A. "WTiite.

MEDICAL NEWS.
Railway Travelling.—Dr. Waller Lewis, the médical officer of

the London Post-office, states in his report just issued that he bas
arrived at thèse conclusions from observations of the healtb.

of the travelling officers of the Post-office,— That railway
travelling bas little, if any, injurious effect on the healthy, strong,

well-built persons, if the amount be not excessive and if they take
moderate care of themselves : but that persons who take to habituai

railway travelling after the âge of 25 or 30 are more easily affected

than those who begin earlier, and that the more advanced in âge a
traveller is, the more easily is he affected by this sort of locomotion.

Weak, tall, loosely-kuit persons, and those suffering under various

affections, more especially of the head, heart, and lungs, are very
unsuited for habituai railway travelling.

Accidental Death of Mr. Edmund Belfour, Jun.—Mr.
Edmund Belfour, of grove-house, Putney, left his résidence soon
after 7 o'clock on Thursday morning for his usual pull on the river,

using a light wager boat. After rowing for a short time, the boat
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\\a- observed suddenly to capsize. Assistance was imiuodiately at

hand. ai: i on turning up tlie boat tho water-nu'ii were greatfy

alanued at finding it ttnoecapied Drtigs W inimediatoly pro-

cured, an«l ttienuoua alertions mode to recover the body, but, np

to lOo'clock, without succès». The deceased was the only son of

Mr. Edmund Belfouï, so long attached to tin- Royal Cottage of

Surgeons, and was only in his fortieth year when lie met with this

sad accident, which lias east a deep gloom over Putney, where lie

was greatly resoected,

The Great Northern HosriTAL, Kixo's Cross.—Tlie Seveiith

Anniversary Festival in aid of the fundsof tlie Great Northern

Hospital will be held on Satuiday next at the Albion Tavern.

The Lord ftfayot is announced to take the chair, snpported by the

SlK-ritfs, and a great nuinber of inttuential gentlemen hâve consented

to act as Stewards.

Rotal Collège of Physicians of London.—The Harveian

oration tins year will be delivered by Dr. Sutherland, on Friday,

June, 26th at 4 o'clock.

Death of Mr. W. F. Skey.—We regret to announce the death

of this promising young Surgeon, and amiable and accomplished

nian, from an overdose of chloroform accidentally inhaled for the

relief of neuralgia.

Marsden Convalescent Hospital, South Shields.—In
December last a house was taken at Marsden, on the sea-coast of

Durham, capable of accommodating five patients, and opened to

receive the convalescent cases from the Newcastle-upon-Tyne Infir-

mary. The necessity for and the good that might be done by an
extended institution for the gênerai public appeared so évident,

that those interested in the undertaking took the range of buildings,

consis'ing of three houses, which hâve been furnished andrendered
capable of accommodating twenty patients at one time. On Tues-
day, the 2nd instant, the institution was fonnally opened to the
Êublic, in addition to the iniinnary patients, by the Lord Bishop of

•urham, who was accompanied by the Vénérable the Archdeacon
of Durham, the Mayor of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, the leading médi-
cal men of Newcastle, and many ladies and gentlemen of the

6urrounding district who hâve taken part in this charitable under-
taking.

Appointments.—W. Allingham,F.R.C.S.E., has been elected Sur-
geon to the Great Northern Hospital, vice P. C. Price, F.R.C.S.E.,
resigned—J. Bayley, M.R.C.S.E., has been elected Médical Super-
intendent of the Salop and Montgomcry Lunatic. Asylum, Bicton,

near Shrewsbury, vice R. Oliver, M.R.C.P.L., deceased.—J. Borland,

M.D., has been re -elected Parochial Médical Officerfor Kilmarnock.

—A. E. Boulton, L.S.A., has been appointed House-Physician to

King's Collège Hospital.—J. Brookes lias been appointed Dispenser

to the Wrexham Infinnary and General Dispensary.—W. G. Clap-

perton has been appointed Dispenser to the Stockport Infinnary,

vice Simpson, whose appointment has expired.

—

W. Colle3,

F.R.C.S.I., lias been elected Président of the Royal Collège of Sur-

geons, Ireland, for the ensuing year.—J. Conolly has, after the

nsual examination, been elected Student in Medicine at Gonville
and Caius Collège, Cambridge, on Mr. Tancred's foundation.—P.

M. Cullinan, M.D., has been appointed Justice of the Peace for the
County of Clare.—E. S. Earle, RR.C.S.E., has been elected Honorary
Surgeon of the Western General Dispensary, Marylebone road.

—

W. Gandy, M.R.C.S.E., has been appointed House-Physician to tlie

Westminster Hospital, vice A. W. Édis, M.B., whose term of office

has expired—G. D. Gibb, M.D., has been appointed Assistant-
Physician to Westminster Hospital, vice Dr. Latham, resigned.—J.

P. Hentsch has been appointed Dispenser to the Royal South
London Dispensary, St. George's cross, Southwark, vice W. N.
Curtis, resigned.—E. Holland, M.D., has been elected Médical
Officer and Public Vaccinator for District No. 1 of the Westboume
Union, Hants, vice G. B. Wadsworth, M.R.C.S.E., resigned.—A. C.
Horridçe, M.R.C.S.E., has been appointed House-Surgeon to the
Westminster Hospital, vice A. Beadles, M.R.C.S.E., whose terni of
office has expired.—M. T. Masters, M.D., has been elected a Member
of the Council of the Linnsean Society.—W. W. Moore, M.D., has
been elected one of the Honorary Physicians to the Brighton and
Hove Dispensary, vice C. I. Beard, M.B., resigned.—G. C. P.
Murray, M.D., has been appointed Physician-Accoucheur to the
Gn-at Northern Hospital, vice J. Hall Davis, M.D., appointed to a
similar office at the Middlesex Hospital.—W. Murray, M.D., Dé-
mons! rator of Anatomy in the University of Durham, has been
appointed Physician to the Dispensary, Newcastle-on-Tyne, vice G.
Robinson, M.D., resigned.—W. Parker, L.F.P. & S. Glas., has been
appointed Médical Officer of Health for Bermondsey, vice J.
Ghallice, M.D., deceased,—S. R. Skinner, M.R.C.S.E., lias been
elected Médical Officer and Public Vaccinator for District No. 4 of
the Wimborne Union, Dorsetsbire, vice T. B. W. Potts, M.D., re-
signed.—J. Smyly, F.R.C.S.I., has been elected Vice-Président of
the Royal Collège of Surgeons, Ireland, for the ensuing year.—L.
Thomas, L.R.C.P.L., lias been elected Assistant Médical Superin-

•rit ol tlie Devon Countv Lunatic Asylum, AxmUister, viceW.U Coombg, M.D., resigned.—T. Thompsoii, M.D., has been elected
a Member of the Council of the Linmean Society.— E. Tôlier,

M.R.C.S.E., Résident Médical Superintendent of St. Luke's Hos-

Sital, London, bas been elected Médical Superintendent of the
lourister Countv Lunatic Asvlum, Wotton, near Gloucester, vice

W. W. Williams, M.D., resigned.—C. E. UnderhiU bas, after the

usual examination, been elected Student in Medicine at Gonville
and Caius Collège, Cambridge, on Mr. Tancred's foundation.—

G

C. Wallich, M.D., lias been elected a Member of the Oouneil of the
Linnaean Society.—W. W. Williams, M.D., has been appointed
Consulting Physiciaa to the Gloucester County Lunatic Asylum on
resiguing as Médical Superintendent.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE WEEK.
Wedncsday, June 10.

Opérations at Middlesex Hospital, 1 p.m.; St. Mary's Hospital, 1 p. m. ;

University Collège Hospital, 2 p.ni.

Thursday, June 11.

Opérations at St. George's Hospital, 1 p. m.; Central London Ophthalmie
Hospital, 1 p.m.; London Hospital, l£ p.m. ; lioyal Fixe Hospital, \\
p.m. ; Great Northern Hospital, King's cross, 2 p.m. ; London Sur-

gic.il Home, 2 p.m. Recto-Vaginal Fistula and Prolapsus Uteri
;

West London Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Orthopaedic Hospital,

2 p.m.; Royal Institution, 3 p.m. — Professor Ansted, "On
Geology;" Royal Collège of Surgeons of England, i p.m.— Prof.

Gulliver, "On the Blood, Chyle, andLymph."

Friday, Su» 12.

Opérations at Westminster Ophthalniic Hospital, lj p.m. ; Royal Insti-

tution, 8 p.m.— Prof. Tyndall, " An Account of sonie Researches on
Radiant Heat."

Salurday, June 13.

Opérations at St. Thomas's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St Bartholomew's Hospital,

ljp.m. ; King's Collège Hospital, 14 p.m. ;
Charing-cross Hospital,

2 p.m. ; Lock Hospital, Dean street, Soho, 1 p.m. ; Royal Institu-

tion, 3 p.m.—Professor William Thompson, "On Electric Tele-

graphy ;" Royal Collège of Surgeons of England, 4 p.m.— Professor

Gulliver, " On the Blood, Chyle, and Lymph ;
" Metropolitan Free

Hospital, 1J p.m.

Monday, June 15.

Opérations at St. Mark's Hospital for Fistula and other Discases of

the Rectum, lj p.m.
Tuesday, June 16.

Opérations at Guy's Hospital, lj p.m.; Westminster Hospital, 2 p.m.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

*«* It is requested that ail Communications inteiuled for the Edilor, may

be sent to the office of tho Journal, No. 20 King William street,

Strand.

In order to obviate the récurrence of disappointments, we beg to state

that ail communications intended for this Journal should be sent to the

Office before noon on Monday, as wo are compelled to go to press on the

afternoou of that day.

We must again apologise to many of ourContributorsand Correspondent*

for the postponement of their papers in conséquence of the length of

our Report of the Proceedings of tho Médical Council. Among tho

Contributions which are thus necessarily delayed are Cases of Pelvic

Abscess, by Dr. Nesfield ; on Iridectomy, by Mr. Vose Solomon ; on

the Symptoms, Tathology, and Treatment of Diseases of the Heart, by

Dr. Semple ; and Reviews of Bencke on the Biliary Constituents in

Animal and Vegetable Orgauisms, of Dr. Harley, on Jauudice, of Dr.

Thudichum on Gall-Stones, and several others.

Veritas.—The answer to tho question must dépend upon the nature of

the agreement. If the party referred to, agreed "neither to réside

nor practise within ten miles " and he does réside within that distance,

he has clcarly broken lus agreement.

Mr. Richard Griffin will receive a private note.

Dr. J. Tucker's Ictter has been inserted.

Dr. 0. G. is thanked for lus communication.

The Society of Arts.—The card has been received.

Mr. G. dk Gorregnez Griffith's second communication lias been re-

ceived.

Mr. Robert Hamii.ton's Menioir of Dr. Power, of Dublin, shall be
inserted next week, if possible.

A Médical STUSKCT'g letter lias been received.

The Card of the St. Mary's Hospital Médical School reached us too late

to be made available.

Mr. Jabez Hogg's requost shall be complied with.

Dr. C. W. H. S. Pullen.— It appears from a statement written by Dr.

Tasker Evans, the Médical attendant of the late Sir Culling Eardley,

that the deceased baronet did unfortunately die from tlie enects of re-

vaccination, which opération was performed with success upon ail Sir

Culling's etablishment, eighteen in number, but in his own case

led to ei-ysipelas, pyajmia, and death.

Mr. J. D. Hill.—Received and attended to.
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PARISIAN MEDICAL NEWS.

SCIENTIFIC MISCELLANEA.

Extension of the Head op the Fcetus with the

Fingers inserted into the Kectum.—During the pas-

sage of the child's head in natural labour, various causes may

interfère with its évolution and retard delivery. The most

fréquent of aU occurs in primiparse, and consists in ngidity

of the perineum. Dr. Van Bambeke, a witness of the good

results induced hy the method adopted hy Dr. Dupont de

DTiuy, proposes in a paper communicated to the Médical Society

of Ghént, to substitute, in order to facilitate the extraction of

the head,' for the incisions of the soft parts, tractions on the

chin, or the use of Camper's lever,—the introduction into the

rectum of one or two fingers, with which the orbits, the arch

of the upper jaw, or the chin can be brought down, by gentle

effort,—the distension of the anterior wall of the intestine al-

lowing thèse régions to be readily discriminated

" By this manipulation," says the author, " the first impulse

is imparted towards extension of the head which is afterwards

spontaneously concluded ; I also invite attention to this point

that, in most cases, the operator can withdraw his fingers and

support the perineum before the descent of the head is com-

pletely effected ; and even if the head were too rapidly

expelled to admit of the surgeon's hand being removed for that

purpose, no injury would probably ensue, extensive lacération

being far more frequently occasioned during the passage of

the shoulders, than during the évolution of the head. I am
further justified in asserting that in this method, the head

being raised towards the pubes, the lacération of the perineum

is to a great extent obviated, and its périls diminished.

" Baudelocque has, it is true, objected to the apparent im-

propriety of the procédure ; I may be allowed to remark, how-

ever, that on account of the great distension of the organs, the

patient is unaware of the introduction of the fingers into the

rectum, and cvon wore it othorwise, the plan proposed Would

surely not be more improperthan examination per anum, which

is every day performed for the purpose of ascertaining the

présence, in doubtful cases of pregnancy, ^of tumours, or for

the rectification of the retroverted utérus."

In his report on this point of practical midwifery, Mr.

Willems jun. approves of the method, and déclares it de-

serving of confidence, and calculated to render considérable

Efficacy of Shampooing in certain affections of

the muscular system, and especially in lumbago.

Wo invite the attention of our readers to the inaugural

thesis of Dr. Estradère, now Consulting physician at the baths of

Bagnères-de-Luchon. (a.) This paper expatiates on the be-

nefits derivable from shampooing, and enters into minute

particulars as to the mode of application of this procédure, in

the various cases in which it may be roquired.

Amongst other affections the author mentions sprains, which

we hâve reverted to on several occasions, Œdema neo-natorum,

anasarca, rnorbid obesity, simple and synovial cysts, atheroma-

tous tumours of the scalp, slight contusions, spasmodic contrac-

tions and muscular luxations in which shampooing is described

as most efficacious.

"Whatever be the correct theory of lumbago or torticollis,

" shampooing," says Bonnet, of Lyons, " is the treatment uni-

versally adopted."

Dr. Estradère adduces in illustration various cases, one of

which was recorded in 1837 by Martin sen., of Lyons. The

patient, Dr. A. Petit, an eminent practitioner of that city, had

appointed eleven o'clock on a certain day, to meet Dr. Martin

in consultation, and at 9 o'clock, sent an apology, in which he

stated that he was confined to his bed by a severe attack of

lumbago. Dr. Martin at once called on Dr. Petit, and offered to

give him immédiate relief, a proposai which, of course, was
thankfully accepted.

" I placed the patient in an appropriate attitude," says Dr.

Martin, " and in the course of five minutes, I succeeded in re-

(o.) The hislory, mode ofapplication, physiologieal and therapeutic

effects of Shampooing, Roy. 8vo. pp. 168, A. Delahaye, Paris.

laxing tho partially and irregularly contracted muscular fibres

and in restoring Ml liberty of movement. Dr. Petit dressed,

and was enabled to accompany me to the house of our common
patient."

On another occasion, Dr. Martin relieved, in ten minutes, a

man of a lumbago which had kept him confined for a week,

and for which an Officier de Santé had prescribed two largo

blisters. As this gentleman declared himself entirely incredu-

lous of the good effects of shampooing, Dr. Martin slily caused

the patient to call on him at once in order to return tho now
useless vesicant plasters.

In lumbago, ail the muscular structures, from the neck to

the sacrum, must be well rubbed, softly at first, and in a gra-

dually more vigorous manner, with the hand, brush or hair-

glove. The frictions should be performed in every direction,

vertically, obliquely, and spirally ; digital pressure should be

applied to every spot, and the opération be concluded by per-

cussion with the hand or a wooden pallei The patient should

then perform the différent movements of the spine, which are

seldom painfulwhen shampooinghasbeenthoroughlyperformed.

FiSTULA IN ANO, OF LONG STANDING, CUSED BY INJEC-

TIONS op Tincture op Iodine.—Tincture of iodine has,

it is true, been often used in the treatment of fistula ; but

in publishing the following case in the Journal de Médecine

de Toulouse, the author, Dr. L. Desclaux, chiefly endeavours

to show that the remedy may produce the best effects, not in

simple cases only, but in tracts of the most complète and

sinuous character, however long may hâve been their duration.

Mr. J., aged forty-eight, had for twelve years been affected

with a puriform, chocolate-coloured discharge from the anus.

The sécrétion, at first uniniportant in quantity, required but

trifling attention, but had of late become copious and ex-

tremely offensive. On examination, Mr. Desclaux discovered two

apertures situated, the first at an inch, and the other at about

four lines on the right side of the anal orifice. From both

tracts unintorruptodly oozcd a puriform sanies mixed with

excromentitious matter. A slender probo was inserted into

each sinus, to a depth of fifteen lines, and both penetrated

simultaneously into the rectum.

The exact condition of the parts having thus been clearly

ascertained, and the patient resolutely declining to submit to

the necessary opération, Mr. Desclaux prescribed the following

injection :

—

è

R Aq. destiil., 3ijss.
;

Potass. iodid., gr. iv. ;

Tinct. iodin., 3v. M.

Mr. Desclaux describes his subséquent proceedings in the

ensuing terms :

—

" The forefinger of the left hand was inserted as deeply as

possible into the rectum, in such a manner as to cover the

internai orifice of the sinus, and prevent the injection from

passing into the bowel. I then introduced into the external

aperture of the tract the extremity of a small ivory syringe

containing a large teaspoonful of the solution, and pushed in

the instrument, so as to obstruct hermetically tho passage and

obviate the return of the fluid. The second sinus was then

also carefully closed by an assistant, and I steadily propolled

tho tincture of iodine, ail the outlets being accurately barred,

in order to modify the parietes of the sinus and prépare them

to undergo the adhesive process. The injection was thus in-

cluded for four or five minutes within the fistula, no exit being

allowed to it into the intestine or outwardly."

When the syringe was removed the liquid escaped, and the

only dressing used was a compress moistened with tho same

solution.

The pain experienced was moderato, and entirely ceased

after the opération, and the patient was enabled to attend to

his usual business, a fact of some importance.

The injection was daily repeated for ten successive days,

when it was discontinued for threo days. The tract was then

found not to exceed a quarter of an inch in depth, and to hâve

assumed the aspect of a blind external fistula. Mr. Desclaux

now resumed the use of the iodine in larger doses.

R Aq. dest., 3ijss. ;

Potass. iodid., gr. viij. ;

Tinct. iodin., 5j.
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"With tins solution, four injections were performed at in-

terrals of three days. The sécrétion gradually diminished,

and a complète cure was effected on the twenty-fifth day.

This proceeding has often been found bénéficiai in récent

aud nncomplicated cases ; its performance is easy, and no

assistants or chloroforru are required Mr. 1 Vsclaux lays much
stress on the necessity of keeping the liquid for sevoral

minutes in contact with the walls of the sinus.

PlUOGIKO OF THE NOSTRILS WITH A BROOM OR "\VlL-

low-wand or a Whale-bone. — In cases of copious epis-

taxis, the surgeon may accidentally be unprovided with

Bellocq's probe, or even with an India-rubber cathéter, an
efficient substitute proposed by Mr. Malgaigne. If neither of

thèse appliances be at hand, Messrs. Hamon and Gressy re-

commend in the Journal du Médecin de Campagne, a new
periodical edited by Dr. Paris of Angoulême, a small brooni

or willow-rod.

Mr. Hamon cuts a few twigs from a willow-tree, sélects one
which he strips of its bark, and notches the extremity for the

pnrpose of securing the thread ; the instrument then receives

an appropriât* curve, and is introduced in the usual manner
into the nostril. Wlien it has reached the pharynx, the thread

is seized with a forceps, the plug is attached, and the posterior

aperture of the nares is closed with the utniost ease.

Where the willow-tree does not grow, the broom affords an
excellent substitute, as will be found by the following case re-

lated by Dr. Gressy, of Carnac, (Morbihan.)
" While going my rounds, I was one day summoned in ail

haste," says the author, " to the assistance of a nian who was
bleeding copiously from the nose. I at once resorted to the
house of the patient, and found him very pale and much ex-

hausted. I determined on plugging the nasal fosspe, but found
to my great annoyance, thatl was unprovided with a cathéter.

I was in the unpleasant situation of a disarmed soldier, in

présence of the enemy. I espied by chance a broom-brush
(which on the sea-side in Brittany is to be found in every
house,) and after removing a flexible stem, stripped oflf the
bark, greased it, and inserted it into the nostril. I grasped its

extremity in the pharynx, with a pair of scissors, and attached

to it s long pièce of thread with which I secured the plugs in

the usual manner."

The utility of thèse simple appliances in similar contingen-

tes, shonid not allow us to forget to mention whalebone, which
can be extracted from a corset, or an old umbrella. Our sub-

scribers will recollect (Art. 3293,) an interesting communication
from Mr. Maeyer, of Antwerp, who used as a substitute for

Bellocq's probe, a common whalebone of about one line in dia-

moter ; he heated this instrument and imparted to it the shape of

the probe which it preserved without losing its elasticity. Dr. de

Bcys and Dr. Thys, friends of the author, ascertained on two
occasions that plugging of the nostrils can be thus performed
with perfect ease, especially when the whalebone is previously

included in a female cathéter, which greatly facilitâtes its in-

troduction.

Influence of Acid Drinks and Vegetables on the
Production of Diseases of the Urethra and Bladder.
—At this time of the year, when vegetable diet is more
likely to be indulged in, it may not be inopportune to

notice the remarks suggested by considération of the subject

to Dr. CL Horion, formerly clinical clerk in the obstétrical

wards of the University of Liège, (a)

In addition to the action of acid beverages on the muscular
and nervous textures of the neck of the bladder, through the
médium of the blood, an action demonstrated by Kuhn's
expérimenta, thèse fluids also influence the urine, which
acquires highly acid and irritating properties, and may induce
local neuralgia, spasmodic contraction, rétention of urine,
urethritis, and even haemorrhage. Amongst thèse liquids Mr.
Charles Horion denounces acid wines, such as common white
wine, Rhenish, Burgundy, sparkling Champagne, which ac-
cording to Mr. Caudniont frequently causes in women a yel-
lowish dischargo of one or two days' duration. The wines of

(a) Traits des Rétentions d Urine, one vol. 8vo, pp. 364. A. De-
lahaye, Paris.

the environs of Paris (Argenteuil and Suresnes), of the Liège
country (Huy, Liège) ; almost every kind of malt liquor,

especially Bavarian béer, which is very liberally consumed at

Liège ; cider, lemonade, and perhaps evon Seltzer water.

Tho author alludes to the description supplied by Dr. An-
siaux (of Jodoigne), in a paper often quotod by Mr. Caud
mont, of the gonorrhœa conséquent on the immoderate uso of
malt liquor. Mr. Ansiaux prescribes for the urethritis and
spasmodic cystitis due to this cause, Bordeaux wine, which is

not acid, and acts as a sédative of the neck of the bladder. A
grain of sait introduced into tho fossa navieularis is in Bel-
gium a popular remedy for rétention of urine conséquent on
the immoderate use of béer, and Mr. Charles Horion has fre-

quently succeeded in effecting an immédiate cure of this

symptom, by exhibiting a wine-glassful of brandy to the
patient ; rum and highly aleoholic wines would doubtless
be equally efficacious.

In illustration of the alleged injurious effects of béer, the
author brings forward two cases, one of which is that of a
shopman who, after drinking several glassos of Bavarian béer,

took Burgundy wine, and was seized in the course of twenty-
fourjhours with considérable pain in passing water. His con-

dition was aggravated by fresh intempérance, and his suffer-

ings became very intense, and were attended with slight hema-
turia. By the introduction of a bougie violent spasmodic
contraction of the neck of the bladder was detected ; copious

diluent beverages were prescribed, together with baths, and
turpentine and belladonna internally, without much relief, but
the symptoms yielded at last after the introduction of several

bougies.

In chronic neuralgia of the bladder and of its neck, occa-

sioned by excessive indulgence in acid beverages, Mr. Caud-
niont recommends the use of such fluids to be discontinued,

and prescribes a drachm of bi-carbonate of soda to be taken

every day. He has thus succeeded in five days in removing
troublesome symptoms which had lasted trn months.

Asparagus, water-cresses, sorrel, acid fruit, and especially

currants, must be numbered amongst the vegetables and fruit

calculated to impart irritating properties to tho urine, and to

induce pain, spasmodic action, and even inflammation. In
Mr. Caudmont's wards the author observed two cases in which
the injurious effects were distinctly traced to aspaTagus. In
the first instance, the patient was liable to suffer from neuralgia

of the neck of the bladder, and whenever he ventured upon
the use of this vegetable, spasmodic irritation followed, and
occasionally genuine rétention of urine. The other subject

was affected with doep-seated urethritis ; he was advised to eat

asparagus, which he did without stint, and tho discharge be-

came so copious that ho was obliged to apply to Mr. Caudmont
for relief. Mr. Bouchardat has also adduced an instance of

gonorrhœa which occurred in a physician from this cause.

Water-cresses, sorrel, acid fruits, and tomatas, also give rise

to spasm and neuralgia of the neck of the bladder. They
sbould therefore, like asparagus, be indulged in in modération,

or entirely excluded from the diet of persons affected, with any
disturbance of the urinary passages.

Union of "Wounds. A new Method of Suture.—The
Gazette des Hôpitaux relates a case of inguinal abscess, in

which Dr. Legros, of Aubusson, after having reduced

the size of the swelling by draining, opened the tumour,

pared away the detached textures, and united tho lips of the

wound by a new procédure which he describes as follows :

" At some distance from, and parallel to the edges of the

division, two slender pins were inserted beneath the epidermis,

so superficially as to avoid interesting the demi. A waxed
thread was then passed beneath the inferior pin, crossed over

the wound, and secured to the second and superior pin, thus

forming a twisted suture differing from that usually adopted

but by the situation of the pins. The thread was greased in

order to admit of the knot being loosenod or tightened at

will."

Mr. Legros conçoives this plan to be possessed of niany

advantages :

—

Very little pain is experienced by the patient ;

The wound is not irritated by contact with tho pins ;

The edges are not liable to lacération ;
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The suture can be tightened without any difficulty, and

without interfering with the wound ;

The part can always be fully inspected.

When the wound is of considérable extent, several sutures

may be applied.

We may conclude by a short description of Mr. Glover's

Télégraphie suture, an account of which, derived from the

Lancet, is to be found in the Annales delà Société Médico-

Chirurgicale de Liège.

As its name implies, this suture is performed with a very

slender brass vire, coated with gutta-pereha, liko the wire used

for the electric telegraph. Mr. Erichsen lias often had recourse

to this plan in his wards at University Collège Hospital.

On the 22nd of October, 1862, this gentleman removed from

the neck of a man in advanced years, a tumour of the size of

an orange by a T incision. The wound was closed with the

glover's suture, the télégraphie wire being used. A few days

later, in a case of double haro-lip, the same smgeon employed

with this kind of wire, the interrupted suture ; in both

cases, and in others on' which it is needless to dwell, the

résulta were most satisfactory. The new appliance i3 more

easily tied than common metallic wire, and as readily knotted

as common thread. It can be eut with scissors, its extraction

présents no difficulty, and a common needle may be used.

PRESCRIPTIONS AND FORMULAS.

Médical Treatment of Cataract.—Dr. Emile Martin,

has succeeded in effecting a complète cure, in one case only it

is true, of incipient opacity of the crystalline lens by the coni-

bination of the following measures :

—

1. In the morning, one tablespoonful of :

Bt Potassii. Iodid., ôjss.

Syrup. Trei'olii,

Syrup. Saponarise, a §v. M

2. Vichy-water at meals.

3. At night, application over the eye of a niuslin bag filled

with :

—

R Calcis, 3j.

Ammon. mui'iatis, 5ss.

4. To bathe the eye twice a week, during the day, with—

R Potassii Iodid., 3ss.

Aquaj, 5iij.

5. To sniif twice or thrice each day a pinch of the follow-

ing powder :

—

R Betonicœ omc.
Asari,

Hellebori Virid, a 3ij-

6. Vegetable diet.

7. Every week, two tea-spoonfuls of calcined magnesia, as

a gentle laxative.

The utility of thèse remédies, which would be utterly power-
less in a case of confirmed cataract, ripe for opération, is sug-

gested theoretically by the following experiment :

Let three saline solutions be prepared, the first acid, the

second neutral, and the third alkaline, and the eye of an ox be
immersed in each ; in a few hours the eye placed in the acid

solution will hâve become perfectly opaque, whereas the others

préserve their transparency. Moreover, if the opaque lens is

steeped in the alkaline liquid, it will recover its translucidity

in the course of twenty-four hours.

Thèse experiments naturally suggest the propriety of exhi-

biting alkaline remédies in incipient cataract.

Efficacy of Sesqui-chloride of Iron in Erysipelas
of the Lids.—In erysipelas of the face, which is often

connected with gastric dérangement, the affection fro-

quently extends to the cye-lids ; but in other cases, the diseuse

is eutirely local, and may be conséquent on some external in-

jury suchàas the sting of a wasp, or bee, or the action of some
irritating pomade or other substance. In ail thèse cases Mr.

Martin prescribes the application of the following solution,

wliich checks the progress of the inflammation, and proniotes

resolution :

Ii Fèrri. sesquichloridi, (30° areom.) oijss.

Aq. destill., 3J.

To be applied with a brush every two hours.

Anti - Pedicular Ointment. — We also extract from
Dr. E. Martin's work the formula of an ointment which
lie lias used with unvarying success for the destruction of the

lice whicli are frequently observed in the eye-brows of the

careless inhabitants of the South of France, and occasion in-

tolérable itching and often intense pain. The parts should be
anointed night and morning with the following pomade :

—

R Medull. bovis., Jij.

01. amygdal. dil., 3ij-

Balsam Peruviani, 5j-

Heat in a water-bath for half-an-hour ; strain, add :

—

01. Ess. Valerianaî, 7>j-

Artem. Santonica;, 5ss.

This pomade is less unpleasant than the ung. hydrarg. and
may be applied over any part of the body.

PUOTOPHOBIA ; COLLYRIUM WITH THE BROMIDE OF POTAS-

SIUM. — Mr. Cambron, the house-surgeon attached to the

wards of Prof. Kossignol, in the Hospital Saint-Pierre, in

Brussels, has recently recorded in the Presse Médicale Belge

six cases, which show the efficacy of the following collyrium

for the relief of photophobia :

R Potassii Bromidi, 3ss.

Aq. destill. ij.

In Mr. Cambron's cases, the tenderness of the sight was

connected with scrofulous ophthahnia, with inflammation pro-

duced by quick-lime, kerato-conjunctivitis, chronie iritis, and
catarrhal conjunctivitis. The pain, was removed in a periodof

time varying between thirty-six hours and five days.

superiority of vulcanised caoutchouc over any
other Substance for the Fabrication of Bougies.

—Professor Nélaton has recently shown the superiority

of vulcanised india-rubber for cathéters and bougies over the

instruments in common use niade of tissue 'coated with oil

mixed with litharge. The latter are rigid, liable to give lise

to false passages, cause pain, and when permanently left in

the urethra, exercise a degreo of pressure which may induce

mortification and perforation. In a few days, moreover, they

are deteriorated by humidity. Vulcanised india-rubber sounds,

on the contrary, are perfectly flexible and unchangeable. They
are inserted with greater ease, and cause so little distress, that

they may be preserved in the urethra during a journey with-

out inconvenience. They are not aifected by moisture, and

one of thèse instruments which remained in the urethra twelve

days, in one of Mr. Nélaton's cases, when withdrawn presented

no sign of outward injury, and was as smooth as before its

introduction.

Efficacy of Clay for ïhh purpose of Checkino

Offensive Perspiration.—The fear of the evil effects of

rétrocession generally deters the practitioner from active

treatment of this well known infirmity. Some four years

since Mr. Gaffard recommended a pomade, the formula

of which was reproduced in the présent periodical. The
Scalpel now infornis us that Dr. Schreber of Leipzig lias found

in cl ly a simple and effective remedy for the moist and fetid

sécrétions of certain parts of the surface of the body,

Softened in water, and cleared by sifting of the présence of

stony particles, clay applied every morning in thin layers over

the afi'ected parts, when the skin is free from excoriation, eu-

tirely removes throughout the day ail offensive odour, and

obviâtes the formation of distressing ulcération. The remédiai

agent acts as a mechanical absorbent, and prevents the sécré-

tion from acquiring irritfttin,; prôperties.

Dr. Schreber remarks th..
1

. the clay long romains soft, and

when it i'alls into dust, does not interfère with the ireedoia «£

tho movement6.
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ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS.

LECTURES
ON DISEASES OF THE EAR.

By James Yearsley, M.D.

(Continued from page 302.)

Catheterism of the Eustachian Passages, Concluded.

In concluding iny notice of Catheterism of the Eustachian pas-

sages, I inay observe that certain précautions are necessary to avoid

ail risk in the performance of the opération.

The frontlet Dandage of Itard, or some other apparatus equally

effective in fixing and steadying the cathéter in the Eustachian tube,

should never be omitted.

The ivory nozzle of the flexible tube should be rather loosely in-

aerted in the aocket of the cathéter.

The escape of air should be graduai, never sudden, or in a
forcible stream ; nor should it ever be allowed to escape without the

operator listening at the patient's ear for its exit from the cathéter.

For this purpose, I invanably use the stethescope.

The opération should never be proceeded with, if the point of

the cathéter causes the slightest pain or uneasiness when placed in

the Eustachian passage.

Notwithstanding that accidents hâve arisen from the opération,

it may be pronounced perfectly free from risk with thèse précau-

tions, and ordinary dexterity in the operator. In the course of

twenty-five years I hâve performed it many thousands of times,

and never observed any ill conséquences arising from it, and, inas-

much as the opération is indispensable in the diagnosis and treat-

ment of deafhess, it is fortunate that such recommendations as safety

and efnciency attend upon its practice.

Catheterism of the Eustachian passages is recommended for a

variety of purposes :

—

lstly. For the exploration of the Eustachian passages and
tympanic cavities, by which their healthy or diseased condition can
be determined.

2ndly. For their de-obstruction, when filled with mucus, blood,

or pus.

3rdly. For their dilatation, when contracted from the thicken-

ing of their sides, or imperméable from adhésion or stricture.

4thly. For the introduction of medicated vapours or fluids to

restore the torpid auditory nerve, or to allay its morbid sensibility.

To thèse I would add another, and from my own expérience I

would say, the most productive of good—namely, the improvement
of the condition of the mucous membrane.
My views as to the part played by the mucous membrane in the

production of deafness, are well known. To the morbid state of

this membrane, I ascribe nine-tenths of the cases of deafness, which
corne before the aurai practitioner, and to its restoration to a state

of health by the regular passage of a cathéter over its surface, I can
trace the rebief to the nearing. The principle of treatment is

analogous to the passage of bougies along the surface of the urethra
in cases of gleet ;—a more healthy action is set up, and the original

morbid condition is superseded.

Great différence of opinion exists among aurai surgeons as to the
value of Catheterism, as it does on ail other remédies employed in
the treatment of diseases of the ear. With one it is deemed a
panacea in every case—with another it is pooh-poohed. Every
patient who visits the one will be catheterised—every patient who
consults the latter will be blistered ! I need no* mention names for

the fact is notorious. In criticising the various methods of

treatment resorted to in aurai surgery, I like to quote the
opinions of some of my mo3t renowned contemporaries, especially
those of our old friend Wilde, who lays about him with his pen as
if it were a shillelagh, in true Irish style, not caring a rush on whom
his blows may falL

" Kramer," he says, "speaks of pushing a catgut bougie introduced
through the Eustachian tube between the handle of the maliens and
the incus. People, are, however, beginning to find that this attempt—for I know in many cases it is only an attempt—to force solid or
fluid substances into the cavity of the drum, is as ineffectuai to re-
moye deafness, as the almost indiscriminate excision of the tonsils—since preserved in pickle pots—recommended for a like purpose
a few years ago, has proved to be."

This passage was penned in 1853. The blow aimed at myself
for the mode of practice I hâve been so instrumental in popu-
lariaing, I may snule at, and assuredly in no future édition will it be
«epeated. Excision of the tonsils was never practised, but excision
ofthe exubérant growtha of the tonail was, and ia now, far more

than ever ; not for deafness only but for the removal of a variety of

ailmeuta to which thèse enlargements give rise.

Diseased Conditions of the Mucous Membrane,—lhe Chief Cause of
Deafness.

The affection of the mucous membrane, so productive of deaf-
ness, may occur at ail âges, but happens most commonly in the
periods of youth and niiddle âge, especially to those whose occupa-
tions expose them to inclement weather. It commonly begius with
a sensé of l'ulness and increased beat about the fauces, aggravated
by taking cold, and constituting in itself a great susceptibility to
catarrhal complaints. There is an increased sécrétion of phlegm
from the throat, which is chielly troublesome in the morning. On
looking into the throat it appears congested, and covered with
blood-vessels, assuming arborescent shapes, and forming a striking
contrast in colour with the pale mucous membrane of the cheeks
and palate. When this state has existed Bonie time, it extends to

the nasal cavities and the guttural passages, produeing a sensation
of stuffing up both in the nose and ears, of course caused by the
increased sécrétion of mucus and the thickening of the lining mem-
brane. It is in this, the first or infiammatory stage, that deafness

makes its appearance. Duiing the first stage the affection of the
throat is the most prominent symptom. The membrane investing

the mouth of the Eustachian canal is in a tuniid state ; and the

introduction of the cathéter gives some pain, owing to the présence

of sub-acute inflammation, and is more difficult to pass. than at

other times, because of the thickened condition of the mucous
membrane. The air-douche is, however, the most valuable aid in

making the investigation, and leading to a correct diagnosis. In the

healthy state of the ear the mucous membrane is of very fine or-

ganization, secreting a thin mucus, which is either absorbed or

carried off by the Eustachian tubes, so as never to accumulate to an
injurious extent. The introduction of air into the tympanum, by
the air-press and cathéter, produces, when listened to by the stétho-

scope, a continued vesicular muimur, very similar to that heard in

the chest in puérile respiration. When the disease of the mucous
membrane has reached the ear, and during the stage of increased

sécrétion, the application of the air-douche produces a loud mucous
rhonchus or gurgle within the ear, the character of which accu-

rately informs the listener of the comparative fluidity or tenacity

of the mucous accumulation. It is in this Fstage of the disorder

that catheterism is of the greatest service ; the introduction of air

breaking down the thick sécrétion, and occasioning its discharge

frœ1
, tha.^'îf.^hian tubes, which, by admitting air freely into the

tymF1 i,t„ri ' «s the hearing. But unless the treatment is

persevered in, so . ,inder the mucous membrane healthy, the
sécrétion accumulâtes again in a few days, and brings a return of the

deafness. The patient, also, when the.air is thus obstructed, some-
times obtains a temporary relief by a dislodgement of the mucus,
accompanied by a cracking Sound or pop, which may take place

either in yawning, sneezing, vomiting, blowing the nose violently,

or some other sudden respiratory effort. After this state of in-

creased sécrétion in the tympanum, Eustachian canal, and throat,

has continued for some months, or it may be years, it gradually

diminishes ; the deafness, however, continuing, or even advancing

in severity. When the throat of a patient, under thèse circum-

stances, is examined, nothing more than slight thickening or relaxa-

tion is perceptible. There is often an évident coldness of the

mucous surface, palpable to the patient, and likewise to the touch
of the surgeon. The same feeling of coldness, and even insensi-

bility, extends into the ear. If the organ is now examined by the

air-douche and stéthoscope, a low vesicular murmur is alone heard,

of a smoother character than the normal sound, without the least

évidence of the présence of the natural moisture. Besides the

physical proof of a dry, unhealthy state of the inner ear, the mucous
membrane of the nasal cavities of the throat are found compara-

tively dry, and deprived of the nasal sécrétion. The external

meatus also, the lining of which partakes of the nature both of

skin and mucous membrane, is in the same arid state, being quite

void of the ear-wax, which is either not secreted, or its moisture

is so rapidly absorbed that it falls out of the ear like dust, and
readily pulvérises when rubbed between the Angers. The membrana
tympani is seen shining at the bottom of the meatus like a thin

lamina of ivory of an opalline colour instead of the transparency it

possesses in the healthy state.

Sometimes tinnitus is présent, but quite as often the patient

loses this distressing symptom without any amélioration of the

deafness. Singing in the ears may be présent in any or ail of the

changes that take place, from the commencement to the penna-
nently inactive state of the auditory organ ; there is, however, I

believe, no certain rule for its existence in thèse or any other forms

of deafness.

In dyspeptic deafness a morbid condition of the throat, gradually

affecting the ears, is generated, but of a less active kind than the

similar affection from cold. It is surprising how large a proportion

of the deaf refer to the stomach as the source of the aurai malady ;

but, on a close examination of the early symptoms, they almost

invariably remember a troublesome condition of the throat as

constituting an intermediate train of symptoms between the stomach
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and aurai disorders. Unfortunately thèse cases rarely apply for

assistance till the deafness lias beconie confirmed ; but if an oppor-

tunity is aiïorded of watehing the progrès» of the ear affection, the

same order in the symptoms is observed, and the same changes in

the mucous membranes occur, as when cblfl is tli •
: 'i'i:ig cause of

disease.

It is intoresting to iind how exaetly the results of a close study

of aurai disease accord with the plainest truths of the physiology

of hearing. The important offices performed by the proper mem-
branes of the ear are universally allowod. The healthy tension

and vibratibility both of the membrana tympani and the inner

membranes are absolutely necessary for the acute performance of

the auditory fonction. Now thèse vibratile membranes, forming
as they do the propagators of sound, are ail intimately conneeted

with the mucous membranes : the two lesser ones covering in the

foramina leading to the labyrinth are invested with it on one side

only ; but the proper drum may be said to be enveloped by it on
both sides ; as besides the inner covering, the outer layer, fomied
of the cuticular lining of the auditory passage, résolubles mucous
membrane much more nearly than true skin, and disease is readily

propagated from the membrane on one side of the drum to that on
the other. The mucous layers of the vibrating membranes are

necessary both for their protection and préservation in the moist
state, which fits them to receive the modulations of sound. It luis

been shown by direct experiment, that moist animal membranes,
arranged after the plan of the ear, are considerably more sensitive

to sound than the same in a dried state ; and tins is further proved
by the fact, that in many cases where there is a dryness of the
membrana tympani without any serious disease of other parts, the
deafness is relieved for the tinie by merely moistening the mem-
brane with a little wet eotton wool.

Seeing then the important functions performed by thèse parts of
the auditory apparatus, it is clear that deafness must be the resuit

of the loss of their elasticity, and it is equally clear that disease of
the investing mucous membranes to the extent that destroys this

property, or increases or diminishes the natural sécrétion, must, in
a structure of such délicate organization as the ear, seriously inter-
fère with the discharge of its functions. Patients thus affected

complain of having a film, as it were, spread overthe organs, which
is, in reality, the case ; the sound seems to them to hang in the
ears instead of passing on to impart the natural sensation to the
clouded nerve.

(To be continued.)

REVIEW OF THE PERIODIOALS.

'The Lancet.'

Dr. Graily Hewitt gives a Lecture on " Vaccination," in which

he détails the facts proving the efficacy of this opération as a

préventive agcinst Small-pox, and quotes largely from the papers

published on this subject by Mr. Simon and Mr. Marson, and from

the returns furnished by Drs. Seaton, Stevens, Sanderson, and

Buchanan. The lecture is an able résumé of the questions bearing

upon vaccination and re-vaccination, but as the results are in com-

plète accordance with the views recently expressed in this Journal

on several occasions, we think it unnecessary to describe them at

length. It is sufficient to observe that Dr. Hewitt agrées with the

majority of authorities as to the protective powers of vaccination,

but thinks also that the protection may be worn out after a certain

period, and that re-vaccination is generally advisable. Dr. J. C.

Cameron continues his paper on the " Treatment of Acute Hepa-
titis in the Suppurative Stage," and records three cases of hepatic

abscess, ail of which were punctured and ail terminated success-

fully. In two of the cases, the openings were left free, and the air

was allowed constant access to the eavities, but no bad con-

séquences ensued ; in the third case, the opening was closed by
the accidentai slipping of the canula, but, contrary to anticipation,

the cure was uninterrupted.

The 'Médical Times and Gazette.'

Professok Huxley, in continuation of his course, nowdescribes

the structure, development, and morphological relations of the

skull ; but as the publication of thèse lectures has been anticipated

by the ' Lancet,' which has reported Verbatim the Professor's dis-

courses, and copied ail his diagrams, the form of lectures is now
abandoned and only their substance is preserved. The présent sub-

ject, " The Structure of the Human Skull," is illustrated by some
excellent wood-cuts, showing sections of the skull in varions direc-

tions with a view to the description of its morphology. Dr. T.

McCall Anderson continues his lectures on Eczéma, and de-

scribes carefully the diagnosis between that disease and other cuta-

neous maladies, as erythema, scabies, pemphigus foliaceus,

pityriasis rubra, lichen ruber, psoriasis, &c. Mr. Fukneaux
Jordan begins a séries of Surgical Inquiries, his présent paper

bcing on " Ligature of the Common Carotid Artery as a Remedy
for Progressing Compression of the Brain caused by Extravasation

of Blood from Injury to the Head." Mr. Jordan shews that com-

pression of the brain from extravasated blood is generally fatal, and

that the opération of trephining is almost always unsuccessful in

such cases ;
and he suggests that in the earlier stages, thougli not

necessarily the earliest, the brain and the life of the patient may
be saved by the application of a ligature to the common carotid.

No cases are given in illustration, nor are we iuformed that the

opération has yet been attempted in such critical circumstanccs
;

but Mr. Jordan's reasoning is very ingenious, and his suggestions

deserve the attention of surgeons.

'The British Médical Journal.'

The nuniber opens with some remarks on "Extrêmes in

Practice," by Dr. Thomas Mayo. The object of the paper appears

to be to deprecate the présent indiscriminate répudiation of blood

-

letting, and to show that in many cases sucli a mode of depletion is

still necessary. Pneumonia, for instance, is not cured by blood-

letting, and it may prove fatal by excess of this measure ; but, never-

theless, a moderate abstraction of blood early in the disease has

sometimes the power of modii'ying favourably both its type and

duration. Dr. Mayo adduces some cases to prove that a moderato

and timely abstraction of blood has occasionally been attended

with good results. Dr. T. Ogier Ward communicates a short

paper on " Death after eating Raw Rice." The patient was a girl

of 15, who, it appeared, was in the habit oi eating a large quantity

of raw rice, for the purpose of improving her complexion. After

being a short time under treatment, she died presenting every

symptom of acute phthisis. The case is by no means a clear one,

and there is no évidence that the death was caused by the rice, but

Dr. Ward believes that the practice of eating raw rice for the

improvement of the complexion of young girls is prévalent, and

he calls attention to the subject.

The Great Northern Hospital, King's Cross.—The Seventh
Anniversary Festival, in aid of the funds of the Great Northern
Hospital, was held on Saturday last at the Albion Tavern. In the

unavoidable absence of the Lord Mayor, irom indisposition, the

chair was very adequately, filled by the Rev. Pelham Dale, who
made an éloquent appeal on behalf of the Charity. The dinner was
very well attended, and upwards of 300Z. was subscribed. The
négociations for the uew site of the Hospital in the Caledonian
Road, near the Cattle Market, are, it was stated, nearly completed.

Revenue from Opium.—Sir Charles Trcvelyan, in his lndian
budget, estimâtes that the duty on the opium crop of 1802-03

will produce a revenue of no less than 8,290,000/. sterling.

Appointments.—J. Christie, M.D., has been elected Médi-
cal Officer to the Aberdeen Dispensary, vice J. Galen, M.D.,

deceased ; E. R. Harvcy lias had the degree of M.D. confeiTed upon
him by the University of Oxford ; J. R. Harvcy, M.D., lias been
elected Président of the Irisli Médical Association for the ensuing
yuar ; W. Harvey, M.R.C.S.E., has been appointed Médical Office!

and Public Vaccinator for District No. 3 C of the Langport Union,
Somersetsliire, vice J. Dixon Adams, M.D., resigned ; M. J. Jordan,

L.KQ.C.P.I., lias been elected Médical Officer to the Castlebar

Union Workhouse, County Mayo, vice J. Carter Barrett, M.R.C.S.E.,

resigned ; H. Lakin, M.B., lias been Appointed Surgeon to the

Lyiug-iu Charity, and to the Corporation Schools, Suttou Coldiield,

vice H. Sidney Chavasse, M.R.O.S.E., deceased ; D. Little, M.D.,

has been appointed House-Surgeon and Secretary to the Eye Hos-
pital, Manchester, vice Newbold Pickford, M.R.C.S.E., resigned

;

H. Monro has had the degree of M.D. conferred upon hiui by the

University of Oxford ; T. M. Rouse has been elected Junior House-

Surgeon to the West London Hospital, vice C.A. Atkins, resigned
;

J. D. Swallow, M.D., has been appointed Surgeon to the Royal

South London Dispensary, vice James N. Earle, M.R.C.S.E., re-

signed ; J. R. Wolie, M.D., has been elected Surgeon to the Aber-

deen Ophthalmic Institution for Diseases of the Eye.
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PROPOSED AMENDMENTS OE THE MEDICAL ACT.

The Médical Act of 1858 is admitted by ail to be a most

uiisatisfactory and iiuperfect pièce of législation. Year after

year was tbe subject of Médical Reform agitated in private

and at public meetings, and the Hou.ses of Pailiament were

every Session besieged by propositions to reinedy the existing

evils of the Profession. The resuit was that at last a measuiv

was passed which gave satisfaction to one, but got rid of the

question byappointing a quasi représentative Médical Council,

which should hâve the privilège of hearing the complaints of

the Profession, without any power of redressing them. Many
of the hopes eutertained by the Médical Reformera were no

doubt Utopian and fallacious, and perhaps the best advice to

give to many of them would hâve been to reform themselves,

inasmuch as a great number of the evils complained of were

such as sprang from want of sufliciently good understanding

towards one another, and were beyond the reach of Parlia-

mentary législation. It jnust in ail fairness be admitted, that

niuch of the social discomfort of the Profession arose from

causes which its individual members had the power to remedy

for themselves, such as the trading practices of some, the un-

worthy habit of undue compétition in olhers, the want of

union aniong their own body, and many other circumstances

springing from a deficiency of organization and of self-respect.

The Médical Act is very little else, in fact, than a Registration

Act, and this is clearly set forth in the Preamble, where it

states that " whereas it is expédient that persons requiring-

Médical aid should be enabled to distinguish qualified from

unqualified practitioners. Be it therefore enacted, &c." The

Act does little more than direct the compilation of a Register

which shall contain a list of qualified persons, and thus exhibit

to the 'public the différence between those who are by law

entitled to practise and those who are not. But so imperfectly

is the Act drawn up, that the public do not really possess this

power of distinguishing qualified from unqualified practitioners;

for registration, instead of being compulsory, is only permis-

sive, and while those who are registered, are entitled to certain

privilèges, those who are not registered are liable to no punish-

ments. The Act, indeed, spécifies that ail duly qualified

persons shall be entitled to register, but on the other hand a

person with a qualification may register or not, as lie pleases,

and he, in coinnion with an unqualified person, may get patients

if he can. The public, consequeutly, cannot at présent dis-

tinguish qualified from unqualified practitioners by référence

to the opération of the Act, because although those on the

Register may be ail qualified, many of those not on the

Register may be qualified likewise, and entitled to practice; or

they may be unqualified and practice securely, in spite of the

Act

This and other anomalies in the very limited sphère over

which the Act has extended, hâve been felt by the Médical

Council ; and however we may censure the lukewarmness and
indécision which appear to characterise their opérations, we
niust recollect that they have no right to step beyond the

limita of the Act itself, which they are appointed to ad-

minister. Harsh as some of our laws may appear, and
obsolète as others may have become, the Judges and other

persons placed in authority are iiot to blamo if they
confine their duties to the exécution of existing enact-

ments, and do not occupy themselves with devising new

oncs. Still the defects of the Médical Act are too glaring to

esi'apo notice, and we are happy to ihulthat the Médical Coun-

cil have proposed several important amendments. AVhe-

ther thèse amendments will over be adopted, we cannot fore-

tel ; but judging from the known composition of the two
Houses of Parliament, we think the event very doubtful, at

least in regard to some, if not ail the propositions. At pré-

sent we shall point out one or two of the most prominent

defects in thc présent measuve, and the amendments proposed

by the Council ; and it is the more incumbent upon us to do

so, because, from the necesearily technical form of the language

eniployed, it is not easy to discover, by a mère superficial

perusal, the nature and importance of the changes recoiu-

mended.

The présent law onacts that " any person who shall wili'ully

and falsely prétend to be, or take or use the name or title of a

Physician, Doctor of Medicine, and so forth, or any name,

title, addition, or description, implying that he is regisiered

under this Act, or that he. is reoognised by law as a Physician

or Surgeon, &c, shall upon summary conviction, &c.'' Kow
it is évident that the oilence is hère made to consist, not in the

person pretending to be a physician, surgeon, &c, but in pre-

tending that he is registered under the Act, and that he is re

cognised by law. Hence such a person has only to plead that

he is not registered under the Act, and that ho does not pré-

tend or désire to be so, and that lie does not wish to be re-

cognised by law, and lie escapes with perfect inipunity. The

proposed amended clause, however is worded as follows :

—" On and after the day of 18G it shall not be lawful

for any person, uidess registered under this Act, to prétend to

be, or take, or use the name or title of Physician, Doctor of

Medicine, &c, &c, or any other Médical or Surgical name or

title, and any unregistered person so offending shall forfeit and

pay, &c."

Another most important feature among the amendments

proposed to be made, is the supervision over the Cliemists and

Druggists, and over the practice of Pharmacy in the United

Kingdom. This is a novelty of so sweeping a nature, and beset

with so many difficulties, that we are not surprised to learn

that the Council are anything but unanimous on the subject.

In i'act, we believe that the proposai émanâtes from Ireland,

and is founded upon the exceptional laws on the subject of

Medicine and Pharmacy, which have hitherto exclusivoly pre

vailed in that part of the British Islands. In Irelaud, the

Dublin Apothecaries' Hall possesses the exclusive privilège of

granting licences to persons to open shops for the compound-

ing of Physicians' and Surgeons' prescriptions, and it is now
proposed to make a similar rule to hold good in England and

Scotland, prolnbiting ail persons from practising pharmacy

except those who possess the licence of the Apothecaries'

Hall of England or Ireland, or of the Phannaceutical Society

in England. It is unqucstionably désirable to place the prac-

tice of pharmacy under certain restrictions ; but we doubt very

much whether thc General Médical Council should extend its

opérations so far as to comprise the trado of pharmacy in the

same category with Medicine and Surgery.

Another well-meant proposition is to prohibit or to limit the

sale of quack medicines ; but it is almost absurd to suppose

that the Government will ever forego the lucrative revenue

which is now derived from this exteiisive brandi of trade,

although it is truc that quackery flourishes at the expense of

the lives and the health of thousands of the community.

"We invite the careful attention of our readers to tho pro-

posed amendments, an abstract of which we publish at p. 335,

and we shall return to the subject on a future occasion.
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SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

THE FOIITHCOMING ELECTION AT THE COLLEGE OF SURGEONS.

We mentioned last week that the nuinber of new candidates

for the three vacant seats in the Council of the Collège of

Surgeons had been reduced to four, but at the period of our

going to press, it had not been finally decided whether or not

one or more of that number would withdraw, or whether any

other candidate migbt still présent himself. We may now

state that the naines of the four candidates in the order of

thoir seniority, are Mr. Lane, Surgeon to St. Mary's Hospital
;

Mr. Busk, Surgeon to the Dreadnought ; Mr. Curling, Surgeon

to the London Hospital ; and Mr. Hancock, Surgeon to the

Charing Cross Hospital. Mr. Turner, of Manchester, has

declined to corne forward, owing to the pressing nature of

his professional engagements. As we mentioned last week,

two of the présent councillors will offer themselves for ré-

élection, so that if the mère routine System should prevail,

there will be really only one vacancy and one new élection
;

but without any disrespect being meant to those who havo

long held office in the Collège, we believe that it is the gênerai

opinion of the fellows that occasional changes are bénéficiai

to the institution, and therefore we should not be surprised to

find that three or at least two new councillors are elected.

Some believe that Mr. Lane's chance of élection is very great,

while others, perhaps more knowing, think that Mr. Busk is

secure under any circumstances ; and the choice will lie between

Mr. Curling and Mr. Hancock, for the third seat. We believe

that Mr. Cœsar Hawkins, who has participated very largely in

the Collegiate honours for a great nuiuber of years, will pro-

bably be replaced by one of the new candidates, but

ho will still retain his position in the Court of Exa-

miners.

ST. THOMAS'S AND BETHLEHEM HOSPITALS.

The questions respecting thèse two hospitals, and the choice

of a site for St. Thonias's, are not yet definitively settled, and

it is said that the negotiations between the Governors of the

respective institutions may possibly be again renewed. We
cannot help thinking that some private or personal interests

are at work somewhere in thèse prolonged discussions, and

that the welfare of the poor patients is not the prominent ob-

ject held in view. We hear that it is not unlikely the rnatter

will bo brought before tho House of Commons, and it is

known that the Commissioners in Lunacy are unfavourablo to

the continuance of Bethlehem Hospital on its présent site. The

Governors of Bethlehem are a very numerous and scattcred

body, and it is said that the récent décisions do not really

represent the opinions of the majority. A great number of

Governors hold their positions ex officio as Aldermen and

members of the Comnion Council of London,j[although thèse

are by no means the most wedded to the existing order of

things, but many others are dispersed over différent parts of the

country,and rarely attend the meetings. Those who reallyunder-

stand tho subject of Lunacy, and who consult the best inter-

ests of Betlilehem Hospital, are usually outvoted by Governors

who know nothing of the one and care little about the other.

THE CASE OF MB. WILLIAM ADAMS.

We havo just learned that Mr. Adams has received the

account froin his solicitor of the expenses for which he is

liable for defending himself in the late infamous trial. They

amount to 945Z., and this monstrous sum has been incurred by

the repeated postponements of the trial at the instance of the

plaintif! on various pretexts, by the necessity of procuring

évidence from distant parts of the country, and by the heavy
fées paid to tho counseL The subscription for assisting

Mr. Adams to pay thèse expenses amounts to about 400Z.,

and we cannot doubt that an effort will now be made
to raise tho entiro sum, and perhaps something beyond, in

order to testify the gênerai sympathy felt for this gentleman

under tho oxtraordinary persécution of which ho has been tho

victim. A gênerai co-operation for this object throughout the

country would soon effect the desired end ; for a subscription

of even a few shillings each from a great number would be

amply sufficient, and we cannot conceive that any member
of our Profession can fail to expérience a sentiment of

indignation when he reflects on the whole history of this

unprecedented instance of légal oppression. It has been sug-

gested that the costs incurred by Mr. Adams should be taxed,

as it is possible that he may be victimised even by his own
légal advisers, and we understand that his committee will vigi-

lantly examine every item of expense ; but still, even if (aa

we doubt) the sum should bc reduced, a very large amount

will remain to be paid under any circunistances.

THE CHLDREN OF THE LATE DB. M'WILLIAM.

Two daughters of the late Dr. MeWilliam, who, it will be

recollected, met with a sudden and accidentai death in his own
house, are candidates for admission into the Royal Naval

Eeniale School at Twickenham, at the ensuing élection in July

next. Ail those who knew Dr. MeWilliam, either in his pub-

lic or private capacity, will, we are sure, promote the object of

providing a home and an educatian for his orphau children,

who, it is too well known, are left most inadequately provided

for, and wo trust that such of our readers as may hâve votes

will give them in favour of thèse applicants, and those who
hâve not, may probably hâve influence enough witli some of

the subscribers to speakin favour of the offspring of one of tho

best and bravest men who ever entered the service of the navy.

FUBTHEB CHANGES AT THE WESTMINSTER HOSPITAL.

We understand that another vacancy has arisen in tho

Médical staff of this hospital by the résignation of Dr. Marcet,

who intends to dévote himself more exclusively than he has

hitherto done, to tho pursuit of physiological chemistry, a

branch of science in which he has already attained to well-

merited celebrity. Dr. Willis, who resigned his claims at the

récent élection, in favour ofDr. Gibb, présents himself again as

a candidate on the présent occasion.

THE DEATH OF DB. P. B. AYBES.

The death of Dr. Ayres, in the island of Mauritius, deserves

raoro than a passing notice, and we hâve quoted from a con-

temporary a short biography which gives a fair sketch of his

career, although it is incorrect in a few trifling particulars and

iniperfect in others. Dr. Ayres, although he graduated at the

University of London, obtained his academical jprizes several

years before at the University Collège in Gowor street, where

many of his conternporaries, now living, were witnesses of his

indomitable zeal and persévérance in the acquisition of scien-

tific knowledge, and even those who were his rivais in tho

pursuit of honour were the , most gratified at his success.

The mistake of the biographer, trivial as it is, is a natural one,

for the University Collège was then called the University of

London, and when Ayres was a student it was in tho zénith

of its famé and réputation, when Liston and Samuel Cooper

were the chiefs of the Surgical staff, when Elliotson, not yet

bitten with the mesmeric fancies, was tho illustrious head of

the Médical department, and the amiable and accomplished

Anthony Todd Thomson was his colleague ; when the two

Quains, Jones and Richard, were the anatomical teachers, and
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Edward Tumer, Liudloy, and Grartt, were the respective ex-

ponents of Chemistry, Botany, and Comparative Anatomy.

The early career of Ayres was so brilliant as to offer every

prospect of a successful future, but this vas certainly denied

bim, at least if success be mcasured by the usual worldly

and conventional standard ; and it must be added, in justice

to him, that except tho want of iufluential relatives and

friends, nothing at ail can be alleged against him. He was a

good father and hnsband and an honest man, in addition to

being an enlightened practitioner and a man of science, and yet

he consumed his early professional life in a laborious and ill-

paid gênerai practice, obtained a scanty and precarious pittanec

by occasional literarycontributions, hcld an unremunerative lec-

tureship on Chemistry, and was an unpaid Dispensary Phy-

sician ; and in the prime of life ho left his native country for a

moderately-rewarded appointaient in a distant though lovely

région, where his labours havo been prematurely eut short by a

very sudden and painful death, and his wife and children are

thrown upon the mercy of the world. ïhe death of poor

Ayres cannot " point a moral or adorn a taie ;" it is a record

of suffering and privation and struggle manfully borne, and it

merely proves that the race is not always to the swift nor the

battle to the strong.

REVIEW OF BOOES.

Studien iiber das Vorkommen, die Verbreitung und die Function von

Galligen Bestandtheilen in den thierischen und pjtanzlichen Orga-
nismen. Von Dr.F. W. Beneke. 4to. Giessen, 1862.

Investigations regarding the Occurrence, Distribution, and Functions

of the Biliary Constituenls in Animal and Vegetable Organisms.

By Dr. Beneke.

Jaundice; its Pathology and Treatmtnt, with the Application of
Physiological Chemistry to the Détection and Treatment of Disnascs

of the Liver and Pancréas. By George Harley, M.D., Professor

of Médical Jurisprudence in University Collège, London, Assisi-

Physician to University Hospital, &c. 8vo. London, 1863.

A Treatise on Gall Stones : their Chemistry, Pathology, and Treat-

ment. By J. L. W. Thudichura, M.D. 8vo. London, 1863.

We hâve grouped thèse three works together because they ail

treat of subjects more or less closely allied to one another. Dr.

Beneke's " Studien " contains results which, if confirmed, will com-
pletely alter several of the usually accepted views on the chemistry

of animais and plants.

The first point he investigates is this,—Are there any substances

occurring in the animal body, besides the biliary acids (glycocholic

and taurocholic acid), which yield with sugar and sulphuric acid the

reaction known as Pettenkoier's test ? The resuit of an extensive

séries of observations, leads to the conclusion that, although the

purple or violet colour is more brilliantly and more persistently

evolved when sugar and eulphuric acid are added to the biliary

acids, than when those reagents are applied to any other substance,

the so-called test acts more or less distinctly with the fatty acids

occurring in the animal body, and especially with oleic acid, with
cholesterine and with the albuminates, especially when they hâve
not been freed from the fats which are always associated with them.
He next enquires—Can any substance be extracted with cold al-

cohol, ether. chloroform, &c, from the tissues of the animal
organism, which yields with sugar and sulphuric acid the same re-

action as the biliary acids î , His answer to this question is, that the
alcoholic and ethereal extracts of almost ail the animal tissues

yield, when treated with sugar and sulphuric acid, a beautiful
purple colour of more or less purity, and that the residual extracted
tissue, when treated in a similar manner, gives a corresponding, but
1cm hrilhant colour.
The next point he investigated was this ;—What other gênerai or

common characters do the cold alcoholic extracts of the animal
tissues présent 1 And the resuit of his enquiries is, that ail the
alcoholic extracts présent the properties which Virchow ascribes to
a substance which he describea some years ago, and to which he
gave the name of Myéline, from its resemblance to, and supposed
identity with, nerve-medulla.

This Myéline, of which many of our readers probably now hear
for the firat time, has been obtained from the nerves, the spleen,
the yelk of the egg of the common fowl, the testis, the ovary, the
séminal fluid, pus, diseased lungs,bile,thc fluid of an hepatic cyst,&c,
ao4 ia aviscous semi-fluid substance which assumes lorms resembling
nme-tubes and similar structures. (Several of thèse forma are de-

picted by Dr. Beneke in the Plates attached to the end of his

volume.) It is readily soluble in hot alcohol, from which it

séparâtes on cooliug, swells (like starch) in cold water, and is con-
verted by chromic acid into a yellow hard mass, while concentrated
sulphui'ic ncid and sugar develop a more or less brilliaut purple
tint.

Our knowledge of the composition of myéline is unfortunately
very vague. According to Beneke, it is a mixture of various sub-
stances, including inter alia cholesterine, the ordinary saponifiable

fats, nitrogenous compounds and iuorganic constituents.

The most startling of ail his allègej discoveries (and we hâve no
reason to doubt their accuracy), is that myéline, and consequently
cholesterine, are as widely diffused in the vegetable as they are in the
animal kingdom. Myéline is especially présent in the seeds of

plants and in the youngest vegetable structures, such as leaves and
flowers.

The ultimate analyses on which some of his principal conclusions

are based, were conducted by Professor Kolbe, of Marbuvgh, whose
skill in organic chemistry is unquestionable.

We strongly recommend this volume to those of our readers who
take au interest in the récent advances of chemistry and physiology.
" Time being money," Dr. Harley " has endeavoured not only to

condense lus material, but to excludethe considération of any ques-

tion not directly bearing upon the pathology or treatment of jaun-

dice," and " he has neither dwelt on the literature nor discussed the

old théories of the mechanism of jaundice, but limited himself

almost entirely to a brief exposition of his own views."—Préface p. v.

Dr. Thudichum has adopted a precisely opposite course, and has

made up his volume to more than three hundred pages by collect-

ing ail kinds of material having any bearing whatever ou the sub-

ject of gall-stones.

The natural conséquence is, that Dr. Harley has produced a very

useful practicalbook ; while the original tacts and observations con-

tained m Dr. Thudichum's ponderous tome are almost completely

concealed by the enormous mass of what Editors irreverently term
" packing."

Dr. Harley commences with a few remarks on the nature of the

bile and the physiology of its sécrétion ; he then takes a gênerai

view of the mechanism of jaundice, which he arranges under tvvo

divisions, according as it arises from suppression or from re-absorp-

tion, and concludes with the subject of treatment.

His remarks on the information affbrded by the urine in cases of

jaundice are very important. After noticirjg tho method usually
recommended for detecting bile-pigment iu the urine (the addition

of a little nitric acid to urine on a white plate), and remarking that

other animal pigments besides biliverdine produce a somewhat
similar play of coîours, he recommends the séparation of the pig-

ment without décomposition in combination with uric acid.

" This is readily done by siniply acidulating the urine with a few
drops of hydrochloric acid, and setting it aside for twenty-four

hours to crystallize. The white uric acid in crystallizing takes up
the colouring matter, and assumes the hue of the pigment présent

in the urine. I bave thus obtained crystals of ail the différent

hues from a bright golden yellow tint through tho intervening

shades of red, brown, blue, olive, to a dark, almost black colour.

This experiment has another advantage, for if we take a measured
quantity of urine, and collect, dry, and weigh the uric acid obtained

from it, we can readily calculate the total quantity passed in

twenty-four hours, and therebyassist in diagnosmg the présence or

absence of malignant disease of the liver," pp. 56-7. In explana-

tion of the concluding sentence of the quotation, we may remark
that Dr. Harley has found that in cancer of the liver there is a
great augmentation of the uric acid.

There has recently been much discussion, especially in Qermany,
regarding the présence or absence of the biliary acids in the mine.
Kvihne states that he never fails to detect cholic acid (not, however,

in the form of glycocholic or taurocholic acid) in the urine of

jaundiced patients and of dogs that were artificially jaundiced by
the application of a ligature to the Ductus communis, while Frerichs

and Stadeler (not Stadler, as Dr. Harley inadvertently spells him)

believe that thèse acids are decomposed in the blood, and conse-

quently do not pass into the urine. Dr. Harley has apparently

succeeded in explaining thèse contradictory results. He has ascer-

tained that in certain cases of jaundice not a trace of tho biliary acids

is to be detected in the urine, although the bile-pigment is présent in

abundance, while in other cases both biliary acids and bile-pig-

ment occur in notable quantity. And the cause of thèse différent

results is this—that in jaundice from suppression, the liver does not

secrète bile, and consequently no biliary acids being formed, noue
can be found either in the blood or in the urine ; while in jaundice

from obstruction, bile is secreted and absorbed into the

blood, and that portion of tho biliary acids which escapes

transformation in the circulation appears in the urine.

Hence the présence or absence of the biliary acids in the urine is

of importance as a means of differential diagnosis. The i'ollowing

are his iules for applying Pettenkoier's test to the urine. " To a

couple of drachms of the suspected urine add a small fragment of

loal-sugar, and afterwards pour slowly into the test-tube about a
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drachm of strong sulphuric acid. This should be doue so as not to

mix the two liquida. If biliary acids be présent there will be

observed at the line of contact of the acid and urine—after standing

for a few minutes—a deep purple hue. This resuit may be taken

as a sure indication that the jaundice is due to obstructed bile-

ducts," p. 61. In performing this experiment, we must not con-

found the reddish coloured line which is formed immediately the

acid and the urine come in contact, and which is due to the libéra-

tion of the normal urine-pigment, with the reaction caused by the

biliary acids.

There are two other substances, tyrosine and leucine, which are

occasionally found in the urine in jaundice, and which are of con-

sidérable diagnostic value. When they are présent in any
considérable quantity they may be easily detected by examining
with the microscope a little urine (an ounce or two) that has been
slowly evaporated to the consistence of a syrup, and that has been
then put aside in a cool place to crystallize. The tyrosine is found
in star-like groups of circular crystals or as spinous sphères " not
unlike a rolled-up hedge-hog with the bristles sticking out in ail

directions." Leucine, on the other hand, présents no crystalline

structure, and occurs in flat, circular, oily-looking dises, which
however are readily distinguished from oil by being soluble in

water and insoluble in ether. Both thèse substances hâve been
found in the urine in cases of chronic as well as of acute atrophy
of the liver. The microscopic appearances of tyrosine are very
accurately given by Dr. Harley in the figures occurringin pp. 63, 64,
of his book.

The length to which our remarks hâve already reached prevents us
from entering into any notice of Dr. Harle/s chapter on the " Treat-
ment of Jaundice ;" we can, however, cordially recommend its atten-
tive perusal, especially the remarks on the use and abuse of mer-
curials and podophyllin, and on the administration of benzoic acid
and of prepared bile, to ail those of our readers who wish to keep
themselves up to the présent state of therapeutic knowledge.
We shall proceed with our notice of Dr. Thudichum's book next

week.

(To be continued.)

GENERAL COUNCIL

MEDICAL EDUCATION & REGISTRATION.

June 1, 1863.

[The following are some of the Reports presented to the Médical
Council, and which we were compelled to omit last week.]

Dr. Corrigan presented the Report of the Committee on Amend-
ments of the Médical Act :

—

" The course the Committee hâve adopted is to go through the
sections of the Médical Act seriatim, and to append to each section

such proposed amendments as seemed fit to be submitted for con-
sidération.

" The Committee do not propose that the General Council should
at présent express an opinion on the proposed amendments nor
are the Committee unanimous in some of the amendments sug-
gested.

" The Committee suggest that the présent course might pro-
perly be, that the General Council, without expressing any opinion
on the proposed amendments, should give instructions to the
Executive Committee to hâve a Bill drawn up embodying the pro-

posed amendments ; that the Bill thus drawn up should be trans-

mitted to the several licensing bodies mentioned in Schedule A for
their considération ; and that the amended Bill, with any altération
suggested by the several licensing bodies, should be submitted
for considération at the next^nnual meeting of the General
Council.

" There remaina one point on which the Committee hâve not
been able to suggest a satisfactory amendaient—the licence in Mid-
wifery. The difficulty has arisen from the charters of the several
Collèges differing in power in regard to this licence. The Collège
of Physicians of London and the Collèges of Physicians and Sur-
geons of Edmburgh are not authorised to issue separate licenses in
midwifery, while the Collège of Physicians in Ireland and the
Collèges of Surgeons of England and Ireland are empowered to issue
such separate licenses. Tins appears to maintain an inequality of
privilège that ought to be removed."
The following are the suggestions for the amendment of the

Médical Act :

—

That a Bill be introduced to be termed "A Bill to Amend the
Médical Acts." The preamble to state that, in addition to the ex-
pediency of distinguishing qualified from unqualified practitioners,
" it is necessary for the safety and protection of the public towards
securing adequately educated practitioners in the several depart-
ments of medicine, surgery, and pharmacy," &c.
The following altérations are proposed in the sections quoted :—
Sec. 10 to give extended powers for the appointaient by the

General Council of so many clerks and servants as shall be neces-

sary for the purposes of the Act ; and every person so appointed to
be removable at the pleasure of the Council, and to be paid such
salary as the Council shall think fit. (The previous clause was
absolute, and prescribed fixed duties to spécial officers.)

Clause 13 and proposed amendments, with Observations of Scotch
Branch Council of No. 27, 7th Feb., 1863, to be referred back to
Solicitor for observations.

Sect. 13 to provide that certain altérations be made in the mode
of keeping separate the accounts of the Branch Councils, and for
the régulation of contributions from gênerai fund.

Sect. 14 to provide that if any person registered shall notify to

the Registrar that he has ceased to practise, and wishes to withdraw
his name from the Register, the Registrar shall hâve power to erase
his name.
For Sect. 20 to substitute a section to the following effect :

—" It

shall be lawful for the General Council to lay down such régula-
tions respecting the éducation and examinations of practitioners in
medicine, surgery, and pharmacy, as may appear to them fitted to
ensure adéquate knowledge and skill in the several departments of
the profession ; and the said General Council shall then submit
such régulations to her Majesty's most Honourable Privy Council.
And the said régulations, if sanctioned by the said Privy Council,
shall then be obligatory upon ail universities, collèges, and other
bodies enumerated in Schedule A to this Act."

For Sect. 21 to substitute the following :
—" And it shall be law-

ful for the Privy Council, upon its being represented to them that

any university, collège, or other body enumerated in Schedule A
does not comply with such régulations, to déclare that any quali-

fication granted by such university, collège, or body, shall not
confer any right to be registered under this Act. Provided always,"

&c.

To Sect. 27, after the words " provisions of this Act," add the

words as proposed in the tabular statement,—namely, " And that

he is not possessed of any qualification which would entitle him
to be registered in accordance with the provisions of this Act."

For Sect. 29, the clause as suggested by Mr. Ouvry, and printed

in the tabular statement, approved of,—namely, " The Council may
refuse to register any person who may hâve been convicted in Eng-
land or Ireland of any felony or misdemeanour, or in Scotland of

any crime or offence ; and if any registered person shall be so con-

victed, or shall, after due inquiry, be judged by the General Coun-
cil to hâve been guilty of infamous conduct in a professional

respect, whether before or after registration, the General Council
may, if they see lit, direct the Registrar to erase the name of such
person from the Register."

Sect. 31.—" Every person registered under this Act shall be en-
titled, according to his qualification or qualifications, to practise

medicine, or surgery, or pharmacy ; or medicine, and surgery, and
pharmacy, as the case may be, &c.

To Sect. 34 the following words to be added :
—" According to his

qualification or qualifications."

In Sect. 36 the word " apothecary to be inserted after " surgeon."

(This recognises the status of that branch of the profession.)

For Sect. 37 substitute the following :
—" Ai'tor the lst day

of January, 1859
:
no certificate required by any Act now in force,

or that may hereafter be passed, from any physician, surgeon, or

apothecary, or other médical practitioner, shall be valid, unless the
person signing the same be registered under this Act."

Sect. 40.—" On and after the day ol 186 , it shall not

be lawful for any person, unless registered under this Act, to pré-

tend to be, or take or use the name or title of Physician, Doctor of

Medicine, Licentiatê in Medicine or Surgery, Mastei in Surgery,

Bachelor of Medicine, Doctor, Surgeon, Médical or General Prac-

titioner, or Surgeon Apothecary or Accoucheur, or Licentiatê or

Proctitioner in Midwifery, or any other médical or surgical name
or title ; and any unregistered person so offending shall forfeit and
pay a sum not exceeding 201. to be recovered in a summary way
before the justices of the peace."

Sect. 48.—Amend by introducing the words " Ireland, and the

Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons," after " England."

In Sect. 55 omit the words " chemists, druggists, and." (This

brings them under the opération of the Act—see below.)

A section to the following effect to be added :

Sect. 56.— It shall not be lawful for any person to keep open

shop for the compounding of physicians' and surgeons' prescrip-

tions, unless he be a licentiatê of the Apothecaries' Hall of England
or Ireland, or shall hâve received a certificate of competency to

compound medicine from either of the above bodies, or from the

Pharmaceutical Society, or from some other body duly authorised

in England, Ireland, or Scotland, by the General Médical Council

to institute the necessary examination, and to grant such certificate,

and at such rate of fee as the General Médical Council, with the

approval of the Privy Council, may sanction ; and any person

keeping open shop for the compounding of medicine, unless quali-

fied as aforesaid, shall upon a summary conviction for any such

offence before any justice of the peace, pay a sum not exceeding

201. And for the better protection of the public, and to ensure

the carrving out of the provisions aa aforesaid, it ia hereby enacted
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that the Médical Council may appoint from time to tinie one in-

specter for England, onc for Ireland, and oue for Scotland, whosc

duties shall be to inspectas often as ïnay be required, ail shops

where medicines are coinpounded, and to carry iuto effect the pro-

vi^ions ut' dus Aot in regard to shops; and that sucli inspectors be

paid such salaries out of the Consolidated Fuud as the General

Council, with the approval of the Lords Comiuissioners of Her

Majesty's Treasury, inay from time to time détermine.

À section also to be added us follows :

—

SecL 57.—" No patent, quack, or other medicine shall be sold

unless a sworn certificate of its composition be lodged with the

Registrar of the General Council, and a copy thereof be open for

inspection in the abop or place in which such medicine n sold ; and

any person or proprietor of a shop selling any secret remedy shall,

on 8ummary conviction, for each such otïence be liablo to a penalty

not exceeding 2tW."

Report of Oie Spécial Committee appointed by the General Council

on 2~Ûi May, 1863, relative to the Pharmacopœia.

The Committee appointed " to take iuto considération, and to

report what further steps it is désirable for the General Council to

take in référence to the Pharmacopœia," hâve carcfully cousidered

various matters which hâve been put before them and the Council,

by the Chairman of the Pharmacopœia Committee. They hâve to

report that several of thèse matters are of great importance, and re-

quire the attention of the Council before its présent meetings corne to

an end ; and they recommend that thèse be ail settled noir, so that

as little as possible of the business connected with the Pharmaco-
pœia shall be left over to another session of the Council.

I.—The first subject to which the Committee hâve turned their

attention is the expense attending the préparation and publication

of the Pharmacopœia, and the mode and ternis of payment.

Every member of Council was, or might hâve been, aware that a

Pharmacopœia, which was to be au amalgamation of three national

Pharmacopœias, could not be prepared without a large expenditure.

During the first session of the Council, there seems to hâve been a

gênerai understanding that, unless for the services of professional

chemists and others, to whom the several branches of the Pharma-
copœia Committee might find it necessary to entrust a port of their

duty, the Council would escape any outlay on account of those

engaged in preparing the work. The labour required of the sub-

committees, however, soon proved to be so great in prospect, that it

was impossible to expect that so many professional men should sur-

render their tmiu without some compensation. Accordiiigly it waa

stated by the chairman of the Pharmacopœia Committee, at the

session of Council in 1859, that provision would hâve to be made
for a charge on this account. No idea could be l'ormed at that

period, however, of the probable charge, under any possible arrange-

ment which the Pharmacopœia Committee or the Council, could

then hâve proposed.

This Committee are confident that no one conversant with the

practical difficulties which surroiuid the task committed to the

Pharmacopœia Committee will suppose that any part of the work
they hâve cône through was superfluous, or has been the cause

either of delay or of expense which might hâve been avoided. It

may be added, that the extra expenditure occasioned by the delay

which originated in the question settled by the Council last

October, relative to weights and measures, has been inconsider-

able.

The mode of payment of ail charges on account of the Pharma-
copœia has been cïearly understood by its Committee ; but little

appears on the subject in the Minutes of the Council which can

serve as a guide to the présent Committee. The understanding was
that the Council should advance from the Registration Fund such

inoney as might be required for current expenses, the payment of

which could not be justly postponed ; that thèse advances should be

repaid from the proceeds of the sale of the Pharmacopœia ; and
thât the other charges, including especially compensation to mem-
bers of the sub-committees for their time and services at sub-com-
mittee meetings, niust dépend on the amount of thèse proceeds.

Accordingly, the advances made by the Council, on account of the

Pharmacopœia, were applied to rémunération for much chemical,

botanical, and phanuaceutic advice and experiment ; for the at-

tendant of nine members at two délégations, one in London and
another in Edinburgh ; and for lesser current expenses. But the
remaining charge, which relates to the services of secretaries and
editors, to certain extensive chemical investigations, and to attend-
ance on sub-committte meetings, is still open for considération

;

and this Committee are of opinion that ail thèse charges ought to

be settled, as far as possible, by the Council before its présent meet-
ings terminât»:.

The Committee of Council beg hère to observe, that the Council,
in advancing at différent periods sums from the Registration Fund,
for the current expenses of the Pharmacopœia Committee does not
appear to hâve given any spécial authority, or instructions, as to
the particular items of current expense which should be paid from
thèse advances. The chairman of the Pharmacopœia Committee
made certain statemente on that head to the Council from time to
me ; and he considered himself entitled to endorse, and the trea-

surer «/ the Pharmacopœia Committee to pay, the charges men-
tioned above, as in eoni'orinity with the statements made in Coun-
cil. It might bave been botter had the instructions of the Council
bel n moie spécifie But this Committee submit that the attempt
to make them so would probably hâve involved fréquent delays, on
account of the necessity, under such instructions, of références from
the Pharmacopœia Committee to the General Council at times
when the Council might not be sitting.

The Council should keep in view, before providing for the pay-
ment of attendance on sub-committee meetings, that a large pro-
portion of the fund aecruing from the sale of the Pharmacopœia
will be required to replace what has been advauced from the Regis-

tration Fund, and to defray the cost of printing and publishiag the
work, and rémunération still due l'or chemical investigations, and
to secretaries and editors.

The ternis on which the charges thus remaining due should be
paid hâve received the most earnest attention of this Committee.
Two distinguished chemists were requested jointly to undertake

together extensive investigations essential for the chemistry of the

Pharmacopœia. Thèse gentlemen devoted their whole time for

many days to thèse investigations, and one of them luul to leave

his professional duties at Edinburgh iu order to meet the other at

Dublin. The chairman of the Pharmacopœia Coniniittee iufornis

us that thèse labours were undertaken on the footing that, in ail

probability those who conducted them would be paid by the Coun-
cil an allowance at the same rate as members of tue General Coun-
cil for attending its meetings ; and that this allowance would be very

much under the usual fées received by chemists in like circum-

stances.

The duties of the secretaries being over, or very nearly so, the

Committee are able to corne to an opinion under that head of ex-

penditure ; and they recommend that the sum of KXW. be paid to

each of the secretaries of the Edinburgh and Dublin sub-commit-

tees ; and the sum of 150Z. to the secretary of the London sub-

committee, who has acted also as gênerai secretary of the whole

Committee.
The duty of the editors has now only begun. The Committee

hâve been informed that this duty will last four months ; and as

two of the editors réside at a distance,—one in Edinburgh, and the

other in Dublin, the labour of ail three must be considérable.

The Council should also be informed that it has no claim on thèse

gentlemen, originating in niembership of the Council, for noue of

them is a member of this body. The Committee are, therefore, of

opinion that the Edinburgh and Dublin editors ought to be
awarded for their trouble a sum of 50Z. each, and the principal

editor in London a sum of Ibl.

The payment to members of th sub-committees is a différent

question. If the Committee look only to the professional position

of most of the gentlemen who compose the Pharmacopœia sub-com-
mittees, and to the time and knowledge which they hâve given to

the duty undertaken by them at request of the Council, this Com-
mittee could scarcely hope to compensate them for their services

by an adéquate rémunération. The Committee, therefore, recom-
mend that 500/. should be voted as an honorarium to each sub-com-
mittee. The sum of ail the sub-committee meetings has been
during four years 407, and the sum ol attendances of ail the mem-
bers has been 1851. But even theee numerous attendances give no
iclea of the amount of labour of the sub-committees, not a few of

whose members hâve given much of their private and individual

leisure to the business of the Pharmacopœia.
II. The next subject brought before the Committee relates to the

form or forms in which the Pharmacopœia ought to be published.

Ai'ter the statements put before the Council at the meeting of

Council on the 26th inst, it is merely necessary for this Committee
to report their opinion, that on the whole it is advisable that two
éditions be published contemporaneously,—an octavo and a duode-

cimo édition,—as proposed by the Executive Committee of the

Council. The Committee find that the duodecimo édition may be

sold at the low price of 5s. a copy, and the octavo at 7s. 6d., with-

out involviug the Council in any eventual loss, although a portion

of the advances made by the Council may be for some time undis-

charged.

The Council will recollect that the price of the work must
receive the sanction of the Lords of Her Majesty's Treasury.

III. The third question submitted to the Committee is, whether
it may not be advisable that the publication of the Pharmacopœia
be preceded by some explanation of its composition, the principles

of its construction, the changes introdueed, and the necessity under
which the members of the several branches of the médical profession

will lie of niaking themselves acquainted witli the British Pharma-
copœia, and of discarding ail those which it is to supersede. Tha
Committee are of opinion that a measure of this kind may prove

not only acceptable to the médical profession at large, but likowise

very servicable for preventing inconvénient and even dangerous

errors. The Committee do not think it necessary that the General

Council should themselves prépare and authorize a publication of

this nature. But the chairman of the Pharmacopœia Committee

has expressed his readiness to publish such a document, if agreeable

to the Council.
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IV. The next subject for the Committee's considération regards

the means which may be taken by the présent Counc.il for supply-

ing their members with the expérience which the Council bas gamed

as to the most suitable machinery for preparing future additions of

the Pharmacopœia, and publishing theni with the least possible

delay and expense.

It appears to hâve been thought by some members oi the Council,

that the number of persons who hâve been engaged in preparing

the British Pharmacopœia, and consequently the expense, might

hâve safely been less than on the présent occasion. The Pharma-

copœia Cbmmittee might, indeed, liave consisted of a smaller

number of members, had the Council not had to reconcile three

Phannacopœias, and the members of the médical profession in the

three divisions of the kingdom, who hâve been long accustomed to

use them. Without a large représentation in Committee from

the several bodies concerned in those works, serions jealousies and

obstacles would hâve arisen, which it would hâve been highly

undesirable to provoke. But the Council is now the sole authority,

and alone incurs public responsibility, in regard to the Pharmaco-

pœia. It may henceforth adopt without reserve the measures which

seem most suitable for subséquent éditions.

The Committee, on considering what measures may be now
recommended to the Council, hâve been impressed with the recom-

mendation of the chairman of the Pharmacopœia Committee, that

the improvements in Medicine and Pharmacy ought not to be

allowed to accumulate long without being introduced by authority

to the médical profession at large ; and that therefore either a

supplément or new édition of the Pharmacopœia ought to be brought

out every five years on an average ; and that for this purpose a

charge should be given by the Council to one or more compétent

persons to keep up the necessary information for the Pharmacopœia
on a level with advancing knowledge from month to month ; so

that the requisite changes might be supplied to the Council within

a very short period after demand.
To thia end the committee advise that

—

1. In each capital of the three divisions of the kingdom respec-

tively the Branch Council should appoint a person to undertake

this duty who is a médical practitioner, acquainted with the natural

history and chemistry of Pharmacy.
2. That it should be an instruction to thèse gentlemen to invite

information as to improvements in the Pharmacopœia from the méd-
ical, surgical, and riharmaceutical bodies of the several divisions of

the country.

3. That, under the sanction of the Executive ComniitteG the trea-

surer be empowered to pay to each of thèse gentlemen a sum not

exceeding Wl. annually for charges for scientific practical in-

quiries.

4. That they should inter-communicate their results half-

yearly.

5. That they should be ready every five years to give at the re-

quest of the General Council, their conjoint opinion as to the

changea they consider adviaable for a new édition, or a supplément,

of the Pharmacopœia.
6. That the Executive Committee should hâve charge of editing

and publishing such new édition or supplément, after approval by
the General Council.

V. The last subject to be referred to by this Committee is the ré-

cent introduction of a Bill into the House of Commons for altering

the weights and measures of the kingdom to the metrical décimal

System of France and many other countries. The Bill contemplâtes

that, if passed, the Act shall be permissive for three years, and then

compulsory. Pharmacy is expressly included. The House of Com-
mons takes up the second reading of the Bill on July lst.

The Council will observe that it is quite otherwise circumstanced
in respect to this Bill than when it came to décision last Octoberon the
question whether the French metrical System of weights and measures
should be adopted at that time as the System for Pharmacy in this

country. The Committee, therefore beg to call the attention of the
Council to the approaching proceedings in Parliament. But they
leave it to the Council itself to décide whether any and what steps

should be taken by the Council in the présent position of this im-
portant question. R. Christison, Chairman.

Dr. Embleton presented the Report of the Committee on Returns
from the Licensing Bodies.

REPORT.
1. That the Returns, in compliance with Recommendation 16th,

hâve, since the Report of last year, been received by the Registrar

from ail the bodies named in Schedule A, and hâve been sent by
him to each member of the General Council.

Thèse returns contain, as was recommended by your Committee
last year, the latest régulations of the bodies named in Schedule A,
as regards both preliminary and professional éducation and exami-
nation ; and the degree of their conformity or nonconformity with
the Recommendations of the Report of the General Council on Edu-
cation flEtôl), is shown in the Table already laid before the Coun-
cil, and which, in a corrected form, is appended to this Report.
By this table, in which are incorporated some remarks T>y mem-

bers of the Council, it will be observed that the amount of confor-

mity in the printed régulations is considérable ; and your Commit-
tee are glad to be enabled to state that several of the seeming non-
conformities only faintly exist in practice, and that there is a gêne-
rai belief pervading the bodies in Schedule A, as ascertained from
their représentatives, that a still nearer approach to conformity is

attainable.

2. That returns, in compliance with the 23rd Recommendation,
bave been received from ail the bodies in Schedule A. The resuit

of thèse returns may be seen in the accompanying table, which
showa the number of students examined, and the number rejected

by each of the licensing bodies.

Table of Returns under Recommendation 23.

Licensing Bodies.

Passed.

lst Exam 2ndEx»m

Roy. Coll. Phys. England .

Roy. Coll. Phys. Edin.

K. &Qu. ColL Phys.Irel.
;

Passed for dip. on old reg.

Passed lst ex. on new reg.

Roy. Coll. Surg. England .

Roy. Coll. Surg. Edin.

Fac. Phys. & Surg. Glasg. .

Roy. Coll. Surg. Ireland .

Soc. Apothecaries, London
Apothecaries' Hall, Dublin
University of Oxford

.

Univ. of Cambridge .

Univ. of Durham
Univ. of London
Univ. of Edinburgh .

Univ. of Aberdeen (3 exm.)

Univ. of Glasgow
Univ. of St. Andrews'
Univ. of Dublin
Queen's Univ. in Ireland .

Totals .

60
75

2
513
143
12

105
121
23
3
7

23
113

(lst) 49
(2nd) 36

82
15
7

36

65
81

33

462
123
78

105
343
23

2

3
17

109
(3rd) 28

48
580
17
34

Rejected.

lst Exam. 2ndExam
Number. Number.

1425

5
10

1

142

23
2

23
7

4
2
1

8

77
(lst) 8
(2nd) 10

11
3

6

2151

(3rd)

343

22
10

10

61
15
10
23
40
2

1

6
16
4

4
65
1

5
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3. The registers of studenta, with explanatory letters, having been
referred to them (No. 48, Minutes of General Council), your Com-
mittee further présent the subjoined table of the numbers of students

registered according to Recommendations 8 and 9, during the win-
ter of 1862, by each of the bodies in Schedule A that keeps a regis-

ter of students, showing the numbers registered before and after the

expiration of the fifteen days recommended by the Council to be
allowed for registration. From this table it will be seen that the

numbers registered after the expiration of the fifteen days are com-
paratively i'ew ; satisfactory letters explanatory of the reasons for

such delays hâve been sent in from the various bodies in whose
registrations those delays hâve occurred, and doubtless next year

thia table will be still more in accordance with your recommenda-
tion.

Register of Students, 1862, under Recommendations 8 and 9.

Licensing Bodies.
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4. Vour Cominittee, lastly, subiuit a table showing how far the

Becommendation No. 1 of the Council has been carried out.

TalU showing theNumberofSludentsregisteredby the Licensing Bodies,

Oct. and Nov. 1852, who hâve or hâve not passed a Preliminary Ex-

amination be/ore commmcing Professional Study.
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for his favourite studies—botany and natural history. In

physiological cheraistry and hygiène, by long research and unre-

mitting industry, he brought out new facts which elicited the attention

of the scientific men of his time, in the glorious array of whora he

soon obtained a distinguished place for himself. Having been

introduced by his friend Mr. Stone, to Professor Quekett, a warm
friendship sprang up between thèse men of congenial tastes, and,

being an élégant writer he edited the greatcst part of that cele-

brated histologist's lectures, and assisted greatly in the histological

catalogue of the Hunterian Muséum. As a lecturer at the Charing-

cross Hospital on chemistry he drew a largo and attentive class. In

1851, he was appointed Physician to the Islington Dispensary
;

and in 1855, through the interest of his attached friend, the late

lamented James Robinson, the well known Dentist of Gower street,

the Secretary of State oflered him the post of Superintendent of

Quarantine at the Mauritius, winch he at once accepted, and arrived

on the scène of his future labours on January 5, 1856. In an
elaborate notice of the death of Dr. Ayres, which appears in the
' Overland Commercial Gazette,' it is stated that those who knew
the state of matters at that time can fully appreciate what Dr. Ayera
did in his new appointment. The misery he endured, his sépara-

tion from his family, his trials, his excessive labours, were nothing
for him ; always calm and eheerful, he looked to the end—the

completion of his task, and the improvements of the quarantine
System. The excellent accommodation for the Indians at the Lazits

of Fiat Island, if not mainly due to him, at least was established

by his earnest représentations. Several of his reports, especially

those of the Médical Charity Commission, and those on Quarantine
and Sanitary Reform, bear the stamp of a masterly mind. His
various communications to the Royal Society of Arts and Sciences

on the Geology of Plat Island, on the Diseases of Mauritius, and
the Utility of Vaccination, are the results of careful observation
and deep study. In every one of them are to be seen the same
luminous train of reasoning—the suggestion of measures hitherto

unheard of in this colony, conducive alike to the health of its

inhabitants, and abounding with conclusions of the most practical

value. Appointed Surgeon in charge of the Civil Hospital a. little

after the retirement of the late Dr. Montgomery, he soon placed that

establishment upon a footing which gave universal satisfaction.

AVhilst diseliarging his officiai duties, he did not, however, neglect
his scientific pursuits. Intent upon writing a Flora of Mauritius,
each moment he could snatch from busy labour was spent in his

botanising walks, but death snatched him away ère his work was
finished, and the Flora of Mauritius remains uncompleted !—a work
which, had his life been spared, would hâve placed him on a level

with the first botanists of the day.

In private life he won the esteem of ail those who knew him.
Kind-hearted, gencrous, sympathising, he was always to be found
foremost wherever any good was to be done, displaying on ail occa-

sions the benevolence and integrity ofthetrue Christian, the courtesy

of the gentleman, the kindness of the friend. To the disconsolate widow
and the fatherless children the loss is irréparable, more especially

as they hâve been left, it is greatly feared, in straitened circum-
stances. His eldest son, a most accomplished artist, is at présent
pursuing his Médical studies with great success in Edinburgh.

—

' Médical Times and Gazette.'

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH—June 4.

(Stttings in Banco.)
EX PARTE SERJEANT V. THE GENERAL COUNCIL OF MEDICAL

EDUCATION AND REGISTRATION.
This was an application by a Médical man under the Médical

Couneil Act of 1858, which provides for a gênerai registration of
Médical men, and enacts that only those who are registered shall

be er.titled to sue for their fées. The Couneil had sent a circular

letter to ail Médical men, desiring to know if they had ceased to

practise, but through his absence from home he did not receive the
letter, and did not hear of it until December, 1861. He had since
then repeatedly applied to the Couneil to register him, but his appli-
cations had not been acceded to. He now desired a mandamus to
compel them to register him, and he made an affidavit to the effect

that he was duly qualified, and that his right to be registered was not
disputed.

Mr. Henry James now moved on his behalf for a mandamus to
the Couneil to register him.
The Court granted a rule.

THE QUEEN V. TIIE GENERAL COUNCIL OF MEDICAL EDUCATION
AND REGISTRATION.

This case raised a question of great importance to th,e médical
profession (and also to the public, on account of the deep interest
they hâve in the character of that profession) under the important
Act of lsr

>8, passed "to regulate the qualifications of practitionersm med:cine and surgery." The question was as to the functions of
the couneil in regard to registration of médical practitioners. The

Act imposes on the couneil the duty of keeping such registry ; and
the 14th section provides as follows :

—

"It shall be the duty of the registrars to keep their respective
registera correct, in accordance with the act, and to erase the names
of ail registered persons who shall hâve died, and shall from time to
time makc the necessary altérations in the addresses or qualifications

of the persons registered under the act ; and it shall be lawful for
the registrar to write a letter to any registered person addressed to
him according to his address on the register to inquire whether he
has changed his résidence or lias ceased to practise, and if no answer
shall be returned within six months to erase the name of such per-
son from the register, provided that the same may be restored by
direction of the gênerai couneil, should they think fit to make an
order to that eflect."

Another section (28) provides that for certain causes names may
be struck off the list. In the présent case the applicant, a Mr. Ser-
geant, was a memeer of the Collège of Surgeons, and had been
upon the registry. The registrar sent the usual letter in 1860, and
owing to the applicant's absence he did not get it, and in April,

1861, the six months having elapsed without an answer, they struck
his name off. He did not hear of it until December, 1861, and in

Kovember, 1862, he applied to the couneil to restore his name.
This was not done, and a correspondence ensued, and in the resuit,

in March, 1863, the secretary intimated that it would be referred to

the gênerai couneil, which only met once a year. They met on the
26 th of May last, and referred the matter to the executive commit-
tee, who were ready to consider the application on being satisfied as

to character and qualification. The real question was whether the
couneil had any authority to entertain this question, or were under
an absolute duty to restore the name.
Mr. Henry James had, on the part of the applicant, obtained a

rule for a mandamus to the couneil to register his name, or to hear
and détermine the matter.

Mr. M. Smith, Q.C., and Mr. Horace Lloyd appeared on the part

of the Médical Couneil to show cause. The couneil, they said, were
under this difficulty, that by the Act they could only meet once a
year, and had now referred the matter to the executive committee.
This was done at the next annual meeting after the application.

The Lord Chief Justice said hethought it could not be contended
for a moment that the couneil could arbitrarily refuse to re-enter

the name of a practitioner merely on Bcccunt of the miscarriage of
a letter through his accidentai absence ; and it was not reasonable
that tlio question of Lliu re-entry of his name should be hung up for
ncarly a year. Surely the couneil should meet oftener for such
purposes.

Mr. M. Smith said they had now delegated such matters to the
executive committee, which sat permanently, and were now ready to
hear and détermine the matter.

Mr. Henry James, on the part of the applicant, said he insisted

that the couneil had no right, in such a case of a mère accidentai
omission from the registry, to enter into any inquiry into character,
but were bound absolutely to re-enter the name ; but
Mr. Justice VVightman pointed out that there could be no man-

damus to the couneil to register, because the duty of registry was on
the registrar. The duty of the couneil was to hear and détermine
the matter.

Mr. Horace Lloyd referred to the case of Mr. Bell againet the
Pharmaceutical Society, in which it had been so held.

Mr. James still urged that the couneil in such a case had no right

to enter into any inquiry as to character, &c. ; but
The Lord Chief Justice pointed out that the words of the Act

were " if they shall think fit," and thus implied that they were to
exercise some judgment.
Mr. Justice Crompton said it could not be contended that the

couneil could not consider under what circumstances the applicant

in such a case had been absent or abroad, as they might hâve been
disgraceful, though it might not be so in this case

;
yet they could

not be precluded from inquiry into that matter.

The Court said the applicant could not possibly be entitled to

more at présent than a mandamus to the couneil to hear and déter-

mine the matter, and that they were ready to do, it appeared, with-

out a mandamus. If, indeed, they decided against him on a wrong
ground there might be a ground for a mandamus to register ; but it

could not be anticipated that they would décide wrongly, and there-

fore, though the rule for a mandamus might be made absolute, the

writ need not issue unless the décision should be adverse to the ap-
plicant, and he should désire to hâve the ground of the décision

considered.

îStitijs, IWantages, anO Deatfjs.

B1RTH8.
Bailey.—On the 7th inst., at Charles street, Berners street, the wife of

G. Hewlett Bailey, M. B.C. S. E., of a son.

Denny.—On the 2nd inst-, at Sumner terrace, Onslow square, Bromp-
ton, the wife of Dr. Denny of a son.

Fleming.—On the 27th of April, at the Residency, Hydrabad, the wif»

,^of J. B. Fleming, M.D., Kesidency Surgeon, ofadaughter.
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Grâce.—On the 27th ult., the wifo of H. Grâce, M.R.C.S.E., of a

jmMk
Hokskr.—Ou the 4th inst., at Mildmay road, Stokc Nowington, the

wile of T. Horner, M.D., of a son.

Kei.i.y—On the 24th of April, at Agra, the wifo of J. Y. Kelly, Surgeon

of H.M.'s 24th Régiment Punjaubces, of a daughter.

M'Dosnell.— Ou the 2Sth ult., at Stoke Ncwington, the wife of Or.

MPonnell, of a daugliter, prematurely.

Pvmufi-.tox.—On the 2Sth of April, at Jhansi, Indu, the wife of G. li.

lVinkrtcm, M. P., 34th Native lufantry, ofason.

SorER.— On the 8th inst., at St George's Villa, Stoekwell, the wife of

William Soper, M.R.C.S.E., of a daugliter.

MARlïlAi;!'s.

CaikNs— Phillips.—On the lst inst. at Edinhurgh, T. Caiins, M.D.,

to Margaret Jane, daugliter of the late J. Phillips, Esq.

Dudgeon -Clark.—On the 2nd in»t., at Glasgow, the Rev. John Dud-

feon, M.D., of Pékin, to Mary, daughter of the. late Matthew Clark,

'sa.

James—PYE.-O11 the 4th inst., W. Withall James, F.R.C.S.E., to

Susan Syuions Pye, younger daughter of Capt. Pye, R.N., of Overcliff,

Dawlish.
Leslie— Kaye.—On the 4th inst., at Dublin, Dr. J. Leslio, ofArmagh,

toGeorgiana, cldest surviving daughter of the late G. Haye, Esq., of

Armagh.
Tate—Brown.—On the lst inst., at Dublin, D. D. Tate, L.R.C.S.I.,

to Mary, eldest daughter of the late Gerald Brown, Esq., of Dublin.

Worts—Nicholl.—On the 3rdiust., at Ardleigh Church, Edwin Worts,

L.R.C.P., of Head street, Colchester, to Jauet, second daughter of

Sharrington Nicholl, Esq., of Bovill's Hall, Ardleiglu, Esscx.

DE ATH S.
Burrowes.— On the 6th inst., at Gloucester crescent, Hydo park, P.

Burrowes, M.R.C.S.E., Surgeon to the London City Mission, aged 47.

Dalrymple.—Ou the 2Sth ult., at Edinburgh, Archibald Dalrymple,
F.R.C.S.E., late Surgeon totlie Norfolk and Norwich Hospital, aged52.

Foi.—On the 2nd inst., at Cottage park, Kilgobbin, Co., Dublin, Tho-
mas Jame3 Fox, L.R.C.S.I.

Johnson. —On the 2nd inst.. at Clarendon street, Dublin, W. H. John-

son, M.R.C.S.E .

Newton.—On the 30th ult., at Newcastle-on-Tyne, Wm. Newton,
M. U.C. S. E, aged 44.

M E DICAL NEW S.

Royal Collège of Physictans of London.—The following

gentlemen passed the flrst part of the professional examination for

the Licence of the Collège" on the 5th inst. :—Charlc* William Ellis

Foster, Leeds School of Medicine ; George Larab, 162 Caledoman-

road, Islington ; Richard John Lupton, School of Medicine, Liver-

pool ; William Vacey Lyle, St. Mary's Hospital ; Jesse Wheelock
Thibou, St. Bartholomew's Hospital ; Henry George Walker, Uni-

versity Collège ; Walter Thomas Prideatix Wolston, King's Col-

lège.

Royal Collège of Surgeons of England.—The following gen-

tlemen having undergone the necessary examinations, received the

diploma of Dental Surgery at a meeting of the Board on the lOth

inst :—David Cormack, Windmill-street, Bedford-square ; Edward
Llewellyn. Davies, Islington ; Reginald Forward, King's-terrace,

Soutlisea ; Sylvanus Bevan Fox, Southernhay, Exeter ; Rudolph
Helfrich, Notting-hill-terrace ; George Ratcliffe Keeling, Epaom;
Henry Tatershali Knowles Kempton, Cavendish-place ; Thomas
William Gascoigne Palmer, Chcltenham ; William Perkins, Prospect-

place, Maida-hill ; Francis Petty, Southampton ; Frederick Ryding,
Limerick ; Samuel Lee Rymer, Nortli End, Croydon ; Henry Smith,

Oakley square, Hanipstead-road ; George Joseph Williams, Caven-
dish-place.

Apothecaries' Hall.—Tlie following gentlemen passed their ex-

amination in the Science and Practice of Medicine, and received

certificates topractise, on the 4th inst.:—James Acworth Angus,
Newcastle-on-Tyne ; Thomas Henry Barnes, Clare, Suffolk ; Francis

Henry Burdett, Birmingham ; Davenport Davidson, CM., Spring-

field, Wandsworth-road ; William Henry Hayward, Church-street

Oldbury ; Thomas Jewison Jefferson, Market Weighton, Yorksliire
;

John Douglas Laurie, Bradford, Yorksliire ; John Crump Lindop,
St. Bartholomew's Hospital ; William Llewellyn Nash, Cheltenliam

;

John Sébastian Wesley, 38 Soutliampton-row.
The following gentlemen also on the same day passed their first

examination : — Robert Harrison Nether Levens, Milnthorpe
;

Richard John Lupton, Liverpool.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE WEEK.
Wediiesday, June 17.

Opérations at Middlesex Hospital, 1 p.m.; St. Mary's Hospital, 1 p.m.
;

Cniversity Collège Hospital, 2 p.m.
Thursday, June 18.

Opérations at St. George's Hospital, i p.m.; Central London Ophthalmie
Hospital, 1 p.m.; London Hospital, 1£ p.m. ; Royal Free Hospital, 1J
p.m.

; Great Northern Hospital, King's cross, 2 p.m. ; London Sur-
gical Home, 2 p.m. Prolapsus Uteri and Vesico-Vaginal Fistula

;

West London Hospital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Orthopœdic Hospital,
2 p.m. ;" Royal Collège of Surgeons of England, 4 p.m.—Prof.
Solly, "On the Brain and Spinal Cord, and nome of their Diseases."

Friday, June 19.

Opérations at Westminster Ophthalmie Hospital, 1J p.m.
Saturday, June 20.

Opérations at St. Thonias's Hospital, 1 p. ni. ; St Bartholomew's Hospital,

lj-p.m. ; King's Collège Hospital, 14 ]i.m. ; Ohaxing-cross Hospital,

2 p. 111.
; U>ck Hospital, Dean street, Soho, 1 11.11. ; Royal Free

Hospital, 1A 11.111. ;" Royal Collège of Surgeons of England, 4 p.m.

— Professer Solly, " On the Brain and Spinal Cord, and some of their

Diseases;" Metropolitan Association of Médical Olficers of Health,

74 p.m.

Monday, June 22.

Opérations at St. Mark's Hospital for Fistula and other Discases of

the Rectum, lj p.m.
Tuesday, June 23.

Opérations at Guy's Hos]iital, 1J p.m.; Westminster Hospital, S p.S.

i

Anthropological Society of London, 7J p.m.—W. W. l'.ead, Esq.,

"On the Bush Tribes of Equatorial Afrioa."

BOOKS RECEIVED FOR REVIEW.
Outlines of Surgery. By F. Le Gros Clark, Surgeon to St. Thomas's

Hospital. london : John Churchill and Sons, New Burlington st.

The Baths of Germany, France, and Switaerland. By Dr. E. I*e.

Fourth Edition. London : John Churchill and Sons.

The Watering Places of England. By Dr. E. Lee. Fourth Edition.

London : John Churchill and Sons.

Parturition wiihout Pain, or Loss of Consciousness. By Dr. Townley.

Third Edition. London : J. W. Dayies, 54 Princes street, Loicester

square.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

V It is requested that ail Communications intended for the Editor, may
be sent to the office of the Journal, No. 20 King William street,

Strand.

In order to obviate the récurrence of disappointments, we beg to state

that ail communications intended for this Journal should be sent to the

Office brforc noon on Monday, as we are compelled to go to press on the

afternoon of that day.

We are again compelled to postpono uutil next week Dr. Ncsfield's

Paper on Pelvic Abscess, and Mr. Vose Solomon's on Glaucoma. Dr.

G. De Gorrequer Griffith's Paper is also in type, and will appear next

week.

Dr. T. Horner.—The notice sliall be inserted.

Dr. J. C.—The tone of the communication is not of a nature to suit our

pages.
A Médical Studknt.—However much we niay be disposed to encourage

the free discussion of matters connected with the preliminary éduca-

tion of the members of our Profession, we think that our Correspon-

dent will be grateful to us for withholding the publication of his let-

ter, which displays those very defects in composition and orthography

which it is the object of ail schemes of éducation to obviate or correct.

Mr. T. B. Simpson.— It is a question on which we are uuable to form an
opinion uutil ail the facts are laid before us, and we are unacquaiuted

with the Journal from which the extract is taken.

Dr. Thudichum.—The subject is a very interesting and important one,

and we regret that the croivded state of our columns at présent, pre-

vents us from noticing it so prominently as it deserves. If Dr. Thndi-

chuin will write a short communication on the subject, we shall be

happy to insert it.

We haye received a copy of the ' Wilts and Gloucestershire Standard,
'

containing a leading article in referenco to the alleged non-payment of

Médical fées to a Provincial Médical Practitiouer by tho Agent of a

London Life Assurance. Company. As the subject is still under légal

investigation, we are unable to allude to it further at présent, but we
shall be obliged by the receipt of any additional information.

To the Editor of the Médical Circular.

Dear Sir,—I send a flagrant puff which I hâve taken from tho
' Irish Times' of the 5th inst., newspaper. I had hoped that the

time of such notoriety seeking had passed by, but this article is-copied

from a Limerick paper, and Killaloe is only a short distance from
Limerick. I am, &c, R. S.

" Surgical Opération.— That difficult opération for hare-lip has

been successfully performed by Dr. Thomas Burke, of Killaloe, for tho

fourth time within the last two years. The little sufferer, aged three

months, is the child of Mrs. Fitzpatrick, Scariffi county of Clare.

The deformity was very great, involving the palate boues. The doc-

tor was assisted by his son, Mr. John G. Burke.— 'Southern Chro-

nicle.'
"

Tue Anthropological Society of London.—The notico has been

received.

Mr. G. de Gorrequer Griffiths.—The notice and the paper hâve

been received.

Mr. Dolan shall receivo a private note.

Mr. Andrew Henderson's letter has been received, and shall receive

early attention.

The General Council of Médical Education and Regirtration.

—The additional minutes bave been received.

W. W.—The question is very doubtful, and he certainly would not be

entitleo! to recover in Médical cases.

A Fellow of the Collège of Surgeon.—Tho views expressed in

the letter of our esteemed Correspondent are so exactly similar to

those in one of our leading articles, that we hâve thought it unneces-

sary to publish it.
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PAKISTAN MEDICAL NEWS.

LEARNED SOCIETIES.

Academy of Sciences.—In our last account of thu trans-

actions of the Institutc, we omitted to record Mr Bonnafont's

opinion on the effects of consanguineous unions. After allud-

ing to the universal bclief that such marriages are injurions to

the dovelopment of the liuman race, the author points out a

desideratum in the various researches on the subjcct ;
the

share of influence of thèse marriages on other organs besides

the organs of hearing does not appear to him to havo been

sufficiently inquired into. In spito of this omission, Mr. Bon-

nafont conceives, however, that the statistics hitherto brought

forward clearly cstablish the necessity of adopting some mea-

sures calculated to restrict the number of intermarriages be-

tween near relations.

— Mr. Marville, of Rheims, has forwarded to the Academy
a paper relative to an apparatus of his invention for the pro-

tection of the ear in certain forms of otitis, and in diseases of

the external auditory duct.

— Mr. Larcher related a singular case of imperfect deve-

lopment in a gallinaceous bird in which one wing and the cor-

responding leg are absent ; he remarked, as a singular fact, that

the malformation was hère observed in the right side, which
is usually the strongest.

Mr. Larcher then invited attention to the constant coïnci-

dence he has noticed between the absence of the radius and
that of the thumb. On three separate occasions, at the hos-

pital of La Maternité, ho remarked this coïncidence, and he
has recently met with a fourth case which confirms bis pre-

vious observations, and imparts to the fact the character of a

gênerai law of teratology.

— A memoir was then read by Mr. Puech on the influence

of vicarious menstruation on ovulation. The author concludes
his paper as follo-w-o '.

Yicarious menstruation has been observed in ail parts of the

body, but the supplemental hœmorrhage lias, however, been

more frequently noticed in a few organs Thus, iu a lmndred
cases, it originated from the stomach in 33 instances, in the

breast in 25, in the lung in 24, and in the Schneiderian mem-
brane in 18.

The premonitory signs of the déviation of the molimen
hœmorrhagicum consist in hysterical symptoms, or in exces-

sive nervous irritability.

In gênerai, the menses are entirely absent (183 cases), but

sometimes (in fifteen instances) a slight exudation of blood

from the womb coincides with the vicarious discharge.

The organs of génération are habitually in a healthy condi-

tion ; in a few instances, however, they are more or less dis

eased. Thus, in eleven females, Mr. Puech noticed accidentai

or congénital occlusion of the os uteri.

With the exception of such cases, amenorrhœa does not
necessarily imply sterility. Unless the entire System is consi-

derably out of ordor, ovulation continues, and rupture of the
Graafian vesicle coincides with the appearance of the vica-

rious ha:morrhage.

Pregnancy, therefore, is possible, and has been known to

occur. It checks the vicarious menstruation, which may re-

turn after delivery or weaning.

This déviation of a natural funetion is compatible with
health, and may last from puberty to the âge at which men-
struation ceases. It is, however, unquestionably a morbid con-
dition, which must be viewed as serions, and occasionally as

endangering the life of the subject.

Academy of Medicine.—Amongst the communications for-

warded to the Academy, wo notice the two following :

In the first place, Mr. Maisonneuve exhibited a séries of
tumours which he has removed by his System of arrow-caute-
risation : an entire canccrous breast, the left side of the tongue
from the apex to the epiglottis, a most intricatc naso-pharyn-
geal polypus, a cystic tumour of the size of an egg, developed
in a lymphatic gland in the breast, were amputated as we haye

stated, without suppuration, and with a very trifling degree
of secondary inflammation.

Dr. A. Mercier read a paper entitled, " A new mode of

catheterism by invagination."

Mr. Mercier remarks that valvular structures situatod at the
neck of the bladder, hypertrophy of the prostate gland, espe-

cially at the back of the veru montanum, frequently throw
insurmountable difliculties in the way of the surgeon, espe-

cially when former attempts havo induced the formation of

false passages. In order to reach the bladder, Mr. Mercier has

proposed several procédures, one of which has already been
described under the dénomination of invayinated catheterism.

To perform the opération, ho bevels the single orifice with
which a largo sized pewter cathéter is supplied on its concave

side, so that the cavity of the instrument may présent an in-

clined plane towards this aperturc. Ile inserts into the

urethra the instrument, the point of which obstructs the false

passage, and a very flexible india-rubber sound is then intro-

duced into the metallic cathéter, issues at the eye, between
the anterior margin of the neck of the bladder and the ob-

struction, which almost invariably is situated posteriorly.

This procédure, however, can only be applied for the pur-

pose of drawing off the urine. In other cases, when it is

necessary to examine the bladder or its neck, and a metallic

cathéter cannot penetrate, although a flexible instrument is

readily admitted, Mr. Mercier inverts the above plan, and

uses the elastic as a conductor for the metallic tube.

Our readers are acquainted with the angular cathéter which
the author recommends for the exploration of thèse deep-seated

régions. He has caused an instrument of the same description

to be constructcd in steel, of a diameter of a line and a half

only. The extremity is perfectly smooth and slightly bulbed,

the angle somewhat more open, and the shaft, which is twenty-

two inches in length, consists of two equal parts screwed on to

each other. The mouth-piece is movcable, and can be adjusted

to eithor portion of the shaft.

The shape of the conductor must vary in each case, accord-

ing to the degree of facility with which a straight or curved
cathéter can be passed into the urethra ; in gênerai, however,
the incurvation should be considérable. The instrument

should be solid and not liable to be frayed or torn by the

metallic cathéter. Its cavity, moreover, should be much wider

than the diameter of the latter, an important circumstance, as

will presently appear.
" One particular," says the author, " caused me at first much

perplexity, but I at last succeeded in solving the problem in a

satisfactory and simple manner ; I allude to the aperture

through which the metallic tube must pass in order to reach

the bladder. I selected as a conductor a bougie of appropriate

dimensions, and with a sharp knife established at its extremity

a kind of button-hole running in au extent of half an inch

from its point, along its concave aspect. When the bougie is

inserted this aperture remains perfectly closod, and readily

allows of the metallic tube being forced through it. The outer

surface of the distal portion of the conductor should be covered

with thread, in order to ofFer a more secure hold to the hand,

and it should be greased both outwardly and inwardly. Be-

fore the insertion of the cathéter it is proper to distend the

bladder by an injection thrown in through the conductor."

In order to prevent the escape of the injected fluid during

the opération, Mr. Mercier holds with the fingers of the left

hand a cotton ping closely applied to the orifice of the con-

ductor, while the cathéter is gently propelled with the right

hand.

When the instrument has penetratod into the bladder

through the button-hole of the bougie, the latter is gently

withdrawn ; the metallic cathéter is elongated by the addition

of its supplementary shank, and the elastic tube is drawn over

it as over a mandril. The unnecessary portion of the shaft is

then unscrewed and replaced by the mouth-piece, and nothing

romains within the organs but a common cathéter.

" I hâve as yot had two opportunities only," says Mr. Mer-

cier, " of using this apparatus. I failcd the first tinie in

reaching the bladder, because, on the one hand, the metallic

rod was too short, and on the other, the elastic sound was
found to be too narrow when inserted into the urethra,

although before ils dimensions were suftjciont. I was thejre-
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foie oompelled to perforai eatheterism during ansasthesia,

Furthor ionshl<T.»t ion and expérience, however, havo explained

tho cause of tho t'ailuro, and in my second patient the pro-

cédure answeml 80 admirably, that I hâve no hésitation in

strongly teoonunepding ite adoption. As a preliminary step,

it iniglit perhape be advisable to prépare tho conductor for tho

réception of the cathéter by the introduction of tho elastio

mandril, which I hâve described ivnder the nanio of tlie

<!• l'r<ssor~.
'
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Traité Pratique des Maladies des Yeux (A
Practical Treatise on Diseases of the Eyes), by — Whartan

Joiws, />/.. Professer of Ophthabnic $>trgery m London,

Translated by — Faucher, M.D., Fettow of the School of Mé-

diane of Paris, §c. With Annotations, (a)

Etudes Ophthalmologiques. Traité Théorique et Pratigjue

des Maladies des Yeux (Ophthalmological Inquiries, being a

Practical and Theoretical Treatise on Diseases of the Eyes),

by L. Weelter, M.D. Vol. \st,first number. Diseases of the

Conjunctiva, (h)

Traite Médical Pratique des Maladies des Yeux (A Prac-

tical Médical Treatise on Ophthalmology), by E. Martin, M.D.,

Octdist at Marseilles. (e)

Compte-rendu de la Deuxième Session du Congres Interna-

tional d'Ofhthaimologie tenue à Paris en 18G2 (Transactions

of the Second Session of the International Congress of Oph-

thalmology, held at Paris in 1862), by Messrs. Giraud-Teulon

and Wecker, Hon. Secretaries. (d)

Etudes Cliniques sur l'Evacuation répétée de VHumeur
Aqueuse dans les Maladies de Tœil (A Clinical Inquiry into

the Efficacy of the repeatcd removal of the Aqueous Humour
in Diseases of the Eyes), by C. Sperino, M.D., Professor of

Ophthalmology at Turin, (e)

If the science of ophthalmology is not fully elucidated, it is

assuredly not for want of exponents. Works on tho subject

abound, and so great is the affluence of French and foreign

publications, that we must confine our remarks to a cursory

survey of each. Adopting tho order in which theso volumes

hâve been presentod to us by their authors, we shall in the

first place notice the work of Messrs. Wharton Jones and

Foucher.— We purposcly associate the naines of thèse two gentle-

men, because were it not for the participation of Mr. Foucher,

the production of the Professor of University Collège, although

replète with useful information and détails which are new to

French readers, would still présent considérable deficiencies,

and erroneous interprétations. The English author expounds,

it is true, with remarkable accuracy, the présent condition of

the science to which he bas devoted lus attention, but seems

to care little to tako any personal share in its advancement.

On the other hand, Mr. Wharton Jones adopts the views of

Beer's school, and divides ophthalmia into varieties corre-

sponding to différent diathetic conditions, which impart a

peculiar and pathoçnomonic aspect to each disease of tho eyes.

This, however, is often founded on mère conjecture. Thus,

Mr. Wharton .Jones describes ophthalmia in gênerai, and in

his study of each morbid state of the membranes of the eye

dwells on the scrofulo-catarrhal, catarrho-rheumatic, serofulous

(postero-internal), arthritic (postero-internal) forms of ocular

disease.

We would not be understood to deny the influence of gene-

(a) One vol. 12mo., pp. 740, with 4 steel engravings, and 143
diagrams. Chamerot, Paris.

(6) One vol. 8vo, pp. 210, with one plate. A. Delaliaye, Paris.

(c) One vol. 12iiii., pp. 1512, with 17 diagrains, and 10 coloured

plates. T. B. Bailliere and Son, Paris.

{d) One vol. 8vo., pp. 252. T. B. Balliere and Son, Paris.

(e) One vol. flvo.. pp. 496. A. Delahaye, Paris.

rai causes on tho production of ophthalmia, and they must
obviously be borne in mind in order to instituts judicious

measures of treatment, but it is rash, in our opinion, to infor

from tho local condition of the organ that such or such a dia-

thesia is présent, and to conclude, for instance, from tho ex-

istence of tho pericorneal rircle, or arthritic haze of Bcor, that

rheuinatie diseaso co-exisls, and should be contended with by
a peculiar médication, whereas, on tho contrary, the subject

niay be distinctly serofulous, and require tonics and resto-

ratives.

A few remarks of Mr. Foucher restore to tho anatomical

changes their true interprétation. After having described

(page 21) tho mode of formation of tho zonular vascularity, tlio

French author observes that tho radiated arrangement oftnè
turgid blood-vossels does not constitute a pathognomonic of

rheumatic ophthalmia, iiiasnmcli as it is présent in traumatic

iritis or corneitis, as well as in tho inflammations referriblo

to the action of cold, etc.

Another equally sagacious observation of Mr. Foucher ap-

plies to those who, utterly rejecting Beer's doctrines, admit

only of anatomical classification, and describo as entiroly dis-

tinct affections iritis, choroiditis, conjunctivitis, etc., wÛfully

shutting thoir eyes to the fact that a combinalion of thèse

varions morbid conditions occurs in tho greater number of

cases observed in practice.

" Inflammatory action," says Mr. Foucher, " is nevor exclu

sively localised in a single one of the membranes of the eye,

(Mr. Doval excepta conjunctivitis with some réservation), and

under tho dénomination of Keratitis, iritis, choroiditis, &o., tho

pathologist désignâtes inflammations, tho chiof seat of which

is the cornoa, iris, or choroid."

Annotations of this kind abound in tho volume, and a truly

sciontific eharactor is imparted to Mr. Fouchor's translation

by lucid remarks on the theory and uso of tho ophthalmoscope,

the measurcment of phosphenes and of the field of vision,

changes in the retina and choroid revealed by the progress of

modem investigation, strabismus, and disturbances of accommo-
dation. Thèse important additions, the resuit of practical rc-

seaiv.h, occupy no less than 250 pages, and without altering

tho spirit of the book, which is unmistakably English, impress

on tho publication an original stamp, and make it ono of

tho most useful manuals which has yet been olfered to tho

Profession.

— We hâve just noticod an English publication dressed up

in French colours ; the dedication of Mr. Wecker's Opthalmo-

logical Inquiries to his master Professor De Graefe had induced,

us to hope that his work would bo an écho of the doctrine of

the School of Berlin. In this expectation we hâve been dis-

appointed. In the présent monograph, which is but tho in-

troductory number of a complète treatise Mr. Wecker lias

pledged himself to produce, nothing betrays the Germanie

origin of the publication. The fasciculus beforo us is a very

accurate and ingenious conspectus of the actual state of

science with regard to diseases of tho conjunctiva, but the

doctrines of M. do Graefe and his school aro not brought into

conspicuous relief. We would havo preferred it had been

otherwise, and if T\lr. Wecker had not assumed an émisent

position amongst Parisian ophthalmologists, which, porhaps,

explains his Cosmopolitan tendencies, we should express our

regret that lie lias not reniained suttieiently Prussian.

The production in question, however, is dovotod exclusivoly

to affections of the conjuctiva, with which in France ail j>rac-

titioners are well acquainted. When Mr. Wecker addresses

himself to tlie other parts of the extensive subject he lias

undertaken to oxpound, wo shall doubtloss find many oppor-

tunités of expressing unreserved approbation of his personal

views.

— Mcanwhile, an élégant little volume, edited by J. B.

Bailliere and Son, and bearing the modest titlc of A Practkal

Médical Treatise on Diseases of the Eyes, reaches us from

Marseilles. The Author, Dr. E. Martin, oculist of the Dis-

pensâmes of the city of Marseilles, déclares that ho has pur-

poscly omitted alluding to the surgical treatment of ocular

affections, for the particulars of which tho reader is referred to

< ex-professo works published by specialists.
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The volume is therefore cssontially Médical, and written for

the benefit of country practitioners.

" I hâve endeavoured," says the author, " to describe with

concision and clearness the various affections of the eye, and

hâve especially directed my attention to their médical treat-

ment, and made minute researches in the publications of former

writers. Numerous prescriptions and manifold hygienic and

therapeutic methods of treatment, will be found in the présent

volume, and no effort has been spared to supply the reader

with every détail calculated to assist him in the management
of each separate disease."

This préface is perfectly truthful Mr. E. Martin, as the

extracts we hâve published above (Art. 6445) can testify, has

fully accomplished his purpose and supplied ail the require-

ments of every day practice. Although not so exhaustive as

the treatise of Wharton Jones, with Mr. Foucher's annotations,

Mr. E. Martin's book is an excellent practical guide, and its

carefully executed engravings give a correct idea of the benefits

recently conferred by the ophthalmoscope.

— Messrs Wecker and Giraud-Teulon hâve, in combination,

published the Minutes of the Last Session of the International

Ophthalmohgical Concrets, a work edited by Dr. Warlomont,
by order of the Committee. Thèse minutes présent us with a

large number of French and foreign communications, tran-

slated papers, and confiicting opinions expressed in debate on
various points of ocular surgery. Thus, in the discussion

raised on the purulent ophthalmia of armies, Mr. Courserant,

who conceives the affection to consist in a tendency to végéta-

tion of the tarsus, proposed for its cure to pare away the carti-

lage, a remedy which Mr. Anagnostakis declared he would
dread infinitely more than the disease.

Mr. Desmarres described a method of cautérisation calculated

to obviate relapses in chronic inflammation of the lachrymal

passages.

For the présent, Mr. Desmarres is satisfied with destruction

of the sac, which he does not effect with the actual cautery,

but with about half a drachni of dry chlorida of zino dooply

inserted into the cavity, and dressed with lint and uninter-

rupted applications of ice. By the excision of the lachrymal

ducts and cautérisation the desired resuit is attained, and

no sacculus remains in which purulent matter can accu-

mulate.

"With regard to the inoculation of the gonorrhœal sécrétion

in pannus, a method which, since Mr. Van Eoosbroeck's inte-

resting experiments, and Mr. "Warlemont's publications, has

gained much favour in Belgium. Mr. Desmarres has once

successfully apphed it, but considère the procédure too h'az-

ardous to be generally resorted to, especially if the other

eye be healthy. The reserve of the eminent Parisian ocuhst

is in strong contrast with the confidence expressed by Mr. War-
lemont, who triumphantly alludes to the benefits conferred

by inoculation in many cases of pannus, in which various

other plans of treatment had unavailing been instituted. (a)

— Thèse minutes contain many valuable documents, and

(a)' In the last number of the Archives Médicales Belges, wo notice
important remarks on the subject, by Dr. Hairion, a military surgeon,
Director of the Ophthalmic Institute of the Army, and Professor of Oph-
thalmic Surgery at the University of Louvain.

Mr. Hairion inoculated gonorrhœal matter in thirty cases, and in
twenty-eight the results were perfectly satisfaetory . Not only did the
pannus disappear, but the palpebral granulations spontaneously sub-
sided. According to the Author, the two conditions necessary for tho
success of the opération are, in the first place, that the texture of the
cornea be sufficiently protected by the pannus from the destructive
action of the pus, and secondly, that the inflammation be of an acute
eharacter, inducing active muco-purulent sécrétion, and further, the
symptoms must be entirely left to Nature. The surgeon should inter-

fere only if the inflammation threatens to invade the deep-seated parts
of the organ.

Despite the wonderful results of inoculation, Mr. Hairion is of opinion
that the method is applicable but in exceptional cases, and when the

pannus entirely covers the cornea, and occupies both eyes, or one, provided
Ou. other is ittterly blind.

In most instances, Mr. Hairion institutes what he tenus the rational
treatmont, which he has invariably found effective in upwards of 150
patients in the course of eleven years.

After the removal of ail complications, Mr. Hairion proceeds as fol-
lows :—If tho pannus be unattended with pain stimulant scarification is

performed on the parts of the conjunctiva adjacent to the cornea ; in

tho following oxtract will enable our readers to judge of tho
présent state of the question discussed by Professor Sperino
in his Clinieal inquirij into the efficacy of repeated tapping
in diseases of the eyes.

The immense share of disturbance of the internai circulation

and the influence of the choroid on affections of the eye-ball
attracted the attention of Mr. Spérino as well as that of other
oculists. The celebrated professor having witnessed the good
effects of iridectomy in iritis, irido-choroiditis, glaucoma,
phlegmonous inflammation conséquent on the opération in
cataract, etc., acquired the conviction that its favourable action

was due to the restorationof the inner circulation of the eyeball

to a healthy condition. Thèse discoveries for which ocular

surgery is chiefly indebted to Mr. de Graefe, suggested to Mr.
Spérino expérimental inquiries, which led him to adopt the
plan of repeatedly removing the aqueous humour, in order to

modify the circulation, the innervation, and the nutrition of
the organ, and thus to contend by tapping alone, or in com-
bination with iridectomy, with a variety of morbid conditions

among which we may mention iritis, irido-choroiditis, glau-

coma, pannus and cataract.

Ail désirable particulars relating to this new method of

treatment will be found in Mr. Spérino's interesting work.

Confining our remarks, however, to the effects of paracentesis

oeuli in cataract, we shall briefly reproduce the principal

features of the debate which took place on the subject at the

meetings of the Ophthalmological Congress in Paris.

Mr. Kivaud-Landrau related four cases, the issue of which
showed that the method was innocuous, it is true, but un-

availing.

Mr. Eeymond, of Turin, Mr. Spérino's assistant and his

collaborator in the work above alluded to, observed, in reply,

that puncture of the cornea had been found more especially

useful in cases of finely dotted cataract, which progresses

rapidly, and promptly invades the entire lens. Incipient or

complète cataract of various date, and in gênerai hard, dark-

coloured, and uniformly diffused opacity in the aged, would
unquestionably not be benefited by the opération of para-

centesis.

Mr. Borelli has not had the same good fortune as Mr.
Spérino. He tapped the eye in twenty-one cases of cataract

of every description, and obtained but temporary amendment.
In two patients, phlegmonous inflammation set in, causing de-

struction of the eye, and in others neuralgia, haemorrhage,

and other evil conséquences supervened.

It would, however, appear from the expérience of Dr.
Quaglino, of Pavia. that when the opération is dexterously

performed it causes but little pain, and is seldom dangerous.

The results at the University of Pavia and at Milan were the

following :—For a period of nine months Mr. Spérino's pro-

cédure was resorted to in 42 cases of cataract, viz., " The
cornea was perforated at its margin with a very narrow-bladed

instrument, and with a blunt style, the wound was opened,

and the aqueous humour removed every day or every second

or third day." In 17 cases paracentesis, repeated from ten to

twenty times, induced positive improvement of vision, and in

two women sight was almost completely restored ; although

the ophthalmoscope showed that the opacity had scarcely

diminished in extent, except in mild cases, in which the lens

seemed to hâve, in some slight degree, become more trans-

lucid.

Mr. Quaglino also remarked that the opération had almost

invariably removed the photophobia, phosphene3, and pains

which frequently coincide with the formation of cataract.

In conclusion, it is prudent in the appréciation of the value

of paracentesis to refrain from sanguine expectations which
expérience does not entirely justify, but thanks are, however,

acute pannus merely depletive scarification is sufBcient. Superficial

cautérisation is then resorted to with a strong solution of nitrate of silver

or tannin (ac. tannic. 9j., an. destill. 3ij- mucilag. ï)j.), over the cornea

and conjunctiva. Mr. Hairion considers the tannin solution far pré-

férable to ail other astringent collyria.

In addition to thèse measures, internai remédies, appropriate to the

gênerai condition of the subject, are likewise exhibited.

We may add, in'conclusion, that in Mr. Hairion's opinion, this plan,

and in case of failure, the inoculation of gonorrhœal matter, is more
likely to yield good results than the conjunctival abrasion proposed by
Mr. Furnari for the cure of pannus. H. 0.
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due to Mr. Spérino for having promulgated an opération which

is undoubtedly bénéficiai in various diseases of the eye,

and which may yet perhaps be found useful in tho tmntmcnt

of eataract.

MISCELLANEA.

A suni of 40/. having becn prosonted to the Société Mvdico-

f^lich"hijiqiie, by Mr. E. André, to be awarded as a prize to

the author of the best Essay on Reatoitmg Mania, the Society

has decided that the question shall at once be put up for

compétition.

Mémoire and papers to be forwarded to tho Hon. Secretary,

Dr. Brochin, before the 31st December, 1863, 7 Boulevard

Sébastopol, Paris.

— In his will drawn up at Jérusalem in September 1862,

Dr. E. Godard left to the Anatomical Society of Paris, a suni

of 420 francs, to be awarded m ni tiro years to the author of

the best paper on Anatomy, morhid or physiohiijical, er Tcra-

tolo</t/.

Ail Frenck or Foreign candidates mil be admitted on the
condition of sending in a memoir on the subjocts abovo
mentioned, accompanied by a letter cxpressly stating that

tho paper is intended for compétition for the Godard prize.

Two copies of printed memoirs published within three years,

and not previously recompensed by any other society, to be
forwarded.

As the prize will be adjudged for the first time in January,
1865, works printed previously to January 1 st, 1 8 6 2, are excluded.

Candidates are requested to send in their papers (post-

paid) to the Archivist, Dr. Poumet, 108 Eue do Richelieu,
Paris, at the latest before the lst of August, 1864.

— Dr. Guggenbiihl, the fonnder of an asylum for cretinism,

has died at Basle, iu Switzerland, leaving by will 24,000/. to

the MoraviaD Brothers, for the purpose of continuing the
foundation under the name of the Owj'jcnbùhl Asylum.

The learned editor of the Journal des Connaissanes Médi-
cales announces the fact, and adds the following somewhat
unexpected comments on the subject of cretinism :

—

" Let us hope," says Mr. Caffe, "that the Moravian Bro-

thers, who hâve no reason to persist m . taking thrice

accursed by expérience, reason and morality, will reject a

legacy burthened with impracticable obligations. Guggen-
biihl never suceeeded in curing or even in improving tho con-

dition of a single crétin, suffering from real and incurable

organic disease of the brain and spinal cord.

" I hâve already pubhcly stated my view of the matter.

The most certain and humane niethod of eradicating cretinism,

which is transmitted by hereditary descent only, is to hâve
recourse to castration.

" This opération, which has boen too often resorted to for

the purpose of qualifying individuals for the Seraglio, or

the organ-loft, is not dangerous, and with the assistance of
chloroform may be performed without pain.

" In the case now alluded to, it is not prohibitcd by fecl-

ings of humanity. The crétin will thus be deprived of an
organ dangerous to himself, and a cause of immorality. The
crétin is habitually incestuous, has no idea of family ties, and
is not even like the brute-species guided by instinct. Emas-
culation will put an end to the hideous aspect of a physical and
moral infirmity propagated by voluntary or accidentai victims
to the passions of the idiot."

With regard to female crétins, Mr. Caffe's logic somewhat
softens, and merely demanda the mechanical closing of the
labia.

— The Profession has recently experienced a severe loss in
Mr. Moquin-Tandon, Member of tho Institute and Acadcmy
of Medicinc, Professor of Natural History at the Faculty of
Medicino of Paris, &c. Mr. Moquin-Tandon died at the âge
of fifty-nine.

—It is also our melancholy duty to record the démise of
Messrs. Thirial of Paris, Pujos of Bordeaux, Azam-Dijon, of
Alby, and Lachèze, of Angers. .

'

€\)t ftkïriral Cirntlur.

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS.

FISSURA RECIT : OPERATION AND PERITONITIS.
By G. de Gorrequer Giuffith, M.R.C.S. Eng., L.M. Dublin ;

Member of the Surgical Society of Iroland, and of the Dublin
Obstétrical Society, House-Surgeoii, Loiulon Surgical Home.

Miss M., rot. twenty-six, strong, well-inade, and robust ; suffering

from fissure of rectum, from ulcération and hypertrophie thickening
of os uteri. Her usual médical attendant divided the fissure by
two incisions, and then dressed it in the ordiuary niethod, giving

her inimediatety afterwards, pulv. opiL, gr. j.

That night she " had several shivers, which shook the hed under
her," and also " constant vomiting of green and yellow matters."

I saw her on the following afternoon, when she seemed in articula

morlis ; face pale, with livid patches upon both cheeks ; anxious

and pinched ; eyes sunken and with livid halo ; tongue with

greemsh fur on outsides, centre and tip heing red, but it was moist ;

lips dry ; entire surface of body very cold
;
puise aïmost nil ; she lies

on her back,knees drawn up ; respiration thoracic ; constant emesis

of green bitter fluid ; abdomen exquisitely tender to touch or to

deep pressure, latter heing intolérable. I withdrew liât from

rectum, and with it a large clôt that seemed to hâve collected above

it ; I could detect no internai hromorrhage. Immediately I had £
doz. large leeches applied to the most painful spot, and had the

rest ol abdomen covered with fomentations of hot turpentine, the

fumes of which she inhaled from another hot flannel placed near

lier mouth. She had also two tablespoonfuls of iced brandy and the

same quantity of iced water, which were repeated every two hours.

As soon as the leeches fell off, bleeding was encouraged by hot-

water fomentations constantly applied for half an hour, followed by
light linseed poultice over entire abdomen, into which the bites

bled freely to ensure a continuai weeping : 3j- unguent hydrarg. F.

was rubbed into each axilla every two hours. Four hours after the

above were put into force I saw her : vomiting ceased, only slight

nausea remaining ; reaction set in ; face somewhat anxious, not

pinched, and the livid patches superseded by the glow of reaction

puise soft and l'ull ; body touiu and moist; legs able to be stretched

in bed with scarcely any pain ; distension and tympanitis much
diminished, she having passed large quantities of datas.

As she had eaten nothing ail day, I now ordered strong beef-tea in-

jections in small quantities at short intervais, and by the mouth one
tablespoonfulof brandy and waterevery two hours; turpentinefomen-

tations repeated, and followed byireshpoultices ; leech bites still tobe

kept weeping. Next day she was better, and progressed to afavour-

able recovery. It may be objectée! that I did nothleed from the arm :

I dare not, since my patient seemed suddenly to hâve been blighted

by the attack,—that I did not at once feed by the bowel ; my
object was to hâve the hydrarg. the more rapidly absorbed by the

System, hungry from want of nutriment and eager to devour any-

thing presented, stimulated as it was to reaction and increased

power by the brandy.

This case I hring under notice, first, because of the simplicity

yet effectiveness of the treatment ; secondly, to mention that, as

the médical iuan had been a few days previously in attendance upon
a child with erysipelas of left thigh and leg (a sequel to opération

for recto-vaginal fistula), this might be considered a case of erysi-

pelas of peritoneum, especially when I add that in the practice of

the same man a patient from bleeding utérine fibrous tumour had,

after more vaginal examination (followed by profuse hromorrhage)

been attacked with the same form of ervsipelatous peritonitis,

contracted no donbt from the same child, both being patients at

the same time in the same house. If niemory serve me rightly,

Dr. Jamieson, of Dublin, lias put on record cases of external

erysipelas, spreading from the skin per anum to the intestines.

This case, in conjunction with his, may not, therefore, be wholly

devoid of interest.

" Contract " Spirits and Sugar.—Dr. Cameron, Public Analyst

to the City of Dublin, has reported to the authorities that the

brandy supplied to the South Dublin workhouse was a spurious

article consisting of spirits of wine coloured and flavoured. The
sngar contained a large proportion of treacle withsporules of tangua

and other imtmrities ; it also contained a species of acarus, to the

number of at least 100,000 to every pound. The authorities hâve

ordered a légal investigation of the matter.

A Nehro Doctor.—Among other évidences of the intelligence

of the Negro race, we leam that a coloured surgeon, iiamed Dr.

Augusta, lias been recently commissioned in the United States

army. On his way to join the army he was subjected to much
annoyance from the anti-abolitionists.
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ST. THOMAS'S AND BETHLEHEM HOSPITALS.

In our last number we stated that the questions respecting

the removal of Bethlehem Hospital, and the purchase of a new

site for St. Thomas 's were not definitively settled, and wo re-

presented the probability that oxisted of a renewal of the

négociations between the Governors of the respective institu-

tions. Wo also observed that it was not unlikely that the

matter would Le brought under the notice of the Législature,

more especially as it was known that the Commissioners in

Lunacy were unfavourablo to the continuance of Bethlehem

Hospital on its présent site.

Our anticipations hâve been realised, for we find a docu-

ment printed last week, addressed by Sir George Grey, on

behalf of the Government, to the Président of Bethlehem

Hospital, accompanied by a mémorial from the Commissioners

iu Lunacy, both of thèse papers strongly urging the removal

of Bethlehem Hospital from its présent site ; and we also find

that a deputation, representing various parishes of South

London has waited upon the Earl of Shaftesbury, as Chairman

ofthe Lunacy Commissioners, taking the same views, and

urging the purchase of the Bethlehem site by the authorities

of St. Thomas's. Lord Shaftesbury, in answer to the deputa-

tion, spoke his opinions very freely, and we must compliment

his Lordship, in thèse days, when deputations are received

witli only cool and unmeaning common-places, for the straight-

forward manner in which he dealt with the subject.

Hft st.atp.rl that the présent, hnilrling was altogotlior unou.it

able, and that with the means at the disposai of the Governors,

and the advantage of another and more capacious locality,

there might be accommodation for double the number of

patients who were now received. His Lordship also animad-

verted in no measured terms upon the conduct of the

Governors, who, numbering from 200 to 250 persons, could

very rarely assemble more than 30 or 40 to discuss the vital

interests of the great charity, the funds and benefits of which

tbey profess to administer. He advised that pétitions should

be forwarded to both Houses of Parliament, and promised that

he himself would présent one, and also speak upon it.

In Sir George Grey's communication to the Governors of

Bethlehem, he expresses his concurrence in the views enter-

tained by the Commissioners in Lunacy as to the desirability

of changing the présent site of the Hospital, and strongly re-

commends that the opportunity now offered of removing the

institution to a more suitable locality should not be allowed to

escape. The Commissioners give at length the reasons which

induce them to disapprove the présent position of Bethlehem

but it is unnecessary to foliow them in détail, because the

principles they enunciate are admitted and acted upon by ail

who are concerned in the well-being of insane patients.

Thus the pressure which we foresaw would be brought to

bear upon the Governors of Bethlehem, may be confidently

expocted to produce some good results at no distant period.

Our suspicion that some private or personal interests are really

in the background during the lato prolonged discussions are

etrengthoned as time rolls on, although it is probable that the

secret influences to which we allude will never be revealed.

It is only doing justice to the Governors of St. Thomas's, to ex-

onerate them from placing any unnecessary obstacles in the

way of the négociations. St. Thomas's Hospital was driven

from its site by the force of unavoidable circumstances, and its

Governors hâve done the best they could to find a convenient

spot for the érection of a new building. It would be obviously

inconvénient, and in opposition to the founder's wishes, to

reniove the site into the country, and as far as we can judge,

tho présent site of Bethlehem would answer the desired pur-

pose. A largo gênerai hospital should be situated in the

midst of a largo population, and this is the very place where a

large lunatic asylum should not be placed.

À meeting of the Governors of Bethlehem Hospital was

held on Monday, when it is most probable that the letter3 of

Sir George Grey, and the Lunacy Commissioners would pro-

duce some decided and bénéficiai effect.

As we are going to pross, we havo received a printed letter

emanating from the Médical Staff of St. Thomas's Hospital,

and addressed to the Treasurer, comparing the only two

sites for tho new building which appear to them to be of

first-rato excellence, namely, the site now occupied by Bed-

lain, and another at Stangate, near the south end of West-

minster-bridge, and directly facing the Houses of Parliament.

The entire Médical Staff of the Hospital submits to the

Governors its unanimous and most earnest recommendation

that the river-side site at Stangate be chosen for the recon-

struction of St. Thomas's.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

THE FORTHCOMING ELECTIONS AT THE COLLEGE OF SURGEONS.

The interest and excitement of the Surgical Profession in

référence to the coming élections of Councillors at the Collège,

merease as the day of élection approaches. Ail parties seem

pretty well agreed that Mr. Lane's claims to a seat in the

Council are so strong as to leave very little doubt of his élec-

tion, and Mr. Busk is said to hâve considérable support within

the Collège itself. As Mr. Busk, from his niodest and rather

retiring disposition, appears to be too little known to the great

mass of the Profession, it may be as well to state that he is

not only a very skilful and accomplished Surgeon, but one of

the best naturalists and comparative anatomists of the day,

and his élection to the Council would certainly do no discrédit,

but just the reverse, to that distinguished body. A very strong

effort is being made to secure the élection of Mr. Hancock, the

well-known Surgeon to the Charing Cross Hospital, and he

has, we believe, the strong support of the provincial Fellows.

There can bo no doubt whatever that Mr. Hancock's élection

would give universal satisfaction. The fourth candidate, Mr.

Curling, is likewise a gentleman of great and well-deserved

réputation, and of agreeable and conciliatory manners, but it

is supposed that ho is favourable to the routine System, and

that as far as ho is concerned he would prefer to seo

the two retiring Councillors re-elected. It is also remarked,

that the London Hospital, with which Mr. Curling is con-

nected, has already two représentatives in the Collège Council,

namely, Mr. Luke and Mr. John Adams.

SMALL-POX AND VACCINATION.

We take considérable crédit to ourselves in having con-

sistently urged upon tho Profession, and also, wo hope, in

some measure upon tho public, the necessity of studying

thoroughly the laws which rcgulate the occurrence of Small-

pox, and tho measures taken for its prévention. Week after

week, of late, hâve we pointed out what seemed to us to be

the correct indications for the treatment of this disease and
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for the prévention of future outbreaks, while our contempora-

ries, with a few exceptions, appeared to givo little attention

to the subject, unless indeed in giving publicity to such

twaddle (we can call it by no other naine), as the nriraculous

powex of the Sarracenia purpurea, which, we are now inclined

to believe has been merely introduced from America as a

trading spéculation, and the remédiai powers of which in

Suiall-pox or any other disease, rest on no reliable évidence

whatever. Now that the danger is in some measure passed,

and on the principle of shutting the stable-door after the steed

is .-to'i'ii. our Médical Contemporaries are coming out rather

strongly with Lectures, and Papers, and Letters, ail advancing

the very same principles and laws, which wo oursolves were

advocating at the time when such advocacy was of real use.

We need only refer to our articles on the necessity of efficient

vaccination, and of a due superintendence of vaccinators, on

the advisability, if not necessity of periodical re-vaccination,

on the very dubious efficacy of the Sarracenia, and many
other articles, in support of our views. It will be seen, by
our Parliamentary Report, that Governnient is at last begin-

ning to think about the subject.

CONVICTIONS UNDER THE MEDICAL ACT.

Two cases hâve lately occurred in which persons pretending

to be Médical men, and acting in that capacity, hâve been
prosecuted and convicted. The iirst was a man named Eobert
Fell, who has been fined 51. with costs by the magistrates at

Liverpool for practising as a Doctor of Medicine. He once had
his name on the door with the addition of Surgeon, but this

title he removed on the passing of the Médical Act, thinking
thus that he should avoid prosecution. His treatment of ail

cases seems to hâve been confined to the application of whiskey
and water to the head, and niuslard and water tu thu fuet.

It was shown that three children had died under his care.

The second case was that of a person named Thomas Hethe-

rington, who was summoned before the Hartlepool Police

Court, by the Secretary of the Hartlepool Médical Eegistration

Association, for using the title of " Dr." thereby implying

that he was recognised as a Médical practitioner. It was stated

that this person had a large brass plate on his door, indieating

that the house was " Dr. Hetherington's Private Dispensary,"

that he circulated biUs under the same title, and that he had
no qualification and was not in the Médical Eegistcr. He
was also fined 51. with costs, or two months' imprisonment.

Thus it will be seen that the Médical Act is doing good
by weeding out some at least of the quacks who impose

upon the credulity of the public, especially the poor and igno-

rant classes.

THE TYBANNT OF FASHION.

The luxuries of the rich, by the necessary laws of ail human
institutions, minister to the necessities of the poor, and every

lady who decks her person with the ornaments fabricated by
the industry of her inferiors, does more service to society than

if she gave away large sums of money in indiscriminatc

charity. But the hearts of many ladies in the upper ranks of

life would melt in pity if they knew of the misery and priva-

tion endured by many of their sex in their humble efforts to

maintain themselves by the labour of their hands. The fol-

lowing letter addressed to the ' Times,* requires no comment
on our part beyond a brief record of the sequel :

Sir,—I ain a dressmaker, living in a large West-end house of
business. I work in a crowded room with 28 others. This morn-
ing one of mv companions was found dead in her bed, and we ail
of us think that long hours and close confinement hâve had a great
deal to do with her end. We are called in the morning at half-past
6, and in ordinary timea we work untill 1 1 at night, but occasionally

our hours are much longer ; on the Friday before the last Drawing-
room, we worked ail night, and did not leave off until 9 o'clock on
Saturdav morning.—At night we retire to rest in a room divided
into little cells, each jnst large enough to contain two beds. There
are two of us in each bed. There is no ventilation ; I could scarcely
breathe in thein when I first came from the country. The doctor
who came this morning said they were not fit for dogs to sleep in.
—This poor girl was taken ill on Friday.—We are often ill, so that
not niuçh notice is taken of that ; she was worse on Stinday.
Some of us sat up with her until she went to sleep. In the morning
her bcdfellow found her dead by her side.—Of course we are afl
very much shocked, and although we do not complain of our house,
which is better couducted than many, we should be so glad if some
plan could be discovered by which we could get a little less work
and a little more air. I remain, Sir,
June 15 A TIRED DRESSMAKER.
The rost of the history is soon told An inquest was held

on the body of this poor girl, who was in the service of a

Court dress-maker, living in Eegent street. A post-mortem

examination revealed the fact that the death was caused by
apoplexy, and Mr. Keys, one of the Médical witnesses, stated

that long hours of work in a crowded apartment, and sleeping in

a close, badly-ventilated room, would hâve a tendency to cause

such a disease. No doubt of it. Mr. J. F. Clarke, of Gerrard

street, described the bed-rooms, which wero divided by par-

titions into small apartments, just large enough to contain two

beds placed end to end, and it was stated that two women sltpt

in each bed. Mr. Keys naively expressed his opinion that the

rooms in which the deceased died were overcrowded and badly-

ventilated. We should think so. The verdict was death

from apoplexy, but the jury had too much reason to fear that

the event was greatly accelerated by working many hours in a

crowded work-room, and sleeping in a close, badly-ventilated

bed-room. The husband of the Court dresSiinaker said he

did ail he could for the eomfort and health of his young 'peojûe,

and perhaps llis eolnbliolrmont io not tho worst of its Uind.

Such i3 an instance of the tyranny of fashion, and some of the

ladies who roll in their carnages along Eegent street, decked

in the glittering and costly products of art and industry,

would do well to reflect for a moment upon the misery and
death entailed upon some of their country-women in many a

bye-street of that crowded and luxurious thoroughfare.

REVIEW OP THE PERIODICALS.

The 'Lancet.'

Professor Huxley continues his course of Lectures on the

"Structure and Development of the Vertebrate Skeleton," his présent

lecture being ou the Skull of the Amphibia and of the Reptiles.

Dr. Charles Bland Radcliffe continues his Lectures on " Cer-

tain Disorders of the Brain and Nervous System," his subjects being

Tremor and Spasm, both of which he considers to be connected

with depressed and not with excited vital energy, and he api>eals to

the symptoms and course of several diseases in proof of his views-

The therapeutical indications he deduces are that tremor should be

treated by those agents which exalt the gênerai and nervous tone,

and that spasm should be treated in the same manner. Thus,

wine in large doses should be given in tetanus, and even in hydro-

phobia, and in the minor forms of spasmodic disorder, as laryn-

gismus stridulus, spasmodic croup, and whooping cough. Dr. J.

H. Bennett, who has lately passed four winters at Mentone, has

this spring visited Falermo, and he now gives his opinions on

Sicily as a Winter Climate. It appears that the winter in Palermo

is not very cold, but instead of being dry and bracing as on the

North Mediterranean coast, its climate is rather moist and relax-

ing. Dr. J. P. Pennefather relates a very curious and interesting

case of " Co-existing Extra and Intra-Uterine Pregnancy.'' A lady

was delivered of a full-grown female infant, but the abdomen still

remained enlarged, and six months afterwards another child was
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extracted artificially through an opening in the vagina, and the

patient completely recovered. Dr. Pennefather thinks tliat the

ovum was arrested in the left Fallopian tube, that it ulcerated

it3 way into the intestines, and thence into the vagina, through

the recto-vaginal septum. Mr. .1 B. Brown relates a case of

" Vesico-Vaginal Fistula, with Loss of Urethra and Neck of the

Bladder, and Large Becto- Vaginal Fistula," completely cured by

opérations.

The 'Médical Times and Gazette.'

Professor Huxley, continues his Lectures on the " Vertebrate

Skull," describing the bones of the human skull in their morpho-

logical relations, and dividing or grouping them in comparison

with the corresponding parts in other vertebrate animais. The

Professor lays great stress upon the relations of the nerves to the

osseous structure, in determining the true morphological nature of

the bones. A continuation of the Bev. Professor Haughton's

" Physiological Besearches," comprises the history and chemical

features of Diabètes Mellitus, the latter particulars being illustrated

by some elaborate tables showing in certain cases of disease, the

relative amount of urine, of sugar excreted, of sugar ingested, of

urea excreted, and of urea ingested, on différent days. Dr. W. S.

Kirkes comniunicates a paper on " Chorea : its Belation to Valvular

Disease of the Heurt, and its Treatment." Dr. Kirkes draws spécial

attention to three conditions with which chorea is not unfrequently

associated—namely, rheumatism, disease of the heart, and preg-

nancy, and he thinks that such causes of chorea in weak children

as constipated bowels, worms, irregular dentition, and disorders

connected with menstruation, are less operative than they are sup-

posed to be. Dr. Kirkes relates the détails of two fatal cases of

chorea in pregnant women, both of whom died ; and after death,

signs of • mischief were found on the cardiac valves. A similar

condition of tbp. valvpa e-riatad (wlonovOT tko heart was SpeClallV

mentioned) in ail the fatal cases of puerpéral chorea which Dr.

Kirkes has found recorded.

The 'British Médical Journal.'

Mr. Thomas Bryant in continuing his Lettsomian Lectures on

the " Surgical Diseases of Children," now treats of the Surgical

Affections of the Osseous System, particularly the inflammatory

diseases of the shafts of the long bones, of the epiphyses or

articular extremities, and of the soft pulpy layer existing between

the shafts of the long bones and their epiphyses ; he also makes

a few remarks on congénital fracture and dislocation. Dr. J. W.
Oole communicates some observations on " Some of the Effects

of the Application of the Calabar Ordeal Bean to the Eye," his

paper on tins subject having been completed before he saw the

observations made by other experimenters. He confirais the

remarks which hâve been made as to the peculiar effect of the

bean upon the pupil, and as to the antagonistic action which it

manifesta to atropine, in relation to the iris. Dr. W. G. Gimson
relates a "Case of Prolonged and Profound Sleep," occurring at

intervais during twenty years. The subject of the case was a

farmer, aged 44, who had never suffered from any serious

illness. The détails are interesting, and in their main features

they recall a somewhat similar instance related by Dr. J. W.
Cousins in the ' Médical Times and Gazette ' of April 18 in tins

year, and noticed at the time in this Journal.

MEDICAL SOCIETIES.

OBSTETBICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

Dr. Oldham, Président, in the Chair.

En-forced Vaccination.—A Bill before the House of Gommons,
extending only to Scotland, provides that after February next any
sehoolmaster or schoolmistress shall be liable to a penalty for
receiving a pupil, under fourteen, without médical certificate of
vaccination. Nor can any person, under eighteen, be received into
any service without a similar certificate. Every person admitted
to parochial relief or committed to prison iuust be vaccinated,
unless the surgeon be satisfied that it is unnecessary.

The following gentlemen were elected Fellows of the Society :—

.

Bruce Barclay, M.D., Shanghai ; John W. Coward Esq., Coroner,
Christchurch, Canterbury, New Zealand ; Henry S. Johnson, M.D.
Stoke-on-Trent. Elected at the April meeting :—J. B., Brierly,

Esq., Staleybridge ; Edward Parsons, M.B. Lond., Samaritan Hospi-
tal, Dr. T. M. Suinter, South Audley-street.

POLYPUS OE THE UTERUS.
Dr. Graily Hewitt exhibited a fibrous polypus, the size of an egg
which he had lateiy removed. The case was that of a patient of
Dr. Browne, of Kew, married, and forty-three years of âge. The
symptoms had lasted for two years, but only lateiy advice had been
sought. The patient had become excessively weak, and reduced to

a condition ëxternally simulating that witnessed in cases of cancer.

The growth, hanging just outside the os uteri, was removed by a
pair of curved scissors ; the pedicle was three-quarters of an inch

thick. The recovery was complète.

In answer to a question from Dr. Hicks, Dr. Graily Hewett stated

that he had intended to eut the pedicle across by wire, but the ped-
icle was too thick to admit of this. There was no hsemorrhage trom
the opération.

Dr. Charles Kidd read a short memoir, entitled
" FURTHKR OBSERVATIONS ON THE USE OF ANjESTHETICS IN

MIDWIPERY."
The administration of chlorofonn in various kinds of labour has

been followed by the very best results ; the feeling of hope of relief

of pain to the mother continues to be most bénéficiai, the increasing

number of living children now saved, where craniotomypreviously
was practised, is most encouraging for the future. The présent

communication is a sequel to a former one in the Transactions of

the Society, and the author said it was satisfactory to find that ail

the leading détails of that memoir had been highly appreciated, and
since then very fully recognised as to their truth by tne chief prac-

tical obstetricians of Germany, France, America, Australia,etc, more
particularly as to the extrême value of chloroform in cases of mal-
presentation, or contracted outlet of the pelvis requiring versional
tlellvery; as also iu some bat) fonus of ansemic and epileptic pnerpo-
ral convulsions, chloroform in tedious exhaustion labours after

dilatation of the os in women of a " particular âge " who marry late

in life etc., etc. The présent communication in particular had ré-

férence—1. To cases attended with hsemorrhage, where the author
wished to suggest caution in the administration, as also to obtain
the opinion of the Society if hœmorrhage be encouraged by chloro-
form. 2. To direct attention to the serviceableness of chloroform
in cases of retained placenta. 3. To the usefulness of altemating the
administration of ether with that of chloroform where the puise
sinks, as in some exhausting opérations, such as ovariotomy. 4.

To the vast advantage of using chlorofonn in puerpéral convulsions.

5. To direct attention to the greater safety of chloroform at présent,

as we now know the accidents do not occur so much or at ail from.

heart disease as from simple apnœa, as the result of stoppage of the
respiratory muscles, and to direct the Profession to the extrême
value of the " Faradisation " crurent to thèse muscles in such acci-

dents, when other means fail to restore the patient. And, first, as

to the tendency of chlorofonn to superinduce hœmorrhage in ordi-

nary cases, the author seemed to think the fear of this was not en-

tirely without foundation ; it is, perhaps, the only one vulnérable
point in the administration, yet the latter can be stopped if hœmor-
rhage is feared or the hœmorrhage combated by ergot, stimulants,

the use of cold, the " binder," pressure, etc., but according as bleed-

ing continues, it is to be remembered the absorption or endosmosis
of the chloroform is slightly increased, if it be still gone on with

;

though, on the whole, the author is not so much afraid of thie con-
dition with chlorofonn as one of brain congestion, or a state ob-

served occasionally—viz., almost of delirium tremens—in some hos-

pital patients, or a state leading to the actual effusion on the brain

in the worst form of puerpéral convulsions ; but this latter disease

may occur -without chloroform at ail, and we must not blâme chlo-

roform. The author desired it to be known that lie now took the

most unfavourable as well as the more favourable side of the ques-

tion, and as a " set off " to the doubtful question of danger of hœ-
morrhage, he was certain that chloroform removed unnecessary and
often exhausting pain (for pain,^er se, is always an evil), it renders

"versional" delivery very much more easy, it also undoubtedy
facilitâtes the recovery of the lying-in patient; it lessens pain,

which pain often leads to puerpéral convulsions. It is not proba-

ble at ail that chloroform skilfully used ever stops a labour or

causes inertia. Dr. Tyler Smith saw one case—we see this stoppage,

and inertia, and even many cases of death from syncope during, or

immediately after labour, where chloroform was never thought of

at ail ; nor does it cause inflammation. We must not argue from
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coïncidences, ol false statistics, or what the author tenus it, the al-

ways vénérable error in Médical logic of arguing from a "posthoc"
to a '• propter hoc ;

" it is a great charity to give the woman in

childbirth chlorofonn ; but it too ofteu happens that statistics, old

routine, and shallow incongruities, ka in oiherkinds of Mr. lirai évi-

dence, stand in the way of «bat is of charity or the général goodof
the pour patient, or the Professional character. The next division

of the présent papor had référence to the usefulness of chloroform

in '• huur-glass" contraction of the utérus, and some, if not ail,

caaea ofretaint'd placenta. A sale and usefttl rule (h.iving the ap-

proval of the large Dublin Lying-in Ilos]>italand other institutions)

is the following:—If, in efforts at nianual extraction of adhèrent
placenta, the utérus be contracted firrnly or in "hour-glass " fashion,

the condition of the patient fair, and yet much résistance offered to

the hand—but we are anxious to avoid utérine phlebitis—the ad-
ministration of chlorofonn facilitâtes the placenta removal and
changes the firm utems contraction (as in version cases). It is of

course probable in inany cases that there may be prostration or in-

ertia ; hère amnionia niust be given, and acts very well with chlo-

rofonn or brandy. There is a sort of lying-in room superstition,

need it be said, that nothing is right till the placenta and every bit

of a placenta is taken away. No doubt retained placenta is fortu-

nately a rare complication in cases of delivery, yet in soute 6,(X)0

deliveries, 56 of bad haemorrhage and 28 of retained placenta were
noted, and one case was mentioned by the author where " portions"
of a placenta were removed, and utérine phlebitis thus prevented,
twelve hours after a delivery ; the removal such as seemed impos-
sible without chloroform. Thèse cases are more common with first

children thau with post-primiparous births. Chloroform is at least

one remedy not to be neglected when the other ordinary measures
are under trial. Whether many of thèse cases dépend on inertia,

the reader will décide for himself ; but a new and oetter school of
obstetrics has arisen within the last dozen years, and since the intro-
duction of anaesthetics,bleeding is not now the remedyfor phlebitis
or typhus ; nor is chloroform so full of danger as supposed or shown
by false statistics. The author hère related his expérience in the
aualogous depressing opération of ovariotomy, in about thirty of
wbich cases lie has assisted with the anaesthetic. He now prefers
ether to cliloroform, or, better still, to place the patient first fairly

under the latter, and continue the auœsthesia with the former ; it

is not necessary to use very much of either, but if the puise should
sink, the action of sulphuric ether is very marked in restoring it.

If ovariotomy could be performed without one or the other, but
with a pièce of ice over the linea alba, it Qlitfbt be bélier stlll. The
chief portions of the opération—breaking down adhésions where
thev exist, si curing the pedicle, etc.—are not very pain fui, and eyen
the tension of the titmour sometimes stretches the abdominal wall

to a thin membrane, devoid of feeling. Chloroform, the author

again intimâtes, should be never given in labour cases before the os

uteri has dilated to soinething like the sizc of a shilling ; before

that the woman will bear her "pains " with some philosophy or

satisfaction, if not résignation. The narcotism of chloroform is

more marked in the early than in the later portion of the labour
;

but it is hère that chloroform " delays a labour " as occasionally

complained of. It is a great mistake to begin it too soon, however,

no matter what the entreaties of friends, or attendants, or the pa-

tient herself may be. Very many of the popular préjudices against

chloroform in thèse cases arise from catching a fact by the wrong
handle, as it were, or losing sight of the " Opiferqtte per orbern "

that we boast the relief from pain in charity that is our duty and
pri vilego to afford the lying-in woman. Pain, too, is a physiologi-

cal evil ; the sensé of pain is confined to the sensorium and sensory

ganglia, on w hich chloroform acts so specially and almost alone.

The effort of the utérus to enipty itself, on the contrary, is so little

related to thèse that labour may go on perfect paraplegia ; as in

cases where the relations of the spinal and reflex System were totally

eut off from the scnsoruin and ganglia by acephalocysts in the upper
portion of the chord. Labour, again, will proceed, though the cer-

vical vertèbre may hâve been fractured in animais, or in the deep
apopletic coma of eclampsia in women, or in the dead insensibility

of drunkenness, ail of wnieh explains that pain is non-essential, and
that we may hâve spontaneous utérine or reflex action very perfect

indeed, though sensation of pain through the brain be removed. At
any rate, the sensé of pain as pain, as the woman is aware of ail

about her, and even of the contractions or rhythm of the utérus, as
shemiglit without pain recognise the rhythmic contractions or beat
of the heart. She watehes, m fact, for the " pain" as she calls it ;

wonders and reflects that it has lost its agony, and yet the labour
progresses as well as if she was in torture ; recalling ones rude re-

collection of the old lines

—

"Uemembraiict! and reflection—liow attled ;

What thiu iiartition» sense ud tlimiglil «livide !

Like the knigbts of old, and their contending opinions of the
colour of opposite aides of the same shield, hâve been the contend-
ing opinions in jmimals and books as to whether chloroform is

daDgerous in labour, or delays labour, or leads to hanuoirhage.
But this divereity is at once explained ;is to delay—whether tin;

chloroform was given too soon or not ; and as to danger, by a heap

of errors yet copied from one standard édition of a book into
others, as to heart disease and its dangers, etc. Référence was next
ruade to "Puerpéral Convulsions," and three cases mentioned of
fatal puerpéral convulsions brought on apparently by the
excessive reflex irritability of passing the hand into the utérus to

remove adhèrent placenta. Both affections might hâve been pre-
vented by use of chloroform, but could not fail to be aggravated by
the lancet, still so much esteemed in convulsions. But the day for

the lancet is gone by, as for stage, coaches, or salivation in syphilis.

Again, such convulsions are often the resuit of intense, long-con-
tinued agony, which nothing can lessen so well as skilful andsmall
doses of chloroform. It is probable, as observed by Van der Kolk,
that in thèse and ail suçh cases of convulsions that direct irritation

of pheripheral ends of nerves (uotably in some forms of fits from
worms, irritation of external genitals in masturbation, etc.,) is re-

flected direetly back to the medulla oblongata (or cerebellum (?)

which probably présides over the organs of involuntary life), much
like the impression of molécules of a galvanic telegraph wire
though still purely vital ; this direct irritation, by a sort of induction
acting on other roots of nerves lying ride by side. Hence we see

that passing a hand into the utérus excites convulsions in parts not
apparently connected with the utérus, but ail which excess of action

as well pointed out by Dr. Tyler Smith, Dr. Murphy, and others, is

controlled, for a time at least, by chloroform. We see this every
month in tetanus cases also, and various forms of epilepsy as now
so admirably cured by Dr. Brown-Séquard by other forms of

anœsthesia. In conclusion, the author directed attention to seventeen

women with obstrttcted labour, where the mothers had had in old

times previously dead children, or eviscerated children, torn away
by hook or crotchet, or craniotomy, as related to the Society, but
where, by means of version subsequently under chloroform, nine

living children, and seven with heart pulsation (but which did not

live), were gained for the overjoyed mothers, and the barbarous

misery to patient and attendant of pulling the child in pièces or

craniotomy saved. Cases of this kind now crowd on us from ail

parts ol Europe, America, Australia. Such is one of the vast

benefits of this still underrated and cnielly misrepresented agent

chloroform, which now, as we are aware of the exact nature of

accidents, not from heart disease, as previously surmised, has corne

to be perfectly safe, as simple apnœa of chlorofonn (cardiac syncope

of Snow) is due to diminished action of the respiratory muscle

and gênerai reflex system
:
so readily excited by electricity when

ordinary means (which not often) fail to restore the patient.

Dr. IIalij Davio montionerl Bpvpral instances in which chloroform
had acted most benelicially duriug labour ; cases of nervous agita-

tion with rigidity of the passages of the os vagina, and perineum,
and where tlie chloroform had superseded the use of the forceps or

other melhods of mechanica^ delivery, in facilitating version in
cross-presentations, in cases were embryotomy had been contem-
plated. Chloroform irequently gives a regularity and uniformity
previously wantingto the labour pains. On the other hand, he had
seen cases in which chloroform gave a lingering character to the

labour, and he believed it sometimes left relaxation of utérine

fibres and tendency to hamiorrhage. He had met with no death
from the use of chloroform in midwifery practice.

Dr. Murphy stated that, with regard to the use of chloroform in

puerpéral convulsions, he had found it to be a most valuable agent

in controlling the paroxysms. It has succeeded where the more
usual remédies bave failed. In ordinary cases of labour, where the

pains are severe, he had also ibund it extremely bénéficiai. For
this purpose it is not necessary to put the patient asleep

;
pain can

be controlled, and the patient remain perfectly conscious. The first

efFect of chloroform is on the sentient nerves, and pain may be re-

lieved long before insensibility takes place. Its administration in

this manner he had found to give the most complète relief. In reply

to questions put by the Président, Dr. Murphy observed that he

knew of no deaths from chloroform in the practice of midwifery.

With regard to its use iu true puerpéral convulsions with albumi-

nous urine, the best answor lie could give was the relation of'a case.

He was called to attend a lady, a year or two ago, pregnant with

her first child. She was of middle âge. Her labour was not difricnlt
;

it lasted about eight hours ; her pains were very acute. She would
not take chloroform, and, being a woman of much fortitude, she

struggled to command herself, but in the contest shebecame giddy,

lost her sight, and convulsions i'ollowed. She was bled, withuitt

controlling the convulsions. Chloroform was then administered with

perfect success, and the paroxysms wereat once controlled. Tranquil

sleep I'ollowed, and the convulsions did not return. Ile carefully

examined tlie urine, and found it to be albuminous. The lady per-

fectly recovered.

Dr. Kooers could not recollect a single case of Jlooding produced

by its use. Ile was caref'ul to give ergot to patients who had pre-

viously Uoodcd. I le had been able to turn more easily, and had

likewise given chloroform to its full extent iu some cases of cra-

niotomy, but as a rule ho merely soothed and calmed his patients

with it. A very email quantity was used at the Satnaritan Hospital

during the opération of ovariotomy ; he did not think it added to

the shock. of such opération, or diminished the chances of recoven

,
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nor could he say' that ether or a mixture of ether and chloroform

was préférable in such opération.

The Président considered tlie questions raised in the paper of

the greatest possible interest. He would like to hâve the expérience

of the Fellows présent on some important points,—the effect of

chloroform in predisposing to hœmorrhage after labour ; the résulta

as to the use of chloroform in puerpéral convulsions ; and as tothe

occurrence of death from the employment of chloroform in Mid-

wifery practice.

Mr. Ôumberbatcr had never known flooding induced by the use

of chloroform in Midwifery, and, as far as his expérience went,

hœmorrhage was not-inore likely to occur than if it had never been

given. No fatal case had corne under his notice in which the re-

suit could be ascribed to chloroform.

Dr. Routh's opinion was decidedly adverse to that generally

given by previous speakers. He believed that chloroform when
given to any extent developed a tendency to imperfect contraction

after the removal of placenta, and thus favoured the occurrence of

hœmorrhage. Since he had used chloroform he certainly had a

larger proportion of cases of hœmorrhage. He was also certain from
experiment that H materially lessened utérine contractions during

the first stage, and illustrated this opinion by a well-marked in-

stance. In the second stage, except when carried to the absolute

unconsciousness of the patient, it did not influence the utérine con-

tractions. But, if given largely, as every accoucheur would ac-

knowledge who had turned with chloroform, and without it, it

certainly diminished the force of the contractions. He had heard of

one case of death after chloroform in labour. It was that where a
practitioner delivered by forceps, a well experienced nurse giving
the chloroform while he was using them. As the child was extracted,

the wonian fell back suddenly and died. The suddenness of the
death especially appeared to nim to prove the fatal issue was due
to chloroform.

Mr. Chapman was desirous of eliciting the opinion of the Society
as to the propriety of using chloroform in puerpéral convulsions,
and as to what rules should be laid down for its administration
under such circunistances.

Dr. Graily Hewitt observed that no rule universally applicable
could possibly be laid down as to the use of chloroform in puerpéral
convulsions. In some cases—a marked instance of which he re-

lated—the condition présent was caused by very extensive disease of

the kidneys. In such cases, chloroform was îierfectly- nselesa. In
other cases, when the Tïïood-poîsomn^ and the albumimuia were
only temporary, and not so dépendent on organic disease, chloroform
had proved to be very serviceable.

Dr. Martyn had employed chloroform in painful and difficult

labours for many years of practice, and he had met with no
seriously unfavourable résulte from it, but otherwise. Snmetimes
troublesome sickness appeared to follow,as in other cases, and he lias

observed some check to pains, but whether this efl'ect is confined

to the first stage of labour, he was not able to say. He had never
met with a serious hœmorrhage after the use of chloroform. Indeed,
he decidedly believed that it rather saves the patient in this respect.

As to its application in severe cases of convulsions in labour, he
was most anxious for the opinion of the author and of those who
hâve had expérience in such cases. In one case in his own practice

which terminated fatally, a considérable amount of blood was lost

naturally without any effect in abating symptoms. A young
woman, primipara, very anasarcous belore labour, was attacked
with convulsions towards the close of it. No case could be better
marked. The child's head being lovv down, she was delivered by
forceps at once. Considérable hamiorrhage then ensued, and the
patient soon fell into a state of coma and died, the convulsions and
other symptoms not being at ail relieved. In watching the record
of many cases of pueiperal convulsions, he had observed that large
bleeding, shaving the head, and the use of ice had seldom been
followed by satisfactory résulte. He himself would rather trust to
chloroform than any other known remedy. In many of the minor
opérations of midwifery, in hour-glass contraction, for the removal
of the placenta, etc., etc., excepting to relieve pain, he uid not
consider chloroform to be required.

Dr. Cleveland suggested that in case of convulsions associated
with albuniinuria, the spécifie gravity of the urine, when practi-
cable, should be ascertahied, inasmuch as the présence of albumen
in that fluid, per se, did not necessarily indicate blood poisoning

;

but when it co-existed with a lovv spécifie gravity there was évi-
dence, in addition to the gênerai symptoms, of the rétention of
tiiuse salis in the blood, which, fo a liealthy state, are eliniinated
by the kidneys. Under the latter circumstances he thought that
the administration of chloroform was more likely to be injurious
than otherwise.

Dr. Braxton Hicks, in reply to Mr. Chapman, said he had
nsed chloroform in puerpéral convulsions to produce quiétude
duiing instrumental delivery, and found it to succeed very well,
and without untoward resuit. In reply to the suggestion thrown
out by Dr. Cleveland, Dr. Hicks said that he had continuallv
examined the urine of patients with puerpéral convulsions, and
had found it always albuminous at some finie, during the attack

or after. It may be présent only for a short time, and might be
missed if not carefully watched for. The spécifie gravity was
always high, generally with blood corpuscles, waxy and epithelium
casts, in fact the évidence ef acute " Bright's disease." Whether
the aeldition of chloroform to tins state was safe, or whether it

would add to the blood-poisoning, was not yet determined.
Dr. Druitt said it was difficult to apportion the amount of danger

to be ascribed to the chloroform, or the amount of good in eclampsia.
The case must be judged by a fair analogy with others. He cited

an instance of a lady dying in childbirth—so-called—but in reality

of scarlet fever super-added. He did not find that hœmorrhage was
induced hy administration of chloroform, and he agreed with the
author generally.

Dr. Braxton Hicks wished to know if chloroform and ergot
could be combinée!, and what would be their action in " irregular

"

labours.

Dr. Kidd, in reply, had found chloroform and ergot go very well
together, especially if used, as it were, alternately,—the effect of one
allowed to wear olf a little before using the other. In conclusion,

he expressed his satisfaction that the expérience of the Society was
in favour of chloroform even in hœmorrhage cases, and so in cases

of retained placenta. As to eclampsia, he believes there are three

forms of this disease, and in two chloroform is a certain remedy rather
than the lancet. Even albuniinuria is due to pressure of thegtavid
utérus on the kidneys, not actual disease. He agreed with Dr.'

Murphy on this point, but not perhaps so weZl "-as to the same
speaker's view that the muscular fibres of the utous. are not relaxed

by large doses of chloroform. He had, howeTer ,
great respect for

Dr. Murphy's opinions, and would say as cornbrorating them, that

the muscular fibres of the heart, so like the utérus, are not acteel on
by chloroform as popularly believed. As to convulsions, he would
say that ail the best nien in Europe and America—Simpson,
Churchill, Meigs, McClintosk—approved highly of chloroform in a
large majority of cases. The explanation of thèse convulsions by
Van der Kolk in the paper is the true one ; but if there were super-

added apopletic effusion, which occurs in only 20 per cent, of the

cases, then perhaps nothing would be of use, and chloroform would
do neither harm nor good, and the lancet positive harm. With
référence to ether, Dr. Kidd prefers it in tedious exhausting opéra-

tions like ovariotomy. A mistake sometimes is made to use'

six or eight ounces of chloroform in such an opération, but six or

eight drachms might answer, as the opération, though attended with
-vaot depretaing " aliouk " to the nervous System, is not Very painful
after the first section of the skin over the linea alba. He lias

known cases, too, where there was great exhaustion saved by beef-
tea and wine injections, especially if sickness from chloroform pre-'

vented food being taken. Very good absorption, especially in'

children, goes on from injections. Chloroform does not lead to in-
flammation, as supposeu by some, as in some absurd statistics,

because, in an Hospital, of those not chloroformed 1 per cent, die
only; but of those under chloroform a larger number hâve the opéra-
tion of forceps or craniotomy. The latter fact is ingeniously
omitted.

PARLIAMENTARY INTELLIGENCE.

HOUSE OF LORDS.

VACCINATION.
Lord Lyttelton rose to put the question, of which he had given

notice retative to the Act for compulsory vaccination, of which he
was the author. They hael just gone through, if indeed they had
gone through, one of those panics on this subject well known to

those who attended to the adminstration of the affairs of boards of

guardians. There was a great outbreak of small-pox, great atten-

tion was excited, union officers were unusually active, many persons
were vaccinated and re-vaccinated, much good was doue, the stable

door was closed before ail the horses were stolen ; but, nevertheless,

the Act was very imperfect. This Act, like most amateur efforts of

législation, and many that were not, left the law détective. He
had brotight in an amended Bill the ibllowing Session, and it

passed their lordships' House, but was rejected in another place
;

and since then very little had been elone. Increased powers had
been given to the Privy Council, but still that was not enough.
It should be borne in mind that there was at this moment some
parts ofEurope where small-pox had been entirely eradicated by the
effect of vaccination. The Council of the Epidemiological Society,

who were the highest authority on this subject, hael furnished the
following suggestions for an altération of the law :—lst, the mak-
ing provision for the systematic local supervision of vaccination.

2. The providing more effectuai means whereby the local authority
or appointed superintendents might ascertain who were and who
were. not vaccinated ; 3. An extension of the âge within which
vaccination must be performed in those districts in which, from the"
liinited population, &c, vaccination from the arm could only be
maintained periodically ; and, 4, an extension' of the powers of the
Privy Council over local arrangements for vaccination, so far as

was necessary to secure the more ' effectuai maintenance of local
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supplies of fresh lymph. He wUlud to know whether it was the

intention of the Government to introdiice a Bill for an amendaient

of the law in thia or the next session of Parliament

Earl Graxvii.i.e said that the Government were l'ully alive tothe

ofsomething being done, aud were çanaideying the beat

mear.s ôt e&scting an unproveutent in the law.

MEDICAL NEWS.
Royal Coli.eoe of Physiclmjs ôt Losdon.—At n gênerai

meeting <>f the Fellows held on the l3th inst., the following gen-

tlemenTnaving undërgone the nêcessàry exaininatibii, aud satisfied

the Collège 01 their proliciency in the Science and Practice of

Medicine, Surgcry, and Midwifery, were duly udruitted to pructise

Physic as Liccntiutes of the Collège:

—

William Henry Fléetwood

Buckle. Royal Miut ; William Henry Enihling, 30, Oakley-equare,

nt's-park ; William John Hunt, Hathersoge, uear Sherfield ;

Keiih Norman Macdonahl, Bath ; James Davy Reiidle, M.D., St.

Andrews, Brixton-hill ; Alfred Bickardâ, Aruilcy, near Leeds
;

Edward Sutelill, 1 Champion-grove, CainbèrwelL

Royal Collège of Si'hoeons qï Exoland.—The fullowing

Members of the Collège, having undërgone the necessary examina-

tions for the FeUoWship ou the 2Cth, i7lh, aud 28th ult., were, re-

ported to hâve doue su 'o tlie satisfaction of the Court of

Examinera, an eung of the Council on the 12th inst.

were adm :—Frederick James Brown, Rochester,

diploma of memiSeraUp dated Nov. 1, 1844 ; William Carr, Gomer-
sal, Oet.26, 1853 Wiiiaui Fairlie Clorke, Ourzon-street, Mayfair,

Jan. 30, 1802 ; Vit- De Mérie, Brook-sireet, Grosvenor-aquare,

.Tune 11, 1847 ; Geo.^e Frederick Ilelm, Cambridge, Jan. 14, 1859;
Edward Lnnd, Manchester, April 9, 1847 ; Frederick Marsdin,

Staniforth, Mardi 2, lb.jy ; Walter Rivington, Upper Holloway,
Mardi 18, 1859; James Rouse, Coleshill-street, April 11, 1851

;

John Thompson, Bidaford, Nov. 4, 1842 ; John Edward Tuson,

H. M. Iudian Army, April 25, 1851. At the saine meeting of the

Council, the following Members of the Collège, who had been
elected Fellows at previous meetings of the Council, were admitted
as such :—Tliomas Spry Byass, Cuckfield, Sussex, diploina of inem-
b-Tship dated Aug. 7, 1»2'> ; Thomas Edward Eden, Brighton,

March 27, 1835 ; John Henry Hutchins, Rochester, Sept. 2, 1831 ;

George Lowe, Burton-on-Trent, May 5, 1837 ; Charles Edniunds
Thomsou, Ross, June 13, 1828.

Apothecaries Hall.—The following gentlemen passed their

examination in the Science and Practice of Medicine, and received

eertificates to practise, on the llthinst. :—Thomas Evans, Llan-

drssyl, Cardiganshire ; John Harman, Canterbury ; Thomas Cres-

wick Jackson, 24, Wimpole-street, W. ; William Laidlow, New-
castle-on-Tyiie. As an Assistant : John Kilshaw Kenyon, Liver-

pool.

National Médical Registration Association.—John Lavies,

Esq., as Président aud Treasurer, acting merely as the représentative

of'Uie Society, is now uuder liabilities amounting to abolit 200Z. ;

and it is believed that every ruember of the profession will willingly

contribuée a siuall sum, rallier than allow its chief otficer to snstain

a serioua loss.

—

Second List of Contribution* towards the Fund.—
Collected by Dr. Kirbv and Mr. Jabez Hogg : H. Hancock, Esq.,

21. 2s. ; Haslar Harris', Esq., 21. 2s. ; —Ridley, Esq., 1/. Is. ; Dr.

Morgan, M ; W. A. Harrisou, Esq., 1/. Is ; Dr. Richards, 10s. 6d.
;

Dr. Semple, 10s. Gd. ; Dr. Andrew Clark, 10s. 6d.—Collected by
Wm. Adams, Esq. : Dr. Fraser, 10s. b'd. ; Dr. Gardner, 10s. 61. ;

George Hazel, Esq., 10s. 6d.

Appointments.—W. J. Addison, M.R.C.S.E., has been appointed

Médical Glliecr for the Kinetou District of the Stratford-on-Avon

Union, vice J. H. Lakin, MB, appointed to the Sutton Coldfield

District of the Ashton Union, Warwickshire.—W. H. Broadbent,

M.D., bas been elected Phyaician to the Western General Dispen-

.-iry, Marvlcbmic-roud, vice F. W. Mackenzie, M.D., resigned.—A.

E. Colquhoun, M.D., lias been appointed House-Surgeon to the

Lancaster Intirmary aud General Dispensary, vice J. Mitchell,

L.R.C.S.Ed., resigned.—W. Coulson, F.RC.S.E., has been appoin-

ted Houorary Consulting Surgeon to St. Mary's Hospital on re-

signing as Surgeon.—J. Drnry, M.R.C.S.E., has been re-elected

Médical Officer aud Public Vaccinator for the Stanmore District of

the Hendon Union, Middlesex, lus former appointment having ex-

pireil.—T. D. Griffiths, M.B., lias obtained the Atkinson Morley
Surgical Scholurship of 4bl. for three years.—P. H. Harper,

F.R.C.S.E , has been elected Surgeon to the London Surgicai

Home.—G. H. liâmes, M.R.C.S.E., has been elected a Member of

the Obstétrical Society.—A. Hunt, L.R.C.S.I., has been appointed

Médical Officer for the Infirmary and Fever Hospital of the Dun-
garvan Union, Co. Watetfoid, vice J. G. Battersby, M.D., whose
appointment bas expired.—J. Hutchinson, F.R.C.S.E., Assistant-

Surgeon to the. London Hospital, has been elected Surgeon.

—

H. Ji-affi r^oii, M.B., has been elected Résident Médical Officer to

the Fever Hospital, Liverpool-road, vice G. Reed, M.D., resigned.

—Dr. l'aikes lias been requested by the Council of University

Collège, London, on the recommendation of the Senate, to assume

the title of Emeritus Professor of Clinical Medicine in University
Collège.—A. Pearsoa, M.D., bas been ajipointed Médical Otlieer of

the Pavocliial Board of South Uist, luviriiess-shire, vice A.
Macdonald, M.D.—W. Ramsay, L.R.C.P.Etl, bas been elected
Mcdiral Officer and Public Vaccinator for the Hnlton Buskell
District of the Scarborough Union, vice T. P.. Smart, M.D., de-

ceosed.—B. Shillitoe, F.H.C.S.E., bas been appointed Surgeon to

the Qreat Northern llospitul, King's-cross, vice (•. Lawson,
F.R.C.S.E., appointed Surgeon to the Middlesex Hospital.— (!.

Taylof, M.D., bas been appointed (jointly with Mr. J. Geinian)
Surgeon to the Midland Ruilway Friendly Society.-—F. S.

Worthington, L.R.C.P.L., has been appointed Assist Surgeon to

the Mutt'ord and Lnthingland General Dispensary aud Intiriuary,

vice S. S. Brame, M.D., deceased.

William Barky, M.D., late Deputy Inspeetor-Geiiei\d of Army
HospitaLs, diedon Tuesilav, the4th instant, at lïatli, attho advanced
âge of eighty years. Ile entered ! lu- army in 1808, and during the
eaiiipaigne of 1815 was présent at Waterloo.

APP01NTMENTS FOR THE WEEK.
Wediwnday, June 24.

Opérations at Middlesex Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St. Mary's Hospital, 1 p. m. ;

University Collège Hospital, 2 p.m. ; London Hospital, 2 p. ni.

Thurxday, June 25.

Opérations at St. George's Hospital, 1 p.m.; Central London Ophthalmie
Hospital, 1 p.m.; London Hospital, Ij p.m. ; Royal Free Hospital, l|

p.m. ; Great Northern Hospital, King's cross, 2 p.m. ; London Sur-

gical Home, 2 p.m. Restoring Ractnm ; West London Hospital,

2 p.m. ; Koyal Orthopeeèic Hospital, 2 p.m. ;
" Royal Collego

of Surgeons of England, 4 p.m.— Prof. Solly, " On the Braiu and
Spinal Oord, and aome of their Diseases."

Friday, Jum 26.

Opérations at Westminster Ophtlialuiie Hospital, 1J p.m.

Saturday, June 27.

Opérations at St. Thomas' a Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St Bartholomew's Hospital,

ljp.m. ; King's Collège Hospital, 1J p.m. ; Charing-cross Hospital,

2 p.m. ; Lock Hospital, Dean street, Soho, 1 p.m. ; Royal Free

Hospital, ïh p.m. ;" Royal Collège of Surgeons of England, i p.m.
— Professor Solly, "On the Brain and Spinal Cord, aud some of their

Diseases ;" Metropolitan Association of Médical OBicers of Health,

74 p.m.
Moniay, June 29.

O/tcriiCiuiis at Gt. MarVi Ho»]>ital for IfUtul.i ftnd otlier i")isi>»isfls of

tlie Rectum, lj p.m.
Tuesday, June 30.

Opérations at Guy's Hospital, lj p.m.; Westminster Hospital, 2 p.m.

BOOKS RECEIVED FOR REVIEW.
Corpulency and its New Self Dietaiy Cure. By A. W. Moore, M. B.C. S.

Fonrth Edition. London . A. and W. Evans, 42 Tachbrook street,

Pimlico, S.W.

NOTICES T0 C0RRESP0NDENTS.

*.* H is requested that ail Communications intended for tlie Editor, niay

be sent to the office of tho Journal, No. 20 King William street,'

Strand.

In order to obviate the récurrence of disappointments, wc beg to state

that ail communications intended for this Journal should be sent to the

Office bfforc noem on Monday, as we are compelled to go to press ou the

afteruoon of that day.

In conséquence of the spaco oceupied by our Index, we aro ngain re-

luctiintly compelled to postpone nutil next week Dr. Nesfield's Cases

of Pelvic Abscess, and Mr. Vose Snlomon's Paper on Gloucoma.

Rêverai Keviews, including oue of Dr. Thùdichum ou Gall-Stones, aiv

also in type, as wcll as a letter from our Dublin Correspondent, and

several original papers, whicb are delayed for the reason above given.

Dr. John Grav.—The paper has been received.

Dr. Koss.—Tl.e subject shall be attended to.

The Committee of the Adams' Défonce Fund bave publisbed, by per-

mission, a letter from a relative of Mrs. Rusaell, stating that she was

not on visiting tenus with lier family. The writer of the letter, who
is lier nephew by marriage, expresses the greatest syinpathy with Mr.

Adams uuder the cruel jicrsecutiou which ho bas euduied from the

two womeu.
Médical Reoisthation.

To the Editor of the Medieal Circular.

Sir,— Inalluding to Registration of Médical Men, I am much in-

cliued to account for tlie non-registration of raany anhonest, deaerving,

persovering, and hard-struggling practitioner, the omission being "the

waut ofmeaus," and not fio lack of désire to register. Is there any

remedy in the Médical Act intended to meet such a case ?

Great Malveru, June 17. 1 am, &e.,

Andrew Henderson, M. B.C. S.

Jlr. Alfred W. Moore's suggestion shall be attended to.

Dr. Smith, Moukwearraouth,—Tlie notice shall appaar.

Tjie Médical Staff of Si. Thomas's Hospital.—Tho letter has

been received.

f>N.
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